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CRAZE SWEEPS ON
ARBUCKLE PICTURE MAKING
-

BQXOFFIGE EFFECT

HAS STARTED ON COAST

FEARED

—

Comedian Organizes Producing Staff No Director
Selected Financially Backed by Attorney McNab and Friends Schenck Out

—

—

t
Los Angeles, Jan. S.
Roscoe Arbuckle started work on
tj. picture this week.
He has organized a producing staff and has them
Working on a story for him and arranging for studio space here. His
director is as yet unannounced.
'According to the information at

FILMS

LEGIT

—

Times Daily—Runs Hour
and Half

—Two

fer

So Much

Orchestras
Per Dance

A

complete minstrel show, John

In New York film circles it Isn't
believed that Schenck is entirely on
the outside as far as any deal re- booked by John Collins, who will
garding the future film activities of continue the attraction in the rest
Arbuckle may bo concerned, it being of the Keith houses he books.
generally conceded the naming of
The booking marks an innovation
McNab at the head of the company for vaudeville. It is the first time
may possibly be done to divert any that a complete minstrel troupe has
Suspicion that Will H. Hays might been routed intact for
a tour of
have been Influenced through any of vaudeville houses.
Arbuckle's former film connections
Van
Arman's
company
give an
In his decision to reinstate the coentire minstrel first part, followed
median.
Hays has been having a rather by five acts of vaudeville, including.
stormy time of it with hi. official Eddie Bolton, Diamond City Four,
family in regard to the Arbuckle Olin Landick. Selby Brothers and
The entertainreinstatement.
The members of Kenyon Brothers.
various committees formed to assist ment runs about one hour and a
Hays In his administration of the half, and is given three times u day.
A parade in costume by the minProducers and Distributors' Association have arisen against Hays strels, headed by the band, precedes
matinee and night performances.
the
and stated that they were betrayed
by the "Cxar of the Films" and that The company had been playing
wild cat territory and one-night
they were resigning.
Yesterday the Hays office in New stands until witnessed by the vaudeYork was the scene of .. special ville booker, who decided to exmeeting at which a number of the periment with the troupe in the
members of the various committees vaudeville houses.

were present and awaited an explanation from Hays on his Ar-

Rome,

Dallas, Tex Jan.
Cisco, a small village Of this State.
with three picture theatres, is now
fostering
Little theatre for its
amateurs.
.

?..

ROME

Italy, Jan.

Italy.

IT

That the dance craze Is about to
sweep the country, and that it will
be a factor in theatre patronage Is
the opinion of shrewd showmen who
have viewed the establishment of
dance halls directly in the theatre
districts of this and other large
cities.
That pictures have affected
balcony business in the legitimate
theatres is conceded and It is now
predicted the dance halls will also
eat into the volume of picture patronage.
The opportunities for profit In
dance halls has won the attention
of amusement men in New York.
It
was stated this week the
Seventh avenue car barn, which is
(Continued on page 4)

$6,000 WEEKLY RENT

FOR ASTOR FOR

F!J.M

The Robertson Cole
$6,000

Co. Is paying
weekly on a straight rental

.STYLE

New York, for its picture, "The
Third Alarm." which opens at the
house Monday.
The conditions of the Robertson*
role

who

vvitli the Shuberts.
,r.;j t. in. nt
control the Astor. called for the

advance payment of the entire four

The picture
vreeks' rental, Jlm.ooo.
rn has an option on an exN-nslon of time- following the four
ks at the .same figure, $fi,000
weekly.

Inc.

The

$6,000 calls only for the four
the house furnishing nothing,
Robertson Cole Co. supplying everything but the theatre.

trails,

r.T-fc-j

—

3.

Lillian Gish made a personal appearance here at the Cinema Vimia!e on the ocr-aston of tho dedication of that house a few days ago.
It is the most modern and pretentious motion picture house in all

COSTUMES OF MERIT'
BAYER-SCHUMACHER CO.,
MUST 16th STRKKT. NEW YORK
Ql'At.iTY

FEEL

SKHVK'H

IS

MILLIONAIRE KID"

READY TO JIAVE US

—

The Orpheum circuit may shortly
Beck as Its president.

lose Martin

A

report which traces the informa-

tion directly back to Mr. Beck himself from two or three sources
is

persistently spreading.

Tired

of

Bright

Footlights

—

Lights

and

Beck Is said to have ad v teed the
Orpheum circuit he
contemplates handing In his resig-

directors of the

Picture

In

nation to fulfill his long-felt desire
to tour Europe or the world at his
leisure.
Mr. Beck married for the
Byron Chandler, known as "the second time
about IS, months ago,
Millionaire Kid," i* about to ex- after the death of his first
wife, and,
patriate himself, move to England although
recently
becoming
a
and go seriously into the picture grandfather, it has been lately rubusiness.
mored the vaudeville manager will
Chandler admits that he has again and soon be a papa on his
separated from Luella Gear, his own.
latest wife, who recently was in
Stories that Beck might leave h!s
"Nobody's Fool." He says It is be- Orpheum
post have circulated with
cause she Insists on her career, and
regularity since a meeting of the
he has lost his taste for the lights,
Orpheum's stockholders Irj Chicago
preferring to live quietly at Hemplast summer. The authority in opstead, L. I.
eration of the circuit, following that
Chandler was the husband and
meeting,
seemed to be divided bemanager of Grace I^a Rue for several years, and before that was sued tween the eastern contingent of directors
in
Chicago and the eastern
for breach of promise by Joan Sawyer in Boston. He is the son of a staff, with the vast majority of the
former governor of Vermont and power held in the west. Since then
broke loose as a college "John," be- the Orpheum directors through su< coming famous the nation over as ceedlng meetings have sanctioned
"the Millionaire Kid," a figure on the circuit with the operation of
the Broadway of two decades ago each section virtually turned into
typical of that era of wine and night a department given to different
men, all executively associated with
sports.
Now he has gray hairs and dig- the Onheum. Through this method
nity, and he says that Broadway the Orpheum is running on a syswill $iot forget his frivolous past tem that permits Mr. Beck
to step
and will not accept his serious busi- out without injury to his own
ness intentions in the sincere spirit. Orpheum's Interests or those
of the
So he will shortly pack up and go stockholders.
aboard to promote on a large scale
The reorganization of the Orphea projection machine project on um circuit commenced
when it was
which he has had inventors work- capitalised and its stock
Marketed,
ing for several years with, ha says,
Upon its consummation the Orphesuccess.
um had added a number of middle
western theatres formerly grouped
by themselves, singly or in sma'l
EVANGELIST DECLINES
fi'ontlnucd on page 3)
Word came from Los Angeles this

Business

basin for four weeks for the Astor,

LILLIAN GISH IN

buckle decree.

AN AMBITIOUS VILLAGE

BALCONIES

THE

at

•f

R. Van Arman's Minstrels, with a
special Pullman car, street parade
and 16-piece brass band, opened a
vaudeville tour at Proctor's Elizabeth, N. J., Thursday last, replacing the straight vaudeville bill and

Reported Having Advised Directors of Circuit His
Intention of Leaving Wishes to Travel Was
Original Promoter of Present Orpheum Chain

—

Shrewd Showmen See Signs.
7th Avenue Car Barns
Now Rumored World's
WHOLE MINSTREL SHOW
Biggest
Dance
Place.
AS VAUDEVMLE BO! Trianon and Other Large
Capacity Dance Halls in
Chicago Made Loop SufInnovation
Plays Three

Sard the company is in the control
Of Gavin McNab, who defended Arbuckle* legally at his trial. Friends
McNab and other San Francisco
financiers are said to be interested
In the venture.
• The
present outlook Is that Joseph M. Schenck is out of the deal.

IN

MAY RESIGN
AS ORPHEUS PRESIDENT

MARTIN BECK

in

England

week that Capt. fttteba Crawford,
the
Salvation Army girl w ho
evangelizing meetings iii 40th itreet
just off Broadway were stopped by
the police and who conducted her
revival meetings in the 8< Iwyn th
atre thereafter, had resigned from

Army.
She has declined a I oh
for stage and screea
tin

.

of

of!
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DROOKS-MAHIEU

*

VAiaiiTY'S

BOGUS MANAGERS

Will Blacklist

Houses Playing

Blacklisted Touring

8 St Martin's Place, Trafalgar Sqluare
2096 Resent
Friday, January

HOPKINS' LONDON SEASON

ORGANIZED CAMPAIGN
VS.

1

V C
PARI
^/IDLiD^

LONDON OFFICE

In
will

the

spring

The American

Managers
London, Jan. 3.
A committee to be called the
Touring Artists' and Managers'
Protective Association has been
formed of members from nearly all

The first will be "Anna Christie"
with the original American company, followed by "The Hairy Ape"
with Louis Wolheim, who created
the title role in New York; then
"Emperor Jones" with Charles Gil-

plays.

of the theatrical societies of England, Including the Touring Managers' Association, Actors* Association and Variety Artists' Federation.
Its purpose is to stamp out the

bogus touring managers who menace the provincial theatres and professionals.

A fund has been raised to carry
on the campaign. The committee
has decided to blacklist any provincial h<*use that plays an attraction which has been blacklisted by
the protective association.

pin, the colored player,
in it in America.

similar and successful experitried by Julius Lenzberg
earlier this season at Keith's Riverside, New York.
Y.hile successful
at that vaudeville house, no other
local theatre followed It up, and the
Lenzberg orchestra did not travel
over the Keith circuit, due to it
being required as the house orchestra at the theatre. Had it traveled
as an act its weekly cost-would have
been $1,200 or $1,300, but little less
than regular act-bands are receiving.

SPANISH GENIUS

jane in 1900, was revived at the
Vaudeville to replace L. Marchand's

"Femmes"
brielle

Gaafter a short run.
now holds the part

Dorziat

Yvonne played by Rejane, who

of

not forgotten.

The story is about a society girl
who strayed from the right and became the mistress of a rich, much-

Paris, Dec. 20.
Swan Hennessey, composer, is
concert-giving in Berlin, assisted by

Herman Rovinsky,

pianist, of

Paris, Dec. 26.
"Look for the announcement," full
A creditable winter revue by G.
page, soon; and "listen," within
three years I'll be the biggest draw- Arnould forms the festive season
ing card in the "world." I've gone bill at the Gaite Rochechouart, unas far as I can get with this act. der the direction o. Volterra brothIn the ash can 1t goes as soon as I
play out present U. S. A. and Eng- ers. There is a big cast, with Draand nem, a popular local comic; Dutard,
lish contracts. "FRANK
His Own Show HOVEN," alias R. Burnler, Mme. Pierry, Fabris.
Frankie Van Hoven.
Nina Myral and a number of other
P. S. The first act of my show well known people here.
will be an "Afterpiece." I played it
Mme. Suzanne Reichemberg, who

—

thirty years ago as a kie>; it will be
retired from the stage many years
a "wow" even though its over sixty
years old to my uncle's knowledge. ago, made her reappearance in a
musical program organized at the
FRANKIE
Theatre Femlna for Christmas and
P. S.— My inside ad., XMAS, read:
New Year, the operetta "Annabella"
"See front page." A pal said to me,
"What's the gag?" I said, "To make having failed to hold on until the
holidays.
Marthe Chenal and La
sure they see the co#ver. He probably bought his Xmas Variety at Balachova are included in the mixed

—

the

Walton Hotel.

Chamber
week during the budget talk on
fine arts stated in the

London, Jan.
Friendly

relations

The performances

OPERA" BEATS ORIGIN W

MARGARET COOPER DIES

Kinqswav

London, Jan. 3.
Margaret Cooper, the foremost
planologist of Great Britain, died

London, Jan. 3.
"Polly," opening Dec. 30 at the
Kingsway as a sequel to "The Beggars Opera," is pronounced better
than the original^
The premiere uncovered a new
prima donna in Lillian Davies as
a sensational success.
Another version of this ancient
opera that is now in its second

HOLIDAY BUSINESS

Record for

Xmas

Evs.

— New

Year's

Dropped Behind
Paris, Jan.

Box

offices

registered

on

3.

the theatres have
records for receipts
Eve.
The inflated

In

new

Christmas

vance

in prices,

which

in

some

________

DEATHS ABR0AB
Paris, Dec. 23.

apparently

—

FRAZERE

SAILINGS

through Paul Tausig
& Son, 104 East Fourteenth street.)
ler" In that house.
Dec. 30 (New York to London)
Jack Buchanan, who staged and
Who Wax an In.lUI.linl Hit In th« JEA-N BEDINI
Arthur Grayson, Thomas Briscoe,
"CHUCKLES OF 1922" at Columbia. New York. stars in "Butler," has the Oxford
Handers and Mills, Lon Hascall,
Now la One of Vodvil'a Mott Surprho Aett.
for
three months with a renewal
Addr— s Care of Urn.: HKEVES A LAMPORT
Harry Elser.bock, Harry Welch, Mr.
privilege.
18 Clmrina; Cross Road, I-ondon
and Mrs. Edwards, Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Cook, Tom Jones, SeyITALIAN STAR AT ALHAMBRA mour Felix, Cook and Rosezere, Mr.
TILLER SCHOOLS"
and
Mrs.
Malby,
Alma Adair
Paris, Jan. 3.
" Anna Foujez, a successful
Italinn (Olympic).
Jan. 2 (New York to London)
vau "eville artist, who has not yet

THE

OF DANCING

143 Charing Cross

LONDON

Director,

(Reported

-

Road

JOHN TILLER

traveled outside her own country,
but is a household word at home,
booked for the Alhambr.i for one
month, opening Feb. 9.

Is

Lillian

Siegar,

THE LITTLEJOHNS
226 West 46th St.
rhonr MRYANT

New
-13.17

at

|

Opera Comique,

Psris
Paris, Jan. 3.
"Polylheme," a lyrical drama in
four acts, produced at the Opera
Comique Dec. 29, was nicely re-

ceived.
The music is by Captain
Jean Gras, with the book based on
the tragedy created by the late Albert Samalns, which was originally

presented at the Comedle Francais^e
in 1908. It differs considerably from
the mythological story.

Vanni Marioux

in the title role Is

madly in love with his adopted
daughter, Galatea.
He becomes
when learning the girl
furious
favors a shepherd, Acis. Polylheme
prepares to crush the lovers under
a rock, but at the last moment relents, extracts his own eyes and
then throws himself into the ocean
because of being unable to witness
Albert

Wolff conducted

the

or-

chestra.

HENRI M0REAU DIES

Dec. 27 of heart failure.

Paris, Jan.

3.

Henri Moreau, "French playwright
and author of "Madame Sans Gene,"
Scotch Players Talk Too Much
died Dec. 28. His age was 71.
London, Jan. 3.
Booked for the month of JanRequsl Meller Postpones
uary, the Scottish Players opened
Paris, Jan. 3.
Monday at the Coliseum (vaudeFebruary engagement of ReThe
ville) in a talky sketch named "A
Valuable Rival." It held little value quel Meller at the Alhambra is postbecause of the talk, but was splen- poned until the latter part of the

Trix Sisters

year.

Paris Csbaret
Paris, Jan. 3.
The Trix Sisters opened at the
Clover Club (cabaret) Monday.
The sisters are playing here while
preparing for their own revue, which
in

will have its premier
during February.

in

.This Spanish singer is, ^however,
appearing In March at the Concert
Mayol.

Spring Operetta in Paris

An
acts,

Paris, Jan. 3.
operetta "Moins Trente," three

by Andre Barde, music by
Cuvllller, 1- due at the The-

London Charles

atre Michel early In the spring.

IN

LONDON

-

1

Sir Alfred Butt. He has let the reLondon, Dec. 21.
Although vaudeville business is mainder of his lease of the Apollo
said to be booming, and undoubtedly to C. B. Cochran.
is in some quarters, many artists
are out of work and likely to remain
After over 11 years' absence from
so. This is in a great respect due to the stage, Isabel Jay will make her
the new managerial policy of econ- reappearance in the West End in a
omy, which may be the result of new play. "The Inevitable.;' Her last
a genuine desire to retrench, but appearance was in "The Balkan
is more likely to emanate from a Princess." Frank Curzon, her husdetermination to get rid of many band, who will appear with her,, has
highly paid acts that have long confined his energies to manageceased to draw in proportion to ment for a good many years. His
their money.
Salaries are being last appearance was in "The Brlxtdh
Burglary," at Terry's in the Strand,
drastically cut.
in 1898. This interesting double reT^xe Old Vic. will stage "The turn will be rendered more so by
Cricket on the Hearth" and "The the fact tTiat Miss Jay's daughter,
Hope of the World" as a holiday at- Cecilia Cavendish, will make her detraction.
but at the same time. "The Inevitable" will be tried out in . the
Irene Osgoode, the novelist, who provinces before coming to London.
died last week, had also made a bid Curzon's managerial activities infor fortune as a dramatist. She pro- clude the Playhouse, In partnership
duced two plays in the provinces, with Gladys Cooner; the Royalty,
"The Menace" and "The Rich Bohe- with Dennis Eadle, and Wyndham*s
mian."
Neither was particularly with Sir Gerald du Maurier.
successful.
She also had a play
produced in Paris, but it never
J. /. E. Malone has returned from
America with options on three
reached this country.
pieces, one of them a musical play.
After all, Maurice Moscovitch will He saw over 20 pieces during his
not produce the new play by Jerome visit, but out of these considered
K. Jerome, with which he announced only six nt all suitable for produchis Intention of returning to the tion in this country.
Apollo In the new year. Instead he
There are 32 parts in "Treasure
will let the theatre while he himself
goes "looking round" the Continent. Island." which Arthur BourchKr
It is thought his next production here produced at the Strand, Dec. 23. Of
(Continued on page 40)
will be under, the management of
f

Agnes Baker, Doris

Joan and Mr. Reischman

(Bercn-

garia).

Musical

Man

on Way Over
London, Jan.

George Graves in Revivsl
3.
London, Jan. 3.
The "Homeric," sailing today, has
The ; -Merry Widow" revival has John Abbott, general manager for
Cleorge Graves in his old role and Francis Day & Hunter, who Is
York Evelyn Laye playing the widow.
going over fdr a. visit on your side.

RHINESTONES

Drama

in-

tax
stances tripled
the normal
printed on the tickets. The Casino
alone went to 60,000 francs.
The advance sale pointed to excellent prospects for New Year's,
though the total takings did not
surpass the Christmas gross.

3.

pear at the Oxford after the present run expires of "Battling But-

"POLYLHEME? FAVORABLE
Lyrical

business was mainly due to an ad-

the

EN08

London, Jan. 3.
Christmas Day shows are pracunknown in England, so a
touring company created a unique
record upon opening that day at
the Blackpool, when it did a larger
gross business than the theatre had
ever held on a single day.
Another record taken was by "The
Cabaret Girl'.' on Boxing Day at
the Winter Garden, when it did
1,100 pounds in two performances,
beating the high mark made by
"Sally" over here by five pounds.
tically

his rival's bliss.

year at Hammersmith is shortly to didly acted.
be presented In the West End.

Jehan Le Gal, French actor, at
have been resumed by the firm of
arts allowance that so long as he Gorssmith & Malone with Leslie Salem, Haut Rhin, France, after a
long
and painful illness.
Henson,
who
will
that
reopen
for
is in power the famous German proJules Rosati, French critic, staff of
ducer will not appear at any of the management within a few weeks
the
Echo
de Paris.
without production named.
State subventioned theatres.
Henri Quentin (known as Paul
Just prior to the presentation of
"The Cabaret Girl* *in September, d'Estree). author, aged 85 years.
L0IE FULLER POSTPONED
Lloyd d'Aubigne, professor of
Henson withdrew from rehearsals
Paris, Jan. 3.
and the announcement was made a singing, known to the American colThe performances of ballets by nervous breakdown caused the ony in Paris, died last week at
Lole Fuller and her school at the withdrawal.
Sevres, France.
opera here, due to commer e last
Camilla Roy (Loron), chansonnier
week, were postponed, no future
"NELLY KELLY" AT OXFORD founder of the Caveau Lyonnais,
date yet fixed, but announced for
died at Lyons, France, aged 71.
London, Jan. 3.
this month.
Michel Abadie, French poet, died
The George M. Cohan reproduc- at Savlgny-en-Sancerre, France.
tion of Cohan's current New York
NOW TOl RIN'G EUROPE
musical hit, "Nelly Kelly," is to ap-

—

of the Leonidoff
ballet troupe occupy the Theatre des
Champs Ely sees this week, following the Moscow company of J. Nemirovitch Dantchenko and Stanislavsky, which is leaving at the end f
the month for New York, to open
there Jan. 15.

Sensational Prima Donna Uncovered in "Polly" at

LESLIE HENS0N RETURNING

last

bill.

VAN

SEQUEL TO "BEGGARS

unknown

by local politicians and stage folks
has been of such a nature that the
budget minister of education and

Breaks the Blackpool's Record
—"Cabaret Girl" Beats
"Sally" by £5

VAN

PARIS

STRENGTHENING REVUE

London, Jan. 3.
London, Jan. 3.
The revue proposed by Sir Oswald
Spanish Stoll for Covent Garden for Jan. 22.
composer is proclaimed a genius will have to be postponed through
through his music in the new com- delay in scenery, owing to the holiedy produced Jan. 1 by William days.
Wilson at Harrogate.
Most t
the principals for the
The piece scored strongly. Its show have been recruited from the
book is by Boyle Lawrence.
burlesque ranks in America, though
George Robey is to be the principal
MAX REINHARDT BARRED comedian. This week the production was strengthened by the addiParis, Dec. 23.
Although Firmin Gemier had in- tion of Luppokova, the Russian
dancer,
the Savoy Havana Band and
vited Reinhardt to produce a work
an Arab troupe of acrobats.
at the Odeon, the opposition shown
hitherto

GAITE R0CHECH0UART REVUE

New

York, is giving recitals in Germany.
Harold Henry, pianist, made his
debut at Wigmore Hall, London,
last week.
Americans in Paris last week:
Kathryn Lee, soprano, who has
taken up her residence here toe the
winter.
Maurice Moscovitch, en
route from London to Berlin; Maxine Elliott, going with Elsa Maxwell
to Switzerland for Christmas; Fannie Ward, with her husband, Jack
Dean; Laurens Morgan Hamilton.

DOES BIG THINGS

'

FRANK VAN HOVEN

Radiana Pazmor, contralto.

William Wilson Discovers New Composer in Scoring Musical Comedy

An

tion).

Paris, Dec. 22.

"Le Beguin," three-act comedy by
Pierre Wolff, created by Mme. Re-

married elderly man. She carries
on also with a younger lover, as
usual in such risky French farces,
until she meets and becomes inLondon, Jan. 3.
fatuated by a handsome fellow who
The Moss circuit (Empires
vaudeville) Is going to experiment In turn becomes her disinterested
to find a substitute for jazz bands lover, or "Beguin," in French slang.
The wealthy protector takes matright in its own theatres.
Next week the Victoria Palace or- ters as he finds them, but the
chestra, under the leadership of younger lover causes a rumpus and
John Weaver, will become a turn Is finally received back ii.to the fold.
This comedy will have another
on the stage.
The orchestra at the Finsbury decent Inning at the Vaudeville,
awaiting
a novelty which M. SylPark Empire, under the direction of
Jack Bruske, ia rehearsing for a vestre does not seem able to discover.
similar turn, opening Jan. 22.
Moss* Is trying the experiment
through the raging jazz band craze.
AMERICANS IN EUROPE

A

set by another Americanspecial picture, "Four Horsemen," at the Palace, where the
"Horsemen" picture is still running
after several months.
Marcus Loew for Metro has again
extended his tenancy of the Palace
until March.
Charles B. Cochran
at that house In April will open
"The Music Box Revue" (first edi-

starred

Craze for Jazz Bands Abroad Converting Musicians into Turns

ment was

mark
made

WOLFFS "BEGUIN" REVIVED

is

ORCHESTRAS ON STAGE

who

London, Jan. 8.
"Robin Hood"

film,

(Fairbanks), playing as a special
attraction at the Pavilion, London,
did 2,700 pounds (about $12,500) last
week, besting the 2,500-pound high

to present, In

1923

ENGLAND'S XMAS DAY

Pounds Last Week, Beating
Best Week of "Four Horsemen"

2,700

London, Jan. t.
Arthur Hopkins

come over here

association with Charles B. Cochran, a season of Eugene O'Neil

*

"ROBIN H000" LEADS

Producer Going Over to Start O'Neil
Season in Spring

0,

FOSTERS AGENCY, «_»
Ltd.
HUB!
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Friday, January
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j

VAUDEVILLE

1923

5,
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OF PURITAN OPPRESSION
Calls for Repeal of Censorship of

Motion Pictures

—

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

VICTOR RECORDS

"Carolina in the Morning" and

"Homesick" and
"All Over Nothing at All"
"Toot Toot Tootsie" and
"Do I?"
"Tomorrow" and
"You Gave Me Your Heart"
"Carolina in the Morning" and

IN N. Y.

"Cow Bolls"
"Nellie Kelly,

in

"Chicago"
"Japanese Moon" and
"In the Land of Smiling Waters'
"Homesick" and
"Ji-Ji-Boo"

Home

I

•

conclusion, everything written or
spoken or taught might be subject
to a censorship by public authority.
We have abundant law in the State
to jail a man who outrages public
decerey. If we have not. enact it.
And we have jails eno ugh to hold

On

the subject of pergonal liberty
the message read:

"Recent !egis!ation in our own
t-a'e has aimed at serious restric-

Build a Stairway to Paradise"
"Nellie Kelly,
Love You"
"Toot Toot Tootsie"
"Yankee Doodle Blues'*
"Way Down Yonder in New Orleans"
I

1

Although the mechanical data are for the whole month of December, the sheet music Is gauged from current reports.
Since Christmas
music has taken a spurt of 40 per cent, above the sale* during the
week immediately preceding the Yule holiday.
The foremost sellers are 'Carolina in the Morning." "Toot Toot
Tootsie,
Homesick." "Tomorrow." "I Gave You Up." "Blue," "Lovln
Sam," "Three o'clock in the Morning." "Love Sends a Little Gift of
Roses." 'I Wish I Knew," "Chicago," "My Buddy." "All Muddled Up,'"
"The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise," "You Know You Belong to
'

AU REVOIR JANET

tion of personal liberty.
"For several years we have beetn him after conviction. I believe that
After playing the past Seventeen
drifting away from the fundamental the enactment of a statute providing weeks in Greater New York and
ideal of the Declaration of Inde- for censorship of the moving pic- adjacent cities, Janet of France
pendence and the document that tures was a step away from that opened her road tour of the Keith
was intended to give it force and liberty which the Constitution Circuit this week at the Temple,
Janet was fortunate invigor, the 'Constitution of. the Unit- guaranteed, and it should be re- Detroit..
having her route arranged before
ed States." Throughout the declara- pealed.
the "not more than two consecutive
tion there are related the abuses to
am
firm
in
belief
my
that
the
"I
weeks in the big city" rule went
which the American people are sub- law passed at the last sersion of the into effect.
jected by tyrannical government. legislature which requires the teachThe impos'tion of taxes without era of our public schools lo submit
consent of the people, interference to a loyalty tect is a direct violation power to define an Intoxicant. This
with trade and commerce and with of the letter ard spirit of the laws act was rendered inoperative by a
the personal liberty of the citizens of our State, unless you are pre- subsequent decision of the United
were set forth as the principal rea- pared to take the stand that this States Supreme Court which in efsons for a declaration of a funda- great army of useful pubic servants fect said that concurrent power remental principle of government that is incapable of being responsible for ferred to In the Constitutional
has burned its way through the lit- the abuse of their rights. No reason Amendment meant power to enforce
erature of the world right up to our that I can find justifies the existence and that the so-called Volstead act
own time. Inquisitions, spy sys- of this law upon our statute books. was binding upon the states as to
tems, rules and regulations for per- It is wrong in principle. It is a vio- the alcoholic content. If democratic
sonal conduct not prompted by the lation of the spirit of our constitu- representative government means
Ten Commandments are an un- tion and it is an unwarranted inter- what w all say it means surely the
necessary
interference
history in our own state does not
with the ference with freedom of opinion
one of the foundation stones of Indicate that a majority of the peofreedom of a people.
"It has frequently been said that democratic government. Throughout ple are In sympathy with the exthe best government is the one that the history of the world wher« peo- isting Volstead act.
governs the least. In monarchies, ple have allowed the government to
"The decision of the United States
the people exist for the government. think for them the government has Supreme Court renders the state
In the free democracy of the United been unsuccessful. Part of the suc- helpless to legalize light wines and
States the government exists for cess of America lies In the undis- beer of a greater alcoholic content
the people, and its every! move puted fact that the government than one-half of one per cent, now
should be expression of their free permits the people to think for set forth in the so-called Volstead
will.
themselves.
act.
Therefore, if the people of
"Throughout the Constitution of
••'Equally vicious is the law', also this state are to get relief from
tfie United States there was sounded
passed at the last session, which this situation they must look to the
the note set forth in the preamble provides for licensing r.nd
super- National Congress. The House of
which said that the purpose of the vising
private
schools. "
While Representatives and the Senate are
document was to 'secure the bless- ostensibly for the purpose of safe- the only legislative bodies in the
ings of liberty to ourselves and our guarding the institutions
and tradi- country that can amend the Volposterity.*
In our own State, the tions of our
country, its real effect stead act.
opening sentence of our constitution Is to weaken
"I therefore, recommend to you
them by abridging the
is the expression of our gratitude to
fundamental right of the people to that you pass resolutions at the
Almighty Clod for our freedom, and enjoy
earliest
possible moment requesting
full liberty in the domain of
in order to secure its blessings we
idea and speech.
have now on behalf of the State, that the
establish a constitution.
abundant law to check 'them when legislative machinery at Washing, "As all crimes are predicated upon
the law of the land is trangressed. ton be set in motion immediately to
sins, no persons should be held
Liberty and the pursuit of happi- bring about an amendment that will
guilty of sin under the law until
ness cannot be said to be safe- permit light wines and beer under
they can be convicted of a crime.
The Bill of Rights throws every pos- guarded In a community that dele- the careful restriction set forth in
gates
to anybody the absolute power the New York state act of 1920.
sible safeguard around the individ"In view of the history, set forth
ual and the fullest possible pre- to prohibit the teaching of any subject
of
which they may disapprove. above on the question of ratifying
sumption of innocence is constitu"Interference with personal liberty, the 18th amendment I recommend
tionally established until the contrary is proved beyond reasonable censorship of thought, work, act or the initiation by this state of a prodoubt. The danger to the future of teaching, abridgment in any way posed amendment to the federal
our liberty lies in our apparent will- of the freedom of speech and of the constitution requiring submission to
ingness at times to compromise with press by. the government itself, un- the people instead of to the legisthis principle. Once this avenue is questionably encourages, if in fact lature of all future proposals to
opened nobody can, with any degree it does not promote, intolerance and amend the federal constitution.**
Closing paragraph of message as
of certainty, predict where it may bigotry In the minds of the few
lead.
directed against the many. If we follows:
"With a firm belief in the right"Censorship is not in keeping with will obey that simple but important
our ideas of liberty and with free- divine commandment, Love thy eousness of our purpose, -with an
undying
faith In the theory of our
dom of worship or freedom of neighbor as thyself, the state would
speech.
The people of the State have nothing but success failure government, with every confidence
in
the ultimate purposes of the
themselves have declared that every would be impossible.
legislature and a conviction that Diitizen may freely speak, write and
"I recommend
to your earnest
publish his sentiments on all sub- consideration the immediate repeal vine Providence Is with us I look
jects, being rosporsible for the abuse of
the statutes spoken of In this forward to a success that If we try
hard to attain will be ours.
of that right, and no law shall be section
of my message.
passed to abridge or restrain liberty
"In 1019. the Legislature on behalf
of speech or of the press. This funof our state ratified the Eighteenth
LAUDER'S $5,078 IN
damental principle has equal appli- amendment
to the Federal constituChicago, Jan. S.
cation to all methods of expression.
tion after refusing a proposal to
Harry
Lauder played the Majestic"The spoken drama has always submitthe question to the people at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Wednesday,
had its place as an influence to
as suggested by me. Its passage in Dec. 27. and took $5,078 matinee
educate.
In many countries it is
the Senate was by a very narrow and night. Lauder told William J.
sustaired .is a national enterprise?
margin and under circumstances Slattery. manager, that the receipts
In early days it was used to give exthat would suggest that the Senate"s established his record for one-night
pression t<> Biblical history.
No- action was not in keeping with the stands.
body will dispute that the Intention
wishes of a majority of the people.
Davenport gave the Lauder show
of moving pictures opened the way
The question of ratification did not $3,750 and Waterloo $3,450 matinee
for
new avenue of great education
appear in either of the party plat- and night. The Cedar Rapid.? recforms, but nevertheless a party ord is at $2.50 top at night and $2
caucus brought into line m*n whose top at matinee. The same house got
""
/•
/ Oi'j'a.'rjdk' Inst ruction dt
*H!
we'1-Unown views as well as the $3,000 one performance last season
views of their constituents were for Wurfield at $3 top.

Somebody

'
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"Carolina in the Morning"

"I'll

when we select fi-om among our
citizens three people who before the
fact have the power to declare what
is and what is not a violation of the
statutes enacted for the protection
of the- morality of our people.
"Carrying this policy to its logical

1776.

in the Morning Blues"
"Homesick" and

"Early

"Homesick"

as well as of amusement. We have
looked too lightly on guarantees of
freedom of speech and of the press

Jan. S.
The message of Governor Alfred
E. Smith to the newly-elected legislature, is redundant with expressions
of the thought that the administration is under the supreme obligations to th,e people to restore to them
first of all that personal liberty and
in the same form of cleanliress in
which it was originally had under
the declaration of independence of
Y.,

I

WORD ROLLS

Q. R. S.

Albany. X.

"Tomorrow" and
Knew"
Wish
"Do I?" and
"I

Love You" and
"You Remind Me of My Mother"
"Hot Lips" and
"All for the Love of Mike"

Message to Legislature Personal Liberty
Rule Stressed as Leading Principles

His

and

FOR DECEMBER

SIX BEST SELLERS

MITH'S MESSAGE SOUNDS KNELL

Else,"

"Way Down Yonder

New

in

Orleans," "Cow Bells,"
"Lost, a Wonderful Girl,"
"Blue."

"Down by the Rio Grande" (potential hit).
"When the Leaves Come Tumbling Down,"

Production sellers: "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean" ("Follies"),
Up Your Sins" ("Lady of Evening"). "Crinoline Days" ("Music
Box Revue"), "When Hearts Are Young" ("Lady, in Ermine"). "Clinging Vine" (same title show}, "Just Like a Doll" ("Springtime of
Youth"), "KIks in the Dark" ("Orange Blossoms"), "Two Ruby Rings"
("Daffy Dill"). "Just as Long as I Have You" ("Gingham Girl"),
"You Remind Me of My Mother" and "Nellie Kelly" ("Nellie Kelly"),
"Stairway to Paradise" ("Scandals"), "I Came, I Saw, I Fell" (''Passing Show"), "Time Will Tell" ("Sa'ly, Irene and Mary").

"Pack

•

GOVERNOR OF PENN.

ENGLISH ACTOR SELLS

ADVOCATES CENSORING XMAS GREENS ON STREET

j
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to ratification by our state.
"In 1020 by a substantial majority
the Senate and Assembly enacted
the so-called 2.75 per cent, beer
bill upon the theory that the eighteenth amendment to the constitution
gave the sta'ies concurrent

Returntd from Australia

San Francisco, Jan. J.
Arrivals on the Manoa from AusHonolulu last week included Remona, Menial Marvel. flats
McKay and Sienak.
tralia

via

to

Legislature Says Trevor Bland's Varied Experi-

Censorship Need

.

ence

Is

Apparent

in

Captain

Middle

West-

in British

Army

Hnrisburg, Pa.. Jan. 3.
Kansas City, Jan. i.
Governor Wil'iam C. Sproul made
From playing a prominent part
his final address to the Pennsyl- with Margaret Anglln in "The Womvania Legislature today, and in an of Bronze" to selling Christmas
discussing the details of the work greens on the streets of Kansas City
of the various state departments is what happened to Trevor Bland,
during the past four years of his a clever young English actor, who
term, he asserted that the necessity left Miss Anglin's company here a
for picture censorship is still very few weeks ago, On account of some
The Governor will re- disagreement with the company
apparent.
manager, Bland did not accompany
tire Jan. 16. when Gifford Pinchot
will

the organization

succeed him.

The
which

Governor

and went to the hospital for several
After a week he found work

days.

with a company presenting "Pilgrims' Progress" at the Grand. He
had the role of Satan, but the play
only lasted a week ard he was at
liberty again and nothing in sight,
for the Drama Players Stock, where
he hoped to find an engagement, had
just closed.

of shipping duplicate copies of
films previously examined and approved from the eastern to the
western district, thus saving at
least $10,000 annually.
"In arranging for certificates of
approval on affidavit, copies of
subjects previously examined and-»
approved, a great saving to the

The Christmas season, with its
and mistletoe, offered him a

holly

chance to make expenses and he
started as a street merchant. His
identity wae discovered and the
papers played up the story strong,
when he was taken in hand by the
English consul and given a position
as salesman in one of the big department stores.
Bland is an Ergltsh actor and
came to America last season with a
"Grumpy" company; later he was
with "Tons of Money" and started
the season with "The Woman of
Bronze," playing the part of Douglas
Graham. During the war he served

industry both in time and money
has been made.
"The Board has driven entirely
from the screen In Pennsylvania
the 'hero crook.' and has elimthe glorification of crime.

has been the practice of some
producers to depict the crook in
an attractive form.
The crook
today on (he Pennsylavlan screen
is a crook, nothing more nor less.
'Despite moves to the contrary,
the necessity for censorship is still
very apparent. For example, the
board has found It necessary to
make 29,808 eliminations out of
8,306 ree's examined during the
It

In the British artillery, was wounded
at Ypres and also at Festurbert.
after which he was 14 months In a
hospital, when he was discharged
with the rank of captain.

AS YOU WERE" DID $11,000
Th* Jeni<- Jacobs production, "A*
You Were," .starling Blanche Ring

1

past year."

Switches Agents
Chicago. Fan. 3.
The Rivoli theatre at La Cro
Wis., which has been playing x
villa on Sundays only, baa ehan
policy
and booking agents, now
playing

vaudeville

i

.

I

its

cured an engagement with a small
stock company playing the Gillis
theatre, but accidentally fell from a
third story window of his dressing
room, struck on some wires and was
thrown back through a second floor
window. He was quite badly hurt

"It has discontinued what were
considered needless publications,

<

closed

that time on, his experiences
read like a penny thriller. He se-

and has eliminated* the necessity

>>

it

From

the Senate and the House upon
the occasion of its convening for
the 1923 biennial session said, relative to the censors and censorships:
"The Board of Censors of Moving Pictures has during the past
four years secured a material reduction in travelling expense in
connection with inspection work,
by redistricting the State and
selecting field inspectors living in
the respective districts.

inated
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engagement at the Shubert.

local

his message
he read to a joint session of
In

Wiuuinger. iiid«$il.00'J
week, playing onc-nighters.
v\.-»'\ the show is pliying a

U4ul liiail.a
lasl

T'lis

between Richmond and Norand in headed sooth,
l>m Blatter}' Is now !h<> «om]»any
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stplit

folk

Wednesday, mi nager.

Thursday,

Friday and Saturday,
in an Bflanger
Pret .•»:;
lo ••!
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with a special bill Sunday, and road route, "A^ V'ou Were" w
being supplied by George II. Weh jkfWWri SS|| Sim',,-! unit, pla; Ing
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CLOSING THIS

Around"

Circuit-e-Watson

Featured

One

Week, MANAGER L. A. BERTELS
Change
GETS SIX MONTHS

at Garrick, Chicago, This

at Chateau, Chicago,

—Pan

Next

Week

Weekly Salary, $2,900
Week, Net Jack Reid Unit Moves Intact to
Columbia Burlesque Wheel Next Week Also

in

Principal

—

"Steppin* Around," the WeberFrledlander Shubert vaudeville unit,
now playing the Garrick, Chicago,
will leave the circuit and open for
the Pantagea circuit at the Chateau,

AMUSEMENT STOCKS

Chicago, Jan.

Interest Lacking

excepting

the

original

James

C.

Year Opens Famous
Firm

cast intact

Morton.

As the New

—

routed the

circuit

Also

The

-

reported figure the unit will receive

on Unit

Sisters

in Unit

Show

turing the

Watson

Saturday

at

Sisters, will close

Washington.

A

straight vaudeville show will replace the unit on the circuit, opening at the Aldlne, Pittsburgh, Monday.
The vaudeville bill will be headlined by the- Watson Sisters and include De Haven and Nice, Bert

Fined $200— 17-YearOld Cashier Accused Him
Chicago, Jan.

It

"Stolen Sweets," I. H. Herk'e
Shubert vaudeville unit show fea-

Baker and Co., Joe Towle, Chapelle*
and Stinette, Three Pasquali Bros.,
Ford and Goodrich, Hoshi and Osei,
and one other act.

3.

Bertels. manager of the
Hamilton, was fined $200 and sentenced to six months in the House

Leo A.

THE ENCORE. ENGLAND

of Correction on a charge of contributing to the delinquency of a

7.

The Pantages
unit with

DULL AND LISTLESS

-»-

•

Vaudeville Replacing

4*-

Opens

1923

5,

HERTS 'STOLEN SWEETS'

SHUBERT UNIT SHOW INTACT
MOVES TO PANTAGES CIRCUIT
"Steppin'

January

GImhcvw, Aaf.

"A new turn

S,

i

H

IMS

waa CHARLES AXT-

HOFF. He U a funny comedian, weir on

minor.

"SPlCE" UNIT

made a bin success with hi*
quiet cense of humor. He appears In the
character of a quaint old farmer-fiddler
from a western vU4a«r« in U. S. An original and safe booking.

In years, but

The charge was brought by William S. Sanre, cabaret entertainer,
and fiance of Lucille Matthews, the
17-year-old girl in the case.
Bertels was given a stay of thirty

________

Former Production
into

to

Be Condensed

Vaudeville Performance

Representatives

WIIXIAM MORRIS,

The amusement stocks were dull
two first sessions of the new
year, indicating an almost absolute
lack of public interest. Even Loew
which had given some* indication
of coming life in the closing days
of December dropped back on small
ering several units recently closing dealings
around the 19
level.
on the Shubert circuit, but selected Orpheum got up through 19 for a
"Steppin' Around* on account of the while, but eased again to 18 and a

Knjr'.and

The Shuberts, through an ardays after a motion for a new trial
EDW. 8. KELLER, Amenta.
rangement entered into with Jack
had been denied.
Lait,
the author of "Spice of 1922,"
Miss Matthews testified that,
will condense that former legit rewhile she was employed by Bertels
HELD ON RENT CLAIM
vue production (that toured the
as cashier at the theatre, he frequently took her home in his auto- Acts Booked for Rodriguez's Show Shubert houses until a couple of
weeks ago at Chicago, where it
mobile and that they stopped occaTied Up in Indiana
closed) into, a Shubert unit vaudesionally at cabarets.
On one ocville
casion, she said, he gave her a g'ass
performance.
Chicago, Jan. 3.
of "ginger ale" in Paradise Gar
The arrangement with Lait inFrank Rodriguez rented the Audimoderate salary list outside of the fraction.
dens and she lost consciousness.
cludes
a weekly royalty to be paid
torium at Indiana Harbor. Ind., for
Mortons' salary. Jimmy Oildea will
Famous Players alone gave some
In a letter to Sanre, the girl four da
is
expected the
the author.
It
ftt the rate of | 125 a day
replace Morton when it opens for signs of life.
The turnover was charged that Bertels took advantage
five acts to appear in "Spice"' unit will open during the
Pantages.
moderate and best prices touched of her while she was unconscious. and engaged
month.
The withdrawal of "Steppin* 93. In the trade, an indefinite tip The letter was offered in evidence connection with his act. The first
night's receipts were something like
Around** from the Shubert vaude- is in circulation that Famous Play|200.
ville circuit reduces the Weber- ers has in preparation a favorable
Fairbanks Twins Making Act
Chester, the magician, one of the
Friedlander units from four to one statement to be issued this month,
Fairbanks Twins wijl leave
on that time.
AND DAUGHTER acts engaged, claims that Rodriguez theThe
although its nature is not hinted
"Music Box" this week, opening
departed without making any payThe Pantages circuit is known as at. Probably it will turn out to be
a Keith route at the Palace, New
legal
advice.
sought
in
and
has
ments,
plays
It
vaudeville.
small time
a quarterly profit and loss state- Westons Distinctive in Coast TheThe manager of the Auditorium is York, Jan. 22.
the west with some eastern dates. ment putting a rosy complexion on
atricals
holding the baggage of all six acts
The Shubert units have been play- current business.
on a claim for the rental.
ing twice daily. In Pantages theA good deal of dissatisfaction has
DANCE CRAZE OPPOSITION
atres the playing policy is three been expressed over the nature of
San Francisco, Jan. 3.
Keith Office Couple Engaged
ehows a day, with over three daily the latest announcement for 39 proCarol Weston, daughter of Mrs.
(Continued from page 1)
The engagement of Paul Dempsey
on the week-end.
ductions for early 1923 release. Ella Weston, vaudeville booker for
di - to Margaret Hickey is announced. at Fiftieth street, and part of the
It was announced a couple of There is nothing sensational
in the Ackerman & Harris, has the
works ago that Jack Reid's "Barrel list which reflects a policy of getting tinction of being the only woman Both are connected with the Keith Broadway theatre zone, is under
of Fun," also a Shubert unit pro- back to mild program production.
orchestra leader in the west. Miss organization.
Mr. Dempsey is a option to a group of New York
duction, would move intact from
directing the Oakland representative of the Frank Evans showmen who propose to turn it into
It is reported that the regular Weston Is'
the Shubert time to the Columbia January meeting of the Orpheum American theatre musicians, 12 ih office, and Miss Hickey is secretary the world's greatest dancing estabburlesque wheel, which it will dv> directors wil^be deferred. As noted numb$£
The site has often been
to Jack Dempsey, Keith booker, and lishment.
next week.
reported^ sold or disposed of for
MrsVwTeston is the only woman brother of Paul.
before it is generally accepted that
Of tho several closed unit .jhows Orpheum dividends will continue in vaudeville booker in this section of
amusement interests, figuring in theof tho past two months, but three
Rialto news at least once a year.
abeyance. Nothing new has come thV; country.
ACTS
They
have survived the circuit.
But the dance project designed for
out on Loew dividend prospects.
Fay and Her Jaz_* it is believed actually settled.
Florence
•
are the Jenie Jacobs* unit, "As You
Gold wy n continued in around esHounds.
Were," the first to leave the lime
Following so soon after the openMARRIAGES
tablished levels at and under 5 with
Diaz Sisters and Powell; wire act. ing of the Trianon in Chicago with
and take up an Erlanger regularly
the volume of trading greatly reBetty Southerns toe dancer (with
Ray and Sunshine; sister act.
booked legit road route at $2.50 top.
a capacity of 5,000 persons, besides
duced.
"Dance Dreams," vaudeville), to
May Richards; single turn.
with Blanche Ring and Charles
other neighborhood dance places in
Publication of figures for all of Cliff Stirk (Newport am* Stirk).
Ferres and Armand; two men.
Winniger as its stars, and the two
Chicago of almost equal capacity,
1922 discloses an enormous volume Dec. 27, at the Litt'.e Church Around
Mark Under and Joe Fields (Gal- weight to the sweep of the dance)
units above mentioned.
in the amusement stocks. the Corner in New York City.
trading
of
lager and Fields) in a revival of the hall craze is added. Chicago theat«
The Shubert unit vaudeville cirTho turnover in Famous Players
Hazel ("Mickey") Mack to John former Gallagher and Field's mili- ricals, with the city's other similar
cuit, starting the season with 3ft
that of tho pre- Norel, Dec 19, at Boston. Both of tary act.
shows, is now reported reduced or just about equalled
dance resorts, has blamed them for
to 1,562,400 the newlyweds are with the 'Alain
year,
amounting
vious
Fred Burton orchestra. Formerly poor business that has affected most
m about to be reduced to 15 shows shares for l'J2*2, compared' with
Street Follies," at the Central, New at Shanley's Pine Tree Inn, Pelham. of
and 15 theatres, being one-half of
the Loop legitimate theatres'
The money in- York, this week.
1.628,000 for 1921.
William Elliott and Thomas V. there, especially in the balconies.
the original wheel.
volved in 1922, however, was greater,
Alma Adair, Dec. 27, to J. A. Morrison in a comedy sketch by Chicago's Rialto seems to think the
prevailing prices during the year Malby, a retired bachelor and resi- Richard Warner.
dance halls there hurt legit more
The annual dent of Daytona, Fla., also reputed
having been higher.
Sam Kline, formerly with ElizaLAUREL LEE ENGAGED
turnover in both cases is somewhat to be wealthy. An announcement beth Nelson and Barry Boys, trio than pictures.
It is predicted that every zone or
more than seven times the total states it is Miss Adair's third mar- act, with Mae Brandon.
ne'ghborhood in New York will have>
Report Artiste Will Wed Wealthy capitalization, indicating a good riage; that she was divorced from
Grant and Wing, the dancers, and a large capacity dance hall along the
Kansas City Business Man
deal of manipulation and a fast her second husband, George S. Levy, the Eddie Elkins Orchestra at the
established
and
lines
of
those
Kansas City, Jan. 3.
speculative play. The figures for in Chicago the day before she mar- Hotel Knickerbocker form a new
springing up in the white light disA report here says Laurel Lee, the the year nre :— High, 107; on Sept. ried the third. Miss Adair, with her combination
for vaudevile.
besides
the
enormous
one
in
trict,
irtiste in vaudeville doing what is 5. j ow 751^ j an 10
the husband, sailed for London Dec. 30
final for
f
Carl McBride left "The Bunch
known as a "single act," is to wed close of the year, 91%, compared to on the Olympic, where she will ap- and Judy" Saturday after one week. the Grand Central Palace. The sysof charging for each dance at
in the late spring and retire from 78% for the 1921 final, an advance pear in the new Stoll revue at Co- The vaudeville team of Tracey and tem
5 or 10 cents a couple has been
the stage.
of 12%.
vent Garden.
McBride will reunite and open on virtually doubled by playing two
Miss Lee's fiance is George McTurnover of preferred was 82,900
Genevieve H. Richardson, vaude- the Keith circuit this week.
orchestras, one beginning when the
Donald, a wealthy local business shares at a range of 107% high, 91% ville, to Samuel Wolnstein, nonFrances Pritchard and Leo Hen- other stops, but with the nickels and
man.
low, Sept. 5 and Jan. 28, respect- professional, last week. >liss Rich- ning, two-act.
dimes rolling in every minute.
ively.
Walter Percival and Renee Noel,
ardson did a musical act with Alice
x
A Broadway manager who has
Goldwyn (admitted to trading Farrell.
comedy dramatic sketch.
been active in play and picture produring the fall), 96.000 shares. High,
KILLED
FRANK
gives it as his opinion that
duction
8%, Sept. 18; low. 4%, Dec. 21. No
Kansas City, Jan. 3.
the shrinking of picture subjects
GIVE
Frank Newman, an actor who comparative record for preceding
GUESSES
and material is one of the factors^
had been making this city his head- year.
likely to swing public interest away
Loew, 165,300 shares; high, 23%,
quarters, was killed in a motor acfrom Alms and to the rewer amuse*
I pt. IS; low, 11, Jan. 31; final, 19,
ment cfTered by the modern dance
cident Dec. 29, wrftle returning from
compared
to 13% at the close of
halls. Thir, showman was interested
a suburban town where ho had ap- 1921; advance of 5%.
store p'clure .'how In
a companion,
first
over the Pantages circuit is $2,900
net, railroad fare and all baggage.
The show was booked by Fred
Curtis, Ed Milne and Arthur Silber,
of the New York Pantages office.
The New York bookers were consid-

in the

I

'

I

MOTHER

\

NEW

•

^
W
^

;

NEWMAN

YOU TWO

•

peared.

E.

It

is

driving,

Allen,
injured.

J.

was severely

lost

which turned over.
The remains were m nt

298 300 shares; high, 28.
Final. 19.
6.
the close of
1921
advance? of 5.
Orpheum preferred, !i7"> shares;
hish, IS, Qct I; low, 10, Dec. 12. In
the absence of trading the hid and
asked for Orphean preferred it*
quoted:- Bid, 82; asked, mi.

Chi-

Left "Troubles" Suddenly
Jack Edwards and Dolly Emanuel

Davidow & LeMa ire's "Troubles

wore

WHO

S4I0

|

Anna Chandler on Loew Crcuit

act

'

•

That Chicago would
pion pugilist.
catch the Idea of th" Garce hall
its possibilities, only f<n'
New YorU to adopt and Mttdp

Marx Record Topped

Chicago, Jan. 3.
Fields Reunited" did
E.ngkwood last
the
at
business
a„big
Allen
Edgar
nnd
by Harry Carrol
k, and rome reports are that the
Woolf. The pair were married re"Hrv*. was 'broken.
<»f
Mar*
record
cently.

new

built.

v

<

will enter vaudeville in a

viewed the growth

Like many forms of amusement
.he dance craze started in the west.
The n n l'.irity of dancing, which
affords the best reason for the cabSH
ret*, grew after the one-step tty§si
of stepping wore brought from the
iwt.
The "bunny hug," one of 'he
"f
earliest fcinia of \ht QfiSZ -'.
danc'ng, smarted on the "Rarharv
exhibited
at
and
Coast"
was fir:*'
Elammerstein'fl Vlct< ria by n cham-

"\

Chandler opens on th«- Loew
of 1922" in Pittsburgh hist week.
They withdrew from the unit sud- Circuit at the li:Av. Buffalo, JanuMas Cnandler recently
Edwards was replaced by* ary I.
denly.
closed an irlv -we< k engagement at
Charles O'Brien.
a New Orleans cabaret.

Leaving Music Box Show
William Seabury and Margaret
Irving, now in "The Music Box,"

the

New York nnd

of fl'm exhibit; »n un'il .palaces of
the Capitol, Rialto and Strand type

;

to

cago.

left

in

Orpheum,

Oct. 5; lOW, 13%, Jan.
thought Newman, who was
compared with 14 at
control of the car,

and deve'op

'

"Weber and

'•CQRRECT" THE FIRST TIME

entire fie'd, is also nntUrM.
v.as
Ij
true of jazz muric and lav/ '>'.
which seem in to stay and PH
vital part of the done?
rrifcK*

1

•

1
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LEE CRAIG

H.

SONG WRITER'S 30 YEARS* SERVICE
SETS RECORD IN MUSIC FIELD
:

&

Renews Contract With M. Witmark
Sons (or 10 Years—Started With Firm 20 Years
Ago Writer of Some Very Popular Ballads

nest R. Ball

—

IN JAIL

Burlington, Vt., Jan.

SIMILIAR

ASCRIBES HURT SPINE

Held for Pawing Worthless Check
on Hotel

Berlin,

TO CHIROPRACTOR

A

contract signed by Ernest R.
M. Witmark & Sons binds
that songwriter to the music publishing firm for 10 years, dating from
Dec. 26, 1922, when Mr. Ball's previous agreement with the same firm
expired.
It also marks the term of 30 years'
service of Ball with Witmarks, as
the composer first engaged with the
Witmarks 20 years ago.
In all.of the song world there is no

Irving Berlin, Inc., publishers of

I.

cently offered a contortion act in
replace the previous bad one.
"On Paradise
vaudeville
called
The hotel immediately wired the Roof," has been compelled to reKansas City bank it was drawn tire through an injury to his spine,
Craig
firm as a piano player and demon- upon and an answer stated
slight in its way, but serious enough,
From that time onward had closed bis account there a year to preclude the possibility of stage
strator.
The first check passed by work.
the Ball name on a Witmark pub- ago.
Aitken is managing the
brought a certain sale Craig was drawn by J. J. Whalen, plumbing department of a general
lication
theatre here,
while the continuous ballad hits manager of the Strong
supply house here at present.
Film
Eastern
written by the composer have made and payable to the
Mr. Aitken suffered from a cold
indorsed the name
sales for Witmarks running into Company. Craig
several months ago. Upon the adper his own,
company
Film
of
the
commillions.
Mr.
Ball's
latest
the
vice of a friend, he consulted a chigiving It to th hotel. Later
position is a ballad and now cur- when
ropractor, who worked on his spine
developed he was not authorised
rent among the Witmarks* active it
to cure it. The treatment has halted
name.
sign the Film company's
list,
also somewhat significant of to
the career of Aitken, temporarly, at
the newest contract entered between

Accounting

By

the time the hotel received

its

answering wire from Kansas City
Craig had disappeared and a woman
who accompanied him was reported having taken a northbound
train. She has not been seen since.
called herself Mile.
It is said sh
Dutelle and has appeared with
Craig in a traveling show or act

known as

the

Harry

Stilwell

Co.,

WHEEL'S NEW TRY

Hyatt Would Line Up Circuit
Mid -West, Is Report

In

Dan McGrew" and "The Face foot to line up several desirable
on the Barroom Floor."
houses in the mid-West which
would play eight tabloid attractions
five weeks each under a plan by
Sketch for Mrs. Valentino
A sketch by Edgar Allen Woolf. which it was hoped to formulate a
in which Mrs. Rodolph Valentino Is 40 -week season.
Hyatt has dispensed with the
to be featured by Lewis & Gordon,
.

services of some field men recently,
in rehearsal this week.
has as yet been selected, and it is understood that his bookcast to include Victor ings have wavered to a point where
new blood is essential.
Brown and Jack Ryan.

was placed

similar record. To the contrary is
the usual, songwriters flitting here
and there. In the past it was not
unusual for a songwriter to leave a
publisher before his contract exAlso in the olden days a
pired.
writer with what he believed was a
••hit" would find an excuse to breach
an agreement, to either place the
cumber elsewhere or start n the
publishing business himself with
the "hit" as the incentive.
No American songwriter has ever
written a bigger ballad hit than
Ernie Ball and the Witmarks published as his first success, "Love Me
and the World Is Mine." It was the
first song written by Ball for the
publishers after he had joined the
r

EMPTY SEAT "DOCTOR"
WORKING FOR PANT AGES
First Trying

sas City

Remedies at Kan-

—Needed

Else-

where, Too
Chicago, Jan.

Harry

Mitchell, formerly

3.

manager

6f the Empress, Chicago, has been
employed as a "doctor" for Pantages
Vaudeville houses ailing with a disease which is known in showdom as

"empty

seats."

and

will try his

rem-

edies at the Pantages, Kansas City.
The disease is said to be prevalent
in many sections of the country and
is not confined either to Pantages
theatres or to Kansas City.

"HUGGING"

IS

DEFENSE

San Francisco, Jan.

3.

Emil de Recat, manager of the
Recat Amusement Corporation here,
was the plaintiff in a lawsuit last
week. Olaf Skavlan, actor, sued the
producer for $50 alleged due him.
In defense Recat produced two

young woman

to testify the actor
resorted to love making that was
too realistic on the stage and nearly
fractured several of their ribs in a
"hugging scene."

ONE NIGHT

$1,750 IN
i

Chicago, Jan.

3.

Nan Halperln reaped $t,750 for
her bank account New Year's Eve
when she appeared as the special
attraction at three picture theatres.
The Stratford paid Miss Halperln
3750 for doing her regular act, while
the Tivoll and Rlveria each paid

her $500.

R.

No

title

the

BALL

them, called "For the Sake of AuUl
Lang Syne."
Among the many song hits to
Ball's credit, exclusive of his production music, are: "Mother MaBit of Heaven,"
"Little
chree,"
"Dear Little Boy of Mine," "Down

BECK MAY RESIGN
(Continued from page

1)

Several
new Orpheum benefit. He was also responsible for
vaudeville theatres, called Juniors the erection of the Orpheum, Jr. It
to distinguish them from the reg- is said he conceived as well as proular big time Orpheum houses, were moted the stock flotation that acthe Trail to Home Sweet Home," completed. These additions, all fol- quired the middle western theatres,
'Let the Rest of the World Go By," lowing the war, led up to the stock- besides taking in some properties
"In the Garden of My Heart," holders' meeting and the subsequent that were on the Orpheum's direct
"When Irish Eyes Are Smiling," /division of the operating forces. line but not owned by it, such as
"Goodbye, Good Luck. God Bless Within the past few months about the Majestic, Chicago.
You," "Turn Back the Universe," all of the Orpheum's important deThe present B. F. Keith's Palace,
"Till the Sands of the Desert Grow
partments excepting the booking New York, was' started by Beck,
Cold," "Mother of Pearl." "As Long
secured the site at Broadway
who
staff have moved from the OrpheA* the World Rolls On," "Time Af- um's headquarters In the Palace and 47th street months before it
ter Time," "Will You Love Me in
known he Intended to carry
became
theatre building, New York, to the
December as You Do in May," Orpheum's Chicago offices.
out his long cherished ambition to
"That's How the Shannon Flows."
have
a vaudeville theatre as the
The Orpheum circuit for years
was so closely identified with Beck metropolitan home of the Orpheum
circuit. Before the Palace was finthat to mention one was to think
ished, the B. F. Keith's Interests
of the other. Martin Beck's theatassumed control through an agreerical career on the managerial end
ment with the Orpheum people,
almost entirely 'inked with
Glynn Houses Starting has been
Ward
that gave the Orpheum crowd 49
the Orpheum circuit.
Beck
proUnder New Direction
per cent, of the Palace and the
moted and organized the circuit, same percentage of ownership in
from a single theatre In San Franthe B. F. Keith's New York TheAshouses
The Ward & Glynn
cisco, to its present standing as the
atres Co., which purchased the
toria, Astoria, L. I., Alhambra and most Important vaudeville west of'
Percy G. Williams vaudeville houses
Century. Brooklyn, recently ac- Chicago.
in Greater New Yorlc These two
quired by* the Loew Circuit go unLong years ago when the Orphe- big vaudeville matters of their day
der the sole direction of the new um had but a single house, in
were interlocking, bringing about a
ownership Monday. At that time Frisco, Beck landed and stranded
contest between eastern and westthe Loew name will be placed, above there with a theatrical attraction.
ern big time vaudeville that finally
the name of each of the houses.
He met Morris Meyerfleld, Jr., who resulted In a victory for the Keith
The Astoria playing Shubert units was interested in the single Orphe- side, reported at the time to have
the first half and Loew vaudeville um along with one or two other
been partially gained through presthe last, will commence the regular men. Beck persuaded them to alsure brought to bear on Beck by
Loew split week policy at the same low him to book the house. He his coast Orpheum's companions.
Mike Glynn will remain as steadily improved its business.
time.
The present Orpheum's executhe resident manager. The Alham- Later he married a niece of Meyer- tives, with headquarters In Chicago,
bra will continue with stock and field's and his business relations are Marcus Heiman, Joseph Finn,
the Century with straight pictures. with him became more friendly. B. B. Kahane, Samuel Kahl, with
Beck wanted to progress and branch Mrs. Charles E. Kahl reported acSURATT'S ACT FENDING
out, but the others, who were his tively
interested
Orpheum's
in
Valeska Suratt has a vaudeville partners by that time, opposed the operation as well as the Cellas of
Beck became insistent and St. Louis, who also placed their St.
act pending. It is said to have been move.
suggested by Pat Roqney, but has was finally granted permission with Louis theatres in the Orpheum pool.
The title if the proviso he must act independ- Charles E. Bray, general manager
not beeji written.
written will be "Silks and Satins or ently, assume all the risks and do of the Western Vaudeville ManCalico and Rags."
all of the work, turning over what agers' Association in Chicago, was
The probable appearance of the theatres he gained to the Orpheum assigned that post by the Orpheum,
new playlet depends upon the out- group, but in return would be al- it being the Chicago booking branch
come of present salary negotiations lowed a 10 per cent, interest in all of the cirouit.
between Miss Suratt and>the big theatres in addition to his usual
Along with other rumors is one
time.
share In the profit.
that it is more than likely within
Beck left Frisco and added Los 1923 that if the present New York
Doris Kenyon in Comedy Playlet
Angeles. After the Los Angeles Or- bookers of the Orpheum circuit are
Doris Kenyon, the picture star. pheum was conceded a success he not moved to Chicago the chief
will open in vaudeville next week, rapidly acquired other theatres In booking post In New York will be
the far west.
When the circuit turned over to a Chlcagoan selected
booked by the Alf T. Wflfton ofllce.
The vaudeville vehicle will be a seemed fairly complete he became by the western contingent. Kahl is
three- people comedy playlet with general manager, moving his office the general Chicago booker for the
special scenery.
to New York, with Meyerfeld a* circuit.
The Keith and Orpheum circuits
president remaining on the coast.
Peter A. Swift Dies
Several years later Beck succeeded in N*w York book from the same
Meyerfeld as president.
building as they do in Chicago,
San Francisco, Jan. 3.
While in the east Beck continued working under a territorial agreePeter A. Swift, with the John
Hymer vaudeville act, died sud- to plan new Orpheum In the west ment for their mutual advantage.
denly at Sacramento, yesterday, of and south, promoting them but According to accounts the agreeWithout special agreement for his ment has still seme years to run.
botulism.
circuit.

LOEWS NAME UP
A

.

'

j

le rlty.

The complainant alleged that
"without the knowledge, consent or
authority of either Irving Berlin or
of the plaintiff herein, the defendants copied the idea embodied in
the words of the said original composition entitled 'Homesick' and
copied a substantial portion of the
melody and musical notation thereof." Berlin, Inc., cannot estimate its
damages without an accounting, alleast.
though mentioning it exceeds 160,Chiropractors are not permitted 000. An injunctioa to restrain the
to practice In the State of Louisi- further reproduction of "Tomorrow"
ana.
mechanically on rolls and records
and an accounting of royalties paid
to the authors. and profits earned by
TAB
the publishers, is asked.

of

with

The court battle for weeks
has been awaited by the music men
because of both compositions' simi-

sick."

with Stilwell billed as "The Great
They
Magician and Illusionist."
Chicago, Jan. t.
have been playing in upper New
The Hyatt tabloid wheel is to
England of recent weeks. Craig did be reorganised and a corporation
an impersonation of Cal Stewart as formed in which managers having
"Uncle Josh" during the show, also key houses will hold stock. It is
singing and reciting "The Shooting reported Hyatt had a scheme on

ERNEST

,

Irving Berlin's "Homesick." late last
A charge of passing a worthless
check last May for $49.45 on the Obliged to Retire From Staae week formally instituted a federal
incourt Injunction and accounting
Hotel Vermont, this city, with
—Suffered From Sliaht
proceedings against Waterson, Bertent to defraud, stands against H.
First
at
Cold
lin & Snyder Co., J. Russel RobinLee Craig, now in the county jail
son and Roy Turk, respectively,
here. He was arrested Friday at
publishers and authors of "Tomorthe Colchester station, after having >4>.
New Orleans, Jan. 3.
Dec.
27,
hotel
same
returned to the
James H. Aitken, who, until re- row," alleging the latter song* Is a
piratical infringement on "Homegiving it another spurious check
to

Ball, with

SONGS

Asks Injunction and

Inc.,

"Homesick" and "Tomorrow" have
been two of the foremost sheet
music sellers the past few weeks,
jobbers asserting that because of
the general idea being similar, both
songs offset each on the sales to the
extent one could not forge ahead
without the other trailing on its
heels.
The record companies like
the Columbia commercialised the
parallel by Issuing both compositions backed up, both in vocal
and dance versions.

RICHARD CARLE IN "ONE"
Richard Carle will enter vaudeville \ja the Keith circuit in a three
people act in "one."
John McNally is handling the act,
which opens out of town next week.

ILL

AND INJURED

Greenwood Robinson, manager of
the Roosevelt, Jersey City, in ill
health for several weeks, will leave)
shortly for Miami to recuperate.
The wife of Herman Fuchs, business manager of the Century, New
York, is in Lloyds sanitarium, New
York, for an eye operation,
Mildred Deane (Mack and T>eane)
is recovering from a serious operation performed early last month by
Dr. H. Falk at the French Hospital*

New

York.

David (Dad) Powell, manager of
the Jack Powell Sextette, is seriously ill in the New York Hospital
with an attack of pleurisy.

Frank La Wall (Worth Waitln
is confined to his home, due
an attack of pneumonia. The

Four)
to

act has been forced to cancel its
bookings due to his illness.
Arthur Bell, juvenile man of the
Keeney stock at the Bay Ridge.
Brooklyn, N. Y., is confined to the

Cumberland St. hospital, Brooklyn,
due to a lacerated arm. Bell was
stopping at a Turkish bath Friday
night of last week when he fell
down a flight of stairs, his arm going through a pane of glass, nearly
severing the member from hie
body.

ENGAGEMENTS
H. Cooper Cllffe, Alexandra CarVictor Morley, Lillian Walker,

lisle,

"The Green Scarab."
Ruth Shepley for "Steam -Roller

for

Brender."

Robert Ames, Phyllis Povah. John
Westley, Andrew Lawlor, Boots
Wooster, Edna May Oliver. Wlllard
Robertson, Eva Condon and Geraldine O'Brien for "Ice Bound."
Beverly Sitgreaves, for "A Square
Peg."
Trlnf, Spanish dancer, for Winter

Garden revue.
Marie Haines, for "A Square Peg."
Henrietta Crosman, for "Broad-

way

Broke."

Frances Underwood, H. ReevesSmith, William Boyd, Ethel
throp and Neal Moran for
Sporting Thing to- Do."

Win"The

William Ricclardl, Mary Jeffrey,
Susan Sterling, Marius Rogatl, Khy
Darby, Sidney Elliott, Antonio Salerno and Thomas Tracey for "Mr.
Malatesta."

Frances Ross for "Take a Chance."

IN AND OUT
Ann Mason was out of

the cast

"The Last Warning" through IllMonday and Tuesday.
ness on
of

Louise White, the understudy, substituted creditably.
J.

out

New

Km met t and Co. dropped
the bill at Loew's State,
York, Monday, after the first

K.
of

performance. Emmett became suddenly ill. Frank Ford and Co. sub*
stltuted.
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SHUBERT PRODUCING UNITS

IS

TO REPLACE MISSING ONES
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ASSOCIATION'S COAST PLANS

BUSINESS GETTER

CONTEMPLATE ENTIRE ROUTE

Moving Pictures of Audience
During the Sketch
Film

—

Expected Unit Circuit Will Be Limited to 15 or 16
Traveling Shows in All Shubert Theatres Not
Over Three Vaudeville Bills Among Them

—

shows closing with some stranding,
broken contracts and law suits have
not created an available supply of

The plans for the Shubert unit
raudeville circuit appear to have
undergone a change, with the
comprehending
Shuberts* own produced
change

more
units,

vaudeville acts, another point that

of

and may have influenced the Shuberts

with less straight vaudeville than

was included

their intention to stick to unit
producing.
The Princess, Toronto, playing the
unit shows since the season started,
stops with the unit shows Saturday.
The Princess has been one of the
weak links in the Shubert chain,
doing a fair business one week, but
dropping very low the next.
Its
next policy will be pictures, "The
Game of Life," a feature film, going
into the house Monday. The Aliens,
the Canadian picture people, are
reported as having taken the house
under a rental for the rest of the
current season.
"The Blushing Bride" will open
next week at the Shubert-Masonic,
in

previous reports
concerning the future of the unit
in

circuit.

A report now says the Shuberts
foresee a reduction in units and theatres on their vaudeville time. They
are preparing, according to the same
account, to consider only their own
theatres on the unit list. The Shubert theatres at 'present playing the
unit shows number 15 or 16 just
now. Among them are the most desirable houses or stands on the circuit.

To recuperate to the required
quantity of shows to maintain the
remaining theatres, when the elimination
process shall have been Cincinnati.
Cecil Lean and Cleo Mayfield of
completed, the Shuberts, it is said,
will produce new units in substitu- the original musical comedy cast
tion for those expected to leave will be featured. The cast will inJust now the clude Brendel and Burt, Harry and
within the month.
Shuberts have four of their own Grace Ellsworth, and others.
In addition,
units on the circuit.
they are now preparing a "Blushing
A.
H. PRICES UP
Bride" unit, due to open next week,
a condensed "Spice of 1922" to start
during January, and among one or Will Also Book Outside Houses With
Increase in Prices
two others Is proposed a miniature
condensation of a previous "Passing
San Francisco, Jan. 3.
Show."•
The Ackerman & Harris circuit,
Condensed versions of "Maytlme,"
which
has
been booking its own
"Marjolaine" and "Little Old New
York" are also reported as possible theatres exclusively, intends to
branch
and
book other houses.
out
units to be produced by the ShuThis firm announces also a genberts.
eral raise in prices in all of the
The i tory says the Shubert vaudehouses under its control, except the
ville circuit will not have over two
Hip, San Francisco. The scale will
straight variety bills playing intact
be 44 cents, including the tax. The
upon it. In addition there will be
Hip is charging CO cents.
retained from among the current
outside unit productions, the
Davidow & LeMaire "Troubles," Hempstesd's Strand, Keith's Booked
The Strand, Hempstead, Long
Arthur Klein's "Hello, Broadway,"
Herman Timberg's show, and pos- Island, management, Salvatore Calderoni, was placed on the books of
sibly the Weber and Fields unit.
The realignment is reported con- the Keith office this week as a threetemplated through the departure of day stand, playing vaudeville FriThe
the units placed on the circuit by day, Saturday and Sunday.
the burlesque men. headed by I. H. house has been playing vaudeville
days
week,
of the
Herk, and" those that already have the last four
passed out on the chain.
Along booked independently.
with the departing units, according
to the story, it seems to be felt that
the cities with theatres on the circuit, where the theatres are not
controlled by the Shuberts, will also
leave, virtually making tie Shubert
vaudeville travel an all-Shubert

&

I

>

Shown

Following

Week

Motion pictures, with players recruited from the audience of the
Colonial, New York, will be taken
the week of Jan. 8, when Louise
Lovely, the picture star, makes her
metropolitan vaudeville debut at the
houFe in "A Day at the Studio"
sketch.
The pictures will be exhibited at
the house the following week. Pictures of the children of the audience will be taken at the matinees
during the week of Jan. 8 and
shown the week following.
The stunt is in the nature of a

Development Started Under Direction of Charles E.
Bray From 16 to 20 Weeks First Attempt of
W. V. M. A. to Build Coast Route

—

Guiran and Marguerite Leave Choos'
Production Act

service of the

3.

West-

ern Vaudeville Managers' Association will be extended to the Paciflo

NEW

circuits possible.
Harry Singer will be general representative of the Orpheum Circuit,

and the Association

in the Paciflo
coast territory, in addition to hie
duties as head of the Orpheum affair*! on the coast.
Harry Miller,
engaged as fie'd man for tho W. V.
M. A., left Chicago a couple of

nothing has leaked as to where
the Affiliated Theatres Corporation,
with Herk,

its president, will figure
after the transformation.
Herk as
head of the unit circuit's operator,
conducted some theatres onto the
circuit, and some of those have
since left.
He was responsible for
all of the burlesque producers who
produced unit shows this season,
very few of the latter being left
on the Shubert time.
With the Shubert's own vaudeville
as wHl as a l^git booking office and
the Shuberts w. k. desire to run
the r own business, the Broadwayltes can't just figure out where Herk
will come in after the unit circuit

weeks ago for a trip through the
northwest as the first step of the
building of the new circuit.
Mr.
Miller was at one time the booking representative
of
Ackerman
and Harris in the Association.
The announcement also says,

"Joseph Erber has
to

establish

Louis
thoroughly

left for St.

offices

equipped to handle the affairs of
the Association in St. Louis and
vicinity. He will be given thorough
co-operation from managers in that
territory. Mr. Erber's office will be
glad to receive from the artists
playing that section a notice of any
open time they may have and In
conjunction with the office In Chicago will endeavor to take care of
it.
Mr. Erber will also seek to
bring into the Association's fold
many outlying houses that have
hitherto been booked through various independent agencies."

reaches its all-Shubert status.
Two reasons are ascribed why the
Shuberts are holding down the
straight vaudeville programs to not
over two. One is the expend of the
straight vaudeville bill to compete
with other vaudeville, and the other is that the Shuberts believe they
can put out a unit attraction more
cheaply than the outside producers
on their circuit were able to do. The
Shuberts with their units have been

One of the proto $5,500 weekly.
ducers sometime ago, deserting the
unit circuit when finding he had no
chance to secure a profit with his
overhead of $4 900 a week, laid off
for two weeks, cut down the wtokly
cost to $3,400, reopened and closed
within two weeks after.
Reports of the unit circuit, its

The booking

coast and developed in the section
^\
Guiran and Marguerite are out of of which St. Louis Is the center, acthe cast of George Choos' "Realm cording to the working out of plana
of Fantasie." The dancers left tlie first announced three months ago.
Saturday at Montreal, following ^he plan is to form up a circuit of
act
business booster and has proven
successful during engagements of a dispute over billing.
small time houses from Chicago
Guiran and Marguerite handed in
Miss Lovely in the West. The first
through the north and northwest to
week patrons who come to see the their notice the week previous, while
the Pacific coast, from that point
star return the following week to the act was playing at Shea's, Buf
down
to California along the coast,
billing
witness themselves and their chil- falo. The artists alleged a
arrangement not complied with at and from California back to the
dren in their own screen debut.
Missouri
river and adjacent terriBuffalo. They refused to go on untory, by way of the southern states.
less their names went out in lights.
"The Association has in preparaBESSIE CLAYTON'S REPEAT
The management complied with the
Be.*sle Clayton may repeat her request, but it is understood Choos tion the immediate establishment of
present engagement in the Loew requested a release from the team, branch offices and representatives
coast houses when the six weeks nvith the contract terminating by on the Pacific coast, the placing of
The dancers field men in each territory served,
for which she originally contracted mutual agreement.
has expired.
were featured with the Choos act for and the maintenance of a complete
route for the artists to pay the soNegotiations are now under way. 14 weeks.
called small time theatres and OrThe Loe»v people intend to follow
pheum Junior houses," according to
up the Clayton engagement with
POLICE SUPERVISE REFUND an announcement of Charles E.
other "names" and "features" fo"r
Bray, general manager of the AssoAtlantic City, Jan. 2.
the large coast picture houses.
Miss Clayton, in a wire to Marcus
The Woods advertised ten all-star ciation.
"It 4s aimed to embrace in such
Loew New Year's Day, stated that acts of vaudeville for New Year's
her tour of the Loew coast houses week-end, but the show put on was a route the booking of houses la
has been one of her most pleasant so poor the audience refused to Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Davaudeville engagements.
sit it out, a great many demanding kota, Montana,
Washington, OreCalifornia,
Nevada,
a refund at the box office. Where- gon,
Utah,
upon the city stepped in, installing Wyoming and Colorado, furnishing:
VAUDE CHAIN UP-STATE a policeman in the box office to a route of from 16 to 20 weeks to
Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 3.
prevent the further sale of tickets artists with the minimum loss of
Northern New York may have a and protect the New Year's crowd. time and minimum railroad fares,"
new vaudeville circuit. Charles D.
states Mr. Bray.
Ingram of the Ogdenslmrg opera
"The building up of such a route
ST. PAUL IS SPLIT
house is sponsoring a circuit that
Is a perfectly practical project and!
Chicago, Jan. 3.
would line up Gouvemeur. Potsdam,
with that energy, finance and the
Malone and Plattsburg with O.^densThe Palace, St. Paul, has been organization of the Western VaudeThe latter city would take found unable to support Pantages ville Managers' Association and the
burg.
two-n'ght sta. ds, the others a single vaudeville a full week, and is now Orpheum Circuit It is sure
to be
playing the "Pan" shows a half carried through to a successful end,"
night.
week with other vaudeville filling continues the announcement.
it the other half of the week.
This will be the first time the
Yeggs Get $1,500
Association has attempted to build
Chicago, Jan. 8.
Film
Arthur
Ashley
with
a circuit reaching to the Pacific. \%
Robbers broke open the safe of
Arthur Ashley, from legit and is important at this time as vaudethe Peerless theatre at Kewanee,
pictures, will open in vaudeville, ville matters in the northwest and
111., on Dec. 26 and obtaine'd $1,500
in cash and unregistered savings assisted by Otis Spencer and a girl. far west are considerably disordered
A film introduction is carried, the as a result of the abandonment of
stamps. The Peerless plays pictures
and vaudeville on Surdays and act concluding with a scene from the west by the Loew circuit, the
arrangement under which
holidays, supplied by the W. V. M. the "Man Who Came Back," in new
Ackerman and Harris are operating
which Ashley appeared.
A. (Boyle WoolfolX.)
this year, and the disposition of the
managers of small time houses to
identify themselves with the largest

trail.

under no production investment
through having used former legit
shows. Also their units so far this
season have been the lowest in
weekly overhead of any of those
The Shutraveling on that time.
berts limit the overhead to their
own units at around $3,500 weekly,
while the outs.de producers were, :\»
a rule, "hooked up" for from $4,800

Chicago, Jan.

BILLING DISPUTE

MUSICIANS' COMPROMISE
San Francisco, Jan. 3.
The Musicians' Union, which redemand for a sir-

cently put in a

IS

THERE A FEELING AGAINST AMERICANS
Above

is

IN

ENGLAND

a reproduction of the front of the

?

day week, has reached a settlement
w.'th the Theatre Managers' Association whereby there will be a
wage Increase of V/2 per cent and a
iieven day week.
The same sort of an arrangement
is

expected to be effected with tho

stage lmnds.

LONDON COLISEUM
ENGLAND'S PREMIERE VAUDEVILLE THEATRE
during the recent engagement there of

CHARLES WITHERS

IS

ETHEL LEVEY

ALSO AN AMERICAN

UNIT NOTES
George Price has joined the "CarFun" unit in Boston as nn
added attraction this week. He
opened with the whow on Monday.
nival of

i

Fiiday, January

5,

VARIETY

1923

E.^:

WINTER QUARTERS OF

BED-SIDE CHATS
By NELLIE RE VELL

.

"Well didn't that old green cover on the Christmas number of Vanecy
look ljke an old friend from home? It recalled the days years ago when
•we used to pester the life out of the out of town newsdealers, asking
My Christmas story may be-a little belated, but
••did Variety come?"
as explained last week, owing to the Christinas edition going to press
But first
earlier than usual, I could not tell you of Santa's kindness.
of all I take this method of thanking the readers of "Bed Side Chats" for
their interest and kindness the past year and for their encouraging expressions of sympathy and hope, which were my life Inspiration. Also
for the Christmas and New Year greeting. I appreciate every line that
came and send to you all my -sincerest wishes for a ilappy New Year.

INSIDE STUFF

DORIS SHOWS BURN

Property Valued at $125,000

—Formerly Owned by

St. Louis, Jan.

of

fire

unknown

origin

The coal shortage during the snowy spell hit Long Island very hard.
were pushed fur a supply, and such coal as the towns had was,
tnea^erly distributed. Coal was pun based by the pail and bagful, with
a ton delivery a rarity.
The scarcity aroused Indignation among the
householders, with charges of favoritism against the coal dealers. This
led to a demonstration Christmas in Frecport. when a large bonfire blazed
forth at midnight, just as all the electric current in the town was shut off.
For two nights thereafter Freeport was without light.
t
Its villages

John Bruhen

A

ON VAUDEVILLE

3.

de-

stroyed the carnival equipment and
winter quarters of the Mighty Doris

At the Palace, New York, Monday afternoon, as Jack Edwards, of
Shows in Belleville, 111. The show Dcagon and Edwards, first walked out, he audibly I d: "Well, I'm a
There was no
big
timer at last."
The comment created a wrong impression, slnco
con$125,000.
valued
at
property,
sat on one of the polnsettias, heathers, orange
Edwards had previously appeared on tho big time In other acts.
While' "every sisted of wagons, riding devices,
trees, roses or orchids, which lined and filled every space.
day in every way I am getting better and better," I have not yet attained several large canvas tops, concespersonal propRuby, the colored maid for a long time at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, has
the stage of agility where I can flit from plant to- plant. However, I sat sion equipment and
been maid to Mollie Fuller for quite some time, and is now accompanying
up a while the two days preceding Christmas, and ate Christmas Eve erty of employes.
asleep
Miss
Ful'cr in her vaudeville travels.
were
employes
Forty-five
than
adroitness
more
requires
That
dinner with my feet under a table.
you would imagine, after eating with your plate on your chest for three in Pullmans within 100 feet of the
started;
b'.aze
the
when
structure
About 160 members of the N. V. A. received invitation cards to attend
years to be able to sit at table and put your feet under it instead of on
none, was injured and the cars were the weekly midnight performance of stock burlesque at the Park music
top of it.
saved.
hall, New York, managed by the Mlnsky Brothers.
According to the
The livestock housed in the build- story the invitations were left at the clubhouse with that number taken
Mrs. Farbrr. as has been her custom during my long confinement, sent
my Christmas Eve dinner. Her daughter, Irene, and son-in-law (Mr. and ing was saved by firemen. is owned by members. It was a cold night last week when the midnight show was
The Mighty Doris show
held (not New Year's Eve), windy, blustery, wet and soggy. But the
Mrs. Ernest Boschen) delivered and served the dinner. Thos. Gorman
brought my Christmas Day dinner which he. Edward* V. Darling, and by JMhn Lazier of Kansas City, who bunch went up there, to find upon presenting their invites for $1.65 seats
Edgar Allen Woolf served, much to the edification of the nurse. I had, bfught the outfit from "Honest free that a "tax" of 65 cents was required. Asking the box office man what
been up too long the day before and was paying the penalty, and was John" Brunen, who was shot to the "tax" was for, tho guests were informed it, was a "house tax." Hasdly
not able to be up Christmas Day. But I was very happy. The nurse had death in his home at Riverside, X. J., any of the invited artists paid the charge, returning to the clubhouso
where they expressed their feelings.
dressed my hair up high on my head and put on a pretty blue negligee last March.
It is said the show was named in
which Norma Ta'madgc had sent, and I was all dressed up with no place
honor of his wife. Doris, who. with
Another vaudeville-produced legit play Is out, under the title of "Sun
to go.
her brother, was tried for Brunen's Showers," with Lou Cantor and Harry Delf the producers.
It opened
Mrs. Brunen has been last week in New England and la still playing in that section, undergoing
huge white snowhail. or imitation of murder.
In the center of the room hangs
The "brother, wan aou- the usual revisions for a new attraction. Mr. Delf wrote and staged
one, a gift from Jos. Moran. who builds ships for a living and theatres acquitted.
"Sun Showers." which is musically inclined, with a small chorus. One
for a pastime. It bore a 'card readifg "Here's one ball you can attend." victed.
of its principals, Katheryn Martin, may be changed.
It is said "Sun
A mechanical bird in a large fancy silt case. Charlotte Greenwood's offerenjoyed
visitors
who
doctors
and
Showers" co»sts about $3,600 weekly to operate.
ing, afforded endless fun for the iifir.es.
"SOCIETY CIRCUS"
watching someone else's embarrassment a,t discovering it was not a live
The Central, New York, deducts $2,000 of Its Sunday receipts from the
bird. It is very easy to mistake it for one, and when it sings, my own
Arranging
for gross for the week shared in by the Shubert unit shows playing that
Tannehill
canary tries to outyodel it. Even the nuns enjoyed the amusoment the Frank
Week at Atlantic City Pier
Shubert house on Broadway. The Central charges a $3 top Sunday evenothers got out of it and woujd not give away the secret but let the nurse
ing, and is called a "Sunday house" by the Shuberts, through and under
and doctors come in and be surpriu^d.
which classification the $2,000 is deducted. Its week day scale is $2 top.
Atlantic City, Jan. 3.
At the Stale. Cleveland, another unit house for the"Bhubert vaudeville,
Santa Clau-. had been hovering around for several days just awaiting
"society circus" will, tie held
A
Eve.
Christmas
unopened
until
were
left
packages
but
all
in.
an extra $1,000 is deducted from the show's share toward the rent of the
to be invited
when three nurses and Hazel Blair of the "World" opened them and ar- here the first week in February on theatre. "The Echoes of Broadway," the Butler Estate unit recently
was
love
friendship
and
real
thought,
ranged the room. What a lot of
the Million Dollar Pier, plans call- leaving the cirrmit and disbanding, claims to have played the Stale,
contained in those boxes. "Ohs," "Ah." "Isn't that darling." and whasit- ing for it to be made an annual Cleveland, to a gross of $15,000 on the week, netting the show $20 profit
Many laughs were unfolded.
from its share at 50-50.
for" came from the enthusiastic nurses.
event.
It is expected to become a
Once in a while I felt my eyes getting wet and whenever I began to look
powers
serious or talk a little throaty the nurses would return to the thing they resort feature of drawing
The management of an upstate theatre, having recently spent a conhad seen me laugh at. There was one time when the tears would not approximating the yearly fall pa- siderable sum in renovating the house, is sending out a'form letter to
be stayed. It was while I was reading the letter that came in the large geant, held after the close of the booking offices announcing the attractiveness of the theatre and the town.
basket presented by the stage bands of Keith's Alhambra. New York, season on the Boardwalk and beach. A line at the bottom of the letter, marked "Special," reads, "Express stop
and personally convoyed by Mr. Thomas and ''Bed," stage carpenter and
The circus will be under the di- on bootleggers' route, Canada-New York."
props of the theatre. I would not like to be called a sentimental old fool rection of Frank Tannehill, who has
A remark often mrtde by Keith men in speaking of the Shubert vaudebut I am not ashamed of the tears and I caught Mr. Thomas and "Bed" Interested the hotel proprietors and
The latter ville try has been to the effect that they (Keith's) were glad to see a
commissioners.
city
wiping their eyes, too.
adopted a resolution Introduced by great many of the acts that signed for Shubert vaudeville go there, since
Hundreds of friends who did not come in during the week communi- Mayor Ed Rader last week, voting ;t helped to clear the Keith books of dry rot acts that had played theniA selves*but on big time through long service, lack of establishing drawing
$5,000 to finance the project.
cated in some way with me, either by card, wire, letter or cable.
vaudeville and equestrian show of power or repeating with the same turn. The Keith men estimated in
Saturday before Christmas the S. R. O. sign went tip early and the 10 acts has been contracted for personal converse that 70 per cent, of the big time acts going to the
line never broke until Monday night, after supper, and as a result I am through Wirth Blumenfelt & Co.
Shubert side of vaudeville either were without value or had lost their
Tannehill may also ;ake over the value to the big time.
A pretty tired but very happy and grateful woman.
Letters came from Mrs. Judge Weeks, Bombay. India; from H. H. Han- management of the Garden pier theThese statements were accepted according to the listener. If unbiased,
son and party of friends. Cape Town, South' Africa: from Helen Green, atre and propose to keep it lighted he would recognize the truth of It, in part, anyway, and more especially
Alaska; and cables from Geo. M. Cohan and his mother. Helen. Nice, throughout the year. He plans to eo if knowing some of the Salaries paid acts by the Shubert unit proFrance; Peggy O'Neil, and Mabel and Clifton Webb. London, England;' play road attractions for one and ducers. Some of the acts going with the units more than doubled their
and from Zoc Bcckley, Paris. France, who was over there interviewing two days at popular prices, with a salaries, while increases from 50 per cent, upwards over their big time
The salaries were common occurrences. One $800 act on the big time got
vaudeville concert Sundays.
„~
Coue.
house would have a top admission $1,300 with a Shubert "unit; another, with another unit, received $1,200.
The two largest Christmas cards received were from the staffs of New of $1.
after Its limit had been $700 (two people) and no work In sight on the
Tork newspapers. One from the New York "Evening Mail" signed by the
big time. A single man got $800, another $600, while an ensemble act
entire pay roll, excepting Zoe Bcckley, who was abroad. I shall not have
was signed by a unit at $1,650 that could not get consecutive work for
A. STOCK PLAN
it framed until her return for It would be incomplete without her name.
over two weeks in the big time houses. The booking of such small time
For Zoe you know is "The Mail's" 'Back Talk's" Godmother. The other
turns as were used for Shubert vaudeville displayed no greater economy.
large card bore the signatures of the editorial staff of the 'Evening Wilkes Using Majestic for Star One two-act that the small time wouldn't book received $400 weekly with
World," and was supplemented by many theatrical friends.
Stock System
a Shubert show. Its biggest small time salary had been $175. When
reapplying for small time dates following the Shubert engagement, it
Telegrams were numerous and represented many walks in life. In fact
could not obtain them at its small time rate. $200 and $250 small time
Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
a doctor who was reading them required an interpreter. One, from an
acts were paid from $350 to $450. One opening act at $175 got $4J0. A
The Majestic, under lease to two-act high at $200 received $100.
•Id circus man read:
Thomas Wilkes, Is to be devoted to
"Here's hoping the day is near when you will soon be taking the
The above is incidental, however, to the teljing of what the Keith
gills on a high pitch."
the trying out of new plays during office Is now reported doing to erase some more of the dead wood In its
Another from the ra-'etrack in New Orleans read:
the coming year. He Is negotiating routing books. The latest -move bears out the comment of the Keith men
"You are Mill a better bet than most of our race horses down here,
units take some of the old stuff. It Is s aid
Tor another local theatre in which they were pleased to see the
and you will soon get under the wire to victory."
the Keith agency is combing its books, making statistical tabulations and
Somo telegrams were signed by every member of the company as In to place his regular stock organi- getting the necessary data on the older acts booked by the office, to obtain
zation.
the case of "Sally, Irene and Mary."
"Climbing" was the first of the a line on the useless material the office has been carrying. In going over
The Orpheum theatre, Kansas City, Christmas tree party, wired:
heretofore unproduced plays to be the lists, according to the story, It developed one act, with its leader
"65 actor folks, newspaper folks, managers and some human beings
presented.
The Wilkes company always the head of the two-act, whether the partner was a woman or
assembled here tonight at the Big Orpheum Christmas party, want
gave a decidedly capable perform- man, had been playing on the big time for 30 years, practically with no
you to know that we love you. miss you and want you hack with us
ance and the piece will be retained change of material other than in the dialog or songs. The act lately came
again"
into the Keith office and complained that so far this season they had been
for a run.
Another read:
1'nder the new plan, Wilkes will run six weeks behind their playing time of all the previous years, the act
"The special charm of Christmas is the assurance which it brings
claiming
that heretofore, and without an instance of a default, it had
bring a number of stars from the
that we live in the memory of our friends. A Merry Christmas to you
east to try out vehicles suited to played solidly, season by season. The records almost upheld the asserfrom the entire vaudeville bill at the Palace theatre, Flint, Michigan;
them at the head of a stock organi- tion, for the turn had about actually played a full season every season.
Four Nightons. Edmunds and Levllle, Bobby Jackson and Co., Hager
This Instance Is reported to have started the statistical gathering, with
zation, which he will maintain here.
and Goodwin. Leonard Anerson Co., and the little giant manager."
The organisation will be more or several of the oldtime turns due for scrutiny of their playing record. It is
Peggy O'Neil's cable read:
believed
the possible drawing capacity of an oldtime act, as attested by
less elastic, as he will have the mo"There is a candle burning for you on the altar of my church and
tion colony to draw from for any its record or reports from house managers, will largely enter into the
a special mass will be said today for your recovery."
extraordinary roles that he may question Of value and further time to be determined by the. Keith office.
have to fill. Holbrook Blinn is to
The Professional Women's League, The Friars. The Treasurers, The he one bf the f'.st to appear with
In the advertisement of the Stanley Company of America in Variety's
Drama Comedy. The Rainy Day, the New York Newspaper Women and the organization.
Anniversary Number last week was a s'atement tltat "vaudeville acts are
the National Vaudeville Artists ClUb oflV lally remembered me, as also
At the Mason O. H., May Robson now being constructed*' to further the presentation of feature pictures in
did the Keith's Hoys Pand.
opened to a tremendous house New the Stanhy chain of picture theatres.
It's probably
the first public
Year's Day In Augustus Pitou'a acknowledgment l»y a standard circuit that vaudeville is becoming necesCards accompanying sifts always express the lender's individuality production or "Mother's Millions." sary to its picture policy. Among the directors of the Stanley Company
as well as his idea of tinipient,
a raid ay ached to a bunch of The mm has a big following here •re men important in the vaudeville and picture enterprises they otherorchids read "If you don't swear al these, and frighten them lo death and the advance sale Indicates her wise represent.
.<•> eral days."
they m iy
present engagement will frross the
The promoters of a newJy opened vaudev ille house financed by local
largest receipts of any that she
Terry Wl
r>nt a muffler with ?he information li.-it a muffler was
stork welling methods were caught shor t or funds rfn oT H y* before" "THF
has played here.
not necessarily
cut-out. Emily Lyttnn said. "No. and U'i ;.silencer.'
was
.'ind
Sand"
"Blood
given a liouae was nearlng completion. Everything was in readiness with the
rather poor stock presentation at exception of tin* seats.
The chair company had received air initial
l»ro
then
rd
h<
Whet Charlotte. i !re< n« ood came vj
n
fhe Morn* n and didn't !;:>-t long, !><•- deposit, hut ret uved to make deliveries until a second payment was
Ann Nichols black cat arrived 1- H. Burnride exclaimed: Page Kil- inir withdrawn after two weeks The made. Mo funds were available to inert the deni.inds of the manufacbourm «.
vho owns the rlghi m the *Cal and the Canary.'"
Ion
tnally a scheme was devised whereby an opening date wa*
management figured on a lone, run, turer,
hut the public wouldn't have the announced and the box office opened for the advance sale.
The :ai.
Hale Hamilton was tin of!, lal
Christm;i
rnoon
ram i" n
produced sufficient revet ue to make the second payment on the chairs.
dei pits the rat h r wi
i>i oduction
and thinks s-»i>i.> stock In the telegraph and cable companies would be
,.\
revlewi the local critics gave The hoti e failed to open as scheduled, getting under way two w -v-i,
a good investment.
the pet form a nee.
later when the Installation el
natal
en made
i
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BURLESQUE REVIEWS

SINGLE DAY'S BUSINESS

$4,700

B'WAY BREVITIES

TAKES ALL BURLESQUE RECORDS

rlon's lighting is likewise far in advance of the garden variety of bur*

(Columbia Burlesque)
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Gerard's "Follies" Did It New Year's at Gayety,
Boston Burlesque Business Generally Good
All of Last Week

—

Four spotlights set at the)
lesque.
the
stage
play upon
footlights
the show, enhancing the
throughout
,
...Hichy Craig. Jr. beauty of the stage pictures and
:7T:... Arthur Selhy throwing the performers into relief
Jaabo Mahon that makes every move plainly visBernice L*aBarr
Herman Rose ible to the farthest part of the
Jay C. Flippin house.
Lena Daley
Marion himself is back again
John O. Grant
Gladys Jackson
Reneo Rayne

Policeman
Stenographer

Vampire

.. ..

Vaudevillian

Dancer
Judge
Siren

Drunk
Bootlegger

Queen

Ed

.

Colum-

E. Daley brings to the

circuit one of the
and snost entertaining burlesque shows this season has

burlesque

bia

coraeding this season. He's the same
"Snuffy- with the hairiikable

lipped lingo, irascible temper and
individual comedy style as of yore.
has most of the important
cram fulhof Marion
comedy scenes dominating them
clever people, beautiful costumes and
and making them stand up for
scenery that would and have
classiest, lavish

produced.

AH records for a single day's bus>
ness for a burlesque show, including
those of organized burlesque, Columbia, Empire or any of the other

MUTUAL SHOWS REPEAT
WITH NEW PROGRAMS

wheels, and. in fact, the entire history of burlesque, were broken New
Year's Day. in Boston, when Barney
Gerard's "Follies of the Day" played
to $4,700 in three performances at
the Gayety, Boston.
A midnight show given shortly af-

—

JAY

Repetition

C.

ELIPPEN

Scoring a Decided Hit With

BROADWAY

In accordance with its plan anter 12
New Tear's morning sold
out, as did the night performance, nounced at the beginning of the seaand matinee New Year's Day. An son, each of the Mutual wheel shows
unusual condition in connection as they play out the 23 weeks of
*»ith the "Follies" Jan. 1 business the Mutual route will put on a new
was that the show played the show in order to avoid repetitions.
The first to complete the round
Gayety for eight weeks last summer. The present show is the same. of the circuit through having started
earlier
than the others will be Peck
instances
In one or two isolated
a Columbia burlesque show has & Kolb's "Forties and Scandals,"
will
which
start its second round
played to around $4,000 with three
show* jn a holiday, but the top with a change of program Jan. 14.
grosses for holidays in general on
the Columbia wheel in the past 20
BUTLER
MBS. ROSE
years have not averaged over $3,500
St. Louis, Jan. 3.
at best with three shows.
The deatb. of Mrs. Rose Mary
Business was generally good on
the Columbia circuit last week, the Butler, widow of the late James J.
Dave Marion Show doing slightly Butler," Dec. 29, leaves Edward
under $10,000. That Christmas fell Lancaster Butler, her son, the sole
on Monday gave . the Columbia heir to an estate reported at beshows a break, all benefiting in gen- tween five and six million dollars.
Mrs. Butler was 59 years old and
When Christmas falls in the
eral.
middle of the week business in the died from a complication of diseases. She had been ill for five or
houses
usually
considburlesque
is
her death.
to
erably off during the performances six months prior
Burial was in Calvary cemetery,
preceding the holiday.
Sunday, with services at St. Francis
"Bubble Bubble" did about $10,000
Xavier's Roman Catholic church.
"Hello
at the Gayety, St. Louis.
When James J. Butler died in
Good Times" at the Gayety, Boston,
1917 he left considerably over a

MARY

,

is

graced
a real Winter Garden production, for
Daley purchased the entire original
"Broadway Brevities" show.
He
even improved upon it for burlesque.
Much of the original book remains,
with some additional scenes anchdlalog by Billy K. Wells. Al W. Brown
did the new lyrics and music, and
Dan Dody staged the musical num'

Make Second Tour After
23 Weeks System Avoids

Will

The show

In

BREVITIES'

a Part Created by an Artist, the
Late BERT WILLIAMS

Columbia, N.

Y.. this week (Jan. %)
S), Empire, B'klyn.

Next week (Jan.

Y0RKV1LLE ON 86TH

ST.

ON COLUMBIA ROUTE
House in Manhattan
Borough Opening About
Jan. 15

Third

The Yorkville. 86th street, between
Third and Lexington avenues. New
York, will become a week stand for
the Columbia wheel shows Jan. 15,
or thereabouts. It is controlled by
Hurtig & Seam or-., anfl have been
playing stock for six years or so.
The house played burlesque once

previously for a season, the American wheel using it around 1915. It
has also played pictures, German
real estate and shows, vaudeville, stock and* com-

bers.
They did a good Job. The
songs are catchy, tuneful and re- classic of Marion's, the argument
between a bunch of typical comer
and
with Marion as
the scenery flashes alone would loafers and a cop,
the spokesman, is in this season's
make the show stand up.
show, and it registers just as heavily
Lena Daley, last season on the
the first season it was done.
'American circuit, will build up a as
Whoever plays the cop does it exColumbia following that will place ceedingly
well.
her right up next to the burlesque
Fred Deimar and two of the scrapimmortals. She is a beautiful blonde
piest and most ferocious acting liongirl
with personality, can wear esses that ever stepped into an arena
clothes and. in addition, handles all
offer a wild animal specialty in the
kinds of dancing.
Her costumes
part that constitutes a featwere gorgeous, mostly running to second
ure turn of the highest order.
one-piece effects, although she was
A
car scene with Marion and Mcstunning in a black French street
holding down the comedy end
gown with an accent to match in ^fanus
brought foreh some good comedy, but
"The Shoe Shop."
this looks as if it could be built up.
J. C. Flippin was funny in the
One more low comedian would
blackface role, the Bert Williams
also help the show. Marion and Mcpart, without infringing on the late
Manus
handle their apportionment
Williams' mannerisms.
He was a
but with a third comio
comedy riot in a jail scene, which splendidly,
the laugh department would have
was in the original book, and a few
diversity than it now has.
moments later tied up the show with more
In Mao Marvin burlesque has a
a singing specialty in "one." Flippin find
ingenue type with a congrew on his audience and wore well. tralto anvoice
that would command
Herman Rose was the second comic, attention anywhere.
A looker as
doing nicely in a Hebrew role; John well, and understands song delivery
O. Grant, a pip of a straight of fine
perfectly.
Mary Lee, a toe dancer,
appearance; Jasbo Mahon in char- and a good one, figures in several
acter bits and as. half of the dancing dancing numbers, putting lots of pep
team of Mahon and Richard Craig, into her evolutions. Rene and FlorJr., helped. The dancers stopped the
ence, a two -girl combination", work
proceedings in a'"specialty, but the throughout the show, with a spedancing honors of the evening went cialty in one of the scenes in "one."
to Lew Price in one eccentric dance
The chorus of 20 has been comspecialty near the finale of the secpetently drilled, and a commendable
ond act. Price ran out of stuff re- effort has been made to get away
sponding to encores. He is a find.
the
conventional
figures
from
Another pair to register with their through having eight of the ensemspecialty were Arthur Selby and
ble out at times in numbers, that
Renee Rayne. They sang duets to give the show a touch of high -class
big returns.
Gladys Jackson, the musical comedy.
soubret -ingenue, and Bernice La
There isn't a comedy scene that
Ban* rounded out one of the best all- smacks of having been overdone in
round casts of the wheel.
burlesque, nor is there anything that
stricted, a novelty for burlesque,

•

did $8,850, "Broadway Brevities" at
million dollars in
the Casino, Boston, got about $8,800, theatrical properties.
He was the binations.
and Stone and Pillard and the president of the Empire circuit, the
The Yorkville week will fall into
"Social Maids" did $8,500 at the Western Whee*l of burlesque.
in the Columbia route «betwten the
"Sliding Billy addition to controlling a number of
Palace, Baltimore.
Empire or Casino, Brooklyn, and the
Watson" at the Gayety, Pittsburgh, shows, he also owned several the- Casino, Philadelphia.
It replace*
grossed about $8,500, and "Mimic atres, among them the Standard, the week left vacant in the east for
World" got $5,000 on the New York St. Louis, and Century, Kansas the Columbia shows when the MajesThe show is a riot of scenery. The
State one-nighters, including Ithaca, City.
The Hotel Edward. Kansas tic, Scranton, Ta., dropped out six
big flashes were the four full-stage
llinghainton, Elmira and Utica.
City, is also a Butler estate prop- weeks ago.
sets, with lighting effects and a realRube Bernstein's "Broadway Flap- erty.
The Yorkville gives the Columbia istic rainstorm, and "The Birch
pers" played to $8,000 at Miner's,
Edward L. Butler, heir to the three houses in Manhattan. Hurtig Forest," a really handsome piece of
Newark.
Butler estate, is about 24 years of & Seamon's 125th street and the Co- scenic art. The drops, drapes and
New Year's Day matinees ap- age. His only venture in theatri- lumbia. The location of the York- cyejoramas were class personified.
The usual bit and number array
peared off in most of the towns on cals thus far was the operation of ville is about three miles from the
the Columbia wheel, but all of the
Echoes of Broadway, a Shubert H. & S. house in an indirect route \was conspicuous by its absence.
midnight shows did well, an illus- unit show, which closed recently, with the Yorkville drawing from a Comedy scenes were complete and
funny, building up to legitimate clitration being that of the Orpheum, following the switching about of different section through being on maxes,
as they should, and not endl'aterson, N. J., which played to the show's route, so that it lost the the east, while II.
S. is on the ing abruptly, as in many burlesque
$1,750 on the extra midnight show scheduled engagement at the Cen- west side. The Columbia Is also lo- aggregations.
York, Christmas week, cated about three miles from the
tral, New
The division of the opportunities
v.Mh the "Broadway Flappers."
was another masterly stroke on
being booked and refusing to go Yorkville.
Daley's
part.
Every
Washington,
inhad
into
the
Belasco,
Bonton. Jan. 3.
The first Columbia attraction at opportunities that weremember
realized and
The Arthur Klein show,
Wednesday it was derided in view stead.
the Yorkeville will be Jack Reid's discounted in applause.
Everybody,"
was
the
given
of the "Follies of the Day" having 'Hello
"Carnival of Fun," which will Jump
The show is as clean as a whistle
sold out in advance at the Gayety, Central Christmas week in place of
over from the Shubert unit circuit. and oozes pep throughout the numEchoes." The cancellation of the
for the week by Tuesday morning,
bers,
following each other on, backed
season
since
the
where it has played
that an extra performance would be "Echoes' at the Central, according
by a dancing chorus who dance. The
started.
18 girls are of musical comedy calinecessary to take care of the over- to report, determined young Butler
ber.
Eight of the ponies do ballet
flow.
The extra show was set for on cloning the show.
stuff strong enough for specialty
While the dispute with the ShuSaturday afternoon at five o'clock.
HIMSELF
HILL.
SUING
proportions.
Their costuming is up
the
The giving of an extra show on any bertl over the booking of
Trial of James Dealy's $25,000 to the average of the entire producother than a holiday in burlesque •'Echoes'' show into Washington,
tion, which is away up.
marks an innovation for burlesque and the replacing of it by "He!lo claim against Gus Hill is due to
Miss Daley showed about a dozen
or most any other branch of the- Everybody" was at its height young come up this month. Dealy, now a changes, looking /equally well in
to
St.
Louis
each. She is a wholesome girl, with
atricals for that matter. Indications Butler was called
vaudeville agent, is seeking to repoint to the "Follies' 'breaking all through the serious illness of his cover this amount on a Judgment a smile that will soften it up for her
around the burlesque trails, and talrecords for a
week's business in mother.
awarded him for the loss of his ents that should carry her far.
burlesque at the Gayety this week.
while playing for Hill's Around her she has a burlesque
left eye
"Mutt and Jeff" company. The judg- company that will take a lot of stepPARK, INDTT'S, OFF
ment is against Gus Hill, Inc.. but ping on the part of the other proBILLING
The Park. Indianapolis, dropped Dealy is now suing the manager ducers to tie.
"Broadway Brevities" from the
Columbia, New York, Going Back out of the Columbia wheel route individually.
Winter Garden to the Columbia lost
Saturday. The Al Reeves show was
to* Board Potting
little in
transit.
It's one of the
attraction.
final
Columbia
the
After a lapse of five years the Coseason's best.
Con.
The Park started the current seaIN
lumbia, New York, has resumed the
playing
use of billboard and litho advertis- son with the Shubert Units,
Chicago, Jan. 3.
then
months
and
them
for
two
ing to exploit the attractions playRobert S- hoenecker has taken
(Columbia Wheel)
switching to Columbia shows seven
ing there.
charge of the Manheim interests
^ast: Dave Marion. Walter J. McManu*.
The outdoor advertising, discon- weeks ago.
will be general manager of the Billy Furl, (ior.ion M*>nnett, Edward Davl.w,
and
Indianapolis
of
elimination
The
John
Wii.ard.
Case. Jimmy Stanton.
busioffice
tinued during the land
wheel, with head- Fred De.lmar. Carlton
Mae Marvin. Florence and
leaves a temporary week's lay off Mutual burlesque
ness burlesque enjoyed during the
Rene, Olga Gray, Mary I>ee. At Columbia,
quarters at Cleveland.
it is exthe
Columbia,
for
Which,
war, was reinstituted first as adSehoenecker was formerly asso- New York, last week.
within a week
vance billing- for Gerard's "Follies pected, will be filled
ciated with I. H. Herk, both with
"The Marion Show." as the proor two.
of the Day," scheduled for the Cothe American burlesque wheel and gram has it, is a notable contribulumbia next week.
tion to burlesque from a production
the Affiliated circuit.
The outdoor billing will be con- Columbia Franchise for Reynolds
standpoint outstanding
in
such
manner as to outclass most of the
fined to one, three and eight sheets
Negotiations are on between Abe
utilized
others
Respite
of the Columbia wheel. There
be
Appeal
to
Granted
sheets
24
American
at first, with
Reynolds
the Columbia, which
and
of scenic background
later if the experiment with smaller appear to place Reynolds in line for
The American Burlesque Associa- are 21 changes
15 In the first part and six in the
sizes proves successful.*"
a franchise on the Columbia wheel. tion has been granted a respite in second.
And ho costumes wow!
'
«
ComAmusement
what a gorgeon lot '.- beautiful in
The matter was still under discus- tbo Columbia
Park's Sunday Vaudeville
sion Wednesday, with indications pany's suit for $30,000 on notes. Al- d< sign and eye filling in coloring.
defaulting in filing papers The scenery and costumes are those
The Park music hall, New York, pointing to Reynolds becoming a though
1921.
Ziegfeld's
"Follies
of
Sunday vaudeville this Columbia star at the head of his for appeal, Justice Qavegan has of
installed
given the A. B. A. until January 15 .Marion having bought the show's
week, playing an eight -net bill- own troupe within three or four
equipment.
notice
appeal.
to file
of
two performances booked by Fally weeks, if not sooner.
"With 21 scenes passing In review
The A. B. A. had contended the and
Reynolds, who was a Columbia
none holding the stage overMark us.
for upwards of 10 notes were not due until the two long, the show gains a natural adcomic
principal
playing
been
has
Park
The
the star of the Spiegel burlesque houses figuring in the vantage in the way of variety of
straight pictures Sundays Mice be- years, was
earned
had
sufficient sight
Shubert complaint
the
unit, "Success," on
The kaleidoscopic
values.
ing taken over by the Minsky BrothThe eourt scenic changing also makes for
vaudeville circuit until the show profits to cover them.
ers for fclock burlesque during the
"
that
against
defense.
held
b'.t
stuff, Mad.
Like
ago.
tti
weeks
couple
a
closed

&
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CHARGE

DAVE MARION SHOW
.
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laughs. He's all over the show, not
appearing too often or often enough
for that matter, but every moment
he occupies the stage counts and
adds value to the performance.
Walter McManus has the rest of
the comedy burden. He dees a quiet
tramp character, easy in method, his
performance growing in strength as
the show proceeds. That good old

—

t

i

j

i

'

—

—

dictinctly

is

burlesquey.

Notwith-

standing the Marion show is n firstclass burlesque show, for all of its
musical comedy and revue atmosphere.

A theme song, "Mary Ryan." written by Marion and tunefully delivered by Gordon Bennett, a juvenile
with a singing voice, is threaded
through the show. In an east side
tenement scene it has a backing and
production that brings It to a climax.
Some of the scenes might have
been embellished with more comedy
or had action placed before them of
a more interesting and holding nature, but in the main Marion has
done very well in supplying material
to fit the backgrounds.
Marion wrote the book and lyrics,
and there are real lyrics in this
show, not Just program claim, as
Usual with Columbia shows. Earl
Bronson wrote the special music and

Amelia Bartoletti and Jimmy Stanton are credited with

numbers.

J. S.

staging ths

Glickman wrote the

ballet music.
It's a very good show, this Marion
show, with a few dull spots that can
easily be corrected.
Bell.

POWDER MY NOSE
DHIa May
Mr«. W>bat*T
Pejcsie Clair
I

San Francisco, Jan. 3.
Dorothy Raymond

May Carrol

Dabs Arnold
Marie Allen
Marion Douglas
l.ii urn
Arthur
H^nry Sheer
John Rader

ul>i

Mil

.i

Cairo

Abe Cohn
Rhubarb, the sheik

Murks

Men.iamin

opium
Tony

Jules Mandel
John Marnhall
Dixie Heyder

Jk«-

Dr*»sser

"Wi.h the production of "Powder
Nose" the Strand theatre last
week stepped into the field of musical comedy stock and out of the first
run downtown picture houses.
The shows are presented under

My

the direction of Charles Alphin. who
has been engaged by M. I,. MarkOWltS to stage the shows which
will change weekly.
This house is
ideally located for a Show of this
kind.
Judging from the appeal
evidenced by the first week's attendance, the show should stay for

There are

.some time.

21 girls

and

it is the girls the m.m.ig* ment evidently believes may be depended
upon to draw business in this location.
Thus far the alt- fiance ran
very much Stag. It is no* the typo
of show that makes any special ap-

women and

peal to

rhildrt

n.

Henry Sheer and Jules Mendel
doing "Jew" and "Dutch," respectively, handle the principle comedy
in the old-fashioned burlesque style.
Their »fr«»rfs are productive of good
J>orothy

laughs.

prima

«i

••

na,

has an

Raymond,
:

the
jrceable per-

Fridzy, January

;
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—
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B
tonality and a good singing voice
and stands out strongly. Babs Ar-

nold Is a lively aaucy soubreL The
other principals are only fair, none
shining with any particular bright-

y

CHARGE OF PARK

IN

John Rader as the Sheik did well
With his specialty and could have Retained
as
Manager— No
done better if he hadn't tried for too
much comedy.
Change in Policy Is
"Powder My Nose'' is a strictly
Announced
review type of entertainment, minus
a plot. It is presented in seven
scenes and 13 musical numbers. The
Joe Leblang and Al Jones of the
stage settings and wardrobe left
much to be desired. The chorus can Bohemians, Inc., assumed an active
in
the management
also be improved on appearance and interest
of
work.
Minskys' Park this week. Both are
Fide
walls
the
built
alonpr
understood
Runways
to be interested in the

were among the alterations

lease of the Park, the

Inauguration

ing

for the
of the Strand's new
The prices are. 30 tents at
policy.
the matinees and GO cen's at night.
Three show* daily excent Saturdays
and Sundays, when four are River.

Josephs.

FOLLIES AND SCANDALS
M

\V:)o*
Atl
(

Bi!l

Ki>iu:..':t

Sarah

» ,

U:-^.r Lloyd

*
'.

'

ICit!e

Cetie B^n B
D«?*.!a

r

CW

-r

;

Mac!;
Billy T;inn-r

J-vi-.uU

lp'i

Coos

A.

(Mutual Burlesque)
-Wrvage
Rmio

>n

,

Bay K"lb
Bay Koib
..Dnnle Lloyd

nrlb'.irn

Jra»i<*

Ware

and Scandals." a Mutual
attraction operated by
bur'e <iu
Peck & Kolb, is blessed with one of
the best comedians seen off the bip:
"Follies
•

Ernie Mick is
th^ chap who has been overlooked

circuits in reasons,

by tl«o Columbia producers. Mack
wns in the Frank Finney Columbia
"Wheel show last season but didn't
get

much

policy at the

continued the present week.
There was a report which said the
Shubert units might play the Park,
but nothing definite in this respect
had been decided to Wednesday.

Leblang

is

interested in the Shuventure to a ccn-

berts' vaudeville

siderable extent.

Minsky

Billy

will

manage

the

He

cutter.

is

a

tower

of

strength and should make. a name
for himself in burlesque before long.
The rest of the malo principals
were Billy Tanner, a so so Dutch;
Oscar Lloyd, a good-looking, cleancut juvenile who can sing, and Ray
Kolb, a corking character' man who
showed to advantage in various
roles.

ar
the idea of paying fares for
players as required by Equity.
like

With the Playhouse theatre in
Chicopee, Mass., filled to capacity
for the performance Monday night
last week the show had to be post-

second week at Baltimore now, the
timo the city has recorded a
like historical stock fact. "Ladies'
Night" is in stock at the Lyceum,
poned and ajB a result the Knicker- and "Abie's Irish Rese" in stock at
bocker stock has closed. Fern D. the Academy, with the "Ilo. e" piece
Chandler, leading woman, suffered a having its holdover term forced,
fractured right leg when a part of since it did not live up to eXpectathe ceiling in her dressing room tlons in business last week.
fell upon her that evening.
Edith
Gray, arother member, was hurt on
*The Bob Ott musical comedy, unher head by a piece of falling plas- der the management of Malhew Ott,
ter.
The actresses were putting the opened a two weeks' engagement in
finishing touches to their makeup Burlington, .Vt., Christmas Day. The
when the ceiling gave way suddenly. company came d'rect from Canadian
One of the timbers struck Miss territory, where it has been since
Chandler on the right leg.
She the opening of the season, Sept. 5.
also was bruised about the body.
In the company are Raymond Marr

Olga Hanson, leading

woman

with

stock at Pittsfleld,
Ma.*s., has been succeeded by Nina
Bristow, who appeared last week. in
"The Teaser." Margaret Wolfe also
the company, succeeded by
left

the

Colonial

Phyllis Gibmore. William H. Murdock, absent from the cast for the
laet
three weeks, reappears this

week

in

"Welcome Stranger."

first

and Ann

Ott.

CABARET

has been at the Prince, Houston,
Tex. Olga Worth of that company
is Mrs. Lewis.

As

tho week progressed after
Year's Eve storias commenced
to go around cf the actions of the
enforcement officers on that night,
until they smini*ed as though the

New

officers or most of them had gone
wild. In one Broadway cabaret a
federal man pointed a pistol at a
woman. The woman leaped at h'm,
despite the -weapon. Startling to
scratch his face and he was glad
to escape.
In another rejtaurant
nearby a federal man walked up to
a table with gun aimed, and In-

Waddell

Clyde

company

opened

at Rockford,

a

stock

Xmas.

111.,

Arthur Vinton, leading man for
the Drama Players stock, which
piayed an engagement at the Emprees,

Kansas City, has retired from
and gone into salesman-

the Stage
ship,

lie

the stock

has been replaced with

now

at

Oklahoma

City,

and known as the Warfield stock, by

Wilmer Walter.

Charles J. Adler, son of Jacob
Adler, the actor, has based the
Ainphlon, Brooklyn, where he will
present Jewish stock. The players
will
be under the direction of
Gustavo Schacht, with Mr. Adler
acting as manager of the company
and house. A lease has been taken
for live years, with the initial production to be presented In March.

The Orpheum Players of Readengagement
week. The

ing. Pa., opened a stock
In that city Christmas

cast includes William Tennyson,
Irene Summerly, Cash Blondell, Albert Berg, Lyle Clement, Virginia
Richmond, Goldle Cleveland. Jack
Revold has been assigned as stage

manager.

The Supreme, Fulton street and
Word comes from Oklahoma Grand avenue, Brooklyn, has been
City that the Warlleld Stock will leased by Jack Hayden, reopening

Monday

with a dramatic stock
close after a six weeks' engagement.
The report says that business 1^ company In "East Is West." The
house will be renamed the Burgess,
far from satisfactory and that alwith the company to be known as
though all possible advertising ,and
the Burgess Players, headed by
pub'icity stunts were tried, patronHasel Burgess. The same manageage did not build up. The company

was known as the Drama Players
Park, under an arrangement with
Leblang & Jones, Monsky staging
Gene Lewis was reported having stock in Kansas City.
the shows and receiving a salary been taken off a train late last week
Maude Fealy's first week at the
and a percentage of the gross.
while en route to a health resort
and placed in the Hotel Dieu, a hos- City, in the Roseville section of New
York, was promising.
"Her Tempital at El Paso, to await a diagnoporary Husband" was well received
sis of his ailment, believed to be appendicitis.
The Lewis-Worth stock and so far she is breaking even.

opportunity.

In this fhow he is all over and
lands consistently with dialog and
dancing.
Mack does an eccentric
putty-nosed character u..ing a southern dialect and putting his lines
across with the .precision of a dia-

mond

The stock burlesque

Park since it started under the
Minskys management in September

Itece

Qrsbe. Trebor

.'

Minskys rentfrom a corporation controlled
by Leblang and Jones.

PJ

STOCKS

LEBLANG AND JONES

ness.

.

Her company includes Milton Byron, Lillian Concord, Henry Fett,
Richard

Spencer,

ment has operated stock companies
in tho

south for several years.

The Ed Renton dramatic stock

,

opens Jan. 28 at the Majestic,
Houston, in a bill yet to be selected.
The company includes Jack La bod 1.
Jane Grey, Robert Hyman, Winifred
St. Clair.
Walter Gilbert will direct.

G.

Lester Paul,
Dunbar's Musical Comedy Artists,
Elizabeth Rathbun. Emmy Barbler owned by Harry Dunbar and his
and Edward Power.
This week, brother,
Ralph Dunbar, playing
"The Brat."
"Sweethearts" at the Lyric, Cincinnati, have leased the house for a
Clyde Gordenior. who has had a month. The principals are Lorna
stock company at Fort Dodge. Iowa, Doone Jackson, Joe Cleta, William
since Labor Day. is opening another McCarthy,
Billy
Lynn,
Clara
company at Sioux Falls, S. D., and Thropp, George Shields, Louis Temit is repor;ed he hag e; gaged a compleman,
Cash Knight, Harrison
plete non-Equity cast. There is al- Bowley.
The company is playing
ready a non-Eiuity stock operating "The Red Mill" as the current atat Wichita Falls, Knns., so It is traction, and next week "Going Up"
•

The stock managers do

said.

not

The show also housee a prima formed one of the men he was
Eugene O'Hare, treasurer at Hardonna who won't be in burlesque for under arrest
for having a flask of mar.us Bleeker hall, Albany, N. Y.,
long. It is rare enough to llnd one
who possesses a real singing voice, liquor. The man addressed rtood made his debut with the Proctor
but when the mellow pipes are up opposite the officer and saying, Players, the local stock, this week
were you during in "The Meanest Man in the World."
coupled with beauty and perfection "Where in
HAT.RISON HUNTER
of form in the measures in which the war." hit the federal man in the O'Hare. who is a native of Waterthis brunet girl holds. It's a dis- face, breaking his nose. In another \liet. N. Y., has taken an active
Boston. Jar. 3.
covery. They didn't want to let her place when an officer was denied adHarrison Hunter, who played the
part in amateur productions in the
leave the stage at the Olympic last
mittance, he went to the street and Capital district for the past few lead in "The Bat" company, now
week.
shot his pistol four times.
As seasons, and is a member of the at the Wilbur in this city, died at
Other principal women are Bonnie about six officers answered they
Troy Masque, the Collar City's noted the Homeopathic hospital Tuesday.
Lloyd, a veteran soubret, plump,
He went to the hospital about a
the
starting
of
rushed
place,
one
the
amateur organization.
pleasing and a hard worker with an
week ago for nn operation, which at
Intimate delivery that is a pipe for worst fights reported along Broadtime was not 'considered danthe
stories
during
the
night.
All
the
way
Grabe
Trebor.
a
this circuit, and
Newark, N. J., understands there
CompllcationsN developed
blonde ingenue who Ju:.t makes the agreed that the display of guns by will be shortly a Blaney stock at the gerous.
after
grade.
the operation.
Hunter had
enforcement
cause
the
men was the
local Orpheum. It's the house where
The show is in two acts, four full- of most of the trouble in all of Maude Fealy recently and unsucsc
%nc."
and
clean.
sets,
two
in
Stago
the places.
cessfully tried a stock policy, with
JIM
The costumes, scenery and bits
herself at the head of it. The New- Iff was a golden-hearted Irl.-h l>o\
A
would pass censor anywjiere.
ark speculation is how Blaney is When Qolden und to call him "Ojrpajr
New
One
restaurant
visited
Year's
hard-woflcing, fair-looking chorus
Jim"'
Eve shortly after midnight was going to accomplish what Miss Fea- We haiU'il
of 14 complete the cast.
merry voice as bell* of
J'».v;
Mack stopped the show any time without a single guest. It is a ly's popularity failed.
Gay laughter lilted In* the heart of him.
he wanted to. He handled a mu- neighborhood where either house
He h»ul h poet's his; l»rave tender eyes,
The Imperial, Chicago, which A amlle ku tweet it won you from the
sical epecialty, playing the saxo- or private parties on a New Year's
start.
phone and clarinet equally well, Eve takes away its business for that opened with a stock under the manan frank and fair as summer
did an eccentric dance that was a night. The visitors, all officers, re- agemert of Cliff Hastings, lasted a A faceskies.
pip and built Up a comedy role to turned to the place about'an hour week. Norena Tolson was the lead- The handclasp that comes from a big
mini's lii-art.
huge proportions with very little
ing woman.
It must be that there somewhere la a
time did he try to hog after and again finding it without

at $1.50 top.

•

OBITUARY
New York

in

things but outdistanced his

field

guests, arrested a couple

on

of the staff

The Playhouse, Hudson, N. Y., dison the charge they had sold liquor
continues vaudeville the last week
Tanner flopped with a pick-out the night before (Saturday).
in January to play dramatic stock
number that Mack could have built
up for a dozen encores. The former
An "art" cabaret is New York's during Lent. Vaudeville will again
Shefcr ability.

a hard-working comic but lacks

is

newest fad. It is the Club Gallant,
just opened on MacDougal* street.
Greenwich Village. Barney Gallant,
the Latin quarter entrepreneur who
controls the Greenwich Village theatre and the inn down there, is
sponsor of the new enterprise, which
has Betty Browne, former Ziegfeld

experience.
Miss Rece was a picture in her
Various changes, showing a shapely
pair of limbs and a form that will
carry her far. How this girl ever
wandered into burlesque is a mysShe has musical comedy
tery.

tives in Ogdensburg, N. Y.
She\
retired from musical comedy about
a year ago when her health failed,

IN M1CMOKIAM
TO MT DKAR MOTHER
Who Kntered Into Eternal Reat
January

MARY

ability.

The

bits

were

all

familiars,

both circuits.

D. Sherbo is suing the
Gardens, Inc., the dance place in
the Grand Central Palace, to restrain it from breaching a contract
he h.»;ds for a year since June 13.
Sherbo agreed to simply an orchestrs at a cost of $2,800 weekly

was much too
Her classical

refined for 1 1th street.
efforts anil inexperience failed to dent the hardened
devotees of the wiggling shoulders.
•

Con.

und' r Itert Ambrose's direction. The
court has refused to gran! the l'B«
unction and recommends Bherbo

CARMAN HELD BY POLICE
at his

New

In the 1500,000

Year's Eve pa

held

j

damages for his
was dismissal last month, when Joseph
*'.
Smith's orchestra was installed.
sue

robbery
ty,

tune well known around
His professional
Square.
career consisted of appearances in
vaudeville as a monologist though he
was never regarded as being conat

one

we mourn
Aa weary onea return

Till then.

for

specific

loin the Fm press Players at Vancouver, B. C. Bunt, claims ho lost
$1,000 since the company opened in
September, and that lie will quit
the show business.
He holds a
lire"-:. car lease on the American
Talk of a possible reortheatre.
ganization of the company is still
being heard in the conferences. The
McGovcrns stated they planned to
leave for New York soon.
t

happen* to be affiliated v. ith some classe." Vema Mersereau, cousin of
phonograph recording company. Eft
Mersereau, has Joined the
Ylolel
Sides the disk manufacturers adver- company.
tising in the band's behalf in every
J

home

to

That Never Can Be

he k'» -,, m
you.
There will be
the more,
the leee, in places

and underwent a
tions.

Mrs.

series

of opera36 years

Cummings was

and at one time headed her own
musical comedy company.

old

DOCKRILL

R. H.
R.

H.

Dockrill, famous
circus
28 at the home of

rider, died Dec.

his

daughter,

Mrs. Rose Holland,
Mr. Dockrill was
leading tented at-

at Delavan, Wis.
identified

with

tractions In his day and his acts
were always recognized as the very
best.
His accomplishments made
one ahudo him stand out among the riders of
the graaa

you have

r.iy

Killed

VICTOR BURNS

at night.

may

Jim. please Cod,

Above

One

his day.

been

One nwertcr memory
yoro.

in

V.
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duyn of
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artist first

ELMER

Bolger (Holder Brothers,

banjoists, vaudeville) succumbed to
an attack of pneumonia Dec. 28.
lie was 38 years old.
Together with his brother. Elmer,
the team had just come in
Montreal via Maine, where the

complained
IN Mr

MO

It

of Illness

I

\l

hut

MRS.

MOTHER
FI.ONKNCK
SC IIA

Mill KK

Si

career having covered a period of
26 years, Including four years of
stock experience. During the last
five years he had appeared In some
of the bigger feature productions
made on the ooast.

JOSEPH BROOKE
I'arivJan

3.

mane^ef of the
theatre, who contracted a
serious case of pneumonla'whlle on
a foreign tour of Inspecting acts, is

lirIKU

Alhambra

IIKADFOKD

aaaaeeaaaaeaaBBSl

BOLGER

Jdseph Urooke.

ALICE BRADFORD
of

J.

•

Departed Thla Earth Dec. i::th. 1923
A Loving Daughter Mourn* Her l.oaa.

^

BOLGER

and Family

MV DBARLY BB LOVED

Thomas Wilkes has engaged Nana
This seems to be the day of the Bryant as the new leading woman
dance band. Bverythiffg is coming at Hi A leaser, San Francisco*. Miss
the band Bryant opened this week in "Deif
its way. particularly

Times

gpfclously successful.
In (his respect It Is also reported
that Mrs. Irene Bchoclkopf. from
wrom the Jewels were stolen, once
was In the chorus

gold;
the ghosts oX dead laughter will
return
With friendships eweet, end muatc'a
denr deliKht
Whcro wo shall clasp the hands °f Tals

1921.

BUNZ

George F. Hernandez, age 59, died
been wilh the present company since at his home, 2228 Duane street, Los
Angelos,
Jan. 2. He was a well
the show opened four years ago. Ho
played a similar role, that of tho known character man, hi* stage
detective, in "The 13th Chair," preIN I.OVINi. MKMOKY
vious to Joining "The Hat." William
OK MY BROTHER.
L. Thorite is taking his place In tho
company. Hunter was a member of
J.
Ned Doyle left for Oakland to the Lambs and Friars.
Who
I'aased Away December 28, 192'.
join the Fulton Players, and George
WB
MOURN
OUR L.O.HS
Clover It. Taylor and James Edwards will
PAUL J. BOLGER

vails.

A roof garden scene in act two allowed for sped Ut ies, with Princess
Luana near the finale. The Princess

on suspicion

Monday. The house formerly played
stock burlesque and Shubert unita

The New American Players, Spocoryphee, officiating as
The place boasts probably kane, went on the rocks Just before
the smallest practical stage in the Xmas, following a three-cornered
metropolis, wheie the entertainment controversy in which A. P. Bunt
runs all to the sophisticated and local amusement man and backer of
artistic in keeping with the high- the
company; Albert McGovern,
brow presence of the Provlncetown leading man and producer, and
theatre directly across the street. members of the cast, as the third
It seats a little over 100 people and
angle, all filed charges against the
the tiny dance floor is accordingly other, while the theatre remained
well populated. $1.50 couvert pre- closed,

comedian attempts the same thing
and loses out both ways. This one
is in every other burlesque show on

la

Plaza, Bridgeport, Cojnn.,' has
leased by David Sapersteln,
split week vaudeville startfng

"Follies"
hostess.

but

They lacked variety in
well done.
running to "getting acspots,
quainted with the women" ideas.
The successor to "Irish Justice"
seems to be the bit where the
straight man offers a woman his
roll and is rewarded with his money
back and an invitation to dine. The

Frank Barret Carman, who

Tho

old;

ith,

M.

Oh. Mother Dear, I Miae You 80,
The Voice I Loved la Stilled;
A Place la Vacant In My Heart

Where we shall tee each well-remembered face,
And meet again those old-time heart* Of
Where

he installed after Easter.

been
with

plnee
Where friends foregather aa in daya of

became

MRS. SALINA QUAY CUMMINGS
Mrs. Salina Guay Cummings died
week at the home of her rela-

hi.-j

At no

arrival

last

DOLAN

aid.

Christmas und

for

shortly after his
confined to bed.

»'

refused medical attention. |fo expressed a <je ire t<> visit \\.» mother

now progressing
The mother
in

favorably.

of Klla
Berkeley, Cal., Dec.

Weston died
29.
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CLEANING UP AND OUT THE AGENTS

K/ETY

recent report from Chicago, published in Variety, that the Western
Vaudeville Managers' Association of that city has listed the vaudeville
agenti doing business In its offices, to remain and to leave, may be the
forerunner of a general cleaning up and out of the agents in vaudeville.
Tin- Chicago story said the agents marked for ousting by the association
would be sd vised March I, with their services to cease on the floor of
the association the following June l.

Tra<1e Mar* registered
I'uMNIieil Weekly by VARIETY, lac.

S,me Silverman, rrorlrlmf
West 40th Street
N»w York

J54

Annual..

..$7

Purein

i

City

u

So Variety will expose smalltime methods of booking when they aro
wrong, as they may be heard of. Those boys of the quick touches, the
pencil-in fellows who pencil-in because the booker is on their payroll;
the splitting agent and the one who always cops on the side had better
do it carefully In the future, for Variety will be looking for just that
information. It has enough now about the small time agents and bookers
to slop their careers if it is printed, but we don't want to make a general
news story and hurt the really decent small time agents, who compare
with the few good big time agents as far as their business is concerned.
With the better grade small time agent only left, there would be better
booking men and better small time. The small time in its agency division
should be held down to the agents who deserve that business, not the tiffraff of the rim of vaudeville that now infests it.

F ° r several y ears if haa been frequently rumored there would be a
Ceots shake-up among agents. A booking office of the extent of the association
would not rid Itself of agents deemed of value to 'it. That the step finally
Kaa necn taken ls s,lin i<nl <" inform the initiated the matter was thorILl oughly sifted before decided upon. In the association of Chicago there are
18

.'.'.'':

Single Copies.'.'.

the collusion and how they are gypprng the field. It's injuring the independent vaudeville houses and has commenced to drive them out of
business or into the larger booking offices. Reputable small time booking
heads like J. H. Lubin of the Loew circuit or Fally Markus of his independent agency have been unable to put a stop to the practice. Either
of these two men would have done so if it were possible. Both Messrs.
Lubin and Markus are a credit to any vaudeville they engage in.

The

'

f

vol. LXIX.

ito
xfWti
J1*
"~~*

^_

tl <>r 30 agents who dally or less frequently offer acts for bookings. The
manager lately it;- chances are the agents were running over each other, offering the same
volvcd financially knew his manipu- acts a'l of the time, with little enterprise or ambition displayed by those
lating career was reaching its end placed on the departing list.
and gave visual evidence of it reThe same situation exists in the East; has existed for a long while
cently in an auto ride with throe
It iopks as though vaudeville agents in the main become satisfied with
male friends from Albany to Xew
either themselves or their incomes. A bank balance seems more ruinous
York.
The other men in the ear to the business career of a vaudeville agent than in any other line, and
were also theatrical. Shortly after honk balances have do.ie much to remove ambition from their owners
No occurrence Of the Vuletide could have been- more vividly revealed in
leavirg Albany, the manager, who in every c'ass. A vaudeville agent working upward and for a reputation almost any aspect than the return of Mollie Fuller to the Stage;
This
usually
works.
Few
however,
afterward.
The
ones
dilatory
SCCUr
Work,
was driving, appeared to be careweek Miss Fuller la at the Keith's Palace, New y< «k. p'aying, the lead in
mu'ate a number of acts to represent and represent them, satisfied with a sketch written and designed for her. The reason for the special attenless in handling the car. A companthe income received through commission or on the side.
tion was Mis- fuller's blindness.
ion seated In the front
with

A

theatrical

THE MATTER OF MOLLIE FULLER

seat

him had
times.

to nudge him a couple of
After the second nudge, the

It's the big time agents referred to in this.
Small time agents are by
themselves. Take the very few small time agents of any standing, even
with their fellows (and not in a business way), and the small time would
be better off for the dismissal of the entire lot remaining. Just why will
be detailed later. Also take the very few big time agents who amount
to anything and the rest are a crowd of indolent idlers, letter shakers and
Commission collectors. That's about the limit of their business activity,
and it doesn't mean a thing to the booking offices they do business with.

companion watched more closely. He
was watching the driver when another car could be seen swiftly approaching from the opposite direc-

The manager gave

tion.

'er

more

closing his eyes, turned
the wheel to take his car, b'mself
and the three men to the opposite
side of the road, directly in front
from the south.
Nothing could be done and the
companion watching the driver with
his eyes closed, waited for the colgas,

and.

in

JKirti;,Ily

'

1

although he gave another
powerful nudge and shouted to the
manager, who opened his eyes and
applied the breaks, but that did not
save them it was the other car,
seeing the inevitable smash, going
into a ditch ajid taking a chance
that way which prevented the ca-

same

failing

is why Miss Puller Is happy ami thankful to v.iudevi le, Which
If there is a heart in the corporate show business. It must
vaudeville. They arrive, pavs on and maybe pass out; seldom are
along
they carried
in uhe show business, but vaudeville picked up Mollie
Fuller out of the great desolation sbe had been left in. not only through
her unholy misfortune in the loss of her sight, but short y before the
loss of her husband. Kiel Hallen, and returned Miss Fuller to the vaudeville stage, on which she had for years appeared with her husband as
Hallen and Fuller. -*

That

rescued her.

——

list.

lie in

Tne

attitude of over-familiarity with vaudeville assumed by the-e lazy
unneccsar;. agents must have kept many acts out of vaudeville. It's
big
a. notorious fact that seldom has a big time agent ever discovered a
time act on the small time, a though small time acts in profusion have
graduated to big time. When that happened through an agent, usually
it was a small time agent doing the steering, using the big time agent to
a£ omplteh the result.

j

:iml

—

|

'

re-

;

driving seat and,
when reaching Xew York, his companions agreed the manager had attempted suicide in that manner,
without caring much what happened to the others. Among the
others was a relative.

While virtually working against the vaudeville interests he professed
to represent, the .useless big time agent has done even more often an
injustice to acts themselves. The secretive agent, endeavoring to ho'd his
acts for himself and to prevent searching for acts to replace them, should
they go to another agency or book direct, has made a practice of discouraging acts from securing personal publicity for themselves. The agents
employed a stereotyped argument, that publicity could do them no good:
that they were booked or they would be booked, and their agent was the

Permission
nve

for

a

member

of

It's something in the stony-hr arted daily grind of th* theatre to -*S
the matter of Mollie Fuller peeking over the top of it a'l

to vij

picture theatres may he limited if
the opinion on the subject, a Judge
in Oklahoma prevails, lie reversed
the findings of a jury that had de-

|

!

One

termined life imprisonment for a
charged with murder, the
the evidence
had not supported the verdict. Dur
ing the trial the jurors were allowed
to see a moving picture. The film
exposed a chain of circumstantial
evidence around a suspected mur-

of the big time agents for years

1

attacks.

.,

As a business proposition it was expected that when it became time
Famous Players to release its Arbuckle comedies on its shelves, they
would be "sneaked over," sent into picture theatres without notification.
If then accepted by the film public, the distributor and exhibitor would
be In a position tp assert, if an outcry were raised, that their patrons had
expressed satisfaction. To proclaim by wholesale of an intent to reintroduce Arbuckle to pictures could have had no other answer thau It
brought, suft< ned somewhat by the practical editorial expression in the
dailies, to allow the paying patrons to be the judges; alrfo the American
feeling that an acquitted man has been adjudged innocent and is entitled

.

\

similar to the actual case
trial %before them. The picture is believed to have influenced
verdict and
their
the
presiding
justice in handing down his opinion.
commented on the impropriety of
jurors while on duly attending picdeter,

then on

e

The main mistake, it would seem, was to have caused the Arbuckle
announcement in any form to be issued so closely foPowing upon the
Apparently the picture business is a whys supVVally Reid publicity.
plying its attackers with the very ammunition they want for further

even threatened his ats if they
advertised, meantime tying up the acts on long service contracts and
taking anywhere from 10 to 23 per cent, of their weekly salary as his
;<t ()minission
Eventually ,,, m „ of his acts got some common rfnse
somewhere and walked out on the" agent, while others never did see the
agent's object, with that particular agent's career naturally reaching
an end.

man

tt

HAYS' ERROR?
How much of an error was committed by Wi 1 II. Hays in announcing
the restoration of Fatty Arbuckle to the good graces of manufacturing
filmdom will be determined in the future. That it was an error as handled
appears to be plain, made so through4 the uniformity of the protests.
Whether they are or are not effective.

he could use the act and. in that way, the act might be lost to the agent
or another agent in the same office might commence to pull wires to get
the act away. In both instances the act suffered, never knowing what
demand there might be for it from any source, being solely carried along',
as a consequence, by the one agent, who told the act what it pleased him
best to tell it.

a

.

,

its

distress.

only

units.

in

own, the legitimate paid little heed to her
The vaudeville people succored Mollie Fuller; they have made
another woman of her; again she is the Mollie Fuller of old. with the
burden of years lifted from off her mind, for she is again independent,
thanks to those vaudevil'ians who aided, and though Without sight, she is
not without hope.
adopted her as one of

means through which engagements .^ould be secured. Acts swallowed this, believing the agent was trying to save them money in advermier, Brooklyn. Mr. Rudnick has tising, whereas the agent did not want the act to advertise, to attract
been managing the opera house attention of either managers or other agents. An advertisement might
since it started playing the Shu- attract the attention of someone outside the booking office who thought
vaudeville

not the first starting point of Miss Fuller's
A'though vaudeville later
the legitimate.

was
was

Vaudeville, though,
theatrical career.
It

his

Max Rudnick, manager of the
Harlem opera house, resigned Dec.
i!4 to take charge of the new Pre-

bert

i

]

|

lision,

The manager was

Apparently doomed to a hopeless existence, blind and without resources,
a hotel room watching the day and night com" and go. with lo.h the
h tngi <\
to her. how long could Mollie Fuller have endured such a
condition in her life, from an active stage career fro.n youth Until
afflicted a couple of years ago when around 52?

Big time agents fbr p<ars have followed a secretive system.
It was
brokcn U P h >" tne K*>th office when E. F. Albee declared any
Keith-booked act could change agents at will. That made some of the
mders step for a little while. Agents find it too wearisome to visit outy in S houses to see new material; they would rather pass judgment on a
r,ew att as ^ may be described to them in their office. Automobiles and
polf have likewise played their part in permitting an agent to find more
Pleasure through his income than to increase that income or build up a

j

!

i

tastrophe.
lieved from

The rescuer of a life is entitled to all praise and often receives more
a reward or a medal. It isn't often the rescued one is given happiness
She's bad; on the stage,
at the same time. And Mollie 'Fuller Is happy.
earfllltg her own living, and happy through that, as happy as those
the
stage
own
living
of
who
earn
their
on it. although so often
woven
laywomen. through not working at any commendab e labor, find time to
be calumnious against them.

for

Vaudeville managers have been known to tell acts not to advertise and
possibly also for the purpose of holding them in the one field with its
continual limitations
But Uie managers- only made the observation when
the matter of advertising wasi broached to them; the agents did it as a
r aUcr of
Precaution
'

|

to follow his'

About 75 per cent, is the reduction among the association's agents in
Chicago, leaving 25 per cent, as the desirables. Were the elimination
process gone through with the big time agents in the East, there would
be less than 23 per cent, remaining. Among those who could be retained
by the Eastern big time directors would be real agents, those who work
and dig, secure new material, represent their acts and the managers, do
agreeable business With both and to the satisfaction of both, display
enterprise and for vaudeville they are constructive agents; the other
75 per cent, or more are destructive or entirely useless.

shows.

The

acquittal of Mrs. John Brunei! of the charge of murdering her
husband, the carnival man (at one
time owner of the "Mighty Doris
Carnival") and for which crime her
brother, Harry Mohr, was convicted
with a jury recommendation to life
imprisonment, developed in the trial
that Mrs. Brunen was formerly Mrs.
Herbert Ashley, wife of the vaudevlllian who seemed a divorce from
her about three years ago. During
the trial the jury asked the court's
permission to visit a picture show
at night, with the court instructing
its attendants
how to guard the
jurymen while in the theatre. Pour

:

i

The small time agency field just now in the East Is in a deplorable
It's difficult to explain, as it calls for an understanding of th?small time agent, and not only the small time agent but the small lime
booking man. Taking the agents as a whole, they are a bad In'
very
bad lot. The small time agent will do or try anything at all to make
a dollar, and .some ,,f Mom are in connivance with the small time

hem

put over cm them. They think their opinion as to the advisaan Arbuckle movement at th's tlm* wis aa important as anyone
Will II. Hays' oi' Adolph Zukors, a reflection on th<* pictuse
industry kicks back on their Interests In it as well as on tho.-c o' Famous

has

condition.

bility of

else's, either

i

PJaj era.
I

booking men.

thcrs

If

the smallest
example of his type;

*ma'ler small time agent that Is always the wots;
tin* worst are among the best, such as they nre
deputy sheriffs | accompanied thej known in small time circles. They have no principle, no charac'cr and
jury.
When in the picture house no standing, but just mooch along, grabbing what they can without
they were given a section iu them- caring how they grab it, and willing to give up half to get the other half.
selves,
without any other seats The willingness to give up no doubt may be partially responsible for
within four or five rows being oc- 'some of the small time booking men's willingness to "listen to reason."
The present system of Final] time bookings between its agents and its
cupied.
bookers places a mass of acts on the small time, that while it may ke^p
down, certainly h.is never done one thing to help build up the]
salaries
Florence O'Denishawn of
hk.iIi time vaudeville business
new
Blllie
the
Burke
iar,"
B
play, need not bo examined before
Small time Vaudeville in e.is continual building up. continuous rind
trial again in the suit Carle Carlton
intelligent direction.
It's precarious and
unless firmly estab ished, ma)
lion pending against her for ht »•>••!».
'"'>'
The past two seasons brought Will UUl. Vnf rli ce
of contract. Miss O'Denishawn was ™°P ;,t
one
wherever
borrowing
bookers
along,
he can, another openly
go
money
the
for
in
order
successful
having
favored agent or two and some here and there, who should
her examination vacated. The suit splitting with
le
money
working
talcing
for
employers,
«-ide
onlj
th<
through being on
arises over her alleged breach of
he paj roll of ugenl s.
contract with Carlton In favor of
It isn'*

,

trade without prejudice.

Not only did Mr. Hays stir up the reformers outside of pictures, but
he stirred up, With that Arbuckle blunder, the picture trade itself. There
are other film making and distributing organizations represented in the
general assembly that contributes Mr. Hays' yearly salary and expenses.
His advisory board, whatever that means to Hays or anyone else, might
have felt it was slighted through not being consulted about the Arbuckle
affair, but what about the people in the business associated with Hays
^ht In the interest of the business, as Fa mo u s Players is supposed to be?
The feeling among those other picture men Is said to be that something
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an engagement in Zlegfeld'a TolShe Ii rt ill under the Zlcg
lies. "
feld management in "Rose Una-."
which the husband of the star, Billle
Burke,

is

also sponsoring.
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TOSS ME" SHOW

SYNDICATE AND COUTHOUI

CENTRALIZED DISTRIBUTION

OFF IN REHEARSAL

START

Production Awaiting Clearing
of Complications

Box Office Sale for
Ban on Other Syndicate
to

Chicago

Row

Attractions

—

Political

—Factions Break Relations

Chicago, Jan.

3.

between the syndicate

the

off

BELASCO'S "CAESAR"

WITH ALL-STAR CAST

illuminated signs advertising the
attractions at the syndicate ^houses;
box offices have
the theatre
destroyed all s'gns that denoted the
theatres held the Couthoui agencies

had

put

COLUMBIA

IN

THE

LOOP'

KAKES WOODS' THIRD

David Belasco is said to have accumulated much interest in the posof

sibilities

production

exceptional

organization and stated that Curtis
had made them attorneys in fact,
authorized to pay one week's salary
to the company in return for a
complete release of all obligations
against Curtis, who would pocket
his loss and declare himself out.

of

AND

UNDER BOND

is

something to say regarding tickets
for this engagement. He did. An
ultimatum demanding all seats for

engagement

"Sally"

from the box

be

came from

office

sold
the

Ziegfeld offices.

This ultimatum was handed the
Couthoui offices by Harry Powers.

Words

similar to "If

'Sally*

tickets

I don't get the
don't want tickets
for the other houses," came from the
head of the Couthoui firm. No
I

Mann's Engagement
The

Aaron

"Give and

Mann

in

Hoffman

Take,"

the role

Adair,

comedy,

by George Sidney and created by
It
is reported
Augustin Duncan.
that Sam Shipman's fervor in insisting that his friend, Hoffman, induce Mann to accept the role also
caused Shipman to agree to pay

directors,

executive

to investigate

the practicability of a central ticket

company

of

Fool," their
dramatic
runnlrg at the
Times Square and which topped the
non -raus{cal list last week by getting over $-.".000.
A daily matinee

for the next

Shipman

Woods now controls t\fro local
theatres, the Apollo and the Woods.
The Co'umbia Amusement Co.
shows play the Star and Garter In

likely,

houses

company disbanded.

Buffalo

in

week,

this

named musical version

is

of

the

re-

"Some-

to

through the lack of available
In

pay

JAC0BS0N IN BANKRUPTCY
An involuntary petition in bankruptcy has been filed against Clarence Jacobson, box-office man at the
Harris, New York, and formerly
associated with Earl Carroll. Jacobson's address is given at 165 West
Charles Harris of the
83d street.
Longacre Theatre building, West
r
48th street, claims $l. »0 for money
loaned; Julius Schlefstein. $550, and
Chasles A. Levy, $300, for similar

Luggage," and first called
"The Little Kangaroo."
Oliver
Morosco 'recast the piece and at
present Florenz Ames (Ames and
Winthrop) is playing the principal reasons.
comedy role originally assigned to
Jacobson is alleged
James T. Powers.
preferential payments
body's

THE THIRD JULIET ON B'WAY

MAY BE

play.

ELSIE

FERGUSON

Year's.

Sunday- excepted.

Rehearsals

this week, the
Into the Selwyn,

start

shout being due
Boston, Teh. 5.

Charles

Milhvard

Carlyle.

The

The

latter

and

leads

are
Alexandria

hails

from the

Hub.

IN

ORANGE BLOSSOMS'

one
Queenle
Smith.
of
the
lo ad s in "O tatme moHgoms," badly
sprained her ankle while dancing in
'the show at
Pittsburgh and remained there when the show moved
•'it.
She may rejoin next week.
Lenr os Pawle is now In the role
originally handled by Pat Somerset.
When the show left N'ew York Robert Pitcher was switched in'o the

AARCNS REMODELING ROOF

Report Ethel Barrymore Thinking of Playing HamTravesty by Savoy and Brennan Walter
let
Hampden as Romeo Opposite Miss Ferguson

Alfred E. Aarons, who exhibited
his skill in decocatlve Ideas by con-

—

verting the rather dingy Gaiety,
New York. Into o: e of tho most
tusteful Broadway theatres, li superintending the remodeling of the

Xew Amsterdam

roof,

being

:».

I.

1- *'

Philadelphia l«»r $I77"m>.
which is for In* lobby display pold
t->
Moore A Megley for
run nl
lie Palace In Chicago last summei
>
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X-RAYING ZIEGFELD
r.

Ziegfeld,

Jr.,

was confined

h!s

t.»

home at Hastings. X. Y.. early this
week with aCttte indigestion. Tinson
I

Three Shakespearean productions
Broadway ;tnd still another in

the

This

offing.

will

mean

there Will be rival Juliets, for,

performance

«>i

r.ihei

that
if

Barrymore

the
In

inues on
playing In
Ferguson, who
is !o appear In the role With Walter
Hampden i> Romeo, besides Jane
Cow., non on the roil as Juliet.
is
n<»w
This production
the*
in
making, according to report, and
COme I'orr in time, as Mi^
S/ill
I'ergusOn has always been ambi"Itmii'o

'Molly Darling" Is Attachid
Chicago, Jan.
M. Friedman attached "Molly

'

—

con-

verted into a regular theatre. The
new rbpf house will be ready in
about four weeks.
If
will have n capacity of about
will l»<> able t<. play to
800, and
$-j.ooo nightly at $•-'..~>o top.

ed at this session.
Indications that the central ticket
agency, with probable branches,
will not be put into operation until
the beginning of next season still
hold true. The week's session was
in accord that the centralized system was too big a project to be
rushed and it was agreed that next
August would be the earliest time
to date actual consummation.
A
meeting was called for next week,
however, to decide whether buys
would be immediately discontinued,
which would make for a measure of
ticket reform this season.
Word along Broadway and in
ticket circles was that the P. If. A.
central
ticket
office
would go
through regardless of opposed views
aired by several managers, following the adoption of the idea by the
association. It is only a matter of
how much the new system will affect the brokers and If agencies are
to be permitted, what the real value
of a centralized office would be?
It is known several committeemen
are not sanguine of results, but
they appear to be in a minority. Tin*
declaration of one or two maragers
they would not permit tickets for
their attractions in a central agency
can hardly stand against the dec slon of the P. M. A. unless such
managers relinquish membership.
Committee meetings contit ued
last week, and one or more delegation! from interests outside the
ricals were invited to express an
opinion on the proposed new system. A committee from the hotelmen's association was heard i'r day.
The hotel managers expressed themselves as impartial to the plans of
the theatre managers so long as
their guests could obtnin service,
They went on record as being
against gypping in tickets.
Some
provision whereby branches of the
proposed central office would !»<• established in hotels or a service
equally efficient was asked for.
One proposal In committee lightly
regarded was Incorporating a system wherein theatre patrons would
not have actual possession of tickets and would he required t«»
for them at the box office. The Id*
is similar to that proposed twenty
years n^c. by Augustin Dalv.
1

to have made
to creditors.

success

was played between Christmas and

ticket
manipulation through the
agency system, also with doing
away with the agencies. Later it
was conceded such agencies which
operate on a strict 50-cent premium
basis should not be disturbed and
whatever ultimate plan is adopted,
it is believed such offices will not
be forced out of business. The E.langer interests were not represent-

house will be changed.

$3ri0,000.

"Lady Butterfly," New Title
"Lady Butterfly," which opened

fighting

"The

altogether the evils of

The price paid
actual purchaser.
In adfor the house was $440,000.
dition to the theatre proper, the
parcel included the Planters' hotel.
The Columbia is located on Clark
near Madison street, in the loop secIt seats about
lion of Chicago.
l.HOO, and the Columbia interests
controlling it up to its recent sale
have contended for several years
past the house was too small to play
burlesque at a profit.
The Columbia shows will continue
to play the Columbia until May 1,
after which the house will be reThe present plan of
modeled.
Woods' is understood to call for the
ploying of legitimate attractions at
the Columbia, when he takes possession. It. is likely the name of the

producer to take over the property

the

the

meeting so unanimously adopted the
committee's views. That places the
Utst 12 years a spoke in the Colum- matter of actually creating such a
system squarely up to the P. M. A.
bia burlesque wheel, was sold last
m Wednesday's session was regarded
week by the Chicago Clayety The- as
more or less of a showdown by
They had indorsed
atre Co. to John Simon, the latter the managers.
understood to be acting for A. H. the principle of a central ticket office as a means of minimizing or
Woods, who is reputed to be the eliminating
the

and Nat Phillips the book.
Negotiations have been practicompleted for a Broadway

when

and

practical,

is

3.

for

cally

aries

tickets

tre

Chicago. Jan.

The Columbia, Chicago,

the loop section suitable
burlesque.
The Columbia, Chicago, was built
about IS years ago. It is understood the Columbia with its real
estate cost at
that time about

and present it in March.
About
$7,000 had been paid out in advances
on scenery and costumes and sal-

a Jan. 15 at the 49th Street theatre.
scarcity of tickets at the box office This week the show is at Washingbecause of
choice
seats
being ton. Mann joined it last week at
placed at the hotel stands for a Pittsburgh.
In the recasting Sidney assumes
premium discover at least a portion
of their battle won before elfher the part taken by Sam Mann, who
the theatre management or tho has retired from the company.
The bond given by Shipman is
Couthoui agencies realized it.
said to have followed the receipt of
(Continued on page 19)
an evening dress set by him from
Lee Shubert as a Christmas present.
Bhipman's acquaintances can't
"THE FOOL" TOPS
figure out the gift as the Shuberts
Lead Non-musicals Last Week With have never produced a Shipman,
play, offered as one of the possible
$25,000— No. 2 Opening Feb. 5
reasons, while another Suggested is
Tha Selwyns will send out a Xo. that the Shubert a may he angling

who have been

Sidney Phillips, Rose MorEdwards, Jappie Mur-

rison, Irving

now has Louis dock and a chorus of 14. Sammy
formerly played Lee was putting on the numbers

compromise was made because on the show's management $10,000 In
this end it was know that Ziegfeld case Mann left the piece before it
meant business. The war ensued, ended its run on Broadway. The
with the result that those play- Broadway engagement is to start

part

which

Chicago, about th*ee-quarters of a
mile from the Columbia, and the
present season the Columbia shows
have been playing the Empress, 'in
the Engkwood section. It is probable the Columbia will have another
responsibility.
In the cast when rehearsals sus- house in the loop district next seapended were Sadie Burt. Janet son, with the building of a theatre

.

the "best *"bet" right
now. Variety tipped off the Chicago
folks that Flo Ziegfeld would have

PAWLE

of its hoard of
constituted
the

report

—

—

MANN

New

Tho Producing Managers' Assowas called together in spemeeting Wednesday to hear the

ciation
cial

and

$3,000

u\}

ti

2

—

committee, delegated

Shakespearean pl$ys. following
his accomplishment of "The Merchant of Venice" with David WarThis offer was not accepted.
field as Shy lock.
as branch offices.
Whiting, George Meyer. Sam* Lewis,
Meanwhile the public is obliged
That Belasco will stage "Julius Joe Young and Jack Lait were willto learn the exact status of the Caesar" with an all-star cast is re- ing to take over the property and
whole affair via a puzzled board ported, perhaps having it ready for
nance it if it weie cleared of debts.
because the local newspapers, carryCurtis' absence held this in abeyIf that plan is folnext season.
ing front page articles, have not
ance. Meanwhile the show was ofThe lowed the presentation of Lenore fered to several managers who witgrasped the real, situation.
I'lric would go over for another
local newspaper articles have
nessed rehearsals, and several are
season or so. as she is expected to
merely quoted each of the warring
Curtis' vaudeville
still interested.
continue in "Kiki" at the Belasco
factions in the way of what each
partner, Maurice Rose, stated that
intends to do in crippling the other's through a second season.
he did not know Curtis' whereabouts
It is claimed the production of
business. One of the morning newsuntil a wire arrived announcing his
papers has carried long articles, the "Merchant" is so geared it fa return this week.
impossible
for the attraction
to
drawing all the 'leads" from the inWhen Curtis arrived he apparentside angles tabulated in Variety make money at the Lyceum, even ly regarded the matter closed, ancapacity
business. ticipating that his offer had been
from week to week. Said the morn- if attracting
ing newspaper in last Sunday's edi- That was also supposed to be true accepted.
To his amazement he
tions: "The Couthoui agency plan of "Deburau" and was the reason found the troupe still functioning,
was
never
icnt
given
why
it
on
the
little
-complicated
and
no
outis a
and two weeks* salary due the enroad. "If "Caesar" is put on. how- tire cast in the event of closing, acit."
sider altogether understands
Some showmen, who regard the ever, it is expected .a big theatre cording to Equity rules.
Couthoui system as helpful to play- will he chosen for it.
Wednesday no definite decision
goers, managers and agencies when
had yet been reached on either side.
property and sensibly executed, beIn the case of Vinton Freedley, who
lieve the quotation represents the
left rehearsals Sunday, the A. E. A.
JOINS "GIVE
journalistic situation.
ruled he was not bound to go
The truth of the latest "break"
through because— rehearsals had
between the syndicate houses and
been "called off" when Curtis withTAKE";
the Couthoui agencies happened
drew.
However, it appeared that
via a Jong existing stand of the
the full time would be reckoned
Couthoui agencies to utilize their
concerning the others, and the tanpower to capture the "best Sam Shipman Reported Hav- gled situation was being argued,
full
"Sally's"
approaching enbets."
with everybody denying financial
ing Guaranteed $10,000 for

goers

—

owner

Co..

The
turned from Cuba Monday.
chorus had already been paid one
week's ralary though the full time
allowed for reh arsals had not exCurtis

to how the playgoer* of
shall be treated in the
getting choice scats for attractions.
The Couthoui hotel stands have
been stripped of all their brilliantly

the

—

Another Exceptional Shake- George Whiting $'2,500 when Curtis, Sold Last Week for $440,000 office. Advance information as to
the results of the deliberations in
who was being looked to as the
Planters' Hotel Included
spearean Production
committee is that the centralized
suddenly left town two
backer,
Planned
Needs Big House
ticket office plan for the control and
in Site
weeks ago. Kendtor & Goldstein,
Chicago
distribution of all Broadway's theahis lawyers, got in touch with the
way of

looks like a good fight between the two arguing factions as

now

gagement

Committee on Ticket Handling Reports to P. M.
A. Unanimously Adopted in Wednesday's Meeting To Start in August Buys May Go Now

pired.

new year

sizzling hot.
It

Producing

of
t,he rights to the musical piece, re-

houses (Colonial, Blaekstone, Powand the Couthoui
Illinois)
ers,
agencies started

Curtis

Rehearsals of "Kiss Iff" wire
temporarily called, off Wednesday to
await definite New York booking.
Jack Curtis, who organized the
Virginia

Hostilities

—

Back from Cuba

"Sally" Brings Agent's

Ziegfeld's

Angle

REPORTED AS PRACTICAL

1923 HOSTILITIES

.tiul

Juliet"

Uroailtti'iy,

sin*

opposition

to

will

Rlsie

eor.

be

tious to play the role.
With the rather doubtful manner
in
which the public has accepted

Miss Barrytnore's

Juliet,

a discus-

sion In theatrical circles disclosed
that it is quite within the range of
possibility
Miss
that
Barrymore
might c s ly the role .. r II imlf
against that In which her brother
John is app« aring.
The burlesque Ide of tlm ghal

day three physicians were called
and he wis lat«-r reported f'-»-lintr
i

bet

Wedn<

,1,

>r
l

Follies," In which Bavoy and
n
are to take h<- pi Ihclpa

forn

1

who

manager

-

1

suspect Ziegfeld

«'i

>

from >nllnto a es

•ABrt"

h

Bren-

tho

iv

ON COAST CLOSING

San Fr in< Isco,
' Irish Rose
phenomenal sue ess

"Abli

travesty for the "Greenwich Village
'

.

r nry

-

t

••!

brought to New York f->r an X
i\
examination on the advice of the

spearean craze has Jones and Green
preparing a "Romeo and Juliet"

m

ri

!<>r.

has decided
•nir will end
»n. B
1

I

to

.1.1

n

::

v

ei<

In

1

•
1
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ON LEGIT
Keports following: the opening of Jane Cowl at Toledo

last Friday In
Juliet* rat<- that production among the finest of Shakeipearean presentations. There is a marked difference between the Cowl
and Ethel Barrymore Juliets. The latter opened at the Longacre, New
Fork, last week, tho performance being disappointing. For It Arthur
Hopkins Is using one massive set as a base for the play, while the
Sclwyns have 12 scenes in the Cowl "Romeo and Juliet." The Cowl
presentation has been made to conform to the central idea in the mind of
Shakespeare that of fiery Italian youth in the springtime. Shakespeare's
Romeo and Juliet were between 14 and 15 years of age, a period of virtual
maturity In Latin peoples. With that in mind the Selwyns chose a youthful supporting cast, nope of tho players being over 21.
The Barrymore
presentation is along somber lines.

"Romeo and

—

The dressing in "The
comedy which opened at

Clinging Vine," II. AV. Savage's new musical
the Knickerbocker, New York, last week, is one
of the bright features of the show. It was the manager's suggestion that
each girl select the colors she* favored, and the costumes were designed
after the preferences were indicated.
That appMed to principals and
choristers.
J. J. Rosenthal, while agenting "The Bat" in Boston, has been viewing
Broadway's activity in Shakespearean revival with a mixture of scorn
and envy. Jake now horns in with a yarn that May Vokes (comedienne
in "The Bat"} would "like to play Juliet." He rings in Anne Morrison
also in the show, and his wife, Kathryn Osterman (Rosenthal). Jake puts
words into Miss Vokes' mouth to the effect she admits having a profile
made for people to laugh at, and therefore she would have to play all
serious roles facing the audience. Jake proffers a new idea if any manager would fall for a Vokes Juliet, and it calls for dispensing with thel
balcony and substituting an A. B. See elevator. That, thinks Jake, would
tend to show the ups and downs of Juliet.

"Veronica's Veil** has been pro*
duced 270 times at West Hoboken,
N. J., and will be repeated for nine
times
commencing Feb. 11 on
alternate evenings during Lent, at
St. Joseph's
Auditorium in that
town. The 300 players have been rehearsing for some weeks. It's the
American "Passion Play" with the

All accounts agree it is going to take some time to untangle the
financial a/fairs of Max Spiegel, who is now an involuntary bankrupt,
although confined in a Stamford, Conn., sanitarium. Spiegel's outstanding
liabilities are said to exceed a million dollars.
much more no
one will venture to say.
large percentage of this is represented in the
stocks of various corporations Spiegel was interested In, and that stock is
alleged to be of questionable value through doubt about Its authenticity.
Spiegel is said to have borrowed or secured through sales of the stock
about $400,000 on a par value of around $700,000, and more than that on
present market quotations.

How

A

What

he did with the money

is

puzzling his creditors.

costuming a replica of that worn

Oberammergau.

at

The Kansas City

They say Spiegel

production

might have sunk $150,000 in the show business this season through his
failures, and another $100,000,, during the year for living, but they can't
The
find out where the remainder of the million or more has gone to.
Cohan theatre operating company is reported a creditor to about $30,000.
Spiegel was a joint lessor of that house, and through his official connection was able to order the box office men to turn moneys over to him at
will.
Among those moneys, according to report, was $1,300 being held by
the theatre for government tax (10 per cent, on tickets sold).
While Spiegel held an. interest in a well-known theatrical realty company, he was not active in the direction of that company's properties.
But Spiegel did operate as his own the Sheridan Square "theatre (pictures),
New York (in Greenwich Village). That theatre represents about $650,000
in cost.
While $1,500 weekly was charged off from the gross toward the
rent (said to be about $35,000 net), the story says no one connected with
the theatre can find any trace of the moneys held out for rent, taxes,
bills, etc., including electric light, for which another $200 weekly was
charged off. Spiegel is reported to have made "quick touches" from any
number of people, and Including some of the theatres where he was
recognized as exerting some authority, like the RItz. Newark, N. J., now
playing Shubert unif vaudeville.
Personal friends were also subjects
for "quick touches," until a few of them hold claims against Spiegel
mounting up into the thousands.
Spiegel, when borrowing on the stock certificates, patronized money
lenders who are said to have charged him big bonuses and high interest

theatre's second

be

will

"The

Yellow

Jacket," to be given December 29-30.
Prices will be $1.50 top to the public with the subscribing members
getting the same choice of seats for

a

dollar.

"The Toymaker," by Peretz Hirshbein, translated from the original
Yiddish by" Marie Trommer and Dr.
A. Gideon, will be the first production of the Brooklyn Art theatre
next February.

The Sequoia

Little

theatre,

San

Francisco, opened a new season at
playhouse here this week. Four
one-act plays comprised the bill:
"The Lost Silk Hat," "Rosalia," "A
Sunny lHorning" and "Piety and
its

Pie."

"The Yellow Jacket" was the
Kansas City theatre's second offering,

being given at Ivanhoe temple

29-30.
Much publicity had
given the production and elaborate details as to staging and costuming perfected. The cast, composed exclusively ^ of local talent,
however, contained the names of
several former professionals. Blaine
A. Darnold, now In the insurance
bus'ness here, but with "Baby Mine"
for two years, was the Daffodil of
the play. Jean Noble, formerly with
the Lincoln stock company, played
the part of Chow Wan, and Elroy

Dec.

<-!•*"

rates.

1923

LITTLE THEATRES

action to secure 12,500 on another burglar Insurance policy for another
robbery in the same home. While testifying, Hlrsch stated he had
drunk twenty highballs during the party and then became morbid. It
may be the record for Long Island.

INSIDE STUFF

5,

rfeen

The "Why Not" presented at the Waldorf-Astoria last Friday night by
Cap and Bells Club of Williams College is in no way similar, except
Equity Players' show at the 48th Street. The author of
the college play Is Van H. Cartmell of the Comedy Club of New York.
Jesse Lynch Williams, who wrote the Equity play, explained in printed
announcements at the 48th Street that after his play was announced and
rehearsals started he learned""bf Cartmell's piece, though the latter was
the

in title, to the

written about two years ago.

Interested with Spiegel In the Sheridan Square is William F. Rafferty
Joe Leblang is
of Syracuse, who Is the president of that corporation.
said to be the third partner. The Sheridan Square has made money since
opening. Rafferty is not a showman, but has been fooling around with
theatres and the building of them for some years.

Spiegel Is said to have kept a set of books showing the profits of the
various theatres he held stock in. When wanting to induce a loan or
sell some of the.stock, he is said to have exhibited his book of profits,
with some of the theatres listed, according to the book, doing a tremendously profitable business.
One man, almost hooked, became a bit
concerned why anyone in such highly profitable enterprises would want
to get rid of 8 toe It at such low figures or borrow such a small percentage
of value. While the fit of thinking was on. he rejected the Spiegel propo-

was the only attraction
New Year's Eve performance, the
With $3 top charged .the gross drawn was
nearly $2,300. "Liza" attempted a $4 top Saturday night, but the box sition, and
is now happy over his acumen.
Takings for the holiday week were
office line did a quick fadeaway.
The insanity thing through which Spiegel got himself committed to the
about $6,600. Special vaudeville concerts given Sunday included midnight
performances in some cases. The New Amsterdam, with a Keith show, Connecticut institution Is looked upon as something altogeter new in
"Liza," the colored

on the Broadway

phow

list

show

at Daly's 63d Street,

which gave a

starting at midnight.

got nearly $10,000 on the day, the only figures better than that, being for
"Follies" premieres when tickets were $11.
The concert sale at the
$1 top, $3.50 was charged for the eight o'clock performance
$3 at midnight. One of the special concerts was given at the Shubert,

matinee was

and

show being framed from acts and players in the "Greenwich Village
The performance started at the regular show time Sunday
night, with $4.40 top charged, the same scale as for the ^'Follies* " regular
performances. The players received one-eighth of a week's salary for
appearing in the concert.

the

Follies."

Frederick E. Goldsmith and Harry Saks Hechheimer, respective counsel
Mary Carr and Alexander Carr, left for Chicago early this week to
attempt a settlement of the Carrs' marital differences. Carr is appearing
in "Partners Again" at the Selwyn, Chicago. Mrs. Carr is suing for over
$17,000 accrued alimony. The defendant interposed a re'ease of all claims
which caused the reference of the matter to a referee. The question of
obtaining the release in a, doubtful manner by Carrs attorneys figured in
for

the testimony.

The "Running Odds" published In Variety's Anniversary Number last
week, quoting prevailing odds as to the length of the stay for current
Broadway legit attractions, brought a couple of offers for wagers. On
behalf of "The Gingham Girl," $10,000 was offered by the management
at the odds named in Variety. The odds were even money "The Gingham
Girl" would finish the season at the Carroll and 3 to 1 it wouldn't run
through the summer. "Merton of the Movies'' through the Tyler management was willing to make a more modest bet, of $1,000, even, that "Merton" runs longer in New York than any other attraction produced in
New York since "Merton" opened, Nov. 13, with the loser turning his
winnings over to a theatrical charity named by Variety. Variety's odds
on "Merton" were "Even money it runs through season at the Cort."
George Kaufman and Marc Connelly authors of "Merton," had a witty
advertisement in the Anniversary Number. They did not mention any
of their own successes, although included a flop ("49ers ") for which they
partially responsible, but named hits of others and also menHur" as playing in Australia, besides listing the
Minsky Brothers among the attractions. The New York Sunday "Herald"
reprinted~the advertisement. Several Broadwayites had a giggle over
the humor of the ad, but one could not understand why. as he said, anybody would be fool enough to advertise other people's shows.

were only

tioned "their" "Ben

The appearance of Peggy Joyce in "Fashions of 923'* the new show
being readied for the Winter Garden is uncertain. She appeared at one
rehearsal, accompanied by her secretary and calmly watched while an
understudy went through the part selected for her. The role in the play
1

for Miss Joyce-

made no

is

that of a girl to

whom many men

are attracted.

Peggy

with the choristers present, appearing bored at the proceedings and looking over their heads when she left the theatre. "Fashprobably
not open until late in the month, though listed for
will
ions"
premiere next week.
*
hit

acquittal of Hazel Hlrsch at Mineola, L. I, on the charge of
having shot her husband last summer may divide the theatrical colony
The shooting occurred about midnight of a
of Freeport into factions.
June day on the lawn of Heine Davies' home in Freeport, following a
lawn party. During the Hlrsch trial the witnesses for the prosecution
testified there had been but little liquor consume, i, mostly cocktails and
beer. Witnesses for the defendant swore there was nothing but booze
there, every kind, and that nearly all of the guests were plain stewed.
One of the women guests of the party and who was attending the trial
os a spectator became so Indignant upon listening to the witnesses
for the defense she pleaded with tho district attorney (<> pace her on
The district attorney, howthe stand, in rebuttal, to state the truth.
ever, put In no rebuttal testimony. The Ulrsches, following the shooting,
became, "love birds" and continued that attitude in public right through
the trial. Their lawyer dwelt on it in his lumming up. pleading with
the jury "not to break up this loving home on the eve of Christmas."
trial that the Hlrsches had reco\ered
Jt was brought out during the
of their
$12,000 from an insurance company for an alleged robbery
Freeport house. Before receiving the money, an examination was held
the
occurred.
how
robbery
related
husband,
the
when Wally Hirseh,
Later the Hlrsches are said to have become involved in a protracted

The

Ward,

at one time
in "Salvation Nell,"

with Mrs. Flske

was cast as Wu
SinVin the Great. Other Important
roles were taken by teachers from
the dramatic classes of the city's
high schools.

matters of this kind.

Dissension over the choice of
There are almost as many reasons discussed about the proposed ticket plays to be offered by the Kansas
regulating plan as there are theatres along Broadway. It has its oppo- City theatre, the recently organized
nents and its supporters. Each side holds a positive opinion. The older local guild, has started a discussion
a Broadway manager is in experience the more ingrained, it seems, is his that may develop in a split of the
belief that without a hit nothing matters, and with a hit the public must organization. The Guild gave as its
go to his theatre. He never figures the unlimited public in New York, first offering last month, "The
seemingly cares nothing about it for the matter of good will, and doesn't Truth," which was rather a surbelieve his play has any good will attached unless a hit. and the same prise to many and especially those
thing goes for the theatre. The advocates^ of a central distributor for who had been advocating the Kantheatres at box office price say a certain percentage of the theatregoing sas City theatre as the means of
population has been driven away through the manner in which theatres getting new plays for the local
amusement lovers. The second of
have disposed of their wares via tickets through premium agencies.
Some managers believe if the centralized office becomes a reality there the presentations was the "Yellow
Jacket,"
Dec. 29-30, and again waft
should be no charge whatsoever above the box office scale, not even 10
the selection of the play committee
cents per ticket for service, as suggested by Joe Leblang for his plan,
criticised.

when the patron of the central office was not possessed of a yearly card,
for which a charge of $1 annually is to be imposed.
Leblang answers
this by stating if the managers want to maintain a central office themselves, he will operate for them on a basis of a 5 per cent, allowance on
the gross sales, as his expense account. To offset this proposition the
managers answered why should they, if they have a hit that will sell
out at every performance, no matter where the tickets may be on sale,
pay 5 per cent, of their gross for a service that hit would not need?
It is admitted there is a. class of theatregoers in
York that prefers
paying a premium for service for theatre tickets. They want choice
locations and the tickets when they want them, through a phone message,
without running anywhere to get them. This class, however, is but

LEGIT ITEMS
Ned Burton,

legitimate,

vaude-

and screen actor, left an estate
not exceeding $2,000 in personalty
and no will when, at the age of 72,
New
he died of heart trouble Dec. 11*
according to his widow, May C*
Burton, of 452 Manhattan avenue,
In her application for letters of admarginal and might keep itself supplied through a standing order or with ministration upon
the
property,
reservations on which their yearly loss would not amount to what they which was granted her by the Surrogates'
Court,
now pay In extra charges.
New York, last
Leblang contemplated In his original plan to include the theatre man- week. In addition to his widow*
agers as stockholders in his central office corporation. To equalize the who is 29, Mr. Burton, who lived
distribution of stock his intention was to pass among the legit managers at 301 West Forty-fifth street, New
one share of stock for every seat. To illustrate, if the Broadway theatres York, and was laid to rest at the
seat 60,000 people (there are over 50 theatres), the company would incor- Woodlawn cemetery, is survived by
porate, say, for 120,000 shares, no par, and the stock distributed in the a sister, Hattic Vernon, 40 years
manner outlined. That plan, however, could not include the producers old, of Roxbury, Mass.
without theatres but with plays usually in New York. The seat-stock
Bertha Kalich in "Jitta's Atoneidea would naturally give the Shuberts a large part of the shares, since
they have the most New York theatres of any Broadway legit manage- ment," the (3. B. Shaw adaptation
of
Siegfried Trebitsch's play, opens
ments. It will probably be revised by Leblang, if his plan is eventually
adopted and he is selected as the operator- in -chief. In any event, if a in. Stamford tomorrow (Saturday).
John
Craig Is chief in support. The
plan is decided upon, it will not be placed into effect before next season.
With the managers setting up this and that reason, it's just as likely cast includes Thais Lawton. Albert
the whole thing will evaporate, as it has before when this same subject Perry, Beth Elliott, Walter Butterville

Always there is talk and seldom anything else. The mere field, Phoebe Coyne and ftoracfi
out.
'
statement the managers Appreciate the necessity for 50-cent premium Kabrr.
agencies through their charge accounts is enough to denote a necessary
A road company of "Twin Beds'*
consequent fade-out of the entire scheme,
stall In the proceedings and
under the management of Joe Paysince there can be no regulation of the ticket selling proposition with
ton opened Christmas Day in El50-cent agencies operating against it. The complications that would arise
mira and la slated for a tour
through that are obvious to any office boy.
through the New England one-

came

ft.

The "Post" of Chicago suing the Shuberts for $500,000 may be for a
purpose of the paper's own, rather than for that amount of damages asked
through the publication In a Shubert Chicago program of 191S that the
"Post" had published "untruthful statements" concerning the shuberts.
About that time tho Shuberts sued tho "Post'' In different actions for
amounts totaling nearly $1,000,000 or more. The Chicago evening paper
went to a great expense in preparing to defend the actions. A mass of
data was secured by its investigators, "Taking in the lives and occupations
of the Shuberts and some of their theatrl ;;1 associates from the dates
The investigators for the "Post" made nn exhaustive
of their births.
survey, reducing their findings to writing, and often securing the information In the form of affidavits. This huge bundle of script was turned over
to the "Post," but recently the Shuberts withdrew their actions against
the paper;
In announcing the dismissal of the suits against it at the
instance of the plaintiffs (Shuberts) the "Poet* Intimated it intended trying another manner of presenting the evidence it bad collected, with the
(Continued on page 39)

nlgbters.
The cast includes Fred
James, Dorothy Howard, Carl De
Angeio and Bessie Staffodr.

BUSINESS IN 'FRISCO
s»n Francisco, Jan. 3.
who opened in
at the Colu mbia

Charles

(Jilpin,

"Emperor

Jones''

on Sunday, played to capacity the
first two days of the week.
Kolb

and Dill at the Curran last week
did $18,000, and they are still drawing heavy. "The Oold Diggers" was
here for two weeks and played to
000. closing last Saturday night.
At the Hippodrome last week
Will King hung up a new record
with a $14,000 gross.
$_':!,
j
'

I

'
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EQUITY PLAYERS' MEETINGS

INCREASES AD RATE

DE) NOT

MAKE B'WAY HAPPY

Now

80c Week

——

Managers in Main Disappointed Some Houses,
However, Established New Figures "The Fool"
Led with $24,000, Making New Record
«

.

Broadway had an erratic business
week between Christmas and New

Some

Year's.

attractions

notably

FRENCH CO. PREPARES
Opens Tour Jan. 15 With Cast

of

75 People

musicals did not equal the draw of
Thanksgiving week, which was also

Days— Man-

agers' Meeting
Chicago,

.Tan.

3.

"The Tribune" gave the loop
managers a Christmas
theatre
present in the shape of an Increase
in advertising rates.
Because of this* an early meeting
is
of the Managers' Association
probable. The meeting will be in
the shape of a protest which the
majority of the house managers
realize won't have any effect, yet
underground ideas are to have the

Montreal, Jan. 3.
the peak week of last season. HowArrangements are completed for managers agree on a systematic
four or flte ^house records the Canadian and American tour by
advertising arrangement whereby
were broken, new figures being the Paris Comic Opera Company,
the increase in "The Tribune will
secured by the leading dramas and organised by J. A. Gauvin.
Some not have any effect on tho weekly
principally by virtue of extra per- members of the
company have advertising bills by * all houses
condiWeather
played.
formances
sailed from Havre on the Roussillon agreeing to make a uniform ad for
tion interfered somewhat with the and the balance of principals leave
both the daily and Sunday editions.
box offices, but trade generally in- next Tuesday on the Homeric for
The new daily rate for "The
dicated the value of visitors at holi- New York and Montreal.
Tribune" is 80 cents a l!ne, an inday times.
The tour opens on Monday, Jan. crease of 5 cents. The Sunday InThe exodus of New Yorkers ap- 15, at the St. Denis theatre. The crease is 15 cents, now making the,
pears to have counterbalanced the company will number about 75
in "The Tribune" hold at $1.15
influx.
A surprising angle was the people, including 20 principals, 25 arateline.
It's the possibility of the
failure of some attractions credited orchestra players and 30 chorus.
other newspapers increasing their
with having gotten a bad break be- Many of France!s best known light
rates as the result of""The Tribune"
cause of opening during the dull opera singers are to be with this
that annoys the managers. It is
period after Thanksgiving, to pick company, among them the famous
known the Hearst publications won't
up in pace to any degree.
Mile. Bachelet, who created several allow "The Tribune" to set the
"The Fool" led Broadway, play- of the new comic operas in Paris pace regarding advertising rates
ing a matinee daily and winning a these last few seasons. The leading
when the Hearst papers now give
gross of $2*,000, a new record for tenor is M. de Laquerriere from the
tremendous space ^or attractions,
the Times Square theatre. "Johan- Theatre de la Gaite-Lyrique, who
with "The Tribune" catering less
nes Kreisler" at the Apollo counts is on special leave from that theatre
and less to attractions playing the
with the Christmas flock of new at- for the tour. The mezzo-soprano,
loop theatres.
honors
in
second
tractions and took
The leadis Mme. Leo Demouiin.
Representatives from "The Evegross, getting 122,500. The novelty ing baritone is M. Andal, also from
ning American" are out strong for
drama played two extra matinees. the Gaiete-Lyrique theatre.
M. Sunday copy for the Saturday
It started with a top of $4. .40, but Roland is the "premier comique" or
paper. Some of the managers in
the Selwyns dropped the scale to leading comedian of the company.
town have already agreed to give
$3.30 top starting this week.
M. Maurice Jacquet, from the the Hearst afternoon newspaper
The other dramatic record-break- Opera Comique, is the orchestra this new copy.
which
ers were "Seventh Heaven,"
conductor, coming with the comIn all of the newspapers in town
with a daily matinee went close to pany, while Monsieur Albert Roberexcept "The Tribune" attractions
$20,000 at the Booth; 'Loyalties" got val of Montreal will share with him
receive considerable help from the
over $18,400 at the Gaiety in 10 per- the work of leading the orchestra.
news staffs for extra advertising.
formances: "Merton of the Movies"
The general manager of the com- "The Tribune" has cut out all adexceeded $21,000 at the Cort in the pany, J. A. Gauvin, announces the
vance notices, and seldom does the
same number of performances; repertoire for the first week will be dramatic critic give "second"Rain" in eight performances at the as follows: "La Fille de Madame
thought" writings to plays after a
Elliott did better than $17,000. using Angot" (Madame Angot s Daugh-.
;
,
Realizing this, the "Hera $4 scale Monday and Saturday. ter), "La Mascotte," "Veronlque aid -Examiner" has Increased the
"So This Is London" with two extra and "Le Petit Due" (The Little
Sunday theatrical pages for, where
ever,

shows equaled Thanksgiving week Duke). Eight performances

of nearly $22,000 at the Hudson; "Kiki" at the Belasco with no
added shows pulled $17,000 at
the Belasco, and "Hamlet" came
through again for over $21,000 in
eight performances at the Harris.
"Abie's Irish Rose" got its best mark
with over $15,000 in, with two extra
matinees, and "R. U. R." was almost
as good, also playing 10 performances." "The Old Soak" got $14,000
in 10 times.
The leading musicals did not play
extra matinees. Zlegfeld's "Follies"
held its leadership and beat $36,000
at the New Amsterdam, and in 30
weeks has attained a total gross of
over $1,090,000; the "Music Box
Revue" bettered $29,000, virtual capacity bunt under Thanksgiving
week (wnen- vxtra matinee was
given), and the "Greenwich Village
Follies" also slid under the Thanksgiving mark, getting around $24,000.
''Little Nellie Kelly" played an ex-

mark

given,
twice.

a

will be
Ashton Stevens was formerly only
each opera being presented accustomed to giving his signed interview along with a three or four

column sketch

MASKED WOMAN' TITLE

Nathan L. Amster, who claims he
controls the screen rights to a novel
by Johnston McCulley, author of
"The Masked Woman," has instituted injunction proceedings against
A. H. Woods, producer of a play of
that name current at the Eltinge,
New York. Title infringement is
alleged, although no similarity between stories exists. The Kate Jordan play is an adaptation from the

French.

Tho defendants through counyel
state that the title has been used
before 111 a number of ways as

"Masked Lady," "Masked Venus,"
et al.

Amster

alleges the novel exceeded

and

is still

COAST'S COLORED^

bHUW

10.000 copies in sales

on

sale.

(Continued on page 23)

$14,000

FOR "PASSING SHOW"

San Francisco, Jan.

,

BRING ABOUT REORGANIZATION

$1.15 Line on Sundays

of the star interviewed, the critic now gives two
extra full columns* to "secondthought" ideas on plays he covers
at premieres^ The Hearst Sunday
paper has also increased the size of
the pictorial layout. Thumb cuts
feature "The Tribune's" Sunday
page, and usually only two of these
thumb-cuts squeeze through.
Sheppard Rutler has completely
switched the ideas that Percy Hammond used for Sunday copy with
the management of "Orange Blossoms," which opened at the Illinois
Sunday night, probably taking more
exception to "The Tribune's" policy
of any attraction for a long time.
Heading his personal two-column
Story last Sunday with the caption
of "One's Play's Sad paradox—

Augustin Duncan Returns at Director With Full
Katherine Emmet Retires
Success
Power
Needed at 48th Street

—

—

"RED POPPY" STOPS

Following a flurry of meetings of
various committees concerned with
by Equity Players, the resignation of
Katherine Emmet as general manager of the organization was ac"The Red Poppy" stopped at the cepted last week and Augustin
Greenwich Village Saturday, leaving Duncan returned as general directhe house dark.
The show ran a tor. Argument and diaagreement
week and a half, with the reported followed in the wake of the premiere
failure to pay salaries blamed for at the 43th Street of Equity's third
It
the withdrawal.
entered the try, "Why Not," and again the
house as suddenly as it closed, ac- trouble of "too much committee
cepting the booking under a guar- stuff" was thrashed out.
Duncan withdrew from Equity
antee arrangement when no Broadway house was in sight. With the Players some weeks ago. It is dehouse taking first money of the slen- clared he resigned, but from the
Closed

at

Greenwich Village
Henry Baron

der receipts, the management was
placed in the hole for funds to defray running expenses in addition

%

to salaries.

The play was an adaptation from
French and produced by Henry
Baron,
with
Estelle
Winwood
starred.
The latter featured tho
the

road, tour of "The

Rubicon," also

Equity'a aide it waa explained he
had been given "a year'a leave of
absence" and hia name aa general
director remained on the houae program.
Duncan started rehearsals
with "Give and Take" but withdrew
from the Aaron Hoffman comedy.
At the time his associates in Equity
stated it waa Duncan's prior right to
secure remunerative engagements
outside but that waa aet down as
easing up the situation in the or-

under Baron's management. He is
said to have "unlimited backing,"
sustained by the prompt payment of
losses when "The Rubicon" was on ganization.
•
tour. The backers, however, are reThe net results of last week'a sesported to have withdrawn support sions waa Duncan asserting that he
from "Poppy." The lack of funds would accept the directorship, if
became evident last week when the permitted to work without interferadvertisements for the attraction in ence. It la understood the director's
the dailies were dropped. Failure to job now ia all powerful.
pay an advertising agency bill of
Last week's meetings were deemed
$230 was the given reason.
necessary because of plana to begin
The berthing of the "Poppy" in preparations for a new production
the small Village theatre was re- immediately regardless
of
what
garded as a practically impossible business "Why Not" will be able,
booking.
It was computed that if to do.
-

the

show completely

about $500

profit

Indications to date are that TWhy
will not land. Bualneaa its first

sold out there

on the week would

Not"

week at the 48th

result.

Street, deapltegood

noticea won, waa very little better
than the first week of "Malvaloca"
WICHITA GOOD
2 NIGHTS and around
the theatre waa an air
Kansas City, Jan. 3.
of depression. Lack of popular supThe Crawford, Wichita, Kan., is port ia believed to have crystallized
out for legit attractions to make the partial reorganisation of Equity
that town a two-night stang with a Players* ayatem.
matinee.
The new piece is reported adding
The house is manage .. by E. L. to the Equity'a loss. What subMartling and operated in associa- scriptions came into the houae laat
tion with the Brigham Enterprises week waa not tP be counted aa cash,
of this city. Mr. Martling says the such revenue already having been
very large majority of shows so far consumed. The situation now, with
this season at the Crawford have the season nearly half gone, ia that
done big business. He is advertising a success must be reglatered in
to fill open time during this month, order that Equity Playera even apFebruary and March, with legit proximate an even break on the
pieces and musical comedies espe- season.
cially wanted.
In "Why Not" is seen a chance to
Wichita is one of the livest cities produce a new play at low co«t.
in the state with a large drawing There is but one set, well done but
population. In summer it supports not especially expensive. The I'mone of the largest fairs in the ited cast of six principal and two
country.
kid actors was probably also a factor in the selection of the comedy.
More interesting from a pro'esslonal
TREASURERS MOVED.
standpoint is the fact that there la
Monday a ahake-up In the box- not one outstanding role, all sic
office staffs of a number of Shubert having equal opportunity and vir-

FOR

AROUND

Case of Too Much Publicity?' pill* ifceatres was effected, with switches
tually equal participation In
ler dwelled upon the exit of Edith
of box-oJ2C p men from one houso to number of "sides."
Day and Pat Somerset from "Orange another.
_-_*
"
Blossoms'
cast in such r. way that
Jamea Peppard has moved irJ m
the management of the show conJCEMMET'S "PAPA JOE"
the Crescent, Brooklyn, to the Cen"
,

the

...

,.

S.

blow to tral, New York. Willie Kuita is
Plans are under way at the Cen- sidered the article such a
the Chicago engagement that a new
"The Passing Show." road produc- tury to stage an all-colored revue campaign will have to be Indulged again in charge at the 44th Street.
following the film "Oliver Twist."
When the house went dark recently
tion, with Sam Howard carrying
The revue is to he staged by in to overcome "The Tribune's" he was shifted to Jolson'a 59th
over the performance in a comedy
comment before the show even Street. The changes Include a numFanchon
Marco
&
and
prices
will
this
$14,000
for
good
way. looks
opened.
ber of promotions of girl assistants.
be fixed at $1.50 top.
Tulane.

R. c£'>»Jfc,9JniT1Pt who Is ngenting
"Abie's Ir*ah WM(j£**&**tofr V/o duclng on his own. The piece la
"Papa Joe," originally presented in
London under the title of "Mr. M.i-

St. Charles in
"Tiger Rose" will just about heat
$5,000 for this week (seven days).

William RIcciardi authored the
play and will play the lead here
aa in the London company.
"Papa Joe" calla for one set and
a cast of eight. Others In the company are Rhy Darby, Sidney Klliott,
Mariua Rogati; Thomaa F. Tarcey.

New

Orleans, Jan.

3.

week at the
The stock at the

NAZIM0VA IN "DAGMAR"
Alia Nazimova will return to the
legitimate stage Jan. 15, opening at
the Majestic, Buffalo, Jan. 15 in

"Dagmar."

The play is being produced by
Charles Bryant, her husband, who
is in the cast.

TRINI IN PLACE OF PEGGY
Peggy Hopkins Joyce la reported
Out of "Fashions of 1923," the forthComing Winter Garden revue. Trial,
the famous Spanish beauty who arrived frqjn London this week, is to
tr.^re

her scene s.

'

,

COURTNEY- JESSEL REMARRY?

Florence Courtney and her ex- New York Costumers Make Liberal
husband, George Jessel, are reported
Offer for Charitable Purposes
about to remarry. Miss Courtney
(Courtney Sisters) is currently en
The liberal offer of furnishing
tour with Jessel's unit, "Troubles without charge lessons and cosof 1923."
She divorced him less tumes required for plays or acts
than a year ago.
engaged in benefits for deserving
causes or to organizations presentWI0NA WINTERS DIVORCED ing entertainment for charitable
purposes has been made by the
Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
Wlona Winters, formerly leading Bayer-Schumacher Co. of 67 West
woman for Julian Eltinge, has se- Forty -sixth street, New York.
The lirm operates a rental decured a divorce. She alleged that
her husband, Lloyd Simpson. San partment for costumes and gowns,
Francisco banker, had deserted her it is from that department, the announcement st ites, the free loans of
two years ago.
material will bj made.
William Schumacher. Jr.. who
Switch in Managers
Cincinnati, Jar
of the
been succeeded in thai

Edward Rowland, manager
Bankrupts Discharged

FREE BENEFIT COSTUMES

c<»x.
has
capacity by

Francis Gilbert.
Mel
Chicago, Jan. t.
Raymond is to be general manager
Two discharges in bankruptcy of both tho Cox and Shubert thewere granted in Chicago last week. atres here, with W. D. Ascough
John Biltgen, formerly manager remaining at the latter house.
of the National theatre.
It is reported that Rowland will
Ralph Hankimon, who had the probably receive a New York asauto races at Iliverview park.
signment from the Shuberts.

signed the announcement, said, in
"We will at all
its
conclusion:
times be glad to loan these dresses
and costumes da might be needed
where the proceeds or net profit! of
the entertainment arc to be devoted
to
alleviating Buffering or hardships of our lesa fortunate brethren.
May we ask you to pass this word
to any such organisation as may
come tinder your notice?"

BONDING KLAN PLAY
Chicago, Jan.

3.

Invisible Empire" opened at
Clrotto Saturday night, and
Lee Morrison was forced to file bond
for $2,000 with Equity, which covers
salaries of players for one week and

"The
Aryan

transportation.

Poughkeepsie's Bard of Avon House
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. Jan. 3.

|

latesta."

Antonio Salerno, Susan Sterling and

Mary

Jeffery.

/

"REAR CAR" LEAVING BOSTON
Boston,

Jan.

"The Rear Car," despite an

The new Bard of Avon theatre crease
here was dedicated New Year's Day within

3.

in-

in business, Is slated to leav.>

The Selwyny
with a performance by Leo Carillo are preparing a road company of
in his new comedy, 'Mike Angelo." "The Fool," Which will come into
This is the second new theatre the their tbaatre here.
"Angelo" piece "hns opened.

Jt« first

was

in San Francisco.
"Mike Angelo" is now slated to
open at the Moroaco. N ew York.

Monday

Rom

la
B. E&
rent attraction,
lake the road.

next, with a private press
to be given on Bundaj
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Bert Levey Expected

in
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i
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Franciaco, Jan.

brothfr-ln-law

w marriage

"
t

working on the curand rt Will probably

THE FAMILY MARRIAGE

IN

performance
night

Chicago, Jan
Bert Levey, w ho bas a clrcu
the Pacific roast, in expected In
cago this week.

three weeks.

'
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•
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Will King
the li't -i,
ilea, the
ill

3.

and sNter-lncelebrated here
rnian
King.
and musical
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r of Hazel

King.
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AND COMMENT

"BLOSSOM TIME" GOT

Friday, January

CHICAGO WAITS TO SEE

5,

1923

IF

$20,000 IN PHILLY
i

Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the same gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play is also considered.
"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (33d
week). "With total of 10 performances last week (two extra matinees) and top of $3.50 Saturday
night (substituted for New Year's
eve), takings of over $15,400, best
gross of run.
"Better Times," Hippodrome (18th
week). Last week best going for
big house, which as usual reaches
peak business between Christmas
and New Year's, with schools
closed and Hip mecea for children, Around $80,000
Century
(62d
•Blossom Time,"
Operetta winner of last
week).
season which covers present going as well. Gave daily matinees
last week, which with cut rates
gave excellent gross of around
$23,000.

and Judy," Globe (6th
week).
This musical got first
break in business last week. One

"Bunch

matinee, for takings of
Teak day Satur$22,000.
day, with nearly $7,000 in two per-

extra

around

formances. Holiday scales through
last week.
Roof
Century
"Chauve-Souris,"
(49th week). Foreign novelty at-

ing

—

Rivals

keeps pace second to "Follies.
Nell," Bayes (5th week). Final
week.
Goes to road Monday,
opening
Teller's
Shubert
at
(Brooklyn).
Attraction handicapped by roof theatre location.
"Rain," Maxine Elliott (9th week).
No extra performances last week,
but $4 top charged Christmas
night and Saturday, with takings
going to $17,000. Biggest demand
in town.

"Our

Christie,"

profu*

"Johannes Kreisler," Apollo (3d
Management decided to
week).
drop admission top from $4 to $3.
new scale effective this weeV^
Four matinee* laat Week .«/
u
j

"C2-rmarue" ***** "*a *

* 23,

~

jRemarka oTe novefty, trade
mostly at box office.
No
"Kiki," Belasco (58th week).
extra performances last week, but
holiday scales used and sent tak000."

ings to nearly $17,000. best figure
of season for dramatic holdover
leader.

Ermine," Ambassador
With one extra
(14th week).
matineee and scale lofted to $5
Saturday night, takings last week
nearly $17,500, which did not
equal draw of Thanksgiving week.
"Last Warning," Klaw (11th week).
Played three matinees last week
Strongest
for gross over $12,000.
of season's mystery plays and
through.
ride
ought to
"Listening In," Bijou (5th week).
One extra performance last week
with gross going to $7,000 and at-

"Lady

in

traction making money for first
time since opening. Management
try with this mystery play,
from this week on deciding

Nell ie Kelly," Liberty (8th
capacity
to
Played
week).
throughout last Week when one
extra performance was given. No

change

in scale,

but show hit its
getting $20,000.

One
week, when

thor," Princess (10th week).

extra perfn** rance iast
novelty drama drew about $6,000.
Z '*! to furnish fairly good margin
of profit.
"So This It Londpn^-Kt5son (lfth
wc fi)*^7 La3t week's gross not
Jnucn under $22,000 and Virtually
same u>»'- ^. ^i,;*cd lov Think sglving week, when one extra performance was given. Last week
two.
"The Awful Truth," Henry Miller
(16th week). AVith one extra matinee holiday week gross fairly
strong for total of nearly $12,500.
Smart comedy expected to hold up
until Easter.
"The Clinging Vine," Knickerbocker
Of Christmas flock
(2d week).
this musical production of H. W.
Savage is regarded as having best
chance. Show good and prices so
Scaled ev.try chance to win popularity gained. Nearly $17,000 first
T

week.

"The Fool," Times

Square

(11th

week).
Selwyns' dramatic hit
played daily matinee last week
and topped everything on Broadway for dramas. One performance sold out in advance to party
alone prevented gross going to
better than $25,000. It got nearly
$24,000.

"The Gingham

Girl," Earl Carroll
(19th week). One extra performance, one $4 performance and one
topped at $5 gave gross Of over
$20,000, equally or slightly bettering Thanksgiving week trade.
"The Lady Cristilinda," Broadhurst
Got fair break from
(2d week).
the reviewers, though business

$12,000,

giving substantial

Woods drama

—

$19,000 Pace

of French origin
getting rnr-ouraging support.

gross,

Only "Follies" and 'Music Box"
got more; botli scaled higher.

Into Jan-

success, there's every sign that thai
Chicago, Jan. 3.
Stuffed to the degree of bursting piece will average around $ltf.ooo for
were the Christmas stockings of the many weeks to come. It got $19,009
loop theatres with box office re- on its first week.
"Demi-Virgin" got away to a
ceipts.
Acknowledgement of the Tuesday Christmas Eve premiere at the La
night's performance (after the two Salle, but failed to register with the
big days) receipts brought the only holiday patron*. The critics hanhesitancy in acclaiming crackerjack dled it tamely, and how much force
business.
High and successful as the play carries on merit with the
were the final grosses, the big busi- holiday enthusiasm over remains to
ness came slower than in previous be seen. It is known the house now
years, giving an indication that the regrets the departure of "For All of
town is in the throes of a "slump" Us," for In moving to the Studethat was overruled by the holiday baker the Hodge piece carried its
spirit, and making it a matter of most unusual clientele, doing reguesR work how far into this month markable business for a transfer
the impetus of the holiday spirit attraction.
Mr. Hodge can easily
claim tho victory of the hardest
will carry certain shows.
AVith New Year's falling on a fight to establish a play after being
Monday, the Saturday matinees suf- ridiculed registered here in a decade.
fered, giving the Wednesday matFrances Starr in "Shore Leave"
inee the fjjll atmosphere of the holi- established herself with success at
day week. It was quite apparent at the Powers, and despite the sudden
the Saturday matinee that the play- cut-off from the hotel agencies
goers were waiting for the full reached a figure that promises good
splash that came Saturday and last- profits until the end of the brief
ing
until
Monday (New Year's engagement, Jan. 22, when "The
night). Business at the Wednesday Torch Bearer3" arrives.
matinee was capacity. "Thank-U,"
Lester Bryant just can't keep
at the Cort, gave a full measure of away from disaster. With "He Who
matinees
Monday,
Wednesday, Gets Slapped" ascending to strange
Thursday, Friday, Saturday), and holiday figures for the Playhouse,
did very well, averaging a little Richard Bennett became stricken
over $1,000 for the Thursday and Thursday night, forcing a capacity
Friady matinees.
house to be dismissed and $1,100 reHigh expectations were made on funded. Edwards filled Bennett's
the Christmas Eve business, with role Monday night, and after an anthe date falling on Sunday. There nouncement to this effect only about
were
disappointments,
because $30 was refunded.
"Partners Again," with a premiere
"The First Year" needs much atat the Selwyn, was the only attrac- tention at the Woods to hold it for
<

tion

In

town that

sold

out.

The any length

Bernard-Carr piece at the Selwyn
a ''smash hit."
The known
strength of the piece was supported
by a double advance campaign,
three weeks in advance in the newspapers, and with a brigade of billposters who have literally "plastered" the town from one end to the
qther with striking paper of black
on printed yellow. At the $2.50 price
the Selwyn holds around $2,200
nightly, ascending around $2,700 for
the Saturday night raise to $3, with
the scale of prices noted on a big
chart in the lobby.
The Selwyn
sy s tem is being closely watched by
other houses in town, because it is
known the Selwyn management here
is on friendly terms with the lady
is

scalper, yet

it

is

known some

ter-

arguments have arisen because
the local manager refuses to allow
the hotel stands to dictate policies.
If "Partners Again"
cah "ride
through" the Monday and Tuesday
night slumps with any degree of

rific

of time.

The

piece hasn't

caught on here. The prediction that
"Thank -U" would outlive "The First
Year" made in this report some
weeks ago is adding impetus. "Six
Cylinder Love" failed to catch the
full swing of the holiday atmosphere, yet had a good week considering the time it has been here. The
Truex piece was overestimated for
Chicago as far^as the length of time
Init should have remained here.
stead of building hopes that the
piece could remain here until at
least March the campaign should
have been made for a full blast of
business for 10 weeks. Many of the
managers are now realizing the
length of runs cannot be forced in
Chicago with the new era of conditions. "Captain Applejack" opens
at the Harris Sunday, with "Six Cylinder Love" going to Detroit, opening a road tour that should be a
clean-up for Sam Harris.
Individual

comment

for the other

(Continued on page 33)

HOLIDAY WEEK SPELLS BANNER
GROSS INTAKE FOR BOSTON

is

"Tne Masked Woman," Eltlnge (3d
week). Woods' newest drama got
around $11,000 in holiday going,
virtually its first week. Has call
fcTii eliuView io land. Had "East of

Despite Storm and Railroad Paralysis, Which Minimized Urban Patronage, Business Holds

Up—

"Lightnin*

Suez" remained it would have
gone to $15,000 easily.
"The Red Poppy," Greenwich Village. Stopped suddenly Saturday.
Stayed week and three days, drew
very little money.

"—Takes Top Money

Boston, Jan. 8.
We Live in," Jolson's When things looked rather gloomy
Moves to for the theatrical business in this
59th St. (10th week).
44th St. next week, house being city during the early part of Detaken by the Moscow Art Theatre, cember and the grosses began to
which begins engagement Monday touch figures that were anything
Insect comedy figures to jump in but satisfying, the general cheer up
pace on Broadway. Beat $11,000. expression was "wait for the holiday
week,
between
"Tidings Brought to Mary," Garrick season."
This
(2d week). Theatre Guild's third Christmas and New Year's, and inproduction. Solemn drama of me- cluding both holidays, has always
atmosphere;
diaeval
beautifully been a banner one for the theatrical
done, but only subscription effort. business in general here. This year
Month or so, then 'Peer Gynt," to was no exception to the rule.
be Guild's big effort this season
The game was almost the victim
(9th
Goes,"

"The World

"Up

Go

With Whoop at
Business Slower Than Customary
Starts

profit.

Playhouse
Brightly presented mu- of another strange quirk of fate.
comedy, doing brisk trade however, during tho week when on
Wednesday a storm, Which for a
after first weeks. Last week, with
one extra performance, better than time threatened to completely paralyze railroad facilities, swept down
$11,000.
"Whispering Wires," 49th St. (21st on the district. It did not have a

She

week).

sical

One more week for this
mystery
arriving
play,
which has done rather well in this
house and got $9,500 last week.
"Give and Take" succeeds Jan. 15.
week).

early

"Will Shakespeare," National (1st
Only New Years week
Week).
Opened Monday. Of
premiere.
(Clemence
authorship
English
Winthrop
by
Dane), produced
A m< S.

first week not. up to expe tations.
Between $9,000 and $10.()U0.
"The Egotist," ,T,uli Street (2d "Why Men Leave Home," Morosco
(17th we<k). Final week for comNew LMtiehsteln play
w.-ckV.
week).
(6th
St.
63d
Daly's
"Liza,"
edy, reported out some weeks apo,
held to eight performances. TakColored show, only on" to try f'»r
but followed by announcement
ings fair first week, gross around
Broadway trade this season, do
from management of continuance
$8,500 or little over.
but fair business. So* e attraction
"Mike Angelo" SUCuntil Easter.
•The Old Soak," Plymouth (20th
in downtown hcttees attempting
ceeds next week.
In 10 performances last
week).
mr.nej,
p<
Kva
New JTear's

greatest

Far Big Business Will

uary— "Partners Again"

to

extra matinee, gross nearly $8,000.
Not up to expectations based on
promising reviews, bt:t affords

How

Guesting

Philadelphia, Jan. 8.
Business
was generally good
here last week, but there were a
number of unpleasant surprises for
starting midnight Sunday. $6,600
the managers, such as weaknesses
last week.
on Christmas night in a number of
"Loyalties," (laiety
(15th week). houses.
Played 10 performances last week
On the credit side was the
and drew over $18,400; claimed
new house record. Wednesday smart comeback of "Blossom Time"
matinee record also claimed with at the Lyric. This Schubert operEnglish drama one of etta was sold out completely Mon$1,814 in.
day, matinee and night, and with
season's solid hits.
the extra matinee business shot up
"Merchant of Venice," Lyceum (3d again,
touching about $20,000. This
week). Belasco's ambitious Shake- spurt, together with splendid indispearean production with War- cations in the advance sale, has defield as Shylock and topped at
cided the Shuberts to keep this
$4.40, did not win capacity but
in indefinitely. It is now in its
drew big money. Gross quoted show
11th week and ought to complete
around $20,000.
14 before the demand is exhausted.
"Merton of the Movies," Cort (8th
Particular interest attached to
week).
Pars with best comedy rivalry of White's "Scandals" at the
on Broadway; getting fine draw Forrest and "l..e Passing Show of
and plenty of it. Played 10 per- 1922" at the Shubert. The former
formances last week and topped show led all week and quite reversed
all previous grosses by totaling last year's record of bad business.
over $21,000.
An extra matinee was given by the
"Music Box Revue," Music Box (11th "Scandals'* and the gross passed
week). No extra performances the $26,000 mark.
"The Passing
and no scale changes; show's Show," on the other hand, was exnightly top $5. Capacity save for tremely "spotty," with a number of
one performance (Tuesday night; nights when the orchestra was only
day after Christmas) and went to about half sold. The gross hit
better than $29,000 on week. Still $23,000.

A nose- dive was taken by "Anna
which had upset the dope
by crawling up"after a slow start
and had reached its highest gross
the week before Christmas. With
the influx of new shows, however,
business tumbled last week and the
week). Moyed Monday from Nalowest gross of the month's stay
tional, where it never got break.
was registered. It left Saturday and
One of most skilful presentations
"The Monster," this week's only
of season; ought to settle in new
opening, is now the Walnut's athouse to moderately good busitraction. This is also in for four
ness indicated in new house but "Romeo and Juliet" Longacre (2d weeks, with "The Dover Road"
no big gross possible because of
week). Disappointment. Reviews booked to succeed.
capacity.
not favorable to this Shakespeare
Mantell's business at the Broad
"Follies,"
New Amsterdam (31st
presentation with Ethel Barry- has been the poorest this Shakeweek). No extra performance last
more and business away off. Sec- sperean star has registered for a
week and no fluctuation in scale.
ond night had but few hundred number of years here. It was exHeld to big takings through week
dollars in and short run looks in- pected that he would do little the
with total in excess of $36,000.
evitable.
week before Christmas, but a big
Selling into February and still "Rose Briar," Empire (2d week). pick-up was hoped for last week
leads Broadway.
Even
Billie Burke show got off to fine and was not forthcoming.
week).
Vanderbllt
(2d
"Glory,"
start, takings for first week around with the aid of an extra matinee
Brightly produced musical play
Sale for next two weeks and the natural holiday influx the
$15,500.
which has started off well. Busigood, after which possibilities of gross only passed $9,000 by a small
ness for first week beat that of
run will be evidenced. Admission margin. The answer seems to be
"Irene," produced by same manis $3 top; no extra performance
that Mantell is good for two weeks
agers and presented in same thelast week and no scale lift.
here and that the extra week played
atre. First week's takings quoted "Sally, Irene and Mary," Casino this time only meant that the usual
at $13,900. Top is $3.30.
(18th week). Came back, drawing receipts were spread out over the
'Greenwich Village Follies," Shuwell from holidays visitors as ex- extra time.
Held to eight
bert (17th week).
pected. Gross went to little under
Pauline Frederick
in "The Guilty
x
performances and $5 top for SatReported going to larger One" looks lik e a substantial hit
$16,500.
urday night instead-of $6 intended.
house later for cut-rating pur- at the Adelphi, although some claim
Gross last week was about $23,500.
poses.
that the clientele whicJi is flocking
Comedy (4th week). "Secrets," Fulton (2d week). First there will cease at the end of the
"Gringo,"
Chances of thi« comedy drama
week flurry of new show perhaps school and college holidays. At any
not highly regarded and likely to
not conducive to best results. rate, despite some healthy slams
English play regarded as excellent from the critics, Miss Frederick's
be withdrawn at any time. Holiday gross under that of week befor starring purposes of Margaret personal following has succeeded in
fore; gross under $5,000.
Loiwrence and pace should im- lifting the Adelphi out of the slump
prove.
First week about $11,500.
(Continued on page 33)
'Hamlet," Sam Harris (8th week).
Normally leader of non-musicals. "Seventh Heaven," Booth (10th
perextra
week
no
week). Matinee daily last week.
For holiday
week this comedy success regained
drew splendid
but
In 12 performances total gross
formance,
gross of early months, going to
nearly $20,000, which breaks house
houses for gross of nearly $21,500,
Should steady in draw
$14,000.
record.
Matinee call so strong
bit under peak gross of Thanksand run until spring.
extra Friday afternoon to be "The Love Child," Cohan (8th week).giving week.
played
regularly.
(6th week).
Held to eight performances for
lt Is the Law," Ritz
holiday week, but gross went to
Picked up last week and, with one "Six Characters in Seach of an Au-

traction close to solid year's stay
and will easily ride through winter. This week. (Thursday) fourth
program • of Russian company
presented.
"Fashions for Men," Belmont (5th

HOLIDAY SPEED WILL LAST

Comes Back WallopTwo Musical Comedy

Operetta

at $22,000

delays it has the effect of scaring
off possible customers for the show
houses.
A large percentage of
patrons of Boston's legitimate theatres is drawn from the suburbs

and from
20
and

and towns between

cities

30
miles
from
lure.
Naturally they have to depend on

the

train

service

come

and

hesitate

to

in town when things are running bad. That the alarm was not
wholly unfounded was shown by the

fact that of late there have been
large numbers of tickets paid for
at some of the local houses, but

when the curtain time came and

[tassed the seats were still unoccupied.
This meant that whoever had
bought the tickets in advance was

unable to get to the theatre.
In
the theatres where such thing was
recorded the attraction was not
but
cut into
much Of a hit to suggest the tickets
the matinee and evening business
were taken up v speculators, who
of that day, as people were afraid
found themselves stink at the last
to com'' into th<> city, believing they
would be unable to make train con- minute.
Boston, perhaps more than any
nections for home again. The setbark was not for lone, business large city in the country, *is unupicking up again Thursday and con* usually free from the so-called seat
tinu'ng at a very high level until •buy." Tickets for attractions that
are a hit can he purchased froru
ih- do e of the week.
Herrlck's, for years a fashionable
>t
at this time the railroads
ticket agency uptown, at tho usual
th;it run out o! Bo ton are gener50 -cent -premium, but this has only
ally being panned. The New Haven
been a sort of convenience for the
is now and has been for weeks the
society patrons of the houses who
target of severe criticism from the
accounts with the agency. A
run
Hearst publications. Service on the
few tickets find their \\a> into ©tl
road has been bad. and with the
(Continued on pag< ^)
great amount of publicity given the
far-reaching

effect,
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DAVID BELASCO

Presents

da

X
-As

•

Shylock

in

Wm.

1

Shakespeare's

eta

1

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE
I

«r\OES

a genuine privilege to the rising generation."

1

«THE

most human and comprehensible

of

*

has.

plays Shylock as none other ever
*

A

*

Shylock

"A

and gripped us."

*

*

VIGOROUS

"TRIUMPH

Alan Dale
N. Y. American

electrified

that

produced by David Belasco.
Seldom or never has pictorial
Shakespeare been more beautiful."
*

Hey wood Broun
N. Y. World

mod-

ern Shylocks."

"II/ARFIELD

<;gEAUTIFULLY

John Corbin
N. Y. Times

honor to the actor's ambition and affords

V

c

tions,
all

and imaginative production."

BelaVo genius.

of

*

#
^
^f
Jt

<&,
.

The

*

gorgeousness of the Irving and Tree producthe sumptuousness of the old Daly revival,

sank, belittled by the side of this."
•

«QAVID WARFIELD

makes Shylock

a

Percy Hammond
N. Y. Tribune

human

being."

«r\AVID WARFIELD'S name was

added to the
Thespian Hall of Fame beside
those of Kean, Booth and Irving."

Journal of

realization of a very fine dream."

"U/ARFIELD

i

Shylock best conception of char-

«U/HAT

matters most

we had

enough

letters in 'triumph' to

pours his soul into the production."

T

the peer of any contemporaneous pro-

duction."

ftJLfARKS an epoch

Ameri-

in the history of the

can theatre."

-—

"A RICH

Alexander Woollcott
N. Y. Herald

lock."

"WARFIELD

«I7ASILY

Y. Telegraph

that Warfield's Shylock

is

a true and a real and an interesting Shy-

is

are not

"JJELASCO

H. Z. Torres
N. Y. Commercial

acter ever given of part."

rich

its

express the verdict."

Leo Marsh
TV.

"WARFIELD *S

"THERE

Commerce

Burns Mantle
N. Y. Daily News

triumphs as Shylock."

producion notable for

hypnotic pictures."

E. E. Pidgeon

scroll in the

"•"THE

«]^R. BELASCO'S

a true Shylock, utterly unlike any

"MR. BELASCO

Charles Darnton
Eve. World

ever seen."

revival.

•»

won new

glory with the most

Shakespearean production

beautiful

in

the

history of our stage."

"M

WARFIELD'S

R>

and

Shylock one of great merit

plause in

vying to see

wave

who

"FINEST

Rankin Towse

received tumultuous ap-

after

Eve. Mail

»

"M

Eve. Sun

WARFIELD
"D AVID
years."
"JJNDENIABLY

an ambition of

Robert Welsh

Kenneth Macgowan
Eve. Globe

through scenes that match

Julia

imagination the words of Shakespeare."

R.

BELASCO

"DELASCO

West

:-

been

has outdone himself."'

presentation of a great play

MfVSCREET

Eve. Journal

never

i

M A GREAT

Eve. Telegram

fine."

"II/ARFIELD moves
in

realizes

Irving."

lence and splendor has probably
matched in the play's history."

Stephen Rathbun

nighters cheer performance."

Henry

BELASCO has 6* vcn thc * rcat Shake- T
"D AVID
spearean comedy a production which for opu-

James Craig

men and women

wave,

could shout 'Bravo!' the loudest.

Shakespearean spectacle seen here since

the days of

Eve. Post

"JJAVID WARFIELD

"FIRST

J.

intelligence."

and

sees

•»

;

St.

X
I

intelligent."

Shakespeare through

in

mag-

nificent style."
:<

NOW PLAYING LYCEUM THEATRE, NEW YORK
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3d
The picture is a great success, anfifWith her is other one is being directed and tht)
three villain Is getting in his dirty work
During
the
chum.
girl
her
San Francisco, Jan. 3.
car becomes as on the poor hero, but of course he is
Kolb & Hill are presenting this acts the private
Central Park and as duly foiled by the heroine.
season "Now and Then,'.' a new common as
Genevieve Tobln is the pretty
"Superba."
Hanlon's
as
tricks
of
full
comedy by Aaron Hoffman, which
dreamy amateur detec- heroine and plays extremely well.
opened big at the Curran last week. A foppish,
in and remains, as docs William Harrigan was excellent as
horns
tive
For the first time in their careers
Thp the advertising man and hero.
villainous district attorney.
these favorite Pacific coast come- a
breaks jail and boards the Thomas W. Ross was a very good
dians are launching out entirely hero
Edward Van
behind a swinging and polite villain.
from
Out
train.
minus girls or music in their pro- divan appears a child waif who fled Sloan got all the comedy possible
duction.
It is a straight comedy
settlement house to save the out of his picture director.
a
with the two principals in their heroine from an unknown fate. An'Tolly Preferred" has nothing
usual style of character work.
but it is just
villain disguised as a gorilla particularly new,
"Now and Then" is a hilariously other
mysterious hands ap- enough different from the ordinary
then
appears,
devised vehicle dealing With pro- pear from nowhere and do nothing, plays to be interesting.
Neiot.
The
hibition as its basic theme.
faces peer through the winthe ghostly
first act opens in 1916 with
of the train as it travels along
dows
scene showing one of the old-fash- at 60 miles an hour, the attorney is
ioned beer saloons mahogany bar. murdered by being stabbed through
Toledo. Jan. 3.
lunch counter, pinnochle tables, and his left eyeball by somebody who Rnmson
Bailey Hick
Frank Davis
all.
Even the foamy "suds" are then closed the .eyelid, the electric Gregory
Edw«r<1 Broadtly
Abram
being served to patrons during the lights begin to flicker fn Morse code,
Rlrhard Bnwler
Hal'hasar.
act.
Vernon Kel«o
the conductor is thrown overboard, Bcnvolio
Louis Hector
Kolb and Dill are partners in the and ultimately the entire car is Tybalt
Gordon Burby
Kolb, however, miraculously sealed up with heavy Capu'e't
saloon business.
Grace Hampton
fapulet
has been listening to a prohibition steel shutters, the waif is found I.ady
Lionel Hogarth
Montague
orator and has "sden the light." He gagged and bound on a brake rod I^idy Montague
Lallva Brownel
J''hn Crawley
grows ashamed of his business and through the collapse of a trick par- Kscalua
Ro'.lo Petera
wants to get out. Incidentally, he lor chair, and tells the detective to Borneo
John Fairish.
Par!s
wants to reform his partner, but shoot the writing desk full of holes p
Milton "Pope
c tor
Jes^tpVaph
Dill will have none of it. Dill buys in time to keep them all from being
Nurse to Juliet
J*™ Cowl
Juliet
out Kolb.
rolled down the Great Divide to
Dennis King
In the second part of the first act bump into another train, and the MercuMo
Neil Quintan
An old man
(the act is split by a dropped cur- audience goes home groggy.
Edith
Van Clave
Rosaline
R< b*rt Ayrton
tain to indicate the lapse of a few
Friar Laurence
The audience Is requested not to An
John Crawley
apothecary
years) again is the saloon on the
a divulge the plot. Nobody has been
became
Volsteadism
night
vet located who could divulge it
reality.
As tho hour of midnight as paid.
At times very young, human, and
But it thrills. Oh. boy, radiant,
and then infinitely pitiful in
strikes Dill sadly closes the place. if
it thrills.
It brings back the
how
tragic despair of youth, Jano
Here enters a character known as old 10-20-30
55- the
pimples
goose
at
her world premiere in
"Bum," a swamper in the place,
made
Cowl
If it thrilled, in it
former soldier and college graduate, 85-$1.63-$2.20.
Shakespeare's immortal love trageabout to be turned out in the world. went, without apology or explana- dy, "Romeo and Juliet. " at tho
tion, t#id within a week or two
Saxon Auditorium last Friday.
As a parting gift Dill presents river
pirates, an opium den /md an
"Bum" with a quart of whiskey.
Under the spell of her fine porillegitimate child may be added,
The second act finds Kolb a pro- judging
trayal on audience inclined to bo
from what has already coldly analytical and composed
hibition "snooper," and Dill fairly
been crowded into that private car. largely of New Yorkers saw her
rolling in wealth as a high-grade
Taylor Holmes has personally standing in the final scene, her voice
bootlegger. He has been piling up
done
an excellent job in a rather quivering perceptibly, in the white
the coin, disposing of the 30 barrels
novel ttage character, but, a* a burial robes of Juliet, and then bro :e
of liquor which the prohibition laws
of fact, if "The Hoar Car" into applause, predicting that her
left him on hand.
There are literal matter
continues its theatrical journpy it characterization will live among the
screams in this act where Dill will
be actor-proof. Hoimes is play- performances of Mary Anderson,
enters and exits through a booking it straight, Clark and McCul- Modjeska, Charlotte Ciishman, Julia
case, which is his secret cache for
lough would play it otherwise, but Marlowe, Maude Adams and Julia
the illicit goods.
way it may make money.
Arthur.
With the quart of liquor given either
Blaney had the right idea but he
It was a performance so well finhim on the night of the saloon's scaled
wrong.
Libbcy.
ished it calls only for a little moro
closing "Bum" started out on his
elf
-confidence upon the part of M ss
own hook, and now reappears in his
Cowl, who at times showed nervousown limousine and fairly exuding
ness at the strain of breaking from
wealth. That quart started him on
the conventional drama to the mysthe road to affluence.
(Second Review)
teries of Shakespeare.
The plot ends when Dill's home is
Washington, Jan. 3.
raided and nearly everybody in the
WKh but two members of the As Juliet Miss Cowl displayed a
place is "pinched." Kolb finds that lirst cast remaining. "Barnum Was keen understanding, deep feeling and
the prohibitionist responsible for Right" was given another tryout a warm passion, which, with her
poise, gestures and speech, make
his change in heart is really a Sunday at the National.
It was
grafter and his illusions are crushed. first shown some seven or eight her Ideally suited. Her reading was
but delightfully natural.
A pretty love story is threaded weeks ago and withdrawn for re- not stagey,
through and dozens of* little human writing. Being originally the work She overdid nothing. Her balcony
scene was an exquisite thing, her
interest touches are delightful.
of Philip Bartholomae, a play doctor
The comedy is a powerful piece was necessary and John Met ban comeliness forming a stage picture
of rare beauty.
of propaganda for the "wets," and stepped in.
It is evidently due to
Miss Cowl is supported by a comis so cleverly sugar-coated success
Mr. -Median the performance gave
pany giving a flawless performance.
seems to be assured.
US a little of "Seven Keys to BaldBesides
Kolb and Dill some pate," "The Tavern," as well as Rollo Peters* Romeo was effective
notable playing is done by John "Overnight," and left the house and fervently dashing. Dennis King
Fee as "Bum" and F. Keenan Wal- laughing at and not with the play pave distinction to Mercutio. Other
lace.
Josephs.
about the middle of the second act. fine depictions were by Robert AyrJessie Ralph, Louis Hector and
This, possibly, should not all be ton.
placed at the door of Mr. Meehan. Gordon Burby.
settings were artistic and the
The
but the play as it now stands will
never do and the ground work is entire production magnificent. The
Boston, Jan. 3.
play was expertly staged by Frank
so
thin
Nora O'Neill
that little hope can be seen
Mar£u<-rlte Maxwell
Reicher.
The Sehvyns are taking
Ruth Carson
.Jane Seymour for it.
the production to Cincinnati, CleveTitus Urown
James Bradbury. Jr.
This new cast is a wonder and land and thence to New York.
Al<lon Murray
Wright Kramer
Oliver Hanks
Kdwln Walter undoubtedly runs up a mighty exarm.
Sheridan Scott
Taylor Holmes pensive salary list weekly on Louis
Kirk Allen
Clyde North
Donald
John Blake
Robert KeByon P. Werba, the producer.
Brian was acceptable in the lead,
Rosy
vtin Merrick
I.uther I'.arncs
Jay Wilson although each time he reached a
Chicago, Jan. 3.
Luko Carson
KreJ Karr climax it suggested an orchestra
Second production of Allan Pollock at the
cue. He did a great deal with what Shubert Central, which he leased for ten
If George M. Cohan had produced
and
Week*
in which he has Installed a comlittle he had to do with.
Marion pany which in believed to operate on the
"The Rear Car," he would have Coakley, looking
even more beauti- commonwealth basis. The ttrst, production
undoubtedly Tavern-ized it during ful than ever, struggled
valiantly was "A Bill of Divorcement." This play,
rehearsal without changing a line. with nothing,
}{. M. Harwood. was called "A S«x>lal
while the best role by
Convenience" In Tendon and "A Pinch
As it stands, however, it is a hectic was entrusted to
Enid Markey, and Hitter" In New York.
mystery play, staged personally by her performance
was noteworthy. Mllllcent Hnnnay
ramela Oaythome
its author, the veteran Edward IS.
Bellamy
Gordon (lunniss
Blwood F. Bostwiek, as the father, Nigel
Rose, who apparently delved into contributed delightful
Prothero
Kate Morgan
moments in Mrs.
l>ennis Lest range
Allan Pollock
the depths of the archives of the the first act,
he had something Archibald Hannay
Edgar Kent
Blaney-Spooner days. As a mys- to work with,when
Mildred Booth
but during his raving Joyce Traille
tery play, it Is the wildest thriiler in the second
act he was laughed at;
yet.
it was so overdone,
it was very
There is a line in 'Why. CertainThe show makes "The Bat," VBull plain it was not hisand
fault.
ly," where a female booking agent,
Dog Drummond," "The Cat and the
Will Deming is deserving of who supplies people needed in her
Canary," "Whispering Wires" and
the rest of the epidemic of gelt- praise, as always, as is Lily an Tash- work (described as "knowing hugathering thrillers look like can- nian. George E. Mack was good as man nature"), is called upon to
tatas.
Edward Harold Crosby. the Wop, one of the grossest mis- specify just what kind of fellow
dramatic editor of the Boston Post, attempts at building a character she has in mind for the service of a
woman who wishes her husband
after sitting through the perform- ever written by an author, an idea
to divorce her in order that she can
ance, quoted Shakespeare in his never worked out.
Mr. Werba made a brave effort to marry another man, for whom she
review, using the remark from "The
conceived an "intensely mental"
Merchant of Venice" when the convince that "Barnum Was Right," has
devotion.
Prince of Morocco opens Portia's and it would seem ho himself was
"He is young enough to be attracgolden casket, said remark by the convinced this vehicle would do the
tive/' she says, "and old enough to
Prince being, "Oh, hell! What hive proving, but it doesn't 'seem to have be
convincing."
an earthly chance of doing it.
we here?"
She describes Allan Pollock. The
Mcakin.
The Boston critics tnnd possibly
tine might be paraphrased in regard
the Sehvyns themselves) still seem
to Mr. Pollock's work in this play:
wabbling as to whether one should
he is not young enough to be cast
laugh at the play or with it. Not
for tlfls part, and yet so clever an
that there is any vein of satire runHartford, Jan. 5.
actor that he is convincing in it.
ning through it. Instead, the situaWinchell Smith presented his new
Two or three hundred people made
tion has boiled itself down to an play by 8uy Bolton for the benefit of
up th" audience at this up-stairs
utterly
impossible pheap thriller the Children's Aid Society (which
tre Tuesday night after Christthat looks as if it would make real was founded by Mr. Smith's mother) mas, ami
they were probably admoney. As a result, nobody dares to a packed and delighted audience mirers Of Mr.
Pollock and Mildred
«coff right out loud, because that last Thursday evening at Parson.--.
Booth, the ingenue, to jud.ne from
final critic's review, the old b. o.
The nlay is in three acts, nicely their npp'.ause. The play was ensheet, is beginning to act as though set, very entertaining and clever, it thusiastically
received, and after it
it would have the last laugh.
was written by Mr. Bolton, but shows
concluded the people in front
The Sehvyns took the Rose thriller throughout the master hand of Mr. Was
d< manded half a dozen curtains.
on the strength of a few weeks in Smith in putting it into shape. After
The play Is badly located at the
stock on the oilier side of the con- a few more performance it will be Shubert C<
ntrnl, which is out of
tinent, and plunged in payroll on
In ,-?<''>d order f< r
run in Now York the thentre district, up stairs, a
Taylor Hulmej alone, 'i
re.t Dj Citv. if I'.rnnUvny wnrtfa n elean ln -\ small house,
and out uf vuguc. Tht)
the overhead on the show consists teresting, well played eomedy. Polly piny is
badly named for "Why, Cerof ten average players and a Single
is a Broadway chorus girl in hnrd
tainly.
no. ms nothing, and d<>< s
set showing the interior of a private luck who ins just «init her job be- not convey
any
idea of the
car on the Continental Limited. One cause they sidle her speaking line piny, which is definite
more than a farce
fact remains about "The Rear Car":
away, in the automat which opens comedy, and mighi be
summed
up
If it goes over, it will be the last of
the first scene a young advertising as a psycho-nnalytlcnl study
of huits species.
After it there pan he man begins talking to her and finally man nature,
with kindly irony in
nothing wilder in the line of mys- manages to interest b.f< of capital evidence i<> nn extent
which makes
tery plays.
;md :irt in her as a movie actress, Intelligent fun, The London nnme,
The plot concerns a private car by pretending she is a southern 10- "A Social
Convenience."
might
containing a young girl being taken elety girl.
mean Utile bore, and the New York
to her wealthy father by hi* attorThe next scene is in Hollywood. name, A Pinch Hitter," is not gp-
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ney who has located her after
teen years of search.

•

HUMORESQUE

conductor are two 24-carat comedy
beis; there are a few Greenwich Village art fops and these Carnegie
Dee.
30.
Atlantic City,
Tech students have somewhat of an
The long-mooted question, "Can idea of a village and art, and the
of
llaurotte Taylor play the Mother
makeup here was groat. Every part
•Humores(|Uc' ?" came to a state of down to the smallest had some outmore positive decision at the Apollo standing point of merit.
Monday night, when Miss Taylor
Some one was heard to remark
essayed the hole for the first time on
Geraldine would fit nicely in the
any stage. Tho answer is not yet to that
be decisively made, for the play title part, in which case some more
music
might be added. Perhaps the
of
necessity
the
conclusively
showed
many changes In a version that piece is not quite pretentious, enough
dipped too deeply In character roles for the diva, but it could easily be
and not enough in the broad hu- made so. The part demands a cermanities of plot which made the tain amount of caprice, yet a deep
emotional background and a good
original story so deeply moving.
singing voice.
Rrock Pemberton
Fannie Hurst herself is the au- gave the play an inspection during
seemed
which
version
thoress of the
its five-day presentation here, but
have been strictly cut to whether or not ho is to direct it
to
is
suit Miss Taylor, for the Mother
eventually is not known.
Julian
made the central role Instead of the Street was here for a couple of days,
boy, and the story is cut short oiv noting a few minor changes.
Osoverfor
boy
the
of
departure
the
borne, it appears, has done a brilseas, leaving the entire dramatic liant job, dramatically worth as
episode of his blindness unspoken.
much as or more than his 'Shore
Miss Taylor received high com- Leave."
Harrison.
mendation for her abilities in the
most
by
role, though they were given

—

,

VIRGINIA

Of the critical of the first-night audience as praise to her acting power

Pittsburgh. Dec.

rather than as a satisfying interpretation of the part which has been
made entirely emotional and garru-

Pretton
t'uj't. Robert Uing.lon
Roderick U ray
Amanda, cook

the acts
that was
visibly noticeable.
Her delineation of Mother Kantor
was best in the first act. The Rus
sian Jewish personality she was
seldom able to keep in the minds
audience in the latter
the
of
lous. The whole fabric of
hung on her with a weight

two

But

acts.

in

30.

Harnett Parker
Harold Murray
Wort he Kautkner
Eva Davenport
Hannibal
Uen Linn
Virginia !>«, ward of Gen. Calhoun...
Tessa Kosta
Helen. (Jeneral's daughter. .He'en Shipman
Brigadier Ucneral Randolph Calhoun..'.
Harrison Urockbank
Mrs. Calhoun
Viola Gillette
DIkIjj-

.

.

.

.

J.

.

The Shuberts have here a musical
comedy not different from at least a

pathos and trem-

bling emotion Miss Taylor held attention and commanded admiration
as the mother who never gave way
to any but her own desires for her
boy.
Perhaps it was the war conflict,
with the pro and con as to the boy's
duty, that weighted the present plot,
for it occupied half olthe second act
and all of the last with sentiments
which most folk feel are today not
subject to debate. It was, to the
writer, a keen disappointment that
the last act did not jump to the war
conclusion and bring the return of
the blinded boy— an expectation of

hundred others they have produced
matter of theme, but in which
the taction goes back to Southern
scenes shortly after the Civil War.
The play is short on comedy, but
more than makes up on* music, and
while short in a few other respects,
has a more than even chance.
Tessa Kosta and J. Harold Murray
in the

handle the leads. Their work is always commanding, both singly and
in several beautiful duets.
In this
single item, and in the music as a
whole, there is no fault.

Helen Shipman has as much to do
as the principals, but in fairness to
Miss Shipman the part should be
vitally revamped, or at least made
over so as to give her an opportunity to put her own peculiar twist
on the many lines allotted her; as it
stands her role is going to waste,
since it hardly measures up to current standard comedy, the fault being clearly in the lines.
"Virginia" has
It appears that
been on the Shubert shelf for several seasons. Its lack of comedy bespeaks a vintage of a few years ago.
Musical comedy and audiences must
see persistent pep or its sole substitute, real wit. In this case both are
missing most of the time, but the
play is otherwise well evolved, and
though the result is obvious before
satisfying simplicity wherever pos- a half is over, interest is sustained
and furnished fit settings till the end.
sible
A point of merit about the thing is
and atmosphere to the action.
that it has a subtle sweetness of the
Bcheuer.
Bort female audiences gush ahout.
Virginia, 4he title role essayed by
Miss Kosta, is a ward of Gen. Calhoun.
She is mistreated by the"
Pittsburgh. Doc. 30.
blustering gen, played by Harrison
Carnegie Tech Drama School stu- Brockbank, up until a few days bedents, under the direction of Hubert fore the attains her majority, when
Osborne, put on his latest dramati- he learns she is to fall heir to a
which young fortune. Without informing
Coventry,"
"Rita
zation,
seems ticketed for a glorious future. Virginia, he plans to marry her to
Julian Street's story, has lost little his young cousin in order to keep
charm by the transformation onto the treasure, in the family, but when
the boards, and such Judgment is that news is conveyed to Virginia
formed with due allowance for a fine she boldly asserts her love is for anexhibition by the neophytes, but other, to whom she had promised
wi'hal lacking in essential details.
her hand some six years back and
There has been some talk that whom she lias not seen In the inKnters a stranger, who
Rita Coventry, an opera singer, is terim.
none other than Geraldine Farrer learns the name of Virginia's promdone into fiction. Take it from the ised lover, Roderick Gray, and who
creator of Rita, he never had <Jer- thereupon assumes that name, with
aldine in mind, knew little of her \ 'irginia satisfied the real man has
past, and if there is any similarity come back.
This fellow is subsebetween Rita ami Geraldine in tem- quently proven to be the very cousin
perament, musically or amorously, Virginia vowed she'd never have,
it is accidental. The girl who played
but her love for him is clear, and
the title role, Ress Johnson, of the- when the real Gray appears the latatrical lineage, bore a striking re- ter conveniently decides his own atsemblance to Geraldine, designedly tachment is fur Helen, the colonel's
or otherwise. In any event, while daughter.
the comparison is likely to be t.-ilked
Opening here Christmas Day, after
story or the

pathos and deeply dramatic sentiment appealing to the heart.
In the list of people whom Laurette Taylor has made real. Mother
Kantor' will remain, perhaps not so
important as some, but still very
real, and in age and temperament
very different from all the others.
In her support Graham Lucas as
the child and Lutha J. Adler as the
grown violinist were both splendidly
real, tne former in his whine for the
coveted instrument and the latter in
the expression of a temperament flavored with a real patriotism of
courage.
The staging of the play, which is
credited to Miss Taylors husband
and usual author, J. Hartley Manners, held to her usual sphere of

RITA COVENTRY

about with either the
play, the mirror at no time reflects
in any wise offensively.
As presented by the students the
play was necessarily lacking. .Miss
Johnson's work was fairly brilliant

always, but a lf-year-old miss was
hardiy suited to the part of Rita,
whose rolo requires real singing.
Similar deficiencies were apparent
the Important
practically all
in
parts
It is a play with a few short musical spots "and with enough <>f a
appeal
to
background
musical
io
Strongly to music lovers, but not
essentially musical as to lack unipresentation
local
the
In
versality.
a couple of musical odds and end
t

two days in Wilmington, the show
as a whole can't really be censured,
as the players have done well wiih
what they have — and what they
have is a straight musical comedy,
a little shy on comedy, with a plot a

little stronger than many a sue ess
of recent years, but lacking the general embellishment musical comedy

demand

audiences

success.
There are several catchy tunes, and
of

two should win popular
the h
being "The Man in
Moon,' "Argentlno" and "! m a
Pilgrim."
The settings amount to
nothing; some good Southern local
color would not be amiss; a good
ilurLir
inrli.i wonlil liven tho flrwt
at

le.ist
r

il,

t

e

i

|

thrown

in

where music was

needed, but eventually some original
songs will be inserted, if not some

well-known semi -cla

ileal tunes.

This writer has seen no better
character delineation on the Stage
Kvery l v,rt iIa
in a couple of years.
as clear cut, as distinct, as typical

a

possible. There is the ImpetUOUS
th<
impuli Ive yet pleasing R ia
yutle piano tutc -r. with his own
the imnit sario a n
M.
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BARNUM WAS RIGHT

.

THE REAR CAR

WHY, CERTAINLY

POLLY PREFERRED
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JANE COWL'S JULIET
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any won
Harry

opportunity

of V Itch
h w bile.
B.

ami might also

tie

Smith and

I

for
I

E.

is

some
hardly

Kunneke

are U*ted as the adapters from thP
Merman Halter and
<>f
original
Nieias Kempner, the latter being in
charge of the orchestra, though for
Lie local premiere Alfred Goodman
Krcd, G. Latham was also
directed.
f/arWsa**
here for th< opening.

,
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LEGITIMATE

192S

season, with everyone excepting the M. P.
It all results in the disgrace of the
politician, the reuniting of husband
and wife, and the happy love of the
suggests this title.
The English woman, who Is adventurer and the niece.
Pollock plays the role of the genwealthy, thinks she is in love with
a member of Parliament and wants tleman forced to stoop to things
He that he despises to do to avoid work.
to be divorced, to marry him.
fears that her divorce may result in He makes the part attractive and
a scandal that will injure his po- Rives a clever portrayal, which is inShe is willing to teresting and amusing. Pamela
litical chances.
have a dummy lover for the pur- Gaythorne plays the wife splendidly.
They go to a Mildred Booth is so natural and
poses of divorce.
London business woman, who pro- charming in the role of the ingenue
vides for the wants of people niece that it is difficult to accept her
through her knowledge of human as acting at all. Kate Morgan is
nature. She knows a gentleman in ideal as the female, booking agent.
reduced circumstances who will Gordon Gunnies plays the Member
serve. It is in this role Mr. Pollock of Parliament with proper priggishappears. He visits the lady at her ness. Edgar Kent gives a delightful
country home, being introduced by performance of the husband. Polthe member of Parliament. Here he lock. Kent and Miss Booth stand out
makes a hit with the woman, her particularly, though all six players
husband, her husband's niece, and are capable.

pfoprlate

out

of

baseball

though there is a description of the
American game in the play which

WILL SHAKESPEARE
Will Shakespeare
Mra. Hathaway

Henslowe
Queen Elizabeth

Mary

Fitton

Kit Marlowe
Stage Doorkeeper
Stage Hand

X

Boy

X

Man

Landlord

Another Man
Maid of Honor

Winifred Lent***

WARFIELD'S SHYLOCK

David Belasco's production of "The Merchant of Venice." in Are acte and 11 scenes,
with Incidental score of Norman O'Neill
and scenic Investiture by Ernest tiros.
Specialists in London. Paris and Venice are
credited with providing numerous details.
At the Lyceum, New York. Dec. 21.
A. B. Anson
Duke of Venice
Herbert Grlmwood
Prince of Morocco
I*" Mac *>aren
Antonio
Philip Merivale
Bassanlo
W. I. Fercival
Oratiano
Horace Braham
Lorenzo
Herbert Ranson
Salarino
Goode
Reginald
I
So'anlo
David Warfleld
Shylock
Albert limning
Tubal
Morris Strassberg
CI, us
Perc4val Vivian
Launcelot Gobbo
Fuller Melllsh
Old Gobbo
Charles Harbury
Balthazar
Edward H. Wever
Stephano
Edward C'randall
peare tells Mary: "I will ride you Leonardo
Warde do Wolfe
A Jester at Belmont
around the world on the back of a Clerk
Nick Long
of the Court
Henry Brown
drWm." He writes for her "Romeo A Ducal Messenger
*.

Mary Servos.*
Juliet" and together they con- Portia
Mary Ellis
ceive the story of the two young Nerlssa
Julia Adler
lovers of Verona.
The play is a Jessica
great success.
The queen is enThe long anticipated Belascotranced and Mnry gives herself to Warfleld excursion into Shakespeare
Shakespeare.
at
Just
the has brought a tremendously interHerbert Clarke Will
Lewis Shore moment he is off to answer the call esting production to Broadway, a
Harry Barfoot from Stratford that his son is dying
production that is destined to exSamuel Godfrey and needs him.

Otto Kruger
Angela Ojgden
John L. Shine
Haidee Wright
Katharine Cornell
Alan Birmingham
Wallace Jackson

William

J.

and

Kline

The cooling of Mary's passion and
Anne Williamson her midnight visit to the quarters
William Worthington
Secretary
of
Marlowe, dressed as a boy; the
Romano
Charles
A SeneschalRobert Mills. Alexander
Mason, tortured Shakespeare breaking in on
Quartette—
Ralph Odlerno. George Hastings
them in each other's -arms; the fight
and accidental death of Marlowe,
Again from foreign shores Broad- change the destiny of the poet and
way was given an impulse of dram- playwright. Mary is banished by
from Elizabeth, and though Shakespeare
time
This
power.
atic
Clemence Dane the gifted English- would go forth with her. she turns
woman whose "Bill of Divorcement" on him with the same speech he had
made her name familiar a season or made Anne, that she would never
two ago. Her contribution of "Will again see him in this or any world.
Shakespeare" at the National Mon- But the queen lays bare her barren
day night, Jan. 1, comes at an almost life to Shakespeare, demands that
prepared period when the plays of he continue to write for the glory
the Immortal Bard are engrossing of England.
That is the final
several of the most accomplished dramatic episode. The bard obeys.
American producers. Miss Dane's He falls to work but always the
great
play is one of great power and
face of Mary is before him i.nd he
interest. If it misses in popular ap- cries out the words of Anne:
"Oh
peal, it cannot but rebound to the God, the years before me."
credit of its author and Winthrop
There
nre
four
big
"Will
pa.rt3
in
Ames the producer whose aims have Shakespeare" with Otto Kruger in
been for things that are big and fine the name role doing the finest playin the theatre.
ing since he attained prominence.
Miss Dana wrote brilliantly. She In appearance lie looked the hard
has woven together her story partly in his youth, as judged from the
the
from
partly
and
from history
exista.it likenesses.
In companion
Street

Cornelia Otis Skinner

Hawker

mystery than has always surrounded
She exthe life of Shakespeare.
plains "Will Shakespeare" as an invention whereby she "aims to give
dramatic reality to the romantic
Montspirit of a mysterious life."
rose J. Moses in an explanatory
article in the program gives some
hint of the sources from which information which may have supplied
Miss Dane. He states that Queen
Elizabeth was often sought for aid
by theatre managers and that she
did welcome development of the
English stage that she might overstep the works of the playwrights
Whenever
of Italy and France.
genius could be found, the queen

was greedily anxious it should be
nourished.
Will Shakespeare was of that
parts and a
of
genius, a player
writer of plays. That he should rise
from the level of a husbandman to
a favorite of the court, then, is the
invention of Miss Dane. Her "Will
Shakespeare" is a play of the theatre and the palace. Through it she
lifts the profession of the stage to
a glorified standing not generally
understood to be that of the early*
English theatre. Some of the supposed authentic historical events of
Shakespeare's life have been eliminated or discarded. Her character
is built upon the emotional experiences set down in his Sonnets
which deal with the dark lady the
flaming beauty maid of honor Mary
Sitton a woman of mad pranks,
who has been described as a "witty

—

—

wanton."
Passionate love or the sex interest
Is a vital part of ''Will Shakespeare."
His two big affairs, for he passed
on as a young man, are (in the
play) Mary Sitton, his mistress, and
his first love and
foresaken wife. There are six acts
which suggest a touch of Shakespeare's always many scened dramas.
The first is in his cottage at Strat-

Anne Hathaway,

ford-on-Avon. He is then 20, his
wife somewhat older and jealous of
his attempts to write plays and his
determination to go to London.
With one Henslowe -manager of a
traveling band of actors, he departs.
That after a bitter scene with Anne
who he believes lied to him about
her claim of approaching motherhood to gain his hand in marriage
and now to stay his going. With
his bundle he is off and the wife
Anne in despair cries "Oh God, the
years before me." In the play l»e
never returns. The son is born and
news from Anne at times tinges his
success on the stage and in court

—

with th»* !>;tiiKs of d»ep sorrow.
His affairs with Mary dates ten
years after his arrival in London.
His early promise has somewhat

weakened. Henslowe tells the queen
Shakespeare needs the inspiration
of a love like Mary who would prefer his friend Kit Marlowe, to an
actor and play writer.
The queen
commands and Mary obeys. In their
first scene of tenderness Shakes-
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"Fashions for Men," which opened away, a stunning symbolism of the
between holidays, and perhaps got whole dramatic situation.
Belasco achieves another capital
no real opportunity to show its
theatrical effect in the third scene
draw.
The possibilities of a draw for the of the second act. Bassanlo has
new play are as great as in the come to negotiate the loan, and the
works of Shakespeare himself. It conference takes place on a street
may succeed here more than In in front of a synagogue. While the
London, but in any event it is one scene is working up, and even durof the season's most important ing its progress, the rich Jewish
church music pours across the stage,
presentations.
adding a fine embellishment to the
I bee.

BROADWAY REVIEWS
Anne Hathaway

.

enormous popular appeal by
sheer beauty and grace of presThis is Belasco at the
very peak of his artistic career.
ercise
its

entation.

Of David Warfield's performance
there is likely to be some difference
of opinion. That he creates a flesh
and blood Shylock, a real and human portrait is true, but he merely
draws a character where tradition
has set up a heroic type and symbol.
His Shylock is interesting and

appealing rather than great, an honorable addition to the gallery of
Shakespearean creations, perhaps
unique in sympathetic quality, but
lacking in that majesty with which
tradition has invested the role.
Shylock's anguish is enormously
poignant in the two big moments of
the play on the discovery of Jessica's flight and the end of the court
scene but the man's passionate
hate is but faintly conveyed. It is
probable that sound Judgment dlcr
tated this treatment. Mr. Warfleld
has always been identified with sentimental rather than florid emotional
His *flair is for the note of
roles.
human feeling, matters of shadings
was Katherine Cornell, a young of mood as against vigor of acting
actress who when fresh from college method. His stature and his pecurose to distinction in Miss Dane's liar mannerisms of voice may also
"Bill of Divorcement" here.
Her have had weight in fixing the interMary Sitton is of extraordinary pretation. It is difficult to see how
Leauty and power. Tender in love "The Music Master'' could have
making, fiery as the queen's maid, achieved a really robust Shylock.
reason why
her selection was most fortunate. And, indeed, there is no
After the death of ^Iatlow\3 the Warfield's human Shylock should
as
Shakespeare
as
valid
not
be
scene between Miss Cornell and
is
Kruger was a brilliant bit of emo- Booth's epic creation, since that
Warfleld reads In the
tional playing, particularly on her the Shylock
prejudices of
tastes
and
play.
And
part. Kruger has lost nome of the
students and actors aside, thi« newlittle mannerisms that would have
is undeniably interbeen out of place in this play.
He est of Shylocks
understandable from the
has a fine understanding of his char- esting and
popular standpoint.
acter at all times.
But about the presentation there
Haidee Wright, playing the same
can be no variance of view. It is
role as in the English production,
stunning-Jn its richness and splenwas admirable as Queen Elizabeth,
and in the grace of its backimperious always but touched with dor
As brilliant a first-night
humanness at times as credited to grounds.
audience as has gathered on Broadthe cold, unwed ruler of Britain.
way this season responded to the
Her first scenes were carried off stage
pictures as enthusiastically as
with clarity and understanding. In to Warfield's big scenes. Portia is
the final scene, through a long, tire- introduced in
a revel of feminine
some speech to Shakespeare, she daintiness for the
second scene of
was put to a hard test. Winnifred the first act, a silken idyll of a room
Lenihan as Anne Hatheway, per- and the uttermost perfection of a
formed excellently. *She was only background for the highest of high
in the first act, but such good playcomedy.
The casket chamber
ing could not be forgotten through matches it in deft romantic suggesthis long play. Of the others, John tion, but the triumph of the whole
L. Shine, as Henslowe, was easily achievement is the poetic picture of
best.
He came near spoiling his the last act. Here is a very elogood performance, when in telling quence of romance and poetry exShakespeare of how he found things pressed In stage properties. A sunin the
cottage at Stratford, he dial stands in the center. Across the
dropped his voice to an almost in- back of Mm stage is a half moon of
audible pitch.
Alan Birmingham massive high clipped hedge relieved
made Marlowe a strong role.
by slender stone obelisks, and over
The opening night found the finale all the deep night sky, with twincurtain dropped several minutes kling stars and an immeasurable
past 11:30. It is possible the play sense of depth, color and distance.
will be able to proceed without
The traditional garden scenes,
eliminations,
but more probable with its jollity and feasting. Is gross
that other first night audiences will by comparison with this gem-like
become fidgety and walk. Both the setting for Shakepeare's loveliest
first and last acts seemed unduly poetic flight.
If the whole produclong. The settings and costumes by tion had nothing else it would be
Norman Bel-Geddes are effective memorable for this single perfect
and of heroic lines and a number of jewel of stagecraft. Here, at any
effective pictures were struck by rate, is an adequate setting for the
means of skilled lighting effects.
The sum
genius of Shakespeare.
Mr. Ames doubtless directed the total of effect is that for once a
play, no other name being indicated stage artist has matched in theatriunless it be John Higham. who is cal background one of the great
listed as~ technical director.
His bard's greatest creations of supreme
"Will Shakespeare" has been a long romance and high comedy.
time coming but it is a splendid
In quite another vein is the court
effort.
It is. by the way, another scene.
The note here is oppressive
play in New York where the audi- and grim. There is a world of majenee is requested not to applaud esty in the treatment. The gorgeous
during the performance, that the robes of the Duke contrasted with
mood of the play be preserved. the somber menace of a gaunt monk
There were no curtain calls until in the background, but the pervading
the end.
tone is utterly grim and threatening.
"Will Shakespeare" is a costume Two bits of business in the closing
play, a type that is always a spe-ages of this act have the Belasco
cial hazard as. a financial v^nturo,
touch. After the defeat of th<> Jew,
and one hardly open to prediction and when he is being jostled by the
of play going support. With Ames' Onlookers, a push frum Cratiano
own theatre (Booth) holding a hit, semis him staggering and clutching
the producer sought the National wildly into the supporting arms of
as a second choice, and it Is said to the victorious Antonio.
Again, as
have been agreed to guarantee the he departs into the Jeering crowd
house $4,500 weekly, to be the first outside, the silent monk steps in his
money. That arrangement caused path and forces him to pass beneath
the switching to the Belmont of an upheld crucifix as he totters*

—

—

where she wrings her father's neck
and goes over a fence after Romeo
in spite of tfce idiotic restriqtions of.
the plot. Miss Barrymore might
create a new criterion of dramatic

accomplishment. But this whining,
weeping weakling; this sighing,
simpering simpleton no!
Arthur Hopkins' production Is of
the same general school as his
"Hamlet." It is severe, but in keeping with the general gloom.
la
old version. Perhaps Belasco, since McKay Morris, who was also Miss
symbolism is a new element in our Barrymore's leading man in "Ross
theatre, intends a new meaning Bernd," he found or made a vehehere the suggestion that the hated ment, elocutionary Romeo; he looks
Christians have come on the Jew's his part and plays the part he
own ground, in subtle suggestion looks a strapping, ^swashbuckling
that they stand in Jeopardy of giv- Veronese rich man's spoiled son.
with two notes to shout and to
ing themselves into his power.
The choral effects of the syna- wail.
Miss Barrymore. in a blonde wig
gogue scene are matched by many
other touches of musical beauty. that would go well with a Martha,
Belasco has overlaid the whole play and tubular white clothes that acwith a charming musical interpre- centuated the lines that Juliet
that might well treat for diminuendo,
embellishment
tation,
an
reaches surprising elaboration for was drowned out by Mr. Morris in
that producer. Besides the musical the tew scenes that these most
interludes of the entr'actes, which famous of lovers have together.
approach the proportions of a mu- Romeo's grief was something mors
sicale. there are backstage choral than poignant
It was fierce.
Basil Sydney, as Mercutio, earned
effects at brief intervals. Bassanlo's
choice of the caskets is delayed for the honors of the revival, with
the space of minutes in stage busi- Barry Macollum in the two doubleness while an off-stage chorus bits at his heels. The great nurse
makes voluptuous music.
role was slovenly and un-ShakeThe presentation is all a revel in spearean in the keeping of Charlotte
music, for the players have been Granville.
The ensemble scene at Juliet's
picked for voices of melody to
match the lyrical fascination of home was beautifully staged and
Mr. Belasco executed, and was a delight and 4i
Shakespeare's meter.
informed the audience in a curtain Shakespearean novelty that respeech that Mary Servoss (Portia) freshed the spirit galled by too
had played through the perform- much wincing and whimpering,
ance with a temperature of 102 and stabbing and suiciding. If the coma sore throat, that required the at- pany had ranked with the presentatendance of a doctor, but there was tion, it Vould have been perhaps
nothing of such a state apparent in another story. Now it will be an-

—

—

—

—

—

her readings.

other play.

company Is
Its women.

The
happy

in

.

Lait.

•

particularly

The comedy
Miss Servoss and Mary

scenes of
as Nerjssa are exquisite.
It
was only in the main' court scene
that Miss Servoss falls short, al-

JOHANNES
KREISLER
Johannes

this may have been deliberate, the production being a vehicle for a male star instead of for
an actress, as has been the case of

Ludwlg

Ellis

though

Jacob Ben- Ami
Erskine SanforS

Krelsler

Theodor
Cyprian

Manart Klppen

Cecil Owen
Frits Adams
Hyman Meyer

Vincent

Othmar

y

Sylvester
Julia Mark

McCormlck

.Oliver T.
l

Ixitus Rob*
J
prominent Portias, notably Undine
Mark
Charles R. Burrows
Bernhardt and Ada Rehan. Julia Mr.
Mrs. Mark
Anna Bates)
Adler brings a wealth of grace and Father Ignatius
Manart Klppen
The Rich Man
Cecil Owen
charm to the small part of Jessica.
Edward Le Dae
Philip Merivale's Bassanlo de- Gottlieb
Prince Von Soden
F. Eckhard Dawson
parts from tradition.
It leans to- Sekonda
Burr Caruth
ward the vigorous masculine inter- Cuno
Allyn Joslyn
A. If. Busk
pretation at the expense of courtier Assistant Stage Manager
Baron Puekler
Frits Adams
grace and elegance.
But for his Mme.
Van Benson
Millie Butterfleld

most

readings there could be only praise.

Undine's Voice

Every word was clear and musical, The 'Fishermen
His Wife
and for the gracious melody may be Their
forgiven his rather attractive awkwardness of- gesture and deportment^ Ian MacLaren is an altogether admirable Antonio.
Perclval Vivian is rather hectic in his
comedy scenes as Launcelot, playing opposite that fine Shakespearean
player,
Fuller Mellish.
Herbert
Grimwood as the Prince of Morocco
was generously vociferous.
The theatre is on the eve of a
great Shakespearean vogue which
promises much, but no matter what
is in store no theatregoer can afford
to miss this truly fine production of
"The Merchant of Venice."

ETHEL
Sampson

Albert Reed

Bait baser

Abraham

»

Benvollo
Tybalt
Capulet
Lady Capulet

...OMver T. McCormlck

Leporello

The Selwyns came onto

the fair-

way

of a weighty dramatic season
with the most interesting and novel
production
ever
brought
from
abroad, at their Apollo, New York*

Saturday (Dec.
Krelsler,"

23).

known

"The

Mysterious

It Is

"Johannes

But

is

it

In

actually the link between

Howard Merling moving pictures and the dramatic
James Hull
Svend Gade. who invented
Jerome Lawler stage.

the technical effects and scenery,
Hays doubtless had that goal In mind and
he admirably accomplished it. He
Alice John has been able to almost fuse the
I'M win Brandt
scenes, of which there are 41 in 'all,
McKay Mori is not of course with the speed of the
William Kolghley
Barry Macollum films, yet there is not a deal of difCharlotte Oranvllle ference when the titles necessary
Mis* Barrymore for pictures are considered.
Basil Sydney
The American "On Trial" had Its
John C. Davis
Rubs Whytal Inspiration from the "switch-back**
Barry Macollum in pictures and provoked all manVivian Geison ner of Interest a few years ago.
That went about as far as possible
Kenneth Hunter
ffarvcy

Frank Howson

Escalua

Romeo
Paris
Peter
to Juliet

Juliet

Mercutio
An Old Man
Friar Laurence

An Apothecary
to

,

Lenore Chippendale

Montague
Lady Montague

Tags

Don Ottavlo

Rosa Nler
Berthold Busch
Alta Virginia Houston
Hilda Rtelner
Josef Batlsttsk

Germany as
Tales of Herr
Krelsler." It is in Its second season
in Berlin, though the conception and
invention is by a Scandinavian.
"Krelsler" is almost sensational
In its departure from the accepted
Rush.
manner of dramatic presentation.
The billing describes it as "fantastic
melodrama." The play itself, writBARRYMORE'S JULIET ten by Carl Melnhard and Rudolf
Barlow Borland Bernauer, is poetically conceived.

Gregory

Nurse

Son

Paris

on a flat surface. Gade has made
use of another dimension height.
And thereby has invented half a
dozen stages on one. There are at
least three miniature stages (interiors) about 10 feet above the
stage floor and three upon it, besides the stage itself. As a rule but
one isoised at a time, the miniature
stages being on tracks, and rolled
This worshiping scribe ha^g apos- on and off. That permits a rapid
trophised our First Actress In no change of scene, an actual visualiend of roles happy, gray, scarlet, zation of the story as spoken by

The

Barrymore Shakespearean
complex was bound to come a cropper somewhere. Lionel, as Macbeth,
had been happily forgotten when
John was acclaimed to the skies as
a great Hamlet, and the echo of
that had scarcely dulied when Ethel
John is still
flitted forth as Juliet.
the Shakespearean star of the brilliant Barry mores.

—

—

blonde, brunet; courteean. secrelunatic;
tary,
betrayed, buoyant,
stolid, sparkling, sombre, salubrious,
dashing. But he went to the wellknown well once too often and saw

man —Juliet

the central characters, the counterpart of the scene change anticipated
by the titles in moving pictures,
but a vastly more vivid, colorful and
satisfying effect.
"Krelsler" has a myriad of novel
features.
There was no invitation
for applause until the show was
over and the two leads stepped
from the folds of a tableau curtain.
That was the only time the house
footlights were thrown on.
The
play is given in entirety behind a
decorated
scrim
drop,
through

.stunned.

which nothing is visible save when
the numberless spots beyond the
orchestra line are in operation. As
the prolog commenced, the house
went into total darkness except
exits, and that applied for the three
acts with all tho changes of scene
in between.
Only were the players
and the srenes visible when th*
director signaled the spots turned

his idol play Juliet.

Miss Barrymore Is not a Juliet.
That means no more than that she
would, not be a good Irene or Sally
or Mary. Jack is a great Hamlet,
they eay, but perhaps he would not
shine as a Llghtnin' Bill Jones or
Abe Potash. Hamlet, at least, is a
is a child.
John loves
to be sad, and Hamlet Is the saddest
thing that struts and yamrrers.
Ethel is an emotional dramatic
prima donna, ripened and matured;
Juliet is not emotional she Is a
young virgin who plays
Jerky
"Straight" to everyone, is subdued
and smothered, and has one principal runctlon: to look appealing and

—

Mis«
natural

B.arrymore
fibre,

woman—-despite

too
all

has

too

much
her

murh
vibrant

artistrles,

tiie illusions of make-up, the applications of her generous genius -to
eompo.se a pluusible mummery of
any such Juliet as Mr. Shakespeare
contrived. If a version were written

on.

The scrim drop

Is

permanent,
tha

stretching from the back of
orchestra pft to the top of

the
proscenium arch. Throughout, the
audience is invisible to the players.
But tho latter knew the house
was filled with an admiring throng

which went into plaudit- a numbs*

LEGITIMATE

18
of times when the beauty of a scene
or the action of the play brought
Involuntary response. ..While each
scene was being enacted, there was
doubtless a busy workshop upon
the rest of the stage. The secret
Of how tho crews work Is the use of
green flash lamps. Unless they are
shown dead on towards the scrim,

Friuay, January

5,

1923

all contributory to then the legal requirements.
Both fused at the Intimate knowledge his straightens and his wife likes it, so
that divorce Is put back in the ruck.
the leads.
give way to path of the true lovers. wife displays.
In "Johannes Kreisler" there Is a One of the wives insists first on
Finally the epilog discloses that Conroy excellently brought out tha
Tarklngton satire on the marital re*
ballet of 34. There are perhaps being married in her church, until it was all a dream.
others in the king's court scene, and the grouchy attorney relative points
The really fine work is that con- lation, as he applied it in this ease,
a dozen nuns. The prolog had four out that her church permits, re- tributed by Margaret Lawrence. anyhow. Valentine said love was a
scenes, with 17 scenes in the first marriage only when divorce was She Is altogether charming and an terrible thing, but when love and
act, 10 in the second, and 10 scenes obtained on the grounds of adultery. actress who with her present per- marriage went together it was even
in the final act.
The staff pro- She decides to be married then by formance takes rank with the great more terrible. Though it was awful,
they are invisible. Other covering gramed for the "Kreisler" produc- the mayor.
that the American alage can boast he still loved his wife.
A real New York society favorite,
aids are heavy black drupes. The tion numbers 28 persons back stage.
The third act finds the newly of. In the prolog and epilog as a
degree of bl ick background obtained That does not include 30 musicians mated pairs wedded a year and the woman of more than three score Julia Hoyt, who in private Iff e is
was through the back wall of the in the pit under the leadership of question of the children intrudes, years she Impresses that that is Mrs. Philip Lydig Hoyt, has been
stage having been painted a dead Max Bendix. The orchestra is never each male parent being devoted to her age, and as the girl of 18 she given the most important role since
black during the time the produc- visible, but the music, composed by his offspring but supposed not to seems the immature miss, but just she decided on the stage as a career
tion was being assembled it was E. H. Von Reznick, is a vital part have the pleasure of their society as successfully does she play the a year or so ago. Her Mrs. Valenbrought over entirely from Ger- of the performance. The score is save at certain times in the year women of 22 and 40, all within a tine Impressed favorably, but her
many. The idea of the dead black of a new German school and will (the wives having been given cus- few hours. Miss Lawrence is so reputation as* a beauty was disilluAllan Dlnehart played
arouse
much interest tody of the children). And so they far and away above the others they sioning.
is to prevent any refracted light doubtless
disclosing parts of the stage not among music lovers acquainted with all decide to live together in the are entirely overshadowed, so much Paradee, a role that called for an
being played on and the masking the technical angles of composition. same house.
Rather an idyllic so that within a half hour after earnest young man in love with
Counting the large cast, the pro- condition.
leaving the theatre it is hard to Rose, but held by gentlemanly lawa
of scene movements.
recall any
by any of the others to the whim of the rich woman.
Aside from the many miniature duction and operating costs, the
There is a spread of satire that standsbit
management's
contention
the
attracRitchie Ling was a suave lawyer,
out.
scenes thero are a number of full
throughout, with the laws of the
Three sets suffice, that of the pro- wh41e Oeorges Renevant in a small
stage settings, at least two of rare tion must draw capacity of approx- state and those of the church open
displayed
exceptional skill*
beauty. Particularly so the palace imately $24,000 in order to be profit- to such shafts. Norma Mitchell as log and epilog being the same. The part
early bedroom and the log cabin His role was that of a fanciful lyrireception room, which at the open- able d^es not seem exaggeration.
Ben-Ami and Miss Kobb took a the good-looking maiden aunt had are in keeping with the story, like- cal announcer in the cabaret. About
ing of the second act provoked bier
quite
burden
the
of
the
comedy
applause. Then again in the third "curtain" at the end of the play, lines and she handled them with wise was the mid- Victorian draw- eight different players were called
when sincere applause was meted.
ing room, which was the best set of in last week for the role. Renevant,
act a set picturing tho interior of
Frank Keicher, Who directed effect. Jane Grey as the rich wife the piece.
who was available because of the
Fred.
an opera house startled the audi- Then
lifted the play from the time of her
'Kreisler"
for
the
Selwyns,
stepped
closing of "The Texas Nightingale,"
ence with its vividness. The rapid
entrance.
Tom Powers as
out, saying the little mishaps of the first
finally stepped in. That was Saturtransition from the full stage picthe
butler-husband
lightly
played
first night would soon disappear.
It
day, so his performance, which
tures to the small scenes was best
finest attempt and one throughout a role that did not begin
called for a degree of polish, le all
shown in the final act. At the pre- is Keicher's
Billle Burke
Margaret Rosa Briar
will echo credit to him for a to tax his capabilities.
the more creditable. Also his willIMradeo
Allan
Dlnehart
miere there were several accidents, which
Mower
programed)
(so
as the poor Valentine
long
introduced
time.
The
director
Frank
ingness
to accept the bit was a comConroy
perhaps of falling "sides" of scenes, Gade,
Miss Julia Hoyt pliment to his fellow players, for
a fullback from Copenhagen. wife was at a disadvantage, stum- Mrs. Valentine
heard but not seen by the audience.
bling over her lines several times. Little
Richie Ling
He
Gade
was
faultlessly attired.
Renevant
Is an actor of standing.
Creceloua
Paul
Doucet
production
works
smooththe
When
was brought over to superintend Cecil Yapp as the attorney gave an Mis* Nicely
"Rose Briar" is pleasant enough
Florence CVDenlshawn
ly- "Kreisler" ought to furnish an
Miss Sheppard
Miss Ethel Remey entertainment, thanks to the prothe working of his multiple stages. excellent performance.
even better bag of surprises than
Georges Renevant duction cleverness and the good diMrs. Shelley Hull and O. P. Heg- Monsieur Prologue
"Johannes Kreisler" by all the
at the first night. It is a play which
.Mark Hnlght
should run out the season and gie directed "Why Not" brightly. Sullivan
Thompson
John White recting of David Burton. The perA number of rules
will draw repeaters.
may stay a year. It is a novelty The single set by Woodman Thompsonal draw of Miss Burke, joined
the first nlghters had seen the show production, the like of which has son is well done and well lighted
F.
Ziegfeld,
Jr., has given an ex- with the assured magnet of Misa
in Berlin and several stated they never been seen here, and the $4 and looked inexpensive.
hibition of production skill for his IIoyt'8 appearance, ought to operate
performance top charge is justified and probthe
.had witnessed
That the third try of Equity Billie Burke's new starring vehicle, much in favor of the box office,
there at least twice, also saying the ably necessary.
Jbee.
It
ia
Players will fare better than the "Rose Briar," at the Empire, which which is charging $3 top.
Selwyns' presentation was better
first two. however, is not patent,
was among the octet of Christmas doubtful, however, if big business
than the original.
Jbee.
and lUi chances of being rated with premieres but which was given an will obtain.
The story of "Kreisler," adapted
the successes less so.
Ibce.
invitation
performance
Sunday
by Louis N. Parker, perhaps needs Leonard Chadwlclc
night. Booth Tarklngton wrote the
Tom Power*
i bit of rewriting to make a Jot
Mary Chad wick
Margaret Mower
play, a quite light-weighted comedy,
more clear the identities of the Molly
Marguerite Churchill
but given every advantage of manThree act comedy, with music, presented
Cecil Yapp
maestro's three lady loves.
He at Churchill Smith
Davldgo
Norma Mitchell
Play In a prolog, three acta and an agerial resource and expert direc- by Henry W. Savage at the Knickerbocker
the close declared them to be the Jane
Book
Evadne Thompson
Jan* Orey epilog written by Rudolph Bealer and tion. The playwright, whose fame theatre. Now York, Dec. 113. 1022.
by Zelda Fears, score by Harold
same, or one embodying the glory Billy Thompson
Raymond Guion May Bdglnton. Produced by Bam H. Har- is built on his boy stories, has not and lyrlcnStaged
Levey.
by Ira, Hards, dancea by
Kreisler first is a Bill Thompson
of all three.
Warburton Gamble ris at the Fulton Theatre, New York. been able
to repeat the success of Julian Alfred.
Dec. 25, 1822.
his
strolling
composer seeking
Irene Dunne"Clarence."
"Rose Briar" is in no Tessle
PROLOG 1&22
"Undine," an opera he is writing
..Nathaniel Wagner
Equity Players, Inc., the organizaway similar to it, nor has it the Plummer
In Sir John Carlton's house In
Hillings
Royal Hallee
and which never is produced be- tion of actors sponsored by the A roomPortohester
sparkle of his "Intimate Strangers," Titus M. Tutewller
Terrace, London.
Charles
Schofleld
permit
dicthe
cause he refuses to
Actors' Equity Association, after
Character* In Prolog.
which was a moderate success.
Dill
Christian Hoi turn
tation of the king's directors, who two unsuccessful attempts at heavy Lady Carlton
Miss Lawrence
Bradford Hunt
"Rose Briar" has been on the road Smith
Barbara Allen
Brown
Roy
insist on .interpolating a bi'let at drama presented a marital satire Lady Lesatngton
Marvin
Audrey Carlton
Mignon O'Doherty for a number of weeks during which Jones
William Rogers
the wrong time. The action takes by Jesse Lynch Willoms, Christ- John
Carlton
Shirley B. Pink time Ziegfeld devoted much atten- Antoinette Allen
Peggy Wood
place a hundred years ago in various mas night, at the 48th St. A pri- Robert Carlton
Horace Cooper tion to it. There was constant ad- Mildred Mayo
Joseph Adair
,
Frazer Coulter
German localities. Kreisler falls vate performance givn the Satur- Dr. Arbuthnot
Eleanor Dawn
dition and improvement, even dur- Janet Milton
ACT I. 18C7
Francis Milton
James C. Marlowe
asleep on the wayside, dreaming of day previous attracted ome second
Mary Marlowe's be<lroom In her parents' ing last week, when the show was Randolph Mayo
Raymond Crane
fairies who cavort about him. That string critics who credited the play
house at Black Heath.
brought in and daily rehearsed. Jane, debutante
Jane Arrol
is the ballet, and under the direcMiss Lawrence Ziegfeld's bent is for musical pro- Jean, another
with being an exceptional comedy. Mary Marlowe
Jean Ferguson
Mrs. Edmund Gurney
tion of Fokine was one of the pret- That is open to considerable lati- Mrs. Marlowe
Margery Wail
with an occasional fling Margery
Lillian Brennard duction,
Elizabeth Channlng
Rosa
Rosa Verm
e
tiest of the action scenes.
tude in opinion. First week results Susan
Mary Scott Seton Into the dramatic for such an ob- Helen
Helen Hlpklne
..Orlando Daly ject as providing his wife with a Louiso
Awakening, Kreisler meets Julia. were hardly any more encouraging William Marlowe
Louise Scheerer
: ..Tom Nesbltt
John
Carlton
Eleanor,
sub-deb
Eleanor
Livingston
than
"Malvaloca"
for
"Hospiconvert
and
to
play. But it is doubtful if any other
, a maiden whom he would
ACT II. 1870.
Virginia, another
Virginia Clark
art.
His Nemesis is a monk, whose tality." Thursday evening last the
manager could have done as much Florence
Living room of a two room shack In
Florence McOuire
warning is that when art alone gives attendance at the 48th St. looked
Wyoming
with "Rose Briar," and certainly no Victoria
Victoria White
Miss Lawrence more.
way to love, it "will be the end." a degree better than half a house Mary Carlton
Louise Galloway
Mrs. Anthony Allen
McUovern
Elmer Grand In
Reginald Pasch
Julia and Johannes do become lovers and, counting the subscriptions in, Dr.
Since the first debut away from Vacarescou
Bob
Norman Houston
Agnes
Joyce White
but are found in their first embrace it is likely not much money came John Carlton
Tom Nesbltt Broadway, the play was redressed. Ha scom
William C. Gordon
ACT III. 188S.
by her mother, whereupon Kreisler the box-oilice way.
Cast changes even up to the last Jimmy Manning;
Charles Derickison
room of Sir John Carlton's house minute were made, that
"Why Not," being of the comedy Drawing
Earl Gate*
Noel Graham
is denounced as a vagabond and sent
supthe
Portchester Terrace, London.
forth.
In the next episode Kreisler division, has some advantage over Mary in
Carlton
Miss Lawrence port be as capable as possible.
has been recognized as a genius the heavier dramatics attempted by Mrs. Marlowe
Mrs. Edmund Gurney There is a special song by Jerome
Henry W. Savage Inaugurated a
Lillian Prenr^M
and commanded to the palace. There Equity Players, for the reason that Elizabeth Chaanisg
Kern, in addition to one originally new era in theatre admission prices*
Eustace Malnwaring.Diantha Pattison
Euphemia, niece of the monarch, is lighter forms of the drama have Mrs.
Blanche
Beatrice Kay in the play and written by Tarklng- when he presented- his delightful
Her love is unde- the wider field of playgoers to draw Audrey
his champion.
There comedy with music, "The Clinging
Cynthia Hyde ton and Donald McGibney.
upon.
niable, but the end comes when
The author has selected a John
Shirley B. Pink is special music for a dance within Vine," at the Knickerbocker Monday.
Clay Kennedy a cabaret, composed by Victor HerKreisler Is a victim of his Impetu- topic which in the past has fur- Robert
The Knickerbocker is a house of
Marlowe
Orlando Daly
osity.
nished any number of amusing and William
large capacity, and the Savage manBriggs ,
Allen Jenkins bert.
Ziegfeld dipped into his personal agement scales the entire lower
Tom Nesbltt
Euphemia asks Johannes if Julia successful plays and will likely John Carlton
EPILOO 1922
bag of musical revue tricks to floor at $2.60 for all evening and
Is a real person.
He replies: "How do eo into the far future. There
Sir John Carlton's house in Portlighten up the light "Rose Briar." Saturday matinee performances, inam I to answer; the real and the are numerous exceptions, however. A room Incheater
Terrace, London
It was a Ben All Haggin picture cluding holidays, with
unreal are so mixed in my life." "Why Not" impressed as being one
the "entire
Characters In Epilog
Lady Carlton
Misa Lawrence frame, one of the peculiarly beauti- balcony at $1.50 and the family cirThat is the keynote of the character, of the latter.
Barbara Allen ful effects, always a feature of the cle at 50 cents. The idea was fosThe new play is not strictly a Lady Lessington
a man who is tortured by hallucinaAudrey
Carlton
.Mignon O'Doherty
tions, those inspired by the love he triangle, though it has the triangle John Carlton
Shirley B. Pink "Midnight Frolic" shows and now tered by Harry G. Sommers, mannever attained for his own.
Horace Cooper the "Follies." For the picture sev- ager of the theatre.
In for its foundation. It is more truly Robert Carlton
Dr. Arbuthnot
Prazer Coulter eral "Follies'* girls posed, and for
Donna Anna, a singer in the opera a rectangle which may be regarded Nurse
"The Clinging Vine" will attract
Martin
Nora Ryan the dance the manager is using one
house wherein is being played "Don as a novel twist. Mr. Williams has
the public. It is a charming story
of the most alluring girls of the Zelda Sears has evolved. The tuneJuan," Kreisler sees again his love. not endeavored to sustain tho love
"Secrets" Is or was a reigning stage, Florence O'Denlshawn, the ful and catchy ecore of Harold
He proclaims to Theodor, his friend, interest throughout in his comedy
Sam H. Harris slender beauty who was to have Levey and the really clever perthat Donna Anna possessed the of indoors, which is a rather dan- London success.
beauty and the virtue of Julia and gerous style for his "Why Not." brought it to New York Christmas been in the current "Follies," but formance with Peggy Wood in the
Euphemia. The story starts at a With the love matters all attended night at the Fulton. Whatever suc- was forced out at rehearsals through titular role will get the business.
meeting of the "Seraphlon Brethren" to by the finale of the first act, the cess It attains in New York won't illness.
The indications at the special dress
From a be contributed by the hardshelled
Th« first of the three acts is a rehearsal Sunday afternoon were
in a Rathskeller.
Kreisler Is an old play becomes episodic.
man, as are the others. His story is construction angle the author had Broadway mob. but rather by the cabaret scene but vastly different that the "Vine" Would cling to the
real
social element.
The piece is from those Broadway knows and Knickerbocker for some months to
told in the seclusion of Theodor's tho task of restimulation durinj
|
He typically English and thus its Lon- the one time late hour rendezvous come. At the prices that it is being
room, that being the base from both of the remaining acts.
I
Which many of the scenes are given succeeded fairly well, but for all in- don success is easily accounted for. which Ziegfeld formerly managed sold at it Is a bargain.
the show could But for Broadway and the fast- on tho New Amsterdam roof.
excuse.
As the story unfolds the tents and purpo.
A
Simple enough in story, that of a
transition becomes more and more have ended in the first act. It may moving New York theatregoers it modest little resort is the one in girl who has developed a business
be tho piece wis originally a one- hasn't the appeal that brings about "Rose Briar," and a modest little streak and foregone the pleasures of
logical.
singing girl is Miss Burke's "Miss flirtations and engagements, who
The ending of Kreisler's tale, act | laylet, and it could be easily great popularity.
The piece is built on that old and Briar." It turns out that the place comes east to visit her grandmother
when he insists he embraced Donna made into one.
The same playwright wrote "Why time-worn device the dream. Miss is really owned by a rich Mrs. Val- at Shippan Point, Conn., and at tho
Anna on the empty opera house
entine, whose husband is a melan- same time to close a deal for some
stage, and when she grew limp and Marry." and his "Why Not" lr Lawrence as the principal charac
lifeless in his arms, provides a spir- supposed to be a sort of sequel, ter, an aged woman in tho prolog choly young man. made so, perhaps, land which has a deposit of mineral
because he quit his interesting oc- necessary for her manufacture of
itual scene bit wherein the maestro The locale is that of a country coming from the bedside of her hus
It is her grandmother who
floats from his stage box to the house, witli its people wealthy. The band who is not expected to live, cupation in the tile business to be- paints.
One _of tho brethren comes couple frankly admit they are not falls into a great armchair and then come subject to the will of hi: proves to be a very modern granny
stage.
Valentine displays
jazzes and bobs her hair that
with a message to Theodor's room in love with each other, though the play begins, the years, to the wealthy wife.
number
of
being
55,
turned
back to interest In nothing and nobody un- greets the granddaughter and dewith the news that Donna Anna they respect and admire one anhas died, and the brethren are left other's viewpoint. There is a grow- tho days when she was a miss of til he sees and hears the little singer cides to have her changed from the
It is inti- business girl to the clinging vamp
dramatic
imprint
of ing son, who of course becomes a 18 and eloped against the wishes In his wife's cabaret.
the
with
Into the home comes an- of her parents. That Is the end of mated to Rose she make a pretense type.
This tho girl docs, all too
Krelsler's*, insistent story, for the factor.
of returning the interest, since Mrs well, establishing it is natural with
shock of the message causes his soul other couple, also married 15 years. the first act*
Act II is a shack In the wilds of Valentine would like to have an tho girls, and in the end she capNor do they love each other, though
to also take flight.
•Of the many persons concerned in they have a charming daughter. Wyoming, where tho young couple excuse for divorce that sho might tures the boy she loves and thwarts
the playing of "Kreisler" the two They are not guests but rather have been for two years on a ranch, take on Mr. Paradee, who has long the villain.
gentlefolk
who have and then 18 years later, the third known Rose and her gentle breedIn the playing the honors go to
leads', Jacob Ben-Ami and Lotus penurious
force
circumstances act. they are hL middle life, back ing. The cabaret management tells Mies Wood, who has three of tho
of
Hobb, stand out clearly. Ben-Ami, through
the Jewish dramatic actor whose taken positions as butler and maid. In London, with fho husband hav- Rose plainly enough if she does not four hit numbers in th rt score of 13
Broadway appearance two But it turns out that the butler ing achieved a knighthood and a comply her job will be vacated. selections. She plays in a manner
first
years ago in "Samsom" brought him is the -one man the mistress of the mistress. This brings the only real Rose does become .a bit interested thtt wins her audience and. beHe, a poet, had strong meat of tho play. It is the in the moody Valentine. And she sides, sings her song allotment depraise, is starred in "Kreisler," an house ever loved.
honor he held with shining results. run off, fearing to marry so rich a one piece of the entire play that accepts tho wife's invitatatlon week- lightfully. Charles Derlckson is the
an appeal, and that ap- end on Long Island, for Rose has Juvenile lead opposite Miss Wood.
So excellent was his performance girl. And the maid is the one girl will make be
especially to women. the real object of beating the rich He invests the character of a bashmaster loved before he married. peal will
it's difficult to conceive tho rolo in tho
The
wife,
tho
mistress and Mje hus- woman at her own game, and in- ful youth wllh a simplicity that
gulf
servant
of
and
master
is
The
Temperamentally
hands.
other
Reginald Pasch is
tho
equipped to enact the maestro, ho somewhat quickly sealed, perhaps band are all In one room, the) hus- cidentally save for herself the nice scores
band having arrived after the mis- Mr. Paradee, At the week-end affair heavy and given a rolo that fits him
etched it with a dramatic force that by means of the "butler's" experttress had c alled and asked that the Rose infuriates Mrs. Valentine by better perhaps than Danilo ("Merry.
makes his Kreisler one of the finest noes at cocktail mixing.
As frankness is a trait of all four husband be freed. After she leaves. pulling baby talk, the open weapon Widow") did. The comedy is taken
performances of the season. Benhusband makes a confession the rich lady prizes. This comes care of by James C. Marlowe and
Ami was in virtually nil scenes, members of the two couples, it is the
with tho wife aiding him, she as a in tho second act. during which Raymond Crane. The performance
splendidly accomplishing a great arranged they divorce only to rematter
of fact recalling the women something
dramatic might have that stood next to that of the featpaired
this
time
s
but
marry,
sweetness
the
had
Robb
task. Miss
has had affairs with by their been forthcoming, but wasn't.
ured member was delivered by
and quiet power that made the story lovers. That much is accomplished he
Miss Burke rather enjoyed the Louise Calloway as the grandAs in the first act and thero is no illu- names. The husband, who thought
at times a pretty love tale.
markedly different from her previous sion as to the outcome. The other he had kept secret, at least as far new role, but tho acting honors ap- mother. Her work was a delight.
Mr. Savago has all the members
appearances, her enacting of the acts arc concerned with the details as his wife and immediate family peared safely won by Frank Conroy,
dual were concerned, his various affairs the melancholy husband who, at the of his company listed in the cast.
three loves of Kreisler brings this and the machinery of how the
heart during the years that end, follows Rose's advice to return That Includes the six chorus ladies,
young actress forward on Broad- arrangement works out. Thero is of thepassed,
is surprised and contile
business.
to the
His back six men and four dancing girls.
wax. Tha other characters, how- the church to be considered and have

ever many, are
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He drew many

Miss Bainter's beautiful
speaking voice and emotional powers plumbed unsuspected depths in
a hard part. Ferdinand Gottschalk
very as Iky -Mo, the faker, deserves
brackets for his sterling contribu-

some

evolved

airy persiflage.

a laugh.

principals number IS and, in addition, there is a dancer who appears
In the last act. The chorus is exceptionally well handled, Julian Al-

effective pictures.
One of the surprise features was
little Joyce White In a soubret role
of a maid. She had a couple of spots
where she was permitted to dance,

tion,

and Leslie Howard was excel-

lent as Martini, the lightning portraitist and society painter.
The
rest of the cast is excellent.
Despite the tendency to degenerate into a monolog, especially as the

and she stopped the show. With
her ability to step she is endowed
with personality and a sense of act- author has treated Miss Bainter's
ing; that put her high in the estimaEarl Gates
tion of the audience.
broke loose with some stepping In
him some
earned
that
act
last
the
real applause, but there wasn't a
Dingle dancing man ahead of him
that amounted to anything, and it
was a soft position for his work.
The quartet of dancing girls in the
chorus are fine. They look like real
flappers and step very well.

"sidct ," it does appear as though Miss
Bainter's faith was justified, and the
producer is on the way to recover
his money and a profit through the
box office. It should ha.ve a run.

Con.

THE EGOTIST

has

neither

been

it

Fred.

Maude Hanaford
a phraise maker
Margaret Schmidt, a widow of forty
odd. with an ib.icseieir to regulate the
Catherine Carter
affalra of other*
Mr. llorma n. a theatrical manager of
the type most easily recognized and
accepted as a Broadway theatrical
manager by the audience. Earle Mitchell

LADY CRISTILINDA
Duke

of

Gavin Mulr

CaMei

Arnold T.uey

Blahop of Cttoxeter

Malcom Dunn
A. P. Kaye
Eugene Power*

Marquia

of r..eith
of Hamir.crpool
Sir JuIIut Somoon
Martyn
Thackeray
Col.

J.

Mayor

Clair Bayfield
Ethclbert Dales

St.

iAjrd Liu nelly

*

A

Roy Cochrane
Thomas Louden
Arthur Byron

Chriitopherson
lUph'i. wlr? wa'icer
Martini,

.

An
Felix Tarbell. a man of forty odd.
egotist with a vocabulary; with an
an
attitude.
attitude— always
poseur—
profession—
dramatist by
a
gentle comedian, and in the presence
at others a man amueed at the specLeo Ditrlchsteln
tacle of life
Edward (Bud) Jenkins, a well-meaning,
vacuous type of newspaper man who
seeks to matriculate in saloons;
Albert Morriaon

Lawrence Grant

P

8. Tucker. M.
Mr. Ink>tho.p
Father nennoy

H.

Court may Focta

lightning porttaitarist
Leslip

Howard

Ferdinand Cotta-halk
Frank Arundel
Havlland . hippt IIHaro'd
Froggy, money taker. .Elixabeta Patterson

Norma Ramon, an

Iky-Mo

.

The Lady

Pay Batntor
Henry Burbag?

Crlstilinda

Policeman
Chauffeur

Charles Cheltenltan

Fay Baint'er in this four act comedy
drama of circus life nafc a role as far
from Ming Toy of "East Is West"
as the two poles. The piece opened
several weeks ago out of town and
was slated for the storehouse by
William Harris,

Jr.

Miss Bainter's

and her insistence
upon a metropolitan premiere saved
it and cost Mr. Harris an additional

faith in the piece

actress.

An

inter-

esting creature given to moodo which,
if verging on the artificial, are nevertheless* fetching.
In short, a prvtiy
Life
gal v.ith a reml-theatrical soul.
to her is a continuation of whatever
happens to be
c.imax
she
second act
Miry Duncan
play ln<
Sing, the long-suffering Chinese servant of the temperamental Norma
Alexin Polio nov
Toy, Sing's "cousin" and helper

Frederick

.

Young Lee
Han«en, on actress friend of
fJorma's— Just g uduatt d from the
Carlolta Irwin
movies
Murphy, a butler, this time as always—
M. A. Kelly
"age 65"
Richard Collins, a broker, a business
Lee Millar
man
Virginia

Ben Hecht, the author of "The
it is said.
"Daily
Egotist,"
the Chicago
is
Since then Monckton Hoffe's play
News"
feature writer who a few
been
re•The Painted Lady" has
upper
the
broke
into
back
years
titled and rearranged. Opening at
channels as a novelist, and hit twice
the Broadhurst Monday night, the in the bull's eye with "Erik Dorn"
first act before is the second now,
and "Gargoyles," two reflective,
and vice versa.
commentative and pensive docuMiss Bainler as the sawdust saint ments damned by some as pornowas emotionally sincere in. a role graphic and acclaimed by lovers of
that called for repression and long
the Dreiser school as masterpieces.
speeches. As Lady Crlstilinda. the
He wrote a one-acter or two. and
equestrienne star of Christopher- then this play, his first produced
bon'.s Circus, she showed ftesh*** of
complete one.
Lee Sh abort presprightliness
and vivacity, later sents
it.
sounding a more tragic note.
At
the La Salle. Chicago, itof
The four acts are masterful bits
opened as "Under False Pretenses,'
artistry in stage setting. Act two,
and created a local gape when the
the replica of an English theatre at critics unanimously chose its preHammerpool, Introduced the punch miere to attend instead of the" openof the evening. The English nota- ing of "The Circle" and the new
bles, headed by the Mayor, are gathSelwyn theatre. The Chicago critered to accept an old master of St. ics, generally, are loyal chaps, pasEtheldreda. to be presented to the sionately committed to local prodAbbey Church of the patron saint. ucts. And they are all proud of
The "speeches" and orations of the Hecht, as all Chlcagoans are proud
splendid types showed the author at of any Chicagoan who is known
bis best.
outside of Chicago.
The reviews
The painting is the work of a were enthusiastic and sounded hysyoung artist traveling with the cir- terical. Chicago did not rally to
cus. His love for Crlstilinda inspires "Under False Pretenses" in a monhim to paint her as a saint. Through etary way, and it seemed the critthe trickery of a faker the picture is ics had overwritten their fellow
treated and palmed off as an old scribe's maiden offering.
masterpiece.
But this New York reviewer, sitThe circus atmosphere of the first ting
at the 39th Street theatre in
act was vividly and realistically judgment on the provincial Chicago
carried out. As the curtain rises the critics' verdict, is inclined to
say
dressing tent of the circus with the they were right and the rest of that
$25,000.

.

performers "warming up" Just back

made a picture technically flawless.
The last act strikes a solemn note.
Crlstilinda'* painter sweetheart has
been renounced by the girl after his
father appeals to her not to ruin his
career. She falsely writes him that

of the main top

she has returned to a former lover.
The painting is enshrined In the
church, but through the efforts to
blackmail the wealthy patrons by
the trickster who originally purchased it from the circus dauber its
authenticity
is
questioned.
The
blackmailer's attempt to enlist the
aid of Cristilinda and Christopherson, who arc in need, in his scheme
fails when the circus lady fells him
with her crutch and steals the receipt

for,

the original painting.

She

>

-

In

the

recond act Miss Batntcr
n*i appea
The cast in this act
different] it.ed on the pi o n m
.

is

•

"

The cln
people."
people were grouped ss "dlsresp
aide people "
Individual scores were by Arthur
Byron us ti.e drunken circus proprietor with a pin for flowery oratory
'

ipe< tnl

-

.
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GLORY
A

musical comedy in two acts and nix
presented at the Vanderbllt theatre
Dec. Itf. 1922, by the Vanderbllt Producing
Co. Book by James Montgomery, lyrics and
score by Harry Tlerney and Joseph McCarthy.
Maurice
'e
Packh and James
Dyrenforth. Staged by Pert French.
William Jiarnman
Walter Re«an
Hiram Dexter
Jack Clifford
Ansel Toilet
Robert Higglns
I>m King
Raymond Hackett
Sumner Holbrook
John Cherry
Deacon Eaton
Robert O'Connor
Alonzo
Ted McNamara
Abner Moore
Peter Lang
Glory Moore.:
Patti Harrold
scenes,

T.u^y

Arn WMUnp,

Myrtle Hrown
Saruh King
Amanda Dexter

Or««dy
Mabel Perry

r»»'»n

Flo Irwin
Bernice McCabe

"Glory" is a pleasing little musical
comedy. Coming, as it does, from
the pens or practically the same
authors as did ''Irene." sponsored
by the same producing organization,
and irresented in the same theatre
that housed that hit, it Is natural
comparison must follow.
"Glory"
isn't an "Irene," and never will be,
but it seemingly Is destined to prove
a gratifying entertainment.
The
piece opened in New York Christmas night, and at the end of the

I

as

old

father.

'•Peer Cynt."

jb< c.

CHICAGO'S TICKET SCRAP
(Continued from page 11)
guessing is being done as to
whether or not the long discussed
Couthoui munieipal power wUI asBert itself. It is no secret to reveal
that admirers of Couthoui's claim
the hotel stands will not fare the

Now

.

worse

in this battle If the chief
ticket scalper of the town desires
to throw her political force into the
fight. It is said the Couthoui offices
have affiliations with the local ad-

ministration that would make it
hard for the theatres battling her
if

this affiliation

was used

to

save

the situation for the hotel stands.
It is quite apparent from inside tips
that the theatre managers .are after
a "showdown" of this much-talkedabout Couthoui Influence at City
Hall.
If this political assistance
is
forthcoming for the Couthoui
agencies, it will reveal that one or
more of the local newspapers have
been conducting the crusade against
the theatres on political lines.
In brief, there is a dandy little
situation now existing in Chicago
between the Couthoui agencies and
the syndicate houses with only the
public to decide by the way they
find how the system works out at
the Colonial for the engagement of
"Sally."

Thunderous financial losses at
the start of the season is what has
brought the present disruption of
forces.

Theodore Komisarjevsky, and
Lee Simonson. As a production attempt it- Is quite impressive, con-

rector,

offices.

The wisest of theatre managers
verting the rather limited stage into here claim there Is no necessity of
their
b^ing unfriendly with the
a picture of the broad marble steps
outside the convent at Chevroche, Couthoui offices as long as the
the steps covering the npron and Couthoui offices are given to underreaching down almost to the orches- stand the latter are not running tho
tra seats.
box olllces. It Is further claims I
The story concerns the tragedy of
the family whose master has been that the Couthoui offices would fare
entrusted with tilling the soil of the better through this new crista if
convent and charged with supplying radical changes were made in tho
food for the nuns. It has been an forces now running the Couthoui
honor conferred from father to son. business. Mrs. Couthoui bears tho
In this case there are but two daugh- burden of marry errors that worke-1
But there detrimentally
ters, Violaine and Mara.
for the Couthoui sysis Jacques, brought up tinder the
tutelage of the father. The latter tem, owing to bad Judgment on
prepares for a pilgrimage to Jeru- the. part of some of the Couthoui
salem and arranges the marriage help.
of Violaine to Jacques. She has been
It is plain that Couthoui dictatin love with Tierre, a designer of ing is at an end. By slow process of
churches, a man who has been off accumulating premiums
the Couby himself and said to have leprosy.
Mara comes upon Violaine and thoui agencies can win back before
Pierre as they kiss, and she de- the season ends considerable of the
mands Jacques become her husband early season losses, but if the tirade
Jacques against her continues there may be
and not meet Violaine.
swears his love for the fair Violaine a tendency of the public fearing
hut she confesses herself too marked good scats cannot be obtained at the
with leprosy. In the cycle of a year Couthoui
stands, withholding par miracle has cured Pierre. Violaine,
living as a recluse, returns, but blind tronage, lessening the only chance
and dying.
Mara, with the stiff the woman ticket scalper has of reform of her infant, beseeches her covering some of the losses before
sister to save It, and Violaine presses she achieves the much talked about
the form to her breast. Awaln the incorporated organization.
miracle; the child again breathes.
Put Violaine dies and is carried off
by the nuns.
The Olympic opened at Water*
It may readily he imagined there
town, N. Y., Xmas Day with a Keith
is no applause through such a play.
pop
vaudeville bill of five acts arid
hursday night of last week, when
The
there was little more than a 50 per pictures; spilt week policy.
cent, attendance, applause came si house is operated by the Robblns
the conclusion, but no players were Amusement Company in conjuncpermitted to appear.
The Guild tion with the Gaiety, t'thi.
produced the Claudel piece as a
*»op-t:«p during p re para tions for
Kitty Gordon is preparing i
Peer tiynt." which will be offered
ROon, and little box office trade Is act with a pianist, a violinist and i
expected, "Mary" being principally dancer. Her daughter, Vera Bere*.designed for the Guild's subscribers, ford, is retiring and will give hi r
It is most artistic but of quite limentire attention to the nen
itappeal.
Jeanne de Casalis was th.- beauti- shop Misi Gordon recently open* f.
ful Violaine.
Bne gave s sincere
The
new
Majestic
Houston,
effort, mti under? tanning characterisation that was wholly sympathetic T >j is, on the Interstate time opened

—

•

i

—

the

the long-time powerful Couthoui
When the Shuberts demanded that the Couthoui agencies settle
for all attractions playing the Shubert houses on "the mornin^ after"
the Couthoui offices were deprived
of
considerable
ready cash
to
"media
Announced'as
mas play.
aeval mystery play" it is more truly "work on." On top of this arrangeThe tidings ment came the "outright buys."
a "miracle play."
brought to Virgin Mary on U»e orig- spelling disaster for the Couthoui
Christmas day when "God offices extensively revealed In this
inal
came to earth In the form of man" newspaper. The Couthoui offices
one of the few enlightening simply
is
"out-bought"
themselves
speeches from the characters. The
Claudel work Is a somber, serious purposely to tie up the local marstory played throughout In that vein ket, for at the start of the present
to the occasional notes from the season there were good Indications
organ in the nearby convent or the that the Independent ticket dealers
off stage singing of churchly music. were uniting their
forces with a
The playing consumed about two view of combatting the fotithoui
hours, one intermission being denoted by house lights. There was forces. In this respect the Couthoui
no curtain. The direction called for offices succeeded, but the complete
the players never being conscious success was spoiled when the shows
there was an audience in front, and that were bought "outright" did a
the playing was absolutely faithful flop.
"Mary" being far
in that respect.
With the financial losses the
away from the beaten paths, its pres- Couthoui power diminished,
and the
entation Is likewise removed. The
single setting is in one color tone, dictations hourly sent to the theatre
managers
In
lights,
the
"harvest
days"
changed only at times by the
projected both from back stage and turned into apologies for many
the gallery spot station.
things done that only fcllftSred theThe set was designed by the di- atre managers against the Couthoui

he first act and twice in the Second. Three of the scenes in the two '1
acts are laid on the porch of the
general store. As a matter of fact,
ft
there are but three scenes in the
The first, aet is an exterior
piece.
used to open and close the act, with
the store seme b»»tw*»en the two.
The last act has an interior which
selves.
is
utilized between the couple of
In truth, he Is a Ben Hecht, J
times that the store set is used.
as the ''hero'* of 'Gargoyles'*
There are 13 principals and a
a Keeker of and dealer in the dit" r« chorus of 16 girls a ad H hoys.
Of
ent, a .scoffer at the homespun hab- the principals P.- ttl Harrold in the
role makes the greatest imits of thought and form and inter*
title
course. In the end he turns out to pression, iti looks, voice and youthhe human very human. The struc- fulness. Two girls playing opposite
ture of the phraseur falls away, the also come in for a sharp of the honhuman man is left, but a man who ors, especially Mabel Ferry, who dis- even
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life.

Komisarjevskv
Russian
director
perhaps staged the Claudel play
abroad in the same manner as it is
given* here. He, too, is at work on

—

.

The

turesque

He grows on one

—

theatre.

I-

ful

ried
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first week the business was building up. That was a hopeful sign.
In "Glory" James Montgomery
evolved another Cinderella story,
this time a small town girl, and laid
all of his action in a \ew England
village.
The plot principally concerns the effort of the rich man of
town fell down.
"The Egotist," the town to bring back the son of
which could not have been revised the man who was his closest friend.
greatly since it left the La Salic, is The boy, on getting a fortune when
a sparkling, fine, admirably written his father died, went away to the
and developed comedy of the new- big city to live a life of ease and
est and latest type; it is a vehicle succeeded in doing just that. The
for Leo Ditrichstein that one must old town Is practically dying of dry
search far to equal, and it is a rot when a scheme is utilized to
rattling
evening's
entertainment. bring the boy back. On his return
Hecht has a much truer touch for he believes that he has been swintheatre than he has for story-writ- dled out of $130,000 and decides to
ing, strange as that may seem, since remain until he can make those reMeantime he
he has not been intimately connect- sponsible disgorge.
ed with the stage, whereas he has falls in love with the daughter of
the town souse and then stays on
spent all his life writing.
"The Egotist" is not afraid to be to press his suit. The girl is Glory,
farce at times. It is a satirical ex- who has been picked on by all the
posure of bright lines in bright town gossips for being a wilful child
One In
lines, and it takes a slant at the and too fond of the boys.
particular has tricked her into a
most common form of infidelity
the kind that goes as far as talking phoney marriage and for this reason she refuses the returned wealthy
about it.
Ditrichstein plays a playwright youngster who first proposes.
whose whole life (so he thinks) is
In making the production there
wrapped up in epigrams, shrewdly again is the touch that reminds of
turned phrases, climaxes, surprises, "Irene." In this piece the fade-in
and the rest of the bag of tricks and fade-out effect is used once in

hastens to the Abbey, astonishing
the patrons by her resemblance to
the portrait. The painter Is released
from his oath of secrecy and verifies
her story. Her appeal to the group
that the pic lure be protected, as she
is worth;.- and good, was spiritually
that make plays.
The realities of
fantastic but convincing. The final life to him are humdrum and vulgar.
curtain falls with artist and subjt
Even the conventional dramatics of
standing at the brine with clai
the theatre have heeome so.
lie
hands.
wants to upset th maxims, reverse
The author had courage enough to the proverbs, scintillate and deal in
duck the conv entional ending. lie artful dim inuendos—sighs instead of
iiiu r rled i?!c fir Mat bgi ure orin?;lns
yells, word of tmgt'dy Inst e ad nf
his circus sweetheart back into
enactment or the raw facta themI

men

the leading juvenile role is
by Walter Regan successfully.
as the piece prowith absurd but not much over- ceeds, not registering heavily in the
drawn emotionalism she is the in- first act, but coming along nicely
curable actress as he is the incur- toward the finish. Raymond Hackett
able d' matist, and her effusions played the youthful heavy convincmanifest themselves as of their ingly.
His bright lines fail to
The pair of men working opposite
source.
carry him through when she works to the Misses Ferry and Groody
up the physical to a "vulgar climax," were John Cherry and Ted McNamara, this quartet walking off
and he flees via the fire escape.
turns out that he has been a with the singing and dancing score.
fourflusher all his life he has never In the first act the four in "When
done anything sinful, but how he has the Curfew Rings at Nine" put over
talked about It and how he has the first hit of the night just before
sneered at morals and the dally dog- the finale. In the second act Miss
mas! His wife, who has tried to Ferry and McNamara after the
put up with his verbal but seem- opening scored again with ''The
ingly venal phllanderlngs, has mean- Upper Crust," and the four put over
while given herself to another man another wallop with "Saw Mill River
really done It, and to a cold- Road" Just before the close again.
Robert Hlggins, carrying one of
blooded business-man. the sort he
most detests! She finds out too late the character comedy roles, distinthat he has been a phrasing cheat, guished himself and in several of the
that his skylarking was all to feed numbers working with Flo Irwin,
his lrrespressible ego, alone. And Robert O'Connor and Bernice McCabe stood out as a laugh getter.
she leaves. And he Is left alone
Miss Harrold has two numbers,
and makes the diminuendo exit he
has steadfastly stood for in his play. evidently counted on as sure fire,
Ditrichstein
was just Dltrlch- "The Little White House with
stein.
He played the part credit- Green Blinds." and "Mothers Wedably, very much the same as he has ding Dress," the latter evidently inHe dresses tended to follow the success of
played many before.
it in a reddish pompadour wig, looks "Alice Blue Gown." but It will hardly
But the sur- do that.
it, does It, graces it.
Fred.
prise in the cast was Mary Duncan,
a newcomer, who gave to the manyTIDINGS
TO
sided roie of the actress a beautiful
Jennne de Casalis
person and a commanding personal- Violaine
Pierre
Charles Francis
ity.
No one could have done it bet- Mara de Craon
Mr ry Fowler
Helen Westley
ter no one. She was wine and cake The Mother
for Ditrichstein, feeding him with Anne Vereors, the Father. .Stanley Hewlett
Wit ram
Percy
Jacques
Hury
skill and technical talent that was.
Harry Ashford
The Mayor of Chevroche
amazing for one so young. She The Apprentice of Pierre de fraon...
Philip
Leigh
gave to the play a note of strength
that is considerable and notable.
Perhaps none else on Broadway
"The Egotist" will certainly be a
solid success with the Hecht lovers would have produced such a drama
and followers of that type (a thor- as "The Tidings Brought to Mary"'
oughly legitimate and worthy type) save the Theatre Guild. Certainly
of writing. And that takes in what no manager with an eyo to box office
we trade -paper fellows regard as values would consider it as an at
The Paul Claudel play,
the "high-brows." It may catch on traction.
with the less esoteric, too, for it is translated from Its original French
amusement almost every moment, by Louise Morgan Sill, is the third
and gives one a lot to mentally chew presentation of the fifth subscripover and discuss over the domestic tion of the Guild at the Garrick.
ham -and next morning; it can't help
It was one of the flock of Christmaking men and wives argue and mas productions (Deo. 25) and the
that usually spells success in the only one really designed as a Christ-

K

woman."

tit.

Helen
as the spit -lire sister.
Westley was a tragic mother in
Percy Waram iu
every sense.
Jacques was not so happily cast,
car- though Stanley Howlett was pic-

—

and ambitions have evaporated and
left behind a sort of maudlin enthualaidel Turner
siasm
Mr. Smart, house treasurer. (Juutav Bowhan
Manny Epstein, a youth who was probably a successful newsle as a boy and
has grown up Into a theatrical press
Jack Pelgrave
agent
Helen Tarbell,, wife of the peculiarly
A conaggravating Felix Tarbell.
mannered woman,
capable
tained,
somewhat Sold but not Intimidating:
a sane female who has weathered
Home eleven years of marriage with

beyond that point.
In costuming and production 'the
piece lias the usual Savage touch,
which means the bank roll has not
been stinted;
wasted.

A

Jenkins, of the "Courier."
newspaper woman, a special feature
Domeswriter for a morning sheet.
tically she Is Mr*. Edward Jenkins—
a woman whose first youth, talents

Sally

Dawn and Josephine
Eleanor
Adair looked stunning as the wives
of the comedians.
Of the numbers there are about
three that look certain for popularity with the dancing crowd, but
"Clinging Vine" and "Homemade
Happiness"* will be favorites even

has so long taught himself to dram- played comedy ability that made her
an Instant favorite with the audiHelen
she working with
ence,
Groody, who looks and works like
Louise of the same name. Of the

atize and to criticise that he cannot refrain from the Influences of
his second nature.
He makes love to his leading
She, a beautiful young
woman.
hussy, full of passion, a romantic
animal, stages their "honeymoon"

Mary Fowlor was

when she

became

M

teper

l
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MOLLIE FULLER

and Co.

VERA GORDON

(2)

18 Mins.;

Two

and CO.

"America** (Comedy

•Twilight" (Comedy)

SEGAL

(3)

Drama)

Full Stage (Special Set) One
Palace
"America," by Kdgar Ai;e*n Woolf
The new combination- of Vivienne
and William Siegel, is a new sketch Sega) and Harry Carroll should turn
with Vera Gordon featured.
Miss out a happy one for them and vaudeGordon has achieved fame in ville, as promising now as previously

Mint.;
Colonial

The readvent of Mollie Fuller into
vaudeville as the star of her own
act, lnstead.of dividing honors for
years as Hallen and Fuller did jn
their popular two-turns, holds more mother roles in pictures. Her playthan the customary single angle of let follows a conventionally appealing theme written around the emia new act, as to merit.
grant mother's attempt to enter this
Miss Fuller is stone blind. No
country
to join her son, whom she
mention of this misfortune is proyears.
Similar
grammed, nor is it referred to upon hasn't seen in 10
skits were done by the late Joe
the stage, but neither is it a secret.
Welch
Murray
Samuels.
and
The press matter for the Fuller
A hard-hearted emigration complaylet mentions it, but the press
matter is not in any manner a sym- missioner refuses to intercede and
mother is to be deported bethe
pathetic plea; it merely and truthher boy hadn't appeared.
fully recites what probably marks cause
the most extraordinary comeback in Through the efforts of a social
worker
the boy is produced. He is
of
not
the annals of vaudeville, if
blind, having lost his sight in the
the whole s^age.
World
War,
for which he received
The surface facts are profession- the medal of honor.
Yet despite this beally known.
The meeting between the mother
loved woman of the footlights who
and son was convincingly dramatic
fell into the foreground of a gloom
throuph
Miss Gordon's splendid
as dismal in prospect as a fog on the
ocean and notwithstanding anything emotional powers and -sympathetic
interpretation
of the mother* role.
could have been made to suffice,
Blanche lierril), the writer and pro- Charles Bartling as the commisducer of the sketch, with E. F. sioner was domineering and strong.
Albee, head of the Keith circuit, Joseph Swerling as the blind son
aponsoring this magnificent theat- did. well, but muffed the technique
rical spirit, have turned out an en- of the sightless walk and mannerNavda Gordon, the social
tirely creditable vaudeville playlet isms.
In "Twilight," written as her first worker who brought mother And
son
together,
was the weakest memaketch by Miss Merrill, who Is a
number, scene, dialog and lyrical ber. Miss Gordon's speaking voice
betrays lack of experience.
aurhoress.
At the Colonial Vera Gordon
It's about an actress in a country
Broadway and the repetition
of her former triumphs. The landlady of the $7 -a- week hashery has
her own notions of show people,
gathered from magazines. She ex-

call to

the same Carroll
became as a two-act. Miss Segal
a legit engagement when
"The Yankee Princess" recently

stopped at the Knickerbocker, New
York. She has appeared in the varieties as a single turn, doing quite
Carroll lately
well when alone.
closed an Orpheum tour with his
revue.
As a straight singer rather than a
ragtime vocalist, Miss Segal has yet
to absorb the vaudeville atmosphere
and style she is going to acquire
while working with a ragging artist
like Carroll. Carroll has it in chunks

and Miss Segal

Fuller act is all righJ for any
There are enough laughs to
warrant full booking, and while
somewhat too quiet in running In
toto for the closing the* first half
position assigned it at the Palace,
if placed No. 3 it would give better
return to itself and bill through the
position, unless there should be a
reason for featuring this act on the
bill or position through the fame of

The

Fuller.

Mo'lie Fuller is a pretty picture
on the por^h. While reference is
made to the tights she made famous,
last appearing in them three or four
years ago, prior to the death of her
husband (Fred HaJlen), it's the
same Mollie Fuller in looks otherwise, personable and pleasing, the
type of the perfect performer one
sees so seldom nowadays.

it.

this

It

Is

absorbing some

may

girl

KENNEDY

15 Mine.;

(9)

the Timberg, with hock stepping, derby
It'a logical in construction,
dialog is snappy and humorous and hat and short Prince Albert coat,
the characters are so written that also the horn rimmed eye glasses.
Miss Fuller Is easily led up and The steps are identical with those
down the steps leading to the porch of the dance so long associated with
with uT suggesting she is being led. Timberg. Assisting Barton are two
Seated on a chair at the opening. dancing girls, a male jazz singer and
Miss Fuller crossfires with Harriet dancer, and a jazz band "composed
Mariot as the angular landlady, who of five men and a girl, the men playalso siags a "Spanish" travesty ing trombone, cornet, sax, piano and
drums, and the girl, violin. With
number with an attached dance.
The latter half sends the tlirn Barton playing violin in the band
the that raises the ensemble to seven.
breezily to its finish when
aviating lady proves to be an imThe turn opens with the two
personation of Bert Savoy (pro- dancing girls and the male jazz
grammed) and rather well done by dancer doing a rhymed conversaEdward Graham.
tional introductory, in a set in "one"
time.

of

MABEL FORD and Co. (9)
DEAGON and MACK
Dance Revue
Talking, Comedy, Singing
Mins.; full stage
20
20 Mins.; On*
Palace
Riverside
.
Gracio Deagon was formerly of
swift and pleasing dance revue
Dickinson and Deagon and noted for for vaudeville has been staged by
a child characterization different Mabel Ford, who is the star of it.
and legitimate in conception. Jack The turn is at the Palace this week,
Mack has been a member of several its first locally. Not only did Miss
vaudeville combinations and has a', j Ford produce this production act,
played in musical t* bs. A good sing- but she organized the five-piece
ing voice and method of "feeding" male orchestra in it, and a very
combine with an appearance that good one it Is for its size.
makes Mr. Mack an acquisition for
Besides Miss Ford as the turn's
Miss Deagon. He plays without star dancer, there are two dancing
stiffness or staginess.
teams, one of boys, Golden and
Baby talk on the stage, or off for West, and the other, girls, Doll Sisthat matter, by grown women is ters. They do their double dancing,
pretty tiresome stuff as a rule, but some trio work with Miss Ford the
Miss Deagon, as always, takes off center, and Miss Ford's own sinthe curse by the truthfulness and gles, the Ford style of dancing that
fidelity of her character work. The never falls.
present routine is similar in scope
For the finish there is the flveand general lines to that used by daneing ensemble, concluding a good
Dickinson and Deagon, but the ma- fast turn that for the convenience of
terial appears to be different in the the running, opened No. 3 at the
main.
Palace, instead of as it should have
The act holds, successive laughs been, closing the first part. Just
that crowd each other throughout why that occurred is told in the
the running. The couple have been review of the Palace bill in this
working together but a few weeks, issue.
but the present turn is asesmooth as
In response to the generous apany Miss Deagon ever did hereto- plause at the finale, Miss Ford won
fore.
a laugh with a speech, in which she
Deagon and Mack more than ful- said, after wishing the house a
fill the most exacting requirements
happy New Year: "I am glad to
that go to make for a standard know through your applause that
vaudeville act.
Bell.
although I am a Ford, I am not a
flivver.
Rime.

and DAVIS

Songs, Talk and Dances

BENNY BARTON'8 REVUE

Singing, Dancing, Musical
board bill. A whirr is heard and 22 Mins.; one and full stage (spea woman enters to say she came
cial)
from New York* a-flying, to return Prospect, Brooklyn
with Mollie Fuller, the forlorn
Benny Barton is a dancing violinactress, with Miss Fuller reciting
ist.
As a specialty, Barton does an
her "Broadway" during the action.
unannounced imitation of Herman

|

Anna Wheaton and
closed

be predicted that when
gets down to the real
vaudeville going, if intending to remain in it, she will make all singing
women Jn vaudeville step fast, for
she has the idea, lacking somewhat
in the exeoution but with looks and
bearing.
Just now there is too much of the
ballad in the act, although a couple
are employed straightaway to permit the ragging to follow. With one
it makes a dandy number that Miss
Segal almost equally shares in with
Otherwise the turn has
Carroll.
some of Miss Segal's individual work
and some of Carroll's although
than
made them laugh and wipe away Harry might dig a better gagThat's
the pig-in-the-gutter story.
the tears at will.
They liked the out on small time.
sketch and it would repeat in any
The Segal-Carroll turn will probof
the
vaudeville
houses.
The ably travel as far aa it wants to.
theme and red fire lines, coupled
Sinvc.
It's there.
^with the star's ability and popularity, 'should cinch it.
Con.

presses some of them and asks questions while wondering when her
guest will be able to pay the overdue

Mis*

CARROLL

21

(Special Set)

Palace

boarding house in the mountains,
pining away while awaiting the re-

and

8onga

representing

a

cafeteria.

The

which

are all very well
written, inform the audience the
cafeteria offers entertainment, with
the idea carried consistently, each

lyrics,

One

City

A corking comedy offering can be
developed by these two girls by the
addition of some worthwhile chatThe team, includes a robust
ter.

EVELYN CUNNINGHAM

Special Songs
14 Mine; One
Grand
O. H.
James
Dwyer" now enter with a burglar
Evelyn Cunningham has been
bit
that is muffled and misses playing vaudeville for the past et wo
mostly.
Borden talks the partner seasons doing a "single" turn. Prior
back as a slick "silly ass," and here to that she was with burlesque atsome laughs are garnered by Bor- tractions* Her present act consists
den's manhandling of the slim and of six exclusive gongs by Paul Gergentlemanly party, who claims to be ard Smith. The specials are a step
Miss Cuna "duke." So far so good, except in the right direction.
for too much repetition and some ningham has personality and a dis-

—

t

having a bit of rhymed heavier
partner

prelude designating it as a dance
salad, musical dessert, etc.

BORDEN and DWYER
Talk and Musical
18 Mins; One
Fifth Ave.
Eddie Borden and "Sir

get-nothing. observations of Borden, tinct enunciation that helps.
Opening with "A Long Way to
especially vaudeville locals about
agents' routes, the sixth floor. tWe Broadway," she sang of her ambitions
to become an actress and the
second half and other malapropos
young woman weighing in the nonsense which has no place in a reception the decision received from
Her
neighborhood of 200 pounds.
the old folks. It made an all right
theatre at all.
partner is built along lighter lines.
Her next, 'The Beauty
Borden works hard and gouges opener.
The agility of the larger is remark- out many a heavy laugh. He has Shop." was broken up by a short
able with her ability to do pin- the nucleus of a great oomedy two- monolog about the way they dish
wheels, splits, somersaults and the act if he will chop the asides and the dirt in the face reviving parlors.
life sufficient to provide the neceswise cracks for limited consump- This could be muchly elaborated and
sary comedy punch for the team.
should work into a pip of a number.
tion.
It looks in the middle of the
The early ^portion of the present routine like a slam, and shou'd not
A "waltz" song aimed for comedy
routine is devoted to talk. A goodly be whittled away with
was not impressive. "You Can't
too much
portion is given over to chatter re- inside fly lingo.
When the man Trust Them" on a familiar theme
garding husbands. It Is the type of takes the piano and
Borden enters held a few laughs with the finish
material used by other sister com- with a one-string
"Home Swe*et Home Is Where I
fiddle there is
binations and is not as productive again some
wasted time, though the Make Money" or something similar
as some newer and brighter idea meat
was stronger. With the proper reof it gets across.
would be. An antiquated gag works
Here is a turn that ran 18 min- placements Miss Cunningham will
its way in here and there.
be
nicely set for vaudeville.
She
utes and would have been a bull'sThe buxom miss offers an old pub- eye
is headed big tinieward now.
in le" with four minutes of gravy
lished comedy number for laughs
Con.
drained out. Borden is a comedian
with her partner following it up
of experience .and power.
His aswith a syncopated number of a
sistant is more than a splendid MARTIN and COURTNEY
newer vintage which she tops off
straight
he is a polished performer Songs and Comedy Talk
with some corking kicking.
The
14 Mins.; One and Three
real
comedy occurs when the on his own. Just a little chopping

and religious
follow her

attempts to
dance work.
The comedy developed is immense
and can be relied upon for returns
Following the opening, the turn
in any grade house. At the City the
proceeds to full stage with the jazz
combination took the applause and
band playing for the dancing girls comedy hit
of the bill.
Jlart.
to do several double stepping bits,
th$ jazz singer to warble and dance
specialty

A

girl

in the

fidelity to tried

mate-

MELLA

and

WILLIAM REUTER

Hand and Fcot Balancers
6 Mins.;

Full Stage

Broadway

and so on. The girl violinist is a GLEASON and BROWNING
pip.
Barton is also an excellent Comedy
musician. The two play two duets 11 Mins.; One
with the strings muted that stand 125th St. (Jan. 2)
Two young men who make agreeout.
The jazz band plays very well
able music on clarinet, saxophone,
for a small organization.
The act is ready for an early spot cornet and trombone? They attempt
For the small comedy, but fall down lamentably.
in the big- timers.
They have small knack for sponbig-timeYs ii is an excellent feataneous funmaking, and take it out
Bell.
ture turn.

125th St.

Solemn looking cadaverous comeplump russet-haired wom-

land.it so'idly anywhere.
Lait.

rial will

dian and

an make up the team, which goes
in for low comedy clowning for
effect.
The man has a capital
strong baritone voice, but uses it
mostly for speaking tangled verse
and jumbled speeches. He has one
a long travesty recitation on the word

This has the appearance of
foreign act; a middle-aged man of "Saloon."
giant build -and a girl, smaller but
The woman makes three changes
»• wiry, running a series of straight- and generally acts as a feeder. The
up hand balances with the man as first half of the turn is occupied
the understander. then to the girl with an elaboration of
the family
on a Risley supporting the heavy quarrel bit, which is rather overman on her feet, then to a straight- worked. The man does a "drunk"
up with the man topmounting. There bit with a long soliloquy which
is just a breath or two too much gives him excuse for
a good deal
time lost between tricks, to give the of grimacing.
in the roughest kind of buffoonery.
A little of this is
Just a couple of amateurs clown- routine the breathless speed that made funny by the man's naturally
ing without restraint and without would help it, but the work is heavy comic countenance, but it is overhumor. Almost anybody could be and difficult and impressive enough done. They get away nicely with
as funny in a knockabout way with to redeem that.
a duet number almost straight.
Opening the show, it went to two
a few hours of preparation and the
The turn is framed for vigorous
nerve to try it. A brand new try curtains and held the position as laughing appeal to small time audiwith some sort of act built around •well .as big time ice-breakers ences and gets results In this direction, but its field is limited.
the brass music is recommended, usually do.
Lait.
or they might join a jazz orchestra.
Rush.
They probably came from one.
"SPIRIT OF
SOUTH SEAS"

In another recitation Miss Fuller,
looking at the sky, speaks of the
stars now looking down upon us, MARION GIBNEY
gently referring to some of the illus- Talk and Songs
15 Mins.; One
trious who have passed out.
It is
touching and full of feeling. Miss American Roof
Marion Gibney Is discovered on
Fuller plays so well that even here
with her eyes wide open, no one pushing a baby carriage and in the
who did not know could even guess act of picking up a five-dollar bill.
She is in a quandary whether to ask
It was a vacant stare, nor at any
other time. Miss Fuller gauges her if it belongs to somebody or whether
If the
to keep it and say nothing.
movements
at
accurately
looks and
Rush.
latter, she wonders what her husall times.
band
would
think
if she came home
Miss Merrill did more than write
LON
and
MITZI
with a V he had never given her.
the sketch, she staged it with inHand Balancers
That starts a line of gab anent
telligence and care; Mr. Albee could
6 Mins.; Full Stage (Special Set)
neighbors, etc., that is humorous and
have done no more than he did with cleverly
Grand
O. H.
pointed. The perambulator
the production, although he did
Young appearing couple in neat
discovers the "child" to be a demimuch more when he sanctioned the john.
attire with an excellent series of
preparation of this playlet for its
The pair
Miss Gi.br.ey is attired in outer hand balancing stunts.
purpose, and both Miss Merrill and coat and hat, dressed for the street. switch places in the opening assortMr. Albee donated their services, as Discarding those, she is under- ment of lifts, the girl acting as top
no less did Gilbert Clark, the dressed in a short gown of several mounter and understander at varimodiste, who furnished gratis, all months' old style. Our own "Anrong ous times.
of the. clothes, not only for Mis- the Woman" expert did not have to
Some lifts on a table were flashy.
Fuller, but those for Mr. Graham tell us that Miss Glbney would One trick that pulled applause was
stand by the man while
In his female impersonating role.
one-hand
really do justice to her nice figure a
It must be a most pleasurable in a Straight-lined dress of longer supporting her by a sling around his
moment for Mollie Fuller to know- design in keeping with present -hour neck on which she reclined full
As is, the appearance was length.
that even after all that her friends styles.
His closing trick was a series of
have done for her, she is still doing not just right. The vocalizing bcher share, making good and Holding cause of the r^m%tt^^>f pace also let one-hand stands and jump across a
It's a corking
treljis of "grips."
the
work
to
probably
somewhat,
will
down
cornered
that
up this act
three-a-day opening act.
Coh.
Sltnc.
bright monolog forepnrt/% Abet,
steadily.

-—

THE

Mixed Hawaiian Act
16 Mins.; Full Stage

THOMPSON

125th St. (Jan. 2)

9 Mins.; One
Fifth Ave.
Two neat mulatto boys, in Tuxes,
enter singing a fast jazz, going Into
a dance without waiting for recognition on their vocal. After that it
Is a routine of essence and eccentrics, With some snappy hock work

and COVIN
Song and Dance

Three men and two women, apparently genuine Pacific Islanders,
in an authentic routine of Hawaiian
songs and musical selections. The
act has not much variety, consisting merely in a series of native
songs, one after the other, all accompanied
by
that
picturesque
management of harmonics on the
guitar.

1

two women have a short
demonstration of a quaint sem'idance and the smaller of the two
does a few steps, but thefe is no
dancing featured. The hula well

The

much

sameness.

Doesn't

deliver

worked up would put a kick in the
turn, which is now tedious with too
sufficiently for the five people con-

c*rr*d.

and a double over-Ankle break exit
across and off.
The boys have \< 11< nt stage deportme'nt and never mug or look too
satisfied
with themselves.
They
take their applause courteously and
it is given rotisingly and willingly,
for they are nifty and effortless
stoppers who mix Rome 1'^'ht trick
tuft in with pure soft-shoe rhythmatics.
flood for at,
position on the
•

i

Rush.

<

•
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»"!K

7.aif.
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DOTTIE CLAIRES MINSTREL

JANE DILLON

Character Changes
16 Mint.; Full Stage
Riverside
Jane Dillon formerly appeared In a
protean sketch. Some of the characters In her present turn appear to
have been done In the sketch by her.
Opening with a song at the piano,
Miss Dillon stops after a few bars
of the number and, announcing she
understands the audlcrce believes

REVUE

(7)

16 Mine.;

23d

"BITS OF'OANCE HITS"
Song and Dance
1$ Mine.; One and Three
American Roof

Ons

ana*

Four (Special)

8t.

(5)

distance of the
the character*

idea of
slicker

means

nothing

The erube
and

also

should Le replaced.
With the other two. oil ret tiff and
mlner.'as a basis, It should be ensy
for Miss Dillcn to build a character
turn that would stand out. Her vocal characterizations of the male
characters were resonantly deep and
convinciner. The change;* are made
Bell.
in view of the audience.

ELLIS

Talk, Song, Dances
16 Mine.; One
Fifth Ave.
Frank Ellis is the light Juvenile

comedian

who

romped

home

in

vaudeville tabs.
Mits Walsh has
no w!do repute In vaudeville, and
the order of the billing is still a
mystery, as Ellis Is the mainstay of
the act. too, after having been featured in* a'l the others. Miss Wal h
u light Oriental dancer and doe3
a straight ingenue with skill and
natural gifts.
Ellis enters. In snort clothes, ta'.ks
about nothing, then dis overs the
is

"ENCHANTMENT"

(3)

Operatic Sketch
17 Mint.; Full Stage (Cpec'al)
125th St. (Jan. 2)
This is a rich r.r.Ji p.- totally

She is dres. ed in girlish street
costume and they flirt. She exits
and Ellis does a long Cairo song
which has no value except that it
brings on Miss Walsh for a squirm
dance. mo3t of it done on her back,
and all of it good. E lis follows her
departure and sings a scng about
"Our House.*' He must like It, as
it
has half a dozen choruses and
comes In again for a double at the
getaway, though it doesn't raise a
gigge or a stir at any time.
On Mifs Walsh's return he asks
her to marry, and when she equivoThe house drop in "one" rises to cates he reads her a lecture on the
disclose a special decorative drop modern flapper that is a bear so
done In the opulent mode of the true that it hurts, bo satirical that
Russian color scheme of violent It gets laughter and applause. This
futuristic contrasts. This is raised leads to her capitulation and a
to reveal a revel of ouhistic color double re-chorus of "Our House," a
representing a futuristic painter's let-down from the high speed atstudio with a grand piano down tained.
stage to the left and beyon<J»<hat a
With a smarter, stronger finish
woman artist at work before an and a stouter ditty running through
easel dressed in a brilliant scarlet the second portion, this team can
smock. At the opening the woman ask for the fast time without having
artist and a man in black opera fo blush.
Ellis will improve, of
cloak have a straight number, a course, as he Is a seasoned comedian
g!ii.

beautiful vehicle framed around Dr.
Bternbergi wh o has ech'eved considerable note as cantor in several
metropolitan synagogues. His stage
try has entailed considerable expense and it makes a stunning setting, but the act has no SJbstance
that would hot be there In a
straight series of concert selections.
The principal has a fine rich
voice heard to excellent effect In
three operatic selections introduced
by way of a story that is entirely
superfluous.

—

woman

pianist

supplying

ac-

the

technical coloratura selection which the 125th streeters were
Inclined to kid. The accompanist
has an instrumental selection to
herself, tbrilliantly done, and the
woman artist and the cantor do
another classical duet for the finish.

probably would be voted a musical treat at Carnegie Hall, but at
the 125th street it was a wasted
It

effort.
It's pretty pretentious music for
vaudeville and the atmosphere of
the presentation, while colorful, is
rather stilted. It doesn't at any
point get into the vaudeville atmosphere. Rather it Is what one might
look for at an amateur performance
given In a Greenwich village studio
musicale. It left the Harlem audience a little puzzled and disposed to
scoff at its artistic pretentiousness.
it's a fair
guess that two-a-day
audiences generally will take the

same

attitude,

to say
form.

it

which

won't

do

is

another way

in

its

present
Ruah.

81st St.

George and Ray Perry, ban joists,
opened in "one." Going right at
your business and sticking to it has
its virtues, but this pair is almost
too
straight
except for certain
forced affectations of feature and
gesture, aimed to accentuate melody
climaxes.

The

very pretty, and the
man also makes a presentable front.
It seems that something could be
done costumes, atmosphere, a few
lines— something— to take this out
of a straightaway banjoing two-act.
The girl's appearance would lend
Itself to Almost any sort of dress.
Banjos, played with picks, are so
strident it wouldn't hurt any If the
Psrrys worked further upstage, too.
and for this they could use a moonlight effect or a cabin or something
girl

is

—

indicative of their Dixie billing.
In its present form the turn will
hard time sliding further
down the bills. This seems to he

have
a

reappearance,
York.

at

least

New
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LULCHALY and
Song and Piano
16 Min3.; One

One
oi

i

the
HuI

t

1

Mine.;

Full Stage

(Special

Drapes)

125th

8t.

Polly Lou Dee is a Jol'y, buxom
young woman with a positive genius
for making herself the agreeable
center of delightfully dressed and
staged songs and dances. She does
nothing more than deliver fowl''
numbers, none of them particularly
memorable in matter or import, but
she does them all so gracefully that

one gets a wholly p'easant impression of an uncommonly artistic performance.
She has a particularly happy address to her audience, and wins one's
goodwill at the go-off. The stage Is
set in quiet blue satin drapes parting at the back for her entrance,
while to the left of the center are
two grand pianos with two 'evening
suited accompanists.
Polly appears in a ravishing evening gown creation of white satin and
does a mirited number of light texture in an altogether charming and

WOODS"

(6)

18 Mins.; full stag* (special)
Prospect, Brooklyn
"Babes In the Woods" evidently
started to be a comedy sketch with
a touch of pathos. That seems to
have been the unprogramed author'*
intention. As a piece of stage writing it's a weak effort, constructed
apparently to- exploit the histrtonlo
abilities of a couple of kids, a boy
and girl of about 14. A woman plays
the wealthy party of charitable Inclinations, there is a butler and another man Is an orphan asylum superintendent. A boy of around 17 in
a sap kid rolo completes the cast.
The story, such as it Is, rambles
all over the lot.
The characters Just

come on and

off

and

talk at

each

other,

•

PALACE

'

Jefferson

•

abled to .furnish real entertainment
in addition to the scenic and costuming features presented.
Bell,

ROYAL TRIO

MME. MARGHERITE
RAFFETTO
*

Grand O. H.
Three men.

Singer

On*

12 Mint.;

125th St. (Jan. 2)

Large

One
*

One play.-j the piano
All are attired as Italian
street singers. Two have very good
voices, baritone and tenor, the latter particularly fine, though the
singer betrays his inexperience In
accordion.

woman

In pretentious evening dress gets some rather novel
from a double voice. Needs
coaching in the trick of jockeying carriage and stage deportment. The
for vaudeville. Just now she merely baritone also duets musically with
effects

gives a series of straight selections,
most of them operatic, changing

from a range even below female
baritone to soprano, with an odd
knack of Imitating a soulful operatic tenor.

With right handling
made into a novelty, but

could be
In present
rather tedious. The material Is there in undeveloped form,
but showmanship is needed to bring
it out
effectively. Hardly available
as it stands.
Rush.

form

is

MAXWELL and
Song and Dance
Mine.;

GAY

One

The man looks familiar and was
formerly with another combination.
lis new female partner is a hard
Two men, vocalist and pianist, til worker and a proficient stepper, dolatter doubling In some of the singIng Clogs and buck dancing with
ing.
Routine consists mainly of
published numbers, taking In the undeniable energy. The team opens
various styles of pop songs.
A with a ''panning" song anent their
croony Hawaiian selection used as • various experiences in show busidouble and the comedy Irish num- ness, and th.n decide to get down
ber at the conclusion stand up as to what they can best do Just now.
City

Musical
14 Mins.;

23d St.

WEBER

Roof, this couple secured one o t
applause hits of the bill with I ongs
and pianrf— The \><<-.,| ,,-v,, (j< ,,
of he
t'-am are displayed hy the y oung
woman, with the male member furnlshing piano accompaniment, also
doubling in some of th
num bers,
The routine consists large" y of the best in the offering. The downtown audience apprf>v»-d of the team
restrict, d
numbers of aiivai tage.
2.
They can he relied upon in
An entertaining duo with ma •-T.it No.
a Similar spot in any house of that
away from the general run. 11 ait.
grade.
Unit.
-

,

IN THE
Comedy Sketch

"BABE8

the general effect of the
sketch suggesting a playlet given by
the literary society of the district
school.
The stuff written for the
butler and the butler's conception
of an English accent are unintentionally funny. The whole thing resembles travesty so much a snapper
ending is expected, but the thing is
spirited way.
Her second number offered seriously. It's Just a lot of
goes with a crinoline creation that unqualified otaa.
EDDIE NELSON
Is an artistic production all in Itself,
Black Face Singing Comedian
The act has a great set, though.
and <fom thnt she goes to a daring Too bad it has to back up such a
15 Mint.; One
Hawaiian costume that is the acme mess of nonsense. The two children
Jefferson
Eddie Nelson was formerly half of picturesqueness, handled as it is are capable enough, but the greatest
of a two-man team.
Now he's a with the neatest and most discreet actor In the world could hardly
black face singing comic in one. of step maneuvers. This girl is of overcome the shortcomings of the,
Ne'son has a corking voice and de- Junoesque figure, and an outright material they have to deal with.
pends chiefly on his vocal qualifica- shimmy would have been a breach
BelU
tions to put himself ^ver. His voice of the peace, but she achieves Just
will carry him safely through any- the spiritual illusion of an undulawheim.
tion that Is a triumph of audacious THE WALTONS (3)
*
There Is a lot of talk In the turn, suggestion but still in utterly good Equestrians
9 Mins.; Full Stags
the usual monolog stuff on the order taste.
City
of what blackfacers have been using
For the finish there Is a quick
Two men and a young woman
r.ince vaudeville was vaudeville, but change to a gorgeous gown of gold comprise this bareback riding trio,
it's the songs that count with Nelwith an Oriental number" and an- apparently from one of the smaller
son.
A strong Inclination to de- other series of gracefully graduated circuses. The routine consists of
liver his songs in the style used by maneuvers that deny a shimmy but the usual ring work, with one and
Al Jo!son might be dropped to ad- at the same time make you think two horses ujed. The act lacks flash
vantage.
Nelson need imitate no of it. The girl's appeal Is hard to in dressing, as well as work. flash
Vaudeville has had several
one. As the act goes along the talk analyze, but probably its charm Is riding
acts, which makes It doubly
should be amplified and the comedy that she does a simple series of difficult for newcomers, providing
end built up.
production songs and dances with they do not keep up to the high
The basis of a next to closing big unusual and conspicuous grace. One standard of attractiveness of the
time sln*r!e is there now. All it needs of her men accompanists departs others. The three-a-day can posis development.
Nelson was next from the keyboard for a moment sibly use this act as It stands. •
Hart.
to shut at the Jefferson, and regis- while she
is accomplishing one of
tered a solid hit.
Bell.
her marvelous costume changes and
puts over as good a natural blues
PILCER and DOUGLAS, Assisted song as any white singer can manSometime In the future vaudeage.
Rush.
by GEORGE RAFT
vlllians may tell the story of Mollis
Singing and Dancing
Fuller.
It's quite a story,
20 Mir.s.; One and full stags (spev Without question E. P. Albee
STANLEY and McNAB
cial)
saved Mollle Fuller's life or reason.

11

Songs and Piano
14 Mini.;

around
halt.

WILLING and JORDON
American Roof
opening after Intermission

(2)

Song and Talk
A lot of credit Is due Blanche Mer15 Mins.; One
rill, who thought of and suggested
nicer and Douglas' new vehicle Is
23d St.
this means of preserving Miss Fulthe last word in modern staging and
Straight opens introducing "Ma- ler's peace of mind by returning her
costuming for a dancing turn.
to work in vaudeville.
Starting with a number called bel," his pianist. Pointing to center
Here's the story of Mollle Fuller,
"Concentration," the act proceeds of special drapes, enter a Tad tucked away In this notice that Is
with that as the central theme to comic. The talk proceeds with the probably read only by vaudevilllans
a series of singles, doubles and straight's insistence on getting the If anybody ever reads these reviews,
Tad to Join him on an African ex- for, vaudevilllans and vaudeville only
triples.
One number that stands out par- pedition to make Jungle movies. gave Miss Fuller their thought and
ticularly is a tango, with George The comic hesitates at the gruesome attention.
Fred Hallen and Joe Hart (late
details of wild beast encounters.
with originality as well as person- Haft garbed after the fashion of
husband of Carrie DeMar) comality.
Miss Walsh has youth and Valentino in the "Four Horsemen." A rehearsal of a scenario plot also posed the team of Hallen and Hart,
as well known In their day as Weaer
dances charmingly. It sounds like Mr. Douglas, in addition to dancing, makes for some hearty laughs.
does several comedy numbers, hanThe straight handles a vocal and Fields 'later became. Mollle
plenty of assets, and it looks that
first
renown in
dling them competently. Miss Pil- number to good response, being a Fuller
gained
way, too, with a not too difficult
Then she
cer's costumes look as if they cost a medley parody of the familiar op- "Evangeline" years ago.
readjustment of some material.
Fred
appeared
married
Hallen,
ton of money. As a fashion display eratic arias.
They were well re- him In vaudeville after 'Hallen with
\Laff.
and
they are the essence of class.
ceived by a sparao holiday matinee Hart dissolved, and Hallen and
The turn will fit in the best bills, attendance Monday in the third Fuller became almost as well known
with the people in it, unlike a num- hole.
GEO. and RAY PERRY
as the older team of men. Nf/t only
A bel.
ber of other turns of its type, enthat, they were an ideal married
Musical

companiment.
He is off and there Is a bit of
dialog between the artist and the
woman at the piano about the
artist's dream of a famous tenor.
The artist reclines on a pink satin
lounge, makes as If to go to sleep
and the tenor appears In velvet
costume for another operatic number as a solo. There is mo're talk
on his exit and the artist does a One
highly

and CO.

Songs and Dances

A female minstrel aggregation. This act should not be confused
Tl\e end women are in cork and with "Bits of Hits," a girly act. It
the inteiiocuto/* in light tan and is a five-people specialty dance ofmale get-up, including close cropped fering which, if properly mounted,
hair.
The company, minus the in- as it may be (sets not shown on
terlocutor, opens ensemble with a Roof), can hold down No. 3 in the
It
needs a little
"Loulsian' " number in "one" before better houses.
a plantation drop. In full stage the tightening up to click in big-time
The
style.
three^girls
and two men
interlocutor
promises a novelty
that never happens.
It develops are proficient steppers, the women
someparticularly
looking
voice,
or
well
in regulasinging
no
she has
into the usual
specialty routine
thing to that effect, she says she mixed up with some weak gagging. tion costumes as well as almost fullThe girl handling "Cow Bells" has length tights. One of the men in
will be somebody else.
Tux, opera cape and silk topper, inWhich serves to Introduce the possibilities, "but she, too, betrays troduces the rgvue in "one." A
lack of schooling. Constance Evans
character changes. Mis.s Dillon does
(announced), with her specialty tough dance number was a bright
four. The first Is nn old western
acrobatic and contortionistic dance, highlight. The toe dance specialist
settler type, a convincing looking
scored.
The girl has personality also clicked.
rube; the second an Italian woman;
The finish winds it up with a
th-t j-tood out ro much the more
third, a conventional rubo of the
bang and does not let down as so
y ecntin t.
slicker type, and fourth a western
many
revues are prone to do. They
They Closed the show and were topped
mining or losing cam;) habitue.
the American lay-out. It's a
The old settler i« very well d< ne. recei crl in a manner to suggest ap- question if "Bits of Dance Hits" is
likewise the character 'that las her preciation In the family houues.
the best thle for the act, since there
Abel.
as a mining camp type. The Italian
is nc#ldea of the impression thing in
woman should be dri pped, as Miss
the act.
Abel,
Dillon doesn't get within speaking
MARIE
VVAL8H
FRANK
and
dialect or general
'.

POLLY LOU DEE

I

!

It's Stepping.
Slated No. 2. they reviyed a rather
apathetic audience with their col-

lection of steps.

Abrl.

the banjo. An operatic d et by two
of the men, a tenor solo and two
doubles were the singing contributions. For the finale the two males
duet vocally, accompanied by banjo
and the piano accordion. The latter's solo, a medley of popular airs,
was the high light of the act.
Good small time turn that will
smooth out with work. The voices
are excellent.
fori.

couple of the theatre, with Mollle
Fuller a woman with never a blemish on her name, in her stage career
or In her private life.
'The death of her husband, after a
loving period that completely bo/lnd
them to one another must have contributed toward the blindness that
soon
after
down upon
settled
Miss Fuller.
That her sight was
troubling her came to
Variety
through Nellie Revell, herself a hospital patient, and to whom Mollle
wrote.
Variety published it, intimating a subscription might be
raised by Miss Fuller's friends. Miss
Fuller was then In Chicago.
Mr.
Albee heard of Miss Fuller's plight.
He wired Instructions to his Chicago
office that Mollle Fuller should be
furnished with all of her needs, no
subscription was necessary and none
was to be sought. Later on Miss
Fuller came to New York and
stopped at the Palace Hotel, en WeHt
45th street, where she Is still living
when In the city.

Blanche Merrill one day called on
Miss Revell at the hospital, following the mention a few times of Miss
HOFFMAN and JESSIL"
Fuller in Miss Itevell's "Bedside
Juggling, Talk, Songs
Chats" in Variety.
Nellie related
Mollies sad case and also the Pal15 Mins.; One
ace Hotel, where Blanche also was
American Roof
Blanche called on Miss
Man and woman. The former stopping.
Fuller, who never before had seen
handles the Juggllrg.
The latter her, and of course doesn't yet knovi
does not assist with props, as might how Blanche looks, although Mabel
be expected, but feeds for cross -talk Fenton has tried to describe Blanchi
and handles two vocal numbers ad- to Mollie.
Miss Merrill called often on aflSJ
vantageously. Hot/man's Juggling is
good and. coupled with the humor- Fuller, talking to her and learului
her thoughts. Then Blanche got a
ous small talk, makes his stay a thought of her own. She would write
continuous laugh winner.
Miss Puller a sketch that could be
They are too much at ease to be played in spite of her blindness.
strictly new, although Variety's filei Blanche broached It to Mr. Albee
have no record of the turn. With a lie answered yes without hesitation,
little tighter ing.
the combination told Miss Merrill to go nhet.i, he
would supply everything but the
looks food f<T an early position on
material—ana that meant "time" ;i*
the
better
bills
They were a well as production.
scintillating .\o. 3 here.
Abet,
Tlio.se who lived at the Palace or
i

.

"
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22
those who visited Miss Fuller knew
the depth of despair to which blindness had plunged the pom* wom.m
Nellie may bo helpless, but she rati
see, and who can ho more helpless
than the blnid, with or Without

wealth? From the day Miss Merrill
Informed Miss Puller of the proposed sketch, outlining to her now
she would have the character upon
country house (the
a porch of
sane scene snd story now In use ;>t
the PalaceW&fiss Puller became another beimji slit' had something
look forward to, another goal to
gain, thanks to K. F. Albsej for
\vhil<- Miss Merrill OOUld have writ'
20 sketches and Miss Puller
•Jen
COUld have played them all. where
eould she have played them under
the Circumstances without the Albee
And Miss Fuller could not
o. k.?
have existed as she was living, «la\
and day out. to think and
In
think and see nothing it meant I
;>

t •»

—

tragic prospect.
••Twilight." the sketch Miss Merrill wrote for Miss Puller, opened a
couple of weeks ago at Paterson.
X. J. Miss Merrill, who had devoted
every minute of her time for four
weeks to staging the act, went with
Miss Fuller to Patcrson, and Miss
Fenton went along. They were the
only couple in the theaJre outside of
the management whoTtnew the inside of the tryout.
Ross and Fenton were one of the
famous teams of all American
vaudeville, which explains the close
association of the Misses Fuller and
Fenton. Charles J. Ross died some
•years ago.
When the sketch finished at the

incut the absence of Mr. Wilson.
Specht and his orchestra, closing
The Dolly Sisters have Harry the first half and doing 31 minutes.
hinan at the piano in their act, Specht's musicians are up to the
with
Richman contributing con- high standards set by his jazz band
iileialde, all of value, to the turn, predecessors. Specht has a touch of
tarting with his opening introduc- variety In the turn by projecting
tory lyric
wherein he calls the announcements on the scrim drop
They back
half
Dollys "the sweetest girls."
first
of which
the
have some of the old turn. The of
An
played.
the
act
Is
Apache character song bit was in, arrangement showing the way difplay an
also the "Tom Tom'' number closing. ferent countries would
With Bdwatd Det'y as the second American blues song proved popu•nan of the turn the act looked more lar, islso the "evolution of the
lomidable and played better than dance." Four encores were demand/
when the Dollys depended only ed.
.':>•

**
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with the prop fruit basket on

first

As is, in shirt, dilapidated
waistcoat and suspenders plus an
ample paunch he doubtlessly is
better attired for comfort, rather
than speed. "Bits of Dance Hits"
(Xew Acts). Marion Glbney (New
Acts) reopened) afteis intermission.
"Mrs. Wellington's Surprise" is a
fast four people sketch, a variation
of the bedroom idea only the characters are long past the dangerous
it has quite a few
juvenile stage,
laughs and is standard on small
exit.

inside

stuff

about

week excepting

the

that the Dollys

BROADWAY

with it. He has a new fall which
proved funny with repetition. Toney
Monday night's holiday show was
would strike a pose, hold i: for a
few moments, then slowly crumple a jam-in and a stand-up. Only the
The program running order at the to the floor. He liked the effect so deft, courteous and ball-bearing
Riverside was all jaz/.ed up Mon- well he used it in Beu of a curtain handling of the overflow customers
day afternoon (Xew Years Day). speech. Ann Norman Is the same made possible an absence of conRuth Rove was out of the bill, and excellent straight as of yore. Her fusion and grouching. One who atMosconi Bros, and Co. replaced her, feeding and Toney's sure comedy tends the Broadway regularly learns
and the Xewton Trio was replaced touches and crossfire put them right to notice this efficient and intelliPalace Monday afternoon Miss Mer- by Ed Janis and Co. The Mosconis, back In the frqnt flight of comedy gent house-handling, and it helps
programed to close the first half, acts.
to put one at ease and In good
rill and Miss Fenton. who were seatThe second half of the bill held humor to enjoy a show in the old
ed together in a box watching it. were next to closing; Dooley and
were crying. The tears of joy in Morton, spotted fourth, closed; Lil- plenty of strength. The Runaway Broadway.
Mabel Fenton's eyes as she heard lian Leitzel, programed to open Four opened after intermission.
Most of the factors of this bill
the applause given her dear friend after intermission, closed the first The four boys have boiled the turn are standards and require no exwould have brought tears to any- half, and Jane Dillon, scheduled for down to its essentials and are get- tended discussion. Wells, Virginia
fourth,
had the spot originally as- ting the most out of the early por- and
one.
routine
their
with
West,
That the act got over on its merit signed Miss Leitzel. Then Deagon tion, which consists of hokum rough scarcely ruffled since this reporter
made the occasion all the mere hap- and ~MaCk (Xew Acts), originally comedy and dancing. The acro- "caught" the trio "breaking in" at
Miss Merrill did an expert nominated for second after inter- batic finish is sure fire for anywhere the same house, drew plenty of
py.
Job, running the skit nicely for about mission, was fourth (through dou- and always puts them away for noise
The
coming and going.
three quarters of the way as a duo- bling at the Palace) and B. C. Hil- riotous returns. They are big league youngster has loosened up some
The showman- through his season of big-time trilog between Miss Fuller and the liam, marked in for third, was ground tumblers.
second
intermisaion.
after
until
bringing
In
improved
landlady character, then
ship has materially
umphs, and is all over the Stage and
The show played very well not- this turn can be rated a standard the act now an irresistible kid,
a Bert Savoy impersonation that
the
clinched it. (Edward Graham, the withstanding
shifts.
James big time four for seasons to come. bound to be a star before he is a
Savoy impersonator in the sketch, Dutton and Co. opened with the It's a real variety act.
man.
until a short time ago was a chorus equestrian act, and Jones and Jones,
Dixie Hamilton deuced, landing
Margie Coate, the big blonde
bov in "The Bunch and Judy" at the a couple of clever negro entertain- strongly with popular songs. Her mamma, made a carnival out of an
ers, were second.
Globe.)
It was a hard best number was a tough song. Miss
early position. Positions here mean
Vaudeville booking men shy at houee to warm up Monday after- Hamilton's present routine could be nothing, as the State-Lake policy
any act they believe will tend to noon, the slushy weather and neigh- augmented by a dialect number if runs the entertainment in an endharm the value or running of their borhood^ Xew Year's parties appar- within her capabilities. The four or less chain. Looking sweet in a
performance, at least that Is true of ently keeping down the attendance. five of the current variety were liked shivery silver gown that danced
the big time. And while Mr. Albee's The lower floor never beat a half- at the Colonial, but possess a cer- glitters against her golden hair, this
orders in the Keith office are para- houseful, but the top loft was well tain sameness that will slow her up
interpreter of that wailing
The delivery lacks cheerV
mount, that Miss Fuller has a good tenanted.
in other spots.
philosophy of love which seems to
act makes it all the easier.
Ed Janis with his classy dancing variation. At this house she scored
with chubby songstresses lifted
To illustrate the regard the Keith turn brightened up the quiet atmos- impressively in the early spot, tak- go
the roof with her wholesome voice
office holds for Miss Fuller, her act phere immeasurably, with Deagon ing two encores.
and
the echoes in applause.
was programed to close the first and Mack catching the house in a
"When Love Is Young." the youth- Here heard
is a panic for the Palace, who
part at the Palace, with the new receptive mood for comedy.
ful comedy by Leroy demons fea- hasn't
yet been spoiled by success
Dora Ford dancing act, a regular
Miss Leitzel was in great form, turing Tom Douglas and Lillian to itch for "class" until the natural
first part closer, accepting the Xo. 3 going through her remarkable tricks Ross, is a refreshingly clean comedy
individuality is choked to an upposition instead without a murmur, on webbing, rings and rope with a sketch. The appeal Is national and stage whisper.
The improvement
knowing why.
verve and spirit that added value to the playing splendid. Sydney Shep- of Miss Coate since last seen at the
There have been acts of goodness the difficult evolutions. Miss Leitzel perd and Ralph E. Busman in sup- same theatre is sensational.
and kindness performed many a is developing into quite a come- port are high calibre. The act was
Faber and Bernet, a very tall and
time by vaudevillians, but never dienne. The spark is there and it tributed
attention impressive man with the comical
strict
with
was there a better intcntioned act won't be long possibly
before this throughout the unfolding of the little partner, did a routine suggesthan that which has happened with petite gymnast is making them complications ensuing from the tive of
the classic "Off and OnJ'
Mollie Fuller. It's next to the re- laugh as hard as they applaud her youthful attentions of rivals for the
That portion, in full stage, got most
storation of her sight, which the aerial work.
hand of the young woman with mo- of what it got at all out of the
surgeons say is impossible; this will
tion picture ambitions. The "fight'' props, a bedroom
"the morning
Jane Dillon (New Acts) started between
take its place. The Keith office is
the rivals with the young after." Going into "one" with burplaying the turn, paying the play- the second part off nicely, after the brother throwing in his lot with the
lesque
music,
laughs came
the
Mr. Al- Topics had had their say, and un- best payer Is one of the funniest
ers, including Miss FuUer.
thicker. If a "Topics" song, somebee and Miss Merrill donated all of reeled a collection of old gags that things in vaudeville.
after
Gallagher-Shean
what
the
would
have
Joe
made
Miller
envious.
their contributions.
opened pattern, had stood up, the team
Sheldon
Bagget
and
The Palace bill, was shot all to Julius Lenzberg knocked over quite smoothly, giving the show a fast would
have made the grade nobly;
a hit himself incidentally with aIt was a
pieces Monday matinee.
start with an interesting routine of what it needs is hokum that hits,
jazz
overture
during
intermission
good house for the Palace on a Xew
club juggling and boomerang hat
The usual theatri- that had Julius taking a flock of tricks. The man has worked out the present talk and catch-lines
I'ear's matinee.
proving feeble.
and Julius bows just like an
cal c^itingent was absent through bows
several new comedy touches with
Hall and Dexter, appearing with
That absence actor now. The music was great; the hats. As usual with a turn of
their own matinees.
golf bags, proved the most exciting
denoted genuine applause instead of so were the bows.
at
this type the several attempts
act
of the run. Hall is the versatile
With
Hilliam
following
Jane
Dilthe friendly approbation often heard
crossfire and dialog didn'f register. brass player and dancer, and can't
lon it brought the concert grand
on a Monday afternoon.
Booth and Nina closed, holding
But little Miss Dexter is new
Two disappointments were Jack into view twice successively. Mr. them Well. The girl, in addition to miss.
and a conundrum.
Somewhere
Wilson, who had been given the next Hilliam commented on this briefly, acting as top mounter for the two
Wilson contracted his remarks leading up to the tell- high bicycle riding, did a banjo burled in that little red-haired girl
to closing spot.
Just
is the germ of a big success.
ing
of
that
ancient
one
the
of
late
lie
was
renight,
over
a bad cold
specialty, playing a medley of old
placed by Deagon and Mack (Xew Charlie Case's, about the audience songs in appropriate costume. When now it is left to guess-work, beActs) who were doubling from the in a town played several weeks ago this turn ij closing a bill it might cause she tries too hard, gags too
Riverside. Jean Granese could «not starting in to hiss the act that had be advisible to "cut" the musical much, strikes the same grotesque
too recurrently, lacks material
make the matinee for some reason appeared previously. But- that one specialty a bit. For the feature poses
but was expected at the night show. old gag can readily be forgiven trick the male jumps a bicycle up a that makes comedy sense, and is the
Patsy
of a talking, act, filling in time
This latter disappointment came so Hilliam, whose material is among flight of steps off to another single
suddenly the Topics film had to be the classiest and smartest in vaude- step, then onto a trampoline. The for a trombone-playing dancer. This
disadvantages
her.
ville.
He
a
good
pianist,
is
too,
cover
up
Xo.
but
in
2.
to
switched
talk was Ineffectual, and spoiled a
But through it shines a gleam of
Through some mechanical manip- does not rely on his ability in that corking novelty turn.
Con.
natural talent illuminated with a
ulation back stage it was necessary direction, a knack of playing diffiwhimsical and vigorous young perto bring Patricola from the second cult classics being supplemented by
sonality.
The child needs some
part to Xo. 4, and Fend Segal and a satirical vein of humor that never
direction, a good spanking and a
Carroll (Xew Acts) into Miss Patri- misses. There are several comedy
The first half show at the Amer- course in elementary stage techsongs, and a couple of patters that
cola's vacated position.
The new act notice given this can stand as the way a patter ican was a shock. This Loew house nique. She needs that, but she will
week by Bell for Deagon and Mack should be written. Hilliam was as- has not held so tip-top a lay-out probably be in lights when a thouThey went sisted by a male singer with a good in a long time. The first half of sand veterans who know their apron
is herewith indorsed.
The act did splendidly the bill particularly played like the boards to the last square inch will
into the next to closing position at baritone.
proverbial million shekels and with be looking for the second half. Miss
the Palace Monday afternoon at 5 and deserved to.
The Mosconis put over the wow switching and the Inclusion of one Dexter can put heart into a ballad
o'clock, and held them. If there's a
"name" could have constituted a and will in time be a snappy dancer.
player
than
of
the
afternoon
character
with
their
dancing
kid
better
Gracie Deagon on any stage, she had turn. That little Mosconi girl and portion of a big time bill. The Look out for her.
Venita Gould, the logical successor
the younger brother showed some Randalls, shooting team, did their
better come forth.
The Loyals opened the show, with acrobatic and eccentric stuff toward stuff with ease and nonchalance that to Cissie Loft us, and working very
Xo. L the finish that suggests they will enhanced the really flashy rifle work. much in her fashion with interlude*
Gilbert Wells programed
Wells was held, however, to a west- be pretty strong competition for Good for openers on any and all of dramatic bits, threaded the
LaVine and Ritz, formerly course of her uncanny impersonaern vaudeville contract previously Louis Mosconi shortly. Louis's solo time.
with a trio, fared well Xo. 2 with tions to a tremendous hit, ending
made, causing the Granese booking. eccentric killed *em as usual.
routine. The Impression of with Gilda Gray In the radium dress
piano
a
folwas
Dooley
Xo.
and
3
in
Morton
turn
held
the cusThe Ford
Gordon's the picture theatre pianist is good that brought her back for three enlowed by Patricola, who also made tomers intact, closing.
guts of the act lie in the core appearances just to show that
the
but
her
after
falls,
speech
breathe
which
the
Year
spirit
of
Xew
low
Happy
a
usual applause riot. Between the comedy, and Miss Mortons dancing personations of different stars by it worked. Her Grace La Hue and
She
Ritz for the getaway. This is varied Ted Lewis are masterpieces.
Xew Year's speeches and the reap- form a creat combination. Xews by
the Creole Fashion Plate Impres- is by far the most entertaining
Bell.
pearance of the concert grand, the w eekly closed.
sion by LaVine who does a mammy mimic of the period.
bill commenced to look like a rouHarry Stoddard and his excellent
ballad in falsetto. The final idea of
'
tine.
.
impersonating themselves Is a fast band tof Shanley's) seemed t»» UnFollowing Intermission and the
buck and wing dance which could expected. The reception was heartDollys was the Harry J. Conley skit,
The hand perform
Xew Year's a notoriously bad probably be improved by less stren- warming.
"Rice and Old Shoes," also an often natural ease. without stalling to the end, and the
return and going as well as ever, matinee day, found the Colonial uous energy and more
Hoffman and Jessie (Xew Acts). "Streets of New York" medley was
with Xaoml Ray in support. Some about three-quarters capacity. An
bill was on tap Jones
and Sylvester with their one cymbal clang after another in
of the matter before the holiday excellent vaudeville
huckster" front. Stoddard is a leader of execucrowd even went better, particularly following up the Strong shows that standard "actor and
A little '"class" tive force as wfell as a pianist of
back
in the routine cleaned up.
the
Colonial
putting
are
the
on
light
red
disappearing
the
punch.
He has the hottest cornet
auto and the accompanying busi- running. The bill was nicely blend- might be added through having the
For an encore speech Mr. ed, with comedy turns predominat- "huckster" assume street garb or player heard by this reviewer
ness.
his
character
Meyer is his name) and
(George
Paul
drops
hit
went
after
he
applause
to
tux
The
ing.
announcement
Conley made an
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Kvans and Wilson were next-toTom Smith, next to closing and shut
show following
with a boy and girl proposal
the Vera Gordon and Co.
which started with her
routine
acts),
(new
"America"
sketch,
"I want
are said to have kicked that the shouldered the toughest assignment audience song insistence.
billing for Segal and Carroll had
wound up with a
finished a resounding hit. Smith a Husband" and
and
type as large as their own names, went right after them with his lullaby.
That tells the story and
and the Dollys came to the Palace "nut" stuff and comedy dancing. covers lots of territory. The frameafter having explained to the Riverfor family audiences.
The burlesque ventriloquism and up is sure-fire
side audience Sunday night at the
Witt and Winters, male hand to
the 'falling' nip up" were wows.
second performance they had to cut The latter bit has been picked on by hand team, performed the usual
their turn short by order of the manmade
comics, but Smith, the Orig- formations with precision and
agement, through the third show several gets
more from it than any a satisfying e!oser. Alice Brady in
given that Xew Year's Eve. Some- inator,
'Anna Ascends" the feature film.
of them. The mind reading and the
how the Riverside audience didn't ancient gags used for answers were
was
Monday night
Business
seem to get the drift and a little
virtual capacity on the lower floor
disturbance followed, in front and a panic.
loges with balcony
and
mezzanine
Another comedy turn that went three-quarters sold. For the Roof
back stage, according to the story,
but the Dollys gave their third show big was. Toney and Norman, spotted this is a record intake.
Abtl.
Jim Toney is doing more
in its entirety and without further fourth.
falling than ever and getting laughs
comment.
Sime.

Xo

1923

that takes in Whiteman's or any*
The whole troupe staged
body's.
an afterpiece when Stoddard tied
up the running order at the close.
The ad fibbing wasn't so forte, but
the gang screamed.
Miss Coate
had better cut the blue gag about
the men leaving town before the
censor comes around.
Mella and William Heuter (New
Acts) opened this, a lively and most

STATE

upon themselves.

this

5,

The State boosted

prices ior all

performances New Year's Day,
doubling the usual matinee price of
.

30 cents for the orchestra, making
the entire house 60 cents, with the
exception of the loges, scaled at 99.
The 60-cent admission was 10 cents
above the regular evening scale for

the lower

The

floor.

vaudeville performance,
1.45, found the lower
two-thirds filled, with the pictures having gotten under way at
first

starting

at

floor

11.30.
The crowds drifted in immediately after the fain ceased.
The

Breakaway Barlows on the revolving ladder started the vaudeville.
They did it neatly, with a snappy
routine enhanced by a faultless appearance. Ben Harrison and Janet
Darling No. 2 added little to the
speed of the show. Harrison, a Hebrew comedian, working in the audience a goodly portion of the time,
failed to create much enthus asm.
His comedy is of ancient vintage framed along the lines of the
former Harry Cooper letter carrier
turn. The dressing of Miss Darling
helps the couple with the double
number at the finish, easily their
best act.
The third position carried the J.
K. Emmett, Mary B> Ryan and Co.
skit. "The Liquor Pirate," something
radically different from the former
dramatic vehicle used by these players. The present act has a flash full
stage setting which helps to make
It a strong contender for the better three-a-day» houses.
The idea
worked out is new but not over-

engrossing. An occasional number
here and there helps to give the
turn momentum and keeps it from

becoming

talky.

The early patrons New Year's Day
displayed approval with Phil Baker,
taking up the running from then on.
Baker is headlining at the State for
a full week and is also playing a
cabaret after lately closing with a
unit.
Starting quietly, his patter
and gags gradually took hold and
gained results as the turn progressed. A plant in a box is still
being used for pop numbers and
kidding. The intimate style of work
employed met with the proper returns. Vglda offprtng a routine of
four dances closed the show.""*
Spanish and novelty toe dance
keeps the turn going at the proper
tempo, helping the work of the
young woman materially.
Vald*
gave Tne five-act bill all that was
needed in the closing position.
Morton and Brown, included in the.
bill, did not appear in the first show

A

Monday.
llart.

JEFFERSON
Regulation pop bill at the Jefferson for first half, with the lineup holding standard turns mostly.
Tuesday night the Jeff was doing
plenty of business, with the crowd
coming in right up to 9 o'clock.
Whoever said the Jeff audience

was a hard one must have caught
'em on a bad day. They're anything
but .tough very soft, in fact, for
almost anything, singing, dancing,
comedy or music; easier to please
than many an uptown house.

—

Pilcer and Douglas and George
Raft, with their elaborately produced singing and dancing.act, fur»
nished a pleasant contrast scenical*
ly to the out and out vaudeville
turns, giving color to the show.
All of the acts went over for
heavy returns Monday night. Cooper
and Ricardo knocking 'em for a
row of bungalows with their comedy
.

the early section.
The
woman of the act is
comedienne
who understands the Ins and outs
of vaudeville perfectly.
The man
has a good voice and handles the
straight end nicely.
Frederick V. Bowers and Co.
were a wow of the first order with
their singing turn.
The songs are
backed up by tableaus that bring
out the full value of the numbers.
Bowers is an expert showman, making everything he does register for
a bull's-eye.
His supporting company work like beavers, the ensemble effect being one of the notable
features of a likable turn.
Donovan and Lee started with a
rush and never stopped until they
finished with a flock of bends. Jim
Donovan is a favorite on Fourteenth
street, having played St Pastor's

turn

in

*•

more weeks than Heinz, has pickles.
The Irish stories all landed for
woofs and Miss Lee's dances went
gusty applause gales.
Co., with a stage
of horses, cowboys, cowgirls,
lariat wieklers and bronco busters,
closed with a turn that supplied a
haven of novelty for the bill. The
bronco busting holds some real
thrills, the horse used for the busting process apparently being a
for

Cy Compton and

full

vicious beast

whose chief object

in

life seemed to be to break a few
bones for anyone foolhardy enough
to' ride him.
The lariat stuff is also
excellent,
consisting
lassoinr
of

Friday, January

5,
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three horses abreast, fane/ looping,
•to.

clowning, Rice-and-Prevosting and hard stunts, closed in a brief,
bling,

El Cleve and Amaranth Sisters swift succession of feats interwere also billed, but not caught. spersed with laughs. Held in every••Thorns and Orange Blossoms" was body,
LmU,
»
Bett.
the feature,
sm
-±-4
f^
'

*

125TH STREET

city

and Mark Sullivan, both nicely

WEEK

Including the tryout Tuesday
Capacity prevailed for the fourth evening the bill had more than a
final show Monday (New Year's dozen acts, and
it left the reviewer
Day), with the entertainment of- rather dizzy after am almost even
fered the large audience ragged to a four hours of a sitting. The regular
degree. Apparently a shortage of bill was changed somewhat in the
material in the independent offices running, Lane and Freeman starting
during the holidays was the cause off the regular booking around 9
for the poorly arranged show at the o'clock. In that form the bill ran
As it ran there was but a pretty strongly towj^d talking and
City.
bright spot here and there, with a short on dancing material, which
serious connection occurring with injured its speed.
the booking of two singing and
A tryout turn had used the full
dancing turns practically of the stage, 'and this forced Lane and
same nature, both, featuring young Freeman to open the show as the closing. The two man Italian comright
women who rely upon their male nearest available turn on "one." edy team hanged over laughs
dancing partners to put the acts There had been eight experimental and left, and never left things in
Crackerand
Coates
Lulu
doubt.
over.
turns on before the two comedians,
The opening spot held the Great and it was startling to note the dif- jacks closed the show with a burst
Johnson, a contortionist, offering the ference of an experienced profes- of speed on the strength of the dance
regulation bending work and feats sional act and the others. Lane and work by the quartet of boys and
on the trapese. Five minutes suf- Freeman's talk is skillfully gauged the featured member herself.
Hart.
ficed for this chap, who made way for laughs; they don't have to go
for Lulchaly and Weber (New Acts), after points apparently, but from
wno
wel1
did
with
enough
two men.
their start the laughs keep crackling
Donna right up to the finish. Theirs is a
songs and piano work.
Darling and Co., a flash dancing quiet style, resembling, especially at
The historical old Grand opera
turn, held No. 3. It corresponds to the opening, the method of the old house at 23d street and 8th avenue
a large degree with that of Vesta team of Howard and North. They doesn't put on much dog but it cer"Wallace He Co.. appearing No. 6. were a comedy riot in Harlem, as tainly packs them in at 20-40-50.
The Darling act moved with a fair they are pretty much everywhere.
The program consists of six small
degree of speed, the male stepper
The Seebacks, who ordinarily time vaudeville acts, a comedy picgetting in some effective work while would have been the openers, were ture and a feature. Lon and Mitzi
displaying his own ideas ^and not No. 2, a brisk bit of simple specialty (New Acts) a neat pair of hand balrelying upon personations.
The expertly framed and done in show- ancers opened Monday, followed by
The
featured member appears to advan- manly manner. The girl looks par- the Royal Trio (New Acts).
tage in several attractive creations, ticularly well in her short-skirted three men were liked.
the turn relying greatly upon its frock of black, and the interesting
George Alexander and Co. in
dressing.
Hampton," Harry
Boiled
routine of punching-bag manipula- "Hard
The hit of the bill occurred No. tion Is a capital bit of vaudeville Holman's old sketch, were third.
4, with Kennedy and Davis (New
The small time edition of the Hampnovelty.
Acts), a sister team, gathering in
Martin and Courtney (New Acts) ton playlet was originally billed by
the applause and comedy honors of furnished an interval of effective Alexander as "Preferred Stock."
the evening. Frank Mullane, who low-comedy clowning, and gave way The discarding of "Hard Boiled" by
followed, found the going a little to Polly Lou Dee and Co., the class Hampton for his present big time
difficult at the start, due to the quiet find Ae punch of the show and a vehicle may account "for the return
nature of his work. The Mullane real headliner for a more ambitious of the original title. Alexander is
gags gained a foothold as he pro- lineup than the usual six acts at the getting most of the meat out of the
gressed, especially with the addition farthest north of the Proctor string lines. The sketch didn't get going
of several Hebrew stories for the (New Acts).
smoothly here on account of the
benefit of the 14th street audience.
Mignon'had hard going to follow noise of people leaving and enterThe male dancing team Included the singing and dancing feature in ing, etc. Most of the early .dialog
in the Wallace act gave the turn its the next-to-closing spot, a real test was lost, but the obvious punches
big push. Miss Wallace gaining of the little impersonator's ability. landed. The Orand is no place for
some honors with her vocal and That she got away with the job was fly material or subtle dialog. They
dance work. This act was at a dis- the best testimonial to her clever- love hoke, slapstick and musical
advantage due to the similarity of ness and resourcefulness. Her rou- turns.
the Darling act.
A dreary "Hall Room" comedy
tine was switched a little. Opening
Kramer and Boyle, headlining. with an imitation of Eddie Leonard with hokum that dated back to the
Were placed next to dosing and she got little. Ruth Roye didn't get flood, was received uproariously. It
consumed but nine minutes for the much more with this audience, but a was the cheapest kind of a producfinal show Monday.
They kidded faithful reproduction of Nan Hal- tion, full of low comedy and
their way through the short space perln's "Military Wedding" put her faulty direction, but got over never-'
of time, experiencing little difficulty over solidly.
After the picture interIt would be a cold theless.
(New
in garnering laughs when needed. house that wouldn't respond to this lude
Evelyn Cunningham
The Waltons (New Acts) closed the spirited number, irrespective of who Acts) sang her way to favor.
show.
Hart.
Holden and Harron followed. It
did It. That's the soft part of the
impersonating thing.
The imper- is a-man and woman comedy talkand musical turn,
singing
sonator has the best the stage offers ing
Not
to choose from. 'Twould be a won- veterans of the three-a-day.
Ben Welch, with tile courage of a der if they hadn't almost accident- a move is wasted. The man's "boob"
blind lion, walked away with the proof material. Anyway. It was the character and the woman's stralghthonors. Sympathy? Yes; any mob corking song tftat put Mignon over ing are audience proof for this
will applaud. But sympathy never in this instance.
She finished with calibre of turn.
made anyone laugh; far to the con- a well-managed dance in imitation
Millicent D'Armour and Co., billed,
trary. And nobody can fake a laugh. of Bernard Granville, supplying a failed to appear and were replaced
Hands can wallop against one an- neat bit of stepping that the bill by # thc Three Seals. The seals on
other with murder in the heart, but needed in that spot.
just ahead of the feature picture, did
when a man makes a thousand peoJules Black and Co. of eight peo- a lot of missing. They attempt an
ple roar with spontaneous, explosive ple in a "school days" act roughened interesting routine of tricks, jugbarks of laughter, that man is a to the last extreme of low comedy gling, etc. The flash was the playcomedian. The story of Ben Welch closed the show in a carnival of vio- ing of some sort of a musical inwill be written some day, but not In lent knockabout.
Probably it was strument by one. They applauded
the current columns of a trade re- the only kind of comedy that could each other's efforts indiscriminately
view. For the world rises to cour- have got a hearing at the late hour, being rewarded after each trick by
age, to fellow-feeling, but even more but It was pretty rough, including bits of fish. They liked the animals
so to the hero who, under immeas- the slapping of the clown comedian's here.
urable handicaps, makes good.
face by the school teacher, followed
"Bull Dog Drummond," the feaThe show creaked with new acts, by a wallop with a "roll of paper ture, held nearly all.
Con.
but ran smoothly Tuesday night. across the most prominent plane
Marguerite and Alvarez opened, surfaces of his rear elevation. The
dizzy stunts on the trapeze, mostly specialties of the kids were fast and
head and lift balancing free of holds. sprightly. Two blonde girlies have
The kick-off is a head balance while several spirited dances and the boy
The Prospect, Brooklyn, was
the trap is swinging, and It rings the soprano was good for an encore for packed from pit to dome Monday,
bell.
Thompson and Covin (New his ballad even after 11 p. m. The New Year's night, a holiday bunch
Acts) a neat colored dancing male comedy probably has to be pretty giving the evening
a carnival
double, drove in another peg in the vigorous, but it does seem that a spirit that sent the show through
second spot, followed by Marie dialect comedian for a teacher and with flying colors.
Prof. Peake's
Walsh and Frank Ellis (New Acts), the roughhouse of the boys would be Blockheads staged a Punch and
a dancing-talking-singing duo that sufficient without the assault and Judy show as the opening turn that
got the O. K. in third.
tickled the kids and brought back
battery of the fat boy clown.
"Young America," a boiled-down
The feature was a poor society memories of childhood to the A. K's.
(but not enough so) epitome of the drama of ancient release, called The old time classic has
been
one worth-while scene in the play "Women Men Marry." produced by modernized a bit with the addition
of that title, with Benny Sweeney, Genius Film Productions and spon- of
figures
representing
Charlie
the ruddy boy who played the good- sored by Edward Dillon.
Chaplin, Happy Hooligan, etc.
Hush.
hearted tough kid at that time,
Bob La Salle stood 'em on their
lagged in spots, but held out bravely,
heads with his song cycle and dancbecause it was to be sensed that the
ing.
"Babes in the Wood," a sketch
kid and his pup would get the break.
The midtown Proctor house had introducing a couple of kids,, next,
Howard and Sadler did nobly in a stropcr comedy bill the first half,
halting the running a bit. The show
"one" a baby-talking blonde inge- playing to capacity Tuesdav eve- picked up again with Keaton's new
nue with an appeal in every dimple ning. The show of the customary film comedy, "The Blacksmith."
and curve and a raucous shouter six acts started briskly, and kept at
Ormsbee and Reming in a singing
"who kidded herself a great deal a good average speed 'until the cur- turn followed the film and pleased.
about her age. If the comedienne tain.
Emma Raymond and Co.. The act seems a bit too long at
would black up she would run Aunt slack wire turn, started the vaude- present.
Next to closing Harry
Jemima out of wind. As it is she is ville. Miss Raymond does all the Burns and Co. wowed 'em for o
too straight in attire for her eccen- wire work, with her two
male part- couple of speeches. The harpist of
tric methods. »She might also air ners holding the wire in
their teeth. the Burns act, Miss Diamond, plays
her ballad, as she has a natural The routine is worked up nicely the instrument remarkably well.
comedy rolce but no dramatic.prob- with thfeturn in its general make -up Her contribution is all too limited
abilities.
As a funster she is bully a good opener for houses of this with one selection.
and the act is alive and amusing. type.
Benny Barton's Revue closed.
Went to four deserved bows.
Hairy Barry and Miss appeared (New Acts.) "Anna Ascends" was
Eddie Borden and "Sir" James No. 2.
The young woman Is no the feature picture.
Bell.
Dwyer (New Acts) did 18 minutes longer using a piano, playing a corthat felt like 30.
Good stuff and net instead. Berry confines his ef-

and

GRAND OPERA HOUSE

5TH AVE.

PROSPECT
.

58TH STV

—

well done, but too

much

stalling be-

forts

to balancing,

acrobatic

lanc-

tween laughs. Muldoon. Franklyn ing and musical work.
His finish
and Co. went up and down. The with the bones using a phonograph
Bowery dance opening was zippy, for accompaniment, has not the
the

(MAIN
One
units.

STREET FOLLIES

of

the

Playing

surviving Shuberl
less than half a

to

tenor solo that followed per- weight for a Climax.
This should house at the Central New Tear's
ished, the Spanish dance was good, be replaced or used earlier in the matinee, the show appeared to be
but should n't and couldn't follow the act. where it can be relied np< n for Rasping to the point that may Intough business; the long song that results.
Sarah Fudden and
dicate it< days :ire numbered. Thl
in
then came dragged wearily until the a slang sketch had things going "Follies" is credited to Weber A
singer went Into bird imitations and easily No. ?,.
The Padden vehicle Fried lander, it has a sextet of acta
then was chopped up by long and brings laughs in rapid tiro order in the flrSt part with .« revue folmeaningless verses between, then during the body of the sketch lowing which reveals nothing out of
the boy did a flashy single and the with a slight falling off during talk the
ordinary
in
and,
ifact,
girl dittoed and they joined for a regarding the selling of some dia- decidcdly
reminiscent In spots.
hurrah roll -over exit as the tenor monds. Speed is regained after this
Fred Ardath is featured In the
ran on and whistled. Finished hot. business is completed.
Miss 1'ad- second stanza, besides appearing
White Brothers, contortions, tum- den's support includes Bert Wilcox during the Initial portion.
Other

C

BROADWAY STORY

cast.

The 58th St. audience received the
sketch with n^any laughs, which
should be the case everywhere.
Taylor, Howard and Them, with
a comedy turn, Including several
animals, provided additional laughs.
The act has been partly rearranged.
The male member is appearing in
street clothes instead of a police
uniform. The young woman, however, has acquired a novelty officer's
costume. The animals are brought
forth from a parcel post box in the
center of the stage instead of from
No. 4 should prove the
baskets.
spot for this turn in any of the
three-a-day with the reception accorded the act at the 53th St. taken
as a criterion.
The comedy honors of the bill
went to Marino and Martin, next to
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(Continued from page 13)

Shakespeare,"
at
the
National.
"Fashions for Men" moving from

tra performance and hit $26,000. Its
best either here or in Boston. "The
Gingham Girl" again beat $20,000,

The fourth
was

there to the Belmont.

program of "Chauve-Souris"
carded for Thursday.

it did Thanksgiving week; "The
in Ermine" beat $1*000 at the
Ambassador, but failed to equal the
Thanksgiving week gross.
The inrush of new plays on
Christmas was so great some of the
arrivals suffered. Of the crop "The
Clinging Vine" at the Knickerbocker

as

Four shows depart Saturday and

Lady

come in next week. The
Moscow Art Theatre begins at Jolson's 59th Street, "The World We
Live In" moving down to the 44th
Street: "Why Men Leave Home"
three will

'

goes out of the Morosco and "Mike
Angelo" succeeds; "Spite Corner"
stops at the Little, and "Polly Preferred" takes Its place. "Our Nell"
will try the going at Shubert-Teller, Brooklyn, next week, leaving the
Bayes Saturday. The latter house
may get "The Red Poppy," which
closed suddenly at the Greenwich
Village last Saturday.
"Give and
Take" was carded to succeed "Whispering Wires" at the 49th Street, but
the latter show will stay one week
more, and the new Aaron Hoffman

got off to the best start with $17,000
its first week.
"Rose Briar" at the
Empire beat $16,000, and is figured
as a good draw for a time. "Secrets"
got off but fairly at the Fulton considering the advance boosting.
It
played to $11,500, but agency fall
this week indicates it will climb to
big business.
"The Lady Crlstllinda" is not highly regarded at the
Broadhurst.
"The ^Egotist" has a
chance at the 39th Street. "The TidBrought to Mary" counts
ings
merely as a subscription production
for the Theatre Guild at the Garrick.
"Why Not," the third try of the
Equity Players, got $7,700 at the
48th Street, better than the initial
week for "Malvalocha," but it is
hardly qualified for real business.

comedy

will

come

in there Jan. 15.

"Molly Darling" led the subway

circuit attractions, getting $16,000
at the Majestic, Brooklyn; in that
borough at Teller's "The Cat and
Canary" for its second week got
only $6,000. though it started off
"The Masked Woman" seems to much stronger the week before
have a chance at the Eltinge, get- Christmas;
"Just Married"
was
ting between $10,000 and $11,000.
somewhat light-walsted, too, a the
Of the two Shakespearean en- Montauk. "The Goldfish" got about
trans "The Merchant of Venice" at $11,000 at the Riviera, but "Captain
the Lyceum, with David War field, is Applejack" won real holiday trade
easily the best and is aimed for big at the Broad Street, Newark, with
business, though its holiday trade $15,000. "Bull Dog Drummond" got
was not capacity. Ethel Barrymore about $7,500 at the Bronx opera
as "Juliet" started weakly at the house.
Longacre and counts a disappoint,
Brokers' Slim New Year
*
•
ment.
1
,

"Blossom Time" at the Century

The fact that New Year's Eve
fell on Sunday night put a dent in
the business of the advance agencies.
The Saturday night prior to
the celebration failed to bring out
anything like a record crowd, In
fact it was not as good as the usual
Saturday night along the street

of the biggest money makers during the holiday week. Playing a daily matinee, it grossed

was one

$23,000.

Business on the road was reported
expectations. The three
leaders were "Music Box Revue," at
the Colonial, Chicago, to $37,700;
"Bombo," at the Apollo there getting nearly as much, and "Sally,"
which will enter the Chicago running next week, also drawing exceptional business.
Mitzi in "Lady
Billy," stirred Portland, Oregon, by
getting $10,000 in three days.

awaV under

Cutting of the box office price at
the Apollo for the "Kreisler" production for which the agencies had
bought heavily was greeted by them
as a good move as the seats were
moving slowly while weighted with
the $4.40 tariff, although at $3.30
they did little better early In this
There was but two New Year's week.
entries on Broadway, it being "Will
There were 22 buys running with
the advent of the New Year of these
than Ardath are Morris and Camp- the surprise in demand of the newer
bell.
The trio comprise the back- attractions is "The Clinging Vinebone of the revue, as the remainder* at the Knickerbocker. This piece did
of the oast offer little that might not get a buy for the first week.
come under an asset classification.
Then the agencymen after considThe second half Includes a rural eration took 350 seats
a night be"hick" scene as its main comedy
contribution, mainly due to the tween them and now they are wishthat
they * had
made the
elderly idea of a trio of men white- ing
washing a dog kennel. Plenty of buy 500.
The total list of athoke for this bit. The finale of the tractions held by the brokers outentertainment is placed in a travesty right
are
"Johannes
Kreisler,"
Jail that has the entire cast taking
(Apollo); "Klkl," (Belasco); "Sevpart. Betwixt and between there are
enth
Heaven,"
(Booth);
"Lady
a Colonial number, La Follette's
quick change episode and specialties Cristillnd" (Broadhurst); "Merton
in "one."
of the Movies," (Cort);
"Rain,"
A double octet of girls make up (Elliott); "Tho Masked Woman."
the chorus that cause no sensation (Eltinge); "Rose Briar," (Empire):
on their appearance or because of "R.
U. R.'\ (Frazee); "Secrets."
their work.
Violet McKee, who Is
"Loyalties,"
(Gaiety);
generally in front of the ensemble (Fulton);
"The
Bunch and Judy," (Globe);
while dancing, predominated. There
may be prettier kickers than Miss "So This Is London," (Hudson);
McKee, thpugh hardly more strenu- "The Clinging Vine," (Knlckerous. The production appeals to the bocker); "Little Nellie Kelly." (Libeye as being somewhat of a catch
erty);
/"Spite
Corner,"
(Little);
as-catch-can affair with little or no
attempt at "flash" costuming. Miss "Romeo and Juliet," (Longacre);
Campbell is by far the best dressed "The Merchant of Venice." (Lyceum); "The Awful Truth," (Milwoman In the show.
La Follette terminates the first ler); "Music Box Revue," (Music
half with various illusions oft re- Box); "The Egotist,'"
(39th Street)
peated by many another magician.
What /Showmanship there is centers and "The Fool," (Times Bq
on the shooting of a pistol for a
Cut Rates
majority of the tricks and a cry of
"hep."
The programed novelty of
There were 16 attractions listed In
burning a woman alive revealed itthe cut rates Wednesday wtth the
self in the form of placing a g.rl in
what seemed to be an elongated selling force lamenting the fact that
oven; thence her disappearance hot they did not have 20 or more shows
or cold; you couldn't tell from the to offer. The Equity Players' newfront of the house.
Previously the show at the 48th Street, 'Why
Three Dolce Sisters sang four num- Not?", was on
sale at cut rates with
bers accompanied by a pianist. Two
this week.
changes of costume aided.
Morris and Campbell took whatThe complete 16 offered at barever comedy honors there were.
Possessing a personal appearance of gain prices in'luded "Our Nell."
(Bayes);
"Fashions for Men." (Belnote Miss Campbell is especially
eminent in this respect amongst her mont); "Listening In," (Bijou >;
present surroundings. The 16 girls, "Blossom Time," (Century); Shuheaded by Miss McKee. opened, fol- bert Vaudeville, (Central); "The
lowed by Burns and Foran, two male Love Child," (Cohan); "Gringo."
dancers.
The boys are neat and (Comedy); "Liza," (Daly's); "Why
while the stepping may be somewhat
antiquated, a freshening up should Not," (48th Street); "The World We
make thorn well able to handle their Live In," (Jolson); 'Spite Corner."
assignment.
(Little). "Romeo and Juliet," (LongMr. Ardath. assisted by a straight acre); 'Why Men Leave Home,"
rutin
and a woman, presented a (Morosco); "Up She Goes." (Playtew skit .is his first contribution.
TtTP dining 1mprft?sed as ha v i ng housc); "Abie's Irish Rose.' (Republic) and "Jt Is the Law." (RIfz).
beep padded out unnecessarily.
|
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Friday, January
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ae=

kadtoated

The

)

below are grouped

bills

58th St.

2d half (t-7)

Kelth'a Palace
Fanny Brice

•I

Duel Do Kerekjardo
Realm of Fantasy
•Oriole Terrace lid

Mack & Stanton

Wakefield Co

Adams Co

Mignon

A Oakland
•Arnold Daly Co
The Brlanta
Howard's Ponies

Lee Kids

(One

Allman

to

fill)

A

Genevieve

Bill

Ous Fowler
Roe K Ball

W

(Others to

A Lane

Keith's Colonial

Frank Farnum Co
•Louise Lovely Co
Windsor McCay

(Others to

A Bobby
Spain
fill)

W

(Birmingham

A

Johnny Burke

Thomas

2d halt

WAG
Yvette Rugel

(One

Carroll

Ali-.

A
Hymack

fill)

BROOKLYN

Richard Keane
Edwards A Reasley
(Others to fill)

TAB
(Two to

Adele

•Hilt more Band
(Two to fill)

Jones

Two

to

fill)

Hamilton
Sybil Vane
I'raiiklyn Ardell Co
•Frank Sidney
Keith's

California R'mbiers

(Two

to

A

.oval's
(One to

I

Jonea

fill)

Band

Keller

Beegeo

(Others

DR.

Dentist to the

JUUAN

Ford A Price
Plelda A Fink
Brown A Barrows
Gone Grrono

Demareat A

Col'tte

•Blltmore Band
Waldron & Winal'w

(Two

to

mi)

Keith's Jefferson
Canal hog

Demareat A

Col'tte

SHrgent A Marvin
•Kelly A Wise
(Others to nil)
2d half
<— Franklyn Ardell Co
Arnaut Trio
Edwards A Beasley
B.-irton'a

Revue

Wlnsl'w

(Others to nil)
2d half

Browning
<;<-o Le Maire Co
'Harriett Aaronson
Sargent A Marvin
• l.nndau Co
to nil)

Keith's 81st

St.

Ahearn Co

c'hns

Wilton Sis

When

Love's To'ng
Barbette
.Murray A Gcrriuh
Proctor's 125th St.

Nash & O'Donnell
Marion Oivney
Jones A King
Marguerite A A

•Tower

A

mi)

H

(Others to nil)
2d half (11-14)

Lane AFreeman
Libonatl

(Others to nil)
Mos«* Riviera
•John Clark

Mahoney

(Others to

<ju<

nil)

Doolcy A Morton
Eddie Nelson
Speeders
A n am nth Sis
i

em Nan
(One

Cl.ve

A Pets

to nil)

Send for Price List

SHINDHELM

Four Madcaps

CINCINNATI

.

,i

.s.

Maker a Bedford
A A F Btedman
(Others to

flli)

CLEVELAND
Palace
Wilson Aubrey Tr|o
Julius

(Snvnnnah

Tannen

Me.-han
Tots
(Uthfrs

A Newman

half

1st

I

A Went

autfhlifl

hoy Ling Heo Tr

•

iii!)

T.OU1SMI.LE
National
(Nashville split)

Roberts

half

A

rti'ii'i

,C-

nil)

nvii

P'ninnt

P0LI
BRIDGEPORT
Poll's

(Two

to

fill)

2d half
The Rios

V

Nellie

Nichols

Burns A Wilson
(One to fill)
2d half
Girlie
Relff

Fau rot O. H.

Harvey Haney A Q
Marston A Manley

2d half
A Karl

MIDDLETOWN,

Grny Co

A Dandles
Bros

Downey A Claridge
Hickman Bros
(Two to fill)
M sKEGON. RICH.

Manning A Hall
Taylor A Bobbe
Rose Rfvue
2d half
"Esther Trio

to nil)

FALL RIVER
Empire

rle

Songland

2d half

Rosa Revue
Brooks A Morgan
\tnrinin-r

Hull

A-

A Anthony

Freda.

R Johnson

(On.- to

(

*o

fill)

Phone (Vnril 0240
Co

v A Pearson
Prank Work Co

I.ani

half

I'd

ge
^-

A

A Q
Morton

S sis
l

(Two
Fh tcher A P'sfjuul
& Baldl
Husbands Three

to

fill)

]IKO( KTON
Strand

Jean Boydell

Palace

•Brooks A Morgan

Three I<urdons

.1

I

cminiiigs

Roaam'd Johnson

2d half
Castli ton A Mack

Murray
Edwards Co

Julia

Morris A Block
Golden Bird
Farrell Taylor Co

COUNT

TRIX

and OLIVER

a "Song Symphony"
ORPHECM CIRCUIT

in

Dave Manley
Humbrrto Itros
2d half

Grew Pates Co
fill)

INDIANAPOLIS
Palace
Koban Japs
Bums A Lorraine

a Vlrglnln

(One

to

fill)

2d half
Sinclair A Gray
Billy Mason

Awkward A ere
Kilkenny Trio

TERRE HAUTE
Liberty

A DuFrles

Carlos

Hartrnm A Saxton
F A E Halls
Rube Jazz Band

0KPHEUM CIRCUIT
Leo Donnelly Co

Howard
Carlisle A l.amal
V A E Slant on
Mas A Morita
Lucas A Inez
Berl

Morgan A Gates
Simpson & Dean
liolbrook llllnn Co
North A Halliday

MILWAl KEE

LINCOLN. NEIL

I'alace

Orph' um
(Sunday openlJiR)
Morton A Giaai
Leo '>"' rs

(sjunday opening)

nn

.'.

J<

:ii.

Jessie

K-

Clifford

Bus'.cy

MINNEAPOLIS

/>•

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)
Pash Plate

% NGRI.RH

Sfreet

Hill

Birn'.e Co
tor Ford

Rainbow End

''-'i

|X>S

Ren

Swartz

ins

ynea
Roys Gi
Andrh ff Three
it
Ro • Bills
Williams A Wolfus
!

Samuels

S< n.i

1

<ii<

itat

(:. oil

(Sunday opening)
Pllrtnl inn

Seattle liar King's

Kenney * Mollis
Mildred Andre Co

Burke A Durkln
DeWIti Burns A T

Vincent O'Donnell

(Three

Flon

<

nil)

(o

L'd

(Thre*

;

to

fill)

LAWRENCE
Empire
A A O Falls
Marshall Montg'm'y
Holland A OdeS
Fletcher Clayton Co

(One

to

nil)

stilt

(.•unrtHv

l>an< wiK

uiniiiiiTy

W
ne A W.irren
Bernard A Garry
M Hymer
li'iiny
Polaom
l

<v-

Elly
Billy Dale

Co

Orpheum
(Sundav opming)
^Henry Walthall
Bryan A Brodertek
Keno Keyea a. m

Mme Hermann
Km ma. Cnrus Co

MEMPHIS
(Indi'noi

Family Ford

Kennedys

NEW ORLEANS

'.•

Eric Zartle

Collins

Grace iinff
Ma brock X- Dolly

nis

Or; lieum

half

Kim <'i»v Four
A A k Frabells

The Faynea

till)

IND.

Palace
Hickmnn Bros

FIT( IIB'RG. MASS.

-elrif

Charles Reader

Cj

RICHMOND, IND.

Ztller

WAYNE,

T.yie

1113 Capitol Bldg. (M.isonlc Temple)

Gordon

Ward A
FT.

A rollock

Kelly

Conrad Seamon

I'avorites of Past

M

A

Huberto Bros

Valllnl

Beard

A^Mack

Flashes

2d half

J Rroderlck Co
Whlt'fiMd * Irel'nd

(Three to

Marshall Montar'm'y
K<>nny A Mollis

J

A

Valllni

Lavells

Margaret Morell

2d half

CAMBRIDGE

(Two

Regent

Edmunds A

to nil)

PERRONE

Falls

Central Square
Watson's Dogs
Leonore Kern Co

Fc rn

H?C.M;0

J

Roger Cray Co
Snow Columbus C
M'C'm'k A Win- hi

A A G

'

Sealo
Sis

"Let's Go*'

Watts A Hawley
Around th*« Corner

Bijon

Art'iur Sullivan

B Sweeney Co
Thelma
Block A Dunlap
Threo Ronmnuj
(One

O.

Gordon
Four of Us

Golden Bird
Skelly Rt vuo

Ulliy

Lew Seymour Co
Baxley A Porter
Cameo Revue

Castleton

Pherwln Kelly
Jack Sidney
A H James

nii)

to

Three Marshons
Kddle Cassidy

Win ton Bros

(

l

(One

Poll's

Esther Trio

nil)

Krnle & Krnle

.

'

Mellnda A Dade
Leddy A Leddy
Husbands Three

WORCESTER

—

A Pors

to

Frisco

fill)

Four of Vb

Mason
g
Hamndalo A Dcyf
I

to

Downey A Claridge

Herbert Co

Ton

M half

LIMA, O.

A Gray
Chamberlain A E

Drlnko

nin

to

(Four

FLINT, MICH.

will have a l'rosorrous New
Year if you will lei me book you over
he W. V. M. A. and B l\ Keith (West)."

Wlils \- Bobbins
O'Nell A Plunkett
Son »odger

One

Hill SSSS

SAYS: "You

ui hiilf
R..HS

Jo«*

MAX RICHARD

T'.i

to nil)

to

Howard
Moran A Mack

Home

Opens Hntiie
riiarii
A Beta
On rson >v Wiilard
c ithers to mi)

H

Revue
(One

VergeLa Petite

.1

YORK, PA.

Plunkett

N A Q

BANGOR. ME.

Resser A Trwln
(Others to nii»

2d half
Shields
Carson A Wiilard
(Others to nil)

J

<

(One to All)
Gordon'* Olympic
Niolliiy Sinmrn
Throe Odd Chaps
Hartley & Patters'n
York A MJaybelle
Black White A U
nine to nil)
Gordon's Olympic
(Washington St.)
Williams A Daisy
'labor A Green

(S-ln)
Badl< r

Xd half (11-1 l)
Samaroff <V Bonis

Rajah
Ross A Fobs
Harold Kennedy
J C Mack Co

A

Y.

>

Poater & Peggy
Spoof A Parsons
Princess Wlnonah

1st

lo

split

(Others to

READING. PA.

(One

Amide

Parker

Seal

»thers to nil)

O'Nell

JACKSONVILLE

A Hart

Collins

Y

Hall Ermine A B
Pen ton A Fields
(Others to nil)

H. F. Keith's
Cross A (lantora
i.i

a.t, -N.

N.

Walmaley A K*li^T
•Here Ther.-» A

Whitney's Dolls
Georges Dufrnnne
((

half

1st

Howard V

Mohr A Eldrldge

Toupees Make-Up
46 lh

A Partner

QIEBEC
St Tassel's

to nil)

McLnuKhlln A I
Kennedy A Kram»r
Young America
Mori no A Merlin
(Two to nin

Auditorium

Rhodes A Watson
Lydell & Macey

1MW

2d half

14 half

to

Sheldon B'tine A

Lewis A Body
Cook A Oatman
Boreo

Splendid

F. Keith's
Autumn Trio

-TVlL. »
H 1 E. G.

half (8-10)

May Wirth Co

•Syko Co
A DeROaS A Boys
»W< Ma a. Buggs

list

1st

HRTH

Stone

Dolly

B

Proctor'n
2d half (i-7)

A Cranston

INDIANAPOLIS

Harrison

Khera

YONKERS,

R. r. Keith's

Lee

chas Harrison Co

Lyons A Yosco

('

S917

D Humphreys Co
r<

Emmett A Llnd
Knapp A Cornalla

Hayn-s A Beck

A Brown
Henry A Adelaide
Gilfoyle A Lang
Morris A Shaw

Ven"

Hyb'l

(Two

Victory

Bezazlan A White

Boston

McLaaarhlin A

nil)

Harold Kennedy
Gautler's Toyshop

Carroll

BOSTON
Powell

2d half

PORTLAND. MK.

11.

GS

I

Ellis

Geo LeMaiiu Co
Willie Solnr Co

Will

Darrell

Sirens

•Popularity

A

&

Eckert

Sarnh Padden Co
Moss A Frye
Fred Bowers R« v
Herbert's Animals

Walsh A

K-

(Others to

2d half

Bowers W't era A

Van Cleve A Pate

Shaw A Lee

man

Opp
Mnrdnek Mavo A M

Shula Terrv Co

Hardy Bros

EV'NSVILLF. IND.

.,

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

.

BRYANT

Patrleola
Oliver A

Wyoming Duo

Rialto
2d hnlf
'off

Phone:

Majestic

Clown Seal
•

Poll's

(Wilkes-B're speit)
Jst hnlf
Tyler A St cialr
Kddle White

nil)

FREEMAN

Osborne Trio

A II Shields
Lane A Harper
Gerald GrifTln Co
(Two to mo

CHATTANOOGA

half (4-7)

•Kelly

Spot

.1

Joe Laurie
Eva Shirlev Co
Olson A Johnson

Co

Joe Browning
•Higglns Bates Co

Bbayna

HARRISRURG

TrelNrs Co

E

SCRANTON, PA.

NEW YORK

Grant

Margaret Severn

Sherwood A Rro
Totter A Gamble
Hert Levy
Ailcn Stanley

2d half (11-14)

I'd

Weak

BUFFALO

to nil)

(Others to nil)
Keith's ProHpeet

.).(.

(One

•Besser A Irwin
Libonatl

•Here There A

,»i

Shea's

to All)
half (8-10)

Emma Raymond

Kan"
ai

II

Samaroff A Soma
Berrlck A Hart
Harrington A Gr'n

(One

Schichtl's Manikins
Alice Hamilton
BsmpSftl A Lconh'rt
Puull A Goes

Willie Solar

(Othera to nil)
Mokb* Regent
Bob Albright
Kddle Nelson

Waldron A

1st

Kaufman Bros

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
8UITE 307. ROMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th Street

mix

to

Lyric
Bern! a Partner

Deqgon A Mack

Speeders
Peak's Blockheads

•J Clark Co
Hall A Dexter

OFFICES

Ren All
Melnotte Duo
Mechan A Newman

The Humphreys
Dave Manlev"
Newport St Irk A P
(Two to fill)

Sinclair

2d half

Lynn

BOOKINO WITH ALL

(Two

Arabian Knights

7

Mela A Bruin
Furman A Evans
I.imM; A Leddy
Christmas Tree
Barron A Burt
Hazel Green Co

Empress

HAMILTON, CAN.

,

Sis

LEXINGTON. RY.

fill)

Palace

2d half

to

Thelma
Three Romanos

2d balf
,

Gardner A Aubrey
Arthur Whltelaw

Phone Richmond

WHITE PLAINS

J.

half

1st

to

nil)

Corradlnl's Anim'ls
Cahlll A Romaine
Two Lusters

I.usby

I

Keith's Greenpolnt
Id half (4-7)
Al Wohlman
Bayes A Fields

(Two

CHAS.

GRAND RAPIDS

The Geralds
The Duttons

1

A Raun
A Ed»v'Als

to

(One

(Two

LEFFERT8 AVENUE,
KEW GARDENS, L. I.

Dooley A Story
Jsns A Whalen
(Others to nil)

Davl*
Harry Moore

Three Whirlwinds

A Herman
Dolly Sis

n403 B'way IPatnam Bids.) M
Bob Albright

•

(Two

Douglas Graves Co

Irene Trevett
Wnittflcld a: Ir.i'd
Skelly Helt Rev

2XS

Barrett A Cunneen
Florence Brady

B. F. Keith's

V- A.

If.

SIEGEL

Briscoe

PITTSBURGH

Colonial
Charles Ledegar

1st half

A

Bronson

fill)

ERIK. PA.

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

Gosslor

A Qupee

to

Gene Morgan

2d half

R Sweeney Co
A D'wney

Cleveland

DETROIT

HUGH HERBERT

N.Y.

Olympic

canova
Dixie Four
Belle Baker
Harry Burns Co
W Cross Co

fill

WAY

Sully

Conrad Seamon Co
Kelly A*rollock
Revue R "Plindant
(One to nil)

ta

nin

to

Billy

All)

(One to

Lew

2d hnlf
Melnette Duo
Meaban A Sh»rrrnn
(Three to fill)

(Scranton split)

RHff Bro»
Slatko's Revue
Rome A Gaut

2d half

(Others to

fill)

(Two

Poll's

The Rios
Anna Mae Co

*

(ill)

WATERT'WN.

PHILADELPHIA

Sirens

BIRMINGHAM

Animals

to

to

Howard A Clark
Haney A Morgan
Harmony Land

B. F. Keith's
Madeline Collins
The Hartwella

•Tower A Darrell

A Farnnm

Barrett

Gordon A Gcrmnlnc

BOSTON
Official

Academy
Lane A Freeman

Singer'* Mid in

W'K'S-B-RRE, PA.

Palace

Doolcy A Story
Rose of Harem

(Two

I^ANSING, MICH.
Regent

Keith's

The Humrthreya
Harvey Haney A O

WINS

Seyen o* Hearts
(One to fill)

NEW HAVEN

Walm«ley A K'ting
Gene Morgan
Arrnson A Kdwardr

NORFOLK

2d half
•Higgins Bates Co

Jordan Girls
Crano May A C
Kelso ft Dernonde

Moss' Flatbush
Harry J Conley Co
Venita Gould
Mamaux A Rule
Rockwell A Fox

•M

fill)

2d half-

(One

1st half

Ruth Roye
McCart A Marone
IYed Lorralno

<

•

J.

Hamilton

Build Own Home
•Mile Vantty Co
Max's Circus

(Shreveport split)

Lonesome Manor

2d half

N.

Espe A Dutton
Fred Lew la
Connors Danceland

Proctor'a
Dixie

Colombia

Leltxel

Richard Keane
A Rlcardo
•Kelly A Wise
liifomia R'mbl

ELIZABETH,
»

BATON ROUGE

fill)

Keith's Orpheum
Julian Bltinge

•

<"ooper

ii

Segal

Amoros A Obey
Rogers Gray Co
V !.opex's Band
(Two to fill)

Coogan A Casey
Smythe A James

The Parados

M 8tsppin' Around** Co.
EXCLCSlVg DIRECTION OF
WESES A rWIEPLANPER

A Ryan

Pierce

A Morton

A

Movie Masque
II A E Sharrock
Dezo Retter

,

Raymond Bond Co
M'Cm'k A Wln.hlll

2d half

Gaiety

split)
1st half

Rich Hayes
Anderson A Graves
Healy

Joa Dlskay

Zasa

A Lee
& Vernon

MARGUERITE DeVON

Jack Wilson
Gordon A Rica

(Others to fill)
Moss' Franklin
y

V.in

•

Mellnda A Dado

Cameo Revue

UTICA, N. Y.

(Mobile split)
1st half
Wells A Burt

BAYTON

Jersey

LaKall? Gardens

A Reyes

Ceveno Troupe

Palace

A B
Co
Mends * Block
Dave Harris Co

W

Ramsdal? A Deyo

RaskvilU

If

Sealo
O'Nell Twina
Slrgfrlfd

A E

Chamb«*rla'n

Vane

nnv

to

2d half

Sylveater

A Austin

A Bergman
Lillian Shaw

NEW ORLEANS

nil)

(Two

Edwards
A Vance

.Tulln

A-

Throe nrcralH

2d half

City.

Keith's,

WILTON'S

I

Sylvester

Gonnc Co
Roy La Pearl
(Two to fill)

Jersey City.

Does

Strand
Varsion A Mnnley

Capitol

•

Clark

to All)

CLINTON, IND.

Jeffertsa.

Strand,

Morgan A Wooley
(Two to till)
KOKOMO. IND.

Kennedy
Lrsfvr

Lillian

THE FIELDIN6S. Preetar's Fifth Avesus.
DELSON aad RAG EN, Keith's, Jersey City.
TDM KELLY. Hempstead Theatre.
RAWLS aad VON KAUFMAN, Keith's.

Render A Armstr'g
Gdrdon A Ford
Hesjedus'

(Richmond

Buahwlck
Thoa K Shea

Bek

Booh

to

(Two

RE ILLY,

Id half

Margaret Morell
Irone Trevett »

Seven Brown Girls
Paul Rahn

Center.

nil)

Shea's
Raffayette's

and

N

Palace

Krr> nct>*

A D'wney

Villlnl A Vilh.nl
Ward A Seller

Calts Bros

123th St.

City.

CAVERLY

Begeat
vt-'.ar.d

Jaek Hrod rick Co
il.lly Beard

Two Edwards

Broadway.

JOE and ELSIE FARRELL.

TORONTO

Seed

Traps

Keith's

2d half
Herbert Clifton
.lohnny Burke
Ilaal

I'lls

Willie

.

Toney A Norman
•Borden A Dwyer

2d half

Sextet

Presaler A Klalss
Pilccr A Douglas
to

(Two

Maryland
Schenk Co

Pour Mortona
Jos Dlskay

Kelth'a Fordham
Irene Franklin

Marlin

BALTIMORE

Mahoney

Will

spill)

Reed A Selman
Chas Althoff

Columbia

Herbert Clifton
Cooper A Rlcardo
(Others to fill)
2d half
Irene Franklin
Causinos
(Others to fill)

Juliet

Able O. II.
Johnston A Hayes
Lady T*en Mel
Shura Rulowa Co

A Bro

Hale

Millard

ROCKAWAY

Alt

1

Blue Demons

EASTON, FA.

1st half

W

Telephone Bryant 1543

Mabel Ford Co
Mabel Burke Co
Elmore A Williams

Zuhn A Dreis
8

(Others to

Mess'

ROLAND TRAVERS. Riviera and
PETET TPOUPE. Ktlth's. Jersey

TOLEDO

Proctor'a

B. S.

KALAMA/OO
CI

CLEVELAND

Listen

.

Larry Comer
Gladys Dclmara Co

luce
to B'dway
;

8ILVAS, BRANN and CO.. Ataury Park sad
New oruniwuk.

•

Tan Arakl Japs
Dave Roth
La Pelarlcla Trio
Crafts A Haley
Allman A Howard

NEWARK

Off

BOB WILLIS.

B. F. Keith's

Dale

Three Readings

Marion Harris
A Frledland Co

I.yrle

Now York

Moea' Coliseum

Show

ATLANTA

Inc.

JEWELERS
Street

A Bennett
Miller A Bradford
Claude A Marion
Boyle

1st half

Xax'ia Circua

Weat 46th

Mao Sovereign

The Vanderbilts
Wright A Douglas'
Hughes A Friends
Frank Farron
Girl from Toyland

M

Maxson A Brown
Rice A Werner •
Olcott A Mary Ann

Temple

Columbia
(Augusta split)

Olnd Moffett
Dan Fitch Mina

W

Bowery
Roso O'Bara
Kerr A Kns «n
Fr:\ner A Buno
Janaka Jar*

VINE and TEMPLE. Stats. New Brusswkk.
MIACAHUA. Franklin A Far Recksway.

Flaherty A Stoning
Ned Nestor Co

(Louisville split)
1st half

F A

Orlando

10-11;
12-13)

A

I.

Hill
Mc A Mrs
Watts A Hawley
Watson's Bogs
(One to fill)

to nil)

Pii

20

Praetor's 23d

R.

Colonial
Xd half

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

DIXIE HAMILTON. Keith's Colonial.
WINSOR MaC AY. Preetar's. Newark.
JONES and JONES. Keith's Riverside.

Sawyer A Eddy

Prince sa

DETKOIT

T.

h as
act 3

THORNTON.

JAS.

plays
Fetersbuf*

bill

St.

NASHVILLE

Toto Hammer
(One to fill)

(Two

JACK WILSON. Keith's Palace.
JOHNNY BURKE. Keith's Orpheum.
D0RI8 KENYON and CO.. Keith'* Grtespolat.

(8-9)

(Same

NEWPORT,

Leonore Kern Co

Fletcher ClayLem Co

IN GREATER NEW YORK AND
VICINITY THIS WEEK as follows:
JACK N0RW0RTH. K.Kh'i 8l»t St.

Victory

(8-10)

(Others to nil)

Brown A WhltfUer

ASHEV1LLE

Gardner A Bailey
Ethel Hopkins
•Bond Hunting Co
Allman A Harvey
•Mile Vanity Co
v»Mlie

fill)

Tosco

Bernard A Bets
Gerald Griffin Co
(Others to fill)

Perry

HEMMENDINGER,

E.
S3

to

•

A

Lyons

Gautler's Toyshop
2d half

2d half

Harry Stoddard Co
Moore A Freed
A O Ahearn
Mary Haynea
Falermo's Animals

(Two

A

•Driscoll

B. F. Kelth'a
Diaz Monks
Frank Shields

N. Y.

TAMPA, FLA.

Lee Kida
Jane Connelly Co
Sheldon B'tine A II

COLUMBUS

Dolly
St.

McLaughlin A £1
Adonis Co
•Landau Co
•Ines Raajan Co
•Popularity Queens

Wohlman

Al

fill)

Proctor's 23d

A Jackson
Kay Hamlin A Kay
Barber

Orpheam
Wyoming Duo
Wills A Robblns

Fred Bowers Rev
Harrington A Gr'n

Canf1e!d

In

ALTOONA, PA.

Olympla

2d half

20

Temple
Zemater A Smiih
Lang A Blakely
Thornton A Squires

fill)

1st half

W

A

Princeton

(Others to

LYNN, MASS.

WILTON

(Others to nil)

(Others to nil)
2d half (11-14)

Xd half

CINCINNATI

Nixon A Sans
"All at Sea"

•Borden A Dwyor
Butler A Parker

Olympla
Oxford Four
Taylor A Bobbe
George Moore Co
Fern A Marie
Flashes Songland
(One to nil)

a»

Oxford Four
Elm City Four
Freda A Anthony
Co>/
George Moore ~~~^

Bijou

Night In Spain

MEW BEDFORD

Frank Work Co

to nil)

ALF

SAVANNAH

Proctor'a
2d half (4-7)

F A H Eden
Holland A Odeit
Nora Jane A Karl

2d half

(Jacksonville split)
L-i half
The Dupnr.ts
Flske A Fallon
Riley A Rogers

SYRACUSE,

Jean Boydell

Around the Corner

Boyle

Four Yllerons

MT. VERNON, N.Y.

Bldg.

A

Pinto

Lane A Freeman

May Wirth Co
Harry Rose

Tompls

Kelly

(Sunday opening)
Maggie Clifton Co
Jue Quon Tai Co
Meyers A Hanaford
Grace Valentine Co
Powers A Wallace
Marga Waldron Co
I'rixie Friganza
Boy A Buyer

Chicago

Suite 1313, Masonic

(One

G

Jamea
JAB
Lenny A Pearson

Palace

nil)

2d half

Xd half

Mela A Bruin
Mignonette K Co
Welch Mealey A M
V Lopes's Band

Gary A Baldl

(One to

The Faynea

Sherwln Kelly
Jack Sidney

H

WATERBl'RY

Christmas Tree
Barron A Burt

Harry Kahne
K Watson
Cunningham A B

Nichols

Joa

1'oung A Wheeler
Princess

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

ROCHESTER

V

Burns A Wilson

Snow Columb's A

Three Lordons
Palace
Three RenardS

fill)

n

Eddie Cassidy
Nellie
*

K Co
Anna Mae Co
Welch Mealey A M

A Cindy
Kovacs A Gnldner
Smith A Barker

Baroness DeHollub

ern) W. V. M. A.
and Affiliatad Circuits

Speeders
(Others to fill)
2d half (11-14)

Wells Va A West
Catherine Murray
Aeroplane Girls

(Two to
Mom'

fill)

The Marahona

Mignonette

The Marios
Frank Devoe Co
Eastman A Moore
LaFrance A Byron
to

2d half

Id half

2d half

(One

Marie Casper

Baxley A Porter
Seren o' Hearts

Yost

(Sunday opening)
Mercedes
Roth Kids
Paul Nolan

Tom

Angel A Fuller
Rose Clare
Reynolds A Doneg'n

A Fits
F A H Eden
Shriner

fill)

Mualc Hull
Qofdon S Sla A
George Morton
J A A Keeley
Charles Reader
(One to fill)

Lew Seymour Co

Capitol

Frank Wilson
Furman A Evans

Web
A WhltB

Besasian

LEWIHTON

Raymond Bond Co

HARTFORD

Roanoke
Turner Bros

(One to

Palace
Girlie A Dandiea
Fletcher A Pasq'le

Arabian Knights
(One to All)

Falaco
Eplder'a

Shriner A Fits
Creole Revue

SPRINGFIELD

7

Temple

Imperial

A Kamaden

WILLIE BERGER, Book'g Mgr.

I

Night

MONTREAL

Jane Connelly Co
Jim McWilliams
<Lytell A Fant

Jas Thornton
Sec backs
t'ombe A Nevins
50 Miles from B'y
Ruby Norton
(One to fill)
Keith's A hum bra
Eddie Foy* Family

Maxine

2d half

Booking Exclusively
WITH
Orphcum, B. F. Keith (West-

half (8-10)

1st

fill)

Ger'rd

Columbia
Eadie

to

A

Millershlp

Dennos Thlbaut A C
Bell A Canon

(Two

Harry Burns Co
T A B/Healy
Murray A Mad'cks
(One to fill)

Right Is Wrong
(One to All)

fill)

COLUMBIA
The Dohertya

Robt Rellly Co
R Granville Co

Biba Bo

(Others to

Roma A

Wilsons

fill)

MANCHESTER

3d half

Spiders Web
Arthur Sullivan Co

Four Barda

Revus
Gaut

Slatko's

K A E Kuehn

Robbie Gordone
Black A O'Donnell

fill)

Three Renarda
Marie Oasper

ROANOKE, TA.

Lyric
Orleana split)
1st halt

(N.

to

O'Dare

A Dietrich
MOBILE

A Weston

Kerr

Johnson A Hayes
Lady Tscn Mol
Shura Rulowa Co

Joe Darcey
Libonatl

Tom Smith

A

l.eipslg

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (4-7)

Chief Caupolican
Camilla's Birds

Allen

Movie Masque
H A E Sharrock
Dezo Retter

Jim McWilliams
J C Mack Co
•Hall A Grannon

Creations
Keith's Royal
J cane Qranese Co
Franklyn A Hall

Xfack

105th St.
Countess Verona
Williams A Taylor

(Others to fill)
2d half (11-14)

A^Lockw'd

For Boys

Bob Hall

\I.I.KNTOW^ PA.
Orpheam
Ulls A Lee
Van A Vernon

2d half

(9-10)

A Harvey
A Wlffr'da

Roberta

Riverside

Keith's

Leavitt

half

1st

Aunt Jemima Co

Du

A

Marguerite A
(One to fill)

Hurray

A

Whalen A McShane
Joe Roberta

Wright

KEITH CIRCUIT
NEW YORK CITY Proctor's
•Phil

(Two

Musical Rowellya

Kellum

A

Stanley

Harry Hayden Co
Four Phillips

aro printed doaa not danoto tha relative
Tbo manna; In which these
Importanco of acta nor thalr p-ogram poaitlona
* baforo name denote* act la doing new turn, or reappearing after absence
from vaudeville, or appearing in city where Hated for the first time.
bill*

to

Sd half

Ormsbee A Remlg
Joe Darcy

B. F. Kelth'a

division* according to booking offloea supplied

In

from.

(One

1st half

LOWELL

Money Ij Money
McUrath A Deeda

Hazel Green Co

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Martha Pryor Co

Monday matli ee. whan not otherwise

housea opsn for the wotli wltb

Ward
A Hurst

Will J
Fisher

8)

IN

(All

RICHMOND

Morton Jewell Co

WEEK (JAN.
NEXT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

BILLS

Swift
[

A Kelly

Corinno

A

llimber

Friday, January

VARIETY

1023

5,

SEATTLE

OAKLAND, CAL.

Orpheom

Orpheom

(Sunday opening)
Clrcumatantlal Ev
O'Donnell A Blair
Stan Stanley
Pletro
Flying Henrys

(Sunday opening)
glgnor Frisco
^Adelaide Ball

MalUa Dart
Tuacano Bros
Profiteering

OMAHA, NEB.
Orpheum

()rph*nin

(Sunday opening)
Jack Norton

(Sunday opening)

Orpheum

Four Erretoa

VANCOUVER,

Lou Tellegen

to

Tom

Galetti's

Monks

(Two

fill)

11a

W.

BOSTON

A Gluck

Sorel

Tip Top Four
B. C.
a

.

Peres A La Fleur
William Dick
Stateroom 19

MEMPHIS

Oh What a

DETROIT

Manhattan Trio
Morton A La Triska

Detroit O. H.
(Sunday opening)

Buddy Doyle

Frolics of 1922

I

Herman Timborg

*

Marie Stoddard
m..,Moran
& Wiser

Jesa

es

NEW, YORK CITY

123 W. 44th St.. New York
The Beat $ 1.00 Dinner in Town.
Ask ANGELL und FILLER
TOM HARRISON. Manager

SACKIMKNTO

2d half

C A C McNaughion
Lew Wilson

Orpheum

plays
Fresno 11-13)
Middleton A S
bill

Operaiogue
Dorec's
Dorec
Bo biny Henshaw

Harry Holman
Bros

Frank Ward
O A P Mn^ley

VCelda

A 8
Frank Whitman
j)'j.-.in v Raymond

A Marguerite

Perei

Scanlon DiT.no

A A

M

Havel

American

chic Sale
Morgan Dancers

Edith Taliaferro

Ai K Hall
Sully A Houghton

Brown

Follies

Mclntyre A H'eomb

PAIL

Pa!ace
Aronty Bros

Fedeatrlanlsm
Ernest Hlatt
Harry Jolson
Croat Leon

Orpheum

Follies

Davis A Darnell
Bronson A Baldwin
O'Brien Allm'n A D
Hector

C'ntratlon

Farm
& Florence
•SALT LAKE
Orphcnm
II

'

McDevitt Kelly A

H A A Seymour
McRae A Clegg

P

Q

Orpheom

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)

McKay A Ardlne
Parlor Bedr'm A B

\

Neal Abel
Juggling Nelsons

(Sunday opening)
Franklin Chaa Co.
Fred Hughes
Victor Moore
Meehan's Dogs
Adolphua
Edwin George

~BOBBY~"UKE"~HENSHAW
And ENCORE
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO ALL
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
HILL JACOBS

Direction:

Orpheom
(Sunday opening)
Roacoe Aila
Wilfred Clarke
Bert Fltzglbbona
Eddie Miller
El Rey Sisters

A

A

iievTin

Flint

Belle Montrose

(One

Jack Hanley
Les Keillors
Eddie Leonard
Hailen

Main Street
(Sunday opening)
Lawton
Patsy Shelly Co
Shadowland
to

fill)

Orpheum
(Sunday opening)
Hackett A Delmar

Russell

move over

the circuit intact.)

NEW YORK

Shubert
Midnight Rounders
Smith A Dalo
Oreen A Blyler
Kegal A Moore Co
Jack St rouse
Lola Chalfonte

Althon* Sisters
Louis Simon

Libby A Sparrow
Khep Camp
Harry Ccleman
Robert Halllday

Harlem O.

PHILADELPHIA

II.

Main Street Follies
l''rt'd
Ardath
Three

Palace

Sis

Morris A Campbt
Commodore Band

il

Hello Everybody
Gertrude Hoffman

W

Lander

Royal Ballet

1'urceil

Rlggl

A N

Rhodes
Open W*«ek
Say It With Laughs

State

(Sunday

Spiee of Life
Sylvia (Mark

Mareelle Coreeno.

Fell

Margaret Merit

3

HARTFORD
Parson's
Whirl' of New York
('umnilngs A Shaw
Ploren< > Bchabi
1

Broa

Kyra
Keno A Green
Kranz & White
Olga

A Mlshka*

Novell! Bros

Kelelv

Walsh Reed A

4

A Healy
Brltt

Queens A Joker

Rose

Folliea

Cupid's Closeups

Maud

Ellett

Co

Evelyn Cunningh'm
Cupid's Closeupa

Lew Wilson
Billy LaVar Co

Morris

A Flynn

Buck

Dream

Wainwright

Sis

Gnrrlck
(Sunday opening)
Troubles of 19iJ
('.. urge
Jessel
Courtney Slaters

Ann Codec
Ann T.owenworth
Banl Bennett

Manuel A Edwards

CINCINNATI
Shubert
(Sunday opening)

and Public Drug.

Co.

W.Y.C

BELVIDERE.
(TWO

Parker Bros-

BL'MINGTON,

2d half

(Two

Three Walters
Slmms A Winnie

When We Grow Up

Weiss Troupe
Jerome A France
Roeb.r A Gold
Mr A Mrs Phillips
Grace Cameron Co
Hum ban Grohs Co

Prlscoll

Tyler

BUFFALO

Albert

*

F.rpotti-

2d half

a Herman

Warn.. in A Mack
Frey A Rogers
Anna Chandler
Dorothy Ferris Co

Vincent

CHICAGO

—

BROOK IAN

-i Hialto
Dailey Bros

Metropolitan
Plckfords

Rainbow A Mohawk
Frey & Byron

Mardo A Rome

& M Hart

Grant C.ardr.er
Doth well Brown Cs

Jarrow
Follies
2d half

Dayton
La Toy Bros
Birdie

Kraemr

Long A

r

H

Crollus

Wills Bros
(One to fill)
2d half
K.ldie Hill
(others to

Ilendrle

Kenny Mason A S
Silver Duval A K
(Three to fill)
2d half
Drlscoll

(Two

to

Long A

II

Ambler Bros
Kalaluhl'a Hawa'ns

ILL.

8.

D.

3*

Da Trio

\\

U< r

to nil)

II'TE. IND.
Hippodrome
Vox
Henry Catalnno Co

NORFOLK, NEB.
Auditorium
Mills

I

Columbia

A.

u

i

r

ii

A.-

r

'

I)un>

A

m

an

'row

FT.

2d half

Joe

MeD ;n

Kingston & Bbner

A Harrigan
Smith & Strong
Flashes
Yorke A King

Gene A Mignon

Peggy Bremen

Joe Mfhiti

OM MIA, MSB.

St>

Majestlo

rnad's Midgets

HO!>TON.

TF.X.

Empress

Bins * Grill
Elk ins Fay A

to fill)

MeCorni ek A
c
Vadle

E

w

<•'

Miller

Mack

.v-

Shir

LITTLE inn K

Novelty

Majestic

Id half

tank

.'.

v

Ford
rt

„

'

'hapman
ers

I

!»..»»

Hall

.v

Norris'

Haboons

Id half

Althea LUCAS Co
Vernon

Moth
(One

Sewell Sisters

Marguerite Padula

Kane A H< rinan
Lmv) Trio

TILSA, OKL.L
Orpheum
(Ok!a. '"itv split)
1st half

Lleyd Nevada Co
Walters a Ooetd
Rebt ii Hodge <o

Howard

Clars

The Siorm

Orpheum
Ruth Hewi

II

i

'uo

S: an ley J>u>ie

Hawaiians
Daly A Burch
MantMI's Manikins

y l».>y]e
Slat* r
Ato fill)

Cliff

WICHITA* K\N.

ii

TOI'FKV KAN.
Pav no
RAT
Mareii" A Lee

SAN ANTONIO
Jordan
Three White Kaihns

Brown Gardner A T
Hob Murphy
Wyiie &- Hartman

-tec to mi)

,'

\arrlett Rernpel Co

WORTH, TEX.

Majestic
Three Danolse Sis
Worth A Willing

Ionia's

.;

Fagg A White

Baboons

Norris'

Vale.it ine

n

Orpheum
fTfjfgg split)
1st half

Chnpman
Rubin A Hall

TKRRE

<;irls

OKLAHOMA CITY

Edith Clifford
Princess WarTletka

Nlehe
Stanley

(Four

Bravo Mich A T

Five Ballots

ARK

Majestic

2d half
Carnival of Venice
iiuirhie Clark
Ri dd'gton A Urant

V i'rr m ri

2d half

Orphenm
Moore A Arnold
Si una Bros

Pantages
(Sunday opening)

Fate
Earl Fuller Co
Rives A Arnold

FT. SMITH.

McDonald Trio

I'antages

Beck A Stone

Henri Scott
Tanrro Shoes

Harry G ibert
Creedon A. Davis
<)
llandsworth Co

MEMPHIS

Slaters

.Majestic

Senator Murphy
Wilie Bros
(One to nil)

Jason

•

Buddy Walton
A Crollus
Henry Margo Co
(One

Lameya

Five

Selma Braats

Bright

SAN FRANCISCO

Tyler

Gnleon
Orovlnl

KANSAS CITY
Abbot A White
Welderaon Sisters
Billy Kelly Co

The Keltons
Mrs Sidney Drew

D: neer and Imitator
Third Season Featured with
Gns Edwards' Kevoe

ILL.

A

Majeatie

CLEVER JUVENILE

Orpheum

fill)

A
A

nil)

Lillian

Raymond Wilbert

Parker Bros

HarrlBon

Mrs Kva Fay
Four Volunteers
Mnxfield

Pantages

Pantages

DALLAS, TEX.

CHESTER FREDERICKS

Flanders A Butler
Valentino Vox

DAVENPORT,

A

1

INTEESTATE CIRCUIT

New Palace
Redd'gton A Grant
Daniels A Walters

2d half

Mabel Harper Co
Fox A .Mack
Jurvls

Seventh Street
Ftay A Edna Tracy

Brazilian Heiress

iioganny's Com'd'ns

'

Beasley

Burt Shepherd
Fargo A Richards

Pieces

McFarland

2d half
Will Morris
Will A Mary Rogorr
SO. BEND, IND'.

(Ono to

n !e,

ir

Mitchell

A

OMAHA. NEB.

1

A

Qllch

Morgan Wooley Co
Kilkenny Duo

MINNEAPOLIS

flll)

CHAMPAIGN.

nil)

Majestic
'\y

to nil)

Nad A Edwards

Co

MILWACKEE
Dave

JAB
Casler

FITZGERALD BLDG.. NEW YORK
Phones BRYANT 7*7 •—4St»

Penman A

Electric

to nil)

(Others to

.

Hanson A B Sis
Harry Seymore Co
Vokes A Don
Daly Mac A Daly

Exposition Four
Rowland A Meehan
Cheyenne Days

SPR'GFIELD, MO.

Alden A Sand. 11 Sis
Jack George Duo

Selhlni

2d half

(Others to fill)
Majestic
Louis London
ivr< lval Noel Co

(Threo to

Majestic

Jason A Harrigan
Smith A Strong
Flashes
York A King
(One to fill)
2d half
Fries A Wilson
Stranded
Silver Duval A K
Songs A Scenes
(One to fill)

CENTRALIA,

Lincoln

A

Ishikawa Bros
Youth A Melody
(One to fill)
C'D'R RAPIDS, IA.

Grand
Wolfo A Ward

fill)

ABKRDKEN,

DAYTON
1

A

Dave Harris Co
A Good

Lloyd

Draper

*tate_

Mason A Bailey
Frank Stafford Co
Dobhs A Watkin?
ROM Revue

2d half

Ryal A Early
Urown's Syncop't'rs
(Three to fill)
2d half
Ethel Dare
Joe A Marie
Armstrong A Phelps
(Three to fill)
Kedzle

Orpheum

ILL.

Kajiyama

.

Sidney 8 Styne

Travel
(Open week)

Jack Leo

2d half

fill)

Grace Ayer A Bro
Johnson Bros A J
Pantheon Singers

2d half
Trio
(Others to fill)

r.a Salle

(Four

Fisher A Gllmere
Bird Cabar»t

Majestin

fill)

American
Murray A Lane

BOSTON

to

Pantnges

Bita

Andy Gump
Henry C.italano Co

Orpheum

(Two

Moore A Shy

Scott

to

ILL.

TACOMA

Weston A Ellne

2d half

3

MADISON. WIS.
Billy Doss
Evelyn Phillips

Xing v ~ ;
Animals

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

Chapman's H'l'drs
(Two to nil)

.

Apollo

Dave D« Coma
A Purdy
La Costa A Bonawe

Ott

James Co
Wells & Anger
Peters A Le Buff

Qulnn A Caverly
Dancing Shoes

Aronty Bros
Green A Myra
Nevins A Gordon

e,

Academy

Dell
St

Dr. M. Q. CARY
N. W. Cor. State and Randolph Sts.
Second floor over Drug Store
•
W. Randolph St.. CHICAGO
entrance

I.

IUyuer

plays

bill

Pueblo 11-13)

I

Id half

SOLD IN CHICAGO BY

CHICAGO

DENTIST

A

A

Werner A morns

<t-lt)

(Same

ARTHUR SILBER

Majestic

A Duncan

Mills

.

Merritt

BOOKINO EXCLUSIVELY WITH

S.D.

Jack Roshler Co
Marsh A Williams
Dorothy Sadler Co

Liberty
Musical Hunters
Olive A Mack
Jerry A Piano Girls

Paul Hownrd
McConnel) A West
(Three to nil)

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Bijou

Prices within reason to the profession.

A

BT

A

G. CunsiBisaai, Dlttrisutor, 9 Pates In Pi.,

Wilson A McAvoy
Will Stanton Co

2d half

Reo A Helrnar
Franklyn A Vincent
Nancy Boyer Co
DeVinc A Williams
Marian's Dogs
Avenue B

m NEW TOBK

SOLD

A Lutbar. Druggiate. B'way A Mth St
41th aU.
Central Drug Co.. 7th Are.
James' 44th BL Drug Store, tth Ave. A 44th St.
Rarlow

Archer A Rolfqrd
Frank Mullane

A

Co. Offers

A

Prosper

Brierre A
Klutlng's

Pant ages

606
Emerson A Baldwin
SPR'O FIELD, IIX.

Manikins

ManrcM's

fill)

Whlteeles— It Stay* 0s.
Reyoe— It HaaU.
Seeiever—Cewplexlea Feed.
Powder— No Lead.

Dawon Lanl^an A C

A

to

Lis

Hippodrome
Reck A Rector

Win H

(One

Miller

Pantages

Dave Thursby
Jan Rubinl

2d half
Crindell A Esther

A

MAX FACTOR'S

fill)

Sheppard

Binkle

Crowell Sis

Supreme Preparations

BALTIMORE

J. ss

1

Gay Cunningham "Storm"

A Bernard

BIRMINGHAM

Keating A Ross
Sparks of Broadw'y
Boulevard

A 'Moon

A

Mae

A
Hennlngs
JAW
Burch
Daly

Howard A R

Levy

A

Youth
Sossman A Sloan

COLO. SPRINGS

Nelson's Animals

nil)

SIOCX F'LLS.
Orpheum

LINCOLN, NEB.

2d half
Ardell Bros

to

Frlsh

B.O.

PORTLAND, ORE.

2d half

Orpheum

Pantages
Mills

Barnes A Hamilton
Norton A Melnotte
Jack Goldle
Seven Algerians

Jack Roshler Co
Marsh A Williams
(Four to nil)

B A T Payne

DENVER

Burkhart

Wilson A Addle
El Cota
Walter Grower
Choy L'ng Foe Co

to

(Three to

L'VENWTH, KAN.

Devoy A Dayton

fill)

Local

Dolly's

Orpheum

to

Lillian

Mant<i; \s Manikins

Roatlna A Barrett
Taylor Maccy A H
(One to fill)
2d half

2d half

Manohan Co

A

BAT
Pflvne
Ms reus A Lee

Walsh A Bentley

Cataract

(Two

2d half

Ma ley A Singer

Rlgoletto Bros

The Gladiators

Trfo

Don Qulxano Co
Senator Murphy
Ishakawa Bros

to nil)

Keefe

Rex

fill)

Will Stanton Co

(Two

Pantages

Tuck A Clair
Joe Bernard Co
Farrell A Hatch

Ward A Dooley

mi)
2d half
Arthur Lloyd
(Others to nil)
Rlalto

(Two

A Eva

Bell

Lang

WHEELING

A Ward

Thomas

Globs
Chndwlet; ft Taylor
Cervo A Moro

Evans Nero A E
Cook A Vernon
Homer Sisters Co

F*LS. N.Y.

Clinton A Capolle
Jackson's Revue

When We Grow Up
Wilson A McAvoy

Manicuro Shop

Breakaway Harl'ws
Manuel Romalne 3

Willie

fill)

NIAGARA FALLS

Grand

(One

Julia Curtis

to

(Three to

Manuel Romagne 3
Sparks of Broadw'y
Jessie

Empire
A Montgom'y

(Two

N. T.

half

A Burch
KAN. CITY. MO.

*

The Vivians

Wells

Coldie

Three Walters
Slmms A Winnie

M

OGDEN. VTAH

Pantages

Columbia #
Fenwlck Girls
Hibbert A Nugent

Cartel Sisters

Great Maurice

Bobby Lehman

LOCI8

Animals

Lillian's

Palet

VANCOUVER.

nil)

"BT.

J9aley

Avon

Empire
DeOlenn A Adams

Cocktail

Nippon Duo
Wolfe ft Ward

(11-13)

Kitner A Reney
Thalcro's Circus

Chadwick A Taylor
Werner Amoros 3
(One to

Pantages
Three Avallons
Le Grohs
De Michelle Bros
Four Ortopa

A Wiley
SEATTLE

Lillian

Nippon Duo

Elect rle

Wells A Montgom'y
Haley Sisters
(One to fill)
2d half

GLENS

ATLANTA

Nad A Edwards
KAN. CITY. KAN.

Haley Sisters
Jackson Revue
WTBTOwN, N. Y.

MO.

2d half

Co

2d half

#11)

GENEVA,

W

Back to Buffalo
Weston Waan'r A K
Leff A Kagina Co

2d half

Sisters

Rogers

2d half

SALT LAKE

Pantages
Rlnaldo Broa
Pierce A Goff

Roth A Slater
Barry A Lay ton
Around the Map

Jack Lee

Lang

Homer

Co

Althea Lucas Co

N.Y.

Vietorla
Willie

Park
A FishT
A C

(Three to

W^A M

till)

Fitsgerald

Harrison Moss
Rempel A" Clayton
Eddie Foyer

Duo
Evans A Wilson
Rempel A Clayton

Bellla

Nestor

A Walker

CHICAGO

Mae Meyon

2d half
Three Falcons

Buffers

to

Kate

Eleetrle

Will Morn's

ROCHESTER,

A

Palo

Plplfax

Little

Heather Co

Xnsla

to nil)

ST. JOE,

Electric

(Two

Holland

Mason A Bailey
Leo Greenwood Co
Jimmy Savo Co
One Two Threo

Wilcox

National

Gonne.

K lamer A Buyit)
Krunk Oaby

Flo Talbot

ASTORIA. L. I.
Astoria
Prevost A Goelet
Julia Curtis

Creole

(Two

Dave Ferguson Co

I^afayette

Pantages
Pettv Lou Hart
Clark A Story
Noodles Fagln

Flihcr A Gllmore
Bird Cabaret

:d half
Crystal Bennett Co
Cogcla A Verdi

accomplish-

BUFFALO
F Conroy A Sis
Hapten Nevins Co
Royal Revue
(One to fill)
DUNKIRK, N. T.

opening)

Roger Inihoff
Mnrr Twins
Bobby Larry
Hayatako Bros
While a Beck

l'urcella

Co

CLEVELAND

.luIJH

Ling A Long
Evelyn Cunningh'm
St Clair Twins Co
Jarrow
Three Phillips

A Ramsey
A Wltchie

Three chums
George Mayo

Lilly

Manicure Shop
Delancey Street
Witt A Winters
North A Kellar
J K Emmett Co
Telaak A Dean

Mack A Brantley

Mldnlte Revels
Whipple A Hurton
Clairo I»evlne

McCoy A Walton
Carey Benson

Merka Stamford

R fiasco

Crescent

H A

Chestnut St. O. If.
20th Century Revue
Four* Marx Bros
Marie Rossi

WASHINGTON

BROOK IAN

2d half

2d half
Billy Doss
Evelyn Phillips

Johnny Singer Co
Leo Haley
Six Hassans

NOT A TRICK.

CAM
John

A Flynn

Bobby Van Horn
Conne A Albert
Quinn A Caverly

2d half

NEWARK

CITY

Central

Rose Girl
Arco Bros

Co
Reeder A Armstr'g
J K Emmett Co
Billy La Var Co
(One to fill)
Greeley Square
DuMoll Brow
Jimmy Flynn Co
Brooka A Grace
A A L Barlow
Fox A Brltt
St Clair Twins Co

Fox A

(The Shubert units are printed in
the order of their travel. The shows

Faulkner Co
2d half

Morris

Ellett

Gordon

SHUBERT CIRCUIT

VOCAL

SPOKANE

%

ILL.
Palace
Alden A Snndell Sis
Jack Georgo Duo
(Four to nil)

Yokohama Boys
JO II FT. ILL.
Orpheum

Pantages
Tollman Revue
Bensee A Baird
Charbot A Tortonl

I

ROCKFORD,

Orpheum

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

The Patricks

Dancers

L Hoffman A

O'Malicy A Muxflcld
J C Lewis Co

WIS.

JOPLIN. MO.

to All)

Jessie

Strickland's Boys
2d half

A Day
KANSAS CITY

Gordon

Conlin Glaaa

Quixy Four

(Two

2d half

DES MOINES

SAN FRANCISCO

C'sm'p'lit'n

Boys of Long Ago

singing In two voices

*A

at one time.

'

ment.

Lillian

Charles Gibbs
Nevins A Gordon
Keating A Ross

Maud

Henry Santrey Co
BUI Robinson

ACTUALLY

Monte A Lyons
fill)

L Hoffman A

Orpheum
(Sundny opening)
Little Billy

A Lyons

Miss Cupid

Lincoln Squnre

D D H?

(Sunday opening)
C * F Usher

GREEN HAY.

Warwick

Follies
to

Helene Davis Co
Charles F Seamon

"Vocal Variety"
FRED KETCH is the only man

2d half

George Rosener

(One

Dougal A Leary
Bernard A Erma
Klmiwa Japs

Potter

KETCH and WILMA

Mack A Brantley
Lew Tilford
Follies

DENVER

Frank Fay
Blta of Dance Hits

fill)

Duo
Holden A Herron
Bellis

A

RleJto

BEACH. CAL.

L'G

(Open week)
The Lumtri
Malor Rhodes
Phi brick A DeVos
Rutfi Budd Co
Sherman Van A H
Valleclta's Leopards

Herbert A Dare
Daniels A Walters
Knrl Emmy's Pets
Lloyd A Goods
(One to nil)

2d half

Bronson A Renee
Great Blackstone

Travel

RACINE. WIS.

A Mack

Four Roeders

.fill)

Follies
(One te

Monte

.

2d half

I'auNnc

Donegnn A Steger
^nth Bros

Downing A Buddy
B»nny Harrison Co
to ntl)

to

Ma Jest le
Musical Hunters

Strand

Wheeler

Gerber Rev
2d half
Glanvllla A Sanders
Lambert A Fish
Murray Klasen Co,

Gcrber Rev
G'D ISLAND, NED.
Olive

T—
Trio

Santle-o

While A Barrv
Maude Leone Co
Harry Hines
Hannaford Family

Billie

Billle

Weldonas
Buddy Walker
Chlsholm A Breen

PLAYING KEITH THEATRES
Direction: H. II. MARIN ELLI

to nil)

QCINCY, ILL.
Orpheum
Hill A Qulnelle
Flnlay A Hill

1

Ed G Ingres Co

Melroy Sisters
Roberts A Boyne

(Two

Sanders

2d half
Hill -A Ouin-Mle
Flnlay A Hill

WASHINGTON

State
Pickard's Seals

Bobby Van Horn

Victoria
Krfords Oddities

(One

NEWARK

Dan Downing A B

Helm A L'kw'd Sis
Russell LeVan A P

Reed
Lake
(Sunday o;aning)

Olga A Nicholas

A

Lambert A Fish
Murray KtsaeaeC*

Pant aces
plays

bill

RICH
HAYES
THE LAZY CLOWN

2d half

Orphcnm
Glanville

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

Saskatoon 7-9)

Verdi

Grace Ayer A Bro
David Qnlxano Co
Charles Ward Co
Johnson Bros A J

Lillian

A Vonia
GALESHl RG, ILL.

Yonge St.
You'd Be Surprised

A

Blake's Mules

Paiitages
(S-10)

(Same

Wood

Hritt

Bros
Vardon A Perry
KF.GINA. i AN.

to nil)

Singer

He

A

Keefe

(Two

Pantages

Bclleclalr

Bennett Co

Coscla

Kurzenc

TORONTO

A Weston Co

Olive Bayes

Milo
Marian's Dogs
2d half

(One

State

Wm

Held A Campus
4 Queens A Joker

Pete Curley Trio

Jessie

^Sunday opening)
.Tohnson A BaKfT
Harry Lnn*rdon
Billy Olnson

Pearson Newp't A
Alma Nellson
Les Gellis
Dooley A Sales
Juggleland

sis

Loew

fill)

Miiley

Alex Bros A Eve
Ridiculous Ricco
Maude Earle
Fashion Plate Mlna

Andy Gump
Dave Ferguson Co

Jill)

IT. RILEY, KAN.
Mar Department

A R

LOS ANGELES

to nil)

Crystal

Byron Broa Band

Punt ages
P A J La- Vol la
Ford A Truly
Three's a Crowd
Stephana A HTst'r

PEORIA, ILL.
Orpheum

Garrlck

(Others to

2d half

Frcar Baggott A F
Connors A Boyne

Jewel Faulkner Co
Kvans A Wilson
Leo Greenwood Co

A Gerald
Mardo A Rome

Novelty Clintons
Houdinl

De Marco A Band
Nagfys
Faber A Mr-Cowan

Dr Thompson

2d half
Claire

Blossom Seeley
Claudia Coleman

to

New

Zuthua
Bennington A Scott
Homer Llnd Co
Clark A O'Neill
(One to fill)

MONTREAL, CAN.

Gates

Monks

Galetti's

Morton A Brown
The Ball A Chain

(Two

Yokohama Buy

Broadway
Kirkwood A ©Nell!
Hope Vernon
Bardwell Mayo A R
Alton A Allen
Caveman Love

Joe DeKoe Co

C Lewis Jr Co
Mascot

J

to nil)

DC LAC. WIS.

F'D

SP (.FIELD. MASS.

Le Buff

Dreon Sisters
Little Lord Rob Co
M'Corm'ck A Irving

Reo A Helrnar

George Rosener

Palace

A

Edwards A Allen

Elliott

2d half

(One

Manna Broa
Whiting A Dunn

Bardwell Mayo
Alton A Allen
Caveman Love

Miller

Halllday A Wllette
Strickland's Boys

fill)

A Young
DeVine A Williams

Walters A Walters
Anderson A Burt

T.ovett's

to

(Sunday opening)

Orphcnm

ST.

(Two

Overholt

CHICAGO

LOUS

Royal Midgets

Folliea

Zelaya

KelUora

Weber A
Valda Co

fill)

Hope Vernon

A Anger

(One

Morgan A Gray
A Cunningh'm

Cecil

/WINNIPEG

file

h-.il.

I

Lillian

chernyoff

i

St..

and

i>r«-i>*n.-

Id half
Chrlstb- ,<t Bennett

Scott

Champion

Cycle

MILWAUKEE

Three Phillips
Rced?r A Armstr'g
Nancy Boyer Co

A

2d half

James Co

Rt

R.I.

Ed Rash Trio
Homer Llnd Co
Clark A O'Neill
Cycle Champion

2d half
Dell

Wells

Wait 40th

can

Kaufman A

Pari.,
A
Oklahoma Four
Bert Walton
E\a Tanguay
<I

Tax Expert.

Am.unUiit.

Certified Pulrtie

103

1

OAKLAND, CAL.
Pontages
(Sunday opening)
Leach Wallin Trio

ST. PAl L
P*nt»<res
La Dora A B< ckrn'n

Emery
Zuthus
Bennington

'

Peters

Fulton

Three Martells

WINNIPEG

(8-10)

ST.

to

Vainnd Gamble

Orpheum
(Same

(Two

Beraac's Circus

Jimmy Savo Co
Follies

State

Three Falcons
Green A Myra
Harrison A Moss
Royal Mldgeta

Portia

A Young

Morrisey

Little Cinderella

II.

Smith Bros

ELY

it.

A R

Virginia Bell

at

A

Wm H

(irund O.
1

Harry Tighe
H'v'rmaii's Animals
Margaret Strain

Llndatroni

Rogers Roye

•

PROVIDENCE,

Shoppard A Ott

CIRCUIT

THE LANGWELL

Mills A Duncan
Around the Map
OSHKOSII, WIS.

N. D.

A

Rial

A Mack

olive

Arnold A Florence
Jewell A Rita
Mlsa Nobody

Puntasjes

Phone Pens. «B87.
N. Y.
your return* oven when you
Write me about your cirare not In New York.
mawtsnrei and 1 will a»k you for »uch details

Leo Zarrell Co
Irving A Ellwood
Tom Martin Co
Permalne A Shelly
Primrose Minstrels

Klein Bros

(Sunday opening)

Hawkins A Mack
Dance Evolutions

State

Girl

2d half
Musical Hunters

PANTAGES CIRCUri

RETURNS
INCOME TAX
GOLDSMITH

Armstrong A TyBon
Fred Weber Co

Fisher's Circus
(One to fill)
2d half

Majestic

Byron A Langdon
Nanime A De Faye

A

MINNEAPOLIS

(•rand

Loew
La Fleur

Bernard A Ermo
Gene A Mignon
(One to till)

fill)

Moore A Arnold
Sturm Bros

OTTAWA, CAN.

S Morrison

to

FARGO,

A Elwcod
Martin Co
Permalne A Shelly
Primrose Minstrels

Loew

A

J

N. Y. City: Bryant 146*

4tfth St..

to

(Two

Irving

LONDON, CAN.

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.

Marc McDcrmott

A Shaw

Ruth Thomas

Leo Zarrell Co

Sd half
Margaret Farrell
Armstrong A G Sis

DARL MacBOYLE

Hurst A Vogt
Ethel Parker
Jack La Vier

Co

Lynn Cantor
Sid Gold
Ladellas

IA.
Majestic
Fries A Wilson
Stranded
Karl Emmy's Pets

2d half

I

till)

DIBIQIE.

Fred A Elate Burke
Wainwrlghts
Faber A King
Love A Wilbur

Frank Stafford Co
obba A Watklna
Young Wong Tr

Exclusive Material of Every Deacrlptlon.

Stars of Yesterday

Miller

Herberts

Lillian

Aldrlch

(One.to

Crescent

De Alma

J.

A Brown
Boardman

Morton

Fields

T

N.

Lyrlo

Princess

Charlea

Band

HOBOKKN,

Reunited

Weber A

NEW ORLEANS

Morley
Mor

^alex Hyda'a

TORONTO

press

fill)

Orpheum

Spencer A Williams
Langford A Fr'd'ks

Paulson

Broa

(Sunday opening)

(Two

A

LOUIS

(Sunday opening)
Gtavne a Thrill
George Prlca
Gardner Trio
Gene Barnes *
Herbert A Baggett

(Othera to All)
2d halt
Bluebird Revue
Toley & La Ture

PORTLAND, ORE. Weaver

Visser
Allen

Nat Naaarro Cm

A N Olma
Hyama A Mclntyre
Oaletti A Kokiu

& Cowan

& P

Else

J

Bekefl pancora
jack Benny
Alan Roger*
Larimer A Hudaon

M

A Bayfield
A Burt
H A O Ellsworth

Hughea A De Brow
Babba Carroll A S
SIOl X CITY, IA.

Walter C Kelly

Bailey

Darling

Brendel

T.

/AD

A Timbcrg

Bluahlng Bride

Lean
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Edgewater Beach Hotel Orchestra

>

EDGEWATER BEACH HOTEL

CHICAGO
_\

All

matter

VARIETY'S
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CORRESPONDENCE
refers to current

xweek unlets
otherwise

OFFICE
SUte-Lake
Theatre Bldg.

The Palace starts the new year
with another of the splendid shows
that have been the rule this season.
There are three notable features
Blossom Seeley, with a company Including Bennie Fields. In "Miss Syncopation"; Edith Taliaferro in "Under the Same Old Moon." and the
De Marcos with their South American string band in a dancing speIn addition to this Ivan
cialty.
Bankoff is seen in Chicago for the
first time in four years in "The
Dancings- Master." in which Beth

Brown appears

Miss
to make curtain speeches.
Seeley apologized for a cold, and went
so far as to fear she could not finish
the week out, although there was
nothing in her work to reveal this to
the observer. Mr. Bankoff expressed
his determination to found a dancing
school in Chicago when he returns
from a trip abroad, which he is to
undertake soon. Alexandria? scored
the applause hit of the bill.
The Nagfys opened the show with
a fire-eating and blowing exhibition
Which is truly astonishing and which
with splendid showis presented

within a big

next to closing with a ventriloquial

though Warner Gault and Harry
Stover acquit themselves creditably.

She displays some beautiful costumes, has an elaborate set and
personality,
a delightful
brings

si

under Correspondence
and on pages:

cities

as follows,
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32
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remain sure-fire for vaudeville. It
a combination of comedy and natpat libs, which is ideal entertainment
Blossom Feelev sings two of the
numbers used by Sophie Tucker recently at the Palace, but they do not

1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO

State

and Monroe,

Plioiie Serlejr 3*01

CHICAGO
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Now Under New Ownership

AVE.

Under the Personal Management
•
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Show featuring

Late Sin^iim IV;iiutf
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White Bc&ndali

CHARLEY STRAIGHT'S ORCHESTRA
TO CLOSING

6

—Amateur

Don't Forget While in Chicago

Nite Every

Wednesday

IKE BLOOM'S

MID-NITE FROLICS
18

EAST

22d

STREET

Restaurant Service a la Carte
Third Frolic at l:M A. M.

Frolic at*ll::«0 P. M.
becond Frolic at 12:30 A. M.

J-ina

Fourth

1

rolic nt 3t30 A.
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LAWRENCE
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Continuous Dancing

On

h.vir

i

timely.

Gold and Goldie. colored, a third
team, with singing.
a little dancing, a few words of
and instrumental music, scored.
The man is clever, but does not
when the boy's sweetheart comes make a very good appearance; the
girl
makes a good appearance withand wants him to rehearse the marriage ceremony there is a laughable out being particularly clever. The
man
does a double Voice stunt in
situation, something like that developed
in
"Nothing
but
the which at first the audience is given

man and woman

Just
talk

the impression
singing.
The

that it is the girl
girl
dances while
playing saxophone.
The
seen at Asher's Forest
Brownlee's
Hickville Follies is a
Park theatre the "last half" of last
week consisted of four acts which rube jaftt orchestra which is assempleased the audience, laid out in bled from the back of the theatre
such a way as to develop, the^proper
progression for vaudeville. The enthusiasm increased as the show
went along until Gold and Goldie,
next to closing, registered a substantial hit, and Brownlee's Hickville Follies, the final act, left the
crowd out front eager for more.
Ashcr's Forest Park is a nice
house, with a large seating capacity,
and may develop into a place where
the best grade of small time vaudeville can be offered at good prices.
Fred Hartman, who has mude ihe
house a success in th*» ye.ir ne ha:;
been manager, has such an idea in
view, and in the meantime makes
an effort to present just or Unary
good vaudeville at cheap, prices so
that it will be possible to make the
difference in the shows plain to
patrons if prices ever are advanced.
Klmer and Linnie Stuart opened
of THE FOUR CAMERONS
the show with the accepted small
IMIOTOGR IPHED THIS SEASON BY
time routine of singing, talking and
dancing. The singing is fairly good,
.

r

Theatrical Nitr

CAMEO CAMERON

in a George Choos musical
tabloid, "Marry Me," as its

it is a production which is -notable for the
reason that it develops a plot, brings
it to a happy conclusion, and has a

feature this week, and

trio dancing specialty in which two
girta give valuable assistance to a

and a number in which
Mr. Voyer and his chief feminine
aid sing and dance attractively, all
The offering has a
in 20 minutes.
pretty set and the wardrobe is
worthy of praise. The State-Lake

CMICAOO
Coats Remodeled in One

',

!

I

audience applauded a lighting

i

forms of

this specialty in
several tricks which brought
of applause.

and

rounds

duplicate the
success they realized at the Palace
recently and la^st spring at the M;'jeistic
changed policy.
before it
Williams and Taylor duplicate a
more recent success at the Palace.
"Yes Means No." a farce comedy
with four men and one girl, is too
good an idea to have such an oi-

EMMA CARUS
\rtl«.t«

Says:

who have

CHICAGO

will

long e-na-ajcrment* In
enjoy • more plea.sant

by staying at

R. R.

BLUMENFIELD'S FUR SHOP
201 SUts-Laks Bids

Work (ailed

.

CUT RATES.

TICKETS
I)

CHICAGO

Phone Dearborn 1253

For.

311

Bought and

Sold.

AMI) LYONS

Licensed R. R. Ticket Broker.
Telephone Harrison 8978
ARK ST.
CHICAGO

A. CI.

FRIARS INN

effect

It

*

ORDER YOUR FUR8 NOW!
Pay when you want them.

Zuhn and Drels score the applause hit this week with a talking
act which has nothing particularly
new in it but which 1« offered in
such a way as to be sure-fire. Both
run toward the simpleton make-up
and in this guise boast of the accomplishments of their fathers and
roast the members of each other's
families.
The material is familiar,
but these chaps have a way of making good.
Lucas and Inez awaken more interest than would be expected With
an act running to acrobatics. The
girl is very attractive and tht> physical culture stunts are remarkably
done, for apparent ease is made to

«wr»fiN»

We

a t the finish.
|

Week

Into dolmans and wraps of latest style.
also clean, glase and rellne with silk for $20

juvenile

HUNTINGTON HOTEL

TOWN

4526 Sheridan Road

RAINBO GARDENS
—
a.t

A

Van Buren and Wabash Avenues

CHICAGO
ENTERTAINMENT

DINE

DANCE

Our Steaks and Chops a Specialty.
Table d'Hote Dinner, $125.
6 P. ML TO 9:80 P. M.
NO COVER CIIAKCiR.
featuring FRIAR'S SOCIETY ORCHESTRA
.

JEWELRY CO.

ELI

STATE-LAKE THEATRE BUILDING
188 N. State St.,
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REFERENCES
Paul

Biesc,

Freddie

Bachman, Jack Norton, Maurice

Greenwald, Ruth Etting, Nan Halperin, Eddie Cantor,
Sam Tishman, Buddy Walton, Jack Lait, Billy Diamond,
Ethel Linton, Eddie Walsh, Jess Freeman, Alma Adair,
J.

J.

Nash, "Tink" Humphries; in fact, anyone in show

business.

"CHICAGO'S NEWEST'

FRED MANN'S
CLARK

32

The State-Lake has Guy Voyer
and Co.

visit

Professional Courtesy Extended

BETTER THAN THE BEST SHOW

29

Rogers and Allen

OI.lVKlt (Formerly of the Orpheum Circuit)
Dancing i>y

FROM

28

SYRACUSE
WASHINGTON

cover up their unquestionably diffiKaroli Brothers
cult performance.
offer a perch act which has three

GREEN MILL GARDENS
BROADWAY AT LAWRENCE

SAN FRANCISCO

comedy

SCENERY
W. (ornrr

30
'.. 32

which is excellently arranged and ably executed. The De
Marcos, billed as coming from the
National at Buenos Ayres, offer
pretty dances with music by a
"Sheik'* orchestra, which made quite
a hit.

EUGENE COX

Building

31

offering

is

North American

Variety are

28

several outbursts of applause. Cliff
Adams, at the piano, fingered himFrank
self into high favor as well.
North, Will Hallidav and a woman
unprogramed score with "Back to
Wellington," which promises always

Style.

ef

LOUIS

ST.

ural

as the CrackorjacUs

Issue

this

29

to

Tor Yountf Men^AJI A£o«

in

32

and Miss Beth Cannon's work won

[System Clothes
DbbTSys

N.

leaving him in charge while he goes
to lunch.
trusted bookkeeper is
told to keep track of the boy's activities and to allow him $100 every
time he says no, with the understanding that all is sacrificed if be
once says yes. Business associates
of hie father are put guessing, and

which is more important still.
Walter and Emily Walters are Truth."

includes

CORRESPONDENCE
The

in at Richard's-

3rd Floor

Coffman and Lucille also have a

routine of singing, talking and,
dancing. Their singing loses its effectiveness. as It is Impossible to
catch the words. The talk is reminiscent. The travesty Is entertaining and the Egyptian number, in
which the man does a "sheik," Is

bill

they're in Chicago.

In

rendition.

Her supporting company

Actors

Known

her

either for Miss Seeley alone or for the
members of her company, in which
Bennie Fields is most prominent,

Harry Faber and Ursa Knrle Browne. James Bysel. Guy
McGowan follow with singing, talk- Kibbe and Robert Ross, tho latter
ing and dancing, mostly built on a doing only a "bit."
Alexandria? is the tale of a
pretended flirtation. The material
couple of xylophonists who have eviis bright and it is well put over.
Edith Taliaferro is seen in three dently tired of finding no welcome
brief offerings, either one of which for that instrument in vaudeville
would serve her well. To effect this and have determined to introduce
combination, which displays her comedy at any cost. It is a roughwith
the and-tumble number which serves to
versatility
admirably,
changes of sets made while Earl awaken interest for their playing
and accomplishes its purpose admirably.
Ivan Bankoff is the same wonder
dancer as when last seen in Chicago,

COME IN— SEE

in

They are "Homesick" and "Chicago."
Several other numbers are employed

manship.

when

popularity

lose

moon

and delivers a few lines, is remarkable.
There were no waits at the
opening performance, which speaks
volumes for the stage crew. Miss
Taliaferro is charming first as the
familiar Mena in Holland, who is a
victim of a misunderstanding which
is a bit embarrassing though amusing; secondly, as China Lily Bud in
an emotional role, and, thirdly, as
the wild west heroine who foils the
villains masquerading as officers.

Cannon is his "pupil." The other
numbers of the bill are first class.*
and the program has delightful novelty, with comedy a-plenty.
Every number was well received
Blossom
at the Sunday matinee.
Seeley and Ivan Bankoff were forced

Like to drop

A

the offering gets many laughs,
rich old business man, provoked at
his son because the boy has been
easy when left in charge of his
father's affairs, permitting the renewal of notes and extension of
credit, gives him one last chance*,

CHICAGO

indicated.

dinary company and such ordinary the talk just gets by and the danctreatment. The idea is rich in pos- ing is good enough to carry the act
Even with this company along.

sibilities.

Vaudeville,
•r>

FrhluV

IN CHICAGO'S

EXCLUSIVE

SECTION'.

EVERT ROOM With * PRIVATE BATH
ONE BLOCK FROM LAKE
TWENTY MINUTES to All THEATRES
litis
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Escellent Cafe.
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YOUTH and EXPERIENCE"
THE "YES" BOY AND THE "NO" GIRL

BOOKED SOLID
when a dancer comes

B. F.

out and de-

KEITH CIRCUIT,

playing strains from ' well-known
songs on the violin. The man explained most of these on this occasion, wAich is a rejection on the intelligence of an audience.

the week previous at the picture
house. "Romance of Rhythm." Latoy Brothers, Birdie Kramer and
Morley Sisters made up the five acts
Hadella
booked from New York.
Natalie and Co., Garfield and Smith.

clares the house orchestra fails to
play his stuff right. It is a happy
combination of people of only ordinary talent which is sure Are for
small time. The people double on
so many instruments that the im-

»

greater a fault than using a gag pri mptu appearances in the other
which has been heard before, and acts. He was main'y responsible
enforcement of that ruling would in- for holding the entire house seated
criminate some of the best of the for the Tuscana Brothers
who
vaudevillians.

closed.

The opening act was missed on
Walter C. Kelly offered entirely
LaCosta and Bonawe, in "A Dog's
the show caught. Snow and Sigs- new stories for his second week and
La Coste and Bona we and Knee'nnd Life," introduce three canines in
hardly an and Powers made up the acts booked comedy sketch, and the theme found worth he'd second p'ace, and their to the* usual high favor accorded

is given there is
versatility.
A dancer in Chicago.
stands out particularly in conneclittle
Rialto
audiences are a
tion with the jazz band and under
from the usual run, as Is
His strange
the arrangement of the act.
shown
the failure to appreciate
by
stunts brought big applause and he
"Romance and Rhythm" and by the
appeared for three numbers without frequent
outbursts
of
applause
any danger of tiring.
which greeted the sentiment rather
than the acting of "A Dog's Life," a
The Rialto started the new year sketch in which a wife who prefers
with a hew show, being a Monday poodles to babies is condemned.
opening, and did better than some This act has been wisely constructed
other loop houses, Inasmuch as there and is ideal for a house of this kind.
was capacity before the first perMorley Sisters and Badelia Natalie
formance came to a close. The second and Co. were not witnessed. Lato?
show had almost capacity when the Brothers opened the show with a
vaudeville started, and people were combination o'f comedy and acrobeing held out long before it was batics which is effective and started

pression

end to their

favor at the Rialto.
the highest
while the acting was worthy of
Sid Lewis did not register
praise.
so big here as when caught the
night before at the American, but
"Romance of Rhythm"
did well.
closed the performance.

the show nicely.
The changing of acts for different
Birdie Kramer followed with imshows at this house brought about itations, cleverly done and ingena rather peculiar bill for the show uously introduced.
Garfield
and
seen, inasmuch as there was not an Smith are seen to advantage in a

over.

FRANK EVANS

Direction

1923

'

act with special scenery and no act
with attractive girls featuring cos-

which features a travesty on
"acting."
Kneeland and Powers
unite violin playing* with songs" and
Whiteman's "Romance of comedy under the title of "Class and
Rhythm" moved to the Rialto this Nonsense," and the combination
week from McVickers. The offering works out fairly well. There is one
did not prove the feature at this number in which there is dialog
show that it would be expected to carried on by means of what the
be; it was nothing like the hit it was man says and the girl's replies by

comedy chatter created a great deal him. Billy Dale and Co. put eve.of laughter. They have an original their skit frr big laughs..
The
idea, which is well
worked out. Quixy Four sang and played banjos
Bee man nul Grace followed with an to heavy returns.
This quar.et
act in which they get just as far make an excellent appearance be-

away from

roller skating at the
start as they can.
Bocrnan's skating tricks won enthusiastic applause.

Charles Ward and company obtained
Ward portrays a
The Majestic started off the new many laughs.
year with big business. The show flirty hubby who finally reforms as
the
curtain
falls.
Walter Manthey
Mamie
Walter
for'this week has
y
and company as Its feature. Mr. and company delighted this audiEddie Hall had a difficult
Manthey has the support of four,ence
girls, two dancers, a violinist and spot at this show, as a great many
He
pianist, and some changes are no- peopie went out at this time.
ticed in the act from when it was worked hard and fin 'shed to fair
"rainbow's 12nd," a posseen last at the Chateau. Charles feCce8S.«
Ward and company in a comply ing act, v.as not seen to quite as
sketch are also prominent in the ROpd advantage as at the Palace and
announcements of this week's show. American earlier in the season for
Ward falls back on an old comedy the reason that it was not dark
bit of (packing a dress suit case to enough to conceal the movements
on the of '' the f ,ur girls when assuming
leave b,is wife and letting
work when she softens ami going lnt r positions for the new displays.
Acts not witnessed were Venetian
at A earnestly when she is nasty.
The bit was last seen in a tabloid Revue, Jada Trio and Gabby Brothshow in which Billy Gross handled ers.
.__
But it
it just about as Ward does.
No midnight performance was
is a good laughing act and the use
of an old bit of business evolved given at Jones. Linick & Schaefer's
by someone else is possibly no Rialto theatre for the reason that
acts playing there terminate their
engagements on Sunday night, and
are forced to take trains to distant
citiefl, which made such a performance almost impossible.

w

skit,

tumes.
Paul

I

—

sides possessing fine voices individually and collectively. Walter Newman and Co. did nice'y wjth a well
presented comedy vehicle ar\d Frank

Whitman won considerable applause.
in opening, through violin playing
,and dancing.
Cecil Cunningham topped an averbill at Pantages.
This girl is
stately and stunning in appearance.
Billy Green with songs and stories

age

neatly handled made an enjoyable
No. 2.
Morgan and Gray in a
domestic comedy sketch did rather
well.
Kaufman and Lillian registered
strongly.
The girls nut
comedy had 'cm howling and their
finish, augumented by novelty costuming, landed them solidly.
Leaeh l.allin Trio opened with

strong Jaw and Svii* routine. The
revolving bit on the wire won its
usual appreciation. Byron Brothers
presenting the Monalua Sextette
with musical instruments closed
favorably.
The Golden Gate has an attrac-

offering.
Burke and
easily and Nalia

The New McVickers changed from over
.Sunday opening
op« ning this week.
a

a

to

Monday

The Lincoln.

Belleville, III
will
the St. Louis branch
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Vaudeville ManAssociation, starting Jan. 7,
playing three acts with three splits
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each
Alton,

04

week.
The Hippodrome at
111., has also accepted an as-

iation

franchise.

Belleville

my

all

Alton being key towns in that secare important acquisitions obtained through the efforts of Joe
Erber.

friends will soon see

artists'

HP*

while Barnard's

well,

closed.

who has been

Pierrette Gasnier,
has recovered.

ill,

The musicians' union has elected
new officers for the present year.

vice-president, A. J. Haywood; recording secretary, A. A. Greenbaum;
financial secretary, C. H. King, and
member of the board of directors, J.

Dewey.
Fred

Weiss,

managing

Warfield, has returned to

Welsman, Chicago booking repre- and Lionel Keene remains

99

sentative
of
Jones.
Linick
&
Schaefer. and Kenneth Fitzpatrick,
of the firm of Fitzpatrick & McElroy, which operates a number of
theatres in Michigan and Illinois,
which offer pictures, exclusively,
were the guests at the banquet
given Sam Kramer, retiring president of the Independent Agents' Association at the Randolph hotel. Mr.
Kramer acted as toastmaster. Harry

and have a

"Tip Top

Durkin sailed
Bart and Co„

laughter.
The Swiss
three women and a

rep-

resentative, who is at present booking with the W. V. M. A.: Sidney

"Better Times

Song Birds,
man, opened
Posing Dogs

G.

Burt Cortelyou, an

much

and They are: President, W. A. Weber;

tion

Here's hoping

created

served by
of the Western
l>e

Dugan and Raymond

program.

tive

are the brightest comedy number on
it.
Signor Friscoe created considerable enthusiasm with his xylophone

Loew's

New York
in charge.

Mrs.
Grace
Cheney
Baratti,
charged with the murder of her husband, Harry Baratti, a musician, is
to go to trla.1 Jan. 25. The Coroner's Jury returned a verdict that
Baratti killed himself.

Beaumont, who was expected

to be
could not attend, other*
business Icing so pressing. Krapieris going
to Honolulu for several
weeks, and will then make his offices in Los Angeles.

»

present,
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NOW ON

DISPLAY

A New

Collection of Millinery
Including Straws for the
Early Spring

bill

appearing in his act, next to closing.
he rau.ed a laugh panic.
Hallen ;:nd Ruf:sel preceded, paving the way with singing impressioni of Leonard.
Hallen was the
busiest comedian on the bill and
made the house howl through im-

New York Hippodrome

HIHIMlHIIHHWMIHMimMimHI

prevailed all through on
holiday bill at the orpheum.

Eddie Leonard headlined and with

ICO

W.

45fh

St.,
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New York
i
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GREASELESS

HAIR DRESSING
iVy
w*K // Keeps the Hair In

place

At Your l)ru«r Store, or

*£*^<Sx^

»

T.

NOONAN & SONS

City

Bast of Broadway

Discount ta N. V. A.

S«-n«l

S1.00 to

CO.,

COSTON

•
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Friday, January

VARIETY

1923

5,

NEVILLE FLEESON
AND

J&^

VON

Ban

May Have a Gingham

But Trixie Friganza

Girl,

Is

Their

Cat

would go over with a smash, but Year's Eve, at a $5 top was eagerly spite of its fine attraction and the
slightest seized
upon by holiday merry- fact that the original company was
showing
the
isn't
it
billed, fared rather poorly.
Picture
strength.
All of which is not un- makers.
hcuses had all they could handle,
Audit- usual when the same show with a
Ford's,
''Humoresque";
good
Arliss
in "The Green God- generally speaking.
is
George
practically
as
company
orium, "Irene"; Academy, "Abie's
The midnight burlesque show at
week; doing the same thing in a smaller dess" experienced a prosperous
Rose,"
stock,
2d
Irish
the Bastable Sunday lived up to
week at the Hanna.
Lyceum. "Ladies Night." stock, 2d theatre in Washington for $1.
expectations. It was billed as "real
Ford's with "The Torch Bearers"
week; Maryland, Keith vaudeville;
Fanny Brice was the headliner at old time" burlesque.
striking around
was.
It
Palace, "Chuckles"; Gayety, stock, had a fair week,
with Keith's Palace, this being her sec- Everything went except the seats,
burlesque; Folly. Mutual burlesque; $8,000, while the Auditorium,
Grace George in "To Love" did ond week at that house. To accom- and the rowdy audience would have
Hivoli. "The Hottentot."
modate vaudeville enthusiasts two hurled them if they had not be?n
During Christmas week theatrical slightly better, going to about $8,500.
and performances were run on New nailed down. It kept the Bastable
business in several spots was not Beth shows won good notices
the weather been better, would Year's Eve, at 7:30 and 10:30. and house force busy Mond.iy forenoon
what it should have been, while in had
putting in new electric lights.
have undoubtedly gone over $10,000. three shows on New Year's Day.
it was all that could be ex-

BALTIMORE

•

ROBERT

By

8I8K

F.

•

others,
pected.

The Maryland, playing

a

played

to the biggest
Keith
It is said
receipts of its history.
that $24,000 is the figure which the
Maryland grossed for the week with
and night
dairy matinees at $1,
bill

Several extra shows
in and at all of them,
people clamored to gain admittance.
At the Lyceum, which had "Ladies
Night" daily matinees with the exception of Wednesday, were played
and at $1 top, over $12,000 was
through
the
treasurer's
raked
window. The surprise of the week
came at the Academy, where "Abie's
Irish Rose" very nearly pulled a
Widely heralded
neat little flop.
before ifs advent here, it played to
a little over $6,500 on the week and
business was not at all uniform. It
received scant attention from the
papers, probably due to fact that an
prices at $2.

were run

'

f

attempt had been made to brand the
how as a legitimate attraction
when the impression had gotten
abroad that the production was

This

week

started

off

well

for

At the Shubert-State James C.
Nathan L. Robbins, head of the
most of the local shows with the
Maryland playing three shows on .Morton appeared with the "Steppin' Robbins interests in this city, Utica
White and Watertown, intends to let the
Francee
New Year's day to crowded houses. Around" unit.
Laurette Taylor, in "Humoresque" starred as an added attraction. The general public in on his new plans.
won excellent notices for her acting, attractive bill, favored with good Robbins recently organized a new
while the Fannie Hurst play didn't notices, resulted in one of the most corporation to handle his holdings
fare so well. Several seemed to re- prosperous weeks of the season for and develop his system. It is capigard it as a dreary piece of dialogue. this house.
talized at millions.
Robbins is ofBut at that, the production was exfering the stock to the public, and
cellent and the performance of Miss
Burlesque'— Colonial. "Keep Smil- it is said, is finding plenty of inTaylor was so painstaking and pre- ing," with Bert Lahr: Bandbox. "Oh, vestors.
Down Utica way about
cise that any deficiencies in the pray Daddy, Oh"; New Empire. 'Toot, $1,000,000 worth of stock has be?n
were quickly forgotten.
Toot."
subscribed for. Robbins' idea calls
A new schedule of prices of ad- Filme Stillman, "Peg o' My for an advisory body formed by
stockholders and holds out the
mission to the Ctntury, which has
Allen,
"Heroes of the promise of a certain number of free
been authorized by the management Heart";
Loew's Park and Mall. admissions weekly to those taking
will be put in effect beginning Tues- 8treet";
day.
In the afternoon hereafter 'Ebb Tide' Circle, 'The Sin Flood." $1,000 worth of stock.. Full-page

—

;

2,000 seats will be sold for 15 cents
each, plus war tax, and in the evenings there will be 1,000 seats sold
for that price.

The Metropolitan theatre, which
was darkened on December 9 after
thirteen weeks of repertory by the
McLaughlin Players, reopened on
This move on the part of the Cen- Dec. 24 as a pi:ture house.
The
tury is looked upon as an effort to initial feature was "Oliver Twist,"
corral Fome trade. The Rivoli, which supplemented, by Chaplin's "Easy
is way out of the district, has been
Street." Change of program will be

stock.
The Academy was leased running to capacity ever since its
from the Shuberts for six jveeks opening a year or so* ago, while the made semi -weekly.

with

the

expectation

the

comedy Century, a

really de luxe house, has
it's shows to droves of

CHESTER
WIETING—First
By

CLEVELAND

Embract the
HiahMt QuslitM.
Anurlna
Utttaf
S«tt»r«etlon

Theatrical and Street

Wear

Oprned

the faith of Clevelanders in any
prodrction that bears the Ziegfeld
name. The deluge at the box office
resulted in the decision to play here
a fortnight. Capacity houses were
the rule during Christmas week and
indications were equally encouraging for New Year's week. An extra

New

performance on Sunday night,

Slip pari.

with

M

* y
k I at
tripmine or
ttter

with

Need strong drama or melodrama
for prominent producer.
Prompt reading.

luede
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I

d

trim mint t*

atah.
Other

8Uee

medeli
I
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ft.
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to

ernt
art
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er plain
leather*.

Sand

290 Fifth Ave.
511 Sixth Ave.

strap

effects

far Catalog V.

Both bet. 30th
and 31st Sts.

LAURA

D.

WILCK

PLAY BROKER

ALBEE,

B. F.

Coincident with the Robbins announcemt-nt came the publication of
a story here to the effect that Robbins was seeking the purchase of
the old Grand Opera House, now

134-140

WNI

26th

NEW YORK

Artists can

Fred Perry, former vaudevillian,
recently with the Robbins interests
at Watertown as director of amateur night shows, has jumped to the
Empsall-Scsonske forces in a similar
capacity.
Perry will stage
dance /eat ures as prologues to films
at the Avon and will direct juvenile
amateur shows, planned for the

LIKE AN EGG
WITHOUT SALT
a vaudeville act without
laughs. t!et my

is

new

MONTHLY

COMEDY SERVICE
1

—

No.

10— Just

$2 or the entire set
for $11. My

MONTH-

LY COMEDY SERVICE

contains
laughs that are not only brandnew but strictly original. Its size
'.»
small— very small, but when
it

«

omes

to quality* "atta boy."

JAMES MADISON

STREET

TDI
Ml/
I IlUn II

1493

Broadway

New York

lined previously in Variety. Whether the Bastable, however, will have
burlesque
is
another
question.
Stephen Bastable, manager, is said
to have other plans In view.
STRAND— First part, "Kick In."
EMPIRE "The Beautiful and

CRESCENT— "The
Over

—

"Thirty

1-3

cui fomll

TO

1-2

HARTMANN
MURPHY

OFF REGULAR PRICES
OSHKOSH
BESTBILT

INDESTRUCTO

STANDSWELL

PAXRITE
NEVERBREAK EVERWEAR
New Manufacturers, Sample* and Some Slightly
9

Shop Worn

Young Rajah."

Syracusans went to
theatre on New Year's Day, according to figures gleaned on Tuesday
from
local
theatre
managers.
Keith's, which had a midnight show
New Year's Eve, was packed at all
50,000

MURDOCH,

ALL makes
ALL SIZES

THEATRE—SCENERY—HOTEL

and Tuesday, it would appear that
Syracuse wants burlesque and Is
ripe for Jack Singer's venture, out-

EDWARD

book

Frank-

CITY

Also a Hijjh- Grade Line of Leather Goods at

50% Reduction

national Luggage Shops
1455 BROADWAY
Timet Square, at 4 1st

General Manager

F. F.

oiin
Founders

KEITH,

at

just cdmpleted by Charles
Taylor on the site of the old Grand
theatre, destroyed by fire two years
ago, was opened Wednesday night.
The house will have a film policy.

Street,

New York

PROCTOR,

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
(AGENCY)
—'s— (Palace Theatre Building, New York)
B. F.

other

fort,

OTTO WAGNER
IMPORTER OP
RAW FURS

-

.

and

The new Palace theatre

—

ROBBINS-ECKEL

J. J.

Oneonta

vfcinlty towns.

from No.

three performances.
Th*» Temple
was jammed and the Bastable similarly.
The Wieting, however, .n

President

—r

"Duley."
last half,

week,
BASTABLE
All
this
"Echoes of Broadway." Independent burlesque booking, with Sam
Rosenberg, Bastable treasurer, playing impresario.
With a Sunday
midnight show playing to capacity,
and excellent business on Monday

Damned."

UNDERWEAR AND PAJAMAS MADE TO ORDER
EXPERT REFITTING AND REPAIRING

Cooperstown,

presses.

KEITH'S—Vaudeville.

Days."

CITY

The Fort Plain theatre at Fort
Plain, owned by a stock company
controlled by V. F. Saxton, was
sold this week to W. C. Smalley
of Cooperstown.
The house waa
erected in 1911.
Smalley will add
it to his chain of nine theatres in

Strand every Monday and Wednes.newspaper advertisements heralded day evening.
the Robbins scheme in this vicinity.
Booklet literature is now on the

TEMPLE—Vaudeville.

NEW YORK

8PECIAL RATE8 TO PROFESSION
142 Mason Street, SAN FRANCISCO

E. F.

half,
to fair business;

1476 Broadway

Famcus SHIRT HOSPITAL

SHIRT8.

BAHN

—

MAX HASE

I

B. F.

theatrical discard for some time.
principal drawback to the house
is its second floor location.

N. Y.

Next
Russian Grand Opera Co.
week, first half, "Tangerine"; last
By C. L. WALTER8
which
orighalf,
"Lady
Butterfly,"
"SaHy," with Marilyn Miller and
Leon Errol, at the Ohio, renewed inally was "The Little Kangaroo."

Patent Colt-

•»'

B.

Keith vaudeville, has been in the

The

out— price

SYRACUSE,

been playing
em-pfy-'se.'its'.

owned by the Syracuse Post -Standard.
The Grand, one time home of

F.

ALBE&

A.

direct addressing

PAUL KEITH,

W. DAYTON

F. F.

PROCTOR

WEGEFARTH

City

Vice-President

y
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1

1923
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aasac

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
Address care Hugh
BURLESQUE ROUTES

City
=V Jersey
New York.

1*2

15

Hurtig

&

J.

15

Gayety

Omaha.

(Jan. 8- Jan. 15)

"Chuckles

1922"
Gayety
8
of
15 Gayety Pittsburgh.

Washington
Finney Frank 8 Empire Toronto
Gayety Buffalo.
"Flashlights of 1923' 8 Empress
Chicago 15 Gayety Detroit.
"Follies of Day" 8 Columbia New
York 15 Casino Brooklyn.
15

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
"American

Girl" 8

Orpheum Pater

son IS Majestic Jersey City.
"Beauty Revue" 8 Gayety Buffalo
15 Gayety Rochester.
"Big Jamboree" 8 Gayety Rochester 15-17 Colonial Utica-

"Folly Town" 8-10 Cohen's Newburgh 11-12 Cohen'a Poughkeepsie

15

"Big Wonder Show" 8 Palace Baltimore 15 Gayety Washington.

"Reeves Al"

Seamon's

Empire Brooklyn.
"Giggles" 8 Gayety St. Louis 15

New

8

Ltd.,

8

Maids"

"Social

Gayety Pitts-

8

burgh

15 Colonial Cleveland.
'Step Lively Girls" 8-10 Colonial
Utica 15 Gayety Montreal.
Step On It" 8 Gayety Detroit 15
Empire Toronto.
Talk of Town" 8 Casino Philadelphia 15 Palace Baltimore.

"Temptations of 1922" 8 Casino
Brooklyn 15 Casino Philadelphia.
"Town Scandals" 3 Colonial Cleveland 15 Empire Toledo.

Wat«on

Billy 8

L O

Watson Sliding

Event
I

Miller
Annual Sale
—

—

Yamada Joe
Yates Bob
Young Harry

"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew"

(film.)

Walker Whiteside comes to the
Tulane next week in "The Hirdu."
Santos Shields of this city joined
the Whiteside

John

company

recently.

Davidson has been elected
president of the local T. M. A. Mr.
Davidson is employed at the Orpheum.
C.

The Marmein

KANSAS CITY
By WILL R. HUGHES
SHUBERT— "The Circle."
GRAND— Dark.
«AYETY— "Bubble-Bubble."
GARDEN— Bridge Musical Stock

Slaters,

appearing

at the Orpheum this week, will give
a lecture on dancing to mother*
and their children at the theatre
Saturday morning. The girls are
lecturing on Saturdays in all of the
cities they visit, the central idea being to create interest.
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a series of Comedy
made in Los
Angeles', Cal., by a reliable
in

Pictures to be
firm.

State age, weight, experience.
Send photographs.
Immediate response necessary.

\

:

fcfeara Al

DoufflaaM Billie
Boufflaaa Harry
i»nfl

,i

a V'ardj

opportunity for the right

man

Lawrence Mar
Lewis Artie
LlO)
ft Whit
l (

Cromwell
Curl

An

•

i

Lambert Helen
Laaa Joe
La pale]
m
I.

\V S

liff.ir.l

•

<;•

Herold Clare
Hewitt Harry
Hicks Mrs
>

Camta
•

Weight 250 pounds or more,
good personality; between',
21 and 30 years old, with
round face, clear eyes.

Almond

ari

Pictures

of

I.oney

Haal-.ell

Haael

u

i

For Motion

Halmatle Mabel
Hamilton i.iiiy
Hanney Lou
Hansom Prank
Harrla Joseph

Herb
5»

Howard K

Butler

Vi-zk-"
I
truson Hoy

Wanted-A Fat Man!

I

KulThain Rimer
Buastey

,,iys

Qlbaon lladya
Gibson Jamea

Brown & Harrows
Browne «* Kiaine
Itruaer Jerome
Burke

;

Parrel

L

Rufji-h

r;i

E
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Raker Marian
Rail Harry
Rarclay Jark

I?-rp.«n II

,

Bd

E isent >pal
Kvana Mero

Almond A V

53 Styles 7.85
47 Styles 42.85

^ e

Elklna Fay
Klliaun

Aiim.in Charley
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Alexander
All

Rptts St John
Blondell Edith
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Brooklyn Shop

Wright Willard
Wright Betty

Taylor

LETTERS

$U 85

•

WlnehlU Cliff J
Woodland R
Wooda David
Wpoda Jack

STRAND.— Laurette

o' My Heart." (film.)
LIBERTY.—Gloria Swanson

"Peg

WARDROBE

Decern bet Stylet

I.

Charles Play-

Grace Schoen, until a few days
Photoplays
"The Dangerous ago treasurer at the St. Charlea.
Age,"
Newman;
"Alias
Julius and Frank Marciante. for five years
Caezar," Liberty;
'The Flaming treasurer of the Orpheum, were
Hour," Globe: '•When Love Comes." married here last week. Marciante
Pantages; 'June Madness," Main- is now in a commercial line. Miss
Schoen is succeeded at the St,
"Jazz Babies" 8 Plaza Springfield. street.
Charles by Harvey Oswald.
"Jazz Time Revue" 8 Majestic
Wilkes-Barre.
"With the joys and gladness of
Harry Quinn and Abe Seligman,
"Kanely Kids" 8 Lyric Newark.
Christmas tide in their hearts the managers in years agone, are on ths
"Kuddlin Kittens" g Olympic New critics were unanimous in their "tiring line"
at the Fair Grounds.
York.
praise of the bills at the different
"Laffln Thru 1923" 8 Duquesne theatres last week.
"Kempy" at
The Paul English players closed
Pittsburgh.
the Shubert received the lion's share their tour last week. A repertoirs
"London Gaiety Girls" 8 Gayety of the praise.
stock, playing the less pretentious
Brooklyn.
There seems no reasonable ex- towns, the English Players cleaned
"Mischief Makers" 8
Majestic planation for the medium
business $12,000 net on their season.
Scranton.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 8 Bijou Phila- done at the Shubert last week by
"Kempy." The company was the
delphia.
"Pace Makers" 8 Howard Boston. original one with the three Nugents
and GrantJtfitchell and the press
"Pell Mell" 8 Park Bridgeport.
For 1923 and years to come
"Playmates" 8 Band Box Cleve- could not have been kinder or more
generous with their reviews, yet the
land.
"Runaway Girls" 8 People's Cin- business simply did not come the
first part of the week.
It comclnnati.
"Smiles and Kisses" 8 Garden menced to build after the Wednesday matinee but not what it should
Buffalo.
"Town Follies" 8 Empire Iloboken. have done. The critics have been
White Pat S Broadwav Indianap- especially vigilant in calling attention to the fact that Kansas City
olis.
got but few new plays, but here
was one wiih its original New York
TRUNK
cast, fresh from its New York and
Moat value for the money
Chicago run, offered to the amusement lovers before it was given to
When sending for mail to
TAYLOR
WORKSBoston and Philadelphia, and thev
VAM1BTY address Mall Clerk
28 E. Randolph St.
210 W. 44th St.
failed to give it the support due.
S A V ,HT « i"o3»
,
£
, n/'V? 5 !?
LAR I.KTTBH8 WILL There is no explanation.
CHICAGO
YORK
l
NOT BK

I. Miller January custom
and the expectations of
the feminine public!

Reduced

Roberta Will

.11

CHARLES.— St.

$75

a few weeks ago
but sketches in the denow resigner s hand
duced to comply with the

65

Wll llama Griff

Rathburn Elizabeth

ST.

ers In "Tiger Rose."
Vaudeville.
PALACE.— Vaudeville.
CRESCENT.— Vaudeville.

Taylor XX

I.

Slippers

Rife Mildred

Roach A MoCurdy

Ramsey Madame

By O. M. SAMUEL
Tl' LANE.— "The Passing Show."
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Welton Adele
Weinglaaa Dewey
Weat Jack
Weatern Helen
White Mabel E
Wilson Bros
Wilson J J

Pullman Kate

"Youthful Follies" 8 Columbia
Chicago 15 Star and Garter Chicago

MUTUAL CIRCUIT
dence 15 Casino Boston.
"Let's Go" 8 Gayety Montreal 15
"Baby Bears" 8 Park Utica.
Gayety Boston.
'Band Box Revue" 8 Gayety
"Maids of America" 8 Grand Louisville.
Worcester 15 Miner's Bronx New
"Broadway Belles" 8 Lyceum CoYork.
lumbus.
"Marion Dave" 8 Miner's Newark
Fields Harry 8 Folly Baltimore.
15 Orpheum Paterson.
before it la stale. Call today.
"Georgia Peaches" 8 Majestic Al-"Mimic World" 8 Casino Boston bany.
Room 404, Romax Bldg.,
15 Columbia' New York.
"Girls a la Carte" 8 Empire Cleve245 West 47th Street
"Radio Girls" 8 Gayety Omaha 15 land.
(W. of Broadway), New York, N. Y. Gayety Minneapolis.
"Heads Up" 8 Star Brooklyn.

Style

Steven* & Laurel
Stockton Gladys
Sunahine Marion

kee.

Song Numbers

of the Year

Potter Charlea B
Preaton Claudia
Price Beatrice

Empire

8

Soloman Sol
Stanhope Paul

Waldo J J
Warwick L*»h

Rollins Robert

Billy

We

The

Palmer Beaa
Parker Evelyn
Parry A Parry

Saunders Jack
Toledo 15 Lyric Dayton.
Williams Mollie" 8 Gayety Boston Scott Rose
Shaffron Jeanne
15 Grand Worcester.
Mr
"Wine Woman and Song" 8 Gay- Shapiro
Sharplea Wally
ety Minneapolis 15 Gayety Milwau- Sbarrocka The

Unpublished

can aupply you with the kind of eon?
material you want to improve your act
and we will gladly demonstrate those
which may prove available for use. Wc
aire you an opportunity -to use a song

Hhe«M»y Charlea

O'Brien William
Oakoman Charles

Gayety St Rofera Dorothy

15

Louis.

NEW ORLEANS

Shayne Al

Bella

Mclntyre Grace

New

Miner's Bronx
York 15 Empire Providence.

8

Sydney, Australia

Gayety Kansas City McGreery

O.

"Rockets"

Gayety Kansas City.
"Greenwich Village Revue" 8 MilOlympic Cincinnati waukee Gayety 15 Columbia Chicago
15LO.
"Hello Good Times" 8 Hurtig &
"Broadway Brevities" 8 Empire Seamon's New York 15-17 Cohen's
Brooklyn 15 Miner's Hewark.
Newburg 18-20 Cohen's PoughkeepMajestic
Flappers"
8
"Broadway
sie.
"Hipplty Hop" 8 Star and Garter
Chicago 15 Empress Chicago.
"Keep Smiling" 8 Lyric Dayton 15
Olympic Cincinnati.
"Knick Knacks" 8 Empire Provi-

"Bon Tons"

L
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L O

"Bubble Bubble' 8

^
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By 8IDNEY BURTON
Show business has shown real
trength in most quarters during
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THATS WHY

Ringling, son of Charles
Ringling, the circus magnate, who
made his first real operatic appearance as Germont in "La Traviata."
number of celebrities were present for the event as well as Ringling's wife and Fortune (Julio, the
impresario, who expressed himself
well pleased with tho performance.
Ringling, though decidedly nervous, acquitted himself creditably
and won enthusiastic applause. Unlike most operatic singers, Ringling
received all of his musical training
in the United States.
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theatre shortly after
of the year.

first

Charles Baad, who will manage
new Biltmore hotel, has gone to
York.

star,

the

recently appeared at the Pantages,
where Jack Dempsey was giving an
exhibition, and sparred with the
champion for a few minutes. Denny
won the amateur championship of
the Royal Canadian flyers.

New

William Ervadt,

The Auditorium
Sand" was given a

is

eral weeks, save for a
cert occasionally.

creditable stock presentation at the
Morosco. Harland Tucker was engaged for the Skinner and Valentino (films) role.
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McCoy
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JACK HURLEY

them the Majestic here and the Alcazar In San Francisco. He probably will be in New York In conference with Sam Harris before this
item appears in print.
Alex Pantages received a beautiful gift from Senator Hiram Johnson at Christmas. It was a package

There Is a possibility that Fred
•
Butler will resume stock directing of seeds.
shortly. Butler for a long time was
director for Morosco and at the
Arthur Fournler. local composer
Alcazar in San Francisco.
has returned from Europe, where hf
spent two years and a lot of doug)<

Th.

2-7 St.r-t

.•

.

that
Ferris Hartman, old-time pro
1923 he will produce only
Wilkes has several ductff and comedian, sent out cal
untried plays.
stock theatres in the west, among endars on which were printed a

-

.

Bid,.

photograph of himself and Paul
Steindorff of San Francisco, and
labeled "Pals for thirty years."
Willard Mack closed "Red Bulldogs" at Santa Barbara, preferrirg
not to continue to Portland and
Seattle,

owing

to

LIKE FATHER-LIKE SON

(JAN.

1)—KEITH'S BUSHWICK THEATRE, BROOKLYN

a booklner per-

centage afrangement. He will rewrite the play or portions of it beHe hat
fore going in to Chicago.
dates at the Cort there.

WANTED

<

fdtibf Iniiy aerobe t. who can rto «oma
St
Una; for a well-known art
I'F.TPOfl.
A. M
MUfv In flmt letf«p
-mI.

KOTKL CITY ISLAND, NKW

THE FOUR CA^ERONS
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Thomas Wilkes announces

during

Mack

y
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M0* T NATHAN
FRANK G'BNEV
GCRLACH
SAN FRANCISCO
MINNEAPOLIS

3<<-»»f

Bulldogs," drew well at the Mason
and is n^w on the road. Southern
California one-night stands are being played before the company goes
north. Mack did considerable fixing
during the week the play was showing here.
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go

vaudeville.
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& SONSSAL

Morosco treas-

who resigned some time ago,
returned from San Francisco.

urer,
lias

Str«at

JACK LAHEV

ITS
TOUCH
THIS SONG
SURE-FIRE APPEAL TO THE MILLIONS OF MUSICAL
coneoy, vaudeville, burlesque & cabaret patrons

DENVER

new Biltmore
the

2'8 ''-•nnc't

ED EDWARDS

FRANK FOSS

By ED KRIEG

BOSTON

35 So. 9'.n 3«'»tt

Q'.lOLEY

BALTIMORE

LOS ANGELES

on the

RUBE-

ORCHESTRATION

Robert

will start

NEGRO-

Sfert'5«*riz£

yovu

The engagement of the San Carlo
Opera Company at the Teck last
week was marked by the debut of

Is said,

\Z-^&&

4
too* V* **

ly^TalruT

as the reason for discontinuance, it
has been known that the small capacity of the house has kept it out
of the running in competition with
tho newer and larger theatres here.
The Strand is owned by the Mitchll
Mark interests and was the first
picture house in Buffalo.

it

&Oy&GIRL-

HAVE THE
SONCPAT*
AND READY
TO PUT ON

As announced in Variety several
months ago, the Strand will go out
of business on February 2. Although
inability to renew its lease is given

Work,

Z DOYS-

yovu

"Success" company (Shubert vaudehere last week resulted in at
least
one unfortunate
incident.
Either the members of the company
were badly advised or else the local
Thatrical Managers' Association for
once failed to function properly.
The result was a number of appeals for assistance by the actors to
the poor authorities, to the mayor,
and to a local fraternal organization, with much newspaper notoriety
* consequent regarding the players'
improvidence. The publicity given
the affair loft a decided bad odor
hereabouts. It is regrettable that the
local theatrical colony did not follow the lead by Paul Cunningham,
headlining at Shea's, who raised a
fund from the bill and presented
each member of the stranded troupe
with a new $10 bill at the station
as they left for New York.
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"With closing of Criterion, due to the Spiegel fiasco,
vaudeville at Shea's has taken decided brace, nearly all performances
going to sell-out. In burlesque, both
Oayety and Garden reporting big
business,
the
latter
continuing
strong draw ^with Mutual attractions. Legitimate houses closed be"
fore Xmas. Xmas week attractions
included "Dulcy," at Majestic, and
San Carlo Opera at Teck. Opera
did well, with clientele made up In
large part of elements foreign to
usual draw.
"Dulcy" drew high
praise from reviewers but received
only fair business, considering the
season.
past fortnight.

The break-up
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RETURN TO NEW YORK

WITH BROTHER CHARLIE

and TITO DE FIORE
THIS

WEEK

(JAN.

KEITH'S

B. F.

1,

1923)

KEITH'S

B. F.

PALACE

ALHAMBRA

AND

NEW YORK
«

NEXT WEEK (JAN. 8)—B.
Direction

MR. OE FIORE

F.

KEITH'S ROYAL,

ROSE

and

NEW YORK

CURTIS

MISS GRANESE

house from the start without trou- Lewis -Co. as
ble. The novel idea of using watches southern Texas.

BOSTON

business last week in the Arcade
building. Joe Erber, local representative, is very optimistic as to the
stead of the regular props, got
future and greatly pleased with the
Three new road men have been
over. Basil Lynn and William Howco-operation received. Mr. Fetterer,
the
United
Artists
office
put
out
by
land, with their comedy act, were
Chicago office, will be In St. Louis
well received. Lew Van and Turah in Dallas: Doak Roberts, son of this week to assist Joe Erber at the
Tyson with an eccentric dancing Doak Roberts. Sr., baseball mag- local office.
Richard
Noskit and William Newell and Elsa nate of the southwest;
Most in a musical sketch that in- len, at one time exhibitor at Breckcludes patter and dancing also reg- enridge, Tex., and H. M. Bryants.
D. C.
istered.
Harry La Vail and Sister,
By HARDIE MEAKIN
aerial act, started, with the Four
The Musselman interests have
Phillips in a juggling and balanc- taken over the Palace, Corsicana,
Local managers got their current
ing act closing.
from Southern Enterprises, Inc. attractions started with a Sunday
This is the second house in Corsi- night performance. At Poll's Frank
Harry Van was fined $10 by Judge cana a big oil boom city for the
Brackett in the Municipal court Musselman crowd, the other being Tlnney Is starting off to what would
Tuesday when he was arraigned on the Grand. W. W. Grist, former give indications of being a good
two charges of ticket speculating in manager of the Palace, will be week in "Daffy Dill," while at the
front of Keith's New Year's night. transferred to Dallas, while M. W.
Musselman manager other Shubert house is "Give and
It was alleged the spec was getting Hays,
the
Take," recently tried out in Atlantic
$2 for tickets sold at the box office there, will manage both houses.
for $1.10 and $1.65 for tickets scaled
City and which has been rewritten
for 85 cents. Keith's ran three shows
and
The Naparticularly recast.
recently
met
exhibitors
Arkansas
Monday and was packed at all per*
con- tional also is housing a rewritten,
formances. Van is said to have had at Little Rock for their annual
elected the following recast attraction which has been
and
vention,
forty seats on him when he was arofficers: W. E. Collins of Joneaboro,
rested by a police officer.
given one tryout, "Barnum Was
president; H. D. Wharton of Warren and O. C. Hauber of Pino Bluff, Right."
A unit is at the Belasco.
vice-presidents, with the following,
M.
S.
legislative committeemen:
"Abie's Irish Rose" Is in its sixth
A picture production company Is Nutt of Hot Springs. T. W. Sharp week, with business steadily mountbeing organized in Dallas under the of Little Rock. The board of direchigher, the end of the fifth week
ing
William
follows:
direction of E. C. Blesi. The com- tors was named as
pany is advertising for stockholders. A. May. Little Rock; W. L. Lander*. disclosing receipts $800 in excess of
Batesville; D. E. Fenton. Paris; E. any of the preceding weeks.
All
S.
H.
C. Robinson. Fayette ville;
A theatre Is being erected at San Butler, Russellville; J. A. Collins. run records for local productions,
Antonio by Louis Santikos, long an Parngould; F. B. Smith, Stuttgart; whether road or stock, have been
independent exhibitor. Seating ca- G. E. Haven, Forest City.
smashed by this play.
pacity 2,500.

and clocks

By LEN LIBBEY
With Raymond Hitchcock topping
and with the balance Of the bill inclined to be very speedy also, the
show at the local Keith house this
week Is one that sent them all away
happy at the finish, and which will
bring capacity houses before the
end of the week. It has about
everything that a vaudeville show
needs to be recorded as a winner,
and there are no draggy places.
Hitchcock, just before closing,
usee nothing to bolster up his monolog. He just wanders on and starts
to do his stuff, and while he admits

himself rather lonesome, appearing
on a stage without a bunch of girls
surrounding him, he makes good
progress in his strange setting. His
stuff is all new to this city, and as
he is an adept at this sort of
act, he gets over for full value.
Ruby Norton, just returned from
England, scored with her songs from
grand opera and musical comedy
and did exceptionally well with
those written by Clarence Senna,
who accompanies her at the piano.
She has always been wen liked here
and this week is no exception.
In "A Little Hit of This and That,"
George Moone, assisted by Margaret
Quimby and Marion Gould, furnished what proved to be the dancing hit of the show. They use a
rather pretentious background with
Moore feeding the comedy to good

in

a juggling

act,

representative
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Christmas Day.

The annual ball of the Uniformed
Firemen's Association of New York
City will be held Jan. 20 at Madison
Square Garden. Tickets of admission are $1. The proceeds go to the
benevolent fund of the organization.
John

Models.

HARRY WELLER
793-8thAv.

N

h

Open Evenings

'*Y

DALLAS, TEX.

The R. D. Lewis Film

by Louij

Pillerln,

Co..

owned

has taken over

Victoria, Ossining, N. Y.. installed
vaudeville the last half, commencing
this week.

Percy Q. Williams has opened his
winter home, Neptuno Villa, Palm
Beach. Paul Salvln is another New
Yorker, who left last week to spend
the winter in Florida,

Major Doyle is playing the role of
an old midget, retired from the clrcus and settled down as the smart 1
Aleck of a small town, in "Back^
Bone," now being filmed from the
story of that name.
(

24» IV. S8th

Phone
Bond

At..

ST.

N. V.
0344

LOUIS

By JOHN ROSS
Manager Harry Earl, Rialto. an-

Fits Roy
for Catalogue

The rumor

that the

Empress

knows this face
and shadows of stage

the world

!

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

WARDROBE
TRUNKS
NORMANDIB OLDO.,

S

will

cor 38tb * ll'vray.
PHONUi FlTZROl 884S V.

IS.

ft

EDDIE

said that the closing was given as
the reason for cancellation. However, Manager Harris denies the
foregoing, and states the concession
was ordered out because It was a
general nuisance. The Empress last
week played . straight vaudeville.
Two acts, the Brownells and Joe
is

se'uings

have never disturbed the perfection of
his characterizations. His make-up is
perfect always. Be sure of your makeup— alwayst BesureyouuseLeichner's.
Its quality is without a rival— and there
is a cream, or a paint or a liner for every
part in the "Land of Make-Believe."
Use Leichner'g
for perfect make-up.

royalty.

IIOTKL

gained impetus when the
candy concession contract was canIt
celed by Manager Zack Harris.

High

BARGAIN!!

Novelty man and woman act*
open one and half, close in
one; 2 special drops; 14 minutes; great routine.
Played
only 5 weeks. Must sacrifice
he. because illness forces retirement. Will sell or lease on

stock of $25,000.

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS

close

lights

as

of the Schine Theatrical Co., with
headquarters at Gloversville, N. Y.

The Palace, Marshall, Tex., recently under the management of the

nounced that dally matinees have
been discontinued, excepting Saturday and Sunday, and that motion
pictures (news weekly) have been
added to the bills. Night business
at the Rialto has been exceptional.

AH

1

•

FOOTWEAR

The Newest Parle
Verslom in Fall-Time

Breslin resigned Jan.

J.

manager of the Jefferson, Auburn,
N. Y.. and is now general manager

Picture houses: Columbia, "Tess";
Palace, "Pride of Palomar"; Rialto,
is under
now
Amusement,
Southern
"'Singed Wings": Metropolitan, "The
distribution of the MidFoWler, the "watch king," had the physical
management of George T. Dangerous Age."
the
States Distributing Co. in Dallas.
Shows next week: Sessue HayaJack Joyce will remain as personal Trammell.
kawa in "Tiger Lily" at Poll's;
of the owner of tho
The Ardmore Park Amusement White's "Scandals" at National;
Welter's FRENCH representative
Mid-States. A. Aaronson. C. E. DllOkla,, has be«n or- Bertha Kalich
Ardmore,
of
Co.
in new play, "Jitta's
formerly with Universal, has
lln,
ganized by A. Eddleman, U. S. Joines Atonement" at Garrlck.
aligned himself with the R. D.
So Smartly Different.
and W. R. Hinight, with a capital

result.

volunteer vaudeville entertainat Sing Sing prison

ment was given

MACK

ADDRESS:

O.

Box

TALKS:

Joe Darcy, you'll admit,
In his stage attire

and

At the Broadway,

New

Showing

666, Variety,

his apparel

New York

No. 115

quite neat

is

in his street;

York, he

by hit

pal,

is

back.

Eddie Mack.

i

Jackson, failed to make an appearance at the matinee (opening).

—

At your

I.

IE/ICHNE/Q.
W

TOILET PREPARATIONS
I

Theodore Anton, manager of the
Lowell (pictures), was slugged by a
bandit and is in a serious condition.
The robber made no attempt after

druggist or supply house.

Distributors:

16th St.

and Irving

PI..

MACK BUILDING

attack to take the day's receipts and
valuables Anton had. on his person
and escaped.

THEATRICAL MAKEUP

GEot BORGFELDT & CO,

MACKS CLOTHES SHOP

The W. V. M. A.

New York

office

Juat a 3tep East of Broadway on

OTHER STORK:

1582

TtROMWAT.

4*tta Street

Rrt. 47th nnl 48th StrreU

J

opened for

SENATOR FORD ANNOUNCES

THE HUMAN RADIO

IN

BROADCASTING GOOD CHEER

MATERIAL WRITTEN, SUPPLIED AND COPYRIGHTED BY SENATOR FORD
Also featuring
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SUNNY

JIM, the greatest song
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ever,

used
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EDWARD CLARK

EDWARD CLARK
Auf/ior

245

AUTHOR

WEST

47th ST.

Suite 501-2
Phone 5779 Bryant

AND DIRECTOR
Writer of the following Vaudeville successes: "The Winning

Auto Bandit,"

"When We Grow Up," "The

"Dc Luxe Annie," "You're

in

9

Widow*; "The System"

for Taylor Granville,

Dairy Maids," "The Japanese Prince," "The Last Mile,"

Love," "Honey Girl," "Little Miss Charity,"

Oh What a

"The Piker," "The

and the following plays:

etc.,

Girl," etc.

sj

WILL WRITE

AND STAGE A

LIMITED

NUMBER OF VAUDEVILLE ACTS

HAVE SOME GOOD MATERIAL ON HAND

NOW LOCATED AT
town for demand.

SHOWS IN CHICAGO

245

W. 47th ST. (Romax

Layout of

this

new theatre great for the comedy.
(Continued from page 14)
Treated fine by critics. Would have
attractions that grasped the holiday gone higher than $20,000 if the BatSold
business would be a repetition of urday matinee had held up.

New

Year's Eve at $5 top- as
early as last 'Thursday.
1st
"Demi - Virgin" (LaSalle
week.) Intimated around $1 1,000.
with no atmosphere that it will hold
much over profit line with the end
of holiday business.
Sensational
advertising was not engaged in as
some thought would be, recalling the
New York premiere.
"Shore Leave" (Powers, 1st week )
Frances Starr will draw good society clientele, and indications point
to no loss effects due to cutting off
This theatre alof hotel brokers.
ways did have fashionable box office trade through its being trademark theatre in loop.
ganization.
"Shuffle Along." (Olympic, 7th
Al Jolson nulst say good-bye at
the Apollo Saturday. Jolson departs week.) Very merry Xmas for splenrecords did colored organization. Sailed into
with unequaledv records
that will cause "Sally" to exert $19,000 class and would have gone
every angle to outdo in the matter higher except for Tuesday and
of consecutive capacity business. Thursday nights* empty seats.
Jolson's name is* a monument in
"So Thia la London." (Cohan's
Chicago.
Grand, 6th week.) Hit off in neighEddie Cantor's show. "Make It borhood of $16,000, with capacity
Snappy." takes the Apollo stage for house Friday on top of the Xmas
an indefinite engagement. "Green- Day trade. Tuesday night "off" to
wich Village Follies" will be sup- gain bigger week's figure. Nothing
planted at the Great Northern by for worry on part of this show now
"Zeno," the melodrama about spir- solid Cohan hit here.
itualism. With the Wheel of Life"
"The Firat Year." (Woods, 8th
(Elsie Ferguson's vehicle) opening
Didn't repeat Thanksgivat the Blackstone Monday, the crit- week.)
'Tis known manpace.
ics will have much picking of shows ing week
worried abont future here
agers
are
Applejack"
to attend. The "Captain
and the Cantor show will be Sunday regards getting big figures. Hotel
"pushing it" as
night premieres, with, of course, the stands have stopped
Reported
Harris play drawing the critics was happening at start.

gaining splendid profits from the
turnout of the playgoers, so thoughts
wend towards the five openings for
next week.
The "Music P.ox Revue" will be
succeeded at the Cclonial by the
long awaited "Sally." This is one
town where the popularity of Leon
Brrol will closely attach itself to
that
publicity
country -wide
the
Marilvn Miller recently received.
Chicago is known to be Krrol's
strongest spot of popularity, as already evidenced by attention given
him by the newspapers. There is
nothing on the horizon except "tremendous money" for the Ziegfeld orall

out

,

—

—

Bldg.)

SUITE

NEW YORK CITY

501-2

"Sally" opening Monday, coming Jan. 29 will have "The Dover Road" specially big play upstairs. About
from Cleveland. For holiday week at the Walnut and "The Cat and the $14,500.
Canary" at the Adclphi, and on the
it topped the Loop, getting $37,300.
11th
(Lyric,
"Blossom Time*
"Thank-U* (Cort, 18th week). following Monday Frances Starr will week). Came back with bang. This
Gave flock of matinees, five in* all, open at the Broad in "Shore Leave." operetta is undoubtedly season's big
noise here and there is no telling
allowing week's gross to reach $16,Estimates for last week:
000.
Now 2 to 1 favorite in claim
how long its run will last, though
Robert Mantell (Broad, 3d week). two more weeks is probably the
will outlive "The First Year" is
managers consider advantages of Business below average. Less than limit. $20,090.
$10,000. "Sherlock Holmes" Monday.
profits in making bookings.
"Cat and Canary" (Princess. 21th
"The Passing Show of 1922" (Shuweek). Easily did $18,000 with help
SHOWS IN BOSTON
bert, 2d week).
With extra matinee
of extra matinee Xmas, and should
and
tilted scale holidays, gross about
(Continued from page 14)
do higher, next year for play has
$23,000.
One more week, with agencies around town when a hit
had big call for New Year's week.
"Springtime of Youth" next.
has been registered, but the tickets
"Greenwich Village Folliaa" (Great
purchased from the
Northern, 5th week). Estimated at
"Scandals" (Forrest, 2d week).— are generally
dummies, and
hard
$18,000, but would have had
Better show than last year, is gen- box offices through
time getting this if it hadn't been e ral opinion, and business testified there is no set agreement between
speakfor terrific pushing done at hotel to this feeling. Landed over $26 000 the Boston houses, generally
'stands, since with Jolson's big sale. y.d Wynn in "The Perfect Fool" ing, and the agencies.
stands forced this attraction after Monday.
The gross registered at the Hollis
"break" at the Colonial for other
last week was fully up to expecta"To the Ladies" (Garrlck, 2d tions, and when Treasurer Feathermusical piece.
week). Real builder and great mat- stone counted up at the end of the
"Why Certainly" (Central, 1st inee puller. Gross of
week). Allan Pollock won't get far last w eek. "The Torch over $16,000 session it was found "Lightnln'
Bearers" next had done $22,000 for the period. It
with this newest attempt to recover Monday.
has been a long time since any such
some of losses of "The Divorce"Ths Monster" (Walnut, 1st week). figure showed on the books at this,
ment." Hardly possible piece will
Opened
nicely
Claimed
$5,000.
without opposition.
last another week.
"He Who Gets Slapped" (Play- "Anna Christie" dropped badly in
Beautify Vour Fee*

—

—

|

—

—

house,

week).

4th

More hardluck

for hardluck Lester Bryant. Richard

Bennett's illness caused a turn back
of money T/hursday night and holding week's gross this side of $10,000.
"For All Of Us" (transferred from
the LaSalle for the 1st week at this
theatre). Registered plenty of capacity business, enabling good $18,000

on week-

final week after building up encouragingly through pre-Christmas dog
days. Made money for all concerned

"Partners
week.)

Tups

Again" (Selwyn, 1st
all dramatic shows in

it

Saturday night

set for

"The

m« MfTMl

Guilty

Great break for Hanks

Denice midweek matinee.
parts Saturday with "Captain Applejack" opening Sunday night.
"Bombo" (Apollo, 15th week.) Why
At Wednesday
even estimate it?
matinee Jolson had n\uch fun with
Harney Bernard in the audience telling Bernard what the Jolson record
Hardly bereally is for Chicago.
lievable Jolson record will even be
At -any rate
equalled by "Sally."
the "waiting to see if 'Sally' will

Had

One"

Of

MAKE UP

Est.

Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

matinee,

saving

extra

performance for New Year's
Leaves Saturday, with
matinee.

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL
MABEL FORD
R00NEY and BENT

DOLLY SISTEKS
KITTY GORDON

RAY RAYMOND

and

ADELAIDE and HUGHES OHtlS
DAVE MARION
FOUR FORD DANCERS
WILKINS and HUGHES
CASEY and WARREN
JOHNSON and GODFREY

BUCKLEY and SULLIYAV:
FOUR HUSBANDS
NAUGHTY PRINCESS

i

JACK WILSON

LEW

FIELDS

FRANKLIN and CHAHLLS
BILLY DALE
MARGIE C0ATE
NANA and ALEXIS
HARVEY DE V0RA TRIO
ARTHUR J. H0RW1TZ
RECKLESS EVE
GIRLIES CLUB

DE FLESH FLETCHER SCENIC STUDIOS
447 HAL.SEY STREET and CASINO THEATRE
BROOKLYN,

N.

Y

Lafayette 859*-J

week

(Bard and Pearl)

now

associated \vith

In fact,

WM. WOLFSON
TAILOR
Suite 202

stay.

week look good.
New year*! Day. dark and drehry in
Prospects

ROMAX

this

weather, had unexpected last minute rushes and advance sale inwere announced by all
creasea
lions. , With the possible exception
of Mantell. bigger grosses are pre*
diet- (1 all along the line
x.xt Monday night will sec all
thre. of the syndicate houses with
new openings. "The Torch Bearers"
will open a two weeks' engagement
at the Qarrlck, "Sherlock Holmea" a
run of similar length ftt the Broad
and "The Perfect Fool" in for three
Lweeks at the Forrest. It was !lr«t
reported that Gillette would also
give "Dear Brutus" here, but that
his since be< n denied.
The following Monday will see A
single opening. "The Springtime of
Vouth" tt| the Shubert. The Harrick
and Broad will both hav< n<
Jan. T-L with the possl »ility of "Blosnome Time" ending its run at the
OW
lyric and B new sb«w at thi"
.

,

I

•••

BUILDING

243 We*t 47th Street,

New York

Bryant 9111

ASK

j

.

1

BEN BARD

Connelly and Kaufman comedy
at the Garrick has proved a pleasant surprise for all concerned.
After being noticeably off at its
opening Christmas night. "To the
Ladies" began immediately to pick
Its three matinees were big
up.
business and the evening performances improved as the week went
On. It proved to be especially popular with theatre parties of the society and debutante variety. It looks
to make some real money in its two-

"The Music Box" (Colonial. 7th
Smashed away for best
of engagement. Did not give

«•••

m-

r

—

8MITH, M. O.
847 Fifth Avenue
H. ¥. Cltf Opp. Waldorf

this

week>.

Xmas Day

of notices.

«M

F. E.

ANNOUNCEMENT

all the shows which opened
Monday, "To the Ladies" got

the finest set

"Profw-

1

(Continued from page 14)
had been in all year. The four

last

£»•»*•

Uitiifil

CMtultattM

traction.

for Jolson.

week

Ithw.

crowds continue to come, with

weeks announced for "Tho Guilty
One" no longer look so dubious as
was first considered. "The Cat and
the Canary" is the succeeding at-

do it," will keep statisticians
Holiday business of $37,000
busy.

tilt

i-MMnafcU

SHOWS IN PHILA
it

tktlr

Mfftettom «nd rtmsvt bt»»-

(Adclphi, 2d
week)
Prospects for real money
during
four-week
stay
greatly
boosted. Despite knocks by the critics

of

•*•
havt •Stat***
««•» «*r«i »» »•»••

sell-outs.

really

INERS

*>•>
or"

talot*

at that.

and Gazzolo.
"La Tendresse" (Blackstone, 3rd
week). Quietly went to $10,000 with
through its being a dramatic offer- around $16,000.
another week to go before Elsie
"Six-Cylinder Love." (Harris. 15th Ferguson takes the house for her
ing. "Sally" will get the critics MonStopped around $12,000. play called "The Wheel of Life."
day, with the Blackstone and Great week.)
Northern new plays awaiting their through failing to hold up on pace

turn later in the week.
With the big change of attractions,
the newspaper controversy
over increased advertising rates and
the open fight between the syndicate
houses and the Couthoui ticket
scalpers, the local situation is boiling hot with enthusiasm as the new
year starts away.
Last week's estimates:

V.o unit iMk t»«S
«l

tfenny Leonard

Sammy

Joe Cook
Eddie Buzzell

Felix Adler

Bert Gordon

Henry Bergman
Harry Bestry
R lly Glason

Dave Seed
Joe Morris
Jnck Pear!

;

Lee

VARIETY
EN ROUTE FOR ENGLAND

34
-99-

THOMAS

Friday, January

1923

5,

ARTHUR

AND

HANDERS
Opening at the Alhambra, London, January 22nd

in

MILLISS

OSWALD

SIR

STOLL'S newest

revue,

"YOU'D BE

SURPRISED"
the most conservative of Boston's
legitimate theatres, and it means
that the show, despite the recent
death of Prank Bacon, is good for
long, money-making run. Originally the show was llgured good from
Christmas until the house closed its
season in the summer, but when
Bacon died it was feared this mi^ht
have some effect on the drawing
power and that things would be different.
The advance sale is heavy,
although the house is not taking
any chances on the public getting
the idea it is impossible to see the
show at all at present and are using
a line
in
their
"ads" warning
against any idea that it is useless
to travel to the box office.
With
intelligent handling, such as the

show

is sure to get, it should remain
here for several months, and to
weekly grosses that will wind up

the season for this theatre with a
large margin on the right side of
the books.
"Good Morning Dearie." the musical show at the Colonial, another
syndicate house, was a big moneymaker during last week, and the receipts were on a par with those
gathered in at the Hollis, $22,000.
This is good money for a musical
show that has nothing for its appeal other than a reputation of being good, clean entertainment.
It
is good for a few weeks more traveling at this pace.
"Abraham Lincoln" was considerable of a flop at the Tremont, the
theatre where the "Kelly" show eonsistently grossed over $20,000 weekly, and which is the best located
house In town, with the possible exception of the Colonial. Last week
"Lincoln" did only $9,000, and after
this week it will be withdrawn. It
has run for four years and when
here before played at the Hollis.
Mollie Darling," with Jack Donahue starred, comes into the house
*

what

for

expected to be a run.
be a chance for Jack to
demonstrate whether he can make
them like his work as a star as
they liked it when he was playing a
supporting part and running away
with the show, as was the case
when he was here with Erlanger's
It

is

will

"Two
hue

is

Little Girls in Blue."
a local product and

ways had considerable

He

Donahas al-

of a follow-

should find the going easy
and get over strong.
ing.

Last week worked

wonders for
r

SMARTEST FRENCH SHOES
For On and

Opp.

<

>"

^

Slag*.

Lyceum

Bpo

— m»

Theatre, Bet. Broadway
and Cth Ave.
of Short Tamp Shoe*
i/

"The Bat," which is now on the
lSth week at the Wilbur. This show
was beginning to show traces of
weakness before Christmas, due to
the long time it had played mil
sharing in tho general weakness
that character lied the show business generally. But in the holiday
week it stasi-d a strong come-back
and the gross was just above
$15,000.

now

is

'

Chicago was amongst the most
joyous cities in the country during
the holidays, as Police Chief Fitzmorris stated hie men would do
nothing to-dampen the festive Xew
That remark was
An association named "Friends of Year's spirit.
by one from Prohibition
Cinema" has been organized in Paris followed Andrews
to the effect that
Director
and will donate a gold medal, each
liquor will not be moyear, to the film which it judges has "toters of hip
noisy about
contributed most to the progress of lested unless they get
Horace (Jreeley certainly utthe motion picture art. There is no it."
in his w. k. western
restriction on whether the film be a tered something
remark.
home product or foreign.
his office when posing as a patient.
Sinclaire denied both charges.

interlocutory decree of divorce

was granted to Mrs. Doris RankinBarry more against Lional Barry
more on a referee's findings reported to Supreme Court Justice
Morschauser in White Plains. N. T.
good The decree will become final in three

figured "The Eat is
weeks longer here.
be held on whilp it does $10.000 or better, and it should be able
to keep this pace up for a few weeks
to come. It has already demonstrated itself to be one of the strongest
attractions of its kind that ever
played the city, and the long run it
has had and the business it has done
places it with the top-notchers. Of
course, it has to be figured that
"Lightnin* " will cut into it considerably but there will probably be
enough persons left over who have
"» t _*t en- _A **°™ 51*15* ^?_ aI!
all set to see it to keep the average
It

An

understood that Mrs.
custody
and her husband
is rumored as ready to again marry
another actress.

months.

for at least four

It is

Barrymore

It will

will receive the

of the only child,

The American Defense Society
picture actress,
appearance In
the legacy from protested against 'the
York of the Moscow Art TheNew
Mary J. Pierson. school teacher,
was based on the
when the Appellate Division of the atre. The protest
Supreme Court decided that Miss claim that the players of the comPierson was of unsound mind when pany have pledged one-third of
she drew up her will. Miss Shot- their earnings to the Soviet governspread
well was to have received a major ment and are also here to
The players claimed
share of the $50,000. No kin of Miss propaganda.
condiouch
any
of
knowledge
no
Plerson's being known the legacy
It sounded like gest-work.
tions.
will revert to the State.
Marie

When

Federal
men raided a
Broadway cabaret last week the orchestra played "How Dry I Am"
throughout the time the search took

lost

place.

Anlta Gibson Fin igan was granted
a divorce from Ray Hanford. film
on the coast last week. The
charge was cruelty. Mrs. Finigan Is
a former Oakland society be'le.

.

actor,

I

up.

'In Springtime of Youth," now on
the second week at the Shubert, got
away witn a gross of about $14,000
the first week. This show is due to
stay at the house for a couple of
weeks more, and then the Howards
arrive with the "Passing Show."
While not a very large gross, It is
enough for the show to make money,

claiming to be Howard
Sinclaire, 30, an actor and a member
of the Lambs, Friars and Equity
Association,
was arrested on a
charge of burglary Dec. 21. He was
two
identified by a doctor and
daughters as the man who blackjacked and robbed the physician in

"Marjorie

was

Rambeau in "The Goldnew attraction to

to

title

The New York

the Bronx when it was announced
the projection booth was on fire.
at
Universal
City,
Fire
Cal..
destroyed 1.100.000 feet of film, demolished a building and injured a
man. Between 30 and 40 productions
burned up in the ruined
prints. The damage was estimated

The rush was so great at the CaIsadora Duncan's performance at
sino that one man was injured and
the glass in the doors was broken. the Brooklyn Academy of Music
Christmas night came to an abrupt
sedate class of theatregoers it ap- At the Majestic the house was ca- «end when her peanist refused to
pealed to, but which class does not pacity, with over 100 standees and play after the completion of the
total any great number.
The busi- the house record for one perform- first three numbers. The dancer atness for the final week was Just ance was broken. Incidentally this tempted
finish
the
program
to
house did better than $12,000 last
over $9,000.
without music, but hastily left the
week.
It is reported that "The Rear Car,''
stage
and
the curtain was lowered.
Estimates for last week:
which swung the Selwyn back into
Duncan, also the piano
"Lightnin"' (Hollis, 2d week). Later Miss
the ranks of the legitimate a couple
player, denied the report published
of weeks ago and which is having its Did $22,000 the first week, going over in some of the dailies that some
metropolitan premiere here, is not with a bang and with enough of an one on the stage had been intoxigetting over. This house can -do the advance sale for this week to war- calecl
business when the shows are put rant another big gross. Had a whale
there, but when tried for experi- of a New Year's night, with the
The finished bust and monument
ments such as the latest attraction house capacity and the full quota of
and bucking up against real opposi- standees. Looks very good for a to Caruso wae delivered in Naples
long, big money-making week.
Dec. 27.
It will be forwarded to
tion from the theatres downtown it
"Good Morning Dearie" (Colonial, New York to the Italians of the city
cannot be expected to overcome all
For the first week this who placed the order. The bust is
2d week).
obstacles.
recorded a gross of $22,000, four times life size and is on a
New Year's eve will long be re- show
which is considered very good busi- pedestal.
membered by the show people here ness.
as one of the biggest nights ever
"The Rear Car" (Selwyn, 2d
Traffic violations for 1922 in New
seen in the theatrical business in this
week).
Business not very strong. York exceeded by 4,500 the previous
city.
Only the Majestic, the Casino House
recently came back into the year's total. The number of cases
and the Cayety, the last two burlegitimate field after using a film, tried in the paet year is placed
lesque houses, had midnight pereffect.
at 50,000.
formances. They were all swamped. and this always has an
"In Springtime of Youth" (ShuAs none of the legit houses are open
2d week). Did about $14,000
"Dinty" Moore, proprietor of the
^unday and as the weather was un- bert,
week and opened strong Mon- restaurant of that name on 46th
sesonably warm, there was* no place last
night of this week.
street,
was again discharged on
for those who were in town to greet day
"Abraham Lincoln" (Tremont). illegally possessing liquor. It made
the New Year except the hotels and
Final week of this show, which will the third time Moore had been acbe taken off after this engagement. quitted of a similar charge in the
Was not strong last week, doing same number of weeks.
only $9,000 for the week.
"The Bat" (Wilbur, 18th week).
The Music Teachers' National
Gross ran up to $15,000 last week, Association has pledged its aid to
which is truly remarkable business the amateur writers and will warn
considering length of run here and them of dealing with any but repopposition.
utable music houses. The associaWalter Hampden did a neat busi- tion recently held a convention at
last the Hotel McAlpin.
house
ness
the
Boston
opera
at
More, Starting January 226.
week, with his Shakespearean plays,
and is holding the house for two
The British censor has banned
more weeks, at which time the Chi- the play "Six Characters in Search

WANTED:

BALLET (5 TO 8 PERSONS)
SNAPPY, FAST and SENSATIONAL
Six Weeks'

Engagement

Address

F.

or

BONGIOVANNI

NIXON CAFE, PITTSBURGH,

PA.

i

cago Opera Company
for an engagement.

is

booked

an Author" from appearing in
London. The London Stage Society
gave two special performances of
the piece last March, but as attendance was by subscriptions both
showings were not interfered with.

in

of

CLAUDE AND FANNIE

It

was only when

ing; 44 places raided Sunday night:
Manhattan. 11 in
59 arrests in
Brooklyn and Staten Island: seizures total 25 gallons of whiskey, 76
gallons of wine, 3 gallons of gin. 1%
gallons of champagne and 15 gallons
of beer; largest quantity seized in

Shanley's restaurant, Broadway and
43d street: last place closed. Knickerbocker Grill, at 4:15 a. m.; waiter
in Little Club arrested twice by the
same officer; prisoners arraigned for

—

violation of Mullan-Ohge law West
Side court. 28; Jefferson Market
court, 10; Washington Heights court,
9; Morrisania court. 8: Essex Market court. 4: 23 false alarms for fire
department: 15 automobile accidents; 9 shootings with stray bulmoat
lets killing man and girl;
frequent complaints to police against

Sylvia Cobacker. vaudeville dancer, was attacked by a negro when
approaching her home at an early
morning hour in Flushing, L. I. A
taxlcab driver went to her assistance and overpowered her assailant.
She is 19 years old.
Fire destroyed the Moulin Rouge
and Bal Taberin cafes at Atlantic
City. The Stoess hotel also went up

An estimate of the loss
placed at $250,000. The flames

in the blaze.
is

were reported to have started
the Moulin Rouge.

mechanical perfection. The assoto
protect Its
suggests,
ciation
patrons and the public in general,
that taxis be given colored flags to
denote their rate of service, with
three classifications. The first class
is to be allowed to charge the highThe police department is
est rate.
to have full control.

Anna docker, vaudeville actress,
who appears with her husband in a
juggling act, narrowly escaped serious injury when a .38 calibre bullet
was fired into her home in Ocean
Grove, N. J., New Year's afternoon.

a plan to establish

Guerrini

Famous Players

if

his

offer

means by showing

other

A WEE HOME"

A NEW ACT IN PREPARATION

7TH AVE.

CHICAGO
BARNES TRUNK CO.
WEST RANDOLPH
••>

THOMAS FITZPATRICK

Paclor»

emit

—

any

•»*

H

madr

177-279 CaliiMM*

A via at

films

San

FraaeHea

Cat

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
QUALITY IMPROVED

SOLD BY THE FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED AGENTS
NEW YORK
SAMUEL NATHANS
iJl

Direction

UNitttf Stataa.

hand

an-

1YL
H. &REDUCED—
PRICES

BIDE

the

ttit

Tba

thar oiikr*
of Reed*

NOW READY—NEW CATALOG

PLAYING

THE

fails,

Co.

ACCORDION
FACTORY

m

for

three Arbuckle comedies, the reels
of which are at present lying on
the company's shelves.
The pro-

ducer plans,

A

Tk» Laatfiaa aaa
Laraaaf

.

to

in

The Hotel Association of New
York City has recommended that all
taxicabs be rated by neatness and

Arthur Hammeistein has offered
$1,000,000

KANSAS CITY
BOOK TRUNK CO.
901 MAIN ST.
DENVER
DEATHLOFF A SON

SAN FRANCISCO
VICTOR TRUNK CO.

725 IJTH ST.

CLEVELAND
LONDON LEATHER SHOP
40i SUPERIOR ST.

OMAHA

NEBRASKA TRUNK

CO.

74 ELLIS ST.
LOS ANGELES
SILVERSTEIN
7TH ANO HILL ST.
D.

HERKERT & MEISEL TRUNK
910 WitHliingrton Street
i

,

pickpockets.

the piece as a regular offering was
ilia
the censor stepped In.

advanced

devoted

Saturday night and Monday morn-

at $350,000.

performances.

dailies

columns to the general New Year
celebration. The "World" published
the following box score of Sunday
night's festivities: 126 Federal Prohibition agents out in the entire
city; 1,003 places visited between

.

those theatres that staged midnight

the only

open here New Year's night at the
Plymouth. It took the place of "The
Dover Road," a show that was much
admired and patronized by the qu et,

Shotwell,

her

Several hundred persons walked
calmly from a picture theatre in

A man

and was appreciated.
fish"

any part

on a commission basis In
of the country;
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KEITH'S BUSHWICK, B.

F.

KEITH'S ORPHEUM, B.

Paging Messrs. ZIEGFELD,

MYERS

Ask

F.

KEITH'S COLONIAL, B.

F.

KEITH'S RIVERSIDE

COHAN, DILLINGHAM, MACK SENNET

—Ask FRAN KIE VAN HOVEN

HANFORD

and

DO THEY SPIN")—A RUSSIAN DANCING ACT LAYING OFF

S.— ("THEY TOIL NOT, NEITHER

The firing is believed to have boon
the act of a holiday eelebrator, but
the bullet pierced a window, went
on through a screen and lodged in a
chair a few inches in front of Mrp.
docker's head, who was leaning
over a table at the time.

D^ STEWART

"GENTLEMEN JESTERS"
Ask ALF WILTON Ask FRED MACK

•

P.

=»

BY DAY IN EVERY WAY WE ARE GETTING BETTER AND BETTER
ASK ANY KEITH MANAGER—ASK ANY KEITH AUDIENCE

DAY.

CABARET

been an orderly crowd into a most

to publicize the deadened activities
disorderly one.
of the year then ending followed a
Tlany arrests were made of citi- series of publicity statements given
zens charged with, having liquor in out for ten days previously of what
their possession. They were dragged would
happen New Year's Eve.
Morrison hotel, Chicago, with a to the street and police station. New Year's may be the single day
(Continued from page 9)
vaudeville or touring stand it plays, "toyland" number as the feature of Among those arrested were some enforcement operators believe spethe orchestra comes in for consid- the new show.
Bohler has a con -J women and among the women were cial attention should be given to enerable "gravy" in a number of ways. tract by which his name is to ap
some young unmarried girls, out forcement, though liquor flows just
Instrument manufacturers keep the pear on all billing matter.
with their escorts for the evening's as freely at all other times.
members supplied with musical inpleasure.
Just why Broadway of all of the
struments gratis in exchange for
The rpids appeared to be aimed United States was picked for the
testimonials for advertising purThe new Trianon Golden Room wholly among the better class res- fireworks and 300 federal men
on Broadway and 11 Oth street, New taurants, those drawing the better brought to that lane to disturb
Despite a considerable demand for York, opened with a new revue, class of people, who virtually guar- peaceful people will never be exliquor at the holiday time, the de- "Pleasing You," produced by Arthur anteed their standing through their plained while there is a wide open
mand being for whiskies, cham- Hunter. Billy Koud staged it with ability to pay the fixed tax by the saloon but a block from the center
pagnes and light wines, prices held the following cast: Jose Edwards, restaurants for that evening, not of Times square that dally sells over
Allen, Marie Allen, Christian less than $10 per person in any respretty steady. Champagne, accordits bar more liquor than all of the
Grace Clayton, Nioma Child, taurant.
ing to brand and guaranteed qual- LeBon.
The spectacle of publicly paid of- Broadway cabarets together. Wide
Dave Goldberg. Fannie Albright,
ity, wavered the most, reaching $125
Margie Pennetti, Frank Ilanscom, ficials selecting one night out of 365 open saloons are operating In every
for single cases in small lots of the
Eugene China, Will Zimmer.
best, and going as low as $105 for
imported champagne just as good.
Buyers of it at $110@$115 thought
Arthur Hunter, cabaret producer,
they were getting a bargain, and
Scotch has been awarded judgment for $040
they were if it was right.
has been selling at $85@$95, with against the three proprietors of
$90 mostly paid; rye the same; gin, John's restaurant on West 97th
rep$35, and light wines around $45. street, New York. The amount
There is a lot of cut Johnny Walker resents 12 weeks at $50 per week
Hunter
period
costs
covering
a
plus
around New York, and also some
.

Valentine theatre, in the
Bronx, has been resold by the J. H.
through
M. Realty Corporation
Bryne & Bowman. The theatre has
a seating capacity of 1.900. with an
open air roof garden and a two-

The

story office building.

The Chicago "Evening Post"
started suit against

Sam

S.

h:\n

& Lee

Shubert, Inc.. and the Jackson Theatre Corporation for $500,000. It is
alleged the defendants printed a notice in their program in 1918. stating "The Post" had published "untruthful statements" concerning the
Shuberts and their attractions.

Charles Appel, father of Lila Lee.

was robbed of $2,700
cash and a $1,000 pin Jan. 2 in
Chicago. Appel is proprietor of the
North S'de Turner Hall in that city.
The thugs wished him a happy New
Year as they "frisked" him.

picture actress,
in

Berlin evidently had as hectic a
Year's celebration as New
York, and possibly more so, accordOne newspaper of
ing to reports.
that city quotes the scenes as
"drunken people staggering through
the streets in hundreds, shouting
and screaming; there were fights on
every hand and through the tumult
raced police motor cars and ambulances."
Official statistics further
reveal that during the 12 hours j.l»ere
occurred one murder, five suicides,
89 persons were taken to hospitals
suffering from alcoholic poisoning.
30 were injured by revolver shots
and fireworks, and there was a
record number of burglaries, including thefts of ecclesiastical plate
from churches.

New

i

f

Emma

very

good

Trice

for

Scotch of that
both the same.

name. contracted to produce a show for
He was guaranteed
John's place.
$50

Fatty

Arbuckle.

Mr.

"Bohler's

Barnes
of

PEGGY CONNORS
with BILLIE

Luncheon

Dinner $2

$1

carte at alt hours
110-112
80th STREET

a

1

COOK

METAMORA
—

.

la
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be it said, he does
The promnot countenance this.
inence of certain orchestras permits

is

in

ing response than accorded the average songsmith. The publisher figures that by accepting and printing
such numbers offered them they ensure a favored "plug" on other compositions they are concentrating on.
These favored disk makers are
now being pursued by a new gobetween. No common song plugger
tackles them. Instead the "mechanical man'* of each publishing house,
in addition to interviewing the various disk companies, interviews the
orchestra leaders direct, and thus
exerts twofold influences. The only
co-operation the orchestras accord
is really the occasional appearance
at a prominent record dealer's for a
short performance to permit the
publip to personally view the musicians who "can" the pop tunes.

the

president of the Chamber
of the United States.

Commerce

Lillian Duffy has opened a school
for the training of women ushers
Miss
at the Norah Bayes theatre.
Duffy has trained the ushers for her
employers for the past 15 years. At
the first session of the school 175
girls were instructed.

New Year's Eve in New York
should be enough for a modification
Disgraceful
the Volstead Act.
scenes in a dozen of restaurants,
where people had gone to enjoy
themselves, were brought about by
enforcement official*, either government or of the metropolitan police,
Every attraction that play* the Middle West or Kansas City who attempted to exerei.se their
Officers
authority to the utmost.
should play
two nights and a matinee. Drawing walked Into restaurants where
orderly
up to
been
everything had
PEOPLE.
p (juration over
appearance, drew revolvers
their
and night sticks, and Intimidated
For open time, wire, or write
[guests until the result In several
places were vicious battles between
E. L.
thi
the officers and the <' nets, in some
<

ITY

LONDON THEATRES

component members also

to indulge in prolific songwriting, their
efforts meeting with more encourag-

the

Promenades"

opened at Terrace Gardens

HE.

inet conductor,

could not secure bail. In the seizure
of the six cars, booze valued at $14,000 was confiscated by the govern-

ft-

reinstating

AND

for 12 weeks against
intake. The show

Some of the band leaders
eral officers in a round-up of six poses.
booze cars east of Malfcne, got off have that much influence that every
easy when arraigned before Judge record label of their recording also
Cooper in the United States Dis- mentions the fact such and such inThe struments are used. "Cut ins" on
trict Court at Utica, N. Y.
court fined $hc couple $1 each and royalties of songs, which they feature, is soft money long known, allet them go, as they had already
spent 38 days in jail because they though to the credit of one prom-

Times square had a thrill Tues- ment officers. The occupants of five
day at one o'clock in the afternoon of the automobiles abandoned them
when a frightened thief ran east to and took to the woods when the
Broadway on 44th street, firing his "dry" men stopped the Ackermanns
revolver into the crowds as he attempted to escape. A woman was in their machine.
slightly wounded by a bullet in the
thigh and a man received a more
Elsie Elliot and Gatteson Jones,
serious injury in the hip as a re- recently with "Spice of 1922," are
sult of the mad flight.
The robber in the Marigold revue, which opened
jumped into a taxi, but was halted
in the Pompeian room of the Hotel
and captured at 43d street.
Baltimore, Kansas City, this week,
Young
Julius H. Barnes has resigned as under the direction of Ernie
member of the executive commit- of Chicago.
tee of advisory bodies recently recruited for the improvement of moving pictures as a result of Will Hays

minimum

Ackermann and Mildren the cover charge
opened.
Ackermann of Glens Falls, who were never
November by fedin
caught
Clifford

of

1
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Friday, January
lieu of her dower rights, one-third
of the residuary estate, $160,000 In
cash, and the entire contents of h>

Red Bank home known as Fox

THE SEASON'S GREETINGS

AND

Mr. Fox,

who was

internationally

known, died after a years*

He was born

illness.
in Belfast, Ireland, in

and when 12 years old became
office boy of "The Banner" of
Ulster, a religious paper. Later he
went to work in the business office
of the "Belfast News-Letter," where
he remained 12 years. He came to
America in 1874 and a year later
became manager of "The Police
Gazette." In 1876 he bought an interest in the publication and a year
later becamo its sole owner.
He offered many prizes for sporting events. The trophy which became Lest known, however, was the
1846,

an

GOOD WISHES
TO ALL ITS FRIENDS

verdict, but the decision was not
draw would have done
popular.
Justice to each.
The semi-final, * 12-rounder be-

A

was

too fast, altogether, scoring re-

peatedly with a right to the body
and straight lefts. Herman's body
hammering slowed up the Monteith

entry to a walk. Hutchinson's right
cross always found Hermah rolling
his head with the punch or going
away. Herman won by the proverbial mile and looked better than in

any

of his fights.

Herman came East under

the

management of Jack K^arns. He
was going great guns until runring

one of Pepper Martin's wild
swfngs that laid him flat.
Since
lo.^t to Jack Bernstein
of Yonkera and sepmed to have lost
much of his former fire and effectdiamond-studded belt, emblematic
iveness. His showiig against IIu
of the world's boxing championship,
chinson will go a long way toward
which cost more thnn $4,000. It
rehabilitating him in the esteem of
was of gold and studded with dia- local fight fans.
monds, emeralds, rubies and sapphires. Jake KHrain first defended
An intercollegiate sculling race
it in his bout with Joe Smith in
will probably be held en the HenEngland, but John L. Sullivan took
ley at Philadelphia next spring, Kil
from h'm in their celebrated
it
Wachter,
Harvard seuH'ng and
battle at Richburg, Miss. Joe Mc-

THE

UNITED STATES
FROM

and
Sullivan,
Auliffe challenged
when the latter refused the challenge McAuliffe became owner of
the belt. Frank Slavin of Australia
wen it from McAuliffe.

MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
LONDON, ENGLAND

section of New York, from the East
Side to the Bronx.

1923

tween Babe Herman and Hughie
Lodge.
Hutchinson, featherweights, was &
His four children, all residing in
good curtain-raiser. Hutchinson is
California, Mary Kyle Fox. Charles
one of Scotty Montelth's battlers.
J. Fox, Richard K. Fox, Jr., all of
He has a corking right cross with a
Arcadia, and Frederick O. Fox of
kick
in it and a fair straight left,
Pasadena were given equally the reHerman seemed as slow
maining two-thirds share of the but against
as molasses. The coast Portuguese
residue.

.

IN

5,

Madison Square Garden was com
filled Friday night with the
popular prices, $5.50 down, prevailing. The star bout between Pancho
Villa. American flyweight champion,
and Terry Martin, the Providence
bantam, was the "draw." Little Villa
has made a b g hit around here with
At
his aggressive style of milling.
the end of fifteen rounds of fast
the
milling, the judges awarded

fortably

Filipino

little

SPORTS

the

decision.

Villa

weighed 111 pounds, while Martin
Villa's flyin under 116.
weight t tie was not at stake.

came

Capacity business at

into

then he has

basketball coach, told a Variety correspondent last week. The sport
has been revived at Cambridge,
Wachter coaching the scullers in the
fall, ami spring and the basketball
team in the winter. Ed was £ crack
oarsman himself a few years ago,
as well aa one of the greatest basketball
players the country has
ever known.

Frankie Laureatte.
most boxer, moved
notch

Troy's

up

fore-

another

the middleweight division
New Year's night by scoring a decisive victory over the veteran Soldier Bartfield In the feature go of
the Collar City A. C. show at Troy.
In nine of the twelve rounds the
policeman's son rnked the So!diefore and aft with a volley o^
punches. At the end of the fight
Laureatte was carried to his dressing room on the shoulders of local
admirers, who predicted that his
next bout would be with a championship contender in a New York
in

all of the
The decision was greeted with
restaurants New Year's
mingled cheers and boos. Martin's
Eve, with the fixed scale per perlege.
He
is
a graduate of the friends thought he was at least enJohn
J. "Jake" Carey of Rochesron from $8 to $15. Several places
ter, matchmaker of the Flower City Lansingburgh high school in Troy.
titled to a draw, as he landed awkIn the middle section of the city had
A. C. in that city, has signed for a
Iwardb, but often, while Villa was
a turnaway request for reservations fight to the finish, and he promoted
Davey, former referee of the unusually wild, missing consistently.
Jim
before Dec 31. Roadhouses around
Carey, who is widely New York State Basketball league,
It himself.
nose city ring. The newspapers quoted
bled
from
the
Martin
New York also had a strong play, known up-state, was married last has taken over the Troy franchise throughout
the bout, but was at Bartfield as saying that the Trojan
with very little attention paid to week to May Finzer of Rochester. and put a new team on the floor.
no time ln distress, although he ab- was one of the toughest boxers he
them by the revenue men or police.
The line-up Includes: Brennan and sorbed enough punishment to fell an had met and as admitting that he
Evers, forwards; Lopchick, center; ox.
Villa fought in flurries, mak- received the worst whipping of his
. Ken Lavin captain of last year's Clinton,
and Sheehan, ing his best showing in the tenth career* Bartfield weighed 147 and
Sullivan
-Midwinter Flume*" the newj Syracuse
university nine, has been
....,»<».
,
,
. ^^ under
staged
guards. Boyle, who had been play- round after Patsy Haley had threat- Laureatte 150.
musical, production,
*
aB an outfielder by the BosLily
of
direction
ing with Troy, was sold to Cohoes ened to disqualify him $>r allowing
the persona
Brayes Layin 8tarred fc| feaa _
Conceding that the Kingston club
by former Manager Neil McGrath. his seconds to rub oil on his body.
Lewis, was given its premier on the
ag baseball ln col .
ag
Clinton, a real veteran of profes- Haley grabbed a towel from one of had a lead so large that it could not
Century theatre roof, Baltimore,
be
overcome, managers of the teams
sional
basketball,
was obtained Villa's handlers and was vigorously
The revue has
Christmas night.
many new song hits, graceful have been hopeful that with the in- from Schenectady in exchange for wiping him off when the bell sound- In the New York State Basketball
league decided to terminate the first
Malone.
Sheehan, who will be ed for the next round.
dances, specialty acts, and tuneful auguration of the governor
the
sixth man, is an experienced court
Martin scored repeatedly with a half of the season New Year's night
Thero are several big
music.
1 o'clock closing might be extended
and begin the second part of the
ensemble numbers, each staged with or lifted, that is solely a local mat- performer, with a record of service* right swing to the ribs. While decampaign on Wednesday night. The
novelty lighting and scenic effects ter with the New York municipal in the Metropolitan and Eastern livering this punch he would dig in
Kingston outfit had won nineteen
Troy
leagues.
played
the
five
He
on
The
for
the
heart
with
left
that
usually
takes
part.
a
in which the chorus
authorities.
for a short time last season. Barney landed.
Villa seemed bothered by games and lost four, while Albany,
esembles are "Tarantella,' "Tam- /
its nearest rival, had won eleven
Sedran,
Harry
Riconda
and
Marty
Martin's
ability
take
his
Parade,"
to
it and
"Lampshade
bourene,"
The Grotto- Land on Broadway Friedman, the all-star trio of the willingness to mix. Martin's super- and lost nine. Of the six games
"Starlight Bay," "Maryland," "Cuplayed
between the leaders and the
new
dance
Albany team, have been suspended ior weight was used to advantage
ban Pearl" and "Aggravatlng^Papa." and 61st street is a
runners-up, Kingston came out vicPeggy Davis did her dances With a palate Jacques Bustanoby and by Jasper of the Eastern league for when he caught Villa in the torious ln four. Manager Hepinstall
Francis drossy, Robert Cossid opened last week. "Indifferent playing." The specific clinches, the Providence lad laying
delightful grace.
of Albany would not admit that the
winner of the second prize in the The design suggests a seaside cave. case for the suspension of the all over the little fellow.
Martin's physical advantages of Kingston quintet was better than
held in Two Ray Miller orchestras supply p'ayers was their failure to report
recently
beauty contest
independent
exhibition
game
for an
reach and height also tended to
the music.
Baltimore, is another attraction.
It
that Jasper played with the New bother Pancho, who missed more
tffatfc.
York Celtics In Madison Square than in any of his local appearflue
in
the
cellar
of
A defective
Garden recently. The "triplets," as ances. The judges probably figured
While Gov. Al Smith did not in- the Moulin Rouge cafe, Atlantic
THE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO Ine
they are called in Philly, had a date that
Villa's
aggressiveness
and
325 V/s: )i it niwyork
elude in his message any rerom- J city, started a fire Saturday after
with a metropolitan team and gave cleaner hittirg entitled him to the
mendatlons concerning the Mullan- noon which completely ruined the
the Eastern league second call.
Gage enforcement law passed by placo
place and also the nearby Bal
Both places had just
former Governor Miller, it is under- Tabarln.
Richard K. Fox, editor and pubstood that after the two houses at opened, hoping to do big business
lisher of "The Police Gazette," who
Albany organize some bill will be over the holiday week-end. They died at his late home, Red Bank, N.
introduced to contract the sweeping expect to rebuild again.
J., Nov. 14, left an estate of about
police powers granted by the Mul$3,000,000, part of which is in New
lan-Gage act or for its repeal. The
.
at Eighth ave- York, according to the copy of his
Mock's
restaurant
governor expressed himself gennue
and
46th street, one of the his- will filed and admitted to probate in
Back to Pre-War Prices
While
erally on the Volstead act.
torical Times square eating place? the Surrogates' court, New York,
dance hall and cabaret proprietors
last week.
The' original will was
Is about to pass out of existence.
Send for Catalogue.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. 0., N. Y. City.
been admitted to probate at Red Bank
The entire property has
Used trunk* and shopicorn samples of all standard makes always on hand
and,
according to the
9,
acquired by Hyman Portnof, the Dec.
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SUCCESS."
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CO.

1001. 1819 Broadway
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New York hotel man, who is re- probate papers, he left no credlmodeling it into a hotel and stores. tors In New York except the RichMock's for years was a favorite ard K. Fox Publishing Company,
gathering place of actors and other Inc., to which the said property is
members
sion.

It

of the

theatrical profesfor its excellent

was noted

food and homelike atmosphere.

indebted $11,889.48.
In his will Fox gave his widow,
Emma Louise Fox of Red Bank, ln

I

SAMUEL NATHANS
i

529-531 Seventh Ave.,
I
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"THE CIRCUrr OF OPPORTUNITY"

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOF ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHU BERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

233 West 45th

Street,

NEW YORK CITY

=^v

%b®$k, MAR™*™ K
President

AMALGAMATED

Palace Theatre Building

NEW YORK
BOOKING DEPARTMENT

VAUDEVILLE

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

CHICAGO
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1441

3C
claiming that injuries to Friedman and Rlconda and the illness of
Sedran handicapped the Senators.
He realized, however, that Albany
could not overtake its rival in the
first half and was anxious to jsta#
the second fresh. The league hopes
to profit by the new arrangement, as
some of the tailenders will probubly
make a better shewing, thereby athis,

PHONE BBf ANT SMS

Marcus Loew's
BOOKING AGENCY

of music
were recently
of consignees

in Antwerp, Belgium,
thorities acting on a

the local au-

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

petition filed

•

1547 Broadway

J.

.

General Manager

PAUL GOUORON
EA9TERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS

professional staff.

"Robin Hood," a song written evidenced by the number of matters
around the picture of that name. that have been decided by or are
being published by Irving Berlin, pending before E. C. Mills, chairman
—
Inc.
of the Music Publishers' Protective
Association, who acts as arbitrator.
J.
B. Kalver, for 16 years in Saul Bornstein had a claim, against
charge of sales and promotion for Con Conrad and Billy Rose, authors
Remick & Co., was handed the of "You've Got to See Mamma Every
Chicago professional management- Night or You Can't See Mamma at
ship for a Christmas gift. Kalver All," a Feist publication. Bornstein.
replaces
Harry an officer of Irving Berlin, Inc., first
Murray Bloom.
Werthan remains as general busi- accepted that song under the title
ness manager.
V
"You've Got to (Jet It While the Getting Is Good or You Can't Get Anything
at All," but suggested a change
That the music publishers are enThe writers did so. and
deavoring to eliminate expensive of title.
An arbitration
it with Feist.
placed
court litigation among themselves in
committee decided that Bornstein

in

EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

Charge

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

formerly of the Nice Co.,
writer for Witmark.

is

now

MARKET, GRANT
staff

is

,

^^^^^

gets a fourth interest in the song.
The Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. suit
against M. Witmark & Sons arising
over the publication of the music of
the "Love Birds" has been referred
Ballard
to Mills for arbitration.
Shapiro-Bernstein
a
Macdonald,
staff writer, wrote the lyrics for the
"Love Birds," published by Witmarks, although under contract to
(

S-B
The

Berlin, Inc., suit against Waterson, Berlin A Snyder over the alleged '•Homesick" infringement by
"Tomorrow" will probably be referred to Mills eventually before

reaching

trial.

O'FARRELL 8TREET8

8AN FRANCI8CO

SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.

/
I

The Broadway Music Corp.Nias
made an offer of composition to its
creditors of 25 cents on the dollar
10 cents cash and 15 cents in deferred payments. Its schedules have
been filed showing liabilities of
$151,290.73 and assets of $30,012.07.
The latter consists chiefly of $19,166.08
accounts receivable from,
music dealers; mechanical royalties t
$2,500, and value of catalog, $5,000.

The liabilities Jnclude $10,238.82 to
& Gumm, attorneys, Loew
Bid*.; $57,076.52 to H. Harold
(who is a brother of Will Von Tllser,
president of the bankrupt music
house and who is financially interested in the company); an item of
$17,983 to B. Teller Sons & Dorner,
music printers; $9,450 and $7,500 to
Sidney D. Mitchell and Lew Pollack,
respectively, Questionable amounts

Goldie

Gumm

royalty contracts which form
part of separate lawsuits pending
by the songwriters against the corporation.
Other liabilities are for
advertising and the following esti-

on

mated amounts to songwriters for
Allan
Woolf,
Edgar
$1*10.93;
Wheeler Wadsworth, $40;
royalties:

Tilzer,
Lew
$3,500;
Johnny Black,
$5,561.26;
Sidney Clare, $1,764.48;
1754.40;
Bob Carlton, $1,350.04; Neville Pleeson, $405. OH Anatol Kriedland. $325;
BillyFazinli. $1,800; Lou Klein, $300;
Harry Link.
$rJ2.71;
LentZ,
Al
$572.71; Kay Miller. $1,550; Sidney

Albert

Von

Brown,

Wilmarks have taken over the
B. I). Nice & Co. catali g. Lee David,

and

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager

Is

K STEIN COSMETIC CO./uf^

CHICAGO

ACKERMAN & HARRIS

Masonic Temple Building

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

Ruth Russek has joined the Ber-

SookhtUpon Request!

T14EA. BLDO..

CHICAGO OFFICE

whereas they are still
protected in Belgium and Franc*. •
royalties,

V for The BoudoirX**
STEINS MAKEUP

BLDQ.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO

LUBIN

H.

1927. In Germany the copyright is
for 30 years post mortem, and this
explains why the works of composers who died over 30 years ago
can be published and performed In
that country without payment of

favor of the arbitration method

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

Bryant 6060-6061

(for instance) literary works which
become public property in 1923 can f
claim protection in Franco until

Baltimore

FALLY MARKUS

160 West 46th Street

New York

Washington,

Philadelphia,

York,

WEEKS

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices

by the French society of authors
and composers, at the request of
Paris publishers. It appears certain
music albums published in Germany
contain compositions on which the
French copyright has not expired.
The French law grants f«. yright %i
literary and musical works for 50
years after the death of the author,
the Belgian law being somewhat
similar. An amendment has been
introduced in the French copyright
law. not covered by the Berne convention, extending the copyright
for the duration of the war, eo that

12

and intermediate towns

MEN

seised at the stores

lin, Inc.,

BOOKING
New

copies

Over '50,000
printed in Germany

New York

Broadway,

i

tracting better business.

MUSIC

AGENCY

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

the purpose of considering the

new Charles Dillingham.

Another score

for Dillingham was "The
Half Moon." Mr. Jacobl went to
London to attend the opening of
The first and final accounting of "Sibyl." While there he wrote the
the estate left by Victor Jacob!, /jcore for 'The Love Letter," premusical composer, who died at the sented last season. It was an' operLenox Hill Hospital, New York, etta adaptation of Molnar's "The
Dec. 10, 1921, made by Thomas F. Wolf.** Jacobl was also the comSmith, public administrator, recent- poser of many popular songs, his
ly filed in the Surrogate's Court, biggest popular song success being
has been approved by Surrogate Co- "On Miami Shore." Before coming
to America he wrote several mushalan.
In
his
accounting Mr. Smith ical plays which were produced
charged himself with $4,122.74, all abroad.
cash, which eame into his hands.
Out of this he paid for funeral and
Harry Ruby and Bert Kulmar, t'-J
administration expenses, $1,461.45, writing team signed with Waterson,
and to creditors, $972.70. The bal- Berlin & Snyder, have entered into
ance. fl.6S8.59, he held for further an agreement with Charles Dillingdistribution, subject to an order of ham to compose for bis plays during

written

offer of composition.

the court.
Mr. Jacob), who left no will, lived
at 38 Central Park south. He was
37 years old and a native «»f Jiudapest.
His first bid for popularity
eam«> in 1914 with the score of 'The
Marriage Market," which was his
first

bier
ll«

In

American fTort. "The HamRose" and "Sibyl" came later.
<

collaborated with Fritz Krelsler
the score of "Apple Blossoms,"
three
seasons ago by

WANTED

MALE PARTNER

for Vaudeville.

Must dance and sing tenor. Act
working in one. Will split salary
with right man. Address

produced

MARGARET SHAW
Chicago Variety Office

;

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
Main
Mnn
arranged on

Atentnfttilp

Prices.

neeontmodn flona

nl

all

Ottler

FArelKn Money
nnntn are uolng very fullj arrnnuf curly
Liberty Honda nought and aold
booitht und sold

PAUL TAfJ/MG A SON.
Phone

i

104 Rant 14th St..
Btnyveaaut Ul36-Ui:t7.

(*•«*

Voflt.

STAGE

AND STREET

Mitchell, $4.2r,4.i7; Bob Nelson,
$757.61; Lew Pollack, $1,500; Irving

I).

Aaronson,

$122.71.

Artmusie,

down for $11,951.42.
The corporation's motion

SLIPPERS

Inc., is

also

IMM.KT.S mid FLATS
to

set

and stay the order adjudicating them a bankrupt Dee. 19
has been granted by Judge Mack for

aside, vacate

Tl
*

D. far Half Amount
•

i'i

'

r

I'l..

In I'unip.

Mark, Whifa,

Kli -h

225 W. 42d

Add U* Pa

lafft.

(

ntalor Y Prr*.
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Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
AND

GRANT

amous

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

417-419 S.

Special Rates to the Profession
Phone: Longacre #444

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

300

Kind— Within Meant

(Of the Better

of Economical Folks)

We are the largest maintalners of housekeeping fornhthed apartments specialising to theatrical folks.
We are on the ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
service and cleanliness.

rom

241-217

830 West 43d Street
rh on r Longarre 713?

actory

.MRS.

Modernized

Is

containing

building.

RAPIDS,

THE

$11.00 no weekly.

Dates. 116.00 up weekly.

Can Now Be Bought

at Thla New York
Branch Warehouse.

York's largest and most complete display of up-to-date quality Furniture under
one roof. Furniture la all grade-* —wood*
ly

BLACK, formerly of Henri Court.
Now In Charge of Vandls Court.

One. three and four room apartments
with kitchenettes, private baths and telephone. Directly off Times Square.
Unusual furnishings, room arrangement affords every privacy.

New

and

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

AH Communications

Address

Shipments are coming regularfrom our Western Factories.
finishes

Aoartmenfa Can

Seen Evenings.

lie

355

Street,

Office In

Each

New

• 640

to 5 P. M. dally and Saturday.
reached by 9th and 10th Aremie
cars, r.'.'th street croratown cara and B.R.T.
eubwsr at 55th .street.

4 on request.
Telephone Circle &34S.

CPAND PAPIDS

754-756

FURNITURE

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATION

lllot

York.

102

5l8«S20«522'52^«52b WEST 55 ST

&

the next two years, with W., B.
publishing.

S.

Harry Rose, the cabaretter. has
begun a New York Supreme Court
suit against Newton Alexander for
an accounting of the profits earned
by "It's a Wonderful World After
All," authored by Alexander and
published by Jack Mills, Inc. Rose
claims he collaborated on the song,
which was first introduced In the
Ldghtner Sisters and Alexander

Hotel Florence

BEN DWORETT. Manager
ROOM8 NEWLY RENOVATED
COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Everything New

207 W. 40th

A SSaJS"

is

given as Freeport,

L. I. Karly last month an involunMaurice Abraham's new publish- tary petition in bankruptcy was
ing venture opens next week. Harry filed against the Harry Von Tilzer
R. Claude
Tenney will be professional man- Music Publishing: Co.
ager, George A. Friedman on the Mills is continuing the business as
business end and Bernie Spero asso- receiver.
•

ciated.

Harry Von
has

filed

Tilzer. the composer,
a personal voluntary pe-

(In the Heart of

Herb Walters is now in charge of
the band and orchestra department
of the B. A. Music Co.

REVIEWS OF DISKS

264-268

POPULAR
Paul Specht and Orchestra

WALTZING THE BLUES— SameColumbia No. 3740
Of the six or eight records Specht
has made for the Columbia under
his new exclusive* artist contract
this probably pars all. Many effects

are included in the dance numbers,
although he has been already favorably handicapped with a corking

dance novelty. 'Waltzing the Blues,"
"All

Muddled

Up"

is

a

less

ous with a bright piano solo interlude. The bass saxo has been given
ample opportunity In the arrangement for some pleasing effects.

He haa

connections

and

ers,

BATH—

house of Berlin for recording.

Dance

cidentally it was really inspired by
the marriage of the composers, Miss
Young and Mr. Squires. Its spontaneous inspiration is aptly -illustrated in the swiegy melody.

They

are seemingly well fitted as to numbers, this couplet illustrating how
to properly arrange a blues so" that
even with concerted vocalizing the
surprisingly
Miction
distinct.
Is
Krueger's
orchestra accompanies

I

merly made records for
which puts the stamp of approval
on them to begin with. In 'Toot
Toot" they have injected a striking
stop time rhythm and some snappy
"breaks." The Majestic bunch does

2330

The throe Brox
in

that

they

TO RENT IIY
ACTS. PKOIMCTIONS

or

145
Off

WEST

DANCING

Well Heated.

Also Permanently.

43d STREET

are

girls

the

are unique
sole

female

recordThey seem to
business.
la
probably
and
that
"blues,"
favor
They are en tour curtheir forte.
with Irving Berlin's first
rentlv
trio

in

'Music Box Revue," which probaccounts for the fact they

ably

OEL'S

One Moment West
of Broadway at
41st Street

Stage.
The Rendezvous of the I ending l.ijflil* of Literature ntid theOiiiirlug.
The l!est Food und Entertainment in New York. >*ic Ic und
Style)
(Any
Potatoes
$1
Special: A Sirloin Steak and

$1 Our
In

the

GRILL

with

SPECIAL RESERVATIONS

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO Th

TONIGHT

T

H

!

uiu/FALl REVUE

"£

for

LADIES

:

through

so

Mgr.

medium

the

of

"Bunch and Judy,"
slated for that
interpolation.

it beirg reported
production as an

A KISS IN THE DARK (Waltz)—
The Serenaders
THE WALTZ IS MADE FOR LOVE
—Same—Victor No. 18972

The Serenaders are a new Victor
aggregation. Ttyeir idea of featuring the strings and reeds makes
them well suited for dreamy waltz
recordings. Both waltzes are from
musical comedies.
The first by
Victor Herbert is from "Orange
Blossoms" and the latter, more continental In motif, is by Emmerich
Kalman and is from the "Yankee
Princess."
,

Pathe 20837
Charles Cinway has a sympathetic

Orthe

tenor, excellently suited for ballads
of tb-is type. He carries the "trail"
song. "Wilson chiming in on the har-

The "whistle" number is a
song, with a new lyric
Naturally, a whistling chorus
apropos and included.
^

mony.

rollicking
idea.
is

WHERE

IS THE MAN OF MY
DREAMS (Fox Trot)— Joseph
JUST AS LONG AS HAVE YOU—
C. Smith and Orchestra

—

I

also a

arise.

r.oth
Revue,*'

Jones

most

these two native dance
Both are snappy "blues" in

of

tunes.

(Fox Trot)

Edison No. 51100

following.

Frank

Considerable attention has been paid
to the harmonics to good purpose.

MAMMY'S CARBON COPY — Nora
Bayes
YOU NEED SOMEONE. SOMEONE
NEEDS YOU— Same— Columbia

CRAZY

— Columbia

lyric asides.

This side

—

No. 3742

will sell the

I'.oth

Crumit does "Crazy"

in

He

recently signed with

—

No. 3744
Jolson Is his usual energetic self
Ifl the delivery of this popular number, as usual, enhanced with some
inimitable Jolson expressions and

YOU'RE

Bayes'

average

numbers
recently

(Vocal)

A PICTURE

— Hart

"In

— Gennett

No.

When We

Said
(Btrnley-Coatello-Earl),

Rose Time.

Goodbye"
and would have become a

should

properly concentrated on. It
deserved to be on its merits, although, all tilings* considered, it
didn't do ?o badly.
is a symIt
hit

are from
Mis*
departed musical

WITHOUT A FRAME

and Bates

4996

it*

comedy. "Queen o' Hear s." "Mammy'a Carbon Copy" Is a colored pathetic ballad of the type, howlullaby with a new lyric twist that ever,
that
proves a sensational

fashion.

THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR
THE SUNRISE (Fox Trot) —
Benson Orchestra of Chicago
TOMORROW MORNING — Same-

The
a pleasing contrasting, piece to seller if made to "catch on."
li^;.
ballad, on the reverse side. way Charles Hart renders if. It
"You Need Romeone" (CJensler) couldn't "help doing otherwise. Re
was the hit of M Quet n o' Hearts" ami M;s-< Rates on the MV.rsr duet
and deservedly so, and sh mid have Harry Von Tilaer'a "Picture" numis

the

Victor No. 18980
The "Sunrise" number (Seitr.) his
taken Chappell-IIarms. the publish-

struck

popular favor.

It

may

yet*

A he l.

ber pleasingly.

WHO

WILL JOIN IN AND MAKE IT A REGULAR NIGHT
HIT."
Produced by MR. ARTHUR HUNTER
LUNCHEON $1 ; DINNER $2
110-112 WEST 39TH STREET (NEAR BROADWAY)
WK CANNOT SI'.RVK All. T1IK <>OI> IN MAV lOKIi — HI T IV K SFR\ INK MOST
ESPECIALLY TO THOSE

"BIG

!

BROADWAY

I;

SUPPERS— A LA CARTE AT ALL HOURS
uharet During Dinner
Clowe.
I>\\M\<; from Vomi
CUISINE I'RANCAI*E.
SUNDAYS
n.br the reraonul Management ofBILLY COOK
with Waffle*
(

I

is

from the new ".Music Box Brunswick as an exclusive artist,
The switching from the Victor ranks.
by Irving Berlin.
Broadway Dance Orchestra has done
Charles Hart
handsomely with both selections. N ROSE TIME

LOST— A WONDERFUL GIRL—
Al Jolson
YOU DON'T THINK SO.
IF
Crumit

reverse

medley from "The Gingham
Smith handles both to best
advantage and should build up a

Girl."

LADY OF THE EVENING— Same-

The

White's "Scandals."

Broadway Dance Orchestra

1

METAMORA

:

CRINOLINE DAYS

PROFESSION
TIMES."

TER

:

GILMAN,

Which the bass clarinet figures
prominently, with some wicked indigo piping.
The "Eccentric" (Robinson), like
its name, is unadulterated blues.

Billy

record.

Phone llr>nnt_207

Bmadwar

do

E.

Aileen
Stanley's
sympathetic
vocalizing does considerable to elevate the rather simple "Posies"
ditty, which tells its entire story in
the
sub-caption,
"When
It's
Shoesles That I Need." It becomes
fetchingly
melodious
under
her
treatment.
The reverse is a stutter song, always effective, "canned" or other-

the

making

Service;

Same Brunswick No. 2328
Both are musical comedy selections and accordingly possessed of
that nascent charm that is a relief
from overly familiar pop songs. The
"Dreams" is medleyed with "Cinderelatives" (Oershwin) from George

Ernest Hare and
Gennett No. 6007

The Hackel-Berge orchestra

forVictor.

t

Park;

JAPANESE MOON (Fox- Trot) —
THE TRAIL TO LONG AGO—Chas.
Isham Jones' Orchestra
Cinway and Arthur Wilson (VoIN THE LAND OF SMILING WAcal)
TERS — Same — Brunswick No.
ILL STAND BENEATH YOUR
2323
WINDOW TONIGHT AND
There's a certain stateliness about
WHISTLE — Warren Mitchell—
Jones' recordings that more nearly

Orchestra

20831

Night

Day and

All Conveniences

-

BRING ME POSIES— ECCENTRIC -v- Friar's Society
HOME — Majestic DON'T
Stanley (Vocal)
chestra— Gennett No. 5009
— Pathe No. YOUAileen
TELL HER— STUTTER—
The Chicago jazzers make

PLANTATION

harmonising

HOIR OK

Overlooking Central

—

—

severed his
now stationed

REHEARSAL HALL
DAY FOR

room, Shower and Bath

STREET

CITY

The blues evidently was inspired
Chicago, with bis
These two piano by the new Chinese society fad approaches perfect symphonic syncomposed by the pianist, are game, "Mah Jongg." It is an indigo copation than all the other attempts
trot
flavored
with Oriental at trick and flash effects. Jones is
excellent pieces for flashy rag pick- fox
A professional Ivory tickler paprika for proper dance season- more given to smooth dance intering.
could pick up some nice points from ing. The combination is novel and pretations through proper grouping
For the pleasing for purposes of the dance. of instruments for soothing melody.
this instrumental couplet.
"Fate" (Byron Gay) is a straight- This disk is an excellent example
laymen they are also good for ordiaway four-four number, the worth thereof and very danceable, also.
nary dancing.
of which has been proved in the
SAN (Fox Trot) Husk O'Hare's
TOOT TOOT TOOTSIE (Fox Trot) Greenwich Village "Follies."
Super Orchestra of Chicago
Hackel-Berge Orchestra

since
is

private hatha;
also suite* of Parlor. Bed-

CHAS.

beautifully.

PIANOFLAGE— Roy Bargy (In- justice to the "Plantation" fox trot.
strumental)
KNICE AND KNIFTY— Same- DO I? — Brox Sisters and Bennic
Victor No. 18969
Krueger's Orchestra
Buy Bargy for a long time has
THE MORNING
IN
been identified as leader of the EARLY
BLUES — Same — Brunswick No.
of
Chifamous Benson orchestra
cago.

46th

Rooms with

8ololl<

tricky

melodi-

WEST

with the heat rate
value in New York

fv

Opposite N. V. A.

the Trianon.
u\vn orchestra.

lv Clarence Gaaklll.

dance number, none the

York)

Phone: Bryant 0S9S-OSSI

:

rot)—

Fox

»w

NEW YORK

MAH JONGG BLUES (Fox Trot) —
Atlantic Dance Orchestra
FATE— Same— Edison No. 51102
ALL MUC

Real Home for
Theatrical Folk

quite some time to popularize,
but will outlive other flash pop hits
It is a
proportionately as lorg.
melodious ballad, equally as soothThree Doors from JHTerson Theatre.
ing a fox trot. The Benson musiOne Blork from Loew's Theatre.
cians have done some striking
One-Half Block from Lyric Theatre.
things with it.
SPECIAL THEATRICAL RATES:
"Tomorrow Morning'* (Eleanor
SINGLE WITHOUT
$ 125 Young-Harry D, Squires) is further
SINGLE WITH BATH
2.00
in lyric theme by snatches
DOUBLE WITH BATH .— L50 each enhanced
of Mendelssohn's "Wedding March"
and "Spring Song" to convey the
Infavor all compositions from the nuptial spirit of the number.

during the tear

Circle and 58th Street

A

$ 8 and Up Single
$14 and Up Double
[Shower Bath*. Hot and Cold Water
and Telephone.

Home of Theatrical Professions
The HOTEL that stood by you

1264-5

titioh in bankruptcy. Liabilities are
There are no aslisted at $9,928.
songsmith's
veteran
The
sets.

home address

vaudeville act.

°n

St.

PENNSYLVANIA

Phone:

REISENWEBER'S

Columbus

7228-SS

Remodeled and Refurnished
Under New Management

Reasonable Rates

All Conveniences

BRYANT

HOTEL FULTON

Phones- Bryant StSP-

Douglas Hotel

HOTEL
Formed},

—Phone* COLUMBUS 2M»-2SS*-U0»

4€ h aad 47th Streets
One Block West of Broadway
Three, Four and Flve-Kooin High-Class Furnished Apartments.

HIEtiKL. Mgr

I

CIRCLE

WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

rhone:

EIGHTH AVENUE

MRS GKORG B

W. 48th Street
LONGACRE

1830

$ 8 and Up Single
$12 and Up Double
and Cold Water and Telephone
in Bach Room.

Building.

Between

Slrletlv Professional.

312

CIRCLE

HOTEL HUDSON

THE ADELAIDE

Monthly Bulletin No.

51st Street

Fireproof buildings of the newest type, having every device and convc Jence.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, aad eousUt of t. 3 nod 4 rooms, wl a kitrheit
and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
$17.00 Up Weekly.
Address nil communications to Charles Tenenbanm. Irrlngton Hall.

Open S
Easily

W.

UP

HENRI COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

M. CLAIfAN,

West 41d

Principal Office— Yandis Court. 241

EVERYTHING NBW— EVERYTniNO
FEUFECT— EVERYTHING GUARANTEED

to

CITY

$15.00

ELEVATOR

WEST 43d STREET
BRYANT 7912

and four rooms with bath.
Apartments will accommodate three
or more adults.

three

GRAND

WORLD'S BEST FURNITURE

CLEAN AND AIRT

Private Bath. 3-4 Iloome. (nterlnR to the comfort and convenience of
the profession.

YANDI3 COURT

<

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS

NEW YORK

323-325 West 43rd Street

ATX BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

THE OUPLEX

Geo. r. Schneider, Prop.

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

tinier the direct sunrrvUlon of the owner*. I.oented la the heart of the city. Just
Broadway, /lose to ail booking offices, principal theatres, department stores,
traction lines, "1/' road and subway.

Wabash Avenue

4203

THE BERTHA

elf

urmture

—Bryant
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New Amsterdam Theatre— W.

Mva. |;lt
Sat., 2:1©

St.

POP1IJMI MAT. WEDNESDAY.
REGULAR MAT1NKK HATUBDAY.
National Institution

Mats wed. and
Tb« Sweetest Lot* Story Evar Told
.

SAM

HARRIS

H.

Ziegfeld

New York and London Hneress
By Rudolf Besier ft
May BdinRton

MlinQOM
tlUUOUrs Mftts> W ed.St.andEves,
Sat.,
GEORGE M. COHAN'S

Attractions

MUSIC BOX THEATRE
West 45th fit. Evs. S:15. Matt. Wed. -Sat.
8AM H HARMS rreaents IRVING BERLIN'S

WITH A GREAT CAST

HARRIS

s«i

Founded »n W\ omorooi Maasnant'i
Story. "Mian Thozupson."

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

alANAUBMKNT— CHAIN KS HI IN
GREATEST SPECYACLE EVER
STAGED AT YME HIPPODROME
I

ROSE"

Ifway * <uth

GAIETY

St.

&

Muta. Wed.

D1I.MNOTIAM
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M.
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Presents

Evs.

8
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2:20.
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INA
CLAIRE
AND
CO., lnludin? BRl <E MeRAE
ARTHUR 1SR1IMANS New Comedy.

^
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THEATRE.

eon Wilson's story dramatised

—
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S.
Kaufman and .Mure Connelly
Glenn Hunter
Florercc Nash

<ieo.

—
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Vs U U ITI
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DAVID

«•«»«•. nr Bway. Bva at
Mats. Thurs. and Sat at
III

I.

AMD

DAVID

WARDED

.

as SHYLOCK in
The Merchant of Venice

FMPIRF
MIL.
i-lfll

Theatre, TVway nnd 40th
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g. 15

A|ts
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S at.
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BURKE
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Dingo. Cnl., against Harold

i

in

Sm

I). Mil(Mills and Miller) liy James
A. Mitchell, of an aerial act on
same Pantagcs hill at the
the
Bavoy, Bail Diego. Following the

ler

Troy, N. Y., lias voted n license
for n theatre seating 1,$00 or
of $1,000 annually; theatre*

Emma

i.

fee

moie

between 650 and 1,500 capacity. 1500.
and under 650, $200.
All theatre
license fees go to the Bremen's

SHUBERT

J.

pension fund. Wish the ordinal
effect Jan. 1, the city now furnishes members of the regular fire
department to the theatres without
ebarge, and substituting for firenn
previously performing duty in the
houses, who were paid l.v ih< th< -
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New York Appellate
Term's decision, from the $2,000 ver*
diet In favor of Vine and Temph
The latter sued for that nmount in
the City Court on a M-in-24 weeJ
contract for Shubert vaudevlfle nnd
were given judgment for the f"ll
amount. This wjis later upheld 0:1
appeal. The Bhuherte, through uii--
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New Play Produced by the Selwyns

WITH1
AM. AN DINEIIART A FRANK CONROY
— A /IK4.KEI.D PRO QITTION —

A New Charadei

at s
2;30.

CHANNING POLLOCK'S

"ROSE BRIAR"

AND

MAD WAGS

HIS

An odd Incident o currcd on the stags at the opening performance of
"Will Shakespeare," at the National. New Vurk, .Monday evening. In the
performance r.f
night
inn scene there is a fight between otto Kruger and Ralph Birmingham. Saturday
playing Shakespeare and Kit Marlowe, respect ive'y. Kruger lashed BIT" the bill Its memlrern gathered for s
mlngham with his whip., as called for. The lash of the whip caught the Social time. Mitchell said th»t
1
hilt of "Marlowe's' dagger and it was jerked from his bell and thrown about two in Die morning his wif*
through a window in the set. Marlowe is supposed i,, f.-.n ,,,, me knife left the party. Looking for her. h
and kill himself. The players enacted the scene minus the dagger, with found her in MillcrH room. Mitchell
alleged that Miller attacked hlin
those (n front none the wiser.
when he entered the
and that
Pauline Frederick is one star to whom Broadway means less than he used his pocket knife in selfMitchell
sent
to St.
was
defeneV
She
is
with
in Philadelphia
'The (luilty One." a Woods success.
nothing.
She was offered her choice of two New York houses this week, but Joseph's hospital, San Diego, and
w;is
f<>f
hearMiller
forther
held
•
declined to cancel the remainder of her Philadelphia time, with Baltiing In the local police court
more, Washington, etc., to follow, stating that she preferred "the mad.
lit
manager agreed to indulge her in this unusual desire.
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in Chicago the holiday atmosphere wasn't so extensively engaged
as usually happens in other cities for the Chrisinas and New Year's
period, sa regards decorating the theatres/ The Jatelwyn was the only
loop theatre that carried a full appearance bf the holiday Reason Willi its
ENTHUSIASTIC WELCOME FOR
Canopy arrayed In Yuletide lights and an extensive arrangement of ever,
CHARLES DILLINGHAM'S
and other decorations n> hold the season's co or. Huge h 'lis holdgreens
NEW MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT.
mi; colored lights were suspended over the canopy, and all that was
IT'S A GREAT SHOW." Eve. Tost.
.needed to give the whole Idea a perfect touch was a li-;ht fall of snow.
.
a
ii_ \v. st tM SI Bvenlnaeat S:li. » which did not come.
Chlcagoans made comment on the ideas, and no
ApOllO i'„,miRr M«t«.: w>d. aftd sat. doubl
(pl|liI
M ason tn<
IMX| season
UO) theatres will all he gayly
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Lou Tellegen has a vaudeville record all of Lis own for a h-git. He
has been playing In vaudeville without losing a week since May 22
and will continue to play, solidly, until next April. Now he is on
the Orpheum circuit, after playing those eastern houses which could pay
his weekly vaudeville salary, $1,?.j0.
The condensed I'.lind Youth" Mr.
Tellegen adapted for vaudeville carries four players in all. It's unusual
for a heavy salaried legit star to continuously appear week by week in
vaud*Vltle, much less open In the spring and keep right through the
lummer without a lay off. Alf T. \\'ilion is Tellegen's vaudeville agent,
to the credit for the record really goes to Wilton, who also is reported to
have accomplished the feat of hooking llolhrook Blinn in his sketch
for the Palace, Chicago, this week, and Orpheum, St. Louis, next
\v<
after the vaudeville powers ,had decided Mr. I3lii n's playlet was too
dreary.
Following St. Louis. Mr.\Rl nn will go to the coas; to reopen
Francisco February 4 with his legit success "The Had Man."
111 Fan

for l!.e Atnertenn Stage
ll>
N«itul»!e < oinpiny. Including

n
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Have Jack Wilson's Valet Walter
NIN\
FRANK
Dressing Them at B. F. KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK,
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THIS WEEK
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16, to Irene VanBrugh.
Responding to the toast, "The Arts
and Graces," Miss VanBrugh said
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evening, Dec.
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(Continued from page

Two demobbed

of originality.

2)

ficers get

these only two are women. The
cast of "Arlequin." at the Empire,
was reduced to 36 parts* and union*?
the players, several playing several
parts, are Godfrey Tearle. Dennis
Nellson- Terry, Leonard Shephard.
J. H. Barnes. Cecil Mannering, Norman Partridge, Drellncourt Odium,
Cyril Sworder, Netta Westcott, the
Hon. Lois Sturt, Dorothy Green.
Sybil Hook. Edith Kelly Could. Rosina Filippi and Moynu McGill.

and seek

ofin a thunderstorm
shelter in a vicarage which

caught

they find deserted.
They change
into whatever clothes they find. With
the result one of them Is taken for
a clergyman by a runaway couple,

who demand he marry them. The
usual complications bring the comedy to a happy finish, the runaway
girl turning out to be an old sweetheart of the masquerader's friend,
and that worthy finding h's fUe in
the daughter of an elderly clergyman, who Is doing duty for the abvicar. The piece is we'l acted
sent
Boxing Night will see the revival
at the Court of "When Knights by Arthur Welllesley (Earl Cowley)
Were Bold" with Bromley Challoner. and the rest of the company. Thi3
This is for evening shows onlv. the new production "prior to the West
raatlnee attraction being the revival End" does not seem likely to prove
a great threat to existing shows.
of "Alice in Wonderland."

Having been for 51 years wardrobe mistress to Henglers circus.
Hosina Short died here at the age of
91. For years before then, as Mme.
S.ironi. she .was popular alike in
Great Britain and on the Continent.
Her resemblance to the late Queen
Victoria was remarkable, and she
always figured as Her Majesty in
Henglers big parades.

The big attractions for the holiseason at the Colloeum are
Crock, who is never long away from
this house, and Alfred Lester, who
will appear in a new sketch. 'The
Other artists and
Night Porter."
acts on the bill are Frank Fay,
Artemus. Gwyneth Keys, Tuklo
with his Film Jungle, the Egypse
day

Camp company and Frank Cochrane,

the cobbler from

Chow,"
in
"Wun-Tu."

his.

"Chu Chin

musical

scene,

The

cast of "Twelfth Night" at
Kveryifian
includes
Herbert

the

Waring. Frank Collier. Fred O 'Donovan, Mary Barton and Isobel Jeans.

The veteran stars who are to appear as a"* Christmas attraction at
the Palladium are busily rehearsing
for their act, which is as yet publicly untitled,
but which appears
likely to take the form of a miniature revue. The company includes
Joe Tabrar, the author of innumerable songs; Florrie Robins, Louie
Freear, who found fame In a night
with the production of "A Chinese
Honeymoon" at the old Strand;

Charles Bignell, whose 'What ho.
she bumps!" is a classic of 20 -odd
years ago; Sable Fern, Leo Drydan.
who will sing "The Miner's Dream
of Home." which he has sung every-

where

from

first-class

vaudeville

houses to minor kinemas and even

market places; Jake Frei J man, Tom
Costello,
Harry Lea and others
At the Alhatnbra the Trix Sisters whose names once drew London to
will continue to "top the bill" with the Tivoli, the Oxford and the Panew dresses and material. The rest vilion. Although described as "vetOf the program includes Coram and erans," many of the old-timers are
"Jerry," Whit Cunltffc. Van Dock, only tfo in the years they have been
the Fuji Family. Denise and Jan, before the public.
The'r work toBert Hughes, .Penrose and Whit- day, except in the old-fashi- ned malock and the musical absurdity re- terial, shows no signs of age and
cently produced at the Coliseum, decay.
"Wrangle V. Wrangle."
The proceeds of a matinee at the
Robert Courtneidge has secured old London will provide some hunthe British rights of "Merton of the dreds of poor Shoreditch and IIoxMovies." and will produce the piece ton children with new boots at
This
in the West End early in the new Christmas.
old-established
house, of which little is heard in
year.
enlightened

these

Peggy
London

O'Xeil has been out of
sinre her vaudeville reappearance, suffering from a nervous
breakdown, the direct result of her
motor accident in America recently
which led to the death of her uncle,
and in which she herself sustained
injuries.
For the past few weeks

she has been staying la Bournemouth, but Is now due to return for
the rehearsals of the new II. A.
Vachell play at the Haymarket.
which, however, will not bo called
"Miss Marionette," the title originally announced.
Several changes are taking place

West End casts. Leslie Faber
Godfrey Tearle in "The
Laughing Lady" at the Globe.
Phyllis Dare returns to "The Lady
of the Rose" at Daly's and Madge
Saunders and Tom Walls return to
"Tons of Money" at the Aldwych.

In

follows

Christinas is always a busy time
for the Maskelyne show at
St.
George's Hall, and the current holiday bill lacks nothing in strength.
includes a new illusion. "The
It
Celluloid Man," which is a combination of cinematography and conjuring; de Biere, Ben Said, a Turkish magician. Water Magic by a
Japanese troupe, the Kamakuras
and W. V. Robinson, the Canadian
entertainer.

times.

Is

being

thoroughly redecorated. In the old
days it was famous for its trial matinees,
which
always
at racted
crowded audiences, whose chief ob-

the chief characteristic of acting
was that It must be popular, as
however excellent, needed the
support of the public She went on
to say the Press was capable of
rendering valuable assistance In
setting a standard of public taste,
and pleaded for the assistance of
the Press In a movement to establish
an endowed theatre in England. Sir
John Lavery also spoke. In referring
to
dramatic criticism in
newspapers, he gave it as his
opinion that reviews of plays had
greater weight when they were
signed by the writers.

touring.

PARIS

Paris, Dec. 23.
Edwin R. Wolfe, formerly of New
York, has opened a school of drama
in Paris, assisted by his wife, known
on the American stage as Ruth

Mason.

t

Lee Copeland, the American entertainer, has assumed charge of the*
cabaret Chez Mariette, Paris, associated with M. Dijon, the owner.

Aurea, are the attractions at this
cabaret.
J.

lin In 1906.

Cecil

Having been on tour with J. B.
Fagin's play, "The Wheel," for some
months, I'hvTlis Nellson-Terry is
due back In the West End about the
middle of January with a new pluy

Sunday evening. Dec.

George

Ma lone.

Grossmith
Sir

sided over a

E.

17,

were

and

Wild,

company

J.
A. E.
K. C, preof 300 ladies

and gentlemen. Mr. Grossmith made
a felicitous speech, in which he ad-

by E. Temple Thurston entitled "A mitted unqualifiedly that the firm of
Roof and Four Walls." Her sup- Grossmith «fe Malone were comporting company will include Nich- mercial managers, and were proud
olas Hannen. Allen Jsayes, Frank of it were really snobbish about it.
Freeman, O. B. Clarence and H. R. Among other things, he said the
public wanted cabaret performances
Hignett.
and would have them, just as they

—

'

Owing

to

the

success

of

Sir

J.

demanded revues.

Martin Harvey's new version of
An application has been made for
"Everyman," recently produced at
the Memorial, Stratford -on- Avon, the renewal of the license formerly
negotiations are on foot for the pro- held to carry on business as theduction of the p!ay In London. Htrieal and kincnia artists by E.
Frank Cucson offered the Playhouse Lewis Waller, Ltd. Lewis Waller
recently in the
Bankruptcy
for this purpose, but the stage is was
Court.
Acting on this the Public
far too smally
Reports from various sources

in-

dicate that the new Ian Hay comedy,
not
Afternoon,"
is
"Archibald's
quite up to the author's usual standard. There appears to be fdeuty of
comedy of the orthodox faiciicnl nature in the show, but the greater
part of the pluy is somewhat devoid

Control Committee of the London
County Council postponed the renewal for a fortnight In order to be
satisfied as to the constitution and

financial stability of the company,
license has now been renewed.

The

The Press Club of London gave a
dinner at its club house Jjaturday

set

plays the empress.
The acting of
this Russian troupe has elicited admiration from the local critics. The
works are splendidly produced, with
rich scenery and costumes. On the
Avlio'e it is a great dramatic treat,
noteworthy by the absence of supers.
Every player is an artist.

Argentina, Spanish danseuse; Fortuge, comic singer; Max Chobat,

and Powels, Charles Meteor
Zelia Sisters, Loroh Family,
AppOlonaS, Lyons Trio, Maryland Troupe.
Cirque de Paris:
A. Rancy's
Horses,
Les Albert ini. acrobats;
Leonce et Liliane, Balvator'i Animals, Les Polyflors, comic horizontal bar act; lion and tiger act.
getty

Trio,

Szanin, the Russian opera manager, passed through Paris last week
on his way to Madrid, where he will
remain six weeks for operatic work.

to reliable reports, as ineffectual as
it was licentious.

New

Musical Comedies

New

musical comedies include the
"Black Rose," at the Neues Operettentheater, with music by Walter
W. Goetze. The plot shifts about in
ridiculous fashion, and the music is
over-orchestrated and lifeless. About
"Dorlne und der Zufall" ("Dorine
and Chance") with music by Gilber

produced at the Neues Theater

,

am

more later, as the piece appears to be not without charm.
At the Metropol a new review,
"New York-Berlin," with music by
Nelson, seems to be a rather mediocre imitation of our American variety, while 'We're Tppsy Turvy," at
the Nelson, is more intimate bu;
cleverer.
"Europe Is Talking About
It," at the Komische Oper, under
the direction of Klein, seems to be
quite gorgeous, according to Berlin
standards', but that usually means
nothing to people accustomed to the
Zoo.

American "Follies."
At the Theater

damm

am

Kurfiirsten-

Karl Vollmoller gave a now

pantomime written by
music by Jap Koll,
Shooting

Oullery."

known

himself, with
called "The

Vollmollcr

is

in America as the author of
"The Miracle" and "The Prodigal

Son."

seem
At

The present

effort

does not

have been oversuccessful.
Deutsches,
Alexander
mueh press T,«gcn ted, has
been giving a few performances; it
is his first appearance in Berlin for
almost two yearn.
He has done
"Richard II.." "Ghosts." and "Reto

the
Molssi, the

demption."
in

America

performance

This latter play, known
through Barryrm re's
in "the lending role,

is

considered his greatest achievement. But when one compares it
with the American actor's handling
of the part his work seems almost
pitiful in comparison.
The conclusion is more and more driven in
upon c ne that Moissi never was anything more than a matinee idol,
using the cheapest sort of mannerisms to catch the matinee idolaters
of Germany.
When one compares
the actors' organization accepted, him with Werner Kraus. who has
the managers refused, saying that Just been giving his usual extraorRickelt must first take back all the dinary performances in Ibsen's "The
"horrid things" he had said about League
of
Youth."
Strindberg's
them. That delayed the settlement "Luther," and in Schiller's "Kabale
a day or two.
und Liebe," one sees the difference
The actors have started giving between the stock leading man type
performances to bring money into and that of a great international
the treasury and say they can hold acting genius.
out long after Christmas.
The State Theater has been very
Every
aftefnoon at two cabarets all-star busy of late. They have given a
variety shows are being given. On new play from the Belgian, called
Sunday Schiller's "Kabale und "The Marriage 0/ Adrian Breuer" (a
Llebe" was given with an extraor- failure); an evening of Moliere
dinary cast in the hall of a big beer plays; "George Dandin." and "The
brewery.
Friday night at
the Doctor in Spite of Himself," under
Deutsches Opernhaus a perform- the direction of Jiirgen Fehling. who
ance of Schiller's "Die Riiuber" is has made them entertaining; then,
promised, with a cast including as a tribute to Gerhard Hauptmann,
practically every male star in Ger- they played his "Hannele" (a good

"Fair and Warmer"
"Fair and Warmer," by Avery
Hopwood. has been produced at the

Lustspielhaus under the title of
"Der Mustergatte" ('The Model
Husband"). The critics all sniffed
at it ("to bring such stuff all the
way from America"), but a popular
success seems assured.
It is all
very well for the Germans to
down on American farces and

look
call

\\vth

production, which showed up the essential weakness of the play); and,
finally, under the direction of Leopold Jessncr, Shakespeare's "Macbeth,"
with Kortner and Gerda
Miiller in the leading roles (a production which combined some tasteless and stupid effect-hunting with
moments of real genius).

A new

play by Carl Copek, author

of "R. U. R." and the Insect comedv,
has just been produced at the State
theatre In Prague under the author's
direction. It is called "Die Sache
Makropulos" ("The Affair Makropulos"), and by all reports is not up
to his earlier works.

The Admiral's

Palats, formerly a

by John Cumberland in delicious skating rink, has been tastefully
half-tones is here done by Max turned into a variety theatre. It
Adalbert, a comedian of the "fresh" may be said now to class as one of
cocksure school, and the part taken the most attractive theatres in Berin America by Madge Kennedy is lin. All seats except those in the
hancHed by D igny Servaes, talented top balcony are at tables, and wine
but dramatic.
Just the essential may be drunk or food eaten during

was

naivete

utterly

lacking,

even at that they could not

Max

kill

it.

Pallenberg has been playing

at the Theater

and under
he

but'

has

t

lie

been

am KurfUrstendamm
title

doing

of

"Wauwau"

the

English

Although PalRobert Qui- lenberg as an all-around comedian

James Watson, electric experiments;
Guya Pinsonnette, vocal; Clown
Pepina and miniature circus; Geor-

strike.

Nothing more, however, will apSchausplelhaus and pear about a new farce by Cana, the
author of the infamous "Werwolf,"
the two other opera as it
seems to have been, according

comedy "Grumpy."

Olympia (Dec. 1I.):
nault and Miss Rowe, dancers; La

were produced and well received by
the press. More of these later when
performances are resumed after tha

state theatres,

but did not get as far as them naive. and bromidic, but just
what farce writers have they who
can 'produce such light entertainment as our better writers? %
The success of this piece here is
all the more extraordinary when
one considers that It was utterly
miscast. The part originally played

Paris.
The program comprises
which was
Ernest D'Almaine, the veteran "Tsar Fedor Ieannovich," the second
Margate and
has been playing to enormous busi- singer, who is known as the "cast part of Alexis (not Leon) Tolstoi's
ness ever since, is due in the West Iron tenor," has celebrated his 75th historical trilogy, Gorki's "Slums,"
End early In the new year. Follow- birthday. He has recently returned and Tchekhoff'3 "The Cherry Oring on the craze for names, players from touring with "Whirled Into chard."
Jacques Hebertot introwho have made the play are being Happiness." He will shortly set out duced the troupe December 5 with
superseded by West End actors and with tho Daly's company of "The 'Tsar Fedor." with Moskvln, a 'great
will remain-on tour. That this pol- Maid of the Mountains."
His first actor, in the name part; Vichnewsky
icy is thorough under the Owen London
was
engagement
with as Boris Godounow, and Louisky as
Nares- Bertie Meyer management is "Pony" Moore, with the M'oorc and Prince Chouisky.
Mme. Kniper
proved by the fact that Mrs. Nares. Burgess Minstrels.
Tchehove, widow of Anton Tchekoff,

The guests of honor of the O. P.
Club at a dinner given at the Hotel

Berlin theatrical
life all topsy-turvy.
All but five or
six theatres closed.
Only the two
strike

Nelson Keys, English comedian,
Is appearing at the Clover Club here,
and is supported by Irene Russet.
Miss Addison, a dancer from London, and also a Spanish dancer, many.

"If Winter Comes."
originally produced in

the original leading lady, will not
play the part in London, but will
give way to Barbara lloffe.

Berlin, Dec. 17.

The

1

Xemirovitch-Dantchenko and
Stanislavskys
Russian
dramatic
troupe, advertised here as from the
Cicely Courtneidge, Robert Court- Moscow Art Theatre, is fulfilling a
neidge's daughter, has been knocked brief engagement at the Theatre des
over and hurt by a motor car in Champs Elysees. on its way to New
Birmingham. Despite her injuries York, where it is due to open under
she insisted in playing her part in the direction of Morris Gest in Janthe revue, "Pot Luck," with which uary. The company played in Beris

HOOPER TRASK

1

yfe seemed to be to "bird"
every item on the program.

she

C.

Opernhaus;
houses
in
Charlottenburg,
the
Deutsches and the People's Opera,
and a few review theatres are open.
Israel Zangwill has written an- All the so-called commercial theother play, which is published in atres have been shut. It looks now
book form under the title of "The as though
a chance of the situation
Forcing House." It is designed as a
Negosatire against war, and especially loosening up was in sight.
profiteering. In it the author scores tiations between the two parties are
Bolshevism,
and already under way, but one can
Communism
Atheism. There has been no wild
scramble on the part of producing never tell In cases like this, as
managers to secure the piece, but leaders on both sides always have
there is some talk that the Play their own axes to grind.
The development of the strike
Actors are anxious to give it a try
out. The piece is dedicated to Mau- started as a wage question, but became a test of strength, a real
rice Maeterlinck.
combat for life or death of the
If anyone is suffering from an at- Bilhnengenossensch aft (I.e.. the GerThe
Initack of "tne blues," one of the best man Actors' Equity).
cures would be to go to see Andre mpm wage for September was 7,500
Chariot and Paul Murray's second marks, for October it reached 22.edition of ''Snap" at the Vaudeville. 000 marks, for November the actors'
If that doesn't cure them, nothing organization asked for 48.000 marks,
will.
Maisie Gay is. as always, in- and towards tho c d of the month
imitable. As Mrs. Placid Manor, the asked it be raised to 62,000 marks.
boarding-house landlady, in "Break- The managers' organization refused.
This may seem like a terrific profast Time," nb.e keeps the audience
convulsed with laughter.
Herbert portional increase, but considering
Mundin is greeted with applause a pound of butter now costs here
each time he comes on the stage, practically 2.000 marks, you will see
and his impersonations, as also how little this really is.
Theatre prices have been cut very
those of Roy Royston, in "Tee
Time," are exceedingly clever. Even low in Berlin; for instance a good
"The Long, Long Wail" of The seat in the orchestra a't th State
Grouser (Joe Nightingale) seems to Schauspielhaus is 600 marks, while
have a brightening effect on the a good cigar costs 200. The manaudience. The only act that could agers might have raised their prices,
be dispensed with is "Shuffling as the state theatres, which were
along," which is not the kind of allowed to play because they have
thing to make a strong appeal. The always paid a minimum wage well
rest of tJie members of. the cast per- above the demands of the actors'
form their various parts admirably, organization, can yet afford to sell
and the different dresses of the seats at so cheap a rate.
chorus are pretty and original. The
The strike has been characterized
additional scenes, lyrics and music by all the usual features which acare by Simon Strood, M. 1). Lyon, company such conflicts. The manHerman Hupfeld and Nat D. Ayer. agers cal'ed the actors names and
Dances and ensembles arranged by Rickelt, the president of the actors'
Jack Hulbert and Carl
Hyson. organization, at a big mass meeting
Dialog scenes produced by Herbert took occasion to say some hard
Mason. Scenery by Marc Henri and words about various managers, the
Lavsrdet.
Rotters.
Roberts, etc.
This the
managers resented. When Haenisch,
the former Minister of Education,
offered his service as mediator and

ject in

The revival of Sir Arthur Wing
Pinero's first serious p'ay, "Sweet
Lavender," was received with acclamation at the Ambassadors Dec.
14.
The co. tumes, business and
staging are the same as used 34
years ago, and even the old-fashioned "aside**" are in. The producer
has been exceptionally lucky in his
cast.
Holman Clark gives a fine
performance as Dick Phenyl, the
disreputable
barrister.
originally
played by the late Edward Terry,
and Isobel Elsom Is excellent as the
girl who succeeds in reforming him.
The rest of the parts are all finely
played by Jack Hobbs, Henry Crane,
Ada Ferrar, Ann
Lyall
Swete,
Trevor and Lilian Rraithwaiie. This
production should prove a big draw,
if only as an antidote to the trash
disguised as comedy which has apparently become the vogue.

BERLIN.
By

plays,

.

the performance, although this is
not obligatory. That, of course, limits the audience, but as the place is
very large there is still plenty of
room to get in a large gathering.
The prices are still quite reasonable.
Tho front part of the orchestra costs
only 600 marks. The theatre already
has found a public, and although.it

has only been opened some 10 days
probably unsurpassed, yet in this yet
it doe;; a turn-away business alrole he did not reach the heights
most every evening. The first bill,
which Cyril Maude did. Neverthe- nothing to boast
of, is: Tacahashi,
less he seems to have pleased audiAntlpoden Splele; Margcnta Truppe;
ences that have filled the theatre Two Hartleys, acrobats;
Max Hanto overflowing for several months. sen,
humorist; Frlda Heee-FleischJust before the strike he had started
mann, dancer; Albert Schumann*
playing Molnar'i "Liliom," aided by hor.-e act; Cluster
Dleck; Svengali,
Lucie HOfllch, Germany's, most tal- telepathy; Two
DcsterrOS, BhootiOgJ
ented dramatic actress.
lie
of MeroaUZ, acrobats.
Of these the
course played it very differently best numbers are
Tacahashi, DeSfrom Xchildkraut in America, a
lerrus and SvengalL
Pallenberg' s method ia very suppressed.
However, he seems to
Fritzi Massary is engaged to sing
have carried his audience with him at Daly's, London, the leading role
and he will probably take up the of "Madame Pompadour " which .-he
*
run again when the strike is ended. created In Berlin.
is

At the Klelnes Thohter "Die FnA new play by Georg Kaiser: aumorallschen" ('The Immoral Ones") thor of "From Morn to Midnight,"
by Schmidt, and at the Komodien- called "The Flight to Venice," will
Ho will stage a Russian production hause "Die Frwachsonen," by Sling, shortly be produced at the Renaisat the Paris Opera in March.
two farces of somewhat similar type, sancetheatre in Berlin.
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SURE FIRE FLINT

one

outdistanced

speed,

novelty,

Jack"

"Dr.

and

thrills

in
all-

around entertaining qualities.
There's a sketchy story in the film.
A young M. D. (Lloyd) manages to
horn himself into a case that is being handled by a high-priced specialist.

The

specialist

has

been

41

comes, a motion picture favorite and a title because of her father, but
a young lawyer who is without a who is rescued by the youth she had
client at the opening of the tale, but met two years previously in China,
later Is a leading legal light.
This same being accomplished by holding
Meanquartet are together in poverty, and a ceremony of their own.
together they rise to wealth and po- while the titled gentleman Is the
load of a gang of crooks, which
sition.
It is the little laundry girl
who when a screen star assists the leads to various scenes with the poSolomons in their marital difficul- lice. The hero is suspected of a
ties.
criminal attack, and it all clears up
^
The tale Is rather well told, though with the innocent suspect leading
the direction in spots is a little slow the police raid on the gang.
in tempo and Strauss is rather prone
The settings are well enough preto overact. He is not a Barney Ber- sented, there is more or less comedy,
nard as yet, although he somewhat photography is par and Rawlinson
resembles that player. If there is to aptly handles his share of the burbe arfother of the "Solomon" pic- den. It's not the best Universal that
tures a little more attention should has ever been screened, nor is it
be given to his work and he should the worst, and for those who have a
be toned down. Brenda Moore as leaning toward hectic mix-ups this
Rosie, his wife, gave a rather pleas- picture will satisfy.
Skig.
ing performance, while Nancy Dea-

treating a young woman (heroine)
for something or other for threo
years, and doing little for her, but
collects regularly.
Lloyd, engaged
as
consultant, decides to give the
sure-fire
auis
a
Flint"
-Fire
"Sure
patient a style of treatment that
dience picture. It has thrills, laughs
and action from the start to the fin- calls for ridiculous comedy antics
love story that, principally, with a routine that has
ish and with it all a
the patient's house in an uproar.
while a little far. fetched, seemingMildred Davis makes a pretty
that of the
purpose,
its
ly serves
heroine, who works well with Lloyd;
happy ending.
Johnny Hines is coming along at John T. Prince, C. Norman Hamin two contributory parts,
a pace that will place h!m with the mond,good
performances, and Eric
few other comedians of the screen give
Mayne
handles the specialist's part ver as the shirt -shining screen star
comedies
length
feature
do
w ho can
handled what was allotted to her in
and get away with it. In this picture competently.
Universal All-Star Attraction, directed by
A couple of unprogramed children a rather good way. Charles Delaney George
Hines, while slightly given to overAivhalnbaud, from the atory by
plays a juvenile lead.
figure
in
several
scenes
that
add
himself
holds
in
still
burlesque,
Johann Bojer. adapted by <"harle» Kenyon.
In the popular-priced houses this Shown nt Loew'a New York, N. T., on
greatly to the entertaining values
check, so that there isn't too much
one is bound to go, and for New double feature bill, Jan. 2, 1028.
picture.
of
the
Bell.
counted
that
also
be
must
It
Hines.
David Torrance
York on the lower east side it is John Hammond
Edmund Breese, Doris Kenypn and
Maude George
Jean Hammond
sure fire.
Fred.
Betty Hammond
Mabel Julienne Scott
Robert Edeson in his supporting
Mm.
Hammond
Ruby Lafayette
the
general
materially
to
cast added
Paramount
production, starring Thomas
Richard
Jiurtoi*
Earl Metcalfe
In action the picture has Melghan. Picture based upon the atory of
worth.
Mil So Cardlngton
June Khidge
ONE
NIGHT
everything that could be asked for. the same title by George Ade, with screen
adaptation
by
the
author.
Directed
Alby
In old hoak for laugh purposes not fred E. Green. At the Rlvoll,
Released
through
Universal
and
was
great
idea
from the
Here
a
New York, featuring Herbert
Rawlinson, this story standpoint, capably cast, that
a bet was overlooked, and the titles week Dec. 24.
are as big a comedy asset as any- Tom Redding
Thomas Melghan melo should prove adequate in top- seemingly was permitted to slip into
Mary Thome
I>ila Lee
thing else, including the star.
ping a program for the intermediate the caliber of the ordinary feature
Grimley
Frederick Burton
Gerald Duffy, who wrote the story, Otla
Bustace Grimley
Cyril Ring picture houses. Lillian Rich heads through faulty direction. The tempo
must have had an intimate line on H. H. Hornby
Charles Abba the women in the cast and plays op- at which George Archainbaud hanFlorence Dixon posite the hero.
the star'.v capabilities, otherwise he Olivia Hornby
Having nothing dled the direction made it tiresome
Twaddle....:
Gertrude Quintan much more to do than to walk o sit through. That is really a pity,
would not have worked in that very Aggie
John Thome
Richard "a«4yle
clever piece of pool shoojiag stuff Mrs. Redding
Maude Turner Gordon through her role, Miss Rich, never- for the story was a corker, showing
that gets over so well.. He also had Billy Andrews
Laurence Wheat theless, presents a pleasing appear- the tremendous amount of compliNed Burton ance. It's about all that is neces- cation that "can arise from one lie
a line on the hoofing abilities of Horace Beemer
Policeman
James Marlowe
Hines, for he supplied the situation The
through a series of circumstances.
The Collector
.Edward Borden sary.
that called for a- touch of dancing in
The film carries along in an averThe action takes place in New
which Hines got away with the floor
age manner as regards continuity in York, where a contractor has risen
A genuinely amusing starring ve- its tale of the heiress due to marry to success through having applied
stuff in great shape.
Hines plays the character of Flint, hicle for Tom Melghan, screened
who, after his return from overseas from the story of the same title by
The author provided
duty, gets a job as a taxi driver, is George Ade.
the screen version and did it to a
fired, becomes a bus boy in a highclass cafe, is fired, and 'finally in nicety. With the possible exception
company with Breese, who got both of some of the early footage, largely
PRESENTS
JCStC I LASKV
positions for him, and a little war devoted to introductory business,
orphan they are rearing, takes to the the picture runs at a fast clip well
They get to a town filled with laughs and offering opopen road.
where the steel mill is owned by a portunities in abundance for the
man in whose coat Flint discovered star. It is a sparkling satire on
a large sum of money. The purpose small town life, ably aided by a well
of the journey is to return the selected number of character playmoney rather than utilise it for their ers who furnish strong support for
Anthony de JJinni....v.iy»« bukiiuuu
J Barney Sherry
Sunf- Father
iirm

THE POWER OF A

LIE

BACK HOME AND BROKE

WONDERFUL

<

••

own use, although they were broke Melghan.
The story is typically rural, the
and had to bum their way.
The reward for this honesty is a scenes being placed in a town where
position for them in the works. This even the traffic cop is not on th^
The leading manufacturing
results in the almost overnight rise job.
to the position of manager on the plant is owned by Redding & Son.
part of Flint, who in the end wins Redding Sr. dies and his financial
the hand of his benefactor's daugh- affairs are in a chaotic condition.
His son Tom leaves town to dister.
This simple outline does not give cover oil on land his father had
any idea of the thrills. Hines proves leased years before but thought
He succeeds, but prehimself a go-petter with
motor valueless.
cycle driving, auto racing, a leap fers to return home as if broke to
from a moving train into a river, determine his real friends, and does
another leap from a locomotive to a not disclose the news to the homo
moving train. All of this is done by folks.
By arrangement wi-th a
him more or less in a comedy vein friend he manages to buy practhat makes it possible for the audi- tically the entire town under a ficence to take easily.
titious name. When the time comes
In the support Mr. Breese stood for the wealthy stranger to put in
out, as did also the kiddie, unnamed, his appearance the supposed ne'erbut on first flash every bit as clever do-well appears upon the platform
as the Coogan kid. Miss Kenyon was of the private car as the train pulis
an altogether pleasing leading wom- into the station.
an who has improved if anything
Forgiving all the slurs thrown St
since last in pictures. Others in the him in former days, he establishes
all-star aggregation are Effie Shan- himself as the town's leading citinon, J. Barney Sherry and Charles zen and benefactor of the comGerrard, who is an altogether ac- munity. A neat love story Is worked
ceptable heavy.

DR.

Fred,

JACK

Dr. Jackson
Sick-I.lttle-Well-Girl
?Her
r.

he

Father

Harold Lloyd
Mildred Davis
John T. Prince

his wife's fortune with his own in
The wife, a haughty
his business.
society woman, takes exception to a

young man who

is

paving attention

to the contractor's sister,
bids her husband to make

getting a wealthy man-abouutown
to agree to lend his signature, and
calls his prospective brother-in-law,

arranging an appointment.
The
man-about-town arrives with a
string of friends who have been at
a wild party. Both the contractor
and the other friend sign the note,
and the former leaves immediately.

However, a fire occurs in the
studio while the party is in progress, and the man-about-town and
a society woman are looked in a
room through a prank. They are
rescued by the host, who gets them
to a window, and the woman is carried down the ladder by the firemen
and then disappears, the man, howfrom a window and is
This breaks the story in the
papers and the young man is turned
down by his fiancee.
ever, falling
killed.

He

.starts

drinking, and finally the

through
a
situation
brought about by his wife, who delivers a social snub to the wife of a
banker, is compelled to deny his
signature.
The punch comes with

contractor,

the trial of the young man for forgery. A general confession at the
finish

cleans
that

manner

up the
is
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By Monte M. Katterjohn
Based on the story by
Turnbull
J lector

American

Cast includes

WIFE'

Antonio Moreno and
Walter Long

A SAM WOOD
Production

Just to make the subject that
agreeable.
Lila Lee ably leads the feminine

division, with James Marlowe and
Gertrude Quinlan taking the honors
among the character workers. Marlowe as a comedy cop captures a

The
Ludwig von Suulnbourg
Eric Mayne couple of the biggest laughs.
Lawyer
C. Norman Hammond general direction of the picture and
Anna Townsend its continuity stand in its favor.

His Mother

Broke"

was

"Dr. Jack" is Harold Lloyd's secChristmas week atond five-reeler. It's slapstick farce selected as a
It should
traction at the Rivoli.
of the old school, dependent for
doing business
difficulty
little
comedy principally on a bunch of have
all week and can stand up for
there
gags that antedate the well-known
of time in any of the big
infancy of the pictures, In con- that length
Hart.
program picture houses.

struction "Dr. Jack'' likewise follows
ancient lines with a general technic
strongly reminiscent of the hoke
•ingle and double reelers of the early

General Film period.
The business of knocking a dignified middle-aged man's high hat
into a plate of soup, the decrepit

comedy

bit of

a comic

sitting

down

SOLOMON

IN

SOCIETY

Potash and TVi lmuttrr type of-story presented by the Cardinal Picture* Corp., starring Wm. H. Htrnuss. Prcduced under the
supervision of Whitman Bennett, distribShown at
uted by American Releasing.
inr.ieo, New York, weeli of Deo. 25.
*'ni. H. Strauss
Solomon
I.
Brenda ^Moore
Rosie Solomon

on a piece of embroidery that conNancy Deaver
tains a needle, business end UP, and Mary BeH
Charles DeJaney
another that has a doctor walking Frank Wilson
Fred Jones
Kolin
out of a house with the seat of his Orlando
Lillian Herlcin
Mrs. Levy
trousers torn out as the result of a
flank attack by a bulldog, gives a
Here is a real Potash and Perlpretty go,d idea of the convention- muttei' type of story by Val Cleveality of the film's comedy values.
land, developed into a rather fair proSummed up the appeal of the gram picture. It is possible that
humor of "Dr. Jack" is distinctly with Wni. Strauss as the star the
juvenile. As that is about on a level organization can lay the groundwith what the average picture fan work for a series of pictures with
considers screamingly funny, how- Solomon as its principal character.
ever, "Dr. jaek" may please the The "In Society" part of the title
general run ©f picture audiences, would indicate that that might be
whether juvenile or adult.
The present story is a
the Idea.
Harold Lloyd, admittedly a good tale Of the ghetto and society With
light comedian with a flair for. han- Solomon and his wife Rosie.
There
dling low comedy in a manner that is one thing lacking to make this a
stamps him as an expert, should be bang-up picture, and that is comedy
fitted with better stuff than this.
both in action and in the titling. In
Many of Lloyd's old two-reelers that respect the Goodman»Glass
were far funnier, and more than touch w;is shy.
Straus* plays the role of a kindly
hearted east Hide tailor whose apt!for designing modes finally
i<Wleads him to n position where Be has
patro/»:i Fifth avenue establishment
His wife somewhat
iz» d l-.v the elite.
younger, f.iMs a victim to a designing
+JZ-* MADE TO ORDER
blackmailer, but Solomon, believing
happiness require! a divorce
n.
.Commercial Developing and Punting
arranges for a separation. At the
lasl muOK nt both realise they sre
KQTHACKER Film Mfg.Company
acting foolishly and a reconciliation
-**•*' P'VfMtV HWW«Y • fKlticfl u4l
A secondary pair Is
effected.
is
laundry girl wlio be
composed of

mmmm

'HE romance of a daring Kentucky belle and a South American diplomat. Full of the gaiety, passion and splendor of
the Paris of the West.
Great scenes include the Carnival of Flowers, glittering embassy balla and dark underworld revels, thrilling horse races

and a stirring duel.
The Tribune said:
"Miss Swan son wears tons of her most

ultra gowns, besides

jewelry wonderful to behold."

i

(2 Cparamount Qicture
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The production end of the picture
as well as the cast is ajl that could
be asked for, and had direction been
worthy the picture should have been
a knockout.
Fred,

much more

Home and

tangle)

only fairly satisfac-

tory.

up

"Back

and fora loan to

nim so that he can launch a new
business project. But the husband
agrees to sign a note providing another indorsement can be obtained.
Later the young man succeeds in
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Krlcaaei.
Bryant.
Charles
of
rectlon
through United Artists.
Nailmovi
Salome, daughter of Ilerollm
""
K'>*.'
Herod tee
MiUiull Lewli
Herod. Tetrach of Ju-»e«
N'lKtl de ItruMer
Jokanaan. proph- t
I

3>rlan. captain vl

r

*,

'

u.tul

,rl BchencK
Arthur Jasmins
I

The Page
Nasman.
Tlfeliinus.

of Hero-Han
exeouttor. <r

young llomau

Kridi-rirk
l.uie

Pel*rs

Uumai

A highly fantastic "Salome" ia
that which Nazimova is presenting
on the screen. It Is far from the
"Salome" Oscar Wilde penned, and
decidedly different from the "Salome" generally aXpe ted.
As it Is, "Salome," the play as
adapted by Peter M. Winters, is a
picture that none of the censors can
harp against. The picture is done
with a decidedly modernistic touch,
so much so, in fact, It is going to be
a question whether audiences will
accept it. It seems rather doubtful
they will. Picturesquely it is very
pretty aa to lightings, setting and
photography, but there ends about
"Naall that can be said in praise.
zlmova in Facial Expressions." with
Salome aa the background, would
have been much better billing for
the picture.
Ota the occasion of the opening
performance the screening was preceded by a spoken prolog written
by Louis K. Anspacher and followed
by Naxlmova dashing on the stage
in the costume she wore in the
earlier portion, in breathless manner, aa though just finishing 100
yards, to inform the audience they
all had a great time making the picture.

.

Other than the facial contortions
Indulged in by the Madame there is
little to the picture, likewise little to
her costume, which, however, was
all that the law required and a bit
more, eo the box office won't get
any great draw because of any lack
of dress on the part of the star. The
adoption of the Aubrey Beardsley
modern idea in art for the screen
doea not appear as though it were
going to cause any tremendous
furore, especially as the heroic figures were given a decided appearance of effeminacy and tho> slaves
of color were beefy instead of muscular.

Laurens

Hammond's

SMUDGE

Invention

First National

production, presented by
Arthur 8. Kane, starring and directed by
Charles Ray.
Story
by Rob Wagner.
Shown at Proctor's 23d 8t. New York, for
three days, commencing Dec. 23.

'The Teleview," a device for making certain kinds of pictures more
liable and magnifying the projection, was given an initial
at the Selwyn Dec. 27.

The house
with the new

showing

Stephen Stanton
.lohn Stanton

were equipped

seats
device.

It is

Marie Clement
Punly

folded back out of the way.

Mrs. Putdy
M'tlulre

automatically.
It is a device, which resembles the
which
stereoscope
old-fashioned
used to adorn the parlor tables of
our grandparents, used for looking
at snow scenes and views. The result is similar. It is explained that
the glass used in the "Teleview" is
ordinary window glass, the effect
being obtained by a revolving shutter arrangement operated by a small
motor concealed in the instrument.
The hum of it is plainly heard.
The instruments are worthless as
far as the ordinary picture is concerned through the necessity for a
double exposure.
The "Teleview"
pictures are taken hy a camera with
two lenses. When viewed by the
naked eye they are blurred and
vague. Through the machine they
are remarkably clear but seem restricted to small projection space.
The program opened with an ordinary picture followed by "teleview" studies. The studies consisted
of "A Bottle of Rye." "A Hole in
Space." "Circles" and "A Dragon."
The subjects were inereased and
diminished in size at the will of the
projector, giving an effect of distance and proximity, unusual in a
picture house.
Scenic studies next in natural
colored "stills," with views of Hopi#
and Xavajo Indian life in motion
pictures, followed by an ordinary
picture, viewed without the instrument.
A Shadowgraph dance by Jeanettc
Bobo, Helen Cronova and Elly
Roder was staged behind a white
drop in "one." The effect obtained

"Smudge**
Charlie

Ray

7V

Friday, January

paper tale. As worked out, the
combination proves weak.
Ray took a heavy task upon his
shoulders in trying to direct and
play the leading role and turn out a
real feature with what he had to
work with. The supply of ideas
provided by the author proved woe-

5,

1923

The smoke from the pots blackens
the surrounding country and annoys
the inhabitants, especially those not
interested in the orange growing.
Two factions are forrncd in the
town of Cltrona, one for and one
against smudging.
The two local
papers are divided on the subject.

weak from the general layout The owner *>f the orange growers*
t
Ora Carew of the story. Ray in one of his cus- sheet turns it over to his son. The
tomary juvenile roles romps through latter is won over to the other side,
J. P. Lockney
Blanche Roee the production and at no time is much to the annoyance of his father.
Lloyd Baron really given the opportunity to dis- The young editor wins out by inRalph McCuIlough
play any genuine work. The mem- venting a pot that will supply the
bers of the supporting cast are used necessary heat and will not throw
but a second-rate practically only for bits with Ora out the annoying smoke. A goodly

is

feature, accountable for

secure a metropolitan

its failure to

fully

Carew, entrusted with the only other
role of importance.

at the Strand. Rob Wagner, the author, has failed to deliver
a subject containing ingredients for
an interesting screen story. His

showing

The title is taken from the custom employed in the orange belt of
California to ward off damage to
the trees from frost. Smudge pots
main idea deals with the orange- which throw off heat and an abungrowing industry of California. To dance of smoke are used to keep the
this is linked a wishy washy news- groves at the proper temperature.

portion of melodramatic business la
involved as well as a love, story.

'

The story depends largely upon auto
chases and other incidents of the old
schodl of picture making.
"Smudge" is one of the tailenders
among Ray productions. It can do
business only on the strength of the
Hart.
star's name.
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The silhouettes seemcame right out over the audience when viewed through the

was

.7'

«

Began

in place

Ray

Charles K. French
Florence Oberie

Mrs. Clement

attached

and can he
"The
brought up to

to the sides of the chairs

Teleview" in use is
the proper height and stays

t'harles

V

s

iiniinr

THE TELEVIEW

SALOME
Waslmova'e production of '•Salome," pr«
!»•<•.
31
at the Criterion. S. V
1922, for an extended run under the ill

•anted

The Young

I

»

novel.

ingly

AL UCHTMAN CORPORATION

"Telescope."

N

"Mars," a "Teleview play" taken
with the special camera and fea-

turing Grant Mitchell and Margaret
Irving in their picture debut, proved
a fanciful comedy, draggy in spotsMiss Irving screened like a million
It was.
dollars and should have no trouble
"Salome" as a picture is going to in this field should she care to conplease a few who are Nazimova de- tinue. Mitchell betrayed his lack of
votees, a few that like higher art in picture experience at times. He is
all its form perversions, and .then a young inventor who "dreams" he
its box office value will end, unless a
has achieved radio communication
tremendous advertising campaign is with the planet Mars.
put behind the picture to make the
On the Selwyn showing the "Telepublic believe they are going to see
aid toward a
a "Salome" such as they have never view" is a distinct
versatile and entertaining straight
Fred.
seen before.
picture program. Whether the inisaid to be
tial cost of installation
for this house and the speTHE HEADLESS HORSEMAN $30,000
cial cameras necessary and patents
Based on "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow." of the same company will prevent
by Waehlngton Irving, and featuring Will
Presented by the other houses from restricting
Rogers aa Ichabod Crane.
Carl 8 Clancy, distributing through Hod- themselves to this particular proEdward Venturlnl di- gram is problematical.
kinson Pictures
rected.
At the Capitol, New York, week
To install "Televiews," take their
Pec 24
Will Rogers program and also show the ordinary
Ichabod Crane
Lois Meredith house programs would run into conKatrlna Van Taseel
Ben Hendricks, Jr. siderable money. The effect is "in"
"Brom" Bones
Con.
now.
Undoubtedly meant for comedy,

The settings, however, were well
worked out and made a really worth
background for the action, such as

—

CURRENT RELEASES

—

By WILBUR DANIEL STEELE

Rogers' latest release is picturesque.
Thorns and Orange Blossoms
It reveals splendid photography, but
this schoolroom classic lacks the
Preferred rirtures feature release hy the
sustaining power on the screen to Al I.I litm.in Corp. Directed by danni^r.
from the novel of the panic title by
make It vital. It should be pie for Taken
Ht-rtha M. C'lay, adapt c J for the screen
the children who have read or are by Hope luring.
reading the story, but it doesn't RosJta Meridess
Estelle Taylor
Kcnnvth Harlan
seem as if their elders will become Aiiin Randolph
K-irnes Ramncy
Arthur Hull
enthusiastic over this spectacle.
Violet BeatOfl
Edith Kobert»
Rogers is the ungainly school Ccioael ltoaton
Carl Stockdale
Evelyn SeJblc
teacher, destitute of funds and at- Plo Uuerra
tempting to capture the belle of
the valley because of her father's
There is a certain amount of
The action is entirely in class
wealth.
to this B. P. SchulThough the picture is berg attached
costume.
production bearing the Prepleating as an illusion, the finish ferred Pictures trade mark.
It is a
indecisive, the tale Is but a
is
program release with much color
legend and it's odds that the modern and artistry added. Director Gas- = =
movie spectator will watch it, enjoy nier selected his locations to a
the settings, get two or three smiles nicety, giving the story of Spain
out of it, then ehrug his shoulders and the South a colorful background.
and let it go at that.
natural facilities of Southern
The narrative has its foundation The
California as the locale for a Spanon the supposedly headless horse- ish picture have been used to the
man who rides the valley at night best advantage, the story depending
and is reported to be a former Hes- largely upon the manner in which
sian soldier looking for his head, the director has worked out his
shot off by a cannon ball during selection of location. The Interiors
The film
the Revolutionary War.
are equally artistically done.
starts out with the arrival in the
Estelle Taylor takes first honors
small township of the new Yankee
She gives, a genuine
schoolmaster, Ichabod Crane. One of the cast.
evening going homeward, when touch to the role of a Spanish singer
half way across the haunted bridge, with Kenneth Harlan carrying the
he sees the Headless Horseman. role of hero with little difficulty. Of
remaining members of the cast,
A deviation from the general con- the
ception of the legend has the Horse- Edith Roberts stands out nicely in
man with his head under his arm. an ingenue role.
The story centers around a young
An abrupt halt, reverse and away
is in order, with the supposed ghost American, who falls in love with n
The chase concludes Spanish singer. He is engaged to
in pursuit.
in the pursuer throwing his head an American girl, and leaves Spain
at the fleeing Ichabod, registering a without notifying the Spanish girl
bull'e-eye and knocking him from She comes to America on a concert
his horse, with the last flash of the tour and confronts him in New Orschool teacher revealing that he Is leans. He then tells her that he is
The picture con- about to wed another. She is furunning.
etill
cludes in a title explaining one ol rious. He immediately marries the
the villagers states he has scon other girl in order to solve ()•«• dilliIchabod in Nieu Yorke, though his culty. While visiting the singer at
sudden, mysterious departure is the her hotel he informs her he will not
favorite ghost story of the com- marry her. She threatens him with
a pistol, and she is shot when they
munity.
Ned Van Buren, who was behind struggle. He is accused and put in
the camera, has turned out an ex- prison on the singer's testimony.
cellent piece of work, especially in She later repents upon learning his
the scenes involving Ichabod's dis- wife is to have a child and secures
covery of the Headless Horseman. his release from the tolls.
Program house patrons will enjoy
It's of the silhouette type and as
lll»|*l|SIII|S|HiBjHISI»ISIHiSIHlBH^
nice a bit of cranking as has bad "Thoins and Orange Blossoms."
Tfart.
aT e iiU itWH sWswswWii ahiWH
Sfrij/.
recently witnessed.
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PHANTOM

BOSS OF CAMP 4

Berlin, Dec. f.
film,

This

produced at the Ufa

Tbea
palaat am Zoo. la taken by
Gerhard HauptTO n Harbou from
mann's last novel of the lame name,
poor HauptmannT But then, after
feel too sorry for
all one mustn't
great novel
aim. for it isn't such a
after

all.

Mrs. Harbou gets
through with it it looks like a colwritten
lection of Dulcy's bromides,
Movlee." All the
for "Merton of the
picture attic is
old Junk from the

when

But

present.

The story is supposed to concern
girl
clerk who sees a
driving a wagon drawn by white
slightly
goes
then
who
and
horses,
"nuts," steals, almost murders, because he finds a prostitute whom
he believes looks like his "dream girl
of the white horses."
Then he goes to Jail. Then he
comes out of Jail. Then he writes

young

m.

all

about his

down

to

the

Then he rushes

life.

where

orchard,

the

peach trees are in bloom, where his
wife is waiting for him his wife
who waited for him all those dreary
20 years that he was in Jail, and
yet did not get a year older, etc.
Thi.'j may sound a trifle crude as
thus told, but it is really cruder,
and, what is more, technically, in
casting, direction and photography,
the film is not up to the standard
of those made 10 years ago in
America.

—

BERLIN FILM NOTES

cheapness of production, the story Is
unendedly drawn out, photography
is but fair and the cast is a distinct
Berlin, Dec. 15.
reminder of the melodrama screened
At the Tauentxienpalast is a new
about 15 years ago. Identical sets are
repeatedly on view; the same clothes film made in Vienna by Robert
Charles Jones
the principals are continually Rcinart, who has the hardihood to
FYltsI Brunette of
O. Raymond Nye worn despite any Jump in time the
admit to both the authorship and
Francis ford

William Fax production Urrlns Charles
Story by Arthur B. Haskins, adapted by Paul BcKofleld, directed by W. 8.
Van Dyck. Shown at Academy of Music

Jones.

on double feature blU.
Chet Fanning-

Pax ton
Dave Miller
Du«le Mcformlck
Warren Zome
Andrew Paxton

Iris

Hans Kraely continue*

own.

to

write for Lubltsch and Davidson.

Polarlum
on Kurfurstendamm,
near Uhlandstrasse, a big new film
house which is nearing completion,
will remain under the joint control
of Klopfer, Davidsohn. May and
Lubltsch, and will be used by them
One of those eternal as a producing tbeatre.

story may take, and most all of the
action is Interior while placed in one the direction.
scene of a largo room of a castle things in some four or five-reel diThe whole conglomeration
A melodrama of a labor camp that has elnseiipn of different sec- visions.
is called "Dying People*,** and the
with Charles Jones as the hero. tions of the same building as its flrRt section, which has Just apThe picture is an outdoor story, main diversion in scenery. The film peared. "Fatherland in Need What
fairly Interesting in Its rough-and- carries a Playgoers Pictures, Inc.,
it is all about nobody quite knows
tumble fights with Jones the boy trade-mark.
but an awful lot happens in that
Relating a society drama, it tells jfllm. Ships sink, somebody discovtaking on all comers, anywhere
from singles to scores, and cleaning of a young member of tho peerage ers a formula for blowing up all
'em up with speed and dispatch. Of allowing himself to become entan- mankind, and thus it goes on. excourse there is a love story which gled with a married woman on the cept when It is interrupted by capcarries along and Jones wins the verge of divorce, with his only tions
verbosity.
of
interminable
daughter of the contractor by^whom means of escape an immediate mar- Why do they continue to make films
An American heiress who of this sort over here when it Is
he is employed. As a feature it is riage.
legacy
she
won't
receive
until
her
an
average
program
Just
production
quite impossible to sell them to
that will get by nicely on the double marries is sightseeing in the castle America and when, In tho second
feature bills, perhaps a little better of the peer; they meet and dec d? on place, they can't make profit unless
conveniens.
a
marriage
of
Cut
tt
than the usual type of outdoor picthey do?
tures presented at theso barguin becomes a bit more than that. Th?
girl disappears, and both f 11 in love
shows.
Since the breaking up of the Efa
Jones is a lately discharged vet- with the memory of each q her. The
eran of the A. E. F. who has been remaining footage Is taken up In the all the principals are founding their
own
film companies. Emll Jannings
bringing
together
again
of
t'ie
policing the Rhine since the armiscapitalized his own. which Paul
tice.
He arrives in a small city hastily married and separated pa r. has
where there is a special advertiseVast padding ta'res away what- Davidsohn will direct for him. He
in mind and has already begun
ment for road laborers. He walks ever merit the Fcript may have bad has
preparations on a picturiz.ition of
Into the employment office
as a as also does the superfluous readin
8ld Jordan
Milton Ross

.

'

i

,

Thus ends that mightly colossus

Famous
It was
much too unwieldy to last, and the
Famous has only itself to thank for
which

the dollars of the
Players called into being.

combining elements which could not
work together and for allowing in
the organization directors of mediocre ability, who pulled down the
tone and whose lavish expenditure
of money soon set the scene for the
final catastrophe.

i

Just
the other applicants,

bully is cowing
and he takes him

An

him.

in hand
offer of a Job

and whips
is

imme-

diately forthcoming, but -the extrooper refuses until he gets a flash
at the boss's daughter, and then he

makes up bis mind to Join out.
Once at the camp, he frustrates the
Alfred Abel, in the leading role, plot of a gang trying to impede the
one
or
plays,
He
is all wrong.
completion of the road building
rather say he overplays, the
should

contract, and Incidentally saves the
unsympathetic.
life of the girl.
the audience feel
In all of this Jones fights about
sympathy for him from the very five or six rough affairs, victorious
beginning.
in all.
This one feature alone will
The direction of F. W. Murnau appeal to audiences liking action.
He never gets one
is without ideas.
Fritz! Brunette as- the .leading
of those little effects one might woman to the star gives a rather
almost say Inspirations so neces- pleasing performance, and the balsary to keep a fi'm alive. His han- ance, of the cast is all that could be
dling of the part of the old mother asked for.
Fred.
of the clerk is typical. She is kept
always with the same gloomy, deSHIRLEY OF
CIKCUS
Eressing mien, always "so sorry for
Fox program feature starring Shirley
erself."
Story and scenario by Robert M.
But the extraordinary thing about Mason.
be a Lee. Direction by Rowland V. Lee. Shown
that it seems

ro:e. so that it
It was essential

43
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—
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Schiller's

"Three Robbers

"

Joe May,

the form of tub- titles, a filmfootage-saving scheme wh h seem- the producer of those atrocious monstrosities
which failed so overingly crop up at every 10 feet.
whelmingly in America, i. e., "InShowing at a mid ileclas^ house, dlsche Grabmal" and "Konigen der
the outside billing gave* no Indica- Wc't," has also got some "angels"
tion as to the nature or rra'e of the to back him.
Dimitri Buchowetzki
film other than to reveal the title also gives out he is much in debanked by "With an aV-sfir cast" mand. Georg Jacoby quotes himself
line, which leads to the impr^ss-ion It as being in touch with several big
must have been exceed in"ly torgv fn backers.
Harry Licdtke has enEngland while they were grinding fired Ludwig Klopfer as his manout this one.
fffcfo
ager and will soon start 'out on his
in

Select (Selznick) Is reported discontinuing
its
Oklahoma City
branch, leaving only C. D. Touchon,
the branch manager, as its representative in that city.

The Crystal, Milwaukee, which
has been playing tabloids, has been
leased
will

to

a Milwaukee man, and

be operated as a second run

p'cture house.

Charles Beckman is managing the.
Jureau, succeeding Harry F. Dunnipg.

.

The new Chaloner, at Ninth aveand ^ifty-fifth street, New
York, is open. It's nearest opposition
is the Tivoll, In the BO's on Eighth
avenue.
nue

<0xSx0x0x0x0^

THE

this film

to

is

popular success. here

in

Germany.

There must be some vagre type of
sentimentality which it touches. It
is to be hoped, however, that they
won't ever bo so stupid as to waste
any time trying to sell it to America.
Trash.

at

Loew's

New York

as the secondary pic-

ture of a double feature

Nlta
Pierre
.Tames Ulackthorne

Max

Rlanquctte
Susan Mlllbanks
Mrs. Millbanks

bill

Dec. 23.
Shirley Mason

Oeorge O'Hara
Crauford Kent
Alan Hale
Lulu Warrenton
Mathilda Drundage

No

great pains were taken with
this Shirley Mason starring vehicle,
produced by Fox. It is a commonA Ray Carroll production, starring He'en place production with no outstandJerome Eddy. Written and presented by
Ray Carroll, directed by William Setter. ing punch to sanction it for a worth
Released through F. B. O.
Shown at while program release. The value
Loew's New York, N. Y., Jan. 2, 1923. may be judged by the fact that it
double feature bill.
was in a double bill at Loew's New
Jane Coleridge
Helen Jerome Eddy York.
When two features are
Peter Jamison
Harrison Ford
Aunt Susie Coleridge
Fannie Midgeley played at that Loew house each la
Marie Jamison
bought at a price. This Fox proClaire Dubray
Jim Mathews
Joseph Bell duction was booked for but one day
Rufus Terrence
Gilbert Clayton
New
The Coleridge Twins
Buddy Messenger by the Loew interests, the
Molly Gordon York being the only house it was
avid Coleridge
scheduled to play for them. PosJ. Barrows
uth
Fay MacKenxie sibly the price Was the reason the
picture was shipped in there at, as
A rather slow-moving rural melo- it was a surety the other feature of
drama that has as its big punch a the bill took the greater portion of
rushing river scene and a rescue the day's appropriation.
Robert M. Lee, the author, profrom the stream.
Another angle
simple design based
that is somewhat different is a vided a story of
The circus idea is
life.
hand-to-hand battle between two upon circus years'
This
standing.
several
women over the hero. For t'..e reg- of
picture baa nothing more interesting
ular daily change houses the picattractive in its circus scenes
ture will serve nicely, averaging up or
than were in similar features befairly well with the regular run of
fore it.
program features.
Miss Mason's supporting players
The story is laid in a small town have practically as many opportuwhere the daughter of the local nities as the star herself. Crauford
banker is in love with a young engi- Kent, Alan Hale and George O'Hara
neer who has evolved a plan for divide the honors in the male diviutilizing. the water power and mak- sion.
Hale and O'Hara experience
ing the town tho industrial center difficulty at times in displaying their
of the state. The girl's father has acrobatic ability, many of the cirsunk considerable money in the cus scenes calling for difficult work,
hope that the project will go which is faked to a large degree.
through, but the town's council The star appears as a young miss
turns it down. Tho boy decides to wearing a wig to cover her bobbed
seek his fortune in new quarters locks during convent scengs in the
and proposes to the girl, asking her early footage. The picture calls for
to accompany him.
She makes up little acting by her.
her mind to do so, but on starting
The story starts with its locale
out discovers that the disappoint- in France.
An acrobatic trio of
ment of the failure of the project two men and a girl travels from
has caused her father's death, and town to town, performing in the
tho boy, who is awaiting her, goes streets for returns from passing the
on his way believing that she pre- hat. The girl is befriended by an
ferred his rival.
American artist, who sends her to a
Later he returns to the town with convent to be educated. The head
a little girl, his daughter. During of the trio secures an opportunity
the five years that he has been away to join a circus in America and
the girl has remained a spinster. tries to itiduce the girl to leave the
His return is brought about with convent. She runs away and goes to
the final decision .to put the water America, appearing at the artist's
power project through. On arriving home, and Is there befriended by his
he learns that the family of the fiancee, who takes her home. Her
banker have been in hard straits acrobatic partners arrive from Eusince tho death of the head of the rope and she is finally located. In
house and that the girl has sup- love with the younger of the two,
she finally agrees to return with
ported them through teaching.
The other chap, through jealOn the day that the dam is to them.
ousy, allows his partner to fall while
be dedicated the wife that had deperforming a trick in the hope he
serted the engineer puts in an apwill kill himself so he may marry
pearance and claims that he desert- the girl. He fails in his attempt
ed her for his former love, and he
and she marries the other acrobat
and the girl are in disgrace. As the
7/arf.
maters are unleashed the wife and
child are in their path.
The girl
AND
rescues the babe first and then returns to help the wife, and the latA foreign-made product from an
ter
finally
make** ;i confession, original story authored by Elinor
which brings the happy ending.
It smaeks very miu h of the
CJlyn.
Both Miss Eddy and Harrison English. After viewing this picture
Ford, who plays the lead opposite. it's not hard to fathom the reason
her, manage to score fairly well, but why American-made films are in
there was naught about the picture demand on the other side.
No
to tax the capabilities qf either, American director would ever reThe direction was rather draggy in lease such a vehicle as this behind
spots, which made the picture more his signature.
or less tiresome.
The picture la flagrant in its
Fred.

WHEN LOVE COMES

Sand

'

THE MAN

.

.

Maude Wayne

THE MOMENT

»
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THE FLIRT

Cora

Production,
from the
Universal-Jewel
Booth Tarkington story. Directed by HoAt Rlalto (Famous Playen
bart Henley.

New

bouse),

York, week Dec

Papa

24.

George Nichols
Lydla Knott
Klleen Percy
Helen Jerome E<l<ly
Buddy Messenger
Harold (Joodwin

Mama
Cora
I Aura

Hedrlck

Jimmy

Nell Craig

Delia Fenton
Ban Fenton
Valentine Corliss
Richard I.indley

Tom Kennedy

Lloyd Whitlock

Edward Hearn

Wade Trumbla
George Carroll

Bert Roach

WUiam

Welch

That this Universal made feature,
"The Flirt," is playing at the Rialto,
York, this week must hate de-

New

noted to those of the trade that
through a pre-showing to the F. P.
people it was deemed a good picture. So F. P. allowed the U. to
take the Rlalto on a guarantee by
U.- for Xmas week. And It is a good
picture, with a peach of a title for
big or little cities or big or little
towns. There's no place so small it
hasn't Its flirt, and In most of the
towns this. picture will pay there's
one of the Tarklngton kind on every
The flirt part was written for
block. This makes its title a peach Eileen Percy,
and if it wasn't it
because there Is a picture back of it could have been. Miss Percy played
to back It up, thanks to the splen- it just that way. from the Wave in

did direction by Hobart Henley, so her hair to the kick in the shins
•plendld it cannot be overlooked by she gave her little brother.
She
anyone understanding anything was the small-town flirt ait over.
about pictures.
In fact, there wasn't a mar in the
"Flirt", is a comedy and a drama cast, and the casting director can
and a comedy-drama. Its laughs take a bow on his or her work.
and its interest balance, as odd as
This picture is going to travel and
that may sound for a picture now- do business, amusing and interestadays. Its cleanliness helps the ing while it does.
Its moral, if
lauphs which are begotten by such any, will be realized only by the
•lmple expedients, aided to some flirts.
Whether it is a lesson to
•ztent by bright, incisive titling. them is beside it, for they will grow
that the very simplicity is a part flirts faster than they can make pictures.
of the superior direction.
The production is ample for its
It's not a simple matter to bring
needs,
which are small, and with
forth an involuntary outburst of
laughter from a picture audience ex- excellent photography there's nothpectant of a semi-drama, and to re- ing missing here even if it is U.
peat»lt as frequently as it is repeat- No one could ask for better film enand without flare,
ed here, but the Rialto audience on tertainment,
Christmas night, an over-capacity extravagance in production or wasthouse, burst into*joyous laughter at ed footage just straightaway good
least 20 times, and toward the finish fun in a good story with a peach
wiped a tear or so away as it title. If U. would have stood for
watched the wreckage accumulate the necessary production' cost "The
With its consequences by the de- Flirt" could have been made into
signing flirt. "The Flirt" may have a super-special.
Perhaps this will be an incentive
been written by Tarklngton as a
screen play, or it may be a new title for the V. No doubt it will surprise
that organization to find it has a
for one of his adapted books.
the censors are not watching, to
The picture runs somewhat over hit
know it can put out a success withthe customary feature length. It
out being a freak sex draw, to And
was 90 minutes running off at the out a decent-looking feature picfirst night show. But there isn't a
may be made within a maximinute left to cut out. It's all meat, ture
of limited expense, and to
with its locale "Capital City, Indi- mum
play one of its features for the first
ana," and its types or characters
time in a regular first run house on
blending in with what would be that Broadway.
Sime.

—

—

city

if

there

is,

and there may

be.

The Flirt is the pretty daughter
of James Madison, the father of a
considerable family and in the real
estate business,
substantial,
but
worried over money matters that the
size of the family causes, mostly
through Cora, the flirtatious one.
One of the sons is a plumber and
married; he needs money and asks
his father; another son has gone
away, got into bad habits, needs
money and calls on father, who helps
them all, going to the extremity of
mortgaging the family homestead.
Cora frames a routine she regularly goes through, of becoming engaged, asking the engagement be
kept secret, and continuing to flirt
with every strange man hitting the
burg. She finally winds up against
one Valentine Corliss, an oily oil
promoter, who returns to his home
town to pluck it. Seeing how easily
Cora is falling, he induces her, under promise of a world-wide tour,
to persuade her father to become
secretary of his company, to make
the plucking move faster.
When
Cora can't obtain her father's signature, she forges it to his consent
to become the secretary.
On the
strength of that Corliss quickly secures $6,000 through stock sales and
as quickly vamps, leaving the irate
townsmen to visit old Madison, accuse him of fraud, and swear out a
warrant for his arrest for obtaining

y,

chance for has worked himself up to the post of
dirt was thankfully overlooked.
general manager and is in love with
And now for the comedy part. the girl, though afraid to state his
The Madlsons' youngest son, Hed- case because of her position. John
rick (Buddy Messenger) was an Keogh is the rightful son, but someimpish cut-up. His flirting sister what, of a weakling: His marriage
made him sick; he told the family to a coin digging young lady and
so.
"The way she lured on the the aftermath, ending in the death of
goofs" was the reason. Hedrick was the girl in a wild automobile ride,
short and dumpy, an inquisitorial practically give the picture a double
kind of a kid, always in mischief, story to relate.
with his own comical Ideas he
Following the death of the father
worked out for his own laughs, and the workers in the shipyards are
always jamming up something. It's subjected to a siege of red flag propthis kid and the way he has been aganda, fall for it and walk out on
handled, his slant at things in gen- strike, all the time urged on by a
eral and his comment, his didoes Bolshevik fanatic made so through
and his mischieveness that will his marriage having been stopped at
make you laugh, whether you are the altar through its being revealed
five or 76.
he has no legal father. Hence, he's
There are other types and other out to ruin the world in general and
laughs, and sortie reflection. Laura society in particular. Angus, the
Madison, as played by Helen Jerome fighting general manager, who doffs
Eddy, is a sympathy-compelling his glasses as a sign that he Is going
role.
She is the other sister, not so into action (and it's a whale of a
good-looking, not so flirty, and tak- piece of "business"), has disagreed
ing all the slaps for the benefit of and quit with his sweetheart boss
her sister. But when she got start- because of her leniency in dealing
ed over her father passing out, what with a walking delegate's demands.
But he comes back when it looks like
she did to Cora!
alone, so the only

STRANGERS' BANQUET

•

Presented by Marshall NVilan, co-dlre.Med
by Nellan and Frank Urson and distribStory by Donn
uted through Goldwyn.
llyrne, with D. Kossi.-n find M. Fabian the
lihotographers. At the Capitol, 2\.'ew York,

week Jan. 1.
Shnne Keogh
Derith

Keogh

Eugenia licsaerer
Nigel Harrle
Stuart Holmes

Prince

Sam

Pride
Pride's Father
Pride's Mother

Claude GilllngwattT
Margaret Loomls
Tom Guise
Lillian

Langdon

Quite a pretentious feature from
may choose to
gaze at it. The picture runs better
than an hour and a half. Also, the
program revealed a printed cast of
30 names, as did a flashed title.
For the story itself little need be
said. While not exceptional, neither

whichever angle you

is

it

has

uninteresting, and the way it
been handled suffices for any

Probably
whatever
deficiencies.
skepticism this film will invoke will
revert to the running time. Exhibitors and picture men in general will
no doubt find numerous instances

looks money.

WHAT

Skig.

January

6,

1923

almost

Id

the next
scene, although we have been led to
expect that the husband is to be the

main

figure of the

whole story. The

hero plays almost a minor part. Ho
does not appear until nearly the
middle of the picture, and then in
anything but a heroic role. His introduction to the heroine comes
when he happens to find her pet pup.
The nearest thing to heroic action
on his part is his mere presence
when her automobile is wrecked and
he brushes her face with a handkerchief. For these small services he is
rewarded with her hand in the final

an ocean liner.
One becomes

impatient at this
spoiled child of fortune.
Is it
that the ideal of a movie aristocrat
is a man or woman who behaves offensively to the servants? And why
does a foreigner with a title have to
conduct himself like an eccentric

Why

comedian in a' musical comedy? The
unworthiness of the girls fortune
hunting suitor could have been indicated with loss raw crudity. And it
was a pretty brutal theatrical
scheme to transplant the young
American hero from the liner's stokehold directly into the job of second
man in the heroine's home and then
into that of her father's confidential
secretary. A few jolts like that make
one turn from the screen In disgust.
There is a limit to this sort of thing.
The picture probably is an old one
that has waited for release a long
time. AH the dresses of the women
are a foot and a half from the
ground. In the fashion of nearly
Rush.
two years ago.

FIRST NATIONAL

MY AMERICAN WIFE
A

Til ATTRACTIONS

Jesse I,asky production, starring Gloria

Script
Swanson, directed by Sam Wood.
bv Monte Katterjohn, based on the story by
Hector Turnbull. Shown at the Klvoll, New-

York, week Dec.
Natalie Chester

31,

1022.

Manuel La Tassa
Don Fernando De Contaa
Carlos De Grossa
Pe«lro De Gros -,a

Gloria

Swanson

Antonio Moreno
Josef Swlckard
.

.

.

.

Brn:

ARE DOING

May n^

.Geno Corrado

Tas-c a. Kdyihe Chapman
.Eileen Pringle
Hortensia De Varela
.Walter I<ons
domes
F. R. Butler
Horace Beresford

Donna

Isabella

La

.

,

.

.

.

.

A CYCLONE OF LAUGHTER
"Thomas H. IncCs 'The Hottentot' puts audience in an uproar. They
laughed so much they couldn't stop. They laughed until they almost
became hysterical and until their sides were sore. A diverting and
refreshing picture with mirth and thrills." Chicago Herald d Examiner.

the unfoldment of the story on the
screen. From the box office standpoint there is naught in particular
about the picture, which can be

BEST ON THE SCREEN

pointed out as holding extraordinary
appeal, but the picture is an all
around satisfying entertainment.
The cast is a good one, with Gloria
Antonio
and
Swanson
starred
Moreno as her leading man. Moreno

is

a

real masterpiece,

a genuina

the ordinary picture as a flying

reflection of

life.

machine

ahead of a steam roller. The most consistently excellent
seen." Los Angeles Times.

picture

appears to better advantage in this
production than he has In a great
many of the pictures in which he
was starred. Had he had so capable
direction

The Dangerous Age'
It is as muoh ahead of

"Jchn M. Stahl's

is

we have

AN EXCELLENT PICTURE

and general atmosphere

" 'East Is West',

surroundings in the past productions
he would now be a star who would
practically top the list of screen
That is one thing that
favorites.
the Famous Players -Lasky can do
for the player to bring them to the
top of their profession.
The Hector Turnbull story has its
scene of action laid in South America, and while no country or city

with Constance Talmadge,

is

an excellent

ploture.

Miss Talmadge gets all the comedy there is out of the role of Ming Toy.
Better than the stage play and one of the best shown in a year. It
made a big hit." Grand Rapids Ilerald.

WILL PROVE POPULAR
" 'Omar, the Tentmaker," with

Guy Bates

Post, is rich in color and

has the elements which make a photoplay popular
with the theatre man and the public." Exhibitor's Trade Review.
pictorial effecta

It

A SPLENDID DRAMA
* 'Lorna Doone'

is

a splendid picture.

biggest business tb4e year."

Wm.

Very well

liked.

Played

to

E. and E. A. Keene, Oxford Theatre,

Oxford, Ohio.

DELIGHTFULLY APPEALING
"Hats
'Winnie.'

off

to

One

portraiture.

A

She has arrived in Marshall Nellan's
most human and appealing bita of character

Leatrice Joy.
of the

delightfully appealing romance.

A human

love story."

Motion Picture News.

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES

REVIEW

DETROIT, MICH.

die

WOMEN MEN MARRY

1 00%

MICHIGAN
JACOB SMITH,

husband

enactment, but the burly gunman
contributed by Walter Long, was a
real piece of work.
Loyal Underwood, playing a jockey, managed to
slip into several scenes and take
them away from some of the heavier closeup.
guns of the cast He is a clever chap.
The dramatic values are all awry.
Fred.
The story is really about Amelie. a
—
rather vulgar new rich American
girl
who schemes to capture a
worthless Englishman with a title
Production by Edward Dillon, put out by
the Genius Productions Corp.
Story by but is defeated by her foster father,
Adelaide Hellbron. adaptation and direc- and after she has tasted poverty for
tion by Edward Dillon.
E. K. Lincoln a few months turns to the young
featured, with Florence D(xon heading- the
supporting- company.
Picture is a society American engineer whom she encountered while he was a stoker on
drama. At Proctor's 123th Street Dec. 2.

The picture has some excellent
a general outbreak. Same is averted production points, the settings for
by the girl and Angus making an the fashionable drawing room scenes
appeal to Trevelyan, the fanatic, being in really notable good taste
who is shot by one of the inside red and with impressive atmosphere.
workers with the bullet intended The backgrounds are always confor the returned general manager. vincing.
How so much good taste and inHe. however, speaks to the massed
workers before passing out and the telligence could be expended upon
the
staging of the picture and so
has
strike is off. The finale
Derith
proposing to Angus, as the lad con- much crude bad judgment in the
tinues to be a bit backward on the selection of the story and its development before the camera is a matsubject.
ter of complete puzzlement.
The
The picture is another mark for thing
is full of dramatic crudities.
Xeilan and a credit to Urson. Not
For instance, the director at one
forgetting Ford Sterling, splendid in
time goes through an elaborate scene
the role of a chap who never takes
of
wife getting her things on for
anything seriously. The photogra- thethe
phy is at all times beyond reproach, bandstreet, taking leave of her huswith
a subtitle "I'm going out
though the lighting in one instance to
tea.
You don't mind, do you.
might be termed questionable. One dear?"
and
then departing. We are
peculiar interior effect was that of
thus prepared to find that some imtwo figures, both on a parallel line, portant
with one showing in soft focus and incident, development hangs on this
but it has not the slightest
the other sharp and clear. Whether
bearing on the proceedings.
or not the lighting did it or the effect
It Is rather a shock to have the
was intentionally produced, the illusion was most unusual.
The "Banquet" is a fit subject for
any of the first run houses, and if
the latest Harold Lloyd release ("Dr.
Jack") cost the $300,000 or more reported, who can guess the total this
one hung up. For, if nothing else, it

that might be eliminated without
doing any material damage to the
but such a procedure
a wealth of detail and
money under false representations. would cut
from
business
a feature that thrives in particular is named it is quite
Cora, getting wind of the brewing
very apparent that Buenos Aires, Artrouble, marries Wade Trumble in on just such. Nellan's hand is
gentina, is intended. Two families
a hurry but not soon enough to pre- much in evidence all the way. And are
represented as the principals in
how!
vent her enduring sister, Laura,
They've lifted a gag line, gener- action. One, an all powerful politfrom obliging her to return home,
stories ical power, is using its office to furconfess the forgery, and bring about ally credited to an author of
schemes and promoting
a family reunion, completed when concerning knights of the prize ring, ther its own
that reek with graft. The
Jimmy, the former erring son, ar- to follow a fighting character's indi-a measures
of the house of the other famhead
besides, Jump
vidual
scraps
and,
rives Just in the nick of time to
screen, some- ily, who holds a seat in the parliasquare everything.
While the oil "stag"' story to the
refuses to enthuse over polpromoter did ruin the father, he left what cleaned up, of course, for an ment,
honest laugh from those who have itics, but goes in for sport and
racing
an
extensive
heard the tale and a snicker from maintains
those who haven't? But it all helps. stable. His entry for the big race
The picture, in addition, shows some of the year is defeated by an entry
handy work in the deft art of splic- from the United States, and when
ing, for at one time the scenes he seeks out the owner to offer conswitch so fast it's hard on the eyes gratulations he discovers that it is
to fpllow.
However, it lasts less an American girl.
N
At a dinner in celebration of the
than a minute and is simply used to
OF THO
present four characters, in pairs, victory that night the son of the
political leader insults the American
saying identical things.
itockliffe Fellowes is the outstand- girl and the defeated horseman beExhibitors of Michigan
A comes her champion, whereupon a
ing member of the ensemble.
JRead our magazine published corking performance he gives. The duel is arranged. Through the emremaining 29, as well, take note unto ployment of a gunman the horseman
every Tuesday.
themselves, with it, perhaps, being is shot from ambush as the duelling
If you want to reach this but fair to mention Claire Windsor pistols are fired. The American girl
as running only second to Frllowos nurses him back to health and he
Clientele there is no better for top honors. Both hold the roles proposes, but his mother intervenes.
around which the story revolves, and the girl then turns to uncovermedium.
though that fails to bo the main rea- ing the plot which brought about the
son for their predominating.
Shooting. In this she is successful,
Rates very low
The narrative has mostly to do and finally marries the hero, who
with a capital and labor problem, deserts his sportive ways and turns
having its setting in a large ship- to politics and his country's call.
FILM
yard plant on the west coast. Shane
For picturesque values there Is
is the owner of the works, and
nothing left to be desired. There is
PublUher Keogh
when he dies he leaves the respon- a corking horse race scene, a beausibility of carrying on to his daugh- tiful fete of flowers and action at all
415 Free Press Bldg.
Derith.
Angus Campbell, an times.
ter,
adopted son of the old gentleman,
Miss Swanson, however, does not
narrative,

to

marred her beauty. Moreno was
splendid, and Josef Swlckard proved
hjmself once more a most capable
screen character man. The heavy
of Qeno Corrado was fair in its

An altogether interesting feature
production has been developed from
Rockliffe Fcllowe*
seemingly. was a story without
what
Ford Sterling
Its simplicity
Eleanor Hoardman any involved plot.
Thomas Holding alone makes it a pleasure to watch

Mrs. McPherson
John Keogh

register as

effectively In
this production as she has in the
past In several scenes her style of
hair dressing seemed to detract from
her face, and in the early outdoor
scenes lines and shadows in her face

Hobart Itosa-orth
Claire Windsor

'.

Angus rampbell
Al Nortcn
Jean MoPheruon
John Tn-velyan

I'ncle

seem

,

I

ar^i
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SATISFACTORY RECEIPTS

HOLIDAY WEEK COMES

NO BIG B'WAY GROSSES

BACK

FOR HOLIDAY WEEK

HOUSES

IN K. C.

Philadelphia, Jan. 8.
Satisfaction all along the line was
the word from the film people last
week. No records were broken, but
there wore no disappointments.
The Stanley with "Oliver Twist"
was far from a house record, but
big matinee business offset some
weaknesses in the mid-week evenings.

Followed Three Lean Weeks

Newman
Record Business Between Christmas and

New

Got Best
Break

Year's

—Business Remained About the Normal Level of

Broadway's showing at the picture
theatres last week was disappointNone of the houses did anying.
thing like the record business that
the week had shown in past years.
The grosses indicate that the public
turned out in just about sufficient

CLOSING

tt

week. As holiday prices prevailed
for several days, the showing was

Does

—

Twice
a

$14,000 Gross

for

the lack of interest except a geneBoston, Jan.^3.
continued
after
depression
ral
With the exception of Wednesday,
The Capitol, with its
Christmas.
when a big storm struck the city and
tremendous seating capacity did the
$40,000, but that
at least $10,000 or so below what

is

was expected to be. The second
was captured by the Strand, a

it

place

better

little
first

than $30,000

for

the

week of the new "Dr. Jack/'

held over.

about $-00 behind
Ddelghan production,

Home
which

|

i

"Knighthood" finished its 15-week
run on Broadway at the Criterion
last Saturday night, the final week
going to almost $9,000, which gave
the picture an average business cf
around $10,300 for the run, a total
gross of about $154,600 on the run.
The picture opens at the Kivoli for
its first New York date at regular
picture prices and will remain there
for at least two weeks, with the
"Kobin Hood,"
Rialto to follow.
wh'ch has been running at the
Lvrie, will finish this week, which
will give the attraction

—

11- week

an

run.

The Fox production. "The Town
That Forgot God." finishes at the
Astor tomorrow night, to be followed
by "The Third Alarm," which goes
into the house for four weeks under
a theatrical rental arrangement, the
distributors paying $6,000 a week for

—

—

Estimates for last week:

— "The

Town That

Astor

Forgot

Scale:
Seats, 1,131.
tFox).
Ninth
top mats.; $1.50 eves.
week. Final week of this Fox pic-

God"

—

$1

ture here.

—

Cameo

—

Around $4,800 last week.
"Solomon in Society"

(American Releasing). Seats, 550.
Played to fair week's
Scale, 55-75.
average
$3,900,
business, around
This week C.
business here.
Burr's "Sure Fire Flint" started off
rather well on first two days, both
holidays, it looking at one time as
though day's record at tho little theatre was going to be broken.
"The Headless HorseCapitol
man." Seats, 5,300. Scale: Mats.,

—

C

—

—

35-50-fl;

Rogers.

ment

Will
55-85-$l.
eves,
Did not create any excite-

week between

for

Drew

—

holidays.

—

—

$39,400.

Criterion 'Knighthood" (Cosmo886.
Seats,
politan-jl'aramount).
Scale: M^ts., $1.50 top; eves., $2.
Marion Davies. Picture completed
15-week run at this house Saturday.
Nazimova's
Final
week, $8,891.
"Salome" opened for four weeks
Jan. 1.
Lyric "Robin Hood" (FairbanksUnited Artists) Seats, 1.400. Scale:
Mats., $1.50 top; eves., $2. Douglas
Fairbanks. Last week 10th for this
picture, and this will be final one.

Washington's

First
Universal production to play either
of the two star Famous Players

Chicago.

Hcures

Home and

.

r

n

the
Th<'

during the week wefe
hi^h standard, and In ihe case
of Laurette Taylor In
oPej
My
Heart." BCldom has a Tea lire
celved Spch universal praise.
Estimates for last w •< ,»
Loew's Columbia Lauretl
Taylor In "Peg o' My Heart" (second
v.< ck
CnpaCit)
,2 10;
scale
and 50c.
Close to $13,000
Loew's Palace Elsl
in
rj uson
"Outcast."'
tCapacity 2,300; scale
:

(Famous Players).
2,200.
Beats.
Bcale: 55-15-99.
Thomas Meighan.
Pulled corking ivcek's business, generally
liked.
Or orb, $24,100, and
loved to the Rialto for second" **ei

)

|

'<

I

Strand—' Dr.

.Tack'

1

L,lo*d-Pathe).

S<-»- : !«'<•.
s.es-;i.-. ;«.-;,.»-*:..
ond of the f< tture-Iength copiedies
'" W
made by Harold Lloyd, IncJi"y
•"
k

lii

st

u

l(

r

v.

>

1

on

week

first

enough

to

was

<

-

«

)

Crandall's Metropolitan

McLean
j

In

"The

Hscale

pacity, 1,700;
nights.)
Business

About

$*,i>t>U.

1

j

.

•

.•

z_L*J_z_

*

«»

'

»-»

I

t

*
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Thomas Meighan ;it the Rialto
"One Exciting Night" (Orifmh), (Paramount) In "Hack Home and
week (seats 1,500; scale Broke" out drew WallJe Reld :it ii.o
-.-. 1."
ic.iI'd lire nut
$l-75c-60c). Shrewd booking, man- Princos*
in
"Thirty
35c. and
50c. ipulating and advertising got out l);iy.-\" Tin Reld picture, nevrtln-

$8,000

$:io.000.

have picture held

$9,000,
1

Scale-

.'.

:

•

Around

1

to Pathi direction.
Reports
n picture, while not quite as glowtney. rendered to "Grandma's
»y" seemed
to Indicate it made
ptvnrable
Impression
public.
on

I

;,<v

1

ns as

rur

(..

comment.

"H<
Moore's Rialto
of the
300;
cale, e\
BtreeL" (Capacity
Business
nings,
60c
steadily
mounting and week ran near to

hlch star ra?

(,

i'r

-a,-.

did

"Kniqhthood'' at $1

Some days proved
Time Tried in
First
be the biggest ever, and other
days new low grosses were touched.
Curtis Street
but in all. every picture bouse more
than did its share.
Denver, Jan. 3.
Estimates for last week:
The hi*: picture hit of the week,
"Hottentot" (First National). Chiwas Mary Pickford in
cago (seats 4,200; mat., 50; nights, by .ill del
Draw and with holiday Week, Teas of the Storm Country" ;it the
05).
Bishop-Cass).
one of biggest weeks <,i year. Around Colorado
According to a statement by Al$62, 000.
"Teis" (United Artists), Roosevelt vah G. 'Talbot, manager and man(seats 1,275; scale, mat
IghtS, aging director of the Bishop -Casa
30;
Temptation for p. uregoer. theatres in Colorado, the picture
55)
played to 40,085 admissions In seven
Around 128.000,
"The Making of a Man" (Para- days.
Estimated
receipts
wore
mount), McVlckers treats 2,f>0O; something under $13,090, at 30 and
pi c< mis, matinee and night.
scale, mat., 4'.*; nights, 59). This new
The picture Is being held pver for
house i-'-t more than Its slur.-, and
clicked $29,000.
a econd week's run.
'Broken Chains."
"The Power of a Lie" Tr.i • alj.
^^
«
>
atV the
m- America
_Sg£-g_
Randolph (seats 686; scale, mat., (Bishop-Cass), with Colleen Moore,
did fair. The Pickford masterpiece,
nights, ran. Continues to
35;
along on overflow of rest of Loop however, easily drew away from the
houses and on right side of ledgei film al the sister theatre.
,

1

<

r.

on Broadway.

for
not

n

Do

gulnrly.

Illinois last

:

continuing

'

on

At the other houses the California
showed "Tho Pride of Palomar,"
opening

slow but picking up toBen Black's Band,
the new orchestral feature in this
house, Is catching on with a bang.
At the Imperial the feature was
Mary Pickford in "Tess of the
Storm Country.'*
•'Broken Chains," the $30,000 prize
scenario of the Chicago Daily News
contest, was the offering at the

wards the end.

Granada.

i

with very strong p restige
ide borfkings.

Around

$14,001).

out

d

-

An

In
i

t

)

go itao the
"it

rod.

of

interest

was

Business

about

normal.

Guy Bates Post
Tentmaker"

"Omar

In

at the Tivoli did

the

a

fine

week, considering the nsual run of
business here. Loew's Warfleld offered "Quincy Adams Sawyer," putting over some striking publicity
stunts.

Speaking of publicity, the open-

the New Portola drew an
heavy amount of pubWalter A. Rivers has been
engiged as a special publicity man
for this theatre and deserves much
ing

of

unusually

licity.

credit for the showing.

At the Century theatre Jackie
Coogan in "Oliver Twist" drew a
better than usual amount of patronage, but the film does not seem to
have apt what was expected of it.
Californta "The Pride of Palomar (Paramount). (Seats 2,700;

—

scale,

Finished to fair
a slow pre-hollday
is con-

G5-7r»-90.)

average

after

Ben Black's band

business.

spicuously billed irf all advertising
is credited with drawing. Gross

and

$13,000.

Granada— "Broken Chains" (Goldwyn).

(Seats

2.940;

55-75-

scale,

Fe't the usual holiday slump.

90.)

Got

—

$14,000.

Imperial

Country"

<

"Tr»i»«.

I'nited

Storm

at
th«
Artists).

(Seats
at

Went along

35-75)

1.425: scale,
$14,000.

—

Portola
"Dr.
Jack" (Pathe).
(Seats 1,100; senle. 50-75.)
II;irold
Lloyd.
Business was good here
despite depression at other houses.

Got $10,000.
Loew's Warfleld— "Qulney Adnms
Sawyer" (Metro).
(Seats 2,800;
scale, 55-75.)
Business picked up,
going to $1?,000 gross.
Century— "Oliver Twist" (First

National).
(Seats
1,800;
scale,
50c.)
Started
out well and held up fair, Jackie
Coogan's name counting at the box
office; $9,400 pn the week, s
Tivoli— "Onftar the Tentmaker"
(First
National).
(Seats
1,800;
scale, 40-55.)
Guy Bat en Post. Did
well, considering conditions, with

matinees 35c. ni^ht

$9,000.

Frolic— "Ridin' Wild" (Fnlversal).
(Seats 1,000; Hcale 10-30.)
Kdward
(Hoot) Gibson. Played to $2,200.

Denver fans especially

Denver

will

to

pietures,

war

besides
highest

Curtis

augmented

the

try

"Knighthood"

will
tax.

street
price idea.

demand

$1

top.

Heretofore, the
ever asked for anv
picture, on Curtis street— moving
picture row has heen 50 cents.
LgSt weeks estimates:
Colorado
Bishop - Cass.) Seats
2.4S6
Prices,
matinees, 30c:
nights. 40c. Mary Pickford in "Tess
of the Storm Country. "
Played to
40.035 admissions breaking all recordH for the house. Receipts close
,

pries

—
—

(

to $13 000.

America

<

'

Broke"

3.

<

attractions
all 01*

dred dollars behind business Rivoll
d.d with Thomas Melghan.

— 'Bark

a
rush ..(
the holld lys.

to

Inc.,

and

of

to

:).

Th«' business of the picture nous*

came hark with
slump prior

Jan.

on the records.

Get

Bothchild Entertainments,

L.

"When Knighthood Was in Flower,"
due to start next week.
For the first time In the history

RECORD AT $13,000
The moving picture situation
last week did some funny things

Washington Jan.

The Hobart

houses on Broadway.

Rivoli

IN

Scale, 56-85-90.

Henley production go; away to good
Start early in week :ni<l finished by
grossing $23,900, only couple ttt hun-

AND DOWNS
"TESS" TAKES DENVER
CHICAGO LAST WEEK

FILMS' UPS

HOLIDAY RUSH

a material increase and the remainder of the week was on the
incline.
The one exception to this
general condition was the newly remodeled and redecorated- New Portola. opening with "Dr. Jack," featuring Harold Lloyd.
"Dr. Jack"
kept up the pace throughout the
week, at some performances going
even higher than the first day* This
house is controlled by the Herbert

Is the new
scale of prices at the Princess for

gated $17,900.

week.
Beacon. Capacity, scale, attrac
tion and gross similar to Modern

Business dropping last few weeks
and little better than $11,000 for last
Week.
Rialto— "The Flirt" (Universal).

Business aggre-

added attraction.

Modern (capacity. 800: scale, 28Did about $7,000 last week with
"Yankee Doodle, Jr.." and is using
"The Beautiful and Damned" this

40).

—

Seats. 1,000.

—

—

—

the house.

houses did not start off as heavily
as usual during the Saturday and
Sunday showj last week heeause of
the proximity of Christmas.
On
Tuesday, however, business showed

to follow.

—

got $J4,100.

-*

San Francisco, Jan. 3.
Business at the downtown picture

but

BUSINESS

Thomas

the

"Back
Ilivoli,

and Broke," at the

Business on Week Started
Slow hut Built Up— New
Portola Opened

Havens

RECORD HOLIDAY

One of the interesting touches
was the advent of the initial Universal production to play any of the
Famous Players pre-release houses
on Broadway. It was the Hobart
Henley production, "The Flirt,"
which got away to corking notices
and which finished the week with a
This was jusL
gross of $23,900.

AFTER CHRISTMAS DROP

is to be devoted to long runs.
Lloyd's comedy probably will run
four or possibly Ave weeks. Some
really big features have been booked

lacked the capacity.
The De straight.)
Karlton— "Eost Is West." (First
in "Xmas" and an orchestra,
National.)
This Constance Taltogether
with
added
reels
made a madge
ate into the business at the first-run
feature, which played recenthouses, business at all the picture big bargain bill.
ly at Stanley, did good, though not
The Royal, the Newman's second startling,
theatres last week was exceedingly
week here. Gross estilarge, the grosses hitting the best house had "Ebb Tide" with Lila Lee
mated at $6,500. (Capacity, 1,100;
record of the year. This is nothing played up in the billing but did not scale 50c straight.)
new, as this week is looked forward fare so well in spite of the featured
to for big returns by the picture appearance of Baby Doll Borden,
people, and with thousands of per- child entertainer, and a daily party,
sons home for the holiday season with gifts and toys for the children.
"On the High Seas" was the feathere is always a big play.
"Kobin Hood," playing at the Park tured film at the Twelfth Street,
IN L. A.
and now on the third week-, ran very making three Paramounts for the
strong.
With two performances a Newman houses.
the leading residential
All
of
day at a $1.50 top the house grossed
$14,000 for the week, and that means houses also had special bills during "Quincy Adams Sawyer" Tops
The Apollo made the
absolute capacity all the time. Ac- the week.
Week "Dangerous Age"
cording to local report it is showing most pretentious effort offering three
much better drawing power than first runs in the following order
Next in Receipts
"Knighthood" did at the sume house. •The Man and the Moment." "The
..,.
Under the present conditions there Woman Who Fooled Herself" and
Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
isn't a chance of this picture being "Face to Face."
The spirit of giving had a fine
"East Is West," "Burning Sands,"
withdrawn until the time limit expires.
That will be at lea.st five "My Dad," "My Wild Irish Rose," effect on the theatre box offices and
'The Ghost Breaker." "The Top of the playhouses here took their full
weeks longer.
The States uptown and the Orphe- New York," "Grand Ma's Boy" and share of shekels. The sold-out sign
um downtown, the two bi;j Boew "The Old Homestead" were among was in evidence almost nightly.
was done.
house.-, registered big for the week. the pictures offered in the suburban Some record business
The Orpheum gross was the best of houses with Wesley Barry's feature "The Merry Widow" at the Mason
the season and the house did an es- "Rags to Riches" running in the and the vaudeville and stock thepecially big business at the mati- Behton, Warwick and Linwood at atres polled great crowds, but no
nees.
Uptown the State got over the same time, and all reporting greater than did the film emporiums,
Grauman's, Mission, California and
with a bang from the start and con- good returns.
Kinema leading the van. The taktinued to run strong until the finish.
Last week's estimates:
Newman "The Impossible Mrs. ings for the week:
None of the picture people had
Grauman's "Thirty Days" (Paraany kick against the closing week of Bellew" (Paramount). Seats, 1,980;
Wallace Reld featured,
1922, and many were pleased with scule, mats., 35c; nights, 50c.-75c. mount).
Numerous other breakdown with resultant publicity
the way business shot in for the first Gloria Swanson.
day of the new year. The totals re- events on bill, running into more helped business. Sympathy seems
corded at the picture houses for tho money than the average manager to be with him rather than against
New Year's eve performances were would think of spending. "Glorious him. Other holiday features atthe Imit for the capacity of the Gloria" has a remarkable following traeted. Grossed $12,000.
California "The Strangers' Banhouses. They got a break that was here and they all turned out to see
not accorded the legit theatres, her in the best bit of acting she has quet" (Goldwyn). Marshall Neilan,
which do not keep open Sundays in done for the screen. Around $15,500. director, played up. Great Ust of
Doone" (First stars also acted as box office magthis town.
Liberty "Lorna
National). Seals, 1,000; scale. 35c- net. Took 511.500 on week.
Estimates for last week:
Poetic
Grauman's Rialto "When KnlghtMadge^ Bellamy.
Loew's State (capacity, 4,000; 50c.
scale.
25-50).
This week using Ionian, picture* wise choice for holi- hood Was in Flower (Cosmo). Mar"l:ack
Home and Broke," with day. Critics most complimentary. ion Davies starred. Announcement
of final week brought in lot of stragThomas Melghan, and Elsie Fengu- Business close to $T,000.
son in "Outcast." With "Peg o' My
Royal "Ebb Tide" (Paramount). glers, with result big business.
Heart" last week the house did ca- Seats, 890; scale, 35c. -50c. Lila Lee $10,750.
"Robin
Grauman's
Hollywood
tand James Kirk wood headed the
pacity for every performance.
New pre«s
Tremont Temple (capacity, 2,000; cast, but Noah Beery came in for Hood" (Fairbanks).
the campaign serving^ as stimulus to
scale, 50-$1.50).
Jackie Coogan in considerable attention from
"Oliver Twist" on the last week at critics. Cast well chosen and picture business. Week'sgross $10,000.
Mission
"Suzannu"
Gsunnctt).
this house. Has stayed there several entertaining, but failed to produce
weeks and is reported to have done expected appeal and business while Mabel Normand Btarred. Normand
fair business. Humored the house is better than for some time was not publicity of -not so long ago date,
along with strong advance stuff,
to be taken over again by Fox and up to expectations, about $7,000.
Twelfth 8treet— "On tho High aided by brill'ant professional openused for showings by him, as was
Seats, 1,100; ing, boosted first week's business.
tho intention at the beginning of the Seas" (Paramount).
Dorothy Dalton. Got $13,000.
scale.
10c.-25c.
season.
Kinema "The Dangerous Age"
Park (capacity, 2,400; scale, 50- Novelty is what they like at this
$1.50).
Did a bit over $14,000 last popular priced house and there was (Mayer). No star. John M. Stahl,
week with "Robin Hood," and this plenty of it in this offering. Bus- director, featured. Receipts $14,300.
"Quincy Adams
Loew's State
film looks good to be one of the best iness right at house average, about
Sawyer" (Metro). Loew's increased
money-makers that has struck the $2,000.
Opposition films at the vaudeville advertising space In papers seems
town for several seasons. It seems
"Shirley of the Circus," to have boosted business noticeably.
to 1m? going along of its own volition, houses
without any undue amount of ad- Mainstrcet; "A Dangerous Game," Spending twice as much money as
Guide," heretofore. Ads dominate other theFighting
"The
vertising and publicity and getting Globe;
Bessie Clayton in# dances
atres.
through on merit.
Pantages.
J

around

top. getting

—

Stanley
"Oliver Twist." (First
National.)
Good holiday attraction
as expected, though off several evenings,
perhaps, because of bad
weather.
Gross, with higher scale
on Monday, went to $25,000. (Capacity, 4,000; scale 60c. and 75c,
evenings.)

programs were arranged.
At the Newman Gloria Swanson
Stanton "Knighthood." Has done
in "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew"
headed, but an added feature con- flnoj business and will complete five
sisting of 20 dancers from
the weeks whan it goes out Saturday.
Kelley School of Dancing shared Last week, gross reached $15,000.
the honors and received most of (Capacity, 1,700; scale, 50c. and 76c.
the applause. Business started with evenings.)
Aldine— "Trifling Women." (Mea rush Sunday afternoon and held
Big success after mediocre
tro.)
up through the weeki
start. Gross passed $12,000; fine for
A few doors away the Liberty this house. Picture held in for secwith Madge Bellamy in "Lorna
Doone" was doing Just about a.s well ond week. (Capacity 1,500; scale 50c.

Daily Capacity, Totaling

rather unsatisfactory.

The exhibitors cannot account

WEEK OF 1922

Hood"

Robin

Estimates for last week:

season, even worse than some of
the bad ones of last summer, conditions reversed themselves for the
closing week of the year and the
first-runners down town hit their
normal gait again. Special holiday

A RECORD FOR BOSTON

numbers to carry the houses along
at the pace they do during a usual

City, Jan. 3.
of the leanest
ever experienced in mid-

business

Weeks Otherwise

Usual

•

Kansas
After three weeks

i

FRISCO DOES COMEBACK

House. Did the Expected
Last Week.

Philiy's

1,(30.
•Oc.

(Bishop-Cass.)

Seats,
nights,

Prices, matinees, 80c;

"Broken Chains," $30,000 price
scenario film, seh ted from field of
32.000 manuscripts, Cfoldws

Moore

in

lead,

About

n.

Colleen

$ri.:.'00.

Rialto (Paramount^- Seats
Prices,
matinees, 25c. and
niqht",
i: ick
'

40c.

1.150.

36c.;
In

Thomas Meighan

Home and

Broke."

Paths

News and comedy. About $",3oo for
i
week.
Princess (I'.uani'i
OoO.
Prices,
matinees,
U5c.
to
30c;
nights, 10c Wallace Reld In "Thirty
Days."
Uu lues* for week fell to
something, under $(»jm»o.
1

Is a

26c,

(Fox.)

and

!•<"

Tom Mix

In

Scats.

T.TTfi.

Prices,

matlhetS mid nights,
"«'it<h

My Smoke."

Also
ISO Mr, and Mrs. Carter !><• ll.»\«n
'<
Ai,,,n $4,800 for
in
hiisimufc.'
k
\*

•

•

'

.
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m

FABIANS BUY

VALENTINO'S RETURN UNDER

NEWARK

COAST FILM NEWS

WAR

STRAND, ENDING

By EDWARD

v

SCHENCK'S MANAGEMENT

JOS.

Pays $100,000

—

Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
The return of Rodolph Yak fit no
is

practically

THREE

The differences between
the star and Famous Plaj ers seem
Responsible for
to be at an end.
the decision on the part of both

ranged.

have been $100,000. This move will
end the furious local bidding for
pictures, as the Fabians now control

Adolph Zukor and Jesse Lasky
call off their

D
nODin

to

.

"One

feud against Valentino

said to be Dr. A. II. Giannini.
president of the East River National
Bank of New York and a director of
the Bank of Italy here. He is one
of the big financial figures of the
country and the biggest amoir;

basis of all or none. Exhibitors can

Through Wall Street both Zukor
and Lasky have been prevailed upon

,

book any one of the features

not

run.
without signing
This applies to territory outside of
for all for first

to permit Yalentino to

way without

None

regular Fox features.
Just what the Fabiats intend to
do with the Strand is not known.
It has the best location In Newark,
but needs remodeling.
That they
do not intend to feature the Strand
is indicated
by their transferring
'Di: Jack," for which the Strand

go his sepfuture hindrance.

j

New

That

at least is the story abroad
here since Dr. Giannini has been on
the scene.
The banker is said to have first

York.

The metropolitan area

is

not affeeted beeause of the playing
of the Pickford feature under a sep-

arate booking with the independent
A. B. C. group, but in other territory the rule is absolute.
The purpose Is to give an equal
break to all the "Big Four" members with current releases and. to
get the greatest possiblo playing
area.
It is figured exhibitors' irdividuai preferences for any of the
three might leave one or two cf the
features unplnyed and the group
booking system insures the wide t
possible use of all pictures.
Pretty much all the trade Is

convinced Zukor that any continuance of the differences between
Famous Players and the star would
only work a hardship on exhibitors

and the industry and would practically be cutting their nose off to
spite their face if they continued
the policy to keep him off the
screen. Zukor is said to have been
willing to call off hostilities providing he could get Lasky to consent.
The latter is said to have agreed
since the arrival here from the Fast
of Dr. Giannini.

•
i

.

I

anxious

future of Valentino now
seems to be linked with Joseph M.
Schenck and J. D. Williams, and
he will practically be the fir»t star
that Williams will announce for his
new Ritz Pictures. On his return

to all. although, of course,
prices for each are not the same,
even if the contract is for a lump

play

amount.

from Furope Schenck and Valentino
held a number of conferences in

FRENCH FILM NOTES

New

York, with the result that it
was rather definitely settled at that
time that, could an arrangement be
effected
with
Players.
S henek would have the managerial
direction of the star for future pro
Auctions, Schenck, it is understood.
is anxious to make productions for
the new Williams organization, and
it Is assumed here that Dr. Giannini

Hood,"

"Robin

have

to

which has first call. The tie-up
brings an equal share of days of

The

Dec.

Paris.

he

now

is

soon drop the Paramount.
which is to become a dance ball,
and they are considering turning the
Goodwin, a very small house, Into a
store.
There is a rumor that the
Strand will be turned over to a
stock company (presumably Miss
Fealy's), but picture interests here
do not credit this.
The sad thing (from the Fabians' point of view) is that last
year they could have secured the
Strand at a comparatively small figure, but then turned the proposition
down.
Now they have had their
features bid up on them, lost some
through competition, and ended up
by paying a tidy sum for the disdained theatre.
Meanwhile. Jacob Fabian has in-

in

share to

Harry Stein of Passaic,

Passaic sold out their

the other fifth.
Stein
transferred one-half Interest in the
theatres to Fabian. Stein paid for
the four-fifth share $120,000 over a
$140,000 mortgage.

Lili
Mile.
for a lead-

working.

'Samuel accompanies him

The date of
not fixed at present. Himmel h\s
been detained over two years, but
,as important persona are involved
the police, have been moving slowly.
his

prisonment.

Lillian dish is now
Marion
producing

Rome.

in

Italy,

Crawford's
her first ven-

"White Sister." It is
ture on her own accounr. The cast
includes Barney Sherry. Charles
Lane, Ronald Colman, Gail Kane,

La

Violette.

Edwin H. Knopf, an

New

York, has

actor from

left Berlin,

(was studying stagecraft,

where he
to

play a

German

picture production at Munich for the Jacob
Carol Film Co., and to be entitled
The Treasure Chest.

big part in a

-

'

•

CAMERON JUMPS
Picturt

Promotsr Fails
for Trial

Kansas

BAIL
to

Henri Desfontaines
for

Gaumont

is

screen

a

producing
version

of

announced

of
to

Appear Rerr de Turque's comedy. "Chateau
Historique," which was created at
the Odeon some yens ago.

City, Jan.

Norman E. Cameron, picture
moter, who was arrested here

3.

proDec.

5 on a fugitive warrant at the request of Los Angeles authorities for

The marriage
Ai>ei

Mll<\

is

nance, French produce!
Marguerite Danis.

-

,

forfeited.

The melodrama of the Middle
Ages, "Re tour de Nesles," which
has toured the roads for years, is
being screened at Vienna by the
Krench producer, Pierre Marodon,
with the French actress. Mart he
Lenclud, as Marguerite d<- Bour-

When arrested here he was completing arrangements for the formiug of an educational film concern

Lois Meredith ha* been acting on
the small Itdanda of St. Marguerite

embezzlement of some $10,000

the

connection with the organization
of a film company, failed to appear
for his preliminary trial th s week
and his bond of $2,000 was declared
in

and had approached a number

of

local people.

The police h/»ve been informed
that after his arrest in California .a
year ago he jumped a $10,000 bond
there.

SHERIDAN THEATRE
The Sheridan Theatre

CO.

notes, indorsed by Kafwere protested by the ComTrust
Co. upon maturity.
mevctai
lift*.

f."

|

The

*»f

l'i

Mictions.

by Alan Crosland from the story by
Blasco lbantz, author of

Philip Rosen, who directed Rodolph Valentino In "The Young
Rajah," has been selected as th<
chairman for the Directors' BalC

Common Law.

The successor to "Robin Hood" at
new Grauman theatre in Hollywill be the Cecil De Mille production. "Adam's Rib." which is now
the

the world's
latest production,
Age."

Cdoria

Swanson.

has been confined

director

here from the east to film
Colden West."

'

arrived

The Girl

of the

titling.

John M. Stahl. producer dire-tor,
arrived here from New York to attend

take place early in 1928.

Edward Carewe.

wood

and

is to

Blair Coan. Chicago producer, is
at the Ambassador assenxbling a
cast to take with him to the Windy
City to make the 1923 version of
"The Little Girl Next Door."

Harry Meyers weie added to the
cast of the Selznlck production, 'The

the process of editing

world famoi

"The Four Horsemen."

,

in

Its

Vicente

which

•

premiere of his

"The Dangerous

The two new directors that have
been added to the Roach staff are
Hughoy Fay and George Jesky.
Victor Gibscn, film writer, cla
is "The only man in
wood whom rumor hath not

that he
film star,
to her bed

who

the

for

several days from on attack of influenza, has resumed wq/k on her
new production, under the direction
of Sam Woods.

I

ma

tolly

-

<

'Ben-Hur'."

title role of

Another mermaids romance has
gone on the rocks. This was the
romance of Effle Price Graham.
Bennett "bathing beauty," who sued
A. L. Graham for divorce, charging
that before they were married ha
claimed to be wealthy, but after
their marriage she had to earn the
living.

William Desmond Taylor, picture
murdered last January in

director,

Hollywood, was slain by a Los AnMiles McCarthy has arrived here geles dope peddler known as Jack
Kramer, according to a written
from New York.
statement signed by John Marazina,
Erich Von Stroheim will start 33, who was arrested by Detroit police. In the statement Marazina was
producGoldwyn
work on his first
tion when he will wield the mega- said to have alleged that Krame*
phone' in Frank Morris' story. "Mr- confessed to him last summer that
When
he had murdered Taylor.
Marazina threatened to inform th*
police Kramer and two associates
vowed that they would "frame" evidence of the murder on Marazina, it
was said. Marazina told the author-

INSIDE STUFF
ON PICTURES

Winnie Sheehan is shortly leaving for the .oast for the i'ox interests,
and may be West for a couple of months or longer. It's said Mr. Sheehan's
chief mission {o Studioland is a search for new directors for the Fox
s t a ff

A

straw vote taken by the 'Journal'' of Kansas City amongst its
readers as to whether Fatty Arbuckle should be permitted to return to
the screen resulted Jn a majority of 10 to 1 In favor of Arbuckle's return.
It was reported in the dailies this week that the Equity had communicated a request to Will H. Hays to eonfe&4m a proposition to introduce
a standard contract in the picture business urtder which the principle of
an 8-hour day, a 48-hour week and overtime would be recognized for
picture "extra" people. Up to mid-week Equity was still awaiting a reply
The proposition was put that justice required a
to its communication.
contract provision that all extras be paid from their arrival on location
whether they were used or not. It was recognized that the custom is to
pay for attendance on location, but this was rather a concession by producers than a recognized principle, and it wou'd be desirable to make it

formal.

The opposition fight whi h was being waged in Newark, N. J., between
the picture houses, which has been proving such a boon to the salesmen
handling big pictures, has been called off by the purchase of the lease of
(lie Strand by the Fabian interests which now control the Brant ford.
Si rand, Coodwin, Ria!to and Tivoli.
This group have a booking agreement with the Adams Bros., who conduct the Newark, and between them
the sales prices in their terriposition
again
be
in
control
a
to
they Will
tory.
The only two first run outs that the sales forces have are hooked
up with the circuits, State which is LoeW'S and the Terminal owntd by
William Fox. Louis Rosenthal was running the strand and bis active
bidding for the bigger features managed to boost the prices io such an
extent that his competing house* were compelled to buy out his lease
and run the house themselves so as to control the situation,

lire

and photogra phlo expoTurin.

Italy,

Nina Wilcox Putnam has written
a defense Of Use picture industry in
In* current •'Pictorial Review" unde'r
'What's Flight in the
the
title
Movies." This is a reversal of the
usual.

|

ities
that two men followed him
across the continent from Denver.
Marazina was arrested on complaint
of a woman who said that he had
sought shelter in her house becauss
he was "being hunted."

Mildred Davis, Harold Lloyd's
leading woman, contrary to reports,
will be seen in support of the be*
spectacled comedian in his next production, "Safety Last."

Sam Mogi, assistant cameraman
for Richard Walton Tully, has resigned, and hereafter, in conjunction
with his three brothers, will produce
his own pictures.
William King, distribution man, is
being backed by eastern capitalists
and has started a producing com-

He will start work shortly at
the Fine Arts Studios.

pany.

Rupert Hughes' production. "Souls
is to have 31 principals in

for Sale."
the cast.

Gloria Hope plans to go to New
York soon, and while there she will
her old home in Newark. N. J.,
where she once taught school.
K

visit

Jack Mulhall has been selected »s
man in Norma Talmadge's
"Within the Law."

leading

picture,

Antonio
Miles

Moreno

M Inter's

Trail of the

will

leading

Lonesome

be

man
Pine.

In

Marv
"The

'

Charles Ray has started work <»n
new picture. "The Courtship of

hiA

»>

the reverse

makers hard pressed

for

is

exactly the case at present, with the film
with established titles, those Stage-

Miles Blandish."

Carmel Myers has had an offer
New York producer to stir
a musical comedy along the
lines of "The Magic Melody."
from a
her in

stories

produced preferred, to impress exhibitors with the high rentals demanded
by he distributors. The exhibitors arc in | quandary, or at least the
most of them, who hardly understand anything about their business
beyond that they have !o pay \\l::',\ rentals and can't make much money
because the rental is high, and
the picture is cheaper there is no
t

it"

A plcl

w ill be held at
next spring.

t

Monte Carlo and

Doris May. Hobart BoSWOrth and

picture men,

William Blumenthal la at present
In Paris, having returned from (lermany and Austria, when he lias
pill vim sed

sit !.>n

Hunchback

Hall."

Paris,

la a

ferty are ranted co-defendants In a
siut to recover on two $5,000 notes.
Morris and Jacob Shapiro are plain -

Casino will serve as a background
for Cosmopolitan's "The Enemies
of Women." which will be directed

St.
(off
Honorai
Cannes,
and
France) for exterior a of a feature
now being prOdU ed in
picture

Co.. Inc. in

Max Spiegel, now committed
Stamford (Conn.) sanitarium,
was interested, and William F. Raf-

Roger Lewis, special correspondent for an Eastern magazine, has
been added to the staff of the Pickford -P'airbanks studios. He will assist in the preparations of stories
for Jack Pickford.

The announcement coming from moving picture Interests that there is
a large supply of material ("•>: moving picture subjects on hand is looked
market on speaking Stags sue*
upon as propaganda to "bear" Ihe prl
Ac-cording to some
cesses; susceptible of being adapted to the screen,

SUED number

which

Universalis
big
special,
"The
of Notre Dame," has
been started. Lon Chaney will bs
seen in the featured role.

trial

'

.Juliette

in readiness to start

I

Andre Himmelfeld. known as
Himmel, founder of Franco-Ameriwill finance the proposition.
can Film Corporation, has been reAt a dinner tendered the banker leased on bail from provisional im-

here by a number of Independent
producers, Dr. Giannini roused them
to cheers when he stated that in
years of lending to picture producers amounts that have run into
millions of dollars he has never lost
a single dime.
J. D. Williams will
leave here
• bout Jan. 10 to return to New York,
at which time it is said that he will
make a definite announcement, and
that it is possible that that will be
the first official statement to the
effect that Valentino is to star in a
series of pictures which he will
market.

Independent
Queen," has been

first

'

ro!e.

ins

is

hit*

book by Sinclair Lewis.

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks
were two of a committee of judges
the all-star dancing contest,
of
which was held at the Ambassador
Grove. Others in the comCocoanut
creased his holdings in Passaic. A
mittee were Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L.
Newark group who owned an 80 per Lasky. Adolph Zukor and Edward
cent, interest in the Playhouse and Knoblock.

Montauk

Ethel Clayton's
vehicle. " If I Were
released here.

first

scheduled to arrive here the middle of January. On
his arrival here he will start work
on his new picture, which will be
from the novel "Scaramouche."
is

tor,

'

Teague." It will be his
with an American setting

Everything

go,

will

who owned

IT.

Ifarcel L'Herbler, the French producer, has lefi fur Poland to shoot
exteriors for the screen version of
Tolstoi's "Resurrection," on Which

Famous

willing to run a house at a loss to
prevent its falling into unfriendly
hands, a.nd it is possible that this
will be the fate of the Strand. They
at once ptit a second run picture in
there ard business took a header.

They

KRIEG

work on the new Warner Brothers
production, "Main Street," from the

Ernest Lubitsch. European direcwho arrived here a few days
will have charge of Mary Pickford's "Dorothy Vernon of lladdon

United Artisti is making its sales
campaign for "Robin Hood," *'Tess*' paid the record figure of $12,000, to
aad One Inciting Night" on the the Rialto. The Fabiars have made
it plain in the past that they were

Italians.

arate

and

Exciting Night,"
All or

is

downtown houses, while the
Newark l>noks through them, and
the Terminal, a Fox house, runs the
j

TeSS

HOOCI,

Rex Ingram

live

ONE GROUP

IN

I

Newark, N. J., Jan. 3.
The competition among the piccame to a sudden
Frank Lloyd, prominent director,
end last week when the Fabians will
start work on a series of Inremoved the trouble by purchasing dependent productions at the conthe lease of the Strand from Louis clusion of his work in Norma TalRosenthal.
The figure is said to madge's "Within the Law."

UNITED ARTISTS SELL

ar-

3.

ture houses here

i

screen

the

to

Lot Angeles. Jan.

Century Comedies have secured
the rights to film "Buster Brown."
Brownie, the dog star, will be cast
•
in the role of Tige.

—

6.

to Dispose of

Costly Competitor
in Jersey

Coast Reports Dr. Giannini, Italian Banker, Acted as
Pacifier
Zukor and Lasky Give Consent May
Be Williams' Star

1923

5,

"Destiny." Ihe seven-reel feature
•tarring Edna Pur via nee under the
direction of Charles Chaplin, hit*
been resumed at the Chaplin Studios after a reees* of two w^k», due
to the illness of the star.
J

As it calls for a showman to draw business when the business
William Rernstein. of Albai
there, and as so f>-w exhibitors are showmen, or anything elSS
N. Y., took possession Monday of the
beyond theatre* owners, they must be impressed, the distributors believe., Palace,
pictures, at Troy, which be
and the distributors know, having bunked the exhibitors so long. Mean- purchased last week.
lime they would like to bunk the legit producer as well, and get his script
on a percentage, but the legit producer, having had his fill of percentage
The screen version of the Hebrew
«.u the legit time, follows the custom of getting his first in the hand and
chant "Ell Kll" has undergone a
then declaring in on a percentags of the picture's gross, or net it won't change in title to "Breaking H<»nn*
make much difference.
Ties."

business,

•'

isn't

,

•
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OLD ARBUCKLES SHOWN

CIRCUITS GRABBING PICTURES

Announces Star's Personal
Appearance Besides

Park

ARBUCKLE'S RETURN
The

reform

AT TOP PRICES TO BALK
Independent Exhibitors Likely to Go Back to Second POLICE
Run Bookings Fox Takes "Knighthood" for 90
TO

—

Sunday the Minsky Brothers, at
Park (Columbus Circle), New
York, showed two old two-reelers of
Arbuckle, working up interest in the
picture by announcing they had a
promise that the comedian would
the

A. B. C.
WOMEN OFFER

make a

RUN FILM SHOWS

Days at Rate of $450 a Day
4I -nofflcially

Storm Country" by the

of the

B C

independents

is

A.

Arbuckle advertising.
The house management stated
that the picture had been received
for Children
with cheers during the afternoon,
while at the eight o'clock performThe Women's Police Reserve of ance Sunday night there was a mild
New York, which has devoted itself demonstration both for and against
to social service since its war ac- the picture from a house about
tivities, under command of Major three-quarters filled in the orchestra
Jean Dean Barnes, connected with and balcony, with no one in the

.#

P.'ckford Film
P !accd

reported to

Members
have been satisfactory.
of the syndicate did not make dereports
their
returns,
but
tailed
were regaVded as favorable. ,
No other pictures have been
booked for the group time, which

Ready to Handle Saturday
Morning Performances

"TESS" TAKEN OUT

the playing of "Tes

Mary

in

Newark

Is

Re

"
0" of Rose

Newark, N. J., Jan. 3.
Pickford'a 'Tens'' was a flop

!
•

The

It
personal appearance.
Year's Eve, the house
gave an extra midnight performance
in addition to the regular grind performances during the day, getting
a good crowd on the strength of the

New

being

pic-

gallery.

now
350

The Minskys tried to further cash
on publicity by stating they Had
received K. K. K. threats that In
the event they ran the picture it
would be torn from the projection
booth. They gave that as the reason for keeping their gallery closed.
in

mem
booki
pai

The women are principally desirand had the first of the week open. He
has opened cold without even a news- ous of finding recreational employment
for the children during their
had a number of unexpected re- paper notice, as the papers were still
They are
holiday from school.
taking in the full playing carrying the "Tess" copy.
sults,
barred from the picture houses by
time of the A. B. C.
It is reported the Newark paid
forced
rule
and
to retlxe
juvenile
One of the effects is that the big $10,000 for "Tess."
main at home or find amusement on
circuits are meeting high demands
streets.
the
producers
to
independent
from
It is planned to fix an admission
keep material from the A. B. C. NIGHT WATCHMAN CONFESSES
fee of 5 cents to the morning shows
people. A case in point is the bookSt. Louis, Jan. 3.
the youngsters or for their
William
for
"Knighthood,"
by
ing of
George York, night watchman at mot hers if" they care to attend. Any
Fox for about 90 playing dates for
confessed
exhibitor can secure the attendance
a total of |40,000, figuring out at the Lyric, East St. Louis,
about $450 a day.
to the police that he had assisted in of a police woman, a policeman from
It is reported the circuit people
the attempt to rob the theatre's safe the nearest precinct station and a
have kept themselves informed of last week as well as to hold up the representative from the fire depart
negotiations between the A. B. C. theatre's auditor Oct. 1, when $2,500 ment by communicating with the
board and independent producers was taken. At first York reported Women's Police Reserve headquarand have topped all figures offered that he had been overpowered by ters in the old Greenwich Street
Under the cir- two masked men and tied to a chair Police Station. Major Lillian Hamthe independents.
cumstances the A. B. C. group has and guarded by one while the other ilton, wife of George Hamilton, will
about made up*its mind that for the robber went to the office. He de- have charge of the Saturday mornpresent it will have to go back to clared the bandits entered about ing exhibitions.
A show was given last week as an
second run bookings to escape the midnight and departed about 5.30
alternative of sending up first run a. m. He was held by the police; experiment an Buffalo, Shea's Hipprices.
confession followed. Efforts to burn podrome being used for the purpose.
In negotiations by individuals it the combination off the theatre safe Nine thousand children attended
has been found practicable to get failed because the robbers used two shows and the event will be
continued weekly. No restriction is
materially lower second ru:i prices welding instead of an acetylene cut
than formerly, especially for book- ting torch. The torch and two air placed on the character of the show,
ings in the distant future, the ad- tanks which had been stolen from a which it is suggested shall be made
vance in first run prices having sheet -metal shop were found in the up of the bill for the succeeding day
given the producers a larger return office. Aside from being scorched a or week at the house in order that
than looked for, according to inter- little by the welding torch the safe the exhibitor may have the benefit
ests connected with the A. B. C.
was not damaged, and $6,500, the re- of the children's word of mouth adThe Associated Booking Company ceipts over tho holidays, was undis- vertising.
will open headquarters within a few turbed.
Former Police Inspector John
York said he was "doubledays in the new office building on crossed" and did not receive his Dwyer of New York, now. retired,
the southeast corner of 51st street share from the first "job."
How- who has interested himself in the
and Broadway, with Paul Swift in ever, this same man was his accom- women's reserves, is helping the
charge. Thereafter the organization plice on this attempt.
The Lyric Saturday morning show plan.
will start a drive for new member- was formerly tho Erber, then opermetropolitan time
spectacular
that

of

"Tess"

enterprise

Exhibitors

New

I

I

j

|

|

j

ship. No great effort has been made
in this direction up to date for the

reason the body wanted to check
tip its results from "Tess" and get
a line on general results from Its
initial activities. Although tKere has
been no active canvass for members
the total of playing days has increased from an even 300 to around

RECEIVERSHIP APPLICATION
Newark, N.
bill

J.,

Jan.

3.

for receivership against the

North Jersey Theatres Corporation,
150.
owner of the Lyndhurst theatre,
Reports of desertions from the In- Lyndhurst, was filed by Libman &
dependent circle' differ. It has been Spanjer of Newark. The latter corrumored that several of the little poration has a claim of $1,300
exhibitors have been coaxed away against the Lyndhurst corporation.
from the affiliation, but the A. B. C. John T. Collins, president of the
officials
al- latter company, admitted that the
are
non-committal,
though admitting that they expect theatre has been a loss from the
this situation to arise from time to start.
lime and are prepared to meet it.
Assets are said to be about $90,000
and liabilities, including tho mortgage on the property, about $85,000.

LUBITSCH DIRECTING

MARY

Los Angeles, Jr.n. 3.
Ernest Lubitsch, the German direcently came to the
States, is to direct Mary
Pickford's next production. The feature will be a screen version of
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
rector,

who

United

Meantime the reported world tour
of Mary, Doug and some others on
a specially chartered steamer has
not been denied by them.
Miss Pickford, however, In an effort to ward off any possible demonstration, has been entertaining the
heads of the American Legion here.

WALLACE REID STILL

ILL

Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
is still In a serious

Wallace Reld

No New Year's visitors
Wtre allowed him, the excitement
his Christmas
Callers
having
caused
relapse.

condition.

;i

Harry Durant Leaves F. P.
Harry Durant, who for three years
has been head of the play reading
land scenario department of Famous
players, left the organization Jan. 1.
r'° successor has been named as
yet.
The future plans of Mr. Durant also

remain secret at pres«

nt.

"NIGHT LIFE IN HOLLYWOOD"
Chicago, Jan. 3.
"Night Life in Hollywood" is at
Barbee's Loop theatre this week for
an "exclusive showing" and is announced for the Castle theatre, another loop house, next week. There
is a general agreement as to the
merit of the photoplay; all say that
it is disappointing.
Students of the picture business
think that it is an argument why
propaganda should not enter into
the making of films, for this is a
plain attempt to set Hollywood
a better light with the public.

races held off San Pedro. Tho director and his mechanic were almost
drowned before rescued from the
ocean, into which they had been precipitated by

a backfire from

3.

has been indicted by the
local grand jury. Several independent exhibitors charged the corporaInc.,

was a monopoly in restraint of
trade
and the jurymen found
tion

enough, at least of premise, to warrant their bringing in a true bill.
The Saenger officials received the
matter j ocosely.
Julian Saenger,
president of the Saenger company,
and E. V. Richards, general manager, leave on a world tour the latter part of January, to be gone
about six months.
.

Los Angeles, Jan.

3.

Pola Negri says neither the Facontract that
that organization holds can prevent
her from marrying.
The Famous
people claim that they have a clause
in their contract with the Polish
star which prohibits her marrying
for a given period.
The general excitement of a pos-

Garfield Wood in his world -record
boat,
"Miss America," won the
regatta.
1

No Damage

in

for Failure to Deliver
Dallas, Tex., Jan.

3.

It has been held by the Supreme
Court of Oklahoma a film exchange

S^^t^^^ATSS

Cincinnati, Jan. 3.
hrought by an exhibitor disap
Application for a receiver has been |)olnt „ 4| |n a holiUay lowing,
filed against tho Theatre Amusement Co., here, whieh operate the
It is
Boulevard, a picture house.
"Poison" Letters to Marie Prevost
claimed tho company is insolvent
Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
and the officers have deserted It.
Car'. Carlton Mains has been arThe suit Is filed by the Queen
City Coal Co., that alleges the the- rested here by federal agents on
atre failed to pay a Judgment of charge of tending "poison pen' !»•!
At- tern to Mai 'ie PrSVOSt. He had been
$8160 obtained last October.
torney Edwin Becker was appointed trailed by the post oftVe Inspect*
;i

'

for

some

time.

sible

production.

its

EDWIN STEVENS DEAD
Los Angeles, Jan.

8.

stricken

died here suddenly
pleurisy.
He was

of

playing

while

A

golf.

widow and daughter survive.
The deceased was born In

Cali-

fornia and during his earlier years
was in the banking business, later
active in mining and, for a time, a
scout.
He began a stage career in
1883.
HIS greatest stage triumph
was as star of the Henry W. Savage
production of "The Devil," in which

ha nlnvrd th« litlo rnle
It* ;,.,,!
been in pictures for some time, dl«
fng as

000

•

•

damage

ill

suit filed by

Kresno against
ken Circuit ha
ir:.

Hall

!><

Boy

Turner &

th<
i

Jan.

•

i

<

n

s<
•.

i

.<

?..

$500, •

II. .11

prom-

inence politically and the connections he was presumed to

have In that direction.
The
Arbuckle declaration by Hays
thereby to the film trade was
accepted as another dictation by

side of pictures lamented
Arbuckle'a return, the daily
press In general throughout the
country editorially pronounced
the prevailing opinion to the effect that the public Is the best

lay

judge. Jf Arbuckle Is wanted,
the public will pay, has been
the gist of the editorial com-

ment
Many

4
cities

have

unofficially

sentiment through
official
channels
concerning
their future attitude on Arbuckle
films.
Perhaps the
most important has been the
action taken by Mayor Cryexpressed

home

er of Los Angeles, the
the picture camera.

of

Through

brought

purely a local action, however, as all others would be.

is

It's

quite likely that, since the

matter of playing Arbuckle pictures is wholly up to the picture
exhibitor, he will be guided
through expressions from his
patrons.
That the crusade
against the picture business of
lato months and the field that
has opened up to reformers had
much to do with the present
outburst against Arbuckle is the
picture idea of the entire agitation just now.
Picture men,
though, do not credit Hays with
exercising
commendable discretion in his selection of time
for his Arbuckle announcement.
Arbuckle on his third trial
at San Francisco in the Virginia Rappe death was acquitted of complicity In it.
The

reformers disregard the acquitrelying upon the "moral"
phase as applied to tho cometal,

dian.

As Arbuckle engaged in the
San Francisco "party" that has
done so much harm to tho picture business, he had just completed

a comedy

film

entitled

"Freight Prepaid."
lYcviously
ho had mado another, "Gasoline
Gus."
Thesa two Arbuckles
were made under the contract
Jos. M. Schcnck holds with Famous Players for Roscoe Ar-

breaking,
Arbuckle's pictures previously had played to a gross of

about $400,000 each when circulated through Famous Players.
Accordingly
Famous Players
has withheld $800,000 worth of
film
through Arbuckle.
Just

what they represent to F. P. in
moneys advanced and attendant
expenses is unknown.
If Arbuckle can come back those two
pictures with the publicity if
universally played by exhibitors

run

beyond*

$1,000,000.

of*

ticipated censoring legislation in
different states, due to e<>mo up
this winter, snd other matters

pertinent to tho Industry

t>..'.:i-

led out
$15,006.
•

selected on account of his

To what extent the ArbuckleHays incident will infi-netice an-

for $15,000
:isco,

couri uci

through which the
leading commercial Interests in
moving pictures could make
declarations, he having been

should

well as aci Ing,

Roy Hall Settles
San Fr; n
After

medium

buckle.
"Gasoline Gus" at the
same time had been pre-released
to a few first run houses.
It
was Immediately withdrawn
upon tho» Arbuckle scandal

Edwin Stevens
yesterday

public had placed him in.
In
the picture trade Hays has been
looked upon more or less as the

on him by
civic bodies, Mayor Cryer pronounced against Arbuckle. That

mous Players nor any

over

an
unsuspected
through
tho
announcement
by Will H. Hays ho had decided
to permit Roscoe Arbuckle to
return to picture making.
National interest was evidenced in the announcement
with Hays personally assailed
by societies or clergymen opposed to the reinstatement.
Hays' position in the Arbuckle
matter apparently demoted him
from a visionary station the

pressure

POLA NEGRI ON MARRIAGE

their

motor.

RECEIVER FOR $89 JUDGMENT

as the receiver.

Orleans, Jan.

The Saenger Amusement Company,

marriage between Pola Negri
and Charles Chaplin seems to have
died down on the coast.
A New York society paper has
made the positive statement Negri
FAMOUS GETS HART
has
an undivoreed husband abroad
Los Angeles, Jan. 8.
William S. Hart has returned from and has been separated from, him
for
some
time.
New York, but has not made any
definite statement as yet regarding
his future production plans.
It is,
WRITERS GOING TO COAST
however, definitely settled that the
When Joe Pincus returns to Holfuture Hart pictures will bo released by Famous Players-Lasky. lywood in another week or so he
That much was settled in New Y'ork may be accompanied by a trio of
while the star was east, the nego- comedy
writers.
The trio are
tiations being handled by- his at- named as Bert Hanlon, Addison
torney and former partner, William Burkhardt and Benny Ryan (Ryan
Grossman.
and Lee).
Tho rumors of a reconciliation
Pincus is general production manwith his estranged wife were in the ager for the William Fox film comair on the return of Hr«rt, but the edies, with eight companies under
star denies that there is any pos- him, making comic reels in the Fox
sibility of this.
studios on the coast.
It will be an experiment for Hanlon and Ryan, if they conclude to
DE MILLE THROWN FROM BOAT make
the try. Ryan and Lee have
Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
been rehearsing with "Kiss Me,"
Cecil B. de Mille was hurled from but that show may be postponed
his speed boat in the motorboat through complications
having arisen

ated by Joe Erber, at present southwestern representative of W. V.
M. A.

A

Trade by

of

received
opportunity

those interests.
While the reform or radical
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Regular Business Now of Placing Dramatic Critics
and Stage Players at Sueakers' Tables—Prices
Per Night Varies Will Rogers in Demand

—

Brooklyn and* Jersey City
Tied Up in Deals Between

*A regular business has been created by some booking agents of
placing dramatic critics and actors
as speakers for banquets. They are
assigned to the dais or speakers'
table, listed on the program as
among the talkers of the evening,
and a business arrangement stands
behind the "booking."

The speaker mostly

in

demand

EFFECTED

Loew and Outside Exhib- ANNE CLEVELAND DEBTS

MEX. ACTORS' STRIKE

— Competitive Bidding Eliminated — Goditors

CLOSES All THEATRES

send

at

to Showmen, but
to Picture Producers

Blow
-—Competes

Theatrical Outlook in Turmoil
—This Festal Month Spells

these private functions at present
among critics and actors Is Will

A.

Dallas*,

with

Keith

Texas, Jan.

10.

B.

C.

to

SHOW CLOSED
AD

Under Contract

Still

The

theatrical outlook

has been

thrown Into a turmoil because of
the difficulties encountered between
Close Frank Tir.ney's "Daffy
show at the Broad St., Newark, N. the managers and actors since the
J.,
tomorrow (Saturday) because latter group Joined the Syndicalists.
Arthur

Hammerstein,

who

will
Dill"

of certain objections to the "star's
offenalleged
of
interpolations
sive ad lib material, has notified
the Keith people that Tinney can
not accept vaudeville dates because
of a prior contractual agreement,

Hammerstein claims he has guaranteed Tinney 35 weeks for this season, but does not object to his working between seasons. This is not a
between-season period and Hammerstein has elected to hold him to
his contract.

The show

will

close

because of

Tinney's disregarding the set book
lines and Incorporating new mate-

To counter the disturbances

the
,

caused
This is
son such
taken by
it

1

'

ith.

(Continued on uage

Millionaire

NOT HER

last

WEDS

—

1

on the Pacific coast as a member
of various stock companies.
She
now resides at Waterville, N. Y.,
with two children by her former
marriage.

"
An booking manager will book all six,
one being a Loew property and five
by the managers says being independent.
they will not resume until an agree-j
The sum total of these development is reached that will settle the ments is that two Important metroexisting situation for all time.
"Old
(Contlnued on page 9>

stand against their demands.

ultimatum

"SUPERMAN" TAMED
Shaw

Writing

Sequel in
Hero Is Married

Which

7)

Through the signing ol an order
New York
"FATHER,"
week It was disclosed the late
Harry B. James, husband of Anna
GIRL
SCULPTOR
Cleveland, actress, left an estate in
which his liabilities almost doubled
his assets, after his wife had believed herself a millionairess. The Yvenne Gardelle Marries Carlassets were liberally appraised at
ton Gardelle
Long-Held
$230,030, and the debts including
expenses and unpaid mortgages
Secret Revealed
Were placed at $433,726.
Mr. James, who was 47 years old
to be.
at the time of his death In June,
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
The situation is thus summarized: 1921, was interested in several New
Following the disclosure that Carl1
Loew has taken over five houses York corporations.
He married ton Gardelle, the noted sculptor, wanJ., belonging to the Blumenthal
Miss Cleveland in July, 1920, six not her father, as Yvenne Gardelle
Haring string In Jersey City under days after she divorced William W. had Jong believed, the couple were
long term lease and the "Loew" sign Belknap. Miss Cleveland's first pro- married here.
will go up over them.
This group fessional experience was obtained
Miss Gardelle formerly appeared

2

own. Hammerstein states
complaint from patrons.
the second time this seaLondon. Jan. 10.
summary action ha^ been
George Bernard Shaw is writing
a producing manager in
order to curb a star, although the a sequel to his "Man and Supervehicle Is a success and a money man" play, to be called "John TanSetter.
A. H. Woods last month
ner, Married."
Robert Loraine will
closed Florence Reed in "East of
Suez at the Eltingo, New York, be- probably appear in the stellar role.
cause of his lack of control of the
It will be recalled that John Tantemperamental star. »
ner was the pivotal character in
The Tinney piece may reopen "Man and Saperman" and con\
"nortly, according to' certain inti- stantly preached against marriage.
mations.
The comedian meantime In the new play ha is represented
has «• ed for a P. M. A. arbitration. aa a tamed married man.

rial of his

—

by Surrogate Foley in

the
is thus taken from the A. B. C. total.
have decided^ to close
Six houses in the Flatbush eectheatres definitely, assuring
• tion
of Brooklyn have entered
actors they will take a firm a coalition with Loew by which one

managers
their

Disclosed in Order Signed by
Surrogate Widow Believed

The moat important operatic venture from across the seaa la the
bringing here of organisation of the
Berlin Staats Opera bouse by a
group of Americans of German
descent George Blumenthal, associated with the late Oscar Hammerstein for nearly 25 years, is general
manager of the venture, he having

STAGGERED

Spanish newspapers,
The A. B. C. collective booking
all theatres In Mexico City have group got a severe bump this week
TINNEY'S
closed following the strike of the when six theatres in Brooklyn and,
were taken out
LIBBING Syndicalist actors last week. That five in Jersey City
STAR'S
of their hands in a deal with the
the situation is serious throughout
Loew Circuit. As an immediate
Mexico is something generally rec- sequel it was reported that several
Arthur Hammerstein Notifies ognized with Syndicalism growing other theatre chains within the
as rapidly as Vacsism In the Re- A. B. C. were in negotiation with
Vaudeville Frank Tinney
Loew to the same end, oV would like
public.
According

MORE THAN HER ASSETS

Husband

Loss to Managers

(Continued on page 29)

BY

150 People Opening in Philadelphia. Then at Manhattan O. H., New York—Musicians9 Union Object to Imported Men for Orchestra

NEW YORK HIKE ON BET
A

hike to

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
New York on a wager

started Monday by
Beatrice Barrett, Arthur WotherMiller
and Fred
Walter
spoon,
Lang, members of the Bob Horner
film productions.
If it's a press pipe it fooled the

of $10,000

was

RADIO PATRONS?

in the Zlegfeld "Follies,"

and

later

played in pictures on the coast.
For years she had remained under
the belief the sculptor was her
father. When he revealed his longheld secret, the wedding was arranged.

After

McCOY'S MARRIAGE REVIVAL

Portions of the Tuesday night performance of "The Old Soak" at the
Plymouth were broadcasted by radio
by the Westinghouse Newark sta-

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
Having run out of new flames,
Kid McCoy is expecting a revival
of his marriage serial with Mrs.
George A. Wheelcok, once Julia
Woodruff, and one of his eight or

tion

Soak"

Claims Fou?
Broadcasting Play

(WJZ).

nine ex-wives.

of whether a draThe Kid says It Is only a sU«p
matic performance would be ben- backward on the wedding march he
efitted or injured by aero broad- started when very young.
casting was answered Wednesday
bunch outhere.
morning at the Plymouth, according
to box office men
It was declared
IN
TAXIS
ADS
that up to 11 o'clork a. m. four paSome of the taxieabs in New York trons had bought tickets, declaring
"EYERYTHISQ"
commenced carrying this weok a that they had been actuated by the
colorpd card 5 by 4 inches mention- radio record of the night before, inForomnut Ma1c*n of S'as«
Attire for Women and Men
ing on one side two of the A. H. spired by the applause which regWoods plays current on Broadway istered through the receiving .'•!>N. T. Cltr
and on the reverse an announce- paratus. the transmitting device be1137 H'wsy
ing hung over the proscenium an ii.
ment of the taxicab company.

The question
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LONDON HOLIDAY BUSINESS
BIG DESPITE

8

Gulliver

Has

GUITRY'S 'SU JET DE

Notified the Orchestra

ROMAN' HIS

Loaders

BAD WEATHER

London, Jan.

10.

Charles Gulliver, managing direcLondon theatres of Vahas notified all orchestra
conductors their services will not be
required between April and August.
Such action indicates the circuit
will play touring shows instead of
during that
straight
vaudeville

•

tor of the

Levaille, Novelist, Central Fig*

ure

riety, Ltd.,

Bathing Beauties in "Cinderella" Pantomime at Hip
One of Novelties Suburban Pantos Prosper
Three Circuses Create Unusual Conditions

—

nKfew

<

1

period.

HOUSE ORCHESTRA SCORES
London, Dec.

28.

Throughout the big holiday the
weather has been at its worst,
blustrous, wet, and generally treacherous. This has damaged the race
meetings and other out-door sports
greatly,

but

theatres,

vaudeville

houses and kinemas have reaped a
harvest.
At the

London Pavilion C. B.
to enormous

Cochran has played
business

with the Fairbanks

—

film

"Robin Hood" the takings here
during last week, the worst week In
the year for business, were close to
3.000 pounds before tho Saturday
night's show. The other film, "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
at the Palace, has also done remarkable business, although the lbanez
story can hardly be called a novelty
now.
This year the West

End has only
The Melville

two pantomimes.
Brothers produced "Robinson Crusoe" at the Lyceum to a house
which stretched the capacity

of the

great theatre Jo the utmost.

The

show In every way lives up to the
traditions of the Melville family and
the theatre. The old story is told
with a good deal of novelty and the
fun Is fast and furious. Scenically
the production Is very beautiful.
Nancy Benyon is the Crusoe, Dainty
Doris the Polly Perkins, the hero's

by James Bernard Fagan,
and Arthur Bourchier has more
than kept faith with his public. The
production is a fine one, and R. L.
well done

...

Jimmy

Director,

people's show, the entrance to the

whole thing being ninepence. Here
again the circi s is of excellent
quality, although tho side shows
and various games of skill (or
chance) are the- main attraction.
Vaudeville is meeting the rush
At the
with
heavy programs.
Coliseum the Christmas program
includes <;rock, Alfred Lester in a
sketch, "The Night Porter"; Frank
Cochrane in an Oriental scena,
"Wun-Tu"; Frank Fay and a host
The Sisters Trix
of other stars.
head the bill at the Alhambra, and
the program also includes Coram,
the musical-legal skit. "Wrangle v.

other first-class acts. Great interest has been centered round the Palladium, which is staging the vaudeville veterans as the chief holiday
attraction and to mark the house's
return to vaudeville after a year's
In "Veterans of
run of revue.
Charles Bignell, Mar\ audeville"
uerite Corneille, Torn Coatellq, Leo
Dtyden, Bable Fern. T^ouie Freear,
Jake Fi rtmah, Arthur Roberts,
•Mlr»rrie«H<»binH' awr* «J«e Tabra*-«4i»g
•
the r «'1<1 time songs and renew some
York
f tlve.r old triumphs.

JOHN TILLER

RHINESTONES
the: LITTLE JOHNS
226 West 46th
I'houe

St.

IIKYAXT

New

•

,

(

4X:J7

watched by the other managements.

Guitry

In Role

Sacha

Gultry's

Paris, Jan. 10.
four-act pices

"Sujet de Roman" was produced
Jan. 4 at the Theatre Edouard and
successfully accepted.
The play appears to bs ths
author's finest character study. It
revolves around Levaille, a famous
(resembling Octav Mirnovelist
beau), who has been married for 40

When appearing in front of the years to a mercenary wife, totally
the men from the pit are misunderstanding him. The writer
augmented by a banjo and saxo- is credited as being a genius, while
phone, .with red facings pinned to always considering his art more estheir lapels.
They render fox trot sential than tho profits derived
numbers, minus any attempt at therefrom. The woman only seeks
physical gyrations, and score an the commercial aspect, however,
ensrmous success.
hence much divergenca and the un-.
lights

'

VAUDEVILLE WITH SIKI
Paris, Jan. 10.
The Apollo instituted vaudeville
Jan. 6 while awaiting the opening
of a new operetta which is to have
its premier at this theatre within
the near future.
The variety bill comprises an indifferent offering and is
hardly
likely to attract business, though
including Siki, the Singalese pugilist, in sparrisg exhibitions, and a
ballet

produced by Louis

Hilller.

MISS THORNDYKE'S COMEDY

happiness of the novelist.
Levaille has considered separation, but refrained because of his
daughter. A young author and an
admirer of the older man calls to
ask for the girl in marriage and
gains consent, with the admonition
that true artists should always re-

The father trfen
confides the manuscript of his latest
work to his daughter's dowry, which
is to be published after his death.
Soon after this he is stricken with
paralysis and his mental faculties
impaired.
The wife seizes the opportunity to
tain their liberty.

conduct her husband's business and
commences to reconstruct the missLondon, Jan. 10.
Thorndyke will appear in. a ing manuscript according to her
new comedy at the Criterion titled own Ideas, while engaging an im-

^

Sybil

pecunious journalist to rewrite tho
novel from notes found amongst her
The daughter
husband's papers.
and her fiance refuse to assist ths
wife and secretly arrange to havo
such action would necessitate his the story, In Its original form, pubclosing in "The Happy Ending," lished.
Levaille recovers control over his
now current at the St. James.
mind, unbeknown to the wife, and
His
proposes plans for divorce.
,last week.
wife, meanwhile, becomes conscious
Wanger also 80ld the lease
Paris, Jan. 10.
exceptional talent,
of the Rivoll, .in Whltechapel, to
Max Linder recently fell and sus- of her husband's
past and he relents,
Albert Clavering, connected with a tained a fractured arm near Lau- regrets the
proposing that the expert-,
though
film booking company, who as- sanne.
He is convalescing at the ence be used as a plot for his next
sumed possession Jan. 8.
Clinlque Ouchy in Switzerland.
Bannister Howard, London man- novel.
Henriette Roggers admirably imager, and Leslie Henson, comedian,
personates the role of the ungrateBRITISH GAUM0NT ALONE
are also resting at the same resort.
ful and materially inclined- wife
London, Jan. 10.
(which Sarah Bernhardt rehearsed
M0SGJ10VE IN U. S.
Will Kelllno, chief producer for
Lucien
before she was taken ill).
Gaumont, has left that company
San Francisco, Jan. 10.
Guitry plays Levaille superbly.
and is to be replaced by Tom Terris.
Harry Mosgrove, one of the most
It Is understood that Kellino is neimportant managers in Australia,
gotiating
British reached here yesterday on the "Ven- CIRO'S CLUB DROPS
with
several
London, Jan. 10.
financiers with the object of forming tura" from Sydney.
A large number of managers,
his own production company.
It Is understood he will cross the
actresses reagents,
and
actors
The story is also spreading here continent during this trip.
ceived a New Year's communication
that the British Gaumont people
from the Ciro's Club that they were
have broken away from the French
Couple of Divorce Defendants
not re-elected to membership for
and American branches of the orLondon, Jan. 10.
ganization.
Divorce suits have been filed here the current year.
Friends of those who were dropped
on the current calendar against
from the roll have threatened to reGeorge Graves and* Will Evans.
PAUL MURRAY'S HOPES
sign, but no explanations are forthcoming,
London, Jan. 10.
Woman Replaces Guy Newall

AFTER

THE TILLER SCHOOLS
Road

THE
THAT YOUR
HERE
WHO
FEW WEEKS YOUR

FRANK VAN HOVEN

Wrangle"; Whit Cunliffe and many

LONDON

office,

—

;

143 Charing Cross

Isaminger's

THE

—

OF DANCING

j

PhiladelS.'s great story lives as presented
phia "North American." Just a wonat the Strand.
Bourchier himself derful few hours with this great big
gives a remarkable performance of boy. Tommy Gray, write Harry at
the arch -villain, Long John Silver, once, that after meeting this bird
and all the other parts aro finely of the newspaper world I give in.
played by Frank Bertram, Reginald The /'ARMISTICE" with me on the
Bach, Charles Groves, Bellenden surrendering side. That's big stuff,
Tommy.
Powell, Halliwell Hobbs, Harvey
• Tommy, Harry who reads this ad
Adam.-, Edmund Kennedy, Frederick the same as you do won't answer
Preisley as the boy Jim, and Bea- till he hears from you.
Two boys in England asked me
trice Wilson as Mrs. Hawkins, the
only female character in the piece. how they would do over here and
I
wrote
to these two "very" excelAll the meat of the immortal story
lent artists, and said: "YOU WILL
is there, and the language has been
BE
A
RIOT
EVEN IN
FACE OF
skillfully retained. The scenic proFACT
MATEduction, with its quaint inns, ship- RIAL HAS BEEN USED
BY
board scenes and tropical islands, SEVERAL ARTISTS (?)
SPENT A
IN
is exceptional.
Another big attraction Is the re- COUNTRY."
To me it's sickening I stayed six
vival of "Bulldog Drummond" at
years in England
used qpe EngWyndham's. Played by Sir Gerald lish gag here andand
"I paid" for it.
du Maurier and practically the Frank Vmn "Hates a Thief" Hoven
original cast, this almost classic In other words be yourself or get
example of beautifully produced out of this wonderful game.
"blood and thunder" has lost none
of its attractiveness, and the re- .
vival could probably run almost a»|
long as the original production if the 'ZENDA'
'4 HORSEMEN'
theatre was not required for anLondon, Jan. 10.
•
other play.
"The Prisoner of Zenda" is
Other revivals there are in plenty,
all
of them hardy annuals that slated to replace "The Four Horsenever grow up or old "Peter Pan," men'' at the Palace, Jan. 29. Tlje
Edna Best back in the title-role Palace record for the "Horsemen*
was bettered by Walter
and practically all the old cast, at film
the St. James's "Charley's Aunt" at Wanger at the Regent, Brighton,

sweetheart.
The Brothers Egbert
appear as the mate and bo'sun of
the "Saucy Sally." General Ed Lavine is also greatly in evidence and
gets a chance to Introduce his
vaudeville act, "Cruising." "Robinson Crusoe" will be the most popu- the Royalty; "The Private Secrelar show in London for some weeks tary" x-t the Playhouse; "Alice in
Wonderland" at the Court; "The
to come.
The Hippodrome production Is of Blue Bird" at the Duke of York's;
a more elaborate spectacular nature "The Windmill Man." with Bert
Than the Lyceum; in fact, It la Coote and Oswald Waller, at the
"Through the
Palace;
doubtful whether the simple fairy Victoria
•story of "Cinderella"' has ever been Crack" at the Apollo, and "When
told in a more beautiful and elab- Knlglits Were Bold" at the Court,
orate setting. Chief in the big cast evenings only. Even tho Covent
«-ome Clarice Maync and Stanley Garden Opera is seasonable, the
Lupino, who bring success to the production being "Hansel anil
production from the word "go." The Gretel," with Maggie Teyte and
whole of the cast is clever and hard- Lillian Stanford. The opera season
working, and the show never flags will last about a month, and will
a moment. Many liberties have been then make way for Sir Oswald
taken with tho old story, and the Stoll's revue production with George
introduction of a Magic Pool, with a Robey.
Although London has always, or,
bevy of bathing beauties, is a popular innovation.
R. H. Gillespie can rather, for many years, failed to
r^st assured ho will require his support a circus, wo have three in
our midst for the holiday season. At
•'Ji'Miso Full" boards right along.
'The principal suburban panto- Olympia Bertram Mills is once again
ni.um this year are "Aladdin" at presenting a fine show, the big
the King's, Hammersmith, with s? irs of which are t .e Schumann
Gwen Lewis in tho title role, Fred circus, with 70 horses and Mme.
Schreiber. The circus was officially
"VVolgast as Abanazar, and Frank
land Gray as tho Widow Twanky; opened by the Lord Mayor of Lon"Cinderella" at the Kennington, with don, and on Schreiber's appearance
Rena Ray as "Cinderella" and Al- Lord Lonsdale presented the equesbert le Fre as the Dame. The story trienne with a bouquet. Tho openis closely kept to, and there is little ing was a ceremony of great pomp.
At the Crystal Palace- they go
out of the ordinary in the production.
J. B. Mulholland's production easier, but the show is an excelof "Tho Babes in the Wood" at the lent one, having as its stars Poppy
Wimbledon is an excellent all- Ginnet and other members of the
round show on strictly conventional famous show family, with the
pantomime lines, with the introduc- spectacle they have been presenttion of Robin Hood and Maid ing for year3, both under the "big
Marian. At tho Surrey, Leon Pol- top" and in vaudeville.
The World's Fair at the Agricullock is presenting an old-fashioned
harlequinade, which should prove a tural hall might well be termed the

big attraction. Several other suburban houses, turning their backs on
1i adit ion, are going in for melodrama as a holiday attraction, much
of it funnier than any pantomime.
The revues are all going strong.
"The Nine o'clock Revue" at the
Little played three houses on Boxing
Day, truly an innovation for the
West End, and one wh^h was not
too enormously successful from the
box office point of view.
The big thing of the season is. of
course, the long-looked -forward -to
production of a stage version of
Robert Louis Stevenson's "Treasure

London, Jan. 10.
The experiment by the Victoria
Palace of having the house orchestra do a turn on the stage is being

Island" at the Strand. The work of
adaptation has been exceedingly

—Lucien

"Advertising April."
The premier
scheduled for the end of the
month.
%
Robert Loralne has been approached to play the male lead but
is

MAX UNDER HURT

MEMBERS

•

.

i

London, Jan. 10.
PLAYS
Guy Newall has finished making ENGAGED FOR
new firm of theatrical agents, are
pictures
Clarke and will
for
George
London, Jan. 10.
producing a new comedy in the
provinces Jan. 22, entitled "The be replaced by Mrs. Clifton Boyne.
Edward Laurilard is negotiating;
with George Melvin to replace WalUpper Ten."
Constance Collier Reported III
Asked the name of the author
ter Williams In "The Cousin from
London, Jan. 10.
Paul Murray stated It was a genNowhere" and Charles B. Cochran
A report here states that Con- has engaged Phil White for tho
tleman commonly known as "Memory"
and if the piece was a stance Collier is seriously ill at a English production of "Partners
resort in Switzerland.
Again," which opens in March.
comedy, replied: "I hope so."
%

Paul Murray and

F. D.

&

H.

Alf. Zeltlln, tho

in

NEW

Paris

London, Jan. 10.
Francis, Day & Hunter, the English music publishers, are forming a
corporation to establish a branch of
their business in Paris.

The stock will he held by the
members of the British concern, a
being allotted to the
management of the French branch.
portion of

it

SAILINGS

IN

LONDON

London, Dec. 29.
Henry Ainley produces John
Drinkwater's "Oliver Cromwell" at
Brighton, Feb. 19. He will play the
title role while W. J. Rea, the English creator of Abraham Lincoln,
will be seen as Charles I.
After a
brief provincial run the play come:
Other members
to the West End.
of the cast are Milton Rosner. Mary
Rooke, Clare Harris, Mary O'Farrell.

Reported through Paul Tausig &
Son, 104 East 14th street, New York:
Jan. 10 (New York to London):
Mr. and Mrs. Lehrbergcr and child;
Robert Courtneidge has not yet
S, W. Clayton, Mr. and Mrs. George
decided at which theatre to produce
Mitchell and child, Mr. and Mrs.
"Merton
of the Movies," but the play
BrothArmento
Frank W. Dewey,

Adams).
Jan. 13 (New York to London):
Lillian Sieger, Agnes Baker, Doris

ers (President

Richman

will be seen In

London very

shortly.

David Garrick's up-yver house. The
place stands amid beautiful gardens
which contain a Grecian temple
dedicated to Thespis and the idea
of the present owner seems to be to
turn the whole place into a teashop
with dancing on the lawn. The the(Contlnued on Page 3)
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MAX SPIEGEL, INSANE MANAGER,

WEBER AND FIELDS CLOSING;
UNIT CIRCUIfS REMAINDER
''Reunited" Stops Saturday

drawal of Herk

—Henry

—May Foreshadow With-

From Shubert Vaudeville

Man

Dixon Only Burlesque

cuit

ACCUSED OF $400,000 FORGERIES
Walter Hays, Business Associate, Testifies Anent
Bogus Stock Spiegel Twice Tried Suicide

—

Cir-

Mrs.

Active

"Reunited," the Shubert unit better known as the Weber and Fields
•how. closes Saturday night at the
Grand, Worcester, Mass. The Weber
.
and Fields unit will have played
19 weeks with the current week inHerk and E. Thos.
I. ~H.
cluded.
Famous
drops
to
88V2
Beatty sponsored the "Reunited"
show, with Weber and Fields havWednesday Market Mixed
ing an arrangement that-guaranteed
and Uncertain
them $2,500 a week with percentage.
The closing of the Weber and
Fej'ds unit closely following Herk
The week's market has been
A Beatty's "Stolen Sweets" last mixed and uncertain, governed
week is believed to mean that Herk partly by the events going on and
will be shortly disassociated from impending
In
Europe and the
the unit circuit, of which he is amusement stocks were spotty and

STORM SIGNALS OUT

'

president.

The Herk-Beatiy combination began the season operating four units
two of which remain, "Say It With
Laughs" and "Frolics of 1922." No
closing dnte for the latter two units
has been considered to date, it being
understood Herk & Beatty may continue to operate the shows for the
balance of the season. Should these
two units pass from the control of
the firm or close, It is said the Affiliated Booking Corporation will be
dissolved.

No

vacillating.

movement

definite

developed, the group being smothered in overshadowing events, which
tugged prices of the big speculative
issues one way and another.
The outstanding surface development was that Famous Players late
Wednesday got down to a new low
since Jan. It of 88%. .A lot of things

might be suggested by this circum-

But

stance.

it

because

force

lost

Loew stood almost unchanged
around 19 and a fraction.
On immediate developments It
would seem logical for Famous
Players to suffer from a sinking
spell. A movement seems to be in
the making for the alignment of
theatres in district combinations

Scne of the original bur'esque
producers who came over to the Affiliated with Herk and Tertty have
survived" except the above duo. and
Hc.iry Dixon, who operates "Midnight Revels," a unit in which Herk whose object is to stop competitive
is said to be financially interested.
bidding and end the consequent
The story from sources close to running up of rental prices. This
the Shubert s that the unit circuit spells drastically reduced income for
will finish
the season with just Famous Players if it goes far

enough units and straight vaude- enough.
ville shows to keep the 13 Shubert
But in the same degree Famous
houses open, and the subsequent Players suffers from a selling standclosing of two of the four Herk- point. Loew ought to benefit from
Beatty units is regarded as sig- a buying standpoint ,the Loew innificant.
terests being closely concerned in
"Reunited" was reported as clos- the various non-competitive coming when the unit played Baltimore. binations which are cropping up.
At that time the story was that Joe Thus it seems logical that if Famous
Weber wanted to stop. The pub- Players is suffering marketwise
lication of the
story in Variety Loew ought to improve and if Loew
brought vehement denials at the doesn't improve there is something
time.
the matter with the general argument.
WILLARD OFF SHOW BUSINESS Otherwise nothing special happened. Goldwyn remained above 6.
Jess Willard, the ex- heavyweight
champion, who arrived in New York but nobody could account for the
Tuesday refused to consider vaude- improvement. Indeed, nobody tried
to. The stock has lost general Inville offers made him.
The pugilist stated he had come terest. Trading on the curb stopped
in Technicolor, whjch was to be
east to sign up for a bout and until
he had done that he would not con- expected. In curb trading, however,"
it was to
be npted that business
sider any theatrical work.
was represented by only one transaction in Film Inspection Machine.
BOBEBTS IN TO STAY
As far as the record shows this
Theodore Roberts, picture star for property is being allowed to ride
a number of years, has been booked on its merits and no effort Is being
for a vaudeville tour beginning Feb. made to-explolt it by inspired pub11 at St Paul.
Following a trip lic trading.
The nummary of transactions Jan. 4 to 10
over the Orpheum circuit Roberts is Inclusive:
to play In the eastern Keith houses.
8TOCK EXCHANGE
He will be in a dramatic sketch, Thursday—
Bales. High. Low. Last. Chjr.
with a supporting cast of three or Fam. Play-L.... 4d'Hl 02ft 91
— \k
91
— %
Do. pf
800 QH% 93
9*
four, played by him on the coast.
Ooldwyn
8100
d% 5H 6VJ -fl *
1

Loew.

Angela

McCahill

Friday—
Fam. Play-L,... 3000 91V4
Do. pf
IKM) 98%
290i>
Goldwyn
6"4
Loew, Ino
1000 10%
Orpheum
1800 18%

S.

6, at Elizabeth, N. J.
McCahill last appeared in
Mr. Chatfield is a
"Malvaloca."
manufacturer.
Sid Hall (Franklin and Hall) to
Ruby Hayman. of the Fally Markus

Miss

in

New York

City. Jan. 10.
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LONDON

activities.

At the Winter Garden "The CabA. H.

SULLIVAN FINED

aret Girl" continues to be a big
attraction.
So great is its popularity in fact that Grossmith and
Malone have not given a thought to
a successor. On Boxing Day the
piece broke the "Sally" record by
playing
£5,
to
something like

10.

Augustus H. Sullivan, of Worcester, Mass., was forced to pay fines
totaling $500 in the United States
District Court on a charge of conspiracy to violate the copyright
He was found guilty before
law.
a Jury and convicted of Infringing
upon the copyright of a popular
song.

Y*

A

*i

juiiiHiiiiu'

- it<fimf#iE

£1,100 on the two shows. The tourshow also broke records at
Blackpool not only in the business
done but by opening on Christmas
Day, an unheard of thing in this
country.
Speaking of this touring
company. George Grossmith says it
is by far the best he has ever seen.
ing

Death Recalls Peggy Marsh
London, Jan. 10.
cable yesterday informing Peg-

^ gy Marsh of her husband's denth in
+ \ New York was followed today by
The managem/nt of the Little
+ H
Miss Marsh sailing on the "Olym- was responsible for an innovation
on
Boxing Lay. The "Nine o'clock
fh». pic."
Revue" wis played in its entirety
BusiAlfred L. Johnson, husband of three times during the day.
Miss Peggy Marsh, died Jan. 9 at ness was not very good for the first
the Lexington hospital* New York, two shows, but the third produced a
Miss Marsh l?ft capacity house.
of pneumonia.
.Vow York about a month ajro to
of this week the reippear at a London cabaret. Her
husband remaii ed here to prepare prieve granted the ''Metre pole Foi-

Ba>*.II?«U.i.9*M.a"t
r,
a t
n» »

Fridaj —

L

-4-

THE CURB

Thursday—
Film liupect...
Tr'ann -

•

—%

i

lft'l

13'

fl'i

1000
20 >

S8

8S«i

89"i

MM

Goldwyn
London, .Tun. 10.
M*W, Inc
Franks is producing a Orpheum
which will start on a pro-

.

at 18'i^lS'j.

Wednesday—

Julian

'The production is scheduled to
Invade a west end theater In about
h\o weeks.

.'.00

Orpl^um

JiO

so!«i

—%
—%

89% 89%
98% 98%

Mrs. Mark testified that these two
attempts by Spiegel were respons-

Was

Boston, Jan.

19% 19% -f %
17% 18% +1%

were

WILL BE EVANGELIST

— l*i

at 1R&19.

liabilities

sets at $300,000.

is

*A

89%

which Spiegel's

estimated at over $1,000,000 and as-
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IS, in

ible for his brother, Dr. Leo Spiegel,
atrical manager, now in a Stamford, securing the order of commitment
Conn., sanitorium, had issued $400,- for the bankrupt to the Stamford,
at the Temple Theatre this week. 000 bogus stock as collateral for Conn., sanitarium.
On the program she is described as $327,000 loans. The bogus voting
Reference to Spiegel's dealings
Janet of France. Janet is really a trust certificates were issued to the with the books of the Mitchell
H.
most winsome little person. Her in- number of 57.
Mark Realty Corp. was made at the
tense struggles with the English
his
stated
that
Hays
and
Eugene
hearing.
The
bankrupt was secrelanguage are delightful to hear.
And Mnot once does Janet say Oh! Falk's signatures were forged on the tary of the Mark Realty Corp. and
certificates,
they,
together
with had possession of its books.
la la.
Mrs.
Janet is playing the Empress, Spiegel, being jointly empowered to Mark testified that Spiegel gave her
Grand Rapids, this week.
issue legal certificates.
an inkling of some irregularities ho
Hays testified the irregularity of had committed.
Spiegel's activities were called to
Dr. Leo Spiegel concurred as to
his attention when a Buffalo broker their relative's Irregular state of
presented some stock for certifica- mind.
tion for the Bank of Washington,
The peculiarity of the examinawhich held it as collateral for a tion is the absence of the bankrupt,
loan.
who Is usually the most desired
Henry Kolbe, of the Motor Mer- person for the purpose of such procantile & Commercial Corp., 370 ceedings before a referee. An idea
Capt. Rheba Crawford
East 149th street, N«-w York, held of the bankrupt's assets can only be
•
Sidetracked by Salvation
two certificates on which he loaned obtained in this instance In an inSpiegel $25,000.
direct manner.
Army Jealousies
Last week Mrs. Mitchell H. Mark,
For the purpose of this examinaof 522 West End avenue, New York, tion the regularity of Spiegel's comCapt. Rheba Crawford, the "Angel the bankrupt's mother-in-law, tes- mitment is not the least bit quesof Broadway." who resigned from tified that Spiegel twice tried to tioned.
Although several of the
the Salvation Army becaure of commit suicide in her home within creditors were down to see the disjealousies engendered In the or- the past two months.
On Dec. 6 trict attorney even before the filing
ganization due to her personal pub- Mrs. Mark testified she caught her of the bankruptcy petition, no furlicity while fighting the Devil on son-in-law using veronal and at ther action along such lines will bo
the Great White Way, will become a another time lysol.
taken until after the referee's ex*
feminine Billy Sunday, starting a
The involuntary petition in bank- aminations are concluded. These ,
tour of evangelism at Miami, Fla., ruptcy was filed subsequently, Dec. will probably last another month.
in March of this year.
She will have a staff similar to
Sunday's, including advance agents
who will get local communities to
build or provide tabernacles. But.
instead of going after liquor, as
Sunday does, she will make her
campaign to bring the young folks
(Continued from Page 2
Into the churches. A national newslies" by the London County Counpaper syndicate will exploit the
cil terminates and the cabaret show
atrlcal societies and leading memstory of her life, beginning next
will return once more to six people
bers of the profession are being apmonth.
only and no stage dresses.
The
The girl was shipped off to San pealed to to prevent this.
action of the L. C. C. regarding cabFrancisco after her sensational araret is gradually driving this class
For once, probably the f.rst time of entertainment underground and
rest at the Gayety theatre corner
while preaching, on a charge of in the unfortunate theatre's history, into the night clubs.
Kingsway is facing a rush to
the
city-wide
The
traffic.
obstructing
wave of support showered on her book seats. This is for the opening
of Gay's "Polly." the sequel to
hight
irritated the Salvation heads and
Albert Chevalier is seriously 111
she was sidetracked. From San "The Beggar's Opera," which is duo but is making good progress.
Ho
30.
Francisco Capt. Rheba sent her Dec.
is one of the veterans of the stage
withdrawal, which was accepted.
and is chiefly known to the public
She Is the daughter of a Salvation
The Wolves, a Bohemian society, as a delineator of "coster" characbrigadier and a worker In the army founded many years ago by Edmund ter. His revival of "My Old Dutch"
ranks and has spent her entire life Kean, has come into existence again at the Lyceum only cam** off to
in its service.
and has been welcomed by the pro- make way for the pantomime.
Immediately on her resignation fession and those interested in the
Capt. Crawford was offered a star- stage. Its aims are conviviality and
When C. B. Cochran presents
ring part In a specially written pic- charity and the talking of "shop" is
ture by Ince, which, with other the- strictly taboo. The head of the or- "Little Nelly Kelly" in London his
June is
atrical, Chautauqua and film offers, ganization is known as the First leading lady will bo June.
she declined. She borrowed money Player, the position being held at the daughter of a well-known tragedian, H. Tripp Edgar, who has
to return to New York, and here the moment by Stanley Lupino.
been recently converted to revue.
some lay friends subscribed funds
for her forthcoming revival tour.
"The Cat and the Canary," which She practically began her career
with
with
Cochran as a dancer, gradcredited
Is
Crawford
Capt.
proving as successful at the
is
having been the best "money- Shaftesbury as "The Bat" did at the ually working her way up through
getter" In the Army .and Is said St. James, has recently had the his series of Pavilion shows until
to have turned In $500,000. gathered honor of a visit from the King and she became the leading lady in "Phi
Phi."
with her own hands during her Queen.

JANET IN DETROIT
News — "Parlez vous Francals
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Orpheum
Lloyd opene-d successfully
Boston sold 960 Orpheum
Tuesday—
in Birmingham last week.
She has
Fam. Play-L... 1300 90%
signed to appear in a revue for
200 9S%
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G%
Fred Karno which opens early in Goldwyn
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+

19V,
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19V*
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Boston sold 100 Orpheum at

Fam.
Alice Lloyd

1»00
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office,
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MARRIAGES

Dr. Spiegel Testify

Walter Hays, vice-president and
assistant treasurer of the Mitchell
H. Mark Realty Corporation, testified Tuesday before Referee Harold
P. Coffin that he was aware of the
fact Max Spiegel, the bankrupt the-
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Paris, Jan. 10.
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to
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and nymphs are
open at the Alham-
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WEfcT 4«th STREET. NEW YOKK
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Inc.
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VAUDEVILLE
OFFER SEVEN WEEKS

HAMLET

JULIA ARTHUR'S

Throe
will

—

•

Buffalo
Chorus

The

The "Queen's chamber scene" Is
that passage where
the young
Prince appears to upbraid the
Queen's mother for 'her murderous
treason to his father. This passage
has always been one of the big acting moments of the play, but the
John Barrymore version pitched It
In the'* unaccustomed key of a love
scene.

Sarah Bernhardt, the last of a
galaxy of women artists, who
have played the melancholy Dane,
made the scene one of passionate
and violent reproach and almost
fury, as have all the men stars. Miss
Arthur's conception is not hinted at.
The "Chamber" scene has been
chosen for the brief offering because
within a brief time it discloses the
heart of the whole drama.
In essaying the role the eminent
native actress is following distinguished precedent. As far back
as the eighteenth century the leading actress of the times played the
Dane much against her will, but
with great success. Charlotte Cush-

women

i

[

supervision,

personal

In

New York

it

in connection with an
Important movement of the day. Her
last appearance was during the war
when Miss Arthur, as the Statue
of Liberty in "Liberty Flame," de-

and always

wife's side,

able

slim prospect

through legal action

know

might come

to his res-

cue to the extent of $205,000, which
would be required to prevent proceedings against him, but no one
has volunteered to square Spiegel
with the choristers, who need the
money he owes them to pay their

an inspired patriotic poem
written by Roland Burke Hennessy,
and produced by Mr. Albee in the

livered

WAVE

which closes

Theatre Owners Can't Expiaii
Fires in All Kinds of

Houses
Grand Rapids, Mich., Jan. lo.
Firebugs are busy among the the«
atres In several cities of Michigi
and among the recent blazes hen
one put the Orpheum out of bujiness with a loss of $150,000 and another damaged the Empress to th<
oxtent of $1,000.
The Orph.-ui
housed a tabloid musical organization;
the Empress plays Kelt
vaudeville.
Harvey Arlington, manager of tl

MILLER
NEW

CAPMAN

WINDY CITY YEGGS GET

Direction

RALPH
(EUW.

8.

G. FARNUM
KFXLKK OKl'lCK)

$20,000 THEATRE HAUL

$109000 FILM CONTRACT

FOR HARRY WATSON,

JR.

Contract with Limit of Four

Weeks

A

contract

Old

for "Little

New York"

•

-

made Monday by

Holiday Intake of Lakeside
Other Robberies Are

the

Cosmopolitan (Hearst pictures) with
Harry Watson, Jr. ("Kid Duggan"),
will give that comedian $10,000 for
his work In the film now preparing
which will star Marion Davies, "LitThe agreement
tle Old New York."
limits Watson's working time on
the picture to four weeks. He will
play the pugilist on the screen, with

Reported
Chicago, Jan. 10.
Safe-crackers entered the Pantheon theatre during the early hours
of the second day of the New Year
and carried off the safe and Its contents, said to be something like
$20,000.
It contained the receipts
for Saturday, New Year's Eve and
New Year's Day of both the Pantheon and the Lakeside theatres.

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 10.
fires UK varioui

The incendiary

Michigan theatres was discussed at
the recent meeting" of the Michigan
Picture Theatre Owners' Association.
J. R. Dennison, of Monroe,
where the activities have been especially brisk, said that the authorities could think of no explanatioi

One

FROM

—

fused his application for letters of
administration of the $25,000 estaU
Charlotte Greenwood opposite him
of his wife, Margaret V. Casey, wh<
as his sister.
died Oct. 4 last at her home, 371
To complete the picture engagement Watson cancelled his vaude- nad been employed in getting open Riverside drive, New York. Case]
ville tour at Des Moines last week, the real safe when the cracksmen contended that Mrs. Casey was hi
common law wife, having lived with
having it placed back for four weeks fled.
Charles Appell was trailed up her since 1910, when she divorced
through his representative, Harry J.
Fitzgerald, who also secured the three flights to his living quarters him In Syracuse, N. Y. He averred
picture contract for him. Meantime in the building in which his North the divorce did not bind them In
the Watson vaudeville company will Side Turner Hall is located by three view of both being Catholic and
robbers, who robbed him of $2,700 religiously opposed
to the legal
lay off.
in cash and a diamond pin valued severance of marital ties.
The
at $1,000.
is the father of
decedent's brother, Andrew
Appell
VAUDEVILLE
DANCERS IN
Lila Lee.
He declared that the D. Gllgun, opposed Casey's petition
Stasia Ledova and W. Waine men warned him not to leave the and was appointed administrator by
opened at the Palace, New York, room for five minutes after they Surrogate Foley. Casey was charged
Monday as featured dancers with were through with him and he ac- with not even attending the funeral
Choos" "Realm of Fantasie," replac- commodated them.
of his former wife.
ing Guiran and Marguerite, who left
A settlement between Casey and
the act following last week's enhis wife's family was subsequently
EQUITY BALL PROFIT t
gagement at Toronto.
reached, with Casey to receive
Ledova and Waine are new to
Chicago, Jan. 10.
$4,600 of the estate for his share.
vaudeville, the former having been
The Equity ball cost $8,500, acpremier danseuse of the Chicago cording to the best figures obtainSAYS SHE BOUGHT RING
Opera company. Waine was in the able at this time, and there is some
Cincinnati, Jan. 10.
cast of "Hitchy-Koo," which closed question whether or not it will show
Ruth
Kraig Hersh alleges in her
recently.
a profit.
divorce suit against Jack Hersh,
theatrical booking agent here, that
she had to pay for the engagement
ring he purchased on the installment
plan and gaye her.
All he ever
bought her, she declares, was a $10
it

NEW

hat.

A

week

Hersh

ago

sued

his

father-in-law, Jacob Kraig. of this
superintendent of Jewish cemeteries, for $25,000 damages, charging Kraig alienated the affections of
Mrs. Hersh. The couple were mar-

bills for lodgings.

August 26, 1920. Last June 26,
she charges, her husband left her.

ried

JEAN ACKERS SKETCH READY
Mrs. Rbdejph Valentino, formerly
Jean Acker of pictures, and first
wife of Rodolph Valentino, makes
her initial plunge in vaudeville next
week, at Moss' Riviera,
the

in this

man-

Professionally yours.
S. 8.

Bhank,

Mayor.

j

by Lewis

ANOTHER OLD TIME ACT
Rice is framing a
act
"oldtimers"

under the title Phenomenal Players.
Lulu Beeson, Blanche Newcomb,
W. II. Thompson, Paul Hamlin,
Banks Winter and Maggie LeClair

Decker and Rodesk, It Is underhave an offer from the Keith

stood,
office.

&

Margaret Stewart Granted Divorce
Chicago, .Tan. 10.
Margaret S t <• w a r t ("Artistic
Treat") was granted her decree of
divorce from Edward Richards of
Richards and Bennett, Dec. 29, hefore Judge Friend.

ALBANY MEN'S TWO-ACT
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 10.
George Decker, an elevator man
at ike Capitol, who is a singer in
the capital district, and Maurice
Rodesk, a legislative correspondent,
who lias been one of the principal
funmakers at the writers' annual
banquet for the past several years,
are rehearsing a singing and dancing art.

in

"A Regular

entitled

Salvation Army.

ner.

Brooklyn,

a comedy sketch
Girl," produced
Gordon.

half,

first

,

children in every section of

are in the cast.

WIFE'S EST A'

city,

Christmas.

Edward LeRoy
new six-people

out

fooled the robbers. The real
strong box held $25,000. The "decoy" safe was opened in quick time
and three charges of nitroglycerine

that

BLUE DEMON" IN TOILS

'.

broke

Other yeggmen, also aiming at But Settlement Is Effected Beheavy holiday receipts, opened the
tween Husband and
safe at Ralobo Gardens and in
doing so held up five employes. AcFamily
cording to Fred Mann, manager of
—
the Gardens, the cafe was a "decoy,"
Harry R. Casey, actor, was reempty of valuables, but so placed

Chicago^ Jan. 10.
Indianapolis, Jan. 6.
Malcy Lahader, a member of the
Editor Variety:
Eight Blue Demons, an act recently
Through Variety, I take this op- at the State-Lake, was arrested
portunity on behalf of the children while playing th°re charged with
of Indianapolis to express my thanks wife abandonment and child abanand sincere appreciation to the donment and held under $2,500 bond.
vaudeville artists playing in the city In default of bond he was ordered
during the week of Dec. 27 and to jail.
whom I am unable to reach individFred Lowenthal, theatrical attorually, for their generously donated ney, stepped in at this point and it
services In helping to make the was .arranged for Lahader to pay
Municipal Christmas celebrations his wife $15 a week, which the man
held at the 32 fire houses through- agor of the act will send her. The
out the city the most successful child is ill and is not expected to
and enjoyable affairs ever arranged live. The case against the acrobat
for a Municipal celebration for was pushed at the instance of the

»

fires

COURT BARS CASEY

MAYOR SHANK APPRECIATIVE

The

evening

points on two sides of a street
the same time.
Most of the firei
take place early In the evening.

promotion of patriotism.

the city were reached

IN MICHIGi

-

Spiegel has been
plunged Into enough trouble to keep
him busy for a long while, to extricate himself and still remain at
liberty, whether in the open or In
an insane asylum, but the choristers
state they did their work, defrauded
no one, and somebody connected
with the Shubert unit circuit should
have provided for the payment of
their salaries.
At the Spiegel offices In New York
this week no one could be found but
a stenographer, who said she knew
nothing, and that there was nobody
in authority there who could give
any Information.
Two of the young women choris-"
ters in the Spiegel shows, who
had been in the Detroit fiasco
("Plenty of Pep"), called at Variety's office to secure advice that
might lead to the recovery of their
over-due salaries. With the chances
dubious, the girls were not .Inclined
to consult an attorney, as they said
it would be useless, they calculating
if
Spiegel
the unit circuit
or
wouldn't protect chorus girls, no
lawyer could do anything for them
in a matter that did not permit
them to enter criminal proceedings.
Spiegel is said to have beeome involved for over $1,250,000.
The
chorus girls of his shows have a
claim of about $35 each. It Is also
said that many of the principals of
the stranded units are. owed money
by Spiegel, who produced the units
himself.
Spiegel is now in a Stamford,
Conn., sanitarium under a commitment for lunacy that was issued
just about as his operations in quesstock
certificates
tionable
were
about to be investigated. A story
this week, which was denied, said
a family relative of Spiegel, on his
girls

IN FIREBUG

Jim Barton, now at the Central,
York, as an added attraction
with the "Rose Girl" unit, is scheduled to join the straight vaudeville Orpheum, and William J. Clai
and
president of the company, coflld
bill at the Majestic, Boston, openYORK, This Wssk ing Jan. 15.
PALACE,
assign any reason for the incenplaynow
are
Capman
Miller and
The bill for Detroit includes diarism.
ing their 103rd consecutive week Frances White, Georgie Price,
The Orpheum musical come<Jy or«
for the Keith Office without one Frank Burt and Co., and-Cob Nelson. ganization is seeking dates in nearOut of the 103
week's lay-off.
Michigan cities and hopes to reby
weeks, six of them have been played
main intact.
at the Palace, New York.

Buffalo and Detroit

Spiegel without the

feminine roles from "The
Plays," including the Lady Macbeth,
of the recent Arthur Hopkins production, she selected Hamlet.

grand opera, "Hamlet."
Miss Arthur has previously appeared In Keith's vaudeville under

girls

of obtaining
for debt.

many

other distinguished

Fields' unit,

closed.

are trying to find a way to secure
the salary due them from
Max

vaudeville stage, the choice was left
to her and, although she has played

Albee's

Detroit

return

authorities in

Miss Arthur was approached with the Invitation to do
a Shakespearean character on the

Mr.

and

from stranded Shubert
unit shows through friendly loans
or moneys advanced by municipal
to

When

I

SAURY

the same

of the stage have followed in her
footsteps.
The brief scene, it is promised,
will bo given with minute attention
to detail. An appropriate arrangement has been made of a portion of
the overture to Ambroise Thomas'

visit circuit at

Contracts for ssvsn weeks are
being offered vaudeville acts by
the Shubert booker, Arthur Klein,
who is assembling the turns from
the available Independent supply
and recruits from units that have

CHORISTERS

—

part in Walter Hampden's company,
of which she was leading woman]
as Polonius, George Henry Trader
[one-time leading man with Maude
Adams, and veteran of the Shakespearean stage, playing Feste in
"Twelfth
Night,"
among other
roles]; as the King's Ghost. George
Stillwell [for five years leading man
with Robert Mantell.]

man and

Shubert

this week.

Shubert Unit Shows Still Owe
Overdue Pay Stranded In

•

F. Albee, who is directing the
•nterprise, has selected as the supporting cast: As Queen Gertrude,

,

vaudeville

New

]•:.

Mono Morgan [who played

tias

Weber and

Shakespearean Plays Left to Miss Arthur,

CAN'T GET

play

straight

1 923

bills

Boston, Cleveland and Detroit next
week. The unit circuit has been
playing two vaudeville bills, but
added one mors to replace the

Actress Will Appear at Palace, New York, as Prince
in 'Queen's Chamber Scene"
The Selection of

SPIEGF.l'S

MYSTERY

8hubert Vssrfsvill* Agency Is Announcing S Weekly Bills

FOR KEITH VAUDEVILLE

Keith vaudeville will contribute to
the sweeping vogue of Shakespearean revivals a bijou production
©f the Queen's chamber scene from
••Hamlet," with Julia Arthur playing the Prince of Denmark and arranged for the Palace, New York,
next month.

.

Friday, January 12,

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rors.
Lutheran
Hospital,
New

HARRIET

and

.it

th*

York,
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Knowles, at
Sloan*!
hrspital.
New York, a
daughter. Knowlos Is a film director and Mrs. Knowles is a writer,
professionally
known as ftowinS
Henley.
She is a niece of B. J«

MARIE McCONNELL

who, with their mother, Mrs. B, It. McConnell, the well -known New York
vocal teacher, have been studying in Paris for the past five months.
Marie expects to return to the States In February, while her mother and
sister go on to Italy.
The McConnell sisters appeared at the London Coliseum for two J
JIenl«y.
consecutive w'eekfl this summer with great success.
i

'.

'

'

>

>

i

M

•
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BUCK AND WING DANCE CONTEST

OPEN AND CLOSED UNITS

FOR THE WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP

the status of the Shubert vaudeville circuit in units, is listed below with 15 units of the originals at the opening of the season have since closed. There are 15 units on the Shubert
time this week (Jan. 8). Of the 15, two were added, by the Shuberts.
following the departure of others.
Of the units leaving the Shubert time to date, all but three have

With mid-season reached

Mabel Ford and George White Will Compose Star
Attraction at Madison Square's Masque Ball on
Jan. 30

gone

—18 Years Since Last Contest

Weber &
by

About midnight of Jan. 30, at
Madison Square Garden, Mabel Ford
and George White will dance for the
world's championship among buck
and wing steppers, otherwise known
as hard shoe dancing. The winner
will be decided upon by a commit-

"Say

diamond-studded medal

tion of Perjury

be
Its value

presented to the winner.
Will be
It is

about (2,000.
about 18 years ago

sir.ee

Perry Bradford, colored songwriter-music publisner, with offices
in the Gaiety theatre building, New
York, was found guilty in the U. S.
District Court last week on an indictment of subornation of perjury
and will be sentenced by Judge
Hand this week. He is out under
The trial lasted two
$5,000 bail.

,

a

wooden shoe dancing contest was

held in New York. It used to occur
at Tammany Hall on the occasion
of a Tony Pastor ball. In that contest Johnny Ford (brother of Mabel)
was declared the winner among the days.
men and Lulu Beeson among the
Bradford is charged with having
Women. Mabel Ford, then a little induced Lemuel Fowler and Spencer
girl in short skirts, was smuggled
Williams, also songwriters and colInto the Tammany Hall in long
ored, to make false affidavits to asdresses and, despite her unknown
sist Bradford's defense of an equity
youth, captured second prize.
suit begun by the Ted Browne
The Madison Square garden mas- MushvCoTof Chicago.
whfch "alleged "
querade Is to be called "The Greena song authored by Forler, "Ho
wich Village Revel." There will be May Be Your Man But
Comes
two general dancing contests, for to See Me Sometimes," is He
controlled
men and women, with a prize of by them and that Bradford
has no
$1,000 each for the winners, also to
right exploiting it.
Fowler and
be judged. The Ford-White com- Spencer,
who were both Incarcerpetition will follow the others, with
ated In the Tombs for a time, tothe two dancers allowed from one
gether with the defendant last sumto Ave minutes each for thex roumer on perjury charges, acted as
tine of steps.
Paul Whiteman's
government witnesses at trial and
band of 25 pieces, with Whitcman in will
probably earn their immunity
person leading, will supply the
I

in this wise.
Bradford is said to have made
scaled at
almost $100,000 in the music busi$5 top, with none of the top-lofters
ness the past two years. Although
at $2 or $3 permitted to dance on
a very small publisher, comparathe Garden's floor.
purse of
tively, he controlled the services of
$7,500 for the main competition between Miss Ford and Mr. White Mamie Smith on the Okeh disks
and now Edith Wilson on the Cowill be taken by White through
lumbia records, both colored songagreement. Miss Ford, who is still
stresses, whose "blues" specialties
dancing professionally, is agreeable
were all conned from the Bradford
to taking her chances in the contest
catalog for recording. As authoronly as her portion, with the medal
publisher all royalty revenue was
if she wins, and the subsequent pubBradford's individual Income. The
licity the title will gain for her.
sales of such disks, in addition to
1922."
White is with his "Scandals of

music.

la

road-travel-

bill

circuit.

NOW PLAYING
PRODUCER8

It

With Laughs"

serve that the noise at the end of
the act is made by the audience and
not by the orchestra.
Always, not occasionally,
(Signed)

PLAYERS

Roger Imhoff
H. Herk-E. T. Beatty
I. H. Herk-E. T. Beatty. .Herman Timberg
Lee and J. J. Shubert
Lee and J. J. Shubert
Jim Barton
Lee and J. J. Shubert
Lee and J. J. Shubert
I. H. Hark
Henry Dixon
I.

"Midnight Roundars"
"Whirl of New York"
"The Rose Girr
"Oh What a Girl"
"Midnight Revels"

—

is to

You Were"

Friedlander'a "Steppln' Around" has been engaged a

on the Pantages vaudeville

"Frolics of 1922"

Bradford Released Under Bail
The next time you see Rockwell
be appointed
Charged With Subornaand Fox, it may interest you to ob-

A

Itself

UNIT

ON CRIMINAL CHARGE

tee of five Judges, to
with the consent of both contest-

Jenle Jacobs' "As

UNITS

CONVICT SONGSMfTH

ants.

to the storehouse.

ling in the south playing to $2.50. top: Jack Reid's "Carnival of Fun"
was accepted as an addition to the Columbia burlesque wheel, and

Weber & Frled'.ander
Gertrude Hoffman
Arthur Klein
"20th Century Revue". .. .Marx Bros
Marx Bros.
Life"
"Spice of
Al Jones & M. Green
George Jessel
Davldow & LeMalre
"Troubles of 1922"
Jos. M. Gaites
"Gimme a Thrill".
"Blushing Bride".
Lee and J. J. Shubert. .Lean and Mayfield
The "20th Century Revue" was formerly Flnklestein & Rubin's
"Main Street Follies"
"Hello Everybody"

GEORGE ROCKWELL

.

and

inserting advertisements soliciting the contributions of song

manuscripts from amateurs. Writing from his office in the Snead
Hotel, Toledo, Smith would advise
the amateurs that their songs were
being introduced to Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor and others and that an
introduction fee of $10 or $15 would
be necessary to be used as "tips"

**

"Hollywood Frolics."

UNITS LEAVING SHUBERT TIME

FEATURE

PRODUCER

UNIT

Watson Sisters
"Stolen 8waets"
I. H. Herk-E. T. Beatty
"Mulligan's Follies". . .George Gallagher-I. H. Herk. .De Haven-Nice
"Facta and Figures".. Weber & Friedlander
Commodore Band
'..Rush Ling Toy
"Laughs and Ladies". .Weber & Friedlander
"8teppin Around"
Jas. C. Morton
Weber & Friedlander
Nonet te
"8uccass"
Max Spiegal
,'Chas. Howard
"Plenty of Pep"
Max Spiegel...
"Echoes of Broadway" E. L. Butler
Eddie Nelson
"Funmakers"
Barney Gerard-I. H. Herk. . . .Jimmy Huasey
"Town Talk"
Barney Gerard-I. H. Herk... .Johnny Dooley
De Wolf Sisters
"Carnival of Fun"
Jack Reid
,
"Zig Zag"
Bessie McCoy Davis
Arthur Pearson
Ring and Winninger
Jenle Jacobs
"As You Were"
"Ritx Girls"
Lew Fields
Harry Cooper
"Hello Miss Radio
Hildebrand and Mlchelena
Eddie Dowllng
"Hello New York"
Jack Singer-I. H. Herk
Bobby Higglns
"Reunited"
I. H. Herk-E. T. Beatty. . . .Weber and Fields

<

the e 8ta r

. f„
^ would
follow this up with
Smith
further requests for funds to enable him to travel to New York and
to pay attorneys' fees for the purpose of negotiating valuable contracts for their songs. Smith Is alleged to have defrauded people
throughout the United States from
sums ranging between $10 and $50
each.

.

AUTHOR SUES ACTORS

.

.'

The admission has been

A

fair white clientele, is mostly
White missing a couple a
at colored localities in the
New aimed
south, and the wide distribution
Yo-:<.
warrants
this specialization in
Miss Ford was originally of the
Four Fords, Johnny, Max, Dora and "blues" and jazz recordings.
Mabel, with Mabel the youngest of
C. Smith, coloreer, and self-styled
the formation.
Mabel at present
music
It

entails

of performances to compete in

Cook and Vernon Failed

Keep

to

with
Rice, the author, for accrued

Although agreeing to

Andy

royalties

settle

when summoned

New

cuits were' advised by the attorneys
that their theatres become liable
under the copyright law to the extent of $50 per day damages If they
continue playing an act using copyright material without the author's

permission.

accomplished

•

in

buck

INSURANCE GIFT TO EMPLOYES
Lynn. Mass., Jan. 10.
Nathan H. Gordon, president of

and

a $1,000

life

was

forced to undergo

tion.

Willhfm L. Passpart's two suits
for $300,000 damages each against
Coue
the Orpheum Theatre and Realty
italize the new Dr. Emlle
fad is Rockwell and Fox who, last Co., Inc., and against Martin Beck,
week at the Coliseum, dug up an president of the Orpheum circuit,
audience plant whose resemblance to were reached
for
trial
Monday
the exponent of auto-suggestion re- morning
before Justice Jjehman in
cently arrived from Nancy, France, Trial Term,
Part
13.
The
trial i:i
This Coue double expected
is most striking.
to last throughout this
is Joseph Stephens by namet
week with a decision, after being
reserved, due within a fortnight
upon conclusion of trial.
ENGAGEMENTS
Senator James J. Walker, attorney
Walter Abel, for "A Square Peg." of record for Passpart,
left for AlBeatrice Terry, for "Mary the 3d" bany on legislative
matters MonJean Newcombe, for "Take a day and assigned
William J. Fallon

Lee. for "Lisa."

Fay White and Howard

Mills,

dancers, for "Cameo Revue" (vaudeville) shortly.

looking

after her interests.
The
ball, according to report, is
being promoted by a coterie of
sportsmen familiar with the Garden
and its attendance possibilities.

masque

tenor.

Perce
Wires."

for

"Whispering

Amusement

have that policy

Co.,

and

until Sept.

1,

will
1923.

&

McCJee)

ir

i

to act as trial lawyers In his

stead. Charles H. Studin represents
the Beck and Orpheum circuits.

Passpart claims a life agreement
to act as European representative of
the Orpheum circuit on a five per
cent, basis of all acts' salaries. He
alleges summary dismissal In December, 1914, after acting in such
capacity since 1905. His estimated
annual Income Is placed at $15,000
from this source.
Passpart instituted legal action
early in 1920, making Beck defendant in the first suit. Another action
filed four months later names the

Mary the 3d."
Edward Colebrook,

EVELYN CUNNINGHAM
Xext

Week

Scarab."
Sibylia

TRACEY

Singing exclusive songs l>y BILLY
(Jan. 15-17), Loew's State. New York; (Jan. 18-21)
National. New York.
Booked solid reason 1023. Marcus Locw Circuit
Direction:

FITZPATRICK & O'DONNELL

Loow's

the general denial filed to both com
paints,
the
chief
executive
of
Orpheum counter-claims for
$5.2159.34 alleged overpaid to Passthe

Grant Maekay, Humphrey Bogart.

Pictures at Orpheum, Lincoln, Neb.

Princess

Moore

-

Benton,

for

Chicago, Jan. 10.
Lincoln, Neb., hns
pictures to the

(Fallon

Tom Burke, Helen Rogier, for
"The Dancing Girl" at Winter Garden (renamed -from "Fashions of
1923").
Announced Miss Rogier is
a foreigner arriving in New York Orpheum defendant and mentions
last mo,nth
without engagement. the corporation is his employer. In
She is a dancer. Mr. Burke is the the suit against Beck, In addition to

wing

for

—

Dr. Coue's Double Is Audience Plant
The first vaudeville act to cap-

Bob

Miss Fords manager and husband,

leased

ON TRIAL THIS WEEK

$300,000 Damages Asked by
Foreign Agent Alleges
an examinaLife Agreement

Jack Trainor. Sam Ilearn, Flavla
Arcaro, for "Spice" unit.
Nellie Weston, Flora Vicaro, for
"Hello Teaches."

it is

The Orpheum,

.'

PASSPART VS RFfK

insurance policy.
gift paid up In
but not an Individual

Not only was the
full for life,

Chance."
Alexandra Carlisle. Charles Millward, for "The Fool." Boston company.

claimed.
White has represented himself in
the negotiations, with Joe Su'livan,

been

!

the Gordon Olympia Theatres, Inc..
recently presented every employee
of the Olympia Theatre here, with

York,

ing imitations of the best known
dancers, but has paid little attention
to hard shoe dancing in later yea is.
When of the Ryan and White team,
he gained some fame for his bur!:
and wing stepping.
Once asked whom he considered
the best buck and wing dancer,
White answered Max Ford. Among
the dancers who know all of the
Fords, it is said that while Max
outdistanced Johnny Ford, after
Johnny won the prize at the Pastor
ball and later dividing hts stage
performance with dancing but incidental, that Mabel has passed Max,
and those who know what Matc-1
does when dancing say she performs
the feat of executing two double
triples, something no man hns ever
dancing,

According to such Information as is obtainable the units expected
at present to play out the season on the Shubert time are "Frolics
of 1922," "Hello Everybody," "Troubles of 1922" and the five active
units produced and operated by Lee and J. J. Shubert.
This week also two of the Shubert vaudeville houses in Chicago
(Garrlck) and Pittsburgh are playing straight vaudeville bills.

in the Municipal Court to recover
$523 has been begun by Rice through
Davis & Davis.
Simultaneously all vaudeville cir-

publisher has been arrested
by Toledo l>ost -office authorities on
JUDGMENT AGAINST H0RWITZ
The two Ford boys, the charge of using the mails to
The Music Industries
Sadie Kusell has been awarded
Johnny and Max, are still on the defraud.
stage, with Dora temporarily re- Chamber of Commerce which is Judgment for $655.50 against Arthur
waging
warfare
song
on
all
J. Horwlts, the small time vaude->
tired.
George White first came into t o- "sharks" and swindlers, Instigated ville agent.
Miss Kusell sued for back salary
tlce as a dancer when apcearing the investigation into the colored
due her at the rate of $75 a week for
with Benny Ryan (Ryan and Lee) publisher's activities.
Smith's
modus operandi was services aa private secretary to
In a two -man hard shoe dancing act
for summer runs at Hammerstein's travelling to St. Louis periodically Horwltz.
Victoria Roof Garden, New York.
Some years after separating, George
White started the first of his "Scindals" series, producing it successively each season to date. He has
appeared in his various shows, giv-

the Palace,

of the unit circuit.

before

Major Donovan «in the V. M. P. A.
office, Cook and Vernon disregarded
the matter, as a result of which suit

heads her own act In vaudeville.
It was at
last week.

According to the above lists, I. H. Herk has been Interested In nine
units, through partial ownership or by financial aid to the producers.
Herk is president of the Affiliated Theatres Corp., the operating office

Promise Made to V. M. P. A.

Bowhan,

for

"The Green

part.

In the course of the trial a motion
be made by Passpart's counsel
both actions, which
motion was denied a month ago.
will

to consolidate

for

"Take

a

Chance."
Hale Hamilton, Ann Andrews, Ar*
thur Byron,
for
"The Twist
(Opening Chicago, Jan. 21.)

Deck's present wife was formerly
secretary to Passpart. She may be
called to the stand to testify as m
witness.

'•
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PAN'S TRICK CLAUSE

FORCED GUARANTEE

SMALL-TIME FIELD GLUTTED

AGENT HAD 286 ACTS;

Rubber- Stamped to Hold Onto Acts
Booked in Chicago

WITH OVER-SUPPLY OF ACTS

NOW RULED OFF FLOOR

A wordy battle between E. Thoa*
Beatty and the Shuberta is reported
to have attended the playing of
vaudeville at the Englewood, Chicago, by the Shuberts this week.
Methods Responsible
The plan of the Shuberts was to
place the Shubert unit, "Midnight
Rounders," in the Englewood for a
Chicago, Jan. 10.
return date. Beatty, who is a Shu*
Burt Cortelyou is "off" the Asso- bert unJt operator, having
an inciation floor, which Is the first step terest rfith I.
H. Herk in "Say It
taken by C. E. Bray, general man- with Laughs," "Reunited."
"Stolen
ager of the Western Vaudeville Sweets" an "Frolics of 1922,"
also
Managers' Association, to bring owns the En Jewood. He objected
about a reform In the working of to tho return playing of the "Mid*
artists' representatives.
night" show.
The order of Mr. Bray is that Mr.
The Shuberts then suggested a
Cortelyou is to discontinue booking vaudeville bill with Beatty guaranwith the W. V. M. A.; that his ser- teeing the salaries, some $5,000
to
vices as an ^gent are no longer re- $6,000, as r condition that the Shuquired, and that no other agency berts would
put the show on*
Is acts Beatty In reply
will be permitted to offer
Informed the Shuon the floor.
berts he wouldn't think of euch a
It Is one of tho widest orders thing as guaranteeing the salaries.
affecting the activities of an artists' After
a long argument Beatty
representative which has ever been finally delivered an ultimatum to
put into force In Chicago bookmg tho effect that if the Shuberts
circles.
wanted to play vaudeville at the
Cortelyou was formerly asso- Englewood this week or any other
ciated with the Simon agency, but week, they (Shuberts) and not he
withdrew from that firm some time (Beatty) would have to guarantee
ago, at which time there was com- the salaries. The battle ended with
plaint rumored that he "would not Beatty capturing the honors, the
Cortelyou Shuberts finally yielding the point
business."
attend
to
started for himself after an adver- and putting the show In at the
tising campaign which lined up 286 Englewood with the salaries guaracts under his banner, ^hese acts anteed by them.
gradually drifted away from him
Lew Herman Didn't Pay Note
or became antagonized at his lax
business methods until the order
Chicago, Jan. 10.
that other agents are not to handle
Suit has been instituted against
his acts takes on but little impor- Lester Bryant, who endorsed a note
tance, as the number Is very small for Lew Herman, who took cut
at this time.
one-night stand "The Night Cap."
As yet Cortelyou has not been Attorneys interested say that Hernotifled by C. S. Humphreys, head man has been located In New York,
of the Western Keith offices, regard- where he Is associated with Arthur
ing his standing on that floor.
Horwltz, the small time agent.

Chicago, Jan. 10.
vaudeville act accepting one or
two days' work from the local

Burt Cortelyou Can't Book
Lax
Chicago's Assn.

A

—

Pantages agency In Chicago houses
controlled by Asdher Brothers la not
free to work for any other agency
for a fortnight if a precedent established in the caso of Johnson and

"Opposition" Turns Taking Best Spots on Bills
Standard Small Timers Pushed Up on Many

Programs

Mcintosh, colored,

is

permitted to

stand.

This act discovered the trick by
its time was tied up after
signing contracts with Sidney Weisman, booking manager of the Loew
office in Chicago, for two weeks,
opening Jan. 8 at Miller's, Mil-

which

That big time opposition this seaeon has kept small time artists out
of work and made it almost impossible to book the average small
bookers and agents of the independent
time

act. is the opinion of the

circuits.

The acts leaving the big time to
play "opposition" left vacancies into
which new acts were fitted and adjusted by the big time bookers.
While many of these were recruited from the small time, the
email time experts say that instead
of creating a shortage of small time
material, it worked with an inverse
ratio.

The small time booking men proceeded cautiously, filling their books
from week to week. An unusually

plentiful supply of material made
this possible. As soon as the "opposition" began to disintegrate, acts
from this field were available as the

big time wasn't taking them back.
These acts were plentiful at small
time prices, throwing the small timers out of their field and overrunning the three-a-day. Independent
agents claim it is next to impossible to book small time acts unless
strong comedy or feature ones.
The former small time feature
turns are playing the early spots
with the best spots allotted to acts
that have been with the units. This
condition added to a plentiful supply of normal small time material
has glutted the small time market.

The

PANTAGES'

N. Y.

OFFICE

FAILS TO KEEP PROMISE

Jan. 3 the Chicago Pantages office
called up the act and notified it to
at play a date which conflicted with
When the act exMilwaukee.
Cleveland After Promised
plained It had other bookings, atPantages' Circuit
tention was directed to a clause

Claim

Cancellation

in the

contract inserted In one cor-

The Pantages New Tork office is ner In small type with a rubber
coming in for censure from acts stamp, reading:
their

"In their consideration of
that claim they have been closed in contract party of U
Becond part
Cleveland after Playing the eastern givea party of tne first part two
Miles houses with the understand
weeks' option on their services
ing contracts for the entire PanThe act was forced to cancel two
tages circuit will be forthcoming at weeks for a couple of" days and it
Cleveland.
is said that the effort is to preThe alibi from the New York vent acts playin;
houses
local
office in several instances has been booked by Pantages from accepting
that a show booked direct by Alex other time without a written release
Pantages on the coast had opened until bookers for the Pantages cirat Minneapolis and the New York cuit and for local houses can deteroffice is unable to continue the acts mine whether or not the act is
beyond Cleveland.
needed.
It is being given credence that
acts opening In Hamilton, Can., are
slated to go no farther than Cleve"FOLLIES" AT COLONIAL
land.
Acts Intended for a tour of
The Colonial Is to have a "Colonial
entire Pantages circuit are usually
Follies*' the week of January 22.
opened in Minneapolis or further
Thirty girls from the neighborhood
west, say the artists.
"Follies." which
Alexander Pantages is reported as will appear in 'the
acts on
due in New York within tho next will be played as one of the
a 10-act program.
ten days to straighten out the local
Six principals, headed by Fred
booking situation which is said to be
|

chaotic.

local talent "Follies" is an-

WALK

recruits

Battle Creek, Jan.

Follies etc., In view of the
big difference in expense attached
to the amateur turns, and more particularly in view of the drawing
power shown by the amateur turns.
Few If any small time tabs have
any drawing power, it was the
small time executive's opinion, the
tabs simply filling out the show.
An amateur turn of the usual
•'Follies'' or Minstrels type did not
cost o-e- $250 a week the small
timer said, and unlike the regulation small time tab, the amateur
show as a rule did a clean up busiThis was brought about not
ness.
only through the amateurs being
known in the neighborhoods where
appearing, but was fostered through

'-

HUMOR

I

Purnel B. Pratt, Louise Sydmath, Fred Wheaton, Bob Raby, George
George Pauncefort, Louis Morrell, Brown, Al Fox, Madeline Boland
George Claiborne Foster, Hal Crane, and Alice Melvin in the cast.
Irving Mitchell. Louis FrohOff, John
Hancock, Harold Nibar, Blanche
Latell, William Foran, Herbert HeyKEENEY SWITCHES

wood. A, Francis Lenz.
Francis X. Hope Is general manstaff is

GORDONS' BOSTON BUYS
The Gordon Interests of Boston
have purchased the Central Square
and Waldorf, Waltham, Mass. The
Central Square will install pictures,
it recently having discontinued independently booked vaudeville.
The Waldorf will return to vaudebeing booked through the
ville,
Keith Boston office.

POLi BOOKS PICTURE
The
Marion
Davies
feature,
"When Knighthood Was in Flower,"

"Follies" for the advertis-

Week

at

aimed

billing of the
for local humor, with

O'Brien, properties.

has been booked for

all of

vaudeville

the Poll

houses, playing a full
each house. In several of
the houses an act will be dropped
due to the length of the picture.

week

in

Bronx O. H.

FLOSSIE CAMPBELL
MORRIS and CAMPBELL

of

Featured with Weber 41 Friedlandar'a "MAIN STREET FOLUtft"
This Week (Jan. 8), Harlem Opera House. New Tork
•

<—

The vaudeville bookings for tha
Frank Keeney theatres will bo
commencing next week
from the Amalgamated Agency to
the Fally Markus office.
The bookings at present consist
of a seven-act tpllt-week policy at
Keeney's, Brooklyn, and a nine-act
bill
Sundays at Keeney's, Bay
switched

Ridge, Brooklyn.
The Bay Ridge at present play!
dramatic stock during the week and
will continue until about Feb. IB,
when vaudeville is to be installed.

UNIT ACTS WITH PANTAGES
The Pantages

circuit

has signed

several former Shubert vaudeville
and unit acts, the latest being tho
Hannaford Family, with one of the
Shubert's own units this season.
Former Shubert acts now playing
the Pantages circuit are Ru h Budd,
Cecil Cunningham, Walter Brower,
Harry Hines, Palo and Palet, Maude
Earl.

Lopez* Band Back at Palace
Vincent Lopez' Band will return
Thompson and Brysons' Enter- to the Palace, New York, for a run
22.
The band is
tainers, including Sunny Thompson opening Jan.
(from "A Modern Cocktail," vaude- booked for four weeks with an
ville), Grace Smith (from "Go Get option which may extend the bookIt")
and Arthur Bryson (from ings indefinitely.
New effects and a different act
"Shuffle Along").
Harry Tanner in the former Harry are to be features of the Palace en*
Mayo act, "A Knight of tho Road." gagement Tba Lopes act had a
Howard and Clark with 28 people. run at tho Palaco last season.

NEW

age-

Unit's

The program

Joe Paige Smith, carpenter; Jules
and Frank
Delmar,
electrician,

The merchants asing accruing.
interest
sisted materially In creating
of the amateurs
appearances
in the
through
at the neighborhood houses
advertising that the costumes had
of lomedium
the
via
donated
been
The salespeople in
papers.
cal
general
the
in
stores also help
boosting scheme to attract patron-

1

its regular vaudeville policy thia
business booster.
The act will go south on the week and is playing pictures five
d* ys opening Monday and vaudetraveling
Keith time In two weeks,
In Its own special Pullman car, con- ville on Saturdays and Sundays
tracting to give a street parade only!
The Bijou -Arcade housed a drawith a Id-piece brass band and a
complete vaudeville and minstrel matic stock company early this seashow in the southern Keith houses. son. It is possible that It will play
The minstrels played this week tabloid musical shows starting early
at Keith's, Jersey City, to unusual in February. The vaudevlKe at tha
business the first two days. Follow- Bijou -Arcade has been supplied by*
ing a week in Philadelphia for Fred Zobedle, of Detroit.
Sablosky A McGuirk the act will
*
Flint, Mien., Jan. 10.
play the south.
The Palace theatre, leading vaudeville theatre, which has had a varied
PROGRAM
policy this season, playing different
Wllmer A Vincent opened The character of attractions from time
Blackmailers" as a legit show at to time, la again playing Kefth
Easton, Pa., Monday. It is by Barry vaudeville this week, having played
Conners and was staged by Hal Hoyt's Musical Revue last week,
Brlggs.
The cast programed was which had Lew Brems, Frank Soper.

ager.

tie-ups with local merchants who
furnished costumes etc., for the

10.

The B.'Jou - Arcade, Butterfield
John R. Van Arman's Minstrel
show, which opened an engagement house, which has been playing five
of
vaudeville
with
three
for the Keith Circuit last week, was acts
routed following reports the bally- changes of bill weekly, one show
hoo and minstrel parade which pre- Sunday, and other new bills openceded the performances was a big ing Monday or Thursday, abandoned

HART

Arthur Klein's Shubert unit
"Hello Everybody" will play the
Bronx opera house for a single week
beginning Jan. II. at $1.60 top. Tho
engagement fills in a lay-off the
agow would have otherwise.

Butterfield Experiences with Man/
Policies at Battle Croek

ton.

amateur

.

TRIES 'EM ALL

MINSTRELS BOOKED

from the bill
that week, will appear In the revue Van Arman't Troupe Going South
for Keith's
to be put on by Tom and Harry Lin-

Powers and

MUSICIANS
Dorothy Reraer, the girl who was*
other factor in affecting the small
discovered by Johnny Collins at an
time booking situation. In addition
South
Bend,
Palace,
Refuses
to
"opportunity contest" at the Fifth
professional
to creating numberless
Have Ten Men in Orchestra
avenue Oct. 23 and signed to a twoacts that compete with established
year contract, will be on the bill.
turns, the numerous amateur "FolThe management' will use Miss
"Minstrels",
Chicago, Jan. 10.
lies", "Fashion Shows",
Remer as an "example" of the posthe
from
recruited
people
with
etc.,
orchestra at the new Palace,
The
neighborhoods adjacent to the small South Bend, Irid., owned by the Or- sibilities of the "Follies."
Ernest Ball, also on the bill for
disbe
to
appear
time pop houses
pheum circuit, walked last week
expected to lead the orplacing a. number of standard small and shows are now being booked the week, Is
of
during the playing of the
chestra
playing
time turns weekly. The
there with acts that do not require
Ted and
each amateur revue, means from orchestra. Music Is provided by the "Follies." Ted Healey, of
Betty Healey, will also appear in
three to four professional acts arc organ.
principals
of which
the
"Follies."
the
two.
the
Besides
week.
dropped that
The Orpheum, which played Asprofessionals.
three and four small acts forced to sociation vaudeville there before the will be
the
of
lay off by the introduction
n w Palace opened, had six men
professional
amateur shows in
in the orchestra and gave three
ACT FOR 30 PEOPLE
houses, the amateur acts ha\p also shows a day. At the new Palace
affected the booking of the small only two shows daily are given, exThe Jos. Hart office is reported
time tabs to a considerable extent. cepting Saturday and Sunday, and preparing a vaudeville pr luction
A man in touch with the small eight men were in the orchestra. that lists the services of SO people.
time situation connected with one The union demanded ten men. When
of the big booking offices this week found the house management .did
Not Garage, but Theatra
admitted the amateur turns were not take to the suggestion the ordisplacing the small time tabs, made chestra of eight men wall.ed out at
The new building being erected by
the
laid
but
up of professionals,
8.30 on Friday evening.
George Cohen, in Newburgh, N. Y.,
blame on the small time tab proOf the eight men employed only for a garage is to be remade into a
ducers. With a small time tab cost- two were from South Bend. It was theatre. A stage is to be built with
ing $600 a week, and most of them necessary to go outside of the city the house to have a seating capacity
about the same with few If any for the other union musicians..
of 1800.
showing any novelty in comedy or
production, the pop time executive
said it was natural the bookers and
managers should replace them with

amateu

in

t

waukee.

Acts

Beatty Wins Out In Wordy Battl*
with Shuberta

ACTS

I

RIETY

:

Friday, January 12, 1023

•
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COMPLAINTS TO

GIFT BILL

V.

M.

P. A.

No

Gifts

at

Opsn

ON BOOKINGS COMING IN

V

Public Meetings
Air Affairs

Boston, Jan.

or

10.

A

bill to break up the giving of
gifts at all public meetings, including field days, church fairs and
bazaars, was Introduced in the Leg-

Following various postponements,

Reports of booking abuses from
booking- agencies are
pouring Into tha Vaudeville Man1

Protective

agers'

Association

fol-

lowing Variety's editorial last week
anent "bookers and agents."
Two of the most flagrant "breaches
of contract" cases are the experiences of two acta that came to grief
in Pennsylvania,
The Wilson Girls, holding a pay
or piny contract for a three-day engagement at the Columbia. Sharon,
Pa., were canceled Tuesday and ordered to remove their belongings
from the house by Carl Sipe, the

manager.

The
until

act opened Jan. 8 and played
Tuesday. The girls wore late

for rehearsal, but arrived In time to
open. A woman pianist, raid to be
the manager's wife, played the first
show perfectly, but was off on the

and a Beethoven

program

would

comprise the third season.

The engagement of the Manhattan
was a surprise. It being believed
when the house was taken over by

bazaar, fair or enterprise of similar
character," which Is to be glv>n to
the holder of "the lucky ticket,"
may be punished by a fine to bo determined by the Legislature. It also
provides a similar penalty for any
person who, selling Mckets for the
fair, offers as an Inducement to the
purchaser the prospect of winning
any of the gifts.

the Scottish Rite a year ago. that
would be closed to public entertainment.
The Masonic order has
changed its plan and the former
Hammerstein operatic home will be
open for operatic and concert enLondon, Dec. 24.
gagements, but limited to such proThe big Bertram W. Mills show at
grams. Considerable alteration Is in Olympia was officially opened by
process of completion. The front of the Lord Mayor of London and the
The show is, if
the house is being done over and the Sheriff Dec. 22.
comroof garden planned by Hammer- anything, even finer and more
The
plete than in previous years.
stein is be.'ns completed. The steel
remarkable thing about it Is that
skeleton of the proposed rcof garden the short run, one month, cannot
always grave the house the appear- possibly pay the showman or even
ance of incompletion.
be looked upon as a showman's
proposition at all. At the head of
the long list of acts there are 17
In all, including two "stunt" exhibiREPLEVIN
Baptists
Fair is
tions
the
In
New Hchreiber with her school horse
Announced
Vaudeville
in
Menelik.
Brunswick Starts It
This artist on entering the ring

it

CIRCUS AT OLYMPIA

—
—

BATTLE

next performances. The girls requested a rehearsal, according to the
New Brunswick, N. J., Jan. 10.
report, and were canceled following.
A theatrical battle has been In
The house is not a member of the
progress here for several days
V. M. P. A., but an appeal to that
organization by wire brought fund.' between the Walter Reade interests,
the
known locally as the Trenton and
that enabled them to jump to
Columbia. Alliance, Ohio, whore New Brunswick Theatres Co., operthey were booked Jan. 11.
ating Keith's State, and the BHou
Another complaint involves MarCircuit Co., and Michael Jelln owner
onis & Freeman, operators of the
The disturbof the opera house.
AnOhio.
Castle,
Penn theatre. New
toinette Dvorak tomplained to the
V. M. P. A. that she was issued a
contract for the house to open Dec.
27.

The booking was made through
Pappas. manager of the TrlAgency of Pitts-

Wm.

state Theatrical
burg.

She made the Jump from Cleveland carrying 150 pounds of excess
baggage. Upon arrival at the house
the management informed her that
they had no knowledge of the transaction. She wired the V. M. P. A.,
which

will

endeavor to collect the

•alary due, although the house is
not a member of that organisation.
A recent local case Involved a
girl "single** turn booked by an independent agent to open at Troy,
N. Y., in an Independent vaudeville
The girl reported for rehouse.
hearsal and waa informed that she
didn't open until the following week.
She was without funds, and would
have been stranded were it not for
the good offices of John McGlynn,
owner of the Hotel Rensellaer. Troy,

was greeted by Lord Lonsdale, who
presented her with a large bouquet.

The Schumann Brothers with their
70 thoroughbred horses and ponies,

veritably a circus in itself; Rastelli,
the juggler, who approaches the inClnquevalli;
comparable art
of
Leyland's Sea Lions. Laurlta, the
"human spinning top"; Les Miles.
Delia V&sa with their troupe of
elephants and piebald horses; a
Red Indian troupe of riders; Mljares
ance was the outcome of Jelln leas- and Brother, a couple of comedians
who perform remarkable tricks on
ing the Opera house to the Reder
a tight rope while keeping up a
Brothers of Perth Amboy. who con- steady run of good knockabout
template playing vaudeville the comedy;
Victorias
Cycling
the
house being opposition to the State Troupe, one of the two British acts
In the program, the other being the
playing Keith vaudeville.
The Bijou Circuit Co., in which Sutcliffe Family, Scottish pipers
Reade is interested, former lessee and dancers; Nomano's Cockatoos
Yolande, an
Parrots,
Mile.
of the Opera house secured a re- and
equestrienne from the Italian circus
plevin order against the theatre last world, and Ricono Sturla, another
week to secure fixtures to which it Italian circus act.
the
Before
claimed ownership.
The clowns are exceptionally
Whimsical
and
Include
fixtures could be moved Jelln re- strong
who Invariably spends
Walker,
replevlned them.
who Is
Drury
Lane,
but
at
Xmas
The Opera house was scheduled
reopen yesterday (Thursday) out of the big theatre this year on
to
account
of the prolonged run of
with pop vaudeville under the Reder "Decameron Nights."
Among the
The new many side shows are "The Human
Brothers management
management announced the first Torpedo" and "Motors That Pass
week's profits would be divided in the Air."
Gore.
among local charitable organiza-

new

Cafe,

—

|

BALLYHOO

NEW

AMATEUR

SHOW

I

One

of

a former pugilist. A pair of dry
contains
active upstate are ex-service men,
chorus girls wounded and gassed, one of whom
trio of show girls, besides was cited several times and recomJosephson's
Icelanders
and the mended for the Distinguished Servlve Cross. Before the war they were
Boardwalk Bathing Girls, who rea reporter and a storekeeper respectpeat in the miniature tank from the ively.
Another upstate prohibition
last show.
It is a corking restauofficer Is a former professional ball
A general agent who has
rant entertainment that entails an player.
abundance of pep, taste In costum- gained prominence for unearthing
frauds and bootlegging rings foring and a travesty number that
merly made his living as a dancer.
couid be included in a Broadway
A number of the p. o's. have clerked
production. A series of 14 numbers
or been in small business prior to
r
ore unfolded that has Peggy Ho e
securing their present positions.
(Lockett and Hope) leading the
Several of those formerly in the
"hot" melodies in front of the girls.
service were claimed to have been
Mildred Feeley as the prima donna,
ex-saloon keepers and bartenders.
Dave Mallon topping for comedy
honors
ability,
and all-around
Georgie Hale dancing and cleaning
It would not be surprising, if a
up, Max Hoffman, Jr., and Norma Manhattan grand jury indicted some
Terris dancing, Lou Lockett step- enforcement -officers as the result
ping forth for bits* along with Billy of the methods of prohibition enBann and Lovey Lee, who is not forcement recently evidenced in the
doing much of anything except Broadway restaurants. It is even
looking good,, but doing plenty of believed a Judge will instruct the
that.
Bert Byron and the Fields grand jury to call in the cabaret
Sisters are also included. It's con- proprietors for evidence as to the
siderable lineup and it Is estimated arbitrary procedure by uniformed
the show is costing the house be- men. The Jurist was a guest of a
tween $2,500 and $3,000 weekly.
cabaret recently, accompanied by
The revue gets away to a fast his wife and daughter. With rising
start and never slows up except in indignation he watched the "work"
two Instances that might be elimi- of a youthful patrolman, one of the
nated as time-savers.
A Russian squad of Brooklyn roundsmen who
number, about half way down, will had favorably passed examination
cause a degree of comment on the for sergeant's rating. The "Importcostuming, while the lyrics of most ing" of police from another borough
of the numbers are
bright and for such duty is believed unfair
touched with a bit of spice all tho and the judge spoke his mind, sayway. Something on the order of a ing the entire procedure was a viopageant, having a king and all his lation of the rights of citizens. A
court thrown into a turmoil by "hard boiled" lieutenant, who
visiting messengers, gives the Ice- "egged" the patrolman, was roundly
landers their chance to mix up In scored by the judge along with the

was reached.

around
and a

The

cast

16 principals, 10

copper, the jurist declaring that if
Is more effecmight be imagined in a an arrest was made he would hold
restaurant.
The shooting of a re- court In the cafe at once. During
volver was anything but conducive the holiday period many cafes were
to at least one person's frame of left entirely alone by the police, who
mind as the flame* from one shot are charged with favoritism among
came perilously near the table. the Broadway resorts. At times in
Especially is this true when the the latter places a regular procesboys start to shove the coveur get- sion of officers has been noted. Amters out on the floor.
bitious roundsmen assigned to

the rough stuff that
tive than

Two Saratoga policemen _were
Chicago, Jan. 10.
The attempt 'of the Sioux City outwitted last week by a whiskey
emeus WINS SUIT
agency
booking
to secure liqui- hold-up man, who kept them at bay
Fair
Cincinnati, Jan. 10.
dated damages from Ed Ward of with a revolver, a few minutes after
Joseph M. Kohm, stepfather of the Flying Wards, on a claim that he had stolen a valuable load of
to
money
who advanced her enough
Elmer Rltter, aged 15, who was he was booked for dates which he boose from a runner, while he
The agent
backed into a waiting car and drove
return to New York.
killed 'while employed by the John failed to fulfill, will come up at
mistake
away. The cops took the whiskey
discovered he had made a
Robinson Circus at Parkersburg, W. Council Bluffs, Iowa, Jan. 10.
toeffort
no
made
but
dates,
his
in
The Flying Wards act is now left behind by the stick -up artist to
S, 1920, lost his suit for
police headquarters. Sunday afterward reimbursing the girl, actually Va.. May
910,000 damages arising out of the with the Hagenbeck -Wallace winter noon the police received a telephone
seek
should
ahe
If
her
threatening
circus.
boy's death.
call stating that a rum runner was
redress.
It was testified that the youngster
being held up on the Glens Falls
ran away with the circus. While J. T. Worth am Shows in Quarters road. The Informant called himself
Dallas, Tex., Jan. 10.
the
boy
was
riding
truck,
hit
on
it
a
COMING
"Jimmy of Hudson Falls." He was
OPERA
The J. T. Wortham carnival, tour- told to report the matter In person.
a rut in the street and he was
(Continued from page 1)
thrown to the ground. Another truck ing the Rio Grande Valley, is re- This he did, saying that while travperto
Germany
to
tripa
two
made
in the parade ran over him.
Su- ported about to go Into winter quar- eling north outside of Saratoga he
fect the arrangements.
perior Court Judge Hlckenlooper in- ters at Brownsville, Tex.
met a friend headed south with a
The company numbers 150 and is structed the jury to dismiss the case
load of "good stuff." Sitting beside
tinder the conductorshlp of George on the ground that the charges made
his friend was a man dressed as a
"FOLLIES"
Jan.
Bremen
for
Hartmann. It sails
in the petition had not been susFor the first time in years, Broad- state trooper, holding a revolver
The first presentation will be tained by the evidence.
17.
of the bootlegger.
way saw a ballyhoo for a burlesque against the side
at Baltimore Jan. II.
show beginning Thursday of last The two police officers, accompanied
After playing one week in Philthe place
by
informer,
started
the
PARK IN KANSAS CITY week when a man made up to rep- in question. When the for
adelphia where the advance sale is
whiskey cur
resent "Bozo" Snyder,
principal
$22,000 the German opera company
Kansas City, Jan. 10.
stopped
hove
In
the
cops
It.
sight,
will play three weeks at the ManSam Benjamin, who for the past comic of Gerard's "Follies of the The supposed state trooper alighted,
hattan opera house. New York, few years has managed Fairmount Day," paraded the Main Stem.
know
what
demanding
to
was
up.
Gerard's outdoor ballyhoo man
starting Feb. 12. The advance sale Park, has formed a. new company
He covered one of the policemen
for the metropolitan engagement and commenced work for a new travels In advance of the Bhow from
with a gun and announced himself
was reported to be heavy early this amusement park on the south side, town to town over the Columbia cir- an officer. When the bluecoat exWeek.
which will be ready for the summer. cuit, in addition to the regular pressed doubt of that, the alleged
One hitch to the itinerary came
The park will be on a tract of 80 advance man.
trooper declared in no uncertain
with the plan to bring over IT acres at 75th street and Prospect
terms that he was going through
musicians, excepted to by the Amer- avenue, several miles further out
with the load of liquor. The other
SHUBERT
ACTORS
0. K.T)
ican Federation of Musicians. The than Electric Park.
It is underopposition was manifest in the policeman started to draw his gun,
No
men to be imported were the prin- stood the promoters have a 15 -year Columbia burlesque wheel olfices hut he was quickly covered by the
cipal players In the orchestras and lease on the property and that a
over the engagement of Emll Cas- trooper, who shifted his revolver so
a substitution for the original In- modern amusement place will be par by the Mollie Williams show. that both officers were within its
tention of bringing over the or- malnta^red.
Caspar opened the season and range. Continuing to cover them,
The musicians
chestra in total.
played In a Shubert unit show until he backed Into a car in which there
union, however, took the stand that
were three other men. and sped
It closed.
FASHION
any group of musicians imported
A Columbia executive stated the away. The second policeman said
came under the labor contract law
Moss' Franklin, in the Bronx, circuit was not opposed to unyone later that he was in a position to
and refused permission. Blumenthal will have an Amateur Fashion and would consent to all engage- shoot the fake trooper, but knew
not going further with the matter. Show for a full week commencing
that if he did so it would cost the
ments of desirable artists.
It has been agreed to have an orMonday. Fifty local girls will be
life of his fellow officer.
chestra of 70 pieces belonging to the used as models with the gowns,
The
Globe Music Publishing Co.,
local union. The men will start re- lingerie and hats supplied by m-i- in the dalety theatre building, Now
|
In view of the controversy now
hear. uls this week and It will cost chants of the vicinity.
York, Is the latest addition to the
the opera hackers S25.000 for that
James Fothcringham manager of ranks of the local publishers. The raging between civil service reitem. For the several rehearsals the the Franklin is 3taging the amateur Arm is exploit ing a quartet of songs formers and the Anti-Saloon league
all authored
by Rtissell C. Gold- over "the question of placing prodaily operatic Beale is $7 p°r man. attraction.
berg. *"Day by Day." inspired by hlbition Jobs In the competitive civil
Blumenthal has a contract with
the Coue expressionism, "In every •enrfce class, it is interesting to get
the German operatic organisation
Maude Fulton's "The Humming way I'm getting better and better,'' a "low down" on the former occucovering a period of five years. For
The
Bird," which opens at the Rita, New is the firm'.s leading number.
pations of various "dry" agents. Th'
this season a Wagnerian festival will
York, next week, is having Its] catalog nlso includes "A. B. C. of
be given and If successful a Mozart "Humming Bird Walts" published Love." "t;ive
Me a Ring" and most successful pair in the country
are an ex-dlsh washer and an
xfestival will be played next season by E. B. Marks.
'Grandaddy."

GERMAN

manager, respectively.

floor

New

ACT-FAIR SUIT SOON

tions.

fight

show at the Boardwalk the most trusted general agents in
hnve been a
York, opened Jan. 5. The the service claims to
former college professor, magazine
new revue was staged by Lew Les- writer, editor and press propagandlie, who holds a contract for all of
ist, with six college degree's.
Workthe Salvln places, with the music ing with him is an ex-army colonel
and lyrics being credited to Roy who gained his way up from the
ranks. His one time "dry" partner
Turke, Harry Akst and Leslie. The
is said to have been a street cleaner.
performance, at it opened, was over- An agent whose name frequently
board a s to running time, being over appears In the New York dailies in
an hour and a half "before the finale connection with raids and arrest is

the

islature by a delegation of Brockton
Reports of Abuses, Following Variety's Editorial on citizens headed by Mayor Harold C.
Agents and Bookers Two Acts Come to Grief Keith.
The bill provides that any pefson
who makes a gift to a "field day.
in Pennsylvania

fly-by-night

CABARET

cabaret duty are reported advised
by superiors they will lose their rating for promotion unless getting
"results."

One of the peculiar workings of
the New Year's Eve enforcement
expedition along Broadway was the
different methods one magistrate
had of handling the same chergo
against the same offender in two
cases and within two hours of one
another. An arrest was made In a
restaurant of a diner who had i
flask.
The manager of the restaurant was also arrested. Arraigned
before the court, the testimony was
that the officer found the manager
in the basement of the place, he had
not been present when the patron's
liquor was seized, and as far as the
officer waa aware tho manager knew
nothing about it.
The court remarked there seemed to be no evidence against the manager he

should not have been sought out and
arrested, and the magistrate discharged him.
The manager returned to the restaurant, but within
half an hour was again arrested under the exact circumstances, having
been In the cellar at the time a
patron was found with liquor in the
restaurant above. Taken before tho
same magistrate the court decided
to hold the manager in $500 bail,
and no one In the court room referred to the previous case.

"Fables of 1923," a new revue, was
put on at Marigold Gardens, ChiMonday, with principals including Dainty Marie, Josephlre
Taylor, Danny Sheehan, Beth Herri
and Frank Llbuse.
is
It
Brule
Young's production.
Ted Lewis'
cago,

band plays from

11 at night

until 2

m., also.

a.

Charles Border's newest "Class Ique Revue" opened at Terrace Gardens Morday night with a cast inFischer,
F^nki<«
cluding
Ruth
Klassen, Sophia Wilson, Keeper &
Kewple in<i the Five Serenades

The Blossom Heath
I., closed down for

I..

fei

n>w

year's Day.

Inn,

Lynbrook

the winter af-

—

.

BURLESQUE

FOLLIES OF

NONE "BEST"

NEW YEAR'S WEEK'S CLEAN-UP

.

.

Friday, January 12, 1023

Jamca Hall
Ben Jou
Harry Bart

Operatic Composer.

ALL ALONG COLUMBIA WHEEL
Gerard's 'Tollies" Got $15,400 in Boston, Taking All
Burlesque Records Al Reeves Second, with
.
$12,5,760 at St. Louis
,

—

4
Last week (New Year's) was a
clean-up for the Columbia shows
the best by far of the current season. All records for a week's business as well as those for a single

day

burlesque went Into the dis-

In

card as a feature of the New Years
week grosses when Barney -Gerard's
"Follies of the Day'* rolled up a total
of $16,400 last week at the Gayety,
Boston. This was $200 better than
the next best record, also registered
by a Gerard show, "Girls de Looks,"
at the

Columbia,

New

York,

When making

last

their

Return

second

trip

around the Mutual circuit all the
Mutual wheel shows will change
titles used the first trip.
The following table show% title changes:
Old Title
New Title

"Pacemakers"
"Merry Maidens"
"Smiles and Kisses"
"Sweet Bay Bees"
"Broadway Belles"

New

season, and $300
better than the $15,100 gross totaled
at the Columbia, New York, election

week

Year's

NEW TITLES
Mutual Shows Change for
Dates

"Miss

New

York, Jr."

"Heads Vv"
"Step Along"
"Pepper Pots"
"Kuddlin* Kittens"
"Kandy Kids" ... "French Models"
"Follies and Scandals"
. .

by "Town Scan"Town Follies"
Hurtig & Sea- "Georg a Peaches" "White Crooks"
dals."
"London
Gayety Girls"
mon's "Bowerys" had held the Co7.
"Midnight Maidens"
lumbia circuit record for gross with "Pell Mell"
"Round the Town"

week

last season

Previously

.

.

during the week
containing Columbus Day.
at the Gayety,
show
The "Follies"
Boston, last week gave 16 performances, an extra one shortly after
midnight Jan. 1, the show totaling
$4,700 on the three performances of
the day. Another extra show Saturday afternoon last given at 5 p.m.
following the matinee pulled ca-

$13,900 in 1921. also

.

.

"Playmates"

from Follies"
"Girls from Reno"

'iGirls

. .

"Bay Bears'*
Pat White and

"Irish Daisies"

"Laffing

"Laffing
.

.

.

Thru 1922"

UNIT SUITS

expressly forbidden to state via

curtain speeches, newspaper advertisements or any other sort of publicity that^any forthcoming show at
a given house is the best in burlesque, best that has played the
house this season, or, in the case of

Policeman
Lingerie S«>s'ady
Exp'-nem

MARGARET COOPER

.J. B. Williams
/Harry Beynaour
Harry Seymour
Sam Green
Bozo Snyder

Sally

London, Dec. 29.
Margaret Cooper, the most popu-

McNish

Julie

died from

Jones Investing
Minskys' Park

in

Joe I/eblang and Al Jones, who
became associated with the Minskys
last week in the management of the
Park, at Columbus circle, are reported as having taken a financ'al
interest in the Minsky stock burlesque company playing there. Leblang and Jones are likewise interested in the corporation owning the
Park, from which the Minskys rent

the Columbia,

New

doing so she was seen by Sir Alfred
Butt, who immediately engaged her

York, this week.

•'Follies'' copped a record last week
in Boston, playing to over $15,000 in
15 performances. This is going some

|

OF MY DEAR WIFE

—

serves lots of credit. . The 18 girls
get results and are away from the
usual plodding, stereotyped stepping
that swings around week after week.
Bozo without speaking a word
pulls continuous laughs with his
facile and plasti: pan. The comedy
scenes are comedy scenes that don't
sag. The show is in two acts and
innumerable scenes, the action snapping from "one" to full-stage without a jarring note.
After
allegorical
opening.
an
"What Does the Public Want? Bozo
and Green as the piano movers hop
on for some funny business. A corking nurse maid and policeman number is interpolated and a funny bit
of business with a baby's nurse
'

BUNNY BURCH
Who

rassed Beyond Jan.

for the Palace, at which house she
was for years a popular star.

She first opened at the famous
Cambridge Circus house in 1906 and
never lost her grip on the public's
Of recent years she has
generally been seen at the Coliseum.
Her first husband died in 1918 and,

affection.

had she lived, she would have been
married to Harry Welchman, who
"The Lady of tho
is playing in
Rose" at Daly's next month.

DR. AN8ELM GOETZL
Anselm Goetzl, aged 44, mus-

Dr.

composer, died in Barcelona,
Spain Jan. 9, after a surgical operation. Dr. Goetzl went to Spain from
Mexico, where he had presented the
Ice Ballet with CUbrlotte at its head.
Last season he conducted the orical

chestra at the Hippodrome for the
ballet and during the season wedded
the star of the organization, later
arranging the tour of Mexico and
Central America.
Dr. Goetzl was
born in Bohemia and came to the
United States in 1913 and conducted
for the Andreas Dippel production
of "The Little Domino." Later he
composed the scores for "The Wanderer," "Aphrodite," "Deburau" and
"The Gold Diggers." He wrote "The

Royal Vagabond," which Cohan &
Harris produced and then made a
production of his own work, "The
Rose Girl."

ALBERT

to her.
Tho funeral took placo
yesterday, with interment at Green-

wood Cemetery.

JOSEPH STEINBOLT
Cincinnati, Jan. 10.

Joseph Eich, aged 48, known to
the stage as Joseph Steinbolt, a for-

mer Cincinnati man,

died

St.

in

Louis k where he was playing with
tho Woodward Stock Company.
Heart disease caused death. Eich
was with the Brady Stock Co. in
Covington, Ky., 20 years ago. The
body was sent to Covington for
burial.

GEO.

D.

MURRAY

Lewiston, Me., Jan.

8.

George D. Murray, aged 22 years,
of Boston, who came to Lewiston a
short time ago as auditor of tho

Maine & New Hampshire Theatres
Company, died in a local hospital
after an illness of a few days.

ROBERT

N.

HUTCHINSON

Robert N. Hutchinson died at the

home
last

THREE TOWNS

of

relatives,

He was

week.

in Pittsburgh,
34 years old

and a former stock actor. He is
survived by a widow and four
sisters.

AND

Miss Franklyn Gale
(Miss) Franklyn Gale, who retired
from the stage several years ago,
died suddenly Jan. 6 in St. Paul,
where she was engaged in the newspaper business. She is survived by
a daughter, known professionally as

J

Gwendolyn

Piers.

Irving Lancaster
Irving Lancaster, well Known as
a stock character man. died last

BACK

:

.

JOHNSON

Jack Clifford camp in the Adlrondacks late last summer. His wife
was appearing at Clro's, London,
and news of his death was cabled

<

.

L.

Albert L. Johnson, husband of
Peggy Marsh, died Jan. 9 at the
Lexington Hospital, New York, from
pneumonia after being ill for three
days.
Johnson was shot at tho

STAFF CHANGED

— —

1022

3th.

BILLY DALE

LEADERS

|

MEMORY

IN LOVING
'

The "Follies" did full capacity with a number of standees at Claims of $50,000 Against Butler
Estate Through Closed Show
every one of the 16 performances,
The "Girls de
another record.
Efforts
to effect a settlement of
New
Columbia
the
at
record
Looks"
Year's of last season was made with the claims against the Butler Estate
by
members
the
of the company of
likewise
but }5 performances,
"Town Scandals" and "Bowerys" "Echoes of Broadway," the Shubert the house.
vaudeville
unit
show, were virtually
records at the Columbia, New York.
It is understood with the entrance
The top price at the Columbia last abandoned by Kendler & Goldstein, of Leblang and Jones in the man- bottle.
Another allegorical skit with reseason for the three shows men- attorneys who represented all claim- agement, the productions will be
verse english has "Furity," a baretioned was $2, while the top at the ants. An offer was male by Forrest improved, with the company to be legged,
sophisticated, eigaret-smokGayety, Boston, this season for the P. Tralles, the St. Louis attorney taken out of the burlesque class and ing damsel, etc. The characters are
"Follies" was $1.25. This $1.25 scale handling the estate, but the amount placed on a musical comedy stock fantastically costumed for the bit,
prevailed at the Gayety, Boston, was regarded insufficient. Kendler basis.
followed by a comedy scene built
throughout the 16 performance?, & Goldstein have instructed their
Their investment in the venture around a prop taxicab. Bozo cops
with the exception of the three per- correspondents in St. Louis to start is said to have been $35,000. with honors here as a rough valet who
formances Jan. 1, and the Saturday suit against the estate and Edward the Minskys also retaining an in- finally kicks the cab apart. A comedy wedding next, the girls prettily
The amount terest.
night show, the four playing at L. Butler personally.
costumed for the finale of act one.
$1.40 top. The capacity of the Gay- of the claims which are for back
The second act picks right up with v
is
than
contracts
season
less
and
on
salaries
ety, Boston, is about 150
a comedy theatre scene. The artists
In excess of $50,000.
the' Columbia, New York.
COLUMBIA'S
face the real audience.
Bozo in
Al Reeves did the second business
It
was stated this week that
evening garb is a riot all through
on the Columbia circuit last week Butler through the death of a rela- Four Shows in Struggle for Highest this scene, which consists of specialties; He shows his versatility by
at the Gayety, St. Louis, with 15 tive last week will come into anSeason's Gross
dancing, playing a harmonica and
shows, an extra midnight show other inheritance, said to amount to
ad Iibbing in pantomime. His rough
Sunday, Dec $1, and a gross of half a million. The members of the
Four of the Columbia burlesque comedy was a howl, genuinely funny
$12,760.
unit allege they were not paid for wheel attractions are in a struggle and spontaneous.
The scene con"Maids of America" at the other the show's Boston engagement and to reach the top for the biggest cludes with a burlesque wrestling
Boston house (Casino) did $M00 that many of the contracts have 17 season's gross. So far the bunched bout between Bozo ana Green.
last week with 13 shows on the weeks yet to run.
"Echoes" was ones are Barney Gerard's 'Follies
A "hotel" scene later, while faweek.
withdrawn by Butler following a of the Day." "Slidin" Billy Watson's miliar, was made funny by Bozo, his
The rolumbia, New York, last change in Shubert bookings which show, the Jimmy Cooper revue and mugging and clowning holding up
week with "Broadway Brevities'* did prevented the unit playing the Cen- "Chuckles," with others not so far the comedy average. The California
$9,200 with 12 performances, there tral, New York, Christmas week*and In the rear, but they remain In the Trio (James Hall, Ben Joss and
Harry Bart) stopped the proceedings
being no midnight burlesque show the refusal to play Washington as running.
in this act with harmony singing of
given New Year's Eve, owing to it a substitute stand.
popular songs. The trio made a real
falling on Sunday.
appearance In neat evening dress.
the
in
the
principals
Among
"Town Scandals" at the Gayety, "Echoes" show were Ethel Davis, REIDS "RECORD BREAKERS"
A dancing finale, with each of the
Pittsburgh, did $10,500; "Chuckles"
When the Jack Reid show, which principals contributing, introduced
Captain Irving O'Hay. Murray Sisgot
Baltimore,
Palace,
the
Bozo
washed up in a white minstrel
at
left
circuit
the
Shubert
vaudeville
ters, Nip and Fletcher and Henry
Bozo and Green are strong
Frank Finney at the Gay$10,600.
last week, where it had been playing outfit.
Stremel and Eddie Nelson.
assets for any attraction.
as
ety, Detroit, totaled $8,200. and 'Soa
uhit
since
the
season
started,
,
Gerard has produced wisely and
cial Maids" at the Gayety, Washingopens as a Columbia wheel attracHis show runs along on
Sliding Billy Wattion at the Yorkvllle, New York, well.
ton, did $8,050.
greased wheels and is helped by the
next Monday, it will bear the title well-balanced cast.
son got $8,050 at the Colonial. Cleveand
Star
"Jack Reld and His Record
land. "Flashlights" at the
The principals, aside from Snyder,
New Treasurer and Girl Ushers at of
Breakers." Reid used this title for are of average burlesque caliber, but
Garter, Chicago, did $8,100," and
Columbia
"Hippity Hop" at the other Chicago
a number of years on the American the ensemble is immense, due to
circuit.
house (Columbia) did $7,650.
As a Shubert unit, Reid's clever and discreet direction. It is a
Walter Greaves assumed the du- show
Other grosses were "Big Wonder
was known as "Carnival of laughing show from start to finish,
ties of treasurer and Joe Bergman
with the musical interludes and spePhiladelphia.
Casino,
Fun."
Show" at the
cialties blended just right to form a
became assistant treasurer of the
The cast for the Reid show on the corking burlesque entertainment,
$7,850; "Wine, Woman and Song"
Monday.
York,
New
Columbia,
Columbia circuit will include Eddie one of the kind whose fame precedes
at Gayety, Omaha, $7,625; "Folly
Greaves succeeded Henry J. BlosTown," at Miner's Bronx, $7,500; som, who resigned as treasurer of Clark and Tony Bootz. Billy Cuinby, it and is discounted at the box office,
Dave Marion Show, Casino, Brook- the Columbia Thursday of last week Romas Troupe. Inez, Burton Carr, as seems to be the ease with this
Betty Weber, Emily Keller and Al- one, which is about leading the cirlyn, $7,400; "Talk of the Town" at
Con.
cuit for gross receipts.
Empire) after twelve and a half years' serv- fred La Tell and Yokes.
the' other Brooklyn house
Al
ice in the Columbia box office.
was low with $5,950.
formerassistant
the
was
Zattorelll
"Rockets," a new Columbia show,
BURLESQUE CHANGES
treasurer.
CHANGES IN
at the Majestic, Jersey City.-was at
Harry Shapiro, connected with the
been
Greaves
has
in the business
with
list
$4,700.
the
of
occurred
the
manageChanges
in
bottom
the
staff, is now manend of show business for a number ment and box offices of three Mutual Hurtig & Seamon
having been company wheel houses last week. Sam Ryder ager of the "Step Lively Girls,"
of years,
Wash
succeeding
Martin.
manager for Nance O'Neill for the succeeded W. W. Wohlfarth as manINJURED
ILL
seasons. He has also been ager of the Gayety. Louisville; Abe
Mable Morgan, vaudeville, is re- last three
a box office man, having been treas- Finberg replaced Ed Sullivan at the
H. C. Miner's Fishing Trip
cuperating at her home in New York
urer of legitimate houses from time Broadway, Indianapolis, and Joe
H. Clay Miner, accompanied by A.
from pneumonia.
during
the past few years.
time
to
V.
can.
to
manager
of
Jermon
became
the
Peoforced
A.
Hovell,
New York lawyer, and
Jimmy Flynn was
Another change at the Columbia ple's, Cincinnati, replacing Jack party left New York Tuesday for
last week due to a severe cold.
in
aisles
the
ushers
Monday
had
the
Burke.
two weeks of fishing at Long Key
Eleanor Hicks collapsed at Monthe
In each house a new treasurer re- Fishing Camp. Fla.. between Miami
day's matinee at Keith's, Columbus, switched from men to women,
head ushers (men) being retained. placed the former one, also.
and Key West*
After the fishing
O., from an attack of acuteindigesWomen ushers at the Columbia
excursion the party probably will
t!on« but reappeared for tnc^evening
visit Key West and Cuba.
Miss Hicks is with marks an innovation, it being the CASPER
performance.
IN BURLESQUE
first time that women have held
"Thank You, Doctor."
Emil (Jaas) Casper and Will 11 <=
^\
James Gaylor is at the Proapecl such position! since the house was
the
Mollie
Williams show
Ward
Join
year
first
The
BURLESQUE R0UTEP
Heights hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.. opened, 13 years ago.
principals
as
(his week. Casper was
It had male
started
Columbia
the
operation.
major
O.V
FaGB
a
WILL
BB
FOUND
recovering from
Thirty-one in This Issue
and will be confined there for an- Jap ushers. For the Inst 12 years With "Plenty of Pep/' one of Max v;
,
Spiegel's Shubert units, tills: teason.
white male UShera have prevailed
week or so.
other

Britain,

following

Gertrude Lavetta

'

and

In

disease

an attack of asthma, Dec. 27. Originally meant for classical music, she
Barney Gerard's "Follies of the studied at the Royal Academy, but
Day;" featuring Bozo Snyder, the threw it up and embarked on a
tramp pantomimic comedian, is at career as an entertainer. Soon after
*

—

Leblang

heart

Ds Cameron

-

BETTER PARK SHOW

pianologist

society

lar

Lola Danlela
James Hall

house managers, to recommend a
show under their own signatures.
in a season when the boys are talkThis is the second time in the last ing "panic," and proves that a good
season or so the Columbia Amuse- attraction plus managerial foresight
will do the
ment Co. has issued orders of this and intelligent publicity
•
nature to house managers, etc., th? trick.
Tuesday night the Columbia's
preceding order, while along the
lower floor was sold out completely,
same lines, not being quite so em- with
standees a rare sight this seabracive in what it forbids the house son scattered about the back rail.
managers, etc., to do.
"Follies" came into the Columbia
The recent order was Inspired by sans any extra publicity, and is
the mai.ager of one of the Columbia drawing them on its good will crehouses announcing in a newspaper ated last year.
ad. that "Chuckles of 1923 was the
The book, lyrics and music remain
best burlesque show ever staged, or the same, but the cast shows several
new faces, notably Harry Seymour,
something similar.
The Columbia's stand in the mat- a "Dutch'' comic from the American
circuit: Gertrude Lavetta, a pretty
ter ia that the audience, after hearingenue, and Babe Almond, a vivaing the splurge on the boosted show, cious, hard-working soubret and
takes it ,for granted that that par- limber dancer, and the California
ticular show is the only one, or at Trio, males with splendid voices.
best one of a few good shows on the
The holdovers are Sam Green,
Columbia wheel, leaving the bur- working opposite Bozo; Harry Wat.
lesque house In the position of an son, a juvenile, and Julie De Camactor who has presented the best he eron, the prima donna.
It is a well-balanced cast, but the
has at the opening, with nothing
strength of the show is its speed,
available for an encore.
comedy and staging. Seymour Felix
put on the dancing numbers and de-

"Flappers of 1923"

pacity.

'

been

.

Thru 1922"

"Lid Lifters"

Burlesque Author
Father Time
The Eskimo Pie Man
producers, company managers, ad- Steven. Piano Mover
Boso, Piano Mover
vance agents and actors or actresses Nurse
appearing In Columbia shows have Baby

Columbia house managers, ahow

White's "Big Show"

'. .

OBITUARY

THE DAY

(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)

Columbia Burlesque Issues Ordora to Dramatic Author
Confdy Author
House 8taff and Actor*

week
Conn.

known

.. .

I

at

his

He

is

home

in

Waterbury.

survived by a widow,
Minnie

professionally
as
Williams, mid one child.

TFFT
HEWS OF

BED-SIDE CHATS

A

cross

LOEW OUTWITS

for divorce between
McKenzie, professionally

A. B. C.

bill

Mrs. Kyra
known as "Kyra," and Alfred

By NELLIE RETELL

nrr

DAILIE8

mington was filed
Court of Chicago

J.

(Continued from page

Sy-

In the Circuit
The'
last week.

1)

politan districts have been removed
from the system of competitive
booking that has enriched producers. Blumenthal A Haring were the
front and center of the A. B. C.
group movement
for
collective
booking and their desertion Is a
staggering blow to the whole Idea
of co-operative film buying.

seem to have been disturbed.
Schwartz continued to visit the
B. C. headquarters,
although
whether he took any part In com-

did not
A.

hope you aren't tired of reading about my Christmas. It was all principals are at present appearing
in New York theatres.
I
I still can't think of anything else to write about
mittee affairs did not appear. Ben
Blumenthal was asked by a Variety
mn Just now coming up for air. I was almost submerged by Santa
The divorce trial of Gcraldine
did
heard
whom
not
dream
even
People
I
had
reporter if there was anything in the
Claus and his friends.
Farrar and Lou Tellegen was set for
something
nice
help
make
to
my
me
and
did
remembered
rumor
"that his firm had sold its
Jan.
me
before
11,
Justice
Cohalan.
of
The cross suits have been in the
houses to the Loew circuit," but he
Christmas a Merry One.
courts for nearly two years.
declined to comment on the matter
Even the vice-president of the United States Shipping Board interThe independent exhibitors were in any way.
Nora Bayes last week formally
Schwartz's
relations
with
the
vened to prevent any disappointment about the real English plum adopted the three-year-old girl who in an uncertain state of mind by
fsiends
sent
from
London.
kind
I
quote
his
letter,
which
pudding,
has been in her custody- since last mid-week and It looked as though A. B. C. could net well be termApril.
In part:
a little pressure would start a land- inated immediately in any event for
•'We are very pleased to advise that we have just received for you
slide away from the collective book- the reason that the Associated still
The Statler Hotel people will erect ing idea and in favor of territorial has certain unplayed contracts with
on the 'Olympic' from London a box containing a Christmas puda $10,000,000 structure in Boston as
distributors (as recorded elsewhere
ding, and we are trying to clear same through the customs today
an addition to their chain. The es- alliances as protection against com- In this issue).
In order that you may be able to enjoy this on Christmas Day."
tablishment win have Its site at petitive bidding, .preferably with
Loew,
From the Miner Sstate side the
but
with
circuit
any
strong
known
as
Park Square and will be
In fact, I have been accused the Hotel Bostonia.
that would offer.
transaction Is purely a business one
I have heard of press agents' plants.
few.
But
the
first
was
of
a
time
1
ever
planter
a
plantec
the
and without relation to exhibitor afof being
More May Grow
Frances White has been nafhed In
filiations.
In the Flatbush section
of one was this year, and I must say I highly approve of them.
Following as it did upon the comdivorce action brought by Mrs.
their theatre profits were being cut
Th9 New York Theatrical Press Representatives' Club made me very aHazel
plete
lineup
the
against
Clinof
Newark
with
Donnelly
Reba
into
by
high
prices for features.
happy with a beautiful plant on which this letter was attached:
ton Donnelly, publicity agent. Mrs. Fabian interests in command, the
Schwartz would make a bid for a
At a. meeting today of the New York Press Representatives' Club
Donnelly is a Fifth avenue modiste.
situation suggested that the next
unanimously
carried
to
send
the
and
loving
made
you
wan
motion
picture
and
would
be confronted by
a
step will be a campaign to sew up
greeting of this newly-formed organization, of which you were voted
Evelyn Nesbit was reported as towns and cities and sub-divisions the exchange man with evidence of
being seriously ill in an Atlantic
a higher bid from one of his two
a charter member, and let you know that its members, individually
(like
the
Flatbush.
section
Brookof
City hospital last week, suffering
rivals the Albemarle or Loew. The
and collectively, are holding for you the earnest wish of a New
from double pneumonia. Her son. lyn) in exhibitor agreements, the In- exchange managers played Schwartz
Year which will restore you to perfect health and activity among us.
Russell, is the only visitor permitted itiative being taken by the big ciragainst the field and the field against
To carry this message to you I was instructed to select a plant as
in the room.
cuits, with the simple purpose of
a symbol of our New Year greetings, and of the wish for you as
putting
an end to competitive Schwartz and in the three-cornered
battle for money-making pictures
herein expressed. With the with goes our earnest faith that it will
William A. Brady suffered a bidding. The removal of rival price
(Signed) Julia Chandler.
broken rib January 4 when the car setting, it was conceded, would bring the profits of the theatres were meltb*» fulfilled.
to
in which he was riding swerved
ing.
colliding with another ma- a terrific drop to rental prices, and
What Competition Did
The Christmas decorations are being removed so they will not catch avoid
chine and struck a tree. The pro- would be a costly development to
dust, the telegrams are being taken down from my screen and sent ducer was on his way to deliver a the Important distributors.
has
The Miners were also involved in
It
of
been
dismantled
Its
book,
room
has
my
away to be bound in a
lecture at a meeting of the Interna- always been recognized that there the same situation in Newark some
Christmas atmosphere and will soon resume its former drab appear- tional Garment Workers Union when Is no such thing as a medium rental time ago,
before
the
Fabians
ance. The beautful large snowball which adorned my room has been the accident occurred. He delivered scale anywhere. Prices are always gathered In all the big theatres. At
given away to one of my little friends, whose mamma is going to save his lecture.
from $500 to anything up to $1,500 that time the opposition was fiveU for him until next year. But I performed an exploratory operation
cornered. It is related that one of
Sol Bloom was nominated for a day in communities where there
or rather an autopsy on it before it went, and discovered it contained Congress by the Democratic organ- is plenty of competition and as low the houses was compelled once to
It was just like the pie that Jack Horner of fairy
the cutest things.
izations of the 19th Congressional as $10 where there Is no competi- pay $1,700 a day for a feature which
I enjoyed them for a while and slipped
tale fame stuck his thumbs in.
district.
The nomination is to fill tion at all. What the distributors was rented In another community
them all back inside the ball and sewed it up so the little boy can get the office left vacant by the death will do to offset this new state of with less violent opposition for $600.
of Samuel Marx, Representative- affairs was the subject of the live- both houses being controlled by the
the fun of phllfng the strings and being surprised.
elect, 4ast November.
Mr. Bloom liest speculation during the week.
same Interests.
entered the theatrical business at
A peculiar detail of the LoewAs I glance over the Christmas and New Year telegrams that breathe the age of 17 and has since estabIt is conceded that the blame lias
hope and confidence in my recovery, I note with gratitude the names-of lished himself in the talking ma- Blumenthal transaction Is that it not all been with the avaricious exGeneral Mullally, Georgia Goodwin, Gertrude Vanderbilt, Wm. S. Hart, chine business. He has also built brings the Loew and the Keith in- change man, anxious to make a
terests into next-door competition. showing to the home office. Basically
Norma Talmadge, Louise Dresser and Jack Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. E. several theatres,
Humphrey, Al Jolson, management and staff, Hotel Sherman, Chicago;
One of the properties involved in the rival exhibitors in their fight
Selznick,
picture
proLewis
J.
Will
Goodall,
White,
E.
Cressy,
Frank
Tucker,
Will
Sophie
Cams,
the deal is the Central, Jersey to attract business from competitors
Emma
suit for
City, heretofore operated by Blu- were partly to blame.
Amelia Bingham, Eva Davenport, Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Fe'.lowes, THxie ducer, is defendant In acommittee
If an ex$3,750 brought by the
and
Mra
Gould,
Mr.
Williams,
Rita
Frlganza. Kate Elinore and Sam
which in 1919 conducted a drive to menthal & Haring. It now comes hibitor wanted a picture for which
Clarence Wllletts, R. H. Burnside, Al Darling, Carl Bernstein, Je«i€ raise a sum for the support of Jew- under Loew control and Is practi- his rival had made a bid, he never
cally next door to the Bits, bookc I hesitated to raise the ante and the
Jacobs, Pauline Cook, Farber Family, Sol Bloom and family, Emma ish philanthropic societies.
by the Keith interests. To make, It exchange man usually let the busFrancis, Arthur Klein, Marty and Henry Steiglitz, Julius Whitmark,
Irene Bordoni, at present playing more difficult the Central will play iness competitors enrich him.
Henry Frey, Theodora Bean, Mr. and Mrs. John Flinn, Irvin S. Cobb, J.
An
circuit,"
will
make
her
the
"subway
Rooney,
Houdini,
Pat
Burns,
Dan'l
Revelle,
vaudeville under the Loew regime.
Walter McLaren. Hamilton
exhibitor fight having run the price
debut as a concert singer Jan. 18
The Blumenthal & Haring Jersey of one picture up to unreasonable
id and 3d, and Marlon Bent, Dr. Leo Michel, Edgar Allan Woolf, Dorothy
with a song recital at Aeolian Hall.
Hirsch, Leslie H. Bradshaw, Constance Talmadge, Al Friend. Nan Hal- Miss Bordoni recently gave a re- City houses which will go over to proportions, that unreasonable price
perln, Harry Hirschfield, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Orlob, Mabel Rowland, cital in Chicago and formerly was the Loew control are: The Central. to the Exchange created a precedent.
and Harry L. Cort's bunch.
known In 6uch a capacity in Paris. Roosevelt, Montecello, TIvoll and The next picture was offered at the
The level which the exhibitors had really
Lincoln, all firs/ run houses.
Betty Llnley, a member of the Central, Roosevelt and*Lincoln will made for themselves.
the
last
caller
of
either.
My
bad,
wasn't
so
celebration
Year's
My New
Husband,"
Temporary
cast
of
"Her
play Loew vaudeville, the other two
61d year was Mrs. Fred Thompson, widow of Fred Thompson, who
The Outlook
has revealed she Is a baroness. Off- straight pictures.
built the Hippodrome and Dreamland, produced "Polly of the Circus" stage
her name Is Baroness de
Blumenthal & Haring have eight
If zone agreements like that In
and "Brewster's Millions." After she had gone and the nurse had tucked Richelavie-Kalinowski.
county,
Hudson
theatres
In
other
Flatbush
are carried far, experienced
me In for the night I watched the light on top of the Metropolitan Tower
flash the old year out and the new year In. I heard the whistles and the
The Tri-State Amusement Co. has but they have not operated them for exchangemen predict, it will lay a
having leased them to heavy burden on districts which renoise. I heard the boats on the river signalling each other. I was not purchased a site of property 150 by some time,
Ohio, upon independent operators* long since. main under scattered and competiat Steubenville,
blue. I was glad that everyone seemed so happy. I, too, was happy. 1 180
which it is intended to erect a the- These outsiders do not figure In the tive buying. All the distributor loses
know the new year Is going to bring me health and an opportunity to atre
of modern equipment through- reports. In the absence of Informa- by enforced low prices in Flatbush
make me worthy of my friends.
out.
tion It appears that they remain on and other zones will be made up by
the outside.
higher prices elsewhere, until those
The first visitors on New Year's morning were Mr. and Mrs. Lou WisFire in the building which houses
districts call a truce and shove the
Mergers Revived
authoress
Zelda
Sears,
the
as
known
JraJl Mrs. Wiswall is professionally
"The Tent" and "Sideshow," cabamany successful plays, among which Is the "Clinging Vine." No, not rets, caused damage amounting to
The trade was befogged with burden elsewhere. If a large por$60,000 early this week. A smoul- rumors of every conceivable kind of tion of the country ever becomes
•pine,
dering clgaret Is believed to have distributor combination, that of covered by exhibitor local agreestarted the blaze. No one was In
I sat up five hours straight
Let's see, do I mean I sat up five hour
Players and Metro being ments, it looks as though the big
either establishment at the time the Famous
straight or sat up straight five hours? Well, I sat straight up for five
the most favored in a revival of the distributors and producers will have
flames started.
to create their own competition by
hours straight. That's what I call starting the new year right.
old story.
The Brooklyn deal was engineered owning their own theatres.
The Astor is the first hotel In
As the situation appeared to be,
Among those who personally visited me during the holidays or spoke New York to install a fireproof pro- By* H. Clay Miner Schwarti and
jection room for pictures as a part Marcus Loew, the Miner estate forming this week the outlook was
ft good word to Santa Claus for me, exclusive of cards and telegrams,
for
bigger and bigger exhibitor comwerb Hazel Blair, Gilbert Clark, Irvin S. Cobb, Bide Dudley, E. F. of its permanent equipment.
and
outright
theatres
owning four
Albee, Dr. Sam P. GUmore, Dr. Harry March, Sidney Levey, Joel Feder's
a fifth and the Loew binations confronting bigger and
A week after the Moulin Rouge controlling
folka, Julius Witmark, Beaumont Sisters, Walter K. Hill, Walter S
bigger
producing and distributing
Cafe at Atlantic City was gutted by people being in possession of one
Butterfield, Norma Talmadge, Mrs. W. H. Donaldson, F. S. Kahlo, Jos. fire flames again broke out In the house. These six are now grouped amalgamations and you could write
M. Schenck, Wm. S. Hart, Buster Keaton, Mrs. Rex Beach, Mr. and ruins. It took two hours to ex- in one booking system managed by your own ticket as to what the outMrs, Frank Campbell, Blanche Ring and Charles Winninger, Isabelle tinguish the blaze.
A. H. Schwartz, heretofore manager come would^ be.
Jason, Percy G. Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gould, Wm. Stuart, Mrs.
of the Miner houses. Schwartz will
reached
registration
Automobile
i. P. Churchill and daughter, Josephine Drake, Edgar Allan Woolf, E. V.
make bids for screen material in
Newark, N. J., Jan. 10.
Darling, Thos. Gorman, Thos. J. Ryan, Helen Davis, Earl Nelson, Mrs. the high* mark of 1,225.000 for New one block at a price set by himselfThe Paramount ends Its career as
York
State during 1922.
Clarence Wllletts, Henry Chesterfield, Irene Franklin, Mr. and Mrs. C\
There is no important bidder for a picture house Saturday when it
B. Bray, Mr. and Mrs. Hale Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Alf T. Wilton, Mr.
Supreme Court Justice Henry V. material in that district outside the will be remodeled into a dance Jiall.
and Mrs. Barney Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith, Mrs. Jas. Shes- Borst of Amsterdam, N. Y., has combination and the distributors
The Fabians planned to close the
green, Nick Schenck, David Belasco, Mary Moore, Constance and Irene dismissed the action of Evan Bur- will not be able to play one against
Strand a week later, but there has
Farber and mother, Herbert de Bower, Ernest Boschen, Mr. and Mrs. rows Fontaine against Cornelius the other nor take advantage of one
been some hitch in the deal and it
recover
Whitney
to
Vanderbilt
exhibitor running up prices on his
Wm. Grossman, Elmer F. Rogers, Geo. Robinson. Carl Bernstein, R. H.
may
not go through. They hoped to
rival.
Burnside and daughters, David Robinson, B. S. Moss, Mrs. Sam Forrest $1,000,000 for breach of promise.
for
The Brooklyn houses involved are lease It to a southern syndl ate
Franklin P. Adams, Miss Levoy, Mrs. Russell Bassett. Edythe Totten,
tho
annual
meeting
of
At the first
the production of stock.
At any
Judith Ames. Jane Connelly, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. lltirdock, Etta Tyndall, directors of the American National the Century (Loew), Albemarle (rerate it is now evident that thty inTrixle Friganza. Charlotte Greenwood, Jenie Jacobs. Pauline Cook. Burns Theatre the following officers were cently operated as an independent
tend to cut their string of five downMantle, Mabel Fcnton-Ross. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Belmont, Mr. and Mrs. elected: A. L. Erlanger, president; afer being run by Brill, Moss and
town houses to two, the Branford
Butler,
vice- Fox in turn), and the Minor houses.
Murray
Leslie Morosco, Ann Nichols, Mike Goldreycr, Mike Mindlin; stage crew Nicholas
Warren,
treasWhitney
of Alhambra theatre, George Meyer, Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Cort. Mr. and president;
Kingsway, Farragut and and the Rialto, that is, so far as picRialto,
tures are concerned. This will leave
Mrs. John Cort, Phil Benedict, Lottie Bird Morgan, Harry C. Grant, urer; John Golden, secretary;' Lee Linden.
four picture houses down street.
Zelda Sears, Lew Wiswall, Matthew White. Jr.; Mrs. Morris Gest. Ina Shubert. chairman of the hoard of
No authoritative statement has only
directors; Augustus Thomas, chairAs £frere are over 23.000. seats in the
the
terms
Claire and mother, N. T. Stocker, Eulia McCleary, Laur*- Bennett. Helen
been
made
of
under
which
man of the executive committee,
thirteen
theatres downtown, none
Trir, Esther Lindner, Dorothy Zeigle, Sonia, Margaret Mann Crolius, A. and David Belasco, general art di- the theatres come under the single
do
management, but the understanding of the other managers Is going to
Rothschild, Ada Mae Weeks, Mrs. Geo. McElroy, Dr. Harry Riley, Mile. rector.
any kicking if tho Fabians want to
In the trade Is that profits are pooled
Dazle, Cornelius Fellowes, Edna Morn, Mrs. Max Gilbert Whitman, Mrs.
by
s<\its
number
of
the
reduce
Alia Nazlmova will return to the in such a way that Loew will get a
Waller, Ed Wynn, Nellie Nichols, Mrs. Walter Bommell, Billie Burke,
Wm. Sleeper, Har\ey Watkins, Mr. and Mrs. EL E, Hart, Mr. and Mrs. stage .Ian. 22 at the Selwyn. New percentage of the net of all six eliminating their own houses.
"Dagmar,"
a
Hungarian
in
under a stipulation. That Is to say
» J. Lauder, Mrs. Charles Osgood and daughter Charlotte, Robert York,
play adapted by Louis K. AnsSimpson, Grace O. Drayton*, Mabel McCane. Jessie McCutcheon Raleigh, pacher from the original by Ferenci Loew will take an agreed portion of
IN AND OUT
Harry Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jacobson, Mrs. Justice Barton ft Hercseg. she will i>h supported by the profits instead of only the whole
Fisk and Lloyd were unable to
Schwartz
Weeks, Nlcols Sisters, Hal Merritt. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Morns, Nellie Charles
Gilbert iKmery, profit on the Century.
Bryant,
had been a member of the executive open at the State, New York. ThursSterling, Joseph Moran, Mr. and Mrs. Al Darling. Molly King, Mr. and (Ircta Cooper and Templar Saxe.
committeo of the A. B. C. up until day of last week on account of illMrs. Frank Stafford, T. E. Niics, Barney Klawen. Oo. S. Kaufman,
Mammy and the Gold Dust
now
appearKenneth
MacKenna,
tho time the Loew deal was con- ness.
Marc Connelly. Mrs. Walter Lelloy, Dixie Hines, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Maloney, Adelaide Freedman, Mrs. Reed Albee, Molly Mclntyre, Mrs. ing in "The World We lave In," will summated, and one of the reasons Twins substituted.
of advanced
in a dramatised
version
play
Clinton and Rooney were out of
in current gossip for the
lAuferty, Geo. M. Cohan, Frank Evans, Al Raymond and Har.el Kirke.
Simon
novel,
Keable'e
Robert
belief that other Loew Independent tho bill at tho Gates. Brooklyn, the
Called Peter."
deals were pending, was the fact last half of last week due to the
Betty Just asked me wfiat I was going to swear off on. T am not p;oing
*0 swear oft on anything because 1 have not been able or permitted to do
Th<* petition of AlessAndro Beuri that the relations bctweon Schwartz sudden Illness of Mis* Rooney. The
and other leaders In the associate I M initios filled the disappointment.
anything worth swearing off, so I've just sworn off swearing off.
(Continued on page 3<>i
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DRAWING CARDS
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"Drawing Cards'* in theatricals appear to be dwindling la every branch,
vaudeville and pictures. The name drawing card I There are legit
play bits, vaudeville theatres that through their name or location do business all if the time, and feature pictures that attract, but the "name" as
a draw has grown so limited in number it requires longer nowaday to
recall who they may be than it takes to write down their names when
legit,

thought

of.

"-»•

Friday, January 12, 1923
ft

police at that time believed the three men in the apartment
underneath that of Carman, who had rented it to them, were the thieves.
ball.

The

They; were headed by a very good looking fellow

named Marshall, who

In the Carman apartment New Year's eve,
Mrs,
Schoellkopf did not play, but watched the poker game.
There is no particular inside stuff other than the dailies have published
beyond the usual surmises, with some basis for those surmises. The suspected thieves are said to have used the apartment for bootlegging purposes, which was their regular business. \t was the opinion the Schoellkopfs were about to walk out on Carman, as their contemplated Cuban
trip within a few days after New Year's did not Include him.
Carman
previously had been a constant companion for Mrs. Schoellkopf when in
New York, also her husband, the latter rated to be worth from 40 to SO
millions, acquired through water power grants at Niagara Falls.

had played cards

have been two glowing examples of "names" within
tho past two months; one name doing a whale of a business and purely
on the name with the entertainment behind It, while the other "name"
has made so woeful a showing when called upon to "draw" by itself
No. S that it upsets all of the theories of the box office. Yet another instance
Carman had been known as "The King of Parties" through the nuVOL. LXIX.
•
J»*«»
of the past two weeks is where a "name" (outside of New York and in a merous party affairs he had held at his apartments, always with a crowd
week-stand) did not do $1,500 gross on the engagement. It sounds in- attending from the same and his own set. Several theatrical people of
The Mollie Fuller sketch, "Twi- credible but no more so than the name that flopped, referred to above.
Broadway knew him well and attended his "parties," .also known aa
light" by Blanche Merrill, for which
"Drags." Carman had tried two or three vaudeville acts without success
producthe
furnished
Albee
E. F.
In vaudeville the "names that draw" are so few they total hardly any. but supplying a production for each, and it is said Mrs. Schoellkopf ention, has been routed by the Keith One of vaudeville's headliners under the impression Its "name" was a box couraged him in those ventures, even to the extent of furnishing the inlie had also been known as a dancer, but not cabaret)
office asset found out last week when applying for another route that the vestment capital.
©fllee until next June.
showing made last season did not justify anything like the previous professionally. He did appear for a short time in Trixie Friganza's act.
Schoellkopf robbery at first threatened to uncover a great deal of
The
salary or even a route without the act first showing, when salary and time
Lyman Hess, the theatrical at- wou'd be decided upon. The best draws in vaudeville, purely drawing dirt that could have extended from the 40's to Greenwich Village and
torney, has severed his partnership
and making money for the theatre, have been the unsuspected ones and back, taking in many, who like Carman, may have received regular alwith Charles L. Kahn, and removed under engagement for a comparatively low salary according to the draw- lowances from older men, but the dailies didn't appear to want that
to the Loew building, New York.
ing power later developed. In vaudeville as well a universal draw Is an matter.
oddity; some names draw well in sections', like picture names. It may
At first the robbery brought in the names of Fannie Brlce and her husleft
mother
her
and
Janis
Elsie
be due to the character of the act or actor in vaudeville, but It is seldom band, Nickey Arnstein, through Miss Brice formerly having been a Joint
New York Jan. 6 on the "Adriatic" all vaudeville patrons are of one mind regarding one act. When an act's owner of the property, but the papers soon dropped her name, and the
for a trip through the Mediter- salary is "set", as all houses are expected to pay that play, the lack of attempt to connect Arnstein with the affair never did commence.
universal drawing cards, few as any drawing cards are, is badly felt when
ranean.
Just who framed the robbery has not as yet come out. That there was
business is off.
a frame seems evident from all attending circumstances. Mrs. Schoellmankopf in her youth is said to have been on the stage as chorus girl. The
Frank E. Mainhard is now
In picture's the condition is deplorable. If the exhibitor is given a draw- present marriage is her third.
ager of the opera house at Bayonne,
Paul Englehart was among those mentioned as at Carman's New Year's
Mr. Mainhard, born in ing card he is charged so much for it that a loss stares at him before
N. J.
Bayonne, is the only native who has opening with the picture. And if not a loss than an increase of scale to Eve affair. He also is known in Times square, having married a Mrs.
managed a local theatre. He start- break even and keep the drawing card from a competitor. This has Owens, widow of a wealthy coal man. She is about 25 years older than
ed to work at the Opera house nine driven the exhibitor to find a substitute draw in a "name" of a person or Englehart.
Up to Wednesday the underworld seemed tu know the stolen Jewels
years ago and has held every posi- act for a personal appearance or attraction. Again the exhibitor has
He succeeded found he is up against the stone wall of all of his fellow showmen in were still on Manhattan Island. It was then said the thieves were wait-t
tion in the house.
v.
Charles E. Anderson.
ing for a reward to be offered, expecting the reward would be at least
other branches; that there are no "draws" to be had so easily.
$50,000, when the Jewelry would be returned in the underworld manner, to
One of the biggest picture house circuits has concluded there are not secure the cash reward. The thieves were reputed afraid to "handle"
Chauffeuring an Eighth avenue,
stolen Jewelry, as most of it consists of pearls registered at the Custhe
sufficient
drawing
cards
as
high
as
weekly
to
mako
worth
at
$3,000
it
New York, surface car is a motor- while
to attempt a policy of big added attractions weekly to its picture toms when brought in. Crooks claim they are the most difficult kind of
man, Joe Newman, who says he was
and
weekly
With
offering
as
as
for
bills.
cabarets
high
$2,000
$2,500
a
jewels
to safely dispose of.
in one of Gus Edwards' acts years
gamble with what they
While Mrs. Schoellkopf is said to have waived all ©laims for insurance
ago. Attention was attracted when drawing card in a name, they often are forced to
*
can
their
attrac- through the robbery, her husband is reported to have withdrawn her
get at a high price before ascertaining the strength of
the actor-motorman Indulged In
waiver, insisting the insurance company make good for the amount it is
some vocal calisthenics while guid- tion.
liable $or, unless the jewelry is recovered.
ing his trolley car towards midnight
drawing
probHow
a
showman's
to
make
build
card
is
always
or
up
a
Goodone evening last week.
natured joshing that he missed his lem. Now it is more of a problem than ever and with the country overWhile there has been some comment during the season of the Columbia
calling and should be perfomlng to theatred as it is", the drawing card Is almost a necessity, but there are (burlesque), New York not maintaining its average gross receipts of
an audience elicited the information not enough in sight to keep any manager who needa it from worrying last season, no thought apparently has been given to the. opposition the
anent his former theatrical affilia- over his future.
Columbia, New York, has been up against. The difference in the weekly,
tions. Queried aa to why he forsook
average at the Columbia so far could not have been over $500 a week,
Of the hundreds of men who have been figuring out how to help the
the stage for a pair of motorman's
maYbe $600. That is hardly to be considered when figuring the Shubert
gloves, he replied, "This job is more picture house entertainment no one man has found any staple program unit house, Central, is just across the street, the Park with Its burlesque!
that means anything more than the current week's interest. And these
certain."
in tho same section, while Loew's State that does not less than
hundreds of men are not picture exhibitors altogether; they contain pro- stocks is
$22,000 weekly, and takes about all of the Square's overflow. The Central
"The Players' Home Town Chain" ducers and promoters who have puzzled for long without finding the has been doing around $8,500 and $9,000 a week, and the Park between'
staple draw and without considering the over-theatred condition, probis the title of a plan given but in
continuous "depression" in the $4,500 and $6,500. Both of these houses were considered direct opposipartial publicity for Isabel Jason, ably tho one and greatest reason for the
Columbia before the opening of the season. The Shubert units
theatre. A "draw" may alleviate the situation for a week or so in the tion to the
at present in the Side Show (cabAnd still new theatres are especially were viewed by the Columbia burlesque men as opposition of
it is in but it won't help the others.
house
aret) entertainment In New York.
proportions.
As against all of these odds, say the observers, the
small
no
The purpose of the scheme as ex- continually announced.
Columbia, New York, dropping but $500 to $600 weekly showed strength
In the legit there
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plained In the announcement is for
touring players on festive days to
occupy the vacant chairs in the
homes of local players who are

away from their homes
their profession's call.

through

in offsetting

INSIDE STUFF
ON VAUDEVILLE

Eugene Jerge is now in charge of
the Buffalo exchange for Gus Sun,
The twist in the damage action of Evan Burrows Fontaine against
having succeeded Lou Snyder who young "Sonny" Whitney, through which
a Supreme Court Justice reformerly published programs which
voked the annulment of the marriage of Miss Fontaine to Sinclair Adair,
he is resuming. Jerge will supply
a sailor, since deceased, carried with it a recommendation by the court
houses. He is a former
professional and is a brother of Gus
bills for six

Fay.

Frank G. Hall, who recently disposed of the majority of stock in his

New

Jersey theatre holdings to the

Keith interests, is to erect a new
theatre on Monticello avenue, Jersey City, on which work is scheduled to start next week. The Hall
houses, recently taken over by
Keith's, includes the State, Jersey
City; Strand, Hoboken, and Twin
theatre**,

Union

Hill.

Fally Markus, the independent
vaudeville booker, named as beneficiary in' the will of his mother,

was awarded

$10,000

last

week by

the executor of the estate. He divided the amount among the members of his immediate family.

Emmet Callahan has returned to
the Chamberlain Brown office. Mr.
Callahan has been manager of the
Shubert vaudeville unit, "Zig Zag,"
Which closed

recently.

The Majestic, Haverstraw, N. Y.,
management of Cohen & Waldron,
has vaudeville two days a week,
booked by Harry Lorraine of the

that the papers in the case be forwarded to tho district attorney, while
attention was called to the practice by Charles Firestone of New York,
attorney for Miss Fontaine.
Miss Fontaine while in the show business where she still remains, at
present on the coast and last with a coast musical comedy that had a
short life, always travelled with her mother. After intermittent appearances in vaudeville as a "classical'' dancer without making an impression
Miss Fontaine resorted to the cabarets. At one time she appeared in the
ZieqfcM "Midnight Frolic" on the Amsterdam Roof, receiving $100 weekly,
and got about the same salary when at the Waldorf-Astoria. During
those days she started an action against Paul Durand, the vaudeville
agent, to recover $9,000 she alleged Mr. Durand owed her, and also pleaded
at that time she had signed the contract with Burand when a minor.
The facts appear in indicate Miss Fontaine is now about 30, and was
about 23 years old whe« she signed the Durand contract. However, upon
her complaint against Durand being made to the Keith office, Durand
was suspended from the privileges of the booking floor, permitted to offer
no explanation, and had to remain inactive as an agent fs>r three months
before reinstatement.
When the Fontaine action against Durand was
finally tried, the girl recovered a Judgment for $900.
Durand intended
to appeal from it but settled with her for about $500 in preference to
further litigation. The same Firestone who Is now Miss Fontaine's attorney appeared for her against Durand.
Miss Fontaine's real name is Flann Evans. She was born in a small
Texan village, and her husband, Adair, was also a Texan. Somehow the
Whitney defense secured possession of a letter from Miss Fontaine to her
husband asking him to frame with her for an annulment. When he declined to become a party to it, she proceeded ^to secure the annulment
without him. It is the matter of the annulment, also the letter, that
caused the Justice to hand down his opinion. Unless a higher court reverses it, Miss Fontaine's action for $1,000,000 against Whitney for being
the father of her son will of a necessity have to be discontinued, as the
condition otherwise would be that she was married at the time of the alleged happening.

Florida.
The house will play pictures four days and concert artist*
the remainder of the week during
the winter season.

The Fontaines, mother and daughter, have had a spectacular career
during the j ears the girl has been in theatricals but the career was in
a quiet way, often as quiet as possible. It is said the Fontaines had no
notion the damage suit against young Whitney would receive publicity.
Some dependence was rather placed upon secretiveness in order to obtain
a settlement, as Miss Fontaine was aware young Whitney was about to
or had become engaged to wed a society girl. Publicity however, was
promoted through a story In Variety that outlined the facts without
names. It was picked up by a sensational New York daily and spread
into a tale that has occupied the prints ever since.

The Arlington, Boston, formerly
the Castle Square, under the management of Harry Frazee has become dark following a one week's
(Christmas) try with vaudeville.
The vaudeville was booked through
the Sheedy office.

The Schoellkopf Jewel robbery New Year's morning In the apartment
beneath that of Frank Barrett Carman at 64 West 52nd street was given
big space by the dailies as it involved jewelry reputed to be worth from
$300,000 to $500,000 and insured for $200*000.
The stories brought
in several names known to the Times squarers, although none is better
known among a certain set of Broadwayltes than Barry Carman. Carman was dismissed Monday morning after being held for a week without

Fally

Markus

office.

Theodore Roosevelt of the Strand,
Plains, N. Y., opened a new

White

theatre this week at

Ormonde Beach,

the opposition.

The Columbia, New York, since the season started, has also suffered
One- week a fair show, the
in and outers among its attractions.
next week a bad one, the two following shows but medium and then a
good with another bad, and so on. It's only within the last three weeks
from

the Columbia, New York, got in for a run of real good shows that immediately sent the business above the weekly average of last week and
the same result would have been accomplished by those attractions had
it been at any other time than the holidays.
The Dave Marion show was
tho first of the trio, then Ed Daley's show last week and Barney Gerard's
production this week. These three shows following each other on the
wheel have brought about like results from the season's start.
A similar condition of business through rotating existed on the Shubert
unit circuit with the bad unit productions hurting the opening of the following attraction if not ruining the next week's business. The promiscuous
production of units and the probabilities of good and bad shows intermingled indiscriminately was predicted before the unit season started/
based on the experience of burlesque wheel shows.

Among the most striking Xmas presents so far reported is the huge
hammer received by Emma Carus with a card inscribed "Clara
Miss Carus had never met the acquitted woman from the

sledge

Phillips."

coast so she knew that was a hoax and could not fathom who the sender
of the gift might be. The hammer had been prettily wrapped in tissue
paper and ribbons. While on (the Orpheum Circuit Miss Carus was
sajd to have often complained to the booking office about a veteran
monologist on the same bill with her. The monologist Is reported to
have asserted Miss Carus must have spent thousands of dollars with the
telegraph companies on his account.
The woman single's complaints
about the man single on the same bills were not personal; they
were in the nature of business, such as that he made it difficult for her
through his .actions, etc, on the stage, just preceding her turn. Those
hearing about the hammer suspect it might have been the monologist
expressing an opinion who thought of the hammer.

When

"Stolen Sweets." the I. H. Herk unit, with the Watson Sisters,
playing, the Watson girls received $1,350 weekly.
The unit show
closed Saturday as a Shubert vaudeville circuit attraction. This week
the Watson Sisters are playing in a Shubert straight vaudeville bill at
Pittsburgh and receiving $1,000 for the engagement.

was

While tho "Main Street Follies" was at the Central, New York, last
week, a report went around the company was playing on a commonwealth plan. That is, the members were without guaranteed or stated
salaries, but were sharing between them a portion of the gross the company received, in lieu of straight salaries. No verification was secured.
The "Main Street Folies" is a Weber & Friedlander Shubert unit show,
about the last one of that firm's original four units remaining on the
circuit. The third left shifted this week frrnn the Shubert to the Pantages
circuit. It was "Steppln' Around." Wcber\fc Friedlander are said to have
sunk about $200,000 in the BhttbSfi vaudeville unit scheme, including the
cost of their quartet of productions.

The suit for separation brought by I,ou Tellegen against Ceraldino
Farrar and her counter action for divorce were set for trial before Justice
Cohalan in Part III of the New York Supreme Court yesterday (Thursday). Miss Farrar pressed for a prompt trial, while counsel for Tellegen,
Arthur Schwartz, sought for delay. Tellegen is playing vaudeville, and
the necessity of appearing in court probably will force him to cancel
contracts. All the papers in the case have been sealed. If the case is
tried in open court, both complaints would become public, but it is
expected the matter will be sent to a referee and the testimony will
remain sex ret.
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RICHARD BENNETT CUTS 'BARNUM' GEST AGAIN

B'WAY'S SECOND HALF START

MONDAY NIGHT SHOW

BRINGS BIG AND STRONG RECEIPTS

Starts

Demand in Chicago
Week for

for

SENDS OYER RUSSIANS
Like It Standing Up
Opening Night for Moscow
Art Theatre

Made 'Em

Six- Day

Actors

Week of New Year Has Week-end Impetus
from Auto Show Crowd "Secrets"" Looks Best of
Latest Crop More New Shows Coming In

SHOW IN BAD WAY;
MAY BE TAKEN OVER

—

First

—

Lamentable Case
fhe legitimate season swung into
second half, dated from Jan. 1,
first
true to form. Business for the
week of the year was good, getting
a strong start on New Years day.
Along Broadway business sagged
back in
off after that, but came

Daly's 63d
business last
week, beating $9,000, aided by a perStreet,

had

at

The premiere of the Moscow Art
Theatre Monday at Jolson's 59th
Street overshadowed all new entrants. The opening was treated as
an artistic and social event in the
dailies and the imported attraction
got c
to an advantageous start.
The first night was over capacity
and at $11 top the takings were
close tg $10,000. while an additional
$6,000 was counted the second night.
"Mike Angelo" opposed the Russian
opening at the Morosco, but got a
bad break from the reviewers.
"Polly Preferred" was changed to

the biggest single day's receipts in
years were recorded.
The Saturday swing towards the
theatres is partially credited to the
influx of visitors attracted by the
automobile show and the Rialto won
good trade from that source through
It is the history of the
this week.
legitimate, however, that the 6easan
from the first of the year on, depends heavily on Saturday patronAttendance on the last two
age.
days of the week will doubtless as Thursday (last) night at the Little.
This week will see switching of
in the past do much in furnishing
a paying margin to the majority of two attractions and the closing of
That does not neces- two others which did not stand
attractions.
sarily apply to the successes which much chance. "It is the Law" moves
are able to pull big business at any from the Ritz to the Bayes Monday
time. Yet they depend on the week and its successor will be "The Humends more and more as the season ming Bird," a play known on the
progresses.
"Whispering Wires" will
r coast.
Grosses for last week held up ex- change from the 49th Street to the
with
most
leaders',
the
cellently for
Broadhurst, the latter losing "The
of the dramas playing extra mati- Lady Cristilinda" which goes into
nees and reaching, figures much the storehouse. "Gringo" follows
above the normal, while in some suit from the Comedy, which gets
cases, particularly with the musi- Bertha Kallsch Jan. 17 in "Jitta's
cals, business was even better than Atonement."
The new attraction

during Christmas week. "The Fool"'
again led the non-musicals, getting
$23,900, but it was the only show
playing a daily matinee (a total for
"Hamlet" drew
18 performances).
$11,500 at the Harris for eight perThis
Is London" in
"So
formances';
Bine performances played to $20,500
at the Hudson. "Rain," without an
extra matinee, jammed the Elliott
"Seventh
for a total of 1 16.400.

for the 49th

and Take."
"Dagmar"

with

Alia

" Chicago, Jan. 10.
play in town that has had a
precarious existence so far may
It is reported arclose Saturday.
rangements have already been en'
tered into with a New York producer to take care of the production.
The New Yorker is said to be
Charles Dillingham.
With the closing it is anticipated

A

I

and company will be left
without funds. There is talk of a
benefit being arranged to provide
transportation back to New York.
The local dailies have been very
nice to the show with the dramatic
the star

newspaper men lending their efforts
While the piece
to. help it along.
has been playing to from $200 to
$300 a night, its management has
been paying a weekly rental of
$2,000 for the bare walls of probably the worst legit house in Chi-

cago.

M/KENZIE SAYS

POSED AS OTHER'S WIFE
Husband Enters Cross

—Asks

Nazlmova

Divorce Action

"bust"

with

under

takings

the

reported

and the play supported
by the agency buy practically alone.
"The Love Child" created interest
at the Cohan by getting $12,900 in
nine performances.
"The Masked
Woman" in eight, drew $11,500. and
is making money at the Eltinge.
"Johannes Kreisler," one of the most
$5,000,

Interesting of the new attractions,
pulled nearly $17,000 gross at the
Time3 Square, with one extra matinee. This importation is doing excellently at the box office but not
in the agencies.
"Mile. Shakespeare" at the National started dis-

couraging-.
Ziegfeld's 'Follies" was again the
leader of, the musicals with about
$35,4C
and only $700 under the
holiday week.
"The Music Box
i

Revue"

upward

went

$1,000

and

beat $29,000. "Little Nellie Kelley"
with one extra performance continued at capacity for all shows and
again Y' $26, '00. "The (Greenwich
Village Follies" bettered Christmas
Week a bit and also got $26,000.
:

"The Gingham Girl"

led the $2.50
claimed $20,000

musicals with a
gross, with the aid of one extra
matinee and $4.40 charged New
Year'* night. -The Clinging Vine."
the new contender for $2.50 musical
leadership, played an extra matinee
but held strictly to the scale and

went upward
SIS, 000.

the

i

to thai

ing

In

prom
n «s

a

for a total of
S starting off at
a fashion similar
Extra advertisne."
used, Hit business is

$1,000
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week

last
$3.
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Lize,"

Bill

in

Pe-

culiar Injunction

"Blossom
Time" is listed to end its long run
here at the end' of the month. The
succeeding attraction for the Century will probably be "The Lady in
Ermine," now at the Ambassador,
which would likely get "Virginia."
Brooklyn is showing two new proCowl's "Juliet" will get.

Chicago, Jan.

t

ductions this week, "Barnum Was
Right" being at the Montauk and
t

10.

Symington and Mrs.
Kyra McKenzie are charged with
touring the country and posing as
man and wife in a cross bill for
divorce filed here by Herbert McKenzie, business manager for D. W.
Alfred

Griffith,

J.

who

o'clock mandate" was a means
W. A. Brady was injured late last by Oest to command the respect of
week while en route from his home the press and as an aid to the illuto the Playhouse, his oar being sion with which he had surrounded
struck by a taxi. It was thought his imported attraction.
Tuesday
several ribs were broken, but the night's performance was scheduled
manager escaped with severe to begin at 8:20.
bruises, though confined to his home
The excitement after the premiere
several days. *
was a story in itself. In the balcony
Alonzo Klaw, son of Marc Klaw, there were cheers and heaving of
was removed from a hospital to his hats in the air. Many of the lower
home last week, and Is recovering floor patrons remained long after
fr^Hi

refutes charges of de-

"Diana Comes to Town" (which
be changed to "Naughty
Diane") at the Majestic. "Diana"
got about $7,800 at Teller's Shubert
last week, finishing with a rush,
Drummond,"
"Bulldog
however.

may

McKenzie seeks an injunction writ
Kyra from lavishing
$20,000, saved from salary, on Sym-

CHORUS

restraining
ington.

•

STANHOPE DEAD

JOS.

Collapses on Stage and

Maks-Up

Diss with

On

Still

St. Louis, Jan. 10.

Joseph Stanhope, of the Wood-

ward Players, died early Sunday
morning several h*ours after he had
been stricken with heart trouble
while playing in "Mamzell," at the
Garrick. Although advised to layoff or "cut" his lines, he insisted on
playing as usual. He played through
two acts and collapsed after the
curtain was rung down on the sec-

(Empire),
Briar"
"Rose
"Secrets"
Frazee).
R."
U.
"R.
(Fulton), "Loyalties'' (Gaiety), "The
Bunch and Judy" (Globe), "So This
Is London" (Hudson), "The Clinging
tinge),

He was removed to' his
he died with his makeThe performance was
on.
given in full and no one on the
other side of the footlights suspected
ond

forced to re-

GIRL'S

NEEDS

the show was over to Join In the
applause and cheers. It is claimed
there were 40 curtains on actual
count. The enthusiasm of the upper floor audience Is partly explained through many being of Russian birth or extraction. One of the
items concerning the success of the
Moscow Art Theatre In Its native
heath is that it has been virtually
impossible to purchase tickets eje-

cept far In advance and nfter
Marjorie Muir Applies for Increase standing in line for days.
The opening night's gross was
of Allowance
nearly $10,000.
The top charged
Marjorie L. Mulr-MacLeod, chorus was $11, with a number of balcony
The attracgirl with "The Last Waltz," through rows priced at $5.50.
her mother, has obtained an order tion can normally play to about
from the Surrogate's Court, New $42,000 gross weekly at the regular
York, giving her the right to use $5.50 top scale. For the first weeli
$32 weekly for her maintenance the takings will go well over tS0,«
from property held in trust for her 000, as large blocks of lower floor
locations were reported so!d to a
until she becomes of age.
Mrs. MacLeod, who is a daughter party at* $11 per ticket, and the
gross
for the first two night comMuir
DeWitt
of the late Thomas
and a granddaughter of the late puted to be $16,000.
The
magnitude of the venture \s
James Muir, eloped with Malcolm
Norman MacLeod, 22-year-old son exceptional. Oest was required to
put
up
a big sum of money, most of
She
of a wealthy manufacturer.
since has begun an action for an which was sent abroad late in the
summer, and it Is estimated he laid
annulment of the marriage.

In the application Mrs. Muir stated out $75,000 before the curtain arose.
that while she was granted permis- For an attraction calling /or no
sion to use $26 weekly for tho production expense, the booking is
daughter's support the sum was not regarded as a spectacular .gamble on
the part of Oest.
sufficient and that $1,650 Is at least
anything was wrong.
The selling of pass-out checks
needed, itemizing the expenses as:
Flora
wife,
his
and
Stanhope
Clothing, $250; food, $520; share of was detected after the first interStanhope, joined the local players rent, $720; traveling expenses, $50; mission, sujm hard tickets being
about five weeks ago, coming from medical and dentistry, $(0, and sold by gyppers for $5 each. How
the men secured possession of tbe
Kansas City, where they had been household expense, $60.
checks could not be fathomed, but
playing with the Drama Players.
played
career
his
the same trick is reported having
during
Stanhope
parts in stock companies at Pitts- PAGE AGENTING FOR ZIEGFELD been put over for most of the imCinand
Chicago
burgh, New York,
Will A. Page, who recently Joined portant openings.
The first night crowd included
cinnati. He and his wife played two the Charles Dillingham office as
seasons with Frank McGlynn in publicity man. has resigned and 1.j several rows of standees, who paid
$2.75
for the privilege.
"Abraham Lincoln."
now agenting Billie Burke in "Rose
Burial was in Cincinnati.
Briar* and the "Follies" for F.

up

(39th Street) and "The Fool"
(Times Square).
Cut Rates
There were 16 attractions listed in
the cut rates Wednesday with the
selling force lamenting the fact that
they did not have 20 or more shows
tist"

to offer.

still

The complete

16 offered at bar"Johannes
included
prices
OPENING ONE
CLOSED
"Fashions for
(Apollo),
Kreisler"
Xext week in Raltimore Lewis and
Men" (Belmont), "Listening In'
the tour of "lcestart
will
Gordon
(Rijou); "Blossom Time" (Century).
Shubert Vaudeville (Central), "The bound." by Owen Davis, a drama.
Atlantic City,
play
"Orincro" Following it will
(Cohan).
Love Child"
Comedy), "Liza" (Daly's), "Why with New York expected as the next
stop.
Not" (48th Street). "The World
Last Saturday at Toronto the
Live In" (44th Street), "Spite Corner" (Little). "Romeo and Juliet'' same firm took off "Old Hill, M. P.,'
(Longacre). "Mike Anprelo" (Moros- the Knglish importation, in whlcl
hold tho majority interest.
co), "Will Shakespeare" (National), they
"Up She Goes" (Playhouse). "Abie's The "Bill" piece will be gone over
out again after 'Ice-bound'
put
and
Is
"it
and
Irish «Rose" (Republic),

gain

ONE—

Ziegfeld, Jr.

Page has also been sending out
press matter for "Dagmar," the new

Xaz'mova

Mm,

We

'

is

on

its

way.

play.

MRS. FISKE

|

(Ritz).

was

act.
hotel, where

"Moscow
(Knickerbocker),
Vine"
Art Theatre" (Jolson), "Little Nellie
Kelly" (Liberty), "Spite Corner"
(Little), "Romeo and Juliet" (Longacre), "The Merchant of Venice"
"The Awful Truth"
(Lyceum).
(Miller), "Music Box Revue" (Music
Box), "Follies" (Amsterdam), "The
Old Soak" (Plymouth). "The Ego-

Law"

H. Harris

weekly.

K-eisler" (Apollo). "Kiki" (Helaseo),
"Seventh Heaven" (Booth), "Merton
of the Movies" (Cort). "Rain" (Elliott), "The Masked Woman" (El-

the

an appendicitis operation.

Sam

upon which the dancer de-

main at home 'early this wesk with
pended in her bill.
an ulcerated throat. He was at his
It is declared McKenzie and Kyra office Monday, but his doctor told
were married July 16, 1914. when him if he was exposed In the inshe was a chorus girl at $15 a week, clement weather the consequences
and that she is now receiving $450 might bo serious.
sertion,

and its first week was not imThe climb in takings last
up its tour at the Maweek and agency demand growth which wound
jestic last week, played to $10,7D0;
gives the English piece a bright
Doll" at the Montauk
outlook.
The second week's gross "The French
$8,000 and $9,000;
was about $14,000, or a climb of drew between
Cat and Canary" played to
"The
$2,500.
opera house;
Bronx
the
at
There is some question about the $11,000
"Just Married'' at the Riviera did
pair of new Shakespearean producunder $9,000, while "Molly
tions.
"The Merchant of Venice" a little again topped the subway
Darling"
at the Lyceum claims $20,000 last
circuit business by grossing $15,000
week,'which gives it a placev-among
at the Broad Street, Newark.
the best on Broadway.
S\
There were 23 buys running. The
Business for "Romeo ancr Juliet"
total list of attractions held by the
at the Longaere was a decided
"Johannes
brokers outright are
pressive.

—
«

KYRA

be 'Give

Selwyn, arriving Jan. 22.
That
leaves a problem of what house Jane

in 10 performances pulled
"Merton of
$17,000 into the Booth.
the Movies" easily beat $18,500 at
the Cort, with one extra matinee.
"Loyalties" played to nearly $16,000

in,

Chicago

and Company

will be the next attraction for the

Heaven"

at the Gaiety in nine performances.
Of the new shows, "Secrets" row
looks the most promising. It opened
during the Christmas Day scramble
when eight new attractions rushed

Street will

in

Possible Benefit for Star

best

its

formance at midnight Sunday when
$2,300 was drawn.

tremendous volume Saturday when

'

show

colored

the

its

Chicago, Jan. 10.
Early this week Morris Oest was
Richard Bennett, who is playing
"the
hailed along Broadway as
Playhouse in "He Who Gets
Slapped" and hopes to remain there Barnum of show business" following
all season, Is following a suggestion the premiere of the Moscow Art
made in a recent editorial in the Theatre at Jolson's 59th street MonChicago Tribune for a six-day week. day night. The presentation of the
He will cut out Monday performactors was conances altogether and will put in an illustrious foreign
extra matinee on Friday, a day in ceded an achievement. The dailies
which he has little afternoon oppo- devoted unusual space to reviews of
sition from legitimate theatres.
the first play, "Tsar Fyodor IvanWhen Mr. Bennett read the Trib- ovltch," and the society editors' reune editorial he took it seriously ports were used as follow-up stories
and resolved to try it. "I'll start in the make-up.
it," he said.
The first night attracted one of
"Perhaps some others
will join me. The only way to start the most brilliant, audiences the
a reform is to start it. I won't play metropolis has known. It was typical of the "diamond horseshoe" of
on Monday nights."
"I claim the right to one day of the Metropolitan opera, with the list
relaxation," he explained.
"Even of notables in attendance as volumian actor is entitled to that. I don't nous. The show was advertised to
know whether anything will come of begin at 8 o'clock sharp and anthis or not, but somebody must do nouncements were to the effect that
something if the idea is to be im- no one would be seated. The play
got under way at eight minutes
planted in the peoples' minds."
past that hour and the doors were
closed. That caused a Jam in the
shallow lobby. Jftominent persons
MANAGERS CONFINED
were among those denied admitZiegfeld and Brady Hsld Indoors for tance, until the first Interval, at
least.
J. J. Shubert arrived while
Days
the doors were closed, and when
Several managers have gotten a Oest was summoned an argument
bad break in health lately. F. Zieg- arose, with the latter on the long
end of the dispute, he having rented
feld, who was brought from his
Hastings home for X-ray examina- the house for the engagement.
After seven minutes the late comers
tion, has been confined to his suite
were admitted, but were required to
at the Bits, and physicians forbade
stand-in the rear of the house for
his leaving the city, though he
three-quarters of aft hour, being
planned to be in Chicago for the
finally shown to their seats at t
opening of "Sally" there Sunday.
o'clock, which was the first InterIt is not believed an operation will
mission. The crush In the rear probe necessary, however. He returned
voked a commotion up to that time.
to his home in Hastings, N. Y., this
It was apparent Tuesday the "8
week, slightly recovered.
used
at the

she

is

RENAMES PLAY

Chicago^ Jar. 10.
Flske's new play, in which
playing one-night stand-

around Chicago, will have b new
name when it Opens at the Cort. Jan.
29.

It

was

first

known

ms "Poddy."

then called "The Last Card," ^nd
rame will be Changed t.j "The

tin1

of the <3od

ACTRESS DYING OF POISON
Syracuse, K. Y.. Jan. 10.
Anna Rivolo, Syracuse actress, is
dying Slowly at St. Joseph's HosDltal here as a result of th> swallowing of two bichloride of mercury
tablets taken with «ui1etdal intent.
The woman's husband, Frank
Fantzsa, comedian, had r.ot been
'

contributing to an) great extent to
lb" supporl of bis wife and their
Iwo children, according to tho ac-'
story.
Tir'ng of the struggle,
he tn «,k ibe poison and lat<»r fell
•

;

in

tli«

Bl

H

'

t.
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LEGiTIMAT

widow since her wealthy husband died when she was hut eighteen.
LITTLE
As the daughter of Fannie Ward (American), Mrs. Barnato became
known In England as a beautiful and young widow with an enormous
fortune.
At her wedding to Lord Plunket she had four bridesmaids
Once again the Vagabonds la
and wore a wedding dress of blue velvet with a veil of blue and silver, Baltimore
break forth, and thisj
instead of the accepted gray or mauve, under those circumstances.
time with a program that has)

THEATRES

INSIDE STUFF
ON LEGIT
Although "Abie's

Irish Hose" is accepted as a failure In Baltimore, it
proposed six weeks there through Duffy * Sharp, who
are promoting it, having paid the Shuberts $4,500 in advance for six weeks
at the Academy of Music. The theatre seats 2.000 and the show is at
$1.60 top.
It is mostly paper, with last week the paper receiving- a more
general distribution. Duffy is the husband of Ann Nichols, author of the
piece, and it is "Abie's" first flop, though extenuating circumstances may
be pleaded that at the Academy a stock company is playing it "Ladles'
Night," also played by a stock in Baltimore, and at $1 top, has been on
* run there, and is averaging $9,000 weekly.

may

play out

Friday, January 12, 1923

One of the leading managerial firms on Broadway Is reported among
the debtors to Max Spiegel. For certain money, which was their share
of a Spiegel venture, the firm gave him a note calling for a considerable
sum. Upon its expiration they renewed- the note, but for some reason the
first noje was not returned. It is understood the managers may have to
pay the Spiegel receiver the full amount of both notes.

its

"Blossom Time," at the Century, has played to a total gross of over
$180,000 in 12 weeks to date. It has been a money maker for the Shuberts
and a windfall for tho house, as there was nothing new in sight for the
Century early in the fall. Next Monday night the show will be given at
Allan Pollock gave a professional matinee in Chicago last Thursday, the Academy of Music, Brooklyn, under a guarantee more than could
but all of the talent in the town would not accept the literal invitation. be made at the Century, which will be closed that evening. The show
Al Jolson bought $100 worth of tickets for the show and Charlotte Learn will lay off the night of Jan. 23, the Century having been rented for a
sold $60 worth, with others also buying.
private affair that evening. It is expected "Blossom Time" will wind up
its engagement Jan. 27, and plans call for moving either "The Lady In
The turntable mechanism of the Little theatre is being used for the Ermine" from the Ambassador or "Sally, Irene and Mary" from the
first time since "Pierrot the Prodigal" for "Polly. Preferred," which opened
Casino up there for similar process of cut-rating that has been so sucMonday. The new Guy Bolton play calls for continuity of scene and cessful for "Blossom Time."
action, and there are three scenes set on the circular stage. The quick
changes could not be effected out of town, and for the Broadway presenIn his new book just published George Jean Nathan, critic for "Smart
tation the settings are virtually remade by P. Dodd Ackerman, who Set," makes answer to the criticism of himself in the pursuit of his
designed the "Polly" scenery.
calling. Nathan states he i- often panned for walking out on a show at
the end of the second act. His explanation is that people must recognize
The influence of a highbrow songwriter on his chorus girl amour was bis great Interest in the theatre as evidenced by the fact that he does
Illustrated in the Hudson tubes when a young woman encountered return- remain longer with a bad play.
ing to the metropolis after her night's performance in Newark, N* J., was
reading a volume of Schopenhauer's philosophy, one of the most pedantic
The Selwyns now own "The Fool" entirely. It was reported that an
interest had been purchased by Lewis & Gordon, who are financially
of philosophic treatises.
concerned with several legitimate productions. That came about through
Lenny Bergman, boss of the New Amsterdam theatre box office, took a temporary purchase by Al Lewis, who procured for $25,000 a quarter
his trick leg from the sloppy weather, of Monday and repaired to the interest owned by Thomas Wilkes, the coast stock producer. The latter
Commodore for a series of treatments. Last year he was in a sanitarium, bought in for $5,000, so that the deal was profitable for him. A dispute
which it seemed interfered with him receiving visitors and he figured the between Channing Pollock and Wilkes is supposed to have led the coast
hotel idea would "beat the gate." Some of the ticket men say there is an man to offer his interest for sale here. Lewis took up the matter with
Selwyns, who stated they had the first right to buy back the Wilkes
Idea In -back of Lenny's leg treatments. They claim he has 'em right the
interest. Lewis was-advised to buy out Wilkes and turn the stock back
after Christmas and that he thereby gets a double chance to get gifts of
to the Selwyns, which deal has been consummated.
cigars,
fruit
such.
fancy
and

so good.
George Bernard;
Shaw's satire on Shakespeare, "The

Dark Lady of the Sonnets," is tho
good pi«»ce and is given an altogether good projection by Chester
P. Morrow, as Will Shakespeare,
and Robinson BInau, Mrs. Herbert
Y.'agner and Elizabeth Eager hold)
down the other parts. This piece
is a notable bit of work for an
amateur organization. "The Valiant"
is by Holworthy Hall and Robert
Mlddlemass and "In April Once" is
by William Alexander Percy. Both
have that dreaded spirit of tearfulness about them. An execution 1st
the feature of the latter, while the
former has a Jail as Its Setting. All
which is all right if you havo
term as police reporter
and wish to compare notes on Jail
of

served a

constructions.

At Carnegie Hall, New York, Jan.
tl afternoon, the American Academy;
of Dramatic Arts, through its students, will give a two-act comedy
#

drama, Benevente's "Evil Doers of

Good" and A. A. Milne's playlet,
"Wurzel-Flummery." It will be tho
first American presentation of both.

The
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For the third time the right of
Provlncetown Players at the

tho

Provincetown playhouse in McDougal alley. New York, to give
Sunday performanci » as a "club
and not a commercial venture" was
upheld when Magistrate Henry M.
R. Goodman In the Essex Market
Bourt
dismissed
tho
summons
served on Pauline Turckel. secretary of the theatre.
A patrolman
attached
to
the
street
Mercer
station alleged he had purchased a
ticket last Sunday to the "God of
Vengeance"
starring
R u do1ph
SchihiU r mt
XI***
I'.-ovincotowu
organization operates «>n a club or
subscription i..vi, \ Kif ii seems to
.

.

th*»

is

thing new in the way of theatrical
entertainment, according to an announcement by Reginald Travers,
director of the Players theatre; He
calls the new venture "Salons Intimes" and will stage it In the Colonial ball room of the St. Francis
hotel, where a stage is now being
constructed.

edition of a New York daily carried on its front page an
erroneous .story to the effect that John Barrymore would sal] for Kran e
next month, there to join his wife whose pen name Is Michael (Strange
Barrymore's appearance in "Hamlet" at the Harris under Arthur Hopkins' direction is one of fho season's most successful dramatic attractions, According to the yarn (he play would be continued until Feb. 13,
at which tim* the record number of performance for "Hamlet" In >?< w
York -.Would be broken. Tho *-"<.ry .'was not in the later editions* 6t the,
1
publication hWl twvterih** btnVfr dillftni carried a denial or

The

In its

qilVj n

g

week at

last

"The Yellow Jacket," the Kansas
City theatre's second production,given last week, cost the organization some $400 over the receipts,
but the officials are far from discouraged and now pin their hopes of
a financial success on "John Ferguson," which will be the next.
The
announcement that the organization
would give "John Ferguson" disclosed an interesting story as to tho
why of tho Kansas City theatre
dropped the word "guild" from Its
name. When the New York Theatre*
Guild was asked to give permission
for the use of "John Ferguson" the
Guild replied the play was available,
but would not be released unless the
local
organization
dropped the
"Guild" from its title. The reason
given for the objection was tho
confusion that would ensue when
New York Theatre Guild productions came to Kansas City en tour.

—

M)ip of the satin

London.

performance

the Allendale theatre, when they,
presented Goldoni's "Curious Mishap." The performance was warmly
received by public and reviewers*
The taking of the theatre by the
Players brought to light a legal
battle between the theatre owners
and the former lessees. The owners
dispossessed the former tenants,
who have sought redress in the
courts, claiming the ouster wast
brought solely because the local
players' organization offered to accept a more favorable lease. Tho
outcome of the action Is still Id
doubt, although the former lessees!
are temporarily out of possession..

The story of the removal of 'It Is the Law" to the Bayes roof from
the Ritz is an anti-climax to what at first appeared a dramatic romance
Sam Wallach, producer of "It Is the Law,"
of theatrical vicissitudes.
had been an advance agent for William Harris, *nd parted with that
management in no very friendly spirit. Harris had prepared "The
Painted Lady," with his chief star, Fay Bainter, for his Ritz theatre.
The Bainter piece looked bad out of town and Wallach, who had meanwhile taken a flyer with "It Is the Law," had an apparent sensation.
The situation then came about that the wealthy and powerful Harris
retired* his main enterprise and let in the humble Wallach in his star
house. And Harris had to even appear at the opening, since it was his
theatre, and wish Wallach's piece the best of luck.
Within a fortnight, however, everything changed. "It Is the Law'
began to show signs of weakening. Harris had changed heart about the
Bainter piece and opened it In New York after all as "Tho Lady Cristilinda."
Now Wallach is sent to the Bayes and Harris has rented his
Ritz to Frank Egan of Los Angeles, former owner there of a Little theatti
and at one time a partner of Oliver Morosco, on excellent terms. Egan is
guaranteeing Harris $4,000 weekly for a minimum of four weeks for
Harris* share aqd is putting in Maude Fulton in her coast comedy, "The
Humming Bird."
The $4,000-a-week-for-four-weeks figure seems fashionable these days.
That is what Winthrop Ames is underwriting the National for "Will
Shakespeare," the verdict on which is still in doubt. Ames put $60,000
into it before raising a curtain.

forthcoming benefit show plans the presenIt Is a
tation Of a skit called "Six Treasurers in Search of a Hit."
satire on "Six Chars ters in Search of an Author.'' The idea appealed
to members because of its humorous possibilities and the e'ement of
truth in it. Milton Harris «»f Jolson's Z'Mh street is credited with author*

Lndy

Buffalo (N. Y.) Players gave

their first

Publication In Variety last week that Sam Shipman had agreed to give
a bond of $10,000 to guarantee perfect performance on and off the stage
by Louis Mann in Max Marcin's "Give and Take" that opens next week
on Broadway, brought forth some details in connection with the odd theatrical arrangement. The agreement between Shipman, Mann and Marcin
provides that the bond will be furnished by a surety company; that Mann
is not permitted under penalty of violation to change any dialog or business of the piece, to suggest or insist upon changes to Interfere with
the management of the play, or in any manner to conduct himself while
The new Winter Garden show is depending more than ordinarily upon
under engagement to "Give and Take" other than for the purposes of
acting upon the stage in the role (leading) assigned him. In case of the Trini, the foreign girl, brought over here by J. J. Shubert and making an
management alleging a breach of the agreement by Mann, the matter is initial American appearanco. She is reported to have shown so well at
to be settled by arbitration, Mann having the choice of one arbitrator and rehearsals more work than at first laid out has been thrust upon her.
the management, another, with the two selected chosing the third or Trini is a looker besides. Peggy Joyce was at the Garden watching one
umpire. The decision of the arbitration is binding upon all parties. The rehearsal, after which she decided not to join. The title of the Garden
three men of the agreement are .good friends. "Give and Take" was written show has been changed from "Fashions of 1923" to "The Dancing Girl."
by Aaron Hoffman. Mr. Shipman is also an author and so friendly with
Mann that when Marcin suprpested the engagement of Mann for the show
One of Broadway's new attractions from which much was expected
might be followed by "temperamental" troubles in "handling the star," because of the presence in it of a feminine star counts as the biggest
Shipman promptly offered to deposit a bond on his faith that Mann is no flop in years. Business to date has been almost entirely dependent
different on the stage as far as "temperament"' is concerned, to any other on the agency buy of about 250 seats nightly, but a number of the
star of his rank.
brokers' allotments never reach the house ticket box.
Some locations
in the front rows dumped into the cut rates remain there unsold, While
box
the
encountered
at
last
week
Blossoms"
siege
illness
there
was
but
and
last
office
accidents
one ticket sold for one of
"Orange
a
of
week in Chicago. Queenie Smith did not open there with the play as she the performances. A broker having 12 seats nightly failed to sell a
had fallen down steps in Pittsburgh and had to return to New York where single ticket all week. He tore them up rather than dump them into
the doctors will decide if there is a fracture of the spine. Hal Skelly the cuts.
sprained a ligament and was out of three performance?, while Phyllis
LeGrand was confined to the Drake hotel, Chicago, with a bad throat and
"Partners Again" has been routed to the coast with Barney Bernard
a high fever. Three understudies and a new principal Nancy Welford, and Alexander Carr following the Chicago run at tho Selwyn which is
were in the show. Besides which "Orange Blossoms" went into Chi ago figured to continue until May. Last week it went to $L'0,000 and is soiling
with the dramatic men of the dailies heralding In advenes it had not the out for all performances except matinees which, however, arc much hotTho summer booking will
original New York cast, as Edith Day and Pat Somerset would not be ter than when the show played New fork.
~*~
carry 'Tanners' into n< xi season without a lay-off.
with it.
T-

:
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cording to inside reports.

the approval by the Producing Managers' Association* of the Joe
Leblang plan for a centralized ticket agency in New York, representing
all legit Broadway theatres within one space, the approval virtually carries with it, the story says, the appointment of Leblang as general director of tho institution. Leblang guaranteed the P. M. A. in his original
letter outlining the plan he would assume all expenses of placing the sys.
tern In operation. This week Leblang left for Florida where he will remain for about a month. During his stay there he will likely start a
skeleton of the organization to be formed to conduct the centralized office,
In the staff Leblang contemplates for
its branches and ramifications.
the actual work in the Times square central office, it is said he intends
to have at least five experienced men of proved experience, each with an
annual salary of not less than $10,000. The office space Leblang has In
view for the centralized office is reported to be held at a rental of $100,000
annually. Though the system Is not expected to start actively before
next season, its organization will commence in the early summer.

With

The Treasurers' Club

—

quite

T.

the Republican local party for the victory.

In It to make the tear
trust of dramatists give up In dis*
gust. Tragedy Is what these little
theatre groups go in for the young
reporters who are aspiring dramatists write of "realistic" happenings
and then go to a quiet tea room to
Juggle some toast and coffee. Their

new program, which had its premiere Monday night, contained one
good piece of work and two not

Every critic attending the premiere of the Moscow Art Theatre at
Powers who consulted Equity on a claim against the Morosco
Holding Co., Inc., for royalties in "The Butterfly" musical show has ad- Jolson's Monday sported "soup and flsh" clothes. Occasionally some of
Justed his claims direct with the Morosco people. After stepping out of the reviewers toddled in with a boiled shirt, but the Russian first night
the "Butterfly" piece, originally known as "Somebody's Luggage" and seemed to scare the entire crew into "dressing up." Among those in the
later as "The Little Kangaroo," he claimed a royalty interest for co-au- dinner duds was a Park row babe who has been notorious for bis sloppy
thorship of some of the lines. "Butterfly" is due to open in New York appearance when covering first nights. The Russians are hot blamed
for his regeneration, for he was caught with the goods several times
within the fortnight.
lately. It is said that one manager who took exception to the critic's pan
one of his shows wrote the lad's managing editor, stating the critic
The enforced second election for Congressman in the 19th Congressional of
such a disreputable appearanco that first-nighters commented
made
District in New York will take place Jan. 10, with Sol Bloom the Demoabout it That Is said to have resulted in the editor telling the scribe to
cratic nominee. Congressman Samuel Marx, brother of Max Marx, the
cease doing a Stuffy Davis.
The same Retailor, who was elected in November, died shortly after.
publican opponent to Marx will run against Bloom. Mr. Bloom has been
A number of Broadway managers are laughing over the fizzle of the
in the building end of theatricals for some years, and also has been inAlfred Sutro's new play "The
terested in various legitimate productions, off and on. He is known as bidding for the American rights to Sir
Lady" recently opening in London. First reports were most
Laughing
operator.
realty
an extensive
here
as high as 15 per cent,
bidding
reached
flattering
show
and
to the
Frederick E. Goldsmith, the theatrical attorney, made the nominating
with a $15,000 advance. Golding Bright, Sutro's American represpeech. Mr. Bloom intends to put up an aggressive campaign, knowing royalty,
sentative, failed to take any of the bids and the author himself is said
that the 19th is normally a Republican district. Marx was elected by a
been inclined to hold out for better advantages. Persons armajority of 3,000 on the Al Smith tide. If Bloom is elected over William to have
riving from London, however, stated the piece would be a great risk in
In
will
unlimited
Republican
candidate,
be
credit
he
given
Chandler, the
America, and the interest of the managers here dwindled to zero, ac-
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MAHAN WOULDN'T MARRY U^Jf WEEK'S BUSINESS
CAST MEMBERS DEMAND
And Telephone Operator Tried to
Commit Suioide
BIG OUTSIDE NEW YORK
SALARY FROM 'TOSS ME"

IS

NO CARR SETTLEMENT

|

Abandoned Show
Leaves

in

Rehearsal

Two Weeks Due

Chicago, Jan. 10.
Jack Mahan, of the "Greenwich
Village Follies," did not accompany

No
Jolson

Led with $42,000

Chicago—"Sally" $40,000

in

M'G'RS.

Attorneys Meat in Chicago— Referee
Continuing Hearings

TALK TICKETS;

AGENCIES TOO STRONG

settlement of the marital and

between Mary Carr Question
and Alex Carr (co-star of "Partners
legal differences

and

Is

Buys Comes Up
HopKeynote Speech
of

—

Put Over

Again," at the Selwyn, Chicago) has
kins'
Players
been effected, although Frederick E.
but spent the time in Town Hall
police station while Mary Nelson,
Goldsmith, Mrs. Carr's attorney,
telephone operator at the Sheridan
At Tuesday afternoon's meeting
Broadway enjoyed the biggest Journeyed to the Windy City last
Equity was appealed to late last Arms hotel, fought for her life
business last Saturday "since the week for the purpose of conferring of the Producing Managers' Associweek by the members of the cast of against self-administered poison war," with capacity drawn both with Carr and his attorneys.
ation the proposal to do away with
Mr. Goldsmith reports the settle"Kiss Me" to collect two weeks" taken, she said, when Mahan refused
to marry her, in spite of her state- matinee and night by some attrac- ment offer insufficient, and, accord- all ticket buys with agencies was
•alary claimed to be due them
ment to him she was to become a tions not classed with the successes. ingly, the hearings before former put over for two weeks, but from
throngh the piece disbanding while mother.
Three attractions out of town Judge Edward B. Thomas, who has the trend of the discussions it is
having rehearsed
Mahan was finally permitted to go went far over the figures of any- been appointed referee to take tes- probable that the "buy-outs" will
in rehearsal, after
on to his show subject to police reThere not be disturbed this, season. The
timony, will be continued.
for over ten days.
thing In New York. Al Jolson in
Before the appeal was entered, call. Mahan and the girl became ac- "Bombo" closed his engagement in are four different actions pending suggestion to drop the buys was a
quainted after the company came to
husband
Mrs.
against
her
by
Carr
Curtis
Jack
accounts.
move In advance of the record deChicago at the Apollo with a $42,000
according to
vaudeville the Great Northern. The girl was gross; "Sally" drew $40,000 at the currently in the Brooklyn and New cision of the P. M. A. to establish a
of Rose & Curtis,, the
fresh from a little town in Michigan.
Ohio, Cleveland, and the "Music York Supreme Courts. An endeavor central ticket office for all theatres
agents, had called at the Equity
if
poison
"I to'd him I would take
headquarters with his attorney,
Box Revue" ended its eight-week to recover over $17,900 accrued ali- In August. There Is no wavering
he did not marry me," the girl said,
date at the Colonial, Chicago, for mony arrears is at the basis of the in going through with that program,
Monroe Goldstein (Kendler & Gold'but he felt in my pockets and findlitigations, although one of the suits though some managers take the
obligation
an
acknowledge
takings of $40,000.
stein) to
ing nothing there, said I was blufBroadway's top money (with the is for $50,000 damages for breach of view that "much can happen" beof one-half of all salaries claimed
As
soon
as he left me I went
fing.
promise.
Carr is alleged to have tween now and next season.
to
make
intention
gotten
was
Hippodrome excepted)
and express his
to an all-night drug store and obThere were 19 members present
by the* 'Follies," which drew over promised to remarry his wife, who
settlement up to that amount.
poison.
I went home and
tained
the
divorced him two years ago.
at this week's meeting, and al$35,000.
Curtis is reported to have stated
took it."
he
point
when
considered
George
won
during
the
first
"Sally"
at
a
Carr
he
business
of
/The
though
that constituted a quorum,
Equity
to
two holiday weeks was better than produced a general, release of all several Important managers were
Whiting responsible for the reroad
or
her
salaries.
the
demanded
comedy
on
signed
Carr,
but
musical
Mrs.
the
claims
by
of
any
absent
through
illness.
It was demainder
F0Y FAMILY
in town, the total for the Cleveland attorney, Mr. Goldsmith, questioned cided to put the buys matter over
Whiting is said to deny responsibilattracbig
Equity
few
with
Very
havamount,
being $85,000.
the method and manner of its
until a fuller attendance could be
ity for any
'•The Caaey Girl" for Eddie and
tions have played that stand for ing been obtained.
Harry v Saks secured.
making an investigation that had
Offspring
two weeks, the "Follies" limiting the Hechheimer and Emanuel MorganIt had been proposed to stop all
not determined who Blfjght be held
booking there to one week. White's lander, Carr's New York attorneys, buys Feb. 1. Lee Shubert, who was
for the entire amount up to Wednes"The Ca^ey Girl" will start re- "Scandals" probably has the next
implicated
in tnls charge by present Tuesday, spoke in favor of
were
day.
hearsing as a one-night roid attrac- best mark for a two -week date In
such a move, which, however, would
The Equity representative called
Mr. Goldsmith.
tion for Eddie Foy and his many Cleveland, having drawn as high as
Hechheimer also made the trip to not keep the tickets out of the agenupon Frederick E. Goldsmith, atoffsprings, all of whom for recent $60,000.
Producing
torney for the Virginia
Chicago. Benjamin Erlich, the Chi- cies, the latter getting them as
been a vaudeville act.
have
seasons
This year's "Scandals" is perform"regulars" with full returns perCo., said to be a Deleware corporaThe book is by Willard Mack, ing excellently on the road. Last cago attorney, was allied in carr's mitted. John Oolden spoke
tion, that was the; producer of "Kiss
behalf at the settlement.
for what
written some time ago. IU leiding week, whioh was the second in Philhe
classed as the smaller managers
Me." Its incorporators were Curtis,
Carr is at liberty under $5,000
character, to be played by Eddie, is adelphia, it got over $30,000. NearWhiting and Nat Phillips.
who
might
be
Injured if the buys
he
before
bond,
which
was
posted
to have been incorporated est to that figure there was "The
Various stories have been cir- reported
were done away with at this time.
left New York.
into a current Broadway hit, writ- Passing Show," with Eugene and
culated about the financing of the
Other independents countered, saytime after Mr. Mack fin- Willie Howard, which grossed a litsome
ten
ing they would readily agree to the
'Kiss Me" musical comedy, with
play.
tle over $26,000.
book by Jack Lait and music by ished his
move.
SPANISH ARTISTE
Julius "Dude" Harris, manager of
Business in New York late last
Meyers, Lewis and Young. The difShubert came out strongly In fathe Republic. New York, and Charlie week, and particularly Saturday, is
ferent versions by Curtis and Whitvor of a clean sweep of the brokers
treasurer of partially ascribed to the incoming Gilbert Miller Bringing Over Raquel
There Harris, his brother,
ing are exactly contrary.
doing away with them entirely
Metier
•
theatre, are said to be inter- visitors for the automobile show,
does not appear, however, to be a un- that
at last week's P. M. A. meeting,
Foy production.
which got under way. The jump in
reasonable doubt that the unan- ested in the
Raquel Meller, Spanish music hall when the managers accepted the
show will go over an Er- patronage, however, was not limited
The
nounced departure of Curtis for
report of the Executive Committee
artiste
now
in
the
midst
of
a
run
to Broadway, business in the outHavana while the show was in re- langer route.
that a central agency was deemed
lying houses leaping to surprising at the Alhambra, Paris, has been
hearsal disrupted the formulated
entirely practical, and at which time
figures in some cases.
engaged for an American tour to It was voted that the new system
arrangements, leaving everything
DORIS EATON
start next season under the man- be installed next August.
"up in the air." Upon Curtis' return
Shubert
agement of Gilbert Miller.
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
to New York and after the show
declared that if the agencies had
Miss Meller will appear in legiti- grown to such an extent that they
Jos. K. Gorham and Doris Eaton
had been obliged to disband, he
'LIGHT
BEER'
mate houses over here, giving the could either make or break a show,
claimed instructions had been given were married here Monday, at the
better part of the performance her- it is time to stop them, and in his
his attorney to put up an equal Trinity Chtirch, with many profesorLyman's
TITLE
self in the form of recitals. It will opinion they hai such power. ThaO
and
amount of money in his absence to sionals attending
be her first trip across.
chestra furnishing the music.
any amount put up by Whiting.
he was convinced\the brokers were
Mr. Gorham is the producer of the
Whiting alleges he never considable to do that was explained by
ered himself financially concerned, revue which closed Sunday night at Same Play Called "Now and
proven instances of certain shows
"RED POPPY" STAYS OFF
but had originally advanced (2,500 the Orpheum after it had been a
being pushed in the agencies by
Then" West Change in
to the producing company after floor show at the Hotel Ambassador
"The Red Poppy," which closed reason of payment to the brokers
Miss Eaton came from
Curtis was dilatory in depositing cabaret.
suddenly at the Greenwich Village of 25 and 50 cents per ticket FolName Requested
the full $5,000 he had agreed to. New York to join the revue. Her
lowing the meeting one of the big
theatre two weeks ago. was framed
Curtis
first
gave the company sisters are Mary Eaton, with Ziegbrokers was asked by a manager If
for resumption last week, and it was
52,500 and when the second Install- feld's "Follies." and Pearl Eaton,
The production of the Aaron Hoff- sated to come uptown to the Bayes. it was true if his agency had acment was due. Whiting, who had with Ziegfeld's "Sally." Doris is the man comedy known as "Now and
cepted payment to push a show. The
Advertisements in the Sunday papers
promoted the venture, says he made youngest sister.
ticket man replied in the affirmaThen" on the Pacific coast will be
During the ceremonials at the called "Light Wines and Beer" in announced its reopening Monday, tive, but stated he was sorry to have
the advance with the understanding
was arrested, the East. A company will start re- but the show failed to appear and ever entered Into such a deal, and
that when Curtis completed his marriage Gorham
financing agreement, he would have charged by Eugenia LaPlace with hearsing it next week In New York. is supposed to be definitely off.
declared he would nt>t again be
It is said the settings were held
his $2,500 returned.
having failed to return a $10,000
party to a like proposalCalifornia Is reported to have unCurtis admits that
when the loan made him in 1916. Miss La- officially requested the author to at the Village house waiting for the
Arthur Hopkins made the keycompany was forming he was to Place was a former member of a change the original title for the payment of rent.
note speech at the meeting last
"It Is the Law," Sam Wallach's
have received 60 per cent, of the Gorham production. Friends claim coast. Kolb and Dill have the leads
week, when the meeting adopted the
mystery play which has been run- committee's favorable reports. He
stock and Whiting 20 per cent., but the arrest was actuated by Jealousy. In the Western production.
ning at the Ritz, will move over to said It was clearly up to the manlater.
Curtis claims, this was Several hours following the arrest
the Bayes next Monday. "The Humchanged with 90 per cent, of the Gorham was released under $5,000
agers to show their intentions to
ming Bird" getting the Ritz berth.
stock to be equally divided between bail.
the public to attempt to clarify tlw
IN CHICAGO
himself and Whiting, provided 40
ticket situation. His remarks were
Chicago, Jan. 10.
per cent, of the stock could not be
in answer to one manager's contenwell set for
pretty
Attractions
are
CAHILL
WORKING IN tion
disposed of to an investor in the
COURT, WHEELING, SOLD
that the ticket agencies rightly
Chicago theatres and with the nuhow. The investor was not found.
The new Marie Cahlll show, conducted along the lines of a
George Shafer, owner of the Vic- merous openings this week the new
"Alias Mrs. Pepp," by Edward A. strict 50 cent premium were a servThe agent had invested $3,000 in toria. Wheeling, W. Va., vaudeville,
attractions are:
the play before leaving. The salary and Edward Hazlett, local capitalist,
Paulton, which started out south- ice to the theatre, and also In reJan. 22 "The Torchbearers." comlist
ward, Is working toward New York ply to the prediction made at the
was about $2,400 weekly. If have bought the Court theatre, ing
to Powers.
Curtis is called upon to pay half of here, the legit playhouse. The purthis week, and may lay off In the meeting that tickets will -be sure
Jan. 22 Tony Berg's marionettes
the two weeks' salary, his lost spec- chase was made from the Nixon
metropolis for some repairs before to reach speculators out of a cencoming to the Playhouse for three trying for a Broadway house.
ulation will run up to nearly $6,C00 estate of Philadelphia.
The price performances,
tralized office. Hopkins said that if
Satisfied with the southern showwithout the show opening.
paid for the controlling interest is
Feb. 6 "The Last Warning** com- ing, Dan Arthur, Miss CahiU's hus- the central agency plan developed
Sadie Burt (Mrs. Whiting), who said to have been $275,000.
such a weakness, the managers will
ing to the Blackstone.
band and manager, Is reported to have at least shown their good faith.
held the principal feminine role, is
The Court, since its construction
have decided the piece will do. Miss and they will have proven themunderstood not to have entered a in 1902, has played legitimate atCahill personally received generous
demand for salarj\
tractions and.this season has housed
Ives not parties to the present
CANTOR BEATS
praise through the press of the difa Shubert unit two days weekly.
agency conditions that are charged
Detroit, Jan. 10.
ferent cities.
with keeping tickets away from the
The Eddie Cantor show at the
Willard "St. Elmo" Holcomb has
LEVEY'S DETROIT THEATRE
public or at least making It hard
Garrlck last week did more gross been in advance of the show.
HOLIDAY CLOSINGS
to purchase tickets.
Detroit, Jan. 10.
business at $2.60 than the Ed Wynn
At last this town is to have a new
A number of attractions on tour show at the Detroit did at $3.30.
theatre for legitimate attractions. It are reported having closed following
The Garrlck has a seating caCOLORED SHOW'S REPEAT
will be erected by Sam Levey,
MARRIAGE AND ENGAGAMENT
as- the holidays. Henry Miller and Ruth pacity of about 1,200 as against
Chicago, Jan. 10.
sociate of B. C. Whitney, who holds Chatterton closed with "La TenMique Cohen, formerly a Broad2.000 at the Detroit
The colored show, "Plantation way theatre treasurer and company
the Klaw & Erlanger franchise for dresse" in Chicago Saturday. "Bull
The Cantor show may return here Days," which has been doing big
Detroit. The location is at the cor- Dog Drummond" stopped on the
manager,
wa« married to a nonfor several weeks after its Chicago business in cities In Michigan.
ner of Woodward and High streets, subway circuit at the Majestic on
Ohio, professional at New Orleans, Jan.
engagement.
Indiana and adjacent territory, is
the entrance being on High street. the same day and "Daffy Dill" will
10.
playing a return date at the OrTho sea ting capacity will be 1.681' or. expire similarly this week at the
Matt O'Brien, agent and company
pheum in Detroit this week.
two floors The new theatre will ad- Broad Street, Newark.
manager for "Hamlet at the Harris,
GOING
OVER
"SUN
SHOWERS"
The show did a record-breaking Now York, will be married to Mao
join the 1,200 room Statler Hotel.
The Lew Cantor-Harry Delf new business when at this house before McGlinchey, non-professional, of
Which will be elected at the same
musical comedy, "Sun Showers," and promises to reap a harvest
location.
WAKING UP DALLAS
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 4.
was
taken off temporarily Saturday, again this week.
Dallas. T«>x., Jan. 10.
fo hive the usual going over before
a
4,
An announcement was made by
Sydney Cohen's Mother Dies
CH0!*T BETWEEN" ON ROAD firm styling itself as the McD nald- being returned to the boards.
MORRIS REUNITING "LOLA"
Some changes in principals will
Mrs. Annie Cohen, mother of SydThe Cihofit Between " a c o me d y Mason Company to bool: legitimate
be included in the revision.
Lola in T.'>ve," the operetta of ney S. Cohen, president of the Modrama by Vincent Lawrence which Attractions into Dallas.
foreign origin produced by F. C. tion Picture Theatre Owners of
Played the 3tth srrect last week.
An offer has been made for a
nn ;l slopped after the subway <ii - downtown
Copplcu*. i> being rewritten by Wil- America, died Tuesday in New York
where the
playhouse
RALPH LONG IN OFFICE
CUlt, in b.-ing 80 nt to
linm Morris, formerly an nctor who City.
Word of her death was
more pretentious road shows can be
It
the road.
will open at the La
Halpl/'w. Long is back In his office is now directing and writing. The brought to the meeting of the TheThe company has adopted
Balle, Chicago. Staged.
Jan. Jj,
a plan in ascertaining the views of MM general manager of the Shuberta piece may come in at the new roof atre Owners Chamber of Commerce
Arthur Byron and Anne Andrews the public on the project by sending after recovering from pneumonia. It theatre being completed on tho N>w which passed a resolution of con^ill play the leads.
Byron was in out questionnaires all over north was the second attack within a year Amsterdam theatre and formerly dolence and then adjourned its
the play originally.
used for the Midnight Frolics."
He recuperated at Lakewood, N. J.
meeting.
Texas.
the

show when

It

left for St. Paul,

In Cleveland
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PHDLLY DROPS BACK;

JOLSON SHOW AND "MUSIC BOX"

BAD SIGNS LAST WEEK
{

¥

*
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RAN HIGH LAST WEEK

<r

Figures estimated and
Successful, while the

mediocrity or loos.

comment point

to torn* attractions being

eeme gro«« accredited to othere might euggeet
The variance ia explained in tho difference in

house capacitiee, with tho varying overhead. Also tho size of east,
with eoneequent difference in necessary groat for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction aa against dramatio
play

is

also considered.

'Hurricane of Depression'

Fol-

lows Holidays—"Monster"

Town's Surprise

Year's Eye High Prices Kept Down Attendance,
However Chicago Going to the Hits Several
Houses Change Plays

New

Philadelphia. Jan. 10.
The after-holiday slump in business has hit Philadelphia hard this
year.
Caught in the hurricane of
depression was "The Guilty One,"
with Pauline Frederick, which start-

•Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (14th "Merchant of Venice," Lyceum (4th
week). Management aroused much
week). Looks set for season; has
Interest in presentation of Warmade money every week since It
field as Shylock.
Topped at $4. ed out encouragingly enough, but
opened, and rated among leading
Claimed gross of $20,000 last week. crashed In its second week, and had
profit -getters. About $12,000 last
to have its five-week engagement
week.
"Merton of tho Movies," Cort (9th out
to three. The new Woods musKaufman -Connelly hit ical-farce,
week).
•Bettor Times," Hippodrome (19th
entitled "Naughty
went to over $18,000 last week In Diana," willnow
week). Holidays made for great
open a two weeks' stay
nine performances; another at- at the Adelphl next Monday. "The
grosses at big house, for Christmas
with
traction
sure
for
all
season.
to New Tear's and last week,
and the Canary," Jan. 29, is the
Takings for the holiday week Cat
over $80,000 in.
house's next regular booking.
were over $21,600 In 10 perform(63d
Century
Time,"
"Blossom
Strangely enough, .the Walnut,
ances.
Will probably conclude
week).
weakest of the seven legitimate
run at the end of month. Last "Mike Angelo," Morosco (1st week). houses Christmas week, came back
New comedy produced by Oliver with a bang last week with "The
week drew approximately 914,000;
Morosco With Leo Carrillo starred. Monster," the only opening. It re"Lady In Ermine" may be moved
Opened Monday, succeeding "Why ceived some splendid notices, and
up from Ambassador as successor.
Men Leave Home." New show got the wise ones are predicting that it
week).
(7th
Globe
Judy,"
•Bunch and
fair reports from out of town.
will take some of the edge off "The
Musical has pulled fairly good
business and went to bier takings Moscow Art Theatre.' Jolson's 69th Cat and the Canary." The four
not
up
St. (1st week).
Opened Monday weeks allotted to "The Monster" are
at holidays. Pace normally
and expected to be one of sea- no longer considered hazardous, as
to expectation for Globe, however,
son's outstanding presentations. the advance sale presages a jump in
Last week about $18,000.
Russians were brought over by gross this week of a couple of
•Chauve-8ouris," Century Roof (50th
Comstock
& Gest. Premiere, $11 thousand dollars. From present apRussince
fourth
week). New bill,
top; regular scale. $5.50 top; can pearances it stands a good chance
sians were brought over by Cornof being the best money-maker of
play to over $40,000 weekly.
stock & Gest, given Thursday last
week and accorded more fine no- "Music Box Rsvue," Music Box the year at the Walnut.
"The Passing Show" and the
(12th week).
tices; rated as best of all shows
Last week's business better than Christmas to "Scandals" were both off last weeks
by imported players. Attraction
New Tear's period. Picked up from their Christmas week grosses
still $5 top and will ride through.
$1,100 last week and went to bet- although both played extra matinees
•Fashions for Mtn," Belmont (6th
ter than $29,000.
"Follies" only during the week. Again, "Scandals"
week). Fair business for this comattraction beating It. Should run had the edge and in its two weeks
edy, name of which has been
here quite reversed last year's flop.
through.
changed to "Passions for Men."
It led the town last week and could
On form it looked good for run "Rein," Maxine piliott (10th week). have
remained another week to good
Naat
month
last
opening
when
Played no extra performances -last advantage.
tional. About $6,000 last week.
week but won gross of $16,400. Is
This week's three openings were
($2d
Amsterdam
demand
leader
New
of town and an- all in the syndicate bouses, the
•Follies/*
other attraction sure to run Broad having Gillette's revival
Not much difference in
week).
of
through season.
business of Zlegf eld's champ 'Tol"Sherlock Holmes," the Garrick, "The
pereight
lies'* show, which In
"Romeo and Juliet," Longacre (3d Torch Bearers" and the Forrest, Ed
formances easily bettered $86,000
week). Business about lowest of Wynn's "Perfect Fool." The latter"*
last week. Was not off over $700
any important production In
(Continued on page 16)
from Christmas to New Tear's
yemrs.
Virtually no box-office
going. Now figured to run until
trade and nightly groas about
March 16.
$600, most of that by virtue of
week).
•BAT"
(Sd
RECORD
Vanderbilt
agency buy.
"Glory,"
James Montgomery'* new musical "Rose Briar," Empire (td week).
Denver, Jan. 10.
framed as successor to "I""*"
Billle
Burke play has shown Itself
"The Bat" batted 1.000 per cent,
Has drawn "business and Is liable
strong draw to date.
Second at the Broadway last week and the
to build to excellent proportions.
week was $15,000 or little over, week before, breaking all legitimate
Is topped at $3, and got $11,600
with one extra matinee, and pace show records locally
by sticking it
last week.
same as for holiday week.
out two full weeks and an extra
•'Greenwich Village Follies," Bhubert M 8ally,
Irene
and
Mary,"
Casino
V.
G.
of
best
Ono
day.
Twenty-one
performances
of
al(18th week).
(19th week). Three matinees last
draws and topped higher. Length
week played to gross of about together were given, including six
of run dependent on business from
matinees,
and the management
$13,500.
Not
yet
decided
if
ahow
$26,000.
now on. Last week.
will be moved to larger house for boasts close to capacity business at
"Gringo," Comedy (6th week). Final
cut rating.
Has made profit to $2.50 top. This means not less than
week for piece, which came In at
date.
$20,000 gross for the 15 days.
wrong time, but never had chance, "8ecrets,"
Frits
Leiber
Fulton (3d week). Theory
comes next In
as proven ^hen holidays arrived.
that
premiere
amid
Christmas Shakespearean repertoire, starting
Bertha Kalich In "Jitta's Atonecrush
was not to advantage next Sunday night. Tbe Broadway
ment" next week.
proven; show last week picked will be dark in the interim.
•Hamlet," Sam Harris (9th week).
up nightly, takings being $200 and
"The Law Breakers" did only fair
No stopping the John Barrymore
$300 more and agency call jumpHopArthur
is
appearance, which
ing surely.
Figures to land as business at the Denham.
Business
kins' ace production.
one of best dramas on Broadway.
last week $19,600, better than nor$14,000 last week.
mal.
•It Is the Law," Rltx (7th week).
Stay of. exciting mystery play
shorter than expected. Moves to
Bayes next week; pace last week

was

which brought a little
"The Humming Bird," the

$7,500,

profit.

Maude Fulton

play,

known on

"Seventh
Heaven," Booth
(11th
week).
Great business by this
drama, which played 10 performances last week, getting $16,900.
capacity all the way. Real dramatic hit and heavy agency call.
"Six Charcaters in Search of an
Author," Princess (11th week).
Bit hurt by bad weather after
New Years, but played to around

coast for years, succeeds.
"Johannes Kreisler." Apollo (4th
week). Box-office trade for this
$5,000,
novelty splendid last week. With
drama
one extra matinee (New Tear's "So This
Day) got nearly $17,000, though
scale reduced from $4 to $S top.
"Kiki," Belaeco (59th week). Second
Belasco's
season looks assured.
dramatic smash of last season.
Business varies but little, and
gross of nearly $15,500 close to

Broadway's dramatic

leaders.

and novelty
stay through winter.

profitable,

may

Is London," Hudson (20th
week). Cohan's comedy hit tucked
ripping gross, playing nine performances last week
and drawing $20,500. At $2.50 top
only "Merton" pars with it among
straight comedies.
"Spite Corner," Little. Ended run
Saturday, having stayed 15 weeks.

away another

Ermine," Ambassador (15th
Show drew fairly; something of
Carried on in about same
disappointment. May be sent on
slot last week, extra performance
tour later and ought to do busiplayed for total of little under $16,ness on road.
Likely to be moved to Cen- "The Awful Truth," Henry Miller
000.
tury later and "Virginia" brought
(17th week). Business last week
to this hfSise.
around $10,000. under normal until
early December. May go on tour
"Last Warning," Klaw (12th week).
earlier than anticipated.
Best of new mystery plays got
$19,500 for holiday week in nine "The Clinging Vine," Knickerbocker
performances and last week went
(3d week). H. W. Savage's new
Second commusical comedy su.^ess. Scaled
to around $13,000.
at $2.50. with entire balcony $1.50
pany formed and will. enter Chicago Feb. 5.
for nights (mats, are $2, and $1
for balcony).
Nine performances
"Listening In." Bijou (6th week).
last week, $18,000.
"With extra matinee last week pace
of this mystery play about same "The Fool," Times Square (12th
week). Gave matinee dally last
as holiday week for $7,000 total.
week; only Broadway show to atIndications are not for continu-

•Lady

in

week).

ance much longer. First rental
guarantee of house was for six
weeks
.

Nellie Kelfy," Liberty (9th
Played nino performweek).
ances, as during Christmas week.
and drew equally fine business for
gross of $26,000. Capacity all way
and one of list's strongest attrac-

•Little

tions.

•Liza," Daly's 63d St. (7th week).
Colored show started off with
$2 300 house New Tear's eve, beSunday show
only legit
ing
(started at midnight). That gave
It over $9,000 last week; nine per-

formances.
•Loyalties,"

Gaiety

(16th

week).

Nine performances with holiday
New Tear's gave

scale applying
*

bit
Imported
Dillingham
this
Looks
gross, of nearly $16>000.
sure of running through season.
(

tempt it for New Tears period.
Topped entire list, again getting
clofe to $24,000.
Three matinees
will be played each week. Boston

company being readied.
"The Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll

(20th week).
This musical winner groRsed nearly $19,000 last
week, playing one extra matinee

and eharerlng $4.40 top for
Year's nitfht performance.

New

"The Lady

Cristtlinde," Broadhurst
(3d week).
Final week, going to
store house Saturday. Fay Bainter
out of show, ill late last week, but
returned Monday. Takings $8,000
last week, but disappointing for
Ftar
attraction.
"Whispering

Wires"

moves

Street.
Egotist,"

"The

ovsr

from

49tt

(3d
Street
week). Second week for Ditrlchstefn attraction, stood up well with

39th

—

Chicago, Jan. 10.

there, Just the

same, and there

are
weeks more of profitable busiThe new morn' (1923) started many
ness for this attraction here.
away with a tendency to show the
Despite what editorial comments
horizon holding deeper thoughts by made by the critics, "The First

the magnates back in New York for
things theatrically, as far as Chicago is concerned, and with the
ticket scalping situation undergoing
a thorough fumigation, building of
more new theatres on tap, and the
playgoers themselves swelling receipts to such lofty heights that
some of the attractions have to admit their New Tork records for
business have been brpken right
here in. Chicago.
sought
crowds
holiday
The
"Bombo," at the Apollo, and the
"Music Box Bevue," at the Colonial.
Both ran neck-to- neck for the loop's
top business of the week. The Jolson show fell something like $100
short of $42,000. The Colonial show
also came within a shadow of $42,000, being only some $100 behind the
Jolson mark.
Altogether too stiff scales on New

Tear's Eve prevented higher marks
for both these musical shows. Jolson drew $9.35 for a single seat in
the orchestra on New Tear's Eve.
The Colonial outfit asked $8.80. Both
shows were slapped and so were the
•'specs."

Far from

sell-outs

were

Year," at the Woods, has fallen
way below expectations. Frank
ad.
mittance is being made that the

piece would fare better in a more
intimate house. George Kingsbury
doing herolo work to stall the
slump, for this week a big parade

is

went forth, and this costly
billing (estimated at $2,000) is
being

of billers

seized to

overcome the lack of auparent interest. If this billing improves the business at tho Woods
it
will be a clear demonstration
that
the 'boards" and not tho "newspapers" can save a show these days
in
the Loop. The managers will watch

the campaign closely.

Something caused a quick switch
announcing Jan.
aS
f nal
Performance for
^L an
l
the
"management surprised the playgoers who have been

at the Cort, for in

%

,

*.

«

waiting for the big demand for the
Golden play to subside before going
At first it was thought to be a move
a
f
he other Golden show,
£wle
87"J
to the Cort to give
..2S TJf * Year
"The First Year" a more intimate
house, where the present Woods
show could remain for a record stay
But the announcement that Mrs'
Fm8Jte , would come
the Cort in
"The Dice of the Gods" Jan. 29 sidetracked possibilities for "The First
ea
hat ^ank Craven would
,«,
^
like
to have realized. The Cort seldom has an unknown quantity
for a

™

,

'

^

recorded in each house, and the outof-towners who did pay kicked hard.
Jolson deimrted with the greatest
individual record engagement business ever tabulated here. For
play will have to be considweeks the Jolson business has been Fiskes
ered as such. The Cort is
the best
enormous, surprising theatrical sta"bet- in the Loop at
tisticians In town who have not *****
time during the regular season any
DENVER
bebothered to check it up until dis- cause of
the
unusual clientele which
putes arose as to exactly what Jol- flocks to
son was doing at the Apollo. Jol- born streetthis well-managed Dearhouse.
son captured Chicago through the
G re nW Ch illa *e Follies" made
greatest campaign of thespian de- life
y
HfI a
- burden
K i
"
for the hotel
mocracy ever turned loose by a star W
We e 8wan*ped with big"specs
losses
Stars who at* ?».
at a Chicago theatre.
£
the Great Northern. There's
by
no
engagements
local
have spoiled
at * he Grea * Northern
minor tricks, disrupting the morale tUS^l
holds its drawbacks because
of the
of house staffs, can take a lesson location of
the
theatre, unless somefrom Jolson's style. His wasn't a
out of the ordinary is
cheat for the public no attempt at
re T h< " F o»ies" was en*
He told one audience last JSSrt
it, either.
K?
w
titled to bigger
business
for the holweek that he would remain with iday weeks
than it drew, but the inhis company until 6 a. m. If the
,9 noTr history, with
show"Zeno"
Good
audience so desired it.
iSF\ U1
draw the P^lse it
manship but rare showmanship will provided
It overcomes tho rethese days, particularly when the ported
"hoodoo" alleged to be attop of the heap has been reached.
h
If it hadn't been for the furore Northern.
Sf .ld to * ahow *« n t to the Great
Box
the
"Music
caused,
that Jolson
"Demi-Virgin" hasn't caused any
Bevue" would have been an earlier
ent at the
sell-out than it was many times IS
.T w111
„ rema*• Salle, and how
in depends upon
during, the successful stay at the »£**
!L
the
FRISCO BUSINESS
owners consider a welcome
Common-sense Judgment what
Colonial.
profit or if the house was
taken on a
organizaHarris-Berlin
San Francisco, Jan. 10.
the
booked
number of
Kolb and Dill, for their second tion for eight weeks, and thereof show. Thiscontracted weeks for this
again proves that ChiThe
desuccess.
was
whole
the
week at the Curran, did a gross of
cago s taste for shows has vastly
fully met in the eight
$17,000, which is tremendous. At the mand was
f
m other years especially
Indicating once again that with
f°.
Columbia Charles Gilpin, the colored weeks,
the title
being arranged so as
Chicago's old-time ableness to hold
star in "Emperor Jones," attracted big shows longer has diminished,
fttention. The popular La
eiSi*^*
Salle
theatre location will do much
$10,000 for the initial week.
Now they are
especially at $4.40.
l0 ft the busIn ess for
the
talking about "Sally" being able to
,.
DemiY\rf
-Virgin."
gross almost on par with holiday remain six months. For New Tork
Lester Bryant landed a crackajack
Chistatisticians,
the
say
showmen,
week. Without extra performance
press story In co-operation with
the
cago has changed, and if "Sally"
again got nearly $8,500.
management of "He Who Gets
"The Old Soak," Plymouth (21st does stick for six months, it will be Slapped' In having
the Monday
do
cards
the
that
achievement
week).
Last week pulled good an
Performance
canceled, with
business, strong Saturday trade not show at this writing, as won- 2JS5 ays mat
'nee given instead The
counting at box office. With one derful as may be the advance sale. *Z,
Tribune" advocated a night of rest
extra performance, about $12,000. It's $4.40 for "Sairy's"top price.
tne
actors and actresses visiting
"Partners Again" Is causing lively Sf.
"The Love Child," Cohan (9th week).
Chicago, where the rule is to give
Promising indications before holi- scenes at the Selwyn, where the performances
every night in the
days realized last week, when Potash-Perlmutter play is doing week. The
$12,900 grossed.
Extra matinee capacity except at tbe matinee. It the "lead" inPlayhouse move captured
Sheppard
Butler's Suncapacity
looks as if there isn't a
counted.
day comment, but It is hardly pos"The Masked Woman," Eltlnge (4th clientele for this hit, for the matl e
hat "Sally." "Partners Again,"
averaged
have
given
inees
already
week). Drew profitable business
?.L u JL
"Shuffle Along." "Cat and Canary"
last week, and though figures have around $1,200.
"Six Cylinder Love" closed its and other hits in town will cancel
not been exceptional to date, this
Monday night and then force four
started
that
spurt
with
a
long
stay
drama ought to have comfortable
consecutive performances onto the
stay.
About $11,600;' no extra with a $4,000 New Tear's eve audi- respective casts,
such as a Friday
higher
gone
have
would
ence,
and
matinee.
matinee would cause.
"The World We Live In," 44th on the week except for a surprise
As the first week of the new year
Street (11th week). Moved from drop at the matinee New Tear's day.
went into history it was quite eviJolson's Monday and should jump No time during this run did the
that "Sally" will lead the muSome matinees hold up for the Harris dent
in business on Broadway.
sical shows in town for weeks to
house
two-for-ones
big piece, yet It was highly successful
but
eome, with "Partners Again" doing
those
thought
that
except
to
who
enough for that. Got $9,500 last
"Love" should have been good for a the same thing for the dramatic
week.
shows. A sensible scale of prices,
"Tidings Brought to Mary," Garrick longer stay merely on the strength
New Tork engagement. The plus a tremendous personal follow(3d week). Three weeks more to of its
ing for Eddie Cantor, will hold the
Business between $4,500 and average Chicagoans do not know
go.
the humorous references to spots Apollo play against the stiff opposi$5,000, but show got some fine
on Long Island, and if these refer- tion of "Sally."
notices.
ences
were switched to Chicago
"Up 8hs Goes," Playhouse (10th neighborhoods
Last week's estimates:
probably authors and
week). Fairly good at $10,500 last actors
"Bombo" (Apollo, l«th and final
wouldn't be so disappointed
week In nine performances, but when the
"lines" fail to draw the week).
Found $9.35 scale for New
not up to holiday week. Manage- laughs they do on
Year's Eve trifle too stiff, yet rolled
42d street.
ment expects show to settle for
"Captain Applejack" opened at the out flnal record for engagement of
run.
Harris Sunday night, and if this ultra-records. Tumultuous farewell
"Whispsring Wires," 49th Street play swings into favor the Twin ceremonies
for Jolson, who has had
(22d week). Carded to leave but Theatres will have a great "break,"
this town in the palm of his hand.
strength shown with arrival of for in "Partners Again" the Selwyn
Final groes estimated at $11,900.
holidays caused booking change. has a srold mine for weeks to come.
Cantor opened Sunday to
Moves to Broadhurst next Mon- Plays featuring pirates, etc., have Eddie
turnaway business.
day, as "Give and Take" succeeds not done so well in tho Loop in tho
"Music Box Revue" (Colonial, 8th
"Wires" played to $8,000 last yesteryear, and this is the only fear
it.
and final week). Failed to sell out
week.
for the new Harris offering.
"Will Shakespeare," National (2d
Down at the Princess "Cat and at $8.80 for New Year's Eve. but
week). Winthrop Ames presenta- Canary" goes its quiet way for a packed 'em at all other performgetawav week, hitting
tion of exceptional drama of Eng- continuation of big business. Those ances in
lish writing got off to very slow who merely hear of the big figures $41,800 for exit spfash.
Extra boxstart.
Business shows signs of for Kilbourn Gordon's piece and office In lohhy to care for "Sally"
ellmbing, but totals flrt-t week haven't seen It wonder what is the patronage.
Monday's premiere d» *
hardly better than $5,000.
magnet for the big "draw," which is
(Continued on page 16)
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BAD BREAK FOR BOSTON
at Home O Night
"Molly Darling" Gets Running Start—No Con-

Many Storms Hold Commuters
Bookings

la

$262.38.

Pictures Trading Corp.; N. T. Tel.
Co.; $46.44.
W. W. Hodkinson Corp.) J. A.
et

al.,

Prairie

Comm'r.;

Picture*,

same; $179.72.
Helen R. Haggin;

costs, $60.60.

same;

Inc.;

A

S.

Hewitt;

$1,108.80.

Donna Rooney. also known as
Donna Darling; E. Hemmindlnger,
Inc.; $172.16.

Irwin

Rosen;

Asa

O.

Candler;

$591.33.

Peggy d'Erlanger; Hlckson.
Boston, Jan. 10.
The shows playing Boston now
against the toughest
are bucking up
tor 25
weather conditions here Weather
to the
according
vears
going
Bureau. They ar» finding the
very hard because of this. been as
Not since 1898 has there storms
much snow so early, and
have followed in quick succession.
Commuters, and not a small perthe
centage of those who attend
town,
theatres here are from out of
chance on the
don't dare to take a

"In 8pnngtime off Youth" (Shu3d week)— Last week; grossed

bert,

week; off about $1,000
from previous week. "The Passing
$13,000 last

Show" next week.
•'Molly

Darling"

(Tremont, 1st
week) One whale of opening with
packed house, all real money. Show
looks awfully good for moneymaking run.
"Abraham Lincoln"

—

did $9,000 last week and is in storehouse.
"The Bat" (Wilbur, 19th week)—
$14,000

last

week;

going after time

It

some strong
has been here

and bucking against "Lightnin' ".
Walter Hampden (Opera House,

Inc.;

$1,079.72.

Norman

Albany, N.

judgment debtor;

and amount follow.)
Arnold Daly; J. M. Galtes; $552.70.
Henry Mathias; L. J. Selznlck;

Cantor
v

name

15

INCORPORATIONS
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Trevori

K.

Church;

$118.10.

Howdon Producing

The Princess Players at the HowManhattan; capital, $1,000; directors, F. R. Schnebbe, Kilbourn Gor- land theatre at Pontlac, Mich., have
don and E. C. Carpenter.
the honor of making a success of
Bert Green, Inc., Manhattan; pic- dramatic stock with a weekly change

tures, advertising; capital, $50,000;
directors, Bert Green, I* B. Cornwell and F. W. Green.
Richard Bartlett, Inc., Manhattan; pictures, etc.; capital, $5,000;
directors, Sylvia Schwartzman, Alibel Corey and David Schneer.
D. and L. Productions* Inc., Manhattan; pictures; capital, $5,000;
directors, Sylvia Schwartzman, Allbel Corey and David Schneer.

Al Livsey; E. Frankel; $431.41.

Wedgeway Strand Theatre

Co.,

Credit Alliance Corp.; $1,040.10.
Armin Kaliz; S. J. Freeman;

$98.40.

John Cort; R. W. Wlstor

et al.;

of

In the smallest city of the

bill

country with that policy. The company, which is the recipient of much
personal attention from A. J. Klelst,
Jr., who operates all of the theatres
In Pontiac, which has a population
of 25,000, opened Aug. 21 and Is now
in its 22d week and plans to continue
until July 1. The company operated
16 weeks last season. It Is the only
Corporation, dramatic stock in the state of Mich-

Waverly Photoplay
Manhattan; capital, $100,000; direc-

Jansen, Jr.; Thomas E.
Halle and Robert A. MacLean.
Jacques Tyrol Productions, Inc.,

tors, J. J.

Henry White; Arthur W. Tarns
Music Library; $239.94.
Manhattan; pictures; capital, $250,Mollis King Alexander; Fitzgerald
000; directors. A. H. Kurland, Leo
Mfg. Co.; costs, $124.17.
Linker and Jack Acks.
Isidore Aaron; Mark Spiegel RealSchine - Oneonta
Corporation,
ty Corp.; $269.20.
Inc.;

STOCKS

Y., Jan. 6.
Corporation,

Gloversville; pictures; capital, $50,000; directors. J. M. Schine, L. W.

Schine and Martha Schine.
Oneonta - Strand
Corporation,
Gloversville; pictures; capital, $5,000; directors, J. M. Schine, L. W.

$679.52.

igan outside of Detroit.
There are 12 people. Marjorie
is leading woman and Robert Burton leading man.
Others In "The Sign on the Door"
seen last week were: Harvey Dunn,
Charles E. Browne, Dan Reed. Jack
Sexton, Edna Cable, Tewks O'Dare,
Annabelle Ross and Marie David-

Garrett

son.

"Pontlac Is a stock town," declared Mr. Kleist, "arid we operate
a regular company with royalty

Schine and Martha Schine.
plays." The admission runs as high
Ned Way burn; G. E. Moore; $3,Brooklyn
Football
Club,
The bills this season
Inc., as 50 cents.
240.45.
week.
capital, $20,000; direc- have included "Nice People," "East
Norman Trevorj Relsenweber's Manhattan;
"The Goldfish" (Plymouth. 2d
tors, Nathan Agar, Duncan MorriIs
West"
and
"The Girl In the
week) Last week; did exception- Inc.; $64.55.
Limousine." The people thereabouts
Jack Clifford; W. P. King et al.; son. Jr.. and F. J. Smith.
ing in Shakespearean repertoire". ally well on opening week, rolling $219.04.
Co.,
Ex
Fin
Inc.,
Manhattan;
picare
enthusiastic
last
about the company
was larger at the matinee other up gross of $10,000. "Just Married"
Monopol Pictures, Inc.; Western tures; capital, $10,000; directors, and 24 letters of appreciation came
next week.
Wednesday than at night. At
Harry Glenby, Edward Sllton and In one day
Union Tel. Co.; $47.60.
recently.
Patron* are
houses in town there wasn't the
Albert
Lewis.
Bmn
Ali Haggin; R. Wylle; $249.99.
encouraged to write letters by
•lightest doubt but what the public
Cora C. Wilkenning; P. C. AshBeacon Projector Company, Inc., acknowledgment
PHILADELPHIA SHOWS
shows at a time
is trying to see the
In
the
program
ley
Manhattan.
Capital,
di^J68.09.
$60,000;
(Continued from page 14)
when they have a fighting chance
Peggy Hopkins Joyce; Frank rectors, Herbert A. Stoddard, Ar- which takes on the form of a periodto reach their homes after the per- Is in for three weeks, the others for Russek Fur Shops.
thur
Inc.; $705.16.
J. Nelson and John R. Mitchell. ical.
formances.
two.
Bobby Higgins; K. Arlington,
Rusao- American Cinema Exchange
The railroad service on some or
Now that the holiday season is $363.91.
Corporation, Manhattan.
Capital,
The Jack Lynn stock company,
the roads running out of Boston is over the various attractions in town
Herbert
Branon; M. Kendall; $100,000; directors, Jacob Neumark, which merged
To
demoralized in some branches.
seem to be clinging to low admis- $8,455.98.
with the Jane HastRhea
Finn
Nathan
and
Ginsberg.
the storms and to trouble with sion scales.
ings
stock company at the begin"The Monster" has a
Louis Rosen; W. A, Davidson,
Columbus Circle Productions, Inc., ning of the present
equipment, a cut-back from the $2 top except Saturday, and "Passseason, has been
$423.67.
Manhattan. Theatres, opera houses;
railroad strike, the blame is laid ing Show' 'and "Scandals" took no
Malvina Reichert; Loew's Syra- capital, $500; directors, William touring New England since under
by the railroad officials, but the chances above a $2.50 top. Attrac- cuse
the
Theatre
Corp.;
title
costs,
of
$14.23.
the
much
Jack
Lynn stock
Kaufman, Edward N. Bloomberg
•how people do not get
tions in the city this season which
Murray W. Garseon;
W. Scud- and Peter H. Weigs.
company, has closed because of poor
nourishment out of the alibis of- have essayed a $3 top can be counted der;
$587.30.
M. and H. Corporation, Manhat- business. Jack Lynn, the leading
fered.
on the fingers of the band.
Sigmund
Romberg;
A. R. Phil- tan. Pictures; capital, $8,000; di- man, has gone to
Just now Boston should be ripe
Estimates for last 'week:
Portland, Me^
brick; $6,168.10.
After
rectors, Alfred H. Messing, Alex where he will direct
show busipess.
the
for
"Sherlock Holmes" (Broad, 1st
amateur theWilliam L. Sherry; RItchey Lltho. Yokel and Louis M. Mansbach.
Christmas for a matter of two or week). Indications for satisfactory Corp.;
atricals.
-'
$320.57.
Skee Ball 8ales*and Security Co.,
three months it has always been business. Claim of company. Rumor
the
hit
Inc.,
Island.
Coney
Amusement
dehouses
to
the
customary for
that Gillette was to revive "Dear
B. L. Felnblatt, manager of the
Satisfied Judgments
vices; capital, $500; directors, Morbiggest grosses of the season. The Brutus" in local engagement, denied
E. Ray Goetx; S. Collins; $210.60; ris Goldberg, M. N. Goldberg and Westchester Players, Mt Vernon.
now are ideal. though this Barrie play as well as
attractions here
Jan.
N.
Y., stock, is recovering at the Mt
31.
1919.
Frank
Montsko.
unless
There isn't any overlapping,
''Secret Service" and "Too Much
Lew Cantor; Foreman Bros. BankR. and B. Amusement Corpora- Vernon hospital following an operaone figures "The Bat" has some Johnson" are to be revived later in
ing
Co.;
Brooklyn;
tion,
theatres;
capital,
$321.20;
Aug.
Car,"
Rear
16,
1922.
"The
with
competition
tion.
season. Mantel!, except for one or
$5,000; directors, Abraham Baker,
and things from a booking stand- two performances, .continued way off
point are o.k. Nevertheless, theat- in final week.
Grass was about local managers splendid chance to R. V. McGulre and Gilbert RosenThe Knickerbocker stock is being
thal.
see if renewed billing will "save"
rical managers generally are gloomy $8,500.
Jack's Theatre Ticket Service, reorganised fbr a New England
and are inclined to be very sore on
"Passing Show off 1922" (Shubert, business.
road
tour under the management of
Inc.,
Manhattan;
capital,
diU"
$3,150;
generally,
"Thankweather
(Cort,
England
19th
week).
New
3d week). Business spotty and with
rectors, J. M. Ridley, N. M. Wolly flTaylor A Stratton.
The company
plus a grudge against all trans- extrj^
matinee,
gross.
$25,000. Surprisingly announced final weeks,
closed recently while playing the
portation companies.
"Springtime of Youth" Monday. In- with Jan. 28 given as last perform- and Louis Levine.
Belem Productions, Inc., Man- Tlayhouse, Chlcopee, Mass., due to
ance, with Mrs. Fiske's play, "The
When the count-up came at the definite.
end of last week it was found the
"Perfect Fool" (Forrest, 1st week). Dice of the Gods," underlined. Hit hattan; capital, $20,000; directors, as> accident caused by a celling over
Abraham Greenberg, Lionel Golub the dressing
three syndicate houses in town. Opened well.
In for only three around $12,000.
rooms collapsing, in"So This Is London" (Cohan's and J. J. Bulleld.
Hollis, Colonial and Tremont, had weeks.
"Scandals" did well last
Frye Productions, Inc., Manhat- juring several members.
The week, although suffering drop from Grand, 7th week). Around $4,200
done 157.500 for the week.
tan;
theatrical;
capital,
$10,000;
on
New
Year's Eve, holding •steady
Hollis and Colonial carried the bulk opening weeks gross.
Figure said
The Francis Sayles Players have
of this with the Tremont showing to have over $28,000.
Weakness** demand for balance of week, draw- directors, George H. H. Colby, G. C.
Roth and A. M. Colby.
ing figures given as $16,700.
completed ten weeks at the Opera
• gross of but $9,000.
upstairs.
Pond's Theatres, Inc., Malone, House, New Castle, Pa., and wlil
"The Demi -Virgin" (La Salle. 2d
The increase at the Hollis for the
"Torch Bearers" (Garrick, 1st
capital,
directors, continue there
$500;
second week was a matter of $2,500 week). Business doubtful. Paper- week). Will have to nab a bigger N. Y.;
until the start of
over the business the week before, ing resorted to for opening. Show draft to hold any length of time. Frank G. Pond, Herbert L. Badore Lent.
The
company
Includes
due to the extra performance New got breaks of some fine advance ad- "Not in the air." so-called, as $12.- and Leo G. Hetti.
Francis
H. Sayles, Grant A. Martin.
Animated Miniature Theatre CorTear's Day, making nine shows for vertisement in fact that Mrs. Har- 000 for season's big week would
J. Trancis Mario w, . Sadie Belgrade,
poration,
Manhattan;
pictures,
etc.;
the week. The same was true of rison
Caner,
local
society indicate.
Jr.,
"Greenwich Village Follies" (Great capital, $300,000; directors, Sylvia Mabel Marlow, Richard Stokes,
the woman,
the Increased
at
business
the
joined
"To
cast.
Alibel
Corey and Marlon Grant, James T, Stone,
Colonial, where* a gain of about Ladies" did about $12,000 last week, Northern, 5th and final week). Can- Schwartzman,
Helen Courtney, Warren Wade,
$2,000 over the first week was noted. a drop over first week's gross, but celled Saturday matinee to save David Schneer.
further losses on week's gross esti- - John Golden, Inc., New York Harrison Rankin' and Fred Clayton.
"Lightnln*," unless there Is some- still profit.
thing turns up unexpectedly, Is
"The Monster" (Walnut, 2d week). mated at $14,000. Hotels saved this county. Pictures; capital, $500; digood for a long money -making run Started with a rush and Tuesday one from terrific loss.
"Zeno" rectors, Anne Eichel, Marion Klkln
Costumes and scenery used by the
and L. I. Fink.
We.
night's gross surpassed that of Mon- opened Monday.
Screenads, Inc., Manhattan. Capi- Forrest Abbott Players were de"Why Certainly" (Central, 2nd
For a long time to come Bos- day (Christmas) opening. Stayed
tonians interested
Thursday's matinee capa- tal, $5,000; directors, D. W. Gregory, stroyed last week by a fire that
theatricals big all week and gross beat $12,600, week).
in
swept the Strand, Everett, Mass.
V. Rellly.
city due to actors and actresses in P. Trachtenberg and
will speak with enthusiasm about beating all non-musicals.
Barthines Co., Inc., Manhattan. The first started back of the stage,
the opening* of "Molly Darling" at
Tims" (Lyric, 12th town flocking to inspire Alan Pol"Blossom
the Tremont Monday night.
The week). This operetta continued to lock for his managerial attempt In Theatricals; capital, $3,000; direct- probably from a defective heater,
house was packed.
hold up with gross of over $21,000 Chicago. Circled around $6,000 on ors, Dixie Hines, Clay Lambert and and worked its way through the
James D. Barton.
Despite the fact that people close (one extra performance).
Special week, which Isn't enough.
Combined Theatre* Corporation, roof of the building, a three-story
to the theatre are agreed that "The exercises at 100th performance. No
"He Who Gets Slapped" (PlayCapital, $40,000; di- wooden structure. The Are curtain
Bear Car" is one of the greatest end of run in sight.
house, 5th week).
Suddenly went Manhattan.
rectors,
Samuel Hoffman, H. D. Maf- was in place and thjs prevented the
to
pieces
exhibitions of the old "hokum" that
Friday
night,
"The Guilty One" (Adelphl, 2d
but held
tus,
Rose
Haberman.
spread of the flames to the audiever came down the line, business week).
Business collapsed and around $9,000.
Stangest, Inc., Manhattan.
The- torium. The damage is estimated
has been consistently picking up at length of fun cut from five to three
"La Tendresse" (Blackstone, 4th
atres,
pictures;
100
shares
par
no
the Selwyn, where It is playing. It weeks; $6,000, with extra perform- and final week).
at $15,000. The building was formBetween $10,000
has got but one more week to go ance. "Naughty Diana" (formerly and $11,000 with help of the New value, $1,000; directors, Milton Winn, erly used as a picture house.
Abraham Durst, M. B. Cohen.
at this house, and last week did "Diana Comes to Town") comes in Year's day business.
Elsie FerAlexander
Koshet's
NaUkrainian
guson opened Monday in "The
$8,500.
Monday for two weeks.
Maude Feely's stock did better
tional Chorus, Inc., Manhattan. TheA rather strange condition was
Wheel of Life."
found in the grosses of the Shubert
"For All of Us" (Studebaker. 2nd atre or musical hall; capital, $50,000; business with "The Brat" last week
SHOWS
CHICAGO
directors,
Alexander
Koshet,
Max
and the subscription list has Jumped
string of theatres la«t week when
week).
Kept up steady demand,
(Continued from page 14)
to over 1,200. This week she is try"The Bat" ran $1,000 bettor than
holding around $16,000 with big New Rablnoff, Daniel W. Wootton.
J. Parker Read, Jr., Productions,
ing "When Knighthood Was in
'Springtime of Youth" at the Shu- mand drew sell-out hour after sale Year's eve and day trade. Average
bert.
gross of $14,000 now looked for for Inc., New York. Pictures; capital, Flower," which, despite the great
No definite date has been set opened.
directors,
$5,000;
Isabel
Kaplan,
for the departure of "The Bat," and
"Partners Again* (Selwyn, 2nd many weeks.
cost, is expected to show a profit
Pearl
Cohen,
J. Parker Read, Jr.
*t Is the local opinion that it will
"Shore
Leave"
(Powers,
2nd
week).
Charged $5.50 for New
Tristone Pictures, Inc., Manhat- on account of the publicity the picnot go out while it Is grossing Year's Eve, getting $3,900 on early week).
Plenty of satisfaction all
tan.
Capital,
directors, P. ture has received. The extraordiaround $10,000 or better.
There sell-out on capacity of 968 seats. around with $11,200 gross. Should H. Loftus, H. $25,000;
E. Kelley and T. H. nary boosts the papers are giving
were signs of weakening just before Nightly sell-outs, but matinees hold for profit for remaining two
Dugan.
her still continue. In its review the
Christmas, but since then the re- holding around $1>300, $400 short of weeks; is well-liked and Frances
F. X. Pictures, Inc., Yonkers. Capicovery has been very strong.
News gave her preferred position
capacity at prices asked. Grossed Starr always did have a reserved tal, $20,000; directors,
I. Kaplan, P.
Another strange feature of busi- $21,800, giving this big hit $41,000 following here.
over the Broad, the legit house.
and S. Ellis.
ness was that at the Majestic, the for the two holiday weeks.
"Orange Blossoms" (Illinois, 1st Cohen
Help
Yourself
Producing Corp.,
house used by the Shuberts for
(Olympic, 8th week). Had New Year's eve pre- Manhattan.
"Shuffle Along"
The Hazel Burgess Players were
Theatre proprietors;
their vaudeville.
Extra performances shot miere, but created no great en- capital; $50,000; directors,
The money taken week).
K. B. unable to open Monday at the Suin at the box office on Monday for gross into $22,000 class, and with thusiasm.
Around $12,000.
Miller, J. P. Shea and M. J. Pfelffer. preme, Brooklyn, N. Y., due to the
the three shows was one-third of rush over should settle into good
Maurice Abrahams, Inc., Manhat- heating plant of the house being
the total for the entire week. The strong $15,000 average for weeks to
tan.
Music: capital, $5,000; direct- out of commission. The
CANADIAN TAX CALLED OFF ors,
house did $n,000 for the week.
house has
Still
chatter of company
come.
Maurice Abrahams,
Harry been dark for several months.
The Canadian government tax of Abrahams and Belle
making trip to coast before settling
Abrahams.
upon European tour.
$25 assessed each road attraction
Verity Film Co., Inc., Manhattan.
"Cat and Canary (Princess, 25th entering the Dominion has been Capital. $50,000; directors, Joseph
t-.uvi/
nan ur.st wooK. Extra mat week). Capacity ruled At all per- called off by Parliament,
the new Ornato, Anna Ornato and Pasquale
'"'
**
ar
tabulating $18,500 for
formances,
accounts
increase.
for
Ornato.
tin
Good Morninq Dearie" (Colonial, week's* gross. Will run along for order becoming effective Feb. 1.
Albert R. Phllbrick was awarded
Prudential
Film
Distributors
Little
was
known
about the tax
3d week)— $24,000 last week; better good profit well into spring.
Corp., Manhattan. Film transporta- judgment for $6,168.10 against Sigby $2,000 than week before
"Six Cylinder Love" (Harris, 16th until recently, and it is said the en- tion business; capital.
mund Romberg, the composer, as a
'The
Rear Car" (Selwyn, Id and fin.1l week). Landed' $1 3.000 for forcement of the measure was no", rectors, Charles A. True, $10,000; di- result of a suit to recover $5,000 on
M. E. Graef
week)— Now doped this show could departing week, excellent consider- freqently made.
and K.st her Epstein.
notes. A total of 66 shares of stock
run for several weeks and do con- ing "draw" over at end of 10th week.
It was called to the attention of
Fascination Pictures, Inc., Man- in the Wllner-Romberg Corp, was
stantly increasing business Crossed "Captain Applejack" opened Sunthe International Theatrical Asso- hattan.
Capital, $10,000; directors, pledged as collateral security
IS. 500 last week;
by
$2,000 better than day.
ciation, who, through George Drls- L It. Bangsberg. II. S. Douglas and
week before. Has appeal hard to
Romberg.
"The First Year" (Woods. 04h coll of Montreal, one
E.
C.
Christensen.
of its members,
account for after witnessing per- woek). Held around reported grof:.",
Areas Amusement Co., Inc., Manformance.
House Is to
Hig attempt will be Accomplished the withdrawal. Dris- hattan.
taken of $15,000.
Margaret Anglln In "The Sea
Motion pictures; capital.
over at end of this week fce
by "The made to revive interest by using coll Is the managing director of the $50,000: directors. Henry Suchrnan. Woman" (Lee Shubert), opened If
f.iulty One."
crew of billers this week, giving Trans-Canada Amusement Co.
J. Rosenthal and I. Rosenthal.
Stamford, Conn., Wednesday,
train service at night.
business
In proof is the matinee
theatres.
at some of the legitimate
Business at the Boston opera house,
appear-where Walter Hampden is

2d

week)— $10,000

last

—
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extent of one ehsap set and a east of
eight characters, several played by
extremely mediocre actors, isn't
smoothing the way to any extent for
a promising dramatic leading man.
"Mike Angelo" has nothing but Carrillo. He has several appealing moments, he has flashes of sparkle, but
he goes down gallantly amid the
Washington, Jan. 10.
dreary surroundings of a trashy
Phoebe Coyne
play, mechanically written and pro- Mrs. BUllter
Grace Kober
A Girl
duced in a penny pinching style.
Jobn Craig
Prof. Bruno Haldensted t
Bertha Kallch
To begin at the beginning of the Jltta Lenkhelm
Byrne
FrancU
L*nkhelm
Alfred
Prof.
poor
a
trouble, "Mike Angelo" is
Dr. Ernest Fesaler. ..... .Walton Butt erne Id
play. It Is done in a tone of crude Agnes Haldenstedt
Thais Lawton
Beth Elliott
comedy with never a moment of Edith, her daughter
genuine humor except that with
which Carrillo and one other charAs was to be expected, George
acter (played by Dorothy Mackaye) Bernard
Shaw shoots many a
manage to color their lines and
without that
scenes. The rest of the proceedings straight shaft of truth
sugar coated in this new
being
trivialities
shaft
are drivel, made up of
that they vainly try to foist on the play of his, "Jitta's Atonement,"
stage as portentous happenings. The opening Monday at the Shubert GarThe work is an adaptation
thing never touches or even amuses rick.
one. It's just a synthetic play made from a play by Siegfried Trebitsch,
Shaw
has done so extremely
and
It
contrivances.
theatrical
up of
hasn't an illuminating idea behind it, well with it the old eternal triangle
even if it does deal with the pic- is made to appear as entirely a new
turesque locale and the colorful theme. With Shaw must be menpeople of the Greenwich Village art tioned Mme. Bertha Kalich, who
studios. It has the worst fault a measures up to the work, and it
play can have in short, you Just might also be said that the work of
Mr. Shaw is equal to the artistry of
can't get Interested in it.
Kalich.
The scenes are rough hewn with Mme.
Tnroughout the pen of Shaw
a broadaxe, and the devices by sparkles. To fully recount the story
which characters are got on and off of the play would be. a sacrilege, it
the stage with casual elaboration would suffer so in the telling.
It
fairly creak with manuscript me- tells
of a wife who loves another
chanics. When a dramatist gasps than her husband,
that man also befor breath every time he has to ing a husband, the father of a daughclear the stage for a love scene all ter, who, as a scientist, has created
hope is lost. Almost a third of the with his wife a child that resembles
time occupied by the play is taken the woman he loves. The man, sufup with moving puppets into and fering from a heart affliction, dies in
out of sight. A lot of other time is an apartment in a questionable
wasted with poor acting and hokum house, the woman gets away before
comedy lines. A sample of the facile the arrival of the police, but leaving
style might be vaguely intimated by the wife and daughter of the man
the statement that twice as many humiliated because of the circumlines in "Mike Angelo" end with a stances surrounding his death.
"hell" or a "damn" as any burlesque
The woman has promised the man
show that has played the Olympic that his latest work, a book comon 14th street this season. When a pounding a new theory, would be
stage manager is driven to the ex- accredited as to authorship after
pedient of coaxing laughs by having the man's death to her husband,
a sweet young thing or a millionaire who has assisted in some little
art patron or the hero reply "The measure in writing the book. It is
hell* you say," or something equally the man's idea of giving his life's
pertinent, he must be hard pushed. work to the husband as payment for
The profanity was needed to keep having stolen his wife.
a listless audience at attention.
These characters of Shaw's are of
What can be said of a play in which middle age, the husband, naturally,
a garrulous, pompous art patron ex- .to the wife, is a chump, but after
plains the terms of a students' con- reading the work of the man he
test at full length not less than four flatly refuses to permit his name to
separate and distinct times? This stand as its author, and it is then
character, played by Byron BeasJey, that Mr. Shaw through the lips of
would bore any theatre crowd to ex- the husband puts a million pins into
tinction
with the long winded the little bubble the erring wife has
speeches and offensive Joviality. He created of self pity and her great
was paired with a pale old person love.
•
who talked Incessantly about Art
In the character of the daughter,
in the identical manner of Webster who because of a great love for the
of "The Old Soak." The Barrymore father knows he could do nothing
family couldn't have stood off the wrong and who wants to meet and
handicap of these two, and the sup- know and tell the woman of her love
porting company is no Barrymore for her, Mr. Shaw "overwrote" himfamily.
self, if the term may be used, while
Carrillo managed to get some color in the wife of the man, her charinto the characterization of a poor acter is told in a moment. In Jitta
France
to
Italian boy returned from
there is all that goes to such a
work as a drudge in an art school. woman, a woman carried away by
His rich Italian dialect might have her own sincerity, who when husbeen the vehicle for a real character band states he, too, has had his litsketch. Instead it was forced to the tle affairs well, hands the situation
front brutally. No producer ever over to "friend husband" and takes
worked the Weberfleldian tangled him home.
English so hard. That's all there
Mme. Kalich plays with the same
was to the first two acts, and the remarkable suppression that has
principle is here set down that gar- always been a source of delight to
bled English (excellent as it is in her admirers.
Another feminine
never made a polite role whose opportunities do not arits- place)
comedy.
rive until the final act is remarkThe dramatic situation was nil. ably well done by Thais Lawton,
The complications hung upon the while Francis Byrne as the husband
circumstance that a snob of a Rus- gave a delightful performance. John
sian art student painted a picture Craig as the man has but a few
for a scholarship contest and Mike moments in the first act; those few
Angelo painted another. They both moments, however, create such an
chose the same subject. But in the impression as to remain a dominant
mistaken idea that he was doing a figure throughout the remainder of
service to the girl he loved, Mike the play.
switched paintings with the Russian
The balance of the cast in each
snob. Ivan didn't know of the sub- and every Instance is deserving of
stitution (both pictures being cov- unlimited praise, Lee Shubert, the
ered with cloth of identical kind), producer, having evidently taken
and he smeared the picture he the greatest care in his selections
thought was Mike's, but which for the several roles. Beth Elliott
turned out to be his own. Exposure as the daughter and Walton Butterof the villainy brought the heroine field as the boy whom she Is to
to Mike's arms at 10.50. The picture marry both give excellent performepisode occupied three minutes of ances.
the second act. The rest of the eveLester Lonergan has most ably dining was spent in getting ready for rected the play, the holding power of
the event and then talking about it. which can be best attested by the
The whole thing might have been fact that during the action of the
done in an 18-minute playlet.
last act a colored maid, who eviWanda Lyon is the heroine and is dently had not learned
that the
a singularly tepid actress, although proper place to cross the stage was
a ravishing blonde beauty. Gerald behind and not In front of the back
Oliver Smith did one of those con- drop went giggling across in full
ventional English comedy lounge view of the audience, and there
lizards as well as the part can be wasn't a titter out front.

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

BROADWAY REVIEWS
MOSCOW ART THEATRE
(Tsar Fyodor

The Boyars, however, looked
restitution

of

their

rights,

for a
since

JITTA'S

Ivanovitch")

Fyodor was a kind man, very pious
Iran Moekvln in spite of his stupidity.
Tmr Fyodor Ivanorltch
At the
Tsarina Irina Fyodorovna,
head of Fyodor*s court were Boris
Ois;a Knlpper-Tchekhora
Alexander Virtue vsky Godunoff and Prince Ivan Petrovitch
Boats Godunoff
Shouisky.
Between them In the
Ptfcce Ivan Petrovitcb BhouUky,
Vesslly L,uzh»ky
Prince Vasal 7 Ivaoovltch Bboulsky,
Olorgl Bunlthaloff
Prince Andrei flhoulaky. .Nikolai Podfomy
Prince Matlslavsky. .. .Loon Id M. I^eonidoff
Vladimir Yershoff
Prince Shakhovakoy
Akim Tamlroff
lfflkbailo Oolovln
Andrei Petrovitcb Ix>up-Kleahnin,
J

.

J'eter BakohelcIT

Ivan Latarieff
Prince Tureynln
.Lydla Korenieva
Princees Metialavakaya.
Vladimir Urlbunin
Bogdan Kuriukoff
Alexandroff
Nikolai
Ivan Kraasl'nlkoff
Alexei Bondlrieff
Golub, Senior
..Boris Dobronravoff
Golub, Junior
. .

At Jolson's 69th St. Monday night
(Jan. 8) there was gathered for the
American premiere of the famed

Moscow Art Theatre, presented here
by F. Ray Comstock and Morris
Gest, one of the greatest audiences

play they finally bring the weak emperor to his knees calling to Heaven

and asking why he had been made
Tsar. The plot and counter plot of
the two clashing aids to the Tsar
had in the end brought the tartars
to the gates of the palace.

"Tsar Fyodor Ivanovitch" Is given
in five acts but there are only three
scene changes and only two 10minute intervals. The curtain went
up at 8.05 and the show was over at
10.40.
There was therefore little
need for the closing of the doors at
the time the curtain rose and keeping late arrivals out in the lobby.
That caused a hubbub in the rear
of the house until the end of the
first act, around nine o'clock. Holding to the "tradition" of the organization in Moscow can hardly be
made a hard and fast rule for such

—

ever assembled under one roof. It
was the climax of a feat in showtogether
the
bringing
manship,
cream of all the classes of persons an engagement in New York where
resident in the metropolis. The first traffic conditions alone make it next
night held society that inhabits the to Impossible to assemble as large
Metropolitan opera, along with the an audience (1,800 and more with
really highbrow Inside and out of standees) in a theatre at so early.
The program stated that the tradiBohemian circles, along with repUpstairs tion of the Moscow Art Theatre was
resentative journalists.
was an equally large crowd, perhaps that no applause be given until the
many hailing from Russia. Several finale and the audience was rehundred standees crowded the foyer, quested to honor It. That was done.
doubtless coming from the line of Desultory applause during the play
persons trying to buy tickets. The was hissed down. At tho finale there
line was In evidence long before were cheers and a lot of them as the
curtain time and stretched half a curtain was raised and lowered.
block northward along Seventh ave- Whether that came from enthusiasm
nue.
over the acting or because of the
The Moscow Art Theatre Is an in- reputation of the players or from a
stitution, having been in existence clacque is a toss-up.
There were
about 25 years.
Save for annual quite a number of auditors on the
spring appearances in Petrograd lower floor who understood the
prior to the war, it never left its dialog, as shown when they lightly
native city but once, that being in laughed at the few comedy points.
1905, when the revolution resulted But for the large proportion the
in chaos and drove the players to a show was more a spectacle.
temporary refuge in Germany and
Four principal players of whom
Austria.
Before sailing for New three are men.
Ivan Moskvin as
York, which is announced as en- Fyodor was easily the star. His pergagement limited definitely to eight formance grew as the play proweeks, the organization toured the gressed and his characterization
capitals of the continent outside of stands as one of the best seen here
Russia.
in years. Alexander Vishnesvky made
That the success of BaliefTs a powerful Boris Godunoff, his spirit
."Chauve-Souris," so skillfully di- of strength being felt at every line
rected by Gest, smoothed the path and action. Vassily Luzhsky as the
for a venture such as a New York Prince Ivan
was a much kissed and
showing of the Moscow Art Theatre beaten
man.
Olga
Knipperthere can be no doubt. The latter Is Tchekhova played tho Tsarina Irina
similarly priced as to admissions,
excellently, a woman deeply at$5 top being charged, and $11 (with
tached to her lord and master.
tax) for the premiere. But there is *
"Fyodor" is played in all the
a vast difference in the two attrac- voluminous
robes that were Russia's
tions.
"Chauve-Souris" is compar-

atively light and gay, a vaudeville in the days of the period. The men
inspired by artists and Illumined by were long bearded, with very few
them with a deal of curious music exceptions. The exchange of kisses
and movement. The Moscow Art between the men was more a prac-.

Theatre is a serious acting group, tise than between men and women.
essaying the weighty dramatics of Often it was a smack on the brow
great native playwrights, who
despite their topics write down to
the people.
Interest in the performance of the
Moscow Art may be credited to the
web of illusion that has been weaved
about the Importation. The wealth
of clever advance* preparation went
into minute detail.
Stories of the
its

but as often the lips of the men
met and no stage kisses as we
know them honest loud-sounding

—

—

caresses.

The

signs,

religious

—

and

otherwise punctuate the dialog and
action and like the kisses were al-

ways three in number. The settings
were not exceptional except in their
design which was completely Rus-

attraction's coming
were hardly sian.
The big men of the Moscow Art
finished when a set of rules and conduct for the purchase of tickets and Theatre are Constantln Stanislavsky
patrons was set forth. On top of and Vladimir Nemirovitch-Dantthat the principal dramas to be chenko, they being directors and coenacted were published in English founders of the organization. The
and placed on sale in the bookshops, former took the curtains with the
the plays being "Tsar Fyodor Ivan- company at the close, though there
ovitch," by Count Alexei Tolstoy; was no inclination for an expression

"The Lower Depths" (known, too, from the stage in English.
as "The Living Corpse"), by Maxim
The Moscow Art Theatre had al
Gorky; "The Three Sisters," by An- impressive and expressive an openton Tchekhoff, and "The Cherry Or- ing here as hoped for by its sponchard," by the same author. Only sors. How long sustained the inthe latter play of the quartet is described as a comedy.
As a final preparation the programs, which follow up the illuminated booklets sent to interested
persons last week and cleverly done
by Oliver M. Sayler, are about the
most descriptive yet given out for a
piny.
Each character is explained
fully with his and her historical
status.
Then there is a scene
analysis fully as explanatory.
So

any person in the audience
wishing to follow the story may
glance at the program during the inthat

tervals between acts.
For the first week the Moscow
Art Theatre gave "Tsar Fvortor
Ivanotich."
Count Alexei was kin
to Count Leo Tolstoy. Alexei was
a poet, diplomat and soldier and in
addition to "Fyodor," he wrote '"Ivan
the Terrible" and "Boris Godunoff"

the trilogy being considered classics
of the Russian theatre. Two of the
plays were forbidden because it was
believed
the
author
humanized
royalty. All three plays are set late
in the 16th century and ar~ really
historical dramas.
Ivan was one
of the strong fierce men of early
Russia.
He extended the domain

ATONEMENT

terest will be held for it will be
disclosed within the next 10 days.
That it will or could repeat the success of "Chauve-Souris" is not expected.
Gest took Jolson's because of its
exceptional size and he likely recognized the fact that such a booking
could only be limited. That the engagement Is for eight weeks only,
may be on the level and it is improbable a longer period could be
played. In that time a lot of money
can be drawn however for the house
is reported scaling around $40,000
on the week. Putting over the Mos-

cow Art Theatre

in America Is an
achievement and a feather in the
cap of Gest. who has brought here played, and Grant Stewart was
George Bernard Shaw and Mme.
the greatest
collection
of
jaw- penalized with the role of the talka- Bertha Kalich have a play that will
breaking names ever known to tive old art teacher.
appeal to not only the lovers of
Broadway.
Ibet.
"Mike Angelo" came Into Moros- Shaw, a:s well as the good things of
co's own theatre under peculiar cir- the theatre, but
to the average thecumstances. The piece developed atregoer as well.
Mcakin,
small strength on the road. It is reT^rec-art comedy
by Bdward Locke, lated that it drew $180 the opening
starring Loo Car Wo In tbe name part.
night in Wilmington and totaled
Presented
by Oliver Morocco (M&roaeo
Holding Co., Inc.).
Play staged by Clif- about $1,400 on its introductory twoWashington, Jan. 10.
ford Brooke.
Produced experimentally on night stand. Broadway gossip has it ?o T'On*
Leslie King
ihe Pacific coast and brought east. Opened that it was booked for tho New York ( hlrig Wong
Arvld Paulson
St tho Moroaco, New York, Jan. 8.
Yellow Jade
Fay Courteney
before
the
then
current
atMorosco
Mike Angclo
I^eo Carrillo
Kong Koo
Harry
Llewellyn
Leave
Home."
"Why
Men
Newton Carlton
traction,
Onnt Stewart
1/OtUH Sen
Mary Carroll
Annabclle Carlton
Wanda Lyon knew it was going to be succeeded, l.ee W;ih
Hesnuo ll:i> akawn
Ivan Smirnoff
Robert Strange although "Why Men Leave Home" Jnmes Connor
Frank
M.
Thorns*
t'arlotta Swift
Dorothy Mackave
"Bg Bill" Dougherty
William Iloldcn
Tommy Sloane
Gerald Oliver Smith was doing a falr-to-middllng busiKxjiressman
Perclval I^ennon
Peter Smith
Byron Deaa'ey ness. The derision to bring "An- Mm. Connor
Jane
Klliaon
Mischa Tarkoff
BoMev

MIKE ANGELO

TIGER LILY

.

into Siberia and was the first ruler
to call himself tsar of all the Russians.
He made the Duma impotent and often complained of the
Adrian H.
tyranny of- the Boyars, breaking
down all authority save his own.
Some day some manager will give
Ono of his despairs was that he had
no heir with an iron will like his this engaging young actor a fighting
own. After the death of the two chance. I>eo Carrillo has a consideldest children, one of whom he erable following in New York, and
killed In rage, there was only Fyodor, they all hope to find him at each try
a weak, timid man, who was a in something an nearly worthy of
strange *>on for so terrible a father as him as "Lombard!, Ltd." But they
Ivan, and a very young son, Dimitry. have been disappointed, particularly
Fyodor was 87 years of ape. but in this current attempt.
manager who gambles to the
Iran appointed a regency for him.

A

gclo" to

Broadway was made

after

Hele n Jiii'kmui

Cluriya Valerie

clearness of his lines, this Japanese*
film star is entitled to the honors
given him in ths legitimate field.
Hayakawa has a role, that of a*

who

Chinese,
defies

service

for three acts ejudes,

and battles with two secret
men.

Hayakawa
his

is not given to pos'ng,
gestures are natural, and al-

though his performance is dominated
with the suggestive mystery of the
Orient, his facial expression te'.ls a
story in itself.
Considerable censure could be aimed at the direction, particularly in regard to the
Jap, it having evidently been said
to him that he mustn't or couldn't
do certain things, and there are
times, as a result, when he seems
to be feeling his

way.

As to the play it is apparent that
the uppermost thought on the part
of the producers wan a role for their
star, one that would have romantic
as well as emotional appeal; they
got this but practically little else.
Fred de Gresac is accredited, with
the authorship, and the' very necessary items of credulity and continuity seem to be entirely lacking. To
bring about a happy ending the girl
who has confessed her love for the
detective rushes in at the last minute and throws herself into the arms
of the Chinese Just in time to stop
his taking poison. Many other such
"grand stand" plays.could be pouted out.
The piece is a combination of a
dozen others that have gone before,
characters, in the most inare totally unreal.
The
girl as created in the author's mind and directed by Law-

and

its

stances,

Chinese

rence Marston

is

a musical comedy
expected every

whom we

Ingenue,

moment

to turn out to be no Chinese
girl at all. Mary Carroll, as the play

was at first blamed for
but when the final curtain fell
the fault had to be shifted to other
shoulders.
The play has but one part, and as
a play does not prove worthy of being considered either as a comedy,
a melodrama or a mystery play; it
does give the Jap opportunities to
shine brilliantly, as he did on the
screen, and as his audiences will undoubtedly be attracted from devotees
of the silent drama the blatant
shortcomings may be overlooked.
The show had been out for a week
and a half before reaching Washington and should have had many
things "ironed out"; lighting effects
went wrong at the opening, a storm,
developed,
this,

produced by Langdon McCormack,
lost its effectiveness because of the
clearness of the mechanical workings of it, such as roped tree
branches that could be plainly seen.

Meakin.

LOLA

IN

LOVE

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 10.

F. C. Coppicus' initial effort in the
field, after having been a
concert manager for several years,
is the sponsoring of "Lola in Love,"
a comedy with music. The piece
opened Christmas Day in Scranton,
Pa., and was at the Court Square
here Jan. 8-10.
The piece is an adaptation by
Irving Caesar of the Berlin operetta

dramatic

by Qusave Kadleburg and Arthur
Rebner.
The score is by Hugo
Hirsch.

Julian Mitchell staged the

numbers and Herman Beyer directed
the comedy.
The chief charm of "Lola in Love"
is its rich score, admirably -played
by a capable special orchestra under
the direction of Anton Heindl. Hugo
Hirsch has supplied music that Is a
delightful reminder of the days when
the Viennese operettas were at their
best,
several
of
numbers,
the
especially "One Day" quite captivating the audience, even when the
singers failed to get all that there
is
in them over the footlights.
While the ''One Day" number carries the dominant theme of the
music, several others show that the
composer certainly was not forced
to play on only a single string.
But the book is different. Not so
much can be said about It. It is one
of "those" translations.
A person
with a vivid imagination can envision the piquancy they possessed
in the original, but this piquancy
somewhat disappeared after the rewriting.
Musical comedy may be

piquant if it likes, but a comedy
with music must be the most innocent of amusements.
"Lola" is
all
of that and, taken literally,
makes one wonder what all the emotion is about.
William Morris, the

work on the book and
the sparkle that seems to be lacking now may be injected.
I^ay Marbe brings her vivacity,
her back kick, and her swirling
skirts into play, as the faithful looking brunct Lola of the title with
Her
occasional livening effects.
costumes are gorgeous creations.
She dances much of the time during
the action and at these moments

actor, is at

rsrlfc e Bo ro s Lola is given purpose. The Spanish
had once been taken off for re- rani
dances have decided verse and briland after the report was
Bessue Hayakawa, in making his liance, with Miss Marbe as their
around it would probably finish the
season on the road. It tried out on initial bow before the footlights in fiery exponent.
the coast, with Carrillo also in the a concoction referred to as "Tiger
Hal Forde works energetically and
Tho
lead out there, but when taken off. Lily," makes good and will prove of often with excellent effect.
shortly after opening, it was said value to those sponsoring the pro- fact, however, Is that Miss Marbe
lie has a splendid Stage and Mr. iForde have too much on
the supporting company gathered in duction,
the west ruined its chances. Ths presence, handles himself excellently their shoulders for two persons to
western support Is vindicated by th€ and, barring an accent that at times
considerably interfered with the
(Continued on page 17)
Hush.
Broadway support.
it

vision

".
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Friday, January 18,

LEGITIMATE

IMS

—

SYRACUSE.

—

Papers

^American"—Alan Dale, critic; John MacMahon, dramatic editer. 112
Welt ""d street. Bryant 0945.
*Csir—Malda Caatellum, critic and dramatic adltor. lit Fourth avenue,
Stuyvesant €440.

^Commercial"— Mn

H. Z. Torres, critic and dramatic editor. tS Park
Cortiandt 7500.
Mantle, critic and dramatic editor. 25 Park Place,
Barclay 3500.
•Herald"— Alexander Woollcott. critic. 414 Weet 47th street, Longacre
Frank Vreeland. dramatic editor, 280 Broadway. Worth 10.000.
3430
"Journal of Commerce"— E. E. Pldgeon. critic and dramatic editor. 1493

row

"Daily* News"—Burna

Broadway, Bryant 1100.

•Times"—John Corbin, critic; George
West 43d street. Bryant 1000.

Kaufman, dramatic

S.

editor. 217

•Tribune"— Percy Hammond, critic; Beauvala B. Fox. dramatic editor,
154 Nassau street, Beekman 3000.
"World"— Hey wood Broun, critic; Quinn Martin, dramatic editor, Pulitzer.

Beekman

building.

4000.

•

Evening Pa para
critic and dramatic

MacMahon,
—John
094a.

"Evening Journal"

42d street. Bryant
•'Evening Mail"—James Craig, critic;

West 42d street, Bryant 0963.
"Evening Pest"—J. Ranken Towse,

West

editor, 152

Holzman. dramatic

B. F.

editor,

and

critic; C. P.

Sawyer, dramatic

"Journal"

Evening Papere
and dramatic

"Eagle"— Arthur Pollock,

critic

6200.

and dramatic

HARTFORD. CONN.

—
—
LOUISVILLE
"Herald"—B. A. Jonea. dramatic; Leo E. Theiman, picture.
"Courier- Journal"— Bird Martin, dramatic; Margaret M. Hefner, picture.
"Timea"—Chaa. Musgrove. dramatic; Mary Chenoweth, picture.
"Post" —Geo. R. Newman, dramatic and picture.
8T. PAUL
"News"—Charles M. Flandray. dramatic; Arthur G. Sheekman, picture.
Press"— Wilbur W. Judd, dramatic; Leroy Williams, picture.

editor,

Eagle building. Main

—John Brock way, critic and dramatic editor, 292 Wash-

Main

5300.

"Times"— Walter Ostreicher,

critic

and

dramatic

editor.

Fourth

and

Atlantic avenues, Sterling 2000.

The present Casino

bill is sure to
attract and Volterra deserves his
success for the manner he has
equipped his big production. There
are a number of amusing scenes
with Dorvllle, Saint-Oranler, Meret,

——

— Walter D. Hickman.' dramatic and picture.
"News" — Walter Whitworth. dramatic; W. C Edmiston, pictur
"8tar" — Robert C. Tucker, dramatic and picture.
DENVER
"Rocky Mountain News"— Helen Black, dramatic and picture.
"Times"— Mattie Durkee. dramatic and picture.
"Express"—George Looms, dramatic and picture.
"Post" —Frank E. White, dramatic and picture.
FRANCISCO

•.

Well."

8AN

"Journal"— Clay Greene.
"Call"—Curran D. Swlnt.
"Bulletin"— Al Gillespie.
"News" Idwal Jones.

FOREIGN REVIEWS

Beekman

4000.

CHICAGO
Dramatic

—

"Tribune" Sheppard Butler.
"Herald- Examiner" Ashton Stevens.
"Journal* of Commerce" Paul Martin.
"Daily

News"

—
—
—Amy Leslie.

•Journal"—O. L. Hall.

"Post"—Charlee Collina
"American"—Fred McQulgg (The Optimist).
Picture*

— Mae Tinea.
—Bob Reel.
"Journal of Commerce"—Emery Ettelson.
"Journal" —Virginia Dare (Mrs. H. Johnson).
"Herald -Examiner"— Observer.
"Post"—Joe Moroney.
"Daily News"— Paul Sandbcrg.
BOSTON
Traveler"—Katharine Lyons, dramatic; -Eleanor Berry,
"Herald"— Philip Hale, dramatic and picture.
"Globe"—Charlee S. Howard, dramatic and picture,
"Transcript"—S. T. Parker, dramatic and picture.
"American"—Nicholas Young, dramatic and picture.
"Post"— E. H. Crosby, dramatic; Prunella Hall, picture.
"Advertiser"—H. F. Harkins. dramatic and picture.
"Tribune"
"American"

picture.

When

cut to ordinary limits it will
probably make excellent light entertainment Judging by the favorable reception and press comments,
"Telegram"—F. H. Cushman. dramatic; Sylvia Cushman, picture.
it is in for a healthy run.
PHILADELPHIA
It is a peculiar piece for a light
"Public Ledger" C. H. Bonte. dramatic and picture.
comedian to aelect for hia initial
"Inquirer" Harry Knapp and Bushnell Dimond. dramatic and picture. stellar vehicle, in that he loesn't
"Bulletin" Arthur Tubbs, dramatic and picture.
play the hero, and there is nothing
"North American" Linton Martin, dramatic; Mrs. Martin, pictures.
romantic about his part. It is the
"Record" Herman Dieck. dramatic and pictures.
kind of story in which Willie Col"Evening Ledger" Arthur B. Waters, dramatic and picture.
lier would shine, If without music.
The heavyweight champion boxer
BALTIMORE
Butler, known
"Evening 8un" John Oldnlxon Lambdln, dramatic; Gustav Klemm. pic- of the world Is Alfred It so happens
as "Battling Butler."
ture.
Butler
Alfred
another
Is
there
"Sun" Dramatic reviews assigned by editor; T. M. Cushlng, picture.
(played by Buchanan), who escapes
"American" Robert Garland, dramatic and picture.
m
from uneventful bucolic domestic
"News" Norman Clark, dramatic; Stuart Gibson, picture.
felicity by informing his wife he is
'Post" John W. Vanderook, dramatic and picture.
"Battling Butler," which enables
him to get away from the domestic
DETROIT
fireside for weeks at a time to fK>
"News" Al Weeks, dramatic: Harold HefTerman. picture.
into "training" for his boxing. This
JTimes"— Ralph Holmes, dramatic; Ed Harrison, picture.
gives rise to Innumerable farcical
Free Press" Len Shaw, dramatic; Roy Marcotte, picture
complications, culminating in his
being forced to go into the ring to
NEW ORLEANS
meet "The Dixie Murderer."
"States" John L. Sullivan, dramatic and picture.
There are no outstanding song
"Item"— C. O. Stith. dramatic; Joe Noland. picture.
hits, and the book is not the greatTimes- Picayune" City desk, dramatic nnd picture.
writing ever pro-

—

—
—
—

—
—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

est piece of farce

WASHINGTON

duced, but the popularity of the
star, the ability of himself and his
supporting company, and the neat
little production make for a feliciJolo.
tous entertainment.

— T.ynn Yeagle, dramatic and picture.
"Stsr"— W. H. Landvoigt, dramatic and picture.
'Herald" — Earle Dorsey, dramatic and picture.
'Times"
"Post"

—

Harold Phillips, dramatic and picture.
Evening News" Leonard Hall, dramatic and picture.

—

CINCINNATI
"Enquirer"- William Smith Goldenberg, dramatic; Carl B. Adams, pic
ture.

"Post"— Charles O'Nell. dramatic; Elmer Dressman. picture.
Times-Star"— Russell Wilson. Louis Hillhouse and Wm. G.
dramatic;

StieRlcr,

Myrtle Miles, picture.

— N'ain

Thompson,

picture.

Dealer"— William V. McDermott. dramatic; Ward Marsh,
/News and News-Leader"— Archie Bell, dramatic; Billy Leyser,
rcss
<!eorge Davis, dramatic and picture.
<ij%

picture.
picture.

Commercial Tribune"

Crute. dramatic; Albert

CLEVELAND
^P'sin

—

Comrr.erciar

—

Wilson Uoy, dramatic and picture.
ST. LOUIS
''Star"
William Hawkes, dramatic; Geno Mack and Miss Bloom, pi
''Globe- Damocrat"
Richard Spanior, dramatic; Mr. Ames, picture.
Times'"- -H.irry R. Rurke. dramatic and picture.
Post- Dispatch"— Richard L. Stokes, dramatic; Mr. James, picture.
J.

.

—

MONTREAL
s
Gazette"

I'Star"

Morgan

Powell.

St. George Burgnyne.
Her «'d"-I\ St. C. Hamilton.
441
»-e

Canada"—p.

lure.

ADVERTISING APRIL

A

well dressed, well mannered
intelligent
looking audience
Ailed the small auditorium in Birmingham at the equivalent of $1 per
seat, and seemed to enjoy the enter-

Laura Cowle gave a finished
performance of the foolish wife. It
of a seasoned
actress, but minus the brilliancy of

The Variety reporter was
persuaded to go to Birmingham informed the piece was admirably

woman, who

ing.

and

was the performance

suited

for

American presentation.

It la not.

Jolo.

PARIS CASINO REVUE
Paris, Dec. 23.

The reopening of the Casino de
was the great event of the

Paris

Christmas holidays. Interest had
been further whetted by the postponement of the Inauguration from
Dec. 16 to Dec. 21. owing to the
builders not having cleared up ac-

Leon Volterra,
the manager, offered a private show
the previous evening, which was attended by the majority of the local
critics notwithstanding press performances at the Theatre Sarah

cording to contract.

Bernhardt

Champs

and

the

Elysees.

The auditorium

Is

This tank

/

ers.

The piece was staged by Matheson
Lang and Stanley Bell. Its success
is

questionable.

Jolo.

LOLA IN LOVE
(Continued from page 16)
carry in a little comedy with mtisia
and no chorus.
Eddie Garvey has lost neither
weight nor the ability to get around

amusing fashion. Lillian Ring is
Comedie des in
programed under the name of Edna

tasty, Chinese
decoration being the basis, while the
stage Is up to date, with a water
tank having glass sides being lifted
to the stage by an electric-hydraulic

elevator.

The

best written role of the
that of a loquacious old
finds it Impossible to
confine her conversation to any
given subject, flitting from one topio
to another In an exasperating manner.
Thia role was admirably sustained by Mary Jerrold.
Superior
Judgment was employed In the selection of the remainder of the play-

genius.
piece Is

tainment.

is

used for the

finale, with four swimming girls
full stage dresses In silver.
The

and
ve-

hicle for the reopening, after entire
reconstruction following the fire last

London, Dec. 12.
At their own playhouse the Birm- spring, Is a spectacular revue "En
ingham Repertory Theatre company Douce," in 40 tableaux, signed by Alpresented for the first time Dec. 9 bert Wlllemetz. Halnt-Granler, Bria comedy- by Herbert Farjeon and quet and Jacques Charles, the latter
Horace Horsnell entitled "Adver- being also producer. Earl Leslie
So confident was the and Jean Oy-Ra arranged the dances
tising April."
management the piece would be with musical score by Maurice
successful, it contracted for a fort- Yvaln and Borel Clerc. Fred Mele
night's engagement instead of the conducts the orchestra, replacing
Louis Hillicr. The title "En Douce"
usual nni* week.
The idea of the piece is not a is the ditty in a sketch on the linebad one at all. but is more or leas, of Jen al marre." well rendered by
amateurishly worked out. Attempts Mine. Mistinguett. Earl Leslie. OyRa and Andreas. The action is la:<i
at repartee comprise mainly a series
of American jokes and sayings of on a canal bank, with a barge
ancient vintage, such as "I love my moored to the side, and the scene]
deals with an ill-treated wench
wife, but, oh. you kid!"
"Advertising April" is the story stabbing an apache pretender ai
of a film star named April Mawne, pitching him into the real water to
an ordinary, lovable, rather empty- save the life of her sweetheart. Join
'

1

Heaullac.

another of the long

headed little wife, but who is placed
before the public as a superhuman
creature through the ingenious and
London, Dec. 11.
A new star made his appearance industrious methods of her press
at the Oxford Dec. 8, Jack Buchanan, agent-husband.
The major portion is taken up
who has been a featured player in
the Andre Chariot revues for sev- with exposing the Inner workings
eral years at the Prince of Wales. of publicity campaigns on behalf of
Profiting by his experience under amusement celebrities, none wildly
the Chariot regime, and despite he exciting to the general public.
The company is on a par with the
is personally financing the venture.
Buchanan gathered about him a average big city stock organization
larilliant caaa^of players, and gave In America, most of the players
them exceptional opportunities, in- knowing their business, with one or
dividually, but insisted they share two, as always seems to be the case tion. There is, however, an unparwith him in all but one number, in stock companies, hopelessly in- donable anti-climax, and the end is
Special
scenery
is
which he does alone. Another mem- competent.
unsatisfying in that the wife is left
ber also has a solo, but in all the painted for each production, and with a stain upon her character in
other specialties performed by the whenever a new piece is tried out the eyes of her husband's business
star one or more supporting mem- the management has an option of associates. This latter point might
bers work with him, he going so touring it in half a dozen local readily be obviated. The piece confar aa to teach them his original towns.
cludes with the wife confessing she
The average business done at has finally come to love her "strong
If anything, the
style of dancing.
star has carried the sharing of spe- Birmingham is $1,500 per week, and man" husband, now that she Ts on
occasionally it reaches $2,000. This the way to become the mother of hia
cialty work too far.
The piece is a musical farce en- is the organization which originally child.
"Batting Butler," book by produced Drinkwater'a "Abraham
titled
Matheson Lang was good in a
Stanley Brightman and Austin MeU Lincoln/' and later brought it to modern role without any costuming.
It
conducted by a It waa a compelling characterizaford, lyrics by Douglas Purber, and London.
is
Opening
Braham.
Philip
wealthy
man in the Interest of art, tion, replete with sincerity, full of
music by
night it ran three' and a half hours'. but is said to be paying for itself. strength without any resort to rantz

—

Pulitzer building.

la

not an Immoral woman, and does
not "fall for" the other man. but
when the cad la financially embarrassed and wants to know the "inside" of the stock manipulations of
the husband's corporation, she reveals the contents of a private cable
sent to her husband, with the result
the husband's business enemy engineers a drive on the stock which
well nigh ruins the "strong man."
Like most of the other playj of
this type, the "strong man," on finding who sold him out, takes the
blame on his own shoulders, which
means practical financial ruin and
business dishonor.
Some day an
up-to-date author will write a piece
on the subject that la true to life,
wherein the husband, on finding hia
wife has double crossed him by revealing a business secret he confided to her, will go home and deal
with the situation appropriately.
Judging the play from the generally accepted standard set down
for the subject In hand. It is well
written and excellent In construc-

Nunan.

BATTLING BUTLER

Chelsea 4000.

"Evening World"—Don Allen, Pulitzer building, Beekman 4000.
"Globe"— E. V. Durllng, 75 Uey street. Cortland 8000.
'Herald"— Robert E. Sherwood. 280 Broadway. Worth 10.000.
"Times"—J. O. Spearing. 217 West 43d street, Bryant 1000.
"Tribune" Harriette Underhlll. 150 Nassau street. Beekman 3000.
"8un"—Frank Vreeland, 280 Broadway. Worth 10.000.

"World"—Qulnn Martin,

It

series of "strong man" playa about
high finance, with the strong husband being too serious minded to
provide his wife with the frivolities
of life, and aha turning to a no account cad for amusement. She is

"Evening Post" C. P. Sawyer. 20 Vesey street. Barclay 4200.
"Evening Telegram" R. G. Weich, 16th street and Seventh avenue,

—

2>.

Matheson Lang presented at the
Theatre Dec. It a new play by
Alfred Sutro entitled "The Great

"Chronicle"— Geo. C. Curran.

—

a

New

"Timea"

Pictures
"American"— Rose Polswick. 152 West 42d street, Bryant 0945.
"Daily News"— P. W. Galileo. 25 Park Place.
"Evening Journal" John MacMahon, 152 West 42d street, Bryant 0945.
"Evening Mail"— B. F. Holzman. 220 West 42d street. Bryant 0963.

is

it

Krndrrtc.

London, Dec.

INDIANAPOLIS

C.

cabled,

THE GREAT WELL

—

"Examiner"— Thos.

As we

Fretel, etc.

great show.

—

NEW YORK

—

jailer in

BUFFALO

—

—
—

woman and Oy-Re the
a violent knockabout dance.

a condemned

"Evening News" Rollin Palmer, dramatic and picture.
"Express" Marion De Forest, dramatic and picture.
"Timea" Edna Marshall, dramatic and picture.
"Courier" City desk, dramatic and picture.
"Enquirer" City desk dramatic and picture.
''Commercial" City desk, dramatic and picture.

"Standard- Union"
ington street.

in this.
The most gorgeous set is
the pillory for adultery In the Middle Ages. Mistinguett impersonating

"Pioneer

279 Fulton street.

editor.

editqr,

I.

"Courant" Harry Horton. dramatic and picture.
"Times" Marlon Allen, dramatic and picture.

BROOKLYN
All

R.

—

—

critic

PROVIDENCE.

»

4C00.
"Globe" Kenneth Macgowan. critic; Miss Alison Smith, dramatic editor,
75 Dey street, Cortland 8000.
"Sun* Stephen Rath bun, critic and dramatic editor. 280 Broadway,
Worth 10,000.
"Women's Wear" Kelcey Alien, critic and dramatic editor, Hermitage,
Times Square. Bryant 6200.

"Citisen"— H. B. Tower,
Triangle 6700.

RICHMOND. VA.

"Journal" and "Evening Bulletin"— John R. Heaa. dramatic and picture.
"Tribune" Martin Flaherty, dramatic and picture.
"News"—City desk, dramatic and picture.

Beekman

—
—

change—unknown.

—
—
—

—

Pulitzer building.

—Recent

"Times- Dispatch" John George Harris, dramatic and picture.
"Evening Diapatch" C. E. Boykln, dramatic and picture.
"Newe- Leader" Helen DeMotte. dramatic and picture.

Vesey street, Barclay 4200
"Evening Telegram" R. G. Welch, critic and dramatic editor. Seventh
avenue and 16th street. Chelsea 4000
"Evening World"— Charles Darnton, critic; Bide Dudley, dramatic editor,
20

Bridges" is an effective series, with
portraying spring,
four changes
winter, night and finally a laque
set.
a higher and more distant
bridge—over which pass a bevy of
show girls (many being English independently engaged) revealed at
each change.
The Interior of a cabaret lends
Itself for a big set, with another
apache dance by Mistinguett. Earl
Leslie and Oy-Ra. The visit of the
King of Spain to Deauville last summer is a subject for good-natured
fun In a sketch. St. Granler scores

picture.

%

220

Herbert Ward's Painted girls act.

which Is the only foreign number in
the revue.
. The
tableaux billed as "Japanese

N. Y.

"Poet- Standard"— Marshall Alden. dramatic and picture.
"Herald" Ralph Record, dramatic and picture.
"Daily Telegram" and "Sunday American"—Cheater B- Bahn. dramatic

NEW YORK

— Morning

Caroll dances In several scenes, impersonating the statue of- gold In

"La PatHe" Gustave Comt*.
"La Presee"— K. Mayrand.
"Standard" (Weekly)—John M. Gardiner.

DRAMATIC AND PICTURE CRITICS
Dramatic

17

Bates. Others In the principal roles
are Consuelo Plowerton, Florence
Earle, Arthur Albro, George Sweet,
Victor Kahn and Mona Desmond.
The story of "Lola In Love" is not
as disturbing as the telling of it.
It concerns the trials of a husband
of a year, who Is reminded of his
promise to spend one day out of the
365 with a former sweetheart. I'nfortunately his father-in-law has
succumbed to the charms of the
same siren. They plot to tee her
and the mother-in-law (mother of
the young bride) discovers father
and son in the lady's boudoir. Explanations and readjustments follow.
It is deplorable to find such a com*
mon -place book Joined to such a
plendid score.
Mr. Coppirus boasts of his musicians. He carries four first viola:.
harp, cello, bass, pianist, cells te,
harmonium, flute, trumpet, trombone,
clarinet and drums. And each is excellent. CoppiCUl was genera! II
agar of the. Metropolitan Opera Co
York
for 13 years in New
.•here he served under GrttU, Dlppi
Conried nnd Uattl Catatxu.
;

I

'<

<

'
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NEW ACTS THIS WEEK

18
•50

MILES FROM BROADWAY" -THE SPEEDERS"

(11)

Comedy

(10)

Musical

Sketch, Musical, Dancing
23 Mint.; Full Stage (Special Set)
Colonial

18 Mine:
5th Ave.

Full Stage.

(Special Set)

This new act by Charles B. MadThis is Charles B. Maddock's suc- dox was written by Douglas Lcavitt,
if anyone Is to be blamed, must
who.
cessor to the riotous "Kubeville,"
with Harry B. Watson again fea- stand for it, although the five principals
are no better than their matured.
It is a bigger and higherand
grade turn than the hardy old terial. Jack Mundy is featured
in
plays
a burlesque way the muchly
vehicle which served so many seabusiness
burlesque
and
overmuchly
three
has
and
a
and
girls
sons,
scenic novelty in addition to Wat- that has been given to him.
There is a meritorious point to
son's famously versatile antics, a
silver cornet band, a story and the turn and that single thing may
plenty of solid comedy. That last
item tells the story better than a

column of detailed discussion.
Opening before a city drop,
finds his long-lost country
heart.
She has become a

a boy
sweetdancer

running away from the jayhe has run away to find her
and bring her back. She consents.
There is a "dream" effect In black
art, similar to that shown in one
of the "Hitchy-Koos," with the
after

village;

doorways and the practical buggy
In white strips and figures against
black velvet.
This v flies to a big
rural exterior with a porch of a
general store, Watson, as the boy's
father, being the storekeeper and
local smart Alec.
R. B. Merville.
a tall ballad singer, is the girl's

carry it to the intermediate houses,
otherwise it would be for small time
only, if small time would pay th*»
salary this production act might
want. The merit is the six chorus
girls,
as pretty a collection of
choristers as vaudeville has seen,
the real girls of the line who carry
themselves like recruits from Broadway musical comedies, and have
been so nicely gowned in addition
that it immeasurably helps the turn,
pulling it out of the small time mire

LOUISE LOVELY and CO.

Novelty Sketch
28 Mins.; Full Stage
Colonial
The well-known picture ingenuelead proved a card, an*l, if she repeats in the Big Burg her accomplishments of the smaller centers,
will perform that miracle, a draw
the week after leaving. This Is done
through taking films of volunteers
who come up on the stage by invitation, and then of the entire audience, which Will be showing the
following week at the same relative
performances as when they were
taken.
It looks likely that human
beings will come again to see themselves and their neighbors on the

18 Mins.*
Colonial

One

Fresh from a successful English
tour, Ruby Norton (formerly Norton
and Lee) shows her single with
Clarence Senna at the piano. Except for a slight error of showmanship in the order of her numbers,
Miss Norton has a pronounced success in a single act of that sort
the
the

man

-

at

-

the-grand-piaijo-and-

- girl - doing-songs-dances-andchanges kind.
The mistake is In offering one

beautifully dressed street dress costume and two lovely gowns, and
th< n coming to tatters and overalls
and finishing that way. Miss Norton would probably find the progress
more mathematically correct if she
saved one of the gown creations for
the get-away, making it in a quick
change before the house could cool
and without necessity of another
specialty by Senna.

plunged into

half

their

first portion as it naturally did to
lowing in pantalettes their appeardressing them, making the anti-cliance also held up, and they first
max the more noticeable when she
appeared in dressy clothes setting
topped it all with a kid song in a
off their good looks.
father, his old friend and enemy.
sort of Jackie Coogan get-up.
The story starts with possibilities,
Miss Norton used to be one of the
There is lots of hayseed cross-fire, although it is supposed to be the
fleeciest and lightest dancers on the
after which the children are welinterior of a country police station
comed and the old codgers make with a jail annex, and the whole is boards. In her present routine she
friends again.
The girl does a given the appearance of a parlor. does very little dancing, none except
as incidental to .her songs. Though
Hawaiian dance to show what the
It's a speeders' court with the town
she undoubtedly has a fine and culcity taught her.
The finale is a constable
rounding them up for the tured soprano
voice, she might still
ten-bass-drum jamboree with Watpolice lieutenant to fine, the court
do a more impressive dance, at the
son whacking a drum taller than
splitting with the officer, giving him
finish, if not earlier.
himself.
This portion will bear
arrest.
These criticisms are only the reworking up.
drum finish In 60 cents fbr each
That's the beginning and end of viewer's own
"Rubevllle," where Watson led the
suggestions and must
the story. Mundy tries for a cross not be taken
bond, was more punchy, and this
as indicating
litstammer tle Miss Norton did less that
one will doubtless sharpen itself up. between a hare-lip and a
than a
for his comedy, the constable deWith Watson's likable personality pends upon a white, woolly chin heart-warming success here. The
and clean burlesque keeping the act piece and the juvenile gets away public, asking no questions and not
always up to big time caliber, the with one song as a duet with the bothering about the technical verities or theories, outspokenly gave
scenery and support nothing to
One of these "Watt her enthusiastic approval such as
ingenue.
blush over, that reliable and valuStreet" things is rung in through rarely goes to what' Miss Norton
able vaudeville producer, Maddock,
Mundy taking the name of "Hugo has made her act a pronounced
has again clicked with a wholesome,
Tugh" (Too) and speaking it to the "class" offering.
It will without
pretentious, amusing interlude for
officers, for their indignation.
conjecture be accepted as up to the
any kind of "time."
Mr. Mad- best standards of American vaudeIt's hardly likely on
And when "Fifty Miles from dock's past performances as a pro- ville though the undersigned
still
Broadway" gets rolling in high ducer, he gave much attention to
thinks it could be strengthened by
through steady playing, it will be- this production, or if he did, someLait.
come a famous scream, having al- body fooled him, as far as big time very simple revision.
ready about all It takes to make is concerned, and in the past Madevery sort of human being shake his dock only produced for big time. If ORIOLE TERRACE ORCHESTRA
(11)
sides.
jjU it.
with this one nls intention was to
22 Mins.; Full Stage (Cyclorama)
make It. elastic for any time, he has Palace.
*•
accomplished that for the middle
JAMS and CHAPLOW
This dance orchestra Is from Detime as a flash and the small time troit and
better known mainly
"S'Karput" (8kit)
almost as sure Are. They will laugh through their records
made for the
15 Mins.; One
Simc.
at it in those houses.
Brunswick. The boys in the usual
5th Ave.
Tuxedos opened mildly, but hooked
This may or may not be a new- LA GRACIOSA
them Immediately through the aract for Kddie Janis arid Rene Chap- Transformation and Posing
rangement. A megaphone-clarionet
low, last listed in- Variety's New 14 Minutes; Full Stage (Special)
looked like a new touch and chimes
American, Chicago.
Acta flies as of 1918.
also megaphoned added a novelty
Chicago, Jan. 10.
and made for sweet harmony.
The act opens with Janis playing
elaboraand
revival
an
"Just One More Dance," "San," a
This
is
a
violin, Miss Chaplow interrupting in
rompers as a kidlet beating a small tion of the La Graciosa act pro- pip, with the piano accordionist
Rina'do
with
spreading
Delta
his stuff; also the tromClyde
duced
by
carpet.
Cross fire ensues with the
Gertrude bone; "When You and I Were
replacing
girl attempting kiddishness she tries Sumnv-rdyke
long*
deceased.
The
act
Young
Maggie,"not the blues, and
to force, although that character Rinaldo,
may cover up the absence of a sinK- ago established itself as a standard led by the trombone through the
lng voice she later displays. Janis* offering of the kind and Is notable megaphone; "Toot Toot," "Longin"
then turns off "Mighty Lak a Rose" for the perfect working of model For You Blues," "Cocaine Blues"
and "Haunting Blues." with the last
on the violin, known as a sure fire and slides.
The act stars with a transforma- two encores demanded.
that instrument, and
doing
for
The musicians are 11 In number,
fairly at the 5th Ave., after which tion which recalls "Hanlon's SuMiss Chaplow returns, and for no perba", Charles H. Yale's 'Twelve although 12 are programed. Dan
reason on earth, ethical or other- Temptations" and "Devil's Auction", Russo leads. The instruments are
violin, piano, trombone, two corIt
wise, in a short skirt quite some and productions of that class.
above her knees.
Also for no develops into a series of poses in nets, piano accordion, cellist, two
ethical reason Janis after staring at which a shapely young woman Is saxaphones, banjo and trap drumher underpins, is slapped in the the center of pictures which change mer.
The arrangements are excellent
face by the girl, and when Inquiring rapidly and cover a wide range of
and the solo effects up to any band
why, she replies, "I'm a mind subjects.
heard
around. As harmonists they
showing
scene
new
is
There
a
reader."
As though satisfied with
explanation,
which is just La Gra ;iosa as a mermaid at the rank right up alongside of the best.
the
It
is
one band that really "get's
almight
which
the
sea
pushed in for a suggestive laugh, bottom of
and relishing taking the slap, Janis most be classed as an illusion. The hot." They tied the show in a bowknot
in
third position and are a pipe
does not answer when they sing a effect of burning the model at the
stake as "Joan of Arc", is particu- for a run at this house or a holddouble song and retire.
over at least.
/
Con.
The turn needs a lot of fixing to larly striking.
Two winter scenes are beautiful.
lift in it to a big time standard^j.nd
transformation
is followed by
The
MARY
HAYNES
the fixing will call for rewriting
a golden sunburst which brought Songs
with much better material. Sitne.
the first big round of applause and 15 Mins.; One
there was constant appreciation of Broadway
later scenes and rich applause reLYTELL and FANT
Probably not a new type of offerturns at the conclusion of the of- ing for Miss Haynes, but possibly
Song and Dance.
shown
fering when the model was
new songs and very good, too. Ac15 Mins.; On*
for a brief moment.
companied by a male pianist, a trio
6th Ave.
of character songs are offered that
mean not much as to melody but
blackface,
Two young chaps In
HARRISON MOSS
are fluent In their lyrics.
both In "straight" street clothes ex- Pianolog
Besides registering on ability Miss
cepting for one's dinky top-piece for 16 Mins.; One
Haynes presents a nice appearance,
contrast. They open with a double American Roof
number, going into some neat stepHarrison Moss starts as a piano- which Immediately draws attention
Alternate hoofing to the loglst in "one" with a couple of upon her entrance, and that Is
ping.
other's uke and clarinet accompani- sonps. Male plant doing a "souse" needed if the vocal numbers are to
ment followed. A pop double num- in balcony box Interrupts third click. The songs all listen as havber was exceptionally well done song after bar* or two.
Crossfire ing been specially written and are
preceding a couple of minutes of from box to stage with patter, pointed for comedy.
Possessing an experienced manner
"knee
dance"
double
A
cross-talk.
bringing laughs. Plant docs "stew"
number took them off big. It was a very well, refraining from overplay- of delivery she has no difficulty In
getting
across the sparkling matesuccessful try for a variation on the ing.
Moss has serious recitation,
hoofing-off finish and because of its with plant following with travesty rial and her present turn Is most
Dropping souse thing certainly capable of holding its own
flashy strenuousness proportionately elocution.
Impressive. It consists of a succes- towards end of act, plant does ballad In any of the big time houses. TuesHas good voice and day night, at the Broadway, Miss
sion of toe-to-knee alternate bends. tunefully.
Slotted No. 2 at the 5th Ave. they presence. Moss makes good straight. Haynes scored the highest personal
Good act for the neighborhood honors of the evening and wisely let
* impressed and look set for an early
houses. It went over very well on it go at that with but one encore.
poslt'on in the «mall big-timers.

he

—

—

I

j
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—
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Abel

the Roof.

It'll

ARNOLD DALY

RUBY NORTON
Songs

As it is, everything flowed merrily
immediately upon and the little blonde prima, donna
heartily accepted and roundly
was
beauts
dozen
opening.
The
lie- selections ran* as
were extraordinarily attractive In applauded.
much
to topheavy operatics in the
bathing costumes, while folit
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Bkig.

(4)

screen.

The
and

act

is

devised*'

credited as

"written

by Wilton Welch,

who

is the lovely Miss Lovely's main
acting support, also. If he thought
up the idea above detailed, he may
be forgiven seme of his glaring sins
in other portions of it, for it Is a
crafty and easily workable wrinkle.
At the evening performance Monday Miss Lovely and Welch played
a lengthy skit with a thin-ice ending, which ran pretty long. Then into
the
movie-taking,
with
Welch
clowning In deplorably poor taste
throughout, and causing Miss Lovely
to do
some very undignified

and CO.

(3)

"Moral Courage" (Dramatic)
24 mins,; Full Stage
Palace.

Arnold Daly has been -badly advised in the selection of this playlet
for vaudeville. It may do for once
around, due to the prestige of the
Daly name, but It will never aid Mr.
Daly in the building up of a vaudeville following
If he wants one.
The piece Is a translation from
the German of Felix Salten and
tells a dramatic story about a neurotic aristocrat,
Hugo, Baron of
Neustift (Mr. Daly) and his testing
of the theories of moral courage, as
promulgated by his former tutor and

—

brbther-in-law, Dr. Conrad Hoffner
(John T. Royle).
The tutor after a physical examination of Xeustift pronounces a six
months' death sentence. The latter,
horror-stricken and groveling in

cowardly fear, receives a lecture
from the medical man about moral
courage.
Suddenly abandoning his
fear, Neu.stift picks up a revolver
and informs the doctor he is going
to kill him in five minutes.
He accuses the latter of class hatred, etc.
The reactions of the medico frcm
defiant skepticism to cringing fear
and his desperate paen of hatred
and confession that he detests
Neustift, his* mental and moral su-

things. The incidentals to this bit. periority and all that he represents,
intended to bridge the space during terminates as the gun is pressed to
which lay people could come to the his temple and he topples over, dead
stage to be filmed, were entirely out from fright.
This is the assumption as the
of order, and injured the standing
of the star and the house. Most of curtain descends abruptly without

was ordered out after the first
Trimmed" down 'to the meritorious portions, this turn will do.

this

a tag

show.

not disone or tw'b of the more
intense passages.
The supporting
players are excellent, all but Royle

Miss Lovely has not a brilliant
speaking voice, but she gets her
talk over and is flexible as to comedy, light drama and melodrama.
For an encore a heavy climax in
which she shoots a crook, done in

line.

The Daly enunciation was

tinct

in

being consigned to minor roles. Betti
Baker as the sister and George
Schaeffer in a bit were up to
standard.
Mr. Daly in "Moral Courage"
typical thriller style, was neatly
executed. She is quite at home on brings nothing to the two-a-day but
Con.
the boards, and except for a pro- his name.
nounced affectation of an ingenuish
drawl which makes some of her WINSOR McCAY
earlier talk a little unnatural, this Animated Cartoon Novelty
movie girl appears a born actress.
12 Mins.; One
The talk - material throughout Colonial
could stand brushing and brightenvVinsor McCay is the famous and
ing. But it does quite well, the au- brillia&t cartoonist of some decades
dience being strongly impressod to of wide public service. As an artist
begin with, and more than ordi- of quaint and freakish fancies he
narily ready to accept Miss Lovely stands without a peer. He has made
in an audible role. When she directs several tours into and out of vaudethe amateurs she is actually splen- ville with sketching- boards.
This
did, seeming to be then entirely at time, after a considerable absence,
home, and forgetting that she has he reappears with a unique act, an
footlights as well as Cooper-Hewitts expansion of his "Gertie" into a
in the sincerity of her attack.
menagerie of mythical behemoth?.
Of the numerous film notables
He enters with a bull-whip in
who have dipped into vaudeville. hand and announces that he has
Mis s Lovely holds up with the best, drawn 16,000 cartoons, the result of
and
novelty
she which w ill appear in animated form.
the utilizable
brings with her plants her as The picture screen (special) comes
probably one of the most valuable down. On it are a series of incredFor houses ible animals. McCay acts as ringof the screen sisters.
like the Colonial, in neighborhoods master and puts the weird things
and yet drawing good prices, she through the projected stunts, keepshould be the gravy, a sure-fire at- ing up a cracking of the whip and
r

and able to satisfy the notWith a little
more intelligent script she would
qualify at the Palace or anywhere.
even without any other box office assets than those of a famous, pretty,
traction,

too

exacting fans.

scattered talk.

The animated animal

antics are

from the Aesop's Fables
treatment. The figures are large and
each gesture Is vivid. At times the
action becomes howllngly amusing. A
talented girl.
jazz dance by an Indescribable creaHer present vehicle was obvious- ture while the rest line up as a band
ly designed for movie theatres, and brings a bang finale when a goofy
different

,

in those it should be pluperfect.
Vaudeville of the high type is more
punctilious, but if Miss Lovely will
put thumbs down on the ill-manner
hokum, which her adorers do not
crave in her appearance at all, and
elude forever the objectionable tag
to her preliminary skit, she will be
acceptable anywhere, and a sensaLait.
tion in the family house.

MAMMY and GOLD-DUST
Songs and Dances
13 Mins.;

Two

TWINS

(Special.)

beast blows the big horn to
lights

come up and McCay

bits,
Is

tha

bow-

ing.

The children should eat this up
matinees, and the grown-ups,
while they won't go into ecstasies,
can't help being tickled. "With McCay's honored and so soundly established name and his personal
presence to make it felt, this cannot help being a welcome turn.
Next -to-closing at the Colonial,
which is not noted for Its highly
imaginative audiences, McCay did
at

warmly.
Liit.
Very much on the physical type
of Aunt Jemima- this woman gives THE FIELDINGS (2)
evidence of having been around for Tank Act
no short time. Accompanying are 10 Mins.; Three
two youths, blacked up as the ad- 5th Ave.
vertised pair, offering steps and a
Man and woman in tank act. The
whistling interlude as their con- huge glass aqua container is placed
All make one change of In the center of the stage between
tribution.
costume before a special drop that two set pieces, with a suspended
has a center opening and which is drop light focused thereon.
The
conducive to a fair enough stage couple, in the usual bathing cospicture.
tume, alternate in the performance
A trio of songs by the woman are of their feats, the woman showing
the vocal numbers of the act. They how mermaids sew buttons on their
are of the popular style and all have clothes; singing "Yankee Doodle"
a pepped up finishing chorus. The under water (which has been wisely
boys hoof their way through two eschewed as an American flag finish,
episodes
besides
the
whistling, but iLserted ift the body of the rouwhich,
Incidentally,
reminds of tine); the man smoking a cigar
"birds and beasts of the forest," and under water; blowing all air out of
a short lyric in opening the art.
his lungs into a toy balloon under
All are behind cork during the water and performing a short enroutine, permitting of the usual durance test, etc.
doffing of a glove by the woman
The woman does the announcing
and the boys separating from their in clear manner to strict attention.
wigs at the conclusion.
The turn The man's appearance is distindid nicely at a matinee performance guished by ornate tattooing the full
though a tendency to linger was re- length of his arms. It's an interestsponsible for a somewhat unneces- ing routine and a satisfactory bill
State

sary speech.

Skiff.

closfr.

Abel.

NEW SHOWS
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Eva Tanguay

PALACE

first

showed

In tights, should

of the dancers
around blink a couple of times. Mr.
Ahearn'a execution of the steps is
par, but he sells it none too well.
Sarah Padden and Co, followed
to an assemblage that was almost

Palace
real variety bill at the

layout zipped in
styles for the a pronounced hit.
Eui to Palace booking
band
The Seebacks opened with their
rm«t two seasons introduced a
S.
No.
hat wowed them were "The Oriole Interesting bag-punching. Harriet
can challenge the feminine partners
The new comers
Terrace Orchestra" (New Acts), a in all the silent acts for a beauty
knockout punch to the first half. contest. And she holds up her end
Another new turn was Arnold Daly as a performer with Harry, the
And Co. (New Acts) in a* sketch amazing gymnast, who keeps seven
from the German by Felix Salten. bags going simultaneously. Combe
first half holding in- and Nevins,
It closed the
a two-boy rathskellek
that
terest despite an abrupt curtain
combination, ran a string of topical\
had the house buzzing as to whether songs to a strong* getaway. Their
the
or
finished
really
the act had
work is simple and stripped down to
curtain dropped prematurely.
what they know how to do.' a blessFanny Briee next to closing on ing one so rarely has a chance to
until
11.22.
away
very late didn't get
give thanks for in vaudeville.* Ten
Miss Price introduced some new years ago. when the type of work
songs in "Hocus Pocus" and "My these boys do was on Its top wave,
costume.
Bill" a coster love lyric In
they would have been headliners in
"Betty is Back in the Ballet" was a month.
"Spring
a worthy successor to her"Breaking
Paul and Pauline closed with a
flong" and a new ballad
ring and web routine in a neat speHome Ties" backed by a special set cial setting. The appearance of
and an old couple, for atmosphere. both is very helpful, as they have
"My Man" and a comedy recitation youth and physical symmetry with
with a laugh in the last line con- none of the bumpy and chesty proThe new routine when tuberances often the contour-mark
cluded.
worked out will add greatly to her of the athletic actors. Paul does
In the coster number twists on the web identified
repertoire.
with
she muffed a couple of lines. A new Leitzel's familiar work, but the lifts
by
comedy song, all
Spanish
and
swings
and
iron
-jaw
supports
Blanche Merrill, rounded out her through the rest of the run have
appearance.
symptoms of originality as well as
Other second part hits were "The technical ability.
Bealm of Fantasle" Choos* daring
This bill was an especially strong
has
which
contribution
vaudeville
one, and a credit to its booker. It
improved muchly since last seen. had about everything and echoed
Stasia Ledova and W. Wania the with novelties, showing courage to
former from the Chicago Opera Co. try the new as well as to carry on
are the new dancers in it, and Miss the old and oft -tried.
There were
Ledova is a "find." The girl has 38 performers In the course of the
personality and the ethereal qual- program, and this is
impressive, alHer
ities that made Genee famous.
ways, some bills appearing thin detoe work is flawless. Mr. Wania is spite strong individual spots, bea dancer of parts. His hock solo cause of preponderance of singles
accomconcertina
own
his
to
played
and teams. When two big bands,
panyment went over with a bang. and two male harmony doubles in
The "Radiant" finish as usual drew straight attire can appear on one
"Toy
the
also
tumultous applause,
bill without creating an impression
Soldier" drill of the "Eight English of confliction, the effect of variety
Bockets."
and
populous succession of big acts
Duci be Kerekjarto, the Armenian can be understood and appreciated.
to this country

imported

violinist,

Lait.

for Orpheum Circuit, scored one of
the biggest hits ever received by a
The
musical turn at the Palace.

BROADWAY

musician has marvelous technique
and is a genius of the bow. He was

Just fair to middlin' this week.
Business exceptionally good, up and
nighr, though
Howard's Spectacle, one of the downstairs, Tuesday
the boys in the upper regions reneatest of the pony turns, opened
vealed a tendency to cut loose with
the show followed by Miller and
comment of their own at the slightCapman two entertaining dancers. est
They found variThe solo eccentric dancing and the ous provocation.
instances to satisfy this cravdance at the finish
"paralytic"
when Al Wohlstarted
which
ing,
generous
cinched it for them for
man, No. 2, asked for requests from
returns in the early spot.
holding

on 23 minutes,
a vise.

them

like

After the orchestra. Murray and
In a nicely framed routine
travesty and comedy followed.
Vivian Oakland was a delicious and
handsome foil for the comedy of
John A. Murray. A Spanish bit was
Miss Murray
perfectly handled.
filling the eye as a vamping Senorita.
A long drawn out comedy
kiss pulled laughs. The 1862 couple
flnglng "Excelsior," with comedy
costumes to match, was another high
,

Oakland
of

I The
Brian ts, a real acrobatic
comedy novelty, didn't get on until
1.24 in the closing position. They
J>st a few with the pantomimic
opening but once started, held them
with the comedy acrobatics, coneluding a real vaudeville show.

Con,

COLONIAL

He came
the front of the house.
very near starting something he
couldn't finish when doing it.
It was noticeable that amy mention of 10th avenue panicked the
gallery gathering, so it must be the
west side bunch that's inhabiting
this theatre, in both balconies, at
And
the evening performances.
they're not unlike the contingent
that formerly Invaded the Colonial
and Columbia. Nor are they conducive to the peace and smoothness
of the running order.
The vaudeville portion never got
under way until after nine, and this
must have been the last theatre to
dismiss its gathering in the district.
Not until 11.20 did Pilcer and Douglas reach their finale after doing 25
minutes that seemed unending.
violin solo, from the orchestra pit,
at 11.05, was ruinous to the turn, besides a quintet of melodies, augmented by lyrics, that. Interspersed

A

Plenty of new fodder to jaw about between .dance numbers, dragged
i ere this week. Louise Lovely (New and dragged along until the entire
Acts) may have accounted for top house was fidgeting.
The act is
business Monday night. (The mat- superbly dressed, but the clothes of
inee was also reported heavy). Mad- the girl, which look money and are
dock's "Fifty Miles from Broadway," pleasing to the eye, do not suffice to
with Harry B. Watson and 10 peo- save the act from the drawn-out
There's an
ple (New Acts) showed a worthy impression it leaves.
successor to "Bubeville," while Buby abundance of material Included that
Norton with Clarerice Senna fared could be passed up without doing
Varmly. Windsor McCay, the vet- any particular harm, and the sooner
eran
cartoonist
and occasional It Is eliminated the better. At the
yaudevillian (New Acts), showed time of night it is showing this week
an animated animal novelty. It re- the act is more of a "chaser" than
cently appeared at the Palace, with- anything else, and the present routine guarantees a slowing up to any
out New Act comment.
But they weren't all new. Jim vaudeville bill. The skit has the
Thornton, starting his 42d season on appearance and material to make
Broadway,
single- it stand up in any twice daily house
balanced
it,
handed. When Jim reminisces about if properly arranged.
the old bra.*s rail, the world recogWho followed and closed up for
nizes that it is hearing from nn ex- the night, goodness knows, as that
pert.
His epigrams are ns fresh as eternal 25 minutes chased this boy
ever, and he would get his turn by out of the house, and he had a
in any English -understanding coun- heavy date besides.
try without any Ivy-covered memStoddard's Orchestra, playing here
ories, though he might have to cut for a number of weeks, took the
the singing. But he kids that, him- applause hit With a regular routine
self.
His welcome was refreshing.
of four numbers and a trio of enFrank Fa rn urn's big aot sent in cores. One had Wohlman out front
he pronounced hit of the bill. It is singing.
The nine-piece combinaa pretentious and generous offering, tion is capable enough, though lackwith scenic novelties and varied ing a kick in the rhythm that makes
»

•

talent

in

several

styles

of

amuse- you

want

to

rtep.

A

specialty

ment. Farnum, of course. Is
mas- number, enhanced with lamp-post
ter jazz dancer.
As a showman, signs naming the streete with corhowever, he outstrips His individual responding melodies and makeup
••ndoavors. He lias a nirj syncopat- by the musicians, was especially
ing band that is
wonder. The cor- appreciated. Palermo's Dogs opened,
net and tenor sax could do a big succeeding plenty of film footage,
time turn in
The to fair enough results.
one" alone,
Will and (Holy, Ahearn, N<». I,
gOWntng of the hand is the only
'•ritlcizahle feature of the whole o£r got away to a kidding start from
Berin g.
the
out
nilu
it
I
r nm wuu d nut
K«"<4 'Mi tup. hut the rope work
;reat
the job lot of second-rate and eccentric stepping of the man
r
, owns shabbies it.
quelled the disturbance. The monoWilliam the
Farnum has two girls, Christine log delivered
la
Marson and Shirley !>,ihl. Of these Rogers held suffii ient laughs to
<>ne is a wholesome
beauty with make it prominent, though the vocal
'alking personality and a fine fem- bit seemed an unnecessary addiinine presence. The other, his danc- tion.
In his dancing the ltri.it
ng partner, i>, a whizz and a wow. twirler is showing a couple of new
She has Ihe cutesr limbs seen since angle* on Ihe usual routine that
.1

'

—

l

WEEK

make most

and a curly-headed, minx-eyed,
Frenchy approach that knocked the
complete Colonial boys a twister. She is a
little antelope and a stepper as well
•hU week was greeted by a
The show as a looker. Warren
«u out Monday night.
Jackson and
contained as many ingredients as a Eddie O'Bourke harmonized telling- en masse on
Su ash? Played entertainingly and ly, and the whole

A

THIS

walking up
have been
around three or four minutes before
the dialog was audible half-way
back. During that time Miss Padden took special delight in applying
some of her lines to the situation
in the form of verbal slaps at the
exiting members.
The sketch is
playing more smoothly and to better advantage than when previously
viewed.
After the general exodus
the

aleles.

its

It

feet

must

the routine slipped along easily to
a finish that placed the turn well up
with any that had gone before.

Mary Haynes (New

Acts), show-

ing sixth, took the individual honors
for the evening.
Skig.

58TH ST.

19

their vaudeville alphabet
and cater accordingly.

backwards motion

picture
bit
showing a
travestied baseball game shaped as
a novelty. It got laughs lots of 'em.
The cycle race that was a feature
of the Ahearn turn for years has
been discarded, and Is missed. Bar-

—

George Rosener opened with his
broken-down thespian character,
and went into his brace of protean
characterizations. «In the opening
thespian role, to pave the way for
the trio of personations later, Rosener chattered "Some say you would
starve; others say you would go
with the Shuberts." 'concluding with
a reminiscence, "I have not had a
bottle of wine and a lobster for my
after-theatre supper since the Harlem opera house was a full-week
stand" and that's going back quite
Despite the lack of the
a way.
(shown
usual scenic investiture
downstairs), Rosener tied It up for
a speech, in which he mentioned that
he has played his familiar act up and
down Broadway and in every theatre
on the side streets except Campbell's (the funeral church), and if
his cold does not get any better
Rosener
he'll be there the last half.
apologized in a half ^elf-compllmentary manner for the familiarity
of his characters, explaining that
the audiences' continued response to
the lines and quips deters him from

bette, opende with wire walking and
gymnastics on the rings and trapeze,

the latter introducing some difficult
looking tricks that made the hou
up. The disclosure at the finish

sit

which had Barbette removing his
wig stamped him as a convincing
female Impersonator as well as a
good gymnast.
Held in "Thirty
Days" was the feature.
Bell.

—

STATE
Four acts this week, with Rose's
Royal Midgets eating up 43 minutes
to fill out the running time.
The
midgets have a widely variegated series of scenes and specialties, are
fair performers and qualify for the
better popular-priced houses. With
more snap in the whole presentation.
elimination of a few of the numbers that are undergrade and a little more novelty and heft In the production, they could play any scale.
An ensemble opening chorus gives

The 58th St. was packed for the
night show Tuesday, with the Lee
Kids, the best pair in the vaudeville
deck, headlining.
How those chil- framing something new, but will do
dren can draw and how they please! so only when they express their deEven at the 58th Street, with those sire for nuance of which he can way to a little magician, who blends
in front so full of the kids' capers. only be advised, he said, if they silk rags into Stars and
Stripes (as
It was difficult for them to accept
throw something at him.
usual) and a black scene reveals
the serious finish. Jane and Kath"A Day at the Races," Gaiettl's four men and four women in the
eryn appealed as about the last clever monk act, made a satisfactory dark burglar number from "Spice."
word in child performances.
first half closer. The animals have
sister team In peasant costume
Otherwise the bill of seven acts been Intelligently trained for stunt dances neatly, followed by a band
did Its work. One of the turns was flash effects and laugh returns, selection wtlh six men and two
The
Jessie Morris, doing a single sing- clicking solid for both purposes.
women, going to a xylophone quining and talking act.
Miss Morris act should interest in anybody's tet, the poet and peasant style.
may be making a revival reappear- theatre.
Some comedy then Is attempted
ance. She will get over in the three r
Overholt and Young, mixed team, in a clown violinist and a comedian,
a-day, having a likable personality, would be a conventional song and with some nimble acrobatics coming
singing in a pleasant if not strong dance couple minus the prop alarm and a single girl doing the hoops
on
voice, but understanding how to de- clock which has been plot endowed a revolving ball.
Two song-andliver talking material, though per- with the magic power of ringing dance men break in, and
then a fullhaps not as yet wholly familiar with when a falsehood Is told by. anybody slzed man and woman, acting as unher routine or the best results from within distance. It's a variation on derstanders, let seven little ones
it.
She has some excellent material, the old apple-falllng-.from-the-tree climb and run all over them/ all with
much better than has the average bit and was played up for some black shirts and sleeve garters,
male monologlst now going over the laughs.
A suggestion that en- showing that even small acrobats
vaudeville tours.
Not a line in it croaches on The Skirt's territory is know how to dress a part. Some
has been purloined; it's all her own that the woman affect a* poke or pole-balancing,
then a minuet,
and deals with current topics. If bonnet chapeau in favor of the tur- switching to a jazz, by six couples
Miss Morris will do as well by it ban now sported.
in Colonials, and a finale by the enshe's going to be set.
The amateur "Follies" had about tire company.
Another act. two men. Allman and 25 or 30 of the choristers sitting on
W. E. Ritchie, the breakaway biHarvey, will have to be carefdl or an elevated bench, each hopping off cycle tumbler, openod to much gufthey will be just the reverse. .They for a four line doggerel lyric solo. fawing. As his assistant brought
lack material, their talk needs pad- Each had difficulty In hopping back him one wheel after another that
ding out, with laughs inserted. All on again, which made for some un- collapsed under him until he had a
they have at present is a back drop intentional laughs. The girls looked pile of debris mid-stage, and he
and an ukelele. One is the straight nice collectively, but. like all ama- then rode off on a tiny machine, the
in a fur coat, and tfte other in black- teurs, figured that tights and abStateltes devoured it.
face,
with the scene In Alaska. breviated costume was license for
Green and Jfvra, a team that has
Their skit is called "The Lu*e of the Improper chest confinement (rather vastly improved since last seen by
Yukon." It starts nowhere and ends lack of it) and extreme decolletes. the undersigned, though then playthe same way, with the straight If those six or eight gals throughout ing Orpheum time, took the legitialone on the stage singing "Manda- the line were so instructed they were mate hit of the show. Green is a
lay."
That song as sung by him is ill advised. The 10 or 12 principals whale of a fiddler, and his appearnot strong enough for a two-act fin- were introduced by cards on which ance is Al. Miss Myra used to
ish, which should be indulged In by were also their addresses, but these
scrape an Insidious bow herself.
both men. Here the blackface man were jazzed up somehow and a girl She now delivers three song nummerely joins the straight for the entered to a mans name and vice bers such as this big theatre has
final exit line of the number.
Un- versa.
seldom enjoyed.
double dance
less building up the turn it will be
As with all these amateur acts, climax after this versatile and unipushed back to the smaller time. one hoped for some new discovery. formly superb work got the pair a
There may be ability in both the Outside of the Chobots, nice looking rousing crash of appreciation. This
performers, but the present material youngsters In a short ballet number, team can move right over to the
doesn't permit that to be proven.
and that blond male vocalist with Palace and do it again.
three-men singing and dancing the John Charles Thomas front, the
Harrison Moss, a typical Loew
act, Relly. Feeney and Reilly, with rest are mediocre. The girl doing comedy act with a box-plant getthe boys in Tuxes, went to a good "Lost" accompanied it with an ting all the gravy, scored. The man
finish that stamped them o. k. for
Olympic theatre cooch, and some of on stage does a planolog until a
the three-a-day through a laughing the dance formations reminded of stuttering "intruder" in front breaks
song. The heavy fellow of the trio "They were all out of step but Jim." him up, and after that stands up for
gets some laughs with his antics.
The little girl carded from Paterson, a very funny burlesque recitation
Rofcertus and Wilfreda, the Reuters N. J., managed nicely with a toe and sings a walloping song.
This
and a feature film were also on the jazz dance also. A. production flash is properly placed in the Intermebill.
was chariot formation by the com- diate houses, but there Is a sure
One can't see an audience like that pany,a including Illuminated wheels. seller.
Lait.
at the 58th Street, with extra chairs As good natured entertainment it's
on the side aisles, without wondering a cinch.
how it is, and it is, that in presentIt isn't likely the company will be
"The Rose Girl" Is one of the Shuday vaudeville It looks as though disbanded after this week, but will
the best box office card Is two chil- probably be routed as a professional berts* own units. It started out a
couple of weeks after the circuit
dren, Jane and Katheryn Lee.
"neighborhood amateur" act in some got
under way, played for a short
Sime.
Abel
of the other Loew houses.
time and was taken** off for revision.

—
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ROSE GIRL

It's

AMERICAN ROOF

well.

much

•

,

in

In

it.
Any of Simon's former
sketches, espei laity tin* one

like

comedy

which he did

1

coachman,

is

much

funnier than the doctor thing. Th"
mechanical and
humor of it
bored at best.
Arcp Brothers were No ?. with
"i;ie excellent hand balancing and
with a couple of lifts thut started
the applause. The first part opened
with an ensemble introducing most
of the principals and chorus. I sua
Introductory
The first part ran until 9 3'). with
10 minutes intermission, the rtvue
.

!

•

l

1

I

•<

I

Miss Althoff's sister Ailed

with a piano solo between numbers,
the turn Itself making a first rate
piano and singing combination.
Louis Simon and Co., No. 3. with a
comedy skit, "Dr. Pipp's Patient." a
sort of second cousin to the "Do. .,,
Shop," with Simon as a henpecked
husband and Leila Romer as a domineering wife, held some laughs, but
shaped as a pretty crude effort In
ketch construction. This should
have had a hospital set for a backing, but the stuff used didn't look

i

1

a good average entertainment

as a unit show, with the first part
composed of the usual five vaudeville numbers and the second containing the revue, this latter a condensed version of "The Rose Girl."
a musical show of a season or two
back.
At tha Central, New York, this
week the show has the advantage of
having James Barton and Co. as an
added attraction, closing the first
half. Barton's contribution was his
"souse" skit, with a man and woman
doing straight as assistants. Barton
did something similar In burlesque
some years ago and more recently in
a Winter Garden and other shows.
Hat tie Althoff and Sister, preceding; No. 4. did very well with pop
songs, her style running to the modern jazzy stuff, a type she handles

81£T ST.

"Loew'e American
Follies,"
a
The weather or something hit the
neighborhood talent revue of unusuwallop Monday night for
ally pretentious production propor- 81st St. a
Those In
tions compared to the general idea business was very bad.
in
appeared
a trance for the better
of such acts, should prove a consistent business getter all week, prob- part of the show, which didn't make
ably more so as the week grows it a push over for the acts exactly.
Wilton Sisters next to closing
older.
Produced by Will H. Smith,
who deserves the proverbial medal with a turn nicely balanced between
the
concert platform and vaudeville
for doing what he has accomplished
with the raw amateur talent, it runs suceeded In waking up the drowsy
45 minutes, closing the show, second ones to a state of near consciousafter Intermission. It takes the place ness, the sisters going very well.
of three regular acts each half, or The 81st St. concert grand piano
six altogether on the week. Even if should be retired on a pension.
the cast of 40 (so many were pro- From the constant banging of acgramed and so many actually ap- companists for years apparently it
peared) and the three or four cos- has a tone that is a cross between
tume changes did stand the Loew an xylophone out of tune and a
circuit some expenditure for a mod- cracked hurdy gurdy.
Shaw and Lee fourth told the oldest salary each and production outlay, it looks like the edge is in fuvor est gags in their repertoire, but the
house
refused to enthuse.
The
of the management.
Besides, the
shoe, hose and photograph estab- double dances pleased but It was
lishments concerned in the revue thumbs down for the comedy. "When
are given prominent program men- Love is Young'' a comedy sketch
tion on a specially printed throw- with a likeable atmosphere of youth
away plus a short screening 01 addi- jogged along pleasantly preceding,
tional mention following the ama- getting its regular quota of laughs.
teur follies, which probably de« The finish of the turn which seems
creases that item considerably be- planted for a wow. missed somehow,
cau.«<* of the free ad.
Th«> throw- the turn closing mildly. The act has
away has the talent listed by name been splendidly produced and holds
a cast of four players each precisely
and address, the localities
ini
from Sheepshead Bay, N. V.. Passaic fitted for the rote played.
Murray and Oerrish, a man and
ami Paterson, N. .1.. to East 139th
street, although for the main they woman singing and dancing team,
little
are recruited from the 42d street were second with a neat
spe< laity of the cut and dried order,
and Eighth avenue. Vicinity.
Business was almost caps Ity the woman an attractive dancing
oubret doing nicely with Imitations
downstairs and practicably so on the
Amu Penkc.M^tou atl ,i Murilynn
Roof, excepting ior a
Man has voice of good
on the balcony.
The draw was Miller.
equally consistent
The quality but a marked nasal twang
Monday.
first
two regular sets in order suggests he is doing a rube charnamed. Manns Brothers and Whiting acter instead of juvenile.
Chas, Ahearn and CO. closed with
and Dunn undei Nej* Acts.
DeVine and WTliams, vaude. vets, a stage full of hOke comedy a- <s
got to Vm with their noke and v»- series, including a comedy band,
•> frame-up*. The- team know
Oriental dan<-#» tra\ est) •'«•.
\ s .o*

*,

(Continued on page 3?)
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NEXT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

BILLS

IN
houses open for the week with Monday matliee.

(All

tad cat ed

15)

wh»

not

otb.

Ths

bills

below art grouped

according to booking

In divisions,

Id half
•Sherron Stevens

MEW BRUNSWICK

•Paramount Four
•Baby Walters
•The Renters

McFarland A F
Mildred Andre Cs

supplied

office*

(One to

Tho manner

which these

tn

bill*

doaa not denote ths relatlye

aro printed

Import anca of acta nor their p ugram positions.
• baforo name denotao act la doing new turn, or reappearing attar absence
trbm Taudevllle. or appearing In city where Hated for tba flrat time.

KEITH CIRCUIT
MEW YORK CITY Cooper2dA half
Rlcardo
Keith's

ralttce

R

Ernest

Geo LeMalre Co
•J A D Hendrix Co
Smith A Nash

li.nl

Aunt Jemima Band
Al Herman
Wells Va A West
Flanagan A M'rlson
Four Camerona
(Others to fill)
Keith's Riverside

Pot Pourrl Rev
Nelson A Barrys
Proctor's 58th St.
2d half (11-14)

J C Mack Co
Jim McWilliams
Rooney A Massart

Mollle Fuller Co

Barclay A Chain
Craig Campbell
Harrison A Dakln

•Naclllos

Hall A Granon

to

Trlxie Frlganza

All)

Proctor's

Vacca
Boyd A King
Williams A King

Pinto A Boyle
16th Regt Band
2d half

Shea's

(One

ALLENTOWN, PA

(Othera to nil)
2d half (18-21)

Paul Speeht Band

Phil

Mrs O Hughes Co
Venita Gould
Katherlne Murray
Night in Spain
Senational Girards

(Two

All)

to

Keith's Colonial

Mosconl Bros
I A J Kaufman
Al Wohlman
Bon Dodger

Alhnmbm

Keith's

Ben Welch
M Diamond Co

Proctor's 5th Ave.
2d half (11-14)

Yvette Rugel
ButlesaA Parker

Smith

Wm

Combe A Nevlna

•Piatov A Natalie
(Otherea to All)
Moss' ('oilsenm
Sarah Pad den Co

Stern

Moore & Freed

•Pearce

(One

7

A

Orpheum

(Two

Circuits
1113 Capitol Bldg. (Masonic Temple)
CHICAGO
Phone Central 0246

FAR ROCKAWAY
Colombia

•Eddie Borden
WAG
Ahearn
(Others

Orpheum
Frank Farnum Ca
Keith'*

& Carson

I.^avitt & Lockw'od
All man a Harvey
Bill Genevive

Lan> fz Freeman
Van Clevs A Fete

W

A

to nil)

Thief Caupolican

half

to

Weak

A White
A Yvel

to

(Others to fill)
Moss' Flntbush

(Others to fill)
Keith's Hamilton
Joe Br»ownlng
Irene Franklin

Baker
R A K Dean

*Relle

WAG
Ahearn
Knthane A Sully
flil)

2d half

Walton A Brandt
Four Stars
to fill)

A Clady
Beeman A Grace
Crafts A Haley

Angel A Fuller
Ross Clare
Reynolds A Doneg'n

Santos A Hayes
105th St.
Bronson A Kilwu'JIt. dford A W'ch'letf
Annabelle
Jos K Watson
Van Dyke A Vinci

ATLANTA

COLUMBIA

Lyric

Columbia

halt

1st

Turner Bros

Kuehn

(Birmingham
1st half

Willie Solar

A

Stoning

Co

Nsst< r

Dsn

Lovcnbergs

Fitch's MIns

AUBURN,

ARTHUR

SILBER

PANTAGES CIRCUIT
BRYANT

Rule

(Others to

fill)

A Freed
A Cnpman

Arena Bros
The Sirens
fill)

te

»thers to fill)
Keith's Hl-< «t.

Jack Wilson Co
l|( llo Met St F*llei
Henry & Moore
Jos< ph Diskay
Right or Wrong
Wards A Maromber
Proetor'a l?Mh St.
A;

Slid

l«ew

Travers
Hallen A

Lehr
(One

ft

to

1st

«"o

rcatlons
'Parrel! A Owens
Two Rozellns

Day

(One

to

Mitty A Tlllio
Toto Co

Ona Munson Co

D<>nos Thlbault

BH1 A Caron

Howard A Clark
V. Raymond Co
S;i maroff A Sonla
(Others to fill)
Moss* Riviera

E Shea Co

M A A

•Mrs R

Clark
Valentino

Willie Solar
Margie «"oates
•

Arena Bros
2d half

.Sarah

Able O.
J

A

II

.lane Connolly Co
Bb< idon B'n't'e A
(Others to fill)

H.

Shields

1st

in a

Sager Mldgely Co
Wills A Bobbins
Fink's Mules

Benny Barton R^v
lioward A Clark
Walsh

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Padden Co

BIRMINGHAM

Heath A Sperling

Lyric
(Atlanta split

yip

k. iter

Yip

MO

to

a Peggy

T.auichlin A West
Choy Ling Hee Tr

BOSTON
B. F. Keith's
Rick Hayes

Tapir ken

1

\

nuil' viliians

Farnum

Happy Harrison

.1.

NEWARK

NVlson A Barrys
Cooper A Rleardo
Rogers A Donnelly
* Deaoyer
A Danla
•carmel Barrett Co
l

A-

I*roctor's

Travers

A Douglas

McGrath A Di-eds
McCarthy Sis
T f* B Healey
1

(Others to

fill)

N'ewhoff A Phelps
Noel Lester Co

TRENTON,
L *

N.

Billot

Hawthorne A Cook
Dave Schooler Co
Monro" Bros

A P

Andred A
(Two to fill)

8B17

Montgomery,

Haney * Morgan

Harmony land

ITICA. N.

A Bradford
Marion Harris
Mill, r

Y.

Win

Sisto

Sh

* Squires
Chiidren

Thornton A King
(one to fill)

;

fill)

hura Rulowa Co

(Two

to

fill)

P0LI CIRCUIT
BXlDGEPOaTT
Eddlo

N.ish ,vt O'Donnell
Shi Idon B'I'tine & II
2d half

Aubrey

.v

\\

hite

Marga Waldron Co
Boyls * Bennett
I li u«! Demons

BOBBY "UKE" HENSHAW
And ENCORE

;

ORPIIEl M
Direction:

ksonville split)
Ifit half

(

IR<

III I.I,

IT

1

Vanderbilts

There a Cv'rywh're
Pslsce

Proctor's

Rupert iHgalese
BlR-elow

A

Clinton

F Farnum Cs

V

Nellie
Jjiis A

Nichols

Whalen

24 half
.v Qrshatil

Hold"n

Furman
Si
t)i

ven
^<><

a-

o'

Kvans

Hearts

& Irwin

r

HARTFORD
(

apitol

Time Murshons

rs ."i
\V> b< r At

& Onut

Arthur Sullivan Co
A F'zs'mn*

Shriner

Sir*Mif

2d half

Holden

The Diamonds
Morris A Shaw
Flashes Fr'm S'gl'4
2d half
Peal A Corvin
Grace Valentine CS

George Morton

Three Odd Chaps
Grace Valentine Co
Oxford Four
(One to fill)
2d half

Revue La Petite

MANCHESTER
Palace

Johnny Reynolds

Empire

Lamey A Pearson
J Rosam'd Johnson
M'C'm'k A Winehill
G St- wart Sis Co
2d half
Ziska
Pantzer Sylva

Falls

Wright A Dietrich

A A O Falls
Mr A Mrs W Hill
Brooks A Morgan
to

fill)

FALL RIVER
A & O

INCOME TAX RETURNS
H. ELY
Certified Public

A Grahftm

Accountant

Tsi Export.

Watt 40th St.. N. V.
Phont P.ns. 6M7.
can prepnre and file jour returns e?en when
you
•re not In New York.
Write me stout your circumstances and I
auk you for such details
105

I

am

an

nerd.

I

Otifoyle

A Lange

Revna La Petite
(One to flllt

A Rooney
White Black A U

Clinton

NF.W

Manning a Hall
Diamonds
A Dang

Thi-

Qilfoyie

A Shaw

Morris

to fill)

NFWPORT

FITMIBG, MASS.
Ciimnilngtt

BEDFORD

OtJ mpla
2d half

Id haif

Oxford Four
Taylor ft Hohhe
Elm City Four
Girlie A- Dandies

Colonial

Paul Brady

Manning

Charlea R< nder
Tom K- Dolly Ward

Jean DovdMl

Watts & Hawley

Al

a

(One

Id half
Russ-di & Hayes

Tom A

Hall

to

Frabell

All)

fd half
Dolly

Ward

Chung Wha Four

Exth»r Trio
mo
CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

Four

to

Cl\< INN ATI
Pn lure
Rose

I'Hsrs
"Listen Dest< r"
<

A-

Jfl lis

<

mi-

.1

to

mi)

CI.KVKI'.AND
Rende's Hipp
Meinour Duo

Dana A

Burns & Francis

l.ohr

Go'

"I.« t's

Pour

1

cs

of

B'wgy

Dunlap

nioch

Kobe
•

a-

Emma

Bather Trio
c »ns to fiii)

Donnelly
Ridnor

The Xorvellos
Melinds A Dade
The

Olympin

CAMBRIDGE

JACOBS

The Rioa

Rome

2d half

LYNN. MASS.

Central Square
Ziaka

(Two

A Tartnef

to fill)

Three I.ordens

Winton Bros
Jack Sidney
Fern A Maree
Flashes Fr'm S'gl'd

<

from 1'..viand Lew >• > mour Co
Wright A Douglas'
pp i Cornells
Hughes Co
Holland A Odea
Frank Farron
fHlfglns e> Bates

Rogi

.

(One

A Bobbs

(Two

Jlmm) Rej nolds

IVli'H

,

Gardner

Music Hall
Hill

Dare A Crelghton
Cook Smith A C

Jack Little
Telaak A Dean
York A MaybeUe
Nora Jane A'Karl
(One to fill)

fill)

Otto Bros

:

LEW1STON, ME.
Ed

Splendid

to

Jack Sidney

Id half
Pef/gle Brooks
Paul Rill Co

ins

'.°<-

Sts.

(Two

Gautier'g Toy Shop
to

CARY

and Randolph

Dare * Crelghton
Cook Smith A C
A Partner

O'Brien A JoscpV
Dolly
Pison City Four

(one

fill)

GOLDSMITH

»

YORK, PA.
Oprru House

Francoi:'

to

fill)

Claudo A Marlon

SCHENECTADY

Hill

Splendid

.«-

Coloninl
fc

to

May Wirth Co
Walsh
Ellis
I
Wakefield Co
Ruby Royce
(Two to fill)

2d half

ROCHESTER

i

2d half

2d half (1S-21)

l>ika

Margot

White

(Two

Vasca
Boyd & King
Frank Farnum Co
Plnfo A Boyle
(Ono to fill)

Temple
Mac Sovereign
The Show Off

Barnum V/as Right

A Pony
Mason A Gwynne
cjMnihpham A B

A Renig

l«t half (15-17)
•Allen A Kent

Elsie

Cor. State

York A Maybelle
Nora Jane A Karl
(Two to fill)

Jiidson Cole

Anders»on

Darcy

Minstrels
2d half
Stanley A Wilsons
ai Striker

Girls

TROY. N. T.
Pro< tor's
Fondeli Four
Juliette

N. T.

Williams A King
Bssssr A Irwin
I Musical Nosses
BamsroS A Sonla
(One to fill)

2d half

W.

N.

Creole Revue
2d half

Proctor's
5d half (11-14)
Build O^vn Home

Bird Children

'

2d half*

Second floor over Drug Store
Entrance 6 W. Randolph St.. CHICAGO

Taylor

A Hume

Camp bell a
YONKERS,

J.

Capitol
II ZicKler

Clinton A Rooney
White Black A U
(One to fill)

Johnny Reynolds
Stewart Sis Co
M'C'm'k A Winehill
J Rosnm'd Johnson

Strand

Jack Kennedy Co
Mel Kle«

Aiieen Stanley
i

Empire

A Oatman

Cook

(One

BROCKTON

2d half

Francis

E Shirley A Band

LAWRENCE
Pantzer Sylva

O

Russell A Hayea
Elm City Four

Adams A Moran

A Johnson

Olson.

FREEMAN

'

Hall

,

Watts A Hawley
Three Lordena
(One to fill)

Dr. M. Q.

Ed

Fnrfhlpy

Girls,

i

Monroe A Mae
Bobby Jarvis Co

Taylor

Best I-evy
.Toe Laurie

Sheldon

Bijou

Barrett

N.

A

Williams

Roanoke

SAVANNAH

Drown & Lsvells
lso A- Dsmnnde

K

fill)

Llndell
Fletcher A P'quall
I

"Stsppin' Around" Co.
EXCLUSIVI DIRECTION OV
WEBER 4 FRIEDLANOER

ROANOKE. VA.

Princess

A

Jack Little
Telaak A Dean

MARGUERITE DeVON

Pedeatrianlsm
(One to fill)

M

Howard

2d half
Charles Reader
Creole Revue

DENTIST

Aldine

E A

Ernie & Ernie
Chung Wha Four

Prices within reason to the profession.

WILMINGTON

Shea's

1st half

Ortnsbee

Arabian Knights
(Three to fill)

7

Arnaut Three
•The Reuters
(One to fill)

whirlwinds

TORONTO

Moran

A

A Mack

Castleton

2d half

B Sherwood A Bro

Paul Decker Co

NASIiYII.I.K
(LoUlsvSltS *p1it)
»!M hslf

Proctor's

<

Bills

Jordan Girls

)

ELIZABETH,

K-

Sonla
K(Others tS fill)
2d half (18-21)
Brysnt A Btewart
i'i
aler A Kiaiss
Fred Bowers Rev
(Others to 111!)

and OLIVER

<•

Burke

Sn maroff

2d half

"Song Symphony"

Princess Winonah
Rpeer A Parsons

(15-17)

half

.lohnny

TRIX

1st half

II

Ed Clasper A Boys
Robt Reilly Co
•Hartley A P'terson

B. F. Keith's

Three

Lyric
(Norfolk split)

Baggert

Griffith

Maurice Golden Co
(One to fill)
Gordon's Olympia
(Washington St.)

Franklin

Tracey A McBride
Baal Bek
3 Melvln Bros
(Others to fill)

Florence Brady
Janot of Franco
Ciawford A Brod'k

Claire's

Jerome Mann

COUNT

Fallon
Rogers'

A
A

TOLEDO

(Three to fill)
2d half S>
Dolly
Btsoa City Four

Skatelle

Adams A

THE

Majestic

.Toe

Lee

Jean Adair Co

PERRONE

N.Y.

Proctor's
(11-14)

Man Francis

A C

plays

Sans
All at Sea

READING. PA.

BRYANT

hnif
N Kids

EASTON, PA.

(.1

A

Fisko

A Fox
Hiagon A Mack
Thos J Rvan Co
Alice Hamilton
Kennedy A Berlo
Bchtehtl'S Manikins

Polly

(Scollay Sq.)

Bijon

bill

Winton Bros
Brooks A Morgan
Mr A Mrs W Hill

1

BANGOR. ME.

Reilly

BAH

Mullen A Francis
(One to til)
Gordon's Olympln

Lyna

Nixon

NEW YORK

The Sterlings

Harry Burns Co

.Inst

The DuPonts

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
SUITE 307, ROMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th Street

SIT. VERNON.

in the tailoring
representing*

St Petersburg 1718; Orlando 19-20)

OFFICES

Patricola

Marion Murray

A Ryan

2d half (18 21)

Johnny Rurlu>

Thos

Tom

Maryland
Bears

fill)

J.

Phone:

not

Stars Record

WHITE PLAINS

Kellum A O'Dars

Toy Shop

Colonial

Victoria
(15-16)

FourPhilllpe

fill)

HAVERHILL

BOSTON
A E James
Payton A Ward

J

TAMPA, FLA.
(Same

R. F. Keith's

(Two

BOSTON KEITH CIRCUIT

Tunes A Steps

BOOKINO WITH ALL

Bc.ll

Pallenberu's

ine-s.

fill)

Cautier*a

Arthur Sullivan Co
Holland A Oden
Hazel Green Co

Whalen A McShanc

Murdochs

The Saytons

i-m

BEST IN TAVDRVILLK.

Ray Conlin

CHAS.

half (10-17)

Frsnklya Ardeii Co

Kennedy
fill)

fill)

l

V A T Sablna
Van (love A F

•McCarthy
W#d*h

Chadwlrk 1 D

l>ii-

WILTON

T.

—I

S.

If

A Romalno
A Mayo

Cahill

Black A O'Donnell
Mlllerahlp A Orrard

M

A

Vulrntine

BALTIMORE

KOI
Columbia

Troupe

Temple

Phlna Co

BATON

P.

M'-Farland

DETROIT

Kelly

Pierce

n'e

ALF

N'ry

Roth
Bowers W'ters A C
The Hartwells

Eeko A Kyo
A LeRoy

I.ane A Freeman
I.lhonati

(Others to

A

$>ave

B'klayers
fill)

Follies

Tom

Dogs

Shaw
A Bergman
Hegedaa sis A R'y's
1

FOR

fill)

Amoros A Obey
Anna Mae Co

Sherwin Kelly
Charles Moratl Co

wrote his first song. "Said Ruth
Cleveland to Baby McKse,"

PORTLAND. ME.

Lillian

1

particular

COHAN

GEO. M.

Harry Hnyden Co
Chas Keating Co
Young A Wheeler

Clark
«

This

there.

Hollia

2d half

Hazel Green Co

Robinson's

S.

Kokln Co
Revue

Slatko'v

A Porter
A Irwin

Baxley
Besser

week

B. F. Keitli'a

2d half

(Shrevi port split)
1st hair
Bobble (Jordone

Moran A Mack

fill)

2d half

•Lemore Kern Ca

R

fill)

to

Raffayette'a

A Macey
Redmond A Wells

Rddle Nelson
Old Vaudevilllnns
(Others to fill)
Keith's Prospect
2d half (11-14)

I

Mom* Regent
•Biltmore Band
•Vaido Meets & V
(Others to

(15-17)

2d half (18-21)
11

2d half

(Others to

to fill)

let half

MamsSX A
Sablna
FAT
Bnow Col'mb's A
to

—1829

Jim McWilliams
Ruby Royce

Edna Aug Co
(Two

7976

(One

Keith's Jefferson

•Eddie Borden
Bwor A Conroy

<<

NEW YORK

FITZGERALD BLDG..

(Ono

Austin

Dydell

Bob Albright Co
Oemtler's

A Laeosts
a Armstr'g

DaToy's Models

JenVrsnit*

L A B Dreyer

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

A

i'i|

stock

N.J.

Poll's

B

Mlg'nette

Kenny A

Boston

Years ago, at M.

Helen Morettl

to

WORCESTER

Amoros A Obey
Anna Mae Co

Musee Theatre, Buffalo, I played
on the same bill with Al.
The famous 4 Cohan's were in

Trio

Sampsel A Leonh'd
Johnson A Hayes
Clifford A O'Connor
(One to fill)

Brent Hayes

to Dll)

one.

fill)

to

Bruin

Palace

He made the suit I am now
wearing. I like it so well, I have
given him an ord£r ifor another

Lynn A Howland
Rvan Weber A R

(One

A

Mela

8PT.FIELD, MASS.

(APOLOGIES TO AL REEVES)
710 Columbia Theatre Bldg.

RICHMOND

Princess

S<

B008T

A

AL TANNER

Follies

Zlegler

(One to

split)

Bob Hall

FOR MY OLD PAL

fill)

to

U8T

J

Plalnfleld

Fields

(Sunday opening)
Wnrdell
Bendt r

fill)

(Ope

2d half
Bird Children
Dress Rehearsal

Walmsley A K'ting

COLUMBUS

N. Y.

A Rauh

A

A White

(Two

Sis

Monroe Bros
Sampson A Do'glas
Texas Four
Dan Dugnn Co
(One to fill)

Wonder Seal
Donovan A Pen

The Larlos
Fe DSVOS Co
Dustman A Moore
DaFrance A Byron

Sawyer A Eddy

Ned

Imperial

• 2d half

split)

Duncan

S Braun Co

(Wilkes-B're
1st halt

Bezazian
to

A.

1st half

L Bennett Co
Orren A Drew

Paul Hill Co

(Sunday opening)
Pantheon Singt-rs

Alexander

Wm Sisto

I

V

Tt

(Scranton split)

PA.

Poll's

Francois

Hymack

Shura Rulowa Co

Sextet

MONTREAL
Briscoe

f

A

t**

te>

M

WRANTON,

2d hslf

Margot

'

W'li S-IVKRE, PA.
PoU's

493 B'way (Pntn am Bid*.) H T.

L

Saxton A Farrell
Henry's Six
(One to fill)

fill)

Lew Seymour Co

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Olympic

A Squires
Rupert Ingalese
(Others to U >

Spot

Mabel Ford Rev

«

Yarmark
Mary Jayne

Columbia
(Augusta split)

("lad Hoffett

E

R< d A Sclman
Chas Althoff

Thomas

CHICAGO

Central 0246

AMIKY1I.LE

Flaherty

(Two

JMoore
Miller

W

Boohing ExcluMrely with W.V.M.A.. B. P. Keith's
(Western) Kichauge. Orpheum aud Affiliations.

Tnman Wakef'd Co
E Raymond Co
•Here There A
Cliff Blanehard

to All)

Temple

to

Three Marshons
Jimmy Reynolds
Otto Bros

Baxley A Porter
Hlgglns A Bates

OBlclal Dentist

Kane A Grant

Furman A Evassj
T A K O'Meara
Rome A Gaut

Nash A O'Donnell

N. T.

Allanson
t

half
LAB2dDreyer
Shone

Schenk Co
Rae E Ball A Brs

Rockwell

Lyric
(N. Orleans split)
1st half
Hale A Bro
Willard A Harlin

CHARLES YATES. Manager

(One

B. F. Kelth'a
Georges DuFranne
Willie

E. F. Albee
Dolly Sisters

A Goss

MOBILE

Tout

B

PHILADELPHIA

PROVIDENCE

Boras
Paul. i

Pnlaee

fill)

Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (11-14)

Mamaux A Rule
•Valdo Meers A V

Phones

Spot

JESSE FREEMAN AGENCY
1413 Masonic

Herbert Clifton

(One

Thos E Shea Cs
Mark A Lane

•00

B

Tom Kelly
T A K O- Hears

Lew HaVklns

Sis

Boy A Beyer
The Buttons
Freda A Anthony

CLEVELAND

2d half

(Others

LOWELL
A

Wayne

A Dade
Knapp A Cornelia

Canova

WT'BTOWN,

Palace

The Rios
.,

A Aubrey

Gardner
Melinds

Madeline Collins

Follts

Danny Dugnn Co

B. F. Keith's
Flfer Bros

A DeLonr
Fanny Brlcs
Raymond Bond Co
60 Miles from B'y
Shaw A Leo
Oskes

Cornish

A Le Roy
GAL
Harden
Clifford

Texas Four

Holmes A LaVare

Patricola

fill)

K A

Geo Moore Co

Arthur Ashley Co
Four
Arnaut Three

1)1x1"

to

A Watson

to fill)

Keith's Bush wick
Rooney A Bent Rev

Mil>r A Capmsa

(Two

me

Harry Moore
Burns A Lynn
Hall Ermine A

N.Y.

Riaito
Dooley A Storey

Gene Morgan
Cunningham A

Ernest R Ball
Richard Keen
Ellnore A William*
Miss Leltzel
(Others to* fill)

Moss' Franklin

2.1

AMSTERDAM,

B. F. Keith's

2d half
^Naynon's Birds

1st half

F. Keith's

A

WATERBUBT

2d half

Sd hslf

WASHINGTON
'

Pro e tor 'a

Ed Morton
Lyons A Tosco
Stars of Future

PLAINFIELD,

Wells A Bart
Espe A Dutton
Fred Lewis
Conner's Danceland
vOne to fill)

CINCINNATI
11.

A
Murray A Maddock

Autumn

National
(Nashville split)

BROOKLYN

Ftl Janls R* v

(One

l'lunkett

Four Bards
(Ona to fill)

Willie Solar
(<

Bwor A Conroy
•Edna Aug Co
Nathane A Sully
(Two to fill)

"Vatr s

A

O'Nell

(Two

Princeton

(Others to All)
2d half
•Biltmore Band

Dancing Shoes

Gordon A Ford

Snow Col'mb's A H

Keith's Fordham
Love's Young'

When

Monroe A Mae
Bobby Jarvis Co
Newhoff A Phelps
Noel Lester Co

fill)

2d half
Foss

Btzazian
Anderson

2d half
Irene Franklin

to All)

to

A

1st half
Clifford
Gray'

fill)

fill)

Howard A Sadler

Harvard W'f'd A B
Rhodes A Watson
The Brlants
Meehan A Newmaji
Fenton A Fields

LOUISVILLE

(Three to

A James

Bmythe

Bob Albright Co

Around the Corner
Powers A Wallace

Davis

Fay Hamlin A F

Parshley

to

Carter

split)

PITTSBURGH

Dohertya
Eadie A Ramsden
Barber A Jackson
Virginia FITS

Lee Kids

B. F. Kelth'a
Golden Gate Three
Brent A Partner

Academy

(One

1st half

Kane A Orsnt

Hollia

Revue

Slatko's

Eddie Whits
Seven ©' Hearts
Weber A Rldnor
Bonny Thomps'n Co

2d half

SYRACUSE

NORFOLK

L A H

Arcade
(Savannah split)

Hurst

Adams A Moran

Wilson Bros

Ross

Ward

(Two

A Finks
Brown A Barrows
Gene Greens
Cossler A Lasby

Lynn A Howland

Wm

Francis A Hume
Dress Rehearsal
Mel Klee
Casting Campbells
2d half
Fletcher A Pasq'lc

Rubeville

(Mobile split)
A Pries

Weak

Kenny A

aa— Holden A Graham

n. T. ORyt Bryant

St.,

Anderson A Tvel
Dooley A Storey
16th Regt Band

Palace

A A F Stedman
Oliver A Opp

Adgement

Peggy Brooks

Scctt

fill)

B. F. Keiths
Countess Verona
Cross A Santora

CHESTER, PA.

ALTOONA, PA.

Booking Exclusively with W. V. M. A.B. F. Keith (West) and all Affiliated

2d half
Love's Young

2d half
Shields

A H

Sagrr Mldgely Co
Wills A Bobbins
Fink's Mules

Glasgow Maids

to

INDIANAPOLI9

Martha Pryer Co
Morton Jewell Co

Jerome Mann

MAX RICHARD

b c Hilllam
Warden Bros

(Two

Ebbs Co
Harry Jolson

A

NEW ORLEANS

(Richmond

«»th

Phlna Co

Wm. Penn

2d half
O'Brien A Josep'ne
Mile Modiste
Wilson Bros

Tampls Bldg.

Will J
Fisher

2d hslf
Williams A King

(One to

Plunkett

JACKSONVILLE
Heath A Sperling
Yip Yip Yaphkers
(One to fill)
J

Harmon Co
Geo Holland Co
Joe Browning
Dias 81s A Powell

A

Four Bards
(One to fill)

fill)

J

Dixie Four

A Foss
"Dancing Shoes"

Chicago

Johnny Clark Co
Mons A Frye
Mabel Burke Co
Smith A Nash
Grace Twins

Billet

Hometown

Ross

O'Nell

Affiliated Circuits

Suits 1313, Masonic

May Wirth Co
Gordon A Ford

When

Majestic

Raymond A

IK W.

Keystone
Harry Wat kins
Retch A Wilms
Lydia Barry

HARRISBURG

WILLIE BERGER, Book'g Mgr.

Creations
2d half

fill)

Arthur Huston Co
Norwood A Hall
Zuhn A Drela

Benny Barton Rev

Proctor's 23d St.

Harry Stoddard Co

HAMILTON, CAN.

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

Bryant Stewart
Baal Bek
Harry Breen
Halllgan Co
Dunbar A Turner
•Louis Hart

Moss' Broadway

to

and

Lizzie

Lyric
Lorraine A Monto
Roth Children

Orpheum, B. F. Keith (Western) W. V. 11 A.

Rozellns
(Others to fill)
1st half (15-17)

(Others to

Mahoney

Yeoman A

WITH

White
Moran A Mack

Harry J Conley Co
Will

Healy A Cross
Alexanders A Sm'h

Itlalto

Elsie

LytelJ A Fant
Little Cottage
Artistic Treat

Al Shayne

A Cunneen

Barrett

Booking Exclusively

Harrington A Gre'n
Fred Bowers Rev
Princeton A Wata'n
May Wirth Co
Harry Rose

(Othera to fill)
2d half (18-21)
Franklin Ardell Co

Gus Fowler

Tan Arakis

fill)

Two

Demarest A Col'tte
Van A Tyson
Dexo Retter
Beege A Qupee
Anderson A Graves

Van A Cbrbett

2d half
Roberts A Demont

Jean Adair Co

(Others to

Empress

CHATTANOOGA

Orpheum
Mae Francis

Cook

GRAND RAPIDS

Harry Kahne
Four Yllerona

to nil)

Orpheum

Dancing M'Donalds

Smith A Barker
Kovaca A Goldner
Kerr A Weston

Mason A Gwynne
Anderson A Pony
Juliette Dlks
T A K O'Meara

Ryan Weber A R
Sampson A Do'glas
Hawthorns A Cook

i

Mlg'nette Kokln Oa

HEW HAVEN

Every Desorlptlos.

of

2d half
Brent Hayes

A James

Smyths

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.

Ford

A Brown
Hugh Emmett Co
Gilbert A Kenny
V Lopes' Band
Jimmy Lucas Co

BUFFALO

xcluslvs Material

fill)

Id half

Winifred

.

to

Fields

Harry Tsuda

Vaughn Comfort
Lewis A Cody
Chins Blue Plate
Dixie Hamilton

ALBANY

Eddie Nelson

1st half (15-17)

A B

OERMANTOWN

Morton
Ten Eyck A Wiley

Geo LeMalre Co

Van Hoven

I

(Two

(Two

Lang A Lakely
Osborne Three
Hyers A Hannaford

A

Dooley

(Others to fill)
Keith's Royal

(111)

Van

Klown Rev

Hilllam

Mary Haynea
Ruth Roye

to

Colonial
Cello A Mary

McLaughlin

B C

Margaret Ford
Warden Bros

(One

Tom

1111)

ERIE. PA.

fro in.

Eddie Whits

T A K O'Meara

DARL MacBOYLE

itato

Virginia Serenaders

)

I

Friday, January 12, 1923

asms* mm

L^J IwJJ

TZZ

to

Bowery

DAVTON
II.

F. Keith's

(juixano Co

D. iv id

Newport stirk Co
Deipsig

Delmsr a B»ys
(« >ll"

to

fill)

VARIETY

Friday, January 12, 1928
Id half

M

a

Kane Morey

Newport Btlrk Co

Ikmt

(Others to All)
2d half

Harvey Haney
Vsr
fiWU
AH)

A O

Victory
A Dufrles

2d half

Co

Eraser

Laheen & DuRaase
Gerard Co
Morgan A Wooley

Babs Carroll A E
Hughes A Debrow

&

Orphenm

Irel'd

Sisters

Frisco

Siic

Adelaide Bell

Rernlvicl Bros
O Sinclair Co

MalllaBnrt \~
Tusenno Bros

Inez Hanley

(One to

Harold Stanton

Lecna Hall Revue
2d half
Lelpslg

Van &

Bell

(Three

to All)

Paluce

Downey & Clarldge

W

Rffhman A Grace

Harvey Haney Co

All)

Ed half

HUNTl'GTONJND^

Drlsko A Esrle
Tonl Gray Co

Murray

Huntington

Downey A Clarldge

y

Palace
A Austin
Edith Clifford
Briscoe

(Two

W. 44th

Vincent O'Donnell

New York

St.,

A

Skelly

LANSING, MICH.

W

Regent

(One

Liberty

Morris A Block
O'Nell Twins &

Ben All
Kane Morey A M
Mack Velmar Co
Larry Comer

B K

B

Diamond A Bren

n

2d half

A E

Awkward Age

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
LOS ANGELES
Hill Street

Palaeo
(Sunday opening)

(Sunday opening)
McKay A Ardine
Parlor Bedr'm A B
Neal Abel
Juggling Nelsons

Ben Bernie Co
Rae Samuels
Swarts A Clifford
Busley

Jessie

(Sunday opening)
Bobby Folsom
Mlddleton

Lake

Scanlon

A

Moore Co

Shubert
(Sunday opening)
Troubles of 1922

Aep Camp

E

(Sunday opening)

Taliaferro

Nagyfys
Koroll Bros
Worth A Welling^

DES MOINES
Orpheum

Pauline

Jack Norton Co
Herbert A Pare

Bert Howard
Grace Huff

Hello Everybody
Gertrude Hoffman

Hennepin
(Sunday opening)
Johnson A Baker
Pavis A Pnrnel

KANSAS CITY

Wm

Main Street
(Sunday opening)

Faversham

A C

Carle Francis
'vkefl Dancers

NEW ORLEANS

CHICAGO

Shubert

With Langh*

Roarer Imhoff

Rarr Twins
Bobby Barry
Hayataka Broa
White A Beck
Man-lie Coreene
Margaret Merle

Chestnut St. O. H.
Whirl of New York

^Oummings A Shaw

Orpheum

Orpheum

WASHINGTON

(Sunday opening)
R Hltehcork
Lars Sisters
Coopan A Taney
Glenn A Jenkins
Meghan's Dokb
Rose Bills A Rore

(Sunday opening)
Family Ford
Morjcan A Gates
Simpson A Dean
Holbr io'c HIinn Co
North A Halllday
La Mont Three

Helaaco
20th Century Revue
F<mr Marx Bros
Marie Rossi

Merka Stamford

LAZY CLOWN

PLAYING KEITH THKATKFS
Direction:

II.

H. MM'. INK I

I

LINCOLN, NEB.
Orphrum
(Sun.ir.y

I

„;.,

R«-nry Xantry
i)

i"ii

m

Robinson

Litlle Ulny.

lfeOevitt

McRrp &

K A Q
i-lrgg

Chums
orgs Mayo

CLEVELAND

Gregorys

Ray

State
(Sur,.f.

(<
ll

f-

Iff)

Oeel
'»

».'Uix\

Ford A
Chappell Ai Btlnn'l
Ja< k Merlin

Win r>

Watson

1

(Sunday opening)
F ur
d Clark
Eddie Miller
Jack Hanley
Kl

Rry

ilah!en

Hlat< rs

Kings of Byncc
Ds Raven A Nice
Joe Towsre

Sis
St

lo< <lr.«

Russell

Clemon?

Itelllngs

Fo

»n.

Mtllrr
to

<

o

mi)

half
oh Wluit a Girl
Klein Bros
Manhattan Trio

Hortnn A Latri^ka
Ruddy Doyle
Marli' Stoddard
Moran Ac Wiser

Four

Criterion

A Kellar
Mardo A Rome

Taylor Macey A II
Bert Earle Girls

and

Guy Cunningham

LaVsr Co
Boulevard

Central Drug Co.. 7th Are.
Jsoiea' 44th Ht. Drug St. re

('lark

A

S Kellog
Garfield A Smith

Buck

Jessie

0.

Knglna Co
fill)

at

BALTIMORE

A O'Connor

N. Y.

fill)

BIRMINGHAM
BIJou
Ardell Bros
Wilcox A Bernard
Peland A Blair
Weston W'gn'r A K
Adelo Archer Co
2d half
Ed Glngras Co
Wheeler A Potter

(Two

GLENS

F'LLS, N.Y.

B

Patricks
I. owe \
Ste'lla

Stone

Loring

Johnny Harrigan

2d half
Wilson A Kepple

Frivolities

Medley

WII'LING, W. VA.

A Dupree

(Three to

Res

nil)

NIAGARA FALLS

M

i«>i

('unid

Monte & Lyons
Twins

St flnlr

2d half

Ra may's Birds
Lillian Boardman
* Wltette

BROOKLYN
Metropolitan
Merian'a i>ok*

Manuel Rom a In* *
Columbia * Victor
Hol»l« n ft Herron
Sparks of it way
!'i.

2d half
Kurd's Seals

I

6

Dam

Km

r>ir*»

A

Evolutions

a

IIICAGO

(

Rlnlto

Lord

McCormack A
DeKoS Co

Marcus A Lee

Stanley Doyle A R
Id half
Gibson Sis A Grady

Bernard A Krma
Anderaon A Goines
Klmlwa Japs

)

HUGH HERBERT
LEFFKRTS AVENUE,
GARDENS, L. I.
Hill MAS

ttS

KEW

Phone Richmond

JOPLIN. MO.

Columbia

The Halklngs
Jack Lse
Sullivan

KAN

A

Roth

Goines

(Four to

R

Hon Andy Gump
Murray Klssen Ca
(Two to fill)

A Grady
Roth A Slater
2d half

SIOUX F'LLS, 8.D.
Orphenm
O Handaworth Co

A Mack

Nippon Duo

Harry Gilbert

McDonald Trio
2d half

Riviera
A Mabelle

Moore A Arnold
A Bennett
Three Weber Girls
SFR'GFIELrt, ILL.

Shannon A Gordon

Christie

L'V'NWTH, KAN.
Orpheum

Majeatle
A Sanders
Hall

Nippon Duo

Glanvllle

A Mack

FAB

lumi.
to Bros
O'Ma'.ley A M'xfl.l.l
I

I

Joe

DAYTON
Dayton
Bros

Rainbow A Mohawk

(Two

to

Gr't

fill)

2d half

I

Fox A Mack
Johnson Bros A J
Bevan A Flint
Three to nil)

SPR'GFIELD, MO.

Slurm Broa

Electric

Kingston A Ebner
Blue Bird Revue

Althea Lueaa Co
Daley A Burch

Harry Gilbert

2d half
Mant.ll A Co.
Steve (Jreen

MADISON, WIS.
Orpheum
Moore A Fields
Faber A McOowan

TERRE HAUTE
Hippodrome

Royal Venetian I
(Three to nil)

J Roahier

2d half
Herbert A Dare

Hon Andy Gump

A

Muffs

Twins
(Three to

nii)

2d hsir

nil)

Selblni

A Grovlnl

Jack George Duo
John Alden Co
Fisher A Oilmore

(Two

to nil)

TOPEKA, KAN.
Novelty
Nippon l>i:o

Smith A McOarry
Paul Howard
Around the Map

Olive
Mills

OMAHA, NEB.

'

Mack
Ms

fir

Coetez

a Duncan
2d half

Empress

Joe Melvin

Dlue B'rd Revus
OrlndeM A Esther
Klmlwa Japs

|

Nad A Edwards
Walter* A Gould
Norris Folllea

PANTAGES CIRCUIT

i

Walter Fishier Co
Lee Haley
Evelyn Phillips Co

CENTRALIA,

ILL.

Jack

MINNEAPOLIS

Bert

Walton

Pantages

Eva

Tatiffuay

£intour Bros

CHAMPAIGN,

I

ILL.

yxpfM

2d half

Svl
HILt,

A Harrigan

St Parker
Henry Catalano Co
Moore A Kendall

A P Hickman

<iivo to mi)
D.

Mlsssm Co

Lew Diamond

Kingston A Ebner
Norris Simians

BL'M'NOTON, ILL.

GS

Orphenm
'lr** n

2d half

ST.

Inhftkawa Bros
(one to nil)

DAVENPORT,

(15-17)

(Same

Colombia)
2d half

K
d n>

(Two to nil)
Majestic
Dl RUQI'E, M.
ii ii f- Qnlnnell
A )<-x* ndrla
Mnjeatle
BilliS Gerber Re\ue Aiice de (Jarmo

.V

Send for Price Llat

G.

SHINDHELM

io9\v.46th

PAUL
L.n.Istio a

Rogers Itoye A R
VirKioia Beil
Morr >,ey Si Your.g
Little Clnd< rella

WINNIPEG
Puntagea

Bechm'n

LaDcra A
Parker
OAK
tiklnhoma Four

plays

bill

Toupees Make-Up

PantAges
lt..ii

IA.

Ray A Edna Tracy
Stranded
Silver Duval A
Moganny'a Com

Pantages

Man Hunt

Leo,
to mi)

(Two

REG IN A. CAW.

Sheik's Favorlts

Harry Bloom

Grand

Jason

S.

A

Reddington

Liberty
Joe Melvin

ii

poc Ma it Co
Yorks A King
(Two fo nil)

Willis

A Duncan
LINC OLN, NEB.

Mills

2d half

to nil)

ABERDEEN,

Murray Klssen Co

2d half

Saxton

All)

2d half

Red'ngton A Grant
Billy Gerber Revue

NORFOLK, NEB.

MiUeetlc
ITConnel) A West
(Four
nil)

Id half
Bf»bby Jackson
(Five to Oil)

<?

A

fill)

Rialto

A Mary Roger*
Bevan A Flint

Gibson 81s

Mark

Slater

Will

Vernon

Olive

A

(Three to

2<L4falf

MualcairHuntere
Stanley Doyle A

A Grey

Slnclslr

Electric

Anderson

A Meyers

A Leigltton
Wills Bros
2d half
Barry

A Burch

KAN. CITY.

LOUIS

ST.

Electric

Mantel! Co
Steven Green
2d half
Althea Lucas Ca

Auditorium
Dougsl A Leary
Bernard A Erma
Four Erettoa

CEDAR RAPIDS

•

m

Robert* 'Co

l»ail<y

Bartram

A Lyman
A Clark

Orpheum

Edwards a Alien
Dreoa hi*u

Electric

Musical Hunter*

Chalfonte Sisters
2d half
Senator Murphy
Carnival of Venice
fill

fill)

JOB, MO,

ST.

Grace Ayer A Rro
Johnson Bros A J

(Four to

2d half
Bird Cabaret
Will A Mary Rogers

I.

<l

A;

CHICAGO

Lincoln
Dave A Teresa
Smith A Strona

Armstrong A T>aon
Weber Co
Fr<
('o«.j..-r

(Three to

Gilbert Wells

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

(Two

FALO

Franke

Jack Lewis
Theo A Dandies

Humborto Bros
Oolden Bird
Senator Murphy
Evelyn Phillips Co

State
LaKleur ft Portia

TTallldftV

Ban RleknH
l;lnnd A Royi
St r

Powell

A

3d half

Henry Margo Co
ft P Hickman
(One to fill)
Krdxie

Se't

Aah

Jackaon's Maida
2d half
The Carberrye
Stone A Hallo

<;

A R

A Blaise
A Lorena

Pantzcr
Connell

Johnny Harrigan
Evans Mero A
Haley Sisters
Lojp A Jean Archer

Harris

Long Ao

A Lessig
A Gowan

Kinibal

Williams

McDonald
ITarriFon Co
Bl

Faber A McGowan
Royal Venetian I

Daley
JOIJET, ILL.

2d half

Juvenile Follies
2d half
Ergotti A Herman

A Myers
Dance do Luxe

1st half
Collins a Hill

Orpheum

.lack

WIS.

Harrison

(One to

fill)

ILL.
Palaro
Herbert A Dare
Gilbert Wells
(Four to fill)
Id half
Moores A Fields

Bernard A Erma
Gene A Mignon
(One to nil)

Ooldie A Ward
Doral Blair

Marie Nordstrom

American

BOSTON

N.Y.

Empire
Wllbert A Dawaon
June La Mont
Jennings A Melba

acts

Helen* Pavis Co
chas F Scamon

PI., aj.Y.C.

W'TERTOWN,
Morton Bros

to All)

Cataract

It

Payne

Grindell A Esther
Four Erettoa

A
A

Tones

tp

ROCK FORD,

Gene A Mignon

<»llve

Avon

Morton Bros

Benlley Banks A G
Kimberley A Page
Hughes A Pam

CAS

A

Cunalnaham, DUtrlbutor. » Patch Is

Empire

Hippodrome

A

48lb 0t.
8th Atc.
44th St.

Baynar'a. and Public Drug. Co.

GENEVA,

Hubert Oyer Co

Zuthu*
Bennington
Hard Mayo

(Two

Majestic
Joe Melvin
Kingston A Ebner

Jarvls
Swift

Long A R
A Meyers

Sullivan
Tints A

LACROSSE, WIS.

\

fill)

Drlscoll

Shy

<'ortes Sisters

Fascination

O'Neill

2d half

A

BOLD IN CHICAGO BY

N A

of

"f^torm" Ca. OsT<

Whitmir.o— It Mays Oa.
Rsuie— It Hash).
Rsmevsr— Complexion Food.
rowdw— No Lead.
BOM) IN NB'.V YORK BY
Ilar'nw A Lutber. Druffltta. B'way A Mtb Bt

2d half

Roy

A

Moorj

G'D ISLAND. NEB.

Globe

PA.

Library
Ouiliana Trio
Lyle A Virginia
Bubble Brewster Co

to

Rinlto

KAN. CITY, MO.

A B

Lip

NEW YORK
arrow

Ouiliana Trio
2d half
OoldlS A Ward

Supreme Preparations

148 West 45th Street

Billy

(One

RACINE. WIS.

Phong A Moey

Victoria
Clinton A Cappelle

2d half
A Verdi

8cott

KOCH ESTER,

N.Y.

Keane

A

Dsley

MAX FACTOR'8

Grand
Ed Qlngraa Co
Wheeler A Potter
Helt-ne Pavis Co
Chas F Scamon
Boys Long Ago

Music Arranged

.1

FORKS, N.D.

Cortes Sisters

ATLANTA

(One to

QIINCY, ILL.
Orpheum

Orpheum

J Fat Thompson Co
Doral Blair
Gulllana Trio

WARREN,

Anne, belle

Frank Stafford Co
Burns A Wilson
Cosmopolitan Co

(One to

Dream

Evana Mero

James
The Vivians
Mile Anna Cody
Walsh A Bentley

J Elliott Girls

Leff

O.

Frank Wilbur

NKW HA VEX
2.1

COLUMBUS,

written
special song material.

Vaudeville

Avenue

I

Willard Jarvls Rev

AL W. BROWN

Royal Mid«"t«

Nat ha
Janet Adair
James Rarton Co
Townes \- Fra nklln

!!.....;.!

Three Falcone
Reeder A Armstr'g
Frey A Rogers

Calvin

Cordon A liealy

Rairi«>' y

;:k» ft Witchle
'lalre l tevtns < to

AL.

ningte

H * A Seymour

i»

t

Orpheum

2d half

Hoffman A

BOSTON

Three

OAKLAND,

LaFrance Broa
Morton A Brown
PeVine A Williams
Oeo Rosener
Strickland A Boys

Royal Midgets

Pun

i<

Monks
Orpheum

Weber A Fields
Charles T. Aldrl'-h

Cook A Vernon

C A C McNauahton
Galettt's Monkeys

Galettl'a

Ling A Lena

Whipple A Huston
ft

Co
Evelyn CunnlnRh'm
PeVine A Williams
Geo Rosener

Reunited

Majestic
Sl;ating Hnniillcnn

i

D<iHa« Walker

Open Week

Ruth Taomas

Aldine
Midnite Revels

<

'W.m
Raid win

Nat Nnzarro Co

I

'-II

2d halt
Ellett

1»22

Sid <;<>ld
Lad< lan

White

It

I

of

I-afnyette
Fltzger'ld A Carroll
Homer Sisters Co*

Astoria
Nestor A Vincent
Frank Brltton

2d half

(One to All)
National
Hasel Moran
Telaak A Dean
Frey A Rogera
Calvin A O'Connor
Royal Pekln Tr

Maud

BUFFALO

North

Fox A Britt
Merlan's Doga

Dolly's

Deli

Mnnahan Co

L. I.

Reo A Helmar

Harrison Moss
Sparks of B'way
(One to fill)
Delancey St.
Manicure Shop
2d half
B'kaway BarTowes
Felix Bernard
4 Queens A Joker

A

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

Thos Potter Punn
Valda Co

ASTORIA,

Brilliant

A L
WASHINGTON

Crescent

Rev

NEW ORLEANS

Lowe A Stella
Bob Ferns Co

fill)

King Co

Julia

to All)

Lynn Cantor

PITTSBURGH

RICH HAYES
THE

to

2d half

Georgle Price

Frolics

Novelll Bros

St

(One

Bob Nelson
Bert Baker Co
Frances White

Herman Tlmbcrg
Darling & Tlmbcrg
Elite A Paulson

Co

Vincent Bros
Ulis A Clark

H.

(Sunday opening)
Geddis Trio
Musical Johnsons
Fasquali Brps

(One

Ellett

Niula Norralne

Open Week

Kyra
Keno A Orcen
oIkh A- Mlshka

Krattl

Maud

Weber A Elliott
Helm A Lockw'ods
Raymond A Stern

PETROIT
Detroit O.

PHILADELPHIA

Royal

Thrill

Gardner Trio
Gene Barnes
Herbert A Baggett
Sorel A Gluck
Tip Top Four
Hyron A Langdon
Kanlme A Pe Faye

*

May Meyers

Ballet

Ellsworth

Gimme a

NEWARK
It

LOUIS

Empreee

Engelwood
(Sunday opening)

If

Florence Schubert
Purcella Bros

Glason
Rath Broa
BiJIy

Werner Amoros 3
Grace Doro
Minstrel Monarchs
Prince** Waletka
Ned NorWorth Co

A

Rhodes

Billy

8T.

(Sunday opening)
Blushing Bride
Lean A Mnyneld
Brendel A Burt

HAG

HAW
Lander
McCoy A Walton

Carey Benson

A Edwards

Manuel

Street Follies

Flo Talbot

MINNEAPOLIS

Hyams ft Mclntyre
Jack Benny
Dancing Kennedys

Sam Bennett

Crescent

Say

Palace

(Sunday opening)
Blossom Seeley Co
Walters A Walters
Emily Lea Co

(Sunday opening)
Larimer A Hudson

Ann Lowenworth

BROOKLYN

MILWAUKEE

A P

George Jessell
Courtney Sistera
Ann Codee

Harry Coleman
Robert Halllday

Commodore Band
Open Week

PeMarco A Band
Claudia Coleman

C A F Uaher
Dr Thompson

.V

81s

CINCINNATI

Fred Ardath
Three Palace 81s
Morrie A Campbell

Orphenm

Orpheum

.»•

Wainwrlght

S

"Vocal Variety"
FRED KETCH is the only man
ACTUALLY singing in two voices
at one time. A VOCAL accomplishment, NOT A TRICK.

Main

MEMPHIS

A Burt

DENVER

Brori R «"i

A Walker

Pell

KETCH and WILMA

8

Les Keillors
Billy Pale

Kaliz Co
Ardine Co
Marlon Weeks

R*iiv

Kelety

Julia

A Sparrow

Libby

Greeley Hq.

Kramer A Boyle
Frank Gaby

Louis Simon

S

Pemo A

Mauley
GAP
Frank Ward

G

Les Gcllis
Alma Neilson
rearson N'port
JujtKkland
Dooley A Sales

Spice of Life
Sylvia Clark

Nancy Boyer Co
f'lark A O'Neill
J Elliott Girls

A

Klass

Wyatt's Lads

Strand
Reck A Rector
Dawson L'gan A C
Archer A Belford
Frank Mullane

Milb
M Blondcll

Jess

Man Love

Cave

Witt A
Adele Oswald

CHICAGO

*

Leo Fitzgerald

Winters

Garrlck
(Sunday opening)

Midnight Rounders
Smith A Pale
Green A Blyler
Regal A Moore Co
Jack Strouse
Lola Chalfonte
Harlem O. H.
Rose Girl
Arco Bros

Dugan A Raymond

(Sunday opening)
Carl Roslnl Co
Butler A Flanders

Anderson

Glass

Ed E Ford
Orphenm

Chandon Trio
8enator Ford
Franklin Chas Co
Fred Hughes

V
A

A

Conlln

Olms

State

*

to

Stateroom It

(Jreen A Myra
Eddie Clark Co

June 3

solid until

Regards
2d half

(Others to All)

CHICAGO

JAN

CITY

Althoff Sisters

Chamberlain

Arlington

Fra«r & Bunco

Donegan A Steger

Central

TERRE HAUTE

LEXINGTON, KY.

Milt Collins
Farrell A Florence

NEW YORK

Margaret

Golden Bird
Farrel Taylor Co
(One to All)

Letter Writer
P.urke A Durktn
Eric Zardo

SHUBERT CIRCUIT

C Gerard Co
Morgan A Wooley
Billy Beard
Four Arleys

Vlllanl

St

Lucas A Ines

Co

Booked

K

Flirtation

to All)

2d half
.& Morell

Beard
Four Arleys
(One to All)
14 half
LeHoco & Dupreeee
Billy

Villanl

Co

Percival

Louis London

J Broderick

Carney A Rose
Margaret & Morelle

Seattle Harmony
Frels A Wilson

Orpheum
{Sunday Opening)

Jeffer St.
Valllnl A Vlllanl

Wm Dick

A M

ijuinnell

Shadowland
(Two to fill)

Orpheum

Sisters
Mrs Phillips

A
A Gordon Mr
Grace Cameron Co
Mmo PuBarry Co Baraban Grohs A H
at Piano
TORONTO
MONTREAL, CAN.
Yonge St
(Jan. 14), PalLoew
You'd Be Surprised Peres A LaFlor

and Mr. Gottleib

Harry Langdon

EIRoy

NEWARK

2d half

A
Halls
FAB
Alexandria

Hill

Orpheum

Town's^ Wilbur Co
Roeber A Gold

Eekhoff
Adrian

State
Stanley Trip

Three ilamel Sis
Stranded
lahikawa Bros
(Three to fill)

Dave Ferguson

GREEN BAT,

Wilson

Julia Curtis

fill)

PEORIA, ILL,
Orpheum

Coscla

fill)

Francis

BAT

flll)

Weiss Troupe

Nat Burns

to Mr. Kahl, Mr. Vincent

Orphean*

S Jaxz Band
to

Harrison

S Jazs Band
(One to fill)

2d half

Creole Cocktail
'
2d half

Miller
Australian Peisos

ace, Chicago

Thanks

WINNIPEG

SALT LAKE

SAGINAW, MICH.

Helt Rev

(Others to Ail)

A A M Havel

Gordon A Pnjti
Babcock & Dolly
Marry Me

The Best $100 Dinner In Town.
Ask HART, WAGNER and ELJCS
TOM HARRISON. Manager

Next week

(One to

BAD

AK

EARLE BROWN

Zelda Bros
Perez A Marg'rlte

Creole Fashion PI

Co

Gold

Broadway

Ardell Bros
Wilcox A Bernard
Peland A Blair
Weston W'gn'r
Adele Archer Co

Pale

A

Roeber

Cr»olo Cocktail

M-GFIKLD. MASS.

2d half

Erford's Odditiea
2d half
Three Mart, lie

•

Co

Stanton

Will

Wilette

Wilson

Julia Curtis
Towns" d Wilbur

When Wo Grow I'p
Wilson A McAvoy

FRED HUGHES

B.C.

Bobby Henshaw

Weaver & Weaver

THE LANGWELL

A

BAD

I

MILWAUKEE

Pore's Operalogue
Harry Holman
Zclaya

Orpheum

Elliott

A

Lazar

Adrienne

Lew Wilson

Orpheum

Aerial Valentines

State

Warwick
Roma Puo
Lillian Boardman
Halllday

2d half

Three Walters
Mmms A Winnie

Davis

VANCOUVER,

(Sunday opening)

to All)

A

Gllb'ts

Phillips

Orace Cameron Co
Baraban Grohs Co

MEMPHIS

Er/ord's Oddities

Hq.

Mardo A Rome
King Co

i

PAUL

ST.

Sylvester A Vance
Willie Bros

Weber A

Manicure Shop

Glsss
Max A Morlts
^VndrlefT Trio

Yea Means No
Novelty Clintons
Jessie Reed

Paul Knhn Co

A
A

Creedon
Morton

Armstrong A
Miss Cupid

Hoffman A Jessie
Adele Oswald
Nancy Boyer Co
Harrison Moss
Jewel Faulkner Co

A Delaney

Mr A Mrs

Morley Sisters

2d half

Roma Puo

Julia

Weber Girls
Fred Hughes Co

Houdlnl

Adrienne

A

(Four to

Johnny Keane

Austin

2d half

Grand O. H.
Jarvls

II

fill)

2d half

(One

Co

to All)

OSHKOSn. WIS.

(One to

New York U

46tli Street

LaToy Bros
Birdie Kraemer

Valda Co
(One to fill)

(Two

Johnny

(.III)

Frank Stafford Co

Pan Powning Co

to All)

Lincoln

O Handsrowth

Davo Ferguson Co

Inc.

Telephone Bryant 1543

Three Martells

Victoria

Obala

(Sunday opening)
3

Al K Hall
Sully A Houahton

2d half

INDIANAPOLIS

I A.

JEWELERS

West

33

Palace

2d half

SIOUX CITY.
Orpheum

Morgan Dancers

Rqmsdoll * Deyo
(Two to AM)

Calls Bros

Valand Gamble

C Kelly

LOUIS
Orpheum

RICHMOND. IND.

\

Bcrsac's Circus

ST.

Gladys Delmar Co
(Two to All)

(Two

HEMMENDINGER,

E.

Raymond A Stern

A Rooney

A

Obala

H'.irst St Vogt
Ethel Parker
Jack La Vier
Marc McDermott

Fresno 18-20)
RoBcoe Ails

Orphenm

IND.

Orpheum

Puo

Rellis

Holden A Herron
Columbia A Victor

Dorothy Wnhl

Stars of Yesterday

pliys

bill

Grey A B^yron
Grant Gardner

Id half

Dean

St

2d half

Criterion 'Four

(Sunday opening)

(15-17)

(Same

'

LaVao Co

Wood A White

SEATTLE

M'afleld

,

Puo

Clinton

SACRAMENTO

PADl/AH, KY.

to All)

Manuel Romalna I
Jean Granese
Jimmy Savo Co
St Clair Twins Co
American

2d half
Hazel Moran
LaFrance Bros

Clever Mimic
Third Seaaon with

Resplendent

Romanos

Percival

Clayton
Jean Granese
A Alexander Oa
2d half
Aronty Broa

Reeder A Armstr'g
Burns A Wilson
Richards A Cavan'h
Foley A Mason

Gus EdwasdH Revue

Hugo Lutgena
Revue

Roy La rearl

ItS

Bert Fltxglbbon
Eddie Leonard Co

Regent

Whlteflcld

WAYNE,

A Co

A

Rsmpel

Kelso Bros Co
Ulis A Clark
Ross A Keating

The Featured Juvenile Dancer and

Cleveland

Louis London

Cunningham

Bellls

CHESTER FREDERICKS

Bunco

St

Vincent Bros

Jimmy Savo Co

Billy

D Sweeney Co
A D'wry

Farrell Taylor
2d half
Lillian Gonne

k

Vlsser

Mack St Velmar
Ml SKKGON.MICH.

O

(One

Flying Henrys

Inez Haley
Jewell's Manikins

Palace

Tt.

Pletro

MAP
Miller
Allen Shaw

2d half

•Twins"

Diamond A Bren n
Koban Japs
FLINT, MICH.

(Sunday opening)
Lou Tellegen
Spencer A Will'ms
Langford A Fred'ks

(Sunday opening)
Circumstantial Ev
O'Donnell A Blair
Stan Stanley

MIDI) LET WN, K Y.
Gordon
Hardy Bros
Marsten A Manley
Grew A Datea
(One to nil)

Sylvester A Vanco
Rube Ja« Kevuo

.

Orpheum

Orpheum

Hardy Broa

Hugh Johnson
Awkward Age

ProAteerlng

PORTLAND. ORE.

Burn* A Loralne
J B Lewis Co
Crew A Dates

*VAN8VIIXK,IND.

Frank Whitman
C Tilton Co

Adolphus

2d half

•

a Kokin

Galettt

O'Mallcy A
Sheppard St Ott
Walter Fiahter Ca
W H St James Co Silver
Duval A K
Wells A Anger
B Brown Co
Boganny's Com'd'ns
l'eters A Leltuff
Helm A Lockw'ods HOBOKKN. N. J.
2d half
Lew Wilson
FARGO,
N. D.
Lyric
Three WaMera
A Alexander Oa
Grand
Gene A Riticy
Blmms A Winnie
Fulton
Overholt A Young
When We Grow Up Willie Misscm Co
Reo A Helmar
Lew Diamond
Armstrong A Gilb'ts Wilson A McAvoy
Dorothy Wahl
KinKNton A Ebner
Thos P Dunn
Will Stanton Co
Fox A Britt
Norris Simiana
Bits Panee Hlta
OTTAWA,
CAN.
Clinton A Rooney
2d half
2d half
(One to flll>
Loew
Mack A Mabelle
Morris A Flynn
Id hait
Lillian Faulkner Co Frear Baggott A F Shannon A Gordon
Frank Briton
Boyne
Connors
A
to
fill)
(Two
Monte A Lyona
Rempel A Clayton
Wm A Weston Co FR REPORT,
The Waltons
ILL.
Keating A Ross
Olive Hayes
(One to fill)
Royal Pekln Tr
Undo
Olga A Nicholas
LONDON, CAN.
Shy
Moore
A
Galea
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (Four to fill)
Loew
Three Falcons
Emery
Classic Duo
North A Kellar
GALESBVRG, ILL.
Thompson A Petrle Welsa Troupe
Nevlna A Gordon
Orpheum
John Conroy A Sis EIRoy Sisters
Jarro w
Coscla A Verdi
Cosmopolitan Co

Telaak

State

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)Perone A Oliver
Herberts

21

CIKCUIT

YORK CITY

BAN FRANCDJOO

V*B

II.

Douglaa Graves Co
(One to All)

(Three to

W

O.

PLU Var
O La Bhay

flat* Bros

LOEW

Florenls

(Sunday opening)
Royal Oascolgnea
Loo Been
Frawley A Louise
Btanton
Williams a Wolfus

Oraoo

(Two to All)
LIMA, O.

DETROIT
LaSelle Garden

C Sinclair Co
O'Neil Sisters

A

Bosnian

Barnard A Garry
DeWltt Barms A T

Orphean

Bernlvlci Bros

Arlington Co
(Other* to All)

B k

Carlo*

OMAHA, MSB,

Id half

''

8.t,

N. Y.

Saakatoon 11-20)

PiJU
Ford A Truly

V.-lla

Three's a

Ooi

Stephens A lri'afr
llellertalr
\

Bros'

anion A Perry
Travel
(Open week)

Santiajo Trio

Whits
Harry
Mauds Lions Co
Harry Hlnes
fit

(Continued on Paqe

l'8)

VARIETY

22

All

matter

VARIETY'S

in

OFFICE

week unless
otherwise
indicated.
J. Robert Pauline is the headliner other aots arrived late and the perat the Btate-Irftke this week and he formance did m>t set started until
emphasizes that ho (a not a hyjmo- 1.20, after the audience had manifested its Impatience ao strongly
tlst, but a paycho-analyali expert;
he mentions the visit to this country that Walter Pearson Of the Al K.
of Coue ami challenges tho auto- Hall act came Into one of the boxes
suggestion authority to duplicate and made an announcement ur^ias?
some of his feats. Ho has a splendid just a little longer wolt,< The Palace
a scientific has had such splendid shows so far
act, interesting from
and entertaining from a this season an<l with the exception
basis
He of one ether occasion has been able
strictly vaudeville standpoint.
persuaded ten or twelve men from to start on such good time that the
the audience to come on the stage regulars were put out more by the
and some of his exhibitions were late start than they would have
otherwise.
The
scenery
astonishing while others provided been
tumbled down Off stage in partial
dandy comedy.
The first show Sunday morning view of the audience during Chic
was opened by Hector and Pals, a Sale's act and arrangements were
ten not Just right for Houdlnl and he
dog act, which introduces
canines in a routine of tricks and stopped on his feature trick and it
ends with two dogs wandering about looked for a minute like things were
Chie
the big theatre and going over a not going to run smoothly.
route suggested by the trainer and Sale came out for a curtain speech
showing up at various times under and said that it was the most difspotlight in balcony and on the main ficult position In which he had ever
floor to make good the boasts of played, which was Interesting i<*
It appears that the vaudeville fans, though the public
their master.
dogs really understand what is said. could not be expected to sympathise.
Houdini is the big feature this
Harry Jolson scored a big success
Marion Morgan's
for second place on the bill with the week although
aid Of a girl who works on the stage Dancers and Chic Sale have almost
and a man plant out in the audi- equal bilHna .prominence. Chic Sale
torium on whom great dependence is contributes more importantly to theplaoed for singing. Jolson sings
many of the songs made famous by

The

third

position

an Illusion in which a "fire and
water" number is the feature, which
Is mystifying in the extreme and
splendidly done.

Davis and Darnell in "Birdseed"
•how what can be done with a talking act in which there is neither
singing or dancing and which Is
It is
not anything like a playlet.
purely a talking comedy offering but
la so lngenously arranged and so
well played that it contributes much
to the general excellence of the
,

Pauline came next on the bill and
after his act an announcement was
made that one man of the next act,
OBrlen, Allman and Daly was HI
and that Frank Davis would substitute for him. The truthfulness of
this statement is questioned by the
splendid way that Davis carried off
the main part in the trio act, which
is a development of the familiar
''Walters Wanted" offering with
Which his name has been identified.
Brown's Pedestrianism, which is a
splendid vehicle for the introduction
of a celebrity whose attainments
proper would hardly be interesting
in vaudeville, closed this particular

show.

A

SAN FRANCISCO
LAN

'

Grey and Byron

Joys came next.

Rainbow and Mohawk brought
modern jazz is not so far

way.

show could hardly

discouraging
the opening

routine

on

issue

this

in

ef

Varisty are
28

LOUIS

23

INDIANAPOLIS

24

|

27
j

I

ST.

25
31

22

SYRACUSE
WASHINGTON

26
24

act was well received with the
leader of the orchestra registering
for individual merit on his stepping. Bert Fitzgibbons, assisted by
his brother, was a laugh next to
closing.
Wilfred
Clarke,
with

Grace Menkin and Co., thoroughly
enjoyed.
Eddie Miller had semiclassic numbers, and the El Rey
Sisters closed.
Jack Hanley, with
a clever juggling routine, opened to
unusual success.

The

day.

bill than any other act and Sully
and Houghton scored a surprisingly
big hit at the opening performance
due In a measure to the construction of the skit which has dialogue
touching on possible success and
possible failure whioh was appropriate under the circumstances of

this decided success.

Browne Sisters opened the show
with a piano accordion act which is
decidedly pleasing in every respect.
Jessie Reed followed with a repertoire of songs in which a medley is
particularly clever. Al K. Hall and
company provide a lot of good
laughs. The Morgan Dancers hold
fourth place with an artistic dancing act which could hardly be improved upon. Sully and Houghton
came next. Houdini opened with
motion pictures showing an escape
he made in China and the collision
in the air in connection with one
of the films in which he appeared.
He followed this with his escape

this

just

suits

has a^iung which

They

did re-

the

circum-

Mahoney, who

lets

those in front

EUGENE COX

CHICAGO

SCENERY

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO

8pecial Discount to Performers

WHEN

IN CHICAGO
State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,
Ground Floor

Phone

Serif j 3R01

A*k:— SAXTON and FARREI.L

*fRENDEZ-VOUS

m

^WHEfcE

Professional /J
PfeooleMeetA"ftertheShow_ hours
^enrt/ Morris,

i)t

Graceft

tf^Z

Every Wednesday
Don't Forget While in Chicago—Amateur Nite

IKE BLOOM'S

MID-NITE
18

EAST

22d

STREET

Frolic at 11:10 I'. M.
Second Frolic at 12:30 A. M.

rtrst

Lew Newcomb, manager of the
Orpheum in Oakland, has resigned.
No successor as yet has been announced. Willroy Anderson, assistant to Cliff Work at the Golden
Gate, has been transferred to Oakland the past two weeks to assist
Newcomb in the inauguration of the
new policy, and William Kohler
from the Oakland house taking Anderson's place, the Golden Gate.
Ruby Lang, ingenue with

bill

five

shows Sun-

tre-

organization

to join

the evening performWright
Anita
Peters
Dancers, seven pretty and shapely

Guido Deiro,

in

was

business

but

features,

mendous

the Jack

RusselP musical stock company at
the Century, in Oakland, for the
held no exceptional past several months, will leave that

Pantages gave
at

her husband.

the east.

William Coyle, stage doorman at
are introduced on two dif- girls,
headlined and closed the the Golden Gate, died last week from
occasions as prize beauties show.
The act held attention on heart failure.
very effectively. Mahoney was next looks more than on dancing Cherto closing on the preceding bill and nyoff was heavily applauded for his
Avery Hopwood's "The Bat" is
hit. Roatine and Barrett closed that
piano routine, and the Exposition
show, and the woman won high Jubilee Four scored the high mark scheduled to follow Kolb and Dill
into the Curran. This attraction will
favor, while the new man in the aet
of the performance.
did nicely.
Ryan and Ryan started quietly,
but got to the house when appearHarry Miller, who recently start- ing in snowshoes for some lively
ed out as held man for the W. V. stepping.
Chase
Howard and
M. A., has secured the Grand at offered a comedy sketch that was
Wausau, Wis., which plays vaude- good for laughs, though not any
ville Thursday, Friday and Satur- too well handled.
Bobbie Lehman,
day of each week, and the Biviera a juvenile doing female impersonaat La Crosse, Wis., which has been tions, attracted little attention until
booked by both George H. Webster the surprise finish, which disclosed
and J. O. Matthews recently.
a boy of about 12 years.

girls

who

ferent

people

who

The first afterpiece to be presented at the Golden Gate created
enthusiasm. The special event was
staged by George McKay, and Is a
big comedy wallop from start to
finish.
The final show, scheduled
for nine o'clock, got away earlier
than that, but the lobby was stiil
packed at 9:30 and hundreds were
turned away.
The affair created
considerable talk and Sunday broke
all previous house records.
Otherwise the bill was very chummy and
intimate with various members appearing in each other's acts. Neal
Abel was the most prominent In
this respect besides scoring peran

Ardine had the house
uproar during their stay.
.

d&

STAGE SHOES

AISTONS,

Ambler Brothers opened tin? show
Louis London followed with

Restaurant Service

ArtM* who have

CHICAGO
\lalt

«ill

long engagement* In
enjoy • more pleasant

Carte

Coats Remodeled in One

ORDER YOUR FURS N0WI
Pay when you want them.

BLUMENFIELD'S FUR 8MOP
Work

204 State-Lake Bldg.. CHICAGO
Called For.
Phone Dearborn 1253

R. R.

Now Under New

AVE.
of

ATTRACTIVE RATES
WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS

Ownership

AHF AMENDS

•

CHARLEY STRAIGHT'S ORCHESTHA
ritUM

6

TO CL08INO

MILLLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM
CHICAGO

Clark Street, at Lawrence Avenue,

MR. FRED

MANN

Presents

Fthviml ltcck'n Spertaculnr Production

With

Garrett
l : .i

i

ti

RAINBO TRAIL

JJ

DOLLY KAY. COLETTA RYAX. "LINDA/' RUTH ETTING,
*«»

f'onway, lone c'arleson
Orchestra.

and

Blenore

FAMOUS DINNERS AND

A

Willens;
T. \

EuiUlye

Frank WttSlphall

'

•

^

sn« n "

CARTE SERVED

INN

4526 Sheridan Road

Excellent Cal*.

Sold*

Licensed R. R. Ticket Broker.
Telephone Harrison 8978
_^
CHICAGO
311 S. CLARK ST.

"CHICAGO'S NEWEST*

at Door.

nought and

DAVID LYONS

HUNTINGTON HOTEL

Das Stop*

CUT BATES.

TICKETS

All-Star Show Featuring LLOYD GABRBTT
Lute SinpinK Feature of George White Scandal*
IIFLLF. OI.IVKR (Formerly of the Orpheum Circuit)
Dancing by

by staying at

ONE BLOCK FROM LAKE
TWENTY MINUTES to All THEATRES

Week

Into dolmans and wraps of latest at/la.
We
also clean, glase and rellne with silk for $20.

Under the Personal Man.iRnnrnt

Van Buren and Wabash Avenues

EXCLUSIVE SECTION.
EVERT ROOM With a PRIVATE RATH

Third Frolic at 1 :30 A. M.
Fourth Frolic at !:&Q A, 91.

Professional Courtesy Extended

and SLATER Say:

S

GREEN MILL GARDENS

IN CHICAGO'S

a la

Inc.

BROADWAY AT LAWRENCE

a

ROTH

u<uit • i>»

CHICHOO

EVERYTHING

success.

songs into which lie puts
touches of comedy. Ferguson and
Sunderland held third place with a
pretentious dancing offering.
Percival, Noel and company obtained
many laughs with a playlet constructed in such a way as to carry
great appeal. Green and Burnett, a
colored team, with a special drop.
present a couple of types with Singtalking and dancing, which
ing,
Kulahuhis
great
favor.
found
Hawaiians, consisting of four men
and two women, offer various furms

*»-» c

V

McKay and

are willing to jostle for "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath" was
seats in the pell-mell of popular ad- switched to an early spot in the
mission.
Walter Perclval and company and
Kalahuhis Hawaiians are the big
features of the bill witnessed. Boganny's "School Days," a new working out of an acrobatic act* closed
the show and gave another act
Immediate Delivery. Rini?!e Pair or
which Is "big" in the way of numProduction Orders.
ber of performers.
The acts in
SEND FOR CATALOG.
"one" stand out particularly as good
entertainment, with Carl and Dora
registering possibly the greatest Steven* Bids.. 17 No. State St.. Chit-ago

.a series of

SELENA ROYAL
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASON BY

sonally.
in

nicely.

i*

Dixie," was playing in
Sacramento, Cal.. and Peter Swif,
playing "Tiger Smith" in the ac;.
was taken sick and died, Fate played
into Hymer's hands inasmuch as a
man who formerly played with him
in the act happened to be in town

ances.

and

A&tl*

than

slapstick

house drop which

the

The

25!kANSA8 CITY
23 LOS ANGELES
25 PITTSBURGH
22 SAN FRANCISCO

"Bathing
Browne's
Bothwell
Beauties" is the feature at the Rialto
this week, and Tom Mahoney is the
hit of the bill, while Mabel Joy Is
a second hit. The Browne act dra\*s
a stag audience to a great extent

4

less

all

Boscoe Ails. Kate Pullman and
band topped the current arrivals.

-

stances.

Nurth American
Building
Corner State and Monroe,

another

in

Grant Cardner was not in his came in for a severe lacing. It's
usual form when caught, perhaps mostly hoke. but seemed to satisfy. and working in the postoffice. Bybeing worked out. Browne's act is Eddie Leonard again headlined, and mer induced him to forsake Uncle
up to the high standard that is ex- Hallen and Russell, also repeating, Sam's job and retu -n to the grease
pected of him, with a group of pretty added much to the bill.
paint and the calcium.

BALTIMORE
BOSTON
BU FFALO
CHICAGO
DALLAS, TEX
DETROIT

people in their seats.
markably well under

\V.

has
this week.

pression.

PERFORMERS

N'.

Orpheum

^The

"ATTENTION,

3rd Floor

over the

.DING

Walker

out that

Walter Downie, for many years a
booker of the smallest time of the
W. V. M. A., has given up his books
there, and the Broadway and OrSunday when
pheum at Gary, Ind., and the PeoDancers and
ple's
in
Chicago (three of his
houses) have been transferred to the
from Chinese Torture Water Cell, books of Boyle Wool folk, who now
a truly remarkable accomplishment has Lillian Corlin as his assistant.
which does credit to his long list
of attainments of this nature.
The Majestic business last week
Chic Sale has an act which never and the previous was the biggest
grows old for the reason that he that the theatre has yet had under
!
offers character studies which are its present policy.
The shows are
REGULAR
entertaining and at the same time booked with such a
purpose uppertrue to life in so many respects that most, and while there are a couple
-compelling.
The
$40, $50 and $55
interest
they are
of offerings on the bill seen there at
curtain speech of Sale included an the last show Sunday night
that
Elegantly Hand-Tailored
appeal to the audience to wait for might meet the requirements of the
the next act which was nice of him. big time the program in the
Two Panta Suit* A* AdvertlMiI
main
The Novelty Clintons closed the is composed of acts which appeal
to
ALL si/KS
show and held the major part of the
vaudeville

be given under more
circumstances than
matinee at the Falace
the Marion Morgan

III II

No
away from the old Indian dances, comedy bill
and made a highly favorable im- three acts employed a

cities

25

B. Hyman. appearing
Orpheum Circuit in "Tom

While John

PANTAAES THEATRE

registered fairly with singing, talking and dancing, offered in a novel

undsr Correspondence
as follows, and on pages:

Lean and company provoked much

for

.

CORRESPONDENCE

his brother, Al, and seems to have
all the qualities necessary for success without having any company at
alL

bill.

A

CHICAGO

refors to current

in

=

N

of entertainment expected of this hope It would aet sm a "chaser" «
trio of stringed In- the assembled multitude, but nothclass of acts.
strument] and Ekela, a tropical ing could move 'em. Conlin and
beach dancer, secured the biggest Glass chalked up a heavy score,
rounds of applause, and the dancer with their attractive offering, and.
was forced to come before the cur- The Qulxy Four is the best liked
tain time and tune again after the quartet to visit this locale In seaState- Lako
conclusion of the act. The dancer's sons. The Juggling Nelsons fitted
Theatre Bldg.
costuming Is a little bit different and nicely and gave the show a dandv
w
worthy, of praise, while her terpsl- start.
particularly
efforts
are
vote on various matters. The vote chorcan
Carolyn© Schrelber, a wealthy Saa
f§r 4 per cent, beer was almost good.
Carl and Dora now have a piano Franciscan, staged a party at her
unanimous Monday night. MiSs Joy
She player for no reason.
palatial hotel apartments here last
tied up the first performance.
week to which she invited the entire
is of Al and Mabel Joy.
The nve.^icts. booked from New
This is "convention week" In Chi- bill at the Orpheum. The next day
York are Browne's, Rainbow and cago, and almost a score of differ- she invited them all out to the PreMohawk. Daley Brothers, Grey and ent associations and gatherings of sidio, assembled a fleet of automoByron, and ('.rant Gardner. The five national importance are being held. biles and induced the players to
acts booked in Chicago are Mahoney. The demand for rooms in the loop stage a show in the Letterman GenRoatina and Barrett, Almond and district is so great that show fplks eral Hospital for the wounded solMrs. Schreiber, because of
Hazel, Curtis and Fitzgerald, and Al have been turned down who sought diers.
her many philanthropies for the
admission at hotels.
and Mabel Joy.
wounded doughboys, has earned the
Almond and Hazel open the
title of "The Angel of Letterman
show with a pretty novelty dintHospital." One of her little chariand FitzCurtis
offering.
ing
ties is to keep the soldier patients
gerald were second with comedy
supplied
with cigarettes throughout
put
over.
well
imitations,
fairly
the year.
Daley Brothers, third, did some
VARIETY'S
FRANCISCO
The
tricks which won applause.
OFFICE

CORRESPONDENCE

merited applause
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DINE

CHICAGO
ENTERTAINMENT

DANCE

Qur Steaks and Chops a Specialty.
Table d'Hote Dinner,
5 F. M. TO »:30 IV M.
NO (OVI.K C II AKt.F.
featuring FRIAR'S SOCIETY ORCHESTRA

$1 25.

—
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You who have kicked about your jump*—

LOOK AT THIS ONE
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, TO BALTIMORE, MD.

ARTHUR

,

J.

HORWITZ

MR.

asked.

J.

LUBIN

said "Yes."

CLARA

HARRY

KEATING
Jumped back

Loew

to the

Presenting a

Next Week (Jan.
way

In turn give

to

15-17),

Circuit after being featured for 17

Comedy

Loew's American,

Ferris

Hartman staged "The Toy-

maker" at the

Rivoli last week. It
it has been held

caught on so well
Clair Starr (Mrs. Will King) and
Ingenue with the King comedies at

over.

the Hippodrome, will retire for a

BOSTON

brief rest.

By LEN LIBBEY

i

During its three days* stay at the
When curtain time came af the
David local Keith house Monday afternoon
Oakland,
in
Auditorium
Belasco's "The Gold Diggers" drew a torrential rain which made the
a total of $9,000.
streets already filled with snow
rivers of Ice water was coming
Since the Oakland Orpheum went down. Despite this, however, there
did
policy
and
price
popular
Into a
was a lineup at the box office that
away with reserved seats there is extended out through the lobby until
left only one theatre in the east some of those waiting to put down
and.
bay city selling seats in advance
their coin were standing outside
Thqfl trying
that is the Fulton, stock.
to protect the drippings from
change of policy at the Orpheum the buildings from completely enwhile it started off with much gulfing them. The advance ticket
One office it was noted was also doing
promise has dwindled away.
reason if believed due to its out-of- a batter than usual business.
Ackerman &
the-way location.
While the local Keith big time
Harris' Century where Jack Russell
house does a good business consistand his musical comedy company ently
it did seem as though there
are playing'is cleaning up and looks
was some extra drawing card to get
as if it could stay as long as desired.
that crowd together on an afternoon
Monday and as the Dolly Sisters
Bob Hopkins former San Fran- like
and Al Herman are the headliners to
cisco leather merchant and now
must go the credit.
writing comedy titles in "Hollywood them
The Dolly Sisters were in right at
the start of their act and the reception they got when they appeared
showed they had plenty of friends
outTront. With the same jazz dance
For 1923 and years to come
and waltz creation they have used
elsewhere they registered strong.

Harry Richman

Taylor XX*75
for.

money

the

TAYLOR TRUNK WORKS
tt B.

Randolph BU.

Sit

W.

44th

throughout.

St.,

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

at the piano does

good work in guiding the act along
and as usual with the sisters the act
and the dances
is well costumed
fetching even- though they have a
sameness about them.
But for an encore they are attempting something •that does not
fit in with their act, that lacks class
and causes the act to lose the
dignity that has been predominant

WARDROBE TRUNK
Most value

The

sisters are not the

sort of performers who can indulge
In the extemperaneous sort of com-

edy work that they with the aa-

STUDIO OF DANCE
40

Wert 57th

Street

NEW YORK
PUis

by LESTER

(Jan. 18-21), Loew's Fulton, B'klyn

Marionettes.* This act differs from also uses pop vaudeville, is going to
similar acts seen in vaudeville lately feature an act which will Include 05
through the quick change stuff girls, chosen from local amateurs.
pulled by the marionettes on the
one hears patrons in the rear of the miniature stage.
Gordon's Capitol,.their newest picorchestra floor shouting out "no,"
Deagon and Mack, appearing here ture house in one of the suburbs, is
when the house is asked if they together for the first time, were about to have a special showing
want some more verses of the strong. Mack does his part of the every Saturday morning in the fuspecialty song they were doing it act equally as well as Miss Deagoh's ture, at which special entertainment
is time for somebody connected with former partner did it, although he for children will be provided.
The
the act to sit up and take' notice
substitutes snappy action for the pictures and acts will be supervised
and close the act with bows, or some nonchalant manner that character- in advance by educators, club*
one
encore
the
other form of
than
ized Dickinson. The material is not women and clergymen.
they are using now. As dancers the changed much, it doesn't have to be,
pair rate high but as comediennes for on the way Miss Deagon puts
of a low comedy order they are very it over everything depends and she
far off axis.
has never failed Boston yet.
Al Herman followed and he had
James Dutton and Co., a horse act,
no difficulty getting his stuff over closed the show, which gave Al HerInteresting proposition to
from the start. He was extremely man a chance to say that last week
conservative with his comedy and he followed the horses and this week
sell
theatrical cosmetic*
confined his remarks about other they are following him.
to professionals.
people to a couple of legitimate
comments on other acts on the same
Apply MR. GOLDEMAN, 36 East
bill.
His plant worked from the
Starting Feb. S the Orpheum,
21st Stre«t, New York City.
wings, without a spot, Al explaining Loew's big picture house here, which

created

and

Dancing;
to

atyle

classes

GIRLS
,

how the local theatrical regulations
did not allow the "young man" to
appear in a box or on the floor of
the house as he did in other cities.

ault
ef

from

Stage Dancing
the

*

Herman

scored a distinct hit, had
some of the most hard boiled
patrons of the house chuckling at his
quips and a couple of flings he took
at the audience were taken in good
part.

The show started out in a novel
manner, having a quiet opening with
the Geralds in their musical specialty.
The house appeared to be
momentarily expecting the refinement that characterizes this act to
be split wido open by some speedy
stuff, but that was not the running
card and the act closed with the
couple doing their stunt of playing
34 mandolins to a splendid hand.
Morris and Shaw, who are playing at the Boston, the Keith small
time "pop" house next door, were in
second position due to the failure of
Paul! and Goss to arrive at the theatre In time to go on. They were
In the house soon after the show
started ana appeared at the night
show. Morris and Shaw will always
play the small time houses as long
as one of the pair pulls gags like the
one he pulled Monday afternoon
about playing golf with King Solo-

mon. The gag

didn't register.

«

EDWARD
.

Even

he meant it, too. It brought down
the house for a real big laugh, and
from then on the pair were in right.
Alice Hamilton in "A Breath of
Lavender and Old Lace" is an act
that has played here several seasons
in the past and will continue to play
to good effect as long as Miss Hamilton keeps refurbishing her act and
keeping right up to the minute on
the latest slang phrases about which
her act is built.
In next position was Schichtl's

W« fire our personal attention
and direction to all of our »tu-

Clasalc

—

j

I

AND DIRECTOR

gallery patrons was stirred to the
depths and shouted, "Oh Boy!" And

*924

dants In Art of the Dance In all
Trlvate and data
of iu phase*.
tnrtruetion for Social Dancing;
junior and adult elassea for all
personality

the artist. Special
to aeven P. M.

rli

r».<

ALBEE,

New York

and song number. The girl shapes
up extremely well In a black and
white costume, and when she declares in a voice filled with feeling
how she "loves to dance," one of the

ADELAIDE & HUGHES

E. F.

HARRY ROSS—Wardrobe

the cleanest mind would have to
put a mean construction on the gag
to get any meaning from it.
Guy J. Sampsel, Lily Leonard and
"company," the company consisting
of Don Matthews at the piano, use
full stage to put over their dance

AMEF-lCdc

*

by

Harry Lauder where he has gained something of sistance of Richman and their
a reputation because of his original brother use for an encore. The mabrand of humor came home for a terial is poor. It puts them in a bad
light and when, as this reviewer did,
brief visit over the New Year.

and be followed by the San Carlo
Opera Co. At the Columbia "The
Emperor Jones" starring Gilpin is
to be succeeded by "The Merry
Widow," to be replaced by May
Robson in "Mother's Millions."

•

months over the Fuller Circuit

"TOE YOUNGER GENERATION"

Travesty,

BOBBY HEATH—Songs

Written by

and

J. J.

President

MURDOCH,

Will Write

and Stage a Limited Number

o.

Vaudeville Acts

HAVE SOME GOOD MATERIAL ON HAND

NOW LOCATED AT 245 W. 47th ST.
ROMAX
BLPG., 8UITE 5012

NEW "YORK

General Manager

F. F.

CITY

PROCTOR,

Vice-President
-

B. F.

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

EXCHANGE

(AGENCY)

— (Palace

Building.

New York)

/

Founders
B. F.

KEITH,

Artiats can
-

.

%

EDWARD

book

F.

ALBEE,

A.

direct addressing

PAUL KEITH,

W. DAYTON

F. F.

PROCTOR

WEGEFARTH

S

;;

;
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Do a Good Act

BELLCLAIR

—Fate

Favors You

Do a Bad Act—God Help

Now

You!

THIRD

on

SEVENTH

tour of the Pantages Circuit in thirty-four months.

consecutive year as the greatest Fair attraction in America under the exclusive

management of the United Fairs Association, Chicago.
First

Boosting Audi-

in

Booked

ences

The

Plugging
ceeding Acts

First

Last

Sue-

in

in

Some

1

of

most widely imitated act in America. There are more "something
any other individual form of entertainment in vaudeville.

Bellclair Bros, are the

the Bellclairs" acts than

The

the Hearts
of the Bookers

November, 1923.

solid until

Bellclairs created

PER CENT,

and introduced "routined equilibrism." We are the creators of
iji use by all such acts today.

like

NINETY

The

first to

The

first

synchronize

artistic

and muscular posing

— discontinued

memorable one
after being

widely

copied.

'That
Rascal'

to

introduce the leap to a hand-to-hand stand, catapulted by a mechanical device.

first to

And

at present presenting their latest

HAND
And
Our

Catch

all

—

this will not

and

greatest creation

— LOOPING the LOOP to a HAND

be copied!

-

%

who have placed Athletic Exhibitions on an artistic
other forms of public entertainment, such as music, dancing and the drama.

sincerest respects to the

ment, such as

few

sterling

and original

presenting this form of entertain-

artists

RATH BROS., original methods of presentation; THE FOUR BARDS, MABEL FENTON-ROSS,
MANG AND SNYDER, originators of many intricate twisting feats in Hand-to- their many kindnesses;

BEN BELLCLAIR,
here on
first concert appearance
Friday, the 12th. and the tickets on
Arthur Smith's indicate a
complete sellout. Thomas' last appearance here was in Shubert vaudeville at the Belasco, where the biggest gross of the season was recorded.

INDIANAPOLIS
VOLNEY

FOWLER

B.

ENGLISH'S— First

MURAT— "Bombo."
BROADWAY—

sule at T.

dark;

half

"Follow Me." last half.
"Music Box Revue."

Next week,
Last

half

next week, "Kempy."
Pat White.

CONVERSATIONAUST"

"Smiles"

Two
make

Charles

and

Semon

Edmon

the recent disagreement between
the owners, and no announcement
of its future policy has been made.

forthcoming events

In

opera

artists,

Saturday

last

noon

A
A

One

When

.

certificate of dissolution.

When

you Read

LON HASCAL

WASHINGTON,

That's the Other Fellow

Two new

Jan.

Poli's

IS,

Bridgeport

Palace,

(ENTIRE

WEEK)

By HARDIE

D. C.

MEAKIN

plays arrived for their
first showings. Sessue Hayakawa in
"Tiger Lily" at Poli's, with a Sunday night opening, and Mme. Bertha
Kalicn in the most recent work of

The Cosmos bill consists of the
Bob Pender Troupe; "Broomstick"
and "Babe" Latour; Roy and
Arthur in "Fun in a Chinese Res-

Ell ott

taurant"; the Raymond Sisters and
Stutz and Bingham.

Loew
"Boys

vaudeville at the
Long Ago";
of

Shaw,
"Jitta's
Bernard
George
Atonement," at the Shubert Catrick, with a Monday n'ght openliTg,
Both are reviewed elsewhere in this

Strand:

Helene

is

supplying

the

and dancinsr this week with
White sV'Seundals of 1922/*
Paul Whiteman s Cafe de Paris orchestra is still heavily featured and
is to play for a dance at Washington's City Club during the week.
The club, which is made up of
Washington's
business
men,
is
spending what could be termed a
"barrel" of money on the appear-

prirls

Jan.

22,

Hill,

Capitol,

and

Union

State, Jersey

City

Jan. 29, Keithing Through
the South by the grace of

(Jeorge

BITS
This

and 7. present. ng "Aida,"
"Tosca" and "Snow Maiden," while
our own Washington Opera Company, under direction of Edouard
Albion, will do "Rigoletto" on Monday night, Jan. 22 and Friday matinee, Jan. 26. Joseph Schwarz is to

MARK,

sing "Rigoletto" for the local organ-

for

5,

or N. V. A., or Friars' Club

HARRY SPINGOLD

America

in

12 Years

Pioneer of Russian Dancers

in a

(Have you contributed to the
5. K. Hodgdon Fund?)

"Spanish"

WIT-

for orchestrations

To MR. GILBERT CLARK,

my gown;

And

to Miss Sophie Tucker,
Mr. Leo Beers, Mr. Burr Mclntosh, Miss Polly Moran, Messrs.
Savoy and Brennan, Miss Belle
Baker,
Messrs.
Hockey and
Green, Renard and West, Mr,
and Mrs. Ben Welch, Mr. Joe
Niemeyer, Mrs. Farber and the
Misses Farber, Miss Trixie Friganza. Mr. Edward E. Rice, Mr*
A. H. Wilson, Miss Nellie Nichrope Saturday, came dQwn for the ols, Mme. Rialto, Miss Carrie"
one performance, appearing and doScott, Miss Betty Jordon, Mr,
ing a number of songs.
Arthur
Dunn,
Miss
Fanny
Bloodgood, Miss Amy Lee, Mis*
At Liberty: Married Couple
Hattie Carmontel, Mr. and Mrs*
Wiahea to Join any flrst-clas* novelty act.
Reliable people. Address: Mrs. M. W. O., Graham, Miss Lilla Vane, Mr„
1826 Nelson Street, Chicago. 111.
and Mrs. Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Laurence, Miss Alice
Toland, Miss Emma Levy, Miss
Georgie Cameron, Mrs. Eugene
O'Rourke, Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Berp;, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Trier,
Miss Helen Smith, Mrs. A. Q.
Scammon, Mr. and Mrs. John S.
Bloom, for kind wishes and

WANIA

Communications En Route,

in

the

MR. JULIUS

To

wires

AND,
while

Appearance

to

ization.

JULE DELMAR
First

LEO EDWARDS,

6

OF MUSICAL COMEDY
Week (Jan. 8) —Majestic, Chicago

Direction

his

To MR.

announcements this
The Chicago Opera Com- for music
pany comes here for three nights. number

ance of the band.

John Charles Thomas makes

To MR. MORTON HARVEY, for photographs;

MAY

DICK

issue.

The Nationaf

work
v

their first

The President looks to have ceased
to exist as a stock organization, with
Picture house showings consist of "Abies Irlah Rose" going into its 7th
gave the first of the series of eduFavorite in the East
cational concerts which E. F. Albee Jackie Coogan in "Oliver Twist" at week beginning Sunday the 7th. It
and C. Roltare Eggleston. local the Metropolitan; Mary Pickford In looks good for at least three more
Stranger in the West
manager, have made possible for "Tess of the Storm Country" for a weeks, the receipts of the 6th week
second week at the Columbia; exoeedlng any of the previous weeks
the Indianapolis public.
Thomas Meighan in "Back Home by a considerable margin. Henry
Sure Death on Second
The Pleasure Park Co. of Evarra- and Broke" at Loews Palace, and Duffy, Eileen Wilson, Leo Hoyt,
Closing
"On the High Seas" at Moore's Ri- Robert Lowe, John Carmody, Guy
amuseNext
to
operates
which
Ind.,
ville,
Sure Fire
ment devices, was incorporated alto. Crandall's new Ninth street D'Enery and Anne Sutherland still
with $135,000 capital and I. A. house, the Central, formerly Moore's continue. During the past week
la showing first run picto Kelly, Leslie M. Humphrey. I. P. Garden,
the run was interrupted for a benefit
You See
Blanton, P. H. Schmidt and H. F. tures, this week having "The Sin performance for the women's OverFlood,"
"Unique" Picture.
a
directors.
as
Kersting
seas League, when the company
Invariably That's
Fill,
did two acts of "Buddies," their next
The Gayety has Bedini's Chuckles scheduled attraction, while Elsie
The South Theatre Corporation
Loney Haskell
prelimina
1923."
filed
Bend
of
of South
Janls, who, by the way, sails for Eulocal

J.

and

week.
Feb.

closed, following

Is still

Davis:

Wheeler and Potter
Gingras and Co.

The -week of darkness rather aided
the Shubert vaudeville here, business showing an increase during the
past few weeks. The Shubert* are
sending In several men to put over
special publicity during the reHuston Ray. pianist, assisted by mainder of the season. Whipple and
Auston are the current week's atviolinist,
Morrell.
Marie Dawson
and Harlowe Senn Dean, baritone, tractions.
The Park

MARK LUEMR. WALT~*
KINGSLEY, for their press

SCHER

Mgr.

for

MR.

To

BELLCLAIR BROS.

"CONVINCING

To MR. EDDIE DARLING.
MISS MAY WOODS, MR. A.
L. ROBERTSON, MISS NELLIE REVELL, MR. EDGAR
ALLEN WOOLF, MR. EDWIN AUGUST and MRS.

balancing.

By

pro-

The

entirely original;

HASKELL

BLANCHE MER-

duced "Twilight"

recognized the world over as the artists

with

Hand

To MISS

RILL, who wrote and

The

level

hearty thanks to

all

gymnastic feats with symphony music.

to introduce duct statuary

my

extend

I

who have been so good to me
and made my New Year's such a

of the hand-to-hand balancing feats

Most Unique and Original Toy Dance

last,

Mr.

not least, to

E. F.

who made

it

Albee

all possible.

Gratefully.

MolUe

Fuller

with Geo. Choos'

"REALM OF FANTAISIE"
THIS

WEEK

(Jan. 8), B. F.

KEITH'S PALACE,

NEW YORK

ssEsnss:^
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THE KING OF ENGLAND
M. THE QUEEN OF ENGLAND
H. M. THE QUEEN OF NORWA1
AT LONDON HIPPODROME

THE DAILY MIRROR
Pec.

1922

13,

THE KING AND QUEEN AT
ut

\

LONDO N MUSIC HALL
Hippodrome Visit to Help

I

Havs

Benevolent Fund.

Artists'

d

1
o<
lo

ola

tk

5 BOXES FOpTrOY AL PARTY.
The King and Queen visited the London Hippodrome last -night to witness a variety performance

givt-n in aid of the Variety Artists'
Benevolent Fund, which benefited to the extent
•of £1,500 a* 'a result.
Their majesties were receive*! by Mr: K. II.
Gillespie, managing director of Moss Krnpir.es,
Mr. Julian Wylic and Mr. Harry T. Msrlow-,
secretary of th<j fund.,

OF

tin

Ml'
at
wt)

of

i

Do

Kharuxn (the Persian pisfiist).
Lorna and Toots Pounds. Muriel
Ernest Butcher, Arthur Prince
Harry Weldon, the Tiix ^Sisters,

Persian Pianist

Jovers.

xrta

the Mirthful
act, and' Tout

T. Selbtt's illusion

P.

Webster's animated cartoon,

W

Calioii.

Ueorae snd
anM * Jim,"

No

"0"isuy."

MAKING TNI KINO LAUOM.

Duplicate the success witnessed by

w

in-

George and Lady Airlie.
The artists included the roomings. Will FvrTe.

The

cas

da*

cluded tlio Queen of. Norway, Princess Royal,
Prince**
Maud, Prince
Victoria,
Princess

ThosK accompanying the King and Queen

me

31

M

/

9m
aske.

There was a tremendous crush when the King
Th
and Qu«- n reached the theatre, every seat \u \ dcall
which was occupied, thousands being unable to won*

-will
Hfttts
of

gain admittance.
When shell Majesties entered

pedal

their

boxes thrown into one. and
dectfruted with bl ush tjS« «»« thai What* *— «**»»•

.bo*.,

MARTIN BECK AT VICTORIA PALACE
EDDIE DARLING AT LONDON COLISEUM

which

Mire five

It'

Th*

^''^flvawW^^nJiPi
The King and Queen followed the movements
of the 1'erM.in i.taiiist with great interest, and
rnc-ke.l with laughter at the drolleries of Hati v
Weldua in "The Bullfighter."
Another tur n which app eared to please
1111 if
HUD UUl 1IJ [H ii
11
cjous laddie*' on tike tottering .ladder.
There .were many other items in tlie programme, all of which were equally-well enj.j\»-d.
'

il

I

1

*

*nd

(lea

Tom Weh^Ur's

,

fit

.et-

EARL SAUNDERS AT LONDON PALLADIUM

I

i

i

i

.

animated cartoon of -the caiecr
least r»f the liiumohs

"Tishy" was not the

of a

Ik

triumphant evening.

,i'*-

a*v

Permanent Address: 57 Portland Court
Great Portland Street

LONDON, ENGLAND

CABLE ADDRESS: KHARUM, LONDON

BUFFALO
By 8IDNEY

BURTON

Business perked up strongly the
past week at legitimate houses both
theatres offered musical attractions.
Teck showed "Tangerine'* for one
of most satisfactory weeks of season.
"Lady Butterfly" (formerly
"Little Kangaroo") proved good enShow
tertainment and did well.
splitH this

week between Rochester
week to follow in
New York in the

and Syracuse, a
Philadelphia and
effing.

Lillian Shaw was out of the bill
at Shea's last week for three days
due to illness which confined her
to her hotel under the doctor's care.

Herk-Vail conferences point toward conjecturing what has become of
Mutual taking over Criterion no\ C. Sharpe Minor, organist at the
closed following the Spiegel fiasco Lafayette Square during the past
week. Minor took French leave New
Sunday Year's after it was reported that the
Street
Court
Shea's
management of the house had eeen
continuSunday
usual
changed its
ous plan and went Into a two-show fit not to reward the artist's enreserved seat policy with a five-act deavors with an appropriate Xmas
remembrance. Nobody in the local
bill and pictures.
theatrical colony appeared to know
anything regarding Minor's whereMcNaughton
Pliny
of
death
The
abouts
and on Sunday last he had
of the Shea Amusement Co. removed from Buffalo one of the out- still failed to put in an appearance
standing and representative figures
Mcof the local theatrical world.
Naughton, formerly In the^contracting business here, became a partner
to Michael Shea some years back and
much of the credit for the expansion of the Shea interests both here
and in Toronto is due to McNaughton's financial backing. He was al-

cess of present policy
sort of continuation certain.

I.

Traveling tent shows and carnisuburban houses in Dallas, the Ro- val* hereafter will find a cool reception and perhaps an impossible
Nllo and Haskell.
reader In Corpus Chrlsti, following
Fire starting from a film In a protests by motion picture exhibitors
in that Southern city.
The
machine in the operating room at
the Palace, Marshall, Tex., burned exhibitors, George Zinzs and H. 11.
the operator about the face and Elliott, appeared before the city
commissioners and filed protest
hands, but not seriously.
About against
the tented organizations,
$3,000 damage was sustained.
following which the commissioners
declared that two tented shows and
It was announced in Dallas this one carnival each year would be
week that the Ponca City Amuse- about all desired, and these will be
ment Company will build a theatre confined to the bluff section of the

at the theatre.

BALTIMORE
By ROBERT F. 8I8K
AUDITORIUM—"Anna Christie."

in

Ponca

City, Okla.

city,

The

Capitol, the newest theatre
in Dallas, opened since Deo. 16. is
managed by L. A. Goodwin, has

FORD'S— "To the Ladies."
Night," third
LYCEUM—"Ladies'
ways a keen and thorough business
"
week;
stock.
innovamany
Introduced
man and
Leon Gohlman as
ACADEMY— "Abie's Irish Rose,"
tions in the operation of the Shea
Co. which resulted in putting the third week; stock.
financial
corporation on the sound
CENTURY— "Under Two Flags,"
it now finds Itself.
film.
making some basis upon which
of twenty-five, with
is an occasion for real

In burlesque, both Gayety and
Garden humming along, the latter
still attracting the old gang.
Featuring a special Thursday mid-night
performance weekly with the boys
falling over themselves to get in.
Lease of house up this spring, suc-

Rude secretary -treaeurer. Without a balcony, it will play pictures.

DALLAS, TEX.
Foy Neighborhood Theatres, Inc.,
this week took over two brand-new

its

ft

outside of the

fire limits.

SMARTEST FniNCIl SHOES

\

For

|

and

'

«>"»

Stags.

president and

YOUNG MAN

Recent His passing
regret on the part

NEW— "Knighthood."

those who
RIVOLI— "The Hottentot," secknew his contributions to the theatrical business hereabouts, and his ond week.
funeral, at which all of the local
New Year's week received a fairtheatrical celebrities were present
3 Attractive Girls
and at which employes of the Shea ly good sendoff in most of the theCo. acted as pslll bearers, was an atres, especially Lyceum and Maryunusual tribute to the man who gave
most land. The Lyceum did about $10,000
One not weighing more than 75 pounds to Buffalo its foremost and
t
an da*""®- Address: Jensen, Apt. 2, representative theatrical enterprise. on the week, exceptionally good for
Io?
622 «
West 112th St., New York City. Tel.
$1 top. Fannie Hurst's play, "HuCathedral 6787.
Local theatre-goers have been moresque,"
at Ford's, received the
critics' denunciation.
It ia doubtIt
ful if the show touched $7,000.
goes to Cleveland this week and will
be toured a while to round it Into
shape. "Irene," at the Auditorium,
came back to town with a production that was worn with age, but
Dale Winter carried the burden and
gained favorable notices. Thla show
Prices
to
probably did $10,000 on the week.
"Abie's Irish Rose" didn't show any
Thf*
Strength in its second week.
Send for Catalogue.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B. N. Y. City.
Palace with "Chuckles," burlesque,
Used trunks and shopworn samples of all standard makes always on hand
did about $10,000 on the week.
of

excellent •duration.

oVnlre« pniiltlon with theatrical
opportunity will he appreciated.
A.ldre.**.

WANTED

K. M.,

VARIETY,

office,

an

NEW YORK

Odd. Lyceum lti.au-. j.« t_ Broadway
and 6th At*.
Sponsors of Short Vamp Bh
{/

FOR ILLUSIONS

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
Pre-War

Back

I

Why

I

'

'

do the high lights and shadows
of stage lightings emphasize snd not
depreciate her beauty? Because shs
uses correct make-up— deftly applied.
ArtUte of the stage and ecreen who are
careful u«e Leichner'a Toilet Preparations
and Theatrical Make-up. Creams—
routes— powders— grease paints — everything to enhance your stags appearance
la obtainable In the Lelchner line— al-

ways

perfectly made for perfect
Bs sure you get Lelchner 'st

80LE AGENT FOR

SAMUEL

TRUNKS

529-531 Seventh Ave.,
Fitz

SYLVIA
^in

Roy 0620

IN

HAM

THE EAST

New York

City

Between 38th and 39th Street*

J\

This week's business in the legitimate houses augurs well, as "Anna
Christie" opened at the Auditorium
to a fairly good house which filled
the lower floor. Ford's had a good
epening night with the Helen Hays
show.

results.

At yoar drug gists or

f

Phone:

1

L.

supply housm

IEIICIHINEIPL

TOILET PREPARATIONS**! THEATRICAL NAKLUP
Sole Distributor*:

GEO.

BOROPELDT & CO,

16th St.

&

SNOWand SiGWO

"LET'S PRETEND," by

JACK NORWORTH

Irving Place, H. T.

DAN
Direction

ED BECK

VARIETY
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.
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DEAR MR. HARRIS:
I'D LOVE TO PICTURIZE "POOR MAMA." AM AT KEITH'S, BOSTON,
ALBEE THEATRE, PROVIDENCE, R.
WEEK OF JAN. 22.

WEEK OF

MASS.,

JAN.

15th,

AND AT

E. F<

SINCERELY,

I.,

TRIXIE FRIG ANZA

LOS ANGELES

staging.

weekly

By ED KRIEQ

They are
shows

for

also putting on

Brandstatter's

Cafe.

Harry Hahn, singer; Edythe Ster- seated behind Adreon. heard him half, Mme. Bertha Kallch in "Jitta's
with her cowboy aggregation.
gasping for breath and with the aid Atonement."
B. F. KEITH'S—Vaudeville.
of another man carried him to the
TEMPLE—Vaudeville.
Harry Weber, New York vaude- lobby, where he died.

ling,

With the tourist season on again,
the theatres are reaping their annual
ville agent, has returned east after
"The Boomerang" succeeded counting his walnut crop at his
reward. The box office has noticeably been helped by the recent influx "Abie's Irish Rose" at the Morosco. Chino (near here) ranch. Harry took
performances.
364
ran
for
"Abie"
of visitors, and the managers are InBen Piazza, manager of Hillstreet.
clined to attribute the impetus to
up with him and the two spent a
the transcontinental railroads and
Harold Collins and Hazel Good- strenuous week-end. Ben interviewthe Southern California climate, of reau, pupils of Ernest Belcher, have ed upon his return, stated he would
course.
been booked for, a vaudeville tour.
stick to the show business.

—

Much of the credit for the recent
long run of "The Humming Bird" at
Kgan'a is due to Lee Parvin's good
publicity work.
Mrs. Marguerite Bartman Paull,
slater of Betty Francisco, is suing
for divorce.

Harry Paul!

Loew's State is going in for reThe Laughlins are doing the

rues.

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
*4» W.SfttbSt.. N. T.

Pheae FIU Roy 0314
Send

tor

Catalogue

—

i
I

Q

BAST ABLE—Dark.
STRAND—"Qulncy Adams SawThe Lyric, East St. Louis, will
book through the W. V. M. A. after yer."
EMPIR
Jan. 14. Joe Erber recently got the
"The Birth of a Nahouse, which has been playing acts tion."
Excellent patronage, with
house prices boosted to 60 cents top
placed by Bently of St. Louis.
for engagement.
BOBBINS -ECKEL.— "Dr. Jack."
Possible heirs of Edward L. Butler and his wife, a former actress,
will
receive
not
share
in
the
estate
a
Willard
Mack
new
may
put on his
The Knights of Columbus Choral
Weekly note (keep It standing, Mr.
Compositor) Harry Singer, West- play, "Red Bulldogs," at the Esran left by Butler's mother, Mrs. Rose Society will present "Erminle" at
Mary Butler, in accordance with the the Wletlng week of Jan. 22.
ern general manager of the Orpheum for a run.
provisions
of
Mrs.
Butler's
will.
circuit, is down from San Francisco.
Opening date for Grauman's Met- Butler and Nellie Greenwood were
Walter Hiers, rotund comedian of
married in SL Louis in 1920. when the screen, just elevated to stardom
The Jinnlstan Grotto Circus, which ropolitan is set for the week after Miss Greenwood
was a member of a by Famous Players -Lasky. will be
opened last week at Prager Park, next. The theatre will be the talk burlesque company
the Standard, married here Friday to- Miss Ada
had many novelties in the way of of the town, from the theatre beauty of which Butler was at
principal owner. ("Peaches") Mc Williams, Syracuse
entertainment features. Many free point of view.
It is said his mother did not approve society bud.
shows were given over to the kiddies
Chris Quinn is now managing the of the marriage.
and orphans. The entertainment
ranged from fashion revues to wild Symphony, file recently wai in
capacity at Alhambra.
same
west shows. Among the attractions
Guerrini A Co*
N. Y.
,
were W. H. Rice's tank act, Kathryn
Ta. LmIIdi ••
Thomas
Wilkes is in New York.
LarfeM
Campbell's Goodman Fashion Revue,
By
CHESTER
B.
BAHN
ACCORDION
Shirley Lewis with a girlie show.
FACTORY
L. E. Behymer, concert manager,
"Follies of Los Angeles"; Bobbie
II til* Unit* states.
WIETING—
First half. "TangerThe only rector?
Dunn, heading a battery of clowns; has opposition this season in Merle ine." Opened to the best house Syrthat make* an* eat
Armitage, just arrived from the acuse has given
a legit attraction
or Reed* — mad* t*
east.
hand
during present season. Last half.
«77.*7t civets?
"Lady Butterfly." Next week, first
Avenue

—

SYRACUSE,

ALL MAKES
ALL SIZES
THEATRE—SCENERY—HOTEL

TRUNK
1-3

TO

1-2

HARTMANN
MURPHY
B.B.

New

&B. BAL

SALE

OFF REGULAR PRICES
OSHKOSH

INDESTRUCTO
TAYLOR
NEVERBREAK CENTRAL

BESTBILT

Manufacturers*

Samples and Some Slightly
Shop Worn

Also a High-Grade Line of Leather Goods at

Street,

BACK IN U.

A.

S.

Aae

"Main

EDDIE MACK TALKS:

Street."

At B.

GRAND-J-Vaudeville.

An

RIALTO— Vaudeville.
COLUMBIA—Vaudeville.
G A Y E T Y—"Giggles" (Columbia
burlesque).
N
MISSOURI— "Outcast."
FOX-LIBERTY— "My Wild Irish
Rose."
PERSHING—"Robin Ho6d." third
RIVOLI— "The Flaming

Hour."

Adreon,

will see

MACK BUILDING

president

of the
American Brake Co., was stricken
with apoplexy while attending a performance at the Orpheum. A doctor,

City

OTHER STORK

i

1582

Broadway en

BROADWAY.

46th Street

Bet. 47th and 48th Street*

AFTER A MOST SUCCESSFUL SEVEN YEARS' TOUR OF THE
"THE

RANK WHITMAN
IN
IN
IN

ANY THEATRE
ANY PART OF THE WORLD
ANY POSITION ON THE BILL

A

100

I

with the
fifteen

San

PER CENT. HIT
IN

DANCE-MAD
FIDDLER"

Orpheum

hours of arrival in

Francisco, Cal.

By MR.

DEBUT

pARRY WEBER

VAUDEVILLE

STASIA LEDOVA
PREMIER DANSEUSE OF CHICAGO OPERA CO.
with Geo. Choos'
»•

t»u

I

i

THIS

WEEK

Cal,

No. 116

MACK'S CLOTHES SHOP
Juat a step East of

E.

week you
company.

P. Keith's Palace this

act with a very large

Made Man."
R.

New York

yrewHiae

The ponies and dogs are not dressed by Mack
But Pa Howard is, just bet all your "jack."

DELMONTE— "Broken Chains."
GRAND CENTRAL— "A Tailor

BROADWAY

Times Square, at 41st

ST. LOUIS
JOHN R088
AMERICAN— "Music Box Revue."
S H U B ERT- JEFFERSON— "The
Bat."
EMPRESS—"Gimme a Thrill."
ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
GARRICK—Woodward Players in
By

50% Reduction

national Cttgga<te Shops
1455

E—

(JAN.

"REALM OF FANTAISIE"
NEW .YORK

8),RF. KEITHS, PAJACE.

(

Hi

k

*

"

-
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VARIETY

'*<

GREAT

WONDERFUL

STRAIGHT
BALLAD

JAZZ

BALLAD

•

MARVELOUS
FOX TROT

GREAT

HARMONY OR
COMEDY "DOUBLE

HIT

AGER, YELLENCHANDLER,
& BORNSTEIN,
BILLY

NEW YORK

LONDON. ENGLAND

Whe* rmllna tor snail to
VARIETY Rddrraa Mull Clerk

POSTCARDS. ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR LKTTKRS WILL
NOT Bfcl ADVERTISED,!

LKTTKRS ADVERTISED
ONE ISBUB ONLY.

Adams H T
Adama Ted
Armstrong;

It

D A

Astella

Baker J

Florence

Card Francesco

C

Davie

Barlow Jack
Barnes Fred
Barton Morey
Bates Blanche
Betts 8t John

Dean

Bradley Lillian
Krady Jane
Brooks Wallie
Burnett R G

De

Wilma

Busier Jess!*
Butler Floy

Byram John

A

Lee Robert
Lenna Clarence

Wm H
Gibson James
Gladstone Wm E

Lewis it Hrowa
Lewie Harry
Liddell * Gibson
Lloyd Edna
Lehoen A Dupreece
Lieutenant Thitlon

Thome
Mr
Gorman Mr
Gordon

HK

Granstaff Earl

B

Green 8am
Georf (alias Trio

Darnell

Julia

Deiro Ouldo
Delmont Bert
Desval Olympla

Hall

A

Hall

Hasan Fred

Devoy Hermlne 8
Milt Gertie

Dunbar Chas A M
Dunlop Franclne
Dunn Holen
Du Vail Helen
Duval Juliette
Elliott Dell
Bills Frank

'

Harris Bert

D

Healy A Gordon
Henri Sinters
Herold Claire

Hoppe Mr
Hoffman Murial
Housh Jack
Houralon Edna
Houreck June
Houlton Persy
Howard Marlon
Howell CUrtle

Hyland Lew

THEATRICAL
THE

CUT:

STANDAPC ENGRAVING CO

Inc

Jackley Mlas
Jarrott John

Johnson Mrs
Jones Betty

Maher Walter
Manley Dare

Mclntyres
Savages

Two Edwards

Wllllama Mr C
Wilaon Marshall
Witters Ruth

VAC

Avery
Anderson Pauline

Lee Mrs Bryan
Lewis Harry

Adair Jack

Lekmann Max
La France Bros
Lewie Lew

Miller R
Mitchell Mr
Mitchell Otis
Moffat C

Aster

A

Kason Ruby
Nelson Clifford
Nelson Johnny
Neil Margaret

Norworth Ned
Nunn William

DODD
ACKERMAN
DC

D

Mae

Rraaae Stella
Barbee Beatrice
Beardmore Gladya
Buckley Mr Jk Mrs
Baker Jack
Blough Chud
Borgo John
Barclay Jack
Burke William
Barrios Jean
Cain Vera
Crafts Charlie
Carr Billle

Viola

MDonald Mr A Mrs
Melroy

Sisters

Marks Albert
Miller Elisabeth

McNally Jamee
Marsh Nile
If alloy Pat Miss
Melville Ethel
Mad loon George
Martin George

Newman Mrs

H

Demlng Mrs Bob
Diiscoll

George

Follis Sister*

Fawn Miss White
Fair Polly Mlsa

W

Nielsen Anabel

Norman Karyl
Newell

A Mort

Noon Paisley
Nash Bobby
O'Neil

Mack

Psrks Emily
Phesay A Powell
Palmer Fred J

Firman Malda
Francis Mrs

V

Gordon's D June Co
Gibson Florence
Gibson Hardy
Georgales Trio

Gardner Aubrey
Gilbert Mrs Ben

Stuart Miss

the

Simmons James D
Wilma

Hlnkle A Moy
Harcourt Leslie

f eminine

I

\

I

I

>*

pu blic!

4

"Walsh

«)

65 December

Don

Styles

Bud

Reduced to

$CX85

Wleeeer Johnny
Wallace Srlina Miss
Wallace Jean Miss
Wechter Lenore
Williams T

W

Hagans The

Woody Arch

Iverson Frltale

Kellogg Myron R
Kaufman Miss K
Andy Joe

Weston Burke
Walsh J Brandon
Torhe Allan

S3 Style* 7J5
47 Styk* 12JB5

Kelly

DETROIT

L MILLER

By JACOB 8MITH
GARRICK— San Carlo Grand Opera,

as general business representative

!

BAG

Turner
Traeey Palmer A T
Valeria

A O

Miller
Annual Sale
Slippers — a few weeks ago
but sketches in the designer's h and — now re-

Swllle Bstelle

Flannigan-Staplet'n

Folsom Bobbv Miss

L

duced to comply with the
I. Miller January custom
and the expectations of

Ponsford Virginia

Rogers Wilson
Royce Bert & Mse

Hooker A Davia

the addition to the staff of

=

Mack Stanley

Dubois Wilifred
Day George
Dimming Nanie

Gullfoyle J

ANNOUNCES

the Beecher circuit of theatres in operated by C. H. Miles, who holds
Grand Rapids. Mr, .Wilier will be the lease.
general manager.
"Chief" D. Frank Dodge is now
The Orpheum, Detroit, Is playing associated with P. Dodd Ackerman's
scenic studio, bis post being that
"Plantation Vujb," colored, for a
of general representative and in
limited engagement. It is reported
charge of all outside business. He
unofficially that the Masonic chapter was formerly of the Dodge and
operating the theatre will give it up Castle scenic studio. William Castle
Jan. 20 and that it will again be Is now operating alone.

McCurdy Mr

Chadderton Lillian
Crose George
Cohurn Sydney
Cohen Mrs M H

Pope George

••

A A B

Lelber

Layman

Tim

;

I

Llsette Mile

Abbey Miss Eva
Allen J Eddie
Anderson Lucell

Olive

O'Shea

M>P9 j

1

Lynn Helene

Maurice Billy Mies

L

SIWOS,

Sawyer Joan
Sayer Walter
Senna Clarence
Silverman Morris

Vivians

May

P.

SCENIC

The
The
The
The

H

Santrey Mr
Savoy Beatrice

Adsms Don

O'Brien Allman A
O'Brien William
Ordway L Mlsa

R

Riley Lester
Roberts Joe
Rosa Jerry

C

COHANS GRAND OPERA HOUSE BLOG

CHICAGO OFFICE

Marmeln The
Marrow J
Marsh Charjee)
Mason Billy
Mason Fred
McMlllian Lida
McNalley Charles

Hasserty Mr
Harklns Jim

Tomberly L
Tomklns James
Tremaln Bobbie
Trlscot Jack
Troughton George
The Randols

Reynolds Earl

Frederick Rita
Fritzscher Charles

Goldle A
Goldstein

Smith & Bagley

Rash Miss A
Rrnohaw Bert

Lambert Helen
Lawson Jack

EDDIE LEWIS

St.

CITY

Singer Leo

W

F

Priest

Ketch Fred

Flynn Charles
Flynn Jack
Franks Jessie

Golden Phil
Golden V

Comesvs Kathleen
Conway B H
("ox

WC

Fields

Potter Lucille
Potter

Kelly Claude
Kendall Leo

Gsrdner

Cole Beatrice
Cole lfausil

Ball Foster

Busejr

fH

Coffman Roy

Amendt John
ArmoDd Jessie 8

Kane Eddie

Elton Joan
Evans Ernest

LETTERS

Prof. Mgr.

1591 Broadway. Cor. 48th

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC CO

Inc

Next, "To Love."

NEW DETROIT— "Six Cylinder
MAJESTIC— Stock, "Here Comes
the Bride." Next. "Smilin* Through."
8 H U B E R T -MICHIGAN— Bonstelle Stock in "Nice People."
SHU BERT-DETROIT— Timbers

Broadway

at Forty-Sixth Street

Love."

Fitz

Roy 3009

Next week, Frances White.

140 West 39th Street

unit.

NEW YORK

G. L. Wilier has purchased the interest of the late Beecher estate in

HAPPY

CITY

Open

In

until 9 p.

Chicago— State

The Annual Pale

is

now

m.

Street at

Monroe

in progress at nil tht J

OORE and SHY

Miller

Phop9

EMIL

STUDY AND CONTRAST

Booked

Solid:

W.

V. M. A.-B. F. Keith (West) and Orpheunij

Jr., Circuits

Direction

POWELL & DANFORTH

*

VARIETY
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THE SEASON'S MOST NOTABLE ANNOUNCEMENT
.~

THE INCOMPARABLE
OUR

r'-

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
OF

EXCLUSIVE

FOOTWEAR
1

Every new style of the present season, as well
many advance Spring models, are included m
this mid-Winter clearance of Andrew Qeller

(Grand Opera Tenor of Chicago Opera Company)

-

footwear.

Our recognized standard of Quality, Value and
Style-leadership makes this event a most extraordinary opportunity.

ENGAGED AT RECORD SALARY AS SPECIAL FEATURE

ANDREW GELLER

FOR

1656 Broadway
At

We

fi

t

Delmonte Theatre,

St.

Slat St.

give special attention to custom and mail orders

Louis

a

:

McVicker's Theatre, Chicago

War field

Loew's

Theatre,

San Francisco (two weeks)
Ridiculous Rtcco
M.i '..d.-* Earle
Fashion Plate Mins

Loew's State Theatre, Los Angeles (three weeks)

Wood

Brltt

ABE

Personal Direction

R.

HUGHES

BILLS NEXT

—

Iltnnaford Family

and

Lois

hold the business they have enjoyed
as a starter for the balance of the
year the season will be a highly
"profitable one. They had just about
all they could handle the first of
last week, and with the many extra
performances, consisting of Sunday
and Monday matinees, and the New
Year's Eve. specials, it was prac-

ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
MAINSTREET— Vaudeville.

m

tically

a continuous performance at

^

all locations.

tax added. This is the highest price
asked for a seat here this season.
Co..

is rebuilding the old Century
announces the house will be
ready about Feb. 15. When completed it will be turned over lo the

here,

r.utler estate, which under existing
contracts will be delivered to the
shuberts for operation. When the
Shuberts contracted for It they expected to keep the units in the Sam
S. Shubert theatre and send their
road attractions to the new house,
which was to be called the Missouri.
Now with the units out of this city,
just what will go into the Missouri,
The
if the name sticks is a puzzle.
new house will be modern throughand
seats
691,
floor
lower
The
out.
the balcony will contain chairs for
6 >S.
There will be 12 boxes seating
the house
80, making the total for

a phenomenal saving of
at least 30%
A. Rat-

—

Discount

to

the Proftees ion
Fur* Repaired and

SEATTLE

Heather

Palo

ft

Palet

Kate

ft

Wiley

to

B.C.

ft

I'antoa-ee

~

I\emode!ed/

1.379.

About

Dooley
Barnes ft Hamilton
Norton ft Helnotte
Jack Qoldle
Seveu Algerian*
ft

PORTLAND, ORE.

Pant age*
Arnold ft Florence
Jewell ft Rita
-Miss Nobody
Harry Tighe
H'v'rman's Animals
Margaret Strain

Addle

T.monl

Plplfax

OGDEX, VTAH
T.e

(Irons

De

Michelle Bros
Four Ortons
Lillian's Animals
Great Maurice

DENVER^
Pantages

Tuck

ft

Youth
Sossman
Prosper

ft

Clair

Joe Bernard Co
Farrell ft Hatch
Hlgoletto Bros

OMAHA. NEB.
Pantages

Majestic
Wilber ft Adams

Davis ft Bradnar
Leo Donnelly
Elida Morris
Jonla ft Hawaiian*

ft

Carroll

Majestic

Bins ft Grill
Rlklns Fay ft
M'C'm'k ft Wallao*
Vadie ft.Gygl

Sewell Sisters

Marguerite Padula
2

KANSAS CITY

8AN ANTONIO

Majestic

Jordan
Three White Kuhna

Clin*

Brlerre ft King
Klating's Animals

Kane ft Herman
Lime Trio

Miller

Mnck

TULSA, OK I. A.
Orpheum

IIOISTON. TEX.
Majestic
Wllbert

Pantages

ft

Shireen

(Okla. City split)
1st halt

Raymond

Burt Shepherd
Fargo ft Richards

The Keltons

Niob**

Hanson ft B Sis
Harry Seymour Co
Vokes ft Don
Daly Mac ft Daly

Saxon ft Griffin
Mrs Sidney Drew Co
Hpnrl 8cott
Tango Shoes

Harry Bewley Co
Ford Dancers
Ruvln ft Hal!

MEMPHIS

LITTLE ROCK

WICHITA. KAN.
Orpheum

Pantage*'
Abbott ft White

Majestic
Three Danoise 81s

Welde'rson Sisters
Billy Kelly Co
Five Lameys

Robt

Selma Braats

(One

INTERSTATE CIRCTriT
DALLAS, TEX.

CofTman

(ITT

Orpheum

Robe.

Sloan
Merrltt

J ft E Mitchell
Casley ft Beasley

(Tulsa split)
1st half
J ft J Gibson

IT. Hodge Co
Bob Murphy
Brown Gardner ft T
FT. Wl>RTH. TEX.

Miller
ft

OKLAHOMA

FT. SMITH. ARK.
Majestic

Cervo

ft

More

Elaine ft Marshal
The Speeders

H Hodge Co
Bob Murphy
Sternad's Midgets
to

All)

2d half

Fagg A White

Mary

O'tler's

Lloyd Nevada
Walters ft Goold

The Storm
Wylie ft Hartmaa
Norrls Baboons
2d half

Hector
Mills

A Duncan

Otto ft Hammer
Five Ballots

Lidell

A

(Two

Bryan

ft

to

fill)

Pony.

Harriet Rempel O*

Gibson
Brodcrlck

Pantages

Leach Wallin Trio

Kaufman

ft

Lillian

Shernoff

Morgan
Cecil

ft

Gray

Cunn'j?ham
Byron Bros Band
ft

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

Pantages

The Gladiator*
ft

OAKLAND

Little

ft

Flo Lewis
(One to All)

LOS A NO ELKS

Bobby Lehman

Wilson

Lillian

ft

Glick ft Bright
McFarla:;d Sister*

TACOMA
Ward

ft

Rowland ft Meehan
Cheyenne Days

Burkhart
Reney

Kltney

Bits

Exposition Four

VANCOUVER.

Lillian

Pantages
Three Avallons

ft Elin*
Pieces

ft

plays

bill

Pueblo 18-*0)
Mills

Kajlyama

Baird

Weston

Penman

Clark ft Story
Noodles Fagia
Joate

ft

Charbot

Pantages

Hart

Tlcnsee

(15-17)

Sidney S Styne

(18-20)

(Open week)
Nelson's Animals
Dave Thuraby
Jan Rublnl

SAN FRANCISCO

l**nlaa-f»
L.

ft

which

looking

for exceptional furs at

kowsky is the place
come to.

Leop'da

Thalero's Circus

The MeCallum Construction

you're

H

The Shubert is advertising the Rlnaldo Bros
coming of Al Jolson at $3.50 top with Pierce ft Goff

38Wc*t34&<et
When

Voe

Ruth Budd Co
Sherman Van ft

B

Pantages

Tollman Revue

Travel

Puntage*

AJ^lvowify

Et Cota

Pant ace*

Vallecita'a

8ALT LAKE

Walter Brower
Choy Ling Foo Co

8POKANI
The

GARDEN—Al
Musical Stock.

Blackstone

Great

(Continued from Page 21)

Luman
If the theatres, legitimate, burMajor Rhodes
Bridge lesque, musical and vaudeville, can Phllbrick * D*
•

Show.

WEEK

Pantages

(Same

CAL.

Pantages
Weldonas
Fuddy Walker
Chlsholm & Breen
Bronso" ft Hence

.

"Trifling Women."
Photoplays
SHUBERT—Fred Stone in "Tip Royal; "Silver Wings,'' Liberty.
Top." •
Back Home and Broke," Newman
GAYETT
Al Reeves .Beauty

—

Blake's Mules
L'G IIEAC'H,

FEIN BERG

PANTAGES— Vaudeville.
GLOBE—Vaudeville.

KANSAS CITY
By WILL

I.

COLO. SPRINGS

Pantages
Alex Bros ft llirt

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
stennuhip accommodation* arranged on all Lines, at Mala oflico
Price*.
Boat* are roIm» eery falls arrange early. Foreign Money
bought and sold. Liberty Bond* bought and sold.
PAUL TAUSFO 4\ SON. 104 Bast 14th St.. New Torlt.
Phone Stay-reaant 6130-0137.

Read FRANKLIN

i

P.

ADAMS'

Article

on

200 less than the old

burlesque house.

BREVARD

JAMES

GREEN and BURNETT
TWO HOD CARRIERS
This
p.
.

Week

(Jan.

S.— We's Don't Think

8)—Majestic,
We

Is

Chicago

Gonna Be Out Here Long

In This Week's

MORRIS & FEIL
HARRY SPINGOLD

Eastern Representatives,

Western Representative,

ABSOLUTELY THE LAST WORD
IN A BOY ANb GIRL ACT.

Week

(Jan.

SULLY

'nd

COLLIER'S MAGAZINE, Dated Jan.
Now on Newsstands

HOUGHTON

7)—PALACE, CHICAGO

Direction

fn

13

"CALF LOVE"

By ANDY RICE

LEWIS & GORDON

Novelty

CLINTONS

CLOSING THE BIGGEST AND STRONGEST BILL OF THE SEASON
7) -PALACE, CHICAGO. SAILING FEB. 21 ON OUR 8TH EUROPEAN TRIP
(JAN.
WEEK
TH&

I

January 12/ 1928

Fri day,

VARIETY

"

-*"?

29

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY LIKE A CYCLONE
WONDER SHOW OF BURLESQUE

-

BARNEY

"FOLLIES OF THE DAY

GERARD'S

fj

'

WITH THE MOST UNIQUE COMEDIAN

i

u

BOZO
(Under Contract

to

and played

The demand

receipts.

to absolute capacity for

woman—MRS. MARY HENRY.)
.

DINNER SPEAKERS
(Continued from page 1)
now in Ziegfelds "Follies."
The critic who has received the most
"bookings" to date is on a New
York morning paper. His "agent" is
apart from the agents booking
eppakers from the stage.
Among other actors open for
private dinner bookings are Capt.
Irving O'Hay and John Steel though
Mr. Steel is booked as a singer.
The % price per evening for the

critics,

•kin

With

Mil aid

with kid

or the .one

who has

Slzoi

I

to t,

address.
was not
It
he could get together a
humorous address involving technical knowledge within the limited
time of his spare moments before

made

trimming to
crvt* or plain
hi all leathers.

In

A

to

EE.

290 Fifth Ave.
511 Sixth Ave.

14 consecutive performances, establishing a new record for burlesque
indefinitely.

Bond

strap

effect!

for Catalog V.

Both bet. 30th
and 31st Sts.

(And, think

managed by a

of*it, the theatre is

'

i

known outside of the show business. connection with these opinions, it gested to Rogers he add talk to the
He won his title in the war, in fact, is reported the two big political turn. Rogers tried it and the audiwon a commission or a decoration parties of the country, Democrats ence again laughed, but having been
every wa<r since the SpanishAmerican.
A veritable soldier of
fortune, Captain O'Hay would rather
now be in another war than speak
In variety circles he is
or act.
known as one of the best "straight
in

men"
fine
It

the field ever held. He is of
presence and a fluent talker.

was

him

said of

in

when he had a

days

"

his

earlier

particular

in one of his shows, that,
Captain O'Hay gone in for sell-

"spiel"

had

ing gold bricks from Wall street, he
would have made a world's record.
His* latest stage experience was in
a Shubert unit attraction, "Echoes
of Broadway," which recently closed.
The dramatic critic is said to have
valued his nightly speaking services
Mr. Steel is reputed
at $200 per.
to be held at $500 a night, with a
slight reduction obtainable.

The demand for Rogers

is

also

the

the dinner.

Captain O'Hay

is

perhaps the least

AND

and Republicans, have each caught serious the second time, Rogers bethe idea of securing Rogers as a came offended. It was some weeks
spellbinder for the next presidential before he could be persuaded again
campaign. It i» believed he would to talk during his act. Shortly after
be the biggest drawing card a cam- he discarded the horse, and later
paign ever held, even drawing be- the lariat became a prop, although
yond either of the presidential can- he has never been able to resist,
didates, whoever they may be.
when holding it. from doing some of
Rogers was a cowboy in the the most dl^cult tricks with It,
middle West before coming East. some of which never were done pubHe first appeared in vaudeville with licly before, and one or two even
a horse doing roping tricks, afoot his Imitators don't seem able to
and on the animal, without speak- accomplish.
ing, and was known as a "dumb
During one performance in
act."
his early career he missed two or
CROPPER, I*.
three tricks in a row and attempted
apologize verbally to the audience
while preparing for his next. The

to

audience laughed and Rogers was
content, believing he had been excused. Some of the other artists on
the bill, standing in the wings, sug-

according to accounts,
through the entertainment commit-

EDWARD
THEATRICAL

WARDROBE TRUNKS
IIUTKIj
S

nohhandib bldc.
* B»w«y, M- X.

K. cor. 38th
I' II

OX Hi FITSROT

©.

884t>

actuated,

MANAGERS

tees of the private affairs believing

that with

may. be omitted

IF

and

PRODUCERS

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A BIG VOICE

,

'

diners.

thought

match.
Other nadalt

10th week there) was compelled to give an extra matinee,

Rogers the usual showin whole or in part,
as they say Rogers furnishes enough
amusement to supplant the customorganization two nights before he ary ensuing vaudeville bill for the

trimming 9r
etter
lueda

SPEAKS

and the Speaking Stage)

*

tent of his knowledge of the busiRogers had received four
ness.
typewritten sheets of detailed information from tho s^rrotary.of th*»

Weir Slippen.
Patent Colt"

for Pictures

who never

v

been called upon of late more often
than the record shows for any of
specially booked guests runs from his fellows, speaks along the lines
of his writings, while Rogers is
achieving a reputation for versatilThe other evening, according
ity.
to the account, Rogers spoke at the
dinner of the Wholesale Woolen and
Worsteds grade for 55 minutes, the
banqueters refusing to permit him
to end his discourse, with Rogers
during that. time entirely aiming his
points at tfie trade he was speaking
"I
In opening, Rogers said:
to.
know this woolen bunk. It's 80 per
cent, shoddy stuff.
I used to raise
sheep myself.*'
He continued to
surprise his listeners with the exTheatrical and Street

(its

MAN

i

nightly downward, with
Rogers receiving the top figure,
though Rogers' bookings are adaptRogers is reable to conditions.
ported extremely liberal in that
respect, and often when called upon
to take a speaker's/ part in some
affair that had a semi-charitable
aspect, he has volunteered his services, refusing to accept payment.

The

Four Years

show could remain

$1,000

Rogers,

for

Last week in Boston

for seats indicated

*j

SNYDER, THE

Barney Gerard

Creating a furore in every city visited.
5:30, Saturday, Jan. 6,

ff

AMERICA

IN

Rogers

more

present

at

is

legitimate

receiving
publicity in afl

aw

periodicals, taken as a total, than
any other stage person, without exception, and including pictures. All
of <ho publicity is given Rogers
without the aid of a publicity agent.
At a comparatively modest weekly
salary for him, ~ln "The Follies."
Rogers Is more than drawing his
salary to the New Amsterdam Theatre.
At on© dinner attended by
Rogers, at which there were 000
guests, It became known shortly

-tift

hranese
with

JEAN GRANESE

Headlining All Next

after that 150 of those present visited the Amsterdam within the same

at

LOEWS

and CO.

Week

STATE,

(Jan. 15)

NEW YORK

week.

20th

CENTURY INDIANS

A well -versed newspaper man.
What "ZIT'S" Said Last Week, While at the Palace, New York:
speaking of Rogers as a speaker,
•ommented: "Will Rogers has the
* .
and Charlie, it seems to us, should be turning his efforts
.
most forceful mind in America today
instead of vaudeville, for there are roles
as ji public speaker." It is claimed in the direction of grand opera
that Rogers* satirical shafts could sung every night at the Metropolitan much less effectively than he, with"
accomplish any object aimed at. In some work, could do.'*
.

.

BOOKED SOLID L0EW CIRCUIT

Direction

MARK LEVY

FOUR FATHER-LIKE SON
LIKE

JACK BAXLEY
FINISHED ORPHEUM CIRCUIT DEC.
By

Week
Week
Week

of

t— Keith's ushwick,

Brooklyn
8
Keith's Orphcu:n, Brooklyn
Jan. 16— Keith's Pa'rce, New York

cf Jan.
cf Jan.

THEN AS FOLLOWS:
— Keith's Riverside, New York

Week
Week
Week

V/cek of Jan. 22

Week
Week

of Jan.
of Feb.

29— B.
5

F.

Keith's,

Boston

Keith's Alhambra,

30,

New York

1922

of Feb.
of Feb.
of Feb.

12— Keith's Royal, New York
19— B. F. Keith's, Philadelphia
26— B. F. Keith's, Washington

THEN ORPHEUM CIRCUIT AGAIN
Starlirs

Mdrch

fa'at Orphtitni,

Winnipeg; Raiding Dec.

j?

at Orpheufh,

Ned

Or!*-n S-^TH£N

NEW YORK^ AGAIN
•*JM

—

'

—

r
VARIETY

Friday, January 12, 1923

sue

IN

THE LONG RUN,

IT

PAYS TO PICK SONGS FOR YOUR ACT SOLELY ON THEIR MERITS— SPEAKING OF MERIT, WE PRESENT

:

By

eJACKi ;k
YELLEN

IL
art

2_

MILTON AGER

ABAM
"**•

v

>

People call him L.ovin' Sam;
He's the Sheik of Alabam';
He's a high falutln', a crap shoot in' man;
And when he makes those dominoes leap.
Boy! They read 'em and they weep.
Does he carve? Does he cut?
That's what he doesn't do nothln' else butt
Once he used to board and lodge
In a horse and mule garage.
Now he rides around in Widow Jones' Dodge.
And tho' he s just a valet for horses,
He's the cause of many divorces.
They all love Lovin' Sam
The Sheik of Alabam*.

•

Patters

Quartette

Arrangements

AGER, YELLEN & BORNSTEIN,
LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC

Prof.

1591 Broadway. Cor. 48th

CO.

NEW YORK

LONDON. ENGLAND

-

V

They all love Lovin* Sam
The Sheik of Alabam'.

_

Double Versions

BILLY CHANDLER,

•

)

People call him Lovln* Sam;
He's the Sheik of Alabam';
He's the high brown babies' cullud ladles' man.
He gets a new gal every day.
And when they fall, he lets 'em lay.
Does he step? Does he strut?
That's what he doesn't do nothln' else but!
Tho' he carries bags and grips
For those dime and two-bit tips,
Any gal will tell you he's got hot lips.
They call him Darktown's Valentino;
He sends many a gal out to Reno.

Extra Choi uses
4

..,»»'.

'

Mgr

Inc

EDDIE LEWIS

St.

Chicago Minigtr

CITY

COHAN'S GRAND OPERA HOUSE BLDG

1

NEWS OF THE

DAILIES

(Continued from page

9)

(assistant conductor at the Metropolitan opera house)
under the
"Enoch Arden" law for freedom
from his wife, whom he has not
seen since 1909 in Berlin, was taken

under
advisement * by
Supreme
Court Justice Mitchell L. Erlanger.

It is announced Raymond Hitchcock will be starred in a series of
revues by the producers of "The

Greenwich
first

Village Follies."
The
of the series will be placed in

CLIFF

rehearsal in about a week.
The Is the Columbia student who tried
revues will be titled "Hitchy Koo.", unsuccessfully to arrange a benefit
for Mrs. Hammerstein.
Damage estimated at $60,000 was
caused by Are at the opera house in
During the recent gales the outGardiner, Me., last week. The house door stage, size 30x30, of the Oeean
was running under a picture policy Echo theatre at Salisbury. Mass..
at the time of its destruction.
was picked up and dashed into the
surf, where it was reduced to kinhas dling wood.
Mrs. Oscar Hammersteln
brought suit in the Supreme Court
against Carlos Valderrama for $25,Mme. Luella Meluis, coloratura
000 damages, alleging defamation of soprano, was granted a temporary
character. She charges that he made injunction restraining Jules Dail>er.
damaging statements In the pres- concert manager, from directing the
ence of Max Rubin Nov. 30. Rubin American tour of Mme. Ganna WalThe injunction also prevents
ska.
Mme. Walska from appearing under
Dalber's management until further
order from the court.

PAT

EDDY and BALLARD
at

*>

letiy Of

*

.IKKOM K H.

CO., Chicago)

Now
Wlah

RrMKK

(Late

ORCH.

KARL FULLER'S NEW YORK
—ofHeodllala*
over Paatareo Circuit)

Appearing Nightly

to

at Ford's Castle Club
Los Angeles, Cal.

Announce to Their Friend*

In

the Profession Thnt They Are

Writing and Arranging Exclusive Song and Act Material
for the Best of 'Em, Out in the California Sunshine!
\

Let

Us

Your Work
WRITE OR WIRE TOUR NEEDS TO STUDIO
603 MAJESTIC THEATRE BLDG., LOS ANGELE8
—«nd when yon jret In town we will be look'nr for yon nt the* "Castle
Inject a Little Sure-Fire

Pep

Club!"
(Or come out to nee us at our "work shop." 1270 8. Western Avf. Thone 768-70»>
Don't forget to hear our sons hit. "I GET PLENTY OF SMir.ES" In
P. S.
Crover Frankle's New Winter GanW-n Production. "GAIETIES OF 1923 " They

—

all like

it

out hero.

WE THANK

CLIFF

YOU!

EDDY—PAT BALLARD

"Two BoyM with Eastern

Ideas Making- Good in the West!'*

any assistance to
Louis Weinberger is continuing
him during this business depression the run of "The Gods of Vengeance"
in the music \rades. As one of the
theatre on
oldest of songwriters and publishers at the Provincetown
with a clean business record of over McDougal street, New York, having
20 years, Harry Von Tllzer established good will ami friendships that taken over the management of the
stood him in stead when business Rudolph Schildkraut piece from the
reverses came. While the involun- Players Co., Inc.
Weinberger hat
tary banknlpcty petition against
him was in the nature of a surprise been identified with original Provin a way, as much larger creditors incetown Players and it was he who
ha'd refused to become a party to
any such step. Mr. Von Tilzer while was chiefly responsible for producEugene O'Neill's "Emperor
regretting it had grown necessary, ing
found that the proceedings would Jones."
relieve him of some contractual obligations that might have grown
burdensome in course of time.
Waller's FRENCH

FOOTWEAR

Joe Tooker, the theatrical printer
Pearl White, picture star, has gone

and his wife are both confined to
French Alps for their apartment at the Hotel Astor
her health.
with severe cases of grip.
Mr.
The property owners of Tompkins Tooker was taken ill first and his
place, Brooklyn, N. Y.. have prepared wife came up from Atlantic City
a protest against the erection of a 10 days ago to nurse him and conpicture house^ at 292 Court street tracted the grip herself.
793-8thAv.
Which will run through to Tompkins
place. The Board of Standards and
Appeals have fixed Jan. 23 for a
to

a convent

•• Snortfe Dlffarori,
Tee Novo* Par*
VerstoM hi FiU-TSM

in the

MeJart.
loiata.

HARRY

JLEUR

«g£J Open Evening!

public hearing.
It was reported Wednesday that
a meeting of the creditors of
Harry Von Tilzer, music publisher,
the compromise offered by Mr. Von

at

in

clination to be ot

HIRSCHHORN'S SWISS SONG BIRDS

Tllzer of 25 cents on the dollar was
accepted. The settlement will be In
the form of a series of notes" running

through a

tw.y

year period.

JZ.

C

Mills of the M. P. P. A., and one of
the receivers in the Von Tilzer involuntary bankruptcy proceeding,
was present at the meeting. It is
said Mr. Von Tilzer's creditors in
the main have shown a decided in-

PRESENTING

"A MORNING IN THE ALPS'"
Opened the New Year at the

GOLDEN GATE THEATRE (ORPHEUM), SAN FRANCISCO

MEETING WITH BIG SUCCESS
Will

Be Seen

in

a

New Act Next

Season

OVERNIGHT HIT"
\

If

s

AND HER

SYNCOPATED ORCHESTRA
FEATURING

KENO CLARK
A GENUINE BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTION

Playing

New

McVicker's, Chicago, Next

Week

SETTINGS
(Jan. 14)

ay,

VARIETY

Jan

31

THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
N
cA

GRANT-Trf °^-LORRAINE
Special Rates to the Profession

417-419 S.

amous

Wabash Avenue

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

HILDONA COURT

has been added to the management of IRVINGTON HALL and HENRI COURT, and will hereafter be
under the personal supervision of CHARLES TENENBAUM, who will greet his many theatrical friends.

HILDONA COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

341-347 West 45th Street

355 West 51st Street

312-316 West 48th Street

*

— Bryant

Phone: Loag-ucre 91 14

HOUSEKEEPING APARTMENTS

300

— Within

(Of the Better Kind

Means

Economical Folks)

of

Under the direct supervision of the owners. Located la the heart of the city, Jaat
Broadway, tloae to all booking office*, principal theatre*, department stores,
traction lines, "L" road and subway.

We

are the largest maintainors of housekeeping furnlnhcd apartments specializare oa the ground dally. This alone Insures prompt
ing to theatrical folks.
Service and cleanliness.

241-217

STEAM BEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

SSO West 4Sd Street
Phone Longacre 71 S3

Modernised

MRS. BLACK, formerly
Is

containing

building-,

Now

no weekly.

Rates.

flftsOO

of Henri Court.

West 43d

Apartments Can Be Seen/Evcn lnga,

Street,

Office ]n

$12

in

Each Building.

102

Home

Phone:

The

Phone:

HOTEL

that ftood ly yon
during the tear

DOUBLE WITH BATH

—

$ 1.25
2.00

1.50

each

&

Seamon's

°n e
of

BSSawS?

$ 8 and
$14 and

"Bubble
22

New

15 L.

O

22

Gayety

New York

22

Real Home for
Theatrical Folk

with Ihe best rate
value In New York C
Rooms with private baths;

St.

Gayety

Bubble"
15
Gayety Minneapolis.
of 1923" 15 Gayety

Up Single
Up Double

also suites of Parlor,

ned-

room, Shower and Bath

WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

264-268

t

Overlooking Central Park;
Day and, N c h t Service;
All Conveniences
:
;

CHAS.

E.

GILMAN,

Pa., was
almoat ruined when fire from an
unknown cause damaged the house

Mgr.

to the extent of $75,000.

"Lid Lifters" 15 Band Box CleveBreakers" 15 Yorkville
land 22 Duquesne Pittsburgh.
New York 22 Casino Philadelphia.
"London Gayety Girls" 15 Lyric
Reeves Al 15 L O 23 Gayety
Newark 22 Majestic Wilkes-Barre.
Omaha.
"Mischief Makers" 15 Bijou Phila"Rockets" 15 Empire Providence 22 delphia 22 Folly Baltimore.
Gayety Boston.
"Monto Carlo Girls" 15 Folly Bal"Social Maids" 15 Colonial Cleve- timore 22 One Nighters.
land 22 Empire Toledo.
"Pace Makers" 15 Park Bridgeport
"Step Lively Girls'; 15 Gayety 22 Qlympio New York.
"Playmates" 15 Garden Buffalo 22
Mo/itreal 22 Casino Boston.
Park Utica.
"Step On It" 15 Empire Toronto

Sliding

Billy

15

Lyric

""*

The Grand, Norristown,

.

Watson

22 L, O.

A

local symphony orchestra of 60
pieces has been organized In Uniontown under the direetio# of B. E.
Perrlgo, formerly first violinist with
Victor Herbert's orchestra.

goers.

:

\

Bronx New

PAPIDS FURNITURE

I

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Jersey City 22 Miner's
York.

VOX

Mantell Is at the Nixon in a
Shakespearean repertoire and doing
well so far.
White's "Scandals."
Alvin,
underline.
"Irene,"
with
Jane Cowl In "Romeo and Juliet"
for next week.
George Arliss in
"The Green Goddess" at Pitt is
drawing better class of theatre-

ft

"Round the Town" 15 Olympic
22 Colonial Cleveland.
22 Gayety Buffalo.
New York 22 Star Brooklyn.
Finney Frank 15 Gayety Buffalo
BaltiTown"
15
Palace
"Talk
of
"Runaway Girls" 15 Gayety LouisGayety
Rochester.
22
ville 22 Broadway Indianapolis.
"Flashlights of 1923" 15 Gayety more 22 Gayety Washington.
•Smiles and Kisses" 15 Park Utica
"Temptations of 1923" 15 Casino
Detroit 22 Empire Toronto.
22 Majestic Albany.
"Follies of Day" 15 Casino Brook- Philadelphia 22 Palace Baltimore.
Empire N"Step Along" 22 Star Brooklyn.
"Town Scandals" 15
(Jan. 15- Jan. 22)
lyn 22 Miner's Newark.
"Town Follies" 16 Gayety Brook•'Folly Town" 15 Empire Brook- Toledo 22 Lyric Dayton.
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
Watson Billy 15 Gayety St. Louis lyn 22 Lyrio Newark.
lyn 22 Yorkville New York.
Majestic
"Amerrcan Girls" 15
"White Crooks" 15 Plaza Spring"Giggles" 15 Gaiety Kansas City 22 Gayety Kansas City.

^ Pittsbcrgh

Telepboo* Clrcla

"Record

Empire

"Chdckles

REISENWEBER'S

A

York)

1

1264-5

Providence.

Omaha

7228-29

Opposite N. V. A.

"Broadway Brevities" 15 Miner's
Newark 22 Orpheum Paterson.
"Broadway Flappers" 15 Hurtij?

SPECIAL THEATRICAL RATES:

BRYANT

Phone: Bryaut 0393-0301

Louis.

Three Doors from Jefferson Theatre.
One Block from Loew's Theatre.
One-Half Block from Lyric Theatre.

SINGLE WITHOUT BATH—
SINGLE WITH BATH

St.

Monthly Bulletin No. 4 on request,

play used In an editorial In a local
paper criticising the present government of Holland.

Columbus Circle and 58th Street
—Phones COLUMBUS 2882-2883-1509

Reasonable Rates

PENNSYLVANIA

"Bon Tons"

Formerly,

[Shower Baths. Hot and Cold Water
and Telephone.

Manager

207 W. 40th

/

HOTEL FULTON

ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED
COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS

of Theatrical Professions

Each Room.

WEST 44th 8TREET
NEW YORK CITY

(In the Heart of

All Conveniences

Open t to S P. II. dally and. Saturday.
Easily reached by 0th and 10th Afenu*
59th street crutstowa cars and B.H.T.
subway at Mta Street

5I8«520«522'S24'S26 WEST55 ST

HOTEL

[Hot and Cold Water and Telephone

York.

Douglas
Hotel
BEN DWORETT,

Remodeled and Refurnished
Under New^rManagement

York's largest and most couplet* display or up-to-dats quality Furniture under
roof.
Furniture la all grade*— woo*)*—
and finishes, shipments an coming regular*
Ijr from our factories.

cars,

CIRCLE

Up Single
and Up Double

$ 8 and

Between 46tb and 47th 8traeta
One Block West of Broadway
Three, Four aad Five-Boom High-Class Furnished Apartments.
MRS flKOROK HIKOEL. Mgr „ Phone; Bryant SSSS-I
gtrietly Professional.

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Everything New

Hranch Warehouse.

New

CPAND

HOTEL HUDSON

EIGHTH AVENUE

Hotel Florence

THE

New York

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATION

THE ADELAIDE
754-756

at This

EVERYTHING NEW— EVERYTHING:
PEHrECT— EVERYTHING GUARANTEED

W. 48th Street
3830 LONGACRB

312

CIRCLE

RAPIDS,

Can Now n* Bought

one

-

up weekly.

New

UP

HENRI COURT

51st Street

GRAND

WORLD'S BEST FURNITURE

Fireproof balldlna-s of the newest tjpc, harlns erery device and eonre —
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and consist of t. S and 4 rooms, aha kitchen
SI 7.00 Up Weekly.
aud kitchenette. tUed bath and phone.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbaum, Irving-ton Hall.

Address All Communications to M. CI.aman.
Principal Office— Yandis Court, 141

915.00

ELEVATOR.

Charge of Yandis Court.

In

W.
•640

One. three and four room apartments
with kitchenettes, prlvnte baths and telephone. Directly off Time* Square.
Unusual furnishings, room arrangement affords every privacy.

and four rooms with bath.
Apartments will accommodate three
or more adults.
three

$13.00

IRVINGTON HALL
355

WEST 43d STREET
BRYANT 7012

AIKY.

CITY

Private Bath, 3-4 Booms. Catering to the comfort and convenience ot
the profession.

.YANDIS COURT

THE DUPLEX

NEW YORK

323-325 West 43rd Street

actory

FURNISHED

APARTMENTS
CLEAN AND

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.

We

ALL BUILDINGS EQUIPPED WITH STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Geo. P. Schneider, Prop.

4S9S

THE BERTHA

•ff

urniti

HENRI COURT

field

22

Howard

Boston.

Th<>

Shubert Aldine

is

playing

straight vaudeville this week with
nine acts headed by the Watson
Sisters and Bert Baker and Co.

"Midnite Revels" next week.

Marguerite Bryant will play the
lead in "Tess" at the Lyceum next
week. The present attraction, "The
Woman in Room 13," did well on

Monday and Tuesday. Miss Bryant
well known here, having played

is

stock at the
ago.

Empire several seasons

Louis Kolieki of New York Is the
new treasurer at the Aldine. He
succeeds T. Thomas Kcnyon, who
resigned.

A

theatre with a seating capacity
of 1,274 is being built in Fairmount,

White Pat 15 Lyceum Columbus W. Va. It is expected to open in
"Greenwich Village Revue" 15 Dayton 22 Olympic Cincinnati.
Gayety Columbia Chicago 22 Star & Garter
"Beauty
15
Revue"
Williams Mollie 15 Grand Worces- 22 Band Box Cleveland.
the spring.
Rochester 22-24 Colonial Utica.
ter 22 Hurtig & Seamon's New York.
Chicago.
"Big Jamboree" 1G-17 Colonial
"Wine Woman and Song" 15
"Hello Good Times" 15-17 Cohen's
\ Utica 22 Gayety Montreal.
Newburgh 18-20 Cohen's Poughkeep- Gayety Milwaukee 22 Columbia
"Big Wonder Show" 15 Gayety gle 22 Casino Brooklyn.
Chicago.
"Washington 22 Gayety Pittsburgh.
•Youthful Follies" If Star &
By COLEMAN HARRI80N
Empress
"Hippity
Hop"
15
Garter Chicago 22 Empress-Chicago.
Chicago 22 Gayety Detroit.
Pictures;
Grand, "Dr. Jack";
"Keep Smiling" 15 Olympic CinOlympic and Liberty. "Kick In";
cinnati 22 L# O.
MUTUAL CIRCUIT
"Quincy
State
and
Cameraphone,
"Knick Knacks" 15 Casino Boston
"Band Box Revue" 15 Broadway Adams Sawyer"; Regent, "Impos22 Grand Worcester.
Indianapolis
22
Lyceum
Columbus.
22
"Let's Go" 15 Gayety Boston
sible
Mrs.
Bellew";
Blackstone,
"Broadway Belles" 15 New Em- "Shadows"; Cameo,
New York.
"Power of a
We can supply you with the kind of pong, Columbia
Miner's pire Cleveland 22 Garden Buffalo.
"Maids of America'
material you want to improve your act Bronx
Lie";
Alhambra.
"Man
Who
Played
New York 22-24 Cohen's
"Girls a la Carte" 15 Duquesne
and we will gladly demonstrate those Newburgh 25-27 Cohen's l'ough(Jod"; K*>nyon, "Omar, the TentPittsburgh 22 Peoples Cincinnati.
which may prove available for use. We keepsie.
maker."
"Girli from Reno" 15 Majestic Alfive you an opportunity to use a song
Marlon Dave 15 Orpheum Pater- bany
12 Plaza Springfield.
before it is stale. Call today.
son 22 Majestic Jersey City.
Local press agents are wondering
'Heads l T p" 15 Empire Hobnken. how
"Mimic World" 15 Columbia New
the advance man for the
Room 404, Romax Bldg.,
•'Hello Jake Glrl«" 15 L O 22 New *Grecn Goddess." at Pitt this week,
York 22 Empire Brooklyn.
245 West 47th Street
"Radio Girls" 15 Gayety Minne- Empire Cleveland.
succeeded in having a line from the
(W. of Broadway), New York, N. Y. apolis 22 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Jazz Babies" 15 Howard Boston
22 Park Bridgeport.
"Jazz Time Revue" 15 Majestic
A New Collection of Millinery
Bcranton 22 Bijou Philadelphia.
Including 8traws for the
"Kandy Kids' 15 Majestic WilEsrly Spring
kes- Barre 22 Maj«tic Scranton.
160 W. 45th St., New York City
Kuddlin Kittons" 15 Star BrookTwo
Doors
East of Ilroaderajr
# PROFESSIONAL
lyn 22 Empire Hoboken.
10% Discouat to N. V. A.'s from as N. V. A.
"LafTln Thru 1923" 15 Peoples CinALSO
PROPRriSIONALfl
PRICES
TO
Eft. Henry C. Miner, Inc.
cinnati 22 Gayety Louisville.

PITTSBURGH

New

Unpublished

Song Numbers

NOW READY—NEW CATALOG
IVT
TRUNKS

H. &REDUCED—

M 1NERS

NOW ON

DISPLAY

MAKE UP

'

QUALITY IMPROVED

.

SOLD BY THE FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED AGENTS
NEW YORK—SAM DEI. NATHANS, 531 .SEVENTH AVENUE

CHICAGO
BARNES TRUNK CO.
WEST RANDOLPH

75

KANSAS CITY
BOOK TRUNK CO.
•01 MAIN ST.
• 10

DENVER
DfATHLOrr A SON
723 I5TH ST.

OMAHA
NEBRASKA TRUNK

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO
VICTOR TRUNK CO.
74

ELLIS ST.

LOS ANGELES
D. 8ILVERSTEIM
7TH AND HILL ST.

CLEVELAND
LONDON LEATHER SHOP
405 SUPERIOR ST.

HERKERT & MEISEL TRUNK
Washlattna
street

CO.
ST. LOUIS.

MO.

RENT

ANY NEW SET IN STOCK AT MODERATE
CHARGE— THEN DEDUCT FROM PURCHASE PRICE.
WE HAVE MANY ATTRACTIVE STAGE
SETTINGS YOU MAY CHOOSE FROM

NOVETY
"SERVICE

SCENIC STUDIOS

THAT

220 West 46th Street

IS

DEPENDABLE"
NEW YORK CITY

Phone Bryant W17

.

ii

VARIETY
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'THE CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

SHUBERT
... VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOF ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

233 West 45th

President

NEW YORK CITY,

Street,

AMALGAMATED

Palacs Theatre Building

<\So»&w88&

VAUDEVILLE

NEW YORK

Stostofovak

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

AGENCY
1441

Broadway.

ROSE GIRL

PHONE BRYANT

(Continued from pace 19)
following:.

"The Rose Girl" was

Marcus Loew's

In

three scenes. Scattered throughout
hoke.
Included was the "Let
sea you hit him again" veteran
from burlesque and the comedy duel
bit, a version of which Shakespeare
copped for "Twelfth Night," which
made it some 300 years old, even
after burlesque may have used it.
but the house laughed, as they will
probably be laughing at it in 2223, if
there are any units then traveling.

was

me

Shep Camp, Louis Simon and
Harry Coleman are the comics of
the revue, with Jerome Bruner doing a musical comedy heavy and
Grant Kimbell juvenile. lone Wilber
was the ingenue and Hattie Althoff
had the soubret role. Camp does a
sort of modified slick salesman type.
.playing intelligently and competent-

New York

SSfS

*

BOOKING
New

BOOKING AGENCY

York,

Philadelphia,

12

WEEKS

Washington,

Baltimore

and intermediate towns

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices

1

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

>

Simon gets into his stride in the
revue, securing plenty of laughs in
easy, legitimate way, he and
Camp handling the hoke in a way
Harry Coleman figithat counted.
ured in a dress-suited light comedy
role, with a touch of eccentric character, working for laughs all the
time and getting them,, also doing a
couple of singing and. dancing spewith Miss Althoff that
cialties
scored.
In a production way the revue
"The Hoe*
•ection is adequate.
Girl" itself is a bit old fashioned,
modeled on the conventional musical
comedy pattern, but the specialties
and hoke interludes succeeded in a
measure in bringing it up to date.
Grant Kimbell and lone Wilber had
the
including
numbers,
several
theme sonp. putting over nicely
everything they did.
"The Rose Girl" doesn't look like
a show that might break any records, but It does contain a certain
measure of entertainment.
Business was somewhat short of
capacity Tuesday night at tho
Bell.
Central.

160 West 46th Street

ly.

an

New York

London, Jan.
its

LUBIN

H.

J.

General Manager

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

in Charge

5.45 by omitting the pictures, leav- "Well, Just stay on until it happens."
ing a lengthy line of people waiting The war continued two years longer
to enter for the second house, due and
Honri remained until the
to commence at 6 o'clock.
It being Armistice.
The Instrumentalist has
a holiday (Boxing Day) the house waxed stout but has lost none of
was nearly capacity.
his
popularity
with
the
Palladiumites.
After a brief overture came Les
The nearest approach to novelty
Rastiens, a continental comedy acrothree men,
a woman, on the program is the third act. enbatic turn
two girls and a boy. Two of the titled Veterans of Variety, made up
three men were designed as ec- of 10 artiets of bygone days in their
centric comedians but were not old timi; successes. When the drop
funny. One of the little girls is a rises they are revealed seated in a
good contortionist and the "rest of semi-circle like a minstrel first part,
the act is made up of very ordinary with one of them acting as interThey are all attired in
routine tumbling. Pretentious open- locutor.
Percy colored dominoes, with a bit of
ing turn but otherwise nil.
ilunri, a brilliant concertina player, crosstalk leading up to individual
came second. He has played there numbers. As their turn comes they
so mueh the audiences know his doff their dominoes and are found
work backward. While playing a attired in the costumes in which
date there during the war he is said they scored their best known bits.
have remarked to managing No encores are given and the entire
to
director Gulliver that he would very act is run off in about 35 minutes.
much like to be appearing there As they individually reach the
when peaoe was declared: where- chorus of their number the entire
upon, so goes the tale. Gulliver said: company joins In and they help to
work up the individual efforts. At
the finish they Join hands and sing
Beautify Your Face "Comrades." All of them were re-

3.

old

—

STEINS MAKEUP

You mutt

look

aoo4 to maks

good.
Many of th« "Profession*' have obtained and retalned better parts bt bavins
mi correct their featural m-

ppokkt Upon Reques

rierfectlon*

STEIN COSMETIC CO.
4-30 BROOME

and remove blem-

thet. Consultation free
reasonable

F. E.

SMITH. M

Fee*

D

347 Fifth Avenue
N. Y. City Upp. W'aldnrt

BLDQ..

CHICAGO

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICE8:

One Moment West

OEL'S
The Ronib-xvoii* of thft Tending I
Tho Bout food and Kuf.ert*linrient

of Broadway at
41st Street
and the Star*.
New York. Mimic nnd I>mirln».

igliU of Literature
in

A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes

(Any Style) $1

SPECIAL RESERVATIONS
i

.

for

MARKET, GRANT

and

O'FARRELL STREET8

SAN FRANCISCO

ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW BEING ISSUED.
a

register

hit.

are
half
Closing
the
first
Russian Lilliputians,
Ratoucheff's
who speak with a foreign accent.

pair of men In dress suits who open
with a tiresome routine of cross-

delivered automatically, lead-

talk,

ing up to an equally uninspired
They do a pantomine ballet num- comedy ditty and finishing with a
brief,
but good, bit of simultaneous
"The
extracts
from
ber and then
Merry Widow." One of the three stepping. Lorna and Toots Pounds
women is fairly good as a premiere offer a series of "impressions" of
danseuse — one might almost say ex- well known performers, pretty much
cellent .for a midget — and the small- as they did in America some years

men is a most industrious
It is an act that would
neatly into a small time bill, but
hardly worth while importing. This
is announced as their initial appear*
a nee in England and if they travel
far in C.reat Britain it will be because the salary is relatively small

est of the

comedian.
fit

a 'flash."
Daly and Healy were programed
to open the second halt but were
replaced by O'Gorman Brothers, a

for such

GET THIS STRAIGHT
not a
— merely an advance

My COMEDY SERVICE

is

publication
bulletin

of

monologues,

New and

smart

Original

cross

- fire

routines, "etc. It consists of four
pases, each about the size of
LIFE, and is intended exclusively
for top-notch
entertainers.
«

COMEDY SERVICE

No. 10 i»
ready, price $2; or the entire
10 thus far issued for $11; or any
4 for $">. If you want to know

now

membered kindly and accorded a

my COMEDY

reception.

more about

For years we have hoard most of
Sam Mayo's songs sung In America,
but that gives you no idea of the
artist's individuality.
Without his
personality back of them the ditt:.>s
aro of no special avail and have
aroused
never
any
enthusiasm

those who subscribe to
including Leon Errol, Willie
and Eugene Howard, Harry Holtnan, Joe Laurie, Jr., Bob La-

across

«

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
THEATRES
VAUDEVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING.
THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

The Stage
For The Boudoir

with

BLDGL

PAUL GOUORON

and Toots Pounds and Charles AusThe remainder of the program
tin.
was made up principally of turns
that had been seen there innumerThe first show began
able times.
promptly at 2.30 and concluded at

:

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THE A.

CHICAGO OFFICE
Masonic Temple Building

policy of three-a-day variety yesterday with a lengthy, but rather
unsatisfying bill, devoid of novelty.
Two of its headliner.s were recruited
from the revue "Rockets," which
had been running until recently for
an entire year at the house, Lorna

(1 Our Special
In the GRILL

1547 Broadway
Bryant 6060-6061

LONDON PALLADIUM
The Palladium, resumed

FALLY MARKUS

the

pond.

He now

has a
n^w manner of delivering them.
Still garbed in a nondescript bath
robe, instead of standing in the
centre of the stage he now sits at a
grand piano and accompanies himJust a string of clever
nonsense and his present crop of
ditties is entirely devoid of "blue"
lines or Rtories for which he was
noted.
He is now eligible for an
self.

It

VICE ask

Jlcct^o
${<&

Salle, etc.

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
15S0

Broadway

CSxC J.

In

America and should

New York

JAMES MADISON

1493

GXASSBERG:)

STAGE and STREET SHOES *&£*?
Flats,

Box and Soft Toe Ballete

New

Broadway

York

City

HOIiT VAM P

is

LADIES appearance

SER-

it,

$2 Reduction
ON
Pumas

LATEST
la

satin,

STYlJi
Cold.

Oxford* aai

ttc.

UR*
***

W. 42d 5t
NEW YORK

225

"

—

c

—

'

.

i

i
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]

—
-„n after which a couple of double
with an attempt at step-

marks anent the classic music of
olden days. Bard is attired aa an
numbers
elderly
"dame" a make-up
In
which he ia usually at his best. The
numbers,
two
does
Bard
Wilkie
second is a skit in full stage called
which
ia
sufboth new, neither of
warrant final "The Bailiff," wiht no vocalizjng
Jfeiently worked out to
They other then the star's opening of the
Judgment on their merits.

—

Co-

as a

first is in

The

starring IN

act announcing his characterization
bailiff in charge of the apartment of a lady, who enters and embraces him in an endeavor to steal
from his pocket the attachment
paper., Later her nance comes upon

written by George Arthurs.
"one" and Is entitled
Music Doesn't Matter." Durmade up as the
personage
a
it
ing
hade Qt old composers appears and
protests against the disparaging rc-

were

.-The

OSWALD

HOWARD

WILLIE and EUGENE

SHOW OF

PASSING

WOODSIDE

1922

MESSRS. SHUBERT

Direction

KENNELS

OLIVER WALLACE

WOODSIDE

WORLD'S PREMIER MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST

LI.

8ECOND YEAR

GRANADA THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO
W.

Theatre.

46 St. Evs. 8:10
sat., 2:10

A

«PFPDCTC"
btonu O
8AM

>

SAM FORREST

HARRI8

West 44th St. Eve.
Mats. Wed. & Sat.

Attractions

HUDSON
MUSIC BOX THEATRE
H.

West 45th St. Evs. 8:13. Mats. W>d.-8at.
SAM H HARRIS rnaents IKYING BERLIN'S

GEORGE

M.

COHANS

"SO THIS

IS

LONDON!"

HASSARD SHORT.

Stated bj

WITH A CHEAT CAST
•-- miS^+'oTtaea..

a

8:30.

2:30.

BOX REVUE' — THE HOWLING SUCCESS —

HIUSIC

IRFPTV
LIDLIX

!

30th. E. of

1

Bwaj

Maxine Elliott Setssu. uu.wed
8AM II. HARRIS Presents

s. t

JEANNE EAGELS
"RAIN"

in

n'wv

42d

St.

Mats. Wed. A Sat.
"Best American Musical Play
in the Whole Wide World"
GEORGE M. COHANS COMEDIANS
In the New Song and Dance Show

BETTER TIMES

4«th St. Era. 1:80.
Sat., 2:30

ft

A

Mats. Wed.

CHARLES DILLINGHAM

THEATRE, W.

"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY"

rounded on W. Somerset Maugham'e
Story. "Miss Thompson.

^
A ll?*rV
£I I
OAI

MARIE

Present*

AT THE

NOW FEATTRED

Produced by Basil Dean
"SEASON'S BEST PLAY." Tribune

—

CI

ILL

HENRY MILLER'S T55A2.V
Eva

A

Mats. Thurs.

S:20.

THEATRE, 42nd St.
TIMPC
IllUt Matinees Wed. A Sat..

CLAIRE
INA
BRUCE McRAE
AND
CO., Including

"THE MASKED

in

J

~*

r

THEATRE. W.
Mats.

48ih

Wed. and

Eva

St.

Sat.

i:15

at 2:15.

MERTON
West 46th

DAVID WARFIELD
SHY LOCK
"MERCHANT OF VENICE"
as

IN SHAKESPEARE'S

gEWifc

ENTHUSIASTIC WELCOME FOB
C HARLES DILLINGHAM'S

NEW MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT.
A GREAT SHOW."— Eve. PoM.

"IT'S

In

<<

Evs. 1:30.

&

Mats. Thurs.

OAVIO BELASCO

TIMES SQUARE

Sat. 2:30.

Presents

MATS. THURS. & SAT.

LEN0RE ULRIC

« KIKI
A New

.

w

Evs. 8:30.

Mats. Wed.

&

Sat.,

2:30.

"

— Eve.

COMEDY"
Telegram.

UHDACPA

<&th St.. W. of Broadway.
Mats. Wed. and
mllJlll.M.II Eves. 8:30.
iiiuauuvu
Sntur(lRy at 2:30
.

—NEXT MONDAY NIGHT
Oliver

Morosco (Morosco Holding
win present

Co., Inc

)

LOCKS'*

I'lsy

"MIKE ANGELO"

I

C^'-*4otn
|TTI
I Lt

*-l

Ft.

EvrV

nf

R:::n

F.

Ray CoThsOCk

Morris

Matinees Wed. and

:.o.

tt«t*4 ly WINi'MRl.T,

PM1TH

THEATRE.

440)

Street.

of Broadway —
Mats. Wed. A Sat.

— Weal

EDDIE HT/7.EM,

I're.enta

and Frankie

soon

"PASTIMES OF HAWAII"
Dr.
am SIMON AGENCY

at any Ume.
He is a clean -nlUtaJB
lad and atria to "take it." That he

started countering with his right to
the jaw. There was little of claret
spilled by either boxer, which is
surprising in view of the slams both

an.)

RFPIIRI
\C
vOLIV^

KARBL

<'ATEK

-,1

i.

J.

SHUBEDT

47th

Dailj. 1:11

*:lj

MONDAY MAT,

Jan. 15

THE
MIDNIGHT ROUNDERS
AND MI STAR TAIDEVII.LE

BILt,

AMBASSADOR RS: HOJ&VSi
Matinees
Wednesday and Saturday.

The

international Mnsleal Success

THE LADY

IN

ERMINE

WITH
BENNETT A WALTER WOOI.F

CASINO
Musical

S » fh

* Bmsdway.

Etea.

1:15.

Comedy Sensation

Eddie Bowling and a Great Cast

<M St.. W. of Bway. rUrlinUUOL
PI AYHHIKP
EVENINGS at 1:30.

Wednesday and Saturday

ANNE NICHOLS' New

HEAVEN
Street.
K.ienliiffs at ft:30.

—

at

2:30.

Comeoy

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

4.-ith

and Sfltereaj

AI.'D

THEA.,

t

Mats.

«i;:y

Dancer
in

Jack Driiton who long held thai
welterweight championship and waal
defeated recently by Mickey Walker,
is not through with the ring, ao-i
cording to Dan Morgan, who steered
Britton's course to the crown.
Ha'
will box njrain as soon as he feels
in shape, but though he does not Intend going against the strong wallopers in hi-* division, it is conceded
Britton still has some wcigh> aa a

drawing card. Jack has no trade,
and it is more a matter of having
something to occupy himself than
anything else that is bringing him
back. He is reputed to b« worth a
quarter of a million dollars, and
though always under cover about
his finances he often stated there
would be no need to hold a benefit
for him.
Britton has fought more
than 500 bottles.
Before he was
recognized aa a comer he boxed 60
times in one year.
That was In
Philadelphia, where 6-round bouts
were the limit.

— WITH—

(The Insect Play)
Ry JOSKF

IVrilne

"EKELA," the Tropical Beach

Ballerino proved a socker
often, but he came*
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BOOTH
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FRE8ENT

and assumed a low

teeth, is squatty
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and a Pre-eminent Cast

Street.

Went

Both boys weighed

under way.

Sat.

Fourth Annual Production
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A N>w Comedy l»y OUT BOLTON
With GENEVIEVE TOB1N

40 year* on the stage and
still
hold him 35 minutes instead of IS minutes*

in

at 120 pounds, yet there was much'
disparity in stature. Jerome, long
and thin, had the advantage of
reach, and is also the better boxer
and not afraid to m!x it* Mike, a
good-look inir kid with a fine sot of

Greenwich Village Follies

will pre>.-iit

POLLY PREFERRED

who has been

"BLOSSOM TIME"

Bves). &:30.

Mats. Thurs. & Sat.. 2:30.
& KU88BLL Bring Tou
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York.

James Thornton

the Philllpines for some time. The
judges called it a draw, but the
fans wanted a decision, probably in
favor of the visitor, and they kept
up a din until the main bout was
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W. RAVA41R offrr«
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uproar over another decision

Second Triumphant Year
CENTURY THEA. tSJKSM

"' " h A "
CARROLLl?*?- iftieth

The

John Keeie

the semi - final, which was
awarded to Frank ie Jerome over
Mike Ballerino, who Is no dancer,

crouch.

1

Eves. 8:30.

OHI'IIKIU CIB,

BURT CORTELYOU

Ts closing- at the Wit la Theatre. If. Y.,
and will present "THE N1UHT BEFORE
CHKIttTMAtt" In vaudeville. Management, James Devlin, Palace Theatre

for
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and he landed
in wide open
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Bernstein and Martin never were
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money

The Garden's matchmaker has the
right idea in booking "sockers" in
preference to boxers and on the
strength of being sure to see a sure
exchange of wallops in the main

THE WONDER PLAY

—

St.

St. Evenings at 8:15.
Popular Mats.: Wed. and Sat.

Superb Spectacle—41 Marvelous Scenes

dinehart* frank conroy PRICES:
a z1kofkld prodi ction
West 44th

West 42d

Apoll U

ARNAUT BROS.

proved here recently when winning;
the decision against the very toua;h
bouts brought out a capacity crowd,
which got its money's worth for took. Mike's way of showing when Jimmle Kelly. Or aa preparatory to
a Walker- Shevlin match a bout beJack Bernstein, the Yonkers he was hurt was to smile, which he
$5.50.
tween Eddie and Dave Shade at tha
junior lightweight, against Pepper did often. Despite the disparity in
Garden would be the works. Not
Martin, the slasher from Brooklyn, style and build, it was a good bout
long ago Shevlin easily won from
Bernstein
trr
headliners,
and
to
ami
the
watch
were
de"!rr?on was a
Rhads in Jersey, and as Shade haa
won. It was his second appearance fair nr.
een Dgured a contender a return
wooed
at the Garden, where he
>.it
would do no harm. Shevlin
Eddie Shevlin, the college J>o:.in
friends In an exhibition with Elino
won his last 20 fights. He is an
Floras, the game Philllpino kid, Instructor, is conceded by ring dopeIdeal welter, weighing 147 pounds,
several weeks ago (a draw). Pep- sters to be the logical contender for
(be 'exact poundage named for the
per started going late in the first the welter title. Shevlin Is ready to welter
limit and is never more than
round, but found Bernstein had a go against Champion Mickey Walker a pound off
either way.

BEN-AMI in
JOHANNES KREISLER

BILLIE BURKE
BOOTH TARKINOTON'S
ROSE BRIAR
Allan
RFI
A^rft
MifliMtV

Ameriean stage

AT THE GLOBE
"The BUNCH
and JUDY"

Mats. Thurs. and Sat., 2:10.
DAVID BELASCO Btosents

EMPIRE THEATRE

ed in the decision. But it should
have been a draw. The decision
»vas a real dirappointmerit to Phil
and he certainly did not deserve to

BROWN
ln< lading
SIDNEY BLACKMER
JANET BEECH KR
LEE BAUER

Eves, at 1:30.

St.

gave Rose more than he took. It
was probably the lead ofTfte latter's
in the first two sessions that count-

By MARTIN

—

VPCIIli
Lll/CUm

for the

an unusually clever
first two rounds

boxer, and after the

HENRY BATAILLE

By

The youthful Rosenberg

flashed forth as

With a Notable Company,

More Connelly
S. Kaufman and
Florence Nash
Glenn Hunter

I

mysteries.

COHAN SSi «S: fi^J:R
THE LOVE CHILD
Adapted

OF THE MOVIES

Geo.

WOMAN

TWENTY OTHERS

«5?

Harry Leon Wilson's story dramatized by
vith

sessed of ripping uppercuts delivered inside and the fur was flying
all the way.
The decision, which
went to Rose, was one of those fistic

JOHN HALLIDAY

with
And

The Awful Truth
PHDT
tUnl

2:30.

Presents

HELEN MACKELLAR
and the special engagement of
LOWELL SHERMAN in

Sat.. 2:20.

AR THUR RICHMAN'S New Comedy.

WOOD8

A. H.

bouts going the 12-round distance.

BALLROOM

PIER

DETROIT, MICH.

Bernstein knew he was winning
Garden last Friday night for what and refrained from taking chances
seemed the best scrap on the card, late in the fight. Betting had Marwhich had the semi-final and atar tin the favorite, 8 to 5, with even

For bantams, the two "Roses" are
Both are posWest. walloping wonders.

I

INGERS0LX

SPORTS

UANAUEMKNT-CBARI.ES DILLINCHAM
6REATE8T 8PECTACLE EVER
STAGED AT THE HIPPODROME
MAT. DAILY, 2:15; EVES., 8:15

JOHN

BACON and FONTAINE
World's Greatest Dancing Skaters

SINGERS"

the scene and charges the woman real defence.
Every time Martin
with having Bard there as her lover. did "go" he was wild as the March
At the finish, when the lady and her wind. His right was always short,
fiance embrace, the bailiff tears up
generally hitting Bernstein on the
the attachment and walks off with
the remark they are breaking his shoulder. That pushed the Yonkers
heart. Both numbers require a con- boy off balance, but in total he
siderable amount of working out be- came out of the bout un-marked.
fore they can compare with most Pepper was bloody and damaged.
of Bard's former successes.
He jabbered at times in assumed
Dorothy Varick, pianologist, does rage and, of course, was sort at the
three character numbers. She Is a decision. But there was no doubt
pleasing young woman and puts her
numbers over for their full value. about who won that match. In the
Charles Austin, -assisted by two men first round during a mix-up, Bernand a woman, has a new sketch en- stein caught Martin on the button
titled 'Parker's Burglary."
It is a with a left hook. Pepper spun about,
serious melodrama in three scenes, almost going down.
One knee
but played as^ travesty.) Austin is touched the floor, and he might as
a clever character comedian. Jclo.
have taken a count. He
well
pumped with both hands at various
times, but never did damage Jack.
The latter several times staggered
the Brooklyn battler, and then Pepper, with his natural fighting spirit,
John Rose and Phil Rosenberg, a swayed his head from side to side
pair of 118 -pounders, mixed it up to puzzle Jack and that kept Bernstein from trying to finish him off.
in one of the six-round bouts at the

LOYALTIES HIPPODROME
GALSWORTHY

By

OWN

"AMERICA'S

NINA

FRANK

WILLIAM

HENRIETTA and WARRINER

National Institution

Maj Edington

I

Staged by

Success
Besier &

By Rudolf

42d Street

Ziegfeld

MARGARET LAWRENCE
New York and London

Theatre

POPULAR MAT. WEDNESDAY.
REGULAR MATINEE SATURDAY.

Erenirgs 8:15.

Told
The Sweeteat Love Story Ever
SAM H. HARRIS Presents
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PICTURES
HUNTING BIG GAME
Heralded from the Coast as the
greatest animal pictures ever taken,
thia 10-reeler opened at the Lyric,
New York, Monday night showing
Just cause as to the why of the
advance complimentary mouth-to-

mouth

publicity

it

received.

The

picture is educational and historical
without, at any time, becoming

boresome and what

more,

is

It

Is

entertainment.
No story has been attempted. It's
shooting of
simply straightaway

what the

Game

"Hunting Big
Africa With Gun and
Eugene H. Roth is re-

title implies,

in

Camera."

sponsible for the presenting with
H. A. Snow and his son. Sid, having done the actual work in the taking of the picture. The showing at
the Lyric la in two parts, runs a little short of two hours and carries
a good-sized orchestra renderThe business
ing a special score.
end Of the project is under the
direction of J. J. McCarthy and TheThe price scale
odore Mitchell.
reads $1.65 top at night and $1 for
matinees.
Information, concerning the picture, gleaned from other sources

than the program, narrated it was
over two years and a half in the
making; the expedition was financed
by a corporation located in Oakland,
Cal., through means of a stock subscription of which the University of
California holds the controlling interest. It cost $288,000.
The expedition started out with
10 camera men and came back with
ona Around 125,000 feet of film
were exposed, needing six months to
assemble. Snow slipped one over on
all previous photographic efforts of
the Jungle in developing, while
weltering in the terrific heat, by
doing hie work late at night or in
the early morning hours Instead of
waiting until the return to this
country.
The photography shows
it.
Some of the scenes, made
through both the ordinary lense and
the telescopic arrangement, are as
clear and concise as the average exterior witneeaed in a general release.
Beyond the merit comas the
titling. Whoever did it revealed excellent discretion with a sense of
humor that gets away from the proverbial wording in thia type of a
screen attraction, that simply states
facta data, more facts and then
additional data Just
to
make It
good. Incidentally the writer has in-

—

title

a

complimentary phrased
that mentions the Paul Rainey

cluded

expedition.
The film

bound to draw applause from any audience. Inside
of flvs minutes after the start apla

plause came with the screening of
thousands upon thousands of penguins lined up on a beach and mak-

ing for the sea some specie of
antelope which takes a leap while
running (SO or 40 feet in actual distance) and which is most spectacular
the chasing of a number of giraffes
across a plain with "close ups" following and the charging of the
camera by a rhinoceros and the elephant herd, used as a finish, which
Is remarkable.
The two latter episodes are the
thrills,
disclosing
natives
the
edging away from the camera as
the animals advance and concluding

Is beyond and above realism, and it dling of aettings aa well aa In the
creates its own illusion. This is an absence of star names that repreodd thing. ^Nothing could be more sent any considerable total on the
artificial than the plot, but the il- payroll. The appropriation probably
lusion is there because the story has was pretty well used up in securing
that touch of antiquity which in- the services of Are department apvites credulity. It Is somewhat the paratus and filming the Are scene
appesl of "The Two Orphans" in its at the finish. This has a fine thrill
play form, which remained for gen- and works neatly into the sentierations one of the hardy peren- mental story, but it is not backed up
nials.
by any force of production elseThere was an unwonted briskness where^ For example, one of the
about the Cameo Sunday night, one subordinate roles is that of a world
of the coldest of the winter.
The famous* surgeon who Tides about in
statement that the day totaled bet- a high-priced sedan, but when they
ter than $1,100 and is the best Sun- come to show his home one is forciday for two months is believable to bly reminded of a modest Harlem
one who attended the evening show, flat. The only other backgrounds
which had the crowd filling the are a few interiors showing the cotlobby out to the street box office. tage of Dan, the veteran driver of
No large advertising appropriation the racing horses of Engine No. 7.
could account for the attendance,
The outlay here is small.
nor had the picture any previous
The story has to do with Dan's
chance to gain by repute since this
was its premiere. Probably the pre- great love for his prize team and his
liminary advertising in newspapers grief when he is retired because he
would be covered by leas than $1,000. cannot fit himself into motorized
The best explanation of the unex- fire engines. The script is better
pected draw was the cast, which has than the production, instead of the
eight eminent names of the stage reverse, as happens nine times out
Dan is made a lovable
and screen, aided probably by a cap- of ten.
ital title that intrigues the imagin- character bound up in his five splenation. The Sue name may also have did horses, and especially the big
carried weight, although the famous white "Bullet." a beautiful animal
Dan has
novel is not so much read as in other and a first rate actor.
been the department's prize driver
generations.
A very neat treatment is given the for 30 years when they introduce
old tale
At times the backgrounds motors. His leave-taking of "Bulare of the ancient period, but the let" is a touching scene. Dan can't
costuming Is always smart and put his son through college on his
modern. They have apparently to pension and he sorrows at inaction.
keep the picture out of the costume "Bullet" is no more happily placed
story class by merely ignoring its as a cart horse with a brutal owner.
Dan gets a laborer's job working
time. The scenes in the Rat's Hole.
as the thieves' dark resort is called, on the streets, and when the driver
have a touch of ancient atmosphere. abuses "Bullet" there is a free-forSo have a number of street scenes. all in which the old^nan is bested,
These give the picture a certain but rescued by his sturdy eon. Johnvenerable flavor. But all the cos- ny. The same night "Bullet" in the
tuming Is modern, and they even contractor's stable hears the engines
use an automobile as the vehicle of go past and breaks loose to follow.
an abduction. The thing has been An urchin (same kid that played the
trickily handled.
The ancient at- cripple In "The Miracle Man") capmosphere Is hardly glimpsed, but tures him and leads him into Dan's
the character of the story belongs to woodshed out of harm's way.
another age. suggested only in its
They arrest Dan for stealing the
robust spirit, while its physical tell- horse and he is in jail when the big
ing is accomplished in modern and fire starts. His case comes to the
therefore more easily understand- attention of the Chief and he Is
able terma
promptly released. From there the
The narrative moves In bing-bang action is superlatively melodramatic.
style. There Is no elaborate leading Dan goes to the fire by force of
up to effects. The tale has native habit; finds that his son Johnny has
strength enough to go right into it. been pinned under burning wreckAnd it has an astonishing amount of age in an effort to rescue his sweetmeat and punch. It starts with the heart. Dan dons coat and helmet
pretty little romance of the maid of and goes to work. The saving of
the people and Prince Rudolph. Johnny and the girl depends upon
But this is short, and within a few moving an iron safe that holds them
hundred feet we are in the midst of down as the fire creeps toward them.
the thieves' gang, with the Stran"Bullet" has sniffed the excitegler, the Owl, Mme. Ferrand, the ment from afar, and,
breaking his
sinister old hag and the Schoolmas- harness, rushes to the scene.
All
ter who ruled the outlaws and di- but a few heroic firemen remain
to
rected their crimes.
struggle with the safe, but they canHere is an imaginary underworld not move it During these action
that lays all over the modern, pale scenes capital cutbacks are shown
sort. There Is a fight between Lew of the approach of
the galloping
Cody and Montague Love, one a •Bullet." until he rushes
on the
convict and the other a king in dis- scene in time to find Dan
amid the
guise, that is a pippin, and through flames, ready
to hitch him to the
it all there runs the sympathetic
tackle and drag -the hero and herostory

of the two waifs. Mayflower ine clear.
and Francois, to give it pathos. The
The picture has
adaptation has been splendidly done. lar bits involving a wealth of popuof clever
The fln/ile has the hero and heroine kids and effectivea group
aide scenes of
trapped and being drowned in the dumb animals,
such as the flight of
fiends' trap, while the brigands are
the flrehouse cat when the new auto
off looting the king's residence. The
engine begins to backfire. All well
flashbacks from the adventure of the done and
contributing to the sum
crooks to the slowly rising tide total.
about the victims and the approach
The presentation ia cheap and
in everybody running for it and of the boy rescuer is a fine bit of shabby. A
two-reel Carter De Hashooting as they go. There is thrilling melodrama.
comedy precedes the feature.
The picture is bound to be a draw, ven
comedy In the subject of a Ford
Thereafter follows an act, the Nachasing all sorts of animals across for It is the best kind of rugged tional (male)
in a flrehouse
very funny to melodrama that will appeal to all set confined toquartet
the plains.
It's
a back drop. They
Ru*h.
watch. One or two of the animals strata of fans.
sing a routine of songs. Including
galloping
ahead
became so tired of
the old boys like the one beginning
of an object that won't quit that
"The cows in the meadow, they
they stop, turn and attack it.
moo " At the finish of the old
P. A. Powers presents a seven-reel meloWhich puts the "llzxle" into reverse.
style
harmony there is a back drop
drama dealing* sentimentally with the life
A close up of some sort of a wart of
effect showing a distant fire, the
the fireman.
Story by Emilie Johnson,
hog, exhausted, following his en- production by Emory Johnson Productions, wounding of the gong in the regulacounter with the machine, screened with Emory Jottnaon directing. Charles tion "double 3" taps, and the main
Watt, aaalstant director.
Ralph Dewls is
a facial expression that shrieked, starred.
title of the feature flashes on.
The
Distributed by the Film Booking
"What is this, a gag?"
Office.
Opened at the Astor. New York, orchestra is small with a lot of emThat this picture is paramount as at a scale of $1.10 top, beginning Jan. 8.
phasis on the brasses and drums,
McDowfll
Dan
Ralph
without
Lewis
feature
is
educational
an
Johnny McDowell
Johnny Walker and appropriate sound effects run
question and as a box ofllce attrac- June
through the picture.
Rutherford
Ella Hall
tion it seems safe to say it will land, Mra. Mr-Dcwell
Virginia True Hoard man
The big fire scene Is at times
Richard Morris realistic on a big scale, but there
for it certainly has all the requisites. Dr. Rutherford
Frankla Lee
photog- Jitnmle. a newsboy
Interest, thrills, comedy,
Josephine Adair are shots that look extremely fakey.
raphy, titling and the censers can't "Baby"
'Bullet"
Hlmaelf The falling of the walls has a thrill,
bother it. The chances are it will
but shots at massed flames do not
publicity
^receive an amount of
altogether convince, perhaps beThe
picture
has
plenty
of
thrills
through the talking of those who
cause of
difficulties In getting
and moments of genuine sentiment, right flamethe
Skiff.
have witnessed it.
color values into a black
but it is cheaply made if one excepts
and white Aim.
Rush,
the possible cost of fire department
aid for the climax, an effective fire
scene with a capital backing of draDARLING OF THE RICH
C. C. Burr presented this screen version
matic action and a shrewdly devised
of Eugene Sue's novel, famous a century
Dramatic feature by B. B. Productlona.
ago. "Mysteries of Paris." The adaptation handling of the romantic element.
Story by Dorothy
starring Betty Blythe.
Direction
la credited to Dorothy Farnum.
But whether it will get much of a Farnum. Directed by John Adoln under
Is by Kenneth Wobb, with the production
play at the $1 top appears doubtful. tho supervision of Whitman Bennett. SupDennett.
Distributed
Whitman
credited to
porting company headed by Montagu I^ove.
by Mastodon Films. The all-stir cast Is It hasn't a star name to attract fan Oth«*re in the caat. Charles Gerard, Gladys
beinr featured for the special engagement attention; it is a good picture, but I<eslle, Julia Swayne Gordon. At the New
•t the Cameo, beginning Jan. 7.
not big enough to command a clien- York Dec. «.
T^w Cody
Prlnc* Rudolf
Gladys Hulette tele and coax them from the regular
Mayflower
Montague Love film palaces of Times square, esThe Schoolmaster
A naive and Ingenuous melodrama
Dolores Cas^inelU pecially at a scale above those of
Lola
In which pretentious situations and
J. D»rney Sherry
The Chancellor. ..'
the leading cinemas. These excur- childish incidents are mingled in utWalter James
The Strangler
The big scene of
William Collier. Jr. sions into legitimate theatres don't most confusion.
Francois
Rose C gh.an exert the pull they did once.
The the story has the pure heroine, an
•
Tb# Owl
Krtle Shannon
Madam Ferrand
business has tried to put over too artless young thing from Long IslHarry fJothern many mediocre pictures by that meHoppe (the hunchback)
and, playing hostess for a society
Bradley Barker
The Hindu
Jane Thomas dium and the public is shy. A pic- monarch of untold wealth and wearM argot
ture has to make a lot of noise to ing a Cleopatra costume of truly
The picture Is frank melodrama; attract, especially without the guar- Ziegfeldian daring.
Our pure heroine has a crippled
it's all "old stuff" of thieves' dens, antee of a screen luminary.
Tuesday night (weather bad) brother at home and has to finance
subterranean chambers where victims are "drowned like rats" and the there were about 2f»0 people on the a costly operation, so she takes adrest of the props; but it's extremely lower floor, and they were luke- vantage of the society fete to aucvigorous melodrama and it does warm in audible demonstrations tion herself off in marriage to the
keep you on the edge of your chair. The finale got a patter of applause, highest bidder. One captain of inThe whole thing is theatrical and but It was perfunctory. There is a dustry bids a million, but the social
elemental, but it has it over the false note somewhere in the picture, giant goes him one bettor with an
thin-bodied material of the modern hard to put one's finger on. but offer of half his entire fortune. At
kind of Action. It has the genuine probably it is an overplay on senti- the end the heroine turns down both
punch proved by generation after mentallsm that at times becomes offers in favor of a young financier
whom she truly loves.
It's a pity* they struck
generation of readers of robust ro- maudlin.
Mixed up in this tangled fabric of
mance and heroism. The old stuff this false note, for some of the pasThis picture is sages have honest and genuine sym- absurd Action is a struggle for so
la the best after all.
gross a thing as a patent for a rubWildly melodramatic, but it prog- pathetic appeal.
rarsirr.ony Is evident In the han- bcr-m.ilcinjj process, deep schemes
wlth a sweep of action that

THE THIRD ALARM
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SECRETS OF PARIS

—

—
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Friday, January 12, 1023
bjr

and

polite

underworld had prospected for some time and
had left a wife and baby back ia
Nevada. Attaining success he de-

rough

characters and other outlandish elements It all leaves the spectator
rather stunned and dizzy.
The physical production is in the
highest taste. The Bennett studioe
have provided a number of rich settings for the action, but the story
doesn't command serious attention
at any point. Its only virtue Is that
it is so childish it wins a sort of Indulgence by virtue of its very naivete. Its heroics are scaled so unreasonably high, the money and
jewels are In such huge amounts and
its emotions are so terrific one gets
to accept them smilingly. The story
in its ridiculous complications might
have been contrived by a 14-yearold child. Certainly it has no relation to life. It is just unrestrained
Actionizing, and probably will have
a certain appeal to that section \>t
the fan public which loves to have
Its romance laid on
It la strange to

good and thick.
see so crude a
story produced with -such splendid
backgrounds. Many of the Interiors
would have been appropriate for a
Pinero problem play. The settings
for the home of the society millionaire were especially convincing. The

costuming

gorgeous and
always a beautiful
is

Blythe is
implausible figure.

IN

Miss
if an

Trash.

CALVERTS VALLEY

Fox production starring John Gilbert.
Baaed upon the atory by Margaret Preancott
Montague, adapted for the screen by Jules
Kurthman. Directed by Jack Dillon.
Page Kmlyn
John Gilbert
Heater Rymal
Sylvia Breamer
James Calvert
Eugene Calvert
Judge Rymal

Widow

(

£

Phllo MeCulloujjh
Herachel Mayall

Crowcroft

Lulu Warrenton

From

general appearances Fox is
making no attempt to produce program features of any great value.
Apparently this producing organization is devoting its energy upon large
features and letting the regular program five reelers come along to be
used as fillers wherever a picture
of that length is needed. "In Calvert's Valley" is a good example of
minus quality. It is a cheap feature
and the story means nothing. That
it was used in a double feature bill
at

New York

Loew's

for

one day

suffices.

The author turned out a mystery
story along standard lines around a
murder. The hero until the final
footage appears to be the guilty man
and believes it himself as he had
been under the influence of moonshine at the time the crime was

committed.

To bring the tale to an end the
blame is placed upon the shoulders
of a half-wit which paves the way
for the formerly accused to win the
girl of the murdered man.
Discriminating picture audiences
will not take to the story. The cast
does
comparatively
satisfactory
work. Gilbert appears to have the
ability to do better things.
Philo

cides to return. Just prior to his
arrival his wife is Induced to leave

her home by a new male acquaintance who promises to protect her as
a gentleman, the country being full
of bandits.
His true desires are
learned upon her arrival with the
child at bis camp. It is learned he
is a notorious bandit.
She escapes
after he steals the child, which la
placed in a mission. The husband,
returning home, learns of her apparent unfaithfulness and seeks his revenge. He scours the country and
gets his revenge at the finish, when
all Is forgiven and the family reunited.
Hart.

SNOWSHOE TRAIL
R-C

production, released through the Flint
Office.
Story by Edison Marshall,
placed In screen form by Marlon Fairfax
Directed by Cheater Bennett.
Virginia Tremont
Jane Novas:

Booking

Bronson
Harold Lounsbery
Kenly Lounsbery
Mra. Bronson
Herbert Lounsbery

Roy Stewart
Lloyd Whitloclc
Herbert Prior

Bill

Mnh Lung

Kate Toneeray
Spottjswooriie Aitkin

Chal Hung

A

production
featuring
snow
ccenes. the greater portion of each
reel being devoted to the snow -covered outdoors.
Every once in a
while a picture of this type crops
up. and in most instances does 'nicely 8cenically. but that is about all
that may be said for it. That is the
rase with "The Snowshoe Trail."
It is long on snow scenes, many
really picturesque, but as a gripping
picture falls short largely, due to the
familiar lines of the theme.

Taken all in all. "The Snowshoe
Trail" means little other than the
snow and outdoor scenes disclosed.
It has Jane Novak as its star and
one of its best assets. Miss Novak

has made a reputation for herself
in these outdoor pictures.
It seems
a pity that more worthwhile stories
cannot be supplied, as she puts all
the genuine feeling into her roles to
insure their success. Roy Stewart
is the featured male member. Stewart is the type for this style of picture.
He is rugged and improving
greatly in his acting. He has appeared in several slipshod productions, but now appears ready to step
into a role in which he can gain
some standing. This R-C proves
only a stepping stone to something
better, as it is little more than a
very ordinary program feature.
The story is based upon the. lost
gold mine idea with the sons of the
two prospectors who discovered it
hunting for the mine in later years.
One is the right sort of a chap and
the other the wrong. Both want the
same girl, and the right one wins
her.

They do a lot of tramping around
in the mountains, fall about in the
snow, and from general appearances
experience few hardships, although
would lead one to believe
McCullough in a dual role is an- captions
they do. One of the chaps is a trapother asset.
per.
According to the picture he
Some picturesque exteriors help must
have been exceedingly prosout to a certain degree.
Hart.
perous,, as he had attractive cabins
all along his trap line, a unique state
of affairs for any kind of a trapper.
WHILE JUSTICE WATTS
In real life the majority are glad to
Fox production directed by Bernard J. have a lean-to
here and there in
Durnlng, with Duatin Farnum aa the star.
Story credited to Charles A. and Don A. which they can sleep overnight.
Short. Scenario by Edwin Booth TUton.
The director made the mountain
At Loew's New York, Jan. 9. part of life a bit too luxurious to be realdouble feature bill.
istie, especially as It was supposed
to be in the gold country in the
For the picture fan who still Rockies, where it really is wild. It
maintains a liking for western would not be difficult to find some
thrillers this Fox release with the wilder places in the Adirondacks,
robust Dustin Farnum in the stellar where a lot of this snow stuff is
role will hold some interest. Exhib- shot every year.
itors wanting a western at a price
One day is all that can be looked
can use this. It is just a degree for in any type of house for this
better than the big percentage of feature.
Hart.
pictures of this type being turned
out at the present time.
There appears to exist a feeling
among producers that audiences for
which these thrillers are made are
not discriminating.
This does not
CLOSING
ring true, as many who patronize
the houses playing the less expensive screen productions are critical
to an extreme.
To the majority
western dramas are not new. It is Contract Points Agreed Upon

HEARST«DWYN

DEAL

READY FOR

—Few

that style of feature which came to
Minor Details
the fore when pictures secured their
first foothold.
Many of the patrons
Left
of nickelodeons of former days are
patronizing the 15 and 20-cent adEarly this week it looked as
mission houses -today, and it is there
that the western picture gets its though the deal whereby William
biggest play and the returns for the R. Hearst and the Goldwyn people
producer.
will Join was a certainty.
The two
ftogardle.-is of these facts the ma- parties
were agreed on practically
jority of western dramas are stereoall the salient points of a contract,
typed and rest almost entirely upon
their laurels as scenic productions. There were, however, a few other
The players in few instances are minor details to be worked out becalled upon to do any real acting fore the actual signing.
and suffice in their efforts as long
Under the new contract the Famas they can remain seated upon a ous Players will still Continue to rehorse.
lease Cosmopolitan productions up
"While Justice Waits" is a short
to next July, they having already ancast production, with the roles of
importance in support of the star nounced the picture that are to be
handled by Irene Rich, Gretchen distributed through their organiza*
Hartman and Earl Metcalfe. Al- Hon.
though the continuity is allowed to
dwindle at times, the story proves

comparatively gripping

and

suffi-

ciently Interesting to hold attention.
It reverts
to type at all stages.

bringing

In

tho familiar bar

GUARANTEED FILM FAME
Pittsburgh, Pa., Jan.

J.

Hershengen, aged

room held by the

22,

is

10.

being

a suspicious
scenes, gun work and fast riding.
p*»r««an on the complaint of a numIt discloses a certain amount of acting a bit beyond the usual require- her of local girls who had at swerea
ments of the standard low-priced an advertisement for applicants to
western program picture. The four enter the movies. When arrested
roles of importance are handled ex- Hershengen was dressed a la Valenpertly, each of the four players be- tino.
For some time he had beep
ing of the old school and well up
operating offices known as the
on what Is needed for this type of
Brentwood Studio, where he guarproduction.

The authors start their story with
the leading character successfully
locating a gold mine in Alaska, He

police as

make
who answered

stars of the girls
his advertisement,
provided they paid $16.

anteed to

—
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SNOW STORM
WRECKS LAST WEEK

WILD ANIMAL SPECIAL FILM
B'WAY'S BIGGEST THIS WEEK

Hit on Week-End.
"Broken Chains" Dis-

Blizzard

—

—

CAPITAL STEADY
Fluctuation

Little

in

Houses

receipts Almost
those of the first week,
which were some of the largest thus

35-50

Broadway received a surprise this week's business above average for nights.) About $14,000.
Loew's Palace "The Pride of Pathis little house, with gross going
week with the advent of the wild
lomar" (Cosmopolitan). (Capacity,
to around $4,200.
Picture mate2.500; 60 top nights.)
animal picture, "Hunting Big Game
Capitol
"The Stranger's Ban- rially aided by being run as a serial
with Gun and Camera," which quet" (Goldwyn). Seats 5,300. Scale, In local Hearst paper and got good

—

—

—

$10,000
newspaper prize winner
failed to live up to its rep latlen
and from one of the biggest weeks
fell
down to only fair. Around

Randolph—"The

—

Flirt" (Universal)

(Seats 686.
S.cale,
nights
and with only fair
business in rest of downtown district, th.r. picture failed to show any

Small house,
speed.

Around

$4,500.

M c V c k a r 's—"Back Home and
Broke" (Paramount) (Seats 2,600;
nights E9). For some reason this
house has not hit its gait In last four
or five weeks. Rumor says several
acts of vaudeville will be tried ard
one has already been announced as
i

—

SHOWN
PROGRAM FILMS

R0BEKTS PLEADS HOT GUILTY

Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
"Ed" Roberts, author of "The Sins
Hollywood," a book alleged to
60).— tell the details on the Inner life of

$44,000.

PICTURES

INCREASED

after

—

—

seemingly is going to be as big a mats., 35-50-$l; eves., 65-85-$l. New play. Close to $9,000.
Lewis
Crandsll's
Metropolitan
road show attraction as anything Year's week gave this house best
"The Dangerous Age"
that the screen has seen. The pic- box office return it has had in sev- Stone in
the
(Capacity,
at
•(First
National).
1,700;
York
New
into
eral months, with gross going to
ture came
35-50 nights. Picture has broad apLyric after having been shown on around $49,300.
Marshal Neilan's peal and receipts close to those of
After
first Goldwyn picture was the atthe coast in San Francisco.
'
the Palace $9,000.
privately viewed in New York by traction. Opening day gave week a
"Singed Wings"
Moore's Rialto
(Capacity,
the heads of all of the big distribut- big start with $12,000 at gate.
(Stanlaws Production).
Criterion —"Salome" (Nazimova- 1,900; 50 nights.) Picture continues
ing companiea^and turned down by
them, it has virtually swept the United Artists). Seats 886. Scale, in the upbuilding of business at this
house, which for time appeared to
went
press
The
town off its feet.
mats., $1.50 top; eves., $2. Followed
have reached rather low level. Conwild over the picture and stated it in
"Kn'ghthood,"
opening
New
cert
features weekly also aiding.
was the biggest entertainment in Year's Eve to invited audience. That Little over $7,000.
town after the opening Monday meant that there were two performnight. From Tuesday on the house ances out on the week, although late
was doing a sell-out at $1.50 top.
performance was given opening BIG
Another surprise this week is that night. Heavy splurge of advertisthe two big features" that had Broad- ing in daily papers figured to have
LIKE
way runs over an extended period cost more than week's gross, but
were not drawing as they were ex- counted to put picture over. This
Ex"One
Strand
the
pected to. At
does not seem to have happened.
Philly Notes Change in Movie
citing Night," and at the Rivoli, Those connected with the manage"When Knighthood Was in Flower," ment claim $10,300, about $4,000
Houses-"Tess" Held for
have been off at matinees, but their more than It drew, according to
Six Days Only
night returns are capacity. The fact other sources.
that the matinees are off has caused
Lyric— "Robin Hood" (Fairbankssome apprehension at the Capitol, United Artists). Seats 1,400. Scale,
Philadelphia, Jan. 10.
where "Robin Hood" is slated for a mats., $1.50 top; eves., $2.
Big pictures* are being screened as
Last
were
of the ordinary proif
they
week hence.
week 11th and final one for FairAlong the street generally last banks. After first few weeks' rush gram variety he:e this season. Eviweek business was good. The Cap- was over business tapered off right dently scared by the money losses of
number of recent attempts to road
itol got near the $50,0,00 mark with
down to final week when it came ashow specials at legitimate houses,
Marshall Neilan's "The Stranger's back strong, doing $18,500. This
film people here have gone to the
Banquet"; at the- Rivoli "My Amer- week the "Big Game" pictures opposite extreme.
ican -Wife" went over $24,000, and opened and went over with whang.
This week, for example, Mary
the Rialto with "Back Home and
Rialto— "Back Home and Broke" Pick ford's "Tea" is at the Stanley,
Broke" in its second week on (Famous Players). Seats 1,960. Scale running only the customary six days.
Broadway showed over $25,600. "Dr. 55-85-99
Thomas Meighan. Sec- At tho same time, Griffith's "One
Jack," a holdover at the Strand, also ond week on Broadway moved down Exciting Night" came into the Stanton without any splurge in exploitatopped $25,000.
from Rivoli and pulled house back
and only modest, regulation noOf the others on the street there from slump of week before, going tion
tices In the papers. No length has
was naught of importance except to $25,600.
been set to this engagement, which
Nazimova's
the box office flop
Rivoli—"My American Wife" (Fa- will probably be for three weeks.
•
"Salomo" is doing at the Criterion. mous Players). Seats 2,200. Scale,
.hat within a month
It is believe
come to
Year's Eve 55-85-99.
New
opened
The picture
Holiday rush seemingly or so "Robin Hood" will also
the Stanton, which has developed
to an invited house, and while those helped considerably, gross
on week into the regular extended run house
are
connected with the picture
in neighborhood of $24,500.
of the Stanley chain, the Aldine fallclaiming it did $10,300 on the week,
8trand— "Dr. Jack" (Lloyd-Pathe) ing to do business b. this fashion.
the receipts were nearer $6,500, It Is Seats 2,900.
Scale 30-50-85. Held
The bad losses of Griffith's "Orsaid.
"Sure Fire Flint" at the over for second week and with gen- phans of the Storm" during its six
Cameo in comparison made a cork- eral rise In business along line, sec- weeks at the Forrest (legit) last
ing showing, getting around $4,200, ond week virtually better than first. season are believed to have been
largely instrumental in the new
with one day almost touching the Gross topped $30,000.
policy.
house record. The final week of
As a whole, the movies did not
"The Town That Forgot God" at the
display the quick reaction that the
Astor was light, with "The Third
A.
spoken drama did following the holand
week
this
Alarm'' opening there
fact, several houses
Last Week's Grosses Ahead of One iday influx. In big business, beatnot creating any furore.
did surprisingly
Year Before
At the Selwyn, where the Teleing their Christmas week grosses.
View was tried as an experiment,
Thomas Meighan did exceptionally
lios Angeles, Jan. 10.
a* d
the returns are hardly enough to
The first week in the new year good business in "Back Home
pay the rent of the house, with next opened with a bang on the local reel Broke" at the Stanley, beating the
at
pictures
recent
of
his
week the final one for the pictures rialto, every theatre reporting big business
this house by a couple of thousand.
there.
f business, considerable increase over
surprise was the success of
A
the receipts of the corresponding peEstimates for last week:
"The Dangerous Age" at the KarlAstor "T^ie Town That Forgot riod of 1922. New Years Day nat- ton. Starting slowly and winning
Scale, urally was a sell-out early In the only perfunctory notices, this film
Seats 1,131.
God" (Fox).
Last evening, the managements giving began to spurt In midweek, and it
mats., $1 top; eves., $1.50.
extra performances to care for the
was decided to keep it in for a secweek ninth and final one at this crowds.
ond week, holding off "Lorna
Picture started slowly and
house.
Estimates for last week:
Some extra advertising was
Doone."
and
weeks
Grauman's— "Ebb Tide" (Para- tried, and
built up for second two
results so far have been
then sloped off. Last week's busi- mount), George Melford director, splendid.
played
big
in
advertising,
given
ness over $4,000. The F. B. O. rent"Triflirig Women" In its second
ed the house for four weeks for an same type as author, Robert Louis and last week at the Aldine and
Stevenson. Usual Grauman added "Knighthood" in its fifth and final
exploitation run for "The Third
features listed. $14,000 on week.
week at the Stanton did excellent
Alarm," which opened light Monday
California "The Strangers' Ban- business. The former fell off from
and didn't Improve Tuesday.
quet" (Goldwyn), Marshall Neilan, its opening week, but proved worthy
C.
Cameo—"Sure Fire Flint (C.
director, featured above everybody, of second week.
65-75. even title.
Scale,
Second week held up
Burr).
Seats 650.
The tenancy of Metro at the AlCorking comedy great, but not as big as first. Drew dine is apparently at an end. "The
Johnny Hines.
$12,500.
a
pulled
that
meller with thrills
Toll of the Sea," a colored film, was
Grauman'i Rialto— "To Have and announced for this week, but a last(Paramount).
Betty minute change was made and SelzHold"
to

equalled

—

Pickford

(Capacity. 1,200;

"Tess."

in

Olympio

Pittsburgh, Jan. 10.
For the first time in months the
Olympic raised its prices with the
showing of "Knighthood," which just
completed a two weeks' engagement.

—

suffer little fluctuation in business.
Estimates for last week:

— Mary

at

far this season.
The usual 26-40
Chicago, Ja.j, 10.
was.. Increased to 60-80, more than
New Year's looked the
Grand which is the largest house
all set for a record period amonj the has been getting.
film houses, but the expected heavy
Estimates for last week:
Grand "Dangerous Age" (First
business on the last half of the we.k
National).
2,600; scale, 26was shattered when one of the 40-65. GoodSeats
afternoon attendance,
heaviest snow storms of years broke evenings fair. About
$14,000.
over the city Thursday rTlght r 1
Olympic "Knighthood" (Cosmocontinued until Monday.
politan). Seats, 1,100; scale, 60-60.
"Broken Chains," the prize story Second week was slightly below the
of the Chicago "Daily News," caused gross
of the first. About $13,700.
comment at the Chicago theatre. It
Liberty "Dangerous Age (First
was voted nothing special and failed National).
Seats 1,200; scale, 26-'
to show much.
40-55. Appealed to adult audiences
Estimates for last week:
and brought good evening crowds.
Chicago—-"Broken Chains" (Gold- About $8,000.
wyn) (Scats 4,200; nights 65).— This

The week

Picture

Washington, Jan. 10.
Business has taken quite a jump
locally.
The houses here seem to
Loew's Columbia

Prices Increased for "Knighthood"

The Fecond week's

appoints

Turned Down by New York Distributors on Private
Showing, "Hunting Big Game" Starts Off at Lyric
with Rush at $1.50 Top Specials Not Doing So
Well at Mats. Nazimova's "Salome" flopping

PITTSBURGH TAKINGS

CHI'S BIG

special feature for Jan. 15.
opening from Sunday to

of

some

of the foremost stars of the

film colony, appeared before Federal
Judge Bledsoe and entered a plea

of not guilty.

Roberts was represented by Attorney Richard Kittrelle. The attorney stated that no effort would
be made to delay the trial. Judge
Bledsoe then fixed the date as
Feb. 14.

Changed
Monday.
Around $20,000.
est film failed to show their class
1—
Rooseva
"Tess" (United Ar- and fell down In second week. This
"*> < Sea t8 * 2 7 B n, *ht8 B6 >- house, usually good for $18,000, Just
Sccond week Pickford and her lat got over $13,000.
'

1

l

;

,

*

His Biggest and Best!
THE
DRAMA
MADE
BEFORE

THE MA8T

L

—

The boy who wouldn't

Compson. About

1 00%
©F THE

Exhibitors of Michigan

Read our magazine published
every
If

Tuesday.

you

clientele

want
there

to
is

reach

no

this

Griumm'i

$13,000.

Hollywood

— 'Rot.

in

Hood"* (Fairbanks). Holding up In
sprte of long run. Estimated $12,700.
Mission "Suzanna" (Mack Sennett). Mabel Normand. Polled approximately $11,000.
Kinema "Omar the Tentmakcr"
(Tully). Guy Bates Post billed heavily. Special attraction added. Something like $12,400.
Loew's State— "Peg o' My Heart"
(Metro). Lauretto Taylor. Bessie
Clayton, hold-over dancing feature,
helped. Week's takings $17,000.

—
—

medium.
Rates very low

415 Free Press Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH,

is in

Week

"Omar

and "Thorns and Orange
Blossoms" to follow.
Estimates of last week:
8tanley "Back Home and Broke"
(Paramount). Business above ordinary; gross estimated at about $24,Russian danseuse added fea000.
(Capacity, 4,000; 60-75 eventure.

lions"

—

8tan ton — "Knighthood"

ings.)

the

Lon^ Run

(5th

Rush at end of run put
week).
gross up to about $12,500. Lasted
five wcoks. longest film run of yeaj.
Capacity, 1,700; 50-70 evenings)
Aldine "Trifling Women " (MeProved worthy of
tro) (2d week).
extra week; business estimated at
close to $10,500. Bald to mark end
1

of Metro occupancy of house.
pacity, 1,500; 50c.)

(Ca-

Dangerous

Age"

Karlton— "The

Cheapest in

of Love" was
the Tentmaker"

next week, with "Missing Mil-

—

better

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publisher

nick's "One
substituted.

(First National). Business so good
picture held over for another week.
Caught big women's trade and mat*
(Capacity
$7,000.
inee business.
LI 00: lOcv tt**«0kt)

a

believe

—

1 1

women

bad

The

little

Limehouse

slavey

who knew most

men

were

1

Here's

their love-drama.

O
B ARTHELMESO
RICHARD

with

DOROTHY GISH

in

"FURY"
REELS YOU

WONT FORGET

Directed by

Written by

HENRY KING

EDMUND G0ULDING

F. O. Oberbough, Cameraman.
Robert M. Haat, Art. Director.

Roy

A FIRST

NATIONAL PICTURE

PICTURES
FRISCO'S

ment, but reported satisfactory by

DETROIT'S GOOD BIZ

NEW YEAR

New Year

FULL OF HOLDOVERS

tions

Around $14,000.
Olympic— "The Flaming Hour.

the majority.

Started Well— AttracLargely Contributed

(Capacity, 1,500.

Scale: Nights, 25-

—

tres got off

week

to a flying start last
because of New Year's. The

Granada,

with

"Back

Broke," easily topped.

with "Peg

o'

My

Home and

Loew's War-

maintained a good pace. Another
holdover was "Omar," at the Tivoll.
"Oliver Twist," at the Century,

week.

BOSTON HELD UP

Estimates for last week:
Capitol, "Dangerous Age" (40-60
night: seating about 3,500). Around

is

Film

Boston. Jan.

o*

worst weeks, as far as weather is
concerned, that the city has seen
in the last 25 years, and despite
(his handicap all finished up the
week with a record of very good
business.

The house record for the Park
went by the board last week when
the Fairbanks film grossed $14,500
for the period.
The house has a
capacity of 1.100 seats and is scaled
from 50 cents to $1.50. The business of "Robin Hood" done last
week is better than was registered
any time during the run of "Knight-

(Seats

1.800;

scale.

40-55.)

Guy

Bates Post Maintained good pace
second week, doing $8,500.
Frolic— "Alter Stairs" (Universal).
(Seats 1.000: scale. 10-20.)
jfayo. Got $2,000.

start of the season, the showing of
Fox releases, but the Idea was not

thousand over Xmas week.
Most important development appears to be raise in admission prices
at Loew's, Hipp and Elmwood, The
latter, a community house, attempted some time ago to set away with
the organ without orchestra, but
went back to the old policy last
week and added a musical act in
price
bargain.
Admission
the

second week, with $9,000.
Tivoll—"Omar" (First National).

Frank

I

EX-ACTOR TRIES SUICIDE

boosted to meet cost of additional
attractions.
Hipp, beginning first
of year, raised balcony scale from
25c. tO 35c. Loew's, beginning next
week, goes into new increased scale
gradde at 20-25c. for matinees and
30-50c. for nights.

Last week's estimates:
Chicago, Jan. 10.
Loew's Stste "Just Tony" and
James Gallagher, formerly of the vaudeville. (Capacity, 3,400. Scale:
[
nDancing Gallaghers, who has been Nights, 30-40c.) Gross at highest
operating an auto repair shop at mark since record-breaking week
Heavy bills In pros740 North Michigan avenue, at last spring.
Which Harry Rose, formerly a Chi- pect with feature acts mentioned
cago theatrical newspaper man, was for next few weeks. This probably
patterned to offset any comment on
bookkeeper, attempted suicide at the raise In price which takes effect
office of Fred Lowenthal.
coming week. Around $15,000.
Gallagher was in financial straits
Lafayette
Square— "My Friend
and visited the lawyer's office for the Devil" and vaudeville. (CapacScale: Nights, 30-60c.)
advice. After he recovered the law- ity, 3,400.
yers were able to arrange for an Picture and bill reported satisfacassignment of the lease and it tory with big draw in evidence over
New Year's week-end: 50c. top
looks as though there is a way out
again deciding factor. House going
of bis difficulties. Gallagher has a at top speed since beginning of
Wife and two children.
holiday season. Well over* $15,000.
and
Is
West"
Hipp— "East
Keaton's "Electric House. (CapacThe Paramount, Lewlston. Idaho, ity. 2.400. Scale: Nights. 35-50c.)
baa been taken over by Will Starley This bill did very nicely. Talmadge
feature received with varied comOf Spokane,

—

,

j
I

I

I

i

C.

City, Jan, 10.

It's been a long time sines films Another Denver Record Goet
have enjoyed aa steady a play as
To "Tess/' Second Week
they had last week.
The big outside houses also spent
At Colorado

extra

money

for feature entertain-

ment

for the

Year's offerings.

New

,

Lloyd, the former's "Shoulder Arms"
and Lloyd's "I Do" being run on the
same program. The big Isls theatre,
at 31st and Troost, also tried comedy
for a starter using Wallace Reld's
"Clarence" and Harold Lloyd's "A
Sailor Made Man" for their second
half week bill.
A new departure in the boosting
of films is being considered by some
of the exhibitors, working in cooperation with the Women's City
The latter propose to have
Club.
a committee of some of their members review a number of the films to
be shown here and if strongly endorsed the films will be put on the
club's approval program, strongly
advertised and encouraged by the
club in its support of better pictures.
It is the intention to have

to its credit, or more than $27,000
for the fortnight.
The picture's drawing power is

phenomenal.

The

Princess

man-

agement Jumped prices to $1 top,
and announced that a few seats
would be reserved at eaclj evening

performance at this figure.
With the third week looming and
patronage showing no signs whatever of abating, announcement now
has been made that the entire lower
floor will be reserved for each first
nightly performance. The film looks
good- for at least another three
weeks. It is the first time in Denver moving picture history that
Curtis street has boosted prices to
this figure. It" was done in fear and
trembling; but it has paid. Apparently the higher prices had proved

—

—

picture houses
showed consistent high takings for
New Year's week in all quarters.
Downtown houses reported increased grosses of one and two

Century—"Oliver Twist" (First
National). (Seats 1,800; scale. 35€0.) Jackie Coo Ran. Fairly well for

Kansas

WEEK ADVANCES SALE

.

Buffalo, Jan. 10.

2,800;
acale, 55-75.) Laurette Taylor. Ex
tra good publicity, house piled up
gross of $22,000. This is new record.

'

"approval" nights, in a number of a bait.
In the meantime -Mary Plckford
the houses start some time this
In "Teas of the Storm Countrv"
month.
lasted fourteen days at the Colorado
Last week's estimates:
(Blshop-Cass), smashing all records
Newman "The Dangerous Age" at that house. The first week, as
(Paramount).
Seats 1,980; scale, noted last week, exceeded 40,000 paid
No admissions. The second week was
matinees, 35; nights, 50-75.
hood."
Picture
single
name featured.
less successful. The PlckTremont Temple is dark this heavily billed Proved one of best scarcely
ford
film
will
undoubtedly
be
week and will remain so until ar- bets of season.
around brought back for a return engageGross
rangements are made for the book- $17,000.
ment.
ing in there of one of the Fox
Last week's estimates:
Liberty
"Alias Julius Caesar."
pictures. This was the original arPrincess (Paramount). Seats 1,rangement for the house at the Seats, 1.000; scale, 35-50. Charles 050.
Prices (for this attraction
Ray. Neighborhood of $7,000.

Business at the

My

10.

The picture houses in this city
week rode through one of the

—

Loew's Warfield—"Peg
(Seats,
Heart"
(Metro).

is

last

—

$10,000.

Good Dsspite Bed
Weather

Bui

/

the third to remain for a second $25,000.
week. Business has been profitable,
Madison, "Trifling Women" (35but not as big as expected. The 50 night). Publicity given to Ramon
faulty exploitation of the film is reNavarro and Barbara LaMotte.
garded as one of the reasons.
$13,000.
At the renovated Portola "Dr. Around
Adams, "Thirty Days," Wally
Jack" eased into the third week with
Reid
(25-50
night). Business profitno perceptible drop In business.
Adverse
but not very big.
The California with Elsie Fergu- able
publicity given Reid did not he'p.
In "Outcast," had disappointing
S»n
Around
$9,000.
uslness.
Broadway-Strand, "Tess" (40 60
(Famous
California
"Outcast"
Business second week not
Players). (Seats, 2,700; scale. 55-90.) night).
Being held
expectations.
up
to
Elsie Ferguson. Disappointing business.
Ben Black's band continues third week and will have to do a lot
to
show
profit
for house,
better
to win favor. Gross, $ 14,000.
Qranada "Back Home and Broke" which paid very big price for 'first(Paramount). (Seats, 2.940; scale, run.
Started
65-90). Thomas Meighan.
With rush and held up. "New Year's
BUFFALO GOING BIG
Tableaux" effectively staged. Broke
house record with gross of $24,000.
Imperial— "Tess" (United Artists).
Downtown
Houses Reached $14,000
Mary
{Seats, 1,421; scale, 25-75.)
to $15,000 Last Week
Plckford. Held up well second week,
getting $12,000.
(Pathe).
JackPortola— "Dr.
(Seats 1,100; scale. 50-75.) Harold
XJoyd. Third week. good. around

Now

'KNIGHTHOOD' IN 3D

Year's Kssp Film Houses Active in Kansas City

At the Linwood, the latest house to
Denver, Jan. 10.
be opened, a special organ novelty
"When Knighthood Was in Flow*
was arranged and the patrons given er" finished the second week
tion of one or two weeks. Hovering
of aa
express their indefinite run at the Princess
to
around two or three thousand with art opportunity
(Paralittle exception.
About $2,500 last choice of film comedians, Chaplin or mount) with around $13,775 gross

eteadily were glad of the opportunity to get downtown.
The Capitol topped all of the
houses, piling up its biggest weekly
gross with one exception.
Neighborhood houses also reported business good the first week of 1923.

Heart," ran a
close second. At the Imperial "Tess"
held over for a second week and
field,

ANOTHER GOOD WEEK

35c.)
House /till appears to be
weak and local colony wondering

how it can continue at present rate.
Detroit Jan. 10.
Only DisappointThe first week of the new year Being now used- to give Universal
proved the best the downtown the- first releases hers, but questionable
ment of Lot Meighan
atres have had in nearly 12 months. whether at rata theatre is now
The grade of attractions had some going management can afford to
Film in Lead
thing to do with the situation. An* continue with present policy. Has"
other reason was that many of the H101 had vei7 good breaka l ln<? re
industrial plants were taking in- opening early in season and change
San Francisco, Jan. 10.
ventory, with factories closed, and of management appears to have
All of the downtown picture thea- the men who have been working so made little difference with excep-

"Outcast"

Friday, January 12, 1923

carried out and the house was first
taken by Griffith for his premiere
showing of "One Exciting Night,"
and after several weeks of this was
booked for the showing of "Oliver
Twist."Oliver Twist,- as soon as it
wound up at the Temple, was released to the Gordon houses In this
city and is being featured by them
this week. It is also in at Gordon's
Capitol,
their
newest house in
Brighton, one of the suburbs, where
a new idea of having a special performance for children is to be
started at the end of this week.
Estimates for last week:
Loew's State (capacity, 4,000;
scale, 25-50).
Using "Kick In" this
week with "A Daughter of Luxury"
underlined. With "Back Home and

Broke" and "Outcast" last week
house did close to $16,000, very fine
business for this theatre.

Park (capacity, 1,100; scale, 60 to
House record broken last
week when "Robin Hood" did $14,500.
Without special plugging
$1.50).

keeps rambling right along.

Modern

(capacity, 800;

scale, 28-

—

only):

Twelfth 8L— "For the Defense"
Seats, 1,100; scale,
(Paramount).
Ethel Clayton and Zasu Pitts
25.
western thriller ''The Bar Cross

War"

Seats,

890;

and

scale,

Edith

"When Knighthood

in Flower"
(second week).
Gross" about $13,775. Packing them
in.

Rislto (Paramount). Seats 1.250.
Prices: matinee, 25 and 35; nights,

Royal— "Pawned" and "Mud and

Tom Moore

75 $1.

was

added.

Sand."

50,

"The Hottentot." Business fair
only for this house, grossing about
40.

35-50.

Roberts.

$6,500.

Colorsdo (Bishop-Cass). Seats 2,$8,000.
Opposition first runs at the pop- 486. Prices: matinee, 30; nights, 40,
ular scaled vaudeville houses: "June "Tess of the Slorm Country," with
Madness," Mainstreet; "The Flam- Mary Plckford, did a" smashing sec"When Love ond' week's business, with gross exing Hour," Globe;
ceeding $11,600.
Comes," Pantages.
America (Bishdp-Cass). Seats 1.530. Prices: matinee, 30; nights. 40.
"The Hottentot." Around $4750.
INDIANA "SUNDAY" CASES
Isis (Fox).
Seats 1.776. Prices:
matinees, 25, nights, 30. "The VilRichmond, Ind., Jan. 10.
lags Blacksmith." Caught on well
Handley, Gross about $4,200.
Mayor Lawrence
when confronted by ministers representing 19 churches demanding he
FLAN CHI. FILM HOUSE
enforce the blue laws, stated "SunChicago, Jan. 10.
day picture shows will not be inter,
A new theatre is to be erected
fered with." The mayor further denear
Halsted
and
Madison streets
clared that it was his b lief there
was no popular demand for such which will play pictures and vaudeville, and which will have a seating
action.
At Wabash, Ind., Sheriff Summer- capacity of 1,200. The plan is to
land issued a statement saying Sun- start Its construction by March 1
day picture shows would not be al- and open the new house by Septi
lowed to reopen, though a few en- 1. The building will contain a the-'

Around

A

Always consistent paying
house; did about $7,000 last week
with "The Beautiful and Damned," terprises are permitted to operate atre and thirty offices.
within $500 of what the house could on the Sabbath.
do playing full capacity all the
Mss Busch Wreeer from Debt
At Martinsville, Ind., F. J. Remtime. Using "Notoriety" this week,
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
with "Flesh and Blood" underlined. busch, theatre owner, was recently
Mae
Busch-McDonald has been
fined $1 and costs for giving a perBeacon.
Attraction, seals and
The
business on a par with the sister formance Sunday. He contested the discharged from bankruptcy.
prosecution on the ground that a picture actress filed her petition
house, Modern.
Tremont Temple. Dark since the theatre, on Sunday, afforded mental about a year ago, listing at that
departure of "Oliver Twist," with rest and was a disseminator of time liabilities $2,117 with no assets.
news.
nothing announced for house.
40).

C.

Burr presents

Dorothy FartnunV Modern Version of Eugeue Sue's "Mysteries of Paris"

Directed by Kenneth

Webb.

Prorfu~>d

be*

W*itw« n p fnnott

uiiiiNiMtiimMiiiiuniitiifiiHiitftiiimitiiiniHii

With the Finest Cast Ever Assembled
tiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMiitiiimiiiiiniiD

Jew Cody, Gladys

Hulette,

Montague Love, Dolores Cassinclli, J. Barney Sherry, Walter James, William
Shannon, Harry Sotbern, Bradley Barker and Jane Thomas.

Collier, Jr.*

Rose Coghlau;

Effi*

•itiiitniiiiiiiimiiiMriiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiiin

Highly Endorsed by Every Critic

Who

Has Seen

It

NiiiiniiiiiiiiuniiniiiuiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiin

B.

S.

MOSS'

CAMEO

THEATRE
42nd

St.,

Near Broadw

—

'

PICTURES

*

K-

Jtamty 1%

Fri<l»y,

—
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DUNCANS IN

MIAMI

COAST INDEPENDENTS MOVE

__

Seefthern City
pantes

TO GET DICTATOR OF OWN

Now Hat

Five
Making Films

Com

Miami looks aa though it was
going to be the playground of the
film folk for the next few months.
Thus far there are at least five companies slated for a trip to the wln-

Group of Producers Invite District Attorney to Head
Organization for Five Years at $20,000 Yearly
M. P. T. O. A. Exhibitors Reported In

resort

make

productions.
With the opening of the studios
there that are backed by the Curtis
Bros., of flying fame, being managed by one of the Bruntons, the
producers are looking with greater
4
favor on the east coast wintering
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
place than they have In the past
producers
picture
J. P. McGowan has already finIndependent
H.
B.
Including; the
Interests,
ished one picture and is about to
other
*nd
allied with
tart on another. The first one comjlstrict exhibitor body
Theatre Owners, are
FILMS, DIES pleted was "One Million in Jewels."
the National
D. W. Griffith starts for Miami on
reported making an offer to District
to
Woolwine
Lee
Thomas
Feb. 1 to make "The White Rose
Attorney
there. J. Parker Reid, Jr., left last
head a new organization modeled Spectacular Career of
Distribuweek with a company, also to make
after the Producers and
Will
H.
by
headed
America,
a production. George Melford is to
Wrote
of
Millions
of
tors
Tne proposition is that
take a Famous Players company
Hay»Insurance
down during the next month and
Woolwine act as legal adviser and
one of the production units of Distxecutlve head of the group.
Harry B. Rosen, genera] Insurance tinctive Pictures is also to work
A concrete plan of organization
was placed before the attorney, to- agent, who wrote the $5,000,000 there.
gether with a proposition of $20,000
Seventeen Zukor life risk and handled millions
& year for five years.
JOHN EMERSON IN I. A.
producers and directors are con- in other policies for picture proJohn Emerson, president of the
cerned in the movement, and It is ducers and stars, died of pneu- Actors'
Equity Association, is at
reported that the state organiza- monia after an illness of 24 hours
present in Los Angeles, where he is
the Theatre Owners of
tion of
studying
conditions of the different
his
at
home,
272
West
90th
street,
America will swing 1,800 theatres
studios. Mr. Emerson has been neNew York, Dec. 30. He was 47.
Into the proposition.
gotiating
with Will Hays in an enThe producers and directors conStarting from small beginnings as, deavor
to adjust complaints and
Russell Productions,
cerned are:
an insurance agent, Mr. Rosen grew alleged abuses of some of the studio
three
representing
Nat Spitzer,
to be a power in the theatrical busi- heads to actors.
companies; James Young, director;
John ness, particularly among the picture
producer;
McCarthy,
P.
John
tar

to

ROSEN, FINANCE

Algonquin.

KING OF

Man

Who

P. O'Brien, director; John Ince, director; John Gorman; Lewis Bur-

both stars and company
officials.
Besides the Zukor policy
trom, producer; Roy Clemments
he negotiated the Griffith Insurance
and Eugene Kaufman.
for $2,000,000 and a large policy on
Marcus Loew aijd William Fox. It
CITY
is related that he had written $17,000.000 In life risks during 1922. He
placed insurance with all the big
companies, principally Metropolitan,
Equitable and New York.
Besides his insurance business,
New Attorney General Issues Mr. Rosen was an active trader In
the stock market and had many
Instructions— May Be More
connections with big Wall street

TROUBLED OVER SUNDAY

Just

Board

Kansas City. Jan. 10.
what attitude Charles B.

the new Attorney General
of Kansas, will take regarding Sunday amusements Is causing the
managers of the Sunflower State no

'Griffith,

.

uneasiness, especially those in
Kansas City, Kan., which Is part of
Greater Kansas City, Mo. (the state
line being an Invisible one, strangers not knowing whether they are
In Kansas or Missouri).
For many
years the theatres of Kansas City,
Kan., have counted their Sunday
business in advance.
If compelled
to close on that day they will be
hard hit from a financial angle.
Mr. Griffith has announced and
instructed his county attorneys that
he expects a vigorous enforcement
of the state laws.
During his two
years as an assistant attorney general he was extremely active In assisting the local officers in prosecuting cases In the name of the state.
Kansas City, Kan., Is one of the
very few In the state where even
picture houses are permitted to open
on the Sabbath day.
With the change of the state administration, a Democratic governor having been elected, there will
be a change in the membership of
the board of picture censors, which
may make some difference to the
distributors, as the present board,
with Its two women constituting a
majority, have banned several films
allowed to show in other states.
There is such a thing as the new
board even allowing "Birth of a Nalittle

~

18 Features for

Next Sea

son— Novels end Plays
With the return of Harry M.
Warner from the coast announcement is made of 12 of the 18 feature
productions that the Warner Bros,
are to have for release next season.
The balance are now in negotiation.
The novels and stage plays lined
up thus far include "Babbitt,^

"Being Respectable,** "Beau Brummell," "David Copperfield," "How to
Educate a Wife," "Lovers' Lane,"

"Shadowod Lives/' "The Age of Innocence," "Broadway After Dark,"
and the two Geo. M. Cohan pieces,
"George Washington, Jr." and
"Cornered," in which Madge Kennedy appeared in the stage production.

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan. 10.
Monte Brue, Mari? Prevost and
The Crystal theatre, which is Harry Meyers have been placed
Is
loToy
and
by
Charles
owned
under long term contracts by the
cated next door to the Toy theatre Warners, as also has Grant Car(pictures), has been leased to a penter, who will be at the head of

man and is running second
run pictures, changing policy with
the advent of the new year.
The Crystal opened the season
with vaudeville booked by George
". Wehster, changed policy to musical stock, and played Fred Webster's company several weeks, and
then turned to a tablo a policy,
playing Hal Kiter's "Live, Love and
Laugh'* revue for a fortnight end-

local

ing Dec.

The

30.

screen.

WASHINGTON, BOSTON, BURNS
Boston, Jan. 10.
Fire which burned out the three
floors of the Washington theatre building caused an estimated

upper

loss of $75,000. The flames, fanned
by a gale, for a while threatened to

spread through the South End business district, but the blase was confined to the one structure.

Elk River. Idaho, seatrecently destroyed by

Irene.

ing 5,600,

their scenario department. Mr. Carpenter has been adapting all of the
late Peter B. Kyne stories for the

was

fire.

FACTS-

"The Covered Wagon"
4
| __ «The Covered

Wagon" is made from the novel by Emerson Hough, a best teller which has been advertised in
400 newspapers by a big series of display ads.

near Fifth avenue.
Rosen's first big coup was the
waiting of big policies to protect a

made

to

Lewis

J.

Selznick.

The

O

death of a Selznick star might possibly

endanger the loan and

all

the

—To

in

9

—They endured

actors

spent over throe

desert, eighty miles

floods, blizzards,

from a railroad*

below-zero temperatures,

—300 wagons were

C

—1,000 Indians were brought from

built, 000 oxen broken to the yoke, and
1,000 horses, 500 mules and 300 ponies were used.

reservations hundreds

of miles away.

£

—500

buffaloes, the only large herd in existence,

were used

in the buffalo hunt.

is

York.
Mr. Rosen never dropped business.
in his social activities

Utah

A

said to have had
Its pick- of the loan market in New

Even

three thousand

it,

in the

and sometimes lack of food.

dent and Rosen wrote the policies.
His influence grew beyond the
mere insurance phase of the business and he was appealed to by
picture producers in need of capital,
becoming the negotiator of the accommodation as well as the insurance expert. By reason of his following among the picture people the

Harriman bank

make

months

his string were protected.
Olive Thomas was at the
height of her career at the time and
she was insured for $350,000. It was
a new wrinkle for the picture business and thereafter all the loan
transactions that went through the
principal banks followed the prece-

notables

-

about

tect bank loans, made him a power
in the affairs of the Harriman National Bank.
He had an office in
the bank building, but later established himself on East 44th street,

loan

l

.

corporations, among them Burns
Bros, and its president, Schatskln.
His enormous insurance business,
much of which was written to pro-

7

he was

—Nine

square miles of territory were covered by the

prairie fire.

prepared to do business. A Chlcagoan relates that he called on
William Morris one afternoon and
was present when Rosen was ushered In, Rosen and Morris being old

Q

—Hundreds of actors narrowly escaped death
where 300 wagons ford a mile-wide

On the heels of the introduction Rosen opened an argument
on the westerner, pointing the ad-

in the scene

torrent.

friends.

be shown, it never having
been permitted in the state.
This, vantages of a young Chicago man
however, is rather doubtful, as Gen- having a bank account in New York.
eral Griffith has been most vigorous Rosen negotiated on the spot a $200
loan from Morris, the Chicagoan
in his denouncement of the Ku Klux
Klan, devoting part of his campaign gave a pass book properly made out
which he carried with him, and
in speeches against the organization.
Governor Davis has not even took the Morris check as a deposit.
intimated his appointments for the A week later the westerner sent
new board of censors, but it is prac- Morris a check for $200, drawn on
ticnlly certain he will follow the the Harriman National,
RoP ^ n *« popularly credited with
precedent of other governors and
name at least two women on the having devised the first bank loan
on a picture negative and to
made
board.
have fixed the terms of the accom•Tames J. ( Seller, last director of modation, and thus established the
exploitation for the Fox Film Corp. procedure In all such transactions.
has severed connections with the
Concern to affiliate with Edward
NEEDED
"rohlleh
in
a publicity bureau. MORE THAN MOVIES
Indianapolis. Jan. 10.
Frohllch is a brother of Louis
Fmhlirh. attorney, associated with
Two downtown movie houses, the
Nathan Burkan.
Apollo and the Ohio, have gone back
to playing a musical feature to help
Herbert Brenon, picture director, draw In the erowds. The Ohio put
lias confessed
Judgment for JO.goo in a syncopated orchestra and a
Messmorc Kendall, lawyer and soloist, The Apollo has a vocal
J**t owner of tho Capitol, New trio and a troupe of entertainers,
^ "rk. for persona] fears in 1914.
tbe latter worki lg in a spotlight
''!»;<
interest end costs the Judgduring the screening of the news
tion" to

'

BACK TO PICTURES

WARNERS' LIST
Announce

people,

GREATER KANSAS

Liberal Censor

NEW YORK

William Duncan and his wife
Edith Johnson, who have been
Vitagraph stars for several years
and the peers of all serial artists
have come east. The indications are
that Duncan and his wife will close
a deal within a week with either
one of the other of two companies
who want them for serial producBoth Pathe and Universal
tions.
are bidding for the two stars.
Duncan's contract with Vitagraph
still has several months to run, but
in the event of a new contract being closed a release will undoubtedly
be arranged. Ed Moriarty, a Los
Angeles newspaperman, is here with
the Duncans and stopping at the

These are some of the reasons why

"The Covered Wagon"

j

I

!

'

,

j

the most stupendous undertaking in the history of
motion pictures, and the biggest box-office picture ever
is

made.
*

A

—Adapted

James Cruzc production

ramoun
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION

,]

•

"K-M

totals $8,455.98.

reel

and comedy.

by Jack Cunningham

I

.

AOOkPM JUNO*
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to oo «abe&_ mawruss" IMPORTANT CHANGES

VITA IN COLLECTIVE BOOKING

8am Goldwyn

8igns Fitzmaurice to
A Per Im utter* *

Produce "Potash

iy

pav

IPI

fl/A

nmCA

it KM)

Samuel Goldwyn announced to

DEAL DESPITE HAYS' RULE

the trade by telegraph from Los
Angeles this week that ho had
signed George Fitzmaurice to direct for his first producing unit, and
declared announcement of other

Chicasha Bone Crusher" in "The
Leather Pushers" series, and "The
Flirt," both made by Universal.
The collective booking Jam is only

would follow soon.
Fitzmaurice's assignment will be
to direct pictures made from the
"Potash & Perlmutter" series of
plays and stories by Montague

Vitagraph's "Ninety and Nine" Signed With A. B. C.
in Violation of Hays' Organization Understand-

ing—Other

Issues Put

Up

to "Dictator"

a part of the disputes developing in
the Hays organization.

Staff Shifts

Made and Other*
New

—

Reported Impending
Blood the Cause

units

A number
been

made

of changes have lately

In the

William Fox home

office personnel.

It is reported fur*
ther revisions are soon to be an*
nounced in the West Coast studio
and scenario staffs.
Abe Carlos, who has been with

|

Glass.

Famous Players has a complaint
Goldwyn. It has openly
MISS PICKFORD'S 'FAUST'
been related the root of all Famous
volume of co-operative booking to Players* troubles with Valentino
its outlet, it would seem necessary was the intimation Valentino reINVITES
for the protection of all other mem- ceived from Goldwyn
he would
bers of the Hays organization that make a good Ben-Hur if he could
the old understanding be canceled. secure hi9 release.
Film Producer Claims Prior
The fact that the "understanding"
ken
Now Sam Goldwyn has
has always been more or less of a away from the Famous Players'
Rights to Use of Story
tacit
one. does not concern the roster one of its leading directors,
against

Half a dozen trade fights are due
Fox organization In a confident!
to be put up to Will H. Hays as
and advisory capacity. Is out. He
director of the Producers and Distributors of America, but the one
held the title of studio manager and
that presses most severely is Vitawas regarded as of sufficient imporgraph's alleged violation of an old
tance to be entrusted with the job
Association rule against collective
practically of disbursing agent durbooking and one that has been adFairbanks
"Talisman"
ing the making of "Nero" in Italy.
hered to carefully even since the status of the matter.
Fitzmaurice.
inception of the former National asAnother angle is that Vitagraph
What he Intends to do is not menAdolph Zukor has been on-* of the
sociation.
recently
filed
complaint against r..ost violent opponents of comLos Angeles, Jan. 10.
tioned.
Although practically all the dis- Famous Players in a $5,000,000 suit petitive bidding for stars and diPromptly on the announcement
Harry Fields is another mem' er
tributing organizations ha\
flatly charging
restraint of trade and rectors. He is also the st.-ongest
that
Mary Pickford would make a missing from the home office crowd.
declined to deal with any booking trust control of first run theatres. supporter of the Producers and Disscreen production of "Faust," play- He was a traveling representative*
group. Vitagraph. itself a member of Figuring the probable date of th> tributors Association.
the Hays organization, has signed Vitagraph suit and the probable
Whether Hays will tackle the ing Marguerite, trouble loomed up. and was present at all Fox openings
for the entire time On the A. B. C. date of the signing of the A. B. C. problems or dodge them is specula- Legal entanglements threatened to out of New York in the capacity of
L. Earnest special agent. It is understood that
for Its feature, "The Ninety and booking contract, it appears that the tive. He never ruled in the famous present an obstacle.
Nine," and, as far as the trade suit was entered before the booking row between William I ox and D. Ouniet, president of Laval Photo- negotiations are now on for a*
plays,
Ltd.,
Canadian
a
concern, Fields connection with United Ar-«
knows, under no special dispensa- negotiations were opened.
W. Griffith over the jam on the \
tion.
In connection with the Vitagraph rights to "Two Orphans." nor has rushed into a statement that his firm tists. He resigned from the Fox staff
was
ready
start
to
the last week.
producing
That the old National association contention that Famous Players so he ever arbitrated in a vital dispute
The belief that new blood will be
understanding Is still in force was controlled first run housei in Amer- between any 'of the dozen or so same subject, entered claim of a
prior
right
and
threatened
carry
infused into some of the California
to
pretty well proved by the attitude ica that another producer was In- members of his organization. His
his contention to court.
departments is based in part
studio
of Paramount's sales manag t Kent, jured,
it
is
said
that recently Arbuckle decisions have turned out
The Pickford plan is to have the on the presence in New York for
when he refused to enter into nego- Famous Players has booked two rather disastrously rnd that may
production
directed
weeks past of Joe Pincua/.
Ernst
several
by
Lutiations with the Associated com- features produced by another com- have changed his attitude toward
mittee for a block booking of 300 pany at one of its Broadway the- dealing with troubles within the in- bitsch. Until this schedule was set- who is comedy production manager
tled upon it had been the purpose of on the coast.
It has been rumored,
days for "Knighthood." Collective atres.
The pictures were "The dustry.
Miss Pickford to produce "Dorothy lately that Pincus has been gatherbooking would not even be allowed
Vernon
1
addon
of 1
Ha"!l."
This may ing together a group of specialty
of discussion. No question of price
be abandoned for the present.
"gag men" and resourceful cpntrivever was raised. It was just a deAnother announcement from the ers of screen laughs, and will take
INDIANAPOLIS
cision against dealing with a group
Falrbanks-Pickford
camp
is
that
them back to the coast when he
of independent exhibitors booking
Douglas Fairbanks has determined leaves icday (Friday). Two of the
time In co-operation. Subsequently Legislative Prospects in Moosier
to
do
Walter
Scott's
"The
State
Talis- "gag* men are Bert Hanlon and
IN L. A.
the picture was sold to William Fox
man," playing the medieval crusader Benny Ryan, both from vaudeville.
for something like $40,000 for his
hero.
Indianapolis. Jan. 10.
short time ago Fox dropped sevstring of about 90 days.
Theatrical interests were watcheral of the special publicity men who
The Associated crowd paid $60,000
Films Across Street
ing for the expected introduction of
D. W. Griffith at one time intend- handled the various special attrac
for "Tess" and was anxious to bid
From One Another Church ed to make a screen Marguerite but tions in legitimate theatres for a
for "Knighthood." From this It is a picture censorship bill In the
abandoned the project in the belief run. It was rumored at that tint
plain that Paramount sacrificed a State Legislature, which convened
Makes 'Lobby' of Vestibule
that objections might be made by that Fox was about to discontin
profitable business turn In order to last Thursday and got down to
Rnm« of the censor boards to some his policy of framing special engage
business
this week.
uphold the understanding of Pro•
Several powerful women's organof its material.
ments in $2 houses.
ducers and Distributors against colLos Angeles, Jan. 10.
izations
and church federations
lective booking.
A
local church started active comWhen Vitagraph have
declared for censorship, but petition
breaks the rule Paramount has
against the picture theatres
the influential Indiana indorsers of
every reason to feel aggrieved
Sunday. The Wilshire Presbyterian

CONTROVERSY

'.

i

.

CENSORING

CHURCH AND THEATRE
OPPOSITION

A

Show

and

the transaction creates a precedent.
Vitagraph can add the growing

If

FORM

CO.

—

photoplays who had much to do with booked, billed and played Mary
defeat of the measure two years ago Pickford
The film
in "Pollyanna."
are expected to help the industry
feature was heavily played up by
in Its opposition this time.
the church in advertising and billStrength of Democrats In the
ing, while converting its vestibule
House was an encouraging feature into a "lobby" through a generous
of the situation.
The Republicans display of one-sheets of the picture.
have a majority of four. However,
Across the street the Wilshire thetwo members are at their homes atre, a regular picture house, had a
seriously fit, and several others have
Lon"Chaney feature in opposition.
P. T. O. A. Notified Commission Can't Entertain
threatened to bolt the party lineup because of trouble over commitVALENTINO'S PRINCIPLE
Society's Licensing It in Re*
Claim
tee appointments.
Arthur Butler Graham, attorney
Democrats came to the Legislature
straint
of
Trade
strictly pledged to a program of for Rodolph Valentino, denies any
economy, more particularly to op- foundation to the rumor that his
pose establishment of any new client may settle his legal differboards or commissions, and to work ences with Famous Players and
Willard F. Hudson, chief exam- secretary, J. C. Rosenthal, states
for abolition of as many of the states Valentino is fighting for a
present 72 such branches of the principle which would permanently iner of the Federal Trade Commis- this is no more than was expected.
prevent
him
from
ever
working
for
sion, has advised Sydney S. Cohon, The matter had been threshed out
State government as possible.
F. P. again.
president of the Motion Picture In the courts three years ago. Tftey
Mr. Graham today (Friday) will Theatre Owners of America, that Its propound that the exhibitors could
make a motion before the Appellate complaint against the American So- save themselves considerable money
$18,000 ATTACHMENT
Hausman Comedies, Inc., this Division for a reargument of the ciety of Composers, Authors and by ceasing this useless legal comappeal from the injunctive order
bat, which only enriches both side*
it Is an
week filed an $18,803.40 attachment restraining Valentino's theatrical Publishers to the effect
alleged combination in violation of attorneys. The society concurs that'
in the New York Supreme Court appearance for any company other the Sherman anti-trust law has no the major portion of any and all li
against the Chaplin Classics, Inc., than Famous. Actual trial of the merit and cannot be considered by damages collected for copyright in- li
based on a contract of May 20 last. suit is due some time in May. The the commission.
fringements goes to the lawyers. A |i
At that time the Housman com- attorney, will also ask that F. P.
The M. P. T. O. A.'s complaint, general agreement to abide by the
pany agreed to release in the U. S.. post a $2i".000 bond pending the in- filed Dec. 14, last, that the American law and desist from wasteful litiga- 1>
Caifada and Mexico their comedy, junction.
Society's exacting of a 10 cents per tion would result in a general de- lv
'The Snitching Hour," through the
seat per year license fee was un- crease of taxation for music licena
Clark -Cornelius Corporation.
lawful has been answered by Ex- fees.
W.
F. ALDER HONORED
The defendant corporation is alThe American Society also has 1
aminer Hudson with this excerpt
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
leged to have absorbed all of the
own ideas of the inner workingfrom hrs letter:
William F. Alder, well known film
Housman Comedies,
C.-C. assets.
"We have carefully considered the the M. P. T. O. A. as gleaned from
man, now exploring the Dutch New ,
Inc., accordingly asks for a balance
facts as stated by you and Examined friendly exhibitors.
It seems that
of over $18,000, claiming they were Guineas for rare cannibal pictures, the decision of the court's applic- when one faction has run out ef
guaranteed a $20,000 income from has been made an honorary member able thereto, with the result that it political argument it always revives
Society
(Dutch has been concluded that the case is the music
the comedy within five months from of the Batavia
tax problem.
This ha§
last May. They admit receipts of Academy of Science), according to not calling for the exercise of the been lately rekindled because of
word
received
here.
Alder,
with Commission's
only $1,196 60 and are suing for the
corrective
powers. Frank J. Rembush, the Indiana exJohn Boyle, expert cameraman, left
difference.
The chief reason for this conclusion hibitor, becoming aware that Cohan
San Francisco early in September
may be stated ac to the fact that has been paying his music tax fees
on a six-month film hunting expethe making of a claim for royalties regularly for the five metropolitan
dition.
GIANT
LLOYD'S
apparently in good faith cannot be picture houses he (Cohen) operates. *'
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
Rembush has been grabbing con- j*
said to constitute an unfair method
The Hal Itoach studios have a Juanita Hansen Plans Come-Back of competition in commerce and it siderable trade paper space lately «
cannot be said to be unfair in the through the medium of th.s music ">
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
new find in the person of John
«
Aasen, who is 8 feet 9 inches tall.
Juanita
Hansen,
whole
fight sense in which the word is used [;> question and ft i^fiot unknown that
He is said to be the tallest man in against the use of morphine was the Commission's Organic Act, but the Hooslcr : .vhibitor b:is political * r
the world and will play opposite revealed by records seized i". a raid is merely an assertion of a supposed aspirations as concerns th i-.^iontlj^
ca
Lloyd in his future pictures. This on the Barker sanitorium, is plan- legal right which is Cully detertnln- M. P. T. o. body
giant takes the place of George ning to return to. motion picture iiMf by the courts; i,i:d ,i i., :u.;
Augur, the Cardiff giant, who died work. While Miss Hansen, In New method of competition because th->
'HAMLET-' FILM TltAVZSTY^ J,
recently in New York. Aasen. who York, was evading reports to the parties to the controversy are no! In
A picture "avesty
"Ilainlei*
comes from Minot, N. D., was dis- effect that she ever was a "drug any way competitive with
wns
leaped this \. <.. by C. £
."
story
addict," her parents here Bald that other
covered by Lloyd through a
r.
It is in two reels, with Fell
she had won her fight gainst the
published in a newspaper.
William J. Hughes, Jr..
hln.TAdlrr, who
o» •:.rs In the film, ont
The story told of a Wisconsin morphire habit and has rec 'ived an ton. D. <'.. attorney, act ft for tl
of th? authors of the burlerqu*.
shoe factory that was making shoes offer to star in a new screen pro- American* Society or Comp<
OJkt player.? are Charles Murray.- ^
for the biggest pair of feet in the duction. The records in the sanitor- Authors and Publishers.
The shoes were ium also showed that Wally Held
United States.
The local headquarters of the Mary Anderson, PoIIv Moran 9r
''.'
niond alcKee.
entered the institution on Oct. 19.
A. s. C. A. l\, through its executive
traced and Aasen was found.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

THROWS OUT MUSIC COMPLAINT

TO FIGHT

KU KLUX ON SCREEN

M.

Eili Eili

Picturized, Inc., Char-

tered in Delaware

—Jews

Interested
Behind the incorporation of
Eili

Picturized,

Inc..

in

Eili

Delaware,

a movement to fight race prejudice on the part of the Ku Klux
Klan through the medium of the
lies

ccreen.

The first meeting of the organizawas held this week in the New
York offices, 1607 Broadway, when
plans were discussed for financing
its first picture production.
The
company is capitalized at- $1,003,000

tion

and a public offering of stock
be made.

will

A

canvass "has been made of the
Jewish churches and social organizations and prominent Jews have
been made acquainted with the ob 7
jects of the concern. The company's
charter is a broad one, allowing the
company to produce and deal in

and picture theatres and
other commercial properties auch as
pictures

stores.

The charter Is novel In that it
protects the cori-orate name In all
dozen forms (including the "Eli
Eli" of the religious musical composition) and the name executed in
the ancient Hebrew script has been
incorporated In the charter. Joseph
Melcer, 1482 Broadway, is attorney
of the company.
its

BLOCK-SQUARE THEATRE
Chicago, Jan. 10.
huge theatre building coverincr
the east side of
on
block
entire
an

A

Sheridan road between Loyal and
Albion avenues is soon to be erected
at a cost of $1,500,000 by the theatrical syndicate of Marks, Good-

Marks &

Harrison.
man,
The company has bought the
property, which is now housing a
convent, for $160,000, which led to
the printing of the plans of the

American
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MICH. HOUSE REPORTED

What

D'ye Moan, Former?
the first reports of the
Aitken deal there were mentioned negotiators "P. L. Wal-

AITKEN'S NOVEL SCHEME TO

In

BOOKING "ROBIN HOOD

and Hyman WInik,'' and by
some curious twist of newspaper reporting and editing it
was made to appear that Walters was "the 'former president

li

ters

MARKET

2,000 OLD TRIANGLES

Proposes to Make 100 Prints and Sell Territory on
Basis of Print to Each Million of U. S. PopulaAnother Step in Liquidation of T.
tion

—

i

Harry Aitken, one time president
of Triangle, this week took possession of 2,000 subjects made by
Mutual and Triangle as far back as
ten years ago, to market tocm.
The sale marks another step In the
liquidation of the former producing
company, whose tangled affairs
have been in process of straightening out under direction of Percy
L. Waters.
Some of the material was in possession of Western Import and some
of it was tied up abroad, but the

Aitken proposes to make a print
of each subject for each million unit
of population and offer the material
indiscriminately
to
independent
state righters or exhibitors to han000,

PICTURE HOUSES TAKING

ON VAUDEVILLE

BILLS

IN:

SMITH PARTY MEASURE SOON

Cuvillier Starts Anti-Censor

—

—

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 10.
Assemblyman Louis A. Cuvillier,
Democrat, of Manhattan, kicked over
the traces by introducing bills in Uie
v
State As8embly on Tuesday morning designed to repeal the Mullan-

Cage

state prohibition law
state film censorship act.

Sun Agency Receives Added
Assemblyman Cuvillier
Bookings Buys Adjoining
statement in which he

and the

mado
said

a

RAPPING FATTY

FbREIGN TEN-REELER
Chicago, Jan.
"Fabiola,"'
film

of ten

a
reels

Soreign
length,

10.

historical

comes

to

the Auditorium following th? season
of grand opera. The picture opens
Jan. 21 on a rental basis. It will

remain two weeks and has an option
on two weeks mote.

Coast Growing Universally Against
His Reappearance
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
Whatever may be the opinion* of
the world outside California, this
edge of the counUy. appears to be
going in wholly for the sport Of
walloping Fatty Arbuckle.

and

Ministers

clubwomen

are

having the publicity time of their
lives dver it, most of them spending
their

leisure

inditing

in

vitriolic

wires

additional houses. It will supply the
James, a 3,000 -seater at Columbus,
which has been playing picO.,
tures for the past two years and
which will have a new policy of
si.- acts and feature film, full week
The house
a and starting Jan. 14.

I
r.

f
t
ii

such action.
Following the action of Mr. CuSenator James J. Walker,
villier,
majority leader of the Senate, told
Variety's correspondent that ne:ct
week he will introduce a bill in the
upper chamber calling for the repeal
was not equipped with a stage and of the screen censor law.
adjoining property was purchased
Senator "Jimmie" is the busiest
and the addition made.
man at tho State Capitol, as He has
The Palace at Jamestown, N. Y., been charged with the responsibility
will also open with vaudeville Sunof sponsoring the administration
day, using a similar policy of six
measures of Governor Smith.
acts and feature, but with a split
It is highly probable that the Cuweek policy. The house, which has
villier measure to abrogate the exJust been completed, is under the
isting
movio statute will slide
anagement of Peterson & Woods, through the Assembly by a narrow
*ho also have the Winter Garden, margin of votes, although the fate
picture house in Jamestown.
of his Mullan-Gago law repealer is
The Strand, Niagara Falls, N. Y., in doubt. It is known that quite a
witches from pictures to vaudeville, few Bepublican Assemblyman are
tarting Sunday also. The house ready to vote to kill the Lusk film
as built only for films, the stage censor
act, but entertain different
aving but 14 feet in depth and views oi) the state prohibition enookings wijl be made to comply forcement • law.
The dry repealer
Ith the space.
The Cateract In promises to be one of the most imflagara, which has been playing
portant pieces of legislation during
tudevllle, will go Into stock. Both
the 1923 session.
ipusei

are

managed

by

A.

C.

man.

a:

tagene Jerge Is now in charge of
itlthe Sun Buffalo office, having sucDf|ree<l-^i Lou Snyder, Jerge was fores Imerly a professional and is a cousin
ia|of r,us Fay. He will supply about
of| 8 ix houses in the section.

m
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STARS

ARE REALTY DRAW

The drawing

power

of

JACKIE COOGAN'S FUTURE

l

MISSOURI CENSORING BILL
*

St. Louis. Jan 10.
Committee of Fifty of St

Th*»

puis

p

I

to
i

'°"

'

i

avc

commenced

action relathe lM-esentation of a picture
bill before thot "present
ecsthe >ute legislature.

Eos Angelas, JaJK

The

10.

business eonnections
of Jackie Coogan, the kid film star,
appear to be in much doubt.
According to the report, the parents of tho boy will not relinquish
their

future,

managerial

Interest

in

him

now

held by Sol Eesser. although it
reported Douglas Fairbanks would
like to have Jackie for United Artists, while it is said that Metro ftlso
has entered an offer.
is

WITNESS AGAINST CHAUFFEUR
Eos Angeles, Jan. 10.
Her chauffeur charged with being
a held -up man, Grace Darmond. of
the film.*-", has been cited as a witness u» ilnst him.

actions.

CHEAP ROBBER
Reforms for But end $10 in Cash
Baxtrr the Reformer

—

—

Deal Said to Involve $5,500,000 Famous Takes Exchanges and Theatre Enterprises Lynch Engages to Stay Out of Pictures

The purchase of the 8. A. Lynch
Southern Enterprises and its subsidiaries generated a lot of lurid
gossip in the picture trade during
tho week, but the best information

was

that the transaction

was

a nominal one and represented a
deal by which Famous Players
takes back the old Paramount
franchise for the south which has
remained vested In Lynch since
the early days of the Zukor concern.

States.

motion

'monthly meeting of the Michigan
Motion Picture Theatre Owners,
The chief topic was the boycott
against .the United Artists. After
much discussion pro and con the
members decided" to continue the
boycott "until such time as tho
producers will say they will not sell
the outsider pictures before first
offering them to the exhibitor."
Already four of the directors an
showing United Artists production!
and have booked them since th«
boycott was put into effect. Thess
directors were "panned" for theii

price United Artists Is asking for
the second run is 112,000.

CLEARS PARAMOUNT FRANCHISES

It is a repetition of the deal by
which A. H. Blank was eliminated
repealer last year Is the reason Mr. from the Zukor regime by the purCuvillier again put the measure in chase of his rights to Famous
this
season.
Last year's movie Players releases in the middle west
measure died a natural death in the and Alfred 8. Tllack was bought
all-powerful Bules committees in the out from his New England interwaning days of the session.
ests.
The Lynch deal gives FaThe censorship repeal is certain to mous Players for the first time
pass in the Senate, where the Demo- exclusive exchange control over its
crats have a majority of one.
product over the entire United

stars in conjunction with
the exploitation of virgin real estate

appearance of film personages at his
tracts and it has been necessary to
wl the police to handle the crowds.
The advertised celebs do nothing
,ve sm.le at the throngs,
but the
«a originated by Urban js so big
Business getter that the other realtate men hereabouts are envious.

LYNCH PURCHASE BY FAMOUS

Because he introduced a censor

Picture

has been tested by Bobert Urban,
local realty operator.
Urban for
B*verat weeks
has advertised the

left a Mr. Hodkinson in his stead to try to pacify

when he departed

United Artists have not sold second run on "Bobin Hodd," although
•ffess have . made both John H.
Kunsky and Phil Gleichman. Ths

that

Governor Smith could not "camouflage him," and that, although it
was against the_wish of his party,
The New York exchange of the he introduced the repeal legislation
Ous Sun office will take over two because the people desired such

r

and

trying to adjust the differences

t

'

„

Property

t

Detroit.
of
Hiram
in Detroit personally

Cecil B. DeMille and his company, Huron, has broken away from other
Michigan managers and contracted
who left here this week.
started on a cruise through for "Bobin Hood," which, if true*
Move Prematurely in theThey
Southern Pacific and will make breaks the theatre owners' front.
Plenty of smoke and fire at the
Will Sponsor Like Mexico heir first cannibal stop.

Senator Walker
Proposal in Senate Seems Sure to Pass

Assembly

In presenting the measure in the lower
chamber of the State Legislature

—

city

Abrams was

BUT M'JST FIND 'EM

down

that practice.
basis that the United
States has a population of 110.000,-

the

of

WILL FILM CANNIBALS,

and supply them with new paper
and such accessories. All will go
out designated as reissues under the
Federal Trade Commission ruling,

On the

—

continued by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners* Association of
Michigan, it was decided at the last
meeting of the board of directors on
which occasion tho United Artists
camo in for a general "panning."
Tho "drive" against tho United
Artists is claimed to have cost the
company $15,000 already in one part

exhibitors *
It is pointed out with some pleasure by the picture exhibitors that
the Orpheum, which played "Bobin
Hood" in Detroit, abandons Its picture policy this week and is playing
"Plantation Days," a colored show.
for«i return date.
l.n Angeles, Jan. 10.
There is a rumor heard that HerIf they can find wild cannibals, or
tame ones, they will be filmed by bert Weil, t>f the Desmond at Port

OUTLAW" CENSOR REPEAL BILL

tation.

hich lays

Chicago, Jan. 10.
policy of penalizing tho United Artists because Douglas Fairbanks booked "Bobin Hood" In the
Orpheum in Detroit without submitting the picture to the three firstrun theatres in that city is to bo

The

the performance of which
has been one of the most brilachievements
on record in
liant
the administration of motion
picture corporate affairs.

tion

new

Aitken figures that a new generation has come into the fan public
since the pictures were originally
released and he proposes to re-edit

Peace Mission

sword's ends with WInik and
he probably would resent the
imputation that he was associated with him In a new undertaking ;u*l besides that there is
nothing in fact or in prospect
to Make Walters "the former
president of Triangle."
The Aitken d<*al itself is regarded in trade circles as lure
evidence that P. >L. is definitely
on the Job in Triangle affairs in
the final phases of its liquida-

In
the "million -territory" in is a group of Keystone comedies
which probably will be handled inwhich they operate.
Because of the special conditions dependently. Among the. subjects
governing jSj] sta'.e right operations are those starring Dorothy Dalton,
in the south, the proposition there Douglas Fairbanks, Frank Keenan,
William S. Hart. Charles Ray. Raywill be practically two for one
that is two different subjects for the mond Hitchcock, Gloria Swanson
price elsewhere of a single print, and others.

Theatre Owners' Ban
in Detroit on

in

—Abrams

of Triajigle."
Walters as administrator of
Triangle's tangled affairs has
been for two years at legal

or one print of one subject to cover
a territorial unit of twice one
million. This plan has been figured
on but has not definitely been decided on. Aitken may, as an alternative, turn the proposition into a
territorial
rights,
state
straight
basis handled through the independent operators and exchanges.
In the new enterprise Aitken Is
associated as partner with Oscar
Price and is handling a new cornpan/ known as Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc. In the mass of material

dle

deal clears the way for marketing them as reissues. Ait ken has
a merchandising scheme for the
•ale of this huge mass of material
and has declared that it will be a
straight away film distribution on a
variation of the state rights plan,
and does not involve any stock flo-

Break

9

A. Lynch is understood to
entered Into an agreement
with Famous Players not to reHe is
enter the picture business.
occupied with important financial
Atlanta and other
in
Interests
southern cities and is reported to
hold a majority control of a widely
advertised tonic proprietory prepabig
ration.
The statement he
element in the Coco Cola Co., of
Atlanta, is In error.
Lynch's connection with the pi<*ture business began in a small way
;.s
a local distributor around AtII"
well.
lantn and ati exhibitor ;
acquired a certain territorial right
In Famous Players produej at fir t
and later held the territorial distrlbutlon franchise for the south
^ame way Eask'y and
the
in
Goldwyn held it for the far w<
S.

have

.

:t

—

and

Blank for the middle west,
centering in Des Moines, la.
Subsequently
Lynch
acquired
other territorial franchises for additional screen brands, including
Metro. He became associated with
Hulsey who had extensive terri•

and exhibitor interests
south of the Lynch zone and including Texas.
While Paramount
product
was being distributed
through the.«-e territorial franchises

torial rights

the Government suit camo up and
Famous Players gradually took up

the franchises outstanding,
It is
this territory, the last, which has
Just been taken back.
It was just preceding and during
Lynch's association with Hulsey
that he* went into the acquisition
of theatre properties on a large
scale and his holdings have been

described
standing

as

New

England was' Adding to
bare statement from the Famous Players home office, Atlanta
reports .Tie to the effect that Frederick O. Lee, essoclated with the
Irving National Bank, lai< ly made
(haii man of the Famous Players
finance
committee, will
become
preridi'nt of the Southern Enterprises,
functioning in New York
tin '.nuh
a representative in the
South* rn territory.
the

Kin

op<
ion u ith

will

i.t
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•

The

public,

not

stooj that
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mows
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found out about pictures, the
offered to reform for a
The screen star said he would
waive the pinch, but the burglar asserted he was hungry and needed
another suit of clothes.
They finally compromised, with
Baxter giving tho prowler a suit and
$10 in cash in return for his promyet

burglar

price.

\

ho

-

itnder-

pay-

A

condition of the
if the robber

agreement was that
changes his mind, he
ter's house alone.

will let

Bax-

MUST CLEAR SNOW OFF H00I
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 10.
managers in Massa-

Theatre

chusetts have received a notice that
p'Tformances must not be given until tho roofs of theatres have been
cleared of ice and snow. The order
says that similar action must be
taken on fire escapes and exterior
exits leading from the theatre, especially those at the foot of fire
escapes.
The order has been sent by Bobert
T. Hurley, tuperlntt udent of the
St, te

r mpe.

WALLY REID'S M. D. ARRESTED
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
John Bcott Barker of Oakland,
physician of Wally Bcid. was
arn st<
by state officers for alb g
in n a rooties.
l;r. Barker
was nrrcKjed while acting as host
.'•

>•

rl

I

;

I.

st'bl

reform.

ise to

]>r.

t

'

•

of ye
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•
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it
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<t< hai

tlio
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terms of the deal

10.

rested.

that

is

s Ajtgelei Jajn.

Becoming Interested and hearing
a great deal Will II. Hays hasn't

The under-

large.

these properties
also come under the control of Famous and will be handled by
Harold Franklin as the Mark deal
in

L

Warner Baxter caught a cheap
robber in his home and threatens
unless the union raises the reform
s~alo he will quit housekeeping.
Tho burglar was about to pet
away with portable valuables when
Mr. Baxter entered the room.
Ha
told the robber the mistake he was
making and explained bow they
got money in picture making without taking chances of being ar-
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VAUDEVILLE AGENTS' WAYS
SAMUE SHIP-MAN'S DELIQUENCE

ELUSIVE GRAFTERS

WITH BOND DELAYS PRODUCTION
and Take/' Louis Mann Show, Held Over
Playwright Tardy on Posting $10,000 to Insure
Mann's "Agreeability" in Production

The postponement

of "Give and
St., from Monday
(Thursday) night, when

Take," at the 49th
until

last

was due to take its metropolitan
bow, was said to have been through
Sam Shipman having been delinquent in posting the bond for
110,000 he volunteered as a guarantee for the playing of Louis Mann
It

in the principal role.

TO GAIN MORE DUE PAYERS

HELP TO RUIN

Giving Out Stories Connecting Will H. Hays' Name
Without Hays Hearing About It
Gilmore
Apologized to Film Head

''Give

—

Time

Small

~

EQUITY TRYING PUBLICITY

Vaudeville

Worst Sufferer at Pres-

BARRYMORE LEAVING

ent-— "Side

Money"

Scale.

To date It seems the grand hurrah
which the Equity heads, John

MOTHER-IN-LAW GETS

Over
Brazen
Emerson and Frank Gillmore, have
"Splitting"—V. M. P. A. HOME COSTING $125,000 been making over a forty-eight hour a week contract for picture
Wants to Know "Gypping
players is newspaper talk. In the
Will Protect Mrs. Farber, Mother of Farber printed accounts, which were eviAgents"
dently given to the papers either
Acts Not Over 5% Comby the Equity heads or by some
Sisters, Beneficiary
Conone in their New York office authormission for Any Reason
stance Soon to Wed
ized to do so, the fact that the

Growing

"HAMLET" NEXT MONTH
February 17 Set as the Final

Date—Star

Will

—

Soon

—

—

Another reason advanced for the
Go Abroad
adjournment was that Mr. Maim
required more time to become faThat "Hamlet," with John BarryThe first aggrespive step to promiliar with the script, having been
greatly aided
by the prompter more, will wind up its engagement tect vaudeville from its crooked
piece "broke in" at Stamford, Conn. at the Sam II. Harris in another agents and booking men, following
month is virtually certain, despite the recent editorial denunciation of
(Continued on page 45)
denials last week.
No tickets are the grafters who represent and
being sold at the theatre for a later route acts, was the announcement
date than Feb. 17.
this week by the Vaudeville ManEXPENSIVE CANARY
Tickets for later dates are on agers,' Protective Association, inhand,
but
the
sale
ordered
was
not
viting all or any artist In vaudeville
Careless Hotel Clark Brings Anguish
mulcted out of over five per cent.
(Continued on page 45)
to Cabaret Dancer
commission by their agent or "held
up" by a booking man to present
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
the facts to the association.
A dead canary and a $900 damThe V. M. P. A. statement Is to
age suK are the aftermath of New CARLTON'S
the effect it wants complaints of
Year's Eve at the Hotel Blackstone.
(Continued on page 21)
Fern De Leon, a dancer in the
AGAINST

The wedding ceremony

of Con-

much

her pet canary was axphyxshe says.
The transient guests read all of
her private correspondence, swears
iated,

the plaintiff, and
her wardrobe.

damaged some

of

CENSOR SEIwS SCENARIO
Detroit, Jan. 17.
Royal A. Baker, police censor of
Pictures, has sold a story "When a

Woman Beaches

40" to Preferred
Pictures for $1,000. The picture will
be male under the title of "Frivolity."

Baker has submitted another
«ory to several leading 'producers
under the title "The Griddle."
13,000 Asked for Ex-Champion
Jesv WlHard was being
offer d in
«fe independent
xiug

W eek

weekly.
-Mie

as

vaudeville
an act for

offices

$3,000

pugilist was not considered
* huy at that figure by the independent bookers.

PAT SOMERSET

Intimations that the proceedings
against Pat Somerset for his deportation on charges of "moral
turpitude" will eventually be abandoned is gleaned through the English actor being again examined by
Ellis Island officials Tuesday, this
time to determine if there is any
danger of his becoming a "public
charge." In view of his past contract as co-star with Edith Day in
"Orange Blossoms," such a possibility seems ludicrously remote.
The papers and testimony of the
previous examinations two months

$10,000,000.

Previous

to

the

marriage

ago were recalled from Washington, D. C, authorities to secure an
insight on this

new

query.
Miss Day's husband. Carle E.
Carlton, who has a divorce suit
pending against his wife, who was
mentioned in connection with MarBannerman's divorce suit
garet
against Somerset in England, has
Carlton has
altered his attitude.
expressed himself willing to faciliMiss
Day and
tate the marriage of
Somerset as soon as a divorce decree Is awarded him. He was said
to have been the instigator of the
charges against Somerset

in

completely furnished
home
(Continued on page 4.1)

Just

ROGERS' 5C. ROYALTY

FOR DISK RECORDS

addition

to

the

at the

original

Times Square. The Selwyns and
Channing Pollock, however, decided
to send only one company out. It
will open at Springfield, Feb. 8,
going into the Selwyn, Boston,

Feb.

12.

The planned company for Chicago has been postponed until early
Both the manager
next season.
and author expect the play to run
a year there and It was believed
before a special company could be
readied now the season would be
too far advanced.
The management considered the
selection of players too important
to hastily select a cast and that a
better opportunity for the most desirable support could be attained by
securing players now for next season's appo.iranrea.
<

HIGH SCHOOL FILMS

Mr.

deBower presented Mrs. Farber,
mother of the Farber sisters, a DeWitt Clinton Votes

SEVEN "FOOLS"
There will be seven companies of
"The Fool" for next season. All are
expected to reach the boards by
Sept. 15 and casting for all companies is to be completed by April.
It had been planned to send two
companies to the road this season

length.

stance Farber to Herbert deBower
Mr. Hays denies Equity presented
will occur this week.
It will mark a contract to him or talked with
the retirement of Miss Farber from him regarding the matter., other
the stage.
Her husband is a
(Continued on uage 49)
business man rated worth over

ATTITUDE

cabarets, asserts in her complaint
against the hotel for the amount
that its clerk rented her room during- her absence that evening to
two young men. They smoked so

contract had been taken up with
Will H. Hays was dwelt upon at

Rogers

has signed a five
with the Victor
Talking Machine Co., probably the
Will

contract

years'

biggest disk manufacturers in
world, to

make

of his monologs.

the

The comedian

will

Enrico Caruso,

Any

record of fair popular appeal
This would
100,000 nt least.
Rogers $.r»,000 per record, at
least once a month, or a $60,000
minimum on the year. The five
years' contract should net a mini-

sells

net

mum

Record for

The first instance of record of a
public high school essaying picture production is that of the De
Witt Clinton High School, on" of
the largest public prep schools In
the metropolis.
The student general organization,
which supports athletic activities,
etc., has voted to set aside $1,000 to
be expended
in
"shooting"
th«
school's activities for permanent
preservation.
All the participants
are high school students. ^

original recordings

receive a royalty of 5 cents per record, said to equal that paid to the
late

to

Preservation

of $300,000 gross for the

come-

dian.

___

Charles Chaplin was reported to
have signed with the Brunswick
people to make one record, whereon
the screen star could do anything
he pleased sing, talk or play the
violin, on which he is quite expert.
Chaplin was reported receiving $!'».000 for his services for the one rec-

—

The New York
ord.
Brunswick company

office

of

denied

knowledge of such proposal.

FAVORED PRESS AGENTS
Chicago, Jan. 17.
Favored press agents are the only
ones that can get a good break In
Chicago newspapers and New York
managers are said to be learning
this, with the result that the favored
few advance men return here time
after time.

The matter has caused mnm <»r
complaint on the part of th<>s»*
Mt^nts'Who are not in the clique.
less
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ROSTAND'S 'THOENIX"

ENGLISH VARIETY BUSINESS PARALYZED;

WEEK

33 VAUDEVILLE HALLS OPEN THIS

NOT IMPRESSIVE

IS

Poetical 3-Act Play of Myth-

—Yonnel

Country

ical

and

Leads

Gretillat,
i

—

— Programs
— Cir-

Few Bookings
Other 98 Variety Houses Have Revues or Pantos
Crammed with Conflicting Turns Holding Play or Pay Contracts
Dismal Outlook
cuit Only Booking and Slashing Salaries

—

Paris, Jan, 17.

Maurice Rostand's three-act poetical play, "Phoenix," was producad
at the Theatre Porte Saint Martin

Stoll

week.

last

London, Jan. 17.
The only variety bookings now
being made In England are by the

which Is slashing
circuit,
Stoll
acts' salaries in consequence.
This week there are 33 of the vahalls playing a vaudeville
riety
show; the other 98 vaudeville houses
hold either revues or pantomimes.
The variety bills are crammed
full of conflicting acts that must be
played through holding play or pay
contracts with the circuits. These
acts hold their agreements for the
entire time and must be placed In
the bills irrespective of how they
blend for the whole show.

average playgoer
be Indifferent, j short run is
the general rediction.
It relates of a prince of An irnYg*>
inary European country turnrrrgp

EXHIBITORS IN ENGLAND

'Deux Belles de Cadix," with Music,
Fairly

which Jay Gould
"Deux Belles de
It
is a versical
Cadix" Jan. 13.
comedy authored by Maurice Magre
with Andre Gaihard having done
Mogador,

over

presides, presented

the music.

The

during

plot concerns Cadix,

the 17th century, when the Moors
prevailed over Spain, although vanquished. It tells of Inez, wife of a

PRESS WORK OR EXPERIMENT ?

MATS GOOD; NIGHTS POOR

African

Company Behind Tempest

London, Jan.

17.

The announcement is made that
"The Gay Lord Quex" is to be revived with George Grossmith and
Gertie Lawrence in the principal
roles.

As the players are musical comctars, the
announcement is
looked upon as a possible press
edy

although if serious the experiment is regarded as dangerous

stunt,

LONDON APRIL
London, Jan.

9

17.

The Charles B. Cochran production of the George M. Cohan comedy "So This Is London!" will be

locally made April 9 at the Frlnce
of Wales' theatre.

Cochran is negotiating with Allan
Aynesworth to head the cast.

DEATHS ABROAD
Paris, Jan.

GOOD

2.

Francis Chassaigne, French composer, at the

CIGARETTES

and plotting to overthrow kings as responsible for alll
wars and the world's miseries.

age of

75.

Jules Alexandre, chief ticket inspector at the Theatre do la porte
St. Martin, father of M. Alexandre,
of the Comedie Francaise, and Ga-

Robinne, French actress.
Eugene Pitou, Paris journalist,
aged 74.
Mrs. Albert Fumey, of New York,
briello

died last

in

A

Sunday week

at

Chateau
She was

the fanatic heir to
conspires to destroy
father's castle during a special
Silvere.

Theatres, Only in Cinemas.
Griffith
•

Aimed At

boycott with

shown

first

performance
merous royal guests

atrical

London, Jan. 17.
English exhibitors, through their
association, are organizing for a
strong protest against the practice
of showing super-pictureB over here
in any but picture houses. The object of the protest is the "regular
theatre showing the, specials and indirectly it appears to be aimed at
the American film producer, Griffith,
as the maker of big pictures who
most frequently utilizes the theatre.
The protest carries a threat of a
against super-films
elsewhere than in the
it

FRANK VAN HOVEN

B. F. Keith's Royal and New York
for five weeks: Albany, Troy. White
Plains, Proctor's 125th St.. Proctor's

23d St., Palace, Murray's Roman
Gardens, care of Jos. Susskind, are
New York. Frank Van makes
them scream, big cities, little cities,
Hoven works 98 weeks out of 104,

all in

sometimes two houses.

FRANK VAN HOVEN
EDWARD S. KELLER
— Booked for seven
years.

Direction
P. S.

cinemas.
It is unlikely any action taken by
the Exhibitors' Associafeon will afany theatre manager.

fect the plans of

the
hi*

crown,

•

DIVIDED

PROGRAM OF

OLD AND NEW VARIETY

While the Griffith pictures have
been more often exhibited in the
English legit houses, other American picture distributors have shown Palladium, London, Contrasted
their supers similarly in London,
Bill for Next
First
among tHem Metro. United Artists
(other than Griffith), Fox and UniPart Old

for

tHe«j,.

which nu-

Will be preseijj.

Sperea, supposedly the greatest
national actor, is engaged for the
royal performance but becomes il|
However!
prior to his appearance.
he accomplishes his task and after.
bidding farewell to his companions
begs to see the only woman he ever^
She arrives^
loved before dying.
veiled, but the prince recognizes her
a« the empress, his mother, and
overhears the ensuing conversation
to learn the actor is the true father
of the princess whom he loves.
Meanwhile, the conspirators hafe
fired the castle and the princess I*
T'fis
killed along with the othere.
despondent prince then enters the
flaming structure to be burned llks
Phoenix, but not resuscitated.
Yonnel Is splendid as Prince Silvere and Gretillat gives a superb
performance as the dying actor,
Speres. The re .lining members pj
the company are adequate.
si
•

•

n

Week—

RETURNING
COHAN ______
Wrote New Musical Play on

versal.

I

*

Riviera

Titled "Rosie Reilly"

VAUDEVILLE IN PABIS
Alhambra.

—

"Octave";
in
sketch
comedian,
Fred Brezin, Chino and Kaufman,

Goode

Sisters,

London, Jan.

17.

The vaudeville bill at the PallaParis, Jan. 5.
French dium for next week will be divided
Galipaux,
Roby

Fairy,

Wm.

equestrian posing act,
Charh
Beautiful";
Formes, Miller and Canning, Weynal, Three Lottos, Ouvrard, Clay
Modellers, The Five Belgian AnRoyal
Four
serouls,
Marcel's
Utterldge's

Act

Tigers, Carlito's Boxing Kangaroo.
Olympia.
Lord Ain, Severus
Scheffer, Josephine Reeve, Athos,
Arnosl's Monkeys, Horward's Marionettes, Douglas and Jones, Bernos, Five Kohlers, Millions Trjupe,
The Albertini, Julot et Pierrot, Max

—

Roger, "Valles.

Duke "LONDON" IN

The star, Marie Tempest, and
company are playing on percentage.

Want Super-Pictures

Don't

"The

London, Jan. 17.
"Coodness Gracious Annabelle," for success.
backed by the African Trust Theatres, will -open Feb. 19 at the
of York's theatre.

THREATENING BOYCOTT

revolutionist

The

Paris, Jan. 17.
management of the Theatre

Spanish grandee and a favorite of
For this week Moss Empires have the king, in love with Gazul, the
vaudeville bills in ten of their 31 eon of a sultan of Tripoli, betrothed
variety theatres; Stoll has six sim- to Zoraido, Moorish maiden.
ilar bills out of its 11 theatres;
Saref, a sultan of Algiers, who,
Gulliver six out of 16; Variety Con- disguised as a beggar, is conspiring
trolling Company, one out of 10; with the Moors to regain their
Broadhead circuit, one out of 11; power in
warns Gazul
Spain,
Bostock, two out of 8; Syndicate against Inez. She becomes jealous
Halls has 10 halls; MacXaughten and goes to Zoraido's home. It recircuit, nine; Kennedy circuit, none sults in the women fighting a duel.
out of four; miscellaneous houses, Saref interferes, takes a liking to
seven out of 21.
Inez and proposes taking her to his
By spring it is anticipated the home in Algiers. She accepts the
public will be surfeited with the proposal but, when the ship is
current shows and there will be manned for the voyage, elopes with
keen competition for vaudeville a seafaring man.
novelties,, as by that time most of
The piece met with a fair recepthe old contracts will have been tion, but the opinion is its prolonged
played out, but meantime the fear success is doubtful.
is held by managements their vaThe roles are held by Joube (reriety-going
clienteles
will
have tired from the Comedie Franca ise)
been destroyed.
as Saref, Lagrenee as Gazul, AlWhile the books will be clear for cover as the Grandee, Mile, earlier
bookings by tho spring, the danger as Inez, and Suzanne Paris as Zoremains, say the managers, that It raido. All recite the verse extremely
will become necessary to rebuild well.
The production has been splenthe vaudeville patronage.
The pantos are doing well in the didly mounted by Gabriel Dubois,
larger provincial cities, with the the producer, with the orchestra
majority of them 1n the smaller under the direction of Letombe.
towns doing poorly.

London, Jan. 17.
Legit business in London continued divided last week with the
matinees well attended through
school vacations, but the night business remained light.

did not impress fa-

will

17TH CENTURY COMEDY
Opens

It

The

vorably.

EVETT MADE GAIETY WINNER

1

London, Jan. 17,
George M. Cohan and family, who
here from the south of
The first Jialf of it. to be provided France Sunday, will sail for New
by Albert de Courville, will be a York Saturday on the "Berengarla."
replica of a vaudeville bUl of twen- That disposes of reports he might
ty years ago. The contrast will be appear here in 'The Tavern," alreturn
In the second half, composed .of though it is probable he will

for contrast,

arrived

modern

to

turns.

London in the spring.
The American author-manager

completed arrangements with C.

London, Jan. 17.
"Advertising April," a comedy by
Herbert Farjeon and Horace Horsnell, recently played for a fortnight
at the Birmingham Repertory theatre by the stock company, has
been put Into rehearsal at the Chiterion, London, scheduled for production

before

the

close

of

B.

the. presentation here at
the Prince of Wales of "So This II
London!" due to open April 5. "Little Nellie Kelly" will be staged at

Cochran for

"ADVERTISING APRIL"

the

month.

London Jan. 17.
Sybil Thorndyke is being negoSince Robert Evett assumed con- tiated for to play the
role of April,
trol of the Gaiety with "The Last
a film star, who is kept on the crest

tho Oxford two weeks later, suc-

ceeding "Battling Butler."
Cohan, while on the Riviera, completed the book, lyrics and score of
a new musical play to be called
"Tho Rise of Rosie O'Reilly." It
will be his first production next season in America, being due to open
in Boston during the summer.
It Is understood hero Cohan will
return to England in the spring to
direct the rehearsal for "London"

Walts," his first production, that of popularity through the publicity
house has been a financial success. stunts of a press agent husband,
and "Kelly," after which Cohan will
Previous to Evett's direction and and Robert Loralne has been
ap- personally appear in "The Tavern"
for the year ending June 30 the proached to play the husband.
If if a local theatre Is then available;
Gaiety's statement showed it lost he accepts it will mean
the closing
£4,000.
of "The Happy Ending" at the New
theatre, In which Loralne has the
LE0NID0FF BALLETS

"ARLEQUIN" CLOSING

London Jan.

17.

The massive production of "Arlequln" by Albert de Courville at the
Empire

will shortly close.

principal part.
Cyril Maude in "The Dippers" is
now running at the Criterion.
The American rights to the piece
have been disposed of by Lady

Wyndham.

AMERICANS ABROAD
Paris, Jan. 2.
Clifton Webb, In the London run
of "Phi-Phi," passed through Paris
on his way to Switzerland with a

ARTHUR COLLINS STRICKEN
London, Jan.

Arthur
stricken

Collins

is

seriously

17.
ill,

when returning from Ber-

_

The

series

of

Paris, Jan. 5.
ballets presented

at tho Theatre des

Champs

Elyseea

week by Mme. lleana Leoniseems to have made g^od. Thi
company recruited by this clevef
lady is composed mainly of Russians residing in Italy, and the first
performances of the troupe wera

last
doff

given

at

the

Costanzi

theatre*

Rome.
The dancers would

like to tour
Monquet, near Fordeaux.
party Including Mrs. Mabellc Webb
lin, where he had gone to see the
America.
formerly Jeanne I'utz and lived for and Maxine* Elliott.
Gertrude Courtney, a prize win- "Johannes Kreisler" play. It is to
some time in f.e United States
be produced here at the Drury Lane,
with her husband, who was asso- ner at the American conservatory
of which Collins is the director.
ciated
with the Gaumont com- of music at Fontainebleau last
«
pany there, and afterward with the summer, appeared at a Christmas
French line in New York. Her sis- concert In Paris with the Francis
10
ELS0M-ELVEY MARRIAGE
ter is Mrs. Joseph Porter B< tiles, Casadesus orchestra.
London, Jan. 17.
Marie Kennard, soprano, daughof ISoston.
Isobe] Elsom and Maurice Elvey
Albert Dieudonne, French eemc- ter of Frank BigeloW Kennard, of
TILLER
have married. The bride is a legit
dian, aged 9.1. died at a Paris hos- Xcw York, is singing in Milan.
Constance Lounsbery, j-lavwr.ght, and picture actress, the groom prinpital, Dee. 30, following an opera*
The (]• ceased had he<'ii an Is In Normandy, expecting to re- cipal producer for Stoll and the dition.
LITTLFJOHNS
vorced husband of Elizabeth Risinmate at th< Frein-h Aelors' Hom^ turn to Paris by end of January.
143 Charing Cross Road
£26 Wait 46th St.
New York
Pearl White, also Miss S. Bowles don.
at Pon aux Danoes for som« years.
LONDON
IMioti^ I1KYANT 1337
last week.
Raymond,
porting Murphy, were in P..r
M.
Saint
TILLER
Director,
Enid Hudson (who is Miss E.
journalist, In Paris.
Armand Goupil, Paris journalist, Alexander when at home in VirNOW TOt'RINCJ 1IROIE
ginia),
is solo dancing with a viraged 68.
ENOS
tuosi jazz In the Revue du Canard
Alphonre Humbert, French jour
Enchains at the Theatre dep Boulenalist and critic.
I/me. Carbonne, wife of the stage vard.", Paiis. which debuted Xmas ftr.ORf.F. FO STICK
IIAHR1 10STE*
Who Wan »n Individual Ril In the JEAN BEOINI manager of tie Opera Comi<iue, Eve and still running nl'rel.
M
York.
Ntw
1922"
Columbia,
at
OF
Jerome
Uhl
Taris.
(of
Chicago
Opera)
"CHUCKLES
Place All the BIGGEST
in E*_U«db;
Now la One of VorfvU* M««.t Surprise AeH...
Arthur Diosy, English author, and family are spending the winter
COMMUNICATE Til IMH fill WlittTMl MORHltf ACKM V. t*iV.
lWfiVF:«* iJltlW»l('r
id.lrMt Car.' of ir-r*
in Switzerland, now being at Caux. *14t» BROADWAY; PUTNAM BUILDING
dl< d at Nice, Fiance, Jan. 1.
NKW TORK Cl
Churlng Croxs Host], London
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BOTH

N. Y.

WINS BY DEFAULT

FOR CENSOR AND DRY CHANGES'

life

Because of a legal technicality
Martin Beck won the first point In
tho double-header suit for $100,000
damages each for breach of contract
instituted by William L. Passpart
president
of
the
circuit
Justice Lehman
In Trial Term, Part XIII of the New

against

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 17.
lution Introduced by Democratic
leaden ace experiencing Leaders Walker and Donohue follows:
difficulty In keeping members of the
"Whereas, The Interpretation of
legislature under the leash as rethe Eighteenth Amendment to the
Federal Constitution expressed In
gards the Mullan-Gage act, a referendum to the people en light wines the Volstead act has resulted In
widespread contempt, and violaand beer and the repeal of the
tion of the law, In Illegal traffic in
motion picture censor law and an
liquors and in official corruption;
outbreak may come at any moment
and,
when these measures will be passed.
"Whereas, The Governor in his
Members of both political parties annual message has correctly set
are extremely impatient and hunforth that 'the history of our own
dreds of letters are coming into the
state does not indicate that a macapltol daily demanding immediate
jority of the people are In sympaaction on these matters.
thy with the existing Volstead
Following the recommendations
act,' and that Congress alone can
made by Governor Alfred E. Smith amend that legislation;
in his message to the state legisla"Therefore, be it resolved. That
ture on Jan. 3, a concurrent resoluthe Legislature of the State of
New York' do hereby memorialize
tion, intended to memorialize Conthe Congress of the United States
gress to modify the Volstead act so
to enact such modification of the
as to permit traffic in light wines
and beer, was introduced in both Volstead act as shall legalize, subHouses by Democratic leaders when ject to the approval by the people
of the state, the use of beer and
the lawmakers reconvened here on
Monday right. Senator James J. light wines under such careful
Walker of Manhattan, majority restrictions as were imposed by
leader of the Senate, and Charles D.
the law passed in New York in
Donohue, minority leader of the
1920;
Assembly, presented the resolution
"Be it further resolved, That a
in their respective Houses.
copy of this resolution be transIn the Senate the resolution was
mitted to the clerk of the United
referred to the Finance committee,
States Senate and to the clerk of
the most powerful in the Upper
the House of Representatives and
House. It is sure to he reported out
t6 each senator and representaon the floor of this committee, potive in Congress from this state."
litical observers at the capitol say.
Immediately preceding the presenThe chairman of the committee is tation of the resolution in the SenSenator Bernard Downing of Man- ate by Majority Leader Walker,
hattan, one of -he war horses of Senator John J. Dunnlgan, Demo-

York Supreme Court

The concurrent resolution did not
fare so well in the Assembly on
Monday night, action on it being deferred when Simon L. Adler of
Rochester, Republican floor leader,
raised an objection.
The submission of the resolution
followed a day replete with conferences among leaders of both the
Democratic and Republican parties.
During the afternoon definite preparations were made for a bi -party
for the repeal of the
Mullan-Gage state prohibition enforcement law. While the political
leaders were conferring, William H.
Anderson, state superintendent of
the New York Anti-saloon League,
made his first appearance of the new
year at the capitol, and announced
tlfat he "accepts joyfully the challenge of the wet bi-partisan alliance." At the same time, Mr. An-

derson announced the consolidation
of the Anti-saloon League with the
•'Allied Citizens of America," another dry outfit, in a fight against

BONDS FOR CHECKERS

text of the concurrent reso-

A

INDIANA CENSOR BILL

AMERICAN T08ACQ

*

STUDIOS OF

.
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DAHCiHS
229 WW
451*51 KcwYork

surface,

silent,

is

New York. The collapse of Shubert units, suddenly
now
girls into New York, and the comparative dearth of musical
in

.

It isn't only jtmong the ranks of the chorus girls that suffering is acute.
In a stock company in Brooklyn a few weeks ago six extra players were
needed. They were secured from an agency for a total of $310 for the
week. Among them was one star actor, getting $50 for his week's work.
Two seasons ago he got $500 in a Broadway production. He borrowed
$5 from the manager his first day at rehearsals to eat with.

Many
there

is

Fortunately,
of the players and chorus girls turn to the films.
a great deal of production now going on around New York. Extra
(Continued on page 10)

DANCE RULES

COLLEGIATE CIRCUIT

Canon Chase and His Ideas Are
Out A«ain
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 17.
Canon William Sheafe ClK.se of
B. >oklyn,
national

loyylst

for

the

bill,

introduced

S. Steel of

Knox,

persons,

firms

or

conducting a checking room in any
public place where wearing apparel,
baggage or packages are
checked.
This measure will apply
especially
to
the
conductors of
checking parlors
connection with
the cabarets along Broadway.

!

FOR VAUDEVILLE

the State Legislature to enact his
bills into laws at the pres-

dancing

ent session, it is learned.
...The bills were introduced for the

time last year by Assembly-

first

man Duke and were

the

ubject of

comment because

of the
fact that illustrations of certain
steps which Canon deemed proper
were included in the* bills, it being
the first time. such a novelty had
come before the attention of the
legislators.
The bills, of course,
died a natural death.
Among the things which the good

state-wide

Form Program

Colleges Will

—

Inter-

Annual Event Profits for
Unfortunate Students

Movement of
Reform
Washington, D. C, will again ask

Canon hopes wouLj be made

into

law are:
Persons in .dances shall at all
times keep their bodies and faces
free from eaclw>ther.
Anything bordering on Immodesty
or suggestive motion is forbidden.
An unmarried person under the
age of seventeen is not to be permitted out after $ o'clock at night
unless accompanied by a guardian.
Jass anctng, shaking the upper
part of the body (better knorra as
the 'shimmy'), cheek to cheek dancing and half- strangle hold would
be barred If Canon Chase has his

way.

BLUE LAW WORKERS
Has Been Introduced
Indiana Legislsture

Plans have been formulated and
are reported to be under way to
establish a nine-act Inter-collegiate
vaudeville performance, to be held
as an annual event throughout the
larger cities of the east and possibly in the mlddlewest.
It Is

sition

not a money -making propoand the main idea is to keep

alive the Interest
societies of the

in

the dramatic

universities

which

has revealed a tendency to fluctuate
during the past few years. For that
purpose, it is proposed to have the
colleges, compete for positions on
the program with circulars* stating
Just exactly what is wanted— such
as an opening act, closing act,
sketch, song and dance team, etc..
to that effect being sent to the various university dramatic clubs. The
final selections to be reached through
•
a process of elimination.
Those behind the project are re-pdTted to -have interested George
Cohan before he went abroad, and
E. F. Afrbee in the undertaking, snd
with their supervision it is planned
to whip the show Into shape for
presentation.

in

Blue law agitators are working
overtime here. In addition to the
movie censorship bill, they have Introduced a measure in the state

legislature which seeks to prohibit
by Senator the advertising of tobacco or tobac-

is identical
co products.
corporations with one defeated in the Senate two
Another bill would put a stop to
years ago. It would create a cen- every form of commercial sport on
sorship board of three members, the Memorial day and is aimed particuchairman to receive $3,000 a year larly at the Indianapolis Motor
and the other two members $2,500. Speedway Race, which, drew 125,000
They would be required to license people last year. The bill has the
all films shown in the state and
backing of the patriotic societies,
would be empowered to make such while the hotel and Speedway inchanges or remove such parts as terests are opposed to it.
they saw fit. A fee of $2 for tho first
reel and $1 for each additional reel
"SUNDAY" BILL IN TENN.
would be charged.
AGAINST MISREPRESENTATION
Memphis. Jan. 17.
The bill's language makes it seek
Bills have been introduced into
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 17.
to
prohibit
the
showing
In
Indiana
the Tennessee Legislature now 'o
Assemblyman J oseph Steinberg,
session to close tho theatres on Sun- of all films that are "obscene, in- Republican of New York, is slated
day, and prevent baseball also on decent, immoral, sacrilegious, in- to be elected to a conspicuous place
There Is a chance of the bills human or that show bull fights or in the Hall of Fame by members of
passing, sinco the rural members of prize fights.
the theatrical profession as a result
Forces for and against the bill imth*»
Legislature are against anyof his announcement that he has a
thing the cltlei v. ant In tho way <>f mediately began \o get ready for the bill which would make it a misTight, but the line-up has not taken
amusements on the Sabbath.
demeanor for persons to represent
any very definite form as yet.
themselves ac actors or actresses if
At least two of the three Indian
they are not actually Identified with
noils
daily I.
newspapers
'Wfcp.'l [KT8
are exOzab S.irrmcned to London
some theatrical organization.
pected to fight censorship
Several
Alex 1». M'l-'araiie. COlim
told
Assemblyman
Steinberg
with the M«»?s- Empire. England. wwka **° thc Indianapolis "Star* Variety's correspondent today. "My
:us summoned Frederick J. Oawb. <,cl,vered a ,on « harangue against bill would put an end to this *ort of
u,,ilc the Indianapolis "Times,"
an American stage director, to Lon- it while
misrepresentation.
Actresses and
the day the censorship bill was in<!<•!! for the purpose r.f putting oh n
actors are members of a profession
number pf revues for the British troduced quoted at length the which is as honorable as any other
vaudeville circuit.
Ocab sails to- articles against movie restriction and the members have been too
morrow (Saturday) on the 'Olym- appearing in Colliers weekly in the frequently
stigmatized
by
imleading editorial.
pic.
. postors."

of

hiH'iiii'iJESraL

and without the public knowing anything about it,
though unusual, suffering in the ranks of chorus girls
throwing
shows, is
responsible. Very few chorus girls ever save money, and their lot la a
hard one at best, with long lay-offs and rehearsals, but this year it is
worse than ever.

Under the

there

Indianapolis, Jan. IT.
Indianapolis. Jan. 17.
is before the
Indiana State Legislature, following
introduction of a bill providing for
it in the Senate Jan. 12.

Movie censorship

Albany, Jan. 17.
rather unique measure was in-

troduced in^the New York Assembly
this week by Mr. Kahan amending
The
the general business law by providing for the licensing and bonding Claude
|

When Jackie Coogan came east about two years ago he was besieged
by requests for his time and services. He was booked for every minute
of the day. Over the telephone wire came a request from the Loew offlce
to Jackie's father, asking him to bring the boy over to see Marcus Loew.
The entire day was booked, but the elder Coogan promptly brought the
boy to Loew, where camera man photographed the two, Jackie sitting on
the window sill of Loew's office, with his arm around the magnate, and
asking him If he owned all of New York.

Measure

Measure in Albany to License and
Bond Proprietors of Check Rooms

"wet" legislation.

K§W«

week

In the second Leinlnger bill proOta Gygi's $150,000 suit for alanvision is made %q remove the power
of enforcing the Mullan-Gage law der against Martin Beck was also
dismissed
by default In the New
from police officers of municipalities which voted against prohibition York Supreme Court before Justice
Wasservogel.
The action, filed In
at the time of local option on the
December, 1919, alleged that Beck
question or did not vote at all.
The resolution to modify the Vol- had threatened to cancel Gygi's
stead acl to permit the sale of light Orpheum bookings and had done so.
wine and beer is slated for discus- Since the filing of the suit Gygl is
sion next week, probably Monday said to have played the Orpheum
Circuit, the legal action notwithnight.
standing. The defalcation was the
non-appearance of the plaintiff's
counsel.

movement

*

late last

Passpart's
dismissed
complaint
against Beck, individually and at the
same time awarded a directed verdict in favor of Bedc for $6,478.80.
This repersents $5,269.34 plus interest for which the defendant counterclaimed on the ground he had
overpaid that amount to Passpart
for commissions.
The technicality arose through
the non-appearance punctually of
William J. Fallon (Fallon & McOee),
trial counsel for Passpart. Fallon
claimed he had another action pending in the Court of General Sessions
before Judge Rosalsky, accounting
for the temporary delay. Charles H.
Studin, attorney for Beck, alleged
Fallon was not just then concerned
in the criminal court. Justice Lehman peremptorily ended the suit
with a default verdict in favor of the
defendant.
Robert C. Moore, of counsel for
Passpart, states that he will make
a motion today (Friday) in Special
Term, Part I of the Supreme Court
to open the default which he expects to be readily granted. If the
suit is reopened it may necessitate
Beck's postponement of his trip to
Europe. He is booked to sail tomorrow (Saturday).
Passpart's other suit against the
Orpheum Theatre & Realty Co., Inc.,

also for $300,000 damages and for
similar causes Is still pending and
will not be reached for six or eight
to Mr. Studin.
crat, of the Bronx, reintroduced months according
his bills designated to repeal the The latter suit was filed about that
many
months
after
this
action
Mullan-Gage state dry statutes.
On top of the concurrent resolu- against Beck individually although
it Is the
Passpart's
intention
of
tion came two bills sponsored by
Assemblyman Peter A. Leinlnger, counsel to move for a consolidation
Democrat, of Queens, dealing with of both suits at trial. In both Passthe dry situation. The first of the part alleges the defendants emLeinlnger measures seeks to amend ployed him as foreign representative
the penal code of the' state to pro- to book European acts on a 5 per
vide a ten -year sentence for any cent, basis of all acts' salaries.
Passpart estimated his income at
person "selling, giving away or attempting to give away liquor for $15,000 annually. He was European
beverage purposes which contains agent for the Orpheum circuit from
ether, wood alcohol or denatured al- 1905 to 1914 when he alleged unjust dismissal.
cohol."

2920.

The

tho

Orpheum

Tarty

go on record for wines
and beer at the state Democratic
convention In Albany in February,

romance.

About six or eight years ago a standard act on the Loew time was
Claim Allowed by
Coogan and Cox a pair of hoofers getting about $80 to $100 a week. It
was a favorite act of the Loew bookers, and Joe Schenck, in charge of
Court Against Agent in
the sheets, always favored the team. It was this same Joe Schenck, now
Addition
a film producer, who Induced Jack Coogan, once tho song and dance man,
father of Jackie Coogan, to sign with Loew (Metro).

—

cratic party

The culmination of the Loew -Coogan deal, whereby the former gives
Jackie a half million advance, and a 60-40 split on the pictures, is real

Counter

Senator Walker Introduces Resolution Calling for
Modified Prohibition Pressure from Public to
Hasten Action

Tammany, who himself made the
original fight to have the Demo-

'

JOYS AND GLOOMS OF B'WAY

PASSPARTLAWYERLATE,

PARTIES IMPATIENT

1

Whatever receipts should be gathand above the expenses
involved, would revert to the colleges taking part In the performance
in the form of emergency scholarships for boys who are working
their way through the institutions,
but who are taken ill and forced to
drop out because of possessing no
means with which to continue.
It is hoped to have the initial performance readied by the holidays of
next winter and thereafter to become a yearly event.
ered, over

25
i.

c.

P. C.
c.

OFF

R. R.

Oecislon

RATES

Expected

This

Month
Intimation that the reduction of
the mileage rate would soon be
forthcoming has been received In
New York by the National Council
of Traveling Salesmen's Associations from people in touch with the
Interstate

Commerce Commission

In

Washington. The I. C. C. is expected to finally report by the end
Briefs which have
of this month.
been submitted by the salesmen's
attorneys are now being formally
considered.
It is
the belief from "Insidesources that the I. C. C. will order
the railroads to Issue mileage books
of COO to 1.000 mile as each, at a 25
per cent discount per mile.
The saving to the traveling professional per year Is obvious, although the commercial salesmen
have been the sole Instigator* of the
bill

from

its

inception.

1
'
•
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—
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VAUDEVILLE
WHAT

LACK OF HARMONY IN WEST

MONEY

SPIEGEL DID WITH

Friday, January 19, 1923

NO LONGER "GUARDED SECRET

AIM OF LEGAL INVESTIGATION

Years

Search by Counsel for Receiver in Bankruptcy Over
$300,000 Secured on Fraudulent Stock Certificates, It Is Said

After ^ScTcral

The question 'ong patent in the
minds of show people interested in

BIG PAYING SALARY CAFE

the tingled attain of Max
bankrupt theatrical promoter, may
solved.
It revolves Itself about what Spiegel could have
done with the money that has
passed through his hands but has
not been accounted for since his
failure for over $1,000,000.
to light before Judge
It came
John C. Knoxjn the U. S. District

CAPITAL OFFICIALDOM

Spiegel,

when

Friday

Court

Leo

Oriental Cafe in

Mrs. C. C.
|

in

Calhoun Appears
Shubert Unit Under

HARRISON MOSS
in

Charity Auspices

Hands

of Re-

ceiver—Failed to Pay
a Whiteman Band

"THE PUBLIC MUST BE
SERVED"
DICK MOSS

BILLY HARRISON

Oppen-

ville player.

New Orleans, Jan. 17.
Washington, Jan. 17.
Enjoying I.oew Circuit, thanks to
The Oriental Cafe, operated by a
Washington's
society J. H. LUBIN, CHAS. FREEMAN
Chinaman, is in the hands of a releaders, Mrs. Clarence Critt nden and LAWRENCE PUCK.
ceiver. It paid and paid and paid
Calhoun, is appearing in the twomostly 'feature acts," giving them
a-day here at the Belasco theatre
big salaries, until it couldn't pay
as one of the programmed acts of
any more not even a Paul Whitethe Shubert vaudeville bill for the
man orchestra it finally engaged at
current week.
Mrs. Calhoun has
VS.
Whiteman is suing
$300 a night.
written a number of plays, her
to recover and may get a napkin or
most recent one, "A Marriageable
a bent fork out of it.
Mother," having been presented loSalaries paid by the restaurant
cally last summer at the Garrlck
NeighborAttorney Oppenheimer also di- with her husband and herself ap- Professionals See
attention;
attracted
theatrical
rectly charged Spiegel is not in- pearing in the leads and the memDisplacgot
there;
Anna
"Follies"
$1,750
Prisoe
hood
sane but is in an asylum in a Stam- bers of the steck company then
Chandler was paid $1,250, and
ing Them
ford, Conn, sanitarium as refuge appearing at the house making up
Harry Rose $750.
from prosecution. The court's at- the supporting cast.
The cafe went overboard "after its
tention was called to the fact
had been running
This appearance of the society
"fol- expenditures
amateur
neighborhood
The
Spiegel had secured loans from leader is under the auspices of
weekly, ahead of its rethousands
now enjoying some vogue
banks of sums exceeding $320,000 on •The Women's Universal Alliance," lies" acts
ceipts.
vaudeville
neighborhood
in
the
bogus certificates in the Mitchell H. of which she is the founder.
Her houses and some of the small big
'Mark Bealty Corporation.
"act" runs ten minutes, appearing timers as well, are unofficially unThis is the first intimation "on after intermission.
BRADFORD SENTENCED
The engage- popular with the professionals who
the record" of suspicions and ru- ment of Mrs. Calhoun was arin contact with them.
come
mors on Broadway since Spiegel's ranged by Ira LaMotte, local manSongwriter
Gets
Four
With bookings congested and five Colored
affairs were precipitated into bank- ager for the Shubert8, and HarMonths
regular acts clamoring for booking
ruptcy. There is little doubting of old Burg, until recently publicity
the
demand,
in
"where only one is
the legality of Spiegel's commit- director of the Affiliated Theatres
Perry Bradford, .colored songamateur turns further minimize the
ment. Drs. Graeme Hammond and "Corporation and whose contract
writer and music publisher, was
chances for employment. Running
alienists,
Carlos F. Macdonald, two
has been taken over by the Shu- between 30 minutes and one full sentenced to four months in the
signed the commitment papers al- berts.
have Essex County Penitentiary by Judge
hour, the amateur revues
though it is pointed out that there
Knox in the U. S. District Court
Mrs. Calhoun's opening Sunday
Inexpensive business getters
Monday. Bradford was convicted of
may be an "out", technically and marked a 100 per cent, increase in proved
for the managers, but have also
legally, whereby the commitment the receipts yesterday and
Monday displaced two to four acts on each subornation of perjury arising from
may be set aside. Certain con- night's audience included Secre- bill because of their length.
a song, "He May Be Your Man But
tributory elements figure in such tary Christian, representing PresiHe Comes to See Me Sometimes,"
proceedings if they become neces- dent Harding; the majority of the
authored by LJennuyel Fowler, also a
WEST
BANDS
BUSY
sary.
colored songsmith.
members of tho United States SuChicago, Jan. 17.
Spencer Williams and Fowler,
Last week Walter Hays. Spiegel's preme Court, Vice-President CoolArt Kahn's orchestra, which has who were believed would earn their
business associate, testified in de- idge and Attorilpy General Doughtail the bankrupt was vice president
erty.
This array of Washington had a long engagement at the Sen- immunity because of their testiof the Mitchell H. Mark Realty official life was augmented by a ate, Lubliner & Trintz vest side mony against Bradford for the govCorp., at a salary of $17,500 a year. large number of Washington's so- house, will conclude its engagement ernment, were let off with lighter
Under direct examination of Mr. ciety, this house #eing completely there Feb^ 17 and is being offered sentences. Both pleaded guilty to
for picture house dates in Chicago testifying falsely at Bradford's diOppenheimer in the hearings before sold out.
at $1,500 weekly.
Referee Harold P. Coffin, Hays testirection in a copyright suit in equity.
Earl Fuller's jazz band, playing Williams received a week in jail and
fied Spiegel's duties were co investiPantages time, is at the Chateau Fowler a month Iif fhe penitentiary.
gate realty propositions involving
COSTLY KIDDING
the "last half* of this week.
theatres but stated Spiegel had no
The convictions* resulted from a
Ben Bernie and his band, now at suit which the Ted Browne Music
control over the actual operation of George McKay Swears Off on the
the Palace, is being offered to Chi- Co. of Chicago began in the local
tfie Company's circuit of theatres.
Coast
cago picture houses for dates in district federal court against BradThe important problem was what
June and July.
San Francisco. Jan. 17.
Spiegel could and migljt have done
ford alleging, a previous claim and
Yvette ard her band, extra fea- contract for the song in* question.
Hoorge
McKay
with the $327,000 he is charged
(McKay and ArFowler had come to New York from
with having obtained from bankers. dine), appearing at the Golden ture at McVicker's this week.
Paul Whiteman's "Romance of Chicago and placed the same song
Hays confessed ignorance thereof. Gate, likes to kid, but now he's off
He testified that he and Mrs. Mark that stuff, for a hotel clerk took Rhythm" had this week open be- With Bradford for publication. The
tween Dayton and Toronto (Loew) latter publisher, induced Williams,
found two books containing dupli- Gcorgo seriously last week.
McKay in restaurants and about and filled the first four days at the also a colored songwriter, to swear
cate bogus certificates in Spiegel's
hotels had a habit of saying, "See Capitol at Jackson, Mich.
that Fowler's contract with Braddrawer at one time.
Paul Sternberg's "Amplified Syn- ford antedated the Browne agreethat the Gotham that I get treated pretty good; I'm
It developed
When copation" is at the Pantheon (pic- ment*. The perjury was shown up
National Bank loaned Spiegel money the headliner on the bill."
at the trial.
on certificates Nos. 218 and 235, he reached San Fra-ncisco and reg- ture house) this week.
heimer, counsel for Edward Hymes,
the receiver, asked for an ord*r,
granted by Judge Knox, directing
Mrs. Mitchell H. Mark to produce
seven letters, written by Spiegel to
Mrs. Mark is the bankhis wife.
The letters
rupt's mother-in-law.
are alleged by the receiver to contain information which would throw
light on the disposal of the bankrupt's property and other assets.

One

The harmony

of

RESENTMENT AROUSED

—

AMATEUR ACTS

the floor to artists' representative*

has given way to chaos which hat
Chicago vaudeville folks guessing as
to the outcome.
The western Keith office boo
eight or ten very deslrahle we
coming from the east to Chicago
the line which divide* the Keith
and Western Vaudeville and Junior
Orpheum territory runs north and
south through Chicago, while the
Association- time formidable in past

*

years is at present "shot to pieces"
use a term of a big vaudeville
man who should know conditiona

—to

The Keith

office has
no try-out
Chicago and relies on eastern reports and on the viewing of
acts by its bookers when^east fot
the material booked in cities which
lead out towards Chicago. The Association and the Junior Orpheum

house

common stock,
stating the signatures of Eugene Falk, Moe Mark and his own
were forged to accomplish the loan.
Spiegel's interest in the MarkSpiegel Realty Corp. was set forth
in

detail as

being concerned with

the 100-year lease on the Fitzgerald
building, 1482 Broadway, New York-,
including the George M. Cohan theatre.
Moe Mark was president of
Spiegel,
that
corporation;
vicepresident; Joe Leblang. secretary,
and Hays treasurer. The corporation was capitalized at $500, o00 pref .-red stock and 20,000 shares of
common at no par value. Hays
testified that the Mitchell H. Mark
company had the controlling interest in the Mark- Spiegel corporation
but Hays did not know what Spiegel
did with his stock in the fatter

company.
ably

all

He

opined

it

hypothecated for

was probloan?".

The further examination of Hays
was adjourned until Jan. 22 at 2.30
before Coflln.
Harry Kolbe, pre-ident of the
Motor M< iv., i. •> and Conimrr-ial
<'<,rp..
Bronx, S. Y.. t< tiffed ho
loaned Spiegel $25 000.

istered at the hotel he pulled his
favorite line on tho clerk.
At the end of the week McKay
discovered
that
the
clerk
had
charged him $8 a day for a room
that his associates were charged
only $3.
He yelled about it, and
the clerk blandly and with much

BIGAMY OUT
—Received

Sweeney

have

The argument

of Lois Josephine
divorce suit against Duke
Wellington Cross before Justice Erlanger in the New York Supreme
Court brought to light that Miss
abandoned
Josephine
has
her
charges of bigamy against her husband, and is merely pressing her
prayer for a divorce decree.
A settlement some months ago enriched the plaintiff to the extent of

approximately $2a,000 and several
lots In Beechhuret, Long Island, according to Harry H. Oshrin, her at-

dis-

solved partnership.
Duffy will do
a n«W act with the Callahan Bros.

Sweeney has teamed

with

torney.
In the bill of complaint Kate
Groer, Cross' present wife, is named

Sonny

Burnett.

The Duffy and Sweeney turn
split, following an engagement at
the Keith house in Toronto about
four weeks ego.
The act had a
Keith route with a!. out eighteen
wrecks U» *;a when the, dissolution
occurn

d.

co-respondent.
Miss Josephine alleged that cross secured a dlvon
decree in Chicago on charges of dertion. but had never served her
with the complaint. A Chicago divorce is invalid in this State.
The 'Intorlneutnry derrnr rrr>< ><o
granted by the end of this v*
<

•

i

IRENE B0RD0NI AS TURN
LILLIAN LORRAINE HAS TIME
Lillian Lorraine is to play a few
weeks of metn politan Keith time,
according to report. Miss Lorraine

was

to

have followed Fannie Brlce

into the Palace this week, but was
given such short notice she didn't
kave an act or wardrobe ready.

h

•

ne

Bordonl

New

li

ch;<

San Francisco,
Helen Walker is at Ban

S.

Benthatn.
Through her manager and husband, May GoetX, Miss Bordonl gave
a concert Tuesday afternoon at the
Lyceum, New York.
•

HELEN WALKER LOCATED

ap]
vaudeville,
to

York in
starting Jon. 1.9, booked by M.
around

Waldron McNevin,

for-

mer chorus

and Lots

Cross'

DUFFY AND SWEENEY PART
and

$25,000

Bernitffc

girl and toe dancer, was"
by police here after she had
charged that she had been thrown
from an automobile into a snow
drift and then was assaulted in a
room where two men had taken

held

surprise remarked:
"Well, you said you were the
headliner and wanted something
good, so I gave it to you."
"You sure did," said McKay, "and
good, too.
I'm off that headliner
stuff from now on. You clerks have.
no sense of humor."

Duffy

Miss McNevin Sent Away
Lynn, Mass., Jan. 17.

Withdraws Charge

Lois Josephine

is

I

>l<

|

b'y

her

The girl, Who
was thought to have

In this, city.

a cabaretter,

been the
City, shot.

woman

lound

in

the

State

Women's Reformatory, as she was
found to have been a drug user and
had been in trouble in Boston on a
number

in

Mexico

cuit

of occasions.

Ferrsri

Separation

Suit Off

Natalie

Ferrari (Sascha Piatov
and
Natalie,
vaudeville),
who
served a summons in a suit* for
separation on Mars in Ferrari, has

had the summons dismissed through
failure to h!o a complaint.
Ell
Johnson, acting for Ferrari, made
the motion to dismiss last week,
Simuliai:'
S.i*
ha
Piat<>\
filed a general denial to the $100,000
suit which Ferrari ins begun alI'
itov alle.iated Mrs. F<
.:

\

.

:

rari's (Natalie's) affections,

i

j

1

Marcus

;

leresta.
latter
1

It

in

Morristown. N.

The Cohen Brothers
'»

is

seat

use

h<

part of

will play valid

1

will

ererl

Morrletown
100 -room hotpl.
in

pictures.

Is

vies

first

now recTUised as*

that
is
public
being nn>
of

"guarded

New Hcuse

Helman,

president: also 43. F. Albee and John
J, Murdock in the east.
The heads of the Interests now
working here without the harmony
which existed In past years are C. SHumphreys for the Keith circuit
and C. K. Bray, general manager of
the Association and Junior Orpin um.
The present. shirtacre of acts 0*
nd ths
peclally of comedy turns,
inability of those at the head of th«
movement to weed out "Ihx SjSsJ
creating agents" to make proper
headway Is att ributed to the "l**l
of harmony" belw»-eh We two-**"

instead

.Ian. 17.

cording to a wire received

mother

her after picking her out of the
snow.
Her charges were proved untrue

and she was placed

in

refuses to accept eastern reports at
a basis for salary and discredit the
judgment of the bookers of the Chi*
cago Keith office, which is the most
important situation growing out of
the present break.
A second factor is the "cut salary*
houses found on Association time,
for which there is no equivalent la
the Keith western time.
Houses
which will not pay KeJth salaries
are turned over to other booking
The
agencies friendly to Keith.
Association has houses which art
given a 20 per cent cut. This per*
mits acts familiar with conditions
or having expert advice to receive
$25 more weekly on the Keith time
than on the W. V. M. A. time which
adjoins it.
A third contributing factor to the
present situation was the barring of
an agent from the Association floor
without the same action being taken
by the Keith office. When an effort
was made to have the ham put up
against this agent In the Keith
offices as well as the Association
booking space, it was declared ths
barring of the agent was an injustice and that it was due to the
enmity of one booker, growing out
of business connected with a deal
put over eight or nine years ago.
This developed the lack of harmony
in dealing with agents which existed
in years past.
(
The recent ousting of Burt Ccrtelyou from the Association list of
agents on the ground that he failed
to attend to business: signed con*
tracts without authority, and did
not go on the floor to offer his acts
properly, has further muddled ths
situation and has led to the conditions now existing here being
brought to the attention of Martin
Beck, president of the Orpheum cir-

•

Hays

existing for seve

years between the two interests
which has permitted concerted action regarding the booking of acts,
the elimination of undesirable acts
from consideration and the extending of the privileges of booking from

•

each of 100 shares

Misunderstandinj
Association ai

Chicago, Jan. 17.
For the first time since the west
ern Keith office took on any co
sidcrahle importance there is a lac
of harmony between that branch of
the Keith activities and the We,3T>.
cm Vaudeville Managers' Association, serious
in
its
effect
upon
vaudeville conditions in the mid*
west not only from the star.dpolut
of circuit activities and interests of
house managers but of the vaude-

NEW ORLEANS

CLOSES IN

SEES SOCIETY QUEEN

shortly be

Friendly

Imminent Between
Keith's Chicago Office

Appear

s<

•'*•

longer

*

eret."

J.

Montgomery on Locw Time

a

x
J(

M
"

I

irahall

M

M'list.. h;is

Loew

circuit.

ntgom*

ry.

'.he

been. rOtttcd

»•>'

vet*
I**
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VAUDEVILLE

•

Friday, January 19, 1923

OKLAHOMA'S NEW GOVERNOR'S

d

•

ORPHEUM CIRCUITS CONTEST

FREE SHOW AT INAUGURATION

FOR CONTROL OF STOCK

•

Everything Wide Open and Gratis— 100,000 Visitors
Receive Amusement and Food Without Charge,
.4
Including 300 Head of Cattle Barbecue
Oklahoma

Action to

free to the

with the regular
and usual performance being given.
the inuguration of the
It was
Walton as govHon. J. (Jack)
ernor of Oklahoma.
governor
ordered
open house
The
Jan.

public

WEBER

— Eastern Faction Reported
Beck

ILL

first

Oklahoma City was

in

JOE

City, Jan. 17.

time in the history
of the show business every theatre

For the

Western Group Buys $1,000,000 of Beck's Holdings

CHARLES ALTHOFF

Recover Salary Started
Against Fields

»,

1921

The Weber and Fields Shubert BILVKR THRKAD8 AMONG THE COM)
CHARMS Al DIENCR WITS
show 'Reunited," closed last
ANCIENT MELODY
week in Worcester, Mass., ending
Br LEONARD ROAN
its career on the Shubert unit time.
C
Whoever thought an old-tima ion»
Immediately upon Joe Weber- reach- like "Silver Threads Among the Gold"
ing New York he repaired to his could ba ao thoroughly appreciated by a
for everything. Over 100,000 people home and bed, where he still re- I.yrlc audience?
Thoaa who went to ona of the first
They mained early this week, suffering performances of the week at the Lyric
were at the ceremonials.
10.

were given the freedom of the city,
including a barbecue that required
over 300 head of cattle. Coffee for
the four largest
it was cooked in
coffee pots ever constructed.
Besides the steers, buffalo, deer,
rabbits, possum and chicken were
in the barbecue, along with all else
that goes up to make the squarest
meal Oklahoma ever heard of.

unit

from a feverish condition.

No alarm

Monday, heard Chaa.

"A Yankee

Althoff,

Farm

was expressed.

Relic." play it on a violin and liked
immensely, according to the volume of

it

Neither Mr. Weber nor Lew Fields
has immediate plans.
The many
weeks by both comedians playing
a full performance twice daily had
somewhat wearied them and each is
desirous of a rest. Had "Reunited"
continued on the Shubert vaudeville
circuit it would have had to play reOpen air vaudeville, carnivals, turn dates without the principals
shows, dances, old time fiddlers and having much faith in them.
a grand ball, all free, went toward
Just before the closing Shadow
proclaiming the Hon. Jack as a
and McNeiJ served a complaint upon
popular governor, with his friends
Lew
Fields alleging a balance owing
predicting he will be the U. S. senon a play, or pay contract at $400
ator from Oklahoma four years
weekly.
Their contract was with
hence.
Fields for his "Ritz Girls" produc-

applause.

wasn't for hia splendid work
the violin, Althoft has humor
in hia act and enough genuineness In his interpretation of an old 'hick'
to put him into first place on the bill
If

it

with

enough

anyway.

Representatives:

WILLIAM MORRIS, England.
ED W. S. KELLER, America.

THURSTON ALLEGES
MAGIC PIRACY

tion.

HITCHEY'S UNIT
Worcester, Mass., Jan. 17.
Shubert
unit
"Reunited"
Show
headed by Weber and Fie'ds whi. h
played at the Worcester last week
"Spice of Life" the Jones & Green ran into excitement on the closing
Shubert vaudeville unit will leave night when efforts were mude to
the circuit following the current en- place attachments on the scenery
gagement
at
the
Englewood, and wound up with a trustee procChicago, and open a tour of the one ess being served on the box office.
nighters at Kalamazoo, Mich., with The appearance of a constable bark
Raymond Hitchcock featured.
stage
caused
some
excitement
The name of the unit will be among the chorus.
To guard
changed to "Hitchy Koo" of 1923 for against trouble the constable sumthe road bookings which will prob- moned a police officer.
ably terminate with a run on the
There were several versions of
coast.
the difficulties given to the press
understood that the proIt is
but whatever they were the conducers will
produce an annual
stable was acting for Lew Christy*
"Hitchy Koo" staring Hitchcock
and Rossa and C#itello, three of
each season following the precedent
principals; Arrangements were
established
George
White's the
by
made so that there would be no
•Scandals."
interference with the performance

Life"\»oe» Out as Road

''Spice of

The

.

W00LF WRITING

and Manager Dave Lewis

filled

in

a part to help out. The audience
did not sense the difficulty.
The principals involved in the
attachment proceedings said they
had money coming to them. Manager Lewis said the trouble tarted
when one of the actors was fined.
Difficulties were ironed out to the

IT

3eorge Agreed to Drop Thurston's Routine
Injunction

—

Applied For
Richmond. Va., Jan. 17.
Alleging that practically all of the
feature tricks and illusions performed by George the Magician (in
private life Grover Cleveland George
of Zanesville, O.) are reproductions
of tricks and illusions patented, by
Howard Thurston or purchased by
Thurston from the estate of Kellar,
Thurston has applied to Judge Beverly T. Crump, of the Law and
Equity Court, for an injunction restraining
George
from further
presentation of these features of his
performance.

Judge Crump has set Jan. 19 as
the date for hearing argument on
the application for the restraining
order.
Both of the magicians will

appear in court.
Attached to the bill of complaint
filed by Thurston is what purports
to be a written acknowledgment
signed by George and dated Nov. 28,
It has been decided that Edgar
1922.
acknowledgment
In <his
Allan Woolf will write out the sceGeorge admits that he has been
nario of 'Silks and Satins; Rags
and Calico," that Pat Rooney is re- satisfaction of all finally and the using in his routine "The Vampire,"
ported to have suggested to Valeska unit, closing its season, started "The Vanishing Lady," "The Levltation of Carnac," "The Lion" and
Suratt for her next vaudeville me- back to .New York.
other illusions presented by Thursdium.
__________________
ton or Kellar and agreed to abandon
It was reported Miss Suratt would
such features.
reappear in the twice daily with a
George explains that he did not
Lewis & Gordon sketch, but the en- PHIL
CLAIMS
live up to his signed promise betire plan appears to have been lately
cause he discovered after signing
changed regarding Miss Suratfs
the agreement drawn by Thurston
vaudeville plunge with Woolf pickthat the illusions and trfeks claimed
ing the royalty end.
by Thurston ante-date both Thurston and Kellar.
He submits that
CAMILLE D AR VILLE ON TRIAL Won Championship in 1908 while the effects produced In each
It
has been arranged by the and Has Medal
Must Dance trick and illusion are the same proKeith's office for Camille Darvllle,
duced by Thurston, his process of
Him for Final Decision
the operatic star, to star in vaudeproducing these effects Is in every
Prepare Vaudeville Sketch for
Valeska Suratt

Wil

.

•

COOK

HARD SHOE RIBBON

—

a couple of weeks in April,
playing the Riverside April 2 and
the Palace, New York, April 9.
It is some years since Miss Darville has graced the stage.
She resides on the Pacific Coast.
The
April engagements are in the nature
«>f a
trial to determine Miss Darville's
vaudeville
next
season's

ville for

The announcement

Princess Rajah

the

pro-

posed hard shoe or buck and wing
championship dancing contest be-

route.

RAJAH 'S AILMENT FROM ACT

of

i

tween Mabel Ford and George
White for Madison Square Garden
on the evening of Jan. 30 is protested as a championship contest by
Thil Cook.
Mr. Cook, who is now doing a single act (and this last half at Procors
,

convalescing 4*v--^j s nevv turn) was formerly of Cook
and BylviA (Mrs. Cook), for many
years a two-act in vaudeville. Mrs.
Cook substantiates her housband's
statement as to his claim of the
Mr. Cook holds a
championship.
"Police Gazette" medal of the contest he won in 1908 at T.unman\
Hall, New York, some years subsequent to the contest won in the
same place by .Max Ford, brother of
Mattel. Among the eiulu «r len conwing conARRESTED THROUGH DRUGS testants In thf buck and
quh by C ow k *!•• 1'inrk
U'Sl
Xe.vnik, X. .1.. Jhii. IT.
Bandy.
Geoi
and
Wilkins
Be
'h.ir r^
Rohl.«on and Frank Le
Kavor
in 'inirrs of an
acrobatic
Cook avers the only championship
team. Were arretted here Kridaj contest that may now be fegltlnight on '
harge "i hat ir.g drug* mateiy held to dcr.de who is th«
• s'.on,
heir
American buck and wing dan-••
.1,
was bo badly under lb° cer must hold him as one of tin
Inllu •: •
drug* he had t" he contestants with his opponehts an*
••m .\ eU ro tin Ciij H mplgU.
Ifitgers.
is

,

the Trench. Hospital, New York,
after a serious operation for intestinal
trouble
several
performed
weeks ago.
According to the diagnosis of the
hospital physicians Rajah's stomach
trouble arose directly from the teeth
chair-lifting trick done by her for
yearn in vaudeville aa part of her
>i tental dam ins
turn,
1

•

.
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Orpheum circle's vaudeville cir- will be an improvement for the
were agitated during the week circuit and the artist.
It is said that the Chicago end is
over the settlement of the question
as to who holds the controlling in- so thoroughly in earnest that their
own
intention
terest in Orpheum's stock.
is
to
make the
It was said that the western group Orpheum Circuit a paying theatrical
of Orpheum directors, although the business investment without resortpurchase from Martin Beck of $1.- ing to stock promotion or maneuver000.000 of his Orpheum's holdings ings of any nature.
In the west the selection of one
had taken over the reins, but this
appears to have been disputed by of its group as the head of the
Orpheum
has long since been looked
the eastern faction that includes the
upon as inevitable. That Heiman
banking men.
should have been the logical choice
Another point seemed to be as to
was also accepted. He's young, of
which faction Sanford K. Sachs of ideas,
knowa the Orpheum thoroughSan Francisco Is trailing with. The ly
and has a splendid business
western crowd claims him through

cles

THE ATLANTA GEORGIAN
Tuesday, January

Disputing Control
Charge, Report

Heiman

Sailing, with

instance different from the original.
Thurston says George employed
several assistants formerly in his
(Thurston's) employ and that these
men, being familiar with his performance, were able to instruct
George in the manner of presenting

Heiman'a

record.

former partner,
to vote his OrJos. K. Finn, along with Sam Kahl.
stock passed to one of them,
the booker for the Finn A Heiman
while an easterner connected with
circuit when it was coming along
the Orpheum is reported *to have
against odds, also contributed, to
stated he holds an option on the
tho success that made the Finn &
Sachs' Orpheum stock, running until
Heiman
March 15 and could vote it himself links in circuit one of the important
the amalgamation of the
meanwhile. Sachs is about the only
Orpheum 'at its reorganisation, and
large holder of Orpheum stock left
It also gave to those three men sufon che coast.
ficient Orpheum stock in exchange
While rumors were whirling about for their theatres to make
them a
it did become known that Martin
power among the stockholders.
Beck is sailing from New York SatFor a while Heiman dropped out
urday (tomorrow), to be gone for of Orpheum's activities,
taking a
five or six months. While away he trip
abroad. It was reported at the
will travel over Continental Europe, time
Heiman found the western idea
and in his absence, according to the of running a vaudeville circuit
Chicago group, Marcus Heiman will seemed to be clashing
with the
assume Beck's' duties.
eas tern scheme, but upon his return
The western crowd held a meet- to this country, after the Orpheum
ing in Chicago within the week, but had passed a couple of dividends,
it is stated that it was an unofficial
his western group asked- him to
meeting, without easterners being again take up an active llterest.
invited, although the easterners apt\ story from New York reaching
peared to feel a slight bad been here of the attempts to swing an
Imposed upon tlwm through that underling and one of the eastern
neglect.
crowd into the Beck place found no
Those in the know along Broad- credence at first as the report was
way say it may require a meeting laughed at when th§ man's name
of Orpheum stockholders to reach was mentioned, but it has since dea show-down on the mooted control veloped the story was true. How his
point.
On the other hand, it is name crept into consideration Is a
claimed the western crowd would vaudeville mystery that probably
not have taken the steps it did in never will be solved.
meeting without being fully aware
whether or not It held the control.

an alleged proxy

pheum

ACTOR RECEIVED
Chicago.

.Ian.

17.

unforeseen
something
Martin Beck will leave
His
Europe within a week.

Unless
crops up
for

place

direction

the

in

the

of

Orpheum Circuit will be assumed
during Beck's absence by Marcus
Heiman without official title.
Beck's going virtually will place
him on the retired list as president!
Upon

his return, In possibly five or

months. Beck may become
chairman of a board of some description especially created by the

six

Orpheum's

directors.

that

If

eventuates the resignation of Beck
as Orpheum's president will thereupon become a reality and in the
natural course Heiman may succeed him in the president's chair.
This result has been brought
about, it is said, after a fervid contest for control of the Orpheum
Circuit, through its stock ownership, indulged in by the eastern and

western ends.

$9 OF $50 SALARY

The. western group

composed of Finn and Heiman
(former firm). Mrs. C. E. Kohl, Herman Fehr, B. B. Kahane, Tate &
Cella, Mort Singer, and also takes
in Sanford K. Sachs of San FranIn the east those standing
cisco.
together, according to the account,
are the banking men along with
Is

An

what, acts play-

illustration of

some of the smaller fry
agents are up against la disclosed
in aT^amplalnt filed with the Vaudeing

for

Managers' Protective Assoby William Richmond of the
former Richmond Brothers* turn,
against Dave Raphael, an artists'
representative with an office in the
Times Square section.
Some time prior to Nov. 22, according to Richmond, the Richmond
Brothers' act was booked for a
break-in week at an indoor circus
held in Cartaret, N. J., under the
ville

ciation

auspices

a

of

fraternal

organiza-

the

The act was to receive $50 for
week in view of the "break -in."

On

the day the

tion.

engagement was

to

be started, Nov. 22, William Fer rante, partner of William Richmond, and forming the team with
Richmond as the other "brother,''

dropped dead.
Richmond claims he went to
Thurston avers that George has some New York aoldera. Including Raphael's office, Informed Raphael
the death of his partner, and
of
stolen practically his whole exhibi- .several stockholders right In the
tion.
The latter magician closed a Orpheum's New York headquarters. asked the date be cancelled, in view
week's engagement at the Academy
The western crowd got the con- of the unusual circumstances. Its
phael, so Richmond says, prevail'
of Music last Saturday.
trol, it is claimed, when they purchased $1,000,000 of stock held by upon him (Richmond) to play th*«
date,
and, according to Richmond.
Beck, which leaves Beck with Mid
McGLYNN AS LINCOLN
$600,000 of Orpheum stock in his Raphael agreed to pay him (Richthe exhibition.

*

posset sion,
Alf

Wilton Secures Legit Star for
Talking Act

McGlynn, creator of

the
Lincoln, will enter
vaudeville via the Keith circuit,
Looked by Alf Wilton.
McGlynn is preparing a
Mr.
humorous talking act in "one" and
I'rank

role of

will

Abraham

finish

making

»»v

character of Lincoln
audience.

in

M\>

for

tl>"

view of the

Another legitimate leading man.
Thorpe Bates, the baritone, late of
The Yankee Princess," will enter
singing turn with
Gordon La id low at the piano, also
Wilton.
by
secured
vaudeville

in

In

At a meeting of the directors held
Chicago last Friday a plan WAS

outlined for
that places

Orpheum

in the future

the operation of the
circuit on the strictest theatrical
lines from a business Standpoint.
although not contemplating an entirely commercial dlrecticn, througl
its stage adjunct.
The vvckutu nmiiii^ou v^xu Uaccord that the circuit should hi
conducted along lines permitting b
rebuilding, replacements and elimi
In th
nations among its theatres.

—

cities

a

the "too many
ondltion exists munipul
be a tempi ed to redu<

whqre

(

--ill
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and
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»

on:

a

roil
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mond) the full amount of the salary the team was to have received,
$.".o.
Richmond agreed to do thts
for Raphael.

The day following the expiration
engagement,
Richmond
the
claims he received $5 from Raphael
on account. Richmond says he received from Raphael $4 in all. in two
of

Installments, since the payment
|,i <t $:.. m iking a total to Jan
of $: on the $"»0 engagement..
The $l w |S paid to Richmond
he had made a complaint to
i.i
;,«•
M. i'. \
R iphael had
\
the V. M. I». A. offices in
.t
request to explain the

Vf

Hi.-
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Stamped Clause
A decision by the Vaudeville ManProtective Association, in
agers'
the matter of the two weeks' option clause stamped on the Pantages' Chicago office contract*, and
tying up acts for two weeks, although calling for one-day engagements

Has Two Cases Before
Him— Licensed Agents Behind Agitation Two
Causes Will Be Tried This Week as Test Case

State Labor Commissioner

for the entire
says the V. M. P.
A.,
does not recognize the two
weeks' stamp clause, unless the opiion is for the entire Pan circuit,
and in that event the longest option to be extended the Pan office
by acts is ten day*.
The ruling followed a complaint
filed with the V. M. P. A. las^week
against the Chicago Pan office.
Johnson and Mcintosh signed a
contract with
Sidney Weisman,
booking manager of the Loew Chicago office, for a couple, of weeks.
They had previously signed for a
couple of days' engagements with
Pan, the Pan contracts containing
the trick ten-day clause. The Pan
office,
vhen hearing of the act's
two weeks' Loew engagement, informed it one of the Loew weeks,
MiKer's Milwaukee, conflicted with

Knickerbocker,

JANET

IS
Here is how a
newspaper exulaina
"The Tribune's

Show

above decision.

The Knickerbocker

a

is

over:

"*Ah, oui, oul, Cherie!

HARLEM
10EWS

N.

Name Changed

Y.

HOUSES

—$15 and $25

Weekly Salaries
Amateurs
The

"Harlem

Follies,"

for

a

'.ocal

talent revue produced by J tie Ward
at Loew's Victoria, Xew York, last

day best costume of a lumber jack,
which caught the eye of Broadway,
a mackinaw of scarlet, corduroy
suit and the peculiar high mocascago one and two day houses sins that go with snow shoes, bebooked by Pantages* Chicago office, sides two flannel shirts, one a
with no time guaranteed by the checked affair.
Pan Chicago office, other than one . The producer came out from a
or two davs, if the Pan Chicago of- lumber tamp last week, sledding it
fice felt so inclined to tie up the twenty-six
thirty
mi'es through

The clause worked out as

prevei ting acts playing Chicago small
timers booked in opposition to Chi-

was necessary

throw off his baggage on the
trail because of the grade and his

to

KEITH'S,
Local

COLUMBUS, SOLD

Institution Closes Perpetual
3 Years Longer

Lease— Keith

trunk was delayed In arriving in
Xew York.
Moore recently recovered from a
stomach operation. His trip to

Maine was
Columbus, O., Jan. 17.
The Keith circuit will probably
I bo compelled to build a new theatre
or lease one of the larger picture
houses fts a result of the property
"now occupied by their local house
having been bought by the Buckeye
State Building and Loan Co., which
officials of that organization
state, will be used as their head-

the

quarters.

year* to

The Keith lease has three
run.
The purchase was

a 99 -year lease, renewable in
perpetuity and provides that within
10 years the lessee must either remodel the present building or erect
The
a new struetue on the site.
tract has a frontage of 94 feet
With a depth of 187.
At present there is no site available for leasing purposes in the
Current rumors
business district.
>•: ate
that the Keith officials may
transfer their programs to the old,
Colonial. It is also reported Keith's
control a major portion of the stock
in that company, which also owns
the Southern theatre and operate
out of Cincinnati.
Several technicalities, on various
occasions, have prevented the Keith
people from building in this city
when they have attempted to purchase downtown property.
The James theatre inaugurated
vaudeville and picture policy
its
Sunday, which gives four shows
This house has a seating
daily.
on

(

capacity of 3,000.

N

NORTH COUNTRY
Syracuse,

Plans for

a

N.

Y

Jan.

shew

U.

in

tainable.

new North Country

Shuberts have been paying an

!

jestic,
!

'

'

>

j

•

tention to do so.

]

The Shuberts maintain that such
was given* but, the Emerys
was not

j

The

Waltham

will

pop

play

vaudeville and picture >;»iit week
policy booked through the Boston

Keith

office..

MIXED MISTREL SHOW
Proctor*s Fifth Avenue is to have
and prof< 9 ional
a mixed am.it
full week beminstrel turn for
ginning Jan. L'L\ With Jack Wilson
as one Of the end m< n and Eddie
Neleon the other.
Xoxt week will be "opportunity
u.«k," during Which the amateurs
that Wlfl make np (he eirole of the
minstrel show will be selected by
a procesa of elimination, with the
audience picking but the successful
uhime'.s will
T7TO
caatltfatcs,
i.um) er
.'

:.'«•.

2,500-Seater

in

Coney Island

cat

theatrical

Commerce Reference
j

j

Co., claiming
bookers paying a
stare license, appealed to the State

be

to

only

the

Labor Commisloner

j

for protection
the unlicensed agents.
the claim of the licensed
agents that several of those active
In booking acts are connected with
a.-jai
stnflt

is

It
ii

j

orchestras

popular

'and.

music

siorcs here, and that with no office
expenses or overhead of any kind
are able to furnish many a"t*,
;

j

'

[

which otherwise would be booked
through the regular offices, at a
lower prl e than could be done if
there was a regular commission to
paid.

lie

a»

counter claimed by some of
agents against whom complaints hive been made that they
do not charge' any comm'ssion to
the acts, but furnish acts together
with an jrcheatra for a stated sum.
The licensed agents to off-set this
cl.im lave accumulated considerable evidence and will attempt to
mere'y an
this
is
prove
that
evasion and that furnishing the acts
comes under the provisions of the
state law covering the matter. Two
of the cases are set for trial this
week, at which time the complainants hope to get a definite ruling
on tiie question.
It

is

those

notice
j

contend that the notice
forthcoming as provided.

Independent Agents Vote
Reinstatement

Against

Chicago, Jan.

17.

The Independent Agents' Associa-

BARRY-W0LF0RDS RETURN

tion had its regular weekly meeting and a vote was taken on the
que.-tion of seeking reinstatement in
the Chicago Pantages office. It resulted in a vote of 18 ndys and

three AVes.
The situation remains the same:
the independent agents taboo the
Chicago Pantages office and patrol
the North American building to see
that none of the members forgets
loyalty to the general cause.

Jr.

AMERICAN ROAD SHOW
Artists

NAYS FOR PANTAGES

It is five years since George W.
Barry and Maude Wolford, then a
standard act, retired frcm vaudeville.
Mr. Barry took up vaudeEngland interests had purchased ville producing,
but was lately perthe Waldorf and Central Square suaded
to return with an act. and
(2) houses In Waltham, Mass., is
induced his wife. Miss Maude Wolin error due to the similarity in
ford, to joi» him in the present turn.

ture p<»ii<y.

u\i-

nual rental of $25,000 for the Maplus one-third of all the net
profils derived from operating the
house.
It was stipulated that the
Shuberts had the privilege of renewing the lease at its expiration
for another five-year term, provided they gave a notice a year
before the expiration of their in-

!

NOT THE SAME GORDON
The report that the Cordon New

the properties from the Lebowich
Bros. The latter had been operating the houses with a straight pic-

Emerys from ousting

salaries will be increased.

Barry Wolford,

names..
The purchasers were Isaac Gordon and James Doyle, who bought

17.

granted a
restraining
either the
Shuberts or Col. Felix R. Wendelschaefer and from leasing the premises to anyone else until the issuer
involved have been heard.
Some time ago differences arose
between the owners- of the theatre
and the Shuberts and Col. Wemblschaefer, lessees. The Emerys announood that when the five -year
lease held by the Shuberts expired,
Dec. .",1 last, it would not be rencwed. One bone of contention was
said to be the desire to add the
.Majestic to the Shubert vaudeville
circuit, and the lease, which.Monday became part of the proceedings,
was shown to contain a clause forbidding the lessees from playing
vaudeville in the house.
The lease also indicated that the

averaging

17.

night
vaudeville circuit. of one
stands, are practically completed.
The circuit is due to open Jan. It
w.th the bill at the Carthage opera
house. Six or seven 'acta will form
aach program and no ftlma wi'l be

coming info the State, Xew York.
Feb. 5. The act is comprised almost
entirely of amateurs, with a few
professionals having been engaged
by Ward to insure smoothness. The
amateurs who appeared- in the act
last week secured $15 for the week
for chorus work and $25 for those
selected as principals. For the regular vaudeville engagements their

j

Jan.

dence Superior Court,
preliminary injunction

spite of
25 below
Reappearing this week at the
The intense cold of the Fifty-eighth
zero.
Street
show"
"to
cabins forced him to elect Lake were Barry and Wolfords, with the
Placid to complete his recovery, the Barrys and the Wolfords as the title
climate at the lake beinq; about the- of the turn. It includes, besides.
same, but with- living comforts at- Harry and Flo Wolford and George
beneficial,

temperatures

—

tit
CIRfcUl

regular vaudeville bookings at the
Metropolitan,
Brooklyn, Jan. 27,

.

I.,

wild

Attempts by the Kmery Amuse
ment Co. to eject the Shulierts from solidated Amusement Co., the Ed
the Majestic were halted Monday
Fe'st Booking Exchange, the Kanwhen Judge Barrows, in the Provi- sas City Vaudeville Agency and the
the

FOLLIES' PLAYS

services."

It

1

!

low-Standard Tribune of yesterday
can all be blamed upon the audacious Janet of France, who is driving 'em wild with her 'Little Touch
of Paris' over at the Empress."

Makes Picturesque Re-entry Onto
Broadway
week has been booked for a full
circuit is included in the option is
week in all of the local Loew
as follows:
"In their consideraMenlo Moore stopped off in Xew
tion of their contract, party of the York on his way from the Maine vaudeville houses under the title of
second part gives party of the first woods to Lake Placid early this Joe Ward's "Sparkles." The act,
part two weeks' option on their week. He was garbed in the Suncarrying 40 people, will start its
*

inches of snow.

.Providence, R.

j

"Therefore, the cause of the be-

Fay pop

MENL0 MOORE'S MAKE-UP

Ooo, la

la!'

—

The claye in dispute banned by
the V. M.^. A. unless the whole Pan

act.

Rent $25,000

j

and

ttcensed

Providence Majestic

of

Kansas City, Jan. 17.
Labor Commissioner
a war on un-

commenced

booking ..gents.
Several
arrests
have been made here. The state
law provides for a license of $50
and a bond of $500. while the city
license is $75. but with no bond. It
is claimed that a number of agents,
who have been extreme'y industrious in placing act! for clubs and
social affairs, have never gone to
the trouble of taking out li ense of
Last week the Conany kind.

Emery Co. Want Shuberts Out

Rapids

couldn't

Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
The experiment of playing the
regular orchestra during the supper
show has been thoroughly tested by
the Knickerbocker theatre at Market
and 40th streets. It is pronounced
a money maker for the house.
Whereas previously the second
show attendance was woefully light,
since the musicians remained during that performance, business has
shown a consistent increase of from
$90 to $100 a performance. While
this gives the theatre an unlookedfor profit, it also tends to keep the
theatre lively all of the performing
time without the dreary stretch the
usual "supper show" gives. To relieve the Tegular orchestra of eight
men from continued strain, extra
players are called in to finish the
third ahow.
vaudeville theatre.

Grand
it:

reporter
star
be pried loose from the
Kmpress yesterday, and he was
found clamped to the stage door
after both performances. When the
boss finally did get him, he couldn't
write, but kept repeating, over and

Business

option claiue, could not be played.
Cancellation of the two Loew weeks
followed by the act, with a complaint to the V. M. P. A. and the

BLAMED

State

Tlfo

INJUNCTION BLOCKED

Philadelphia,

Increases Supper

circuit,

a Pan house in Milwaukee, and the
date, in accordance with the week's

TENANT OUSTING TRIED;

ENRICHES THEATRE

services

act's

—

has

houses in and around Chicago, instead of being an option on
the

--

SUPPER SHOW ORCH.

in

Pantages

UNLICENSED AGENTS

STARTED IN KANSAS CITY

Not Effective Unless Exercised for Entire Pan Circuit
Ass'n Does Not Recognize 'Two Weeks'

—

W

t

Friday, January 19, 1923

WAR ON

PANTAGES OPTION CLAUSE
V.

»

VAUDEVILLE

.

I

PASSED ON BY

-

Bound for England
As a Unit

to Travel

A unit of American artists are en
route for .London to appear under
the management of Charles Lewis
there in a traveling road show he is
sponsoring.
The company

sailed

week,

last

Agnes
including
Lillian
Sieger,
Baker, Dor's Richman, S. W. Clayton, Armento Brothers, Mr. and Mra.
Lehrberger, Mr. and Mrs. George
.Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Frank W.
Dewey.

NEW CHARLESTON HOUSE
Charleston,

W.

Va., Jan. 10.

The new Kearse theatre here will
with Keith pop vaudeville
March 15. The house is booked
open

PALACE BILL INTACT
Sho w Moving from New York
Providencs Announced

to

by William Delaney of the Keith
and will play five acts on a

forces
split

week

policy.

The Kearse is leased to J. Kearse
and is a modern theatre and ofllee
Providence, R. T., Jan. 17.
'GAIETIES"
UNITS TITLE
The Albee, Providence, will re- building combined. It was built by
The newest of the Bhubert units ceive the shows intact from
Mr. Kearse also
the local capitalists.
produced by the Shubert.: to replace Palace, Xew York, hereafter, ac- operates the Strand and Hippoone of the closed attractions will be cording to a letter recently sent
drome,
motion
houses
In Charleston
to
at' the Central,
New York, next Manager Cruii by Mr. Albee.
week, Jan. 22.
Xo other city in the ea0t will reFIRST UIIIT HEI*D OVER
The unit has been retltled ceive the shows Intact from the
"Caieties of 1923.'' from "The Mimic Palace, it was stated.
The Shubert unit. "Oh, What a
World."
The last minute change
Girl," is holding over this week at
was ordered to avoid Conviction
Boston. It is the first
VAUDEVILLE IN JERSEY the Majestic,
with the Columbia burlesque attime this season a unit has been
Tha three Harlng & Blumenthal held over in one house for two
traction of same nam*'.
houses, Lincoln, Union Hill, Rooae- weeks.
Jvelt, West lloboken, and Central,
The unit will lay off. next week,
Strand, White Plains, Switches
Jersey City, acquired by the Loew resuming ibe following week at
start with Worcester, Mass.
The Strand, White Plains, X. V.. 'circuit* last week, an
discontinued the Keith pop bills Loew vaudeville bookings Jan. 20.
The three Jersey houses have
Saturday and will play straight pic*
Frirco Jumping to Frisco
been gi curing their vaudevil'e bills
tures.
Frisco, tb<- ja'/.z dancer, with h s
the Fally Mark us #>ni- •-.
through
The house held a franchise for the
jnmi ed to San Kranci CO
company
Each of the trio plays six sets
Keith pop bills, but the a 'qulaition
this week, where he will open gunof the Lynn, White Plains, by th'j and pictures, and will continue with
day at the Orpheum i<> play three
Keith people and the subsequent the Kama policy under the Loew
The booking
v.
eks on tic coast.
strengthening of the bills, coupled ltirhne
was made hn mrh —ff^t^y— <
with the Keith name, proved too
Frisco
time
for*
on the Qf
Further
Pop Vaudeville in Grand Rapids
s-'
-ng an opposition for IV. <;.
phcum Circuit may he ana ntced
Roosevelt, Jr.. who de ilded to play
Grand Rapids, Mich Jan. 17.
The Regent, a new theatre, will er the ngageraent.
pictures Instead,
The Roosevelt, White plains, open inside of six months and a
"Oh, Chctney." Reproduced
named after the owner, plays travel- policy is expected to be pop vaudeIII'.'
ll.l'.il.V
The
former
ville.
ing attractions and stock.
c
in
IS
William M. Wursburg financed sketch, "< >ii. ("In ti.i
A deal is now reported as pendth Hal
H
produced
the
proposition.
will
Strand
The
Mr.
y
ing which will bring the
houae
IliiC
and Frances in the in
into the Keith office permanently. have a seating capacity of 2,000.

NEW

I

LOEW

i

1

1

<

—

,

<

A theatre seating ?.500, is to be
erected <>n the site <>f the Culver
line terminal of the Brooklyn Rapid
Coney Island.
Transit
The proporty has been leased by
the railroad Intereats for a term of
^ a±i s to a realty corporation.
j

*V

?

•

1

'•

••

I

—

VAUDEVILLE

Friday, January 10, 1023

zx~c

MARINELLI'S

FATHER OF M'LAREN FAMILY

The H.

B. Marinelll office

—

a

lay dead, shot through the

Uardld Van Alstyne. Her
Hugh McLaren, was found
have suffeivd a slight flesh w mil
his left arm. aid Van Alstine
!>y

brother,
to
in

was a prisoner in the prison ward
or Bellevue hospilal. following an
abortive attempt at suicide.
Van A ine is of the hand bal1

.;

ancing team of Van and Kmcrscn,
using the prclix of his fami.y name
for stage purposes,
being Harold Blake

his

Van

full

t

amc

Alstine.

Miss McLaren, the dead girl, together with her brother. Hu&h. th;?
latter's wife, and her two sisters,
Catherine and Phemie, comp ;i;ed a
musical turn known as the Musical

Loth

McLarens.

were

well
played the

acts

known

locally, having
neighborhood houses frequcn ly In
New York during the
past year or so.
Miss McLaren was 30 yeara old;
Van Alst'ne was 24. Nothing developed since the tragedy would
indicate anything o.her than an
inter se infatuaUiji by Van Alstine
for Miss McLaren that prompied

and around

the killing.

negotiated for 10 of the
former Inhabitants of the cqop.
There are 25 yet to be captured.
cessfully

know what

Mcboth
time

NOW

That

—

Was High

Cleveland,

State,

with

$10,600

18

Van
home of

Alstine journeyed to the
the McLarens in Philadelphia, he says, where, his story
states, Miss McLaren's father took
* hand in the affairs of the couple
and informed Van Alstine he (the
father) objected to his daughter
marrying him. The difference in
ages. Miss McLaren being 30, and
Van Alstine 24, was pointed out' by
the father as one of the objections.
That the proposed marriage would
break up the Musical * McLarens'
turn was another objection said to
have been advanced by the father,
and still another, according to Van
Alstlne's mother, waa the father
told the boy he would not allow his

ber

daughter

marry.

to

Van

Alstine, according to the account, stood on the doorstep of the
McLaren home while this conversation was going on.
He told
the father he had returned the engagement ring to his daughter and

she had retained it; he would not
accept the father's statement the
engagement was broken but would
have to be assu. ?d of that by the

daughter

Whereupon,
person.
Alstine's mother, Mrs.

in

Van

said

Thomas,

of

Omaha, who came

to

receipts for the
fthubert unit attractions last week
showed the State, Cleveland, with
"The Spice of Life" leading with
^10.600.

Next high was the Knglewood.
Chirago. $9,400, with a straight
vaudeville bill. Other grosses were
of

"Fro'.cs

11)22,"

$6,000;

Keeney's,
Newark,
•Midnight
Rounders,"
$6,300;
Cincinnati,
"Blushing Bride." $5,900; Philadelphia, "20th Century Revue," $5,600;
Pittsburgh
(vaudeville),
$5,400;
Boston, "Oh. What a Girl." $3,100,
an*l the lowest gross at Washington. "Midnite Revels," $3,500.

near

Tulsa,

and

expect

Okla., are recovering
to
resume playing
The couple were riding
which collided with an-

shortly.
in a taxi

other machine.
Princess Rajah is at the French
Hospital, West 34th street, New
York, recovering from an operation.

Frank and Teddie Sabini forced
to cancel their bookings, d#e to the
former fracturing his ankle while
dancing on the stage at the Alhambra three weeks ago, were able to
reopen Monday at the Jefferson with

and

some

brother,

tij.-

from

the

Grand after they
nlgM show. Tin

had finished their
four Were en route

Philadelphia,
but stopped at the Autodino cufe,1
white awaiting their train.
Walking into the restaurant,
Alstine saw them at a table. w«. .:••
"P quietly, pulled out the pistol
and started shooting.
'

i«.

t

citls.

"

Van

A

.-.line's

own

wound

v

was

now back and

la

said to

some snappy dance

the desired
"tricks" that has placed him up
Alongside with the few leading arrangers. He is now connected with
Remlck's.
all

ENGAGEMENTS
Craig
-

Ncslo,

with

Jack Welch, general manager for

dangerous',
M' Id red
vaudeville)

King
^

lias

("Roge
returned
.i

Wrong" (vaudeville).
Noa Morgan, George

DANCING

Henry

Trader, George Stillwell, for Julia
Arthur's "Hamlel" (vaudeville).
Miss Mabel Colcord has joined
the Arlington Players at the Auditorium, Lynn, Mass.
Sam Sidman for "Humoresque,"
Laurette Taylor.
Frederick Perry for "Dagmar."
•

Dean

for

"The Wasp."

"Maty the

Id."

Charles Halton, Selena Royle for
"Peer Gynt."
Tom Wise, Juliette Day for "Old
Man. Smith."

NEW

ACTS

Eddie O'Brien, in pictures for the

Chicago, Jan.

Ill-

WALKED OUT" ON NO. 2
Allman and Harvey left the bill
Orpheum, Brooklyn, Monday
<r

J.

BEAT UP DICK HIMBER

objecting to the No. 2 spot. ~l'p to
Wednesday of this week the Keith
office hadn't taken any official action
in the matter.
Allman and Harvey have been
playing the Keith time unrouted
bookings from week to week, mostly
in the metropolitan houses.
It la a

comedy

combination

in

one.

Lane and Moran,

Aunt Files Complaint Against
House Detective Following

Memphis, Jan. 17.
Alleging that A. D. King, house
detective of the Hotel Chisca. was
unnecessarily rough

when placing

Himber's case waa called
the city court Monday, Jan. S,

In

Himber hud

left

Memphis,

his con-

tract calling for his appearance at
the Orpheum, New Orleans, on, that
date. As a result, the $25 posted by
Himber for his appearance in court

was
A.

forfeited.

King,

D.

the

special

officer

charged by Mrs. White with boating Himber, has an appeal pending
before the Supreme Court on a sentence of from two to ten years given
him on the charge of killing Ed.
Onley. a taxi driver, In frort of the
Hotel Chisca, aeveral months ago.

LOEWS

CHI OFFICE

LETTING OUT AGENTS

'

at the

act vaudeville.
reunited.

The Bert Hughes Polo Team, an Covent Gsrden's £460 at Pop Scale
London, Jan. 17.
English turn playing a polo game
The Stoll revue, with American
on the stage on bicycles, has been
players,
open
Is
to
at Covent Garden
booked over by tho Marinelli office
April 27 at the Maryland. Baltimore, Jan. 24 at a pop scale, which can
give
the
Garden
£450
a performance.
with a Keith tour to follow.
Madja St. Claire, a Polish comic
BIRTHS
openi star, will make her local <!<•
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Birman. at
but in vaudeville shortly.
Andy
Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 8, son.
Hire is writing her vehicle.
The
"Dolly of the Follies," featuring father la a booking manager in
Buffalo.
Dolly Lewis.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fox, at San
Billy Dunn (formerly with Bessie
Francisco, Jan. 10, son. The parents
Clayton) and Dancers.

Sidney Weisman,
Calls

in

Charge,

Meeting— Santley
First to

Go

Chicago, Jan. J 7.
special meeting of the Independent agents' association was held at
the office of Sidney Weisman. booker
for the Loew office In Chicago, at
noon Tuesday, en lied by Mr. Weisman, and only aeml-offlcial in its
nature.
The purpose wa$ to weed out
aome of the agents booking with
that office for the Bialto, Chicago,
and the Miller, Milwaukee.
The eliminating process is being
carried out by discarding the agenta
who "do not atterd to business."
Harry Santley got the sack on
this count this week.

A

MARRIAGES

(

playing vaudeville for the past four
years, but will retire from the stage

"Happy Cnding" Ended

SAILINGS
to

17.

—

several months, and Jack
Coyne (Swor and Coyne), In two- two-man

past

DEPARTMENT

Dancing Is enjoying such favor in
Chicago at this time that the Chicago "Journal" now has three distinct amusement departments in its
Saturday issue theatrical, pictures
and dancing. The latter department
includes ballrooms, cabaret gardens
and cafes.
An Innovation at the Trianon, the
largest dancing palace, Is "waltz
night," which will be a regular Friday night feature.

booker.

man
IN

(New fork

SPECIAL

>

ness.

Jan. 20
Frederick

HOTR

COMPLAINT WITHDRAWN
were in vaudeville together. The
The complaint filed by Max Hoffmother is professionally Beatrice
man
for Cert rude Hoffman, with
Mr. and Mrs* James B. McDaniel Curtis, daughter of Jack Curtis the
National
Vaudeville
Artists
Rom and Curtis.) and Anna complaint
announce the marriage Jan. 24 at
bureau against M. Golden
their home in Des Moines of tin ir Chandler (vaudeville), who have relative to a "movie
masques"
numAlfonso been separated for some years.
to
Josephine
but not daughter
ber, was withdrawn last week by
Mr. and Mrs. Rekoraa, a boy, at
Oe!lls.
Hoffman. An investigation by the
Grace NVlson td Hugh J. McTer- Seattle, Wash., on Jan. If,
Revue."
N. V. A. disclosed Colden had an
Mr. nr.d Mrs. Jack l)<-mpsey. Jan.
•]i.n pn»!'»»i*i«»nHl.
Knit*;**»t
To New
act with n rm>v4e ma«que»" tnm*
•
Jan. 17.
Mfss Nelson has been 1f». .ion. Mr. Dcmp.nej is the Keith in it before i' was used by tho Hoff-

York and rejoined
he .i<
passing through
most serious
(

CHARGE

When

"In

grip.

named Pearl White. Crane Wil-

It

bur and Wallace McCutchenn as inatances.
Lowell Sherman's name
was also an .addition to the story.

ing the arrest.

Edna Parks

CHICAGO JOURNAL ADDS

Julia

stars figured in fraudulent divorce
proceedings in this state.

Dick Himber under arrest here Jan.
6, a
complaint was filed agalrat
King with Capt. Mike Kehoe of the
Memphis police department by Mra.
T. H. White, following the Incident.
Mra. White la Himber's aunt. Himber is of the vaudeville team of
Counne and Himber. The team was
Maying the Orpheum here during
the week.
It seems Himber, who is 18 years
old* had some discussion at the
be caught.
Chisca
hotel over the matter of a
The last episode, along similar
laundry bill, the discussion growing
linea, to happen in Ithaca involved
Into an argument that resulted in
the son of Supreme Court Justice
Michael Kiley, of Cazanovla, N. Y., King placing Himber under arrest
who waa escorted from the Star and charging him with disorderly
conduct.
theatre, then the leading vaudeville
It was claimed by Mrs. White that
house in the city, by tho police for
Himber was beaten by King followthrowing paper at actresses.

San Antonio, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Kent, with

Players,

Estelle Winwood, Roland Young
Marguerite Courtot was operated
upon last Thursday for appendicitis for "Anything Might Happen."
Edith Day, Charles Judels, Olin
at St. Michael's Hospital, Newark,
James Doyle, Esther
N. J. She Is convalescing satisfac- Howland,
Howard, Evelyn Cavanagh for "The
torily.
Wildflower."
Earl Carroll has been confined to
his home for the last 10 days with

1

.

is

be turning out

arrangements with

for

time.

Mrs. Samuel Nathan? was operated upon Jan. 15 In the Mt. Sinai
Hospital, New York, for
ppendl-

being painful,

a

Ernst Bial. of the old Koster & unknown, exploded a gas bomb last
music hall firm, has been a night on the main floor of the
music arranger the past few years, Strand as the first act of the
in addition to dabbling with a patent
program
was being
vaudeville
medicine of his own concoction played.
When the fumes circuwhich he is personally marketing. lated the theatre patrons fled into
It is a muchly touted rheumatism
the streets, using every house exit
cuie-all.
as a means.
With his music arranging Bial is
A reward was offered by the
proving a current surprise. For a manager for Information and memnumber of years he was an average bers of the audience have volunLast year he teered data. With the aid of the
score manipulator.
decided to "lay off" voluntarily, to local police a i university ruthorigive himself a fresh opportunity.
tlea it la expected the Jokers will
r.ial

by Kepresentative F. E. Ballou of
Providence In the lower body.
In ita articles the publication has
stated that less than three years
ago a number of prominent movie

Rumpus Over Laundry

Ithaca. S. Y., Jan. 17.
undergraduates, identity

Dial

Dorothy Francis for "Rita Covdancing eliminated from the
act.
Sabini will be forced to work entry."
Mary McCloud. Leroy de Saulles
with his foot In a plaster cast for

York this week and retained the Selwyns, was confined to his
home early this week, suffering with
Frederick E. Goldsmith to defend
nervous complaint.
her son, McLaren, the father, re- a
F. Ziegfeld, Jr., has gone to Floriturned Inside the house, reappearda to recuperate from his recent
ing with .the ring and his daughter
illness.
beside him.
Van Alstine appealed
W. A. Brady was kept indoors for
to the girl for a decision, but sho
a week with a heavy cold. He reremained mute and Van Alstine left
covered from Injuries sustained in
with the ring.
an auto aceident.
Last Friday night, determining to
Henry Miller was forced to bed
see Miss McLaren, Van Alstine
by doctors upon his return from the
went to the Grand opera house.
road last week and is suffering from
Eighth avenue and 23d street, a grip.
small time vaudeville house, v.he:e
Mrs. Winchetl Smith Is reported
the McLarens were playing the last
recovering from a major opera tl >n
half, inquiring her her at the Stage
performed at the Charter Oak hosdoor and word was sent to Miss
pital, Hartford, Conn
McLaren, who refused to see Van
Or. B. B. Marco, member of thr
Alstine.
Following the refu-al, Van Friars 'and well known to profesAlstine sent a note back to Miss
sionals* was injured in a peculiar
McLaren, but it was returned. This mariner, being kicked by a
patient
was about 9 p. m.
to
whom he was administering
It appears that Van Alstir.e folHe is confined In a hospital,
ether.
lowed the four McLarens, three his condition
sisters

own

EXPLODES GAS BOMB

Patent Medicine

the

New

staRe door of

Shub*»rtM

Cornell

The estimated

Providence. B. J., Jan. 17.
A local newspaper Is agitating
that the divorce laws of Bhode Island bo revised while emphasising
this state is the easiest in tho
union in which to secure a divorce.

ARRANGER

Former Music Hall Manager
Works to Top Also Has

UNIT GROSSES

Rhode Island Now Becoming More
Strict
Measures Introduced

Two bills are being drafted to be
unit "Midnight presented at the State House this
Rounders" now playing the C Ural, week. The measure provides legislation to eliminate some of the 10
.\"w York, has dropped the "vaudecauses upon which actions may be
ville" name from the billing and
brought at the present time and will
classifying the
programs, merely
be introduced by Senator F. B. Cole
unit as a revue.
of Warren In the upper branch and
The

OF KOSTER &

months ago. A short time
became engaged and he
gave her an engagement ring.init in
Buffalo about a year ago Miss McLaren returned the ring, aaylng the
engagement was broken.
ILL AND INJURED
The ring was returned to Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Dunigan, inMcLaren by Van Alstine In the mail
some weeks after, and last Septem- jured in an automobile accident

was

after they

this

Central, N. Y.

lot can do, but years ago he perthought to be serious, he having formed before the Sultan by request
This ia an innovation and may
shot himself through the right lung. and has a good recollection of what mean that the Shuberts are g >ing to
By the middle of the week it was the girls did ihen. If he can get duck the vaudeville comparison with
enough of the originala, H. B. will
said he was out of danger.
the Keith Circuit, which the unit
Mrs. Thomas held several con- duplicate the goings on- In the producers tried to induce the Shuferences this week with Mr. Gold- harem; otherwise he depends upon berts to do early this season. The
rmith. She was accompanied from Spadoni to juggle enough near- unit producers wanted a fresh deal
OlAaha by Van Alstine's brother. lookers to make the whole seem real, and did not attach miuh importance
Whll* Van Alstine is the acrobat's with possibly 35 foreign cooch danc- to the value of the "Shubert Vaudefamily name, his mother has again ers as the fit 'ish.
ville" billing for the units, claiming
Anyway Marinelli thinks so much It
married. Mr. Go'd mlth stated Van
confused the public on account of
Alstine could not be arraigned until of the scheme he is running up a the straight vaudeville bills last seaphysically able to appear In court. cable bill in order not to forget his son.
The counsellor would not admit he quest.
The billing for "Midnight Roundhad outlined any defense for the
,ers," one of the Shubert's own units
Ley.
calls It a "Cameo Revue." Now that
BIAL, the units are beginning to play reMr. Goldsmith said there was BIAL,
noih'ng in the reports of the dead
peat engagements on the Affiliated
girl having become engeged to anyCircuit, the vaudeville name being
MUSIC
one else or that jealousy prompted
dropped and the 'revue" featured,
Van Alstine to the deed.
takes on added significance.

Detroit,

Van Alstine first met Miss
Laren in Hoanoke, Va., while
acts wore playing the southern
booked by the Keith office.

Shuberts'Own Unit Billed as
American
"Cameo Revue" at

act In

girl

Marinelli doesn't

heart

"VAUDEVILLE" BILLING

Is- still

It la claimed that Spadoni, the
former juggler, acting for Marinelli,
at present In Berlin, has so far suc-

Engagement Ring Twice Returned, Says Mother of
Young Van Alstine Dramatic Killing of Marian
McLaren in Eighth Avenue Cafeteria

McLaren

DIVORCE TOO EASY

going ahead toward securing the
dismantled ladies of the Sultar.'s

harem for
vaudeville.

When the smoke had cleared away
from as tragically dramatic a scene
devised for the most lurid
of melodramas Friday night of last
week in the Autodino cafeteria, 461
Eighth avenue. New York, Marian

'jasz

"ROUNDERS" DROPS

International Agent Still Working
on Sultan's Girl Act

OBJECTED TO MARIAN'S SUITOR

as, was over

HAREM

Oiab (Olympic).

-The
Happy
Saturday at the

"The Young Idsa" at Savoy
Dooley
and
Morton
reported
Lord
Jan. 17
hoarseness for Keith's Boston this
"The Voting Idea!" will be pr
w^ok and Mnrr.iy and Oakland sub- sented at the Savoy l'*»i' 13 by» Robii

London, Jan. 7
Ending"
closed
St. James.
1

London)

turn.

AND OUT
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INTER-FAIR TROTTING EVENTS

"CLEAN UP CARNIVALS'' KEYNOTE

NEXT SEASON'S FAIR FEATURES

OF VIRGINIA FAIR CONVENTION
Hundred Per cent, of State Membership in Meeting
Secretaries Agree on More Emphasis on EducaWant Fairs on Business Basis
tional Features
Richmond, Va„ Jan. 17.
The Virginia Fair Association as-

About 100 secretaries of fair asrepresenting
sociations
attended,
100 per cent, of the State membership. The question of carnivals occupied the center of the stag;? during the sessions, but the debate was

The fair
placid.
men, however, didn't plunge into a
row over the carnival situation, beand rather

cairn

.

MEETINGS IN CHICAGO
Carnival

Men

Broadway,
Will

Secretaries

Fair

Gather with

— Carnival

of Sraunton.
The next convention
will be held in Richmond at a date
to be announced by a committee.

Chicago, Jan. 17.
A meeting of carnival men will be
held in Chicago Feb. 20-22, the
dates set for the gathering of state
fair secretaries.

of the New York
secretaries was set for Al-

bany

yesterday

The meeting

The

(Thursday).

carnival situation over

much

of the

Northern and Western portions of
the Kmpire State is In a tangled
state, owing to municipal regulations barring the carnival men, except in connection with a county
fair, and in some cases even that
circumstance does not insure admittance.
For this reason a full
attendance was looked for and it
looked

certain that the subject
would be a leading one in the proceedings.

The

Maine

gathering

will

be

called together in Lewi.ston Jan. 2627, and the Massachusetts convention at the Copley Plaza, Bcton,

Jan.

Agee's

Show

AMERICA AS FIRM QUITS

^
Reported
Shipp &
— Promoters
Feltus

A

show

in
In

Philadelphia and the Western
in Pittsburgh. These dates are

February.

In

it

Minneapolis, Duluth and WilwauThe circus will play for Tangier Temple of the Shrine In Omaha
after concluding its visit here.
In the announced list of attractions are the Clarkonlans, Ali Ben
Hassan Arabians, Agee's ek-phants,
Capt! Huling's seale, Curti*' animals, Jack Harris and mule, Rice,
kee.

conventions dotted all
over the map. Jack Driscoll is taklit has bought
ing to the road,
out the Interest of Harry Allen's
widow and is operating the busiDriscoll was, for ten years,
ness.
a singe/ at the Fourtcem> Street
Between seatheatre, New York.
sons he snng in outdoor affairs.

With

fair

CIRCUS PEOPLE IDLING
The heavy circus news of the
week was the story that John and

immediate capitalization.
Most of the other troupes 4.0

for

one-ring
organizations,
confining
their operations to the West Iirdian Islands, such as the Santos &
Dartigas in Cuba, with an occasional venture into Mexico and the
neighboring islands.

who wired

and the Selle-Floto properties are
i

a

good

New

Santo Domingo City, Do- them himself in Grand
Circuit
minican Republic, to Robert Morgan events
as
as county fairs. So
McGau'.ey,
New York attorney, does Kelly,well
who
runs the Cumberwhich says in part: "I would appreland Inn, outside of Worcester. One
ciate hearing from you concerning
of Kelly's string is Hum D, whose
the action you took to apprehend
entry is always good publicity. AnBernstein or any other data you may
other horse event that still is surebe able to furnish concerning that
fire Is "The Guideless Pacer," which
suave gentleman. Bernstein left a
goes without a driver and stops
dirty track through Santo Domingo
and his victims Include many docilely at the bell. He goes against
time as an exhibition, never in
Americans, as well as unfortunate
competitions.

Dominicans who were

thrown

in

with him."
Bernstein

LEAGUE SETTLES

had a carnival show
down there which was reported
stranded. He interested a number
of investors on the representation
the venture was sponsored by the
U. S. Marine service. His Investors
suffered financially.

The important one will be in the
morning, when the state appropriation for Country fairs is to be
distributed by the State Agricultural Board. It has about $1,000,000
to divide.
The Board will have to
sift from the application
for coin
those of the fellows who own one
trotter and say they are going to
have a "meet", with the signatures
of 40 "prominent citizens" endorsing their application, from those of
;

the legitimate affairs.
Tho "ringer'* often gets away
f/ith a thousand or so however.
In the afternoon the secretaries
»

will

eral

have their own meeting. Sevcarnival men and agents are

expected to attend.

OUTDOOR ITEMS

New York

Civic League Also Issue*
Financial Statement

Albany, X.

Y., Jan. 17.

Two momentous occurrences hapin
the
Xew York Civic

pened

league, with headquarters here. The
league issued a financial statement
settled the libel action, started

and

against George H. West, Its superintendent,
by Charles Pecue of
Granville, X. Y. It is reported the
settlement to tin? libel action involvcd a "substantial sum."
West, as superintendent of the

Law and

Order league, had charged
a letter, to the district attorney
"Washington county that Pecue
was conducting a disorderly house.
in
of

State troopers sent to Granville to
investigate found no evidence to
warrant the charge, whereupon

Pecue commended his action. The
case finally reached the Court of
Appeals and was sent bad: for retrial. West refused to answer question.!
propounded by counsel for
Pecue and the latter's attorneys
applied for an order to show cause

why Weal

should not be punished

for contempt.
In the financial statement of tho
league, appearing in the "Reform
Bulletin,** dated Jan. 12, and for
the year ending June 30 last; it shows
the total income for the league for
its fiscal year was $38,510 70. Dis-

bursements reached $38,511.9S, and
this
amount $11,511.98 was
listed for salaries, $1,951.24 was for
traveling expenses and $4.530.2 1 for
"legal
s- investigations.'*
of

expense

"Rent, janitor and electricity" were
charged up in bulk for $1,027.60.

The liabilities of the league were
totaled at $3,639.17. The subscribing auditor stated in a footnote it
is not the practice of the league to
render a statement of assets, but
that the assets amounted to several
thousand dollars.
On another page of "The Bullewns a kind invitation with the
form given to "Remember the Xew
tin"

York Civic League

in

Your

Will."

The

big exposition in KicTjaneiro
said to have been something of

WEEK

MOTORCYCLE
Troy, X. Y., Jan. 17.
.a
fliv.
Construction is still going
indoor circus is being staged
The week of Feb. 5 at the 71st
armory here this week on on some of the exposition build- Regiment Armory on East 34th
ings. The grounds have been turned
under the auspices of the Shrincrs.
street, Xew York, there will be a
There are 24 acts In the .show, with into a park, available for all sorts motor* veio riding series of race*?,
of events, and they are building a
the feature the Robinson elephants.
with entertainment, al.»o music".
ring to hold 20,000 people.
Other acts are the Three Lenores, bull
The show will be furnished
Hodgii/i Troupe, Rose Russell, Arthrough Keith's office,
while a
Tho Keith Exchange in NVw York VVhiteman orchestra will euppiy
nold and Evans, Aerial Young, Terrible Terrys, Jack Moore Trio, Fly- is reported making no active bid for continuous music.
ing Yalcnti Bros., Mangeane Troupe, fair business next fall, "ollir.s. from
On the night of Feb. 3 the Xew
Fisher Sisters, Frank Stout. To- the Boston end, keeps in touch with York Police Benevolent Fund will
rolli's Animals, Jeepersen'i Cirrus tho secretaries and till holds the
hold a benefit affair at .Ma.lHon
Band, Clown Brass Band.
big Brockton (Mass.) show.
s.-u.-v.
lard* n.
An

Hagenbe.-k-Wallace winter circus.
This outfit started with sixteen
weeks' booking, which would take
Jerry Muggivan is in
it into March.
charge at tho Peru (lnd.) winter
quarters, where the John Robinson

made

messenger "boy does the past per*

at the State

gladts.__
Of the rest of the circus showman.
Bert B »wers is on the road with the

animal, Caribou,

,

•

Florida, too, but

own
horse

in a number of events and.
tho local fanciers, who follow the
grand circuit dope like a
York

formances, evinced immense Interthus escaped the aftermath of his
est.
When it ran at the home
carnival dealings in Santo Domingo.
the fair events it was a
Louis Candee, one of his duped in- track
gala
day
for the gate.
vestors, secured a warrant for BernThe purpose is to build up interstein, but never served it because of
county ravilries that will grow into
his absence.
partisanship like those of a baseAn intimation the federal authori- ball circuit and then capitalize
the
ties are also interested in the elusive
local interest in matches.
showman is gleaned from a letter
A lot of class is coming into the
dated Dec. 30, written by Joseph T. county
fair trotting game down
Moran, American vice consul in east. Swet.-.the Haverhill
shoe man,
charge at the American Consular has
a harness string and drive*

is

in the Ringling party.
Ballard '
on a shooting trip in the Evcr-

up.

Bernstein,

its

The

showing

local friends ho was en route from
Boston to Halifax, Canada, is believed to bo in England.
has

TROY'S INDOOR CIRCUS

not

laid

the

native terms, which are below Xew
York banker bill quotations.
The Shipp & Feltus outfit made
long tours and stopped for long engagements such as the threemonth stay in Lima, Peru. Their
tours have been known to last two
years and they have covered the
With
territory pretty completely.
organization
way
this
out,
the
would be opened for a considerable
number of shows and it is toward
these tho promoters are looking

Bell and Baldwin, "Upside-Down
the Powells, Gene and
Rigley, Golden Whirl, "King Woodword"
(dancing
horsed,
Royal
Brothers, Lillian Kincaid, The Albertas and half a dozen clowns.

is in

for-

ing to pay in francs (as was the
old custom) and quoting francs in

Dooley,"

Ballard

year with
3:10.

Freeman

longed to the administrative staff.
The report got around when a
score or so South J merican show
John T. Lynn, major general
promoters of good standing rushed
into the field with offers to h.'.ndle commandant of the U. S. Marine
Corps,
repudiates Bernstein's autours of American acts. The proposals took a new form in many thorization under Marine auspices
in
this
excerpt from a letter to Mr.
eases. The promoters In the south
proposed that they provide equip- McGauley: "So far as Headquarters
ment, do the routing, sponsor the Marine Corps is concerned, Bernshow and pay transportation once stein received no concession of any
the show got on the first lot, and kind in connection with his activities in U,aiti and San Domingo, and
in return take 40 per cent, of the
gross. The New York agent would his enterprise was entirely in the
be called upon to finance the oper- nature of a private venture. . ."
Further action is threatened by
ation entirely to the opening stand.
Thereafter he would receive 60 per Bernstein's former associates in
cent., out of which he would have Xew York if he returns.
to pay salar s.
American agents were disposed
N. Y. FAHUyiEETING
to favor the proposition, although
they laid down one strict rule that
State's
Appropriation Split Up, in
all transactions in cash (aside from
Albany
admissions which would necessarily
be in native currency) should be in
Albany," X. Y., Jan. 17.
"dollars or equivalent." This stipuTwo meetings will be held here
lation has become Important since
South American operators have tomorrow (Thursday) at which fair
turned the tapgled exchange situa- secretaries of Xew York county
fairs and others will attend'.
tion to their own account, attempt-

at the city's coliseum, transformed
into a replica of a circus tent.
The circus is exhibiting for a
number of Shrine organizations this
season, according to Mr. Maddy,
and plays Sioux Falls after Fargo,

Ed

was abroad among

trian director for the Ringlings In
the United States, while Feltus be-

Charles Ringling had just bought
an island off the Florida coast, together with a tract of 7.000 acres,
facing it on the mainland.
Whatever their occupation, none
of the agents have been able to
talk business by wire for the comon hand.
Pennsylvania business v. ill be di- ing season and nothing of the new
vided, the Eastern group meeting show has been dis ussed.

men

Track"

'

end of its present tour In Kingston, Jamaica, the firm of Edward
Shipp & Roy Feltus would retire
from the circus touring business In
South and Central America. They
have taken a company out regularly for the last teji or twelve
years. Shipp was formerly eques-

30.

The chain of Western Canada
events, which are hooked In a chain
of live weeks, will be booked during
the meeting of the secretaries Jan.
24. Attractions for this string went
to Wirth-B!oomenfeld last year, the
first time an Eastern agent had bid
successfully for the time. This time
It is promised all the Chicago and
many of the Eastern men will be

report

eign open air bookers that at

in

"Dirty

Service.

60-40 Terms

Sioux Falls, S. D, Jan. 17.
El Raid Temple, Nob]es of the
Mystic Shrine, Sioux Falls, have
signed a contract with Herbert S.
Maddy, representing John R. Agee's
will

Retir-

Offering

ing

March

and March 1-3

England— Left

m

SCRAMBLE FOR LATIN

SIOUX FALLS CIRCUS
Shrlnsrs Playing

Carnival Promoter Believed

Ho

which

dates,

inter- fair trotting events, the idea
being that each fair association
shall own its own harness horse
and enter it in the big free-for-aJJ
at home and in the othor* county
fairs of the state.
Caribou, Me., tried the plan lae^

Week

DIRECTION
RALPH G. FARNUM
(EDW. 8. KELLER OFFICE)

There will be a discussion of the
conduct of carnivals on "still"

circus,

State

York, This

—

are
points visited
where the carnival is not under the
auspices of a fair.
cause attractions are an important
It is said that most of the "graft,"
Item of business to them, and the of which there has been wide comcarnival apparently can't be elim- plaint in recent years, is in "still"
inated for the present.
dates. The reason claimed for this
But they all expressed the deter-, is that the carnivals go into a town
mination that the carnivals must or city under auspices and when
clean up on their objectionable fea- business does not start off well
tures.
The convention resolved it- Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
the local managers of the affair beself into an agreement that the carnivals must clean up, which dec- gin to investigate why business is
off.
When told that a lot of money
laration of principle became the
keynote of the gathering which can be made by "cutting loose,"
was made up of the chief officers of such a course is often adopted..
all the fair associations in the State
with the exception of Roanoke.
Chicago, Jan. 17.
In point of attendance and acWillie Brothers must pay the
complishment the convention, the Western Vaudeville Managers' Assixth annual event, was the most sociation the amount of one week's
succesful since the formation of^he salary, according to an award made
association.
This is the declara- by the Vaudeville Managers' Protion of William Judkins Hewitt, of- tective Association. Willie Brothers
ficial historian of the United States cancelled Minneapolis and explained
and Canadian Fair Association.
that they could not play the date
The Virginia men went on record because the wife of one of the acrofor "cleaner outdoor amusements bats was sick. It was learned later
for fairs, more and better education- that the act had the Pantages ciral
features, the highest
possible cuit booked and did not wish to
moral tone for State and county play Minneapolis for this reason.
events, and the establishment in all When the facts were before the V.
departments principles of strictest M. P. A. the award ^as made to
the association.
business integrity."

These new officers were elected:
President, H. B. Watkins, of Danvice-president, Thomas
B.
McCabe, Covington; second vicepresident, V. P. O. R. Howard, of
Fredericksburg;
third
vice-president, MrClung, of Lexington; fourth
vice-president, Lem P. Jordan, of
Suffolk, and secretary, C. B. Ralston,

New

Will Mahoney is now playing his
sixteenth consecutive week in New
York City for the Keith office. The
Broadway this week is a return
date there within a month.
There are two more weeks to go
of his New York time the Ford ham
and Regent next week, and the 81st
Street Theatre week of January 29.

Conduct Discussed

ville;

WARRANT NOT SERVED

WILL MAHONEY

—Tried Last

Over

It

Xew England, particularly Maine,
county fair secretaries are discussing a scheme to frame a series of

BERNSTEIN FLEES;

F.

hotel,

leading the line of State associations
that runs from now until March.
Preliminary announcement of the
Virginia meeting made it appear
that the discussion of carnival regulation, which was checked at the
Toronto convention, probably would
be renewed. The Richmond session
lasted two days, and was attended
by most of the fair agents.

.

AND GARNIVAL

FAIR

Own Trotters—New

Proposal Fair Associations Shall
England Secretaries Talking
Season with Success

—

sembled Monday at Murphy's

Friday, January 10, 1923

..»

'<>

l

j

-

Friday, January 19, 1923

IDOOK AMUSEMENTS

—

u

COL

trs^:

FAIR'S

AND "SUNSHINE"

M'GILL

GET FILM BERTH FOR LIFE

"FAIRYLAND" ALL YEAR

MASS. ON GAMBLING
,

on as one of the best methods.
Some additions are to be made to
the Syracuse fair grounds, with special provision made for the show.
The acts snay be presented In the
colonnade used in the past for pageants. It is proposed, however, to
install a platform stage along the
lines of the Reading fair.* The
hitter's plant has the best equipment for out -door shows in the east.
It was built last season at a cost of
$37,000. being of concrete construc-

Wirlii-Blumenthul £tate Commissioner Makes Statement Co-operating With Police
William Fox, of the
horse,
"Sunshine" hikI its
circus
Springfield. Mass, Jan. 17.
handler. Col. Jack McCJill, the tatter
Dr A. W. Gilbert, Massachusetts
an elderly showman from the Buf- coasmiesloner of agriculture, in an
Col. address before members
falo Bill days of the wild w«v.
of the New
McGill looks greatly like the .'unions England Agricultural Fairs Assoplainsman with whom he was in- ciation here, suid war will be made
timately friendly.
on all carnivals which permit gamThe terms of the sale of the bling devices to be set up as attion.
There is provision for an oranimal include a contract with Fox tractions during this year.
chestra, footlights and special dressfor MeOill guaranteeing the Colonel!
Dr. Gilbert raid the State depart
ing
rooms equipped with shower
$100 weekly for the next five years. Blent of" agriculture and the State
and the same amount weekly dfSing police are co-operating. It is not baths.
the life of the horse.
proposed to use high-handed methCol. Jack and "Sunshine" left New; oils, hit to eliminate the increas- EJYPSIE ARABS WITH R.-B.-B.
York Wedneday for Hollywood, ing u?e of roulette wheels and other
The EJypsie Troupe of 11 Arabs
where they will take part in For. gambling devices, which, he said, will make their first American apmoving pictures as needed. The ire keeping people from attending pearance with the Kingling-BarnumColonel looked after Sunshine"* in fairs where carnival shows are an Bailey show when the circuit opens
New York while it was at Harney attract n.
at the (larden in March next.
Demarest's stables.
Mr. Demaicst
owned "Sunshine."
The Fox people contemplate the
production of threo or four large
Aims on the coast for each ot which
a horse will be required. A while
the

agency with

'

.

I

An attempt

will

City. Jan. 17.
be made to give

an all-year amusement
the
with
complet'on
or
"Fairyland." hacked In local interests under the management of Sam
Benjamin.
During the fall and winter it is
city

this

park

season the promoters cor template
a bathing beach along with rides
and other concessions. A Tower of
Jewels will be the electrical feature.
It is estimated that $1,000,000 will
be spent.

CARD0NNAS COMING OVER

WEBB RETURNING

CLIFTON

!

I

;

'

•

'.

.

London, Jan.

17.

Clifton Webb, the (lancer, and his
mother sailed from here a week ago
on the "Olympic," with Webb engaged for the new J. Murray An-

derson production in New v irk.
Tlie Anderson show is due
open around Feb. 20.

to

was called for and the Fcx
office in New York was in fructed
to secure it.
Calling up Mr. Wirth
he recommended "Sunshine." now
about eight years old and the deal
Was completed, also toe Colonels
contract, in William Fox's ofllce.
While no price has beon mentioned for the horse,
paid about $2,000 for

is

it

said

Fox

Hon.

Consents

Nickel

(Columbia Wheel)

Federal

to

WORLD

MIMIC

FOLLY UNDER BOND

Helen Bnoth

Principal
Prima D.nr.a

Injunction

Baltimore, Jan. 17.
With tie consent of John Henry
(Hon.) Nickel, proprietor of the
Polly theatre. Folly hotel and Folly

l>ant>«v

at

'

Harry

Howird Paden
Milton Irotison
Harry Morris

l

WOMAN

•

Babies," Mutual
Miss Hyatt, while litre, said she
$11,000 AT COLUMBIA
The Columbia, New York, wiieh had been Offered $."»,000 as a settlement
for her suit against the "perBarney Qerard's "Follies of the
Day," did slightly Kss than $11,000 fecl figure" judges ;tt tin- event

under the auspices of a publishing
concern In Madison Square Garden,
few weeks ago, SShe
had .'N''' w Vork,
s;i!»i she bad
notified her attorneys
In Xew York to accept no less than

week.
as one of tin i;rsr weeks
out b holiday ho Columbia
this season.
last

it

v\

showed careful training.
Babe Clark, a cute bob-haired
soubret with cute figure, sang and
danced gracefully, looked immense
in her pretty costume and showed

I

I

\\ ill)

'

;i

i

Cain Manny, ng Yorkville
Maurice fthn, ot the Huriig A
B anion home office executive staff,
has been appointed resident mantg< r of the YorkvIW> on Mtfi
reel

1 10.000.*
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EQUITY-MADE CHANGE

PROPOSED

piled

is

Zan,"

up

laugh
Mandarin's

A

F'aden,

into i:> i»ew
,

I

also

but n'H«ungets brackets.

Cough

in

*p<

lore on account of a bad
bat Men's, no mean boofer

.M

laltj
i

.

had

to

evade his dancing

STATES

IN 2

Ohio and Minnesota Legislatures

Receive

to

Bills

Aimed at Outdoor Shows
The Ohio Fair Boys, an assort rt
composed of representatives of

tion

county ard

fair boards of the state
of Ohio, will call upon the legisla
fure of this state to enact a laW
licensing concessionaires. The purpose of th* law. it is"*eVi)lained, win
be the elimination of gambling devices and immoral exhibitions which
are so nunserous at many fairs. This
law, if passed by the legislature, will
-

Haymarket,

Chicago,
AnnoyedNow Pictures

Chicago, Jan. 17.
Efforts to Kquitize the HaymarChicago, have resulted in a
change of policy* from stock burlesque to pictures.
The house is operated by Irons &
ClamagV, who have operated stock
burlesque very successfully, but
recently there has been an Equity
drive which aggravated the management to such an extent it will
ket,

offer

"movies" Instead.

DUQUESNE'S HABIT
Tho Academy, Fall River, Mass..
becomes a week stand on the Mutual
wheel next weelc, following Howard,
Boston.
Tin* addition leaves the Mutual
circuit with tiie same number of

weeks as formerly, 23, the Duquesne,
Pittsburgh, dropping out Saturday.
This makes the second time sinee

Mutual started the Duquesne
has played the shows and dropped
the

<nii

and outdoor outfits.
Tho annual conference of tlu>
Ohio Fair Boys was held last* week
and plans perfected to introduce thl*
bill to the Ohio lawmakers, now in
affect carnivals

session, at the first opportunity.
The bill will be Introduced by H.
D. Silver, Eaton, while J. E. Bragg
of Custalia, will foster It in the
Senate.

Mil nea polls .Jan. it.
bin is being prepared here for
introduction into
the legislaturand aimed against carnivals. The
probable object of the measure ll to
prevent traveling carnivals from
appearing in the state.

A

The Big

Sister

Department

of the

Woman's Co-opeintive

Alliance

fostering the measure.

It

is

accumulating data in connection with
carnivals to promote the bill and
push it through.

COLUMBIA'S

Is

TWO OPEN WEEKS

The Columbia now

pen
lias two
between Kansas City
and Omaha and the Other betH
Cincinnati and ^t. Louis,

weeks,

i

one

*

addition of th- JfOl kVl
Vork. closed Up an open Week
Knst heretofore existing.

Th.'

Xew

in

un programed,

t:.is.

ni'eve*

i

i

t

M. iv
Feb, 1.

bit

upon
high in "The
(hirib n," act two, n full stage set of
nervous pickori ntnl flavor.

ut

doub

|

arrested"

t

itli

i

v

K<

CARNIVAL MEASURES

Boom."

".'

'/.\~
Arthur* Pearsort's
one of tin- late Shubert units.
v.

-

i

In

in the

r

A

All n T7TT t.;ktn over a new suite of
in the same building :im«i on
office
n:i
floor rs now occup'e I. The

!•

i

Mutual

«

i

to

state, this week at Syracuse and next week at Rochester.
Another report states the Ring.
lings have been giving some attention to the indoor thing, mostly
through the acts playing in ihem.
wit'
the Ringllngs taking tht position an act playing indoors under
circus billing throughout the winter is apt to lose its value as a circus attraction in summer to the
Itingling
show.
The Ringlings.
however, have made no public an-

is

This is a burlesque standard, I'ut none of tbo comics k<
more out of it than this unctuous
.'.l.i>
ii.nu».hu.n
started the season

MUTUAL'S LARGER QUARTERS
'i

"Cl.u-khs' Going to .Australia
"Chi ek'cs."
n
the
Colun
).,.
wh< -•! |..
Ben( intari to Aim

trying

up, showmen claim, it would.be an
isolated case and not involving the
direct management.

at

reported that new quarters will be sought.
A fund of
$54,000 restricted to the bdilding ar
acquiring of a new club house is in
the treasury and if a suitable site
can be obtainedm^i building suitable for renovation secured, the
present quarters will be abandoned.
The next Bohemian Night entertainment n^xt Sunday night (Jan.
1*1)
will
feature OUS Fay in a
travesty on "Ten Nights in a Bar
It

Fstelle
the way among the girls.
Powell, a deep-toned Jass singer
with a "hot" delivery; Masie Evans,
a
full-toned .ingenue and dancer,
mud Helen Booth, another good
number leader, rounded out a strong

i"

P,ren k< rs."

The lea.*e of the club property
West 44 th street expires

161

June.

worked with Morns, were real
wows, A triumph for Coughlin was

t

test.

of.

It Is also stated that thore has
been no objectionable feature connected with any Indoor circus, although it is a combination show,
partly circus through the acts engaged and partly carnival through
its concessions.
The indoor events
are said to be strictly on the level
and while no complaint has been
heard to date, if one should crop

which burlesque artists
have been appearing. The enter- nouncement of any attitude on the
indoor proposition.
tainments are gratis.

8 p. m., at

The comedy scenes, some new and
Others familiar, in Which Coughlin

$10flCOOO

n: •

-

The

Few. 21, for the sick and death fund
The circus will be
of tho club.
staged at the clubhouse.
The club has been holding weekly
Bohemian nights every Hu.tday at

east of principals,

her sull

lii

•

Feb. 21

The Burlesque Club will hold an
Edna Howard indoor circus
Wednesday night,
Peterson

Htratght
„
Ctutraeter
Juvenile
i
He coed 'omeil la n
Principal Comedian

posed

New York

Benefit

Kitty Carmen

Dancer

Baltimore and Front
it.
Jamie Coughlin
streets, a decree was signed yescrday by Judge John C. Rose In
Maurice Ca'n and Danny DavenCUBA IMPROVING
the United SUtes District Court port are the producers of "The
enjoining Nickel from storing, sell- Mimic World" at the Columbia,
New
Santos Sl Artigas and Pubillones ing, manufacturing or giving away
Vork, this week. They are
new
Shews in Interior— New Acte
any intoxicating liquor on the combination for the Columbia awheel
premises or permitting anyone else and have assembled a corking show
Business Is reported improved, to do so. The order also required that will work into one of the best
with a general commercial revival the immediate abatement of the al- on the circuit.
from the turn of the ye^ir. The two leged nuisance under the national
The weakness discernible now is
native circuses are in the interior. prohibition act.
The decree also due to overambition on the part of
the producers, resulting in too much
With the beginning of the business
inul il that the premises «hall
improvement Santos & Artigas en- not be occupied for one year, but show in act one. The second act
is a laughing triumph from beginlarged their outfit.
permission was granted Nickel to ning to end. ranking with anything
Charley Basse last week sent down yse the building for lawful pur- on the circuit from a comedy and
a group of new acts for the show, poses upon giving bond for $1,000 production standpoint. The laughs
Pickard's Seals, Boston Brothers, to guarantee that no intoxicating are interrupted just often enough
Jupita Brothers and Young nd T.a- liquor would be sold, manufactured by the numbers and not overdone.
"The Mimic World" rftarts off in
telle, who have changed their team
or kept on the premises.
revue fashion and takes about 25
name to Poodles and Dottie.
The Folly theatre and its adjunct minutes to. get out of the rut. SpeMrs. Pubillones did not manage have been under fire for several cialty follows specialty with never
the show herself this season, but years, with every reformer In town a laugh until Harry Morris enleased the name for the engag ;m?nt taking a crack at it. Now its cue trances for a comedy scene, "The
Since it is settled as far a
at *he National, Havana.
liquor is con- Majors Reception," which needs
eti..
d its travels, Dec. 15, however, cerned, but a case is pending in Coughlin badly. Coughlin and Morthe veteran showman's widow is court gharging Nickel with running ris are a strong combo, but the latter should, never be on the stage
reported back in the management.
an obscene show in his theatre, alone in this show, i
whish plays Mutual Burlesque.
Another mysteryWas the precipiAlaa C. Johnstone, Jr., director tation of Harry Peterson all through
DYCKMAN TURNED BACK
one
straight role, with
The Dyckman, 207th street near of the Maryland Crime Commis- whichacthe indida but
fairly, while the
Broadway, under lease to B. S. Moss sion, has been waging a crusade on show harbors a corking straight in
for the last two years, and part of the Folly, charging often fiat the Howard Paden, who is hid under
for
place
was
meeting
a
character until act two, when he
the Keith-Moss picture chain, was cabaret
appears as a customs Inspector,
turned back to its owners, Jacobs ladle* of doubtful reputations.
feeding both comics forcefully and
& Jermon, Sunday last, the latter
immediately bolstering up {heir
firm now operating it.
REFEREE
comedy roles by his aid.
Ed Sachs, manager whi'e the
One of the best dancing and singhouse was under the Moss manage- Ann Hyatt in Ring With Husband ing choruses of the season Is among
ment, is running the house for
the assets. The girls, 22 in number,
and Opponent
have been dressed becomingly and
Jacobs & Jermon.
lavishly.
The changes seemed* to
'it will continue with straight picSpringfield, Mass., Jan. 17.
one after the other in betures, as formerly, for a, couple, of
Ann Hyatt, who claims title to follow
wildering
-fashion,
due to the breakweeks at least. Should the picture the world's championship for physling up of the ensemble, really workpolicy fall down, it is likely vaude- eal perfection, refereed a bout be- ing as two choruses
In one.
Some
Jacobs & Jer- tween her husband. Leo Hyatt, and on<> deserves a whole lot of credit
ville will be added.
mon have four Columbia wheel "Bull" Ordman at the Plaza the for the Staging of tho dances and
shows, and their interests are kcu- other night,
The bout was an the training of the voices. The
erally in the direction of burlesque. added
the
to
"Jass opening act, an operatic melody, unattractl ..
covcred a splendid set of voices and
burlesque show.
cabaret,

Burlesque Sick Fund Will

Babe Clark
Ma*le Kvana

i

According to an account, there
will be around l.'>0 indoor circus
dates played this winter, none Tr
less than one week.
The same report says the indoor
events have so far proven quite
lucrative for their promoters, mure
so thnr. in previous years, when
not so extensive.
Under auspices i« the usual plin
for the indoor shows, with the promoter hardly assuming any risk,
other than that of promoting It.
Kven the merchandise for the
wheels, it is said, is virtually consigned,
with
nightly
settlement
made by the outfit for goods dis-

that title since closlne Its summer
season. The H.-W. show is now in

CLUB'S "CIRCUS"

UatAil* Powell

8otlt cue
Irfrenu*1

Show

tion

•The Ha gen beck -Wallace Circus
has been playing Indoors under

BURLESQUE

arrimal

Reported Good Business Attending Events— Combina-

.

The Flying Cardonnas (3), a Portugal act and reputed the world's
best in its line, have been engaged to
appear over here for the first time
next season with the Walter Main
Circus.

•

i

DATES THIS SEASON

Kansas

season.
The change of
was decided on this week and
u contract calling for 14 acts was
givcp out. Last season there was
virtually no show, save for two free the intention to featur? dancing,
exhibitions.
The fair commission-' roller skating, Ice skating, f bogera voted on measures to popularize ganing, picture^ and other amusements while for the regular gark
the fair, but with the show agreed
this

policy

tered

of

150 INDOOR CIRCUS

C

Has Fine Program Laid Out
K.

in

to be

held in September at Syracuse will
offer an extended free vaudeville

show

New Park

More Acts

The New York State Fair

Fox Picture Concern Buys Animal and Engages
Colonel for $100 Weekly to Look After It— Will
Use Both in Coast-Made Pictures
The unique engagement was enweek tluvugh frank
this

FREE SHOW

State Meeting at Syracuse Going in
for

"YVirth

—

.

The open week between

Omahu
occasions

m

audition
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playing
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tl.q

ard
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EC.

be<

i

making it Impossible to make
The Keen
md coal umlng are of jump overnight, both towns la;
big league caliber, und when the Sund iy shows.
bits.

t.nct has

been pruned
bit with
rjomedy punch Inserted "The
World" will be there or
thereabouts when the best show on
the <itt uit la picked.
It** real eninment
<l
by one of tin- !>•
Ai
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BROADWAY GLOOMS AND JOYS

PAINTED CHORUS HEADS

MEXICAN JOY KILLERS ARE

WITH PHONOGRAPH AID

RIGHT AFTER THE BORDER

Grotesque Mounting for Greek

Tragedy at New

-Aim

to Close

Only Bright Spots Left

Mexico

in

—Del

Them

Plight

spots

in

Jan.

City,

the

life

12.

the

of

average American tourist who runs
«.ver the border occasionally, where
they never heard of Mr. Volstead.
soon may he a thing of the past if
a new law proposed by the Mexican Government goes on the books.

The government seeks

to

make

points within 35 miles of the
border practically bone dry, and is
considering a statute placing such
heavy restriction on caba/ets and
saloons as to make their operation
From
rehighly unprofitable.
all

liable government source it Is understood that the proposed licenses
are:
Cantinas of the first class.
6.000 pesos a month license; second
class, 1,000 pesos a month; third
class, 600; fourth and last class,
100.
Translated into American dollars, simply subtract half.
This will hit hard the cabaret
men of Tia Juana, Juarez, V'Acuna,
Piedras Xegras, Xuevo Laredo and

—

Matamoras, situated respectively

named

order

the

as

in

follows:

—

Southern California, and opposiv.
El Paso, Del Rio, Eagle Pass, Laredo and Brownsville.
Cabaret men in Tia Juana and
Juarez especially are viewing with
alarm the proposed new regula-

Many of these eabareteers
direct from New York, and,
naturally, their profit must come
from the "cantina*' (saloon) which
is part and parcel of such e tabtions.

are

lishments.

Aeata days.
They're also agitating prohibition

is a town of approximateopposite El Paso, a border

Emin ait MexiMexico!
can aolona have de tared 'hat bull
for all of

through which thousands of
Americana pass weekly. There arc
220 saloons there, or were
until a government order reduced
their number somewhat,
El ComerctO street, the main

point

fighting was cruel;
Ing must go.

about

that bull fight

TANGO AGAIN!

business thoroughfare of the town,
has a cantina every Other dour, and
a score or more of cabarets, the

London

oasis, Central, Black Cat, etc Recently a law was passed 'requiting
the cabareteera to employ as many
Mexican women .is they did cabaret girls.
The effect of this was
to clutter op man) establishments
with Mexican "buaa." girls who performed trifling aervices for the

London, Jan. 17.
The return of the tango as a popular dance is strongly predicted locally.
The Frisco Syncopatera, an
American orchestra controlled by
Paul Specht, haa been commissioned
by the Columbia Oraphophone Co. of
England to record four tango dance
numbers in anticipation of the de-

but who seemIngly can't get on to the American
jazz Style of dancing, always a
requisite for feminine habitues of
such places, and, necessarily, flivvers in so far as money making for
the proprietors is concerned.
Whiskey is from 20 cents to 50

American

of a recent local amateur show In the Times square dislearned in a forcible manner of the hardship in the ranks of chorus
when a call for amateurs was issued. Despite the girls were to be
paid only a few dollars a week, he was flooded with professional, living
in boarding houses in the Vicinity, anxious for the week's work.
The
producer had a hard time weeding out the professionals and getting only

The producer

trict

girls

the amateurs.

The "Local Frolics" idea is a huge money winner for the circuits using
It.
It's down to a regular business now, and one circuit in particular has
four producers working steadily putting on shows. An amazing amount
talent
has been discovered, and many of the amateurs have shown
of
remarkable ability, so much so that acts are being framed for them for
the professional stage. Big time broke into the ranks this week, with
the announcement of the Keith's Colonial "Follies." Loews Lincoln, a
few blocks away, is announcing one for next week.

has been found that the best talent comes from the Jewish neighFour hundred girls and 300 hoys showed up at the first call at
B theatre. Out of this an amazingly clever company waa
picked. Many of the youngsters had been trained, for their, parents had
dancing
or singing school, unusual in other neighborhoods.
them
sent
to
der.
Before one is admitted to the woman he haa married.
Dullln holda the role of the re- Even in Brownsville, in the lower end of Brooklyn, the girls are nice
sabred precincts of the Grande Cor"lookers" and very clever. The producers putting on the shows claim the
ral
Piedras Xegras one
in
is formed man.
The program includes a French chorus girls learn faster and work belter than professionals, and most
searched for weapons, and upon enThis opens up food for thought for the.
tering the lone cantina, in the cen- version by the cubist author, J. of them are unusually pretty.
find among them a new Jield for fresh talent for
ter of a round inclosure within -for- Cocteau of Sophocle's "Antigone," producers, who may
claim
is made that from among eight shows proSpanish
shows.
The
with
scenery
by
musical
the
cubist
bidding walls, he is permitted to
spend 50 cents, gold, a bottle for painter, Picasso, and music by duced hy one eireu t, enough good material has been secured to put on a
two- hour show.
Mexican beer that never made Mil- , Honegger.
The chorus is formed of heads
waukee jealous, as a sign on the
painted
the
ami
on
back
cloth
It is understood that the marriage of Doris Eaton, sister of Mary
wall claimed. The one-step is the
speaking by the means of a phono- Baton, and Pearl Eaton, of the "Follies," caused consternation among her
latest here in dancing and the chief
graph.
In
spite of this grotesque family here.
Doris, also, was in the "Follies" last year, is known as a
attraction during a visit of Variety's
mounting the Greek tragedy re- sweet, adorable little girT who had always stuck close to the family firecorrespondent was a Mexican lady
tains much of its original interest.
She was engaged
side, and rarely went anywhere without her mother.
from one of the small houses (or
The Atelier company is talking to dance in a revue at the Ambassador, Los Angeles, and suddenly marcribs) who doubtless remembered
about a visit to New York next ried the owner of the show. Jos. Gorman. It came as a complete surprise
when Porflrio Diaz first was elected season.
The present show in tocher sisters, and the wires burned with telegrams, espeia'ly when Gorpresident on a reform ticket.
French, however, is not of a class man was arrested at the Wedding breakfast. Doris was a great favorite
Sportive Americans, particularly
that will attract in the States.
with her entire family and it is understood they are trying to induce her
those of the racing fraternity, know

States.

Juarez

5.

the war at the Greenwich Village
He has now
theatre. New York.
central postofflce and there are for- taken the Theatre de Montmartre,
ty-two business establishments, for- a drama house converted into a
ty-one of which are saloons. Army movie, and organized an, art achool
blackjacks, with American gamblers which is designated the Atelier 'tor
at the deck, and the sky the limit, studio).
was the chief attraction here until
Last week he revealed to a local
legislated out. Piedras Xegras is a audience the Italian author, Piranmuch more pretentious city, oppo- dello by producing "La Volupte de
site Eag!« Pass.
American cabaret l'Honneur," translated by Mmo.
financiers have steered clear of this Camille Mallarme, which tells of a
spot, but local Mexicans attempt fellow of bad character being prea pitiful imitation of the real thing. vailed on to marry a wronged
One tourist recently asked the woman and to recognize her child
waiter if it wasn't Chopin's "Fu- in order to save appearances.
Having assumed the position of
neral March" the orchestra was
playing, whereas she was informed father, he turns over a new leaf
it
was the Mexican version of the and poses as the monument of
honor.
He Uvea up to hia high
now played to death 'Tomorrow."
Then, too. it was a pitiful sight at standard in apite of many pitfalls
the Grande Corral, as they call the dugf by intriguing acquaintances,
tenderloin district across the bor- finally winning the esteem of the

There was woe Indeed In Juarez
Tia Juana and what the new reguladuring a recent trip there made by
spot, while as
Variety's correspondent.
Added to tions will do to thatand
Matamoras,
for Xuevo Laredo
the other restrictive laws recently
about the only thrill left in either
imposed upon owners of cantinas
of the last two named towns will
and cabarets, there is much talk
the bull fights on Sundays and
about hitting the trail back to the be

ly 20,000

Paris, Jan.

M. Dullln was formerly associated
with Jacques Copeau's Vieux Colombier troupe and played during

Saloons, Other One, Post Office

Mexico

Atelier,

Paris

Rio, Typical Border City, 42 Business Places, 41

of

(Continued from page 3)
people are usually paid $7.50 to $10 dally. When supplied by an Agent
they give up one tenth of this. There are plenty of applicants willing t*>
work for anything, and good material among the men, but the finest class
of girls will not go to agent'a offices. For this reason two of the big cast*
lng directors pay $15 a day for extras, but get them outside, usually
through friends. Many peoplo are willing to go Into pictures for the
novelty of the thing. On one set in a recent Elsie Ferguson picture at the
Famous Players studio was a society girl from Brooklyn: the leading
dancer in a Broadway cafe, who had won a beauty contest as the prettiest
girl in Los Angeles; the ingenue comedienne of a current Broadway
musical comedy hit, and a leading lady Jn a stock company. They all
went in looking for "a chance."

visitor.-*,

Preparing for Return
Argentine Dance

of

mand.

It

borhoods.

Loew's Avenue

come

to

PLAY'S SMART DIALOG
New

Parisian

Comedy

have known for some time that a screen star,
a big dramatic hit in New York, was very much
The
in love with another little star who had been in one of his pictures.
man had recently obtained a divorce from his wife, also in New York.
She claimed the divorce was obtained by fraud, "as she was induced to
go back to live with him after they had separated. Tne case was to
have come up in California some weeks ago. but the wife, almost destitute
Now the little'
in Jfew York, could not raise railroad fare to go there.
picture star is down south, on location, and the little wife, seemingly
happy, is hinting that she is engaged to marry her husband all over again.

Written

Around Former Demimondain
Paris, Jan. 17.

new

The

three-act comedy of
de Flers and Francis de
Croisset, "Les Yignes due Seigneur," at the Theatre due Gymnase
last night ia auccessfully entertaining and replete with smart dialog.
The book is written around
Madame Bourgeon, a former demimondain, who-has two daughters.

Robert

and Yvonne. Giselle live3
with Count Martin while Yvonne is
educated in England. The latter is
ignorant of her illegitimate birth,

The mother schemes to marry
Yvonne to an aristocratic frienel of

named

Henri,

ki.own

film circles

the

had

in

idea of the hardships resulting, from the collapse of the unit sysGerman
in Shnbert vaudeville may be obtained from the story of a
a dancer. She was signed In Berlin by one of the unit producers for
get no
could
closed.
She
unit,
and
$200 a week, played 11 weeks with a
Speaking practically no English, she was
satisfaction on her contract.
unable to handle her own affairs, and, in order to barely -live, worked in
work on New
a "Brooklyn cabaret for $10 a night, finding herself out of
year's Eve. Her mother became ill through worry, and the girl started
alive.
She agreed t
she
had,
keep
to
selling what small pieces of jewelry
go into a burlesque show, but fortunately met a friend who obtaine
employment for her in a cabaret in Philadelphia.

Some

tem

girl,

Giselle

Martin's,

east.

Broadway
now playing

i

j

as

a hard drinker.
to be quite the rage, and are cutting
the carbaret business. There are various kinds, some
others conducted as a business. There's a certain apartment at
72nd street, near Broadway, conducted by two popular young men on

Yvonne returns

to Paris with a
platonic English friend, the same
day as Henri declares he's cured of
the drink habit. Henri tells Giselle
she was the cause of hi.;. becoming

"Apartment partus"' are getting

somewhat on

in

social

Broadway; which is always "open house" for their friends. Both have
Dancing Aaaociatiorf which a drunkard two years previously, Independent means, and like to have friends around. They are genial
when
becoming
the
mistress
of
his
host? and free with their liquor. It finally got so that neither could get
met In onventlon In New York recently predicted the return of the friend. She then confesses she re- any sleep, for their pals would blow In as late as five or six in the morna
Another apartment owner in the same
ciprocates -Martin's ijve.
ing, looking for a free drink.
tango locally In the near fifture.
The second act has all the char- building finally found out about this and opened his own "joint." not aa
drink,
>enta
a
depending upon
acters sojourning at a country villa a genial host with his friends around, but to sell liquor. He's still getivhefher you patronise the native
TRIX GIRLS'
near a lake. Yvonne refuses the ting away with it, collecting $1 a drink. One night a clown comedian,
jr American cantinas, while cockEnglish boy's proposal of marriage noted for his ability to make his friends laugh, rolled intd th-- apartment
ails, served only in the American
Helen
and Joseph ne's Parisian anel he nobly undertakes to recon- house with a glorious bun on. Instead of landing in the "open house
-ars. retail generally at
40 or 50
"Blue Room"
cile her and Henri.
apartment he was headed for. wound" up in the 'pay' apartment. Us
cents, grid.
Patrons of the cab"While goi: g. secretly," to inert r,uickly adapted h'mself to the changed conditions, realised he didn't
FeW
nreta where, Incidents 11}*, elaborate
Par:
Jan. 17.
Giselle Henri falls into the lake, have a dollar, and introduced himself as a western lumberman.
unknown.
shows are put <n by American taiThe Tiix sial era, 1 1< len a nC Jo- and, when rescued, is influenced to] theatrical people wer? In the party, and he wass apparently unkhowi
nt, arc required to 'feed the kitty"
aephine,
who expect to remain take a drink. He becomes drunk signed slip's for drinks all evening and rolled out of there about o'clock*
liter each dance, and the slow oiks hero for six months, will shortly and unconsciously informs Martin
plaatered, and no one In the apartment yet knows who he Is.
loud
"menuws'
prodded bj
ire
Martin is
Giselle's lover.
»en the Tris sist re' Blue Room, he
is
Incl*
from the orchestra nun.
which will adjoin the Abbey Tha- furious, but the mother smooths
The

<
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Vorkera with acdentally* Newquired bootleg palates will shiver
with delight when it Is mentioned
that one cabaret hns a l>ar creature
In

its

cantina

who

mix
Broad waj in
••an

Ictne cabaret in the

personal enterprise of tit's
and
alterations,
supplewith special Interior decorating, are now being made,
It

.

the
drink known to
old days, and who did not fall
a Creole from "Xew
Awleena" called for a Karnes gin

i

isaina

t

l

»e

Uio Grande.

It

haa one

London, Jan.
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announced as

Mill

is

understood
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"AIGL0N' REVIVAL

Pochran Wi'l present the
England in association
with the Sc'wyns and A. II. Woods.
C.

P..

comedy

in

The play with which
i1u

Paris, Jan. 17.

Kdmond

Rostand's poetical drama
'Aiglon," ia to be revived at th

Sarah

now

Bernhardt

in rehearsal.

theatre,

ami

i

Maurier

Sir Herald

will follow his levival of

'Bulldog Drumnrwnd" at

Wyndham's

s temporarily titled "The Dancers."
A large number of small part and
walking on people will be employed
>n the first act.
Although the author

,

|

..

!

Pars

Tree

>ns

it

,s
'

collaborated.

The choice of the name "The
Playbox" by Basil Deal? for his new
matinee production theatre is union unate :ia it has already heefl
unimportant aeml seised by art
amateur production society In the
Dean will probably find
uburba.

•

<

to which >OU have to travel four
Or five miles south of Del RiO before

LONDON

Victor Boucher, recently rele tred
Hawtrey v. D revlv<
«
Sir Chai
from 'Ta Bouehe," plays Henri ad- SnYiur
Maughan's ".lack ^: ra w
London, Jan. 17.
mirably and Lefevre is amusing a< at the Criterion. March 27« .Mean•niffy." at
The
Martin.
Mesdames while be will pi holiday -making aiu:
the tlarrlek, will be Count
me complete a new
succeeded Feb,
Betty
Dausamond and at the same
by Martin Harvey Cheirel,
in
'Via Pru is," with that play Blanche
Montel do nicely v, 'th p'.a) for Thomas Dagnall, which hs adapting from n novel by Richard
to be
followed Feb- -'» With tlie their respective roles of Madame
Mar h.
Charh
B Cochran's production Of Bourgeon, Giselle and Yvonne.
The Court be'dg" production Of
the
Amei lean corned)
Par tin ra Ellen Andree was prone to exngg r
The Little Duchess" lias atruck Oil
Again.ate her role. "—
m <iiasgow ami the producer has
"Les Vignos du Seigneur" (The promised that city another musical
The Ave principal players for the Lord's Vines") is polite slang for allOW, a Shakespearean production,
Loudon presentation of "Partnera indicating a person drunk.
and a play .adapted from s.i- Walter
Scott.
Again" are to be Americana. They

The g< nthe Broadway cabarets,
damtea promptly informed him that
mcerned,
so far as they wer
Broadway didn't mean a thing you arc Robert Leonard, Phil White.
k<
p in the parlor, and it was Ither .Mrs. L. Silberr, Bertram Harrison
and Lillian Leonard. They will sail
more clothes or the ca'aboose.
V Acuta, .Mexico, is a little town Jan, :io on the Berengaria.
<

IN

VIA CRUCIS" AT GARRICK

fizz.

In

a

is

tented

•

matters to the extent he finally
marries Giselle. But the En ;liah
youth goes one step further a A a inounces the marriage Of Henri and
Yvonne, which concluded
happy
ending for all the characters btil
himself.

down when

were Wearing much more than

n m.: rte dis-

sisters

an./

More recently the Mexi an siuthorities clamped down on the proprietor of the smartest cabaret In
towp, with a request that the young
American women employed there
*.o» a umIp more.
He promptly
look the matter to court, said they

M

trict.

a

new name

cnt cn'"' aS
scarcely iwi as aa

for his

the other will

advertisement for him.
•So This is London" is |ik< !j 1°
the
production al
be
next
the
Pavilion instead of the original revue.

C.

B.

Cochran promised

us*

Oscar and Edward
Stirling Shakespeare hi company has
terminated an extremely successful
(Continued on page 3« >

The

Henry

ITORIALS

Friday, January 10, 1928

11
for hli friends but the police lieutenant at the desk wanted real
estate for ball. For fighting cops they were trying to make It as hard
as possible for Halligan. Among the friends around BUI at the police
Robert was then manager of the Harlem
station was Bob O'Donnell.
opera house. He told It to the lieutenant rnd said the Harlem opera
house was none too good to get Bill Halligan out of limbo, if the polite
weren't ashamed to accept it. Tho cops weren't, so Bob gave the Opera
house as bail for Bill.
call

INSIDE STUFF

4\KfETY

OH VAUDEVILLE

Tr*d« Mark Registered
rebltshed Weakly kr VARIETY, las.
Slme Sllvermae. President
New York City
JI4 Wwt 41th Street

The great Schoellkopf jewel robbery has simmered down as far as
the daily papers are concerned, but it is still far from dead as a story.
During the week the principal development was the report that a firm of
SUBSCRIPTION:
Indianapolis lawyers had through a New York firm of attorneys offered
Foreign
tl
IT
Annuel
SO Cents to return the missing jewels, wrested from the person of Mrs. SchoellSingle Copies'
kopf on New Year's .Eve in the apartment under that of Frank Barrett
No. 9 Carman at 84 West 52nd street, where she had been attending a party.
VOL I, XIX.
°W-sS»w«
The district attorney's office stated it had not been informed any such
offer had been made and that even if the jewels were returned it would
not stop them from continuing with the investigation and Grand Jury
proceedings which they believed would finally result in the arrest of the
Barney Fagan celebrated his 73d three men known as Marshall, McGowan and Lewis, the real identity
birthday at the Orpheum, Vancou- of whom the office of the D. A. says it knows.
Be that as it may. Broadway is all a-tingle with the aftermath of the
A dinner was
ver, B. Ct. Jan. 12.
tendered the veteran by the other excitement. Barry Carmen was turned out of the "convent" where he
was secluded by the police for about a week without baij after the robacts on the bill.
bery. His attorneys, according to him, hold a mortgage on his apartment
furnishings and automobile for $6,000 for six months, and Carmen is
Li
den, N. J., manThe Linden,
hoping that he will be able to make payment in that timee—
agement of Sam Suehman. has
Carmen says that his only hope of getting the money to redeem his
.vaudeville two days a week Ftoo'.ced
car and furnishings is through the offers that several newspaper syndiby Harry Lorraine of the 1 fig
cates have made him jo write his life story. He is reporeeesito have been
Murku* office.
in negotiation with one of the biggest syndicates and it is a quesflon
r Tht Grand, South Bethlehem, Pa., whether they would be ab'e to use the' "inside stuff*' Carmr-i would be
able to furnish them with. He insists th.it if he*is finally signed to write
booked through the AmalgHMii eJ r chapter story of his life, a large part of it will be devoted to "a lot of
Agency, discontinues vaudev Jo this people in the theatrical world, particularly those of his own set in vaudeStraight pictures will be ville" and connected with vaudevil'c." His revelations in this direction
week.
played, commencing Monday.
would be brought about through a desire to be revenged for the reference made to him as "a mediorrc actor."
The Alpha, Belleville. X. J.. Ifl
Carmen also insists that he is going to bring suits against daily papers
playing vaudeville tive days a week, for having slated he wan the one and same Carmine arrested some years
with a different bill of four acts ago in connection with a jewel robbery that occurred at the Claridge
'en eh day.
hotel where some young man accompanied another man to his rooms and
left during the right, after relieving his host of some jewels.
During tho past two weeks Carmen has been receiving mail from
The interstate circuit (vaudeville)
In the san.h hasi announced iha*. Kd every corner of the country, from men and women sympathizing with
Benton will be the circuit's general him and tendering him offers of a home with a life of ease and luxury
representative
in
Houston, with If he should care to leave New York. Some of these letters he is reJohn Calvin as manager of the cir- ported to have turned over to Chief Inspector Coughlin.
While Carmen docs not'profess to he an angel and does not deny that
cuit's new Majestic in that city and
W. H. Bodolph manager of the pres- he gave "parlies", he does insist he was a sufficiently wise host not to
ent Majestic. W. L. Snchtleben has permit the various clement » and strata of the sets he was identified
been giver charge of the advertising with to mi::. In this manner he insists that he has kept his record clean.
for both houses. He has been wi.h
'Do you think for a minute that I would let any of 'that mob* from
the Interstate for 12 years.
the booking office mix with my real friends? I should say. not. and listen,
if I should ever turn loose on some of them, well you know Just what
The Goldstein Bros.' Amu.-cmont wouid happen. I think I may at .that, for I've had a hard enough time
Co. of Spr'.ngfkld. Mass,, assumed fighting off some of them who were trying to tie themselves around me,"
control of the Majestic. Pittsfteld. said Carmen the other day. At the time he made objection to the fact
Mas?-., tow called the New Tal- that his "parties" were referred to as "drags."
In speaking of the reference to "drags," he said: "I don't caFe anything
ace, Jan. IS.
The Goldsteins acquired the theatre property, which about the rest of the world, but people in the show business know what
includes a three-story office and 'drags' are." So If Carmen says his parties weren't "drags' that is all
stores building, at a sum reported that there is to it.
Mr. Schoellkopf has gone to Mexico, Mrs Schoellkopf to Buffalo and
Five acts of Keith
to be 1317,500.
vaudeville and a feature picture will Barry Carmen Is back in his flat on West 52nd street, where he says he is
trying
so hard to find someone who would like to rent a perfectedly little
policy.
Edward
Cuddy,
the
A.
be
formerly in Lawrence, Mass., is furnished flat, someone to whom it won't make any difference that it was
scenes
of the great jewel robbery.
the
resident manager. Calvin H. Ford,
I

NOTES

r.

Pittsfle'd banker, sold the Majestic

to the Goldsteins. He operates the
New Capitol, Pittsfield. Ford acquired the Majestic from John L.
Massachusetts
veteran
Sullivan,
theatrical operator, May 1, 1920.

Martin Beck and a member of his New York booking staff are said
to have indulged in a heated argument Tuesday afternoon in Beck's office
in the Orpheum suite of the Palace Theatre building.. Beck was reported
to have accused the booking man of attempting to undermine him as

During the red hot "bawling out"
president of the Orpheum circuit,
Is said to have delivered to the subordinate. Beck mentioned he
held a contract as the Orpheum's" president for twenty-one years.
Rumors have been .-.round from time to time that the booking man
has had secret ambitions to displace his chief and was relying upon
At one
certain vaudeville influences with eastern Orpheum interests.
time, according to the account, the booking man felt assured his plans
would mature, but they appeared to snap off at an Inopportune- moment,
at the same time leaving the booking man without the most influential

Beck
Loew's
2.
Commencing Jan.
Tonge Street, Toronto, will play
six acts for * full week in place of
Ave.

The Opera house. New BrunsN. J., started vaudeville
Thursday, .playing five acts, split
Week.

wick,

•

support he had depended upon.
It was understood in New York that when the western directors left
last week for Chicago they carried with them an option on the Beck
Orpheum stock that they exercised shortly after reaching home.

"Our Nell" which closed Saturday in Brooklyn, clue at the storehouse
same evening, hooked some vaude\ lllians. Principally were Davldow
Maire, the agents, who invested.
It seems the show had two
sides, one represented by th»> firm which held 50 per cent, of the fated
piece and the other by the author and his coterie. Between them they
The nr*tt week out the show stopped at
split a loss of around $40,000.
Stamford, Conn., for a couple of days and somebody forgot to book the
remainder of the week. That cost around $5,000. for salaries were pi'ing
up, nevertheless. Then the show hit a couple of burgs before reaching
While up there if the debt account was
the Bayes Roof in New York.
under $1,700 any week, the co-partners thought they were making money.
The ('road try" was Brooklyn, and the dead borough endorsed the other
the

& Le

opinions.

This Is* strictly inside stuff and should be read with the right hand
while the left hand reaches out. For it's about Canada. According to a
statistical survey more Americans have suffered In Canada with colds
this season than ever before." Also the percentage of good performances
In Canadian territory as against those given In the States is reported
one in 900. In Canada there ii liquor around; in the States there is

nothing but a weakened Constitution, and that con Constitution goes
with a capital C. As the Americans sharpen up their smejlers approaching the boundary, they commence to cough. If Montreal is the next stop
the cough is a cold and a cold is usually followed In Canada by a brief
vacation, but back in the States it's all right again.

Some of the jovial vaudevillians around the Palace theatre building
the past week could not resist sending Anna Chandler congratulatory
wires when It became known Miss Chandler was a grandmother, her
daughter Beatrice (Mrs. Harry Fox) becoming the mother to a son last
week in San Francisco. The same expression made to Jack Curtis, the
grandfather, was met with a glad grin.
"The International

A

Follies," a tab, lately stranded at St. John, N. B.
for the company at Acker's theatre, Halifax, bv "The
Puff Revue," another tab.

benefit

Powder

was given

The two-for-one system of ticket selling at the State, Cleveland, for
LeMalre's
the Shubert unit shows, started last week with Davldow
"Troubles of 1022." It is claimed over 40,000 people visited the theatre
during the week by the double ticket system and that the gross for the
"Troubles" unit took the record of the house since the units ejpeited
there. It did $16,800. The two-for-one system is to be continued at the
State and in effect during the week excepting Saturday and Sunday.
With the week-day top at $1.10, the two-for-one reduces the night admission actually to 55 cent**.

&

e

Mollic Fuller will have her future provided for through Instructions
issued by K. F. Albee for the Keith office to take care of a portion of Miss
Fuller's salary in the "Twilight" sketch by Blanche Merrill to be used for
Miss Fuller's comfort when needed, such as during the summer vacation
periods, with Miss Fuller to receive sufficient weekly to meet her needs.
Another Albee order on the same subject said that the Fuller act was to

bo given consecutive booking from season to season as long as Miss
Fuller is physically able to appear In It, equivalent to a booking for life.

A member of a professional staff In a New York musical publishing
house lately presented himself before the head of the firm and said: "I
either am going to have a raise of salary or respect." He got the raise.
Lauren* e Axman, of Eppstein & Axman, attorneys, was In Washington
to plead for a preference on the Max Hart appeal In the big
time vaudeville action, on the calendar before the U, S. Supreme Court.
If the preference is granted the appeal will be heard in about three
months, otherwise it will be a year or longer. The Hart pass under the
Sherman Act in the t T S. Court for the Southern District of New York,
when reached for trial, was dismissed on the ground vaudeville was not
inter-state commerce and the Sherman Act could not be applied to it.
On the appeal Judge Kppsteln and Martin Littleton, associate counsel,
will argue for a reversal of the lower court's opinion.

Monday,

.

Jack

Adirondack camp on Upper Chateaugay Lake Is takamong the foremost New York State mountain resorts.
camp is unique as a health resort, aa it develops the neces-

Clifford's

ing its place

The

Clifford

sary results without the Irksome routine work and gruesome surroundings generally associated with health establishments. The average day's
layout consists of breakfast at 7, plenty of outdoor exercise until noon,
when dinner is served, with more of the outdoors in the afternoon and
supper at 6. The activities Include hunting, fishing and all other outdoor sports that the lake and woods can offer. Nine o'clock finds the
entire household ready for bed.
The camp Is located two miles from the nearest village (Merrill, X. Y )
and can be reached only by boat, giving it a privacy rarely securah!*
The main building is of large dimenin any part of the Adirondacks.
sions with eleven times around the veranda a mile. The'main livlnfi
able
to have the average camp building
size
as
to
be
rQom Is of such a
or bungalow placed within it.
Clifford, prior to going upon the stage, was a physical director, and Is
continuing this work a't the camp. No set rules are made as to what the
guests are to do in the way of exercising, and they take on the routine
without feeling that they are being forced into ft.

Courtihan eV 8hannon have taken
over the active management of the
Dr. Emile Coue. the French suggester. is one of the best marks for
Majestic. Perth Amboy, N. J., which the show business who has sprung anything in a long while. His "day
they formerly leased to the Reeder by day" is being inserted all over and getting the laughs, while any press
Bros., operating the Crescent in the agent with an idea who hasn't tried to work Coue into it in some way
same town. The owners have In- has been loafing on the job.
One
stalled split week vaudeville.
Dr. Coue may be no slouch of a showman in his way either.
might judge that from the attending circumstances and- surroundings.
The Amphion, Brooklyn, has been He's down to lecture in Orchestra Hall, Chicago, February 7, at $2.50
Out there they think they have a better line on the Frenchman
interests who contemplate top.
Sold
The wise old-timers say he sold auto-suggestion
installing Yiddish stock. The house than New Yorkers.
has been dark for several months, books in Rochester. N. Y., thirty years ago and was then known as 'X.
While
the different name may be in doubt, its trfte
Lamont
Sauge.
vaudeville.
played
pop
and formerly
The new owners will renovate the about Coue having been In Rochester (he claims at an institution there),
claimed
he
also
was born in Nancy, France.
it
is
but
building prior to o. ming with the
Along with Coue will come another sooner or later, Dr. Abrams of
new policy.
San Francisco, not very well known cast as yet, but gaining prestige
A male single who has found bookings difficult for several months
coast' and many disciples all over the country. Dr. Abrams' found himself on the verge of financial collapse last week. With his last
Charles L. Marsh has retired from around the
are that, are more scientific, however, and subject to $40 in his pocket he entered a crap game which Included several monied
the stage and is engaged with a methods, if they
watch concern at St. Louis. Pro- scientific survey which he appears to sidestep. However, Charlie Chap- men. The single worked the $40 up to $18,000 during the night, returning
called a chump by anyone who knew him and Chaplin home with that amount. Upon his arrival home he received a phone mesfessionally he was a juvenile, having lin wouldn't be
greatly benefited his run down condi- sage from his agent, stating a route had just been secured.
appeared in vaudeville and musical took the Abrams cure, saying it
Dr. Abrams says he can take a drop of anyone's blood absorbed
tion.
•
comedy.
Into a blotter and tell what is the matter with him or her, what the
Mrs. Leslie Carter and Doris Keene.two front rank stars of the !«.*•'.
on are listed as vaudeville possibilities. Mrs. Carter is on tour with "The
Jack Stebbins has succeeded Fred nature is, etc. That's a tough one to choke down. "Blood will tell."
Weiss as manager of the Warfleld. many a screen title, but there's an awful lot of stuff that can be held out Circle," and, If entering vaudeville, wamld not come In until the end of
A condensed version of
the current season or during the summer.
San Francisco. Weiss will become on It.
In Nellie Revell's column this week she mentions Dr. Coue having called "Du Barry" would probably be Mrs. Carter's vehicle.. Miss Keene's vaudeassociated with a Loew theatre In
on her at the hospital, but that he found her "negative." It sounds ville entry, negotiations for which are now under* way for an early
the cast.
like the old bunk, the stuff on the stage when some layman in the 'com- appearance, will be marked by her playing the central role of a con/
Ed Laka has succeeded Robert mittee" eased the plant out of his next position.
densation of "The Czarina." Miss Keene appeared in a legitimate acting
Wayne as manager of the Hippoversion of the play early this season at the Empire, New York.
Costumers. clothiers, haberdashers and scenic nvn around Times Square
drome. Baltimore.
One eo-d inner is repotted
are wailing over their Shubert unit losses.
With the report from Chicago that Ber Curte,Iyou, an agent had
Fiske O'Hara stopped oft in Chi- having been obliged to give op his business through being Unabh* to been barred from the booking floor of the Western Vaudeville Mancago recently With the intention of collect most of his bills against the unit productions. A rlothier says he agers' Association, without mentioning that Keith's Chicago office had
adopting a baby hoy found in the will lose $12,000 through supplying the units, and other accessory firm
also ruled off Cortelyou. it makes the second instance of the kind in that
Olympic dining his engagement allege losses from $10,000 to $:'.'.. 000.
city and between th<> two ofAces. Lew Goldberg is booking with the Keith
there early this season.
When the
office without having been reinstated by the association.
m..« "pirwlifltl
ihf nthfr nu.nmft at the Cob
child was (i'srown-d 1..- u is Rent to
S.I ra rt"fT f " *tnliliin'
The association and Keith (.lines m the State-Lako building; Chicago,
St. Vincent's orphaiagc and given
Gallant hi Greenwich Village, Cor having liquor on the hip. They marched adjoin each other on .th<- Fame floor, .as do the Keith and Orpheum
the name of Fiske O'Hara. hut' in the fiddler to th< hooscgow where he phoned the Friars Club for bail headquarters on the sixth floor of the Palace building, New York.
A
the nifii nt tine the ;ictor discovered Bill Halligan gat lie* gang together and reached Ihe station with all the similar condition has been in evidence In New York from time to time,
had
beaten
that someone alidad of him had
oln from the poker game* In tl"i;- po s nsion, but B tm Salvin
when the Keith office has ordered off an agent with that agent contin»**:•
tefore the Commie- uing to do business with the Orpheum bookers, each headquarters
adopted' the child.
them to i: with Raranofl a\ li berty, due io
Mr. and Mr*
O'Hara
now have an adopted loner and explain whose liquor it was, which" SaTry can do with more apparently gauging agents Independently of one another. That situation.
daugh er II years of ago, and they IT race than he loses d big pot.- Halligan' s interest was further excited though, has been the exception rather than "the rule In both New Tori
expect to adopt two more children.
by recalling that OflSSS upon a time when lie Ptarted to whip three cops. and Chicago. Usually one hooking office ban followed the other In action
the coppers landed h rn In the 47th street police Station. He sent out a toward agents, whether for franchises, suspension or expulsion.
•
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MADE

TYLER ANNOUNCES

IT

Report—"Abie" Safe

—

A

DAMNS REPORTERS

solved by George C. Tyler in the
simplest, manner.
He is giving It
away.
There are no strings to the offer
Flowers Bearing Tellegen's
and any one who will bring a wagon
to his storehouse can take his pick
Card Handed to Singer
fill.

Father with Her

advertisement has been inverted in the current issue of Va-

the manLynn, Mass., Jan. 17.
ager is paying for the announceReconciliation between Geraldine
ment.
No estimate of the original cost Farrar, America's home-grown
of the scenery, which fills Tyler's prima donna, and Lou Tellegen,
atorehouse to capacity, is ventured, whom she has been seeking to dibut Walton Bradford, Tyler's gen- vorce, was hinted here when Miss
eral manager and who is in charge Farrar, appearing at a local conof making gifts of one time famous cert sparkled through the entire
performance carrying a bouquet of
productions,
said
that
$200,000
would not begin to cover the out- roses, which, bearing Lou's card,
lay. He also stated that forty loads was handed to her. over the footof scenery would hardly make a lights as she made her initial apdent in the vast store, which fills pearance on the stage.
A fine demonstration of her
all three Actors of a building 100
versatile temperament took place
feet square.
The manager stated most of the when, after smiling cryptically at
all
afternoon,
she
flowers
settings are new or not used before the
and all in perfect condition. His showed her displeasure at a group
explanation for giving the scenery of reporters when they attempted
away -is that , the costs of storage to ask her about the reconciliation
and hauling are prohibitive. Tyler as she left the theatre af/er* the
declared he had paid storage on the concert.
productions "as long as he wanted—
"I've no use for damned news
longer."
papcrmen" was her reply to their
Tyler n*as started another Innova- first words. "They've never done
tion so far as managerial custom is me any good anyhow."
concerned.
Hereafter when he is
The reporters, who had seen the
through with a play the scenery will
name of a New York florist on the
be left at tbe final stand, there. to be
box, and Tellegen's card, with an
disposed of without cost by the local
affectionate greeting, as an usher
management.
Only the electrical took them to the ataj?e u..ounded
* ny P[oduct OT
be the Farrar limousine near the stage
i
\
°l
•hipped back to New York.
door and endeavored to obtain from
The new procedure will become the singer a denial of a rumor that
effective at the close of this seaa secret divorce had been granted
son and will apply to Tyler's shows
and confirmation of persistent re"Dulcy" and "To the Ladies." His ports that the "most artistic
couple"
programme is to store nothing in America had patched up their
hereafter, except props of value and
differences and again were to live
*l#>ctrlca] equipment.
together.
The Tyler storehouse holds the
In the limousine with Miss Farrar
accumulation of his productions for
the past ten years.
The majority was her father, Sid Farrar, veteran
whom she was
player,
of scenes and "sides" are flat pieces baseball
ranging from 14 to 20 feet in height visiting at his home in Melrose.
Mass.
and can be made over or repainted.
One of the newspapermen reAll drops are equipped with battens and all scenes are of canvas. quested of Miss Farrar a more exThe manager, whose office is lo- plicit definition of her attitude
cated In the New Amsterdam The- against "damned newspapermen."
By this time the elder Farrar
atre building, is anxious to empty
his storehouse as quickly as pos- obviously was uncomfortable, but
Miss Farrar lost her temper and
sible.
called a policeman, who pushed the
questioners away and, at her sugthreatened them with arREINHARDT'S CO. COMING gestion,
rest.
Meanwhile a crowd of passersby
appeared,
mostly women, and
German Play9r* in Repertoire Due
began directing a stream of femi•in Spring

riety to that effect

and

man-

Henry Duffy, who is Miss
Nichols' husband. The Washington
! now l» it* eighth week, the
longest stock run prior to "Abies"
entrance
"Ladies'
Night,'
being
which ran three weeks. At $1 top
and $1.50 Saturdays the business in
Washington has been over $13,000
for the past two weeks. It is said
the lowest week there was $12,900.

was
run
[

I

wm

!52L

feud, bet ween stock

little

agers in Baltimore appears to be
back of the report last week that
"Abie's Irish Rose" had not caught
on at the Academy of Music in that
city.
That Duffy & Smith, who are
running the Anna Nichols comedy
to record stock success at the President, Washington, have exercised
their option for six weeks in addition to six arranged for the Academy, Baltimore, indicates "Abie"
did catch on tljere. There was no
advance rent paid for the Academy,
taken on a week -to- week basis.
George Marshall, who operates the
stook at the Lyceum, Baltimore, ie
alleged to have been responsible for
the refusal of the Hotel Belvedere
to sell tickets for "Abie" at its
lobby stand.
"Abie" is now in its fourth week
average
in
Baltimore and
the
takings have been nearly $3,000
weekly. The management claims a
profit on the first week andj increasing business since then. Duffy &
Smith intimated Marshall believed
he should be "in" on the Baltimore
stock run of "Abie" because having
been In the field there first. The
reporte of business being off after
the opening may also be based on
the exceptional size of the Academy,
which can hold a $1,000 house and
still look empty.
The Baltimore and Washington
engagements will be the only stock
showings of "Abie." The reason for
the arrangements in those cities

GERALD1NE FARRAR

An

"IRISH ROSE"

Feud Between Baltimore Stock
Houses Leads to False

Too Expensive to Haul and Stow Away Scenery
To Be Left Where Show Closes Hereafter

and

fl

nine jests, first at the officer and
Reinhardt's Germany com- then at Miss Farrar.
pany from the Kammerspiel, Berlin
The reporters persisted in their
(Little theatre), Is reported due in questions as to the status of Miss
New York In the spring for a sea- Farrar's divorce suit; what was the
son of German plays. Reinhardt's meaning of Lou's*floral token, and
players to Berlin are synonymous was a reconciliation really about to
with the Moscow Art Theatre play- be effected?
ers which Morris Gest imported.
The policeman had forgotten the
Reinhardt's repertoire will consist singer and turned to the hecklers,
of
play 8
by
Frank Wedekmd, who, by this time, were inquiring
Hauptmann and Toller, the revolu- how old was Miss Farrar and was
tionary playwright now in prison the cop an Irish baritone?

Max

The comedy's record on Broadit is still running at the
is even more exceptional.
Business for the past three weeks
has been almost $15,000 weekly, and
is one of the biggest money makers
in New York.
The gamencss of Miss Nichols
counts a good deal in the success

way, where
Republic,

of "Abie," which started quite ordinarily at the Fulton, New York,
early in the summer. For its third
week the gross was $2,900, but the
author-manageress decided to stick
She ran behind $53,000 beit out.
fore the show started turning a
profit.
It looks safe for a year's
etay.
The plot of "Abie's Irish Rose"

was taken from an actual occurrence, and Miss Nichols credits that
factor to its popularity.
The boy
in the case was a lieutenant in the
A. E. F. with the name of Berg.

"BARNUM" OFF
Werba's Show Taken Off 20 Times
Reopens Feb. 4 at Philly.

—

"Barnum Was

Right," the

com-

edy produced by Louis F. Werba,
has again been delayed off temporarily for the purposes of rewriting.
The play was written by
Bartholmae,
Phillip
after
and
several

taken
tially

weeks of try-out It was
and John Meehan par-

off,

rewrote

it.

"Barnum'a" second showing was
at Washington three weeks
for his Communistic beliefs. There
Then at this point, Sid Farrar ago, but was rushed because of an
have been a number of demonstraeased
the
limousine
through
the
Last
open
date
to be filled there.
tions abroad for Toller's freedom.
The metropolitan impresario is- crowd, with the roses gleaming week it played the Montauk, Brookfrom
the rear seat.
lyn, going off Saturday, but due to
undisclosed. He is said to be a man
reopen at the Broad St., Philadelcldhely Interested in the show busiphia, Feb. 4.
ness, but not actively allied.
8an Francisco, Jan. 17.

LANG PLAYING 'MONSTER"
Howard Lang

is p'.-iying

The Monster," which
Gaites has on tour, replacing Emnoett Corrigan Christmas Day. The
latter left the show in the usual
manner, not desiring to appear out
of town.
Lang has been with A. H. Woods'
productions for several years, and
was last in "East of Suez,' becoming available when that show
In

•

Lou Tellegen at the Orpheum this
week with his sketch, "Blind
Youth."

declares he did not send
any message of greeting in any
Joseph form to his wife back east.

the lead

was suddenly withdrawn.

HITCHCOCK SHOW DELAYED
The proposed Raymond Hitchcock show to be produced for the
road by Morris Green and Al Jones
will be temporarily but Indefinitely
Hitchcock meanwhile
postponed.
will return to vaudeville, playing at
feast six to eight weeks.

BOSTON'S

Baldwin Proposes
South

8.

It

NEW BLOCK

for

WILL CLOSE WILBUR

New

Producer's Capacity Storehouse Problem Solved

One of the perplexing problems
of a producer— what to do with
cenery besides storing it— has been

STOCK WHEEL

PLUCK OF AUTHORESS

SCENERY GIVEN AWAY;

made

•SUN SHOWERS" IN BOSTON

Orleans, Jan. 17.
Stock Enterprises has

Southern
Robert Beck's Company Buildbeen launched by Walter S. Baldwin, the company having been oring Hotel and Theatre
ganized to place a stock company
Costing $8,000,000
in the principal cities below the

Mason-Dixon line.
Walter S. Baldwin, managing
rector of the

new

di-

concern, already

has stocks playing in Atlanta and
New Orleans, while two other cities
are signifying a willingness for a
franchise.

Southern Stock Enterp. ises Is
the biggest thing In a stock way
launched in the south.

PAl'ilNE FREDERICK'S

NERVE STOPPED REFUND
Fainted on Adelphi Stage, But

Continued Performarice

Good Weeks

—

in Philly.

Boston, Jan.

Announcement' has

Fifteen minutes after the curtain
rose at the Adelphi Thursday night
she fainted and the* curtain was
dropped.

The house management was ready
to refund

on

all

tickets,

but Miss

Frederick^ insisted the play go on
all over again.
A. H. Woods telegraphed her it
would be best if she laid off for the
balance of the week and in that
way conserve her strength for the
booking in Boston which started
Monday. The star wired in reply
her thanks for the manager's consideration,
but
that
she would
"have to disobey'' him.
"The Guilty One" had an excellent
three weeks in the Quaker
stand.
It grossed $16,000 the first
week, $14,000 the second, and concluded with $12,000. Through errors
the figures for the second week
were quoted in Variety considerably
under the mark.
Woods sent Miss Frederick to
Boston in order to secure a house

and started the piece

for

new

his

musical

comedy,

averaging

weekly

$14,000

la

receipts.

In the block taken fur the site are
It la bounded
55,000 square feet.
by Tremont, Hollis, Dillawuy and
Dore streets.
Firrt mortgage real estate bonds

baarlrg interest at l L per cent annually and secured by the property
will be offered to the public through
.

American Bond and Mortgage
of New York and Chicago.
Robert Beck is Widely known

the

Company

among tho large
His company has

theatre

owners.

.1

some

of the
biggest and latest of theatre buildings, including the Woods theatre
aid office building, Chicago; StateLajce theatre and office building,
built

Chicago; Capitol theatre and
building, Detroit; the

Twin

office

theatres

Chicago; Music
New York, and the

(Selwyn-Harris),

Box theatre,
James theatre and

office

building,

Columbus.

The Beck company Is now erectChatham (apartment) hotel,
at a cost of $4,600,000;
Walker hotel, Washingtop, that involves $7,000,000, and the Cosmoing the
Boston,

politan theatre

and

office

building,

Washington.

"Naughty Diana," which bowed into
the Adelphi Monday, and which
was first called, "Diana Comes to
Town," being musicalized from
"Lonely Wives."

17.

made

The theatre will seat 4,000 and hat
been leased to the Olympia Theatres
Co. (Nathan H. Gordon). A policy
for trTe theatre Is mentioned in the
announcement as pictures.
The
hotel will be (he largest in the city.
Connected with the deal Is the
purchase of the Wilbur theatre
lease, now held by the Shuberta
and playing legit attractions. "The
Bat" is now there, on a r.un, and has
been

Pauline Frederick displayed unusual nerve for a star towards the
close of the Philadelphia engagement of 'The Guilty One" last week.

been

hero of a hotel and theatre structure to be erected on the entire
block now holding the Wilbur theatre. The project means an investment of $8,000,000. It has been sue*
cessfully promoted by Robert Beck,
president of the Longacre Engineering and Construction Co. hf New
York.

CASEY ON TIGHTS
Boston's Censors Orders

'Em Back

on "Passing Show" Girts

A.
Mrs.

J.

SMALL'S WILL

Small, Sole Beneficiary, Wil
Present It for Probate

Montreal, Jan. 17.
Mrs. Ambrose J. Small, wife of
the missing theatrical man. will enter the will of her husband for pro-

Boston, Jan. 17.
City Censor John Casey sat in at
the opening performance of "The
Passing Show" at the Shubert Monday night and indulged in a few
gasps of astonishment" when he saw
how a ruling he had made against
bare legs in the chorus has been
disregarded.
Casey claimed the

bate in the Surrogate Court next management had been advised he
week, says a dispatch from Toronto. would not allow the ban on bare
The proceedings for the proving of legs to be lifted, but despite this)
the will include' a petition to de- the chorus appealed sans tights in
clare Ambrose J. Small dead. Small every number. Casey gave it as his
has been missing since Dec. 2, 1919. opinion that the tights would be
The will which will be entered worn on Tuesday night and every
for probate consists of one sheet of night tho ^how stayed here after*
paper, and is witnessed by Mrs. then or something would happen.
Small's two sisters.
By this will
Ordinarily Casey's dictates are
the whole estate is left to Mrs.
obeyed by the shows playing here
Small, who is sole executrix.
and he gives them as fair a run as
For the past few weeks the "sucthey* get in any city. It was concession duties branch" of the prosidered rather a mystery why hie
vincial treasury has been going
instructions were disregarded on
over the assets of the estate, and
this occasion and was blamed on
have arrived at what is believed to
the negligence of somebody conbe a satisfactory arrangement.
It
nected with the show.
was said tonightfthat the levy was
There have been times when
practically 12 per cent., or from

—

—

$200,000 to $250,000.

The
around

total value
$2,000,000.

of the

part of the estate

A
is

estate

is

considerable
in

cash and

government bonds.
Papers in connection

with the
of the will fbr probate and
the petiiton to declare Ambrose J.
Small dead *ill record in detail the
disappearance of the theatrical man
and the world-wide search carried
on since he was last seen at the
filing

The Cantor-Dclf production of
"Sun Showers," musical comedy, is
rehearsing preparatory to reopening Grand Opera House, now more
than
Feb. 5 at the Shubert, Boston. It three years ago.
was offered the Longacre, New
SEABURY-IRVING OUT
William Scabury and Margaret York, for next week, but could not
STONE'S
PARTNER
Irving let the new Music Dcx Re- be readied. The show came off last
Kansas City, Jan. 17.
vue" last Saturday. They were not Saturday.
Fred
Stone, at the Shubert this
The new leads for the piece will be
replaced. Hal Shelman assuming
week, has confirmed the story that
Seabury a dancing bits and Lelia Douglas Stevenson and Allyn King. he will have his daughter, Dorothy
Rieard doing Miss Irving'a role, In
Stone, ;is his partner ;is soon as the
addition to her own.
Duncan Sisters' Show Postponed
young Woman has finished her
The* couple, who were recently
The musical show planned as a schooling. Follow iv. the death of
married and are aimed for vaude- starring vehicle for the Duncan his partner, Dave Montgomery, Mr.
ville, are reported having been late
Sisters under the management of Stone announced he would never
for the performances, which led *o Sam H. Harris has been Indefinitely take another partner,
causing
differences
their
witn- postponed.
It is reported Miss Stone will be
drawal.
The Rath Brothers left
The piece, written by Guy Bol- seen in a regular par: In the next
the "Music Box'' several weeks ago. ton, was to have Inc'udcd several play to be produced by her father at
They were on but two or three acts from vaudeville, in addition tho conclusion of the tour of the
minutes in the performance.
present production.
to the sister team.

NEW

:

shows have come into town and got
away with an opening performance

without tights, on their claim they
Qould not supply them in time for
the performance. This is the only
alibi that could be seen by those
cognizant with the situation for
Monday's occurrence.

PREVIN DIRECTING OPERA

CO.
Charles Previn, musical director,
the Krlanger 'attractions and
one of the best liked conductors on
Broadway, abroad for some months
visiting Continental musical circles,
will
return to New York next
for

month.
In April he will assume the dl
rectorship of Hie St. Louis Munic-

Opera.
Frovin's new post

ipal

one.
est

Is an Important
He will be one of the youngoperatic conductors given such

an assignment.
Previn's sense of humor and ready
smile have sent any number ot
musical shows off to a good natured
audience. For some attractions the
spotlight was thrown on him at
overture because of his personality.
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SENSATIONAL RUSSIANS' $46,000 GROSS
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"KISS

ME" SALARIES

SPLIT THREE
Equity

Decides

MRS.

WAYS

Curtis

H. R.

JACOBS,

DESTITUTE, MISSING

and Could Not Find Employment-—
Married Former Famed

Whiting Pay 40 Per Cent

Highest Week's Receipts Ever Known for Dramatic PUBLISHERS LICENSED
Gest Now Have Three FOR MUSIC EXPLOITING
Production Comstock
Broadway Hits—"Awful Truth" Suddenly Leaving Others Going Out
Attorney Recommending Plan

—

&

—

M. A. Producers to
Obtain Their Share

for P.
Starting
that will

this
test a

way's- shows.
Riven a series of

week is a period
number of BroadThe season was

starting early
of sucIS
The
resses toped tae entire list.
business
attendant big
holidays'
held over into January and up and
through last week wh n the automobile show was' credited with the
excellent theatrical trade.
lifts

November when a group

Between now. and Washington's
CBirthday but one holiday intervenes (Lincoln's Birthday) and the
normal business of those attractions which have been in doubt will
Dependent on* the
be divulged.
pace they attain, will be deter-

performances), there can be no
doubt as to the success of the venture, which had been tiffined a big
gamble because the players use a
foreign language.
The sensational
engagement of the Moscow Art
gives Comstock & Gest a, -pair: of
Russian hits, as their "ChauveSouris" continues to clean i.p i»t
the Century, where it will celebrate
a year's Broadway run Feb. 4v On
top of that the firm also came
through with an indicated success
at the Little, where "Polly Preferred" opened late last week.
Business along the rialto last
week was exceptional and most of
the leaders established the highest
gross for a normal week of eight

William

Klein,

attorney,

who

Each
At

a

of

meetirj

office's

last

"Kiss

Me,"

Martager

Amount Due
In

the

Equity's

week the producers
Jack- Lait

the

of

play

abandoned in rehearsals, were interim d an Equity investigation had
brought the
corporators
ducing Co.,
Me," should

is

acting for the Producing Managers'
Association in its claim against the

conclusion that the inof the Virginia Prothe operator of "Kiss
each bo assessed a percentage' of the claimed two weeks'
salary due by

members

of the

com-

pany, amounting to about S4.S00.
The incorporators were Jack
American Society of Composers, Curtis (Rose & Curtis, vaudeville
Authors and Publishers to declare agent*)/ George Waiting (Whiting
and
Hurt,
vaudeville)
and Nat
in on the music license taxes col-

lected, revised the matter which
had been in abeyance over the holidays with the statement that in the
future all Winter Garden shows
ard Shubert productions will have
their music copyrights vested in

TWO
—

—

,

m

Atlantic City, Jan. 17.
Sessile
starring
Lily"
close Saturday.' It
will
Hayakuwa
opened three weeks ago, having

"Tiger

"

,

As

the result of his

•Follies" rec-

ord showing at the New Amsterdam, Flo Ziegfeld. Jr., may keep his
annual revues on Broadway ajl season, and starting next season will
have two 'Follies" show going, one

<

*

had an interest

"Our Nell." advised the attraction manager not to
accept
settlement.
The
house
Management agreed to the term
and an "impasse" was avoided.
•

.

,

In

.

•

RUSSIAN COUPLES

MARRY

Buffalo, N. Y., Jan. 17.
Two couples, members of the
Russian Grand opera at the Teck

According to her own words, death
seems to her to be the single way
She has mysteriously disappeared from the Yates hotel, where
her trunk and a few personal effects
out.

variety.

Mrs. Jacobs married the erstwhile
magnate some four or five
years before his death, which occurred a few years ago. It was a
late-in-life romance for the aged
showman, his second bride being
some years his junior.
The firm of Jacobs A Proctor (F.
P.). with Its
theatrical
holdings
from Chicago to eastern points, almost dominated the popular price
theatrical

field dt one time.
The old Grand
opera house here was so christened
by Jacobs, after the firm had taken
it over as the Barton opera house in

1884.

When Proctor went with the
Keith interests, the holdings of
Jacobs dropped in number. Finally

.Any subsequent agreement
2 MIKES' "MELON"
the Syracuse theatrical promoter
between producer and publisher
would be invalid. The alternative $10,033 Dividend Declared on "Last was, while still extremely wealthy,
down to one theatre, managing the
Warning"
for the musical comedy producer is
Hermanus-Bleecker Hall in Albany.
to turn publisher.
The ''ships came homo" last week The first Mrs. Jacobs had died some
The society appointed a commitWhile at the Capitol
tee of six to confer with the man- to Hi- flock of Interested persons years before.
agers who have not acknowledged who Invested with Mimllin and City, Jacobs .met the woman who
became his second wife. The marthe music men's request for a i>il!
of particulars.
William Klein, the Qoldreyer (the "two Mikes") in tlie riage came somewhat as a surprise
attorney, has been appointed to act production of "The Last Warning." to Jacobs' old friends; details of the
for the P M. A. members. The so. A melon eras cut and a fit) per cent, late-in-life romance of the theatrieiety rc'USis to confer with a legal dividend, amounting to $10,000, was cal magnate, then at least 60, It Is
said, are lacking.
representative of the managers' or- paid.
The earnings were made In the
Giving up the Albany theatre,
ganization nor will Nathan Burkan,
their attorney, do so. The matter is fust It" weeks of the show's run at Jacobs was in Cohoes when his
Klaw,
where
it
still
the
Is
going death finally cut short his career.
solely up to the committee of six.
strong.
It was Jacobs who was intimately
That did not absorb all the profits, connected with the theatrical career
as the dividend was declared after of Corlnne, queen of the light opera
"ORANGE BLOSSOMS" CLOSING the cost of production for a No. 2
and musical comedy stage in the
"Orange Blossoms" will close at company was taken care of. The old days.
the Detroit Saturday.
The show second company will open at Chi"I was too much of a spendcut one week frfom its Chicago run. cago Feb. 4. Counting the surplus
thrift." Is the bitter philosophy of
staying but two weeks. It ran 13 on hand the Hhow has already made Mrs. Jacobs.
"I tossed thousands
weeks on Broadway and about six more than its total cost.
right and left. Today, when I know
weeks on tour. r
The young producers who skill- better, it Is too late."
•'Blossoms" got off to a bad start fully steered "The Last Warning"
in Chicago with newspaper stories Into place as the leading mystery
FHHA. MONEY IN SHOW
detailing the withdrawal of Edith play of the season put the show on
Philadelphia, Jan. 17.
Day from the cast counting against Broadway at a total cost of $20,000.
A
new managerial enterprise will
it.
Business on tour in other stands It is said the actual outlay was not
was also off.
over $19,000 and the extra "grand" get under. way Jan. 29 when C. C.
ciety.

been produced by Sanger & Jordon
in association wrfh the Shuberts.
said the managers spent
It
is
There
$20,000 on the production.
on tour»
is some doubt whether it will again
is a
The present show is expected to
Hayakawa
boards.
the
reach
Jap who has starred in films.
remain here until Easter or later,
Ma"Lily" was booked for the
and only a few stands out of town
Upon
jestic, Brook4yn, next week.
will be attempted this season.
its cancellation the Shuberta new
There is a possibility of the curoperetta "Caroline'' was substituted.
The latter show opened under the rent "Follies" being used for a sumStay in Chicago, and virtually
mer
also
was
and
title of "Virginia"
It
certain of touring next season.
called "Carolina."
will be the first time for Ziegfeld
to attempt two "Follies." although
POLLOCK OUT OF "LIGHTNTN' » other revues, notably the Winter
Boston, Jan. 17.
Garden shows, have frequently
Percy Pollock has been out of toured one of a series, while a fresh
"Lightnin" " for two weeks, John production was at the Garden. That
OHara having taken his place in applies to most "Passing Shows."
the lead as "Lightnin' Bill Jones."
Although "Peaches" has been
When the play opened ..here Pollock mentioned as the next attraction for
was suffering from a heavy cold, but the New Amsterdam, plans called
his withdrawal was reported caused for the new Fannie Brice show to
by a nervous collapse possibly due follow in. The latter show, called
to worry and excitement attendant "Rebecca," tentatively, is now listto assuming the lead. He has at- ed for the Empire for spring.
It
tracted attention in "The Spite may be held up for a few weeks
/'Orange Blossoms" was a musical
Corner" after the closing of which pending Ziegfeld's return to New
version of "The Marriage of Kitty."
he was assigned to "Lightnin'". York.
He is at Palm Beach re- It started
promisingly in New York
Pollock is resting at Pinehurst. cuperating from the illness which
N. C. and it is claimed will rejoin confined him to bed early in the with a class draw, but business
dwindled after the first six weeks.
the. show next month.
month.
6'Hara. played the lead in the
In a statement sent out by* the
"
Australian production of "Lightnin'
manager he stated the present "Fol- MUSICAL "NOT SO LONG AGO"
where the show ran two years. Upon lies' 'cost a quarter of .a million,
The comedy. "Not So Long Aga."
Frank Bacon in and that he 'would not attempt a
the death
of
produced by Comstock & Gest, will
Chicago, he stepped into the lead for similar production." The reason
be revived by the firm in musical
the
the several weeks concluding
given was that his season's limit is form, with Harry Tierney and Joe
run there.
46 weeks, Insufficient to get his in- McCarthy looking after the tunes,
vestment back, plus a commensurate while (!uy Bolton will revise the
change book.
"NELL'S" SALARIES HELD UP profit. He is expected to'Follies'*
his mind if forthcoming
Dealing with a period around
"Our Nell," which, following a run are to he used two seasons.
of five weeks at the Hayes, was the
attraction at Teller's Shubert last
week, closed Saturday.
The cast
was not paid off until Monday because of differences between the
show management and the house.
The chorus and stage crew with the
show were taken care of Saturday
as usual, there being sufficient funds
for that portion of the payroll.
The dispute w:is over terms, the
show claiming a larger percentage,
but the house produced the sharing
contract upholding its contention.
Lee Shubert, who Is said to have

theatrical world, is in this city, on
the verge of despair.

remain.
Phillips, -who also was to have man"I have thought of chucking myaged the show. The equity assessments were 40 per cent, each of the self into the canal," Mrs. Jacobs
-confided
to one of the few who have
moneys
owed
and
by
Curtis
Whiting and 20 per cent. lor Phil- befriended her here, just before she
dropped
out
of sight.
lips.
"Here I am willing to work, but
Ciirtis assumed his share, having
But just
previously advised Equity he would people won't have me.
be responsible for one-half of any because I am trying to get a place
amounts found due the actors. to earn an honest living, everybody
Whiting had disputed he actually turns me down."
Once the mistress of a fortune,
held a financial interest in the
piece.
When informed by Equity Mrs. Jacobs, her small fortune
nearly exhausted, came here about
at the meeting he had been assessed
40 per cent., W'hltlng is reported to a year ago, explaining that she was
have stated he would not pay. Phil- at work upon a biography of her
husband, a famous showman and
lips is said to have taken the same
position.
Both declare Curtis re- vaudeville king in the early days of

the producer. He will urge similar
action on the other musical comedy
producer-members of the M. P. A.
The auto crowd for the retention
performances.
of all copyright
played the musical shows as first powers and merely* licensing the
when the Moscow Art Theatre slid choices and Ziegfeld's -Follies" publisher's physical distribution of
upward a notch for a the sheet music.
into pesition at Jolson's, after six moved
Attractions which
months of expert preparation. The $36,300 total.
The attorney propounds that plan
imported attraction established a reached new fijures for normal to parallel the usual producers' ar"Music
high gross mark that smashed all going were topped by the
rangements with authors. When a
previous figures arid which may Box Revue," which went to $29.70; ; manager accepts a play he agrees to sponsible.
Curtis made the first
Libstand for a generation as the rec- "Little Nellie Kelly," at the
share, in the stock, repertoire, pic- cash advances and undertook to
ord gross for a non-musical show, erty, scored $23,500; "The Ging- ture and other rights on a percent- locate additional capital. Suddenly
the takings being $46,000 for the ham Girl," which leads the $2.50 age basis following the first run of leaving for Cuba on the day payThat is over capacity musicals, Lettered $18,000 at the the original production. Similarly, ments were due on behalf of the
first wsek.
Vine"
for the house at a |5.50 top scale, Carroll, and "The Clinging
the music rights will be shared in chow, his associates found thembut was accomplished by the ad- teat $17,000 at the Knickerbocker. By the managers, if Mr. Klein's pro- selves In a complicated condition,
"Fol"Kelly."
demand
agency
In
premiere
the
receipts
of
ditional
posal is formally accepted. It has from which they were unable to exlies" and, "Music Box Revue" lead
performance, topped at $11.
not been acted on as yet.
tricate themselves before the rethe musicals.
It is claimed the show had an adJ. C. Rosenthal, executive secrehearsal limit of the piece under
"Hamlet* snov**d a slight drop tary of the American Society.
vance sale of over $80,000 and with
Bsjulty regulations expired.
the second week starting out simi- last week, getting a bit over $18,000 ft* teg Mr. Kleins proposal to reIt, is a rule when an "all-Equity
(Continued on page L0)
lar to the first (stanches in for all
tain the full copyright privileges fdr show" is rehearsing that if rethe benefit of the producers will hearsals are continued beyond 10
prove impractical, since no pub- days without the show giving a
"FOLLIES"
FLO'S
"TIGER LILY" OFFlisher will agree to exploit the sheet public performance, there shall be
music. A five years' agreement with two weeks' salary due players.
"Peaches"
Beach
Play W.th Jap Film Star Cost Produce in Palm
fchj A. S. C. A. P. from 1921 vests
May Land at Empire
$20,000
all performing rights with the so-

mined the run.
The outstanding dramali* event
of the season was staged last week

Ryracus*, X. Y.. Jan. 17.
out. her furd* exhausted, practically friendless, unable to
secure even the most humble employment, and with the children of
her husband by his first wife reluctant to help her, she says, Mrs. If.
It. Jacobs, widow of II. It. Jacobs,
once a millionaire power in the

Down and

1876, the ronii'dy will be partially
derived from the faelp of that time,
when shoes were $3 a pair and other
pertinent living particulars will be
brought to contrast with present day

was

It is their
for emergencies.
production as a team, and the
success of the venture is predicted
to lay the way open for unlimited
The
backing for other ventures.
two Mikes." however, expect to
progress entirely on
their own.
They hold ."iO per cent, of the show
between them.
one investor had !) per cent, of
4he ventttra, for which he put in
$1,000.
During the early weeks he
asked as high as $l.r>,000 for his

first

stock, but recently sold

it

for $3. GOO,

not thinking a dividend would be
declared so soon.
He. turned his
money over three and a half times,
while tdie new investors got 30 per
cent, of their money had; within

two weeks.

Wanamaker, manager of the Walnut
street theatre, will present a melodrama by Myron Fagan, also a
Philadelphlan.
entitled
"Thumbs
Down." at the Playhouse in Wilmington.
It is understood that James P.
Beury. owner of the Walnut, and
Mr. Wanamaker are both putting
up the money for the production,
which Is now In rehearsal In New
York.
This Is the play formerly known
as
"The
Undesirable
Klement."
which Fagan was reported to have
had accepted by Waganhals &
Kemper. His last play. "The Romance of Youth," was presented
the Walnut last summer, and, While
mildly praised, was not a success.

The

N

cast in

"Thumbs Down"

will

last

kins Joyce and Duci de KerekjartO,

Include Fred Tiden, late of "The
Charlatan"; Prank Sheridan. Sue
MacManamy. Marion Harney, Fdwin
Mordant, John Daly Murphy. Paul

pal

the Armenian violinist, now playing
the Keith time, are engaged to be

Dudley
Kelly,
Kearney.

condit inns.

According

week, were married by municiMISS BARRYMORE'S "LADY"
authorities.
One couple were
'.anymore has started reEthel
Nikolas Tuersky. 3C, tenor, and
Louise Buhman, 28. ballet dancer. hearsals in Alfred Sutro's "The
The other couple, Valia Valentinova Ijuughing-I«ady." Arthur Hopkiag-bt
and Valdimer Danikoff. presented a BpOnsorlng the jiew production, as
peculiar problem for the city legal he did the Shakespearean revival
It
goes into the I»ngacie after
department inasmuch as the- groom
had been previously divorced in an out-of-town break-in.
"The Laughing I*ady" was first
Russia, but could not prove it. Affidavits by other members <>f the introduced in London by Marie Lolir.
"The Trojan Woman" will follow
COQipany proved satisfactory at d
1

the license

was granted.

PEGGY MARRYING VIOLINIST

The

1

aughing

l.aJg."

to

rumor. Peggy Hop-

married.
M «- I. .<..•.• has
n x. •••»! wiih tb<
munirlan on various occasion*) and
last
week witnessed his performance from the first entrance of the
Palace, N'ew York.
Close friends of the couple say
that Mis* Joyce w.ts first attracted
..
the musician after hearing hlui
1

pl.Tj

the violin.

"Sea

Hawley

Woman"

Going

John

and

to

Chi.

Chicago, Jan.
Anglln In 'The

Margaret

17.

Bes

Uniirni'" will be in Chi. -ago shortly.
it
is reported.
In

i

Cl.ilro

TruthJ

playing
•

ml

i

luled

the

"The
to

Awful

ome

to

mlddfa of next

niontb
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i
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month, having opened in December, 1919.
which was one factor causing its withdrawal.

It carried forty- five persons,
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LITTLE THEATRES

Andre Ferrier and his French
The star dressing room at the Empire, New York, has been decorated company opened a new season,
in
exactly in the same fashion that prevailed when Billie Burke made her
Francisco last week, presenting
LEGIT
San
ON
debut at the house in 3907 under the direction of Charles Frohman. Miss
"Sophie Arnould" and the farce "Le
Burke's first appearance there was Jn "My Wife" with John Drew. At the
Cuvier."
time she was given the star room as a courtesy by Drew. She decorated
A story of tryout with a little too much Interference Is the reason it in pink and gold. Her current appearance as the star in "Rose Briar
The Sequoia, San Francisco,
readying "Ice Bound," by Owen Davis, at ltd to the desire that the room be made a replica of fifteen years ago.
for the Sam II. Harris olll
operated by Ruth Brenner, who also
Originally another Davis play entitled "The Nervous Wreck"
this time.
directs the little plays, presented a
Al a performance of "Polly Preferred" at the Little theatre, New York, comedy program last week, Includwas to have been produced by the office. 'The Nervous Wreck" was
tried out on the coast, looked like a hit, was brought east and tried the other day, a mis-cued scene was covered up so well no one in the ing a gem by Dunsany and
three
again at Atlantic City. In the eastern production the coast impresario, audience noticed it and the accidental error at the same time fitted so otjjer acts on the bill.
who was interested, started giving orders as to what should be done to perfectly into the story it may have become a part of it after that perWilliam Harrigan as a promoter is despe'r^Uely endeavoring
p.nd with the play, so his eastern associates simply declared it wasn't in formance.
The Players of Providence .scored
the cards for this one to win and they closed it. It may be sqld to a after exposed for "planting" to enlist capital of $50,000 from a group of last week in
Grundy's gripping
firm of vaudeville producers and possibly a part of it find its way into the men who are more intent upon the attractiveness of the proposed fljm drama, "Sowing the Wind," in
the
vaudeville houses, with just another possibility that later it may again be star, Genevieve Tobin, than the future. D. W. Griffith actually made a Talma theatre. %he cast headed
by
test of Miss Tobin.
It is supposed to be' shown the group of investors.
done as a regular play.
Thomas Crosby, included
Prof.
At this performance there was a hitch and the camera jprouldnt work. Henry A. Barker. William J. Story,
"Tangerine" played the "Wieting opera house, Syracuse, N. Y., last Mr. Harrigan when finding it would not flash, said, "Well, to tell you W. Richmond Wing, W. Stanley
week and got $6,000. That was the best gross for the first half of the the truth this was a part of the bunk also, but look at her, you don't need Holt, Stephen Waterman, Joseph W.
week got in the stand, on the say so of bookers. Nick Holdie, formerly a test, can't you see for yourself.
Spranger, Arthur C. Sisson, Mrs.
company manager of "Tangerine"' ami manager of the Wieting some
Sarah M. Barker. Mrs. Hazel B.
That "Listening In" has been making a little profit for the past two Goodwin, Dorothy D. Dunlor^, Maude
years ago, estimated the receipts would be $2,250 and no more. The
attraction's business has an explanation, none other than clever press weeks has encouraged its backers and author, who now feel the show is Farnum.
work engineered by Carl Helm. There had been some discussion about in a fair way to have a run and season. The piece opened Dec. 4 to under
skipping Syracuse because the show was booked there from Buffalo $6,000 at the Bijou, New York, and had to tyrtast the before-Xmas period
Application for a charter for the
and then returned to Schenectady. Helm succeeded in "steaming up" the with low grosses, but nicely recovered with Xmas week, going to nearly Kansas City theatre, the local guild
populace via letters written to the Syracuse dramatic editors and $7,000 and reaching that figure New Year's week, while beating it with organization, has been made in the
printed on the question of whether the town was theatrically dead o«, $7,200 last week, with one less performance than the week before. circuit court and will undoubtedly
not and calling attention to Carle Carlton's opinion that it wasn't, as Carlyle Moore, who wrote "Listening In" is the author of the first 'mystery be granted. The organization now
shown by his sending "Tangerine" there after all. The contention was play.'^ "The Unknown Purple" that was suddenly taken off after it had has a membership of 825. The f
that the support of playgoers could be secured by presenting the right started on a run at the Lyric some seasons ago. The "Purple" play may powers of the organization, under
attractions with New York costs. In Rochester for the last three days be revived witlf Joe Schenck again interested. He was with its original the charter, will cover the leasing,
producer, Roland West.
The "Purple" piece was recently withdrawn erectirjg or acceptance of theatres
the show got around $10,000.
from stock where it had been getting a, royalty of $500 a week. It is also as gifts, and^the administration of
understood Schenck has secured the picture rights to it.
•
endowments. The formal organiza"Elsie," a comedy with music, which debutted in the middle west early
tion retains the executive officers
in December and is aimed for Chicago, opened Christinas Eve in Cin"Polly
Preferred"
instantaneous
was
an
over-night
comedy
hit for who have carried the guild through
lifted
chorus.
She
is
Irma
out of the
oinnati with a new leading lady
Marwick, and her chance came suddenly when Carol Mayo, who was in Comsto'k & Gest in the Little theatre, New York. P. Ray Comstock the preliminary work, which inattended to "Polly" while his partner, Munis Gest. at the same time cluded the presentation of "The
the lead, though Ada Meade is featured', fell ill. The chorister readied
was planting the Moscow Art Theatre. The Little theatre since its re- Truth" and "The Yellow Jacket."
for the part in twenty-four hours. Miss Marwick was picked out of the
chorus by the reviewers in four stands in Ohio and the comment in every modeling has 600 seats and can do nearly $11,000 weekly %t Pollys' The next. "John Ferguson," will be
is $2.50 wtek nights and $3 top Saturdays.
i given Jar. 31-Feb.
case was that she would make good in a part. Playing the lead in Cin- scale, which
•r
"Elsie" was procinnati, she culled the best of the notices there.
Humming
Bird"
week,
"The
came
into
York,
Ritz.
this
the
which
Xew
duced by John J. Scholl. The book is by Charles W. Bell, the score
LEGIT
being by Carlo and ^Sanders and Sissle and Blake, The latter are the has had a varied career. The. piece was originally produced in OakLiberty, and was brought east for a tryout by Oiiver
colored composers who did "Shuffle Along," in which Scholl was in- land* Cal., at the
Louise Hmld Prichafd 'has reopened it in Boston but withdrew it and would net bring
terested. In the cast also are Luella Gear (wife of Byron Chandler, "the Morosco. He
into
York. Litter* Maude Fulton, its author, went to the signed as press agent of Town Hall.
the
play
New
millionaire kid"), Maude Turner Gordon, Frederick Burt and John Arthur.
coast with the play and Frank Egan played it at the Little theatre, Los
Zeida Sears will be the principal
Angeles, where it rfcn for 21 weeks. Egan has always wanted to invade
One of the biggest agencies on Broadway admitted it accepted 25 cents New York and make his mark as a producer on Broadway. He thought speaker at the Playwrights' Club
a ticket to push certain attractions at the reqdest of the managers. after the 21 weeks at his Little theatre that here was
tonight (Friday) at the
meeting
a piece of property
The fact was stated at the last meeting of the Producing Managers' Asso- it would be safe for him to venture east with. So" mu«p faith had Egan Hote.1 McAlpin, New York.
ciation anent the Central ticket agency plan, which has dropped from the
in the ultimate success of "The Humming Bird" that when he was oflimelight Jn the last two weeks. The agency in question, however, makes
"Thumbs Down," a new melofered the Ritz for four weeks under a guarantee he insisted that he get
drama by Myron C. Fagan, will open
it a rule to give all such extra commissions to its employes, a fact that
the house for 10 weeks instead. The prion that Egan is guaranteeing
was not brought out in the managers' meeting. The point is that the the house is $4,000 a week and the indications from the notices the play at Wilmington, Del., Jan. 2).
biokers cared less for the inducement than to accommodate the man- received and the generally expressed opinion along Broadway was that
theatrical
Inc.,
AnfTa
Spencer,
agers. It Is known that within the last two weeks the agency refused
the producer would have been better off had he been satisfied with takcostumcrs, has filed its schedules
tc push a show on the same basis and it is a known fact that the
ing the house for four weeks.
.'i

ITEMS

employes there divided

$1,800,

taken in by pushing three or four shows.

"Will Shakespeare" counts as one of the season's biggest dramatic disappointments. Its second week at the National, New York, was hardly
better than the first and the takings but a little over $5,000 for either
week. Winthrop Ames had put $31,000 into the production of Clemence
Dane's play before the curtain rose. The gross is not a lot more than
the weekly guarantee of $4,500, so that the additional loss will
equal the production outlay unless business takes a miraculous turn
for the better. The company is an expensive one. "Will" will leave in
another week, according to present signs and the estimated loss of
$60,000

is

considered conservative.

.

New

Jersey against the gypping of theatre tickets,
particularly pertaining to street selling.
It was invoked some years
ago in Newark when David Warfield played there at the Empire in "The
Music Master." At the time a flock uf gyppers operated, but were
stopped by the police, and since tlun there has been no repetition. The
constitutionality of the law has never been tested, and as there is bii£,
one legitimate house in Newark, there is little danger of the statute
Ketting into the court.
In other Jersey towns, particularly Atlantic
City, ticket speculation in theatre lobbies for big shows in the summer
has been noted a number of times.

There

Is

a law

The Broad

in

Newark, N. J., had the biggest, December In the
has been managed by Morris Schlessinger. For the four
gross was $50,000.
The quartet of attractions were
"Partners Again," "Captain Applejack," White's "Scandals" and "Make
It Snappy" (Eddie Cantor).
It is the house custom to charge $2 top for
drama and $2.50 for musicals. "Partners" held to the scale being played
early in the month, but "Applejack," as a holiday card, was priced at
$:'.50 top.
"Scandals" and the Cantor show were $3.
seven years

weeks the

Street,

it

total

Despite a story that William Harris, Jr., and Sam Wallach "had words"
over the moving of the latter's 'it's the Law" out of the Ritz, which is
Harris* house, both declare there is nothing to it.
Wallach, though
now a producer on his own hook, s;iys he worked for Harris for fifteen
years and is liable to return to his office at any time. Harris did tell
Wallach of the offer of a guarantee of $4,000 weekly for "The Humming
Bird'' at the Ritz, ami stated if Wallach would guarantee him against
loss during the "Law's" run, he would reject the offer. Wallach advised
taking the guarantee, as it meant sure money for the house. It has been
noted for years that those in the Harris office arc on cordial terms with
the manager, and they have been invited to coVne in on attractions
which were regarded as having a good chance to make money, one
such was "Abraham Lincoln."

Liabilities
total
bankruptcy.
in
$23,318; assets, $2,2.430. consisting
as though George White is working out Q "come back" as far mi, fixtures, stock on hand and acas his bank ba'ance is concerned with the road business that his "Scan- counts receivable.
dals" is doing. A peculiar thing is that all along the line the show does
not get a big advance sale, but after the first performance the notices
Ernest Glendenning returned to
By the Insiders tfiis is lail to the fact that last season the cast of "Listening In" at the
pull business.
the White "Scandals" was looked on as' a 'bad show, and this year the Bijou Wednesday .flight, after havout of towners wait to be shown before spending their money. Due to ing been confined to his home for
this the advance sale before the opening in Washington was only $1,500, three days with an injured foot. His
but nevertheless the show grossed over $23,000 on the week. In Pitts- return marked the twentieth anniburgh where the show opened Monday for two weeks it is predicted the versary of his stage career, his
gross business for the fortnight will range somewhere between $65,000 debut having been made Jan. 17,
and $68,000, the advance sale last Saturday before ope.ru ng having been 1903, with the Annie Russell Co. in
$9,500.
"Mice and Men" at the Garrick,
His mother and father were members
of the Russell company at the
selection
"Roger
Bloomer"
succeeding
The
of
as the
Equity play at the
With the exception of the
48th street is reported to have provoked a warm discussion among the time.
executive committee of the Equity Players this week when choice was three performances missed during
made. The committee decided for the play by John Howard Lawson the current week, Glendenning has
by a slight margin. Following "Why Not" at the '-8th street, "Roger never missed a performance during
Bloomer" if playing strictly according to its script ought to be made the 20-year period.
able to make the class reached by "The God of Vengence " now being
The Joe ray ton company of
played by the Province town Piayers in. the. stable on McDougal street,
"Twin Beds" closes Saturday in
now called a theatre.
"Roger Bloomer" will be cast this week and rehearsals shortly started. Saugerties, N. Y. The piece has
been playing one-night stands in
It tells the story of an innocent lad in the country, brought to the city
and sent through enough sinful scenes, vivUlly to be played and more New York state for four weeks.
winds
spoken,
until
alongside
girl,
vividly
the bier of a young
up
he
Florence Heed in "Hail and Farebeside which then appears to him for the finale a woman of the streets
well." under the management of
who had followed him through the scenes and the plot.
Joe Shea, opens Feb. 5 In WilmingThe piece is a French
Al Jones and Joe Leblang deny the report of last week that they have ton, Del.
become financially Interested in the stock burlesque venture of the costume play written by William
Title may be changed
Minsky Brothers at the Pari: music hall. They explained they are in- Hurlburt.
before' brought into New York.
terested In the lease of the house* end the Minsky • have the house on a
sub-lease.
Suggestions have been made to ihe brothers, but there has
Clyde Mallory is now ahead of the
been no financial investment. .John Cort is also concerned in the Park
Neil O'Brien minstrels.
lease.
It looks

i

operating a
^William
Smalley,
A New York dally ear y this week was out for n stoi'y on Isadora Dun- chain of one-night stand theatres in
can and her Russian husband, believing there had been either a tem- New York state, ha^i purchased the
porary or permanent separation between the couple. The husband had Fort Plain theatre, Fort Plain. N.
registered alone late in the morning at 8 hotel in the fiO's and it was with Y.. from Baxton and Riekard.
The
this as the foundation the story was being sought.
The last time the house will play pop vaudeville and
Durfcan dancer appeared In the dallies was when she danced at the road attractions under the new
Academy of music, Brooklyn, without accompaniment. Her pianist who ownership.
Channing Pollock his cancelled passage for Europe three times recently
had played for her first number did not appear for the second, with Miss
because of the special exploitation work, Including public speaking* he has
Duncan essaying it without music but finally abandoning the attempt,
"Cinders." a new musical show by
been engrossed in, popularizing his "The Fool," produced by the Selwynjj^ bringing the concert
to an
close with ti'.e conSe |uent publicity.
Eddie dark, has been accepted for
He planned a trip overseas to write in on a phase only touched on In the Miss Duncan has been in theabrupt
prints muchly since first coming over her*'
p oduction by Edward Ro?ce, with
play and his itinerary would have taken him to Algiers. Early this week for this tour, it appeared to be mutually dlsp'easing
to the dancer and
rehearsals to begin next week.
ho had undertaken the job of answering 1,700 letters written voluntarily
her audiences while she was on the rood and Miss Ehmcan was not backby persons who, as the playwright expressed it, "opened their hearts" in
ward
In chiding those in front, usually concluding h«M' remarks with comommending "The Fool," which in one of the biggest dramatic hits in ment the press termed radical." likening it to a
Bolshevist belief.
years. "The Fool" was given in total at Sing Sing Sunday night, and it
BOSTON OPERA HOUSE DATES
evoked a remarkable demonstration. The prisoners were Inclined to
Boston, Tan. 17.
Augustus
tThomas in advance of formulated plans to be shortly anjeer at the capitalistic stuff in the play. The applause nt the conclusion
The Shuberts claim tO have a big
Warden Lewes stated the effect of nounced anent the American National theatre which lie is fathering, sdvapce sale registered tor the sinof each act was given to a man.
The" Funi" on Hm !>»• '«"'••>' n.-.»ni.i be such that there would likely be no spoke on the topic \ la radiophone at the Newark, X. ,r, broadcasting gle perf< rmance of Ruth St. Penis
station, Tuesday n ight; U« u- ,* infovm«.,l u\* per iod was }5 minutes and
demerits for a week.
a d Te d Shawn are to give at the
looking for an "out" to end his talk, told a
those ,-t< ning In f;-,.,: he Boston <p< ia house Wednesday of
The stopping of "Abraham Lincoln" in Boston two weeks ago w.is some- saw a beautiful girl singer who was to succeed him standing In the door- thli week.
thing of a surprise In show circles, it had been booked far in advance, way and he would have to conclude. It happened that jazz singe,- folThe Boston opera ionise will be
Wednesday morning he received a carbon taken oa r for a > tuple of n\ eks,
the report's last summer bring that time had been laid out for it for lowed him on the program.
the Newark station demand- stinting next Monday, by the Chir
ninety-four weeks, it was found, however, thai "Lincoln," while l.ig in copy of a letter sent by a Brooklyn man
William Harris, Jr., who pro- ing to know why so important n man .,• Thomas be Interrupted In his e.ig.. Opera Company. With the
virgin territory, could not play* repeats,
duced it, concluded it was too soon to attempt r< peats and ordered off address in order vhar u jazz singer g< into action. Thomas's first an- house
.iled fr »m $1.50 to !'">. The
'Lincoln' played throughout th« country, except the South. nouncement on the proposed American National theatre wsi in the form s' ah .' r Ruth St.
the show.
an ft om
nfs
ill
for sending the of an article in
turdaj Evening Post" yi<u^>- weeks ago.
f
which wo figured dangerous booking. !*:
$1.10 ... $_ ::.. w ith the box* n pi
n It* has
humbtr of p r»m nenl p«
in the project.
..•
show out igain in about three years. "Lincoln played Ihree years and
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MORRIS GEST BECOMES STAR

NEW EQUITY ASSESSMENT

THOMASHEFSKY OUT

SOCIAL ITEMS
Palm Beach
By Showman Now Wintering There

Alt /.bout

Agrees to Pay Alimony
Jersey

— Leaves New

Achieves Pinnacle of Fame at Producing Manager
By Courage in Bringing Moscow Art Theatre
to

New York

MorrlK Gent lias become the star of a company without a star.
and daring and ambition in bringing
to New^York the Moscow Art Theatre, the most serious as well as
and
famous
ablest
acting
company in the world today,
most
the #
speaking their own language the most foreign of all foreign
tongues the critics and editorial writers of the American press
have paid him the tribute he so Justly deserves and have placed his
carefully planned and shrewdly executed achievement on a par
with the amazing ensemble of Stanislavsky and his unst aired comIn recognition of his courage

*

—

—

pany.

The breadth and unanimity of this tribute override all the petty
jealousies and the cold leserve which is a too frequent characteristic
of Relationships |n the world of the theatre.
On every hand, there is frank and outspoken praise not only for
Mr. Gest's fortitude in risking a venture so seemingly hazardous,
but also for the keen foresight and patience with which he laid out
and carried ont his campaign for acquainting the American public
with the aims and methods and standards of these artists from
far-away Moscow. And finally, there Is praise "tor his temerity in
holding strictly to his announced eight o'clock curtain and in keeping late-comers standing in the lobby even though their word would
be law in every restaurant, bank, club and street corner in New
York.

The proportions of the risk Mr. Gest took in Inviting the Moscow
Art Theatre to come to this country list summer are all too easily
lost sight of in the triumphant success scored at the Jolson Theatre
Staggering sums enough to male several costly
in 59th Street.
productions on Broadway we,re advanced to provide transportation
from Moscow to Berlin and Paris and finally across the Atlant'c. not
Still other
to mention the footing of deficits in Europe en route.
enormous amounts were spent in preparing and publishing English
translations of the plays and a souvenir in full colors. And all this
before a single do'lar was in sight by mail order or otherwise. All,
too, in spite of the fact Mr. Gest was still a quarter of a million
losses
dollars In debt from his losses on "Mecca" and "Aphrodite"
which had been cut in two since February thanks to the phenomenal
success of Balieff's "Chauvc-Sourls," the other Russian fosterchild of the daring Gest.
It was from this same Nikita Balieff that Mr. Gest got his inspiration to bring the Moscow Art Theatre to America.
He had
seen Balieff and his "Chauve-Souris" in Paris. But he had never
seen Stanislavsky and his company. So he took Balieff's word for
them. He heard, too, from Balieff how the Moscow Art Theatre
sometimes rehearsed a pay for a year for two years before they
showed it to the public. Not to be outdone by them, Mr. Gest began
at once to prepare the ground for their coming. Just as they devoted months to producing a play, so he would devote months to
acquainting the public and particularly the dramatic critics with
them. From July onward, he flooded the dramatic desks with every
conceivable bit of information, in typo or in picture, on which he
could lay his hands.
The range of the appreciation of these services on Mr. Gest's
part may be seen from the following quotations:
Arthur Brisbane in New York "American" "Morris Gest
renders a service to the United States in bringing here the players of the Moscow Theatre.
The poor geese that objected to
the coming of those players, because their talent might constitute Bolshevik propaganda, have acted in a manner more
completely good-like than usual.
"The Russian players, showing Tolstoi's son of Ivan the
Terrible, actually put history and real ancient life before you.
Here is a school of acting that every American actor and every
other intelligent citizen should attend as regularly as possible."
Alexander Woollcott in the New York "Herald"— "It must be
on the morning of the fifth of March in certain years that a man
-walking slowly In the White House a man who has grown up
In this country and been, in turn, just another Penrod, just
another "Willie Baxter and, perhaps, even another Peter Sterling, savors for the first time the reality of what has happened
to him.
'Gee,' he whispers to himself as his eyes open wide,
Gee!' Something of the
'I'm President of the United States.
same sense of fulfilment, the same sense of having reached the
top of a mountain or come to the end of a road, must have sat
In the heart of Morris Gest last Monday night, when, under his
name and as a result of his, boundless energy, the Moscow Art
Theatre began its first American engagement in New York. The
fame of Stanislavsky's company had spread round the world, but
it remained for a boy who had run away from Odessa when he
was eight years old and shipped to America in the steerage to
send back later and have brought to his new country for the
first time the most beautiful work that had survived the top-
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pling ruin of the old."
,

—

Heywood Broun in the New York "World" "Among those
concerned in the evening, special mention should be made of
Morris Gest, who brought the company here. Also it should be
recorded to his eternal credit that, having said the play would
start at eight, he rang his curtain up at that time, leaving in
the outer darkness of the lobby a crowd of distinguished New
Yorkers who had been trained to believe that no theatrical manager ever meant quite what he said."
Charles Darnton in "The Evening World'— "At the end of
the performance there were cheera and wreaths and flowers for
Stanislavsky and his celebrated players, and at the door more
than one handshake for Morris Gest. who made possible a rare
and tine experience in the American theatre. It musi be written
into the history of our stage as a great triumph."
Percy Hammond In the New York "Tribune*'— "Our plumed
Inhat sweeps the ground to Mr. Oeal as the most earnest,
most Intrepid, the most efficacious and the happiest of the
America n Imprcaarloa."
t

Jefferson Machamer, cartoonist of the "Tribune," drew Morris Gest as the "Tsar of Russian Art" wit i Nikita Bailed of
the Chauve-Souria as "Court Jcater."
s Jay Kaufman in tin- New York "Globa**- The succeaa of the
Moscow Ait Theatre b;is brought about a comparing of Morris
i:»*t
)iH ioni um
There seems to us to be aome striking differ*
<lf aling with artists, not
enees nun-h in favor of Gest, * 1. (Jest
:'.
freaks.
Barnum h:i«i little or no competition, There a»e some
sixty theatres in tie Broadway dlatrict tod.iy.
3. (Jest brought
company which dors not acl in our language, J. Barnum'a
til
grew and was sea reel} a risk. (Jest's waa all gumBa.Ml'm bad .1 buildi n g into which h<' could house h.
on-." Gtsi rented the Jolson theatre. G. If one of BarI'tvn n
huh" failed he could find othera. If the Moscow
, mI failed, what could Morris Gest ba\e done?
-»g
j
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of Subscribers
Finance new 'Roger Bloomer'

lib-

The guarantors who subscribed
$140,000 to the organization's plan
for the producing of plays were
called on last week for another
assessment of 10 per cent, of their
guarantees to finance the next play,

One of the well known society Thomashefsky will probably settle a
debutantes, a constant attendant at lump aum for a general rolease of
the Tuesday night prlzegghts, Is further alimony payments.
He has since remarried. His aliMiss Minerva McGoin of Minneaphis reolis, whose father was at one time mony default necessitated
the middleweight champion of the moval to another state to escape the
She has inherited "alimony club." Sunday the only day
Middle West.
her father's cauliflower ear and he could enter New York, being
now that ears are being shown, it then immune from the law.

20 per cent., followed by an additional 10 and still another for 10. On
the last 10 it is reported that return
from subscribers was but 50 per
cent, of the amount the assessment
called for.

Palm Beach, Jan.

15.

"Roger Bloomer."
call

starting a new
the younger set.

fashion

is

D wight

Mrs.

It is understood the guarantors
were somewhat surprised they were
on for an assessment after
the first one, as they had been
given to understand there was small
likelihood of being called beyond

MRS. C0UTH0UI BENEFITTED

who

occpies one of
the antique Maisonettes, known as
the "Cheescry," on Sea Sme'l-*venue, arranged for a rather elaborate
bridge party for Tuesday afternoon,
but owing to the absence of one of
the guests it was impossible to fill
the table, -so it was changed to a
party.
Many of the
discussion
neighbors' affairs were kindly men-

Quogue, L.

I.,

tioned.

Mrs. Imogene Smith of one of
the leading colored families of West
Palm Beach, whose uncle, George
Lafayette Smith, was perhaps the

most popular bootlegger in Lockahatchle, Ga., gave a rather unique
bathing party on Saturday night.
She put both of her young *sons in
the

same tub

joyed by

— ivory

soap was en-

all.

Miss Tatricia O'Dowd, the famous
screen star, who, in private life,
is Mr-. Ignat* Schomulski, is expected to arrive next week, accompanied by her director and cameraman to take for the first time a picture of the "Dans de la Mer." She
will put on a canton flannel minuet,
assisted py the maids in the bathing casino.

DIED LEAVING HO WILL
Frances Cecelia Gale, authoress
and former actress, who, as Frank
lyn Gale, made her last appearance
on the stage about five years ago
with Ethel Barrymore in "The
Spendthrift," left an estate not exceeding $1,000 in personalty and
no will when she died on Dec. SI.
according to her son, Frank A.
Gale, of 119 Grace

Church

BROADWAY

Chicago, Jan. 17.
the initial amount invested. They
Mrs. Florence Couthoul, the Chi- also cannot understand why it Is
cago scalper, is benefitted by the that the current attraction, "Why
new order of things in regard to the Not?" isn't playing to sufficient
aale of tickets for theatres and Is money to make a demand for andoing be*tter than she did before the other assessment unnecessary*
change in policy of dealing with That production being acclaimed a
outside ticket agencies.
hit at its opening by Eiulty they
The new order has stopped all of felt certain it would prove the
her direct buys and that was what means of pulling the organization
has caused her greatest losses under out of the hole that it went Into
the old regime. She is said to be when the first two productions made
getting the tickets she needs now became financial failures.
and to employ her tremendous
Speaking of "Why Not?" one thepower and influence to have the atrical manager stated that it was
choicest seats. All tickets are sold simply the fault of the manner in
now at a 50-cent premium above the which the business end of the venbox office prices.
tuer waa being conducted. In a
Mrs. Couthoui is said to have regular manager's 1 ands it la atated
arranged, however, for a 300-seats- that the attraction would have been
a- night buy for "The I^ast Warn- vieing with* the big hits of the
ing" when it opens here. The btiy street for business
Instead since
is at the box oiflce price, and to be the second week it has been selling
sold at 50-cent advance.
its seats at cut rates.
Another angle on which dissatisfaction Is based is that when the
WIL(KES JOINS P. M. A.
48th Street theatre was taken over
Thomas W. Wilkes, the coast they were Informed that $70,000 a
stock producer, is now a member year would be the rental and there
of the rrdoucing Managers' Asso- was nothing said regarding taxes.
ciation, having joined the special Insurance and other expense feamembership for stock managers.
tures, which practically brings the
The P. M. A.'s stock division has cost of the house to $93,000.
one other member, Jessie Bonstelle.
a class of membership
It
Is
LEDERER'S 40TH
brought about through the closed
shop for stochs edict of Equity,
"Peaches," the new musical comwhich claims control of that field. edy being produced by George LedThe contention was countered by erer, will open at the Oar rick, Philthe P. M. A. and- it was agreed the adelphia- next Monday. Aa a pubmatter should go to arbitration, but licity stunt the ppenlng will be
for some reason has never been set- made the occasion of the manager's
tled.
Wilmer & Vince.it Joined the 40th anniversary as a producer, he
stock division of P. M. A., but lvxv- having opened "Florinel" there.
inr; branched out In other producThe show will be out three we*ks
tions now hold regular men bership. before coming into New York,
its
Broadway berth has not been de-

atreet.

Rye, N. Y., in 4ils application for
of administration upon the
property, which was granted to him
by the Surrogate's Court, New
York, last week.
;
Mrs. Gale, the widow of Captain
Frank A. Gale, Company H, Ninth
Infantry, N. G. S. N. Y., was the
authoress of a number of short
stories.
In addition to her son.
who is 34 years old, she is survived
by a daughter, Gwendolyn Gale, 31
years old, of 350 West 55th street.
New York, the latter known proPiers.
fessionally
as Gwendolyn
Both children, because of her failure to leave a will, are entitle to
share equally in the estate.

letters

The

called

among

Wheeler Roscoe If

This brings the

to date to CO per cent, of the
The first assessment was for

total.

—

—

—

—To

erated from his exile in New JerAmong the recent additions to our aey through agreeing to settle his
arrears with his wife, Ida.
alimony
are
colony
cottage
the L#e Bousky
Slaters of Maskovitch, Russia. They The aon of the Yiddish actor-manbeen 10 months in arrears
haa
ager
are the first to introduce the new
Siberian fad of tiaving landscapes as a result of a divorce decree with
$100 a month. In addialimony
of
painted on their big toe nail.
tion to aettling the back alimony

Harry Thomashefsky has been

OF COMPANY WITHOUT STAR

Ten Per Cent. Asked

cided on.

HERNDON'S "JILTS"
Herndon will start rehearsals next week for "The .lilts,"
a Harvard prize play written by
The author is a
Phillip Barry.
Richard

CATLETT "II£" AND OUT

Chicago, Jan. 17.
Catlett is back In the
Yale graduate, but nlao attended cast of "Sally" at w the Colon,.!
Professor Baker's 47 Workshop at after missing performances of the
Harvard. The committee selecting play on Saturday and Sunday.
It was given out Sunday Catlett
"The Jilts" as the winner was made
up of Dr. Baker .Walter Pritchard had disappeared and that the police had been asked to look f« r
Eaton and Herndon.
Robert Milton will Btage the play. him but this story was remodelled
One of the leads will be Luollle later and it was explained that he
had been "ill."
Watson.

Walter

SITE SOLD

ground occupying the
full block bounded by Broadway,
avenue,
Seventh
52d and 53d streets
has been leased for a term of 62
years to realty operators who have
drawn plans to erect a building
vhich .ill include a theatre. The
plot of

greater portion of the proposed
building is to be given over to
and stores with the theatre
t j
be of the music hall style.
The property at present is occupied by several buildings of minor
was
importance,
including what
formerly Iceland and now called the
Bluebird dance hall.

offices

"FOLLIES' " NEW M0N0L0G
Andrew Tombes was given an
added assignment in the ".'"'ojlies"
this week, stepping Into "one" for
a moncdogua called "Filmleaa Film."
Tlie new contribution was written
by Franklin P. Adams, the metrocolumnist.

politan

monolog takes a

r.pot

The

Tombes

provided by

the elimination of the baseball bit.
the latter material being considered
« 1

1 j

t.

of

:

1

ison.

The Grand opera bouse, YVi.'..<^barre, Pa., of which Ed. Rosenbaum,
manager, has issued a
Courtesy"
pass.
Mr.
"Booster'a
Rosenbaum aaya on it in a box
the bottom: "This court* >> Is extended with the understanding that
provided you liWo-tho entertainment
you will call up so;n«' friends and
Jr.,

is

.-it

booot.

Thank

you."

SOL BLOOM
N

om nee ftu Ciiii,",m.m on th r r> » mo *M nl n th Un t i n t he nth Cuncr ca
slonal Dlatrict «•!' Manhattan, t<> be voted for at the spucial election orat trhlch previously
dered for Tuesday, January
<i election,
The i>
enrolled citizens ma-, again vote without further registration, was caused
through the death «.f L'ongreaemun-t Ice! Kamuel Marx.
'

i

'

i

.'*.•».

Mr. Bloom
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SHOWS

CHICAGO LAST WEEK HUMMED
f

WITH ZIEGFELD AND CANTOR
Opened

"Sally"

Show

at

Top

$40,000—Cantor
Apollo Did $30,000— Zieg-

Colonial

to

1

'

'

'

1923

AND COMMENT

IN N. Y.

'

10,

comment point to some attractions being
same gross accredited to others might suggest
The variance is explained in the difference in

Figures estimated and
successful, while the

the whole clientele for small town

mediocrity or loss.
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the sire of cast,
with consequent difference in necessary gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction a! against dramatic

plays.

play

•

"Orange Blossoms" met a fate of

is

also considered.

stay at the Illinois.
It was one of those offerings that "Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (35th
or more. Little publicity given It
from its
Matlsfaction
brought
week). Excellent business during
and boosting might promote better
"Sally" Tickets
feld
Agencies music and costumes. only
The cast ah!
holidays and afterwards places
trade. Pace is rn^ney making.
that was another story as far as
this comedy among Broadway's "Loyalties,"
Gaiety dZth week).
Some
concerned.
Chicago was
exceptional attractions. Business
This English success, which has
it
a
made
audiences
mighty small
of around $15,000 gives rating with
been getting capacity since opennon -musical leaders. Very small
should run for some time.
Chicago, Jan. 17.
The quick exit. The Illinois remains
ing, reported slightly off in agenweek, opening next Sunallotment in cut rates.
however,
Figures to run
cies last week.
While Ziegfeld's tremendous mon- premiere week,
didn't dark this
day night for "Elsie," which will "Better Times," Hippodrome (20th
bring
a
response
from
through
season, however. Takings
the
newsto
ey winner, "Sally," was soaring
paper praise. There was no indica- draw attention because of its music
better than $13,000.
week). During holiday week paee
record heights at the Colonial on tion of a demand for this show until and lyrics having been cared for by
of approximately $75,000. Under "Merchant of Venice," Lyceum (5th
when close to ca- Si#sle and Blake, of the "Shuffle
week).
Belasco presentation of
expectations and big house's takIts premiere week and giving every Friday night,
pacity prevailed.
Warfleld's Shylo'ck provokes conThere is a ten- Along" company, in co-operation
ings are not up to former form
positive assurance of continuing the
dency
for the Harris show being with Carlo and Sanders.
siderable
discussion, pro and con
when
charged.
Last
$2.50
top
was
the
acweeks,
same way for many
The Selwyns ought to be happy
a good matinee draw. Those who
arguments in Sunday press doubtweek gross u\ it $60,000.
complishments of Eddie f-antor at like dramatic
magnates back in New York over "Blossom Time," Century (64th
Show priced at $4
less helping.
construction
rave
overlooked.
the Apollo were not
over "Applejack," but it is a ques- the way "Partners Again" is runtop.
week). Shuberts' operetta success
On a percentage basis, and con- tion if popular demand will hold ning at their local theatre. Only
"Merton of the Movies," Cort (10th
longest
run
of
current
shows
(barpresidering "Sally" stiffer opposition the piece here longer than six or the limited seating capacity is
week).
Bear of comedy that is
ring five weeks layoff during sum.
than "The Music Box Revue," Can- eight weeks. The newspaper cam- venting higher figures on the week.
smash draw and getting class aumer) still making money, but figtor's opening week outdid for at paign is apt to swing the Harris The Selwyns are not after a record
diences as well. Business $16,500
ures
leave
of
month.
to
at
end
least the passing moment the Jol- piece into an established winning run for Bernard and Carr, having
all performances, being capacity
Between $13,000 and $14,000.
(except gallery, which rarely goes
son speed at the Apollo.
gait, but just now the situation is been tipped off that the days of
long runs in Chicago are a thing of "Bunch and Judy," Globe (8th week).
out for 'anything on Broadway
Making allowance of the differ- erratic.
Dillingham musical will leave for
expansion
of
the
because
past
the
these
days).
inseveral
other
and
prices
ence in
"Zeno" is going to be battled at
road Saturday, opening Monday at" "Mike Angelo," Morosco (2d week).
With this
cidents, Cantor's $30,000 gross must the Great Northern. Doc Hall came of the theatre area.
Colonial,
Boston.
Short
stuv
will
Morosco production off to
New
be considered a wonder item of the out with a line that " 'Zeno' has the knowledge on tap, the Selwyns
here, but attraction, while not
poor start and cut rates called on
week. "Sally's" big capacity week best cast ever seen in a mystery be satisfied with from 15 to 20 weeks • losing money, could not gain pace
A coast
First week
for aid immediately.
was looked for; Cantor's wasn't. It play." This inspired the backer and with the present smash hit. the
management set for it. "Lady Butfirst
draw about $7,200, but Emily
was reckoned that Cantor would author (Joseph P. Zinn) and, from tour opening at Milwaukee
terfly" succeeds next week.
Stevens listed to succeed in "The
hold his own to a profitable extent, the size of the newspaper adver- week in May is now in the making
"Chauve-Souris," Century Roof
Sporting Thing to Do."
but nothing like the demand- th.it tisements and the campaign to bill for Bernard and Carr.
(51st
week).
Broadway's moct Moscow Art Theatre, Jolson's 69th
It's going to be a great situation
was made for the Cantor show was the show, the elastic is off the banksuccessful novelty. Imported RusSt. (2d week).
New York's new
the Twin Theatres when one of
predicted. With two musical shows roll.
Every succeeding perform- at
sian company in fourth program
fad.
Russian dramatic organizagetting $70,000 within a stone's ance last week showed a jump in the -theatres houses a smash hit and
again cleaning up and still chargtion,
piloted
by Morris Gest,
throw of each other, Chicago can- the gross, and three weeks have the other holds a play of the uning $5 top. Comstock & (lest have
opened sensationally last week and
not be deprived of its right to be now been picked to learn just what certain type. The overflow goes into
it, also recently arrived
drew remarkable commendation
Moscow
This was
the theatre needing it.
classed as a good theatre -going the value of the play ie.
Art Theatre.
from press and extraordinary busvisible several nights the past
community when the offerings are
Elsie Ferguson had a winning quite
iness.
First week's takings over
something that the playgoers real- premiere at the Blackstone and week when the turn-away from the 4 F o 1 e s ,** New Amsterdam (33d
$46,000.
Applejack."
"Captain
helped
Selwyn
week).
Automobile
show
crowd
ly want and know about before- with Francess Starr's exit
SaturAll the other shows in town not
played Ziegfeld revue strong, ot» er "Music Box Revue," Music Box (13th
hand.
day will have the local field to herweek).
Excellent
trade
since
musicals also participating in vis.
Whoever made the scale of prices self for the solitary feminine dra- mentioned in this report felt the
opening. Never under $28,000, and
depression after the holidays with
itors' patronage. Broadway's leadfor "Make It Snappy" tossed ultra- matic star in town. Everything
is
last week auto crowd aided, sendonly one suspicion that any parer (barring Moscow Art Theatre)
popularitv in Cantor's path. Against in Miss Ferguson's favor
to chalk ticular play must be watched. That
ing business to $29,700, best figure
went to $36,300 last week.
the $4.40 top for "Sally" the Cantor up winning weeks as long
as she play is "Cat and Canary," which
for eight performances here this
show is asking $2.50 for the main wishes to remain at the Blackstone,
"Glory," Vanderbllt (4th week). A
season.
is apt to receive severe competition
floor for all nights except Saturday, where society really
bright,
tuneful musical comedy "Passions for
to go. in "Zeno" from the seekers of mysMen," Belmont (7th
when the usual boost is made. The When society does go itlikes
which arrived with Christmas reghas a good tery plays. "Zeno," at this writing,
week).
Changed in title from
Wednesday matinee is featured at carekeeper in Guy Hardy,
iment of new ones. Doing good
the rec- promises much.
"Fashions for Men'* last week;
"The Last Warn$1.50, with the Saturday matinee ognized social-manager
business, but can stand improvedirector in ing"
moved over from National three
anis .headed this way, too
calling for $2. The Apollo has the town.
ment. Real test will come this
weeks ago. Business moderate,
competitive play for the Princapacity for these prices, and if ever
week. Between $12,500 and $13,000.
The exits were as predicted. otherpiece,
though
noticea indicated hit. Quottime
the
first
which
for
cess
a scale of prices had anything to "Demi-Virgin" departs Saturday.
"Greenwich Village Follies," Shub-rt
ed little under $6,000.
do with the success of a musical "Why Certainly" made no ceremony on last week indicated it must re(19th week). Like "Follies," pulled "Rain," Maxine Elliott
(11th week).
the campaign to hold Its lofty
play the present system at the Apol- about leaving suddenly
new
strongly with auto crowd and
last SaturPeer of dramatic attractions. Some
position among the records.
lo is asserting itself.
business was $1,500 better than
day.
Al Woods
of
non-musicals getting more
Despite what honors Cantof's big convinced Chicago is now probably
Last week's estimates:
previous
week.
Cne
of
four
big
in real earnest
money, but call here is strongest
week brought this comedian, "Sally" about not wantingis alleged
"Sally" (Colonial, 1st week). Cap
musicals running. Last week $27,risque be considered Ziegfeld's greatest
and chow getting all house will
was the outstanding feature of the plays.
500; best eight performance week.
Hi-s
losses with "Ladies'
hold.
Standees for all performweek. Seldom do society folks cause Night" and now with
loop hit, popularity of "The Follies" "Give and Take," 49th Street (*.t
ances and normal pace as last
"Pemi-Viraround
a stampede entering a theatre, but gin" will give this
notwithstanding. Will hold
week), Aaron Hoffman come *y
producer plenty $40,000 for at least next five weeks
week, over $15,000.
this actually happened Monday at
first
done
at
coai.t
with
Kolb
and
of opportunity to realize the local
"Romeo and Juliet," Longacre (4th
the Colonial. There were .a lot of playgoers
tremendous, advance sale.
Dill; produced here by Max Maractually are sincere in due to the
week). Stops this week. Takings
society folks who wanted to be
cin, with Louis Mann and Georj
saying they will not be tempted Company principals renting apartbetween $5,500 and $6,000. and dispresent who weren't because they
sticking
show
view
with
of
ments
Sidney.
Premiere
postponed from
With temptation, such as it is,
tinct failure for show with star in
couldn't get their seats at the hotel
phenomenal
Reviews
until June 1.
Monday to Thursday.
press -agen ted with play titles.
lead
(Ethel Barrymore).
She Is
stands.
Col- "Hamlet," Sam Harris (10th week).
It was harvest time for
The situation for "The First for superlatives, with Charles
readying "Tho Laughing Lady,'*
messenger boys, who lined up in Year"
lins ("Post") outshining all.
Success of this presentation with
entered
into
new
Sutro
play
another
recently
preopened
ia
front of the Colonial box office and
"Captain Applejack" (Harris, 1st
John Barrymore by Arthur Hopstage, giving the biggest
London. Hopkins has It.
purchased seats for social leaders carious
week). Pulled around $2,100 for the
kins one of outstanding hits this "Rose Briar," Empire (4th week).
surprise of the year here.
Just pr< miere, doing spotty trade during
who arc strangers In this town at what
season. Business last week saw
is the matter with the Craven
Good business for five or six
the box office windows. The Couthe week, yet reaching $13,800 on
first sign of drop from better than
Weeks anticipated by showmen for
If
thoul stands were left out in the engagement is hard to ferret.
$iy.000 weekly since opened. Fi~Billie Burke play, and that has
sudden switch of the surprise week. Strong newspaper campaign
cold for the Ziegfeld tickets.
By tho
ures about $18,000.
nature wasn't made at the Cort for by Col. Bill Roche, but etill a big
held true thus far. Last week tak"digging" some of the Independent!
this
one
not
or
whether
question
"It
Is
the
Law,"
Bayes
(8th
week).
"Thank-IT" the bettors who were
ings $14,400.
pot what they wanted, but the Colo- ,_„
more
eight
weeks.
can
for
than
stick
Moved over Monday from Kit:'., "R. U. R.," Frazee (15th week).
n
tu 1
mo f ° ur w eka £?°
nial put over the idea of the ticket! I ftvf *J
week Will tell.
T f.?
,?
which now has "The Humming
at ^hank-U
Theatre Guild's best try this seawould outlive
''The This
all being sold at the box office win- i£
Bird" under guarantee arrange1st
(Great
Northern.
"Zeno"
son, and since moving up from
Year , th0B5 wl? «>o"ed the
dow— at lca.st to a satisfactory con- F
,V?* ,
ment. Mystery play accorded explay slipped
mystery
This
week).
situation
Gar-rick
and
has made nice profit. Last
made
the
bets
would
viction
cellent drama of its class, but
in without notice, opening for liLtle
week takings were $9,000, with
As brilliant as was the opening have won. There is an Inside story over
somewhat hurt by competition.
$300 but with house heavily
trade after Wednesday strong.
audience, greater vai "Sally" as an to tho effect that Mrs. Tiske gets
Little under $7,500 last week.
attention via
"Sally, Irene and
Mary," Casino
entertainment. Ziegfeld did it right the Cort for her new play under papered; developed
(20th week). Visitors in town last
the Frazee management because of word-of-mouth. Newspaper notices "Jitta's Atonement," Comedy (1 \
again. Just that touch which feaweek). Much interest over this
reported
to be
week
backer,
for
auto
encouraged
some
show
satisfactory
gave this one
agreement
betures all of Ziegfeld'! production!
premiere with Bertha Kalich stargood play and indicated again that
produce owner in New
for Chicagc that expensive toucn tween Frazee and the Golden offices wealthy
ring. Play of foreign origin, havon tour in the Dowling musical
which adds chorus girls who only whereby "Thank-U" leaves ahead York, to order big advertising caming been adapted by G. Bernard
the Shuberts have property of
having eunk
work in New fork, bur who c me t«» of time on tho promise that next paign despite already
Shaw. Shuberts confident of Its
value. Between $15,000 and $15,500
around $S,000.
Chicago because "Flo asked us p< r- seaaon the Cort will get (Jolden's some $30,000. Went
chances, noted In parking it in
last week.
for $11,000 or better.
"Seventh
Indications
Heaven"
an
as
opening
sonally."
Activities
behind
the
this house. Premiere Wednesday. "Secrets," Fulton (4th week).
In"Wheel of Life" (Blackstone. 1st
scenes indicated Ziegfeld had or- attraction.
crease in business over opening
"The First Year" Is far from be- week). Elsie Ferguson drew elite "Johannes Kreisler," Apollo (5th
dered a lot of thing! especially for
week). Steady box office business
week
has
interested
showmen
par*
ing
finished
in
Chicago.
play
A
more
with
playgoers
Chicago's
of
Chicago, proving he is cr.c Nfttr
continues to give Selwyns' novelty
ticularly because of some differYork manager who tikes Chicago intimate house than the Woods that will do well here, because of
importation stronge chance to land
ence of opinion and play's London
would be the protector for Craven's romanticism. Should hold business
seriously.
for run. Takings last week went
success.
Last week little under
piece
and
within
the
next
fortnight of $12,000 as an average for six
Jack Pickford made it a point to
to nearly $16,000. considered very
$14,000.
ho in the audience for the "big there is apt to be proceedings that weeks.
good for this attraction.
"Seventh
Heaven,"
Booth
(*2th
will
cause
a
switch
for
the
go>d
night."
He was thoie despite he
"Make It Snappy" (Apollo. 1st "Kiki," Bolasoo (60th week). Draweek). John Golden has sure winThis al: depends
escaped notice from both newspa- of all concerned.
week). "Sally's" big demand didn't
matic leader in point of run and,
ner in drama that took month to
permen and the curious ones. The on whether or not "The First Year" cut into Eddie Cantor's popularity,
with about $15,000 weekly, classes
pet into real stride. Is one of best
night after the premiere Jack left rallies to tho increased billing now which raced to heights of $30,000
with leading non-musicals in pace.
money-getters in town now. Last
With as week's gross, at $2.50 top. Dcfor California to Start work on a being done around town.
Aimed for completion of second
week $14,700 with one extra perU"
"Thankleaving.
is
probably
It
new picture/ Marilyn Miller's ovaseason, and last season's sensaformance.
Virtual capacity all
(Continued on page 17)
imagined "The First Year" will get
tion was terrific.
tion ought to turn trick.
performances.
It remained for the critics (united )
"Lady in Ermine," Ambassador "Six Characters in Search of an Auto give Leon. Errol the finest com(16th week).
Being readied for
thor," Princess (12th week). One
pliments any Ziegfeld comedian ever
moving to Century at end of
of novelty dramas of foreign orireceived here. It was quite noticemonth. There it will be cut rates,
gin.
Cannot get lug money beable in Errol's work that he was
similar to "Blossom Time." "Vircause of Princess* small rapacity.
caring for the whole premiere on
"Variety for a producer of legitimate plays is a perfect
ginia," new operetta, aimed to
Around $."),000, which affords some
Ziegfeld's orders, inasmuch as illsucceed. "Lady" got between $1.'..profit.
press sheet.
Provided the producer selects "Variety" to exness kept the producer away. The
000 and $16,000 last we«<k.
"So This Is London," Hudson (21st
insiders who know Enrol'! career
"Last Warning," Klaw (Kith week).
ploit his play.
week). George M. Cohan's comedy
claimed the comedian never worked
Still holds place as most successwinner p'anted. for set son. BusiWherever produced, a successful play receives notices from
so hard as he did at this premiere.
ful mystery play this season. To
ness pood at start, and after third
It
was a great Ziegfeld night.
lias returned producers full
date
week jumped to lead, which mark
local daily newspaper critics.
These notices written by any
Staunch loyalists of "The Follies"
amount invested. Business la^t
has maintained In its division.
had to admit "Sally" surpassed the
Week around $12,000.
set of critics in
York, Chicago or elsewhere could be
Grossed $17. 500 last week, highest
best of "The Follies" nights here in
"Listening In," Bijou (7th week).
figured for eight performances.
carried in a group through a "Variety" advertisement to all
The advance sale "conthe past.
Competition may explain moderate "The Awful Truth," Henry Miller
tinues but with curiosity expressed
pare of this mystery play, ('run
dMh week). Final week for one
quarters of the f for"
whether or not the $4.40 top can
iti at
bud tiin<> and holidavs were
of
sp s on s
"mai 't 'Ht comed ies.
hold the big hit here until June 1.
acceptable, though not big. Last
"Variety" in this way could serve with more certainty than
Routing out
surprise along
If this happens, Chicago will close
week under $7,000.
Broadway.
w
under $10,000
at
readies
mailed
record
press
sheet
indiscriminately,
"Variety"
with
a
a
an
season
the present
"Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (10th
only once (week b< .ore Christweek). No musical show in town
all its own.
ma.-?.
Last we< !; k<>' over $11,000
influential theatrical class.
Three other premieres featured
with as strong call in agencies,
and better this tvei'k. .lane Cowl
"Captain Applejack,"
the week.
with possible exception of "FolTry "Variety" for Publicity.
as
u it
succeeds in >.* \\ eek.
and
Eddinger
Wallace
starring
lies" and ".Music Box."
Busin ss
The
Clinging Vine." Knickerbocker
agent,
while
running
critics
an
advance
Make
hit
is
tin;
"Variety"
the
.Mary Na n )i. drew all
ar
continues
remarkable
gait.
\v(
(4th
k ). Rai<
one of tin- -'
F,nst week went to better than
Sunday night and nothing better
Keep the countryside inan<I when it is about to start out.
muse.-. Is o.T'j.-.i al ":'..'i that have
$28,500; rapacity business.
could have been given tlie show
.
Popular
\
been
nH
"Lira," Daly's «3d St. <*th Week).
in what the critics wrote in their
formed.
and box ofllce ale aiding in
If newspaper
Colored show doing somewhat? pat,
respective columns.
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week).
Big Inside campaign still
being conducted with winning results, as gross of $14,000 would indicate. Wednesday matinee popularised at $1.60. As campaigner Willlam Hodge gains blue ribbon for

BOSTON SLOWLY PULLING OUT
OF BAD WEATHER STREAK

—

Storm After Storm Last Week $6,000 Drops for
Recovery Looked For This Week
Legits
"Lightnin" Drops from $24,000 to $18,000

—

LINED UP IN PHILADELPHIA

Chicago season.

"Demi -Virgin" (La Salle. Id
week). Picked right at height of
holiday season for early exit. Goes
out Saturday with "The Twfst"
opening Sunday. Woods play reported around $8,300.

Unique Layout for Big City

(Continued from page 10)
favorite.

Mid-Season— Partial
'The Monster*

in

Business Comeback Last Week
Close to Capacity at $2 Top

SHOWS IN NE WY0RK
making show

TWO TRYOUTS

FIVE REPEATS AND

Taklr-w*'

—

9

$17,000.

•

Times Square (l$th
week). Dramatic wonder a month

"The
it being here for substantial and
Boston, Jan. 17.
Another week when storm fol- money-making run.
"Good Morning Dearie" (Colonial.
lowed storm In quick succession put
a crimp into the theatre business 4th week). Due to leave this Week.
at the legitimate houses in this city. Last week $18,000, off $6,000 from
For years conditions have not been week before.
""His Guilty Ons" (Selwyn, 1st
worse than they are at this time.
Kallroad transportation is so un- week). Opened strong and expectcertain few are brave enough to ed to do real business for four
attempt to come into .he city from weeks' stay. Final week "The Rear
any distance outside. Business is Car" did $5,200.
"The Passing Show" (Shubert, 1st
being confined to the residents of
the city proper and the immediate week). Had big opening with usual
suburbs, supplied by electric car crowd that attends girlie show right
*
on job. Final week "Springtime of
lines.
The beginning of this week found Youth" did $9,000.
"Molly
Darling". (Tremont,
that
storm
2d
for
a
better,
bit
a
it Just
Grossed $16,000 for first
started Monday forenoon had pet- week).
ered out before the end of the week and would have done much
afternoon and yesterday was per- more if receiving weather break.
fect, with the possibility of a few Gross figured to go higher this week
more this week. All agree thene Altogether show should be very fair
money maker here.
Is a big call for the shows here and
"The Bat" (Wilbur, 20th week).
all that 13 needed is a 50-50 break
Last w ek $12,000.
Shown most
in the weather.
Even "Liqhtnin' " felt the break unusual strength and looks good for
of the weather last week, the grosj several weeks more.
"Just Married" (Plymouth. 1st
dropping from over $24,000 to $18.The $24,000 gross wan rather week). Final week "The Goldfish,"
000.
above normal, due to the fact that which played this house two weeks,
the show played an extra perform- did $10,000.
The Boston Opera house for
ance on New Year's and got what
Wednesday night has Ruth St. Denis
is considered the cream of the business for the season, but still the and Ted Shawn, one show. "Good
drop of $6,000 could be explained advance sale. House at the beginThere is ning of next week will be taken over
only by the weather.
hardly any blame to be placed on by the, Chicago Opera Co. for a
the substitution of John O Hara fcr couple of weeks.
Percy Pollock in the cast for the
drop, because this substitution was
SHOWS IN CHICAGO
only touched on lightly in the, daily
(Continued from page 16)
papers and the^anntfuncement was
so timed and dressed Up that its mand for Cantor indicated with
effect was light.
$3,200 house Tuesday night. SaturOne of the surprises is the man- day matinee turned put $2,800 gross.
ner in Which "The Bat" is holding Following the Jolson buinees. Canup. Just before Christmas it took tor's gross is remarkable break for
a natural drop, but since the holi- Apollo.
days business has been building up
"Why Certainly" (Central. 3d and
and last week, 20th here, did about final week). Allan Pollock forced to
This is exceptionally got-d close Saturday.
$12,000.
Critics remained
business, everything considered, and loyal to the Pollock idea to last ditch,
would indicate that it has not felt sending him away with huge bouany effect from the coming into quets of complimentary adjectives
town of "Lightnin" " and that it is for what. he tried to do. Experience
good for a few weeks more. It can proved terrific financial loss for
be kept here while doing $10,000 English soldier, with final gauss not
'
or better and will then be sent to hitting $4,500.
Australia, according to the present
"Shore Leave" (Powers, 3d week).

in e'inrtbing to its level. Since then
developed into one of strongest of

several
Fulton,

weeks.

Old Soak," Plymouth (22d
week).
Drew corking business
last week, indications being reputation of comedy has spread, as
Cot
visitors played it strongly.

"The

$14,700.

"The Love Child." Cohan (10th
week). Pace of this adaptation
from French la much over average and show should run until
Kaster. Takings last week close
to $12,000, which made^* money for
both house and show.
'The Masked Woman," Eltinge (Olh
and
Pulling strongly,
week).

Woods production
Went to better tnan

chances of this
look good.

$U\000

week.

la*»t

Ought

to build.

World We Live In," 44th
Street (12th week). W. A. Brady's
importation staricd off ..ell in
new berth, having moved down
from Jolson's last week. Takings
were $10,600. climb of $1,503 over

"The

previous week. Further improvement sure downtown.
"Tidings Brought to Mary," Garrick
(4th week). Last week for Guild's
production of curious but impressive French work of relijious atmosphere. "Peer Gynt," nlnv?d as
most ambitious production
House
this season due Feb. 4.
dark in preparation.
"Up 8 he Goes," Playhouse filth
Musical version of "Too
w*eek).
Many Cooks" standing up well
'and credited with being bright

Guild's

Between $10,000
and $11,000 last week and made
money.
"Whispering Wires," Broadhurst
entertainment.

(23d week).

.

Moved here Monday

from 49th Street. Routed out and
billed on subway circuit, but business continued to show a profit.
Nearly $7,000 last week.

It

be the

will

first

time a regular

show (outside of shows
Lauder) has had lees

like

Harry

than two
weeks' bookings here in a long time.
Next Monday will also be two
bookings: one is "The French Doll,'*
with Irene Bordonl, at the Broad
for two weeks, and the other la
"Peachee." The following week, in
addition
to
"The Cat and the
Canary," the Walnut will hare a

new

attraction in "Kempy," which
for only two weeks, apd will
followed by a return of "The
Green Goddess," with George Arllse.
This melodrama opened the Walnut
two seasons ago after the house
was entirely remodeled.
Feb. 5 will find "Shore Leave,"
bookings mentioned for this house
with Frances Starr, at the Broad,
until February, which may or may
and it la understood that she will
not mean four or five weeks.
"The Monster" continued its as- be followed by Otis Skinner in "Mr:
tonishing career of real money at the Antoarfo" (second time here).
All of which means that coming
Walnut. The $2 top scale of prices
limits the weekly grosses, but last and present bookings include five
week was close to capacity at this repeats and two try-outs, an unfigure, and the advance sale is big. usual record for midseason in Phllly.
A bright spot is the expected arrival
It is understood that there has been
serious talk of keeping this thriller of "The Music Box Revue" at the
in for two additional to the four Forres* in February.
originally planned, but a failure to
Estimates for last week:
agree on terms prevented th's being
carried through. With the exception
"Sherlock Holmes" (Broad, 3d
of "Blossom Time," this show is un- week). Attracted high class trade,
doubtedly the surprise of the season but business only middling. Claim
here, and, of course, in the case of it did slightly over $9,000 last week.
"Blossom Time." some real business "French Doll" Monday,
was looked for. Everybody is inter
"In Springtime of Youth" (Shuested now in seeing what effect the
crowded houses at "The Monster*' bert, 1st week). No big advance
have on the business of "The Cat sale and success In some doubt.
and Canary," which comes to the hough reception of "Blossom Time"
here is held by many as good omen
Adelphi Jan. 29.
"The Passing Show" held up. ex- for this operetta. "Passing Show"
ceedingly well at the Shubert in its did $23,650 in its last week, surprisfinal week, coming back a couple of ingly good figure for final week.
thousand with the general rise in
"The Perfect Poor (Forrest, 3d
business* This revue did. not meet week).
Business started in some
with a concerted approval from the doubt, but hit stride shortly and
critics and many objected to its vul- grosa of $25,000 claimed, with cagarities, but the Howards are popu- pacity towards end of week.
lar here, and their clientele succeed"The Torch Bearers" (Garrick. 2d
in holding up the business.
Won remarkable notices
The other four houses did moder- week).
ately well. "The Torch Bearers," at and showed signs of building toGross over
the Garrick, was way off at the wards end of week.
opening, and resorted to some pa- $10,000 with good chance of build"Peaches" Monday.
pering, but word -of -mouth advertis- ing.
ing was beginning to be felt toward
"The Monster" (Walnut. 2d week).
the^end of the week. No show in Thriller
has had remarkable suctown this year has had a liner set cess.
Got start in holiday rush and
of notices: not only Tuesday reheld
on. Business last week $12,700,
views, but Saturday and Sunday
columns being laudatory. It's the which bettered New Year's week
general opinion that both "To the but several hundred.
Ladies" and "The Torch Bearers"
(Lyric,
13th
"Blossom ' Time"
successive bookings at the Garrick week).
Took dip, but profit still
suffered by two- week bookings, as claimed at $15,000. Length of run
business for the former was just In now undecided.
sight when it left, and the mine
"The Naughty Diana" (Adclphi.
seems to-apply to the George Kelly
is

in

be

\

•

New one comes in for
1st week).
comedy.
Bookings at the Garrick bave been two-week run. Pauline Frederick,
English drama criticized by re- In a rather chaotic state. Until Fri- in last week with "The Guilty One."
viewers as being woman's prod- day no underline was on hand for missed $12,000 by a few dollars,
*
uct, but actmg accorded extraor- "The Torch Bearers," and there was with real strength developing in
dinary praise. Average for first some talk of advancing bookings to the balcony.
two weeks hardly better than bring "Six Cylinder Love" In two
$5,000, and successor likely soon.
weeks in advance of its scheduled
time.
It is ajso understood that
SPIEGEL
"Molly Darling." which, considering
FUND GETS $3,248
that it played just before Christmas,
Ernest Wibel, of 110 Nassau showed great possibilities and built New Theatre in Albany .lay Go
Into New Hands
its
run, was
street, New York, as executor of the steadily throughout
estate left by Philip Findler, was anxious for a return date.
Finally, however, "Peaches." a new
this week, by Surrogate Foley, diAlbany, N. Y., Jan. 17.
George Lederer musical comedy, was
rected to pay te the Actors' Fund of announced for the two-week period
According to a statement made
America, one of the legatees of the Jan. 22-Feb. 3. Ada Mae Weeks,
estate, $3,248.72.
who heads the cast, has been getting to a Variety representative by
The action of the surrogate was a lot of publicity in the dailies here William W. Farley, -former chairin the signing of the decree In ac- this week on her engagement to a man of the Democratic State Comcounting proceedings settling the well-known society man. "Captain mittee; and now president of the
Applejack," which has been anproperty
affairs of the American
nounced several times this season, is Lodge Street Theatre Co., Albany's
left by Mr. Findler, who died in also mentioned- as a possibility for
new theatre will not be operated
Germany Feb. 11, 1917. leaving an February at the Garrick.
by the Shubcrts, although they
"Sherlock Holmes," in the first of (Shuberts)
estate of about $32,550 yet to be
now hold the lease on
its two weeks at the Broad, drew
accounted for by the executor.
the property.
Mr. Findler, in partnership with many theatre parties and a distinctThe house, remodelled from a
ly society
Mr. Wibel in the stationery busi- business trade, but In its downstairs church; was
never went much beyond
scheduled to be comness at 115 Nassau street, left an half houses. Given as much space pleted Jan. 1 at a cost of $100,000.
estate in this country amounting by most of the papers as if it had
but because of the mental and
Shortly after his death been a new show, and generally en
to $237,017.
financial collapse of Max Spiegel,
his will, executed April 24. 1911. thusiastically treated, it is likely to
interested* in the Project with the
dividing the greater share of his boost its business by a couple of
Shuberts, the construction comproperty to institutions of every thousand dollars this week
pany could not obtain payments for
"Blossom
Time"
fell
off, but In
and description, was turning in a gross that reached the work, which was two-thirds
rationality
filed for probate in Germany and within a few
hundred dollars of $16.- finished.
The builders then filed
after a Supreme Court action here 000, it gave indication of having
liens against the Spiegel corporain
921 an exemplified ropy of the much reserve strength.
This oper- tion and the work was halted.
document was filed for probate in etta, now in its 13th week, is figured
Mr. Farley said that the necesto stick a couple of weeks longer.
New York.
ceremonies were held Mon- sary lesal steps had been taken to
The Actors' Fund of America was Special
the occasion of its 100th ejiralnate the Shubert-Splegel inti iy
night
one of the three contestants in the performance.
A Sew York theatrical att< rests.
accounting proceedings.
This week's openings were two in torney had communicated, with him
number, both in the doubtful class with a view of obtaining the lease
to local success. The new Woods
SCENIC ARTISTS' CHAMBER
thought the cllmusical ffarce-»-wlth its name now fr*r-a client. It is
Tho metropolitan scenic art
ent ma * 9°"M* hc the bobbinschanged to" •Tl.e" Naughty 'uianV^
which controls
corporation,
formation
of opened at file- Adelphl for n two- **kel
contemplating the
up-state and for some
[a Chamber of Commerce or clear* week run. where !! will he followed th<
"In
me has been seeking a house in
Ing house whereby estimates for by "The Cat and the Can try."
n
:h,
;»t
he Shu- AH ;iiiy.
•
Mictions cm be obtained from Sprii jtlmc
"Will Shakespeare," National (3d.
Keen disappointment.
week).

—

HOUSE MESS

i

—

-

counted on doing al least $l4.<ii><) for week.
"Tbank-Lr (Cort. !0tli v.-.-..;;).
tin- wind-up. in the opinion of many
he did very well to gross $11,000 Wenl li;t|.- I»fft»>r than Stop <i:r n of
$10,000
and could stay much longer
under the a nditions.
than Jan. 29 if desired. Routed out
Estimates tor last week:
of Cort for principal one-niKhf''i s
"Lightnin" (HolliS, 4th Week). hereabouts and then the usual weekBusiness dropped to $is.i>oo last stand stop:-.
Mrs. Fiske In "The
week from $u4.r>on prec 'ding week. ]>iee of the Gods" opens .Ian. 29.
Those with luow h..ve no tear about
"For All of Us" iStudebakcr, Dd

Maude

it. and bowed
Monday. House under
guarantee arrangement for five

-

\

years ago, with

who wrote

here

in

dope.

Will make
'The Bunch and .ludy' will corn** in advance sale returns.
try
to
until
stick
Washington's
It Comes to a house that
always gives n musical show the Birthday
"So This Is London!" (Cohan's
best break possible,
Hampd« n on hi:- linal week at th;> Grand, 8th week), Week-end buslinks Cohan bi< into
Op r.t house got away with $!l.00'>. ii"-.i always
$11,000 class.
Eddie Plohn, general
It is reported he expected th.> business to be« heavier than this and manager for Cohan offices, here past

17.

week previous, when extra mati- a bit doubtfully, but shot into high
after a couple of performances, and
nee played New Year's Day.
"The Egotist," 39th St. (4th week). capacity ruled the last part of the
Good matinee draw. Business has week. A very weak matinee Wednesbeen best of attractions presented day was the only thing which preLast week vented the gross from soaring more
in house this season.
than it did. It was understood that
showed normal gait of $3,000.
"The Humming Bird," Hit/. (1st "The Perfect Fool" was in for three
week). Play first done at coast weeks, but at present there are no

'

for a stay.

Philadelphia. Jan.

A slow and partial comeback from
Broadway's possessions. Led street
during holidays with daily mati- the previous business depression was
last
Grosses
week.
nee.
Last week, with one extra discernible
performance, $18,000.
ranged from exceedingly good to
"The Gingham Girl," Earl Carroll fair. With no houses definitely on the
Played to best eight
i;st week).
performance receipts last week, underside of the ledger.
Ed Wynn's "Perfect Fool" started
when $19,200 drawn. Assgood as

.

Finishes limited engagement this
"Good Morning Dearie" at the Saturday, with "The Torch-Bearers"
Colonial Is another show that felt underlined for limited stay of four
the effect of the drop doing $6,000 weeks. Outside of Frances Starr's
less than it did the previous week. personal following "seagoin' " comIn fact, the musical shows suffered edy fails to draw trade that would
considerably,
as "Springtime of push gross safely over $10,000 mark.
Youth," on the final week at the
"The First Year" (Woods, 10th
Shubert, grossed about $9,000. off week).
Keeps on tumbling down,
$4,000 from the preceding week.
and just how long house will keep it
"Molly Darling," in which Jack under present lack of "draw" la
Donahue Is starred, picked up $16,- guesswork. Averaged $772 for Mon000 worth of business last week at day and Tuesday nights aYid had
the Tremont. While the show can hard work reaching $10,700 on week.
do considerably more than this Easily biggest disappointment of
under the capacity conditions, that season here.
business is entirely satisfactory to
"Orange Blossoms" (Illinois, 2d
all concerned
Donahue is getting and final week). What chance this
plenty of publicity and the follow- musical play had was spoiled by cast
ing he already has here is being changes some necessarily made due
built up in thla manner.
At the. to illness, others planned ahead.
Monday night performance this Terrific loss on gross of $9,300.
week Mayor Curley presented him "Elsie" due at this house Jan. 21.
with the keys of the city, placing
"Partners Again" (Selwyn, 3d
him in the notable class, an * a lov- week). Sold out by 6 p. m. for night
ing cup was presented to him by performance (gross $2,149 at $2.50),
250 -of bis Charlestown^friends who and with" raise to $3 for Saturday
attended the .show in a body. Dona- night and fair matinee business, hit
hue, a local boy, is upsetting the off week's gross of $17,500 this only
saying that a prophet is not with- around $1,000 short of capacity for
out honor except in his own coun- all performances. Mail orders now
try.
His show is due to stay two indicate capacity houses for auto
weeks longer after this one and week long before sale opens. First
will probably better the gross of real solid dramatic "smash" of year.
"He Who Gets 8lapped" (Playlast week this week, and on the
house, 6th week).
Announced last
final week should play to capacity.
There were three openings in town two weeks, regretful to those who
this week,
Pauline Frederick in have followed campaign thought
"The Guilty One," at the Selwyn, a would turn situation inlo sensational
whale of a first night, and Vivian winner. Will be followed by Grace
Martin and Lynne Overman starred George's play, "To Love," openi
29.
'He" reported around
in "Just Married." that opened at Jan.
the Plymouth. This last show got a $7,500.
"Cat and Canary" (Princess, 2Gth
good break in the business. "The
Slipped from pace it has
Passing Show" opened at the Shu- week).
bert Monday night to a house that been doing, but satisfactory profits
was packed, the tip being around on $12,000 any time. Kilbourn Godthat lots of things would be seen the don paid cast visit on week-end. and
opening night that might be deleted before he departs will be decided
after that.
City Censor Casey at- just how long play will be kept.
tended the opening and got a rhnek Good reason to believe "Zeno" will
when he discovered his Mim against cut into "Canary."
"Shuffle
Along" (Olympic. 9th
the chorus appearing without tights
week). Whirlwind edge now off colhad been disregarded.
ored
show,
but
should circle around
This is tii- final week of "Good
Morning Dearie" nt the Colonial. $13,500, which it landed last week, if
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Mortfcern. Chicago. Jan. t.
m*Jo*raaaa la three acta by Joseph F. RJnn.
Offloat" Bajrke ........... .Cfcarlaa M. Blmni
.

James O'Brien

THE SEA WOMAN
J*en
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WalU.

Molia Hansen.
Rodney .......
Johnny Hickey
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In their place.

It

something: that has never hapaCx\ opening: here before.
The direction of George Foster Piatt

C

Play

tn three

Baltlmore, Jan.
acta by Owen Da via.

IT.

Pro-

Anything that Margaret Anglin duced by Sam H. Harris at Ford's, Baltiis worthy and docs lemand atmore, &1<>n<lny, Jan. 15 week.
Lot fa Llnthlcum
tention, but intense emotionalism Emma Jordan.....
Jordan
John West ley
even when combined with a series Henry
Boots Wooster
Nettie Jordan
of splendid performances by a very K!la Jordan
Oeraldlne O'Brien
Eva Condon
capable cast cannot make a play. Sadie Fellows
Andrew J. Lawlor, Jr.
Thie latent vehicle utilized by Miss Orln Fellows
Curt in
Lawrence Kddlnrar
Anglin creates the thought that Dr.
PhylUa Povah
Jane Crosby
appeal of the "star" Judge Bradford
role was such as to gaze over the Ren Jordan
the_ Hannah
numerous shortcomings of
the

The

piece.

part

is

woman,

that of a

sacrifices

a

Jove she hae waited for so very long

keep a promise

to

to

a dying

who had rescued her from

man

the sea.

to stand by his daughter.

The part does give Miss Anglin opwhich she fully realizes.
a daughter of the sea, one
to believe the Vikings
were her * ancestors. Miss Anglin
plays with a distinct dialect which
is never lost, and it is a particularly appealing dialect. She is the tender of a lighthouse on Washington's
own Chesapeake Bay, wears men's
clothes throughout the action of the
story, and with her bobbed hair and
brown skin presents a daughter of
portunities,

She

is

that

love*

All
the sea completely.
charm, except her heart,

womanly
is

beaten

down, and for this Mies Anglin must
be accorded the fullest measure of
sincere praise.

The play is by Willard Robertson,
an actor, known locally, having appeared here some few years ago
with the Columbia Players. This is
a« second endeavor from his pen
and although the shortcomings are
blatant in this, his latest, it is so
far superior to the first (name not
recalled) it is apparent something
worth while may come from him in
In this play he has
the future.
fully realized "the value of intensity,
has drawn his characters in a welldefined manner and got together
a group of human beings each entirely different but true to the eurroundings. The chief faults are in
the story, not in its construction.
His second act actually gripped, but
the creation of suspense is lacking,
a curtain falls and no wonderment
is

as to what

left

A

i«

to follow.

daughter of a seaman loves a

man; they are

to be married,

when

the father's boat is wrecked and
destroyed.
The daughter is the
only one saved, and she only after
the keeper of a- lighthouse had
rowed to her through a sea of fire

caused by burning chemicals which
made up the cargo of the «hip. In
the rescue the man was so
badly burned a few days later he
On his deathbed he exacts
the
promise from 'the rescued
woman that she will watch over his
daughter.
The daughter, to put In bluntly, is
no, good.
An engineer working at
the lighthouse for the government
tries to point out the mistake she is
making, only to be slapped in the
During the past few weeks
face.
this girl has carried on a love affair
with a roughneck bootlegger of one
of the near-by towns, and a baby is
expected.
He threatens her with
abandonment if she tells the woman,
whose lover has just found her after
a two-year separation after one of
the many letters she had written
had reached him at some distant

making
died.

A

port.
letter comes to the woman
in the midst of the meeting, and the
preparations start for the wedding
on board the man's boat. She sends
the man away to stand by the girl,
who refuses to divulge the man's

name,
it

is

finally,

the

had just

when

cornered, stating

government engineer who
left.

The woman would force the engigirl.
Whe*n he attempts to leave after the girl, had
falsely sworn on the Bible that it
neer to marry the

was he the woman shoots him.
The truth is finally brought out

when

Willard Robertson
Robert Ames

Rdna May

O'.iver

Charlaa Henderson

Jim Jay

eo important that Sam
up another sucbut it Is important to know
that in "Icebound" Owen Davis has
repeated the artistic success attained by "The Detour." Not only
has he repeated himself by writing a
play which is grimly realistic, but
he has written of realism without
writing of disgustingly sordid things.
He has done much more than that in
writing a finely moving play which
has all told but one dramatic situation and which is written with a
view to limning with truth certain
moral arguments. In doing this he
has not thrown epigrams right and
left nor has he scattered sugary sentimentalities, throughout the play.
It has little plot to speak of, being
a relentless study of how people of
It

Isn't

Harris- has chalked

cess,

i

Comedy In tbree acta and six scenea\ »rasented at Little theatre. Hew York, Jan. 11.
Produced by P. Raj Comatock and Morris
Qaa*,
Written by Gay Bolton and directed
In production by Wlncbell Smith, Oenevleve
Tobin featured.
Jlmmle (a chorus girl)
Beatrice Nlcbols

1 1

.('oral Inn

Walde

Johs M. Sullivan
Leigh Lovel

Dodge

Bob Cooley

president of the American Society
of Magicians, has written "Zeno,"
which is a curiously fascinating
combination of spiritualism, its expose; magic and illusion, their expose; and melodrama which even
goes bo far as to be Ku Klux Klan-

"Zeno" is presented by a fine
and began its life under circumstances which are highly favor-

ish.

cast

able.

"Zeno" starts

off better

than "The

Charlatan," but a balance is reached
since the expose of spiritualistic
performance
tricks
late
in
the
brings just a suggestion of dullness
late
in, the play instead of early.
sonuvaguns
people
double-riveted
are when they exist in small com- "Zeno" is unlike "The Bat" and
Religion Isn't made a "The Cat. and the Canary," Inasmunities.
part of the play, but the characters much as there is little comedy byare Christians who are afraid to be play.
The story concerns a gang of
anything else in name.
The story concerns an old woman, crooks, led by the mysterious Zeno.
Jordan by name, and a member of a The audience is not certain who
prominent family in Veasey, Mass. Zeno is until the very last. In its
She dies, and her fortune is left to development there Is reason to susJane Crosby, an adopted poor rela- pect nearly every member of the
tion, who has been the slavey of the cast, excepting the mother of a
household for years. In the family dead boy, who resorts to a spiritla a son, Henry, played excellently ualistic seance in her own home to
by John Westley, who is the leader, ascertain who ha.l murdered her
and there are also two daughters. son, killed by" the gang when he
There is also an outcast son, Ben caught them in some Af their work
Jordan, who stands indicted before in connection with the Installation
the local court on a charge of arson. of the apparatus necessary for the
Ben is a good-for-nothing, and is tricks which are to convince the
painted as being thoroughly bad. mother the spirits are about her.
The big illusion is a disappearThe girl, Jane Crosby, sends him
money to return to his mother's ance of the "medium," who vandeathbed, and the outcast, hated by ishee before the eyes in such a way
the rest of the family, returns. To as to bring credit to half a dozen
f
save himself from being thrown into presidents of a world society
Chairs
rocked,
are
Jail he works on the farm during the magicians.
winter, released on bail bond fur- tables rise In the air, t' e leaves of
books turn, faces are seen in the
nished by Jane.
The rest of the story shows the darkness, low mysterious moan:
fawning relatives on the member and tappings are heard and later
who has money and Jane in a deter- the tricks by which all of these are
mined effort to reform Ben. He is done' are made plain, and while this
unregenerate nearly.
Then it Is portion of the performance will be
revealed that the old woman who meat for tho^e who assail spiritualdied wanted the money left to her ism, it Is the most tedious part of
son, but was afraid that he would the show.
Effle Shannon as mother of the
squander it, so she left It to the girl
boy and believer in'
to care for, and also left her the task jnurdered
contributes
much
of reforming the boy. Heartbreaks spiritualism
that seem to be genuine and only toward the effectiveness of the
the slightest touch of sentimentality offering. George Nash as a police
measures up to every
is shown throughout the second act, lieutenant
George Probert as
which ends in a tragedy when Jane, requirement.
the faithful, sees the unregenerate the "medium'' stands out as a reBen feasting on the red lips of a markable histrionic accomplishNed A. Sparks' impersonaFinally, when she ment.
little
cousin.
thinks Ben has at least been taught tion of a detective contributes some
to work and when she has managed comedy and is a relief, inasmuch
to have the arson charge removed, as the character has an unusual
she calls the grasping family to- tinge. The cast in its entirety is
gether and tells them that she has good.
When the house is darkened for
drawn a deed of gift. They are
spiritualistic
manifestations,
happy; they feel that she is going to the
turn the family money back to them. there is danger of >*ome cuttlng-up
At the
But she doesn't. She turns it over on the part of kidders.
to Ben and tells them that she is Great Northern there were disturbgoing away, as poor as when she ances which it would be a safe let
came. Ben wants* her to stay, but to charge to prohibition.
only as a prop to him. The crash
comes, however, when the greedy
female relatives go to her room and
MME. ANGOT'S DAUGHTER
take a few bits of silk and other
Montreal, Jan. 17.
clothes which she has bought to
With the vim and abandon typical
divide it among themselves. She inof the
Gallic
temperament, the
terrupts, and for once asserts herself.
Then
comes around and French Operetta company, composed

same

-

William Harrigan

r

his handiwork. Other changes were
In arrangement of scenes.
Rear-

rangement was

old favorite in Montreal. It would
serve no purpose to describe the
operetta, but it la doubtful if ever
it has been so well presented as by
the talented members of the com-

pany heard Monday

nigbt. It was a
of hours of the

refreshing COtipte
pleasantly familiar

melodies, and
of the t\]»e
which the Parisians excel in par-

work

ticular.

the

part
it
admirably,
rewarded by an musual favor. After
a duet wilh M. Delaquerriere in the
first act a student of the University
of Montreal, .wearing the velvt
bo .
net and carrying a irgo bouquet <•;
t

I

calmly mounted the

banded

his

si

igc

and

tribute to the blushing

announcing with excelh nt
composure that the flowers were
actress,

.

I

.

-

—

—

Delaquerriere was the ideal Ange
Pltou, .handsome, debonair and possessed of a charming tenor. His
acting was superior and never

SHERLOCK HOLMES
Philadelphia. Jan. 17.

forced.

William Gillette's latest revival of
The most striking achievement, "Sherlock
however, proved to be the remark- in all waysHolmes" aL the Broad is
up to thelfandard of th*
able blending of voices In the duets, earlier
presentations of this thriller.
trios, quartets and quintets. Encores
Gillette himself, older but other«ong.
every
nearly
after
unchanged, has varied little In
The hairdresser, Pomponnet, w.«.s wise
his characteriaatlon of the famous
In good hands, played by M. Leroux.
Conan
Doyle detective. The cast
schemM. Roland was funny as the
with which he Is surrounded is exing Larivaudlere, and one of the ceedingly
good. E. J. Ratcliffe play»
best studies of the evening, though Larrabee
w,Ith as much distinction
the part was only a bit, was that of as that
unpleasant character has
If. Martini as the police officer.
ver been played. A gem of a poras
far
excellent
as
The chorus was
f
trayal
is given by little William Podthe singing went, but drilling, which more
(who
no doubt will be tried put. would not iar role of will later play his familLob in Gillette's revival
do any harm. The orchestra, led by of "Dear
Maurice Jaequet, was at all times Cockney, Brutus") in the part of the
Sidney
Prince. He mado
restrained.
and
well modulated
this role stand out as never before.
Gardiner.

woman

Gillette's leading

THE

INVISIBLE

When

bad

Buffalo. Jan. 17.
the final entries for the cur-

plays,

but

has

there

Professor
Moriarty,
Leslie
but
always adequate, and a
splendid hit is furnished by Raphaella Ottiane as Terese. the maid.
Ada Sinclair is HTlcient as Madge
Larrabee, Harold West satisfactory
as Forman and Edward Fielding
agreeable as Dr. Watson.
Taste and care are shown in the
staging, though nothing is •specially elaborate or v^w. The lighting is an excellent feature.
'For
some undiscovered reason the play
Btowe'fl is

been

some redeeming feature,
flash of Inspiration In the pre-

sentation

the plav

or

itself

Norali

this

usually

some

is

Swinburne, who has Just returned to
country from London, where she
played the leading role during the
long run of "The Bat." She is capable and charming and will shine to
even greater advantage in the role
of the daughter in "Dear Brutus."
There have been more malignant
and outstanding characterizations of

GUEST

which

has saved the choice from the slough
With "The Inof utter despond.
tip r
visible Gin si"
seems even run:- xtremely long. On the open-inf
most puinstaking con- night it let out at 11.45, nnd even
after the
sideration, to b e
ai y thing
nfter things go! running and the
,"i i»c
\vh eh can
uf tfAU ii-» mu.Mn itse. at » e r l nr h
luumi H gS
i'. "ii.
It
Is, by nearly unanimous
was the regular closing time.
approval, the most
nseless, purOf the play it>oif jt ti.» > be
poseless and futiie opua exhibited to
b
much of its '.m power.
••
nits In half a "dozen season
Thrills ere furnished
hj a bathe Invisible :.
out lo tle ef wits and by 1:
ClevemeSS
out-n > i.i v
ho \. eii ui •[ n
°r
nnd Inconulty, not n>
il
ver c< m l\ ed. It goes to
'•jcal
l» ay
devices run rrOni hack
exti me
ngths to
its ten
r
It
p.
seems a hit tnlky »1 til ,q
that liutun n cv< d< n< e and belief To- "
r consl rucl Ion
occasionally
•

1

-

<

<

'

'

j

.

i
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Mile. Bachelet took
Clairctte and^played

roses,

*

from the student body ef the uni- mood is changed to one of flippancy
and the characters are made to beversity.
The little incident happened In the have like farceurs. At this point,
middle of the act, but was so well there can be only one Justification
timed that the action gained rath«.' fcr the affront or for sitting the play
than suffered, and was enthusiastic- out to pee what It 1b all about. The
ally applauded, not least by the stu- result scarcely Justifies the effort.
At the outset, the play appeared
dents who filled "the gods."
Mile. Bachelet, who showed very to have a chance for it looked as
conclusively that she can both act though it was to he a rather biting
and sing, is one of the young stars satire on the mystery drama. By
of the Opera Comique, and takes the end of the first act it had bemany of the leading parts In the come so confused that the satiric
George
repertoire which Is to be played vein was lost entirely.
while the company is on the North Cohan might have made another
American tour. Mile. Leo Demoulln. "Tavern" of the Idea the signs all
as Lange, was admirably fitted, and pointed to that eort of treatment—
her mezzo-soprano is a delight. The but as it. stands the play Is a mean*
famous "Tres Holic".song. probably ingless hodge-podge with the playthe most popular of all in "Mme. ers apparently quite aa bewildered
Angot," was sung by Rita Diamond as the audience.
*
Burton.
and evoked storms of applause. M.

Opera Comique, rent season's bad play championship
Trianon Lyrique and other Parisian are eventually compiled, it is doubtplayhouses, made their debut on this ful whether the nearest runner-up
continent In "Mme. Angot's Daugh- will be within miles of 'The Inter" in the SL Denis. Lecocq's melo- visible Guest." the "now thrilling
dious comic opera, now a classic comedy of laughter" by Victor Lamlike "Corneville" or Offenbach's "Or- bert which Whitney McGregor ofpheus," was given a most pleasing fered to local pulilie for inspection
interpretation and the company was last week. Buffaloniana in this and
well rewarded.
in previous seasons, have had ample
"La Fille da Mme. Angot" is an opportunities to choose their favorite

in

moving onward

—

of artists from the

Knrrn* e.lpypr mi ^kc

still

up~ to Saturday's matinee, when the
first of the three scenes in the second act was blended Into the second
scene, giving that act hut two, with
the first act having three scenes and
the third and final act one scene.
It is curious to see the difference
In a revision and a New York production from the original scrii : and
such makeshift setting as may be
supplied by a suburban stock like*
the Metropolitan. While it Isn't bv
any means another play that came
legitimate and amusing straight forth, the snapping up, the finish of
comedies New York has seen In sea- the Broadway showing and the more
sons. Opening at the Little Theatre suitable surroundings of the rather
Thursday night last week, the sec- intimate Little theatrt all tend t->
ond night (Friday) was a sell out give "Polly'* what it is entitled to—
and another sell out Saturday mat- success.
The splendid direction of Misi
inee, with Saturday night, of courses
Tobin in the leading role is marked,
capacity.
Strong, heavy laughter and the for it must be partially due at least
centered interest In a continued to direction, although to Miss Tostory that abounds with freshness bin's sole credit Is the fact that she
over the footlights th«*
of idea and dialog are the reasons conveys
for this fast and hard hit. There requisite thing on which the sfory
Looks could be
are laughter making lines that shoot hangs charm.
over the footlights like bullets, added, along with a niche of the
aimed right for the risibles and dressmaking art, but as Polly is
everything else, MIsb Tobin never
never failing for the bull's-eyes.
Mr. Comstoek had a flash at his misses, doesn't waste a gesture or a
judgment a couple of months ago glance, and is Just as sweetly irrewhen "Polly" was put on for. a week sistible as the lonely and fired chorby the McLaughlin Metropolitan ister in the first scene as she is later
stock at Cleveland, with Patricia Col- as a .pseudo Southern girl with a
linge specially engaged to play the drawl or the ravishing coquette of
title role. The Met stock did quite the midnight "party" in a bungawell with It, so well. In fact, that two low or the star of the movies, in the
players of that group were engaged final scene.
The casting will be commented
for the Broadway run and are now
(Continued from page 18)
the comedy hits of the performance.

—

—

Following the Cleveland week
Messrs. Bolton and Smith went over
the script, Mr. Smith (Winchell) at*
tending to the staging for New York.
He must have had considerable to do
in the revision, for there are certain
Smith touches, especially in the
humor as .evolved from dialog and
situation, that are recognisable as

Walter at Automat
David Burns
Polly Brown
Genevieve Tobin
Joe Rutherford (a broker). .Thomas W. Rosa

family, living in close
proximity most of their life, grate
upon each other. It shows their
petty shortcomings and what mean,

the

rlge as Morris, the office boy. in
the final casting Genevieve Tobin
selected for the Polly part and.
la featured on the hilling.

was

Page Boy at the Blltmore.Gosta K. Rlchter
'At that the
It hae long been
Guest at the III H more
Arline Tucker
time allotted a vaudeville act was
Mr. X (a millionaire)
George Bpelvln
Mr. Y (a visitor)
Augustus Collette
too short for a magician to appear
Charles Lalte
This situa- Owen Kennedy
to his best advantage.
Pierre Jones (artist)
William N. Bailey
tion left a rich field for the deMr. A. (friend of JoneiO
Arthur Pierce
velopment of the mystery meloMiss C (X'a friend
Verginia Lea Moore
Miss D (a guest)
drama with an illusion as Its basic
Edna Rivera
Marjorie Kggleaton
feature.
"The Thirteenth Chair" Sophie (Joo'a wife)
Pago Boy at the Biltmore.. George Deaner
may have, suggested the idea to Harold
Nathan
Richard Malchien
playwright -magician combinations.
Mr. B. (his clerk)
Dorrance N. Hubble
"The Bat" brought out the possi- Morris (an office boy)
Harold Waldrlge
Crawford Boawall (a director)
bilities of mystification as enterEdward Van-Sloan
tainment.
"The Cat and the
Doorman
William Betta
Canary" trod the same lines with
Stenographer
Ada Waters
,
Leonard Praskins and
success.
Colored Maid
Batty Promeii
John Wray
rfrnest Pascal took a step toward Baker (a reporter)
(a lawyer)....,
Brigga French
the goal of magicians and illusion- Farelly
Kito (a butler)
T. Kamamato
ists when they set an illusion right
(Walters, hotel guests, movie extraa, ate.)
into the heart of "The Charlatan."
And now Joseph F. Zinn, a former
"Polly Preferred" Is one of the most

friend of the guilty youth
marriage of the boy two
Ben
weeks ago. The girl then goes into calls them by the term which their
the tower of the lighthouse, follow- own mother called them "crow buzBut Ben says it stronger
ing the boy there, and turns on the zards."
gas wells used for the light and than that. The curtain goes down
blows up the lighthouse, which con- with the audience assured that Ben
flagration brings the lover back with and Jane will make a try at life
his boat and the reuniting of the together. But it Isn't a happy endwoman and her mnn after the guilty ing, for Jane has consented to marry
him, knowing and telling him that it
boy and the girl are both dead.
To return to the second act, the is doul»(ful whether any good will
three-cornered scene of the false ever come of it.
For Robert Ames and Phyllis
coftfession by the girl is a remarkably well-written bit and as remark- Povah in the central roles it can be
ably well played. Rra Martin as the •aid that they are doing the finest
girl dominates and gives a perform- work of their respective careers.
ance that speaks extremely well for Miss Povah'i work here is something
future work from this apparently that was well nigh letter perfect.
youthful girl. Joseph Sweeney, who As the drudge, with stooped shouliatiu-r bored in the first, act, retrieved ders and meek face, she was perfecAmes as the un regenerate son
htm-self here, and natuially Miss An- tin.
glin was splendid. Claude Copperas Yias an unsympathetic role and one
Johnny Hicky. the only comedy re- which must stand on its merits* alone
for approval.
Both of these young
lief, gave an excellent performance,
while Harry Minturn as the returned actors received volumes of applause
lover did well in the few momenta for their work and both deserved it.
.The settings are interiors of a
allotted him.
The ShuiMrtH have adequately country home and are Belascoan in
mounted the piece, the breakaway their Infinite detail. The rent of the
cast is excellent and the staging by
t. i proving an excellent bit of stage
business following the explosion. Sam Forrest is well done. Hut outBad stage management was very standing from everything else is the
much in evidence opening night, fact that Davis has written what
f!i#k.
many 4ittle props, particularly im- seems to be a great play.
a

tells of the

ee

They Are Ed war* Tan-Sloan as the
picture director and Harold Wald-
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giving the instructions. When he
says to the wife, 'Show her y- r

POLLY PREFERRED

every night but that she cannot deto stay away every
they repair to the Palais
to the affinity, Miss Nichols, who Is Royal.
She Is really the wife of
playing the wife in this scene,
s
Zero, the -vaudeville Impersonator.
she moves her hand under the eyes The curse is taken off it all for the
of Miss Tobln. speaks out: "You see, finish with Mrs. Smith's explanation
I haven't my wedding ring. I had that she knew Zero was not really
to loan it to a friend who wanted to her husband and that they were
rent a bungalow."
Bime.
perfectly proper, but conspired to
give the real Smith a scare and a
cure, which is finally accomplished.
The entrance of both Smiths in
similar dressing gowns in the secMimical farce in two seta by Martin ond act is played up for some whoopBrown, adapted from the German of Miller
Ross the Wall Street man trying to and Urban. Score by Will Orimann: lyrics ing laughs, with the butler as the
numbers staged comedy puppet. The butler (Joseph
walk out on his wife and also trying by Cyrua D. Wood. MusU-al
John J. Hushes. A. II. Woods producer
by
Allen) has acquired somewhat of a
sees.
pretty
girl
he
to make every
Ruggles Is featured of the cast In "load" of his own despite the early
How Polly crossed him is one of the Charles
At
the lobby posters but not on program.
morning*
hour, and his ludicrous belights.
sveek.
last
Brooklyn,
Y..
Majestic.
N.
the
high
fuddled mugging went for all it was
in Philadelphia this week.
Beatrice Nichols as a film actress Opened
Marion Ballou worth.
Mrs. Mantle
waitress,
a
the
was
formerly
•who
Joseph Allen
Andrews
With the break-In period really
Betty Pi-rce
other chasers (Charles Laite. Will- Arabella Smith
Charles Hugxie.s beginning, the play is surprisingly
iam N. Bailey and Richard Mal- Billiard Smith
l>uttln smooth and needs but little whipping
Katharine
Musette
Eggleston
Marjorie
as
chicn) and
Mildred Ke-r into shape. Johnny Hughes has done
M>rtle
Mrs. Joseph Rutherford, the spurned Violet
Florence Moor^ well by the musical number staging.
Beryl Hal ley
wife, were equally true to their Rose
As regards the Ortmann music it
p'
Jack Squlr:*
lys a Dr. Harry (Jordon
roles. And John Wray. who
is a surprisingly
light and lilting
llan Marv.ngj
sane reporter ax a reporter should Diana.
with 'My Heart Is Paging
Patricia O'Connor score
IVggy O'Dare
same
the
for
Brings
also
be played,
(liarli'K Irwin
'/.ero
Yours" (Diana and Harry) and "I
French as a lawyer, while even Will- Wr'.s— Alvlna /.oila. Prances Brown. Mildred Have Found Love at Last" (same)
Kent. Marion Ross Lenere Dares', Claire
iam Betts as a doorman turned off a
as the outstanding compositions.
de (.and. Dawn<i Woo. Is. Beryl Ha Ley
brogue with his few brief and short
Ruggles has a comedy song in each
Florence lieore, Benals Da. ton, Kthe
lines that got a giggle with each
l^mery. Ann Roe*.
act which he handles well. With a
%
one.
doctor role well in the fore a Coue
song
is natural, this being the usual
The P. Dodd Ackerman settings
bedroom
Ruggles,
Charles
that
Just titted. especially the office let farce veteran, fairly scintillates in "Every Day in Fvery Way I'm Getthat looked like a gold brick sane- this newest Al II. Woods opus bed- ting Better and Better" lyric frame(That makes the 'steenth suchturn, while the Rutherford bungalow room, which, for all of its lock of an up.
with the inside looking out was a actual boudoir or Turkish bath set- titled song now on the market.) A
thing of beauty to livers in fiats.
ting, is spicier and klckler by far window washer's number, led by
But perhaps it was Mr. Bolton, than the "Demi-Virgin" or anything Miss Marvenga (Diana), took a halfdo/.cn encores, thanks to that plump
after all. with his story, builded else Ruggles has since appeared In.
upon what is better known along
Adapted from Miller and Crban's end pony who stood tmt despite the
Broadway possibly than anywhere libretto (probably German). Martin ensemble and principal in her
the power of the skirt. That Brown has Anglicized the lines tell- "tough" characterization and the
else
"skirt stuff'' starts this play and ingly to such good purpose the re- Bowery walk that accompanied It.
If lat.ighs mean anything Its encarries it alone It takes the chasers viewer for the nonce had his hopes
with it, and Bob Cooley takes the raised in believing that here finally tertainment should enjoy popular
chasers because they are chasing.
was a candid translation of not a vogue for some months.
This Woods play was first known
If "Merton of the Movies" was German
but a French farce into
adapted from a story, as it was. thru English.
The sole distinction be- as "Who's Who." later changed to
"Polly Preferred" should be written tween French and American farce "Lonesome Wives." and played in
into a story, as it is, for It would be comedy is that the latter proceeds in Brooklyn under the title of "Diana
just as delightful reading as It Is its action toward adultery and the Comes to Town." opening at the
playing.
French recedes from that. In the Adelphia, Philadelphia, as "Naughty
Abel
Polly, with one line In the chorus, action here the first act climax finds Diana."
is fired, and airs her woes in an the hero's wife and her husband's
automat, where oomes Boh Cooley. personator ascending the stairs to
MOSCOW ART THEATRE
another fired person. They meet their boudoir, enter and close the
(Second Program)
and talk. Cooley knows something, door behind, further padlocked by a
(.Jiorgi Burdzhnloflt
and It seems to be women and Johns. meddling mother-in-law. who locks Mikhail
VlLMiilM
Falna Khevrlisnko
He has only one thing more than the twain in for the night and thus Nxtaeha
Varvsra Bulgakova
Polly an idea and tells it to her. hopes to realize her yearning for a Mill vied leir
V ladiinlr Ur.bunln
Va.'ka Pepel
He will "sell" her to moneyed men grandchild.
Peter BukshelefT
Alexel BandlerlefT
In the second act the audience is Anrtn
as a picture star. It's salesmanship
Maria L'spenskaia
he says. She dubiously agrees. He on edge when the personator (who Anna
Nastya
Olga Knipper-Tchckhova
borrows clothes for her. takes unto has previously explained that when- \ v.i nIi ny a
Maria Nikolai va
iurnnfr
himself the "Fashion Row" at the ever he yodels it is a sure sign he is
Vaslly Luzhsky
rne Baron
Vaslly Katchaloff
reported having
is
Biltmi>re. with the chasing young feeling good)
Bat
In*
Constantin
Stanislavsky
and old men hanging around, sends been heard yodeling intermittently The Actor
Alexandre!?
Nikolai
Polly through her paces alone: the in the course of that period from
.uka
van Mosk vin
That
dawn.
hour
to
witching
the
A
i>
corridor and gathers in the Johns
oshka
Ivan Bulgakov
Alexander Vishnevsky
one by one as they want to meet about establishes the tone of the Tartar

(Continued on page 19)
•poa for Its thoroughness. William
Harrigan as Bob Cooley, the young
promoter, "makes" the role stand up
because he is Bob Cooley and aot a
matinee idol, a fellow who is a hustler and not a stage lover. Mr. Harrigan gets that over, and in this
particular part he has it's not the
easiest portion to do. Right to the
finish Mr. Harrigan plays it. nr.d
along with him is Thomas W. Rons,
one of the "chasing" gang, with Mr.
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farce.

The Polly Pictures

transpires throughout
both acts in one set the home of
Richard Smith (Mr. Ruggles). a
brilliant attorney with a neurotic obsession for adopting young girls of
the highly eligible "chicken" age for
daughters and insisting they call him
"papa," Dick Smith seemingly is a
successful daddy, judging from his
dozen children (chorus) which, his
mother-in-law fears, presents the
danger of her becoming a great-

The action

Incorporated,
with the six men receiving one share
each In the girl, who hinds herself
to the corporation for five years at
$200 a week for the first and $500
weekly for the next four years. But
this happens only after Rutherford
uncovered the plot. But with the
persuasive power of Cooley and the
assistance of Van-Sloan as the director who wanted to know why
there shouldn't be as much talent
around the Oowanus Canal In
Brooklyn as in Charleston. South
Carolina, the deal was resurrected
after it seemed cold.
Within the lapse of a year between
the first and second acts Polly went
to Hollywood, and the company
turned out "Jane of Arkansas," that
Bob claimed "did $66,000 in two
weeks at the Rialto, New York."
Also to the roast went the chasers,
and the waitress, office boy and
others are now engaged in the picture business behind Polly.
Endeavoring. to. trim Cooley of his
one share and the love awakening
between Polly and Bob, with Polly
framing to give Mrs. Rutherford an
edge on her walking hubby, also to
save Bob his interest, Polly escapes
all of the chasers, led by .Rutherford,
who is discomfited in the entertaining bungalow bit. closing the play
with a picture fadeout and a snapper
tag line.
For sheer laughs Mr. Van -Sloan
has no superior on Broadway 1hii
season. He made his effeminate directing role stand up and also made
his Broadway hit against his inclination, flssaying the part In the
Cleveland stock just to fill in the tryIs

he balked at coming to

out,

grandmother. Smith has announced
the adoption of a thirteenth "child,"
wherefore the title "Diana Comes to
Town," since changed to "Naughty

The title role is ablyDiana."
handled by Use Marvenga, a pleaslittle prima with a delightful
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upon. They decide to allow
executive of the concern to
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husband
director

to personate miserable tatterdemalions of a vile
for the evening, promising a dive. The passions are of the lowest
bonus in addition, with the in- and most abysmal, though the charducement he may retain him perma- acters are diversified even In that
nently if tonight proves a success. circumscribed sphere and portrary
F.xit the real Smith, and Zero-Smith various phases of the personal equahas an inning for garnering affair tion still surviving under the dirt
This is topped off and the poverty and the moral lepflock of laughs.
with the obviously unexpected re- rosy of degraded degeneration.
in their
The Russians can act
turn of the attorney's wife from an
extended trip in the mountains. Such way. Ivan Muskvin. who plays the
interludes b.v Mrs. Smith as "you outstanding role in this drama — an
ought to see thai n.-w negjigee
aged Polly anna with whiskers, who
bought on my trip" and others pitch is almost Christly in hi* forbearance
the action for a wow of a tlrst set and psycho-therapeutics, dcspiTe the
stifling atmosphere — is a star whose
climax.
The real Smith returns the morn- words need not bs understood to
ing after the night before with the convey a complete comprehension of
picture ac t ress who hots ail but his art and his personality.
His
"made him. After consulting him hands and features \are Incredibly

commissions Zero

him

this balancing and
the revision,

—

i

As entertainment

then admits he paid "a grand"

diamond
dough coming

the

to-1
third

(

forming a company by 'The

ming

And Morris Gest
Russian

American

is

for

He

showmanship, the most outrageous
courage and the most unbelievable
energy In the whole directory of theatrical sportsmen.
He invests his
foreign offerings with importance,
atmosphere, and almost aura
If this company played on the East
Side at 50 cents It would draw the
Russian-speaking- pabulum for a
week or two and go barnstorming
on its way. leaving behind a smack
such as Corse Payton might In
Sweden.
Rut uptown, at $5 top,
made impressive and difficult, purposely set in a theatre off the noisy
track of popular amusement voila!
It Is an event.
An d it is entirely an event of
Gnat's making, which is probably
more worth discussing than if the

theatredom

I

-

'

bus-' eloquent.
professionally that she has
band who stays away from her' most
Without a recognizable flaw, the

Violet

picture.

Miss Fulton by far outshone the

field.
Her ready
made her size up

smile and chic
as a bright and
amusing comedienne. Her speech
was crisp and given charm bv an
excellent dialect.
Whether "The

Humming

Bird" is to land or not
Miss Fulton has achieved a lot in
again her lively stage

personality.

The Rltz was obtained under a
guarantee arrangement calling for a
minimum of five weeks.
.

In
"

any

Ober

Caiwy
J. Finn

not

It's

Bule has been given some of the
most recently added lines. Among
them was one In answer to the query
as to where ehe got her liquor, he
saying: "Day by day, In every way.
its getting wetter and
wetter."
Hilda Kpong played the rich aunt of
the reporter. Mona Kingsley as her
niece is pretty, but a bit with Mien
Fulton near the close, when thev
speculate on the children they might
have been, seemed out of the

displaying

—

elite of

York.

band, plays the reporter.
particularly advantageous.

has probably the most pronounced sense of

impoverished

Xew

fled to

Here as Tolnette she earned her
Hying in the shop of Mme. Burque.
has as friends a cub reporter ami
an artist, and is happy.
The reporter, seeking to make a scoop,
learns a French officer is in the
country seeking "The Humming
Bird," with whom he has fallen in
love— his Tolnette. The officer meets
the girl and, convinced she has forsaken her old life, leaves with the
message the highest military honors
await her in her own country.
Frederic de
Belleville
as the
French officer is impressive, but
somehow the role Is incongruous in
the surroundings. Robert Ober, who
in private life is Miss Fulton's hus-

a master at

commonplaces

novelties.

Hum-

Bird." a wily little girl sneak
Uricf over the failure of her
friends to eome back had actuated
the "Bird"— raised as the weeds in
the street"— to turn straight, and *he
thief.

—

selling

i

Flavia Arcaro

Miss Pulton probably took a bit of
Parisian history anent the war as
background for her play. It was the
daring fighting of a body of upach*-w ho enlisted^ They were men of a
class that stopped at nothing, but
though most had prison records thev
fought gloriously i\nd were credited
with having sealed S breach in the
French line at a precarious moment.
The apaches wen- inspired into

reviewer

this

f »r

wedding ring, the
winning on a JiJshot
\
"right on the rinse. "
player from vaudeville play.for

Mme. Burqus, it being
who was effusive.

frankly regards it in tho light of the
bunk.
The same plays by native
companies would get the razz, and
if done in the same vociferous and
calisthenic way would get the small
time.
As foreigners they have a
certain educational and research
if
not Inquisitorial interest, and
should be seen once by a student of
the theatre.
So should everything
else on the stage.
Russians, who are born to enjoying explosive actors in scarlet and
drab tragedies, may eat this up.
Hearing their native tongue spoken
and seeing pictures of their native
surroundings and conditions staged
should give thern a thrilling reaction.
Rut In these United States
there Isn't much inherent interest in
Russia or anything Russian, and the
Russian attack is so far from our
own that it can get a ripple only as
a "novelty."

<*
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GOD OF VENGEANCE
The

Players' Co.. Inc., the current

season's producing organization occupying the Provineetown theatre
in Greenwich Village, presents Ru-

dolph Schildkrattt in "The Cod of
Vengeance," by Sholom Ash. The
piece Is an adaptation, having
n
produced by Max
'inhardt at the
l

Deutsches theatre, Berlin, in 1900.
and since that time In 10 different

languages.
Its Initial presentation
locally was In Yiddish at the Jewish
Art theatre, where It served for a
full
season for that company in
1111.
The version presented at tinPrOVlncetOWn marks the Initial appearance of Schlldkraut on the
Knglieh speaking stage, he having
also appeared in the Yiddish piece.
The Ash play is a drama in threads with a theme of a delicate
nature,

far

removed

from

the

Robert
Andrew Mack American stage. The Provineetown
Bdgar Nelson theatre is patronized by subscriber*.
(Jen. Jules I.eferrier. .Frederic de Belleville and that may suffice for it. as tinChariot
Walter Wills "story" presentn no educational or
entertaining value for the general
The Ritz presented a new attrac- run of Americans.
tion Monday (Jan. 15) in "The HumAsh brings to the fore In his tale
ming Bird," starred in by Maude the Continental prostitute and the
Fulton and written by her. It was men who gain their livelihood by
of coast genesis, produced in Oak- the earnings of these women. The
land, Cal., in May, 1920, so that it scenes are laid
In a house of IIhas been two and a half years In fame, the
floor of which Is
making Broadway. At the Little given overlower
to the money-gaining
theatre, Los Angeles, Miss Fulton's devices
of tho proprietor while the
play ran 21 weeks, and It was shown upper floor
serves as a home fmIn other western stands. Oliver Mohis virtuous daughter.
When hire
rosco was interested in It for a time, falls Into the
life of shame 1 e fosei
but later turned it over to Frank faith in the
Ood
he
thought
he had
the
is
presenting
piece
In
Fgan, who
for her with his tainted
New York. It is understood Moros- bought
money.
co considered 'The Humming Bird"
In casting Schlldkraut. who also
needed fixing before coming east,
and there has been considerable re- staged the piece, selected players
of merit.
His eupport adds mi
writing, according to those who saw
the original. Miss Fulton's story is terially to the effectiveness of the
away from routine and It has mor.1 star. The piece is comprised eninterest as a story than weight as a tirely of Jewish characters, the religion
of
race
that
being
the
plav.
The players in 'The Humming found. tl inn upon which the play is
based.
Schlldkraut
as the father
Bird.'' from a professional angle, are
Miss Fulton, for- gives a character of exceptions t
also Interesting.
merly the dancing partner of the late value, with ESsther Stockton as the
furnishing
strong
support.
William Hock, made a name for her- wife
handles his mle with
self with the best in vaudeville and Lou Sorin
finesse,
with Other member* equally
also in musical productions on the
coast.
Several seasons ago she re- effective.
The two sets are the work of
tired to write, then reappeared with
ar
Both
"The Humming Bird." That a bit ("Icon Throckmorton.
of dancing Should be worked Into the artistically done and extremely adeplay is but natural, but it is made quate, considering the small dimenPhillip

•

$2.">0

wave that

Insist*

filled.

—

lie

Of course,
Is excellent.
the technique of the Russians is
broad,
elocutionary,
violent
and
vivid; but that is their school, not
their fault. America would scarcely
stand for the same methods in an
English-speaking book.
But according to their standards these are
powerful players; so much ao that
they can get their emotions across
to audiences of which probably not
10 per cent, understand a word they
are uttering. They are palpable pantomimists. All Russians gesticulate
with their hands, eyes, heads, shoulders and whatever other curve or
wrinkle of the human contour can
be employed to emphasize or transmit thought; and these, being picked
and trained Russians, professionals
at it, can tell you funny stories or
break your -heart as long as there
are lights.

THE HUMMING BIRD

—

whether hy Mr. Bolton or Mr. Smith.
Is to the fore, and
the reason for
Polly Preferred" being among th
season's hits of New York.
Thi re's a hit of bnsine«s and a
line thai must be told for the show
people, luit with "e hope, Of course.
that no one cons it. It is in the office of Pollv Pictures.
The star la
fighting H gainst a scene the director

I

Profiting by the experience of last
week (or the publicity growing out
of It), the mob was on hand promptly this time. The curtain was billed
tous as to the welfare of his amanu- to rise at 8. At 7.55 there was a jam
ensis and more gentle In his corre- in the lobby like the main gate at the
The
spondence address. This neurotic Dempsey-Carpentier debate.
strain accounts for the residential curtain was held this time. It may
presence of his physician, Dr. Harry be feasible to start a performance
The young but learned and keep some hundreds of people
Gordon.
medico cannot solve the "strange out in the cold, but having three
bachelor compulsion" which over- times as n:any within and running
comes his friend and patient after the ushers panic-stricken all at
8 o'clock, and, with the assistance of once is another problem.
Diana, they decide to cure him
This bill Is Maxim Gorky's "The
through psychoanalytic applications. Lower Depths," a four-act underThe plot is embellished by the en- world melodrama of Russian city
trance of Zero (Charles Irwin), a life. Beside it "Oliver Twist" is a
vaudeville personator, who, strange- drawing-room comedy. Gorky, never
laying off this week, but a cheerful bird, certainly made good
Is
ly,
booked for "the Palace" the next. his title in this charcoal sketch of
Zero requests permission to imper- low existence among the riffraff of
sonate Dick Smith as the leading Russia. Pickpockets, hobos, prostiin
the limelight, tutes,
local personage
consumptives, murderers
made so because of the barrister's every grade and type of human scum
foregather in the "flop" which is
telling and successful plea in court
earlier that day in behalf of a mur- the scene of the action.
Rags, lice, death, intrigue, philosoder defendant. Zero makes up on
the stage and looks Smith's twin. phy, larceny, brutality, grief, sex,
The rest is obvious. One of Smith's religion, treachery, insanity, misbachelor "compulsions" has him placed virtue, miscast salntliness,
dated for the Palais Royal that miscarried love all play their parts
night, and Smith now sees a way to in this pesthouse of savage sordid
elude his eagle-eyed mother-in-law. ness amid the besotted dregs of the

in such a role, but the Comstock
management induced him
against his will, telling him it would
make him, and it has. even though
Mr. Van -Sloan, who never previously played a similar role and still
doesn't like it, remains disgusted
with his Crawford Boswell director,
as fine a piece of character work as
lie does it as mav he done with that
type.
Mr. Waldridge also deftly
handles the office boy, although his
portion has heen cut down somewhat
from the original as in Cleveland,
when he virtually l» ""ted a" of the
is

foreign accent.

Smith in a sense is a .Tekyll and
Hyde. Up to 8 o'clock he Is all business, arrogant to his stenog, and
brusque in general demeanor! Comes
the stroke of 8 and Smith doffs his
owlish goggles, spruces up with a
gardenia and becomes more solici-

York

tauirhft.
it
in
other

—

company

European country managed
otherwise to beg or borrow steerage
Krivoy Zob
Alexander Grizunoff fare and get over here to glean a
few dimes. This troupe came over
Morris Cest's Imported theatrical first class, was met at the docks and
caviare (liberally decked with spin- photographed and interviewed like
ach) opened its second course to an plenipotentiaries, advertised most
audience quite different from that stunningly ahead, waited for!
The more one sees of (Jest's shows
which greeted its gala premiere last
week. In place of the social flower the more one takes off the hat to
of the town, this audience looked like Morris, (he greatest press agent and
a solid front of the prosperous Rus- salesman in the business — who can
Russian onions taste like
sians, together with the complete make
catalog of curiosity seekers, novelty Olympian pomegranates and peddle
Coney
Island hot dogs at the
like
hunters and the intelligentia.
There were not so many dress price of Palm Peach champagne.
Luit
clothes this time, but there were
fully as
many paid admissions.
After all a millionaire's $5 isn't any
heavier than a school teacher's. And
Mamie FuMon
Monday night the populace was Tolnetts
P*Uh
Hlidn. Spong
massed to eight and ten rows deep Henrietta
I.ath.m
Mona, Kings'ey
standing behind the last row at the Lisa
Mme. Barque
Flav'a Arc-ani
Jolson, which is a quarter of a mile Ulllle Newman
Vlo>t Dale
Valerie Vataitv
from the stage. Every seat was A Gueet
I

her.

ii)

Brutus

Henry Smith

sions of the fcfa»;i'.
somewhat plausible.
"The Cod of Vengeance" h.. s been
The surprise appearance in the
cast was Andrew Mack, one time a playing at fie Provineetown Since
star in musical comedy and for n Dec. 1'0, Including Sunday night
number of seasons pist a name performances. It lias caused COnid< ralile comment and drawn many
Mis role in Miss Fulvaudcvillian.
sat;*i\
It- will
urlnstTy s e ek e rs.
ton's comedy is of ralr size, nut ins

—

characterisation of Brutus J. Finn.
ex-waiter at the Uilz. was one of tiebest things of the evening, Whether
from association or a bankroll,
n
essays to he llltxy, affecting an
lish accent excFpi when "bti
of it. Once thai was done bj Mini
I

i

I

'

;

i

.

it

Burque herself/an

Irish gal, affce
for the ;" d of Iv

a French aoceni
modlst t shop,
Finn

i

>}.

-

i
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lie desires of tin- mo; t curious ami
those who crave something more
suggestive than anything yet atdramatic production
lenip
on Kroadway, The small downtown
een playing to capacity
hoi -•
-low' '.dly do so for som>*
iml '
me to come, ss the mouth-to*
v ill
publicil y
take th^m

l.i
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BROADWAY STORY

BEDSIDE CHATS
BY NELLIE REVELL
Well, I have scon tlic great Coue (still my back hurts). The first
and only patient visited personally by our distinguished French scientist,
Monsieur Emile Coue, since his arrival In America, was your humble servant. He called Saturday afternoon accompanied by his American host,
Oliver Lyford; Zoe Beckley, E. A. Hart and Russell M. Crouse, the latter
three of the "Evening Mail." Miss Beckley had gone to Nancy, France, to
interview him for the "Mail," in which payer Coue's book on auto-suggestion appeared in serial form. The editors of the paper arranged to
have him see me.
Utmost secrecy had to be maintained regarding his promised visit*
because he had been inundated with requests from people all over the
country, willing to pay fabulous sums for private interviews, but Coue
adheres absolutely to his system of clinics. He takes them in bunches.
In fact he prefers them that way, as he claims he gets better results.

had been notified in advance of his coming and was sitting up in a
when he arrived. He is of small stature and, despite his sixty-odd
His hair and Vandyke beard
years, has a pink, almost childlike face.
are snow white. Distinguished is the word that flashes across your
mind as he enters your presence. After introductions, and as is the
French custom, he kissed my hand and said, "Madame, I do not come to
cure you, you do not need it; I come to congratulate you; we have
heard about you in France." He gave me his experiments and tests
(which, by the way, did not weYk because he said I was thinking negatively) and taught me how to say, Ca passe ca passe, ca passe, ca passe,
meaning pain ceases. Also how to repeat In rapid succession twenty
times every morning and night, "Every day in every way I am getting
better and tetter.*
He is not a faker. He Is an absolutely sincere, kind old gentleman
I

chair

—

possessed with the idea that if his theory is put in practice it will relieve
differing humanity. He accepts no fee for his services. Next week I

hope

to

you more about his

tell

visit.

Last Tuesday when It was nice and warm I was bundled up in some
of my wuzzy Christmas presents, made comfortable in a wheel chair,
taken to the roof and allowed to bask in the sun for an hour. What a
treat
I had not even seen it for months, excepting as it reflected on
the new building across the street. The day was clear and one could
see all over New York. How the tall buildings, steep.es i nd chimneys
After feasting the view for a while, my gaze just autothrilled me.
matically focused Times Square. L wondered which one of those tall
buildings was the Times Annex, and if George Kaufman had come In to
make up his column yet. Then I rememb* red with shame that I had
not thanked George foj the beautiful poinsettia which he and Marc ConWhile thirty blocks is some distance away. I fancied I
nelly sent.
could see the Longacre building where I had an office when I was "up
'«
'"
1 Tvas lost in reverie, which was interrupted by the nurse
and at ra
announcing "Time's up." My furlough was ended. I was returned to
my north exposure room/ which looks out on tanks, roofs and back
windows of bleak factory buildings. Of course, I was tired and glad to
get back into bed and get some warm broth, which Sister had waiting.
1

^

rumor that she, too, is soon to attempt the
experience with the 'Passing Show,' " she said,
"where I had to jump into a tank every performance, I am for staying
up," continues Trixie. And rambles on to explain she is lying awake
nights figuring how to keep her act ahead of the times so she won't even
g€t in a rut much less a grave. Then I queried Sophie Tucker as to the
pi visibility of her Invading the rapidly tilling Shakespearean field. "Why
not? If I could get a good orchestration and the right musicians?"
countered the jazz queen. 'True, there may be some who would think
that I couldn't play Juliet, but there were also some who thought I
couldn't 'put it over* in London, but 1 did. Of course, it would depend on
who played Romeo."
Trixie Friganza denies the

my

—

>

"The Dancing Girl" (first called
"Fashions of 1923") and the Selwyn,
which Has been showing the Teleview pictures, will get "Dagmar,"
with Kazimova.

The subway circuit flashed nothing unusual in business last week.
"Naughty Diana," the new Woods
musical, got a little under $10,000
at the Majestic, Brooklyn, and nearby, at the Montauk, "Barnum Was

—

I should like to list my numerous Christmas cards, but if I did there
would be no room left for Frank Van Hoven's ad.
Now that Christmas is over, I am having the time of my life reading
my Christmas (aids. Djever read the verses on ready made cards? It's
loads of fun and incidentally it's precautious to do so. You may send
I>ahl purchased some
the wrong card. One Thanksgiving Dorothj
Thanksgiving cards for me to send to friends. She had not read the
verses. Just fancy some one receiving a card from a woman in a hospital
leading, "Wish you were here," or "Come In and dine with us" or
perhaps "You and your folks come and spend Thanksgiving with me and

or the cut

rate

bargain

counter.

The

former have 20 attractions
which they hold outright which at
the bargain prices there are 18
shows offered.
The outstanding
hits as far as demand rocs In the
advance agencies are "Merlon of the
my folks."
Movies" and "Rain."
Dorothy reads all raids now before she firings them to me, lest I
There will be a buy for the incommight be inviting some of my friends to so* nd the week-end or take ing attraction at the Globe which
dinner in the hospital. 1 ju*t happened to turn over and read the verse opens Monday night. It is the Oliv:
en a card that I had addressed to a large dignified elderly gentleman. Morosco production "Lady Butterm an left."
II called him "little one."
fly" Which the specs got a look at in
"Read
Brooklyn at the Majestic this week
The sentiment! and originality of some of the cards furnish food for and that Cinched them on the buy.
Here4 ! one that amused me because it came from one of
The shows that they are now
thought, too.
ever knew.
holding are: — "Johannes Kreisler,"
the most sedate and pious women
Apollo; "Kiki." Belasco; "Seventh
Who writes the damthings anyway.
Heaven," Booth; "Merton of the
The Christmas Cards they sell?
Movies," Cort; "Rain." Elliott; "Tho
They are so full of Sentimi nt
Masked Woman," Bltlnge; "Rose
wonder w by; hehi
Briar," Empire; "Secrets," Fulton:
They can't fix up I'omi d»< ent one—
"Loyalties." Gaiety;
"The Bunch
That let's a t* i!<»w say
and Judy," Globe; "SO This Is T.onllo.v much lie hop* - a ffiend like you
Will have a happj day.
Bhreveport, La., and won!,! like to
*•

1

I
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Neither did .».i;im.
Didn't have socks,
'«
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To
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Gene Lewis is recovered and has
been sitting up in the Rice Hotel,
Houston.
He expects to reopen
with his company, perhaps the coming Sunday.
Mr. Lewis passed
through an intense ordeal. While
at El Paso, in apparently good
health after a vacationing Southern trip, he was seised with pains.
A surgeon said he had a bare
chance of living three hours. Pleading to be taken to Dallas or Houston, the surgeon stated the one
chance was an operation.
After
operating for three hours the surgeon almost lost hope, Mr. Lewis
having been found suffering from
a burst appendix and peritonitis.
Hovering between life and death for
hours, he finally gained and later,
again at the danger of his life, insisted on being taken to Houston.
Mr. Lewis wishes to acknowledge
his gratefulness to the Leith-Marsh
stock of El Paso, its manager, Mr.
Marsh, and the theatre manager,
Mr. Maxwell, for their extreme
kindness in h's emergency.

The

is

te.im of Tiines
at the Hotel Tullos.

Aeademyj

Richmond,

Va.,

through an arrangement with Jake

Knickerbocker; "Little Nellie Kelly," poned.
"Poliy

Liberty;

Preferred."

Little;

"Roiwo

.luliet,"
Longacre;
and
"Merchant of Venice." Lyceum;
"Music Box R?vue," Music Box;

"ZiegfeM

Follies,"

.Amsterdam;

of
Maude
production
Fealy's
"When Knighthood was In Flower"
proved most elaborate and the best
thin^ she has done in Newark,
J.
It
is credited with being the
finest stock production ever given

N

"The Old Soak." Plymouth, and
'The Fool," Times Square.
In the cut rates the 18 shows of- in the r'.ly.
fered
were "Johannes Kreisler,"
stock
The
Fay ton's
Apollo; 'It Is the Law," Bayes;
Corse
Belmont; (Strand. Newark) opens Monday
For
Men,"
"Passions
The
Turn Jo the Bight."
"Llstnlng In.'' Bijou; "Whispering with
Wires," Broadhurst; Shubert Vau- Scale will be 10c. and 53c, with daily
"Blossom Time." matinees. II Is company includes
deville, Central;
Century; "The Love Child." Cohan; Henrietta Browne, Bdward Farrell,
Alma
Bradley,
Buckncr.
"Lisa," Daly's; "Why Not?" -18th Edna
Street: "The World We Live in," Arthur Bell, William Norton, Al•I4ili
Street; "Romeo and Juliet," bert Regali.
Longacre; "Mike Angelo," M°ro! io;
'Will Shakespeare," National; "Up
John MncFarlane and Mary DanShe Goes.'" Flayhouse; 'Abie's Irish] lei opened with the Proctor Players
Kose." Republic;
"The Humming at Harmanua Bleeker Hall, Albany,
Bird." Hi iz, and "Cory," Vanderbilt. N. V. Monday as the leads in "The
F.ad .Man."
They succeeded Mary
Ann Dentier and William Shelley.
have her friendi communleot^ v.
"Step Lively Hazel." a fnrce com;

t

twenty

Va

li

Mii t t Hits by B er nard -J*
n, wi". be produced for the
lime on any stage by AlhamAlhambra,
the
at
bra
Players
)ne
Brooklyn, week of Jan. 2t.
author is the second man of the
slock organization.
'

1

'

get a case »r rye.
the rye was opened,
»

all began to sing.
In hell is Harding

Cod save

'

first

Canada,

tip to

ill

McOw

nfce< f,

They

Who
famous

Blanch*

-

When

t
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Morgan,

tween them and Rosenthal was re- contest for amateurs in conjunction
sponsible for the payment of $12,000 with a Brooklyn evening newspaper.
for " Dr Jack -" the Harold J-teyd The contest is for girls only with
comedy, which was priced at $6,000 the selected amateur permitted to
for **•*•!*. Payton's arrangement appear with the company for a
for the Strand calls for the lirst week. The contestants are to l>*
$1,000 going to the Fabians, the judged for their dramatic ability
next $3,000 to the show and all over by a committee' comprised of a
that is to be split 70-30.
woman writer from the newspaper,
the leading man and woman of the
The Cosmopolitan Players. Seat- company and Harry Andrews, the
tle, under the direction of Juanita
director.
Wayne, who also played the leading
The lirst amateur selected will
role, opened at the Orpheum Christ- appear in "A Fool There Was" the
mas night with "Miss Lulu Bett," week of Feb. 5.
under the auspices of a civic organization formed for the uplift of
Tin- Harder-Hall dramatic stock
the local dramatic art. Miss Wayne, opens Monday in Harrisburg, Pawho spent six months organizing James Burtis has been signed aS
the company and who sold the idea leading man.
to the local club, remained with the
players 10 days, when she was reNotice has been posted for the
lieved of her duties, and the com- closing
of the dramatjc stock com*
pany reorganized under the same pany at the Colonial, Pittsfieldi
name l>y~ Mr. G. H. Pnnran, for- Mass., Jan. 27.
merly of the decorating department
of the Greater Theatres Corporation,
The opening of the Hazel Burgess

very dry,

Journeyed

once
friends of Farle Remington of tl
w^r*>ln*fon u ill he sorrv to learn fthf is ill. She

Vaughan

Douglas, Kathryn Card, Raymond
Northcotte, Blllle Aden and Miss
Marguerite Allen announced to play
the feminine lead commencing Jan.

edy

and

Four

Nobody had m.
Never g»>: cards,
Nobodj did.
Take this and hav e
On Adam, old kid.

The many

livan,

Bronx Opera house.
Cuts and Buy Market Placid
Players at the Supreme, Brooklyn,
There Is little stirring these days
in either the advance price agencies don," Hudson; "The Clinging Vine," N. Y., has been indefinitely post-

the

•

consists of

Wells, installs dramatic stock Feb.
I under the management of Harold
Hevia. The company, recruited by
Pauline Boyle, Includes Alfred
Swenson and Rosita Louisita
Valentine as leads; Cecil Kern, WilLeaving this week also is "The
Corse Payton will again direct his liam Balfour, Virginia Richmond,
Bunch and Judy" from the Globe,
Florence
BurHaynes,
that show and "The Awful Truth" own stock in the metropolitan dis- Louis
Blair,
Thomas
William
going on tour. Two others will stop trict. He has made arrangements roughs,
will
Strand,
Newcompany
be
di-,
Worth. The
here, "Romeo and Juliet," with Ethel for that policy at the
Barrymore, being withdrawn from ark, with Abe Fabian and is due to rected by Ed Brandon, with the
Clothes."
"Civilian
bill
the Longacre, and "The Tidings open late this month. Fabian and opening
Brought to Mary" at the Garrick. his son secured the Strand not long Hevia has operated several CanaThe latter house will be dark two ago from Herman Rosenthal, whom dian stock companies and was at
time associated with the Percy
or three weeks whiW prepared for they paid $100,000 for the lease, one
x
"Peer Gynt." The Longacre may which has six years to run. The G. Williams' stock theatres.
also be temporarily closed.
Miss Fabians took the house to cut down
The dramatic stock at the AlBarrymore has started rehearsing bidding in picture rentals. Prior
in "The Laughing Lady," the Sutro to their possession, the bidding be- hambra, Brooklyn, N. Y., has a

Right" drew about $6,000. The latter show is off temporarily for a
second rewriting. Two ether attractions in the outlying houses stopped
who telephoned the other day Saturday, "Our Nell"
I might add for the benefit of the lady
at Teller's
to inquire if all the people whose names she read in my column were Shubert, and
"Daffy -Dill" at the
personal friends of min» that they are and have been for sometime
Broad Street, Newark, the latter
hope will always be I know they ar*> my friends because I have borrowed doing $10,000.
"Her Temporary
money from nearly every one of them..
Husband" did not reach $5,000 at

—

The company now

following
the
players:
Eunice
Richards, Arthur Allard, Fred Sul-

.

spective tenants examining it; shared the agent's enthusiasm as he
J
proud'.y piloted th'em from room to room. And the young bride's ecstasy
as she viewed the tile kitchen and the white gas range. I could almost
hear her say: "Oh, Jack, I can just cook you the darllngest meals on this
It's so convenient to subways and
Let's take this apartment.
stove.
there are so many nice restaurants and delicatessen stores in the village." play now running in London.
The apartments are all occupied and on the site that this time last year
In addition to "Butterfly" and
held an old shack now stands an imposing edifice of brick and stone. I "Juliet" next week, the Winter Garcan see the cozy living rooms, the dainty lamps, the pretty curtains and den, closed since early December
sometimes much more, when shades aren't pulled down. Oh, lady; lady! and remodeled, will iiigiiL
up with
K id uu

"After

with Mr. Wolff as assistant man*
ager.

I

The new apartment house across the street Is complete. The doctors
"The House That Nellie Built." I raised that house from a hole
the ground; watched it grow brick by brick, floor by floor; saw pro-

role of Juliet.

x

leaders bettered their established
pace. "The Fool" got $17,900 at the
Times Square (nine performances);
"The Copperhead" opened a week's
"Merton of the Movies'* went to engagement for the first time before
$16,500 at the Cort; "The Merchant a Providence, R. I., audience Monof Venice" was quoted at $19,000 in day by the Bonstelle stock at the
the Lyceum; "Rain" beat $15,000 at Opera house. Corliss Giles is "Milt
the Elliott; "Seventh Heaven" got Shanks," with Ann Harding as Ma
$14,700 at the Booth (nine perform- Shanks, and as Madeline King, the
ances); "Loyalties" ran between granddaughter, later.
$13,000 and $14,000 at the Gaiety,
with the demand a bit off; "Johannes
Summer stock will be produced
Krelslex" was not far from $16,000 in Spokane this year by Albert Mcat the Apollo, and "Kiki" dre,w an Govern, recently production manequal gross at the Belasco, being ager of the American stock comsurely aimed for completion of a pany, according to an interview.
second season; "Rose Briar" has McGovern fell out with A. P. Bunt,
rated with the leading dramas, with backer of the show, last month and
the first three weeks going over the house has been closed since
$15,000, and last week about $600 then.
The company split to go to
less; "Abie's Irish Rose" also lists San Francisco and Vancouver.
with the big money-makers, and
Denial that Albert Van Antwerp
has been getting around $15,000 at was discharged Ave weeks ago from
the Republic.
•
the American stock because he was
The guaranteeing of houses by protecting a fellow member, Camille
attractions has been rather forced Purdy, in regard to an alleged
of late.
Two of next week's new salary cut, was made by McGovern.
ones secured berths via that route, Van Antwerp filed charges with
"Lady Butterfly" getting the Globe Equity against McGovern, regarding
at $6,000 a week for a minimum of the alleged cut in Miss Purdy's
four weeks, and "Romeo and Juliet" salary for one week.
McGovern
with Jane Cowl, winning the Henry stated emphatically that Miss Purdy
Miller for about $4,000 weekly.
received the salary in person and
"The Awful Truth" will go to the that the young woman signed a
roj^L Saturday, its departure being statement to that effect which was
ahead of expectations. The show is sent to Equity.
going at an $11,000 pace and its
Guy Harrington opened as lead with
leaving is a surprise.
The" Selwyns, with three theatres the Colonial theatre stock, Pittsof their own, were not in a position field, Mass.. Monday in "The Bad
to house "Juliet" and were forced Man," marking the first stock proto bring it in and guarantee the duction of the Holbrook Blinn play.
The Union Square theatre stock,
er*
I
this week's
premieres, Pittnfield, Mass., closed Jan. 13 after
"The Humming Bird," got the Ritz an eleven weeks' season. Two draby guaranteeing, and "Will Shake- matic stock companies in Pittsfield
speare" is doing the same thing at have not proved profitable projects.
the National. V^The latter is one of The Colonial is now in its eleventh
the worst disappointments of the season as a stock house, though
the w inter run is a new departure.
season and will depart Feb. 3.

call it
in
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(Continued from page 13)
at the Harris, but other dramatic

the King."

- Baird Leonari.
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The Westchester Players, Mou r,t
ej'non,

N.

v.,

close

Saturday.
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an independent agency nit whol-

booking for vaudeville not so
long ago an office boy was dismissed.
He put on his hat and as he was
about to pass through the door
paused for a moment, saying to the
"Do
boss of the booking agency:
time
are
the
easiest
victims
of
the
1)
(Con
small time agent wanting more than I tell what I know or do I stick?"
Immunity
stuck.
He
guarantees
It
nature.
five
per
cent.
The married couples
his
What One Agency Does
the truth con- want to travel together and work
to any set disclosing
One small time and Independent
methods consecutively.
booking
the
They become such
cerning
through which the act is made a willing prey that the crooked agent agency worked out a plan to eliminate the agent with grafting tendenvictim by threat, extortion or out- often agrees with them he shall colcies in a quiet way without explanalect over a stipulated sum secured
right grafting.
There. are two or three booktion.
"There ie no exception in this,
weekly.
ing men in that agency and they
It Is not uncommon for agents to
said Pat Casey, speaking for the
"We want demand payment from acts before knew all of the grafters among
managers* association.
agents.
The crooked agents were
to clean up this whole thing; of acts dates are secured, the agent figuring
dangerous and relating his time is worth allowed to continue to call and subonly
not
It's
up/
'giving
their
lists, but it was understood
mit
to the small time, It's ruining the money, and he may not be able to
among the booking men no act on
small time, and it's time It was book the turn. If the act is gullible
their lists was to be accepted, restopped.
and appears to have money, the gardless of .how badly it might be
"This association Invites any ac- agent will work further on it to seneeded. The plan worked out, altor, who has been obliged to pay or cure more before entering an enthough some of the wrong agents
has paid his agent or a booker over gagement.
still call there.
They are as yet
salary
weekly
his
cent,
of
Ave per
Small Time "Side Money Scale
uninformed why they do not book
for booking, whether for a half
the small time the grafting
Such
things as fight, theatre and
On
week, a full week or a season's agents are said to have reduced football tickets, hats, clothes, unroute, or has given up any money
their "side money" to a systematic derwear and the minor or picayune
to a booking man for any engage- scale.
The rate for a $250 act is graft are now overlooked as merely
ment, to tell it to us: We will prothe agent, leaving the act "present?." although some booking
He need not be $50 for
tect the actor.
$200, out of which he must pay five men, while perhaps shying off actual
agents
or
alarmed over threats by
cent, for the agent's commis- cash, work the other angle to the
per
booking men; they can not injure
ly

AGENTS' HABITS

1

him. If his act is entitled to work
can and on a legitimato basis.
"There exists no reason why an
act in vaudeville should be taken
advantage of by an agent, or

it

through an agent and a booking
That Is what this association

man.

hero

ia

for.

protect

to

vaudeville

and its people.
"The Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association informs every
act in vaudeville not to pay over
any representative
for booking it. and if it does, to inform us, or if it is asked tp pay
more than five pe«* cent, inform us.
guarantee there will be no publicity fos the act In connection with
the truth, and any act so informing
us Will be immediately placed under the protection of this associfive per cent, to

We

ation.

"We want

to

weed out those who

ply their business under the disguise of being an 'agent' and use
The
that name to its disrepute.

honest agent and booking men have
no fear of exposure; they know
there is nothing; to fear if they
have conducted themselves In. the
proper way. We all know there aro
some pretty good agents and booking men In vaudeville; they work
earnestly and hard, deserving all
they make, but they are so far outbalanced by this bad outfit, which

'

and

five per cent, to the limit.
giving the act ac-1 Another favorite manner erf dodg
ing the direct graft acceptance is by
This scale works up or down, pro card games, where, if the agents
rata, although it would not apply win with booking men in the game,
to a standard small time turn. Very they might as well leave those small
few of the Ipjtter will "give up" to time bookers alone for a long while.
On the small time and in the Inan agent, and for that reason the
grafting agent does not want to dependent booking field the booking
handle high-priced small time act*?. men who accept money from agents
He prefers those not so much in de- are known as "the dough boys."

sion besides,

booking

vaudeville moted by unscrupulous agents aided
of greatly in breaking down the Shuconducting its bookings will devas- bert vaudeville circuit last season
tate the small time field within two and this season, so does it operate
years unless curbed.
against the independent vaudeville
Some booking office heads appear theatre that hasn't a chance to live
to be under the impression the cir- under the method and with the
cuit directors are not aware of the small time not so far behind as to
holes in the booking system, but in- be out of danger.
Grafters of Chicago
formation is the reverse. The subject of booking, the most important
Chicago, Jan. 17.
single item, connected with a vaude"Nice People" is the code term
ville theatre, is said to have been commonly used in booking circles
given much thought lately by some in Chicago for those acts which
very influential circuit directors.
pay more than the usual 6 per cent,
Booking cruelties have be*n prac- commission.
The "gypping" has
ticed without
limit on
what is grown to be so prevalent reknown as the Independent vaude- cently that there is a disposition
ville theatre,
the one unattached to abandon code terms altogether
and supplied through no regular and operate without pretense of
circuit agency. These cruelties have secrecy. With the laws of the state
been practiced by the independent of Illinois permitting an agent to
agents, who also book acts for pro- take 10 per cent., the way la made
ductions.
Their thievery is aimed clear for many means to "graft."
almost wholly against the theatre
Among the most popular methods
manager or producer, such as was of obtaining extra money above f
ovolved against the producers of per cent, are:
Shubert units this season.
That
Offering the act at a certain
nefarious system will be dealt with figure and finding it can be set at
in
another
article
on
crooked that figure, putting the act under
agents and booking men.
contract for a figure $25 less.
As excessive salaries in part pro(Continued on page 36)
servers of small time
that the present loose

OBITUARY

offices,

tually, net, $175.

I

"The dough boys" have grown

mand, nor does the grafter among
the agents care particularly about
representing big time acts for the
same reason; he can not secure

to

that since the agent is a
to the graft he is equally

think
party

guilty and dare not "squawk," while
more than 5 per cent, from them, the booking man, once falling and
the "easy money," seldom
while the grafter has figured it so feeling
reforms and never "squeals," fearing
thoroughly he knows one big time
it will put him "in bad" with the
act may take up the money on the
other crooked bookers who know of
payroll of two small time turns ho
his shortcomings. It's "crabbing the
could book with the gyp or "shake
game," they say.
on."

WILLIAM J. 8EDER
GEORGE W. BOBBINS
William

IN LOVING
•f

danger.
Several agents booking with one
seems to exist somehow that the of the largest small time booking
reputation given the bad ones may offices in New York are known to
besmirch the standing of the good have but a few acts each to repreones, if these bad ones are net sent. They depend upon acts calling at their offices for new names to
cleaned up.
"But it's the acts and vaudeville lUeii books, realizing such acts as
Itself that come first and must be may apply to them are hard pressed
considered. Vaudeville has no use to secure bookings, and, therefore,
for the grafter; let's get rid of him. easily victimized if dates Can be
Everybody will be better off with- secured.
out .him."
Brazen Double Dealing
This attitude of the V. M. P. A.
From a cautious manner of apwill be indorsed by hundreds of proaching a booking man in a small
managers throughout time office to "split the graft," the
vaudeville
the country, who have been helpless crooked agents have grown bolder,
against the connivance of vaudeville knowing their booking men and
agents and vaudeville booking men. what they may do with them. It is
Tin- small time of the U. S. is stated there are bookers in the
daily pointed to as the diseased small time offices of New York at
It has been the present moment who are told
spot of vaudeville.
weakened excepting in the large by the crooked agents what they
until
the graft are going to book, what the "split"
small-time circuits
cutting it into its vitals has nearly is to be. and the booking man knows
changed the small-time map this if he books it at tne price quoted
side of the Mississippi
what his share will be before the
How Grafting Agents Work
booking is made.
While booking men arc connected
There is no secrecy about the.se
with this wholesale grafting, it is things among the agent9. Even the
the agents who bring about that ef- honest agent satisfied with his busiThe crooked agent lures the ness and the regulation commission
fect.
act along with promises of time, knows the crooked agents and bookinsinuating as time Is about to be ing men, their methods and their
had he can not afford to do busl- dishonest gains. Acts tell each
iness for five per cent, commission. other of their dealings, while both
Usually the agent goes into a dis- acts and agents tell outsiders. There
Often are theatrical newspaper men in
course upon his expenses.
the agent, to impress the act, tells it New York who know, through close
he must "stake" a "certain booking association with agents" and vicman" to get the contract.
tims of the crooks, as much about
Before the grafting grew so com- the crookedness in bookings on the
mon it almost became accepted, the small time as any grafting agent or
agent used the "staking the booking booking man.
It has been known
man" deception in an elusive man- since It started and while it was
ner, Jo avoid detection, but as the widely spreading.
small time agent gradually found
The brazenness of the dealings apthere were certain booking men on pears to have been encouraged
the small time agreeable to being through one booking man of a New"staked." he grew bolder, waived the York small time booking office beexplanation, coming out flat-footed coming notorious for "holding up"
for "side money."
agents, not for "money," but for
"Nice People," Grafters' Code
"loans" that he never has repaid.
The code of the grafting agent Some small time agents have sideto indicate acts that "give up" is stepped that otllce under the belief
the term. "Nice people." One agent that were a booking made there,
most! another and mentions a turn within an hour after the booking
If the other
agent Is acquainted man would send over for "a loan."
with the act. he remarks, "Nice peo- The reputable agents say It's diffij»|p." sutmtont to Inform the other cult to believe that a booker doing
agent, if also a grafter, that they business in this way for so long and
may be relied upon to give up and apparently without detection is not
pay.
A;-ts that agree to pay extra
standing in" with someone in the
for bookings but fall to do so arc same
It's
such common
office.
contrarily called. "Bad boys," an- knowledge^
office
boys are
that
Other code expression understood i»y aware of it.
the grafting agent.
Office boys seem to know quite a
Married couples playing the small good deal abuut the Inner workings.!

I

of

It is

mostly gauged by surrounding

circumstances, as often the "sketch"
playing is likewise so Judged on
both the big and small time.
On the big time for years it has
been a matter of gossip and comment that sketches by one writer
appeared to secure a preference over
all others, at least for the New York
time.
This continued during the
period when it became generally
understood
and
that
reported
sketches were no longer in vaude
ville

demand.

also regularly reported and
with quite some authority that a
"new" name applying for or being
submitted for booking to a big time
It

is

hooker and found to be without a
"vehicle,"
has had it suggested
this writer be consulted.
It is
looked upon as equivalent to an
"opening" and "further time."
Albee Stopped Big Time Graft
B. P. Albee stopped grafting by
oo-T«tl *agents
big time '^vZZ
on "Vk*
the ""ki»*"*Tw»^
when he
issued orders some years ago that
no act playing on the Keith circuit,
which also meant the Orpheum circuit, should pay more than 5 per
cent, commission to its agent. While
that closed up a lot of "side money"
'

piano aci-ompanl-

A

PAT TOUHEY
Pat Touhey,

17, of the team of
Touhey and Burke, died Jan. 11,
suffering from liver
troubfe for some time, but was able

He had been

MEMORY

Our Departed Partner

IN

KEMKMBRANC K

PAUL DRESSER
Died January 20th. 1101

From

whs psjsjai away January lltta, 1923
Ha waa more like a brother thaa a
partner to

own

in vaudeville. She was a feature act in the vaudeville of 15 years
a ago.
husband survives.

LEON ALARCON

his friend.

THEODORE MORSE

us.

May hi* soul rest in
From hie partners,

peace.

He was confined to his
home but one day prior to his death.
Mr. Touhey was noted as an Irish

to be about.

HUGH, JIM and DON
OF THE

piper, havinjr been horn in Ireland,
and coming to America at an early
age.
The team of Pat and May
Touhey played for years In vaude*

CHUNG HWA FOUR

the "side money" for the
booker on the big and small time.
tive

songs to her

ment

8eder died Jan. 11 at

J.

his home in Newark. N. J., from
general breakdown. He was 65 years
old.
For years he was manager of
the Grand opera house. Newark, and
also had been a traveling manager
in this country and abroad.^Twenty

Producers and Bookers
"Doing" business between vaudeville and producers and vaudeville
bookers narrows down to two people.
It is accomplished with more
safety and secrecy. Much is heard
about it, but little really known.
The producer -booker combination
has been often reported as produc-

Agents with Few Acts
The agent with a few acts has
long been a menace to proper bookObliged to livo on
ing conditions.
the revenue of the acts booked, the
number as a matter of
limited
course forced the agent tp extract
This
more than the rightful fee.
long has been recognized by the
heads of all vaudeville booking offices, although but a few have taken
any real cognizance of its future

manner

'

years ago he joined the staff of the villa.
State Department of Labor, which
he was instrumental in building up
GEORGIA LAWRENCE
to its present prominent position.
Georgia Lawrence, 46, died Jan. 12
He was a distinguished Mason.
In Palatka, Fla., where
went for
On Friday. Jan. 12, his close her health. She had ashe
breakdown
friend, George W. Bobbins, 50 years a year ago
while playing "Sonny."
Her proper name was Griffin. She
and a brother named Walter adopted
IN TKNDEK ami I.OV1NU MKMOKY
of our dear
the name of Lawrence when they
Mother and Father
took to the stage. The deceased is
survived
by her husband, Jack KenNovember 2 let. 1*13
drick, and a daughter, Virginia, 10
B.
years
old.
January 16th, 1917
Their Devoted Daughters

ROSE SNYDER
SNYDER
MATT.

GEORGE HAMLIN

Alice Snyder Deyo
Georgia Snyder Herbert.
also died at his home of apoplexy. He was manager of the old
Newark theatre for a number of
years, and later held positions in

old,

New

York.

He

the profession

left

_ *
., _..
^.
^^ circuM u
^
became
a few years ago and
lation manager of the Newark "Sunday CalL"
.

George Hamlin, 54, operatic tenor,
died at his home, 1070 Madison avenue, New York, Jan. 11 after an illness of several weeks. He made his
first appearance in 1912 with Mary
Garden in the original production of
Victor Herbert's opera, "Natoma."
Hamlin was born in Klgin, 111., and
went abroad to study music. His
widow and three children" survive.

CHARLES R. CROLIUS
Charlee R,
Crolius,
aged
55,
died from a former actor, and a member of an
for some of* the big timers, those complication of diseases at her home old theatrical company, died at his
agents affected tried to fill in the in New York Dec. 26, following a home in New York. Jan. 2. He waa
Miss Simpson was the aon of Willlnm Crolius. and
void
by
"production
booking," long illness.
through which they could place about 58 years old and had been at one time headed his own comdaughter eurvlves.
their acts In legitimate productions, living in retirement from stage ac- pany.
charging 10 per cent, of the week- tivities for the last six or seven
JOSEPH
PERCY CLARK
most
recent
years.
Her
appear
ly salary.
Joseph Percy Clark, an actor,
The years'-old method of an act
died Jan. It at his home In Chelsea,
offering to bet an agent, say $50
1> l,OUN(i MKMOKY
Mass., on the COth anniversary of
of our dear cousin
the agent couldn't get it "next
hia wedding day. He waa 82 yeare
Mitt
week," with the agent winning the
old.
He la aurvlved by hia wife,
oft
thl
who
auddently
cut
from
wager, has been abolished in these
lifo on the evening of January 12th,
associated with him during hia
more modern times of go-out-and1923, la New York city.
stage career.
She
who
In
this
was
one
worl<1
get-it for the agent.
never harmed a soul by either won!
That there are small time booking
or dead.
BACKES
Her sorrowing cousins,
men who will not bo6k with any
Prank Backes. 35. died at his
WILSON
TRIO
"split"
agents, excepting those who
home In Buffalo. N. Y., Jan. 14, of
with him, is also understood. J*y
small time and grafters is Included ancea were In vaudeville. She was heart trouble. The deceased's last
legit
appearance waa in Alice
all grafting small time agents and engaged in theatricals for upwards
booking men, wherever located. Lo- of 30 years, having entered show Brady'a "Drifting" company.
CHERIDAH SIMPSON

Cheridah

Simpson

A

"

wn

Mary McLaren

I

|

FRANK

AUBREY

'

cation does not

make

the exception.
A small time vaudeville manager,
wealthy and show-wise, said to a
Variety representative the other
day: "I read that editorial about the
graft and its right; I know its
right, but I never gave that thing
Bui
the thought I should have.

what good would it have done manyway? They never put that stuff
over when I'm in the booking ofhY.
do they? Bttt I can see it now, ami
keep after th<m. will you? I boil
when I think it over and recall a lot
of things that struck me as a littl<>
funny at the time
It's the current opinion among ob

when a girl in her teens.
She was a well known principal in
hualneas

EDWARD ROBSON

Edward Robson. 34, actor at the
musical showa during the period
•Maiden (Mass.) Auditorium, dim!
x tending from 1890 to 1900.
Ml«* Simpson was also among the at the Melrose Hospital from the
effects
of a hemorrhage to the
stomach. He was an overseas vetIN LOVING MIMOHY
oran. and was married to Lillian
of my mother and pal
Crimes, of New York, who survives.

•

OLIVE HARRINGTON
..<>

passed away January 11th.
hor soul r»-!>t in peace

May

LEON ALARCON

U2"

BOBBY HARRINGTON

Leon Alarcon, of the Chung

Win

Four, died Jan. 13 at the Sei View
hospital, Stafcn Island, following s
illness of four weeks.
The decease
was .'IT years of ago and is survive*!
i

t

vi>ry

the

first
first,

women,

actually
to do a pinji"l<<, to sing
i£

itot

:>,

a

widow and

child,

NEW ACTS THIS WEEK
MAE WEST

and Co.

"DANCE CREATIONS OF

(3)

Songs

Avenue
While in the main
it.,

that

it

it's

far

21

Ont

Full

(3);

(24);

Special
Palace.

the

Mae West's
was when Miss

West had Harry Riehman
sistance,

is

as far as

turn,

part in

this

act far and away one of thf
A
best of its type in vaudeville.
turn with eight people in a singing
and dancing reVtli that holds down
the third spot on the Palace bill
for 27 minutes and then get two
minutes appfause at the lin:sh. It
is a real revue.

from being as good

an act now with two men as it was
witjb^onc man.
At present Miss West has Joseph
Lertora as support, especially in the
Frenchy number and for the encore.
The Fifth Avenue house liked Mr.
Lertora's singing and pleasant bearing.
He has a pleasing singing
voice and handled his share quilt
well, but he didn't teem vaudeville.

Karl Lindsay, the n producer, has
been around New York for some
time producing floor shows for
Cabarets, Th V, as far as is known,
his own initial vaudeville venture.
He has developed a mighty fast

is

Miss West mentioned he had been moving entertainment in his "Dance
musical comedy and operettas. Creations'' and if this is a fair
the piano was Leon Flatow, he sample of his work he should ho
who was once so familiar around encouraged,' for vaudeville needs

In

At

acts of this calibre.

the local variety houses in uniform
as the pianist of different service
Mr. Flatow had the hard role,
that of tinging the introductory
number extolling Miss West and
referring to
later
her lyrically,
while he had a number by himself.
and they played while Lertora sang
a Tailing" song.
In between Miss West did her

The company is an all round one
and every single one of the seven
girls and the boy stands out individually.
There is a slow spot or

acts.

tuff, the

vamp

number with

but

two,

they

comparison

may seem

slow

in

to the speed of the rest.

Virginia Smith, Ryan Sisters and
Walter Booth arc the four featured

p'ayers of the eight. The other four
Frenchy girls who at times form a chorus
two men involved. back ground for the numbers are

bit and, the

the

up to the "Gladiator"
led
ong by Lertora, then Miss West
did her "shimmy" ballad, "Cry." and
the attached business of impersonations.
For an encore the three indulged in a long-winded bit of a
Spanish thing that didn't appear to
have been well rehearsed, and if it
were it would still have been useless.
It added seven more minutes
to what would have been plenty in
It

Regent

hotel, under whose name it sails, foi
a considerable period, but whether
it is the actual draw to-the tremendous tea room over there or if it's the
v
central location of the Biltmore l*.
something that's never been fully
determined. Either way it remains
that the orchestra has remained on
the Job whilst many have come and
gone as it must have something.
For vaudeville that Biltmore title
will help; especially in the neighborhood houses where anything with
that name and over Ave pieces,
dressed in tuxedos, probably autosuggests New York's 400 on a frolic.
They can see and listen to the melo-

dies that make the ultra set give
their girl friends a whirl. Which is
possibly an angle on the out of town
drawing power of a "swell hotel's"
orchestra.
Did they like this, band at the

Regent?

And

The

how!

boys

played four numbers in 12 minutes
before the drop was lowered for the
initial fade out.
It took numerous
trips during the following nine minutes which permitted of three more

Essley. selections, thence an explanatory
Charline
Tyrrell,
Doris Vinton and Violet Larrus. statement to the effect that it was
The opening in "one" has an in- 10 o'clock, the cover charges were
troductory number led by Miss calling and they must away.
At

Smith before the four

a snappy
act

little affair

started

lowed by a

full

girls.

It

is

that' gets the
This is fol-

,

the fade-in and fade-out effect for
the disclosing of the two Ryan girls
in Colonial period costume for their

opposite Booth.

8lme.

Working toward the finale of the
Miss Smith puts over a pop

act

AUDREY MAPLE

number

though not with
any extraordinary flash and paves
the way for a strut which closes

Songs
20 Mint.; Ont (Special Drapes)
Audrey Maple la a beautiful
blonde prima with a pleasing and the

the Regent

it

.

is

65 for the limit.

What would be the chances of the
same assemblage thinking as much
atage scene with of the orchestra when up against a

nicely.

effectively

act.

$1.50 or $2 per person table tax for
the privilege of sitting In?

Nothing out of the ordinary has
been included in the routine this
combination Is offering. No flowery
orchestration, though there is a
brief violin solo, and It's straight
pop melody selections rendered that
the musicians must play two or
three times a day. But the com-

bination holds a flash

is

drummer who

She

makes a

change after Joe
piano

costume

Michael

solo.

Daly's
Abel.

HARRY BESSEY

(2)

and

BEN

Dances, Songs and Piano
11 Mint.; Full Sttge (Special

Cyclorama)
Slit St.

A sister team- specializing in
dancing with Ben Macomber furnishing accompaniment at the piano.
Upon the completion of an Introductory verse the misses offer Irish,
steps as their Initial effort, with a
waltz and novelty number following.

The

three dance

numbers are

Used as doubles, the girls appearing
In a different costume for each, both
dressed alike. Macomber fills in the
time taken for the changes at the
piano. The act opened the show at
the 81st St. and gave it a slow start.
Speed is lacking in the routine, with
the turn in its general makeup below the requirements of the big tw oa-daj houses at the present time.
Hart.
r

Dialog between Barry and Woldiscloses their desire to get
back to the old stage game, and
they agree that the next time the
theatre has a disappointment they
will fill In.
This is the cue for a
rumpus back stage. A hick hoofer
and his flashy soubret wife are
ejected
the
from
stage
door,
"closed" after the flrst show. There
is hick slang talk here, the hoofer
telling cf the riot they were in Lynn

Wolford, having changed to
stage clothes Miss Barry in a
comprise handsome Russian model of black
Natzy's Society Orchestra,
Two velvet and white fur trimmings,
cornets,
two saxophones, piano, and they go into a rehearsal of their
banjo, trombone, bass horn, drums, old act, which is done almost comand Jacques Green with a violin, plete, the four finishing In a spirited
who directs, make up the instru- bit of stepping, in which Mrs. Barry
ments before black drapes with shakes a wicked foot of her own.
Rush.
statuary sprinkled about
JBkiff.

—

A

SAM BARTON
Silent
11

Comedy

PIATOV and NATALIE

Comedy

Mint.; Interior

"A DANCER'S
Dance Revue
17 Mint.; One,

DREAM"

(5)

Four and One

(Specialt)
(England)
The production idea of "A DancLondon, Jan. 5.
er's Dream" is applesauce. The act
Sam Barton, an American, who Is working by virtue of what the
has been appearing principally In two couples do as part of the action
England for the past eight or nine of the dream and so the prolog and
years, with a break-away bicycle,
epilog could be aired to advantage.
is
trying out something new, a It
would also result in a speeding up

Empire, Chitwick

routine that should be avoided if
possible, but, on the whole, the ingredients Of a very funny pantomimic act are there, which, with
working u»ut, should develop Into
the surest kind of a comedy offer-

covered on in a comatose condition.

The panto work indulged

in

is ef-

fective, concluding with a "death
dance" to rousing appreciation.
Piatov pulls a speech, explaining
they will attempt to remove the bad
taste of the number with a ballroom
dance, adding it was done more for
moralizing purposes than for the
dance itself rather a naive way of

—

putting it, as is his conclusion that
the speech, too, is unnecessary, but
that it allows for Natalie's change
and a "cave-In" in Brockton. "You of gown.
were an earthquake here," interSome effective ballroom stepping
poses Barry.
took them off big.
They are set
There is session of bright talk, to go into the Palace tomorrow.
the bick team do their routine, the
Abel.
girl returning later for a dandy
bit of hardshoe stepping, and Barry LOUIS HART

of proceedings.

The chap, •dreaming
,

,,

in "oYje." is

worthy production timber as a speThe female dancer is
a shapely young woman who eells
her Oriental dance (in semi-undress) and other work tellingly. A
female violinist and another male
A
dancer complete the quartet.
cialty hoofer.

feminine orchestra leader sat in the
but wielded her baton timidly
left it to the house orchestra
leader to conduct. Why she Is car-

pit,

and

ried Is something to wonder over,
unless it looks important in the
booking office.
A good small time dance flash.
Abd.

THREE

PHILLI. S

Acrobatic
5 Mins.; Full
Short, decisive

opener that has
two men and a woman juggling,
balancing and
in
hand-to-hand
work. The male duo dress in white
Hairy Bessey probably took a
with the woman costumed in an
peek at Joe Cook before he framed
abbreviated spangled dress.
his turn.
Opening with burlesque
Jolo.
magic, he runs through a routine of ing.
The work is along conventional
specialties, which include burlesque
lines supplemented by a -neat apcrayon sketching, guitar playing, WHITING and DUNN
pearance that with the quickness in
comedy songs, one of which intro- Songs
which it is despatched makes it an
duced a bit of saxophone playing, 13 Mins.; One
acceptable turn for starting any of
Boy and girl double number the thrice- daily shows.
buck dancing and club Juggling.
Skig.
Threaded throughout the specialties routine. Both make tmart appearis comedy patter.
Comedy make-up ances, the girl reminding at times MANNS BROTHERS (2)
of
Dode Phelps (Newhoff, and Tight Rope and Tumbling
with trick moustache is worn.
Bessey is versatile and has ability Phelps) in her delivery. The pub- 10 Mins.; Three
enough for a couple of arts. What lished songs are enhanced by tplenThe "brothers," if there is any rehe most needs now is a strengthen- did delivery and patter which build lationship, are probably father and
ing of comedy stuff, which isn't bad the Foutlne up Into a story sequence son.
They look like foreigners.
at oil as it stands, but which ran be from the middle on. A brld.l num- Both alternate on the tight rope
made an important feature of turn ber opens and ttartt the cycle balancing; the younger man also
by. development.
An easy sta,"<' effectively.
throwing in some whizzy grouno
presence helps. He's a little crude
The team has possibilities with tumbling. The other's balancing
now, but playing will iron out the suitable progressiveness in selection with pole Includes some bounding
kinks.
of material. They can handle songs work towards the finish. A balance
Pleasing small time turn as it and chatter effectively, but double on a chair aloft was also impressive.
stands, with Rosary's versatility in- versions of pop songs will never get
Satirfartory openers
here and
dicating Strang possibilities for the them beyond the deuce position on should
do likewise In the pop
future.
Prll.
:he small time.
Abel
hou.*ef>.
Abel.
Singing, Dancing, Music,
12 Mint.; Ont

v

WARDE SISTERS
MACOMBER

(4)

ford

their stuff like this boy.
total of
10 pieces

—

tellingly.

WOLFORD8

ters.

no mean showman, injects comedy in an otherwise colorless group,
and constitutes half the act. He's
been around for quite a while and
even if there are various drummers
who. for actual work, can hang it
on him, It's a cinch they don't sell and
is

In costuming and scenery the act
a real flash big enough for the
star spot anywhere.
In fact the
act
,1s good enough to headline in
She opens with "Sympathy," a
the
majority
of
houses
the
on the
musical comedy excerpt in which she
variation of his old turn.
vocally queries the audience if they strength of the Individual enterAttired as before in tramp gettaining
ability
every6ne
of
of the
remember her for it. She is from
In the three numbers up, he enters carrying the frameproductions, and that is where she members.
work of an iron bedstead which he
that
"Speedy"
and
Kitty
Ryan
best belongs, although vaudeville
endeavors to put together. There
should not pass up this stunning have, they evidenced they are de- are collapsible
chairs and tables on
looker, who wears clothes regally veloping into one of those sister
the stage, in addition to the luand projects her eye-easy person- combinations that will be able in dicrous and insanely silly things he
time to go in and compete with
ality majestically.
the Wiltons and perhaps even the does with the bedstead; there are
Miss Maple does many songs too
Duncans, an a sister team by them- huge trick shoes with skids in them
many. What could go out to advanselves.
One thing that they have for innumerable funny falls, and
tage is the "divorced and married"
act concludes with
Barton
in
their favor is that they ran the
tong about co-respondents and that
wheeling off, seated on one section
really dance as well as handle a
Scotch-Irish-French cycle with the
number. The Booth boy is a cork- of the bedstead, pedalling furiously
U. S. military song finish, that is
ing stepper, who has personality to on a low-geared bike mechanism
out of place for the obvious descripburn,' and that quartet of girls concealed in the prop.
tive reason and needless "kind apThe comedian might fare better
forming the background are there
plause" apple-sauce in view of her
on ability to work, youth and with a radical departure from his
true merit.
former make-up. This, however, Is
looks, all three assets wfclch they
only a suggestion and might not
For the rest Miss Maple handles utilize to their fullest extent.
the Victor Herbert, "clock," "Lady
prove successful. There is a slight
Fred.
indication
of the Lake" and other selections
of repetition
in
the

who needs counseling as to her vaudeville frame-up in
her vaudeville "come-back" attempt.

telling soprano,

and

ringing and Dancing
Dance Revue
19 Mint.; Ont and Full Stage
Two (8pecial Drop)
(8pecial Hangings)
Fifty-Sighth Street
After an absence from the vaude- Broadway
Just as for some strange reason
ville stage of Ave years devoted to
dance production when
other enterprises, the old team of Piatov's
Barry and Wolford return aug- playing this very house about a
mented by two young members of year and a half ago, according to
the family and presenting their old the New Act flies, was assigned the
singing and dancing specialty which opening position-, so for the same
reason this act is not accorded billing
is incorporated into a slight thread
in front of or Inside the lobby of
of a comedy plot.
house.
the
It
is
strange, very
At the Fifty-eighth Street they
scored a large size h'L running 20 strange, in view of the fact this it
minutes and leaving the audience the sole class act on the program.
Sascha Piatov and Miss Natalie
demanding more. The offering has
the marks of experienced showman- boast one of vaudeville's classiest
offerings. The duo has been
dance
ship all over it. There is a passing
comment on the comebacks oi eld- abroad for some time in various
timers, which wins good humor in European capitals, but their foreign
the introduction of their old act a*nd experience has left no trace of Conthe rest of the turn has flrst rate tinental influence, tho production
comedy values and capital dancing. being strictly attuned to American
This* was a gala comeback for the vaudeville tastes.
Some flashy dual whirling and
veteran pair.
The rise of the curtain discloses a spinning in idyllic Russ trappings
Miss Natalie looks nice
street scene in a rube town; on one starts off.
side the stage entrance and on the in abbreviated costume for two very
other the theatrical boarding hoUse good reasons, which she shows off
run >by the Barrys, retired old- generously. The act works before
timers.
Mrs. Barry appears en- a boxed lavender hanging set that
gaged in housewifely duties, neatly merges beautifully with the light
Her toe jazz was a disdressed in bkick house dress and effects.
tinguishing highlight.
apron. Pa Barry enters, leading a
"one"
In
Piatov, to the theme
weird looking camel, booked on the
new bill at the theatre next door, strain of "W'hat's the Use of
Dreaming?"
"sets" the eerie oriental
the camel being the young man and
for a coke number.
woman of the act. T|pre is a ses- atmosphere
This is a prelude to the scene in
sion of comedy business with the
"four," an impressionistic idea of
prop beast, ending in a comedy
a hop joint (including two tables
dance of the fore and hind quarand chairs) with Miss Natalie dis20. Mins.;

Alice

twenty -three.
initial number.
Then comes the first real flash.
Miss West, at the Fifth Avenue
Monday evening, teemed to take Three of the chorus girls offer a
this entire turn in a different Jtey toe number with each doing solo
than when with Riehman. She had work in it that brought ,all three
lost the little touch of finesse that individual applause, the house askmade her before and now seem Just ing for more as they left the sttge
Mae West, doing the act according to Mr. : tooth who made his first
appearance with a soft shoe dance.
to her
n conception.
A rube number next with Miss
At least it appeared that way, although those who may have seen Smith again leading and the quarh r with Mr. Riehman will note how tet of girls backing her with a
much Mr. Riehman is now missed; dance. Then the Ryans for a close
In fact, when it was before said harmony number that brought apRiehman was really a part of the plause and laughs, after which
West act lnst<- d of m«.-cly the Booth led the dance revue number
pianist, hat now sounds as though which was supposed to depict styles
in dance from 1860 to 1923.
The
It was giving Miss West all the best
of it; she could trade back the first bit is a stately minuet, foltwo men for the one Lichman and lowed by a soft shoe plantation
go to far better results on the big dance, with the third a South Sea
time than she will achieve with the wriggle, and finally a jazzy bit of
stepping. In each of these one of
present formation.
The turn needs more finish and the four girls of the chorus works
less brass.

BARRY8

(10)

Mint.; Full Stage (8pecia1)

One more band that hits the trail.
This combination has been at th*

An

for as-

BILTMORE ORCHESTRA
Instrumental

Revue
27 Mine;

Fifth

tame

1»23,"

(8)

Two

30 Mint.;

Friday, January 19, 1923

Strong Act
Full Stage (Special Set)
Fifth

Avenue

As a strong man, I, mils Hart no
doubt ranks with the best; as a
showman he requires more salesmanship for his feats than is now
displayed. Carrying two
cavy assistants, with Hart himself looking
rather slight beside them, he handles the heavier, men easily.
At
one time Hart holds five men in
uniform on his chest as he it
sketched across a bench, with his
feet and head resting on the Uprights at either end.
It's a good
trick and showy in a way, but the
men mass around Hart while he is
prostrate.

A

whi?h

fect,

great deal of the ef-

means

value,

is

lost

through this mismanagement.
Opening, Hart is In evening
clothes, in which he makes a hu.nan
lift,
then with a quick (strip)
change appears for several muscular poses, after which he dons a
wrap over the upper portion of hit
body, proceeding to the lift with
the heaviest man and then bearing
the five. Finishing, the strorg man
reappears in evening clothes.

The stage is nicely set, and Mr.
Hart is presenting an interesting
strong act, but it l~ capable of being greatly built up. It should be.
Sime.

ED

and
Dancing

MAC WILLIAMS

12 Mint.;

Ont

Regulation two-men dancing turn.
flrst, with another double, sort of an essence to
slow schottische time following. One

Double waltz clog

of team announces Illustrations of
tap dancing, past and present, with
one doing single containing tapping
and other an eccentric minus tapping.

The announcement sounded

fool-

ish in view of the second dance,
obviously a soft shoe eccentric. If
it had any tapping in It there must
have been silencers on the shoes.
Double next, and single with pantomimic business relative to basegall

game

for finish.

A

single isn't

the best thing in tho world to close
a double dancing turn with. Team
make neat appearance in Tuxes and
black derbys.
Both are average dancers, but
seem to have difficulty in keeping
time to mii.ii'.
That might ha
been blamed on orchestra on the
American Roof, although it looked
as if the lack of synchronization
between dancers ami music was
about 30-50, the fault of each. No
songs are used.
Basis of small time dancing turn
is there, with playing necessary to
U'U>
develop it.

'
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*BAAL BEK"

BLAIR and GLA8QOW MAIDS

(11)

Ru»*i*n Production

Stag.

(16)
17 Mint.;. One (1); Full
|th Avo.
Taking: full advantage of the
Russian prevailing: fad that la held
up by the elite of New York In the
benlegit houeea (as a perpetual
Gest), Mr. Golefit for Comstock

&

den marchea forth another Russian
Mr.
vaudeville.
for
production
Golden seemingly has no competitor
for the condensation of these RusThey only need unsian^ things.
derstanding by the Russians, for if
they are made dense and colorful
enough, the Americana accept them

Golden has done both in
his turn. For that reason vaudeville
will likely accept it; it is a real
sight production with its varied
colored costumes along with the
while in "one"' at the
settings,
opening is a well -pain ted drop

as "art."

carrying an open book on whirh

is

largely inscribed in script some idea
of the story.
There are dances here, of tho
Russian type, singly, doubles and
ensembles. The girls look well, and
appear to be expensively gowned in
these materials of so many hues

while there is a bit performed by
the featured principals, Victor Victoroff and Mile. La Torricella, that
presents two unique comedy characters which could lit into a p;cducUon, or make an enti -;ng number by thcmseives for "ChauveOne of the solo dancer
Souris."

was complex, a new

.

hock

style in

(7)

8ongs, Dances, Bagpipes
22 Mins.} Full 8tage (Special Set)
23d 8L

HARRINGTON

and

GREEN

Fifth Ave.

58th St.

pipe band.
The piping

commonplace
tall

girl

and

drumming

until, suddenly,
lets loose a series of

are
the

two-

handed acrobatic contortions all
over the buss drum she has hung
aC her waist that makes the giant
thunderer- that Lauder carried, and
who was considered a marvel, look
like
a petrified, armlers cripple.
Under her thighs, across the top of
the drum, behind her back and her
neck and over her head this amazing girl twirls her padded hammers
in syncopated staccato, every tap
audible and every beat all beat up.
The audience rose to its feet and

stepping it looked, but the entire
thing was a bit high for the mixed
addience the 6th Avenue draws, especially on an "evening when there
.-no claques in the house in addifriends or ''Opportunity
to
tion
Night" contestants in the upper
lofts. At that, however. "Baal Bek"
held them quiet and attentive.
The Go!den production will prob- cheered.
ably get the big time if the price is
An encore got something only
right. It's something that vaudeville through the desire to pay further
will want to present in its better tribute to this girl, despite a flop
houses, as an excerpt frcm the Rus- effort to play "The Sheik" on the
sian if nothing else. And there isn't pipes.
This tur.i runs 22 minutes.
much else to it apart from the sight About ?1 go out of the window.
ami color portions.
S.'wc
Miss Blair is a second-rate reformer, despite her gala regalia,

a single number, a poker lyric with
pantomime a la Bert Williams, tho
song and business having been
done by him before. The routine
went into dialog with the entrance
of Miss Green, a dusky bobbed
haired peach, at her best when she
smiled and showed a perfect set
of teeth.

,

is

It Is

all

turn

is

a novelty in

its

presentation

,

•

sturdy looking young man in
British naval uniform is Cliff Cur-

A

His apparatus is a flexible
wooden or bamboo spar, used i
perch guyed off from the ground
and being around 40 feet high and about
ran.

his "upot."
That isn't exactly according to the code in the
thow* business; neither U \t game
for an act to lay down on an audience.
Not thS| it mattered much,
for there was a corking show al^ead
sight.
Curran climbs to the peak of of Herman, and the audience/had
the perch and there dots a series its money's worth without aTfythlng
he might have contributed to tho
of maneuvers while the pole sways
gaiety of the evening.
through an arc that looks like eight
The bill had a whale of a -first
His feature is a hand- part from the playing and
feet or so.
atorstand on an apparatus which is tainment standpoint.
There was
hoisted to him. A perch worker po wallop after wallop in this aection.
high in the air and the swaying of Opening, the Five Avalons started,
the pole make ..he feats look peril- with Paul Murry and C.Iadys Oerous and this gives the act h special rlsh on in the second spot, offering
what really amounted to a revue of
"kick."
the popular numbers of the musical
j
Curran, who is the husband of comedy hits of two years ago. They
Mile. Laurie, who came over to do got a very fair return for their
her web trapeze turn in one of the effort.
With the third act, "Dance CreaShubert units, is well known as an
outdoor attraction, especially in tions of 1923" (Xew Acts), a revue
Germany. For thf'outdoor turn he with eight people, presented by
does all his scuff on a bamboo -pole Earl Lindsay, the show got its real
start. This act just about smashed
sometimes as hi^h as 100 feet.
the audience right in the applause
Jilt ah.
section and stopped proceedings.
Right after them Wells, Virginia
and West repeated the process, and
"SPARKS OF
(5)
then Ernest it. Ball with his songs

four inches in diameter. At the Ifth
RL, which has an extremely high
arch, they had to carry the borders
to the top to get the acrobat into

<

•

(9)

CWANAUGH

was another terrific hit. * He had a
Harry Von Tihser comedy number
that he landed with a real punch.
Ball's manner of working, his ease
at the piano and the light manner
of slipping a gag, almost ad libblng.
got to the house, and at the finish
they were loathe to let him go.
Helen Keller, the marvel, closed
the first half of the bilk
This in
really a tremendous act. There m
unusual interest in this remarkable

young woman, and the audience at
the Palace seemed intensely inter-

ested in learning all that they possibly could about her, as wa* evidenced by the questions asked her.
In the second half Aunt Jemima
held down the opening position following the screen Topics. Here was
another real hit. However, as the
act proceeded it seemed as though
the singer of blues was having
trouble with her voice.
Flanagan
and Morrison with their comedy
WILD and ROSE
golf lesson also scored.
Morrison
Talk and Sonne
is
a professional golfer and his
demonstrations of practical playing
16 Mins.; One
shots waa interesting to those who
Regent
follow the game and to those not
Mixed couples offering a comedy devotees of the little white pill
skit that has a liquor bit late in the swatting
art Flanagan's comedy
act as Its principal means of gain* ailed in.
Next to closing the Four CamPrevious to that the
Ing results.
turn dragged along and became de- eron*. This was the sole act that
cidedly tedious. At least five min- smacked somewhat of conflict ion.
for with Wells, Virginia and West
utes could be eliminated from the there was
somewhat of a similarity
running time.
in the comedy antics and acrobatic
At the Regent this duo eased by dance stuff offered by the com..
for fair results, though they would dians of both turns.
However, the
unquestionably, do better were that acts were *far enough apart in the
16 minute* liberally reduced Just for running order of the show to prevent the clash being too marked.
the neighborhood small houses.
Fred,
su-ig.

Is

•

.

RIVERSIDE

NIHLA
Posing

Mins Full Stage
Broadway.

13

;

Nihla's posing routine is preceded
by a slide heralding her as the
With the lighting
"Titian Diana."
employed, the truth of the adjective
was a dark secret to the audience.
The routine is a series of dissolving
stereopticon poses on the order of
Nihla,
similar acts viewed before.
naturally, is a capable model blessed
with perfect shapeliness.
The act runs a couple or three
minutes too long. It is not the fault
of the poser, as the camera operator
does not change the slides fast
enough. The act opened here and
Abel.
was fairly well received.

Best of the straight juggling feats discovered the black face comics.
obtained with ivory balls, the
Following this the pair step Into
flash
snap
tion
of the balls as they arc caught
and the music will suflice
"one" for crossfire, hokum and
for the Intermediate houses.
being made to sound like a trotting dancing. The boardwalk chair dance
horse. The stunt won a good hand.
Co.i.'
formerly used by Bennett and RichFor finale he fakes the Scotch bag- ards, with Richards playing the
pipes with the g!rl tapping a drum.
harmonica, is in the routine.
DELL and GRIMM
The turn is a capital opener for
For an encore they duet a ukeand
Songs and Talk
threc-a-day and good enough to
harmonica number, playing pop
10 Mins.; One (Special Drop)
I Ore.
Cl< Bs.
medleys.
They are both good stepMan and woman, ela *sy appearpers and can handle the proper kind
ance open With double harm tnlxlng
of
dialog.
RETE
The material used now ED STANLEY and CO
and
LE
VAN
RUSSELL.
of popular song.
The woman carwill keep the act off the two-a-day, Singing, Musical and Dancing
ries a falsetto obbligato that makes Novelty Acrobatic
16. Mins.; Full Stage
but
when
this
is remedied the hoys
for pleasinj harmony.
They work 14 Mins.; One and Full Stage
Tw*o men, one pianist, other saxhave the nucleus of a big-time
American Roof
before an iniiia !cd drop.
ophonist
and Clarinetist, and girl of
It's a pipe for the
Three male ground tumblers open comedy turn.
He monologa come Id stories ;>::d
pony soubrel type in routine of
cute
as
it is.
other
and
dis(.'on.
dunce
time
the
with
usual
lonfc
gags, f"l v.t.l by a song, A mi!
}
specialties, introduced via rhymed
fore a drop in "one." Folher next then a duel «>f operatic guise
interludes, with p'anist handling the
medleys.
Tho voices are excellent lowing an brdinary song and dance ETHEL R03EMAN and'CO. (1)
lyrical jingb-s.
Man playing sax
and the routine Qt son;-' nicely ar- number with one of the trio In Sketch
plays it^well, also shims with clarigoes
to
comedy make-up, the turn
ranged.
15 Mins.: Three (Parlor)
net, dnyn£ jazz stuff with all the
A classy turn for Ihc big rmull- full stage for some corking acroA crook farce-mcller that loses modem tricks. CMrl does kid sung,
time bills which should develop*lnto batfes and grou id tumbling.
The athletic stuff measures up to sight of realism completely In its making it" stand out. Sh^ also has
a candidate for t\vo-a-d:iy cire'es.
attempts
for surprise twists and several attractive costume changes.
anything seen uround and is run
Con.
laugh returns. Since both purposes Pianist is expert, out is a bit shy
through with sip and sped wi b
readily enough* it on delivery *:ben singing, lacking
are
accomplished
s
it's n
out stalling for big returns,
matters little if the plot Is really a repression. Talking lyrtc as much
BESSER and IRWIN
cork in a :jet of its kind f<>i* anywild
of
concoction
impossible situa- as feasible would help.
Song ar.d Talk
t'ir.i.
where,
tions.
15 Mins.; One
(bind small tV n '~ f< a'l ure* turn.
OUt-Sli king a slicker by Mm- Irish
Comedian was formerly of
ei
H.U.
and Golden, appearing In goh attire. THREE MARTELLS
colleen-heroine in which love letters
and $io,ooo figure prominently sre
Irwin \\;is formerly with u standard Bicycles
They have BADER-LA VELLE TROUPE (4)
ih>'
plot Ingredients,
two- man combination.
He does 9 Mins.; Full Stage
!»State
hlrnllfht. ihn rmifinr* l<o n > i-elaiund
mixed up in weird fashion, hut Cycling
Full Stage
from the old * Besser -Golden frame13 Mins
All vehicles used are .of the single the sum total of laughs and simple
Two men and two women,
up wherein ihe word "cook" earns wheel type having a trio of men story quirks and twists excuses its
straight
a resounding whack on the comeTwo doing
manipulating.
xlstence as another third hole act latter very shdpely in abbreviated
dian's back on. repetition.
The heavy set man is
and the other comedy, it registers for the family audiences. The two costuming
"Jake and Sheik." including prop as the average intermediate opener. people in it, man and woman, are the anchor of the tandem formaTho routine is mostly conven- exceedingly proficient, the man tions on the bikes. Tin- other felOriental turbans, is played up for a
strong g« tawny. Tiny stopped the tional, with nothing noticeable out- reading lines with assurance and low off< eta
eccenti ;•
whltef
show. The duo show possibilities side of
An Intelligl nt make-up. Tin routine is Inter
prolonged spin which one undeniable gusto.
along comedy lines, if properly di- of the boys sells to appreciation. vehicle worthy of their efforts would ing. if a trifle too long and mal
nged.
-1 '" /.
N'.' .7.
.1 kef.
an
ptable
breaker.
be advisable.
Ahd.
value for the small-time houses. It
is hopeless otherwise.
The produc-

Herman

at the Palace Monday
night qualified as the winner of
the blue ribbon for squawk* is.
Al
was closing the show because of
switching In the bill after the matinee,
lb- <• une on »he stage at 11
o'clock or a few minutes before, and
did exactly 14 minutes, 'beefing'
all the while to the orchestra leader

A\

something to that diaIn rhyme, but never
permitted to become paramount.
It's really "hot" talk cleverly handled by both.
She tells him he is
through and that though she might
trust a high yellow or a seal brown,
she is all washed up with coal.
That
gives her an excuse for singing
BROADWAY"
her
voice
"I'm Nobody's Baby,"
Songs and Dancing
proving excellent for lyrical use. 16 Mins.; Full Stage (Spscial)
She admits that he "knows my
Principally a dancing act. but
stuff" and he shoots back "that
spaced by two or three vocal selecgoes down in history."
The cast is comprised of a
tions.
The team did not seem to hav* quartet of girls and a boy.
been on the allotted time. An enlyric
the
opening
Succeeding
core song ought to be on hand, for
comes an Oriental dance, Spanish
Sixth
it will probably be useful.
number, a rendering of "Comin'
b re last week, the act went over
Thru the Rye," ballad solo bit. an
surely, a score that it will repeat In
Apache duo with attempts at com/bee.
two a day.
No individual
edy and the finale.
talent stands out and some of the
vocalizing could probably be elimiLYNN, and THOMPSON
nated to advantage.
Songs and Dances
The act failed to arouse any po14 Mins.; One and Full Stag*.
ticeable enthusiasm and seems to
Special Set
be in need of speeding up with posMiss Lynn was last partnered
sibly a replacement here and there.
with Lou I-ockett. She ar ! ThompHkig,
The
son are doing the same act.

Thero

log.

and the individual dancVs and of the different dances of Miss Lynn.
Opening in "one" the pair sing
chorus numbers arc only fair. That
Revus
drum finish, however, is worth a of% charity bazaar. The method of
16 Mins.; Full Stage (Cyclorama)
dozen of the usual small time acts in' odueing the dances is revealed
Just another revue with the stock
and two dozen of the usual small when the act goes to full stage,
ingredients, a six -piece jazz band
and different styles of dolls are on
time girl acts.
Lult.
a couple of girl dancers and a girl
view.
singer.
The a^t consists mostly of
Mis*« Lynn makes her entrances
specialties by the three girls to jazz RAYY.OriD and GENEVA
as the various dolls from a cabinet.
•higgling
band accompaniment.
Thompson has a pleasing, ctean-cut
A cyclorama enveloped the stage. IS Mine.; Two (Special)
appearance, and is an excellent acNt,v as* a team, but the man 1* 8
The specialists make each entrance
ohatie dancer himself. His kicking
through the centre. The dancers skilled worker and was of another solo and aerobatics helped the act
open with a double waltz awkward act. The girl serves principally as much'y. In addition, he has a fair
a maid and is neat. Special hang- singing voice.
in spots.
The blonde singer folhqys, han- ings tuUable either in two or three
The turn opened the show at the
dling a pop song in jazz delivery. are effective.
23rd St, an unusual spot for j»n
The juggler's specialty is the act of this calibre. The new combiOne of the dancers, after a change,
returns for a solo dance c insisting manipulation of balls, but to some nation should find booking in the
cf some good kicks and uc. jbatic of the various combinations and in
early spots of the big-time bills.
*
special bits he adds comedy, though
Steps*
Con.
AnotHPr song with change* to the employing no eccentric make-up
singer, backed by three saxophone either facially or in costume. Added
players in line who attempts a pcops are also used, some being RICHARDS and
couple of simple walking steps. %This worked by the girl from in back,. A Comedy TalV, Song, Dance
is followed by a tuc danc.\ well done wooden kid is made to light a cig13 Mins.; One
by the other dancer.. A band so'o arette. The mah supports a device
Richards, formerly of Bennett and
while the trio of girla are making on his chin while a spiral "gag" Richards, is in this new combo. The
another change for a dancing and flips eggs into tumblers, and he old Bennett and Richards dark stage
uses another chin balancing trick opening is used, and was seemingly
singing' finish.
The turn holds fair entertainment while tearing paper.
new here and a wow, when lights up

"LA FRIVOLITIES"

PALACE

Perch

Miss Blair is a stout lsh woman,
This Is the most likely colored
Scotch.
Her six girls are couple in some time, an act that
young and nimble, and also unmis- looks a pipe for big time. It has
takably Scotch, The girls open in
Hamtree Harrington and Emma
a dark scene before a badly lighted Cora Green.
Hamtree was In
transparency attempting to be a
"Strut Miss Lizzie" last summer
night view before a rugged castle.
and in the fall he joined the stock
This episode is entirely nil, can't be burlesque
at the Park music hall,
seen and offers nothing worth
from which he recently withdrew.
seeing.
Miss Green was of team Dancer
After the girls show ln~the lights
and Green and earlier she was In
and do some inconsequential native
the Panama Trio, whose other two
sword hopping. Miss Blair comes members'
were Florence Mills and
forth, solo, in kilts, and does "Annie
a girl called "Brlcktop."
Laurie" so exasperatingly slow and
Harrington opens the act with

—

CURRAN

8 Mins.; One

quite

"with feeling" that the old musical
saw seems endless. The girls then
dance one by one, a very tall and
thin one getting something with a
sailor's hornpipe.
Miss Blair does
a Lauder song and even attempts a
touch of impersonation of the great
comedian to no purpose. The girls
come in on the finale. A girl does
a solo, another does another, Miss
Blair comes forth as a drum major
in white and gold and shako, and
weeps a highland ditty, lyrics unintelligible.
This brings on the girls
in regimentals as a drum and bag-

CLIFF

Comedy and Songs
17 Mins.; One

.

-

^

Business Monday evening was
quojed as being the best Initial night
of the week this house has seen
during the current season. The applause sounded thunderous upstair*
and the lower floor was a solid sellout. Buth Boye topped the exterior
billing and appeared next to closing.
The show was reported to have run
according to the office schedule,
though the program had Miss Roye
on fourth and Mary Haynes hi the
spot just this side of the finish.
Miss Boye did a sextet of numbers, two of which were encores
that pleased the assembled gathering.
It was stated an attempt
had been made to amalgamate the
singer with the California Ramblers, but the boys in the bard
couldn't quite see their way clear,
or bowed out with words to that
effect.

The Idea of framjng a single
singer to appear with an orchestra
when on the same bill gives promise of becoming a regular thing, ts
itae Samuels is warbling id" front
Ben Bernle'S contingent out w« st.
and it seems as If the booking men

of
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CLAIRE and GERALD
Magic
14 Mins.;

Full

Stage

American Roof
Man and woman

itin Chinese
with
routine
of
academ c
magic.
The girl does a COUjfte of
simple stunts with mechanical ap-

tire

paratus, conlini.'cr the rest of h r
Contribution tO assisting the tuaa
and dressing the stag«'.
The act opens w;Lh u "l"\it iti.m.
gold bail against a blac*k i>i
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are after such

combination?.

ompanlment should be

pie

The
for

the

artists,
in
especially
vocal
houses; that contain none too pood
t
though the
combination! In the
band! arc few that need any imp
to augment their offering for a
successful conclusion.
The Ramblers, closing Intermission, panicked the neighborhood assemblage with tin ir orchestrations
and did very close to half an bout
before the house iights were thrown
?

on,

Tlie hoys

siderably since

•

i

.

have improved confirst showing around

besides possessing a
current routine mu h superior to
ill.
Nine
former running order.
numbers totaled this 10 -piece band's
contribution. One of the boys continues to gain special attention
this

locality,

a

turn

that

could easily beat the

opening spot.

Van and Tyson

are a fine illustration of an act that does what It
<an do best and makes the most of
Us particular talent. It's a dancing
team, man and woman, who waste
no time with comedy attempts, imitations or talk, but dance exclusively. Ruck and wing, waltz, clog.
SChOttische, essence all the standard styles are there and doubled

——

niftlly in B series of soft

bers

that

are

all

very

shoe numwell done.

They landed.
Anderson and Craves were
In a husband and wife quarrel

t'

'd

skit,

a novelty background giving thp
dialog and action an atmosphere
that took it out of the beaten pathways. It all takes place in a dirigible airship with a stage setting that

through his ability to double on
about four instruments. The Nth is a young production. While t'..c
as being basic quarrel theme is fami'-r
street patrons Impress
"velvet for any musi ai combina- enough, most of the talk has a new
tion that steps into the Riverside, ring, and the laughs crowd each
for they eat it Up and get a thrill other as the skit proceeds. The act
every time a brass instrument cuts tapers *>.T a bit at the finish, alloose. All a band has to do up there though it would admittedly be hard
to climax the laughs that go before.
is throw a hot cornet at 'em, and
Though that's not Still, it's possible.
it's a cinch.
Al YVohlman, fourth, and going inmeant to take any credit away from

Mahoney-Conley hoke,

of the Home for the Feeble-Minded
as the outstanding feature of the

vocal work, bestowing genuine applause for each of the three numBooth and Nina, a toppy bike act bers, necessitating an encore which
with the unusual asset, for a dumb also gained recognition. With strong
routine, of a pretty confection in possibilities for comedy, "Right and
the person of Miss Nitra. She not Wrong," a ske.ch. made the grade
The vehicle was formerly
alone topmounts for Booth's aero nicely.
work on the cycles but punishes a used by Crane Wilbur and Martha
Person- .Mansfield. Its present players are
guitar to good purpose.
ality is the ttrst visible asset, which
Bert Leigh. W. II. Barwald and
is excellent
ballast for anybody's Vivian Allen, who give the act all
act.
Booth's showman ly work orr that is needed for the proper react.

the

bike

with

was perfection

the

step

ascension

The

vaudeville, starting tdioi.
past
nine, concluded after 11, which, with
the concluding feature. "The Flirt."
lei the show out past midnight.
If
1

-

difficulty.
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work, which is
sure lire. The earlier kidding with
ths Instrument could stand clipping,
With more of the real playing added.
Jack Wl.on arrd Co., including

it

A

Henry
e

The hoy lopped things

nicely With h

s violin

Chares Forsythe,

for the house.

5TH AVE.

;

turns.

Continuing the comedy,
and Moore, No. 4, experien

itself.

Business only fair Monday night.

'

l

"81st Follies" is real entertainment that it has a woman doing all tha
and gives full value during the thir- slow lifts on the roman rings th
are usually allotted to a man.
ty minutes consumed.
Thl
Warde Sisters and Macomber girl performs them with apparent
(New Acts) started the vaudeville ease and sings at the same thai;
In a quiet manner, making way for doing a whole verso while at
th«
Josef Diskay, a tenor, with a layout top of the lift and returning to th!
of trumbers better suited to the con- floor while still warbling. Chi looks
fleshings and black j*»
cert stage than vaudeville. The up- nice in
town audience took kindly to the bodice. Man does little except work

forth

held

over a half hour and only stemmed
It by easing the piano out into "one"
Their
for Polly and Oss to go on.
routine was only a skeleton of their
stuff, with a hoke trio by Miss Polly,
Conley and Mahoney harmonizing
before an old-fashioned ill. slide
titled "We're Off!" by the Inmates

isn't the vaudeville this week,
the picture should do .some business
Reports of the merits
They deservedly consistently until he hit th;> singing of the Booth TaVklngton story prethe Itamblers.
connected for the night's highest section of his turn. Wohlman han- ceded the film, jtrdging from audible
dles his talk competently, but the comment with the flashing of the
point getter.
.to./.
Those present enjoyed Joe Rob- talk isn't quite as funny as prob- title.
erts' short sojourn in the No. 2 ably he thinks it is. The songs put
spot.
He was preceded by R. and him over safely, with the act gaining
W. Roberts, who for six minutes speed in giant strides as it developed
held the attention of those seated, along to the finish.
The first half program held an
The Sun Dodgers." a Charles B.
though they evidently don't eat any
Maddock production, closing the first overdose of men, thxvc two-man
too early around that district.
.turns,
one single man and another a
with
of
plot,
lot
of
half,
bit
a
a
Miss Haynes was one ahead of
the musicians with some new mate- singing and dancing and a similar three-people sketch that held two
rial and two changes of costume. amount of hoke comedy, a good mix- men; besides, there were men aft ?
quintet of songs took Miss Haynes ture neatly blended. John K. Walker, the regular performance, volunteers
across the line easily and one of in burlesque for a number of seasons for selection as candidates for the
her numbers unquestionably took past, is featured ;.n«l makes the minstrel show next week, with the
the edge off a lyric, possessing a comedy behave. The radium cos- audience selecting nightly in the
similarity, that was later rendered tumes arc the other feature, not preliminaries the contenders to I e
chosen tonight (Friday) in the final
by Miss Rove. That goes both for programed but important.
The Kaufmans, with their straight of the elimination contest. The
the quality of material involved and
minstrels, a Bill Quaid idea, will be
were
another
act
that
singing
turn,
the manner of delivery.
Harrison
and Dak in sailed through No. 3 for illustrated the advantages of doing played all of next week at the Fifth
one thing well. The team did a Ave. It's another form of a toe il
a fulfillment of their assignment.
The Mollie Fuller skit did exceed- countless routine of songs, all "Follies." that much talked of i.;:
ingly well in the second half, she marked with an individuality of de- teur thing that's sweeping around
being accorded a reception besides livery. That hallmark of apprecia- the small time, with Loew having
applause recognition of her mention tion, the unison applause known as the experience in Baltimore of t
of the old days. Miss Fuller makes the "Colonial dap.'' rewarded their amateur "Follies" breaking two reca most charming matronly appear- efforts. The same honors to _Mos- ords there, of the box office grc ss firance and as well gives a perform- coni Brothers and Sister and Dem- high on the first week and for low
ance that holds immediate attention arest and Collette. with the latter on the second, which proved conentitled to the big credit for fol- clusively to the Loew office I" c
throughout.
"Follies" or "Frolics" is a one-week
Barclay and Chain opened the lowing the show.
For a closer Beege and Qupee, a act.
use between halves that had the
Jim Travers was back at the Fifth
boys gaining most recognition with corking skating act that started
their work in the aisle. It's mostly where most of the other skating acts Ave. this week, on crutches, with a
a hap-hazard routine that has the leave off. with the nock spin. An ap- broken ankle, as the re »jlt of t' <?
comedian switching from a nance paratus that oas the woman of the little formality he went through
characterization to regular at will. team pivoting as well as whirling. when some stickup men tried to tyd
The couple had no trouble in amus- two motions at once, for the finish. up Travers and his wife on ZC"
The team held nearly a houseful for street, just west of Beventh avenue
ing and concluded nicely.
as the Traverses were on the way
Bell.
Loyal's Dogs terminated pretty the final trick.
home. While James handed the
close to three hours of show, conrobbers something they will also residerably slowed up by the demand
member, still, he's on crutches, and
on the Ramblers that was even shy
there's nothing funny about th^t
«>f a news reel, so you wouldn't term
Looks like the Broadway is aimThe Fifth Ave. held about its best
ir
exactly a speedy evening.
Nuimpromptu house of weeks Monday night.
merous patrons on the way out dis- ing for a rep as an with
all the cepting the holiday attendance. The
cussed the time the program con- clown -carnival house
for draw, at least upstairs, might have
intermittently
merging
acts
sumed, though some were heard to
As with come from the "Opportunity Conallow for the band's forced encores. comedy bits and hokum.
the Keith Kornedy Karnival some test," as those West Siders have a
weeks ago. Will Mahoney, playing way of inveigling friends to boost
a return. wa« the principal jester for them as amateurs. A claque, at
In his antics with the Harry Stodleast for one turn, seemed to be on
dard orchestra, now In its seventh hand with orders to force an encore.
And they say they never come back. week as a holdover. .Mahoney scinSeveral new turns were present.
Rut, like every other old saw. there tillated in his clowning with the among them Mae West, "Baal Rek"
are exceptions— the Colonial,
for band, Polly and <>/. and other acts, and Louis Hart (New Acts), while
with Harry J, Conley 'an able as- Hunting and Frances were showing
instance. There's a real comeback
ibout six of the seven wonders of sistant.
their new turn, "The Photo draft*how business. The house hail been
Stoddard In his marathon at this ers," not wholly caught, and the first
pretty nearly unconscious for the hoU3e is a paradox for the box- two acts, Paul and Pauline and
ii«t four or rive years, with plenty of office.
That he drew to some ex- Stanley and McXab.* were also
apparent reasons why it never could tent w;is evidenced by the audible missed. Stanley and McNab were
awaken— the factor of competition, acknowledgment and recognition he inserted for the night performance,
t'i ntral
Park on the east, with no received on entrance. That he also the matinee having run short.
inhabitants to draw from, and a chased a few was attested by the
Bule and O'Brien, two of the men.
couple of hundred other reasons walkees.
Viewed twice within the were No. 4, singing songs, and they
why it couldn't be done. But it has seven-week period, Stoddard has need better if not newer numbers.
hcen done, nevertheless, and Mon- been doing practically the same It's quite hard enough for two men
day night proved it with the big- routine, with the "Streets of New In a piano act singing pop stuff these
ge«t Monday business in three years York" Idea as the kingpin number. days. Rule and O'Brien did not fare
the whole orchestra and balcony It has also been included In some well, their Irish song for an encore
practically sold our and—think of of the other weeks' routines, judg- getting the most.
i:
standees downstairs!
ing from reviews, which has probThe William Halligan "Highlov. This week's show was a long one. ably made the musical turn fairly brow" sketch was next and just
running to a mixture of variety and familiar to Broadway regulars. The suited this audience, at least f
production, witli the Inst section forepart of pop numbers, however, Halligan retorts in the cross fire.
moving easily and the second a shows signs of weekly nuance.
Not one missed. The house liked
The Broadway house orchestra Is the entire S. Jay Kaufman scheme
series of wows. Three of the second
half turns. Irving and .lack Kauf- no mean band itself. Tiny snapped of presentation and said so with
man, the Mosconls and De mares t. into a pop number for the overture their hands as well.
stopped the- show, an unusual pro- and started it off with an ^indeniAfter Miss West, who sort of
able sip. NihlS (New Ads) was the pressed her welcome, and "Ba 1
edure for any vaudeville bill.
The Colonial stage certainly did ire- breaker.
Combe and Nevlna, Bek." a Russian production turn,
with
receive an awful walloping, though. youth ful pop warblers, scored
were Bryant and Stewart, two more
a
frank rathskeller routine that men. with nuttisms. songs and a litKive of the nine turns produ
some form of acrobatics, from .-Tu- Should place the duo up With the tle dancing. They did some comedy
Van and Schenck musical instrument matter for their
ple somersaulting or handsprings to leaders in time.
lie
intricate ground tumbling of will have nothing on them with a encore. It was a job for them to tak,,
Besides the next to closing spot at the Fifth
l>e/,so Retter and the comedy falls couple years' experience.
<f Deiimrest of Demaresl and Col- handling the pops with natural a - Ave., following the rest, when their
letfe.
A fast tumbling rough and surance, the boys b ive wisely turn as at present com no sed seer-.s
ready show that caught the Ht'.en- conned a repertoire of brand -new* better suited for small time. The
lion of the house at the opi nlng and er little heard songs from the pub- double nut thing might do if the
Ushers' catalogs and thus command material wore big time. Hart dosed
held it to the final curtain.
Fiiwr.
Hotter in the initial spot made the attention through nt cent material. the show.
Harry J. Conley'e "Mice and Old
house gasp with his eccentric a«rohatlcs. There's a reminiscent note Shoes" routine, seemir jly not altoto many in the
in the table stuff of the tumbling of gether unknown
81
ST.
IJickey and Nelson and a suggestion audience, proved as tenacious a
Although not hitting capacity,
lice and grlpper as ever,- Naomi Hay's wellof the school headed by
Prevoet for so many years. But its poised straight showing off the business Tuesday night at the 81st
comedian's hlck» tricks to best ad- Street With a local "Follies" to draw
.til remarkably executed, with a back
was highly satisfactory. The amastill in Tu« rube Searscurving somersault that has Retter vantage,
circle
whih Roebuck and the brown derby, teur turn under the title of "Hello
describing a Quarter
somersault iifg that is in a rlass by CoWlej clowned through the rest of 81st Street," produced by Eddie
the show in open conspiracy with Lewis, the house manager, proved
>t«elf acrobatically. Rettcr's ground
- good neighborhood draw, possessing
tumbling Incidentally has all the on. Wil MjIiuw - j.
Mahoney ran through bis series genuine entertainment value. Fifusual qualities that have made the
aeen people are included in the east.
was
of
and
"charactores"
comedy
The
fumed.
slow motion pictures
comedy poses don't mean a thing, rewarded with a prop bouquet con- with no chorus employed. Bach of
however— hardly passably funny and sisting of a feat Iter duster with the principals has been selected for
living the act a distinct Continental foliage comprising one rubber boot. special work, and in most irr stances
The turn
finished artiKts.
label as far as that section goes. A a cuspidor, a rat trap and cow- prove
The consists principally of Ringing and
••nnedy wrestling match Is so simi- bells among other things.
later dancing, the numbers Introduced in
also
figured
"bouquet"
r to that done by Billy Reeves it
might be announced as an imitation. throughout the show, .Mahoney ac- rapid order following the usual rewoman
The -i«t is much too Inn*. With the knowledging the cuspidor for a view style, with a youngNotwithannouncing each number.
tumbling .is a bn*Ir, Retter could \Q\ mg cup.
the
including
comedy,
the
standing
its
lack
band,
of
fctoddirds
work out, with or without a partner,
i
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Willie

Ward und

neatly in a Tuxedo.
Ulis and Clark are just another
man and woman song and dance
pair, although the girl is a goodlooking husky blonde and puts
*
lot of vigor into her numbers
and
bits of stepping.
She changes to
elaborated "pick" costume for an
exaggerated "blues," then changes
to a garish red velvet a air for their
harmonized yodling.
The man is
just a straight singer.
He has perhaps a better voice than his partner,
but she provides what Uf©
there is to the party.

Kelso It. cm. and Co. were offendtire time-using trouble.
There
are solid laughs In their grotesque
tramp material, btrt the la k is overdone.
So is the burlesque magic
The pane ikes irr the borrowed hat
is used for endle a time.
If they
got oT< the tramp with the straight
feeding for a little; got the magic
down to right propori ons, and then
ers in

Adelf Ardsley, added several laughs
with their familiar stylo of comedy.
The diminutive chap easily carried
away the honors of the turn In the worked into their dandy comedy
closing minutes with his dancing. dancing tinbh. they'd he a strong
The Follies followed, closing the hoke combination.
Clara Keating aird Harry Ross
first half, the second portion of the
in being devoted to straight p'c- .-.tern to be a new combination, although the man doesn't matter in
tu res.
Hart,
:h5s frame, which con !.i,.s almost
•

STATE

entirely of the jazzy, acrobatic kidof the diminutive soubret.
They do two bits that should de-

ding

With the thermometer me'eury liver even more than they do. One
rl!i ling with *ero the weather droVe
is
the
old-fashioned
lovcmaking
"em indoors to the extent of a ca- contrasted to modern courtship. It

pacity house Tuesday.
A good
small-time frame-up was on view
strengthened by .lean Qr&nese tali
week) and Jimmy Suvo. Tho feature film was an unknown quantity
for drawing purposes, further handicapped by a title that was anything
but striking'y provocative, "All the
Brothers Were Valiant."

Vincent

Brothers opened with a
snappy triple bar routine. The act
has played the big lima and is an
adaptable Ice breaker for any show.
Evelyn Cunningham twiced with a
s'. ng and talk routine embellished by
a sippy delivery that should place
her in the running with the fast

slipped

Monday

maybe

night,

be-

cause they overdid it in length and
underdid it in tempo.
The same

was true of the imitit'ion of the old
and new atyle* of danc'ng. There
was no comedy in the modern dance
p< rformance; it was just acrobatic
knockabout.

The next turn. Billy l.aVar and
"The Millinery Shop." looked
n<w on the billing, but turned ou:
to be "Jack LaVarr" in 'Tickle,

Co.,

Toes.' with the self-same support
A sprightly dancing comedy girl act
delivered in dashing Style.
LaVar

and his partner (probably the former team under the same name)
entries in due tine.
Her exclusive do a rousing bit of stepping, two
song cycle Is snotty. That manicure of the singing girls in pretty crino"dishing the o* t" number has un- lines have an outstanding minute
limited pors thirties, while the "yon in a "blues" number, and the danccan't trust the men' lytic is devel- ing finish is an applause.
However,
oped around a rather familiar theme the turn has been padded to go
and sags proportionately.
In the nearly 25 minutes.
It could be Immammoth stale, where many a talk- proved by a cut to less thin JO. and
ing set has brodied despite scien- the place to cut is LaVar's talk.
tific acoustics and similar artificial The turn has good flash with special
aids which could not overcome the settings downstairs, and even a
natural commotion. Miss Cunning- first-rate counterfeit would fool a
ham got every litre and syllable over lot.
tellingly.
Reeder and Anderson, two piano
Jimmy Savo with Joan Franza. players, are new hereabouts, allooking chic in riding habit, doing though they have the appearance
straight, tied it up after the card of experienced performers.
Rurns
was flashed for the next turn. The and Wilson made their usual comact is titled 'slow motion," and fea- edy killing with the "Physician and
tures Savo's retarded shuffle danc- Nurse" frameup of talk.
The girl
ing and parrto work.
Every move of this j>air has a natural spontold for a laugh.
taneous knack for rough fun and
Bessie Rem pel, assisted by J. M. the sketch is a fair vehicle, but
Clayton, (licked with their Tom with a better line of business this
Barry skit.
Miss Rempel is dis- pair could move ahead.
Eddie Richards and Earle Cavcovered atop a pyramid of packing
cases preparatory to their departure anaugh sound like oft-seen regulars,
for London, where her husband but in* this blackface frameup, a
(Clayton) is to assume the manage- natural bit of specialty entertainment of an office there. It's a fast ing, they have a winner New Acts).
husband and wife routine and holds Foley and Mason, two men in a neat
up well for two people. Before their routthe
of
hand-to-hand
feats*
departure they decided to bawl out smoothly handled, closed the show.
the various tradespeople who have
/fiMh.
imposed on them and do so in turn
for laughs, all except the garage
keeper.
A phone message advi.-es
the husband of his firm's cancellaSmall-time stuff.
tion of the assignment to the BritTwenty-third street is the bar*
ish capital, but it proves a practical
shopping lane, the
joke by a friend, so. for the curtain, gain-counter
the husband decides to complete the main drag of the seeker after remIts theatre is
job and calls the garage man for nants and joblots.
his dose of the verbal barrage. An not out of key with the other comeffective body of the bill act for the mercial institutions, if the first -half
bill this week is typical.
And the
intermediaries,
Jean C.ranese, assisted by her two lights and the orchestra put on no
;

'

<

23rd

brothers as audience plants, is the
stellar attraction at the Slate. Miss
Qranese is a standard big time turn
and delivered as was to be expected.
Arthur 'Alexander and Co., nine
people, in a song and dance revue,
discloses Alexander as a "brown seal''
female impersonator with the supporting company working under cork.
They open with a harmonising number before a plantation cabin and

airs,

STREET

either.

There wasn't an act in which the
music wasn't boisterous, mechanical
and loud. And in several of the
acts it was continuous and nervetort urirrg.

When

the

closer

with

wheezy bagpipes and thundering
drums drowned it out, the relief
was terrific.

"Pot i'ourri" opened. This is not
to be confused with a Golden act of
switch later to a cabaret routine in that title which appeared several
modern attire. A fizz quintet per- years ago. This is, on its face, a
forms for Alexander's specialties foreign importation. It has everysingle and double.
A pip of a thing an opening act can have
"eakle" Mint lops it ofr with a bang. everything six opening acts can
The r at lire picture let out .past have, and enough gingerbread and
tinsel ror seven more.
Arrd it is a
HAbel
dreary, slow, creaking succession of
school-kid tricks surrounded with
sideshow scenery and props. Indifferent toe-dancing opens, t' ien
A particularly good show for the piffling comedy with birds and a
American. It has phmtyof singing dog. then mail-order magic, then
and dancing and good vigorous wearisome rag art, then ama*< urish
comedy values, the latter running double bamboo chimes, then a t'ancl-

AMERICAN

to the old hoke. but any layout that
h:is
the e
Ihree things is proof
against assault.
Some of the Individual turns are small timy. but
They rnnke a good consistent grade
of entertainment.
For good measure the feature was "Hast Is West,"

a

first-rate hoxofhVe puller.

There
was an uncommonly good showing
for a Monday night on the roof,
where the show ran off in snappy

manner with only

a slow spot here

and there, mostly due to length of
act.
Bellls Duo Opehed with an interesting acrobatic turn, unusual in

That sort or entertainto be given for pins when
this reporter managed a show in s
rul tableau.

ment used
woodshed.

I'll. n
arrd Day. a presentable
couple, seconded the lack of motion.
He wore sport clothes against her
decollete gown In a street flirtation before a houje drop, and that
about ti; 9 off the lowdown. They
talked and liughed at one another's
I

Wltttcisma and broke one another
up and sang harmonics. If ne8 *
are specialty artists, they held hack
their specialties. Nothing happened.
John Clark, an old -timer, who

-

.

-

*

--

NEW SHOWS THfcvWEEK
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am

Crasy Rico and Prevost fall*
Together with Bert Melrose balancin5on a pUt of tables (but the
tablet are clamped together) had
the assistance of * vociferous
French ingenue who giggled and
fussed and took most of the bows.
She continually spilled such sparklers as "You're entirely too fresh."
and behaved as though someone had
wised her that animation and con1

meant

fusion
Clark'.*

falls

pep and progress.
were great; but the

was very concert-hall.
Smith and Nash, an eveningdressed light comic and a Tuxedoed

ftuppor

man (evidently having
straight
plotted t > do It "neat and classy"
instead ot "charactering up"), also
had a good time laughing at one
The swallowanother's nifties.
tailed one did a stew. Wife-panning,
parodies very olose to the line, gags
about stealing one another's wives,

a broad Gallagher and Shean reference at the main getaway, and a
blue encore made up the routine.
Mabel Burke, a 23rd street favor-

assisted this time by Lucille
Dumont, eang several songs and
went to her moving picture illus-trated songs for a closer in "one."
ite,

.

The
pink

was feroMiss Dumont wore a salmon
gown and Miss Burke closed

lighting of this act

cious.

In an Alice blue v Behind this there
wan a greenish" drape. And the

borders spat purplish reds, which,
with an amber spot, made as garish
an * eye-murdering clash as the
was dishing up carorchestra
wrecking discords and sour notes.
If ever physical felonies were committed against the chances of a
rather likable turn, the main theatre sense:* got them in this one.
The audience, however, was not
hypercritical, and gave Miss Burke
a pleasant «end-off.
Basil and Allen acquitted them-

selves with
closing spot,

aplomb in the prcand easily took what

honors the bill affoided. The comedian is a sympathetic little wopdialeeter who has the appealing
technique of Krank Conroy, and the
upstanding straight man in
big.
khaki is a square-shouldered and
manly feeder. This team has prospects. The laughs are almost conOne more good climax
tinuous.
near the end of the routine, just
before the exit, may put it past the
barriers.

Blair

and Glasgow Maids (New

For 22 minutes it
Acts) shut' it.
was a succession of unimportant
hornpipes, flings, Scotch ballads and
home-made lypeum stuff, and, in
the last of the 22, redeemed itself
with one punch the best twohanded Scotch bass-drumming ever
seen or heard, anywhere, sending it
Lait.
off to a hurrah.

—

58TH
A

seven-act

bill,

ST.
the

first

half of

which was more big than small time.
Even at that it had first rate comedy and plenty of variety and from

start to finish honest specialty mawell laid out to get full return. Special interest attaches to
the bill, for it marks the return to
Wolford, doing
the stage of Barry
their old specialty, but having it incorporated in a semi-sketch with the
assistance of two other people (New
terial,

&

Acts).

LeMalre manhandling little Joe Phil* by eight good looking show girls la
lips. There is genuine, robust humor decollete costumes. The girls numIn the whole 17 minutes, and the bered 14, broken up sometimes In ©
right kind of laughter goes with it, eights, being on often all together.
the kind that starts at the dia- About half were cute ponies.
phragm and comes In explosions.
Other specialties were the Vee
Joe Phillips came on for a moment Sisters, two cute kids who had two
to do a bit with Eddie Nelson, the singing
specialties
that blended
blackface comedian, a little m n nicely with the production.
T' e
with a big voice and a way of get- Vees sang sweetly and harmoniting rags, "blues" and "mammy" ously, sticking to pop songs. They
songs over that has a touch of Al danced a bit and looked nice in their
Jolson himself, on whom doubtless two costume changes. Jean Carroll,
Nelson has modeled his style. His a pretty blonde dancing soubret, was
turn Is brief, with probably no more out front of several numbers, leadthan four songs and very little talk. ing "A Rattling Good Time." "Back
It took only about 11 minutes Tues- to the Farm" and "A Bushel of
day night, but batted out a home Kisses," all backed by the chorus.
run.
The show is in two acts, the fl. tt
Toy Ling Foo and C/>. gave the part discarding the usual olio seclosing a good flash.
The magic quence and opening with a prolog
moves swiftly, although the routine of allegorical characters which serve
has no special novelty. Mostly it is to introduce the principals and get
made up of nicely handled mechani- the show started speedily.
cal apparatus, such as producing a
Miss Green gave them their first
dozen live pigeons from various re- thrill, following this singing "The
ceptacles. But the dressing of the Land of the Blues" in a one-piece
turn is picturesque and sightly, and costume that would get a stare from
that carries an act of this sort a a statue. She is a symphony In
Rush.
long way.
black mesh stockings and has a pair
.of gams that would sell stockings to
an African head hunter.
The Vee Sisters followed In their
snappy song and dance routine by
Opportunity Night (Tuesday) per-' Jean Carroll and Davey White. "A
mitting the local talent to try out, Comedian Wanted," short and snapand the Biltmore Orchestra (New py, was a bit of cross fire and song
Acts) drew 'cm in to the extent of from Jack Strouse. Frarfk Corbett
standing room. TJie special feature and Lillian Washburn, followed by
is a twice -weeklyJfcff air, with the RegaF and Moore in "Circus Days."
later event placed so the last-half This pair of acrobats and the aerial
program will benefit thereby.
stunt are using the same vehicle
The show evidently pleased In the they showed around in the vaademain, with, of course, the band top- ville houses for seasons. The talk
ping for applause honors and the can stand a trifle freshening. The
Sarah Padden* sketch grabbing off rough comedy and falls were a
Miss Pad'the runner-up position.
smashing hit.
den, No. 3. seems to be greatly influSmith, Dale, Corbett and Strouse
enced t>y the audience. If the pa- in "A Hungarian Rhapsody" controns sit quiet and give evidence cluded a hard to beat first act.
about
she
that they're interested
The program credits the book to
works her head off, but if there's any Harold Atterldge; lyrics, Al Bryan;
sign of em walking, it's the "office" music, Jean Schhrtz; staging. Lew
for her to start nagging the house Morton; musical numbers. Jack Maand getting through the Act as fast son; additional numbers by Leo
as possible. But the Regent assem- Edwards, all staged under the perblage was all In her favor, and the sonal direction of J. J. Shubert.
act had no trouble in scoring. A new
The production.whlch is not new

REGENT

woman

has been installed

In

the

opposite feminine role.

Herbert Ashley preceded the closing turn, accompanied by a mixed
The present vehicle is far
team.

from standard, and contains nothing
outside of three or four songs which
carry Ashley's mediocre parodies as
a second chorus. A few of the lines
reveal a tendency to lean over the
border, though not gaining much
thereby, with one being Just outright
blue. As might be expected it's the
howl of the act, but it won't add to

Ashley's' reputation. The boy In the
turn possesses a fair voice, while
the woman means little in value
other than to be discussed as a marriageable proposition, permitting of
remarks questionable for good taste
on her figure, and so forth.
Zaza and Adele opened .with their
dancing routine of four numbers,
which satisfied. The winners of a
previous Opportunity Night contest,
in the persons of Phil and Ed Ross,
were allotted the second position,

and Van-.Schencked themselves to a
splendid finish.

8kUf.

•

i

MIDNIGHT ROUNDERS

This unit, featuring Joe Smith and
Curran, probably imported
"perch act, with some novel points Charley Dale of the old Avon Com(New Acts), opened the show nicely. edy Four vaudeville quartet, should
Boland and Knight, sister act, have do business on any circuit. The
Improved immensely in style and ar- show is chockful of meaty enterrangement of a simple turn. They tainment, comedy, clever people,
make a brisk entrance and go pretty girls and snappy action.
There isn't a dull moment, the
promptly into a good rag comedy
number concerning the red-headed specialties snapping on after the
girl's beau having been stolen away riotous comedy scenes without a
by the brunet, and working nicely hitch, no stalling for bows or enon this situation with amusing phi- cores in fact, leaving them wantlosophy in the lyrics. Without pause ing more all through— to break into
and to the same or a similar melody another full stage comedy scefhe or
they go into a double dance with another flash, with the girls strutexcellent legmanla, being attractive- ting on in a bewildering array of
ly dressed in chiffon frocks of pas- costumes.
The show is one of those happy
tel shades. One Is off while the other
starts a number about the "Sheik of combinations. Smith and Dale have
Alabama." Then a fine change of four full stage comedy scenes that
pace in a sentimental number with "wham" them. "A Hungarian RhapCliff

—

"Mightv Lak a Rose" worked

*

In.

sody," their old vaudeville restau-

Plantation melodies follow and-sentimental ditties. The finish is weak,
both changing into boy and girl
clothes for a final number. Won a
great response among the Third
avenuers, amounting to four bends.

rant act, with Frank J. Corbett and
Jack Strousc as the waiters; "The
Wintergarden Stage Door," with the
comics as Johnnies trying to "make"
the girls as they come out; "The

Zeck and Randolph have the fasong and dance sketch,
miliar
"Grooming the Groom." working
better than ever. It has amusing
rough low comedy, a lot of bright
man and woman conversational exchanges and some capital singing.
Why they burden the opening with
the rambling speeches about marriage and marriages Is not apparent.
It doesn't do the offering a bit of
good, and most of the talk can't be
heard, anvway. The man's cor.i:dy
song, "The Best Man." is good comedy stuff and leads into a roughhouse episode with a dummy that is
full of guffaws for the unsophisticated. This furnishes the filler for a
change for the woman, and for the
finale they use "Here Comes the
Bride," as well worked up a double
number as you could find in a goo 1
many split week turns.
Barry and Wolford next for a J0minute riot, with special unnoal to
this neighborhood el Ion tele, and
then George r.cMaire ami Co. In the
<'-»m <l\ imuflli called "The Dentist,"
but holding the idea and most of the
material of the osteopath from the
"FollifM" of several seasons back.
It's a whale of h low co mod y turn,
calculated for any grade of audience.
It
Would he a tough bird that
wouldn't set a laugh out of burly.

Doctor's Shop," the last half of the
vaudeville act, with Dale as Dr.
Kronkheit and Smith the ailing customer, and "Moe's Blue Front," a
clothing store scene that is one
howling wow from start to finish.
Jane Green as a wise cracking
chorus dame who knows all the
routines, shares honors with the
comics in the stage door scene. This
-

of

a real
blonde beauty and a singer of Jazz
songs who will make her mark. Sfle
tied the show up cold with a specialty and led several other numbers each of which could have engirl

is

full

personality,

cored.
In the specialty Green and
Blyler Mr. Blyler was at the piano
for three songs. Miss Green delivertng the other to orchestra aceom-.
paniment. Her delivery of a stuttering
song was * a tongue-tied
classic.

Poliee Commissioner Enright was radium effect finale. Freddie Ri. "hethe local
manager for
is
called upon by the Board of Esti- man
mate in New York to explain why Young, who is receiving the cover
he wanted more policemen and also charge for his share.
why there were over 750 New York
The liquor situation In Detroit
patrolmen detailed to cabarets,
restaurants and other places. It is and other adjacent cities differs
thought the city administration is greatly from that of New York as
behind the move. Now that elec- far as the supply of rye and Scotch
tion is over in some quarters it is is concerned. New York for months
said Tammany Hall chiefs believe has received but little good rye,
with Scotch fairly plentiful and of
it would be wiser to allow the enforcement thing to run riot as it did a fair grade, although "green." De-

with its climax New Year's Eve, troit is being heavily supplied with
when a reform could be brought good Canadian r>e, with Scotch very
about in line with public opinion. scarce. The rye is secured through
Magistrate McQuade last week se- Windsor, Ont., directly across, the
verely criticised a police officer for river from Detroit. Although Ontario
picking up a bottle from a restau- is a dry province through local option
rant table and drinking its contents, it has several distilleries working at
while searching for a liquor viola- capacity making rye. The provincial
tion.
Most of the detailed police- law specifies that al) liquor distilled
men are In the Times square in Ontario be for export purposes
The distilleries ship their
inspection
district
governed by only.
Inspector James S. Boland. Many whiskey to Windsor, where It Is
of the enforcement men in restau- loaded upon whatever boats are
rants are on the payrolls, j: is .-aid, moc-ed alongside the docks, with
of the places they are presumed to the Canadian customs officers checkwatch. One detailed policeman is ing out each case, their responsibilrelated to have explained why he ity and that of the distillery ceasing
did not make an arrest instead of there. In this way Detroit is being
warning a party at a tablo not to well supplied with rye, but the
again expose liquor by saying: "You chances of securing Scotch are very
don't suppose I am a fool, do you? slight, as the Ontario distillery Interests are making an effort to see
I'll never see those people again but
I may often meet others.
And there that Scotch Is not transported
aro 'other reasons'."
In another across their own province from the
restaurant the detailed man acted province of Quebec.
as entertainer during the late nicjht,
Fanchon and Marco have staged
doing a song and dance and drinking with parties at* tables. When an a new revue at the Palais Royal.
indictment against Gypsyland. New San Francisco. The cast includes
York, an all-night cabaret, for sell- the same principals of the former
ing was dismissed last week its at- floor show with the addition of
torney stated that unless the de- Mile. Vanessl, who has returned
tailed policeman was removed from after a few month's absence. She is
as far as scenery is concerned, is the restaurant, It would apply lor an established favorite here and is
far from a "cheap nut." An esti- an injunction against police inter- an unusual dancer of ability and
mate from one in a position to know ference. Almost any of the op- personality. Frances Williams is
has the weeklv overhead at about pressed cabarets could have applied another "find" whose forte Is Jaaz
$4,000. At this rate "The Midnight for an injunction, but they didn't dancing and the warbling of syncoRounders" should show a profit at seem to care to relieve themselves pated melodies. In one of the numthe end of the season unless the "re- of the police in that way. It was bers
the boys from the orchesta
peats" necessary by the restricted
number of weeks take the edge off understood the general feeling has parade around with the performance
been
the
restaurant
men
"want
don't
on
the
floor.
The "Doll" episode,
It will
it the second time around.
fare better than any of the others to go up against the cops," thinking announced ds from the "Music Box."
they
would
Com*
eventually
receive
the
a whistling song and a currently
and wear longer.
worst of it by aggressive action, popular published number ore other
although the police persecution worthy
features.
Fanchon and
finally drove them out of business.
Marco, with their personal following, can stay here as long as they
"Pirate stuff" abounds in the like. Their dancing specialties are
waters outside the three-mile limit, still the outstanding hit of the show
off the Atlantic coast, according to despite the excellent talent which
By liquidating a judgment for the stories of the goings on. It's a supports them. Curtis Mann's or$355 which Barney Gerard and the thrilling tale in all of its details, chestra for show and dancing also
estate of Henry C. Miner held out-doing the Capt. Kidd adventures draws.
against him, Jack Johnson side- and booze Is the center of, if. Ships
Duilio
Sherbo's injunction su!t
He ap- coming in rum-laden have been
stepped the hoosegow.
peared before Sheriff Percy E. robbed in true pirate style by tugs against the Clover Gardens, Inc.
Nagle Tuesday and settled up after or small vessels going out to moot and Joseph C. Smith will be tried in
It made the circle for Jhe New York next week, having been
Justice Isidor Wasservogel of the them.
New York Supreme Court early In^rum runners who have been bilked placed on the short-cause cabman i.
colored
the
counterfeit
by
money, defaulters The musical contractor wishes to
December adjudged
pugilist guilty of contempt In fail- and every avenue of fraudulent enjoin Smith from playing at the
ing to appear for examination in dealings, with the booze conveyers Grand Central Palace dance plac
Jus- helpless to legally defend them- Smith has since severed bis connee
supplementary proceedings.
-The
tice John H. Tierney signed an selves, something the pirates also tlon at the Clover Gardens.
latter corporation has»countersu« d
to depend upon.
Arthur"
"Lfl
committing
order
At first the pirating was made for $10 600 on two causes. One Is
jail unless the balance due on the
judgment ($250 plus $105 costs) easy through the rum runners be- that Sherbo received two weeUs'
was paid by the middle of De- ing caught unawares. A liquor ship salary for his 49 musicians, totalwould allow a tug or small boat to ing $5,600, when not entitled to 11.
cember.
A warrant of attachment was come alongside when the crew of The second is that through misrepserved on Johnson before he set- seven or more from the smaller resenting the cost of the musicians
tled.
The judgment arises from a vessel would clambor aboard the per week he has been Overpaid
suit for $1,400 for breach of con- contraband with guns pointed, seize $6,000. Sherbo's contract Is for one
tract with the burlesque manager. as many cases as their boat would year, exclusively from last May. Ho
hold.
This was usually about 200 installed an orchestra with Bert
The capacity gate rover $50,000 at cases. Later the runners required Ambrose in charge, which was disa
signed
order be presented by some' charged Dec. 2 for alleged violaSquare
Garden
Madison
$7 top) at
last Friday night was a fistic mys- New York firm they knew before tions, such as lack of discipline Inanyone
could
come aboard. This feriority, card playing during busitery. Floyd Johnson and Bill Brennan were the contestants Hn the was quickly circumvented by the ness, cigarette smoking, etc.
presented
forged orders,
pirates,
who
main bout. But there was special
Rye whiskey has gone up a trifle
reason why all the fight bugs In continuing the piracy that still goes
In price since New Year's.
Good
town should have wanted to see the on.
rye
is selling at $86-$90;
was
no
There
heavies In action.
Scotch
Ernie Young's "Cave Follies of holds around $80-$85; gin is |$| a
title at stake, nor could either of the
men, through winning, demand a 11)23." current at the Orunewald case; Imported sherry, $55; Bicardi
match with the champion as a con- Hotel, New Orleans, Is in three rum, $80-$85 (although the phony
tender, at least not in the Immediate sections. The opening number of Bicardi sells at $50); beer at $3.'. a
barrel (120 bottles), and ale at $10Still, the Bale was stopped the first part Is a good flash runfuture.
One recent order of
at the Garden early Thursday after- ning to Dutch costuming with a $45 a barrel.
windmill
effect
in
the
millinery,
odd
50 barrels of beer was eold at $:'.i a
asked
and
noon and speculators
It
Is
led by. Anna barrel. Vintage champagne can be
apparently got $20 apiece for «dngle and novel.
Greenway, a preUy girl exuding a had at $105-$110 a case, in 10-case
tickets.
Johnson, hailing from the west, world of personality. A vocal sur- lots. It's a dealer's price for Clio not
has five knock-outs to his credit, prise occurred in the singing spe- 1911. To bring out the difference
but against mer, not of high calibre cialty of Lloyd Garret, who pos- when a layman is buying directly, a
Brennan is considered the best trial sesses a rich tenor voice. Another layman recently bought 30 cases of
horse for heavyweight aspirants, Incident during the initial stanza the same C liquet, paying $125 a case
and with Floyd doped as a possible was a "pop" number headed by for it. In Chicago now the market
future champion, public interest Bddie Matthews, shot through for quotation for good Scotch Is $105 a
was easily fanned by "box office" a swift and snappy effect. The case, with good Scotch aa rye *
Storlet in the spotting pages of the •tuccppiiing third of the performance rarity out there.
brought forward Mile. Marion and
dailies.
Liquor prices are dpwn a little in
The bout Went the limit of 15 Martinez Kindall (recently at the
Marigold Gardens, Chicago) In a Chicago and those on the inside edit
the
on
rounds, with Johnsoi always
winning end. He forced the fighting waltz specialty. The spins of the get Some good Scotch at a pri< •>
Miss lower than has been known here
and four or five times staggered girl got popular acclaim.

SPORTS

.

-

.

1

Jack Btrouse landed In his blackface specialty. "At the Telephone
•by Johnny li.vnian. which Stron -.•
played around on the small time. The
idea is still stronger than the de,"'

but Htrotise will make the
grade, for he has lots of stuff and Is
improving. His voice is a big asset,
tlm'O song's mixed in his routine
livery,

landing solidly.

=T»

CABARET

Lillian Wa hburn wa< graceful,
sweet and melodious out front h'a«'_
ing "A Symphony In Drees," barked

<•<
pnrf u man e*
t
Pi enn.-m, v. hnj
was given In the Garden two years
ago, when it to«»u Jack Dempsey IS
Jack at
roui ds to km*i< hini out.
the time said ho was out of condition, which was later found to be
At that, Dempsey is the
correct.
only man who did put the k. o. on
•

i

(Continued on page 33)

way 'h mimt.. r in front w.u. recently. J..
Mil ward IV, in chh
lots, is quoted at $100 a case; Black
evidently employed for Its contra
ing effect.
an,d White, in case lots. $100; Old
The nnal section of the entertain- Dawson Curio, $!I0 a case; gin (with
ment cemented the general appeal, usual Gordon label) in case lot*.
It
held a "pearl" Incident.
Mile $35 a case (also the New York
Marion did a Salome bit that left price); Piper Heidslrk champagne,
lit'ip
to the imagination.
A pub- 24 pints to case at $90 a case, anJ
* llshed
(Continued on pago 32)
melody was used for the.
ll fi i

.

i t
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VARIETY
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WEEK
NEXT
VAUDEVlLLI

BILLS

open for the week

hoi

(All

nodtostsd

(JAN. 22)

Monday math

wltb

according ta booking

In divisions,

bslew ara grouped

billa

KEITH CIRCUIT

Keith's Palaca
Vincent Lopes Ca

Ben Welch
Ruby Royce

(Two

(Others to

Runaway*

Durl DeKcreJardo
Joa Howard's Rev

Gilbert Wells

(Two

Bddle Nelson
•Here There A
Judson Cole

(Others to

Keith's Koyal
R Valentino

Deagon A Mack
4b

B

Tyson

Bon Dodger

(Others to

BAB Wheeler

TAB

Anderson A Graves
•Johnnie Burns
The Rlos
2d half
•Nat Jerome Co

A

•Russell

Marconi

FAR BOCK AWAY

Dance Creations

I

A Rlcardo
A Freed
Donovan A Lee

W

Cooper
Moore

Mass' Broadway
I

(One

Miss Ioleen
(Others to fill)
Moss' Coltaeass

Harry Roae

Sabina
FAT
Ben Welch

A Mails

•Iibbett

Leavltt

fill)

2d half

Leonore Kern Co
Franklyn Ardell Ce
Moaconl Bros
Arena Bros
fill)

A

RAW
(Two

Moss' Flajbush
Dooley A Morton

to

Co

Little Cottage
(Others to fill)

A Nina
fill)

2d half

Lyric

DARL MacBOYLE

fill)

2d half

(Others to fill)
Keith's Jefferson

Jack Wilson Co

•Up A Downtown
Willie Solar

Llbonatl

Two RozHla*

A Sou'a
Howard A Clark
Sftmaroff

May- Wirth Co

McCarthy Sis
Ruby Royce

Ramblers
Eddie Borden
Warden Bros

(Others to fill)
2d half (21-21)

(Two

TR1X

ORPHflM CIRCUIT
Juliet

Judson Cole
•Here There A E

(Two

Worden Bros
(Others to fill)
2d half
Will Mahoney
Claire Vincent Ce

Booth A Nina
Llbonatl

fill

Aunt Jemima Co
Donovan .A Lee

Chief Caupollcan

A Bradford
•Gray A Toung

Miller

Baa] Bek
VictoriaA Dupree
Proctor's 125th St.
Co
Pol:
•May Pollard
Co
Fa
Alfntd Farrell
,'oates
C<

(Others to

Dooley &

Co

An4er*aa A Graves
Moore A Goodwin
•Russell

A Sambo

Arthur Huston Co
Proctor's Mth St.
2d half (18-21)

Edwards A. Beasley
•Royal Revue
Janls A Chaplow
Barnum Was Right
Christie A Willis
Phil Cook
lat half (22-24)
Elsie White

Orpheum
Lytell A Fant
Four Rubin! Sis
Blsnn City Four
to

fill)

2d half

May McKay A

S!s

A Ruble*
Robbins Family
M A A Clark
Dancing Mioee

Salle

K-

& RsmRden

•Ellnore

41KI

A Love

D'eeny (Pntnnns Bid*.

>

1

•PhondeM Four

Virginia Five

2d half
T.aura Pierpont

BOSTON

Lew Seymour Co
Sampson A I'ougla?

B. F. Keith's

tot
Clark & Bergman

Margie foares

ft

:i

.

Hall

The

YvSttS Rugel

B C

llillinm
.Sharp a Revue

•

Shea's

A B

bcMa Baker
/ ni'n

A

B

tyne &
Drels

H

Janet

of"

Frsneo

Brown A Whitaket
Tbe Briants

IG'RM'NTOWN. PA.
Orpheom
Mcnree Bros

Bird Children

Zlegler

J.

FREEMAN

BOOKING WITH ALL

NEW YORK

•

BRYANT M17

Phone:

Sharroeks
Texas Four

Dennos

Bradna

Sis

T A C

A Caron

(Mobile split)
Palace

Sswyer A Eddy
Flaherty A Stoning
Ned Nestor Co
Glad Moffrtt

Dsn

Fitch's Mlns

VW

BRI NSWICK

Traps
Bobby^J^rvls Co
Joseph Browning
Aunt DiiiAh Band
(One to fill)
Winifred K Brown
Psul Hill <o
Tempest & PicVs'n
MuaU-al Nouses
(One to fill)

(Richmond

split)

Academy
1st hs?f

Yates

A

tO Miles

Carson

Fm

B

Mullen

Right or Wrong
Reed A Austin
Cevene Troupe

Revue La Petite
Capitol
Stanley Tripp

I'roctor's
(

Vacea
Alex Sparks Co
Mason A Gwj nne
May Miller Co

Williams A King
Thornton A King
Frankie Wilson
(One to fill)

w'y

Four Bards

PHILADELPHIA
B. F. Keith's

Thomas R Shea Ce

Sampsell

WSecond
Cor

Entrance

4

From Ten' land
Wright A D S.s
B Hughes A o
*

<

Frank Farron

Co

half—
Cornelia

Franconi Opera Co
Alice Hamilton
Barnum Was Right
Palarv
J Syncopated MisseLeddy A Leddy
ilrare Yal.

hi .:'

Jones A Bay

Howard

t

TOLEDO

Band

l'on'»s

Summers Puo
id *

,

'•
<

'Tanln'

CHICAGO

Zelda Stanley

r

A-

Aubrey

l.c

Wagon

Holly or lh>

I'ol'lcs

Ron).-

•

Mi.

ii

«

>ff

A

<

;i«.

J

to

Willie

a
irovlnl
y
Rose
rimiininii'.w 11
ut<r«

Carlo*

s- iblnl

i

El

Palace

Gold*
:-

I'Mm.

II

\"

-.

\

mniir A

,<

..

•

•..rr..

t,..,

o.

'

1

n»t !e

•'

re

•

'•

'

r
•

.

:»

&i

'

';

.i

::•
I.i

Di vton

.\

v

Bird

i

»

'

Sin.il-y

«ce

Louis London

Ml(
Palace
.

i

Regent

?d half
.,

I

LANSING,

^MNT.
i

Du

.

Nora orth

.ii.'

half

,e-

Bi rrj

r

•

A|?e

•

Kerr a Eftslgn
B obby UdtunXi.

i-nt inV \.,t

N> d

il

i

S«t

<

.'.

i':i

l

Charles O!oott Co

IND.

K.
\ Irtury

Cann

IND.

Strand
Bro*

vn .i

fll!)

F.VNS\ | Li

'

iSelds

Ca!t«»

Bros

Id

fll!)

KOLOMO.

Co

ar.i

V.

Ri rn.\

(<>ne to

half

:<1

Will

Bow'v

to

Seymour A .Vnette
Walter Peerrival CO
Louis London
Corradln^a Animals

mi)

:.i

Nash A O'Donnell

2d half

Francis

f

to

iae

•

WATLK1H

Wilson
Three Romnnos
cherles

Inei Henley

V

',rar«. Valentine Co
Holland A >.!- q
Justa A M R« «ie

Farrell Taylor Trio

La Snlle Garden
Kohan Japs

CsmMle Trio

•

Regent
n A Pup'-esse

DETROIT

td half
Th« Adrolts

Whits

.

Thelnm

fill)

Hlgglns A Bates
Bddle

T.allf

Arthur 'Lloyd
Melville A Rule

Broadway

-—

KALAMAZOO

Will J Ward Co
Morton A Jewell
(Two to fill)

(<

SP'GFIELD. MASS.
Pa In re

1

James H Cullen
Kane Morcy A M

Lsvarre
Margaret Moreil

2d half

CARY
Hi

O.

F. Keith's

W

(Others to

Tr?

I

Lloyd A Goode
Grew Pates Co
Anatol Frledl'nd Co

fill)

DAYTON.
II.

P A

Boms

:d half

B. F. Krilh'*

-...,-.
(Others to

Kenny A Mollis
•
Bob Hall

W. Randolph

Alelino

I'd

piay*

Bremen A Edv

M

A

L'nhard

State snd Randolph Rta
floor over Drug Store

1'enS

Palnee

Downey A Claridgo
Bron-n A LaveMe

THE LANGWELL

(Tin.-

A

Knapp A

bill

A-

Vine.'nt Lopey.

Mullen A Francis
Mazel Urrcn Band

Petersburg 2«Orlando 11-17)

i

N.

Benson

Virtoria
(22-:^)

Vanderbllts

2d half
Stanley Tripp
Brent Hayes

Dr. M. Q.

Sisters

INDIANAPOLIS

123 W. 44th St.. New York
The Best $1.00 Dinner in Town.
TOM HARRISON. Manager

Lura Bennett Co

Prices within resson to the profession.

Tel sal;

TAMPA. FLA.

St.
26.

A Capman
A Odcn
Barnum Was Right
Ruby Norton

DENTIST

M'C'm'lt A Winehil'
Ruloff A Elton
2d half
Vovelty Pierrettos
Aleianfer A Fields

A R

Lepl

Msrshons

1st half

M

A

Harvey Haney A G
Dave Quixano Co
Frazer A Bunco

Csrpos Bros
Lsmey A Pearson
Grey & Old Rose
Burns & Wilson

HARTFORD

A

Romsnos

Hippodrome
Skelly Helt Revue

(Will.es-Bro split)

Francis

INnV

Palace

Monti

CLEVELAND

Ryan Co

Revue

Poll's

Maaon A Shaw

A

Rubeviile Four

SCRANTON, PA.

A Capman

WAYNE,

FT.

Maxon A Brown

BoKtock's School

Nash A O'Donnell
Ruby Norton

(Snme

flll>

Holland

2d half

Girl

Lew Coops

Miller

MllleV

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

2d half
O'Nefl Sisters
J C Lewis Co

2d halt

B.-F. Keith's
Maxine A Bobbie

flll>

Sisters

rarl Rosinl Co

to

Three Msrshons

SYRACIKE

NEW ORLEANS

to

2d half

CINCINNATI

Palace

Mollis

(Two

Haven

2d half
J A E Jsmes
Mr and Mrs W Hill Tork A Mavbello
Fridkin A Rhode
Clinton A Rooney

NEW HAVEN

Bofctock's School

NEWPORT
J Rosam'rt Johnsoa
Cook Smith A Cook
Williams A Daisy

(Two

Three

Kenny A
Bob Hall

Ed Lowry

Robbie Gordone
Block A O'Donnell
A Gerard

Millership

F'slm'ns
fill)

Burns A Lorslno
Alden Revue
Jlmmie Dunn
(One to fill)

Franconi Opera Co

Telaak A Dean
Howard's Ponies
Palace
Holden A Graham
Brent Hayes
Sampsell A L nharl

A
to

Colonial

RG

IU

Cummlnr*
York A Maybell
Coley A Jaxon
Nnkae Japs
(Two to AID

Hank Brown Co

Off Ice Wagon
Dolly of the Follies

II

(Four

Palace
A' Austin
Grant A Wallace
Vsn A Carrie Avery
Edith Clifford

Slatko'a

Man

2d half

Cook Smith A Cook
Cook A Oatman
Maurice Golden Co
(Two to fill)

Shrlner

Br'.scoe

Summers Duo
Ann Grey
Thomas J Ryan Co
Hank Brown Co
Lura Bennett Co

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
SUITE 807, ROMAX BLDG.
245 West 47th Street

Olympla

Johnny Reynolds

2d half
Sager Midgely Co
Frorenl
Fink's Mules

POLI CIRCUIT
BRIDGEPORT
Thomas J

O'Meara

OFFICRS

NORFOLK

R.'os

ERIE. PA.

Homer Ilomains
Fenton A Fields

Echo f: Kya
Rhodes Ai Watson
Show Off
Mi Lsughlla

I»exter

Colonial

BUFFALO

Sheldon

A

Aldine

:A H

W

Poll's

2d half

Co

Patters'n

NEW BEDFORD

Nakae Japs

F1T(

Geo F Moore Co
Wilson Bros
Three Lordons
(One to fill)

W'LM'NGT-N, DEL.

BAB
Wheeler
A J Mandell

State

N

Barber * Jackson

'

Mack A Reading
Lee Kids
Tom Smith
Alva DeroES Co
ALLENTOWN, PA.

(Two

Moore A Goodwin
•Kavanaugh A E Co
Flnlsy IM1 Co

Stor. v

Miss Merle Co

•Kavannugh A E

N. J.

Proctor's
•Julia Arthur Co

A

Hartley

Co

K

fill)

BILL JACOBS

Qua Edwards Rct
Jim McWilliams

The Diamonds

XT'

2d half

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

Owen McGiveney

T A

White Black A
(Two to flll>

YORK. PA.

Willie Schenck

2d, half

Esther Trio
Dlx'e Hamilton
Arthur Sullivan Co
Bloom A Sher

Empire

Opera House
Mae Francis

Direction:

2d half

CHAS.

Bell

ELIZABETH.

lohertyt

•

Schlchtl's Mar' j.'i
2d half

2d half
Cecilia Weston

fill)

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

•Sharron

Steven"!

to

OflBelal Dentist fa tha H. V. A.

Proctor's
Bobby Butler
Dixie Four
Nellie Nichols

Cy Compton Co
MrGrnth A Deeds

A

(Two

Lyric
(Atlanta split)
1st half

ALBANY

Dotson

fill)

to

Harry Hayden Co
Smythe * James
The Frabells

fill)

A E James
A Rooney
Marks A Wilson

"Landau's S'r'n'd'ra
Mabel Burke Co

(Two

Dairy

Clinton

Eddie Nelaon

fill)

"Palace

J

BOBBY "UKE" HENSHAW
And ENCORE

A Donegan

to

A %

Franklin A Hail

FALL RIVER

Creations

B. F. Keith's
Paul Decker Co
Venlta Gould

Proctor's

2d hslf

A Fant
Four Rubinl Sisters
Bison City Four
Lytell

BIRMINGHAM

fill)

(Others to

(Two

Weston Co

F'slm'ns

MANCHESTER

Coley A Jaxon
J Rosam'd Johnson

2d half (26-21)

WASHINGTON

SCHENECTADY.
Lllletta

Robblns Family
Marie A Ann Clark
Dentin? Shoes

Charles AlthofT
Thomas Sextet

Eftihe

Sis

Salle

Read & Selman

l

Gordon A Ford
John Clark
Arnaut Three

Able O. H.

W

Kay Hamlin A

•Riltmore Band

FA.

to

Kuehn

Reyn'lds

Driftwood

NASHVILLE

I

(Shrevfport *plit)
1st half
Halo A Bro
Millard A Martin

(Two

Angel A Fuller
Rose Clare

Prlnress
1st bait

May McKay A
A Robles

Partner

1st half

K A E

(Louisville split)

Harris

E ASTON.

A Herman
Rae E Ball A Bro
BATON KOI (.E
Columbia

A LeRoy

Follls

2d half

Moss A Frye

Mile Leitzell

Valdo Me'.rs A V
Bobby Randall
(One to fill)

fill)

Keith's Slst St.

Margie

to

Moss* Itiviera

A

Cartmell

Cm nova

and OLIVER
a "Song Symphony-'

Mabel Burke Co
Bddie Borden

fill)

A George
Lane A Harper
Dillon A Parker
Claude A Jfarion

A

fill)

to

Malinda A Dade

ha'lf

Williams

A

(One

Smythe A James
(Two to fill)

A Lang

2d

Shrlner

2d half
Cornell I.eona

Wha Four
Arabian Knights

7

Two Roiellas
TTwo to fill)

Jahrl

Herbert Ashley Co

Chung

Moran A Mack
Maurice Dlam'd Co

Trio

fill)

y Olympla
Johnny Revnolds

CAMBRIDGE

Gilfoyle

-

Seal

LYNN, MASS.

Central Square
Fridkin A Rhode
Inness A Ryan

N. Y.

Web

Wonder

half

2<1

to fill)
1st half (22-24>

2d hslf

Turner Bros

Moran A Mack
Elsie White

The Ructters
Bender A Armstr'g
Moody A Duncsn
Hotel Statler Band
Meyers A Hansford
Lorraine Mlnto Ce
Joe Cook
Alexanders A Smith

Maryland
Shaw A Lee

PERRONE
(Others to fill)
Mesa' Regent

to

B. F. Keith's
11 Shields

A

Wayne

(One to

BUM

A Landauer

Little

Temple

BALTIMORE

,

Cecilia

SAVANNAH

Creations
(Others to fill)
2d half (26-28)

DETROIT

A Elton

(One

Van A Vernon

(Jacksonville split)

fill),

Jimmy Lucas Co

Ebbs Co
Three Whirlwinds
A A F Stedmsn
Harry Joleon Co

Mason A G wynne

Wardell A La Costa
Phil Davis
Clifford

A Romaine

Juliet

Wm

2d half
Miller Co

Rutoff

Jimmy Lucas Co

COUNT

J

JrffVrson

May

Plsano

COLUMBUS
I

Colonial

Benny Barton's Rev

A

1st hslf (22-24)

Hill

Furman A Evans
Morris A Shaw
White Black A U

Ruby Royce
Inman Wkefleld Co
Walsh A Ellis
May Wirth Co
•McLynn A Sully

CTICA. N. Y.

Sisters

Bernt

Klaiss

(Others to

N. Y. City: Bryant I4S4

Novelty JMerrettos
Williams A King

(22-24)

(Others to fill)
2d half
Calif

St..

Thornton A King
Henry's Melody Six
(One to fill)

Johnny Burke
(One to fill)

Arena Bros

49th

Nlxdn A Sans
All at Sea
AUBURN, N. Y.

,Emma Raymond Co
Thompson A Covin

1st half

W.

A

Preasler

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.
116

(Others to flin
Keith's Proepert
2d half (16-21)

to

Rogers

8torey
Schlchtl's Mar'n'tes

A K Marlon Murray
Aronwlu
MT. VERNON. N.Y. Rose
Ray A Emma Dean
Proctor's
Mltty A Tlllio
2d half (18-21)
Lillian Shaw
•Mrs R Valentino
The Sterlings

Exclusive Material of Bvsry Description.

(Others to fill)
2d half (25-28)
Gilbert Wells

(Two

Fallon

A

Dooley

tikatelle

Cahlll

Fern, Bigelow

W

half

2<1

Spider's

Three Odd Chaps

Proctor's
2d half (18-21)

Nellie Nichols

VA.

Temple

A Band

The Doctor's Shop
John Geiger
Moore A Elliott
Gary A Baldl

Strand

|

Mr A Mrs

YONKERS,

Co
Dixie Four

ROCHESTER

A Johnson

A Toy

HOBOKEN

Bob A Tip
Murray A Gerrlsn
Marga Waldron Co

2d half

Gray Sisters
Ed Morton
Viola May Co
Lyons A Tosco

Fred Bowers Rev
Bryant Stewart

Cy Compton Co

Arnaut Three

Geo LeMairo Ce

v

A
A

Fiake

Shirley

Olson

M Montgomery
Haney A Morgan
Harmonyland

The Duponts
Reilly

Eva

Al Stryker
Stanley A Wilsons

split)

rkt half

Furman A Nasn

combe A Nevlns
Flanlgan A M'rlson

in

Columbia,
2d half

ATLANTA
(Birmingham

Princess

(Sunday opening)
Sherwoexl A Bro

Williams A Taylor
Bert Levy
Aileen Stanley
Joe Laurie Jr

N A

The Doctor's Shop

Lllletta

Pedestrianism
2d half

B

COLUMBIA

Clare's Minstrels

to fill)
1st half (22-24)

Keith's Hamilton
Gordon A Ford

to

,

Joe Darcy

•Landau's Ser'n'd'rs
Thompson A Covin

A V

The Sirens
(Two to fill)

(Two

Sheldon

Mnslc Hnll
Stanley

Farnum

Elm City Four
Kramer A Griffin

Willie Solar

Tom Smith
T A K O'Meara

Murray A Maddox
Polly Moran

MONTREAL

(One

Combe A Kevins
Plsno Three
Valdo Meers

A

Ray Conlin
Ormsbce A Remig

fit.

Osborne Trio
Carter A Cornish
Anderson A Burt
Healy A Cross
Rsdmond A Wells

1st half

Baggott

(Others to fill)
Keith's Greenpolnt
2d half (18-21)
Eddie Nelson
Tower A Darrell
•Arnette Sis
Palermo's Dogs
Old Vaudevillians

Moos' Franklin
Little Cottage
Moore A Freed
Mammaux A Rule

10:.tli

BAH
Glencoe

ARTISTS'

fill)

A Doman
J Farnum
Elm City Four
Kramer A Griffin

A Doman

Stanley
J

to

LEWISTON. ME.

Seal
2d half

Prank Van Hoven
•Julia Arthur Cs

Lee Kids

Roanoke

Spoor A Paraons
Laugh! in A West
Choy Ling Hee Tr

Pallenberg's Bears

ASHEVILLE

fill)

Foster A Dog
Princess Winonah

Roxy La Rocca
Duncan Sis
Powers A Wallace

,

ROANOKE,

(One

Wonder

2d half

Y.

Howard Nichols
Mack A Reading

Lane A Freeman
Boggs A Wells
Boudinl A Bernard
McLellan A Carson
Pepita Granados

split)

TO

No. 4

A Dado

Franklin A Hall
Herbert Ashley Co
Marks At Wilson

John Geiger
Gary A Baldl
Moore A Elliott
Watts A Hawley

WILTON!

Proctor's

1st half

Lyric

2d half

Malinda

Web

•

(Norfolk split)
Lyric

1st half

The Diamonds
<One to fill)

Bijou

DIRECTION:

TROY, N.

A Price
A Fink

(New Orleans

Palace
Sovereigns

Mac

Columbia
(Auguata split)

Mary Haynea Co
The Vivians

Sablna

to

Mel Klee
The Hayseed
(One to fill)

Palermo's Boys
Roberts

(Others to fill)
2d half

CLEVELAND

Dixie Hamilton
Bloom A Slur-

George Morton
Maurice Golden Co
(One to fill)

1st hslf

MOBILE

Esther Trio

•

Mack A Stanton
BANGOR. ME.

REPRESENTATIVE

RICHMOND

Gene Greene
dossier A Luahy
Brown A Barrows

LAWRENCE
Empire

Howard
Boy A Doyer

Manning A Hall

THE LIVE WIRE

fill)

2d half

Fields

B'd'rick

Washington St.
A Hsyes

Tock

Mae Francis

Notional

Ford

to

A Lang
Goorge Morton
7 Arabian Knights
(One to fill)

fill)

Spider's

fill)

2d half

A Msrle
(Three to fill)

N A

T.

(One to

Betty Washington
Guilfoyle

Russell

NEXT TO CLOSING
INTERSTATE TIME NOW

ALF

Geo F Moore Co
Wilson Bros
Three Lordons
(One to fill)

LOUISVILLE

A Opp
Madam Herman
Lydell A Macey

'

(Two

(Nashville split)

Dave Roth

fill)

Adams A Moun

Stewart

ceo LeMalre Ce

to

Majestic
Stone & Francis
Eager Midgely Co
Frozen!

Harry Watkina
Holmes A Hollister
Manno A Martin
Thompson A Byron
(One to fill)

Oliver

2d half

Gus Fowler
Bryant

Mel Klee

The Hayseed

Morris

Fern

AND

Co
Weber A Rldnor
READING. PA.

to

A Brown
Odd Chaps

A Oatman
A Shaw

Cook

Gordon's Olympla

Laura DeVlne Co
Sandy fc'haw
(Two to fill)

MOVED FROM

Mollle Fuller
-

.(One to fill)
2d half

B. F. Keith's
La Tog's Models

Noel Lester Co

Craig Campbell
Richard Keane Ce

Will Mahoney

(Two

(One

A Lockwo'd

Keith's Orphean*
Dolly Sis

Keith's Ferdhasa

fill)

Manno A Martin
Crawford A
Thompson A Byron

W

Van Cleve A Pete
(Two to fill)

Kanawaxa Japs

to

Main Street
Harry Watklns
Holmes A Holllster

Bashwlck
Vera Gordon Co
Hsrry Conley Co
Johnny Burke
Bill Genevieve A
Keith's

•Edna Aug Co

|

Broadway
Noel Lester Co

CINCINNATI

J Mandell

A8BIRY FABK

BROOKLYN

Harry Mayo Co

A

(One

mi)

to

E. F. Albee
China Blue Plate
Trlxie Friganza
Demarest A C'llettc
Ten Eyck A Wiley

A N
LONG BRANCH

Chicago

Diamond Co
Aunt Jemima Co

(Two

I

Colonial

Powell
-Three

(Scollsy 6q.)

MURPHY

PROVIDENCE

Lovcnberg Sis

Suite 1313, Masonic Temple Bldg.

2d half

M

Eens'tlonal Qirards
(Two to fill)

The Marios
Frank Devoe Co
Eastman A Mcore
La France A Byron

'

Bates

HAVERHILL

Jack Little
Hayes A Beck
Nathane A Sully

BOB

Rooney Co

A

Chung Wha Four
(Two to fill)

Pantheon Singers
(One to fill)
Gordon's Olympln

2d half
Joeie

Adams A Moun

BOSTON

California Ramblers

=

-~»

fill)

Redfleld

Boston
Samaroff A Sonla
Wells A Robins
Du For Boys

Lynn

Aunt Dinah Band
(One to fill)

A

BOSTON KEITH CLHCUIT

N. Y.

WHITE PLAINS

Bird Children
Joseph Browning

lat half

Affiliated Circuits

to

Hlgglns

Drlftwocd

Traps
Lydla Barry

Dsncing McDonalds
D Tsylor Co
Sampson A Douglas

(Two

Monroe A Mae
Mile Modiste

2d half

N.J.

2d half

Hugh Emmett Co

Clifford Wayne Trio
(Two to fill)

Dancing McDonalds

Husbands Thrse

1st half

Haselle

2d half
Wardell A LaCosta
Phil Davis

Phelps

Re vug

Alice Hamilton

Polls
(Scranton split)

Stsnley

J C Mack Co

Flolnflrld

(Savannah split)
Arcade

WILLIE BERGEK, Book'g Hgr.

Columbia

Hawthorne A Cook
Henry A Moore
Loneeome Manor

PLAINFIELD.

JACKSONVILLE

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

John Regsy Co
(Two to fill)

Wilton Skt

Booth

and

Finlay Hill Co

Keith's Alhambra
Fanny Brica

May

Follies

Orpheum, B. F. Keith (Western) W. V. M. A.

Paramount Four

Dorothy Ramcf
Three Melvln Bros

FATWirth

B. F. Keith's

Patrlcola

fill)

Wells Vs

Colonial Follies
Camilla's B'rds

fill)

Harry Mooro
Burns A Lynn
The Weak Spot

WITH

Frank Van Hoven

* West
Robt Rellly Ca
Healy
The Cansinos
Harrison A Dakfn

to

A

Newhoff

Wyeth A Wynne
Maker A Redford
Joseph K Wstson
Bight Blue Demons

INDIANAPOLIS

Booking Exclutively

Virginia Serenaders

to

Hometown

Davis
Bros

Garclnettl

The Hnrtwclls

Praetor's tSd St.

Keith's Cetsalal
Ernest Ball

(Two

(Two

Chester Devere
So This Is Br'dwsy
Marie Sparrow

2d half

PITTSBURGH

2d half
Cello A Mary

Johnson A Hayes
Rose A Moon

Follies
2d half
II Ziegler

L A

fill)

N. J.
Capitol
Stanley A Elbert
Stanley A Ber.ies
Paul Hill Co

A M

Justa

W'K'H B-RRE, PA.

Olympic
JahrJ A George
Lane A Harper
Keene A Williams
Claude A Marlon
(One to fill)

TRENTON.

Bddle Whits

Gardner A Aubrey
Leddy.A Leddy
Husbands Three
Rome A Gaut

W T RTOWN.

Four TUerons
Smith A Barker

Pells

The Adrolts

Jones A Bay
Hasel Green Co

A Bernes
Hsrry Rsppi
Anderson A Tuls

Vsn A Corbett

Edmunds Co
Nswhoff A Phelps
Ben Meroff Band

'

Van

fill)

W

Majeetle

(Three to

Shea's

The Rooneys
Xovacs A Goldser
Hsrry Kshns
Al Bhsyne
Kerr A Weston

R

WRCSTTs .MASK

A Graham

Benson Melene Co

Musical Nosses
2d hslf
Horsce Laird
Shsplro A Jordsn

TORONTO

Dorothy Taylor Co

Hanlon A Clifton
Sbura Rulowa Co

Hometown

Owen McGlveney

Al Wohlman
Ith Ave Minstrels

Vane
Gordon * Rica
(One ta fill)
Sybil

to

H.T,

(One to

HARRISBVRG

Jack Wilson Co
McCarthy Sis

Artlatic Troat

(One

2d half
Stanley A Elbert

Anderson A Yuel
Shapiro A Jordan
Hugh Emmett Co
Harry Rappl

Dotson

6th Ave Minstrels
(Others to fill)
2d half (25-28)

Barclay A Chain

Gautler's Br'klaycrs

Adgemeat

'

{2i-:<)

Locsl
Lydls Barry
Indoor Sports

CHESTER. PA.

fill)

Kiit Ho
Tenny A Allen
Maureen Englin
Frank Farnurn Co
Texas Four
Bradna

fill)

1st half

Francia

to

AM ST' HI) AM,

Marga Waldron Co

fill)

•Mrs

Van

(Two

A Mack

Moran

A

Stene

Shura Rulowa Co

Franklyn Ardell

Four Camerons
Travera A Douglas
Sargent A Marvin
Lea-la A Dody
Four Phillip*
to

Hanlon A Clifton

Benny Barton's Rev
Maggie Clifton Co

Keith's RIveralde

Lyric

A Haley •
The Show Off
Santos A Hayes
Valentine A Bell
Crafts

2d half
Welia A Burt
Parados
Eape A Dutton
Fred Lewis
Connor's Danceland

fill)

2d half

fill)

Proctor's sth Ave.
2d hslf (11-21)

•Herbert Clifton
(Others to All)

to

A Plunkett
Andre A Girls
(One to fill)
Was. Peaa
Chester De Vere

M

HAMILTON, CAN.

Hmlto

Johnson A Hayea
Roae A Moon

A Dean

•Dayton

•Edna Aug Co
When Love's Young
Ruth Royo

Orphean
Van Cello A Mary

i

Burke Barton A

Casting Campbells

Ann Grey

Hill SoSS

Lebr A Kennedy
So This la Br'dway

Mary Jayne
Valerie Bergere
Hall Ermine A B
Patrlcola A Towns

O'Neil

Sisters

Richmond

Cornelia

Revue

Holden

KKW
le

Knapp A
Slatko'a

2d half

LKFFRBTS AVINIE,
GARDENS. L. I.

XtS

Dsnny Dugan Co

Florence Brady
Lang A Blakely

CHATTANOOGA

ALTOONA, TA.

•Davis Bros A T
(Others to fill)
2d half (2S-2S)

CITY

A

Keystone
Lovsn Trio
Gene Morgsn

Four Aces

Beaumont

HUGH HERBERT

Williams

Pelle

Howard A Sadler

Empress

Tho miDiiv tn which tbaaa bill* ara prlntod daaa Bat denot* ths reisuva
Importance of acta nor thalr program positions
• bafora nams doaotoo act <a doing now turn, or reappear! ag after ah
from vaudeville, or appearing ta city whora Uatad for tha Oral time.
4.

MRU KlKk

Boreo
Davis

GRAND RAPIDS

offices supplied

A

Ellnore

Una Munson Ce
Lynn A Howland
Gautler's Toy Shop

>

Ths

A Bobbie

Taylor

• b»t a* I otherwise

••.

Kennedy Co

J

TUEATRIt)

IN

Clown Seal
Rooney A Bent Rev

Joseph Ranhla

Friday, Janu-iry 13, 1023

=

—*

.V.( r>-

1

Co

LEXINGTON, KY.
Ben AU
* D
v
Go
Let's
RuU
Melville *

Orpheam
Gray
Bob Murphy .
Werner Amoroi t
Chapman Revue
KM IIMOND. INI).
Murray

Respleadent
2d half
Lavarre

PAW
Leipslg

A

Sealo
,
O'Nell Sisters

„ „
Margaret * Morelle
Gladys Delmar Co
(One to AU)
:

A

Barry

(Two

2d haft

Hennings
JAWBeard
Natalie Harrison

(One

Mack A Velmar

Lillian

1st half

2d half
Caite Bros

Julie Edwards
Lillian Oonne

Alden RevUe Burns A FranHs
Morton Jewell Co
Three Voices

(One to

IND.

Tax Expert.
105 West 40tb St.. N. Y.
Phone Ptnn. 6887.
I ran prepare and file your returni even when you
are not in 'Now York.
Write me about your circumstances and I will ask you for such detalU

Liberty

i

Certified Public Accountant.

/Tnnaha Japs
Kerr & Ensign

A Symons

Toni Gray Co
Natalie Harrison Co

Bernivicl Bros

nu>

2d half
ft Loraine
Larry Comer
Novelty Larkins

as

Id half

A

Carney

Burns

nerd.

I

.lack Strouse

,

to All)

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
CHICAGO

.

A

Gibson

Orpheam

Conncll

Frawley A Louise
(Sunday opening)
Eddie Foy Co
Belle Montrose
Walters A Walterc

MUler

A

Open Week
Main Street Fellies
Fred Ardath

Fred'r'k*

Sisters

Three Dalace Sis
Morris A Campbell

Herberts

Frank Whitman

Meehan A Newman

N. J.

MARGUERITE DeVON

Hello Everybody

Gertrude Hoffman

HAG

HAW
Lander
McCoy A Walton

with "The Sheik'* Favorite"

KXCI.rWVI DIRECTION Ok*
WEBER A FRIEDLANDER

Carey Benson A
Billy

OMAHA. NEB.

C Emmy's Pets
Paisley Noon Co
(Two

to nil)

McDevltt K A
Bill Robinson

Orpheum

D D H?

Letter Writer
Eric Zardo
Burke A #-Durkln

Rath Bros

PORTLAND. ORE.
Orpheam

Bernard A Carry
DeWItt Burns A T

(Sunday openicg)
A Kokin
foogan A Cas-y

Sorel

Flo Talbot

Majestic
Frolic* of 103t
Herman Timberjr

(23-24)

Novell

plays

bill

KANSAS CITY
Main Street
(SundaV opening)

Boo Andy Gump

Rey

El

The Storm
(Two to fill)

Orpheam
Grace Huff
Little Billy

Williams A Wolfus
Roynl Gascolgn n s
Kaudlnl
ftudell A DUR.in

Sistera

(Sunday onenlng)
Perrone A Oliver

Purcell
Claire

PAUL

NEW YORK

Adolphus

Bellis

Golden Gate
(Sunday npt-ning)

Bits

Wayne A Warren
Pletro

HEMMENDINGER,

E.

M

West

WE

E

.1

ER

I.

A

Wilton

Inc.

New York

(One
Yioser f*o

Shaw

Ai.in

rollier

Corinne Tllton

«'i>

Orpheum

MEMPHIS

Sunday np^ninu)
Circumstantial Bv

Sally

Rabb

Hushes
'•'l'

>

(Sunday

i|i

t

«

•

;

•.!

:

I

•

nto

\

l lf s tii

ft

h.-\

<

I

ntilieS

win

(

;••<>!•

,•

.

Hackett a
\\ •

A

i

•.

>|

ft
«t-

•

IP'- Ill

r

.

Merlin
>.ie

I

ii'«

I

.1

•!

•

<

»'l

I

A.

c

Or|iiiem%i

As)

V

tu

1.

'" 'it,.:

Roj

il

half

i

i

.

rong >< T
Mol ..

M

Haf man

t

io

Lew Wl non

'ill

<

>ne

ft

to

M
,i

n-

The

Pi '

Flaggntl

•

.

I

r.

Wm

r...

irh

•

k

\

•

i

t

(jueens

(One

Jo

\«

m

fill

Orpheam

(
'

van

t

i

IA.

Onh

Wm

Armstrong

Bvelj

ri

KiMlto

FTutx rt
ft -nt ley

Dyer Co
Banks £

\ m

•;.

>r

i

.v.i

,

K

FAI.O

1

OLI

(

i

CI

ml

'a

i

a u

I

li«;

Pa m
Ollmi

"vTdic"

*•

t

Snyder

find
I

>%jl

-

i

Ills r

Ann

•

hi

1

i

I

V\

ft

.

...i.ii

:

l

I

n

Cody
X<

•

i»

«.r

to

ill!

M

iti; )

to All)

Bro

ft

Dailey

ft
K-

KOSy

&

Vstlt *

Doree's Operalogue
Hilly Boss
Three A ill. era
(•no- lo

tilli

Seventh Street
ibby Bro

V

:

i

i

D.

M

..

ill

.<

fcfaxfleld

ters
laiii-H ,v W
Hi
in Heir

Grand

Mltl H

O.

'

i

Francis K

s'.o'

\<

Wei

fe*

,

M.i.i

h

i

;»

\\

.•

i

.

i

i

I

,<

.

i

i

irk
Cirl.'-r llrns
(line to nil)

Shj

A
:*d

'

I

Huk'h

l

<

in
I

f

.'--j

Crowd
Stephens ft HTster

i

y

n

Bros

Belleclalr

Pontages
Arnold .< Floreaos
j-wi il ft Rita
Miss Nobody

Harry Tlghe
is Animals
Margaret Strain
SAN DIEGO. C AL.
Paul ages
Learn wanin rvn
Kau/onan ft L
ll.iv'riu

SEATTLE
Pantases

The I.Mi.i.irs
Mn ior Rhodes
Buili^
.

,

'
.

nk

n e vo»

.r

lluii.l

hit.

\

&

ii

'. •..

,

.

•

I

,«

VAN( Ot

K.

I

\

Sbernoff

If

I'rds

M.rnsn A OrSv
Conn gl
ft

Cecil

B.(

.

C.VrolT

I'antiiges
it

t

v

Hsri
Storey

,

i

i

Drlsrht
Slsferi

LOS ANGELES

White A Barry
Maude LeoBS Co
Harry Dines
Hannaford Family

p nnft r

ft

HcFarUtad

Santiifo Tr"i

Sh-r

l.'l.

,
.

,

•

II.

CAL.

PautagvN
.••

I

on

l»'»se

m

livid

)'.r,,.

HKU

Ater Bros'
,

I,!!!iin

ft

Bs position Four
Rowland * MeehSfl
Oilck

••

Auditori*i:ii
Criadell I I. 'her

P*nmsn

Cheysnns Days

Vardon A Perry

NORFOLK, NEB.

s

Pantagea

Truly

ft

.i

-

OAKLAND

J L.i Volla

ft

Three's

Majestic

Sj Ivester

<

P

Paatages

MINNEAPOLIS
'

W.»sion ft Ellns
Bits A Piecea

Travel

(Open week)

SPOKANE

P Bremen

Dnvr Thursby
Jan Rubini

Evs Tunguay

MILWAUKEE
Swift
K»||y

Pantages
Nelson's Anltftals

Walton

Ford
IA.

Lew Diamond
(< IflS

SAN FRANCISCO

/tr

Bert

fill)

I

«

<

•

.

to

to

M'SH'LLT'WN,

V. M. A.Affiliated

Circuits
1413 Capitol Bldg. (Masonic Temple)
I'hone Central 0216
.CHICAGO

Saskatoon 23-27)

DeWitt & Robinson
Broderlck Wynn Co

half

r.i

E\KGO.

Moiiahan Co
' spells
iiiiton •
itomer Slaters '•
Bobbie III SO) St SI «"'•
Ma? .< Nordstroan

i

Vcn

ai

i

rwo

-•

r

James

l.«f;l>ctte

Mlpi

J'h

MAX RICHARD

R Parker
Oklahoma Four

2d half
J Roshler ft Muffs

Wilson A Addio
El Cota
Walter Brower
Choy Llag Foo Co

Rooking Evcluaively with W.
B. F. Keith (West) and all

G

Slater*

(Three

|

plays

bill

La Dorn A Bvchm'n

Norton Co

Lrnest Hlatt
(Throe to HID

Casino

t'o
(•„

ELGIN. ILL.

Strand

i»«

l

Ju

Johnny's New car
Leo Haley

.

W \SHl\t.TON

•

'

•

s

I.

Pontages

Orpheum
Brown

Mnjcslic
Hum berto Bios
Leo Haley
(ri don A Davis

Morley

If-

fill)

MADISON, WIS.
.lark

Flint

ft

Henry Marge Co
IH BH|I E. IA.

K a«*i<ier
* Morton

•

I>

lluches
)

i

k

A Esther
Shannon A Gordon

Hill

.

The Gladiators

CAN.

\.

(22-24)

B A T Payne
to

Norton A Melnotto
Jack Ooldle
Sevan Algerians
Travel
(Open, week)

A Toung

Arnold

Grlndell

(One

half

2,1

GUS SUN CIRCUIT
HI

i

.'.

i

It hilt
i

ft

\

«'o

•

land's

.

half

Wilson ^

\

A
\

.

Wes(on

x

.

r; '.ii«

Karl Richard

Delnmey si.
Maud K it «'.o
L'liC MvNaujh'on
I.

flute

i

i:.>val

ill

Clifford

IIIIO

(UK B.U

.a

ti:i

r."

R'way

of

III

i

I

ILL.

Pantagea

Ward A Dooley
Barnes A Hamilton

Little Cinderella

(Same

2d half

CHAMPAIGN.

PORTLAND, ORE.
Bobby Lehman

Virginia Bell

BEGIN

Ooff

Thulero's Circus

Pa nt ages
A Llndstrom
Rogers Roye A R

Morrlsey

A

Burkhart
Kltney A R*ney
Lillian

PAUL

WINNIPEG

A Bennett
Three Weber Oirls

Sealo

Fantasies

Harry Bloom

Liberty

A

TACOMA
Rlnaldo Bros

Man Hunt

Christie

Favorites of rast
Aless ndria

PACL DI'RAND

Pierce

Palet

Kate A Wiley

Rial

McDonald Trio
Moore

A Hammer
Mack A Velmar

Otfo

Columbia

If-tl). Keith's

>

i

.'.'

me

ILL.

Grand

DAVENPORT,

St.

Brm

Five Jansleys

LINCOLN, NEB.

to nil)

CENTRA LI A,

Heather

A

Palo

Carnival of Venice

Bravo Mich A T

Eordhnm. New York.

sparks

Tr

KAN

Orpheum
Musical Hunters

Bernard A Erma
Ray A Edna Tracy O
Handsworth Co
Halls
Grace Doro
Creedon A Davis
Kimiwa Japs

(One

Josle

Sheik's Favorite
Zlntour Bros

O Handsworth Co
Daley A Burch
L'VENW'TIf,

fill)

Paatages
Fox worth ft Francis
Ada Earl Lewis
Toney A George
Morln Sisters
Chas Howard Co

Klmiwa Japs

Majestic
Favorites of Past
Leo Beers
(Three to All)
2d half

lie

OF THE WIRE"

(f.in.

Direction:

rd

mi.,1
\
VVelKS Troupe

'

i

Playing

>

'

1

(i

i

Now

i

half

ipVine ft w
Mldfl

•MIOKI MEDI \V>

2d half

S

Pantagea

Bernard A Erma

Dallas Walker*
Doree'a cdehritles

TORONTO
Yoi.ce

Fields

to All)

to

ST.

2d half
Musical Hunters

C'D'R RAPIDS, IA.

Bddie

Benny Harrison

La Toy

S»urm Bros
Collins A Dunbar
Bluebird Revue
Steve Green
(One to fill)

Walters A Goold
Wyoming Four

Chadwick A Taylor

-

VALBO, R'EERS and VALDO

<

^ .>

% venae it
Ren ft H< line r
I'lis ^- Clsi
'•>
.^.i vn
.11 m in y

s.|.

Spartan

ft

2d half
BIcknell

B Adair

a

fill)

SP«GFIELD. MASS.
Broadway
to nil)

I

FAR

2d half
Foley A Spartan
Stanley A O'Brien
Chas Glbbs
Overholt A Young
.Ink Powell Sextet

(One

Dream

A

(Two

McDonald

to

Werner A morns

MINNEAPOLIS
t

KAN. CITY. MO.

S Jav.z Band
2d half

Moore

B Harrison Co
Jack Powell Sextet

Foley

Belford

ft

U

Loew
You'd eB Surprised

(One

O Handsworth Co
Grace Doro
Kimi war Japs

PANTAGES CIECUIT

Flying Nelsons

Johnny Keane

fill)

Novelty
Musical Hdnters
Bernard A Erma

otto A Hammer
Robert H Hodge Co
Stanley Chapman

(Three

A McGarry

Smith

Scott

ft

to

TOPEKA. KAN.

Cortex Sisters

Globe
BL'M'NGTON. ILL. Joe Melvin
Majestic
Nad ft Edwards
H A K Sutton
Royal Sidneys

OTTAWA, CAN.

CAS

(Two

2d half

2d half

Orpheam
Francis

Butler

Minstrel Monarchs
Mantell Co

Columbia
A Mlgnon

Berber Rev

Blllie

S. D.

Humberts Bros

.•>
Hoatrc >v
Geo ItoMen.r
Monl n
Galel
2d hnlf
'o'\ nlng .v
Modi

ti

n..«ftiicr

<

in r

A rin-l

Dog:i

Oil J

McNo

«'

Ciyeefejr
ti

Boulevn

.

f

C

ft

BOSTON

1'

on

I

n PlilBiiM" Co
ndqulat K- A ilea

l'u al

I.

Archer

L'ijran

Frank Mullane
Dolly's

ABERDEEN.

Id half

I

S

Itectnr

Dawson

B

I

i:..,.rt>c

•ofll'-l!

i:. eli
l.

.<•

Sn

Hell's lino
Ituin.nM.

<•

<

A R

A

Flanders

KAN. CITY, KAN. Wnlter A Gould

lliiiileiuril

M

ons'

rollles

i

:'<l

;

Brrfs

•!

Td half

Reck A

Loyal Pekin Tr

s«|.

al'r >n
B< nnl ngl >n A

i

it

oln

T

to Bill

i>.i

Mi-i

)'. ..In;

•

<•

fl

I

;

NEU OKI KtSS
(Suii.Lt..

>.i li.

I

Orpheam
,r
Kenn

Rrunson * Raid
v
,v
K Stanton

H

.

i

Uordou

ITV

<

New York

'.>

Bennington ft s nil
Bvelyn C'nnlngham
Brooks A Ursce

Jimmy

Monks

Mil..

•

i

Kit

-

.ii.

>,i ti

\

.luh. in

I

M Havel

viol \

l»»

pi n

(Sunday
I

:

I. In

.<•

lor

r*

5d

M1NNEAPOI
\

il

ipers

Dros
Msi gu«

/.elds
P»>rea

•:

t

(to'o o

ft

«

1

VI

half

I'd

Fox A Mack

KilH

ST.

Gene

Lee

Fagg A White

td hair

Burch

Harry Gilbert
Four Erettos

JOI'I.IN. MO.
Electric
Nippon .Dtlo

Stanley Doyle

Bevan A Flint
(Two to flit)

Flying Nelsons
2d half

2d hnlf
Bird (nbiiret
Will A Mary Roaers
Bart ram A Saxton

,\>

A

Daley

to nil)

Marcus

Adele Archer Co
2d half
Ed Oingras Co
Wheeler A Potter
Helene Davis Co

Pirkard's Seals
Julia Curtis

.<•

td half

lli'linan

Montambn A Nap

Orpheam

Brc«

Milo
A AlCXS fd.-r
Id half

Reeder A ftninstFg
•fnlia Ring Co

Bobby Hepshasf

fork \ K in j
Smith ft St
Fisher
Faster

Rome

7,-lnya

Leoi

t

Worse's

HatfY

..

ope

Hundfty

<

r

. •

1

n.t.-ru,.n

fi

Do ,'*

Tim

Roach A McCnrdy

Girls

Elliott

Adele Oswald
Gordon
Healv

i

Hards
>ld

Fascination

Ptella

ft

Aronty

fill)

ft

Lowe

Ornhenm

MerlaB's*
.<

Weiss Troupe

d

Bnmnlne Trio
;

S K el logs;
Garfield ft Smith

Armstrong ft Tyson
N'evins ft Gordon
Grace Cameron Co

Alexander Co

flaletti's

Orpktfiss

flashes

—

to Oil)

CO., Inc.

Emery

BIRMINGHAM
B Jo u

Jewel FaiilUrier Co
2d half
LnFrnnce Bros

.Tar-row

SEATTLE

I

Nad A Edwards
Millie Berber Rev

BIcknell
Barrett A Deaa
Dolly Morrlssey

A

N A

A O'.Nstll
McCoy ft Walton

rr<v.v

Colt'mbls
i

Pnlncc

i

Debrau
Henrys
ft

intr

(One

PROVIDENCE

Vincent
Herman Berrens
Dobbs Clark A D

to All)

Clark

M half

VMori

A S

t'.irrull

-

to All)

(Three Is

Frisco

me
Mil WA1 R1
tin

t.»

M

Blslf

Adelaide Bell

Reed

MukIi' s
Novelty Clintons

l'r -d
i<

A

Srnn Stanley Co

Hottghton

.<•

.l.'Hsi.>

v

i

O'Donttell

-

•'•!

>

Alexrindrla

(One

•

Chas F Seamon
Boys of Long Ago

Hippodrome
Nestor

Rev

Blondell

Lelo

Mason Bros
Hart A Rubin
Linff.ft Long
.T.-i

Orpheum
Jlurniin 1 u.'
Al K Hull

Ds W.« Id.'

fr

Dream

2d half
Carbreys
Keller A Herbert

I

A Dale

B Hymer

.T

Belford

Mnrston A Manley
Snapshots

Adele Oswald
Willie Smith

National

Brooks A Grace
Willie Smith
F Stafford Co
Green ft Myra
Julia Rin« Co
l.a7ar

A

Dolly's

Dorothy Wahl

M

A C

L'lg-an

A LaGrace
BALT1MORK

•Nevins A Gordon
Harrison Moss
Creole Cocktail
2d half

(Two

Murphy A Bradley

Telephone Bryant 1313

Tuscano Broi
Profiteer! ag

All)

American

Grand
Reck A Rector

Dawson

Leigh

Bohn A Bohn

Duo

ft Camnhel!
Dance Hits

(Three to

s

Street

Ifttli

CITY

Morris

.j

_

Cnth'JfM Sinclair Co

Follies

ft-

Jimmy Rosen Co
Haydon G'dwln A R

CIRCUIT

2d half

SAN FRANCISCO

hi

Buddy Doyle
Marie Stoddard

State

i

Orpheam
Bert Fltsgibhon

Bluebird Rsvue

A Bernard
Walker ft West
A Blald
Moore ft Shy
Weston Wgn'r
K

Frank Mullane

A I^itrlrka
Moran A Wiser

Hurt on

"Manicure Shop"
Morris A Campbell

Benny

Walter C Kelly

Electric
Collins A Dunbar

Wilcox
Deland

ATLANTA

Hippodrome
Moey

CAR

Paul Rahn Co
ddurray KJssen Co

8T. JOE. MO.

JO MET. ILL.
Orpheum
Hill A Ouinncll

Crescent
Ardell Brps

J Faulkner Co
(One to nil)

Archer

Manhattan Trio

A Ramsey

LOEW

Leture
Moritz

Girl

Klein Bros

Three
George Mayo

(Sunday opening)
T.ou Tellcgen

split)
1st half

A Wltchle
Devine Co
Chums

Rlggs

A

.lack

Frank Ward

(Hartford

Oh What a

Whipple A Huston

Max A
Hyama A McTntyre
Whitfield A Ireland

Frisco
Mallla Bart
Elly

Nat Nazarro Co

State

Orpheam

Sitrnor

Else

Worcester

Chandon Trio

Foley

Orpheum
Irene Trevctt

Hayes A Lloyd
Ja Da Trio

NEW ORLEANS

A Timberg Holden A Hcrron
Lazar A Dale
& Paulson

W'CESTER. MASS.

(Sunday opening)
Midnlte Revela

Ernest Hiatt
(Three to fill)

WIS.

2d half
George Lnvett Co
Moore A- Kendall

Street,

Darling

CLEVELAND

(Sunday opening)
Larimer A Hudson

Hill Street

.Majestic

T'BRE H'TE. IND.

Jack 'Norton Co

to nil)

Electric
Sieve Gr.i n

Krana A White

JAN jOlms

LOS ANGELES

West 46th

Bennett

GREEN BAY.

COSTUMERS
67-69

A

(One

(Five to

Mankfn
Mason A BaSey
Heim A l.ockw'odi
Fox A Brltt

BAYER-SCHUMACHER

Senator Ford
Jessie Busley
Swart | A Clifford

ST.

Ada Weber
Christie

aad

Third Season with

Gus Edwards Revue

Rose O'llara

Hardy Bros
Mabel Harper Co
Sullivan A Meyers
Marsh A Williams

td half

Nippon Duo
Marcus A Lea

Slaters

2d half

fill)

A R

Fagg A White

The Featured Juvenile Dane*
Clever Mimic

Around the Map

to fill)

Electric

Stanley Doyle

CHESTER FREDERICKS

Majestic

2d half

State

Aronty Bobs
Green ArMyra

Bros

I

(Three

NEWARK

fill»

ISLAND. NEB.

Paul Howard

Villanl

8P8GFIELD. MO.

to nil)

Brown

Smith A McOarry

Frawley A Louise
Don Lanning

Stateroom 1*
Kiss* A Brilliant
Wyatt'a Lad/ A L

2d half

CD

Amine

Rae Samuels

(Sunday openi.ig)

to

A

Villanl

Frawley

2d hair
<

Carroll

Harriet Rempel Co
A Louise
The Arleys

to nil)

(Two

A

Fitxger'ld

to nil)

lo All)

Lincoln

DAY BY DAY IN EVERY WAV
WE'RE GETTING BIGGER AND RIGGER

Century Revue
Four Marx Bros
Marie Rossi
Merka Stamford
Royal Ballet

Orpheam
Hen Bernle Band

McRae A Clegg

(One

(One

2d half

CAR
Moey
Paul Rahn Co
'

ROC R FORD. ILL.
Palace
J Roshler A Muff*
DeWItt A Robinson
Broderlck Wynn Co
Johnny's New Car

Birds of Paradise

S(Mli

Hallen A Russell
ST. LOllS

2d half

BOSTON

PITTSBURGH

Hanley
A Grant Jack
Eddie Miller

Glanville'A Sanders

i

Kyra
Keno A Green
Olga A Mishka

Fresno 25-27)
Eddie Leonard Co
Quixey Four
Wilfred Clark -

(Four

to nil)

The Volunteers

to All)

Coacl .A Verdi
Current of Fu«

Lambert A Fish
Three Ambler Bros

2d half

Hickman Bros

lioew

I.

(One

Conrnd Semon Co

Wm

L.

Senator Murphy

2d half

|

Nan me & DeFay

Florence Schubert
Purcelln Bros

Orpheam
(Same

A Langdon

Byron

(One

Peres A LaFlor
Dick

Astoria
Hori Trio
Rete Curlcv Trto
M Blonde) Rev
Jean GranescOlga A Nicholas

Tip Tbp Four

New Yorl;
Cummlngs A Shan-

SACRAMENTO

A Cowan

Redd'gton

Barr Twins
Bobby Barry
Hnvataka Bros
White A Beck
Marcelle Coreenp
Margaret Merle

Bagsott
Gluck
ft

Belasro

Valand Gamble

Glenn A Jenkins
Morton A Gla^s
Billy Glason *
Rose Ellis A R

ASTORIA.

Whirl of

Beraac'a Circus

Galetti

a Thrill

Herbert

WASHINGTON

Hurst A Vogt
Ethel Parker
Jack La Vic r
Marc McDermott

Orpheam

Davis * Rich
Merian's Digg
(One to fill)

Twins

Moon

Gill in the

ILL.

Butler

Green A Parker
Yes Means No

to nil)

(One

A

Flanders

Rlalto

GALESRt'RG.
Orpheam

.<

MONTREAL

Chas Reader

i. >

Majestic

The Halkinga

Jason A Harrigan
stranded

Lloyd Nevada Co
Cortex Sisters
Andersoa A Golnes
Gibson Sisters A O

HID
Kedzle

(Five

Primrose Minstrels

Stella

(One

KAN.

War Department

Maybello

nil)

Twins
Senator Murphy

RACINE. WIS.

IT. RILEY.

A

Murray Klasen Co
Youth A. Melody
(Two to nil)
SrR'GFlEl.D. U.U

QCINCY. ILL.
Orpheam
to

i

2d half

2d half

American
(Five to All)
2d half.

A Elwood
Tom Martin Co
Permatne A Shelly

fill)

Lowe A

Gardner Trio
Gene Barnes

A

to

Green A Burnett

to nil)

Birds of Paradise

CHICAGO
Evelyn

Irving

2d half

(Sunday openng)

Gimme

II.

With Laughs

It

(Two

Detroit O. H.

May Meyers

(Sunday opening)

DES MOINES

M

O.

St.

A Hurt
Ellsworth

Roarer Imhoff

Stars of Yesterday

Florenls

Bailey

Q

H A A Seymour
Henry Santry Band

(Sunday opening*
Flirtation

licstnnt

Say

Andrieff Trio

DENVER

I

(

(Sunday opening)

Thos P Dunn
Baraban A Grohs

DETROIT

Rhodes

Miller
Zarrell Duo

PLAYING KEITH CIRCCIT

Mayfield

Rrendel

PHILADELPHIA

Orpheum

K

Duval A

Silver

A

Lean

Royal Venetian

(Three

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

MILWAUKEE

Three Ambler Bros
Harrlgan
Jsson
Moore A Fields
Stranded

(Sunday opening)
Blushing Bride

Shubert

Royal Sidneys

Hoy Tong Troupe

Don Lanning

Kngrlwood

NEWARK,

Palace

Johnny Keane
I' S Jaxs Band

Dlka

Juliette

Cook A Vernon

"Vocal Variety"
FRED KETCH is the only man
ACTUALLY singing in two voices
at one time. A VOCAL accomplishment. NOT A TRICK.

CHICAGO

Commodore Band

Roacoe Alia

A Smith

nil)

.Tohnnon Bros A J
J C Lewis Jr Co
Gilbert Weils

Mohawk

ft

to

BEND, IND.

The Arleys

2d half

'Rainbow

KETCH and WILMA

Ann Lowenworth
Sam Bennett
Manuel A Edwards

SO.

Burt
Will

(One

S Kellogg

Leo

(One

The Volunteers

7S76— XHiO

Rev

Means No

Ye.-*

ram A Saxton
A Mary Rogers
(Two to Till*

NEW YORK

BI.DO..

BRYANT

I'Iiorm

Roach A MeCurdy
M.mtambo A Nap

Warwick
Burto A Melvin

George Jessell
Courtney Bisters
Ann Codce

Robert Halliday

(Sunday opening)
A Williams

Spencer
Langf'd

Lake

State

FITZGERALD

Willar.l Jarvls
I'd pair
Lorner Girls

Fascination

Creole Cocktail

•(Sunday opening)
Troubles of 19*>*

Shep Camp
Harry Coleman

Garfield

Clark

Girlie A G
McCoy A Walton

Sis

LOUS
Em press

ST.

Louis Simon Co
Llbby A Sparrow

A Melvin

A

Princess Wahfetka
Coael A Verdi

Bird Cabaret
Honeymoon ship

PANT AGES CIRCUIT
60*

2d half

Gordon

Wainwrlght

3

Althoff Sisters

OAKLAND, CAL.

Autumn Trio
Realm of Fantasy

lils

Green A Parker

PEORIA. ILL.
Orpheum

BOOKINO EXCLUSIVELY WITH

State

N A

Mantvll Os
2d half
Current of Fun

Irene Travolta

mo

(On-' to

Virginia

Wahletka

J'rincess

II.

2d half

Ed Oingras Co
Wheeler A Potter
Helena Davis Co
(has V Seamon
Boys of Lang Ago

fill)

K.ldie Hill

Doree's Celebrities
Minstrel Monarchs

Ja Da Tno
(Three to HID

ARTHUR SILBER

MEMPHIS

2d half

Berto

Helen Walker

Rose Girl*
Argo Bros

Nasryfys
Koroll Bros
Worth A Willing
Clara Howard

to

Fox A Mack

.

Gi-Mtid O.

2d half

PmIucc

(Two

\ Ictorlu.

&

Lyle

Dalley Bros
Grant Gardner
Grey A Byron

Bard Mayo A R
Harrison Moss
The Old Timers.

Kelety

Julia

Crescent

Stern

N.Y.

Broa

till)

Rlalt*

1 1

ROCHESTER.

Four Ntghtona
Dolly Dumpllns
Casey A Warren

Olga A Nicholas
Dorothy Wahl

Kramer A Boyle
Frank Gaby

BROOKLYN

Edith Taliaferro
Claudia Coleman

Palace

(Sunday opening)
Herbert A Daro
Emily Lea Co
Babcock A Dolly

Spice of life
Sylvia Ctark

Chalfonte

Lola

Loew

Melroy Sisters
Davis A Rich
Royal Pekin Tr

Rose

Porter J White Co

(Two

Gates
Mason Bros
Evelyn C'nnlngham
Rempel A Clayton

2d hair

Early * Lalght t
Lyle A Virginia
(Two to mi)

LONDON. CAN.

2d half

ELY GOLDSMITH

H.

Mardo A Rome

to nil)

a Elmsaar*
McDermott
Homer Llnd Co
Fred Weber Co
\V lard Jarvls Rev
WHEEL'G. W. \ A.
Rex
The Vivians
Noblct A Ogden
Rvans Mero A E
Billy

half

2.1

Grazer A Lawlor

Bill>»L*Van Co

INCOME TAX RETURNS

All)

Arthur DeVoy Co

(One to

Moore A Arnold
Maclc-.A Mabel le
Three Weber Girls
(One to nil)
OSIIKOSII, WIS.

p,.]ot

Cook ft Vernon
Fred Weber Co
(One to till)

BAD AWilaon
Edwards

Follies

(One

Lshal.awa

2d half

l»mer Girls
J Fat Thompson Co

Cataract
Kitty Faye Tr'.o

to All)

Chamberlain A Earl
Mrs Eva Fay
Draper & Hendrle
Davo Ferguson Co

McConnell A West
Harry Gilbert
Four Erettos

Y.

Frank Wilbur
Medley A Dupree

nil)

to

NIAGARA rALLS

Irving

O'Neill

Raymond A

Roy La Pearl

Gordon

to

Shubert
(Sunday opening.)

A

(Four

Norrls Follies

Empreea
B A T Cay no

Avon

Paramount Four

2d half

2d half

Golden Bird

MIDDLETOWN. O THE HAUTE.

(Two

Co

Follies

A Stin'te
CINCINNATI

-

(Two

Maud Ellett Co
Gordon A Healv

Chappelle

Midnight Rounder*.
Smith A Dale
Green A Blyler
Regal A Moore Co

«

*

Clark

J

Vesaoa

OMAHA. NEB.

Delmore A I«ee
W'T'RTOWN, N.

Empire

Irene Meyers
Leo Greenwood
4 Queens A Joker

Chas Glbbs
DeVine A Williams

Clemens Belling Co
Ford A Goodrich
Haashl A Osel

Norwood
Harlem O. H.

fill)

JefTers Strand

nil)

Dougal

Jack Rice
Alexandra Dagmar

ph'n A ricks
(Four to nil)
2d half

Lyrle

Holm A Bohn

Sisters

Cll.'NS

McCormack A I
Joe DeKoa Co
HO BO KEN, N.

PA.

Ubrary
Early A Laight I

II

Drlscoll

2d halt
Kingston A Ebner
(One to fill)

Frlsh Howard A T

WARREN.

Gruad
Long A

McDonald Trie

Indiana

Y.

F'LLS, N.Y.

Dreon Siatera
Lord Roberts Co

nil)

to

Fulton

Drendel A Burt
Dellaven A Nice
Joe Towle.
Kings Syncopation

Wm Prlngle

SAGINAW. MICH.

Jewell's Manikins

(One to

to

Watson

.

Frank Masters

Billy

(One

Garrlck
(Sunday opening)

Will Philbrlck

Duo

Frolics

CHICAGO

CITY

Sam Howard

to fill/

Gladys Dojmar Co

2d half

Reo A Helmar
Rempel A Clayton
Jean Granese Co

N.

Empire
Frank Wilbur
Medley A Dupree
Kitty Faye Trio

Dayton
Edwards A Allen

Frolics

SHUBEET CIRCUIT
Centred
Gaieties of 1»2S

GENEVA.

Mme DuBarry Co
DAYTON

Reeder A Armstr'g
Bard Mayo A R
Roeber A Gold

Darnell

Love Sisters
Crystal Bennett
Lucas A Insa

Florence
Baiter

NEW YORK

A B

LIMA. O.
Faurot O. H.
Leipslg

A
A

Johnson

A

Davis

Donegan A Steger
Farnell

Dayton

Me'.notte

William Faversham
Jack Osterman

A Gordon

Eckhoff

T*BE HAl'TK, IND.

Love Nest

Hat Burns

Metropolitans
Hoffman A Jessie

Orpheam

Milt Collins
Frlea A Wilson

2d half
Sinclair

BROOKLYN

WINNIPEG

B.C.

Orpheaaa
Harry Langdon
Seattle H'm'y Kings

KY.

l'ADl CAH.

France* Rom
Arthur Lloyd

Revue

VANCOUVER,

Go

Let's

Oonne
Boy LA P«» ri
Lillian

27
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DON RAMSAY

MURRAY WHITEMAN

240 Tremont Street

381 Main Street

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

LESTER LUTZ
36 East 5th

St.

Cincinnati, Ohio

?3ictp

0CMW

CHARLIE DALE
Elgin Hotel

Minneapolis, Minn.

W&'ffc
HARRY LORENZ

FRED

Columbia Thea. Bldg.

42 Monic
Tuxe^

St. Louis,

Mo.

||

Petrol

,
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WISS
A

DOUBLES
ana*
GREATEST
PATTER.
Ever.

Written

and EXCELLE/VT RECITATION
C7Ae jB/<?pe;f
*P

Cou/rt/y

<;

)

mCK'S

weroG &ECORD

•

HI

•

kUfl
flfi

L

KRAMER
i|oe
rtjo

9#,

Avenue
Hotel
Mich.

COMMANDER. IN CHIEF

FRANK CLARK

s/

west Randolph st

PHILIP JULIUS

MORT HARRIS

FRANK WATERSON

Superb a Theatre Bldg.

Hannah Hotel

Pantages Thea. Bldg.

Globe Theatre Bldg.

Calif.

Cleveland, Ohio

San Francisco,

Calif.

*

ii

JOE HILLER

JAMES KESSEL
Los Angeles,

*

Philadelphia, Pa.

ch/c
BEN FIELDS
347

Fifth

Avenue

Pittsburgh? Pa.

RIETY

30

•

matter

All

CHICAGO

refers to current

OFFICE

week unless

8t ate- Lake
Theatre Bldg*

otherwise
indicated.

BUte -Lake

The

audience

Like*

the novelties of vaudeville, and an
act of this nature could hardly ko
than Moore and Littleheld
l.iigg.-r
did at tho opening: performance
Sunday in "Change Your Act." Another feature this week is Arman
Kails In a satire on the "movies."
It is the same act he had at the
Palace recently. The satire brings
Frank O. Ireson on as the Censor Al
the laflt moment, and some might
think that that official was needed
if the act was to be carried on much
further along lines being trodden.
The act was part Of the show.
•Spice of lift,"
Bennett and company
Crystal
opened the show with a boxing and
wrestling display with a jiu jitsu
finish in which two girls do the
with a man as
athletic stunt*,

There

referee.

mere than
edy figures

is

no effort to do

entertain, and the comin the accomplishment

of this purpose.

Marion Weeks, assisted by Henri
Barron in the pit. singe several
songs, including tho "Doll Song"
from "Tales of Hoffman." for which
She starts
she has a special set.
as an "old-fashioned girl" and ends
with an operatic number with the
imitations which no many
flute
high -class vocalists are doing.
Orette Ardine, assisted by Tyrrell
and Mack, got applause in third
position with a dancing act notable
in several respects and has eome
which are not
dancing doings
offered by other acts of the same^
general nature.
Lloyd and cioode entertain with
blackface fun. in which there la
some reincarnation talk which is
particularly timely, and songs and
jests which met with high approval.
The burlesque dancing
finish enabled them to close with
conditions which made for the success of Armaml Kalis and company

Moore and

an<*

Littlefield,

who

fol-

1.

brief stage wait,
which is unusual at this theatre.
Lefore Bosini, the magician, could
present his exhibits of magic and

a

required

illusion.

The most Interesting opener and

dumb

act seen ut this house for
"Sealo," that goes
is
through a routlno of stunts without a coach.
Then De Witt and
Bobinson. two men, one being a
Their opening was interdwarf.
rupted by two men staging a fist
f'tsht on the main florr when they
made a rush for seats. The turn
opened with a banjo duet and followed it up with songs and piano.
with t!». ringing left to the little
man, who threw in a few steps for
good measure. Act went fair. Nine
Musical Hussars (men), a musical

some time

turn sticking to brass instruments,

made

a good finish.
The solo
played by the saxophonist got attention.
Hughie Clark got them
right from the start, fie opens with
a pop southern number" and followed it up with several stories that
were bright and snappy, although
they somewhat bordered on the
'blue." Whitfield and Ireland, man
and woman, have a slow and quiet
opening to give their clientele a
chance to read the rural drop. The
act is of the crossfire caliber, but
gets its real action when the lady
of the act comffi on as the village
gal. Their routine of talk got many
laughs.
Doree's Celebrities, three
men and four women, sang several
songs in duets, trios and ensemble.
This turn is well staged and cos-

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO
Phone Seeley SSOl

A-k:— IIII.I.Y ZECK

.

Coats Remodeled in One Week!
I

into
.il<o

dolman* and wraps of latest style. U'i
and reline with nilk for $20

clean, glaze

ORDER YOUR FURS NOWI
Pay when you want them.

Taylor and Crollus. man for this date only. The show concomedy turn, came sisted of Agoust and Paulette. Paul
The mat) is of lie "nut" type. La Kocca, Morn Sisters and Co.,
with the woman being a splendid Charles Howard and Co. and .the
foil for him.
A number l>y each Five Jansleys, and ran in the order
and a double for a finish sent them that «he acts are named. The Five
The Three Jansleys is the only really first-class
off to solid applauses.

woman

next.

t

Ankers, two

men and a woman

gymnastic

the show
Mrs. Eva Fay
atul Berry not seen at

turn,

them

a*nd

held

and

Weyman

this

show.

The curtain was lowered on Ben
Bernie and his orchestra five times
at the opening matinee Sunday at
the 'Palace, and four encores were

demanded

and

good

dancing

their

The

cities

under

Correspondence

this

in

Issue ef

The

Carl
McCullough
Short
next door to the Curran!

located

was entered. by

VARIETY'S SAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
PANTAGES THEATRE III II. DING
Lou Tellegen made rather an important headliner for the Orpheum
and proved his worth at the box oflice.
He was well received, personbut his playlet. "Blind Youth,"
to arouse unusual interest.
Eddie Leonard was heartily greeted.

burglars,

worth of

who

car

stock.

waa covered by insurance

Tha

Albert Cohn, picture operator
waa elected president of the Saa
Francisco Lodge of the Theatrical
Mutual Association at the annual
meeting last week. Harry Ettlin*
property master at the Golden
Gate, and Frank Savier of the Hip,
podrome, were chosen to represent
the lodge at the national convention to be held In Minneapolis July
Chief of Police O'Brien was
9.

among

the members initiated after
the election.
______

ally,

failed

prize offered to amateurs for
the best Leonard imitation brought
forth many contestants. Bert Fits*
gibbon repeated his laughing success, but he might do well to eliminate the "raspberry" lip sound.
Langford and Frederick registered
Tin*

Bill
Haynes, who la big and
corpulent, and who represents a
music publisher, talked the management of the Granada Theatre
Into letting him go on and sing one

of his fcongs last week with the
result that Granada audiences liked
comedy honors with their Bill's style so well they brought
skit, which contains sparkling dia- him
back again and again, and now
log and good laughing situations. Bill has 'lis name*
on a contract
Both make a splendid appearance. whereby he agrees to singevery
Spenceis and Williams encountered week at the Granada
for the next
for high

no trouble in getting over next to
closing.
Allan Shaw entertained
acceptably with sleight-of-hand and
Madelon and Paula Miller did nicely in getting the show under way.
Visser and Co., two men and a
woman, closed with dancing and ac-

two months.

a

Mamie Smith and

her jaw eight

band have beep secured as

the fea-

ture of the all-colored revue that

now

robatics.

la

rehearsing here to go into the
Century under the Ackerman ft
Harris management, opening Feb. 3,
The entire show is being staged by
Fanchon & Marco. Other principals engaged are the Plantation
Four, Jackson Trio, Frisco Nick.
Johnson Brothers. The show will
have a chorus of 24 girls.

Vsristy are

Pantages had two features In
Havemann's animal act and Harry
Tighe.
The animal offering made
41
BALTIMORE
45
ORLEANS
an interesting and thrilling closer,
31 PITTSBURGH
BOSTON
40
though the supporting acts were
only fair.
•• 40 ROCHESTER
Arnold and Florence
BUFFALO
31
opened with a balancing routine
30 SAN FRANCISCO
CHICAGO
$0
that commanded attention, but the.
Jack Stebbins. who arrived from
43 SEATTLE
DETROIT
43
couple lack a sense of showman- the east a few weeks ago to assume
ship. Ethel MacElroy, assisted by a the management of Loew's WarINDIANAPOLIS
43.
male quartet, pleased. The girl has field, has been confined in his room
31 i?I' *I^H N f' N B
KANSAS CITY
1?
appearance and is a hard worker.
at the hotel with a severe cold since
**'
$'• LOUIS
.«/»
_. .......
_
Jewel and Rita did fairly well his arrival here.* Fred Weis, reLOUISVILLE
40| eV
DAr.M«P
41
SYRACUSE ...
H
with talk and songs, though the tiring manager of the house, wl o
41
43IWASHINGTON
(iallagher-Shean number was the was scheduled to leave for New
principal asset.
Margaret Strang York last week, is remaining over
was out of the running order, re- pending the' recovery of Mr. Steband that her present reception was Interpolations and concluding with placed
by
Anna
Torrano.
who took bine. Leo B. Laughlin, from ChiPaulette.
so enthusiastic she was touched. posing on the part of Miss
away an applause hit with a piano- cago. Is now the assistant manager
H^he -declared that she expected to There are a special set and a lot of
of the Warfield. and Lionel Keene
keep coming until 1910 at least, and mechanical fun which did not arouse accordion offering.
continues as general manager of
hoped to always hold her place in much enthusiasm when seen Monday
rfie,d ln thIs cit >' and
Paul Im
Corinne Tilton. headlining the b.? tha th0
the heart* ot Chicago amusement night at the first show.
,
T
the
State In Los
Angeles.
song"singing
Kooca,
billed
as
a
Miss Samuels, who has
current bill at the Golden Gate,
lovers.
headline honors, is in fine form. writer," did not get over at this scored the legitimate hit.
Walter
Newman and Co. went over to good
Hit honors wow shared at the show.
Joe Morris and Flossie Campbell
The first show Monday night returns and Perrone and Oliver
opening matinee by Franklyn and
of Weber & Friendlander's "Main
act opened to only* fair business, but by made their mark.
a» hand-balancing
Charles,
Street
Follies" open Monday at
was
half
-over
the
house
the
time
it
The Herberts closed to much enwhirh is making vaudeville sit up
was crowded, and by the time the thusiasm with their flying hand-to- Loew's Uate, New York, for a full
It held sixth
by getting a spot.
first performance was ended a fe\w hand catches and trompoline
week,
the
position in a nine-act show.
Shubert unit show laying
work.
The
people were being held out.
John and Nellie Orms opened the Shubert unit seen here the "first Kalian and Russell scored the com- off for the week.
edy
high
point
next
to
closing.
hew and did nicely. Fred Hughes hulf of the week previous broke the Frank Whitman was
an applause
followed to remarkable applause, house records, according to the manhit when opening, his Russian stepconsidering that he suffered a little agement.
ping while playing a violin being
from a cold. Swartz and Clifford
sure fire.
were well received, the})gh there is
The Rialto has another dandy
some question whether or not the
offering measures up to big time show this week without a feature
Will King and his musical comwhich falls down below the stand- edy company at the Hippodrome
requirements.
ard of the house and with several
Jessie Busley rind company in acts that stand out way above the are presenting royalty bills now.
"Batty" endeavor to show "the ter- average. The running of the show cutting them down to suit their
length.
This week's offering is
rible result of a mystery play" in a
as rearranged after the first day is King's version of "Twin Beds.'
skit, and failed to score to the same
Edwards and Allen; Faber and King;
extent comedy sketches generally Tripoli Trio: McCormick and Irving;
do at the Palace.
Bessie Clayton a..d company are
Elliott and West; Little Lord RobSenator Ford cracked hie jokes erts; John Neff 'and Joe DeKoe to appear at Loew's Warfield for a
without once softening the stern Troupe, with
etay of some weeks.
Adams
and
Thompson
face of a man who believes he carSisters and Edna Dreon the acts
ries the world on his shoulders and
this particular bill.
Irma Falvcy, until recently orgot many laughs.
The Chandon missing frem
King; Elliott and West; ganist
of
the
Winter Garden.
Trio brought the performance to an Faber and
John
Neff, Tripoli Trio, and Adams Seattle, has been engaged by the
end with sensational aerial accomand- Thompson Sisters are the Chi- California as the head organist.
plishments.
cago-booked acts, which Include the
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASON BT
best "next to closing" feature In
Lucille Shlrpser, a child actress,
Theoretically the Chateau in Chi- John Neff and big ^popular hits in was an added member of the cast
cago plays the Pant ages shows that the Tripoli Trio and Adams and at the Alcazar last week, playing
are being got together for opening Thompson Sisters.
Janet in "Declassee," and ecored.
tl.tltMtil** \
John Neff's monolog with musical
on the circuit on the "first half" of
CMICHOO
each week and picks up the circuit instruments as his comic decoy regBud Schaffer
Eddie Gilbert
show going eastward for the "last istered a big hit. The Tripoli Trio, with five girls and
ajtaal- floor
»—
have been booked
half" of the week. Actually the per- which has long held a hit record at
formance seen at the Chateau is the Rialto, and which is an act
neither of these, for invariably an which reaps a harvest of applause
act or two is out for some reason or at all times, closed one show on the
CHICAGO
other, so that any attempt to pass first day and held the responsible
FOR LADIES OF
on the Pantages show must be based position
STAGE
admirably.
"The
Boy
largely on estimate.
Caruso," the tenor of this act, is
Expert
Haircoloring.
Artistic
Special Discount to Performers
The show at the Chateau the early one dandy singer, who is willing to
Halrdreaaing, Marcelling, etc.
IN CHICAGO
part of this week has live acts, three use his voice in a concoction of fun
NESSY
BEAUTY PARLOR
of them a part of the Pantages road such as vaudeville wants.
State- Lake Theatre Bldg.,
Adams and Thompson Sisters have
how, which opens at Minneapolis
1.1 EttMt Washington St.
Ground Flcor
Sunday, and probably occupying the an instrumental offering which is
positions on the bill (third, fourth first-class in every respect, with
and fifth) that they will have in the two pretty girls to give it additional Boirt Forget While in Chicago— Amateur Nite Every Wednesday
road show. Acts number one and charm. Faber and King is Fuber.
two were booked out of Chicago, and who was formerly of Faber and
Monette. It is a new comedy talking act which is very pleasing. Elas follows, and on pages:
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MONTREAL

Wa

'

LADY MAE SWIFT

6*
s>LOO/\

"EU," the Jeweler

HEADQUARTERS
THE

TO THE PROFESSION
WHEN

IKE BLOOM'S

•

CUT RATES.

and West have a comedy offerwhich provokes laughter. Little
DAVID LYONS
Lord Roberts is the feature of the
Licensed It. R. Ticket Broker.
Loew road show and is Introduced
Telephone HnfrUon K»7«
CHICAGO in connection with a "Santa Clans,"
8. CLARK ST.
who has no particular stags talent.
Little Lord Roberts carries the act

R. R.

TICKETS

Bought and

Sold.

GREEN MILL
GARDENS
AVE.

Now Under New Ownership

Under the IVrsonal Management of AUK ARKNDS
All-9tar Show Featuring l.MIYD OARRKTT
Late Slnalna; Feature of tioortfr While Reandala

however.

The Joe DeKoe Troupe

is

a

fine

18

EAST

Fir*t

I

22d

mil,- nt

1 1

:H0 p.

Says:

who have

lone enffagemriit* In
enjoy • more olr»»»n'
vUlt by stay lac at

Van Buren and Wabash Avenues

«r|U

••CHICAGO'S

HUNTINGTON HOTEL
4526 Sheridan Road
IN CIIICAQO'S

DANCE

Table d'Hote Dinner, $125.

NEWEST"

EXCLUSIVE SECTION.

EVERY ROOM With a PRIVATE BATH
ONE BLOCK PROM LAKE
TWENTY MINUTES to All THEATRES
Boa Stop* at Doer.

Excellent Cafe.

ATTRACTIVE RATES
WIRE FOR RESERVATIONS

FiROLICS
Restaurant Service a

M

la

Carte

Third Frellc at l :.;o A. U*
Fourth Frolic at ttjf A. M.

Second Frolic ^t IflSS A. M

Professional Courtesy Extended

MILLLION DOLLAR RAINBO ROOM
Clark

str-.'t.

at

Lawrence Aveave,

MR. FRED

Artlnt*

FRIAR'S INN
« (>1 Fit CHARGE.
TO
featuring FRIAR'S SOCIETY ORCHESTRA

over,

CHICAGO

>

a Specialty.
NO
»:S0 r. M.

ing

GEORGE JESSEL

(Formerly of the Orpheum Cin-uil)
Dancing bv

CHICAGO
ENTERTAINMENT

liott

M1D-IMITE.
STREET

Edward

CHARLEY STRAIGHT'S ORCHESTRA
FROM 6 T< CLOSING

S T. M.

number by one girl
The act is pretty

out.

the
pianist

CORRESPONDENCE

BROADWAY AT LAWRENCE

DINE

a comedy

while
entertains
changes are made quite as good as
the average. There is no singing in
the offering, which is a relief from
fne average dancing revue. The Five
Jansleys registered the applause hit
The little comedian in
of the bill.
this act has a wonderful personality
and his risley somersault, alighting
on one foot on one foot of the
under fellow. Is a trick that
stands out among a lot of good
Paulette
and
Agoust
tricks.
have a comedy novelty with musical

with

to the Palace for nine or ten years

311

Qur Steaks and Chopa

of

which stands
tsccnicully,

such entnusiasm
that there might have bt»e-n eome
qttestlpn as to just what act was the
feature of the show, had Bernie not
dragged Rae Samuels out from the
srtnga and made' her share In the
Miss Samuels sang a song
glory.
with her gjrl pianist working in the
orchestra, and thus tied up the two
acts into one big hit. which is
notable in Palace history.
Mies Samuels .stated in a curtain
speech that she had been coming

204 StaU-Laka Bldi.. CHICAGO
Phone Dearborn 1253
Called For.

BKLLE OLIVER

act on the bill. It is 100 per cent, in
the rislcy class. Charles Howard is
as clever as ever as "the little inebriate," but his support "is poor.
Morin Sisters do the dancing that
is expected of the best chorus girls
In the best shows, with the exception

In

closed

in.

over the Ackerman & Harrl*
to
present tabloid musical
ahowu.

losa

SAN FRANCISCO

19, 1933

cult

rled off $1,200

turned.

and

BLUMENFIELD'S FUR SHOP
Work

hand -balancing and tumbling combination with four men and a girl.
Edna Dreon registers a tremendous
success. McCormlck and Irving Jest
Edwards and
their way to favor.
Allen bavs a singing and dancing
number which is well liked.'
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ALBEE,
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r

President

J. J.

MURDOCH,
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=

General Manager

PROCTOR,

F. F.

Vice-President

->

EXCHANGE

KEITH'S VAUDEVILLE

B. F.

(AGENCY)

(Palace Theatre Building,

New York)

Founder*

R F.

KEITH,

EDWARD

ALBEE,

F.

A.

PAUL KEITH,

F. F.

PROCTOR
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Artists

BOSTON

i

By LEN LIBBEY

can book direct addressing

position the shift occurred much
further up on the bill, in No. 4 posi-

W. DAYTON WEGEFARTH
get a lot of pruning before the*
gets to New York.

"The China Blue Plate," correctly mentcd by a chorus of 65, the
programed as a musical legend fol- drama, "La Julve" ("The Jewess"),

when Murray and Oakland, who lowed, an act that has been seen was presented at the Shubert SunThe stormy weather which has are filling in came on with their act here before and is always liked be- day night, Jan. 14. The drama's

here the past couple of
Keeks and which has hit the the-

pencilled in on the house program
guide. Long favorities in this city

atrical

they experienced no difficulty in
getting over with their combination
act and their low comedy got a well
deserved hand. With the exception
of another male added to the act
the bit seems to run about the same
as it has on previous showings here
f— and to as good result.
Vaughn ComTort followed with an
offering mixed up well with ballads
and specialty numbers and closing
with "I Hear You Calling Me," had
the house eating out of his hand.
Jimmie Jones at the piano scored
easily with his work while Comfort
was off stage although the effect

prevailed

business right between the

eyes because of the almost complete
Saralysis of transportation facilities
ad a reflection in the business at
Monday
Keith house
the local

matinee. This house probably has
ae dependable a following as any of
It is
Its character in the country.
patronised by a class that attend
with religious regularity and can
always be counted upon to do a big
But when
business for the week.

with mid-season bills the house Is
found just a bit better than halt full
at curtain time Monday afternoon
it is plain to be seen that something
and that something is the
Is wrong
weather according to all those in a

—

position to

know.

Things did not run off any too
smoothly at the afternoon performThe orchestra ran into one of

ance.

those periods where it
sary for them to have

show

tion

was

the best results and late trains and
playing Sunday night shows* made
As a rethis out of the question.
sult all through the show there was
irregularity and few of the musical
acts, and the bill is composed mostly
of thia sort of act in one form or another, go^ by without coaching the
orchestra.

The running order was switched
at the matinee from the program,
due to the failure of Dooley and
Morton to show. While this act was
supposed to be in next to closing

it

story

is

a romantic one of the Span-

ish Inquisition.
The
presented in Biblical

play

will

bo

Hebrew, into
Review closed the which it has been translated by
adding another number in Saul Kleinman, of this city.
which dancing was featured to those
that had gone before. The show was
heavy on singing and dancing, but
N. Y.
as a whole was well worth while,
although not up to the high standard
By L. B. SKEFFINGTON
that was set for it by the advance
LYCEUM.- -Russian Grand Opera

The Klown

show,

community theatre)
Rochester's
project is finding it hard going. The
Corinthian is still open, but for how
long is uncertain. At a meeting of
some of the subscribers last week
it was hoped to keep the project
alive, but patronage continues slim.

ROCHESTER,

notice carried in the program of last
week. There will be better; there
have been better, at this house.

Company,

first

half;

•Invisible

Guest." or " 'Twist 9 and 12," last
half.

CORINTHI AN.— Rochester

KANSAS CITY

ers in

Play-

The

latest addition to music in
is the series of concerts)

Rochester

for children

announced by the East-

Guy Malar,'
Schobl of Music.
Mona Gondre, soprano;
harpist,
and the
Sorello,
Elsie
Chamber Music Art Society have
been engaged.

man

pianist;

"The Three Bears."

FAY'S.— "Love

Nest"

(musical

comedy); Huling's Seals; Larry
By WILL R. HUGHES
might have been better if the house
"Any Old Pod"; Laura BenSHUBERT— Harry Lauder, three Reilly;
piano was not working kind of
Caledonia Four; Carr and
nett;
tough. Perhaps some of the damp- days, five performances.
Brey; "My Wild Irish Rose," film
GAYETY— "Giggles."
ness that has enveloped the city for
GARDEN— Bridge Musical Stock. feature.
so long has penetrated the insides
EASTMAN. "The Man Who
ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
of the instrument.
Saw Tomorrow." film.
PANTAGES— Vaudeville.
Melissa Ten Eyck and Max Welly,
"Salome," Piccadilly;
Pictures.
MAINSTREET—Vaudeville.
assisted by Max Dolin and Milan
"Kick In," Regent; "Orphans of the
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
Smolin were in next position, »rather
Storm," Rial to.
far up on the bill for an act of this
sort. It was the first time in several
Christian,"
Photoplays:
"The
Hagenback-Wv.1' .ce Circus opened
weeks that an esthetic dancing Newman; "Thirty Days," Royal;
Tuesday for five-day engagement at
proposition has been offered the "Dr. Jack," Liberty.
local armory under auspices of Elks.
patrons and as it was well done
Two performances daily.
throughout, ft was pleasing.
The engagement of Fred Stone in
Trixie Friganza came onSifter the "Tip Top" at the Shubert last week
Almost continuous snow for the
dancing act and used the same com- was like a homecoming for the
past week has affected business
bination of *monolog and dancing comedian.
Business was good all here. With traffic slowed down and
that has registered when siie ap- week, practically every performance
peared here before In vaudeville. being a sell-out, with the down- street car schedules uncertain, the
storm left its impress on audiences
She has personality plus and this stairs at $3.30.
several nights. Ordinarily there is
will always get her by. For an ena big patronage from the surroundcore she did her Spanish toreador
After a run of dramatic- offerings
and- the house liked this so well at the Shubert. all good ones, and ing towns on the interurban lines,
heavily
that she gave them another encore, playing at $2.50 top, the house is but liia business has been'
'
doing an esthetic dance with Welly now in for a season of musical com- cut down.
assisting her. This was one of the edy. Starting with this week. "Tip"Lady Butterfly" and "Tangerine"
hits of the show and should be kept Top" was the attraction, to be folEvery place the two acts play lowed by Harry Lauder. Al Jolson, did remarkably well at the Lyceum
in.
together it could be used to decided and the "Greenwich Village Fol- last week, indicating that in spite
of a noticeably poor theatrical seaadvantage.
lies."
The Lauder show is scaled
Lewis and Dody, supposed to ap- from $1 to $2.50 at night and from son in Rochester the public will
pear No. 4, followed her. This act 50 cents to $2 for the mats. The turn out for shows they like. "Buthas the same appeal to a vaudeville prices for Jolson will range from terfly" played to capacity. Its threehour performance will undoubtedly
audience as the Gallagher and $1 to $3,815.
Shean has had and this should not
construed
by
Lewis
be
and Dody to
Young's Marigold Revue at
mean that this reviewer is trying to theErnie
Hotel Baltimore has some new
point out they are copying. But artists
this week: Helen Masters,
audiences like the comedy songs prima
Irene
Scoficld,
donna;
with the short stanzas and cadi for dancer; Al Garbelle. Juvenile: Fowmore. They wound up with v their ler & Tamara, dancers, and Mile,
comedy ventriloquist work, always de Mill, classic dancer. The entergood.
the personal diRich Hayes as the lazy clown tainment is under
George Wood.
opened the show, doing less than ten rection of B.
minutes of interesting stuff and beThe board of directors of the
ing forced to do more by the house
City Symphony Orchestra
who liked it every minute. He was Kansas
decided it would
followed by Dixie Hamilton who Association has
wise
not
to attempt the organbe
was over from the start with her
this
songs although the 'full value was ization of a large orchestra forplans
and
not received by the audience because city at the present .time,
foi
continue
started
to
have
been
of the difficulty she experienced in
present system of
the orchestra not getting the proper three years the
other
orchestra*
from
bringing
tempo on some of her numbers.
concerts.

ad

This

cost

—

—

•neces-

an intimate
acquaintance with the acts to get

has about the right mixture
and humor and
some very good music.
cause

of sentiment, pathos

'

"LITTLE ELMER"

1

1%

of

Van

H oven's

DODD
ACKERMAN
P.

'

JACK ADAMS
AND

THOMPSON SISTERS

U MUSICAL THREESOME

9

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE:

SCENIC STUDIOS.

CHAS. WILSHIN
WESTERN REPRESENTATIVE:

BILLY JACKSON

cities

ANNOUNCES

lived here

make her

'

t

p RFSf NT-T

the

West »7tU

ttre«*

'

NEW YORK
Plata tt24

W«

glT« our ptraonal

attention

Marcus Ford, director for the
Kansas City theatre, read the play
"Liliom." before a meeting of tinorganization this week, and Will
read "Anna Christie" before tinCouncil of Jewish Women Monday.

peraonality

exported the local ThpatnGuild will secure ihe "Liliom" |>lec»'

and

**"-«

.

several years

ami direction to all of my nl»<)eru In Art of ti» Dance in all
Prl?at**and class
of Ita tttaaea.
lmtrurtlon for Social Panri/i;
junior and adu't claasea for all
riajtilc Dancing: Bui* Dancing
created

to

atyla

rlasrea

ault

ef

from

the

the addition to the staff of

auditor at Fairmont Park, has been
appointed manager, succeeding Sam
Benjamin, who has resigned, and is
promoting a new amusement company.

STUDIO OF DANCE
4fl

Lauder company.

Guy McGinnis,.for

ADELAIDE A HUGHES
./A

INC.

here for

Unitah Masterman. who formerly
and taught whistling, will
first professional appearance In her home town Monday,
when she appears as a member ol

AMtPlCV

It

the art let. Special
to atrea P. If.

8n»

as general business representative
Fitz

v&S

140 West 39th Street

With a cast

of 45. a

NEW YORK

number being

from the city high schools, supple-

in

Roy 3009

is

for local presentation.

all

"MY LITTLE BAG

-

-

CITY
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VAUDEVILLE'S NEWEST SENSATIONS

EARL LINDSAY'S

FRANK FARNUM'S

I

WHIRLWIND ACT

STUPENDOUS PRODUCTION

'EVERYBODY STEP'

DANCE CREATIONS OF 1923'
NOW PLAYING
KEITH'S PALACE,

B. F.

B. F.

•

(JAN. IS)

NEW YORK

B. F.

•

KEITH'S ORPHEUM,

BROOKLYN

NEXT WEEK (JAN. 22)
B. F. KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK
KEITH'S ALHAMBRA, NEW YORK
BOTH ACTS STAGED BY

EARL LINDSAY

.

WEEK

BILLS NEXT

Joe Bernard Co
Farrell A Hatch
Rlgoletto Broi

SALT I.AKB
(W-X7)
Weldonaa
Baddy Walker
Chlsholm £ Green
Broaeon A Rene*
Or eat Blacks tone

Little Plpifaa

Mills

&

Miller

COLO. SPRINGS
Faataree
<12-J4>

plays

Davis
S*well

A Merritt
KANSAS CITY

Lime Trio
3d half
Alice de
Oliv* A

Faatacea
Brlerre A King
Kluting's Animals

Garmo
Mack

A

ILi'.vaiians
to All)

OK I. MIOMA CITY

A K

2

MEMPHIS

Orphettm
Brown Gardner A T
Mills

Wylte

Fanfares
Burt Shepherd
Fargo A Richards

Hanson A B Sla
Harry Seymour Co
Vokes A Don
Daly Mac A Daly

I.,

Raymond Wilbert
Tbe Keltons
Saxon A Grlnln
Mrs Sidney Drew
Henri Scott

Taugo Shoes

they had a quarrel shortly before
the shooting. The place is closed.
It was to have been closed by crediSis
It's a road house quite well
tors.
Hector
Bryan A Broderick known on Long Island, but has held
Lidell A Gibson
an unsavory reputation and at one
Four Roeders
time seemed to harbor a miscel2d half
Brown Gardner A T laneous collection of too many girls
Mills A Duncan
for a restaurant in its location.
Fields Family Ford

TILS A. OR LA.

Orpheasn
Three Danoise

\

A Raymond
Wyoming Four
WICHITA. KAN.

Wylie

North a Hall id jy
Jonia

(One

Mitchell
Caaley A Beaa'.ey

Sinter*

Three White KmaMM

Proaper

INTERSTATE CIRCUIT
DALLAS, TEX.

Jordan
A Bradna

Cliff

Youth
Sossman & Sloan

J

ROCK

Majestic

Kajiyama

Paata«ea
Three Avalloas
J.e Orohs
De Michelle Broa
Four Ortona
Ltlltsn'a Anlmala
Great Maurice

bill

IJTTI.E

Sidney S Styne

DENVFB

(lame

I

Fmatssjes

OODEX, ITAH
Tollman Rnrue
Beaaee A Balrd
Charbot A Tortoal

Tama k Co

OMAHA. NEB.

Fnntssjes ~

.

Majestic
Wllb-r A Adams
(Vrvo A Moro
Elaine A Marshall
The Speeders
Flo Lewis Co

Puetolo 25-27)
Clair

Tuck £

Massapequa Inn

Majestic

HOl'MTON. TEX.

(Continued from Page 27)
lMttculous Rice*
Maude Earls
Paahion Plate Mine
Britt Wood
Blake's Mulee

at Massapequa, L. city recently forbade any of the was told he would have to accept
was shot and killed last acts to appear in restauants while a reduction in salary. Instead he
week with Mrs. Mary Elizabeth engaged at the* theatres, the caba- left the act with the musicians and
Wells, the housekeeper, arrested. ret men wanted to know why, what returned to New York. It's a vaudeShe disclaimed guilt, but admitted was the harm? The other day a ville trick that is seldom attemped
she was Petlt's "affinity" and that local cabaret in New' Orleans 'dis- with people away from homo when

SAN ANTONIO

A Mack

Miller

Shlrecn

A Duncan
A Hartmaa

Sternad's Midgets
2d half

Three Danotse Sis
Hector
Lidell A Olbson
Bryaa A Broderick

A New York daily last week carried a story that a couple of rum
runners standing alongside each
other outside the limit on the Jersey coast had large painted signs
hung, offering flquor for sale and
quoting prices. One gave $33* a case
for hard whiskey as its price, and
the other $35, delivery on board. The
removal last week of the revenue
cutters assigned to booze duty
around New York left the local
coast clear, with consequent deliveries made to the usual points.

Orpheasn
Nlobe
Rubin A Hall
Leo Donnelly
Raym'nd Hitchcock
J A J Gibson
2d half
Althea Lucas
Coffman A Carroll
Ford Dancers
Marguerite Padula
Tan Arakis

CABARET

A Bradna
Harry Bewley Co
Three Whito Kuhn.i
Four Roeders

Davis

(Continued from page 25)
In Albany Wednesday it looked
Cook's at $110 a case (with sus- certain that the Mullen-Gage law
Kano Keycs A M
picion over the Heidsick quality would be repealed, with the ReHuston Ray
Henry B Walthall
FT. WORTH, TEX. through the price being too low).
publicans allowed to vote IndiWhiting A Burt
Majestic
vidually instead of being instructed.
Swift A KeUey
Mary Gauticr Co
Bins A Grill
One of the road houses around The Democrats are short but seven
FT. SMITH. ARK. Klkins Fay A K
injunction votes to pass the repeal and with
York
to undergo
New
Majestic
M'C'm'k A Wallace
proceedings is Tumble Inn, on the the individual casting of the vote
Cliff Jordan
Vadle A Gygi
Albany Post road at Croton. The it was expected the number reTumble Inn proceeding is said to quired would be easily gained.
have been mud*? for the enforcement
While
officers by the Inn Itself.
The Ernie Young floor revue.
Passing
Parade,"
opened
Yellowley aid Day, of the New York "The
federal enforcement office, were on Monday at the Century Roof, Baltheir way to Albany by auto some timore. The company includes OtTrunk
time ago, one of the waiters at tilia Corday, Adele Jeanne, Al
Tumble Inn. where they stopped for Thomas, Mary Jane and the Elida
a meal, asked them what they Ballet.
wanted, saying they could have
the
biggest
trunk
value
U
there
is
"anything."
The officers, without
The Mason- Dixon Band opened
I
disclosing themselves, declined the this week at the Hotel Addison,
Write for Catalog
invitation for that meal, but said Detroit.
Serenaders
Kentucky
they would send up a party the fol- started an engagement this week
lowing night, and to take care of at the Walton Roof, Philadelphia.
TAYLOR TRUNK
them. The Inn did.
210 W, 44th St.
2S E. Randolph St.
Majewtlc

THETAYLORXX

missed a dancer in its revue because he had danced without payment a previous evening at an all-

booked out of the Keith

night place.

must pay Harry Susskind, owner of
the Pelham Heath Inn, in Pel ham

The Republican politicians of New
York, those of the regular organisation, are said to be more displeased
than the public at the methods employed for liquor enforcement in
the metropolitan section. "Making
enemies out of friends," is the politicians' manner of expressing their
disgust. They don't seem to be at
all backward in stating their opinion
as there isn't enough straightforwardness In the tactics pursued by

Parkway, Bronx, $1,602.50, according
to Judge Callahan's decision in the

ofhVe\

Al Jockers, the orchestra leader,

City Court, New York.
Susskind
sued for $1,500, which he loaned
Jockers on a note when the latter
had an orchestra at the Pelharn
Heath last season. Jockers cour terclaimed he was entitled to two per
cent of the business of the inn's
business on a verbal agreement.
This Was dismissed by the court.
Jerome Wilzin acted for Susskind.

agents.
The politicians
know whereof they talk since
The new show opening at W. J.
the comebacks all go to them. Not
Gallagher's Broadway Gardens. New
the least of the plaints of the politYork, Jan. 15, includes Elsie Mains,
ical workers is the picayune grafting
Marie Doree, Mabelle Cedar, Howpractised generally, this taking in
the smaller classes of liquor han- ards and Howards, Mile. Victorine,
Matt Scanlon, Mazette and Lewis
dlers and
including some drug
and a chorus of 10. Ted Reilly did
stores.
the staging and Leona Spielberger
the casting.
Dinty Moore and his orchestra of
five pieces went on the Southern
Keith vaudeville time with the act

federal

should

known

as.

COVERS FOR
ORCHESTRATIONS

"Melody and Youth." The

salary has been agreed upon, and
the act's salary with the Keith office
also had been set for the tour in
the South, it all being booked by
one booker in the Keith office. At
Norfolk, the act's first stop, Moore

A

M»

I

nun

)

I

<

ART BOOKBINDING CO.
US WEST 42d STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Wardrobe

at $75.00

WORKS

>KW YORK

CHICAGO
.

James W.

Patit, proprietor of the

'

DANNY
SHEEHAN

The Beaux Arts, Philadelphia,
had Julia Gerrity and the Versatile
Sextet (now seven pieces) open
Wednesday.
It expected Clayton
and White, but the team went to
Cleveland

instead

to

play Keith's

Palace.

Moss' Beaux Arts, Atlantic City,
reopened Jan. 17.

Bustanoby's Supper Club will
open Saturday night at Broadway
Mabel Burrelle
and 60th street.
be
(from the Side Shaw)
will
hostess and Passllia's
music.

ECCENTRIC DANCER
NOW WITH ERNIE YOUNG'S REVUE

Band

for the

A Broadway
was

offering

cabaret this week
a on3-third interest

for $3,000.

"FABLES OF 1923"
MARIGOLD GARDENS, CHICAGO

The tit for-tat thing isn't literally
followed by the New Orleans caba.s, or at least, one of them. When
the vaudeville managers of that

i

IS

YOUR MAKE-UP PERFECT?
USE
REICHERTS CELEBRATED
GREASE PAINTS AND
COSMETICS
(Made

in

Germany)

Europe's and America** Stars
have for decades used this unsurpassed quality
line, famous for its blending properties.

Ask your druggist

or costumer, or direct from

JULIUS PAULY, Inc., Sole Agents
21st STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
ARTISTS.: Send us the number of the grease paint
36

EAST

you use and we

will tend you a 4-in. trial stick gratis.
Reichert's Crease Paints are for sale at
Appleton Pharmacy, 696 8th Ave., City
George 8hindhelm, 109 W. 46th St.. City
Son, 226 N. 8th St., Philadelphia, P*.
Waas
G. Buckenmaier, 113 E. Genesee St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

&

-v~

Qreat
•-

OF GOLD
SUNSET TRAIL
WOHOCR
THC

BALLAO
or Mixed Quartette

Qreat as Solo, Duet, Male
F0RSTER MUSK PUBLISHER « UftS.tfobasfc Ave. CHICAGO

/

a

—
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"WHEN LOVE

IS

YOUNG"

ROY CLEMENS

By LE

NEXT WEEK

(JAN. 22)

NEW YORK

F KEITH'S PALACE,

B.

LEWIS

Direction

CORDON

ft

'-x

*

Mr. Douglas,

a

young

very

v.xeks he has rppeared in

OPINIONS OF
chitrneierlzrrops Of it, 1 ln.l *;thin memory.
A porlra t etched from life w.th rare at.«mion to minutest detail.
De.roit Free Prse*

One

of

Oi«?

If-t

I» a t;uirtrr. dffter <Zrama than Vaudeville is used to. Acts exWorl s With as muvh restraint as if he
eelteatly without (.'touting.
were wrorklftg f-r Wlnlbrop Ani':: Instead of Vaudeville. Cleveland

—

IMii in

—

Wistful. lovable small-town tyi>c.
He is like the 'boy on your
just a wholesome, lovable hoy.
Cincinnati Times-Star.

treat"

excellent performance in a ployle*

— Toronto

gifted

I'nusual

— Buffalo Expn
comedian. — liuffalo Courier.
histrionic ability. — Washington

mu

h above the average.

Mail and Empire.

show

*

in

wteks.

oodles of personality

fine lad.

la

day.

Can

)

He waf good

in

Movies

— h?

He

Tom
Tom

Star.

U gvod

Win.i great
Spectator.

ingly.

—

in Vaudeville.

ing

is

couldn't he better.

—Grand

excellent.

— Milwaukee

to

— aet.<

it

charm-

(Picture.)

comedy of youth is the cleanest and most cha rul]|ilariou-ly amusing.
s<-en on the Variety stage.
Marl.< d throughout by fine acting.
gtUe,

Di-

—

I.

Produced the
patch-Herald.

Tom

vis

As

Its

— Louisville

SPORTS

F.

champ, which west.

THEATRICAL CUTS

tough night for another representative; Kmilio Herman was beaten by
a far better boxer, Charles MeKenna. The semi-final was so Lhort, an
extra bout was put on, Leo Gates

winning

over

Tommy

on ncing
OUR

flashed
stuff and oe\ce looked ready to bite
Leo. He furnished a lot of laughs,
but he is still a natural scrapper,
Without any defense. At the ringside were four noted heavies Jess
Willard, Harry Wills, James J.

—

OF

=

EXCLUSIVE
•

FOOTWEAR
Every new style of the present season, as well
many advance Spring models, are included In
this mid- Winter clearance of Andrew (Jeller
footwear.

Our recognised standard of Quality, Value and
style •leadership makei this event a most extraordinary opportunity.

_ANDREW GELLER

ter is
sey.

Tom

Gibbons. The latout for a match with Demp-

Corbet t and

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE

Tommy. Madden.
some of his old-time

armory

Genuine

Douglas

at

comedy feature

clean

Reminds one of a /I'ai Kington character.
charm to performance. — Zit's.
-

r

Amsterdam

last week. All
part in the card

regularly held in

have been
armory at

the

Schenectady and a new club, the
Armory C. A., opened under the
auspleet of a guard company in the
Guerrini
•h»

ese

4CC0RDION
rACTOSV
Ms Units* State*

n* onl»
hat make*
f Reed* -

Kai-tori
set
t«

any

mad*

*iand.

177.?7t Celustsw

Avesue

•se

rrasfiifa

Cei

— Louls-

«fl

many months.

of the evening.

— Erie

'

Sketch owes most of
'

i
'

'

'

the men taking
offered are professionals, though armory at Lockport and several
they arc technically members of the other cities, according to report*-.
National Guard. It is charged that
few, however*
perform any real
Old state league polo players conThey nre paid for tinue to show the way in the Amerguard duty.
fighting In the armory bouts Just as ican Polo league, whose memberthey are anywhere else. Bed Mack ship is confined to New England
of Albany made a punching 'bag out cities. Averages recently published
oi the snclent Bddie Smith of New had Willie Duggan, former ScheYork in the main go of the Armory nectady and Newburgh rush, leadA. C.'s initial show, the first in ing the circuit in goals scored, with
Amsterdam since the spring of 1920. 115. Following him with 97 goals
Smith was dug out of a New York was Steve Pierce, who broke into
plumbing shop by Billie Roche when the game as a professional with
All Studdy, scheduled to meet' Mack, Albany. Duggan is apparently the
suddenly
reported
sick.
Roche same speed merchant as of yore,
scoured around the big city for a for he had beaten his opponent to
professional who was also a member the spot 311 times while Pierce had
k
of the National Guard, and finally turned the trick 245 times. Fred
got a hold of Smith, who belongs to Peace, old Poughkecpsie goil tenthe old Sixty-ninth regiment. Eddie der, was leading the "stop" artlstg
was no match for Mack. He fought with an average of .909. Bill Blount
at the old Colonial' rink in Am- and Mossle Conley, former state
sterdam about ten years ago, which
may give some idea of his age.
Fifteen hundred fight fans turned
out for the show. Mike JIamill of
Amsterdam, who is at present ref(House Manager)
erceing most of the bouts In that

THEATRE EXECUTIVE

Beautify

Your Fae*

von

sjuat loss teee ts msst
•ood.
Manv et the "eVefeetien" have •staised and retained setter carta s> hsvist
ma cerrect their faatural las.
ear'actlana and rsmave hlemithaa. CssiulUtlaa free
Fee*
•"eatenahle

F. E.

AT
A

LIBERTY!!!!!

theatrical executive with 20 years'
experience In Picture, Vaudeville «ml
Legitimate. Married, honest, reliable

REFERENCE THE HKNT:•
uo anywhere::

will,
Straight

SMITH, M. O

EDDIE

salary

or salary

ami

per-

centage

Write or wire quick

W. EBERHARD

R.

2959 E. Grand Blvd.

DETROIT, MICH.

MACK TALKS:

No. 117
**t

FRANK VAN HOVEN,

the nuttiest nut, is around
New. York again. This weak he is playing Keith's
Royal, New York, where he ia receiving his usual
amount of applause. When Frank is in New York it
meant but one thing EDDIE MACK ia his second
stop; the first stop is still a mystery.

A Co

Lrsflint

Lareett

n

In

section, was the third man in the
ring.
Bouts are "being held in the

347 Fifth Avenue
Opp. Haldol

guard company, bouts

(Picture.)

delightful.— N. T. Telegraph.

N. T. City

The official order forbidding boxing bouts in state armories, except
between members of the National
Guard, has not eliminated professional contests, as many seem to
believe. Regular shows, with recogpugilists,
accredited
Dlsed
ring
officials and prevailing admission
prices, are being staged by elubs in
several upstate New York cities.
Under the? auspices of a national

portrayal

Tost.

real,

is

,

E.

Bn-

splendid artist. — Will. es-Rarre Record.

infectious personality.
villc t'ourier-Jouinal.

As excellent a performance as we have seen

Sentlml.

Brennan was in a bad way in
m«*ant nothing to the held at large. the 12th round and again in the
period.
Though tired and weak
final
match,
Dempsey
called
Before the
body
at Johr. son's training quarters and and suffering from terrific
(Continued from page 25)
punishment) Brennan still showed
Brennan and he did it twice. John- gave him some pointers. The interrespect
Johnson
make
work,
enough
to
press
Jack
made
good
est
of
eon is from Iowa, but he came east
but the Johnson-Martin scrap pulled him. The letter seemed to get all
via the coast, where he was looked
When
the the better ot^hc breaks.
on as a comer. He is about 21, and one of the poorest houses of
season.
Patsy Haley split them in the
_^
chance
if as youthful stands a Rood
always
nearly
wai at
Johnson is a willing scrapper. He clinches, he
to meet the champion, whoever he
Brennan's right, and that gave
may be, in several years time. In can box, but when going in is often Johnson
a ahance to smash away at
the interim he is good for many wide open. Against a man with a
Brennan's left lumbar region.
battles in the sticks and on his New counter punch he seems to take
It was an all-heavyweight card.
imJohnson's
chances.
plenty
of
a
command
to
ought
York record
semi-final brought Jack Renault
price.
His debut here some weeks perfect defence was pointed out a The
and a Johnson victim,
ago was against Bob Martin, who weakness at the Martin affair. of Canada,
Dempsey told the young giant to out against Jop McCann of Newark,
In the
fighter.
powerful-looking
a
followed
hide his chin and he has
Floyd will fifth round, Joe's light went out.
that advice partly.
right
to the
artd
were
a
His
eyes
cut
doubtless develop punching power,
He may have a fairly hefty jaw sent him down. Left' hooks
too.
and
again
he
and
rights
floored
him
HHE STANDARD ENGRAVING CO Inc
"sock" now, for Brennan can "take
32* V/ tit 39 Sr NtW YORK.
it"— so can the new boy from the was counted out on ono knee. It
took Joe some time to realize what
was all about. Newark had a
it
A.

—Cincinnati

—

I

was the

type delineation.

likable youngster.

Gives realistic portrayal of youth. People recall own childhood.
Without doubt the cleverest, most true to life playlet ever seen
h< re.
Youngstojvn Vindicator.

A

Dougias gave great promise on the screen. He eas.ly
on the stage. 1* as charming as screen pictured h in.

Jnvenile

in

Projects charming personality. InterestGives an unusually capable performance.
ing to watch.
Glveo
promi.e of greater things. Baltimore San.

Douglas'
life.

artist

r.

A

-

Tom
up to

Thorough
qufr,

Rapids lleruld.

—

was

few

—

Tilegram.

stars in a delicious bit of drollery
Grand Rapids Prers.

capit;.!.

Douglfi*

— Toronto

most pleasing little comedy seen In many a
laughs with delicate humor. — Hamilton (Out.,
In

we have ever

True

—

Indianapolis Mar.

miles from a superior audience.

Tom Houghs
Tom Douglas

Clean

Tom

!

Admirably cast

-

rut, good looking young chs;p with
Douglas. You are l> und to like him.
Handles difficult role delightfully. Toledo Times.

Best

Win-?

act, in the

>ou brought homo to dinner last night."— kill

as "the boy
waul.ee Journal.

real

—

An

new

K PRESS

BketcS serves best purpose providing medium for its gifted cast,
which means especially Tom Douglaa. Acquits himself uncommonly
well.
I'luylct ewes much cf charm and appeal to his performance.
X. V. Morning Telegraph.
.

—

—

Plays admirably.

A

Til

to the profession, presented in a

following

Dealer.

•"reates an atmesphf-r* of lnin:«r and aeniipient tnr from the
rough burlea<!ue sevally fuiMed hi the public in the name of Vaudeville.
Pittsburgh Pre**

A

new

player, and quite

Vaudeville has merited the

MACKS CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING
Jum. a step East of Broadway »n <»th Street

OTHER STORE:

ISM IIKOMMI W.

Itef.

47th and 4*tli S»reefe

VARIETY
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leaguers, were second and third, respectively, among the goal tenders.
Fred Jean, who was affectionately
called "Dirty Jean" by the fans

when he was playing center on
Schenectady, trailed two others in
the matter of fouls.

Dick Donnelly,
Providence center, had committed
19; Tony Williams, New Bedford
center, 12, and Jean 1. The American league, now a six-team circuit,
not nearly as strong a.c it was

is

when Schenectady and Albany had
teams in it. The league-leading
Bedford's line-up ^comprises
Willie Duggan and Jigger Higgins.
rushes; Tony Williams, center; Paul
Gardner, halfback; Pete Williams,

New

goal.

The sporting

fraternity

familiar

with Louis Firpo, the Argentine
heavyweight being heavily press
agented as returning to New York,
doesn't take the southerner seriously as a fighter. In the Argentines, Firpo is an idol; they believe
down there the American fighters
ran out on Firpo after his single
fight around New York about three
years ago.
Firpo did meet some
second-rater, immediately leaving

Friday, January 19, 1923

Bridgeport. The list of managers is
as follows:
Bill Rodgers, Albany; At Wil-

and a student of boxing), Jim De- match at Kirksville, and made the
laney and Billy Wells, the English champion quit. It is claimed that
welterweight, are the two most the' champion was suffering with a
son,
Pittsrield;
Patsy Donovan, promising fighters he has seen in pair of boils that night and has
spring lb- Ui;
Bill
Donovan, New years, Joh;. Loveridge, former man- been seeking an opportunity to meet
Haven; Herman Bronkie, Water- ager of Keith's Alhambra, New Mondt again, hence the coming
burvj Paddy O'Connor, Hartford; York, is managing the Capitol, match here.
Eddie Eayrs, Worcester; Gene Mc- Davenport. Mr. Loveridge has enCann, Bridgeport. Rodgers will play rolled for the chiropractic course
It will be left to the municipal
second base, Wilson will catch, and will \va\c the theatrical field government
of the various Missouri
Bronkie will he at second or third, temporarily to complete his course.
cities whether or not they care to
and Eayrs wilt be in the outfield.
permit boxing. A bill provides for
The others will direct operations
Sam H. Harris is on the way to the appointment by the city adminfrom the bench. With the exception
istration of a boxing commission to
of MCCann. all the managers have building himself a racing stable.
Last winter he and Arch Selwyn govern the sport, the commission to
been in the big league.
consist
of men acquainted with athvisited Havana and in their spare
letics,
who will have complete
Jimmie ("Butch") OHagan, the moments picked up a filly named charge
of
all bouts.. It is also proAlbany middleweight, was awarded "True Flier." It won a couple of
vided
that
all clubs shall bo chapthe judges' decision over Tommy races down there and when brought
tered, the charters to be issued upon
McAleer of New York in their 12- north distinguished itself by a series
recommendation
of the commission
round bout before the Knicker- of firsts and seconds. The success
and approved by the city council.
bocker A. C. at Albany Tuesday of the one-horse stable stimulated
v
All
boxers
and
referees
are to be
night. The fight was one of the Harris* sporting blood. He recently
licensed.
best staged at Albany this season, bought four yearlings and has dolled
each fighter giving and taking a lot them up with theatrical names. One

"Director,"

"Composer" and "Sou-

/r^m^

weight title, Is finding it hard work
to drag the top notchers into the
same ring with him. DelaVey was
matched to box Harry CJreb Dec. 9
at Oklahoma City, but Greb cancelled the fight, claiming illness.

^

When

you're

looking

for exceptional furs at

a phenomenal saving of
at least

—A. Rat-

30%

kowsky is the place
come to.

^

to

Shortly after, Greb boxed, but not
Delaney. The latter is only 21 years
old. but touted as a second Stanley
Ketchell.
He has a deadly punch,
having stopped about every one he
has been sent against.
Mike Gibbors has Delaney under
his personal charge and will bring
him to New York this spring to
give the local fans a, peek at* the

new
and

Special

Discount

to

the Proffc&ffion
Repaired and

Ftti-5

Remodeled

\*

sensation.
will

grow

He is six feel tall
into a heavyweight.

Jim Harklna (Jim and Marion
Harkins) is the official announcer
for the American Legion bouts held
at Davenport, la., where both of the
artists

are

taking

a

IN

Professionals due
Pa., within

Castle,

ent.

A new

Johnson's

style

monkey wrench

play New
the next two

to

months should secure

hotel reservations before going there. Variety is
advi8?d by the New Castle "News."
The principal hotel. Leslie, was recently transferred and through resulting litigation its contents were
sold at auction, leaving t'.ie present
hotel accommodations in the town
very limited. The Leslie is expected
to reopen within a couple of months.
J. W. Bengough. of Buffalo. N. V
has succeeded J. J. Breslin as ma linger of the Jefferson, AubHrn, N. Y.
,

is

contribution to the
field of invention. A company known
as the J. A. J.. Inc., has been formed
to market the Johnson wrenches.
first

.'% unntlllim—t 1< >«>mMiiHiirtiutt..*n iiMiim««r«i'iwii«l*ttimiMM'in:r>tiiiiHliMMt4*.

John, Ilingling is preparii g to II
stage a rodeo under his own man- If
= e
agement at Madison Square Garden II
next season. Tex Austin introduced
Importer
the rodeo as a new style of enterATTRACTIV,
tainmei t for New York In the fall
!
and put it over to greaj financial
success.
He rented the Garden, as
the
management was skeptical I All our late, exclusive models!
when Auatin proposed tbe "show." [jmust be sold to make room fori
was
reported the takings for the ijour new Paris advance spring!
It
rodeo here reached $20,000 daily. Cy I jstyles.
Ccmpton is to gather the Bingling
147 Wfest 46th St.
II
rodeo outfit.
Foi m-rly irith Claire

Celt a

j

j

j

I

I

JANUARY SALE

j

i

;

j

j

,

j

NEW YORK
The climax

of a series of

rows

'

In

CITY
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VERSATILITY DeLUXE
Plnys

Xylophone, Saxophone, also Vocalist and ComposerVaudeville Artist and General Businefs Manager of the

Drums,

JULES ALBERTI ORCHESTRA
II

wis*. IN

<

HICACO'S DKTTK1 IIOTKI.S

WINNIE
\

(FOUR ENGLISH MADCAPS)

*

CHALLENGES

MABEL FOR
TO A BUCK AND WING DANCE CONTEST

chiropractic

Address JIMMY DUNEDIN, Manager, 245 We:t 47ft St,

Now York

City

EVERY WAV, IT \S GETTING BIGGER AND BIGGER,

— ofRio^MY^iTr
„„ „„„*_
you
£0

Steffi
° of1923

-—.,..
- ii will

for

too/

CO/IEOy VERXIONJ"- PATTERX- ETCORCHEXTRATtON./"

REAoy

HARRY T. WANBURY General Manager.

in

all

MM*

JULES ALBERTS
Iff

course. According to Harkins (who
is a close friend of the Gibbons boyi

EVERY DAV

ing.

is

before they were separated by Ref- hrette."
eree Mickey Hamill. O'Hagan's cleverness in the early rounds enabled
Benny Borgma.:. Kingston forfor home after knocking him out. him to gain the decision. McAleer
A cable was at once sent south that came on with a rush toward the end ward, led the New York State
Basketball
league
in
individual
Firpo had whipped the best Ameri- of ^e battle, but the Albanian's lead
can who would fight him and that was too great to overcome and the scoring the first half of the race,
official
figures
week
published
last
none of the others would have any- New Yorker had to be satisfied with
rhow.
The Paterson, N. J., flash
thing to do with him. When Firpo
second place.
tossed the ball into the basket 74
reached his southern home they met
times from the field and 87 times
him with a band and the city offiIrish Johnny Curtln, the newest from the foul line, for a total of
cials. Firpo has been living the life
flash in the bantam rank?, i. being 235 points.
of Reilly ever since in his country,
touted for a bout with Joe Lynch
as there is no rival who classes with
for the titleN>The bout will never
him home now, but it is about time occur, for two reasons: The first is
(St rangier)
Lewis, world's
1-M.
for him to revive his radimr poputhat Curtin cannot make the ban- champion mat artist,' and. his most
larity, so it looks as though Firpo
persistent
Stanislaus
challenger,
tamweight limit of 118 pounds; the
is after another set-up.
second is a feud of long standing Zbyszko, will appear on the same
between Charles Yoeserrick, man- bill in Kansas City the night of
The signing of a contract by Her- ager of Curtin, and Eddie Mead, Jan. 23, but not as opponents. (labe
man Bronkie to manage Waterbury manager of Champion Lynch. Mead Kaufman, who is promoting the
completes the managerial roster «>f told Curtin last week that if he affair, announces a double bill. The
the Eastern league. While no offi- wanted a crack at Lynch, he (Cur- champion to appear against "Toots"
get another Mondt. formerly coach for the Coloto
cial announcement has been made tin) would have
Gene McCann will be retained at manager. As Doesserick hr.s Curtin radq Aggies, while Zbyszko will tansewed up to a five-year contract, the gle with George Walker, an Auschances of a Lynch-Curtin bout a.re tralian importation. It is heralded
very remote, unless the boxing Com- that the Lewis-Mondt match will
mission can step in and Use its be for blood, and some real excitement U promised. The inside is
authority.
that Mondt went against Lewis sevJim Delaney. Mike Gibbon's pro- eral months ago in a time limit
tege and contender for the middle•

the heckling of the basket tossers,
assaulted Referee Joe Apple. The
contest turned into the roughest
ever played In the league and Apple
completely lost control- of it. Enraged at What they thought was his
unfairness to the home quintet, a
group of spectators attacked Apple,
and at the end of- the contest it was
necessary for a cordon of military
police to escort him from the build-

Jack Johnson, colored ex -champ,
dividing h s time between playing as an extra attraction with burlesque shows and inventing at pres-

is called Prince Hamlet, in honor
of the Shakespearean success at his
Harris theatre.
The others are

of punishment. In the third roun 1
the bell failed to work properly and
the fighters tore away at each other
for nearly a half minute overtime

the New York Basketball League
in a game between the Troy
and Albany teams at the former city
last week.
The fans, egged on by

came

^y^-*s£/(DWMiiTroi>Ay

B.A.MUJIC C9,

l45We/,45*Jt M.V

-
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REUBEN CASTANG-CHARLES JUDGE
Proprietors

and Trainers of

"

•

*
•

.

Jm

WORLD-RENOWNED CHIMPANZEE COMEDIANS

THE
Take

pleasure in Announcing That

They Are Booked

Solid with

a

Solid

Concern

*

TOPPING BILLS ON THE ORPHEUM TOUR
Merit

goods

is

Always Recognized.

W?

have overcome

all

obstacles because

—the most highly educated chimpanzees that have ever been

us in their native jungles in Sierra Leone, West Africa, in 1920,

nomenal Success

To
all

in the leading

We

inquiring friends:

-

—

shown, captured by

Music Halls of England and the Continent.

also take pleasure in announcing that

we have

terminated

We worked with four

we were ditched by being transferred to a Unit that
Sunday night. No salary for that week. None for the weeks we

different units in seven weeks.

laid off.

the

and exhibited with Phe-

connection with the so-called "Shubert Advanced Vaudeville."

stranded the very next

we have

Finally

—European
——_^—
—
do not

English and Continental Acts not familiar with America
—

—TAKE
NOTICE.
__^____

Beware

and make you
a thousand promises that they cannot live up to. In negotiations for an engagement in
the States, therefore, find out who the agent represents, and be sure you are dealing with
none but reputable, responsible and square-dealing parties. Accept no verbal agreements

that

wilfully misrepresent conditions

agents

as part of your contract. All this will save you
of lawyers' fees.

in

(It

on

this side

money and peace of mind—to say nothing

cost us $200 to collect on a Shubert contract.)

Be guided by our sad experience, and remember "A Chimp in the hand is worth two
the Bush." and a contract with a reliable firm is worth a dozen with a unit.
(Signed)

P. S.

—A. E. Johnson

money every Saturday

is

no longer our Agent.

night..

We

REUBEN CASTANG
CHARLES JUDGE

are booking direct and getting our

"Oh, boy, what a grand and glorious
..

feeling."

.

«

1

O

^

*.,<*..

i

1

M>

%

Fred Fisher's Sensational March Song
*
•

Two wrongs don't make a right, we all agree;
The whole world needs a little sympathy.
That's not the lesson that the war has taught,

•

That's not the thing for which our brothers fought.
There are hearts across the ocean, and they're crying with emotion,
Don't kick a nation when it's down.
Published by FRED FISHER, Inc.
\
224 West 46th Street, New York

'
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WEWS OF THE

Frohman, Inc. The English version to represent himself as an actor
unless identified with some theis by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.

DAILIES

Mn. Leon

Gest, the
Mr.
parents of Morris Gest. arrived in
Berlin after six years of hardship
They are on their way
In Russia,
hers.

and

Civic Opera Company Immediately after the close of
Jan.' 20 in Chicago
on
their season
will leave for a tour of Boston,
Washington and Pittsburgh. Cleveland and Detroit may be added. The
company opens in Boston on Jan. 22

Ths Chicago

two weeks.

for

Ben-Ami, Russian actor,
a naturalised American

Jacob

became

citizen last week.

Henry Miller has acquired the
Sacha Guitry's play, "Pasteur," wnlch had a long run. in Paris
In lilt and was recently revived at
ths Theatre Sarah Bernhardt there.
Miller will produce the play in New
rights to

in

with Charles

association

NOW ON

DISPLAY

A Now

Collection of Millinery
Including Straws for ths

Early Spring
160

W.

45th

St.*

New York

Two Doors East
10%

of

Discount to N. V. A.

AT.80

atrical organization.

many

to bring their sister over.

of New York Business
Men's Association, in conjunction
with the American Legion posts
comprising men engaged in theatricals, are sponsoring a plan to
erect a tower and clock in the

Ths Heart

i

City
Broadway

who

memory'

in

Borrowing $50 or $100 from the
AGENTS' HABITS
act and not repaying it.
(Continued from page 21)
Taking a bonus of $200 or mora
Having hangers on at agencies who. if possible to secure it for a cirmake deals with bookers by which cuit contract
amounts in excess of 5 per cent, are
Holding up the booker for extra
split between representatives and
money for four ahows a day andbookers. These hangers
place
then
representing to the act this
acta with all booking agencies.
is "kick-back money" not included
Checks Up Agents
in original agreement.
«
Asking for a "kick-back" of 5
Arrangements by which a booker
is "taken care of by agents.
One per cent, for the booker for "starting
.nstance is of a booker having ar- the act on a route."
One booking agency books the
rangements of this kind with three
agents. Ho goes to the offices of acts direct and claims 5 per cent,
the agents once a month and checks from act and 5 per cent, from
up their books to see he is in on house, making 10 in all. When
everything bc-oke*.". in the houses for acts are booked with outside agents)
which he provides material. This this means at least 15 per cent.
particular booker scorns any ar- Twenty is more conservative estirangement with "acts" and confines

Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr., has offered
appear before the committee
hearing Assemblyman Joseph Stein-

to

berg's bill to protect members of
the theatrical profession from fake
actors and actresses. He will supply
each member of the •Follies" and
'•Sally" companies with an identification card on which will be a small
passport photo and the finger prints

of the holder.

«

.

himself to agents.

Acceptance of presents ranging
Robert Martin, war veteran, pleaded not guilty and was given a sus- from a box of cigars to a piano.
pended sentence in Special Sessions,
his common or garden variety of
New York, on a charge of stealing graft, formerly in wide vogue here,
clothing and Jewelry from a dressis not employed much at present, as
ing room at the Comedy, New York.
He said he had been suffering from few bookers have routes to offer
which are in any way desirable.
Juanita Hansen, picture actress, amnesia since being gassed.
was released on $300 bail in the
Ownership of an interest in a
West Side court on a charge of posJohn y. Sumner, head of ths New producer's office by the booker, a
sessing narcotics.
The police said York Society for the Suppression of system formerly popular but which
that they have been searching for Vice, withdrew from a debate with
her on information received .from William A. Brady which was to have is practically in the discard this
season jawing to bad vaudeville
the coast bearing on the Wallace been held Jan. 28, on censorship.
conditions out this way.
Reid case. She is said to have admitted to the magistrate she was an
Police Commissioner Enright In a
Outside Agents Less Scrupulous
addict at one time, but has been report that ho will submit to the
The outside agents in Chicago are
cured.
Board of Estimate in support of his still
less acrupulous
than those
request for appointment of 500 more
Harold Orlob, the composer, will patrolmen will show that about 250 dealing with the regular offices. It
is
common
opinion here they can
make his debut as a producing patrolmen are assigned to cabarets
manager Jan. 22. when he will pre- and places that have been raided by "get away with murder," to use a
sent "Take a Chance." a new mu- the police for violating ths Vol- slang term, is significant without
sical comedy for which he composed stead act.
conveying the idea of actual loss
the score r.nd collaborated with
H. I. Phillips on the book and
A horse race on rollers Is being of life.
One outside agency booked an
lyrics. He plans to make a dramatic run on the stage of ths Victory.
production later on.
Providence,
in
conjunction
with act for a showing and got $150,
"Garrison's Finish," featuring Jack giving the act $50, representing that
Assemblyman Joseph Steinberg of Pickford.
the $100 went to the booker, a
New York will introduce a bill next
fabrication which served Its purweek to protect actors and actresses
Damage to the extent of $500 was pose.
The
bill
would
Impostors.
from
caused when a strip film broke and
Another act which has been
make it a misdemeanor for anyone exploded in the Music hall, Pawbooked for $300 has never filled a
tucket, R. I.
date from outside agents where It
Charles Clark, charged with be- got more than $200 o? the money—
ing one of three men who robbed
Inc. H. A. Jones of the Sedalia (Mo.) the explanation was again that It
"went to the booker."
theatre, was sentenced

rights of three of his biggest hits to
Warner Bros. They are "The Gold
Diggers,"
Avery
Hop wood;
by
•^Daddies," by John L. Hobble, and
^'Deburau," Sacha Guitry's work.

EDWARD CROPPER,
THEATRICAL

'

to six years

in the state penitentiary.
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Mill-
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PHONICs
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C

Markham

Prig. C.en. R. H.

of the

In the SpotlightAjnd on the Street— you want
your complexion pleasing, yet it's
hard to keep your skin dear and
clean when constantly using
make-up. Wherever you're play-

Oklahoma

lemon

by the
outside agents recently have run

PARK MANAGER
FOR

Court

stealing a

partment

Foreign Country

Boston,

in

Wanted

$2.',0

charged with
fur coat from a de-

store.

and

At a directors' meeting of the
Brooklyn Academy of Music on Jan

New York

theatrical firm

owning a large

it
was decided not
Academy.

park concession in Java is looking for a thoroughly experienced and reliable man to take complete charge and operate
same. Party must be thoroughly conversant with handling
Prefer one who
foreigners, particularly Javanese natives.
has operated similar concessions in Southern States; ability to
Perspeak Dutch desirable, altho not entirely necessary.
manent position with splenjiid opportunities for right party.
Unless you can give unqualified references do not answer.
Write fully. (Box) 100, Variety, N. Y. C.

The

body

of

to

Fritzle

sell

picture actress,
lor,

cliff

Stedman
is

Mann,

a

onto the bcaeh

former
suiner Jack Tay-

geles,
for
neglect.

a

divorce,

In
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and
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FRIEDRICHFRIEDRJCH

titagra.

Philadelphia
Dirr.V-1
I enclose $1.00. Send me your "Fussy
Folks" Package of Friedrichs Lemon CleansukavCream — enough for a whole month's use.

Name

Lyceum

Vh<

and

i
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Uet. Llroadway

Vamp

Shoe*
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Theatre or Hotel
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Town

Sfate...
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"HE WENT RIDING IN HIS HENRY
IT

Los Ancharging

The funniest song ever written
WILL MAKE THK WHOLE WORLD LAUGH AND SING

Suitable for Singles, Doubles, Burlesque and Singing Orchestras

PROFESSIONAL COPIES ON REQUEST

Taylor,

an orchestra leader

<

easily

and din, nour-

ishes ttssues end keeps your skin velvety
Try thia "sure-fire hit" with stafe
fetea,
If not told uhere you are playirg. f>in fl
dollar bill to this coupon and mail now.
soft.

West

The Coroner's opinion was that she
was hit on the head and then
Vera

nnri

pure, natural cleansers. This

quickly, tslces out grease

the

dancer 20 years old. was found on
the beach near Torrey Oines. Cal..
a few miles north of San Diego

thrown from a

<••»

Cream

cream penetrates the pores

46th St

Opp.

16

prominent

For

be a

Cleansing

A tecret formula of richest Oil of Letnoa
better

to:

SMARTEST FRENCH SHOES
to

picture actress, was arrested and
hold in $300 bill in the Municipal

ths

In ths Special Professional Vacluig*
for Fussy Folks

The methods employed

Cltv.

Helen Jordan, claiming

it

original

Getting acts a showing, repreOklahoma National Guard was badly injured
when he fell from n senting there is no salary connected
trained horse belonging to T,ucllle with it, and pocketing $20 to $25.
In

begin tonight— do

ing,

natural way.

Mulhall, an actress, during the in
augural parade of Governor Walton

A

City

David Belasco has sold the picture

from an N. V. A.

TO PROFESSIONALS

district

men

of the amusement world
died in the world war.

of the

•

__

Kurt. Freda and Hilda Schneider,
Supreme Court Justice Cohalan
midgets, who came over here to All
a circus engagement, are being held may appoint a referee in ths t»uit
by the Immigration authorities on for divorce brought by Geraldine
Farrar Teilegen .against Liou TsleEllis Island and have been ordered
deported by a special board of In- gen. Miss FarrAr carried a bun *h
quiry which considered their case. of roses sent room "Lou Teilegen
with best wishes during her apThey have appealed to the Secre- pearance
at the Olympic. Lynn,
tary of Labor. Kurt and Freda wore
here before and returned to Ger- Mass.

Times square

Ibsen, granddaughter of
Henrlk Ibsen, will make her American debut as Anitra in "Peer Gynt"
After the run of "Peer
Feb. 5.
Gynt" she will give a series of dance
Her husband, who Is an
concerts.
aviator, will study American military methods at West Point.
Llllebel

York

I

Don't kick a nation when it's down,
Don't put a thorn upon its crown.

•

•

!
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PREMIERE DANSEUSE

.

FEATURED AND PLAYING THE TITLE ROLE

»

THESHEIK'SFAVORITE
OPENED PANTAGES TOUR THIS WEEK
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

14),

WEBER & FRIEDLANDER

Direction

mate

In this case, as it Is doubtful
there is an outside artists' repre*sentative who books for less than
10* per cent.

if

New

role should know what the audiences
at the big house want, having been
a Stoll official for years.

York.
Within the past
months Milne has had five of
plays in West End of London.

Africa, where she is likely
main a considerable time.

12
his

George

HARRY WELLER
793-8thAv.

»fc,2f

Open Evenings

HM

Mn

>

t

trniiiiT

)«.t,

I92:t.

IIAKON. IS Nassau
John 32<*9.

Apply

•mhI

C, Mating

V.

rapacity 1,400, for rent* po»«e«*:on
t"

St, N. Y.

-

SAUL

\-

douhtlefls live until all the

manage-

ment's friends have seen
*
ductions.

'lie

Dame

J.

Melba will sing the
"La Boheme" at
17.
The thea-

in

tre is being occupied by the British
National Opera Co., a co-operative
concern, and her appearance is to
help them. She will receive no fee
and the prices of admission will be
raised for the occasion.

"Hawleys of the High
must finish at the Apollo

way

Street"
to

make

Keilson -Terry's
Phyllis
production of E. Temple-Thurston's
new play, "A Koof and Four Walls."
The full cast is Mrs. Arthur Whitby. Lydia Audrie, Laura Smithson,
Olive Campbell, Olga Slade, Nlchofor

KENNARD'S_
SUPPORTERS
jit

w

S<lth St.. N. V

I'lion* Pit*
S»MifJ

f'-r

Roj 0844
Catalnarti*

^

a

Margaret Cooper, the society entertainer,
who died suddenly of
heart failure last week, was buried
with distinguished members of the
miiKiral profession attending the
service .m.»*J^,j]i <ds of her admlrerg* ore
~;the church.
The
ofncjathig^i
,was drawn from
the £,o'ndeT
»ge of Choristers.
The cOffln
Was covered with

eome

vlole
material, was lit :r»i< d with beautiful wreaths and a
following motor car was also loaded with floral offerings. One of the
mont impressive tributes cctme from
Sir
Henry Wood, the famous
Queen's Hall conductor.
was
It
made of eucalyptus flowers, white
heather and laurels, and the inscription read: "To a great artist
whose unique talent and the pleas-

/^TheStag>7s<\
Y/For The Boudoir\*V

STEINS MAKE UP
.

dookht Upon Request!

"i#\STEIN COSMETIC COyAf^

^•^v

<*3o bpoomc

stX^Dy

SCENERY FOR NOTHING!

B,

Fagun version of R. L. StevenKon's
"Treasure Island" as the bigi
success of his career. Uusin * remains capacity at the Strand. Sevleral offers have been jpade for ;li»
[rights by pMyfncia; managers, but
him
Bourchier tvuhV.tour the pi«

Phyllis

how

Coven t Garden Jan.

i<-.>-

Arthur Bourchier claims the

Nellie

Miml

of

role

J.

Telephone

revue

of rest.

FOOTWEAR

Metropolis Theatre,
Third avenue, Jlnmx, X.

Clarence. Frank Freeman,
manager of a Neilson Terry.

Newton,

traveling

—

Mak

las llannen, Allan Jeayas, Lauderdale, Maitland, H. K. Hignett, O. B.

to re<

playing a
house.
in
suburban
Is
minor
trouhle.
He has refused to obey
the local doctor. On arriving at his
lodgings he complained of a cold
and a headache. He took medical
dvlce and was told he had scarlet
fever.
Likewise he was ordered to
await the arrival of an ambulance
to take him to a fever hospital. He
disobeyed, for instead of waiting
lie
borrowed £2 and vaniwhed.
When found lie will be taken Into a
hospital and cured, after which he
will be haled before the magistrates,
who may prescribe a further period

Arthur Roberts, the old comedian
There has always been more or who is permanently retained by C. B.
Robert Goudin, a dwarf at the
less "gypping" in the vaudeville Cochran, but who Is at the moment World's
Fair Islington, has just
looking in Chicago. Years ago the appearing in Veterans of Variety at been united In the bonds of holy
takings of some favored artists' at Paladium, will be 70 years of age matrimony with Ruby Trixy, a
To mark this event dainty feminine morsel of some 300
representatives was the talk in very shortly.
and also 50 years on the stage he pounds. Their only regret is that
theatrical ."money" circles, while In
will be entertained to a compli- their engagements compel .a postmore recent years another local mentary supper by the Gallery First
ponement of the honeymoon until
small time office for a western cir- Nighters.
the late spring. Still they are both
cuit is believed to have been a
in high spirits despite the fact that
bonanza for those seeking easy
Teon M. Lion will produce George the bride has recently been vaccimoney. "When the Great Northern Moore's new play "The Coming of nated.
played vaudeville it is said that dabrielle"
March.
in
sometime
few acts played there without put- Owing to the nature of the play it is
"The Happy Ending" finishes at
ting on the acrobatic stunt known more than likely that admittance the St. Jame.4 Jan. 13. It is probThis plan able
will be by subscription.
as a "kick -back."
that "Peter Pan" will be played
was \ised on the original production several evenings during the week,
of Shelley's "Cenci" at the Grand, as well
as at the matinees. BusiIslington, .in 1886.
ness with the revival is immense
IN LONDON
and a few evenkig performances
"William Bailey, at the age of 77, would accommodate
crowd*
(Continued from pate 10)
the
is about the youngest manager in
who want to see the Barrie show
season st the Comedie des Champs lxjndon. He rules the Metropolitan but cannot obtain seats.
Klysee, Paris, and is now arranging in Edgeware road in a manner
its Ftritish tour which will be in con- which might be copied by other
Rosa Lynd, formerly wife of Sir
Junction with Ben Greet. They re- managers of halls in much more exturn to Paris next autumn for a pro- clusive districts. And he has done Guy Chatwynd, Bart., left £24,W7.
this lor over half a century. T'sing
longed season.
the house as his headquarters he has
A receiving order on a debtor's
controlled the destinies of many petition against Melville Gideon has
The Scottish National Theatre other music halls including the been announced. Hj? is with "The
the
and
Brighton,
season lasted precisely one week at Alhambra,
Co-Optimists" at the Prince «»f
the Coliseum.
The choice of play- Aquarium, Yarmouth, lie managed Wales.
Nine years ago he aplets was unfortunate
the vehicle the latter for 12 y^ears without seeing peared In the Bankruptcy Court and
it.
used for the opening being paracknowledged that although he had
ticularly weak, washy and amamade £8,000 as a pianist in 18
play months, he had lost £10,000 through
fine
Galsworthy's
John
teurish.
Pat Wilson who brought
the company and played the leading "Loyalties" is nearing the end of its gambling in the same period.
long run at the St. Martins. Following it Reandean will produce •"The
A new theatre ha* heen opened,
cieat Proxopp," in which Edmund the
Play Hox, Kensington, and is
Welier's FRENCH Gwenn will play thai leading part. probably one of the many "TheaThis play is by A. A. Milne and will
tres Royal Back Drawing Room"
not be remembered as a success in
The
Which abound) in London.
So Smartly Different.
opening program ponsi*;* of two
Parla
T..» Newsit
Thr« theatre will
children's plays.
K18INESS OrrORTI MTIKS
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of scenery that
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\TLER lias a warehouse/til
who will haul away.

he will give to anyone

-

He
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it,

IS

WRONG WITH

IT?
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WALTON BRADFORD
It4
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42nd

STREET
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HIS

HOTEL PENNSYLVANIA ORCHESTRA
RETURN TO
B. F.

NEW YORK

KEITH'S PALACE,

NEXT WEEK

.

•

22)— FOR AN INDEFINITE RUN

(JAN.

'

AS

EVERY DAY

IN

COUE MIGHT SAY:

A#.

EVERY WAY, WE'RE GETTING BETTER AND BETTER

ASK HARRY WEBER
will always remain a
Other wreaths
memory.
from Ellen Terry, Carrie
Tubb, Violet and Irene Vanbrugh.
Huntly Wright, Elsie Bullough, Sir
Oswald Stoll, the Royal Academy of

|

Chums Club. Merlin
Morgan, Mme. Kirkby Lunn and
the

Music,

Tom Costello once again
laments that at Trinity Church he
met his doom; Leo Dryden renders
the "Miner's Dream of Home';; Arthur Roberts takes the audience
into his confidence about a lady
friend
who is living with her
mother now; Louie Freear explains
that she badly wants to be a lady,
and every other man and woman in
the party contributes a number
which was being whistled and sung
all over London 20 or 30 years ago.

Bumps";

urd »he gave

living

came

the Concert Artists' Association.

Alban Limpus has acquired the
rights of a new play by Edward
The
Percy, called "Trespasses."
production will be a provincial one

Maurice Moscovitch will follow
to be followed in a few weeks
Lyn Harding, the "Decameron Nights" at Drury T^ane.
the West End.
"Peter
he and Arthur Collins are at
of
Both
Hook
present Captain
the moment in Berlin.
Pan," will play the leading part.
in

and redecorated, the
Rebuilt
Constance Collier is seriously ill
Alexandra Palace theatre reopened in Switzerland.
She has been in
Boxing Day, closed since the gov- failing health for some time, and
ernment took over the place in 1914. Clara Butt, one of her oldest friends,
The opening attraction is the has been hastily summoned to her
pantomime, "Cinderella."
side.

"One-a-Week
Ashwell's
Lena
The news that Melba was to sing
Plavers," a company which works Mimi in "La Boheme" led to an imrule, are at mediate
a
as
suburbs
inva»ion of the Covent
outlying
the moment presenting a nativity Garden box offices, with the result
play, "The Child In Flanders." at that within a few hours the house
the Cathedral Hall, Westminster. w;is sold out for that occasion. Music
The more serious work is preceded lovers and those who pretend to a
bv a children's playlet. "The Child
Who Had Never Heard of ChristBoth pieces are from the
mas."
per. of Cively Hamilton.
ages of the 11 "veterans" who are appearing at the
Palladium is said to reach 600
years, but they show little sigtfs of
The old songs g<>
it in their work.
with a rare swing unknown to more
modern acts, and the audiences sing
the choruses as lustily as they did
in the old days before music halls

The

GET THIS STRAIGHT
My COMEDY SERVICE is not a
publication — merely an advance
bulletin

New and

of

Original
cross - fire

smart

monologues,

;

for $5.

If

you want to know

my COMEDY SER-

those who subscribe to
Including Leon Errol. Willie

VICE ask
it,

and Eugene Howard. Harry Holman, Joe Laurie, Jr., Bob I^a-

JAMES MADISON
Broadway

New York

called

"Pk.s

The

Eden,

Theatre

des

designated
Boulevards (though
recently

situated in the Faubourg Montmartre), will again change its name

when Oscar Dufrenne and Henri
Varna become lessees to revive "The
Merry Widow." It will then be
known as the Palace, a title formerly held by the Theatre Mogador.
Charles Hackett, the tenor, has arrived from New York en route to
Spain, where he will tour the sprinpr.
when he Is due to appear at the

Opera

women appears

call it square.

This the former burglar does and
his pal puts the swag in a hand bag
belonging to the former burglar and
makes him hide it for him. But the
wife of the former burglar has
grown tired of him, finding him to
unromantic, and plans an affair with
the local police commissioner. She
has even packed her traveling requisites in this very bag. already for
a trip to Berlin with the commissioner. So she steals the bag from
her husband while he sleeps.
very amusing and lively intrigue
is built, ending in the freeing of

btabUtbed

5H0RT

Laitlag
Satitfactlaa

ShW»,

A

Theatrical antf Stract

Waar

the burglar because the vice-mayor

gliaaars.

Pataat Calt-

wits

tkia

dull kit
trim mint ar

su«dr

w ltd kid
trimmlna t*
match.
Othar madelt

in

erou

or

sum ta t. A ta EE.
290 Fifth Ave.
511 Sixth Ave.

S«nd

I

on

trav-

New

two men,

10°'e

only being prevented by its keeper
from trampling them to death. The
vicMms are supposed to have played
a trick on the animal.

—

preparation

PRICES

i

V.

Both bet. 30th
and 31st Sts.

Discount to Theatrical People

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

REDUCED—QUALITY IMPROVED

CHICAGO
RAPNES TRUNK CO.
WEST RANDOLPH

7i

KANSAS CITY
BOOK TRUNK CO.
Ml MAIN ST.

another

revue signed by
Itoger Ferroel, Jose de Brya and
fieo. Dally Is shortly to be mounted
by Mme. Rasimi at the Ea-Ta-Clan
music hall,

efftett

SOLD BY THE FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED AGENTS
NEW YORK- SA.MH.1. NATHANS. 531 SEVENTH AVENC E

ca" will follow the operetta.

Hani.

Also

»traa

far Catalai

kEADY- -NEW CATALOG

H.dSclM.

io by Jean Deyrmon. Vorcet
Max Kddy entitle "T'excite pas
re

"Knockout." at the Cigale middle of
of January. The cast Includes Henri
Jullien, Magnard. Berge, the dancer;
Mmes. Stercia Napierkow^ka, I.uclenne DebreMie, Lucia Barlett, Mag-

She looks her best on the stage! In
any setting— in brilliant light or dim
she is always herself. Why? Be-

NOW

plain

laaihan.

la. all

States this week.

An elephant escaped from a

Hlih.it QualltiM.

AMurlng

attar

eling circus at Toulouse
Year's day and attacked

1003

Emarat* tH*

\j\mp

in Paris.

Comme

— powdera. grease
creams o« rouges — aay Lelchner'a
playa your part best!^*

actress.

Henri Leering, pianist, who has
been in Berlin for the past two
years, is returning to the United

and

Careful artist* rely on Lelchner'a Toilet
Prepuratlona and Theatrical Make-up to
shield the charm of their complexion and
tha beauty of their linea from the glare
and shadow of atage light. Be Hire vou
6<*t Leichner'a for your own make-up.

"Konigin Christine"
At the Lessing theatre "Konigin
Christine" by Strindberg, deals with
the life of one of Sweden's queens
is more history than drama, but still
makes an interesting role for an

The pal has found nut las en«!t in unimportant but mention
whereabouts and comes to collect. should be made of Thcodor Loos and
The respected citizen can't give him
(Continued on page 44)
the cash as he has it invested. So
his pal suggests that he tip him
off to a good opportunity and he will

Is making an automobile tour
through Europe and expect to play
later in Paris in company with Alex.
Vlad, a comedian.
.

A

make-up— her

was very good.

him.

couple

Walton

— is perfect.

who sees the chance of becoming
mayor, does not want any blot to
come on his family. And at the end
the burglar gets the bag with the
swag.
The production in Munchen

Strindberg's
hate
for
as -one of the leading motives. Christine is hard, unprincipled, ruthlessly using her set
But for once
farces in Germany for some years, to achieve her ends.
six
Having Just completed a
and has an international appeal. The Strindberg admits the possibility
months' tour of "HeddaGabler." Mrs. story centres about a hand bag made that men may also be unprincipled;
Patrick Campbell will reopen at out of crocodile leather filled with Christine really falls in love, gives
Brighton, Jan. 28. with a revival of loot from a burglary. A respected up her crown and is thrown over by
"Magda." She will later on produce citizen who has lived in a s^mall her lover* In the present production
Henrv Bernstein's play "L'Eleva- town for some 15 years, has mar- Elizabeth Bergner as the queen
brings out every side of the chartion," under the title of "Uplifted."
ried the daughter of the vice -mayor.
at one moment childish, the
He turns out to have formerly been acter,
next a full grown vampire, at one
a safe cracker who made a tremendous haul and then skipped without moment sincerely loving, at the next
dividing it with ids pal who helped brutal and cruel. The rest of the

A troupe of comedians from the
Porte St. Martin theatre will visit
South America Feb. 20 with a repertoire of French comedies.

cause her

HOOPER TRASK

•

Florence Waltoff. former wife and
dancing partner of Mauriee, is at
present In France with her husband,
The newly-married
Leon Letriin.

Salle, etc.

1493

be

will

KENDREW

Paris, Jan. 2.
conceit party under the patronage of the Fine Arts department
of the French government has sailed
for a tour through Canada and the
United States under the direction of
a Montreal impreJ. A. Gauvin.
sario, and Louis Yarande, a Paris
The artists include Jose
agent.
I>elaquerreiere. who has been singing the Grand Molog at the Gaite;
.Maurice Jacquet, conductor; Mmes.
Lucie Bachelet. soprano; Domoulin
and Diamond, the Trianon theatre.

C.

Berlin. Jan. 2.
"Die I'nmoralischen," a farce by
This will bring Peggy Lothar Schmidt, at the Kleines theFours."
O'Xeil back to the West End legiti- atre, already spoken of In these
mate stage after a more or less die columns before, is really quite imjointed vaudeville run. The produc- possible. There is not a line in the
play with a bit or originality in it,
tion is fixed for Jan. 17.
and the situation is hackneyed and
trite.
The acting of the company
play
Arnold Bennett has written a
on the subject of Don Juan. This was also quite inferior, only the
will be privately published and may young girl of Carolla Toelle had a
never see the footlights. The plot is commendable lightness and gaiety.
not too savory and shows the hero
as a super-libertine and a callous
At the Volks theatre in Munchen
murderer, whose curses, like chick- a new farce by Karl Strecker, called
ens, come home to roost In the end "The Crocodile," has had a successwith a vengeance.
ful premiere. This is one of the best

Haymarket

fully returned
last week to the United States after
studying the local atmosphere for
his projected picture of "Trilby."
Gerald I)u Maurier, son of the author, has been in touch with Tu'.'ly
Mile. Andree de la
in
London.
Bign'e will play the title role, and is
shortly .going to California for the
purpose*, where she will assume the
name of Andree Lafayette.

intended exclusivetop-notch entertainers.
ly for
COMEDY SERVICE No. 10 is
now ready, price S2; or the entire
10 thus far issued for $11 or any
4

E. G.

A

Richard

is

more about

By

BERLIN
By

The new II. A. Vachell play which
follows "The Dover Road" at the

Paris.

routines, etc. It consists of four
pages, each about the size of

LIFE, and

it appears to
be intellectual are bewailing the
fact that the theatre must soon pass
under the spell of "Jazzman la."
Prices for the Stoll revue will run
from one shilling and tenper.ee up.

PARIS

total

became vaudeville palaces and
boredom a fashionable pose. Charles
"What Ho. She
sings
Bignell

love for music because

DENVER
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VICTOR TRUNK CO.
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paint*,
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CHASE PRICE.
WE HAVE MANY ATTRACTIVE STAGE
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SERVICE THAT

220 West 46th Street
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The Worlds Greatest Ballad Writer and Entertainer De Luxe
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GEO. GRAFF,

This week hes playing at Keiths palace Theatre, n.y.
NEXT WEEK THE COLONIAL - THEN THE AlKAMBRA AND THEN, THE ROM
Take Advantage sf This Opportvn nry
To Hear Him Sing These Wonderful Songs
Your Repertoire Is Not Complete Without Them!
Equally GOOD For SOLOS, DUETS, TRIOS or QUARTETS
PROFESSIONAL COPIES -ORCHESTRATIONS - QUARTETS- BAND ARRANGEMENTS — ALL KEYS
YOU'LL F»/ND THEM AT ALL OUR BRANCH OFFICES
a l cook
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The

Style Event
of the Year I

Where Garments of
Distinction Are
Commonplace

•

L Muter
Annual

PROFESSIONALS

Sale

4

or others

^

who may want

Slippers — a few weeks ago
but sketches in the de-

Nowhere

signer's

selection

find

hand — now reduced to comply -with' the

to

New York will you

under one roof so wide a
apparel to

fine

of

choose from as at the Kahn
Shop.

Miller January custom
and the expectations of
I.

ADVERTISE

in

the feminine public!

Here it
you to

65December
Styles

is

a simple matter for

find a style, not only
individual,
but becoming

Reduced to

$0.85

garments not only masterly
may have

tailoring, but of a perfection
the

assistance

of

with

copy

mail

or

MILLER

I.

may

intending advertiser

for

Broadway

that will give complete

fit

satisfaction to the

request.

An
call

of

53 Style. 7.85
47 Style* '^.85

Variety's business department

upon

in

slight

figure

or

woman

of

distinctly

matured.

at Forty-sixth Street

Variety's staff to pass upon.
Open
It will

be rewritten

if

required

In Chicago

and requested, to best* bring

The Annual Sale

is

out the idea of the advertise-

ment.

Or Variety may be

until 9 p.

— State

m.

Street at

COATS WRAPS SUITS

Monroe

DRESSES

noto in progress at all the

I. 3tiller

Shops

re-

quested to submit copy for an

advertisement along
idea,

which

a

given

BUFFALO
By SIDNEY

prompt

will receive

BURTON

The board of directors of the
Lafayette Square theatre last week
voted to dispense with the services
of C. Sharpe Minor, the former orIf the advertiser is out of ganist at the theatre on a $500 per
week salary. Minor walked out of
house on New Year's day after it
town, the mutter will be given the
was reported his suggestion for a

attention.

Xmas remembrance in the form of
the about $1,000 had been turned by the
management.
Absent since that
same way and the copy or time, no one about the local theatres
here seem to have any idea concernAt the
ing Minor's whereabouts.
proof submitted by mail.
special directors' meeting It was

its

proper

attention

in

voted to cancel the organist's con-

With the performance of Booth
Tarkington's "The Country Cousin"
the Stuart Walker Co. will bring its
season at the Shubert to a close.
"The Country Cousin" marks the
10th play Stuart .Walker has presented here.
Walker's decision to terminate his
company's season in this city is due
to the fact that while a considerable
following has been built up the
financial return is not sufficient to
warrant further activities.
Mr. Walker's venture here is in
striking contrast to Malcolm Fassett's at Macauley'a theatre during
the spring and summer of 1922. Mr.
Fassett cleaned up, and probably wiH
when he returns this spring, even

tract which runs until next April. though his company is inferior to
advertising The present situation comes after the Walker organization.
considerable dissension between the
the advertiser making state- theatre management and the artist
The Gayety theatre is now under
dating back to last summer when the management of Samuel Relder,
ments in his own way, thereby Minor requested a raise to $750 per who is regarded very highly by the
week which was refused. He then officials of the Mutual Burlesque
saying just what he wants to threatened to walk out but the man- Circuit. Mr. Reider was holding a
agement took steps to compel him to like managerial position in St. Louis
remain by injunction. "William O'Neil when he was transferred here.
say, usually furnishes the best is the current organist.

In

professional

Joseph Goldberg,

advertising copy.

found,

however,

It

has been

many

that

who has been

Marked increases in the strength with Louisville theatrical and adverof balcony business during the past tising circles for the past 20 years,
few months is said <o be responsible has terminated his connection of
for the general raise in admission over six years with the Big Feature
prices at downtown picture houses Rights Corporation and Educational
since Jan. 1. The situation indicates Film Exchange to start in business
a gradual change in the majority of for himself as head of the Goldberg
the draw now attending this type of Advertising and Letter Service.
.

professionals hold the opinion

newspaper men could turn out
better

amusement, weak balcony business
the having been the general rule up to

Between

copy.

PITTSBURGH

recently.

By

two, an advertiser should se-

COLEMAN HARRI80N

Buffalo appears to be coming back
PICTURES—Grand. "Dr. Jack"
into the position of premier (second
week), and "Fruits of
cure the very best copy and rapidly
dog-turn which it held in pre-war Faith"; Liberty and Blackstone,
days.
"Patsey," "Lady Butterfly" "Thirty
"Quincy
Days";
State,
results.
and "The Invisible Guest" are among Adams Sawyer" (second week)
the recent openings here during the Olympic and Regent, "Making a
past month. For the coming fort- Man"; Cameo, "The Flirt"; Camera Variety office may be night Nazimova's "Dagmar," "The phone, "Shadows."
Blackmailers" byBarry Connor, and
addressed for this service in Emily Stevens In Thompson BuchThe Pitt, at various Intervals the
anan's "A Sporting Thing to Do" home of feature pictures, playing at
York, San Francisco, are listed.
special prices, is reverting from
legit to that policy beginning tjiis

Any

—

New

London ©r Chicago.

v

LOUISVILLE
SAMUEL E. HYMAN
MACAULEY'S — "The
Passing
By

Show" (Mon.-Wed.); "The

SHUBERT— "The Country Cousin"
(Stuart Walker Co.).
GAYETY— "Runaway Girls" (burlesque).
B.
F.
KEITHS NATIONAL—
Vaudeville.
B. F. KEITH'S MARY ANDERSON—"Oliver Twist" (film).
ALAMO
Home."

WALNUT —

h
•

i

-

KENTUCKY — "Gas,

Oil

148 West 44th Street

the Nixon this week. With pictures
at the Pitt and Shakespeare at the
Alvin, the "Scandals" is the .only
musical show in town.

at Poll's created Interest for the cur*
rent week. Miss* Anglln's play is by
an actor, Willard Robertson, well
known here, having appeared* with
the Columbia theatre stock comPittsburgh celebrated the fifty- pany for a number of seasons some
ninth anniversary of the death of few years ago.
Stephen C. Foster, the noted comMemorial
poser,
last
Saturday.
"Lillom" attracted a good-sized
services were held 'at his grave in audience for the opening Sunday
Allegheny
Cemetery under the night and received unstinted praise
auspices of the Civic Club. At noon from the local critics. Charles Ellis
Foster's melodies were played on the in the title role was accepted readchimes of various churches. Two ily in the part, and accorded some
concerts were held during the even- splendid notices.
ing, and several orchestras featured
programs of Foster songs.
The return of Helen Hayes, wh«
born, .reared and educated here,
With three houses featuring bur- was
in "To the Ladies" at the National
lesque this form of entertainment
was a real home coming for her at
is undergoing its severest test in
years.
The Academy has George the opening Monday night.
Jaffe's
Stock burlesque, with a
Cosmos bill: "Misses and Kisses*;
weekly change of bill. The Gayety
is playing Columbia Wheel, and the Joe Armstrong; The Wheeler Trio;
Duquesne, the newest of the group, Dorothy Richmond and Co. in "Maris the Mutual house.
All three are riage a la Vaudeville"; Davis and
using a great deal of billboard ad- Wopler; feature film.
Dream";
"Dolly's
Strand bill:
vertising.
Archer and Belford; Frank Mullane;
Gus Edwards, who is at the Davis Dawson, Lanigan and Covert; Beck
this week with his revue, is giving and Rector.
Gayety: Bowery Burlesquers, with
an hour daily, from 12 to 1, to hearing aspiring amateurs and giving Billy Foster and Frank Harcourt.
Picture houses: Loew's Columbia,
them helpful criticism.
"Robin Hood"; Loew's Palace, 'Love
The safe of the Liberty theatre in the Dark"; Moore's Rialto, "Ths
was broken open last Sunday night World's a Stage"; Crandall's Metroand $1,800 taken. The police have politan, "Oliver Twist," second week.
not succeeded as yet in locating the
"Abie's Irish Rose" entered Its
burglars.
The house is owned by
eighth week at the President last
the Rowland and Clark interests.
.

WASHINGTON,
By HARDIE

Juliet."

at the Alvin this week, is attracting
the carriage patrons.
The local

drama league is planning a reception to Jane Cowl and Rollo Peters,
her leading man, for Thursday afternoon.
is

and

Nine."

Water."

Jane Cowl's "Romeo and

Beginning this week the Lyceum
to house road attractions, playing*
Marguerite Bryant in"Tess of the
"My Old Kentucky Storm Country." Miss Bryant has
played here in stock and is a local
Ninety
and favorite. The underline is "Mutt
"The

RTALTO— "Thirty Days."
MAJESTIC—
— "Missing Millions."

*

run.

Circle"

(Thur.-Sat).

—s—

week with 'Robin Hood." This picture is scheduled for an indefinite

Mme. Kahn

Jeff."

D. C.
MEAKIN

Le Gallienne

is

at

company.

in

Molnar's

''Llliom" th>

National theatre.

ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?
trnmahlp arconimodntloni arranged nit nil Lines, nt Mnln !»!«>•
'rice*.
l-orrlm Money
Dont* are uolna rery fnllt nrrnnae early
lionnhi nml void
Liberty Honda honttltt find void.
>

George Whites "Scandals"

local

appearances of Margaret
Ruth St. Donis and Ted Shawn
Anglin in a new play. "The Sea are to appear here under the direcWoman." at the Garrick. and Eva -t ion of T. Arthur Smith the lt>th at

The

t
I
t I 4.1/
PAl'l.
I'Al'Slf.

and

Sunday. Leo Hoyt, who has been
giving some few performances with
the Baltimore cast, replacing Leo
Krankfi there, has returned to the

I

I

A*.

uj.kj
mt%*
«.w
SON..
104 a..
r:n»t. .14th

•*.
Mt..
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THANK
ALBEE, MARTIN BECK

DESIRES TO
•

y

Messrs. E. F.

and

on which he
managers and

their associates, also artists of the different bills

has appeared over the Keith and Orpheum Circuits,
their crews, both front and back of theatres; also the press for their
kindnesses, courtesy and encouragement in making his Vaudeville
engagements the pleasant success they are.

THIS
(JAN.

15) B. F.

WEEK

KEITH'S BUSHWICK,

BROOKLYN

NEXT WEEK

•

(JAN. 22) B. F. KEITH'S RIVERSIDE,
BALTIMORE
ROBERT F. SI8K
AUDITORIUM— 'Tangerine."
By

FORD'S—'Ice bound."

LYCEUM— "Ladies'
week

Night,"

4th

4th

in stoek.

ACADEMY— "Abie's
week

Irish

Rose,"

in stock.

MARYLAND— Keith

Vaudeville.
Columbia Burlesque.
Stock Burlesque.
Mutual Burlesque.

PALACE —

GAYETY—
FOLLY—

NEW—"Knighthood."

CENTURY ROOF— "Passing
rade."

Ta-

Ernie Young revue.

"Anna Christie"

last

was known of the work before its
opening. Of the local critics Robert
Garland, on "The American," se; med
to be the one who really caught the
spirit of the play and gave Davis
credit for doing a sincere piece of
work. Several of the others were
inclined to sneer at the possibility
that a good play could be written by
a writer who had "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model," to his credit.

ST.

AMERICAN.— "Elsie."

Tyler production, following "Humoresque" in, made two in a row for
him here which didn't add a single
nickel to his collection. Business at
Fords, however, for "Icebound"
started off with a big house, a surprise in view of the fact that little

OSWALD
W00DSIDE
KENNELS

LL

ODEON.— San

republicity

ORPHEUM.—VaudevHle.
GRAND.— Vaudeville.

By

CHESTER

B.

Stone

the

Monday.

The

SYRACUSE,

playing

"Extra,"

to

Opera Co.

Blushing

Bride."

affair.

It

was

said that there were

Buckley-Ferguson
Blnghamton,

tions. Inc., of
deal this

Produc-

will close
for the purchase

N. Y.

its

BAHN

of studio property at Port Dickinson.
Title to the property is now

week

.

W1ETING.— Dark.

—

Eisfefdt,

Shuberts.

for

—

braved the wintry storms

the paper.

of the north country last week to
Colum- escort a new blooded bovine to her
Ralph
Record,
until
recently
summer place near Clayton. The dramatic
bia, will be in New York this week
editor of the Herald here,
to engage principals for Municipal cow, Laura Artemeeia 2d, was grand is now doing a column — non-thechampion
at the New York .StateOpera, y* which he is managing
atrical for the New York American.
had he been lifted from the wreck- director. The Municipal Opera sea- fair here a couple of yea.s ago.
age and given medical attention im- son has been extended to 10 weekw
Carthage did not see "Twin Beds"
mediately. Doth the management of and is expected to do about $200,000
Last year $197,5 10.50 on Thursday, the company schedthe Lyceum theatre and the local on season.
uled to play the Carthage opera
police have investigators on the case, was taken.
house disbanding on
the
road.
and it is expected that the guilty
PIIUM
parties will be found soon. There is
"Music Box,'' American, last week Carthage'K best bet now is "Uncle
the belief that already their names played to capacity the entire week. Tom's Cabin," Town for Jan. L'5.
"EKELA," the Tropical Beach
axe known.
After Wednesday a seat could not
Dancer
Thanks to an "overcoat party''
be bought for any of the remaining
performance*.
Thousands were staged by Manager H. M. Addison in "PASTIMES OF HAWAII"
turned aw.iy. Tn fact, business was of the Stone opera house, Bing-

other occupants of the car, who fled
when the accident occurred. Much
a
stress is being laid upon this,
doctor early upon the scene said that
Holmes' life could have been saved

Manager David

M

Russell.

—

GEO. KALALUHI'S

HAWAIIANS

CARLTON EMMY
AND

HIS
ROOKED

MAD WAGS
ORPHEUM

SOI, ID—

(IK.

BURT CORTELYOU

HOWARD

"PASSING SHOW OF
SHUBERT
Direction

Show

—

STARRING IN

1922

>>

MESSRS.

OLIVER WALLACE
WORLD'S PREMIER MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST
SECOND YEAR

GRANADA THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO

big at all houses, pictures included.

ROYAL
VENITIAN FIVE
MELANGE OF MUSIC AND SONG
Orpheum Jr. and B. F. Ke th Circuit*
Director— F.->~,t. JACK LEWIS; West. JOHN BILLSBURY
MA R F
WIL! AM
I

HENRIETTA and WAKR1NER
America's own,;sin<#;rs'

:>»

hamtun, 75 overcoatle.ss Parlor City

Direction:

8IMON AGENCY

The

third
death
of
persons
stricken in local theatres in the past

week occurred when Mrs. Laura
Volland died in the women's retiring room at the American la«t
week. The cause of all three deaths
was heart disease. Mrs. Volland

THREE
MELVIN

was the widow of Hugo Volland.
treasurer of Toomey & Vollanil
Scenic Paint Co. Volland, also died
suddenly, in 3 921, of heart disease.

An accident at the baggage car
delayed the opening performance at
the Orpheum last Sunday. Manager
Sullivan ordered the curtain up and
the audience was permitted, for the
first timp. to see how things look
back stage at the Orpheum. Although the show did not get started
until 4:10 p. m., not one of a capacity house was lost.
Blossom
Seeley, Orpheum, last week cancelled
engagement after opening
matinee, throat trouble' given as
reason.
Seymoro and Jennette
(colored). Orand, worked two shows
Monday, or until Gretta Ardine Co.
arrived from Chicago to replace the
It is said the colored
Seeley act.
boys went over big and will return
to

II

Carlo
— "The

EMPRESS.

Many took advantage.
ceived great amount of
with stunt.

HAPPY

WILLIE and EUGENE

I

—

Next week. being searched and the papers will
be passed as soon as this is finished.
T
Mrs. John W. Garrett, wife of the
Players "Erminie," produced by Knights of
Columbus Choral Society with Milformer secretary to the Conference in "Madame X
Samuel and Nathan Goldstein,
on the Limitation of Armaments, HGAYETY.— "Beef
bur- ton A born as director.
Trust,"
B. P. KEITHS.— Vaudeville. Will owners of the Park theatre, Utica,
held last year in Washington, is lcsoue.
celebrate third anniversary
next have annexed the Majeetio theatre
having a,little theatre de luxe built
MISSOURI.— "Making a Man."
in Plttsfield. Mass. This makes the
into her suburban home near here,
GRAND CENTRAL.— "Dangerous week.
fifteenth house in their chain.
and the decorations will be done by Age."
BASTABLE— Dark.
Leon Bakst.
PERSHING.
"One Exciting TEMPLE.— Vaudeville.
Ormi Hawley, former screen star,
STRAND. 'Back Home and
Night."
or Fred Chllds will probably be
Broke."
DELM ON TE.— "G imme."
In an automobile accident here
permanent manager of the
the
BOUBINS-ECKEL.—
Hands
"Broad
Daylight."
"The
RIVOLI.—
Doris
morning
Sunday
early
Carthage opera house at Carthage.
of Nara."
Sheerin, playing one of the bathing
Both at one time held down the
EMPIRE.
"The
World's
ApBarry and Layton, billed for Cobeauties in "Ladies' Night" at the
post.
Childs resigned rather replause."
Lyceum, narrowly escaped death, lumbia last week, refused to work.
HOUR. "Sherlock cently.
while her male companion, William They offered illness a« excuse and Holmes."
O. Holmes, non-professionat, was said they were go4ng to Hot Springs
The Bobbins theatre interests,
killed when their automobile skidded and remain there until restored to
topped by Nathan L. Robbins of
J. S. Bcngaiigh, of Niagara Falls,
and overturned, crushing Holmes health. Meyer and Lockmier reUtica, hold an option on the old
has assumed the managerial reins
and Injuring Miss Sheerin. Miss placed them.
opera house here. The theat
the
New Jefferson theatre, Grand
Sheerin was removed to Mercy Hosatre property is now owned by Paul
A. Sweeney, formerly assistant Auburn.
pital and placed under the care of
Block of New York and the SyraDr. Thomas Chambers, while the manager of the Strand, New York,
cuse Post-Standard and was inMay Irwin and husband, Kurt tended
police started an investigation of the is now general auditor In St. Louis
as a site for a new home of

Direction:

•

JEFFERSON.

RIALTO.—Vaudeville.
COLUMBIA.— Vaudeville.
GARRICK. — "W oodward

W00DSIDE

Playing

-

"Bombo."

—

week picked

up $12,000 at the Auditorium after it
had been preceded by the constant
hornblowing of every newspaper
critic in town.
Their reviews oh
Tuesday were blurbs.
The week
started off well and continued so,
and the O'Neill play was well received. At Ford's. Helen Hayes in
"To the Ladies" didn't do nearly so
well as it deserved.
This CJeorge

______

up with Times, a local daily, and men received winter garments. The
gave free tickets to all Elsies in St. theatre accepted discarded overLouis who called at the Times office. coats as legal tender for two tickets

LOUIS

By JOHN ROS8

SHU BERT

NEW YORK

rpheum

I

k

•

"

.e

at

a

1

Iter date.

American,

last

week

BROS.
N£XT WEEK (JAN. 22), KEITH'S COLONIAL,

A

high class gymnastic offering,

New Yprk

tied

first

Producer and Comedian
A.

i

i
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v

•

Er.s*r

n Rcprcrcptat v£,
:

ir tixfh eon** Utlv« tour f-r
w.ili hi:, UU-at <iirli
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appearance in

City in five years

BUD SCHAFFER
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I

N. Y.
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•
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*
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day, January 19, 1923

uzzy Wuzzy Bird
The Night

•

(a clean, original. healthy, nonsensical song)

*9

WALTZ SONG

BY WRITER OF *M SSOURI WALTZ "~

I,

\\

A TRENENOOUS HIT

I

World Besai
Last Night The
YOUR
%

BY THE AUTHOR OF

E.YES

HAVE TOLD ME SO •V

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHERS zss&Waba/hAve CHICAG®
Finney Frank 22 Gayety Rochester
29-31 Colonial L'tica.
"Flashlights of 1923" 22 Empire
Toronto 29 Gayety Buffalo.
"Follies of Day" 22 Miner's New-

-?\

BURLESQUE ROUTES
i/

29

Town"

22

Gayety Wash-

Girl 22 Miner's Bronx
Empire Providence.

"Beauty Revue" 22-24 Colonial
Utica 29 Gayety Montreal.
"Big Jamboree" 22 Gayety Montreal 29 Gayety Boston.
"Big Wonder Show" 22 Gayety
Pittsburgh 29 Colonial Cleveland.

Melville Ethe;

M'Donald Mr ft Mr«
Martin George
Madison Geo II
McNally James
McGuirl Stanley

'

Yorkville New
York 29 Casino Philadelphia,
"Giggles" 22 L O 29 Gayety Omaha.
"Greenwich Village Revue" 22 Star
"Folly

COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
"American

"Talk of

"Merry Maidens" 29 Star Brooklyn Cohen Mrs M H
Billie
"Monte Carlo Girls" 22 L O 29 New Carr
Crafts Charlie
Empire Cleveland.
Cain Vera
'Pace* Makers" 22 Olympic New Cross George
York.
Cobum Sydney
"Playmates" 22 Park l'tica 29 Ma-

ington 29 Gayety Pittsburgh.
Malloy Miss Pat
DuBoies Wilifred
"Temptations of 1923" 22 Palace jestic Albany.
McCurdy Mr
"Round the Town" 22 Star Brook- IV Soto E C
Baltimore 29 Gayety Washington.
Demlng Mra Bob
Mack Stanley
'Town Scandals" 22 Lyric Dayton lyn 29 Empire Hoboken.
Day George
"'Runaway Girls'* 22 Broadway Do Haven A Mllo
29 Olympic Cincinnati.
Newman Mr & Mn
Watson Billy 22 Gayety Kansas Indianapolis 29 Lyceum Columbus.
Newell & Most
Howard
22
'Smiles
Kisses'
and
Flannegan-Stapl'fn Nash nobby
City
29
L
O.
& Garter Chicago 29 Empress
Firman
Malda
Noon Pa if lev
Fall
River.
29
Bijou
Watson Sliding Billy 22 Olympic Bo«tO«
Chicago.
Nielsen AnatW
'Step Along'* Gayety Brooklyn 29 Fair Polly
Cincinnati 29 L O,
"Hello Good Times" 22 Casino
Furman Huz*d
Nlelaiul Mr & Mrs
Williams Motile 22 Hurtig & Sea- Lyric Newark.
Francis Mrs V
Brooklyn 29 Yorkville New York.
'
"Town Follies*' 22 Lyric Newark Follis
mon's New York 29-31 Cohen's NewMack
Sisters
O'Neil
"Hippity Hop" 22 G.jyety Detroit burgh 1-3 Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
29 Majestic Wilkes- Ha re.
Whte
Faron
Miss
29 Empire Toronto.
White Pat 22 Bind Box Cleveland
•Wine Woman and Song" 22
Powell
Phesay
"Keep Smiling" 22 L, O Gayety St. Columbia Chicago 29 Star & Garter 29 Garden Buffalo.
Gibson Hardy
Palmer Fred J
Louis.
Gordon's'.Iune Co
PonslWd Virgm'a
Chicago.
"Knick. Knacks" 22 Grand WorcesGilbert Mrs Ben
Parks Emily
"Youthful Follies" 22 Empress
Glboon Florence
Peru Steve
ter 29 Milter's Bronx New York.
Chicago 29 Gayety Detroit.
Georgales Trio
Pardo & Archer
'Lets Go" 22 Columbia New York
29 Casino Brooklyn.
When •rtidtnu fur Dial! to
MUTUAL CIRCUIT
Hooker A Davis
Royce Bert & M:>e
"Maids of America" 22-24 Cohen's
VAIIIi-:T1 nddr*»»» Mull t'lerk
Hagans The
Rogers \\ iison
"Band Box Revue" 22 Lyceum
I'll-KAHIIV AI>V 1:10 ISIN«. or
Newburgh 25-27 Cohen's PaughH'rcourt Leslie Miss
CIHCII.AH l.i; II i:il* WILL
Columbus 29 Band Box Cleveland.
keepsle 29 Empire Brooklyn.
Starr Joe
III-:
ADVKHTISKD
NOT
Marion Dave 22 Majestic Jersey
Stuart Wilma
"Broadway Belles" %2 Garden BufIvernon Frltto
LKITi:it*t
ADVIItll^FD !N
Swille Ethel
City 29 Hurtig & Seamons New falo 29 Park Utica.
Imperial Russian 3
OS ft lJi*i K OMI.Y
Shaw Margaret
York.
"Girls a la Carte" 22 Majestic
Kellogg Myron R
"Mimic World" 22 Empire Brook- Albany 29 Plaza Springfield.
Tarry Bob
Kennedy James L
Hurrah Roy
Albert Andrew
lyn 29 Miner's Newark.
T
Trace v Palmer
From Reno" 22 Plaza Apteia Yvonne
"Girls
Kelly Andy-Joe
"Radio Girls" 22 Gayety MilTurner Bert &. G
Kelly Jlmmle S
Springfield 29 Howard Boston.
Kaufman A
Armstrong Lucille
waukee 29 Columbia Chicago.
Miss
K
Kaufman
Kay Miss O
"Hello Jake Girls'* 22 Empire Aglor May
Don
"Record Breakers" 22 Casino PhilValero
Kirby Mr
Cleveland 29 Peoples Cincinnati.
adelphia 29 Palace Baltimore.
Lee Bryan
Barclay J P
Wechter Lenoro
"Jazz Babies" 22 Park Bridgeport Barry Bobby
Lelber A & B
Reeves Al 22 Gayety Omaha 29
I.aMore Harry
Woodry/Arch
Layman Viola
29 Olympic New York.
Gayety Minneapolis.
La Vail Harry
Barclay Jack
Wiesser Johnny
Lewis Harry
"Jazz Time Revue" 22 Bijou Phil- Rnffga Lee
La Vail Ida
"Rockets" 22 Gayety Boston 29
Weston Burke
Lekmann Msz
Lee Laurel
Bento Bros
adelphia 29 Folly Baltimore.
Grand Worcester.
Williams T
Lewis Lew
Lee
Jlrumie
Mildred
Blyler
River
Llllies"
Bijou
Fall
22
"Jersey
"Social Maids'' 22 Empire Toledo
Walsh Bud
Lisetto Mile
I
Leonards Len
Brooks Wallle
29 Park Bridgeport:
29 Lyric Dayton.
LofT Nathan P
Leonard Bug-en •
Bunting Emma
"Kandy Kids" 22 Majestic Scran- Burnne
Yorke Allan
Lynn'Helene
Lewis a Harr
Jessie
ton 29 Bijou. Philadlephia,
Libaon I
Burns Mary
Kittens"
Empire Butler Floy
"Kuddlin
22
Lord Arthur
N. B.
ST.
Reduction
Lucaa Ida
Hoboken 29 Gayety Brooklyn.
Butler Howard
"Lafftn Thru 1923" 22 Gayety
First half of vaudeville at the
Ma cue J; in
ON LATEST 8TYLE8 Louisville 29 Broadway Indianapolis. Cady Fred
Yohe, Harry
May
had
house
Opera
Mrrco
"Lid Lifters" 22 Peoples Cincin- Chadderton Lillian
Pumps in Satin. Cold, Silver,
Webb, Boss and Ludovic. "CheckMarvin Karl
Conway Mias M
nati 29 Gayety Louisville.
mates" and The Eldreds. May Yohe.
Mason Edgar
•te.
Oxford i and Booti
Corbet t Selma
"London Gayety Girls" 22 Majestic Cundel Herbert
Merriman Garnet
neither young nor looking it, did
29 Majestic Scranton.
Morrow J
two songs of ancient vintage plus a
225
42d St. Wilkes-Barre
Meyers L
"Mischief Makers" 22 Folly Balti- Dean Phyllss
monolog concentrating on her hectic
McLarens Musical
De R ex Billie
YORK
more 29 L O.
marital experiences.
McNalley Chas
Deem Marty
FILMS— Imperial, "On the Hich
Miller Leon
Dunn Bernie
Seas"; Queen Square, "Call of the
Millar Vivian
Dunn Dorothy
Unique, "Father Tom ;
Blood";
Mitchell Jack
Dunn Sisters
Dunn Valeria
Empress. "Hell Digger"; Gaiety.
DuRo ss Helen
Fackard Dallas
"Old Homestead"; Palace. "ConfiPerry Rudy
dence."
Edwards Two
Evans Frank
Rlesenberger Elsie
Premiere of Canadian Him produc.
Roe L Mr
Fields Harry
tion. "The Sea Riders," at Queem
Rogers Dorothy
Floyd Walter
Roland Gladys
Square, St. John, last week. PicForrest Ainey
Rush Paul
ture produced in maritime provincs
Francis Helen
Russ.-ll Franclo
Maritime Motion Picture Co„
by
Fredricka Bill!*
Ruttet A
producer of one picture previously,
of the North."
"Clansmen
Calton .Timmle
Schafer Bob
(Jeor^e Bob
Shattuck Ward
Georgiallas Trio
Bhoppord Burt
Film exchange in St. John reports
Oibpon F
Smith Billy
Improved business in Universal pro.
CI t boon Jamn
Soincrs Eddie
ductlons In maritime provinces.
Gordon I'lia*
Stanhope Paul
Gorman Mr
Sienrns Edwin
England may 1©

ark 29 Orpheum Paterson.

(Jan. 22- Jan. 29)

New York

"Step Lively Girls" 22 Casino Boston 29 Columbia New York.
"Step On It" 22 Gayety Buffalo 29
Gayety Rochester.

Town"

22

JL-

"Bon Tons" 22 Gayety St. I.ouis 29
Gayety Kansas City.
"Broadway Brevities" 22 Orpheum
Paterson 29 Majestic Jersey City.
"Broadway Flappers" 22 Empire
Providence 29 Casino Boston.
"Bubble Bubble* 22 Gayety Minneapolis 29 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Chuckles of 1923" 22 Colonial
Cleveland 29 Empire Toledo.

LETTERS

,fr

THEATRICAL OUTFITTERS
1680

New York

Broadway

r.

City

GLASA

W

•

JOHN,

$2

HORTVAM

W

STAGE and STREET SHOES gSaSFT
Flatt,

Box and Soft Toe Ballet*

W.
NEW

'HELD OVER FOR SECOND

AT INCREASE

IN

WEEK

SALARY"

"A VERITABLE SENSATION"

BOX OFFICE RECORDS BROKEN BY

Orabam Jas
('.<:•

y

Stevens Flo
Stephens Murray

Elinor

Green Jimmlo

Rwaln John
S.s di nliam Geo

Bern! co
* Hatl
Hallo Bnnico

ir-ii-v

THE INCOMPARABLE

Hall

Way Stirling
We ems Wulter

Hatton Thoa

Wcinjrlaas

Hayward Ina
Howard a Jenkins

UK AGO

C

Abbe; Eve

Avery Van a

Adams

Carrli

Tri.»

Anderson Paulino

Adams Dunn
Anderson Lnctil
Astor Mae
Adair Jack
Allen Eddie
fJorgo

John

Dewi-y
Wellington Dave

ST. LOUIS,

THIS

WEEK -

BOOKED SOLID LOEWS THEATRES UNTIL APRIL

AEE

I.

FEINBERG

Unpublished

Blough Chud
Baker Jack
Barrioa Joan
Barclay Jack
Burke William
Buckley Mr 4k Mrs

Song Numbers

lirooks Ann't
Rraase Stella

Barbee Mihs
Deardmore Gladys

We can supply you with the kind of song
material you want to Improve your net
and we will gladly detnonBtrate thoM
which may prove available for use. We
081
aive you an opportunity to use
before

it

Call today.

la stale.

Room
245

404,

Romax

West 47th

(W. of Broadway),

Bldg

.

Street

New

York, N. Y.

RALPH

The Sternards

AMERICA'S PREMIER XYLOPHONJSTS
THIS WEEK (Jan. 15)—Keith's Biishwick, Bro klyn
Pi:

Pcrr-nal Direction

New

OKFIC'K

HELEN

DELMONTE THEATRE,

Stoll Films of
added to the list of film exchanges
English
in St. John. Already two
exchanges in St. John, making 1exchanges in all.

RSOX A U H Wit BS BNt A T INK.

PAUL DEMPSEY

lit!

'

FRA^K EVANS

Y

1

1

V A RI ET
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THE

CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE
ALL APPLICATIONS FOF ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

*

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR KLEIN,

General Manager

233 West 45th

AMALGAMATED

<*

AGENCY

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

BOOKING

12

CHICAGO
S

New York

Broadway,

NEW YORK

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

i

PHONE BRYANT

Palace Theatre Building

^otoka>^^^^

VAUDEVILLE
1441

899S

Marcus Loew's

WEEKS

\

New

York,

Philadelphia,

Washington,

Baltimore

•

BOOKING AGENCY

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

General Executive Offices •

FALLY MARKUS

-

New York

V

JERT LEVEY

over twice as large as Seattle.
.

Carl
Rcitcr,
manager of the
Moore, playing the Orpheum vaudeville
here, reports that business
with him has never been better
since 1918, during the war-time
boom.

\
B-DG.

CIRCUITS

J.

VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE BUILDING,
SAN FRANCISCO

LUBIN

H.

SPOKANE, WASH.
After a very slow fall and a depression between Thanksgiving and
Christmas, local theatres have done
a very respectable business in the
post week, with vaudeville and first
run pictures running well ahead of
expected business. .

General Manager

PAUL GOUORON
ASTERN REPRESENTATIVE. WOODS THEA. BLDQ.. CHICAGO
l

CHICAGO OB'FICE

.

ACKERMAN & HARRIS

"Knighthood" almost ftivved in
Spokane when showing during the

Masonic Temple Building

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

EXECUTIVE OFFICE3:

holidays

in

Charge

benefit

George

"To

in

Next. "The Bat."

NEW DETROIT.— "Orange

Blos-

Next, "Shore Leave."

teoms."

MAJESTIC. — Anniversary week
for M. W. McGee, responsible for

stock here; "Smilin' Thru'."
"Other Wife."

Next,

SHUBERT-MICIIIGAN.

Bon-

—

Players in "Mountain Mrfw."
Next, "Riddle Women."
OKPIIEUMr— "Plantation Days,''

stelle

^fi

missed two performances because ago. Since the close thethe elaborate stage preparations has been playing $1 top road attracwere not completed. On the jump tions and pictures^ It is understood
from Chicago to St. Louis the open- that the head of the new stock coming was postponed from Sunday to pany will be Fred Brown, a Mont-

film men and ladies are ex-^
pected to attend.
Many guests of*
note will be there. Invitations have
already genu- forth to Sydney Cohen,
Will Hays, Marcus Loew, Adolph

and

By JACOB SMITH

GARRICK— Grace

Zukor and others.
Joe Friedman, local manager of
the Universal exchange, will leave
next week for New York to become
assistant to Art Schmidt, general
manager of exchanges and snlcs.
He has been with the l for the
past four years.
T

.

wppk

SIUTRERT-DETROIT. — Splendid

INDIANAPOLIS

vaudeville bill (his 'week in plaee of
By VOLNEY B.
Frances
regular
Shubert
unit.
ENGLISH'S "The Music Box
White headline; Bert Baker and
Co.; Burt and Kos.dale; Bob Nel- Revue."
"Kempy." last half.
son;
Pasqualli Brother*; Musical
"Band l*'»x Revue."
Ethel
Trio;
Johnsons;
Geddes
Davis; Paul Shine and Co.; May*
William A. Johnson, manager of
belle Jacoby.
Ad. mis the Grand, Chicago, has filed suit
Photoplays.
"Qulncy
Sawyer."
Banquet,-*' for receivership of the Empire here,
"Strangers'
Broadway- Btrand; "Dr. Jack," Fox- against Edward Dunbar af.d Paul
Man." Scharffln, proprietors of the local
a
Wasblngti n;
•.Making
Madison; 'Tin' Hottentot,'' Capitol. house, In the Superior Court. Johnson alleged Scharffln and Dunbar
Dick and Tom Lynch, who operate left the theatre at the close of th*
the Catherine, have purchased the first week of this year to avoid payGladwin Park house for a Consid- ing Kibe] Wateni of "Queen of the
eration of $100,1
Dick Lynch was Blues." $000. The hous" had been
fornvi •'!>• on the Keith jL'lreUll doing open for ..nlv .t short tune, having
a dancing not with
been used Intermittently for prize
is wife, Ada
i< well,
fights, wrestling matches mid revival meetings for several years.
The Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association and the F. I.
The Keystone Amusement Co, of
'•
M.
cerIttb of Detroit will co-operate
Indianapolis, has filed
final
again this year In holding
tificate of iLssolul Ion.
annual hanq i<
and da

—
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but the gross
ran about Half of the local quota.
is ordinarily a road

The Auditorium
Orpheum show house.

MARKET, GRANT and O'FARRELL 8TREETS
SAN FRANCISCO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVEN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW nEINQ ISSUED.

Love."

at the Auditorium.
A
matinee netted good pub-

licity in local papers,

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

DETROIT

season in Chicago.
Mr.
Hood will be succeeded as northwestern representative of A. B. 'Erlanger by his brother, Frank P.
Hood.

and did $13,000 at $2 top. Mitzl, in
"Lady Billy," played the week of
Dee. 31 at $2.50 top and drow $17.000, as compared to her $19,000 in
Los Angeles, the latter city being

160 West 46th Street

1547 Broadway
Bryant 6060-6061

cago's finest opera house, when the
theatre is playing road attractions,
will be associated with Clark
A. Shaw in the management of the
opera company during its three

and

Notwithstanding the fact that the
season got off to a slow start, business at the Metropolitan has been
very good.
"Empecor Jones" got
16,500 in a four-day engagement
just before Christmas. Kolb & Dill
opened their new show, "Now and
Then," the week before Christmas

•

•

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

manager of the Chicago Civic Opera
Company. He will direct the management of the Auditorium, Chi-

months'

and intermediate towns

-

NEW YORK CITY

Street,

it

Lillian Burkhart, on the
bill

last

week,

made

q,ulte

the club and society

Pantagen
a hit with

women

of the
Monday night for the same reason. real er.
city while appearing at meetings
Stage Manager Irving G. Carpenter
arranged by Manager Harry Pierong
Stewart Dowling has been ap- of the local house.
sent Chief Mechanic Arthur John
She drew a
and a crew of six to Indianapolis pointed assistant manager of the column interview in the morning
a full week ahead to get things Venetian Gardens, succeeding Ed- daily.
Carr,
now assistant manager
ready at English's for the show's Ward
of the Allen theatre.
stage there this week.
Organization
of
the
"Helen
Metropolitan
Minstrel
The Community Players, an ama- Coopcr'a
Maids
of 1923" was announced by
teur organization, have been at His
W. F. -Cooper and wife. They will
Majesty's theatre for three weeks.
tour the. Pacific Northwest the
By JOHN GARDINER
balance of the season. Nine local
HIS
MAJESTY'S Community
girls are in the company.
They
Plavers.
are Flo Rd wards, Zella Jucobson,
Lively
Girls,"
"Step
George T. Hood, for 22 years a Qretchen Mitchell, Dorothy Stone,
burlesque.
domin mii figure in Seattle'* the- Helen LaBell, Anna Terry, Leona
atric;)! world, has left for Chicago Larton, .laequetta Larson and Helen
"Kick
Tn";
Capitol,
Tictures
his new dutiee as as- Cooper.
Cooper Is an old time
Allen. "The Strangers' Banquet"; to assume
sistant
business manager of the showman and his wife was long in
Regent, "Anna Ascends"; Strand,
"Forsaking All others"; Midway, Chicago civic Opera Company. He vaudeville.
'The Kentucky Derby"; System. was accompanied b" Mrs. Hood,
Ray A. Qrombacfeer, manager of
"Manslaughter"; Matsonneuve, "The who has be< n socially prominent In
introduced
his
lilt I<Five-Dollar Bahy"; Papineau, "The thf* northwest, and their four chil- Liberty,
dren.
Mr.
Hood
was
associated
daughter,
Anna Louise, to the stage
Bondboy"; Crystal Palace, "Singed
"The
Belmont,
Altar with John Cort in the management On New Year's eve in a dancing Si
Wings";
Stairs";
Mount Royal, "The Sin of .the Grand theatre. Second avenue presented In connection srlth the
and Cherry street, in 1900, and later movlncr picture program.
Jamas
Flood"; Plaza, 'The Storm."
assisted In the organization of a Vesey prepared special sets for the
circuit
northwest
theatrical
act.
the
in
been
resolution
has
forwarded
A
in
the chairman of the (ju< b< <• which v,.i.s headed by Mr. Cort untM
After securing the right* foi
Board of Ci nsorshlp by the Women's IS! 7. when It was taken over bv
Since 1917 Mr. "Tea for Three' for Washington,
ClUD of Montreal, urging tli.it a ban A. L. Erlanger.
be placed on all crook and under* Hood has represented Erlanger in Oregon and Idaho, Rnld M.ty Jackthis territory, handling the booking son was Instrumental in the organworld films.
for a circuit oi more than 100 the- ization or the Moore Producing comJohn T. Kiddes, local manager, hns atres in Washington. Idaho. Mom- pany here this week. The play w.il
tana
l-^rlti.sh Columbia an d Oregon,
be taken on tour within 10 days,
tUu
f,,»manager
heen appointed
Province of Manitoba of the Famou* in addition to the general mnmg- 1'itii.t." t hr o u gh Idaho.
son was leaning lady
Mist
Plsyera, working through the me- inent of thfc Metropolitan theatre.
dium of the Capitol theatres in that Mr. Hood became a national figure here Willi Ihe New American Playseason wh«"n he assumed finan>!ii!
the company broke up "
|>n >\ IP e.
a- ••< ml" r.
cial responsibility for
\pp<»aring with h<
he
niece W H| be <: R
;i
nd Opera Con
t and dir'
W. A, Cuthbert, mansgei oi the
:•
tour of the
highly
ton
Edith 7 ib» !,
Orpheum, i« contemplating putting
ii in
Mill.!
Thompson,
n snot her stffk to replace the H
j
n coo*
'is that closed soTm^w
ins
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard Hicks, Operating Hotels
-AND
amous
CHICAGO LORRAINE
,

GRANT

Special Rates to the Profession

417-419

Wabash Avenue

S.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

HILDONA COURT

has been added to the management of IRVINGTON HALL and HENRI COURT, and will hereafter be
under the personal supervision of CHARLES TENENBAUM, who will greet his many theatrical friends.

urmtutt

HILDONA COURT

IRVINGTON HALL

HENRI COURT

341-347 West 45th Street

355 West 51st Street

312-316 West 48th Street

Phone: l.ongucre VI 14

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments

—
THE KU'lKV

(of the better kind

GRAND

RAPID8,

THE

Can Now Be Bought

Bryant ,7S1«

Room arrangement creates atanont privRATES: $17.00 IP WEEKLY

AM AN, $41 West 43rd St.
FIFTEEN STORY FIREPROOF lU'UBIN'O
HOTEL CJ.AMAN. EXCLUSIVELY FOR MEN, occupying a plot 800*7;
Kefcr communications to M. (I

KVERYT1I1.no NEW— EVERYTHING
PKBFECT-EVEHVTHINO GUARANTEED
Open I to 5 P. M. dally and Saturday.
Easily reached by 9th and l»th Aretiue
59th street crosstowa cars and B K T
subway at 55th Street.

Street, Jest west of
pletion, and will be

care,

Broadway, containing
ready about March

1,000 rooma
this year.

with bath,

Is

FURNITURE

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATION

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC

a

monument

to

valet,

and

WEST

43d

STREET,

NEW YORK.

Tel.:

BRYANT

70C

$ 8 and
$12 and
llot

3830

THE ADELAIDE

WEST

44th

NEW YORK

Phone:

STREET
CITY

BRYANT

HOTEL

is

(In the Heart of

'

Columbus

72iS-29

New York)

with the best rate
value in New York

Germany

Hartmanii. who is direct ing the
tour of the German Opera Co, which
shortly opens in New Y«>rk is beginning to have trouble. He planned
to take with him solo instruments
his orchestra from the St;ite
f<»r
opera house here, but the American
Union does not want this, and so
the American officials have refused
Hartthem entry into America.
mann believes that he will be able
to overcome this difficulty, but he
dies not know the American unions
looks as though the whole organization was mi a wrong basis.
They are paying mans of their
singers much too high salaries, and
the whole affair seems to be on far
The best
too elaborate a basis.
It

-

to have
founded a popular-priced German
opera with a $'_'..">0 top, which Could
compete with the San Carlo except
that it would give the German rep-

scheme would have been

ertory, Including Wagner. Strauss'
"The Bat' and other light operas.
Even though the present venture
1

dues succeed it can only be a temporary success, while the other

«>

i

Cecil HumphMarcus Brutus gave a perpiece of acting.
George Ide
scored as Casslus.
The cast includes Ian McLean, I*. Blunt, Mason
Wood.
W'ensley
.Jessie
Russell.
Page, Gladys
Mason and Doris

a

personal success.

ries as

fect

Champion.

Production credit to

all

concerned.

Laurence Grossmlth In
ver Fox" at Criterion,

'The 811Business

bisr.

OEL'S

One Moment West
of Broadway at
41st Street

The Renileivons of the I calling Ughls of I.itrr:ilnre nml Hi* Stage.
The Beitt loud and Entertainment In >ew York. Mastc anil Dum-lng.

$1 Our

Special:

In the

GRILL

A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes
with

PALACE

—'The

Bloke," Dec. IS.
G O. II.— "Little

Sentimental

Bo Peep,"

Dec.

HIPPODROME.— "Mother Coos-.
Dec. 23.
BO VAL— "Cinderella." Deo

Busineis capacity aUTiyolh* Lo'.i
(Any Style) $1 and
(Virile, dancers From' America,
for LADIES] big lilt; May Sherrard, songs, good;

SPECIAL RESERVATIONS

room, Shower and Bulh

WEST 46th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

234 268

:

CHAS.
with expulsion from the managers
organisation because he refused to
continue the strike any longer and
announced the opening .of his theatres before the official ending. It
seems doubtful whether he will be
expelled, as he is very influential
and the director who has been longest in Berlin of any now here.
The theatres took advantage of
their reopening to raise all prices,
the Theater

serins doubtful, as this theatre

many

others

prices are no
nightly.

which

charge

more than naif

and
such
filled

E.

GILMAN,

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Everything New
Remodeled and Refurnished
Under New Management

Home
The

of Theatrical ProfessloBS

HOTEL

that stood by you

during the war
Three Boors from Jefferson Theatre*
One Block from I/oew's Theatre.
One-Half Block from Lyric Theatre.
NPKC1AI, THEATRICAL RATES:

SINGLE WITHOUT BATH—
SINGLE WITH BATH

DOUBLE WITH BATH

eludes

—

$
J

1.50

1.9
2.00

each

Nora O'Malley, Nell Duval.

Harry Gould, Alec. Hardlsty. Bevy
Howard, Frank Wilson, Jess Sweet.
Harry
Lester
Brown produced.
Jacobs conducts.

Melbourne

HER MAJESTY'S— "Cairo."
PRINCESS— "The O'Brien Girl."

ROYAL— "Maid
Will

Mgr.

Hotel Florence

am

Kurfurstendamm you can even pay as high as
9,000 marks (which means practically ll.oO). almost a return to the
World standard.
The question is.
Can Oermans pay such prices? It
in

:

Overlooking Central Park;
Day ami Night Service;
All Conveniences
:
:

Phone: Bryant 039.1-039
Opposite n. v. a.

By ERIC H. GORRICK
Sydney, Dec. 20.
Oscar Asche. presented "Julius
Caesar" at Her Majesty's ] >ee.
under
Williamson -Tail direction
Business capacity. Asche has proven
greatest drawing card ever handled
by W'.-T. He has gotten away from
the usual method of Shakespearean
production and presented ea
of
the ten scenes in silhouette.
This
effect is both startling .and colorful.
As Marcus Antonious, Asche scored

tvlth private baths;
also suites of Parlor. Bed-

ihower Oaths,
li.it hs.
Hot and Cold Water
and Telephone.

and

2882-S880- l.'iOO

Home

Real

Rooms

AUSTRALIA

Hartmann's Troubles

Circle and 58th Street

for
Theatrical Folk

and Up Single
$14 and Up Double

saa^r

Night''

A

$ 8

'

the

REISENWEBER'S

Formerly

HOTEL FULTON

Douglas Hotel

in

LONOACRB

—Phones COl.lMBIS

I

man

IT

CIRCLE

Up Single
Up Double

EIGHTH AVENUE

Stinnes, the richest

$13.00

312 W. 48th Street

I

and Cold Water and Telep'io
in Each Koom.
102

"Hidalla
At the Staats theatre "Hidalla"
754-756
by Frank Wedekind has been staged.
One Block West af Broadway
Between 46th and 47th Streets
This author, little known in AmerFive- Room High -Class Famished Apartments.
Three, Four and Five-Room
MIC* (iFOlH.K HIEOFL. Mar
ica, is of far greater talent than the Sir let v Professional
Phoaee Bryant SO.'tO-l
now much pressagented Gerhard
was
Hauptmann: The present play, for today, had a play produced. It
instance, should be a tremendous called "The Sons." and is very pacifistic and anti-capitalistic, but withartistic success and if such a piece out talent, merely an imitation of
BEN BWORETT. Manager
ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED
as "From Morn to Midnight" (merely Frit! V. Unruh.
COMFORT
ANB CLEANLINESS
an inferior imitation of Wedekind)
Variety Bills
Reasonable Rates
put some money into the treasury
WIXTKRGARTE.V— Best bill in All Convenience*
on
of the Theatre Guild, this ought cer- December here for some time; many 207 w. 4oth st.
or
excellent acts. Akito, Chinese jugPhone: PENNSYLVANIA 116I-5
tainly to do at least as well.
gler, did nicely; Anita Dickotein and
The play is about a fanatical re- Ellen Stavreds danced charmingly;
former who has some good ideas but Rosa, Horny and Oily Morrison, might have become a permanent
touring organization.
trio, got several calls; Henni
whose
fantastic
impracticability skating
Garden, trapeze; Fritz Klein Family,
leads the world finally to think of acrobats; Carl P. Darto, balancer,
Actors' Strike Ended
him only as a clown. The present well liked; Colo de Lossa, bicycle
The actors' strike has ended with
production under the direction of act.
what appears on the surface to have
SCALA— Biil here was not up to been a victory for the managers.
Carlheinz Martin le one of the best
standard, but the Ara Sisters f r »m
actors were striking for 90,001)
seen here in some
The America got an ovation, and the The
time.
marks monthly for November and
director has at moments achieved lion-taming act of Leonids and Ber- received only that much for
Decemgreat force and originality, although beridas was a thriller, other acts ber, for which they had demanded
that deserve mention was a Russian 110.000.
The first meeting which
at other points he let down to much.
Quartet and the acrobatic the actors held after the strike was
He was also responsible for the male
headed by Otto Allison.
quite stormy, but it all quickly blew
scenery which was very adequate. troop
over.
They applauded everybody
The acting was on a high level.
Director Jessner has accepted a who spoke, no matter what he said,
Krnst Legal as the swindling business man who turns the reformer's new play by Arnold Bronnen called and peace reigns. again.
One result was the case of Direcexcentricities into money for him- "The Betrayal" and announces that
directed by Bert Brecht.
tor Barnbwsky, who controls the
self, gave a perfect impersonation. it will be
Leasing and Deutsches Kunstler
Fritz Kortner, as
the reformer,
He is now threatened
Director Feiix
Hollaender an- theatres.
shouted as usual a little too much,
but had moments. Others that de- nounces the next production at the
haus
will
drosses,
Schauspie
a
be
serve mention were Rudolph Forster
new operetta bv Oskar Strauss enand Lothar Muthel.
titled 'The Foolish Virgin."
T. C.
Other Productions
Pilartz will do the scenery and cosOther late productions include tumes.

("Tromme!n in der Nacht"),
a play of post-war life in Germany
by Bert Brecht. A prisoner returns
homo to find his wife about to
marry a profiteer. Not a complete
evenings entertainment, but containing scenes that grip;. fairly well
directed and acted by a cast Including Alexander (rianach, Blond ine
Fbbinger, Paul GraetS and Heinrich
George. Neues Volkstheater. "Sardanapal."
by Byron, a Oerman
•adaptation of tills most undramatie
work, direr ted by Wilhelm Leyunsuccessful.
hausen;
the
At
Staatsoprr 'Fredigundis," a new
opera by Franz Schwidt. Reception
very bad. nothing but picture music.
The Volksbuhne, "Mem Leopold." by
L'Arronges, a successful revival of
the old comedy with a cast Including
Friedrlch Kayssler, Guido Hersfe!d.
Marie Dietrich and Erhard Siedel.
Residenztheater, "Hedda Gabbler,"
by Ibsen, with Tilla Duricux showing off her icy fireworks in the leading role: others in the cast included
Hans Marr, Theodor Becker. Helene
Burger and Kurt Keller-Nebri. At
Point a daughter-in-law of Hugo

-

•

HENRI COURT

CIRCLE

KOTtL HUDSON
F

big

success.

in

-

C'laman service.

Everything modern has been provided: barber shop, restaurant,
moderate prices.
Reservations can be made commencing February 15th.

Temporary Office:— 241

Deutsche* theatre, "Drums

-

Fireproof belldlngs of the newest type, having every device and conre Jence.
Apartments are beautifully arranged, and eonalst of 2, 3 aad 4 rooms, a-i a kttrhea
$17.00 Up Weekly.
and kitchenette, tiled bath and phone.
Address all communications to Charles Tenenbaam. Irvingtoa Hall.

HOTEL CLAMAN

(Continued from page 38)
Wallentin.
Not a

?

51st Street

• 640

father features, at

Hermann

CITY

room and

5l8«520i522'524»S2b WESTS5 ST

BERLIN

W.

355

ELEVATOR

daman is destined to become a rendesvous where the touch of home
be felt' immediately one enters.
It'a tremendous lobby, mezzanine, writing
artistry will quickly appeal. No expense has been spared to make this

CLEAN AND AIR!

NEW YORK

LB. BY

IRVINGTON HALL

on 43d
nearing com-

Hotel
will

FURNISHED
APARTMENT!

Private Bath. 3-4 Rooma. tnterln« to the comfort nnd convenience of
the profeaslon.

1st,

The rates, nine to fourteen dollars weekly, will affoad any employee to enloy
the pleasures that only such places commanding higher prices can give. Highest
standards will be maintained.

Monthly Bulletin No. 4 on request.
Telephone Circle 0311

COMPLETE FOR HOUSEKEEPING.
323-325 West 43rd Street

acy.

WEEKLY

Geo. P. Schneider. Prog

4203

THE BERTHA

economical folks)
TAXDI8 COURT

One, three and foar room apart nienU
with kitchenette*, private bath aad telephone. Dtreetljr west as* Timet Square.

Accommo-

.Modern in every particular.
date three or more adults.
$13.00 IP

of

241-24? West 434 Street

I on gar re 7133
Three and four rooms with bath.

This New Turk
Branch Warehouse.
New York'* largest and moat complete display or up-to-date quality Furniture under
one roof. Furniture In all grades—woods—
and finishes. Shipments are coming regular 1/ from our Factories.
at

CPAND PAPIDS

means

330 West 43d Street

at

N
WORLD'S
BE8T FURNITURE

within

— Bryant

Collinson, sketch, fair:

Leon-

ard Nelson, songs, success; Hamilton ;,nd Brady, sketch, fair; Greg
Ivunoff, violinist, good.

(revival

,

of the Mountains*

).

PA LAC F.— "Dick Whittington."
KING'S— "The Forty Thieves."
TIVOLI—Ethel Hook, "Monks

ef

St. Bernard." Burr and Hope. Eddie
time since its in- and Decima McLean. Billy Moloney,
ception Puller's has closed to vaude- Bertini. Pinto, Dulcie Hall and Co.,
ville.
Considered
the
principal Fred Webber.
house on the Fuller circuit, it has
P.l.jor- Deluca Brothers, Ed Curalways made money with two-a- tis, Pagden and Stanley. Les Videos.
day.
When the Fullers took over Newman and Wynne, Banyard and
the management of Ada Reeve they Moreni's Revue.
had planned to play her at the
AUDITORIUM— Pictures,
Grand opera house downtown. LosSTRAND—Pictures.
ing a lawsuit forced them to close
vaudeville and play Miss Reeve and
Adelaide
In r company at their own theatre
ROYAL* Allen Doone and Co,
This arrangement made the Tivoli.
Carew,
Maxwell
MAJESTIC
a few floors down the street, the Opera Singers, Nell and Braddy
only
house
playing
two-a-day Shaw. Bert Tyrell, Delevale and
vaudeville
and sent the Fuller Vockler, Bene Dixon, Hirste and
vaudeville
patrons to
the
rival Venton, Milton Bros, Kearns and
house. Matinees nt Tivoii standing Hunt. Connelly & Shaw.
room only. Night shows are the
Hugh liuxham Co.
same.
.Miss Reeve played in Melbourne
Brisbcnc
for six months.
Three to four
the
in
"Be,
CREMORNE
months should see end of run here,
Described as "musical go-as-you- Wood."
ROY.VL "Business Before !'••• »*•
ptease," "Spangles" is good in spots
Bnd mighty ha.' in others.
Miss ure" f revival!.
Russell
i:m pi UK Jim
Gerald,
Reeve is the big draw. Bcenery and
dressing- fair.
Finale to Act I is
very weak.
The show is clean.
"SMITH FAMILY'S" FINISH
Miss Reeve made an enormous hit
London, .lain. 17.
on opening day. (Jus McNaughton.
•The Smith Family" will close Ms
.featured comedian, is good, hut- re-'"#
eeives no support. Saranova. dancer, provincial tour at Liverpool Jan,
remarkable.
Songs are mostly all but Laurillard may turn the Sho*
published numbers.
Company In- 'over to Wylie & Tate.

For

the

first
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=fe

•nd Frost, Palmetto, "Will Saunders,
Xeorge DU"> n Tom Leamore.

Wellington

I do not know
to stop this?
SHIPMAN FLAY DETiAY
what our women are coming to
(Continued from page 1)
this
sort of thing
allow
they
when
HIS MAJESTY'S— Staig 8isters,
The $10,000 bond had been profLaurence Grossmith has made a to go on. I have had 40 years' exRuth Bucknall, Slavin and Thomp- very big hit in "The Silver
Fox" at perience of the stage and I have no fered by Shlpman when he heard
son, Little Lorna, Ward and Sher- Criterion.
hesitation in raying that the at- shortly before Monday when the
NEW ZEALAND
man revue.
mosphere of the theatre is un- his friend, Max Marcln, the pro"Leah
Y'S
EST
Everett's
Monkeys,
MAJ
"Les
KJlcks"
for the children. The minds ducer of the Aaron Hoffman play,
healthy
IS
PARAMOUNT— "The Storm."
H
and the Mirano Bros, will be the of the little ones become tainted; express his doubts whether ShipKleshna."
featured acts in the Fuller panto- they lose the first blush of modesty. man's friend, also Mann,
"The
Babes
in
HOUSE—
would be
OPERA
Sir Ben Fuller lost for Tarlia- mime, "Mother Goose," at the Hip. The mothers are being exploited by
entirely agreeable to the role during
the Wood."
ment.
Whatever is to be
the teachers.
TOWN HALL Rosina Buckman
Harry G. Musgrove leaves for gained goes to the teachers, not to the full engagement. That is othand Maurice D'OJsly.
America Dec. 20.
the parents, who will sacriftco any- erwise known as a rui> of the play
"The O'Brien Girl' opens at
PRINCESS— "Motherhood."
thing in their desire to eee their contract.
William J .Kelly, who made a big children on the stage in the hope
Mr. Marcln accepted the Shippersonal hit here In "Sign on the of their becoming geniuses some man proposal.
Variety published
Door" and "Adam and Eva," will day." Walker Baker, secretary of the story, much to the -dismay of
shortly appear in a dramatic pro- the Actors' Association, to the Minthe management, which had covertduction under the Hugh J. Ward ister of Education. Mr. Baker went
ly thought the idea excellent for
management.
on to say that the children should
#
general publicity purposes at the
rest from their studies and enjoy
proper moment.
When the bond
"Cairo" opens in Melbourne Dec. Cod's fresh air.
23.
Williamson-Tait will present
was not forthcoming up to the day
New Amsterdam Theatre— W. 42d Street the attraction.
"Children of tender years are of original opening, the postponeSAM H. HARRIS Attractions
1.KII.I.B8 8:1.1.
POI'LlAR MAT. WEDNESDAY.
used as acrobats; their bodies are ment was announced with the
Clll TON Theatre, W. 4S St. Evs. 8:10
norUU-JV/m
REGULAR MATINEE SATUUDAY.
Mat8 wed. and Sai.. 2:10
The
"Mary" has just concluded a suc- distorted as contortionists.
paid
them are the tice said to have been sent out by
to
cessful season in Melbourne. Maud salaries
The Sweetest Love Mlory Tver Told
National Institution
Marcin
he
wanted
the
bond
signed,
smallest.
this
I
implore
stop
you
Presents
Fane
to
HARRIS
played
lead.
"Maid of the
SAM H.
Mountains" is still doing big busi- danger," Mr. Baker 'went on. "No sealed and delivered Tuesday.
Monday evening Marcin is reportness at the Royal. Show has passed child under 14 years of age should
The ed to have figured up his first claims
on the stage.
its 750th performance In Australia. be employed
London fcucecsa
Actors* Federation asked that the against the bond.
In the New Tot% »nd
Included were
Hudolf Hosier &
TJ
Williamson-Tait have secured the employment of children should be the salaries for the company from
<(OCOPCTQ"
OtOlltlO
Miiy udington
Australian rights cf the Julian wiped out altogether, or greatly Monday until Thursday, the rental
Staffed by SAM FORREST
further venture to
I
Wylie production 'of "Round in minimized.
rata for the theatre and the esU U I/O U If UtlB, Wed, & S:it. 2:J0. Fifty" (London). Show goes on say that there is not a theatre in pro
timated
.

MAJESTIC— "Our Leading Cltl«'Xhe Man from Hell's River."

G. O.

Hugh done

Princess, Melbourne, Dec. 26,

H.— "Johnny Get Tour Gun."

J.

Ward

producing.

i.

—

—

)

.

—

NEW YORK THEATRES
.

A

MARGARET LAWRENCE

Ziegfield

>'

MUSIC BOX THEATRE

Heat 45th

Em.

St.

8:15. Mats.

GEORGE

Wed. -Sat.

I

Town

G. P. Huntley lias been engaged
for a tour of the Tivoli time. Huntley lias been a success in Africa.

SAM H R.MiniS Tr^cnu IRVING BERLIN'S

BOX REVUE'

'MUSIC

rassabd saOBT.

staged hj

WITH A GXBAT CAST
rii;*N***o n

e«„w:ma

SAM

-

"'•«»•

f»

•

HARRIS

II.

•

r

s»m

I'r«:«ents

Founded on W. Somerset Maugham's
Story. "Miss Thompson."
r* A

1 17

TV

E*s. *:30.'

tt t»:th St.

Mats. Wed. & Sat., 2:30
LlAlE- 1 I
CHARLES DILLINGHAM Present*

To«t.

theatre, w. 4 2d st.
Mais. WeA & Sat.

I
1-IDE*IV

K

"RAIN"
IJ'wa*

HOWLING SKC I.SS."— Kvo.

IRFRTY
*

!

JEANNE EAGELS
in

"SO THIS IS ILONDON!"
"\

"Best American Musical Play
in the Whole Wide World"

GEORGE

H.

COHANS COMEDIANS
Show

the Novv Sons and Dance

in

profits through the thres
country that is hygienic.
days' lapse. If the total overlapped
"There is no prison cell worse the $10,000 of the bond, Marcin was
than one of the rooms I have seen, thinking of requesting an additional
where 14 young women have to surety.
dress and undress in the view of
the people passing up and down the
Snatching a violin from a mem- passage. This Is nothing more or
BARRYMORE AND "HAMLET"
ber of the orchestra, Eddie de Tisne lees than a dungeon, With a latrine
(Continued from page 1)
of the Keynolds-de Tisne company.
to extend beyond. Arthur Hopkins
playing stock drama at the Royal, right up against It."
Brisbane, fiddled while the theatre
The Minister of Education re- planned following "Hamlet" with a
was threatened frith tire. To help plied that he would make inquiries revival of either "Redemption" or
prevent a panic de Tisne and his regarding the report of Mr. Baker. "Richard IIL" In which Barrymore
wife. Fifi, jazzed about the stage
Theatre managements rose up in scored two years ago and also
until the fears of the theatre, full arms against the statement and abruptly left.
It Js understood the
of people, were quieted.
The fire offered to throw open behind the Harris will secure another
attracscare was caused by the burning of scenes for the Minister's inspection
tion,
the
star's
intention
being to go
ina big warehouse two doors from the at any time. After a searching
theatre.
Do Tisne's courage and quiry the Minister of Education abroad for a rest, and, returning in
were the spring, for appearances under
forethought prevented a stampede. stated
statements
Baker's
unfounded and that stage children H >pkins' direction.
'My Cod! Can't something be were treated with every care.
The. run of "Hamlet" will be a

"LITTLE NELLIE KELIY"

BETTER TIMES

new American

LOYALTIES HIPPODROME
By

JOHN GALSWORTHY

produced by Basil Dean
" SEASON'S BEST Pl^AV."—-Tribune

THEATRE, W.

48th

St.

Evs. 8:15

Mats. Wed. and Sat. at 2:15.

MERTON
OF THE MOVIES
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Glenn Hunter

Florence

Nash

Harry Eeon Wilson's story dramatized by
8. Kaufman and
Maro Connelly
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I

L.
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I

West 45th St. Even, at 8:00.
Mats. Thurs. & Sat., i':00.
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St.

HELEN MACKELLAR

"THE MASKED

COHAN J
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"The playgoer who

the weeks slip by without seeing 'The World
We Live In* is missing one of the authentic thrills which the presentday theatre can communicate to the great American spine."
—Alexander WooQcott, HERALD.

st «2<» St
8at.. 2:30.

engagement.

BURKE

BROWN
SIDNEY HLACKMKR
JANET BEECH ER
LEE BAKER

BOOTH TARKINOTON'S

"ROSE BRIAR"

BELASCO tBtNUK •"&**& TIMES
OAVIO BELASCO
e>ai«nti

« KIKI

SQUARE

$1.00.

Knickerbocker
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Broadwsy.
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LOCKE'S New Comedy

'MIKE ANGELO"
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C W. 45tn st. Eves,
LI I | LC
Mats. Wed. and Sat

F.

Ray Comstock

&.

With

at 8:30.
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"A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"
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EDDIE

BERTIE BEAUMONT
HELEN FORD
RUSSELL MACK
LOUISE ALLEN
AMELIA SUMMtRVILLE
ALAN EDWARDS
AND THE BEST CHORUS ON BROADWAY

JOHN GOLDEN

STRAND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Alt
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peat at the Central, titw York, win
i.e r: o attraction starring Herman
Timbers;. "Frolics of 1922," whlote
r- turns week of ^J^rrr^ 29.
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Chauve Souris
iro*

GEO RGB
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30
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Presents

Inc

Huffman's

in

j:\es.

ClarenV* rjjo^nblatt and his assist*
Harvey Oswald, have reallf
helped swing the Sr. Charles Players
into a money-m.'tkhiK proposition.
Of course. Greenblatt had tli^ Saenger finances behind him. but through
his zeal and attention by night and
by day and a general catering to the
public )K' has aided immeasurably in
slanting tlm crowds in the direction
of the stock house.

ant,

MANN and SIDNEY
Asron
GIVE and TAKE

S:

* rent

I

Evs.
of Ifwav.
Mats. Wed. & Sat.

MAX MARCIN,
LOUIS

Perfect

W.

i

W

Tiies

49TH ST.

Went of H-way

C?d

MARY

In

(film).

Lloyd Ciarrat left Ernie Young's
revue at "The Cave" Friday evening,
and opens at the Strand for an in*
definite engagement this week. Eddie Mathews, the outstanding hit of
the organization, has handed in his
resignation also. Oarrat and Ma«
lh»-v\H left Just when the revue was
building into a profit.

t:2.V

Sensation

and

Coogan

Blanche Ring and Charles Wlnninger in "As You Were" Tulane next
week.

Eddie Dowling and a Great Cast

Play— A Perfect Cast
MATINKF.S WED. A SAT. -*:30
KVENIMiS

"Trouble"

Play-

(film).

LIBERTY — Jackie

-WITH

Thrills

Theatre— A

Even.

SALLY, IRENE and

* TKr:r:T

44lh

Damned"

Matinees Wed. and Bat.

Comedy

Musical

lobe.

a IWdway.

^tth

SAMUEL
In the Clouds."

PALACE—Vaudeville.
CRE8CENT— Vaudeville.
ST. CHARLES— St. Charles
ers in "Kick In."
STRAND—"The Beautiful

ERMINE

IN

O. M.

ORPHEUM— Vaudeville.

WITH
WILD A DENNETT * WALTER WOOL1
GOOD BALCONY SEATS $!.©•

r;«pid

Comedy, Romance,

By

TUL.ANE— -Up

SacecM

International Maslcal

THE LADY

law straight melodrama
and compelling."
—at. y. Times.
Y. Sun.
melodrama."—?^.
"Super

-:3o.

ROSE"

(J

NEW ORLEANS

1:13'

All STAR YAIDEYIEEE IIIIL

The

Sat.

"It is the

— Tense,

—

<MSt. W.nfltiv.,v.
RVENlNQSal 8:.".0.
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trip

honeymoon.
Mrs.
included in the group for
their

way.

and

*»$>. «*»mis*s:si
Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.

THE LAW
and
— X.

A

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

"THi:

_ West

Mat*. Wed.

IT IS

Went 451 li Street
Evening! nt 8:30.
Matineen Wedneadny and .Saturday

M;.te.

THEATRE.

nivrc tut A
BAY CO IHlA.

BOOTH
—
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47th

AMBASSADOR

Street.

always an exciting
"Is
ant'^eable entertainment."
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'OMAR THE TENTMAKER' "ABIE'S IRISH
(

Bring Tou

GIRL
GINGHAM
BI/./KI

Farber

"GAIETIES OF 1923"
AND

Sat.

Fourth Annual Production

Offlcs.

"Hi Ave.,
Hi Street.

out boi/ton

GENEVIEVE TOBIN
i.y

4»x

&

POLLY PREFERRED
Stag"!!

CUIIDkTDT
OnUDL.nl

and

Vised,

Greenwich Village Follies

if! if

Morris Gest present

a n>w Corned? by

st
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Jan. 2t
The New York Winter Gar#es PrsasnU IM
Lslest an* Greauit Mutioomedy Offorins

entire Srtt Bile.. $1 5S: entire

SCHWAB A KUS8BLL
Presents

LEOCARRILLO
EDWARD

in

NOW

Matlnses

8 :30.

Europe

deBow-

fri'm

ers

Week Beginning MONDAY MAT.

Second Triumphant Year
«2<1 Street and
CENTURY THEA. Ce»t.
Park West

Eves. 8:30.

EARL CARROLLJJ'Ti!re,
Eves. 8:30.

N'lOHT

OLIVER M0R0SC0

•&«? J "Kg

PEGGY WOOD

Eatkt Ores.. $?.50:

TINT

"BLOSSOM

24 Bale. aSe—every nifht. Includini halisaye and
COMEDY "l&S&l
ttSVgTsV BuSH $1

kve. 'lelesxamyBwt s«tts

SHUBERT

J.

Dally. 1:18

THE WINGING VINE
with

1.

to

following the return of *the

abroad.

f:3t.

HENRY W. SAVAOE Offer*
NEW COMEDY— WITH MUSIC

A

musical comedy."— Stephen ltathbun, SUN,

PERFECT

at 1:10

Play Produced by the Selwyns

Sat.

a

.GREATEST MVSICAI. HIT OF ACES-

Eves.

%*f.5r
&

idea, of

having planned a

"THE FOOL"
New

ot

city valued at $125,000.
Mrs.
Farber 'constantly traveled
with her two daughters since they
first appeared in vaudeville until
Irene about two jce'ars ago married
Ernest Boschen, non -professional,
and also left the stage.
The latter part of March the two
young married couples are reported

J own

Greatest Musical Hit in

CHANNING POLLOCK'S

A Nan Character Btudi bv AN DUE PICAltD.

Mats. Wed.

(Continued from page 1)
above the northern boundary

UP SHE GOES
"My

Evfninr*

MATS. THURS. A SAT.

LENORE ULRIC
Evs. 8:20.

MAIN-LAW'S WINDFALL
New York

—
BEN-AMI in
JOHANNES KREISLER

WONDER PLAY
ALLAN DINEHART * FRANK CONROY.
— A gntOFRLD PRODUCTION — TRICES:THE
$3.00. 12. GO. $2.00. $1.00 S.

'ANDERBILT

Sat.

Make

Youth, Beauty, Romance, Wit

Adapted for the Amerlean Stage

Wo8f 42d St. Eves, at 1:11.
I
Popular Mats.: Wed. * Bat.
Superb Spectacle 41 Marvefons, Scenes

«"»

Wed. and

Mats.

i

A DHI
H
EMPIRE THEATRE S^VV?.: HrULLU

.

•

lets

THEBy LOVE
CHILD PLAYHOUSE—W. 48th St.
HENRY BATAILLK

"MERCHANT OF VENICE"

In

to break the English record of 2C0
perfornces played by Sir Henry
Irving in London.
It is doubtful
if "Hamlet" would stand up that
long in New Tork.
Business for the show was con*
sistently better than $19,000 weekly
since opening. Last week It shaded
$18,000, Indicating the crest of tha
play's popularity was past for this

LIVE IN

(The Insect Play)

WOMAN
Wed.,

WORLD WE

The

in

LOWELL SHERMAN

with

Mats. Thurs. and Sat,

17.

'

West

H.

record for the play,

have had 108 performances

will

The record to date is
to the credit of Edwin Booth, who
appeared as the melancholy Dane
100 times at the old Winter Garden, Broadway ner.r B<^
street.
Barrymore at first was ambitious

^_ JMMM^

Maiinues Wed. & Bat.,
WOODS Presents

I
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•

it

by Feb.

with a Notable <'«inpnny. Imluding
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8:15
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1923

19,
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GIMME
Dfcrtrfbutad through

Satald*
HufftMs

npbtr.
Jan.

ths direction, must also bs charged
with a certain portion of ths failure.
His handling of ths African jungle
stuff was far from convincing, even
though he had swarms of blacks.
Also in his early rushes he should
Helen* Chad wick havs caught that trick mustache
Uaaton Olasa
Kate Lester of Maurice Flynn's and ordered it
Eleanor Hoardinan off. and retaken the first couple of
David Imbodcn shots that had the leading man

Ooldwyn.

Rupert and

Huihei oo-authora. with Mr.
Moncall, photogdirector.
J. J.
At tba Capitol. New York, week

14.

Fanny Daniels
Cttatoa Kerria
Roland Ferria
CtotkJlde Ktncalejr
Claude I<ambert

May Wallace
lira. Cecily McUlnisey
Mian Annabel Walnwright
Georgia Woodthorpe
IIB. Walthall
loan Mc«imaey
Jean laepe
Ldxale
1 1

•

•

wearing

it.

That would have made

considerable difference, for no one
cared whether Flynn got or lost the
girl after they had one flash at that
Chaplin upper-lip decoration.
The story is a cork' g one as far
as ths chances that' it offered for
screening. Miss Minter is a young
heiress, an orphan and the ward of

six-reel light comedy episode
the modern girl the Hughes
have turned into a screen attraction
which will satisfy an audience in
any of the better houses. The title a wealthy eccentric. The latter has
may sound objectional to some be- a crippled musician whom he i»
cause of its slang interpretation in- sponsoring and there is a hope in
corporated as the heading for a the guardian's mind his ward will
first-class production, though at the fall in love with the composer. Ancams time let it be understood other suitor for the girl's band is a
"Gimme" does not imply a gold- wealthy young man about town,
dlgging flapper but the present-day while the successful one is Flynn
wife who dares to insist on an equal as a young mining engineer who

sharing basis- so far as the financial has been representing his company
means of the family is concerned. for years in Africa. On his return
The picture looks to be another he arrives on the occasion of ths
sendoff for Helens Chadwlck, head- girl's 21st birthday, her guests at
ing ths feminine contingent. This the party being all the men that
Here
girl has turned in a corking per- have ever proposed to her.
formance which dominates anything there was a chance for character
slss ths film may hold, and it's far comedy stuff entirely overlooked.
from shy on assertive attributes. It Is the hardy adventurer who has
Miss Chadwlck is, literally, all over been in the heart of the girl while
he was refusing all the others, and
ths screen, and besides presenting
a potent appearance registers, for when he proposes marriage is acA brief honeymoon and
this release anyway, as being above cepted.
ths remainder of the film ingenues his company calls for him to rewho flicker back and forth in the turn to Africa for a final trip that
One
Is to last but a few months.
top features.
Outside of Miss Chadwick, the of the rejected suitors has already
director has produced a refreshing preceded him to the Dark Contieffort that is, in its settings, artis- nent and as the two at the head
tically presented, has splendid pho- of a small army of natives go into
tography with which to show it off, the wild country they are attacked
la delightful in various scenes be- and routed, with the husband being
tween the youthful couples, and is taken prisoner. At home, however,
not without merit in the titling. It is believed that he has lost his
There's many a smile in the various life, and the guardian after a time
prevails on the girl to marry the
wordings.
Possibly Intended to point a moral musician.
_
The husband, obtaining his refor the young married couples, in
that ths money question should be lease finally, comes to America and
an open topic instead of an em- is led to believe that his wife is
barrassing situation, the film tells very much in love with her second
of a young girl taking up Interior husband, and so returns to Africa,
decorating as a source of revenue, where the king of Wfd jungle tribes
meeting and marrying a young son wanted him to remain as .a full
of ths rich. Having made good at brother. The printed stories of the
her job but being somewhat back- affair cause the death of the muward in funds, the girl borrows $500 sician husband, and ths wife, acfrom her boss, on a note, with which companied bv one of the servants
The of her first husband, goes In search
to procure her trousseau.
mother financially cuts off her son of him. Her guards are killed or
upon his marriage, but it's o. k. until captured and she Is taken a prisoner
hubby innocently hands his spouse and brought before the king, finding
a blank check at the time her for- the object of her search there.
There was a chance of a lifetime
mer employer demands the money
for a director to havs planted a
due him.
The head 6f the firm, in love with name for himself with this, providths girl, offers to tear up the note ing he had a real actress for his
if— but it's "cold," along with a wal- lead. Ths men were all good, espelop on the head delivered by means cially George Fawcett as the elderly
of a telephone transmitter, and the guardian and Robert Cain as the
-check leaves ths husband almost heavy.
null and void at his bank. It leads
"Lefty" Flynn made good as the
to a demanded explanation, thought lead after he had a shave.
Fred.
most unnecessary by the wife, followed by a separation. She takes
residence in a friend's home, where
THE MARRIAGE CHANCE
she receives an opportunity to go
Produced, written and directed by Hampback to work for her former boss.
ton Del Ruth; photography by Del Clawson.
A wealthy widow, acquainted Released
through American Releasing. At
with the mother-in-law, has met the Cameo, New York, Jan. 14 week.
girl, likes her and tells the firm Eleanor Douglas
AHa Allen
,
Milton SIM*
Bradley
William
they can't have the contract for reDr. Paul Graydon
Henry B. Waltha'l
decorating the house unless the Timothy
Tully Marshall
Lamb
young miss is declared in on it.
Irene Rich
Mary Douglas
Hence the purely business propo- The Mut»
Mitchell T.ewla
Laura Ia Varnle
sition from the former loving boss. Martha Douglas
Unci*
Remus
f. .Nick Cog'.ey
The girl accepts and goes to the
house to see what must be done.
Mr. Boss Is there with the same
Just what an experienced picture
persistent routine, which, incident- man like Hampton Del Ruth was
ally, allows for some of Mr. Hughes'
"Marriage
In
this
driving
at
philosophy.
Meanwhile the husband hears of Chance'* feature or what he started
his wife's whereabouts, accidentally out for is hard to determine. Whatmeets his mother and both migrate ever it was, nothing came out to
to the scene of action, where they
denote It. The casting might exexpect to find a compromising situation, but find their imaginations plain the weakness of the story.
are working too fast. It clears up There are some names among' the
when the boy allots a half interest players that could be made use of ip
in the bankbook to the wife.
the advance work, and they hold up
A well selected cast plays the on
the screen, according to what
The added mostory capably.
mentum supplied by the direction they had to do, but that is all. Outand captions takes the picture along side of a possible legitimate reason
easily to more than qualifying refor "all-star " billing, this feature has
Skig.
sults.
nothing else.

marriage Is set Wean or tries to
maneuver between Mary and Dr.
Graydon. with ths result that while
nothing much happens while this Is
untangling, as Eleanor is about to
bs wed, with the minister and guests
assembled, she pcojoerly faints. Thsn
the picture, without explanation,
goes into an ordinary series of melodramatic views, gloomy and dismal,
that Eleanor thought could havs
happened and which never did. Even
her "dreamy faint" is left for ths
audience to decide.
It's a very ordinary picture for an
independent or any other description
of production for nowadays.
Stuff
like this only makes it better for ths

Manning,

Mildred
of the Louise

am

a

type,
In Paris.

f

produced and the direction It ra,
oeivss falls far short of being
able
to overcome that handicap.
Even

girt
to

who
One

Glaum

model

artist's

•

of

hew employers wishes
possess
she holds him eft and falls
with a young American.
Ths let tor's father opposes the

though Auoh Instances have been
accomplished, as witness Marshall
NsllanT Tools

happiness.

ranks with, or nt the top
program feature screened

her, tout
In lovs

s
First," which that
director Is reported to havs claimed
match and prevails upon the girl was ths cheapest film in ths making
to pass ths boy up for his o
he ever released, but, nevertheless,

Ths art 1st -suitor, however,
arranged with a half demented manager of a wax works to maks away
with the American. Ths latter is
trapped and about to be put to death
when hs is rescued. In a hospital
his life is despaired of until ths girl
for whom he is constantly crying ar-

of.

any

In

the

past two years.
In its narration- ths "Finger
Prints" story has a string of valuable pearls as ths c-u<»e of th<
murder of ths banker, who is abou
to make a present of them to h
homecoming and motherless daughZ
big distributors.
rives. His health returns and ths ter the next day.
The daughter
The one chance here is ths cast, father consents to the marriage.
arrives to And her father
and
and that's a trigger gamble than
Lon Chaney plays the heavy and his financial affairs in adead
chaotic
"The Marriage Chance."
Sime.
from ths role it is quite evident it state that leaves a stain upon his
must havs been shot long before t'*e name.
day he started starring. But Chaney
PARIS SLEEPS
The remaining footage is taken
is better in this picture than he has
Maurice Tourneur production, distributed been in some of his more recent ef- up with the lover hot on the trail,
by the W. W. Hodklaaon Corp. Released
the murdered man's friend also
forts.
Jack
Gilbert
is
a
conventional
Jan. 21. lta. shown In projection room.
seeking a solution while showing
Adapted from tbe Pane "The Glory of leading man.
Fred.
the opposite angle of the crook who
Love.".
framed the robbery and was in the
Henri Saatadas
I^on Cheney
Beoe T.arvache
house at ths time of the shooting;
Mildred Manning
;
Dennis O'Keefe
Jack CH'bari
but who swears his innocence of
Hla Father
Harden Kirtland
Presented by G. H. Wiley through the the crime.
Father Marionette
Jack F. MacDonald Hyperion Pictures Corporation. J. leverGeorge* Mortar
F. Farrell MacDonald ing directed the story, authored by Alton
The crook's love for an orphaned

WHILE

FINGER PRINTS

,.

T

child left in his charge also takes
up a good deal of time, with much
padding
revealing superfluous "bus:Splitting a double-header at one
ness," commonly termed cute, by
of the Loew houses, this film could
the little girl. The proverbial buthardly be said to have held up its
been "with the family
ler, who
share of the burden. It's a mystery for nigh has
on to 30 years." has been
stary. reaching the solution of its
planted with such an abundance of
murder problem In a r.ianrier far action to make him suspected of
from definite as regards those In the deed that the only
sure thing
the audience.
The film holds no in the picture Is that he didn't
do it.
explanation as to just how the And the finale acclaims
that he
juvenile secures a clew to the slayer
didn't.
Floyd, which features Violet Palmer.

This feature looks as though it
old boy that had been lying
around for some little time, Anally
patched up and released to salvage
whatever could be got from it. It
has all ths appearances of a p ture
that might have been made three or
four years ago: Its box office value
will be more or less a problem, but
the title is one that should pull at
the little window in the cheaper admission houses. The best that can
be said of the picture is that it is of
the type usually the weak sister on
the average double feature bill.
The story is weird. It has as .i

was an

father and

of his fiancee's

A

tracks

The

him down.
statement to that
effect is supplied.
You accept It
and like It. figuratively speaking.

The

has

picture

cast

is

decidedly

medioeie

and .why Miss Palmer is featured
might be another mystery.

cheaply

been

-

Skif/.
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II

Art inter

A

STORY

sions,

woman

fice.

Starting

of

woman's
s

passacri-

a

in

.

The

DRUMS OF FATE
Famous Players production presented by
Adolph Zukor featuring Mary Miles Mlntor.
Adapted by Will M. Rltchey from "ttaorlDiflce." by Stephen French Whitman.
rected by Charles Maigne.
Shown at the
Rlalto, New York, week Jan. 14. 1023.
Mary Miles Minter
Carol Dolllver

Laurence Tsck
Felix Bran tome
Cornelius Rysbroek.
David Verne

Hamoud

Bin-Said

Natlvs King

...

Maurice B. Flynn
George Fawcett
Robert Csin
Caseon Ferguson
Bertram Grasshy
,...Noh!e Johnson

This might have been a wow of
a picture had Famous put anyone
except Mary Miles Minter in the

and only woman role.
Placing Miss Minter In the picture

'principal

under the classification of
a program production of the usual
caliber turned out by Famous PlayNo better than the average
ers.
and likewise no worse.
Miss Minter is not wholly to
Charles Maign^ who had
blams.
lets it in

MANAGER WANTED
For large motion picture theatre in
Brooklyn. Must have thorough
knowledge of picture game.

,
i

ADDRESS BOX 112
Variety, New Yqrk

film

society

room,

sweeping with
dramatic force

intense
into

ball-

the

jungles

Supported by
George Fawcett
Robert Cain
Bertram Grassby
Maurice Flynn

of

Africa to a breathless
climax.

Adapted by, Will M.
Rilchey from the novel
"Sacrifice" by Stephen

French
Directed

Whitman.
by

Charles

Maigne.

runs as though the intent

was to have a "sweet story." Upon
concluding the sweetness wasn't
strong or big enough for a feature;
it
was switched over to melodramatics, without much time left and
all the dramatics compressed Into a
few minutes, afterward excused J>y
the "dream," in this instance a faint.
It may require a medical opinion to
say whether a person in a faint can
"dream" as Eleanor Douglas did.
And to start with. Eleanor Douglas
(Alta Allen) In a finishing school
did not look the childish young girl
such young women pupils usually
do.
Miss Allen has a great pair of
eyes; so have other picture players.
Eyes have sent more people onto the
dims than anything else excepting
prettlness of looks, which may explain why there are so many poor
panto players of the screen.
"The Marriage Chance" may be a
good title to attract the elderly
maidens who lost or missed their
chance. Here it is a very nice young
woman, quite the best actor of the
picture, Irene Rich, playing Mary
Douglas, engaged to marry Dr. Paul
Graydon (H. B. Walthall), but Dr.
Graydon continually postponed a
definite marriage* date through hi.
preoccupation in vivisection. That
•vivisection" thing seems a popular
background on the coast for miserly
scenarios.

•

gilded

Eleanor is engaged to the district
attoraoy
(Milton Siils), and .their
*
*
,

CC&amntountgHciure

A

Sj

A

powerful, strong, dramatic feature.

—

porting cast.

brilliant sup-

Journal of Commerce.

"Miss Minter charming in a swiftly moving story, which
relief from usual pictures."
—N. Y. Call.

is

a pleasant

"Good

entertainment, fine settings, excellent cast.

scenes are realistic

and

s

—N.
This

is

the 3-colutnn cut that

Y. Telegraph.
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LA ROUE

Is

latest aerial.

1.

"L» Roue" ("The

Wheel"), produced by Abel Gance
«nd trade showed here by the Pathe
Consortium, la frankly Hated aa a
remarkable EYench auper-fllm In six
Focused amldat railroad
episodes.
people It la emblematically
ence to the wheel of life.

-The

first

•

47

attending an annual dance of the

tiff between his newly-tfed bride I*
patched up, and curtain.
feature of this serial, as
Obviously not much to it and inexplained, la tho mountain scenery sufficiently stirring, it has been telland railroad life. The late Severin ingly woven together by Director
Mars terminated the role of the en- "Willat Into a rather interesting
gine driver before he likewise passed screen yarn. With practically all the
into another world, this picture, as a action transpiring on water, the
matter of fact, having been filmed Metro bankroll was not decreased to
two years ago.
any noticeable extent. The production
Yvy Close plays Norma, with cost probably represents a new low
Pierre Magnier as Elie and Gravonne mark for the Metro people.
as the husband, Hersan. The local
Miss Dove was a revelation on percritics consider "La Roue" of Abel sonality and smile, although really a
Gance as his best production, but it ".lust pretty-pretty" actress.
If
is a bit long and
needs prudent properly developed to bring forth
pruning to make it a big film.
any latent histrionic ability she
Kcndrew.
could make an ace card. Mr. McGregor was a manly opposite when
occasion called forth, and successfully uncertain and "kiddish" in the
fore part, as plot demanded. He reUniversal starring Herbert Rawllnson. A
Barthelmess and
Richard Harding Davis story, adapted by minds of Dick
Oeorge Randolph Chester.
Directed by shows possibilities. Chaney appeared
Stuart Pa'on.
Shown at Loew's Circle, straight for once, minus eharacter
N. Y.. on double-feature bill Jan. 16, 1023.
make up. and did well with a hybrid
Ernest Peabody
Edwin Cecil
Jim \\ Inthrop
Tom MrCu r sympathetic and negative role.
A bcl
Violet Gay lor
Edith Johnson
Billy Winthrop
Herbert Raw inaon
Jerry (lay)or
Marc Robbins

local guides.

Parte, Jan.

The

PICTURES

.

1923

a

refer-

two episodes are some-

what monotonous, notwithstanding
iome splendid views, particularly of
locomotives and landscapes, but

thereafter the action increases, and
best profinally reveala one of the
ductions put out by a French cornpany, worthy of the author of
"J 'Accuse."

The scenario explains how Sisif.
girl,
an engine driver, rescues a little

Norma, during a railroad accident,
and adopts the child, bringing it up

The main

•
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DEAL

An advance royalty amounting
something like $150, ) is said
have been paid over.

thi

week

that

>

VMHACker

to
to

FRENCH ORGANIST RETURNS
Rochester; N.

Y.,

Jan. 17.

Joseph Bonnet, of Paris, hailed as
world's foremost organist, is
returning here again for a short
season to teach the master organ
classes at the Eastman School of
Music.
When M. Bonnet departed
for France las. spring it was' doubted that he would ever return, as he
was considering entering a monas-

total of rc'.eases

through Allied and help carry the
di iribution costs of the United exchange system.
* Associated
arc
with
Woods

is still being considered for the title rote Of the
spectacle Ooldwyn will make, though
Valentino remains reported as the

choice.
It's

reaffirmed

in

the

talk

that

Marshal] Neilan will direct.

Bought in Beschsr Houses.
era ml Rapids, Mich., Jan. 17.
O. L. Wil'.er and H. B. Boshaven
have purchased the interest of the
Beecher estate in the Beecher cir-

Interest

cuit of picture theatres in this city.

which includes the Alcazar, LinCherry and
Wilier >nd Boshaven were
heavy stockholders with the late
Mr. Beecher and Wilier had charge

coln, Blltmore, Division,

Liberty.

of the bookings.

Landlady Alleges Assault „
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Herbert Frank has been arrested here on an assault and batIna Rorkc left for the coast Jan. tery charge preferred by his land-,
13. where she will appear in piclady.
She alleges that the screen
tures. Miss Rorke played with Ethel actor attacked her after she had
Barrymore in "Declasse."
ordered him to vacate his quarters.
tery.

J.

Rimer

Thompson Buchanan and
Harris, who will rotate in

the use
the studio and editing equipment, so that each of the three producers can turn out four features x
year, 12 in all. United Artists probably will be in the position of
backer for the experiment by financing its ill st productions through the
yrly stages at least.
Mary Pickford has just finished
a feature length comedy with the
cast headed by brother Jack, which
will be ready for release* in a few
weeks and probably will sU.rt at
the Capitol. Young Pickford is said
to have developed a strong benj for
of

KEYSTON E COMEDY REVIVAL
Everybody Remembers Keystone
Comedies!

Everybody wants to see them again!

We're going to release, during the next six
months,
an initial series of twelve of the best
his ambitions in this direction.
Denial cornea from the United
of
them,
re-edited and re-titled by a wellthat any attempt has been made to
and known Comedy Producer, and
"Robin Hood," "Teas
book
protected as
"One .Exiting Ni^ht" as an all-oenene proposition. There is a clause such by copywright.
In the United contract which exani
a
i
r
pressly forb.d: booking the product
All theatres are.warned against the use or
of any of the four with any other
dupes or unauthorized prints of these subof the quartet in^ sales and each
booked at a different price and Inas all violations will be vigorously
Practically group jects,
dependently.

comedy and Mary

is

encouraging

1

*

•

is

No
booking would be impossible.
two of the Big Four would agree
of
a
basis
any equal split on
t
equality. Moreover, there is an unexplainable variation in prices; demand forces one production up or
another is forced down by some influence that even the general sales
manager is unable to analyze and

prosecuted.

We are ready to negotiate with men of
good business standing and financial responsibility to become our representatives in the
following

cities:

explain.

salesman
after signing for one of the Big
Four pictures with an exhibitor in
his office might suggest that he
would be glad to have the exhibitor
bid on another, but that is another
proposition from forcing booking in
is

It

possible

that

a

groups. When "Tess'' was sold to
the A. B. C, it is reported Abrams
expressed his satisfaction and expressed the hope that other United
pictures might be sold on a like
basis.
But there never was any indeal
"Tess"
the
that
timation
couldn't be completed* without the

Portland, Me.

Montgomery,

Manchester, N. H.
Boston, Mass.
Springfield, Mass.

New

Providence, R.

I.

New Haven, Conn.
New York, N. Y.
Brooklyn,N. Y.

Albany, N. Y.

undertaking "Robin Hood"
and "One Exciting Night."
Another point on the expansion
of United Artists is the fact that
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford apparently wanted the nucleus

Buffalo, N. Y.

when they DU.
Coogan before
Metro.
From
that Doug and
suspected
this it was
Mary are In the market for names
for one of more producing units.

Wilkes Barre, Pa.

A.

1?.

C.

for a string of stars
In a bid for Jackie
he was f.igned with

.i

MjnONMCTCRES
^^
r^

three Helasco produce sere n, "The Gold Dig-

tions for
gers,"
"Deburau" and "Daddies."
They are to be placed in production early in the spring so as to be
available for the early part of next

Woods producing

its

se?ure

17.

selections continue
Now it is said

season.

from

office this

"BEN HUR" SELECTIONS
Los Angeles, Jan.

schema ok the coast, is really a
project backed by United Artists in

A whaling story, although not exshe hastens to find the rivals, actly a whale of a story, sufficing as
arriving too late to save Elie.
average program feature entertainThe engine driver accuses his ment. Without star, story or title
adopted daughter of being the cause draw the title is anything but titilof the terrible tragedy, and she flees lating the production must depend
from the district. Sisif has now be- on the program for the market.
come totally blind, and remains in
"All the Brothers" were valiant
the mountain hut, the man who re- concerns the motto of the lineage
places him on the funiculaire bring- of the family Shore.
Capt. Mark
ing his food daily. On the anniver- Shore
Lon Chaney) is the idol
sary of Elie's death Sisif wanders of the seacoast village in connection
toward the platform up the moun- with his whaling activities on the
Another schooner
His
tain, guided by his dag.
"Nathan
Roes."
!><
son is already there. It is Norma, younger brother Joel (Malcolm Mc-'
Sin- Gregor) is lorded
widow.
a
poverty-stricken
iver and condehides, and then follows him back to scendingly patronized by the capthe hut, taking shelter therein after tain-brother.
Tapt. Mark embarks
Sisif Is asleep.
She prepares his on a new expedition, but the vessel
breakfast next morning, but when returns minus its chief, with lie rethe old man awakens he is furious port he was lost on an island, having
and orders her aw ay.
landed In an intoxicated condition
Norma persists in her attentions, and not found after a fortnight's
transforming the miserable hut into Search.
The ship owner does not
comfortable home, always working promote the chief mate, but installs
while Sisif is out or asleep, until young Joel in the captain's cabin.
finally he realizes her klndne s and
All goes well until Mark, for whom
iiikes her in his arms.
.loel has gone in search in conjuncThe poor woman again feels the tion with the whaling activity, relove Of a father, but only for a shorl
turns and Incites mutiny on board.
time, for with a smile of happiness
Joel puts him in irons after much
he dies the next wln.er while Norma difflcnKy r but in a free-for-all light
aboard ship he in being bested by
some of the mutineers. His brother
.Mark, chained to a stay, is appealed
io by .Joels young wife (Miss Dove)
The bond of
to save 4wu- husband.
relationship proves supreme. Mark
breaks his bonds, rescues his brother
MADE TO ORDER
but is bounced off the ship by a
pulley block propelled by the treachDeveloping
erous first mate. Despite Joel's attempt to rescue, a shark gets him.
Film Mfg. Company
.'apt. Joel maHea another notation in
the diary of the family Shore that
A
"all the brothers were valiant."

—
—

l.i

policy.

film
$150,000 ADVANCE ROYALTY
The Warner Bros, have closed to be reported.
Will'am
Desmond
with David Beiasco whereby they

the

leaked

information

new

"Ben Ilur"

—

llli

A pretentious .skating act is imported as being a follow up for the

performances.

Bookings

WERE

Sisif

IN

question of state affairs, but failed
to mention the picture question in
any way. It is a stickler for law
a-.d probably will be heard from
later, upon the question of Sunday

Woods Three-Corner
Scheme Denial of Group

Frank

—

Meanwhile Norma, remaining In
the hut. has guessed the drama; with

A YEAR

12

Kansas

City; Jan. 17.
With the booking of Ciecolini. the
M. Davis, the nrst Chicago grand opera tenor, Into
democratic governor Kaunas has Loews "WarfieM, San Francisco;
had for many years, appeared be- Loew's State, Los Angeles, Al» •fore the joint meeting of the legis- Ticker's, Chicago, it was learned
lature and presented his message that these three houses will henwhich was one of the longest docu- after have a premanient policy <»f
ments ever read before that body. showing a big feature act besides
He touched upon practically every the regular film performance.

THE SCARLET CAR

with his own son, Elie. and letting
the world imagine both are his legitimate offsprings.
Claire AdmnFifteen years later Norma Is a Beatrice Forbea
beautiful girl, loved by her supA fair average Universal program
posed brother Elie. Sisif. a widowhis son, being feature just about strong enough
er, becomes Jealous of
violently in love with his adopted around New York in the bigger daily
daughter, but, being a s raight man, change houses for double-feature
he tries to forget by having recourse bill purposes. In the smaller day-toNorma, mis- day-change houses in neighborhoods
to alcoholic drinks.
taking the bad habit of her father It will get by nicely by itself. There
and attributing it to poverty, ac- are times when the utory is rather
cepts the proposal of marriage of draggy and the action might have
Hersan, a prominent engineer in the been snapped. There is some fairly
good comedy at the opening that
company.
Sisif drives the engine of the train pulls a laugh or two, but unfortuWhich takes Norma to the city nately it is not continued.
The story is that of a small-town
where her marriage is to take p'.ace,
and in a fit of despair, hoping to kill campaign for mayor, with the heavy
himself and his supposed daughter, as the reform candidate. He is the
he puts on full steam, with the in- type who hates himself and feels
tention of causing a catastrophe. that the country Is going to call him
for its president one of these days.
This is prevented by the stoker.
To repent for this aci of folly Sisif Incidentally he is a double-crosser, a
becomes a model employe, while* re- grafter and a despoiler of women.
maining unhappy at the separation That's pretty good for a reform canfrom the girl to whom he lias de- didate. He has managed to con his
But the supposed way into the good graces c*f the local
voted his life.
poobah who runs the bus line sysbrother Elie is the most miserable.
later he learns tem, is editor and owner of the local
time
some
When
.
from the family register that Norma paper and the town's power, and got
his sister he bitterly re- him back the campaign for office on
is not
proaches his father for having hid certain promises, and then sold out
the secret whereby- family reasons to the rival bus company for $10,000.
forbade him expressing his passion promising to give it the sole franHad he chise for the use of the city street
for his beautiful sister.
known sooner he could have married and thus double-cross his benefactor.
the girl he loved.
But the benefactor has a son. The
At this period Sisif met with an
accident, being almost blinded by an son is in love with a girl and the
exploding steam pipe. The superin- girl has turned him down for the
tendent, when obliged to relieve the candidate for the local city hall seat.
It is the boy who discovers the real
driver from duty on his beloved engine, which he has named Norma, caliber of the reformer through the
discovers a part has been willfully aid of a girl who has been Jilted and
damaged, and Sisif is traced as the the ooy who is in love with her. So
culprit.
In view of his former long at the finish, the day before election,
good conduct in the company's em- the bad boy is exposed and his
ploy he is not discharged, but given chances for election ruined, and he
o position on a mountain funiculaire. personally beaten up by the father,
with a hut for himself and his son the son and the boy who was in love
Elie to live in.
Both continue an with the girl that was crossed.
existence amidst the snow far from
The handling of the story by
another habitation, mutually think- Stuart Paton will not -win him a
ing of Norma. But all communica- place in the directors' hall of fame
tions with the girl have been stopped and the picture itself will never be
by Sisif.
named with the hundred best of the
The wheel of fatality revolves. year any year.
During the summer Norma and her
Herbert Kawlinson, however, gives
husband. Hersan. visit the region. a rather snappy performance and
The former accidentally meets her., puts up a couple of pretty good
supposed brother. She visits the hut lights. Tom McGuire as a backer of
during
absence, a reform movement (that's a laugh
her
husband's
spending hours with Elie.
The to the Broadway bunch that know
young man hides his passion, while Tom) manages to ooze in and out
Norma still believes him to be her of focus with a laugh every now
*
brother. They rdteurae the intimacy and then and gets away with the
of their childhood until Hersan re- role fairly well.
But it was not a
turns suddenly from Paris. The two role for the man that is the first one
men meet as rivals, and the husband, to play a screen detective without
knowing the truth of his wife's birth, the aid of a cigar. Both women
declares that one of them must dis- screened well, but that is about all
appear.
that can be said for them.
Fred.
They climb higher up the 'snowcovere'd mountain to a platform,
BROTHERS
VALIANT
where they decide to fight it out,
each trying to throw the other over
T.oow-Metro production from Ben Ames
the edge.
After a long struggle Williams' Btory. Irvin V. Wlllat directing.
the acreen.
neither is vanquished, both falling Jullen Josepson adapted for
MalBilly Dove and Lon CUMT featured.
into space, but Elie is able to hang colm McGregor plays opposite Miss Dove.
on to a shrub.
At the .State, New York, Jan. 13-17.

TEATURE ACTS FOR LOEWS

GOV. SILEFT ON FILMS
Jonathan

Free 8unday

Show

Newark, N.

Capacity

Jan. 17.
The Weequahifl theatre tried
new scheme to lift the Sunday closing pan yesterday. As it is a theJ.,

atre In a residential district. Di*
rector Brennan closed it Sundays.
Subsequently he allowed it to oji«-n
and then upon demand of cltlaen*
vicinity ordered it clOted.
tin*
in
Yesterday ' opened and gave a free
to which its patrons during
week bad been invited.
An the house was tilled, thin .Vil!
be? advanced as evidence that the

bow,
the

peoi»ie

of

the

Sunday shows.

neighborhood

wani

Syracuse, N. Y.

Newark, N.

J.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburg, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.

Washington, D. C.
Richmond, Va.
Charlotte, N. C.
Columbia, S. C.

Atlanta, Ga.
Jacksonville, Fla.

Ala.

Orleans, La.

Memphis, Tenn.

Houston, Tex.
Dallas, Tex.

San Antonio, Tex.

Nashville, Tenn.

El

Louisville, Ky.

Oklahoma City, Okla
Omaha, Neb.

Charleston,. W. Va.

Columbus, Ohio
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio

Paso, Tex.

Sioux Falls, S. D.
Fargo, N. D.
Denver, Colo.
Butte, Mont.

Toledo, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Grand Rapids, Mich. Los Angeles, Cal.
Indianapolis, Ind.
San Francisco, Call.
South Bend, Ind.
Fresno, Cal.
Chicago, III.
Portland, Ore.
Peoria, III.
Seattle, Wash.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Spokane, Wash.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Vancouver, B. C.
Des Moines, la.
Calgary, Alta.
Kansas City, Mo.
Regina, Sask.
Wichita, Kan.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
St. Louis, Mo.
Toronto, Ont.
Joplin, Mo.
Montreal, Quebec
Little Rock, Ark.
St. Johns, N. B.
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Stromberg* comedjr unit at the leading w. man in Walter Hier's
Billings
vehicle,
"Mr.
Metro studios. "The Two Twins" starring
is the next comedy in which the Spends His Dime.**
eminent "Bull" will be featured.
X.
The rights to "A Dog's Life" and
By EDWARD G. KRIEG
Rodolph
Valentino's
younger "Shoulder Arms" will revert to
brother, who goes by the monicker Charles Chaplin during the current
of Tito Valentino, is to make his year, according to an announcefilm debut in a Leslie T. Peacock; ment at the Chaplin studios.
By
Lottie Pickford narrowly escaped production called "The Midnight the terms of his contract with First
Los Angeles*, Jan. 15.
National, it is stated, all pictures
Larry Trimble has taken his com- serious injury when the auto in Flower."
which she was riding crashed into
are leased for a term of Ave years,
pany, headed by the dog. "Strong
Marshall Neilan's next produc- at the end of which time rights
another motor vehicle. The sister
heart," to Xortimrslriu Uanada,
of the famous Mary was jarred tion will be based on a story written revert to Charlie.
Chaplin is now
by himself and entitled "The In- through with First National conThomas J. Cray, the clever para- .-lightly only.
grate."
The leading roles will be tract, having recently turned over
graph it, who writes "Tommy's TatAfter meeting an old sweetheart played by Claire Windsor and Ho- the print of "The Pilgrim," which
tles" for Variety and who, by the
is in four reels.
way, is widely copied, is now oc- whom he had not seen in 20 years. bart Bosworth.
cupying a Hollywood bungalow Mitchell Ingraham, actor, proposed
and
was
The Goldwyn people have puraccepted
by
Grace
McLeece.
signed
Pauline
Starke
has
been
"for one," having arrived with the
They were married by ulair Coan, Chicago producer, to chased the film rights of "'The
Talmadges, Buster Keaton et al. of Arizona.
play the leading role in "The Little Merry Widow," and according to
Tommy is one of our high -powered here.
Girl Next Door." which is to be present plans Eric Von Stroheim
"gag" men and draws dowYi a
"Cordelia,
the
Magnificent."
a made in the Windy City.
W. S. will direct the comic opera.
princely salary. The local bankers
story
by
Roy
Le
Scott,
will
be
the
Van
Dyke wi'l direct.
is
are angling for his ac(ount, it
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly
next Harry Garson production for
understood.
Metro,
featuring
Clara Kimball
Al. Christie must have realism. Bayne. who have been on a vaudeYoung.
Recently he went to Honolulu to ville tour, will once more appear In
Johnston McCulley, author, has
take scenes for his "The Hula films, this time in support of Betty
arrived from New York.
Clarence G. Badger, who directed Honeymoon," and now he is plan- Blythe, in the latter s next starring
Will Rogers, Goldwyn pictuies. is ning to tike Neal Burns to London vehicle produced by Whitman BenLouis Lewyn, who makes "Screen back in the Goldwyn fold ujaln. for his latest picture.
They will nett, called "The Garden of DeSnapshots," took the film press
work at the Ideal Studios in Lon- sire."
Universale super-Jewell producagents to Tia Juana and showed
Eileen Percy and Lew Cody have don.
tion, "The Merry Go Round/' which
them how to lose their wages on the been added to the Schenck producRupert
Julian has been directing,
gallopers.
Charles Ray's latest production.
tion. "Within the Law," which fea"The Courtship of Miles Standlsh." was completed this week.
tures Norma Talmadge.
Leo McCarey is assistant to
is well on its way, and things are
Herbert Rawlinson. in conjuncGeorge Archainbaud, Selznick dire*-.
Jane Novak has returned from humming once again at the Ray
tion with- the showing last week of
ton McCarey for a long time was her vacation and started work on a | studios.
"The
Scarlet Car." made a personal
with Tod Browning.
story written for her by Arthur
Kate Lester and Alec B. Frahcis appearahce at the Hlllstreet, where
Dennison, as yet untitled.
Irving Cummings * launched his
have been signed for roles In Unl- he scored a big hit.
own productions Jan. 1. Claire
'Hunchback
of
Notre
Virginia Brown Fair has been versal's
Margaret Leahy. England's prizeWindsor has reached that stage of cast to play the role of Dot in the Dame."
winning film beauty, has been
affluence that she now has her own production of Dickens' "Cricket of
oil well. A well being sunk at SigShirley Mason and "^SKk" Jones selected to play opposite Buster
the
Hearth,"
which Garson le
nal Hill, Long Beach, is named fur making for Universal.
are co-starring in William Fox's Keaton, comedian, in his first fiveher. Jackie Coogan also has a well
latest. "The Eleventh Hour," which reel production, which starts next
week.
named in his honor.
Constance Talmadge is to make was begun a few days ago.
another costume picture. Miws TalGloria Swanson has been surRalph P. Lewis is rarln* to go to madge will be cast in a French "Jackie Coogan's next production
by a strong supporting
Honolulu again.
It- was rounded
story of the Napoleonic period, we shown win be "Daddy."
—————
cast
in her next Paramount pro•
finished several months ago.
are informed.

LONDON FILM NOTES

COAST FILM NEWS

London, Jan. 2.
During the last 10 days the trade
here has seen only, one new film.

Walter West Is starting on ani
other sporting pic.ure, "The Lady
Trainer." James Knight and Violet
Hopson are the stars and the supporting
company contains Fred
Raines and Jaff Barlow. Steeplechasing will take the place of the
usual Grand National or Derby in
We are also Informed
this feature.
there will be something new In the
plot.

Hugh Croise, who has been ma* ing the Hlcks-Terriss films down at
the Islington Famous- Lasky stu-

.

visit there often.

Rumors that Herbert Rawlinson
through at Universal City were
denied by officials here.
News to
the effect that Universal has puris

chased five new stories in which
Rawlinson was to be starred was
given out here recently, refuted and
made clear as to Rawlinson's
The unexpected happened. Mary standing with the Carl Laemmle
Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks ap- forces.
Hunt Stromberg, producer, is to
peared in a public cafe. It has been
locally many years since either of enter the five-reel class. The young
these stars has dined in public, and producer making a success of cometheir failure to do so considering dies has decided to take the plunge
so many of the film stars do it with and hereafter will make five-reel
gusto and much consequent pub- dramas at the Metro studios.
licity
has enuR^d no end of talk and
Bull
Montana's next comedy,
comment. The oldest cafe hound
hereabouts cannot remember ever "They Call It Dancing." has be*n
temporarily postponed by the Hunt
having seen Mary "out."

James

slowly.
ically

Young

The

recuperating

is

director has been crit-

ill.

—

—

$10,621

somewhat

serious illness of

Ellaline Terrlss.

The Fred Karno sketches are to
filmed.
Including
"Mumming
Birds." the show which first brought
Charlie Chaplin to the front.
be

Bruce Bairnsfather

the latest

is

look film ward.
In conwith Thomas Bent ley 'he
will make "Old BUI Through the
Ages" for Ideal.
artist

to

junction

There

trouble brewing in

is

the

Of late, owing to
unemployment and
the ever increasing number of beproducing world.

amount

the

of

ginners, some, producing firms ha v
become more and more despotic.
They are getting a habit of treating
people like dirt and appear to glory
in keeping their crowds "on., the
floor" from early morning till about

midnight.

s Frank H. Crane and Charles
Hutchinson are still dow:> at Torquay, waiting for the weather to
allow the glider "fctunt." which is
daily rehearsed only to be postponed on account of the heav seas
duction. "PVodigal Daughter*."
In running.
Some of the work Ins
the cast are Ralph Graves, Robert been done, however, and Malcolm
Lew Cody has finally parted withn Agnew. Theodore Roberts. Louise
Tod has arrived back in town.
his 'tache.
Mr. Cody has been Dresser, Julia Fa
ye and others.
identified with his mustache for
FORMULA STORY NO. 7
several
years,
but the barbern
Theodore Kosloff, Lasky star. Is
finally got him.
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
expecting no less than 12 o: his
Whenever
Los Angeles boosters
Russian relatives direct from their
Sid Smith has been cast for "The native land
begin to worry a little as to whether
to come to
Ne'er Do Well," a Paramount pro- within the next month. this country the chance of the picture producing
These reladuction featuring Thomas Meighan. tives includ two sisters.
industry slipping away from these
parts raises its head, then they pull
Allan Dwnn Is now firmly enBarbara La Marr. film star, in formula story No. 7. It's Griffith
trenched as a director for Famous between making scenes
for Rupert coming back to the coast to proPlayers.
He has been signed to Hughes' "Souls for Sale" is writing Iduce. This week again,
direct a scries of special produc- a story
for the screen based on
Griffith is going to go to Florida
tions.
psychoanalysis. And in order that to
produco nIa nex t picture and will
Jacqueline Logan, film star, has
activities
in producing in Florida
left to? a vacation.
She will go to it herself. Miss La Marr started
Colorado Springs, her former home. her ecreen career as a scenario are getting on the nerves of the
Miss* Logan has just finished as writer for the Fox company.
* boosters hero.
*

-

,

•

I

I

I

|

NAZIMOVA
DID

momentarily hung up owing

dios, is
to the

'

Mary Miles Minter, previously
very devoted to her mother, has
taken a bungalow all by herself, and
Mamma Minter. it is said, does not

:

HER

SALOME

in

•

WEEK ON BROADWAY

FIRST

9

«

J

Nazimcva's production of
"Salome," at the Criterion

New York, has
been the sensation of the
photoplay worlj, owing to
the marvelous acting of the
Theatre,

directed

star,

Bryant,
scenic

by

ACTUAL RECEIPTS, CRITERION THEATRE,

NEW

1st uliow. D*c. 31. Sunday evening-.
L'nd show. Dec. 31. midnight
3rd show. Jan. 1. Mon. mat
4th show. Jan. 1. Mon. night
5th show, Jan. 2. Tues. mat
Jith nhow, Jan. 2. Tue*i. night
<th show. Jan. 8. Wed. m*t
8th show. Jan. 8. Wed. night
Oth show, Jan. 4. Thurs. mat
loth show. Jan. 4, Thurs. nlghtf
nth Phow, Jan. 5. Fri. mntw)
12th show, Jan. 5. Frl. night
13th show. Jan. (i. Sat. mat
11th show. Jan. 0. Sat. night

Charles

and the unique
and spectacular ef-

fects designed for this cele-

brated,

mance.

Oscar

The

Wilde

ro-

receipts at the

Grand

total

week exceeded

figures

are

Countersigned:

all pre-

741.40}
908.80 Total
850.83)
1003.2O (Total

1,382.00

1

641. .'»
902. 33

1.683.50

Total

1,403 50

632.30)
907.50 (Total
528.00?

1.400.00

0»7.10(Total
010 30)

1.337.00

i

t

071. 3tM Total

1.440.00

010.50?
1003.10

j

Total

1.767.00
io.62i.oo

HARRY C. BOHN,
CHARLES BRVAXT

Trcas.

— The Total Capacity of This House

Remember

These

absolutely

67.40
00.80
77.85
ftl. OO
58.80
82.03
57.50
82.50
47.60
8(5 10
50.30
88.30
85.50
91.20

(Signed)

vious records at that house
at $1.50 top price.

674.00
B08.00
773.50
012.00
583.00
820.50
573.00
825.00
476.00
861(H)
503.00
883.00
8.-.5 00
1M2.0O

i

Criterion Theatre during the
first

YORK, FIRST WEEK

au-

Is

Qnly 608 Seat;

and can be proven
by government war tax.

thentic

Nazimova

In

Her

Latest

And Most Sensational

Role

— "Salome"

I

"Art of the stir hits a

hij;h

"WiMe r.tr.ry;
in lier ver.-ion of th t
she is irresistible, Intanajibje, weirdly
Nuzimova is witheringly
electric;
unusual; this i ^hr very apex of her
harrowing originality."- Alan
X. Y. American.
.

i

Note

Do

mark

"WV reromnvn.i •Satnmr*' tvirh Ml
outr heart, it la beautiful—extraorStartliogly tliffen "i
from anything we nave ever seen."
-Robert /;. Sherwood, The u< aid.

dinarily so.

—Nazimova Returns

It

is

V0ll

(l

•

notvrnlss
°,.

,,.

.

.,

.

,

1

.'V";

,

whatever

Saloms

s
V

•"'"J'/
l->uh;-h,n,
In* -/'«>», rffr

f
,

.'.

I

s ''^

1

'

he 77i-

"'Falome' an unusual and eattefys|((1( ,.„.,,,
The eye looks upon it
A. 1. 7, „/<-.;.
uiui Uuds u kuu.L*
|ng
"

'We liked It enormously. A series
of hoautifu n)CUtntf piciuiW
P.W.
1

,

Daily News.

.

"

'Salome'

in

Criterion

l>

Nasimova'a performance bound
wide-spread Interest."— .X.

t<»

i

i

.

-

Speaking Stage Monday, at the Selwyn Theatre,

V.

Jut/ Ixaujiriri.i,
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'Every stamp of
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Salome.' With Na:'.imova a poem
picture*, A magnillrent picture.

n ron He

Management Charles Bryant.

Hip

at

This Na^mova film h*»
toun talUai'g.
talk:™
It In
la colossal
colo town
It.

st'rred
tha
s> t the
pins.

bune,

(Jallico,
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WORK

•

(Continued from page 1)
than a telephone call from Frank
OHlmore, which wee an apology for

INSIDE STUFF

the newspaper toriee,
Atop of the forty-eight-hour
foozle, Emerson out in Los Angeles,
According to the wire below, has
come out with a story to the effect
that he is going to make a formal
complaint to Mr. Hays against the
Service Bureau, an adjunct of the
producing Managers' Association
Mr. Hays also denies that
there.
be has received any word of complaint either direct from Emerson
or from the Equity regarding it;
Generally the Impression is that
with producing activity being revived on the coast, Equity, which
could use funds that might be obattracting
new
through
tained
members, is trying to stir UP* inThe forty-eight-hour conterest.
tract seemingly is the bait by which
•it is hoped to attract the players
who have risen above the atmosphere class and the attack on the
Service Bureau is framed so that
the interest of the extra people
might be caught for Equity's organization purposes and its. treasury.
Emerson and Gillmore are suffi-

ON PICTURES

ciently versed in newspaper publicity tactics to know the value of
the name of Hays in connection
with anything they wou!d try to get
over with the press to further the
membership drive. It is evident
that the name of Will H. Hays has
been utilised by men in both of
the stories they have permitted to

CHAP-NEGRI ESPIONAGE
Watching
Chaplin Follows Her

Reporters

The promotion

of picture companies In Canada by Ernest Shipman of
has been criticised by "Saturday Nlg-ht", a Canadian weekly.
it la a

New York
One

Her

of the ShJpman-produced pictures is called "Blue Water.*
fishing story and taken around Newfoundland.

of up-state, New Tork, is promoting a theoffering to sell stock in It to the natives, with the purchasers assured of a life pass to all of the Robblns theatres. It's similar
to the scheme first employed by Frank Hall in New Jersey, where it got
over, and appears to be doing the same for Robblns. The Robbins propo.
sltion says that a building loan has been arranged through a local savings bank, that the Robbins company will invest $50,000 in the theatre and
the public is to do the rest,

and

New

Capitol, Benton, III., Compared to Missouri, St. Louis,

Seating 1,100
•

Chicago, Jan.

Every n*»w theatre which
built in the smaller cities is

The

Mass., Jan. 17.

Picture fans, numbering 1,200.
called for the police when a woman
whom Manager J. B. Hurl, of the

Mllford

opera house, announced
Q. Nillson walked on to
stage Sunday night.
They
doubted she was the film star.
Upon her entrance the stage was
in darkness with the electrician in
trouble with the spotlight, but the
audience applauded and cheered. A
short wait and then the illuminating glare groped briefly about the
stage, finally found the face and
figure of the star, the cheering increased and then stopped. A buza
of chatter broke out, some one
t outed 'Impostor!" which remark
was followed by cries of "That's
not Anna," "Who is that woma.n?"
"Call the police," and the hubbub
became general. Groups of disappointed patrons walked out of the
theatre while others called for Manager Hurl.
The executive of the house,
swayed by the doubts of the assemblage, called the chairman of
the board of selectmen, J. H. Egan,
who In turn summoned the police.

was Anna
the

flre when it hit the east, rushing for the picture rights.
They got
after paying $17,500. The play was sent east and a production made
with Taylor Holmes as the star. The piece opened in Boston Christmas
week, and has* since been sent to the storehouse.

sure

them

»

The Supreme Court at Lansing/ Mich., declared it would not grant
a writ of mandamus to dissolve the order by Judge Richter setting
aside the temporary Injunction previously given in the Circuit Court of
Detroit, in which Famous Players was prevented from selling any first
run pictures to any other theatre except the Broadway-Strand (Phil
Gleichman). The Supreme Court has affirmed Judge Richter's order and
denied the petition of the Broadway -Strand. This house is not getting
any Paramount pictures this year. AH of the best ones are playing in
the John H. Kunsky theatres, whore contract with Famous calls for a

17.

being
getting

is

nicer!

Capitol, at Benton,

opened Jan.

8, Is

111.,

which

declared to be the

theatre in Southern Illinois,,
surpassing the Illinois, Centralla,
which opened a year ago. In many
respects, one must go as far as the
Missouri theatre, St. Louis, to find
one for comparison.
The Capitol was built by Reld,
finest

Yemm &

Hayes, who operate sevIt opened with "The
Old Homestead," which played two

eral

houses.

days.

The Capitol cost $200,000, and is
owned by the firm operating the
The seating capacity is
a main floor and one bal-

circuit.
1,350 on

—

of 52 yearly.

and

nicer

REAL MISS NILLS0N
Milfoi.l,

Hays'

the

AND NICER"

SMALL CITY HOUSES

Delmonte

Los Angele?, Jan. 17.
vacation since coming to

first

IS

What seems to be inscribed with a touch of irony, or fate. Is the fact
that H. A. Snow, after spending two years and a half in the wilds of
get
angle was until early this week Africa shooting, both literally, and photographically, animals in their
native haunts, was 111 in a San Francisco hospital at the time of the New
entirely* without foundation.
Mr. Hays stated that while he Tork showing of the completion of his three years' work. To tee the
was on the coast Just before Christ- picture is enough to establish the raw nerve and fearlessness of the man,
mas he had met and had a rather and, it nothing else, it comes under the head of being a 'Hough break" for
the producer of such a film to be unable to attend the initial, eastern
long talk with Emerson, hut that
presentation of his picture at the Lyric, where it is a sensational draw;
at no time was there any reference
That Snow is seriously ill with pneumonia was not generally learned
to either a contract or a complaint
made to h'm then nor has anything untU the press and sporting magazines attempted to locate him for the
purpose of interviews.
to him officially or unofficially
though

even

out,

if

follows the foreign (Mar,

There is a story of the manner In which the bigger picture producing
companies are bidding against each other for screen material' from the
spoken stage market. Out in Los Angeles some months ago the Selwyns
tried out via the Wilkes stock company a play by Edward B. Rose entitled "The Rear Car/'
Goldwyn's scouts saw it and looked upon it as

minimum

to

"NICER

See

America, Poll Negri is spending at
Delmonte.
Reporters are watching the northern roads to see if Ohaiiie Chaplin

The Nat Robblns company

atre in Utioa

to

cony.

Both men accompanied the movie
star to police headquarters, where
the officials '-ere convinced she waa
The actress then re*
turned to the theatre and received
her second welcome such as It was
—for it waa evident that many

Miss Nillson.

—

were

still

unbellevrs.

a hick town, but they've got
police force," waa Anna's
parting comment.
"It's

a real

come

since from Emerson or the Equity,
excepting the apology which Gillmore phoned.

WHAT

The ways of the money lenders with picture producers have received
more or less publicity without names mentioned. Among the money
lenders in the east have been national banks and trust companies. One

Los Angeles, Jan. 17. ^ of the banks which thought its representative might be working "too
John Emerson, president of Equity, strong" suggested he maintain a private office of bis own. In that private office many loans were made ostensibly by the individual. • A bonus
is here, has announced he will
bring charges before Will H. Hays of 30 per cent, was thought a "fair'' figure by the bankers and if the loan
were a large one, other ways were found to split up the "gravy."
tryproducers
are
that the picture
Downtown banks did business with picture people on more legitimate
ing to reduce salaries of extra peoreaple by compelling them to obtain lines but amply se ured themselves in their dealings without any
employment through the service son arising why they should not. It 'was lately reported a man from
idea,
Wall
street
theatre
with
a
England
New
York
and
came
New
to
bureau conducted by the producers.
This service bureau has been con- interesting. one of the largest financial institutions in the city with it. He
ducted by the Producers* Associa- presented an argument to the bankers that the Times square section held
All of. the only controlled (distributor) first run houses, leaving the independent
tion for several years.
extra people for the studios which film makers without a Broadway showing place. The New England man,
are members of the association have said to be from New Hampshire, to'd the bankers he had an option on a
site on Broadway between 40th and 47th #street and he would want the
been engaged through it.
This rather late date for Emerson bank to loan him to complete the building between $250,000 and $500,000.
to complain against the bureau is The promoter put before the bankers in a favorable light the "big indelooked upon here as an excuse for pendent field" the theatre would have to draw from and the banking men
"red fire stuff" on his part, as were impressed.
Of late it has been reported the noitneast corner of Broadway and
Emerson believes putting up anything to Hays will get him publicity. 46th street had been transferred but its purchaser can not be identified.

BIG TIME ATTRACTIONS

who

.

aOLIVER

is

expected some picture project

Emerson's name is connected with
will shortly be announced.
William Frary, a former member of^the Empire Stock company
at Lynn, Mass., will be a member
of the cast of the Blanche Sweet

Film company

in

the

New York

studios.

MOTION PICTURE

THEATRE MANAGER
WANTED!
Uvp-wir* nhowman with
ord of successful
rection for theatre
P.

In Manila,
of Spanish
but not essential.

Knowledge

I.

heip,

will

Must

have

Give
— salary,

ences.
letter

rrotheatre di-

excellent referfull details in
experience, etc.

Communicate

at once with

Boxv 1€00, Variety, New York

100%
DF THE

Exhibitors of Michigan
Read our magazine published
every Tuesday.
If

you

clientele

want
there

to
is

reach

no

this

better

medium.
Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publisher
415 Free Press Bldg.

DETROIT, MICH.

It is

denied the Stanley

Company

ARE DOING
TWIST"

Sid Laurence, Manager of the

'

Isis

Theatre,

Grand Rapids,

Mich., wires:

"Congratulations on your production, Jackie Coogan in
'Oliver Twist.* One of the greatest box-office attractions of
the year. Played to capacity and broke house records with
strong opposition/'

1

It

FIRST NATIONAL

-

of Philadelphia holds the property, al-

a

though stated several times the Stanley Company had purchased it.
How far the interlocking interests of the Famous Players and the Stanley Company* would go toward interfering with the Stanley's opening a
Broadway house is a part of the mystery.
9

THE DANGEROUS AGE"

John

The divorce action started by Oliver Cromwell in Westchester County,
N. Y., against hl.3 wife. Rose Barker Cromwell, contained several allegaAmong the co-respondents is Harry Cohn, now on
tions of inflde'ity.
the coast, and, who. with his brother, produced the "Hall Room Boys"
as their first joint film venture. The case went to trial Tuesday, and the
New York dailies immediately gave it some space. Among the first
witnesses was a former colored maid in the Cromwell home when they
lived at Larchmont, N. Y. -She testified to having seen several men at the

•

II.

Kunsky. of Detroit, writes:

" 'The Dangerous Age/ playing at the Capitol, has exceeded
my fondest expectations.
have been doing an enormous
business and turned several hundred away.
There is a
nightly line before the box-office window, and every one goes
away declaring they had a wonderful evening. Every exhibitor should play this one/'

We

.

Larchmont home when Cromwell was away, among them Cohn, who,
one evening, she said, had taken Mrs. Cromwell, who complained of feeling ill, to a hospital. The other men mentioned are not in the show

"BRAWN OF THE NORTH"

business.

The Niagara

news accounts of the trial
Max Winslow is a partner of
Mrs. Cromwell is about 30;

Mrs. Max Winslow was
through being a sister of Mrs. Cromwell.
Irving Berlin, Inc., the music publishers.
her husband is around 70.
The defense wi'l be a "frame." Max Steuer, the noted cross-examiner,
It will probably entail a story on its
is representing Mrs. Cromwell.
defensive side that will form a triangle with two women, as it is alleged
a woman Mrs. Cromwell for years befriended and who lived with her In
the Cromwell home is to be given important notice In the trial, also
some theatrical people or former professionals who live near Deal Beach,
N. J., where Cromwell moved after separating from his wife. Mrs. Cromwell a couple of months ago broke into the Jersey house in an endeavor to
secure evidence against Cromwell, but did not find him at home, although
a woman was there. It is said the woman, standing at the head of a
flight of stairs and holding a gun. defied Mrs. CromweU to climb the
stairs to see who m ght be on the upper floor.
Cromwell is reputed very wealthy. He is a direct descendant of the
Oliver Cromwell of English history. The Cromwells have been married
for about five years.
Among 'the allegations made by the husband against his wife and
Cohn is one that they traveled west together, leaving New York on the
Twentieth Century.
included in the

RIGHTS FOR COHAN'S PLAYS
.os.

L.og

Through

Jan.

the

York last week
film rights to "The

Meanest Man in
Irving
Sol and
,

-a

report has spread here- the trio hav«>
secured the option, for pictures of
all stage plays Cohan produced.
In

New York

It

Is

understood the

"Meanest Man" transaction was by
and without reference to any

itself

of the

Cohan productions.

"OMAR THE TENTMAKER"
Photoplay Magazine says:
" 'Omar the Tehtmaker/ with Guy Bates Post, is a series of
-murals, done in the manner of Maxfield Parrish, come true.

The

Jan.

rare brilliance of the Orient blended with the

sombre shadings of real
mance, and a story that

AT DELMONTE
St. Louis,

in

World" by
Lesser and Michael Rosenberg,
the

CICC0LINI

17.

Nov.
for $30,000 of the

purchase

Falls (N. Y.) Gazette says:

those who saw 'The Sftent Call* it probably will sound
unbelievable that the second Strongheart picture, 'Brawn of
the North/ shows the star 100 per cent improved. But it is
a fact. He displays" an acting ability that never woujd be
believed in a flog. The picture is the finest sort of entertainment. Plenty of action and a story that will rank as one of
the finest dramatic productions of the year/'

"To

It's

more

Pathos, unadulterated rowill grip and hold any audience.
life.

for everybody."

17.

Ciccolinl, late leading tenor with

Grand, Opera Company
and the Chicago Grand Opera Company, and Vera Curtis, late soprano of the- Metropolitan Opera
the Boston

of New York, are at the
Delmonte. a big outlying picture
theatre this week, in connection
Hughes' "Gimme."
with
Ituport
Both artists gave tour shows Sunday, but are only giving three daily
yek.
for the remainder of the

Company

First Nation al P ictures

'

i

.
-

•

•

—

—

—
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EUGENE H.Q01U presents

WITH GUN
AND CAMERA
£yH.A.SNOW
INTO PHENOMENAL

SWEEPS

SUCCESS OVERN8GHT
What tie foremost CriticsSayAbowtlte

Wifd Buck

"A picture which thrilled,
delighted and entertained us

"In 'Hunting Big Game in
Africa with Gun and Camera/ H. A. Snow poked hi*
camera right up under the
noses of the wildest animals
of the African jungles and
came away with pictures of
the whites of the beasts'
eyes. This is an extraordiQuinn Martin,
nary film."
N. Y. World.

as

much as anything
*

In

years. It Is absolutely fasci-

nating from the opening
shots of over a million penguins flying Into the ocean
to the close-up of a giant
African elephant charging
All In all
into the camera.
we consider this the best
film entertainment in New
York today."—P. W. Gailico

—

in Dally

New.

"The most complete—
which means the most instructive
and the most
thrilling motion picture of
wild animal life ever made.

Elephant

—

The

beautiful, the ugly, the
swift, the ungainly they are
there, singly and in herds,
at water holes and darting
across the plain or diving
into the jungle undergrowth.
Comedy is introduced to relieve the tense* action."—
/. O. Bpearing, N. Y. Times,

—

"Most satisfying pictures of wild animal Mf© yet taken."—Don Allen, Eve. World.

"More drama

"By
Baboon

all

in

a single

reel

means gee

than a bale of Hollywood productions."

this picture

don't they'll never forgive you,

if

-

N. Y. Tribune.

and take the children, for

if

you

they ever find out about this show."
Daily Newt.

Zebra

—

and chills of 'Hunting Big Game in Africa' are there. No
seven and seventy should miss this picture.'' N. Y. Eve. Post,

"All the excitement, thrills

one between the ages of

.

"A marvelous panorama

Rhinoceros

"No Zoo

Evening Mail.

world is able to produce as large a number of wild animals as these
Louella O. Parsons, Morning Telegraph,

in the

pictures show."

"A

of wild life."

and

vivid record of the thrills

chills of the Jungle."

Rose Pelstoick

in

Penguin

N. Y. American.

"In the midst of most exciting adventures one suddenly realizes that during all this
hazard the camera man was there bravely cranking, cranking, cranking." N. Y. Eve. Journal

Stanley Crane

"The most fascinating animal picture ever seen. It
even exceeds in entertainment power Paul J. Rainey'a
classic.

is

It

humorous.

exciting

and

Crashes between

the Flivver and wart hog are
funnier than the antics of
Lloyd or Chaplin."
^
N. Y. Sun.

—

Wart Hog

"An example

of

the

cln-

ema at its best. A more
uniformly interesting and
sensationally thrilling set»of
pictures has not been shown
on Broadway in many a day.
It

crowds more

real

drama

into its ten reels than 90 per
cent of so-called super-specials."—E. V. Durling in The

Globe.

"The

statement predicting a long showing for
'Hunting Big Game in Africa
with Gun and Camera' is
based on a number of things,
foremost of which are these:
Tense, thrilling moments,
punctuated with mirth provoking scenes and great lessons from nature."
Eve. Telegram.

in

Camel

—

Game in Afrioa with Gun and Camera' has virtually swept the town
press went wild over the picture and stated it was the biggest entertainVARIETY OF JAN. 12th.
York."—
New

"'Hunting Big

Gnu

The

off its feet.

ment

H

flat

t

Ostrich

LYRIC
DDirCC.
rKldlO:

NIGHT8
MATINEES

THEATRE
42nd

8TREET

West

of

B'way

Twice Today and Twice Every

Day

including

Sundays 2:30-8:30

25c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
25c, 60c, 75o. and $1.00

ALL SEATS

RESERVED

Hippopotamus

—
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FAMOUS BREAKS

10

TO

A. B. C.

At

PLAY PICTURES BOOKED

took a header
week, touching a new low of
repeating
that botTuesday and

flotation at this time. With half the
issues in the list distributing the
surplus in the fonn of stock divi-

|

this

SI

opened
tom Wednesday, where it
o'clock.
and stuck until around 1
profesa
to
pointed
signs
All the
turn on
sional drive, either for a
as the preliminary
the short side or
back upon which to carry on

dends, the leading

amusement com-

pany would make a pretty sorry
showing if it tried to peddle a stock
issue.
Besides the
the last $10,000,000

experiment of

issue of preferred and Its unhappy result is still
too fresh in the minds of the com-

»et

accumulation of stock.
drop pany officials and, what is more
swift
Tuesday's
During
ticker gos- important, its banking connections
from 87 to 83 hysterical
the to make a stock issue at this time
for
trade
the
that
sip recalled
been hearing probable.
That "new financing"
t two months had
stuff probably
profilm
originated in the
jries of a well known
difficulties, fancy of
some
professional floor
financial
in
being
ber
tried to account for the be- operator with underground connecthat
tions
with
view
the
Wall
the
Street Rumor
by
Famous
havior of
be near the factory.
this interest might
collapse
its
Where the Barks Figure
bankruptcy courts and
would be sure to disturb the whole
What is likely to be the Famous
special reference Players'
film business with
1922 report? -The company
because that paid its regular
to Famous Players
/ate on both its
security is the most active amuse- issues. Is it probable thai the bankment issue in the group and most ers who hoM the preferred would
,

.

cnsitive

market influence.
View Goes Wrong
to

But this opinion lo.n force by
Wednesdu-y when no petition ha*
probeen li!ed against the trouoled
ducer and In spite of good buying
conat the lower levels the stock
tinued to resist a recovery. When
buying
the support of wise trade
react, it
of a stock wont make it
pressure is being exis certain
erted by tome strong and aggresticker
sivc bear interest, and the

The Associated Booking people
declare that the change of regime
in the Brooklyn and Jersey City
groups reported last week does not
change the. status of those houses
on bookings entered into by the
A. B. C. during the term of the
franchise contract existing between
the exhibitors (A. H. Schwartz in
Brooklyn and Ilaring & Blumenthal in J. C.) and the A. B. C.
The contract is described as "iron
bound" and obligates Schwartz and
Hafing & Blumenthal to play A. B.

.

HAYS IS "HIRED MAN,"
SAYS CHAIRMAN COBB

Loew and Schwartz
group plan.
can book anything they like, but
for time covered by A. B. C. engagements they must play or pay

Talks

in

[

day's turnover of around
shares of Famous Players.

the viewpoint of the outsider looking longingly in.

Watertown, N. Y., Jan. 17.
"If picture censorship is abolished
this state the theatres will be

Senator George H. Cobb, chairman
of the New York State Motion Picture Commission, in an address before the Watertown Post of the

American Legion.
Senator Cobb stated In his address that, "the Commission, itself,
has been

ease of the Adams Pro-"., of Newark, who took on "Tess" for unlimited time and paid a high price,

but loft out because the rjn was
terminated before expected.. The

&

B.

up above a
out, and dump
the round trip
it

rut,

hanging around 18 and a fraction,

Is

it

K.

CLAIM

i

and then get

dollar,

but

criticised,

little

the idea of censorship to which the
producers, scenario writers, authors
and a few of the people object."
Thence terming Will Hayes the
"hired man" of the producers, Senator Cobb further claimed that in
reality, instead of seeking to better
pictures, the purpose of the high
salaried postmaster-general is to
prevent the spread of censorship.

Ailamses merely filed an orelerly
complaint of the price it paid,
without any row or threat to with11,000 draw.

Orpheum Inactive
Orpheum remained in the

ways overhang the situation from

— Producers

flooded with cheap, objectionable
pictures which producers are holding ready," was the statement of ex-

.

!

large holdings that represent this
At
syndicate hands.
in
figure
allevels around par such holdings

About Censoring
Await
Repeal, He Claims
Also

Pictures

for the A. B. C. material, according
to the A. B. C.

ably in sympathy with the weakness
50"s displayed by the Famous Players,
In i:s move up from the
Famous Players hung for months but there was no defin"te movement
from 80 to 82. while the pool car- and the volume of trading was
moderate irdicated merely a waitried on a long campaign of accumu
Thus there probably are ing attitude, in contrast to Monlation.

i

"Not Made
Cent Thie Season,"
Say Chicago Exhibs.

it back to 20 cents,
profits wou'd be at-

once or twice getting to 19. but al- tractive.
The Balaban & Katz theatres in
was ad- ways easing from that top. One
Negligible transactions were done Chicago, which are believed by
vanced Wednesday by one f!m man factor that has been eliminated from i)\ Technicolor *is low as 9 and many, to be coining money, have
wTio has been bullish on Famous the guessing contest as to where the scattered trading was reported in "not made a cent this season," acIt runs: "The clique has
all along.
selling was coming from is the ac- Film Inspection Machine, the new cording to a statement attributed
a lot of stock which stands them counting for the holdings o. Martin office and exchange in;*pocUon ele- to Balaban & Katz in connection
around 82. They may have some Beck, a part of which is understood vlce, at prices up to $\. The stock with opposition to the granting of
profits above par, but they still reto have changed hands in a private was offered for subscription at 6, increased wages to the picture thetain a large reserve. It seems reatransaction:
Thus the situation but the whole flotation was taken atre operators in Chicago.
sonable that the pool is still on the settles <Iown to the suspicion that up by one financial house and
The picture theatres outside of
right
dope
Inside
and
bull side
the issue is being manipulated by partly sold to theatrical investors, the loop stood ready to fight the
along has been that Famous was outsiders and a- Boston firm is re- among whom are reported to be granting of this increase, it Is reheaded back to par and better on garded as the likely source.
Bavid Warfield anel Marcus Loew. ported, but the loop theatres threw
spring bull market.
the normal
What the long campaign is aimed With the taking up of the issue the weight of their Influence towards
The clique has therefore taken ad- at Is a question. But by all the subscriptions were closed and deal- meeting the demand, though it was
vantage of all the uncertainties permissible rules of Wall street fore- ings were started on the Curb. The polnteel out in statements similar to

A

persuasive argument

surrounding the present market to
force the stock back around the
point of their holdings, shaking out
the little margin accounts and gobbling their stock in the process.
The reserve of pool stock could
have been used to put through this
maneuver, of course."
The Old Dope

it's a good guess that the
plan is designed for accumulation at
bargain prices. If the suspicion of
Boston operations is correct the ocin
casionally
large
turnover
Orpheum doesn't mean a thing. Professional traders make it a haffit to
cross their deals. Dealing In 2,500
shares in a day might not mean
more than the acquisition of the
manipulator's acquisition of 300 or
400 desired shares. The trader would
sell a block of GOO several times and
buy it all back in 100-share lots,

casting,

Street financial writers
took note of the extreme movement in Famous Players (83 is just
10 points below its January best)
and called up the reliable old dope
If
designed for just such cases.
Stores or Alcohol breaks they lay
it to "new financing" or "expectation of a disappointing statement."
So they trotted that out to cover
what insiders in the trade put down
to a market maneuver.
Nothing could be more absurd
than attributing a January break
in Famous to the probability that

The Wall

the 1131 annual statement

is

running
again, starting at its old low of 4
cents anel moving up to 20 cents a
.share, apparently a maneuver altogether on the outside. The sharpshooter element in outside dealings
has been looking for a long time
hungrily at Triangle, but never
could hook up with any of the Jif-

going

Inshow less than expected.
siders
Famous Players knew
In
early in October just what the annual statement was going to be.
of 1922 stopped complete-

on Dec. 31. If any business situation connected with profits was
heing discounted by this week's
drop it would be the probable or
next
Indicated
rate
of earnings
ly

July and not the forthcoming Statement for 1922. Next July the price
level will not be based on the July
Ituation, but on the Indicated sitnation uh-n the ptntement for !!:':'.
is

to 17 inclusive:

STOCK EXCHANGE
8alPs.Hlgrh.I.iOw.i,ast. C*ha\
Thursday—
Fam. Play-I/... 6000 8»% 8S',4 89^ -f M
400 99% 99
90
-f *m
Do. pf
«»4
Roldwyn
900
6
6% — M
110* lft'% 19% 10% — %
Loew. Inc
x
«0O 19»i 19
orpheum
19% + %
Ronton sold ^00 Orpheum at 19tyl9%.

j

<uie.

fci on; interests in the company for
a Campaign. If they had he^n able
to get hold of a sizeable block of
paper they could at nny time have
run it Up to bettor than a dollar.
The excuse for the present drive
to make a market appears to DC
the deal for the rights to certain
negatives between Triangle, Harry
Altken, Oscar Price and Hyman
Winnik, which is being exploited
what
by the sharpshooters, but
ticup they have made with holders

unknown. Triangle
is
Thai
,,r
stock
to say that the forthcoming statement lost its force long officials deny nny knowledge of the
ORo and doci not enter into the 'campaign or who is concerned in
present portion.
Tt is suspected, howthe flurry.
Considerations of "new financing* ever, that sharpshooter* on the
Might he valid, but it would be ex- Curb alone .me concerned. Manipu'"")'K surprising to the film busi- lating a 20-eent stork doesn't look
if Kamoua sndcrtook any stock
But if they can run
v« ry
rich.
[fl

300
KH)
2VK>
100

1

89%
99

«%
19%

88'£
98'j
fi%
19
19

89%

-%

99

a •

o%
19
It

Jan. 17.
situation

ent Paramount plans to release its
pictures in Paterson through the
Lyric, a 7 00 -seat house, and (n
Newark through Loew'a State and
Fox's Terminal.
Paramount pictures have already
been shown at the State in large
numbers, but the Fox hook-up is
astonishing. What the Fabian plan
means to the distributor is well illustrated by the Lloyd pictures.
Without competition. "Grandma's
Boy" brought the distributor $2,000,
while "Dr. Jack" with competition
netted him $12,000.
Meanwhile litigation over the
The
Strand may start any time.
house is owned by William Scheerer,
who leased it to the Drake- Faulkner Interests, who In turn leased It
The latter
to Bratter ft Pollock.
sold the controlling interest to Louie
Rosenthal,
who organised the
Strand Amusement Corporation, of
which the control was sold to
Fabian.
The Drake -Faulkner people maintain that in selling out to Fabian
and organising the Strand Amusement Corporation, Bratter &. Pollock and Rosenthal broke their lease.
Successfully to sue for the return of
the house, however, they would
have to be joined by Scheerer, the
owner. Whether he will care to act
does not appear.
Aside from the legal side, what
has aroused some feeling* is the
manifest intention of the Fabians
to "kill" the house for picture*, and
some go so far as to say that they
are trying to kill the house altogether. There are some facte that
point in that direction. They offered
the house to Maude Fealy for $1,000
a week and a percentage of the net.
Miss Ffaly accepted the offer, but
when it came to signing the contract, Fabian balked.
Here, it is
said, the fine hand of Morris SchlesAs the
inger came into the deal.
manager of the Broad, the only legit
house here, he does not want Mis*

made by

representatives of
that business did
not justify further increase.
The picture operators secured an
Increase of $3 a week by the new
agreement which gives them the
highest pay of any operators in the
country, according to a statement
"attributed to the head of the local
union.
that

Balaban

& Katx

LOIS WEBER'S DIVORCE
Secured

From
Decree
Smailey Last June

Phillip

.

Fealy downtown. How he blocked
her on this occasion Is not known,
but he is credited with the maneuver.

Getting Corre Payton in was the
next move. Payton is in on a salary
and percentage* basis and so he can
bft
controlled
and,
if
desirable,
eliminated. He will not be allowed
to produce anything that will hurt
the Broad, and nl the same time
Payton is not expected to cut Into
If
the Fabians' picture business.
they make money on him, so much
the better, but if they lose they get
it back by the reduced cost of their
pictures through the Strand being
out as opposition. There is another
angle. Schleninger knows his franchise does not run forever.
The

Strand Is a possible contender for
the honor of producing legit here,
and he realizes if it ia run down by
a succession of inferior attractions,
he need have little worry from that
source.

- %
-

Miss Fealy, It is asserted with
authority, will not be allowed in a
downtown
houKe. She la considered
last
Phillip
Smailey
from
divorce
JW
100 9S
ioo
n?/,
•%
Ooidwyn
June has only become known now. altogether too dangerous a competi:i
IHV)
19% 19
Loew, Inc
After
two artistic successes
itor.
The decree was granted on the
o.'pheum
300 10
18
181i
ground of Smalley's Habitual in- in stock in Newark with financial
Boston sold 1<H) Orpheum m. 10.
Monday—
failures, she surprised everybody by
temperance,
siot'V) 8:v
8.V,-:
Pam. Play*!
Miss Weber is one of the very few coming back a third time with every
100 M
03
1
•[M). pf
IP
Co.ctwvn
1400
prospect of making good. She ha«
4
in pictures who are direcwomen
1M\ IV*
1803 10
L.. w. |ne
Hev former husband is also a the unanimous support of the press,
tor*.
Boston sold 1 orpheum ai 18'i
and if she- should get away downTi*'«iiav —
picture director.
s:t
7*.00 K7
«!% -2.
F.ini Play-l
town now there is no telling what
»V» 97
PI k 04%
Do. prrTTT
would happen. Miss Fealy's te•'•%
"o.»
5%
Ooidwyn
SAM G0LDWYN EAST-BOUND nacity
i% m%
2200
Loew, tn<anel WilHngneef to plunge have
000 l*<\ 18
Qrpheum
19%) - >„
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
greatly Co bar personal foladded
BoHtnn sold 80* Orpheum at 18%
Be st -bound is Sam Ooidwyn, In lowing, and at the same time frightWednesday—
H.1
«1
Tani. PlayO00 85% «1
with Frances Marion, his ened certain Interest! that don't
company
0-,
ioo n
I»o. pf
The latter has left relish competition unless it will be
scenario held.
:>%
ioo
;.%
Ooidwyn
the> Hearst employ.
28* I8fc l»V«
I/O »w, In.good and »loeile. Miss I'Valy's will19
SW is
18
Orphaum
The couple went east to confer ingness to sp« ml a small fortune on
THE CURB
wit
Montague Glass.
one attraction doesn't «trik« them
S.i >«.M g ll.l.mv. r. •<?. <"| :g.
Thursday-^
is at ail ladylike, «\«-n though it is

Orpheum

Saturday
Fam. Pay-L,
• D'). pf

.'.00

19

89%

89

Los Angeles, Jan.
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Los Angelas, Jan. 17.
.lark I'hkforel lias eomple'ed his
ith trip ea»t
and la again u.<-!<
here, starting to work on produc-

C0L3WYWS UNITS
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h

Triangle

i.u

'.

:o

M on liny

Kim

JACK PICKFORD'S 34TH TRIP

9'4

10

Saturday-

I

>

.'4)0

LSOW, Inc

Play in Triangle
Triangle got into the

to

The year

proposition Is in its initial stage,
the machines being promised in
quantity by April. A few are now
in the hands of the New York exchanges but quantity production Is
not yet under way.
The summary of transactions January' ll

Friday.
and a little more besides, ending FamP*y-L....
the day a little to the good In stock
I)o. pf <>#
Goldwyif.
and even in cash.

,

theatrical

films,

Trumps."

bookings for a year. Schwartz's
Brooklyn bookings and Loew's Jersey City engagements are governed by the prior rights of A. B. C.
pictures, according to chiefs of the

Famous.

Situation

Newark, N. J

The Newark

the

C.

Locw Eactcr
Lorw »t| easier all week, prob-

fo'lowers came to the view Wednesday that this was the case in

in

Is still neething around the Strand
and the Fabians* attempt to control
both credited to the picture business here. So sore
his authorship. One, marketed un- are the Paramount people over the
der the "Iron Rider" title, is alleged prices dictated by Fabian, they have
to be entirely distinct from his orig- sworn Fabian shall never have aninal story, and the "Iron Rider" other Paramount feature either here
pr in Pateraon. It is possible Fastory is alleged to have been screen
adapted under the tlHe, "Hearts Are bian may compromise, but at pres-

duced two

.

.

concerns

suit

Payton,

Miss Fcaly

sale of
Packard's story of that name to Fox.
The latter is alleged "to have pro-

,

|

inger,

court.

The

Loew, Fox, Schlesand Even

Fabians,

in his suit against the Fox Film
Corporation, according to a decison
handed down by Justice Glegerich
in the New York Supreme Court, although he his a good cause for action otherwise, according to the

Contract

SEETHES

WITH FILM AND LEGIT

Rider."

Both exhibitors are under obligation to take their allotment of
time for the Vitagraph picture 'The
Ninety and Nine." The A. B. C.
peop'e maintain that their present
position is not materially damaged
by the loss of the Brooklyn and
have permitted payment on the Jersey City groups, for the reason
that they are bound in ~pite of
jcopardi2ed tn<1 fenoi Rt0( k ssue? their
new booking affiliations.
^ou can tell the world and PresiIt is understood that the frandent Zukor they r 01|Wn t#
Th(!
chise arrangement is unbreakable
status of that senior hoc'.; is almost
by the holder for a year, except
unique. If dividends ever were susv.iih the consent of the A. B. C,
pended it would mean a new man- which
played "Tess" about 375 days
agement.
"New financing" in the instead of the 320 mentioned in the
form of a stock issue may be dis- reports.
missed. The next dividend meeting
A sample of the morale of the
is set for Feb. 12, by the way.
collective bookeivi is cited In the

I

HOW NEWARK
Iron

Frank L. Packard cannot protect
the use of his title, "The Iron Rider."

Bound to Collective Booking
Body by Franchise

—Playing With Triangle Again

Famous Players

TITLE UNPROTECTED

DESERTERS MUST

Supreme Court Rule* on "The

Trade Rumors of Producer in Difficulties May Have
Talk of Disappointing Statement
Figured
Scoffed

51

83;

'lANlPUUTIOlf REPORTED

—

-

>-*o

IT

1.1

tions Immediately, he says.
Some of the eastern trips taken
hy V'tekford were to tea his wife,
Mar.lv nn Miller.

Los Angeles,

.Jan.

Goldwyu has announced the
ii.i»

1

7.

elimi-

program productions, with
system substituted with star

am

«.r

unit
directors.

I

sual reason given.

'

PICTURES

52

NOT SO GOOD

'

theatres

had a rather remarkable occurrence
In the matter of business last week.
All the business grossed was practically done at night.
The matinee
performances were off, yet on the
week all four of the bigger houses
made a big showing.
One manner of accounting for the
unusual night business was the fact
that

the visitors

to

and

$24,500

for

second

Rivoli — "Knighthood"

week

did

$21,200.

(Cosmopol-

itan-Paramount).

Seats
2,200;
After Criterion,
where it was playing at $2 top, the
Marion Davies feature moved to
the Rivoli with one week between
65-85-99.

scale

and

the

finished

to $24,900.

first

week there

Expected feature would

do better business than that, but
matinees
were off,
when
and

town for the

automobile show crowded the legitimate theatres to such an extent that
the ordinary theatregoing public
that waited until the last minute to
buy their seats were forced to seek
their entertainment in the picture
theatres.
Even In the picture
houses the business did not build up
until the first of the evening shows
was about half way over, and then
the final shows of the night were
usually played to capacity.
The beginning of the week was

crowds did come late at night was
turnaway.
Picture held over for
current week and may stay next
week.
Strand

— "One

(Griffith-United

Night"
Seats

Exciting
Artists).

.

2,900; scale 30-50-85.

"Knighthood" and "One
Kicking Night," were going to flop,
but the latter end of the week from
Wednesday on built up.

conducting
the orchestra for one perfromance
each night, and these performances

New

Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
The picture houses haven't suffered a let-up since the first of the
year.
The good pictures have
drawn big. with the poorer ones
getting better than a red-ink classi-

—

fication.

Grauman's. "Outcast"
Iplayers-Lasky).
Elsie

(Famous
Ferguson

featured.
Took $17,008 on week
California.
"The
Man Who
Played God." George Arliss played

—

up

Hal Roach comedy, "Our
Gang." aUo featured. Week's gross

word-of-mouth advertising from
those that have seen it than any
screen production has had in years.
The house is doing a turnaway at
•natinee and night performances.
At the Astor "The Third Alarm"
is just about going along to sufficient business to warrant it being
ahown for advertising purposes.
Nazimova's "Salome" at the Criterion is playing to a $1.50 top and
claiming the biggest business over
done at that house at the prices, the
gross business for the first week
with war' tax included, according to
their statement, is $10,621 for 14
performances. Last week is said to
have been in the neighborhood of
$9,700, while this week it looks as
(hough the picture will get around
is

$7,500.

big.

Grauman's Rialto. — "To Have and
To Hold" (Paramount).
Betty
Compson and Bert Lytell given

$10,868.

equal billing, with George Fitzmaurice, director, prominently men-

Second week held up

tioned.

Gross

$10,414.

Grauman's

well.

—

Hollywood.
"Robin
Hood'* (Fairbanks). Picture going
stronger than expected and may run
several weeks yet. Agreement not
to pull off until gross drops below
$8,000.
Takings $16,000.

week
$11,500.

Loew's State.— "Peg o' My Heart"
Laurette Taylor big card
Business building steadily.
Gross $18,550.
(Metro).

San Francisco, Jan. 17.
of Paris" (C. C.
All house records were broken for
Scale, 55-75.
Saturday and Sunday at the opening
Almost broke the house record, get- of "Fury" at the Tivoli.
The excepting within $165 of the top created tionally big start did not continue
nine months ago. Gross, $5,400.
throughout the week, but the busiCapitol
"One Week of Love" ness was so far above normal as to
(Selznick). Seats 5,300. Scale, mats., mark last week as a banner one.
At the Granada, where "Heroes of
35-50-$l;
eves.,
55-85-$l.
Week
started off slowly, but built up the Street" succeeded "Back Home
and Broke," and at the Warflel '.
toward last half with gross going to where "Hearts
500.

—

Aflame" followed
"Peg o* My Heart," a depression
(Nazimova- from the preceding week's receipts
Seats 608.
Scale, was felt. Despite this, businen at

over $39,000.

$1

— "Salome"
top;

eves.,

$1.50

Rivoli

where

Week

before
I

BEAT BAD WEATHER

by the various women sohas not hurt.
For the week just past there
were two notable events in contrast
McVicker's aeemed
to each other.
to go all to pieces and probably
touched one of the lowest records
since the opening of this beautiful
new picture palace. There seems
to be no reason for this tremendous
change unless it is that the pictures are weak and some of the
pictures have proved very little
flirting
cieties

of

good; around $10,000.
Capitol "Omar." First National.

—

Excellent.

Grossed around

Broadway -Strand

—"Tess." $18,000.
Third

and last week; receipts for three
weeks very satisfactory.
House
paid around $10,000 for picture,
lot of money for this house on account of the small capacity.

How-

ever, nice profit left despite heavy
rental, increased rental and general

overhead.

Madison— "The Outcast." Paramount.
Didn't do turnaway, but
house got around $10,000.
returned from
Phil Gleichman
New York last week, whero he

weather and transportation conditions that have affected the legitimate houses to a great extent and
which at the beginning of this week
had begun to be reflected in the
vaudeville field. With the exception

noted the picture houses in town,
without exceptional bills, had done
business about normal for this time
of year, and with this lineup before
them the managers of those houses

have come to the conclusion they
are perfectly correct when they say
the patrons of the picture houses
downtown are gathered from the
city itself and those suburbs immediately adjoining.
While some of the loss in gross
at the Park could be ascribed to the
fact that the previous week the
house got the full benefit of the
New Year's Day business, this could
not be blamed entirely for the drop
of about $6,000 in business. The
gross for the week was in the vicinity of $8,000, ns compared with $14.000 the previous week. It is stoutly
claimed the drop in business does
not mean that the picture has done
its quota here and must be content
with the picking up of business, but
it does mean that those who would
travel to the city by train to see it
are postponing their visit until
transportation is much better than
The first of the
it is at present.
week was lean indeed for "Kobin

,
Hood." but Friday and Saturday it
closed contracts for five specials built up strong. Another storm the
"The Outcast" which he will present at the Broad- first day of the week sent business
(Paramount. Seats 2.500. Nights, way-Strand at 60-cent prices. The tumbling again.
As opposi- pictures are: "Strangers Banquet,"
59c.)
Elsie Ferguson.
This week Bodolph Valentino is
tion Mies Ferguson in person at the
"One Exciting Night," being exploited in a "personal visit"
Blackstone.
Whether it is really "Suzanna."
and by the Boston "Post," under whose
"Jazzmania
and
Thorns"
opposition or not is doubtful, al- "Orange Blossoms."
direction he came on from New York
though it forced the legit theatre
and is due for a period of sightseeing
The picto advertise "in person."
in and around the city with plenty
ture said to be fairly good, although
of publicity. While the idea was
lacked a finish. Around $17,800.
RAISE
BUFFALO'S
SCALE
conceived by the "Post" and is the
Flirt."
Randolph—"The
(Unisame thing it did with Douglas
Scale: Nights,
versal.
Seats 686.
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford. some
With good publicity and
50c.)
of the other sheets in town have
shrewd handling, film maintaining
picked it up and are trailing along.
$6,000 a week gross, which insures
None of the picture houses in the
profit.
If this pace is maintained,
will benefit by this exploitation
it will hold ever fourth week.
Downtown Theatres Boost Top city
this week, however, as none is carChicago— "Sure Fire Flint." (Narying
a Valentino picture, even
tional.
Seats 4,200. Nights, 55c.)
Admission Price Pictures
though it would be good business
With all-star cast plus special profor some of them, the smaller ones
Increase
Business
held
up
gram of "Joy Weekjliouse
at least, to show one, even if it was
to well near capacity.\\Patrons getan old release.
ting more than money's worth, and
17.
Jan.
Buffalo.
During the past week the Cordon
since phenomenal put-over of "Jazz
A general raise in the scale of chain of houses displayed quite an
Week" almost any special "week"
draws. Between $42,000 and $43,000. prices at all downtown theatres was unusual amount of pep in gathering
They grabbed off much
R oose ve 1
"Tess." (United the chief topic last week. Continued publicity.
Artists.
Seats 1,275. Nights, 55c.) and uniform "high grosses in all of it with their showing of a special

Estimates for last week:

McVicker's

—

'

'

WITHOUT AGREEMENT

—

—

1

Now
for

into fourth week, only reason
holding over being contract.

^

set of pictures for children at their
newest house, Capitol, and alro got
an unusual amount for their use of

'White Shoulders" as a feature this
week. Up to now the Gordon I.Dusee
have not been very strong on the
special publicity, even though they

Shea's Court Street with a regular were always entitled to it, beinjj big
five-act show and feature picture advertisers.
Loew's State (capacity, 4,000;
is scaled at 25 -35c. for mat.
Sundays
Both Grand and State Held Their
and 40-55c. for nights, all reserved. scale, 25-50). With "Kick In" and
Features for Second Week
Loew's now goes to 50c. top for "A Daughter of Luxury" the house
regular scale and to cap the climax did close to $16,000 last week, very
Pittsburgh, Jan. 17.
the Lafayette this week boosted to near the same amount of the week
It is a long time since two the55c. top, even after loss of a big before. For this week "Tess."
atres on the same street both played
drawing card in the withdrawal of
Park (capacity. 1,100; scale, 50repeat engagements at the same
organist.
"Robin Hood" still in this
$1.50).
time.
The Grand, playing "Dr, itsPoor
street car service, result of house, and if there was any sort of
Jack," drew large crowds, with lines
recent strike is playing a part in weather break picture would do big
in the lobby several nights, due to
keeping houses from capacity. Bus- business from all signs.
Grossed
the success of Lloyd's previous piciness continues consistent, however. about $8,000 last week, way below
ture, "Grandma's Boy."
Last week's estimates:
business
done
week
before.
At the State the success of "Quincy
"Dangerous
Lafayette Square
scale,
Modern (capacity,
Adams Sawyer" and its hold-over Age"
and vaudeville headed by 28-40). Because of its 800;
location,
is due to the popularity of the novel
Marie Nordstrom. Capacity, 3,400. the heart of the city, is all but imand play and the long list of stars Scale, mats.-nights, 30-50c. Loss of
mune to weather conditions. Said
in the cast.
It was also extensively
house premier organist did not affect that bad weather builds up business
advertised.
Vaudeville end par- for
it, as the prices make it a "drop
The Olympic and Liberty did only attendance.
ticularly strong. House maintaining
in," and pictures are for met part
fair business with ''Kick In," the
high average and has had parfeature not coming up to the stand- ticularly strong week ends. Around right up to standard. About $6,500
last week, with
"Notoriety" ani j
ard promised in the advance no- $15,000 last week.
"Flesh and Blood." "Freckles" thistices.
"Shadows," at the BlackLoew's State "30 Days" and vau- week.
stone, was the best on the street this
e
Capdeville with Anna Chandler.
week, drawing good houses steadily. acity. 3.400.
Beacon (capacity, scale and atScale, nights, 30-40c.
Estimates for last week:
House hardest hit last week by bad traction same as that for Modern).
Grand— "Dr. Jack" (First Na- street car service. Fine show with Located bit further downtown. it
tional).
(Seats 2,500. Scale, 25. 40. satisfactory picture. I^ast week at gets play of same sort of busineJ
Started off well and grew all present scale. Around $13,000.
" at sister house.
55.)
week. Held over for a second week.
Tremont Temple is due to eke oi.t
Hipp "Doctor Jack" and "SeeAbout $17,300.
Believing.."
ing's
Capacity. 2.400. a sort of precarious existence for the
Olympic "Kick In" (Paramount). Stale, nights, 35-50.
Double bill balance of the season as far as t-
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both theatres was satisfactory.
The California also had a big
week with "Thirty Days." While
this picture was reported ns ..lore
or less of a flop in many cities, '*
opened big here, chiefly because of (Keats 1.100. Scale, 25, 40.)
Busit6
the interr-Ht aroused in Reid through ness picked up latter part of week turned In good week. Lloyd feature tractioi.s are concerned according
1» ok
extensively
reviewed
dailies. thr-present outlook. It does n
in
the dope exposure.
doing well at matinees. About $9,000 House maintaining consistent high now as though Fox would again reTli is interest was keyed up by the
Liberty— "Kick In" (Paramount) level and averaged well above sume the showing at the ho se si
fact that one of the Hearst dailies (Seats
1.200.
Scale. 25. 40. 55.)
new releases as he planned to do at
here has been running a serial writ- Neighborhood publicity drew audi- $13,000 for last three weeks.
Olympic— "The Flirt." Capacity. the beginning of the seaf( n, and
ten by Dorothy Davenport (Mrs. ences latter part of week.
Aboui 1.S00. Scale, nights. 25-35c. Line on which he did for a time.
Reid), In which she has been telling $8,000.
this bouse difllcult to get as few
how the dope peddlers got VVally ant*
around theatres known much about
of the valiant struggle he was makwhat theatre is doing except busing against the craving for drug)
Portola— "Dr Jack" (Pa the) (Set
PASSPORT MYSTERY
and liquor.
1,100; scale 50-75).
Harold Lloyd. iness week for some time. Tark insLos Angeles. Jan. 17.
California "Thirty Days" (Para
Fourth week, with business holding ton picture used plenty of extra adWhen War da Hawley applied for
vertising and picked Up somewhat
mount) (Seal-- L'.TOO; scale ."..".-HO)
•p at even pace; $7,000.
passport
Kurope, Hailing from
toward
to
end
of
week
with
result
a
it is
Wallace field. "The fount -r lump
Loew's Warfietd "Heart Afl ime"
«t" and
hind also; drew Well
Metro) (Seats 2,800; se.de 55-75) being held over for second seven New Vork .Fan. 27, she gave an as".".00
days.
Probably
around
list
$3,
113.000.
sumed name, it is said. Miss Haw*
\leo extra attractions; $16,000.
Granads "Heroes of the Btree'
Centuf y "Oliver Twist" First week.
ley recently
obtained a divorce
..it tonal)
(Warner Bros.) (Seats 2,940; ic
(Seats 1.800; scale 3C-50).
decree.
iikie Coogan. Third week; 17.000.
55-00). wv-i .•> Barry. Supplemen'
CHADWICK-WELLMAN QUIT
Applying for a passport at the
Ing feature were extra attraction
Tivoli— "Fury" (First National)
Los Angeles, .Ian. 17.
same time and for the same -tiling
Receipts dropped oft' conslderab!
Seats 1.800; scale 40-5.".). Richard
The separation of Helen Chadwick date was J. Stewart Wllfcll.s n.
larthelmess; $11,000.
from previous week; $13,000.
"'
The local COlotty seems t"
Imperial "Tess" f Seats I, I2f
Frolic
"Kentucky Derby" (t'l.l- and) her husband. W. A. Wellman. Is
more than likely to lead to the «li
(Seats i.«ob: seals 16 30)
upon the matter as Bomethiuu oi l
tie 35-75).
Mary Plckford, s
rsal
got holding i".i m| t third/ week );$f,00<
voice courts, report, says.
'rawing well; $3,000.
mystery.

(third

week). Opening week, according to
house claim, was $10,621) with war
tax included; second week, little
drop, with gross around $9,700, and
this week further drop expected,
which will bring under $8,000. Picture will remain but one week longer
as four weeks originally booked, so
that film would not conflict with
personal appearance of Nazimova in
her play "Dagmar," to open at the
Selwyn next week.
Lyric "Hutting Big Game" (EuScale.
gene Booth). Seats 1.400.
mats., $1 top; eves., $1.50 (second
Hit the town between eye*
»ek).
Is getting more word of
first week.
mouth advertising by those who
have seen it than any Screen production in years. Business terrific
from start. This week will be the
answer.
'My American Wife*
Rialto
Seats 1.9G0;
(Famous Playajre).
tie. 55-85-99.
Moved down from

—

against

the week was "Dr.
Jack"
Fox-Washington.
at
the
Business was 50 per cent, better
than the first week of "Grandma's
Boy," which played the same house.
When the latter picture was playing there Ray Miller's Band was an
extra attraction, and this really
hurt the receipts, because it was
not possible to turn the house over
Many people would
as quickly.
stay twice just to hear the band.
For "Dr. Jack" there was no extra
attraction except the short reels.
It is due to remain at least three
weeks.
Receipts around $12,000.
Very big for this house.
Adams—"Hearts Aflame." Metro.
Created Interest.
Business very
hit

theatres.

(Tully).
FeaBates Post.
Second
better
than opener.
Got

Guy

Cameo— "Secrets

Unlted Artists.

campaign

$12,000.

Kinema.— "Omar"
turing

Estimates for last week:
Astor— "The Third Alarm" (F. B.
Seats 1,131. Scale, mats., $1
COAST BUSINESS
top; eves., $1,50 (first week). Fair
business through tie-up with fire Last Week's Takings Dropped Below Previous Period
department for pension fund. Got
arourd $7,800.

mats.,

A

The

less

ceipts

—

here.

Criterion

with Saturday and Sunday

it would remain no
two weeks.

"Suzanna"
(Senne^t). This house, which has grind policy,
Normand's latest feature. probably fell to the lowest mark
Slight fall-off early in week, but last week since taken over by Balapicked up after Wednesday.
Re- liau & Katz.
Mission.

Mabel

PUCES

everything in that respect, yet the
week's business was normal for the
Boston, Jan. 17.
house, whereas it should have been
much better. The owner expected
The picture houses in this towa,
on the strength of the additional with one exception, the Park, ha /a
advertising, publicity and exploitation
than so far ridden through the disastrous

quarters with strength shown in
both high and low price tickets were
largely the cause although the concerted action on higher scales loolcs
contagious, no agreement of any
kind existing between competing

O.).

little

lobbies,

capacity.

capacity.

Business Generally Good Since
Year's— Good Pictures

latter part of the week,

.Seats

looks disastrous. But a four- week
contract was made. The Randolph
with the "Flirt" is going into its
third week, and in all probabilities
This
will even attempt a fourth.
film has shown remarkable strength
and the Universal ha« put some
money behind it to put it over.
Three or four nights during the
week crowds were held in both

L

DRAW

POOR

At the Capitol S. L. RothaCel
made personal appearances for the

Burr).

Chicago, Jan. 17.
In the four important film houses
in Chicago's loop the two largest
will have new films while the two
smaller ones will hold over. Balaban & Katz's Roosevelt is trying
for a fourth week with "Tese:" It

Also holding over for second week.
The Teleview at the Selwyn for
several weeks moves out this week.
During the run the novelty has not draw. In contrast to this the Chibeen drawing enough to pay for the cago put on "A Joy Week." which
caused a great deal of comment.
cost of the alterations made in the
"Sure Fire Flint," a comedy picture
house for the showing of the pic- with sure-fire sub-titles, and a
ture.
As a novelty it soon wore presentation that was built for
off.
laughs only, worked into jazz vs.
purposes.
laughing
opera
for
Hoakum is still an asset and helped
FILMS
almost
theatre
to
this
IN
A. crowd

features,

pulled practically capacity for the
>ig house. At the Rialto "My American Wife" got a fair week for its
second on Broadway, while the little Cameo
with "The- Secrets of
Paris" as the attraction almost
broke the house record, which has
been standing for nine months since
the house was first opened.
The real wallop, however, still is
the wild animal picture, "Hunting
Big Game in Africa," which is at the
Lyric. This picture is getting more

Also suffered

from matinees, but nights held up
and gross little better than $31,500.

rather bad in all of the houses. At
both the Rivoli and the Strand it
looked as though the two big super

1&23

It Is un explainable many times
"Tess" Takes Low Record at why certain pictures do not draw But One Exception—Businen!
better than they do, considering the
advertising and exploitation back
Roosevelt—"Flirt" Doing
Normal For This Time
of them.
An example last week
Much Better
of Season
was of * first -run picture given

Auto Crowds Drove Natives Into Picture Houses
"Big Hunt" Special Still Sensational Draw

picture

IN CHI

BOSTON'S FILM

Heavily Advertised Faature Failed
te Increase Business

19,

Detroit, Jan. IT.

ON BROADWAY LAST WEEK

Broadway

DETROIT PUZZLE

4-WEEK HOLDOVERS

GOOD NIGHTS LIGHTS MATS
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PICTURES
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WASHINGTON'S HOUSES

ATTKEN-TRI DEAL

HAROLD LOCKWOOD LEFT $44,579;

DIMINISHES IN SIZE

METRO STAR DIED OCT.

1918

19,

,
.

Picture Business Running Along
Even Kesl

PHELY'S WEEK'S GROSS
<

HOLDING STEADY

IS

Washington. Jan. 17.
"Oliver Twist" went over with a

"2,000 Negatives" Shrink to smash at the Metropolitan thla week. Picture Houses Settled Down
Looks to have drawn to a greater
extent than did Pickford's "Tess,"
But "Dangerous Age" Could
Less Than 200 Prospect
although the comparison may not be
Not Hold Up
exactly fair when it la considered
of Swamping Passes

—

State

Tax Commission Appraises Estate

test

ic

Will ConMarriage and Death

—Mother's

Withdrawn

that the Pickford picture waa In
second week.

The

at ate

right

Philadelphia, Jan: 17.
After the uncertain' period during
when
virtually every film
the statement that Harry
house downtown fluctuated from big;
Oscar Price and others had a plan
M e t r o p o I tan— "Oliver Twist" business to bad the situation has
(Capacity 1,700; now settled and grosses vary littlo
to dump new prints of old Triangle (First National)
scale, evenings, 36-60). Looked about weekly.
The Stanley and Stanton
and Mutual negatives on the market $12,600, record for house.
are generally lending the fleld, the
Columbia 'Tess" (Capacity 1.200; latter house having apparently
by the thousands.
nights, 36-50). Second week; pulled back the. clientele which it
They hastened to look Into the scale,
lost last season with specials booked
about $10,500.
situation, which threatened to flood
Palace— 'Back Home and Broke" for from three to five weeks. The
the field with an Inundation of (Zukor) (Capacity 2.500; scale, eve- Aldine, too, although never achievcheap material and wreck the mar- nings, 85-50). Good business, al- ing the business which this fine
though Mctghnn has been pretty house deserves, has maintained a
ket for independent productions.
well worked here of late. About fairly satisfactory standard for the
past two months.
What they found out waa that $9,000.
,
Last week the only disappointment
instead of the reported 2,000 negaRialto— "On the High Seas" (Catives, Aitken has secured a selection pacity 900; scale, nights, CO). Held was the Karlton, which held "The
Dangerous
Age" over a second week
commented
and
for
thrills.
up
Looks
of less than 200 dramas and a numbecause of promising business and
ber of comedies, probably 50 in to have done clo?e to th» preceding did little or
nothing to justify the
week,
with
possibly
$7,500 gross.
number, on a long-term lease of
move. Finally business became so
rights, instead of outright purchase.
lame it was decided to revert to the
previous policy of this house and
The deal is said to be a compliopen "Lorna Doone," this week's
cated one, involving Hyman Winfeature, on Saturday.
nik's rights, both in America and
Griffith's "One Exciting Night" reabroad, of certain of Triangle's
ceived a lacing from most of the
K.
product.
critics, but business was big enough
These rights, which are
to warrant a second week, and it has
concerned among other things with
now been decided to hold this mys- the old Fairbanks, will pass out of
Winnik's hands into those of Aitken - "Back Home and Broke" Gets tery play over for a third week.
There has been no Intimation as yst
Price concern and certain European
Top Money Critics Pan
whether "Robin Hood" Is a booking
exploitation rights in Triangle picIn the near future.
"Silver Wings"
tures.
Mary Pickford's "Tess" received
/
aplendid notices, but bualness, while
The transfer of these rights to
good, did not show the old-time suPrice has some intricate bearing on
Kunsas City, Jan. 17.
periority over the draw of other
Triangle's suit against Winnlk. The
The weather man should be de- stars. Some claim that
the only way
newest turn in the litigation was a clared in on the box receipts of the this revival could have gone over big
court order for a bill of particulars first run film houses in the down- in Phllly would have been to posh it
town
district.
Real
spring
weather
as special attraction in some legit or
which was to be pronounced about
delivered in* the middle of Janiary. long-run film house. The Stanley.
this time, but on which an extension
It
Kansas City picture fans thronged Is well known, has a policy of singleof time was granted. It Is under- the streets all week, drifting
from week runs.
stood that with the Price-Winnik theatre to theatre looking for amuse"One Week of Love," put suddenly
deal completed, the suit will be dis- ment. As a result the returns were Into the Aldine Instead
of "Toll of
far in excess of what the managers the Sea," the colored film, which had
continued.
had expected for the week following been intended, did nice business,
two holiday weeks.
showing building power, espeelsJJy
For those who, shop for their pic- with women's matinee trade.
grant her reasonable alimony and tures there were all kinds to choose
Thla week the houses had a big
give her also counsel fee so that from, with "Trifling Women," "Sil- array, starting with
"Dr. Jack" at
she could properly press her action ver Wings, "The Head Hunters" and the Stanley. "Grandma's Boy" waa
"Back Home and Broke" offered at not run in the Stanley houses, but
through the courts.
made quite a furore in the outlying
Mr. Murphy, in answer to this the four leading houses.
Many of the regulars were espe- Independent houses. Business Monsuit, admitted knowing her but decially interested In the Rex Ingram day pointed to one of the biggest
nied she was his common law wife,
feature, "Trifling Women," which weeks the Stanley has had this year.
or that he had held her out as such gave them their first view of
Ramon Will Rogers' "Fruits of Faith," a
to anybody.
He admitted living Navarro, the young Spanish actor, three -reeler, was specially
adverwith her at various places, but said who is making a bid for the popu- tised also, as was the appearance of
that their relations were "merely larity once held by Rodolph Valen- the Stanley Piano Trio, an unusual
musical feature. The critics In genmeretricious." He charged that she tino.
The name Meighan as leading m n eral spoke of this as an outstanding
was over 45 years old, making good
with any picture is a sure Arc draw bill.
money on the stage, did not need at
"Omar the Tentmaker," with Guy
the Newman, and last week's ofhis financial help and said that he
fering, "Back Home and Broke." Bates Post, started weakly at the
had been informed that she had seemed what was wanted, as it filled Aldine, although drawing considerbeen married twlco before.
He the house and kept the lobbies full able society trade from the near-by
claimed he did not know t e name most of the time. The followers a ' Ritt-mhouse square.
Thla house,
of hjpr first husband, who, ahe is admirers of Mary Carr, who cried having completed its tenure of Metro
Aims,
is housing Alms of all comwith
"Ovo*
and
sobbed
her
in
the
alleged to have told him that she
panies, single-week runs being the
had divorced, but that she had Hill," returned to the Liberty to 'o limit.
the same thing over In her latest
married a man by the name of John production,
The Karlton, with some special
"Silver Wings."
The
Zimmer "in the Little Churcb critics panned this picture and Its advertising on "Lorna Doone," apAround the Corner about 14 years mother love theme as being worked pears to stand ,in a way to see some
ago."
overtime. The novelty of the weJc real money at the box- office. The
Mr. Murphy further claimed that, was at Newman's third house, the Palace has "Back Home and Broke,"
a fine money-maker at the Stanley
"I am informed that she had an Twelfth Street, "The Head Hunta week or so ago.
escapade with a man by the name ers."
Estimates for last week:
For
the current week the big
of George Middleton, now of Pasa8tan ley— "Tess" (United Artiste).
Newman
theatre ts splurging with
dena, Cal., from whom she had Maurice Tourneur's "The Christian." With big matinee trade but some off
b*en receiving money, and that she which has been extensively adver- nights, due to bad weather largely,
has scars on her body Inflicted upon tised as the first public showing in this Pickford feature did gross estimated at $24,000. (Capacity, 4,000;
her by the wife of the said George the world. A premiere for a feature

thrown into cold

Followed Son's

its

was
The even trend of the other houses
week by was not to any considerable degree

market

chills last

Aitken,

broken during the week.
Estimates for last week:

the fall

i

Excluding two $10,000 life insurpolicies, one payable to his
mother and the other to his son,
Harold Adna Lockwood. picture star,
left a net estate of $24,579.11 when,
a victim of Spanish influenza, he
died October 19, 1918, according to a
"transfer tax State appraisal of his
property filed* in the Surrogates'
Court, Now York, last week.
Under his will, executed two days
before his death, which probate was
divided
he
this
contested,
not
equally among his mother, JenLockwood
-Murphy,
Hartshorne
nie
•

ance

eince deceased; Haro'.d

Adna Lock-

Jr., his 13-year-old son. reformer wife. Alma
| tiding with his*
I'jbockwood at Los Angeles, and
W.
Lye,
an actress friend,
Gladys

wood,

1

wardrobe; Florence Benton, friend,
a ring with a ruby, and a diamond
with four smaller diamonds In setting, and $200 she ordered set aside
the

for

care

her

of

plot

Woodlawn cemetery.
Mrs. Lockwood Murphy
two

sisters,

at

the

left

also

and regarding them, she

said:
"I

make no

my

provision for
sisters, Christina Ellis and Louise B.
Sickels, for the reason that I desire to leave the bulk of
estate
to
husband and to
grandson, Harold Lockwood."

my
my

my

Richard A. Rowland, friend and
one of the officials of the Metro,

without bonds, was named as the
executor of the estate and if he
failed to qualify or resigned at any
time his place waa to be taken by
Of 625 South Westmoreland avethe Title Guarantee &. Trust Comnue, Los. Angeles.
pany.
lawyer,
Rubin,
165
of
J. Robert
Mrs. Lockwood Murphy left sevBroadway, and Charles K. Stern
eral wills, one dated Feb. 15, 1919.
of 220 West Ninety-eighth street,
this she named Wallace Du'cher
New York, without bonds, were In
as the executor of the estate. She
named as the executors of the esgave his wife, Bertha Dutcher, $100,
National
Continental
and
the
tate,
and left the bulk of her property
Bank of Los Angeles as trustee, the to. her grandson,
Harold Lockwood,
boy's share to be held in trust urftil

be becomes 25.
The gross value of the estate loft
by Mr. Lockwood amounted to $36,$95.70, consisting of the following:

Jr.

Backed by the two sisters left
by Mrs. Lockwood Murphy, Mr. and
Mrs. Dutcher filed objection.! to the
probate of the Sept. 4, 1919,* docuInterest in realty, Lot 208 Grider ment, charged Mr. Murphy with
and Hamilton Hollywood Tract, Los fraud and undue influence, deAngeles, $400; cash, on deposit, with manded trial by Jury of the issues
the Continental National Bank of raised by them, and also charged in
Liberty part of their complaint:
Los Angeles, $22,917.38;
Loan bonds, $4,865; thirty, shares
"At the time the decedent was a
of Union Oil Company of California, woman of 68 years of age. That
$4,200; promissory note of Henry for many years prior thereto she
Otto, $550; wearing apparel. $350; had been addicted to the. use of
office effects, $275; a Packard auto- narcotics to such an extent that her
mobile, $4,500, and a Marmon auto- mind had been impaired to a greater
mobile, $2,150.
or less degree, and in or about the
The expenses as charged up month of August, 1919, had been
against the estate included a num- operated upon for cancer, of which
ber of small creditors.
disease she subsequently died, as
Mr. Lockwdbd, who had been ill appears by the death certificate on
but three days, was born in Brook- file in the Board of Health, wherein
lyn, N. Y., in 1887, received a busi- the cause of death is given aa genness college education and began his eral carcinamatcsis, and the seccareer as a dry goods salesman. He ondary or contributory cause of
bad a stage career of about seven death as intestinal obstruction. The'
years in musical, comedy, vaude- decedent and one Harry P. Murphy
ville and sto:k. He began his career went through the form of a cereIn 1910 and wa.s with several film monial marriage In the city of New
companies before becoming a star York on or about the eighth day of
with Metro.
July, 1919, and thereafter the said
So great was the congestion Murphy kept the said decedent Inaround
(Funeral comunlcado from her friends and
Campbell
the
Church, New York, where the fu- relatives."
neral services were conducted on
Although, later on, the objection
Oct. 22, 1918, that the police re- to the probate of the document was
serves had to be called to fcpld withdrawn, whether a settlement
thousands of people in check. The was made out of court was not
family of the dead actor were stated, but is likely to be revealed
taken to their limousine after the when the estate ia appralaed for
service with the greatest difficulty. inheritance taxation.
Mm. Lockwood, mother of the
Documents on file in Ihe Supreme
late actor, became the wife of Harry court, New York, show that in Sep"Peter Murphy, vaudeville actor and tember, 1919, Belle Holbrook Murformer member of the team of Con- phy of 73 West 68th street. New
roy and Murphy, on July 8, 1919. York, who is a banjo player and
She died at 99 Mamaroneck avenue. known on the stage as Belle CarWhite Plans, N. Y.. Sept. 24, 1919. men, filed a suit for alimony and
In their application for the mar- divorce against Mr. Murphy, and
riage license, obtained July 3, 1919. also a $100,000 suit for alleged
Mr. Murphy said that he was 32 alienation of affection against Mrs.
years old, an actor, living at 1335 Lockwood.
In her suit against Mrs. LockMadison avenue, New York; that
he waa a native of Paducah, Ky., wood, Belle Holbrook Murphy
ihe son of Peter Andrew Murphy claimed that she (Belle) had lived
and Mary Morgan Murphy, natives together happily with Mr. Murphy
of America, and that he had never as his common law wife from July
1919, and was known to all of
I,
been married before.
Mrs. Lockwood said that ehe was Mr. Murphy's friends as his wife
out 45, lived at 1335 Madison ave- when she (Mrs. Lockwood) enticed
nue, New York, had no, occupation him away from her.
*uid was a native of Freehold, N. J.
As Mrs. Lock'vood was ill in bed
She said that sho had been married at that time and could not be perservers
process
serred,
before, was the daughter of John sonally
Hull
Bouwne and Annie Reid being barred at the door. Supreme
Bouwne, natives of America, and Court Justice Finch, upon affidavits
that her husband was dead.
Mr. laid before him, ordered that serMurphy w:»s about the same ago as vice be made by posting one notice
his wife's deceased son.
on the outside door of Mrs. LookShortly after her death her will, wood Murphy's home and that anexecuted Sept. 4, 1910. was offered other be sent to her through the
for probate directing that her net
mails.
pst.ite be divided as follows:
The death of Mrs. Lockwood MurHarry p, Murphy, husband, all phy stopped the alienation suit
household effecta, linens, silverware* from being brought to trial
and nil pergonal anil hou: eh>!
vorce; asking
In her suit
affects and
naif of the residue, al'mony, counsel lee and nnnrmg
Sbtokitoly. The remaining half of Mrs.
Lockwood as corespondent,
the residue was left to her grandT'dio
Holbrook Murphy claimed
ion, Harold Lockwood, Jr., In trust
without Just
Mr. Murphy,
that
'•m. l the boy became uf age. If the cauoe or provocation, suddenly left
however, failed to survive his her and married Mrs. Lockwood
:;".
the
She said that she was destitute and
latter*!
Inten
!i;t
ia to go to her husband.
so in need of funds for her support
Alma Lockwood, h*r former
"nje of be* own
he had to sell
•wughter-la-lnw,
W at given her furniture She asked that the court

—
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Middleton."
He characterized the suit as
"blackmail" and said that she had
sent all kinds of threatening letters

I

him and

to

iAr.

his wife.

Murphy

said

that

he

had

never supported the plaintiff and
that she well knew that, as he was
a Catholic and ahe a divorced
woman, his religion forbade him to

marry

Her.

Mrs. Belle Holbrook Murphy answered his charges by saying that
he had supported her for a number
sf years, paid her room rent of $7
a week, and gave her $21 a week in
addition to live. She said that he
had presented her with a ring bearing the engraving, "To my beloved
Belle, from Harry," and that she
had a number of love letters from
him telling her of his "undying
love" for her. She claimed that the
scars upon her neck came from a
fall
£fcpm the arms of a colored
when she was a child, and
nur
den.ed that they came from the
wife of Mr. Middleton.
She said
that she had been engaged at one
time to Mr. Middleton, when the
latter was single, and that the engagement was broken before he was

M

1

-

M9J WEATHER
C HOUSES

HEPS

i

marr ^d.
B "nupe of the lack of proof that
there had been a wedding ceremony, Supreme Court Slusllce

scale, 50*75 evenings.)
picture in this city la something
8tanton— "One Exciting Night"
really new, and much Interest has
(United Artists). Despite panning
been shown by fans and critics.
by
most papers, and aided by special
business
week's
Estimates on the
advertlaing, Griffith picture reached
are:
figure eatimated at around 911,000,
Royal "Trifling Women" (Re and will
linger a couple of weeks
Ingram production) (Seats 89C; longer. (Capacity,
1.700; scale, 10-71
scale 35 -SO). Picture extensively ad- evenings.)
around
$7,600.
Grossed
vertised.
Aldine— "One Week of Love"
"Back Home and (Selznlck).
Caught matinee crowds
Broke" (Paramount) (Seats 1.9S0; and did nice
business beginning
scale' 50-76 nights). Thomas Melg ..
Thurday. Gross was about 98,500an's name played up strong. Busi- due to bad
weather breaks. (Capacness close to that of the preceding

—

.

Newman —

1

week.

About

ity, 1,500; scale,

$16,000.

Liberty — "8llver Wings"

50 straight.)

Karlton— "Dangerous Ago" (Fu*st
make a go of
Mary second weekCouldn't
(Seats 1,000; scale 36-80).
and was taken off FriCarr. Returns around $6,000.
day for "Lorna Doone."
Twelfth 8treet— "Head Hnnters of gross didn't pass 91,000. In Ave days
(Fox)

National).

the South Seas" (Seats 1,100; scale 1,100; scale,
50.
25). Jack London story and Christie
completed big two-bits'
worth of entertainment. Feature
CAN'T
Receipts close to
real
novelty.

(Capacity.

comedy
$2,100.

Opposition bills at the vaudeville
houses: "A Blind Bargain." Pan"No Trespassing," Main
tages;
Street: "The S-srlet Car," first half,
and "Nobodv's Girl," seeond half.

Postponing Product iom
Adequate Casts Not Available

Sol

Lesser

making

NO COMMENT ON ARBUCKLE

CAST

Leeser

Harold

Los Angeles, Jan.
has postponed

—

IT.

the

of several productions of
Bell Wright stories for the

present.

BinKhamtnn, N. Y., Jan. 17.
The reason given is that it waa
Arbuekle mn «*e his fir?«t scree
impossible at. this time to secure
"come-back"
her<\ adequate casts for the picturee he
appearance,
Monday when the People's offered proposed making.
"Fatty and Mabel," an old Arbucklo
r

»

mm

the applirafor alimony and counsel feo In
December, lilt, and In June. 1920,
romplalnt was entirely disthe
by Justice Donnelly when
attorneys for Mrs. Belle Holbrook
i

Murphy

dismissed

failed to put In appearance.

(hr«>«>

ASCHEES BOOKING GOLDWYN!

r*-*1*r,

There was

little

comment on

th*»

film.

Chicago, Jan. 17.
Brothers theatres in
he taken ov*er by
the Goldwyn people.
It ia reported
hen.' on
KOod authority that the
name of Ascber Brothers will not
be Identified with the hooeee following lids step.

Tin

.\

Chie.-i£o

Von Stroheim

for

"Merry Widow"

Ix>S Anreles, Jan. 17.
It has been settled Krlc von Stroh< irn is to direct the screen version
of "The Merry Widow" for Goldwyn.

iior

are

to
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EQUITY AND PICTURE PLAYERS
(The following oontrtouted by one of the executive heads of one
of the largest studios t*> Los Angelee.)

Lot Angeles, Jan. It.
Reading the announcement John Emerson, president of Equity,
and to my mind In connection with Equity the biggest fourflusher I
hare ever known, desires on the part of the Equity members In the
picture profession what ho terms an equitable contract, whereby
the actor's weekly labors will be limited to 48 hours. I am wondering as I think of this demand, what the proper definition of the

*

Meeting Once Weekly at Luncheon

—Matter

of

Credits and Press Agents Gone Into—-Attempting Reforms of Policies for
Better Regulation Big Distributors Were Supporting Trade Papers

word equity

—

A new order .of things among the top, middle and bottom of productrad* journals of the picture in- ing and distributing and the exhibitors as well.
dustry has been brought about withThe latter, however, has been the
in the last few weeks which has sufferer.
He has been the fellow
* great many ang>s to its possible that has had to try to work out the
so-called
money drawing devices
purpose.
that had been worked out by the
Seemingly at first glance it is
incompetents, pay for the advertisgoing to be a direct blow at in- ing aids that they worked out and
dependent production. Another aim had printed (usually because they
appears to be the wiping out of a got a "kickback" from the printer)
number of incompetents who have and then* the exhibitor wondered
what was wrong with himself bebeen posing as exploitation and pubwithout the slightest cause lie did everything the "high
licity experts,

lota of

showmanship

sense.

priced exploitation

men"

told

him

to

but the crowds didn't break down
interchange of credit ideas
box office doors to get into the
among the publishers of the papers his
theatre.
-Is proposed with a ban to be placed
The
answer to competent* and inby the trade papers against those
competents in exploitation and pubthat have billed the others in the
licity lies in the fact that there are
matter of payment for advertising.
At present four papers are In the but two or three men really getting
big money for "putting over stuff"
combination, "The Motioti Picture
and they are farmed out in turn to
News," "The Exhibitor's Herald."
"The Trade Review" and "The Mov- one producer and another. Of the
"dubs" there are scores and each
ing Picture World."
office has its full quota and a few
the business and editorial

An

Both

I

any

FOX

night.

Perhaps one instance I can relate in connection with one producnow in progress would not prove a proper example for the reait is a little bit extraordinary.
However, that may be. we have
five actors now under contract in one cast who are receiving an
aggregate of $2,200 per week, who have drawn salaries from the day
that the picture started and who have worked only five days in
three weeks. As nearly* as we can calculate, these same actors, with
two exceptions will not perform any service for fully ten days more.
We have one woman In the cast whose work will not consist of more
than six days all told, whom we have already paid two week's salary
and will probably pay her another two week's salary before her
tion

son

scenes are completed.

Those familiar enough with picture production will realize it is
an impossibility to shoot pictures so that the work of an actor can
be cleaned up as you go along and that player is used only in the
scenes he or she is required for. Many players are in the opening
scenes of a picture and again are not used untit the closing scene,
but the shooting cannot be arranged so that the first and last scenes
may be cleaned up and then the balance of the picture shot.
The producer cannot get an actor under contract for a few days
at I he beginning of a picture and then a few more at the finish.
He does not dare take that chance for there is always the possibility
that when the player is wanted for the finishing scenes?- he might
be engaged elsewhere and thus be unavailable. True the actor is
willing enough to work on that basis, but he has to protect himself
and certainly he, could not be expected to refuse employment elsewhere if it were offered to him, and he was idle at the time the offer

AD PLAN
WITH DM' Y PAPER

was made.
I know of no

picture made at the studios where I am where any
actor has been kept constantly at work day by day from the beginning to the finish of the shooting of the picture. There isn't a
member of the cast including stars, who doesn't have three or four
days and sometimes a week or ten days of idleness during the making of an ordinary program production that usually takes four weeks
to produce. On a special, which requires 10 to 12 and sometimes 15
weeks to produce, it is no uncommon thing for players in, the cast to
be idle two, three and sometimes four weeks of that time, with their
salary going right along all the time. I can go back over my records in proof of this and give the actual time that each actor has
worked in the productions we have made here.

about showmanship then they did.
That takes lu many of those at the

ister may mean a trip home for Bel!,
as DePue wishes Bell to contradict
a statement made in the indictment
to the effect that Senator Capper of
Kansas. Senator Elkins of West
Virginia and former Senntor Hoke
prompted Smith of .Georgia did not endorse

Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
looks as though Bull Montana
chased his director. Albeit Austin,
off the lot.
Bull is said to have suddenly
It

grown temperamental.
Austin to flee through
never to return.

It

the

gates,

his school for civil service training

STAR OF "GOLDEN WEST"
Bessie Eyton Repeats Freedom Plea
Los Angeles. Jan. 17.
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Sylvia Bremer will be the star in
Bessie Fyton,
picture
leading the title role of "The Girl of the
woman, has filed her second divorce Golden West." Edwin Carevrc II to
proceeding against Clftrm B. Coffey. produce.

sm

view of the above if the requested 48- hourhave any provision that will give the producer
the benefit of the time the actor is idle and for which he is receiving
I

wondering,

a-week contract

in

will

salary?
It would be a mighty fine thing for the producer if he could make
a contract with the actor requiring the latter to work 48 hours a
week with an allowance for all the time the actor is idle. Such a
contract the producers would agree to without a question, and bo

delighted.

Admitting that companies work at night on location or on the
it is an invariable rule that when a company works until

lot, still

11 or 12 o'clock at night they are T0t called until one' o'clock the
next day. In other words the overtime at night is allowed for the
next day. It is also true that actors oft-times work on Sunday, but
never in an instance unless It is vitally important that they do so for
the completion of a picture the distributing office in New York is
perhaps waiting for.

MONTY BELL CALLED

boss's picture into print, then the
entire industry Is going to benefit.
They havo been too many parsons
In a position of authority "bulling"
the
their way through without
necessary training in showmanship
that would have gotten them jobs
as $40 a week bill posters and tack
card men in the regular show business. They have been able to do it
because those with whom they were
In daily association with knew less

Mr. Emerson in making his demands, has

I want to give you » little history in which I wfll embody actual
facts that have come to my knowledge in connection with actor's
employed by the organization that I am with.

A

because they can
their jobs by reason of getting the

if

amount

Emerson has forgotten the methods he pursued In
the last production he made In Lost Angeles?. I am told, most reliably, that the actor was not spared by him day or night; that ho
worked them to death, and perhaps he is one of the unscrupulous
producers he spoke of, who are given to working the actor day and

-

CHASED OFF THE LOT

realization of the

player, whether

LIKES BARA'S "SALOME" EXCHANGE

ABRAMS

is.

wondering also

of work actually performed by picture
actors appearing in principal roles.
I am wondering also, in Emerson's desire to have the laboring
hours of the actors limited and other things done to protect the

tributors in the matter of advertising is really the big wallop as far
as the trade paper publishers are
concerned.
Each one of the four
papers is now traveling along under
a. load of unpaid bills' and at the
present time there seems mighty
little chance of their ever realising
on quite a few of them. One company that at this writing is on the
verge of "blowing" owes some of
the four papers carrying accounts
for it close to $20,000 each.
It is
safe to assume that when the blowoff does come for this particular
company there will be something
between $60,000 and $75,000 due the
trade papers. That condition exists
with a great many other film companies.
Undoubtedly some of the big companies paying their bills regularly
awoke to the fact that they in
reality were carrying their opposition along, through the /act that
they were supporting the trade press
and making it possible for them to
live, while trying to collect the accounts of those that got unlimited
credit, which was extended in the
hope that the producer or distributor
might make a ten strike, and not
refuse because of the fear that in
the event that he did strike it rich,
he would not advertise with them.

additional to spare, who make it imheads, of these four publications
have been meeting for the past three possible for a real fellow who might
produce results and who at least
or four weeks on each Friday for
sense enough to know what
luncheon and discussing the various has
should not be done, to get a footarlnter-working
the
angles that
ing.
rangement should take in.
Credit to producers and dis.At present all of the papers are
against reviewing independent productions brought into New York
and shown privately for the reviewers, prior to the time releasing arrangements are made.
IN
VS.
The papers' attitude Is that by reviewing the pictures It creates a
demand and in a way aids the
Picture
Failing, Mich. Exhibitors Have Deal
bidding of the distributors for the Nazimova's
pictures, providing of course the
Fox Apparently Winning in
With Detroit "Juries."
In the
picture is a worthy one.
event that the picture Is state
"Salome" Blocked Deal
$20,000 Yearly for Ass'n
righted the four papers get little or
no advertising on the pictures and
William Fox and Hiram Abrams
Detroit; Jan. 17.
only the regional papers get the
benefit of the money spent by the have had a disagreement over the
The Michigan Motion Picture ExAbrams.
production
of
"Salome."
local distributors.
hibitors' Association will have not
Primarilly the papers' purpose is through the United Artists, is reless than $40,000 to carry on the
exhibitor and of leasing the Kazimova "Salome,"
the
service to
course if they are only to be in the which came into the Criterion, New work of the organization the coming
field to render that service in behalf York, New Year's and seemingly has year.
About $15,000 was raised by
William Fox has a "Sa- cash contributions.
of those distributers which may be flopped.
deal w^is
Intensely interested in their papers lome" on the shelf with Theda Bara made and is now effective with the
Detroit "Times" whereby approxior who give them the bulk of the bus- in the title role.
When the Nasimova production mately 70 Detroit theatres are cariness ^hat they carry, then the
papers might as well announce was announced. Fox got into com- rying a dally ad in thai paper for
munication
with Abrams and drew which they pay $6 weekly. The
for
sheets
themselves as the press
that certain group of producers and to his attention the fact that he money, however, goes to the exhibialready
had
a "Salome" he could tors' association instead of the
exhibitors.
The matter of the press agent who release as against the new produc- paper, the exhibitor agreeing to run
tion,
that
but
he was open to con- a slide every performance for
has been holding his Job by "bulling"
the
sider an arrangement regarding the "Tlmes. ,,
his principals that ho will get pubmatter.
Fox is reported to have
The agreement i between the
licity matter past the trade paper
asked a very cheap price for the "Times/' exhibitor and the associaeditors without taking any paid
Nazimova picture for his own house tion runs for three years, so that the
space is also to be gone TnTo from
and
also a certain bonus, somewhere association is given
In speaking of this paran assured inall angles.
in the neighborhood of either $50,000 come from this
combinations'
the
plan alone of not
phase
of
ticular
or
$75,000, not to re-issue his Bara less than $20,000 per
year.
aims, one stated a certain press
picture against the U. A. release.
agent by designation, saying he was
The Fox organization was sucthe type that they were going to
cessful in a deal of this sort with
eliminate.
This particular press" agent was D. W. Griffith In the case of "The
Two Orphans" and "The Orphans Chaplin's Press Agent Wanted As
pdinted out as having held a job for
Fraud Witness in Washington
of the Storm" and likewise with
several years by "bulling his emUniversal in the matter of "Under
ployers" and the only occasion on
Two
Flags."
Washington, Jan. 17.
It looked for a time as
which the company he represented
L. Monty Bell, now Charles Chapthough there would be another deal
advertised was when they were comlin's publicity man on the coast and
by
Fox
with
Abrams.
pelled to protect their interests when
Abrams at the last minute Is re- who was formerly of this city at one
sued for having infringed certain
ported to have exploded the deal. time being the managing editor of
rights.
With
the New York run of Nazi- The Washington Herald is being
The type of press agent also who
mova's "Salome" more or less of a sought as a witness for the defense
holds his job by getting pictures
failure, the local exhibitors are re- in the trial of James II. DePue,
and praises of his employers pubported booking the Fox reissue and former Presbyterian minister, who
lished is to go, for the pictures of
claim the older Bara film Is the bet- has been indicted on a charge of
the bosses and their praises and
ter of the two productions from 'an using the mails to defraud in conviews are to be printed only at paid
audience standpoint away from nection with a Civil Service school
rates unless they figure in some real
Broadway.
here.
news 'story.
Monty Bell is particularly weir
However, if a lot of incompetents
known here, having conducted a
who are posing as press agents and
successful stock company two sumexploitation men in the picture inmers ago at the Garrick theatre.
dustry are compelled to get out of it Bull Montana's Director Takes It
This request from the former minon the Run
not longer hold

am

.

There is no class of people In the country treated with any more
consideration and liberality than picture players. I am personally
willing to admit that during the past year and up to perhaps two
months ago the actor in Los Angeles had pretty tough sledding, by
reason of the general depression in production, but this was through
no fault of the producers, no more than it was the fault of the legitimate producers in New York that there were thousands of actors
out of work.
Just at this time actors that are desirable are rather scarce in
Los Angeles and Mr. Emerson picked a fine moment to place his demand for a 48-hour contract before the producers, for producing Is
just beginning to mount toward the peak again.
It is quite as possible that a great deal of the independent production that is necessary to keep all of the actors here getting a
share of work may be discouraged, for financiers will not advance
money for production to independent producers when there is a sign
of trouble or strike in the air. Thus will Mr. Emerson's move perhaps work 10 the detriment of the acting profession.
Out here salaries have advanced very materially during the last
four months. As a matter of fact I don't believe that there is another class of people on the face of the earth that are as well paid
as the picture player. I am not referring to stars like Meighan,
Swanson or Fnrnum and other of like calibre who receive enormous
salaric?, but to the average a: tor who is nOw commanding anywhere from $200 to $1,000 a week. There are three or four young
girls here I have In mind who a year ago were getting $100 a week,
and arc now receiving $750 and $850.
Of course Mr. Emerson may make a point that the work of a picture player is extremely hazardous because he is called on to perform "stunts'' in Rome pictures. It Isn't any exaggeration to say
that 00 per cent, of the stunts In pictures are performed by a "stunt
man while the actor who wns engaged for the part lolls around th e
Alexandria Hotel.
It is asinine artd ludicroun for any man wl h an ounce of brain?
to contepd picture players are suffering from any standpoint. There
are to he sure many hundreds of alleged actors out of cmi>h>ymer.t
and likewise a great number or extra people are In idleness, but the
real actor of merit can get a job v/itl out any diffl -ulty and matters
here at present have reached a state where it is practically impossible to cast a real pretentious production with names that mean
something.
'
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VENTS FORESHADOW CLASH OF
METRO
FAMOUS PLAYERS

BIG FILM DISTRIBUTOR

MESS

IN FINANCIAL

Creditors Held Meeting Satur

day

—

Receiver

May Be
•

Applied For

PHILADELPHIA DUPERS'
But Loew Prepared for Contest
Puzzle in "Back Seat" Position of Keith Interests United Artists ExtendDATE OF HEARING SET
ing Producing End and Fixing Fences

ltimately

Peace and Maybe

I

Affiliation,

—

producing Wi
Tmits whose producr
Marcus Loew's coup in would .be distributed through the
Al'led
branch
of the "Big Four."
>oklyn and Jersey City, the atOne deal alone which will I signed,
ition of the trade was centered on
position of Loew in the general sealed and delivered within a few
days has a three-cornered producrout. This drew interest to Metro
a possible complication. It de- ing frameup which is planned to
turn out 12 productions a year by
sloped from an analysis of Metro's
Frank Woods, Thompson Buchanan
jition that it had gradually been
and
Elmer Harri ;. Primarily
rengthening its hneup, that from

Law—

was one of the film events of the
year.
His "Trif.ing Women" was
less so but made a good impression

following the pyrotechnics of last
sk

One of the bigger producing and
distributing organizations, which is
a member of the Hays organization,
is about on the verge
of bankruptcy.
There was a meeting of
some of tho creditors of the organHoudini After Three Under ization held Saturday afternoon at
which it was practically decided to
Copyright
Doesn't
place the affairs of the organizaWant Settlement
tion in tne hands of a receiver. It
Was later declared that a few days'
extension would be granted the orPhiladelphia, Jan. 17.
ganization.
Early this week it
The federal authorities have set looked as though the creditors
would
Feb. 1 as the date for the hearing
Insist that the court appoint a rebefore a United States Commisceiver to administer the affairs of
sioner here of the alleged violation
the company.
of the U. S. Copyright law against
The organization is one that has
Louis
Berman, Ben Amsterdam had more or
of a hard strugglewhom to get by forless
and
Louis «.Korson,
for
the past six months.
warrants were issued recently by Time
and again there have been
the U. S. District Attorney. The stories
the employes were given
trio named appeared before the U.
their salary checks, and asked not
S. Commissioner Jan. 8, at which
to cash them until they got the office
was
hearing
time the daAe for the
i o.
k. to do so.
Some of the emset.
,
h
h d
„_«* . ZwITfcT«L -L.1
The complainant against them f salary
checks
in
possession atI a.
_
,T
\t
ji
w
-u
alleges
Houdini.
is
who
Harry
time.
•
that after
they had purchased
number of unusual expedients
prints of "The Master Mystery," a
have been tried by the organisation
serial in which he starred, from during
the last year to try to
the Octagon Film Corp. for the weather the storm.
change of
territory.
Pennsylvania
eastern
production policy was undertaken,
Duping the picture and selling the production was moved from
the
copied prints in other sections of East to the West
coast; younger
the country is charged.
men were placed In charge, but
whaw
Patterson, Wolf, Block A
seemingly. all without avail.
represent Houdini in the action,
During the early fall a new methwhile 'Walter C. Foster. U. S. Spe- od of sales was
decided on with the
cial Agent, has been in charge pf field
force Instructed to get out and
the investigation, which' has lasted give pictures to
the exhibitors on
over a year. Colder & Asher repre- their notes.
These notes were dissent the defendants,
counted at several New York banks
Ben Amsterdam now operates the at from 60 to 25 oents on the dollar,

in

and has been

in demand. His next
production, for release shortly, will

be a South Sea tale called "Where
Pavement Ends," the title of a boo)*
of

short

stories

Adams

"Quincy

Sawyer

&

Lubin

by John Russell.
Sawyer"
from
in six wesks has

"ready grossed more than a quarter
United Artists is extending its release list in order to cover the dis- of a million and promises to get
tributing overhead on the numeric- into the $1,000,000 class.
ally small product of Chaplin, PickMore to Come
ford, Griffith and Fairbanks. As a
Besides these there are impending
e..
pie of the »>ag of distribution
"Peg o* My Heart," with Laurette
on profits, it Is related that the EuTaylor; "All the Brothers Were
ropean distribution of "Big Four"
Valiant"; a big production with
real fight against Famous Players. pictures is 40 per cent, instead of Willard Mack, Lon Chaney and
the 25 per cent, rate that prevailed
Metro's "Nuisance Value"
other stars called "Your Friend and
, .
This idea, held by some of the until a Jew months ago. It is to
d
f the
Mftck
',«.. «•,»„„» a'* k„
~„ .A the
fcr-..»
shrewdest men in the trade, is a cure this situation that Allied Sea,
done by
first color picture
complete somersault from the long Artists is going in for extensive the
Future
Technicolor people."
discussed possibility of a Metro- production, but that policy throws Technicolor pictures probably will
Famous TMayers-Loew coalition. another considerable group of pic- be done by Metro, Marcus Loew,
The kernel of the whole situation tures into a complicated market Nick Schenck and other Lqew
may be that a Metro-Famous Flay- and must have some effect.
allies being in control of the procWhere Fox will stand in the lay- ess.
ers truce, being desirable from all
angles, Metro proposes to get into out nobody has tried to guess, exThis is only a partial list of
competition with the big producer- cept that that aggressive player of Metro's ammunition,
but it all
distributor ia order to put itself the game will enter Into the melee represents big screen values and
where It could name pretty stiff in some important capacity.
features that exhibitors want and
terms for itself in talking over a
Metro's Line- Up
it is regarded a- putting Metro on
merger. From its "list of releases
Among the details that seem to a basis for an aggressive drive, alfor the last six and coming six put Metro in its aspect is that i* though the Loew theatres themmonths, Metro has been and in in- has been turning out pictures of selves furnish an outlet almost sufflcreasing degree is taking an ex- high quality and drawing powers clent to carry them.
tremely aggressive place. As one and the other is that it already has
Famous Players has some exfilm man put it, "Metro is getting to a good list of stars and is plainly cellent material in its "super 39,"
have a high 'nuisance value* to in the field for jlfore.
although the group did arouse some
Zukor."
It
has Jackie Coogan, Buster adverse comment. Famous also has
Two other considerations enter Keaton, rapidly getting to the front theatres on Broadway,* through the
into the situation:
his
for
comedies; Mae Murray, Tal- south (the S. A. Lynch houses and
The Keith interests appear to madge Sisters (with their First others) as well as the New Enghave let the contest go by default National obligations completed) and land and Canadian strings and
and seem to have taken back se*at. Rex Ingram. All Murray's pictures properties throughout the countr.
It is known that Loew has practicwere in the "mdlion dollar class," to insure theatre outlet under its
ally tied up New York on first runs
including "Broadway Rose," which own banner. Famous Players would
and that the Keith exchange people some of the Broadway authorities not have to go much furthen to Inhave taken a block of 22 Para- thought was the least valuable of sure itself control
theatres
of
mounts on second run and then the group, but which has been sold enough to make it almost indeonly in districts where there is no
at higher prices. Ingram's "Zenda" pendent of the exhibitor.

a drag on tne Loew proper»a it had turned into a substanil money maker and that, with the
Jackie Coogan deal completed and
the prospects of a new alliance with
the Talmadges, and with its huge
outlet in Loew theatres, Metro was
in an excellent position to. make a

!
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.
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Masterpiece

•

i

first

run of

all

the

Warner

exchange

Film

.

here

i« a territorial right purchaser
in addition to having the distribu
,tlon of the Lichtman pictures locally.
Berman distributes -the Warner
Bros, pictures here.

and

it

said.

is

the

Through this method
was reported to

organisation

have raised around $400,000 while
selling contracts to about $650,000
or $700,000. This money was poured
into production as a last stand on,
At the hearing before the com- a big picture now
In the making,
missioner Jan. 8 a representative of which
Is either to make or break the
Houdini insisted that his principal company.
did not want a settlement from the
An executive move within the
accused if they were guilty, but last few
weeks caused the creditors
that he wanted an example made of
no little uneasiness, and brought
them so that it would have the effect about the meeting
held Saturday.
of discouraging the" pra^tlo* of dupIn tho event the creditors ftyeHy
ing pictures, through which proforce the corporation into banklosing
many ruptcy the blow will be
ducers
have- been
rather widethousands of dollars annually.
spread, not only inside but without
the trade.
The banks holding the
exhibitor notes on contract for
JACKIE
pictures not yet delivered will have
to collect on a contract not fulfilled,
as the banks are the third and innoBRINGS

Loew

competition.
One of the
houses booked in this way is the
Coliseum at 181st street, whose
nearest Loew competition is the
Rio, a modern
establishment at
168th street.
Another booking
understood to have been closed by
the Keith people is a contract for

i

,

COOGAN DEAL

DICKENS IS TO MOTION PICTURES

ALONG RUMORS

WHAT SHAKESPEARE IS TO LEGIT Reported on Coast Talmadges

Bros,

productions.

May Go

Lynch Mentioned
whenever minor disagreements have arisen between
the
Keith exchange, Loew and
Famous Players, they were taken
S. A.

with Metro or

Williams

Hitherto

"David Copperfields" Tumbling Over One Another
Putting Buddy Martin Against Jackie Coogan
Warner Bros, to Present Wesley Barry

up

In conference of the three interests and smoothed out by busi-

Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
Rumors have come along with the
signing of Jackie Coogan by Joseph
M. Schenck for Metro.
Schenck's other stars, the Talmadge girls, are reported either going with Metro or the John D.
Williams company.
Schenck, according to the story, is heavily Interested with Williams In his lately
formed Ritz Carlton picture company. Williams wan formerly head
of the First National and Schenck
was aligned with that organization,
Norma Talmadge being the First
National's leading star. Before confining himself exclusively to picture^ Schenck was interested in the
I^oew circuit and one of its officers.
Marcus Loew is now in control of
Metro.
Buster Keaton, the film comic,
under the Bcbenck direction, has
gone with Metro.
The Coogan deal cut out Sol Lesser, his previous manager, through
Lesser being unable to compete in
bidding with the Schenck crowd.

ness arbitration. But the present
situation seems to involve more
differences than can be casually
thrashed out by mere conference.
The legitimate stage may have name for himself as a Juvenile
this week
It was rumored early
the Shakespeare craze at this mo- screen actor.
that S. A. Lynch, whose Southern
The Danish picture has already
ment, but it^ias nothing on the picEnterprises has Just been sold to
The films at pres- been sold for the greater part of
Famous Players, might be involved, ture industry.
the
European Continent and the
debauch
Dickens
ent seem to have a
but this does not seem likely. From
eminent, at least as far as that au- British Isles, and the foreign market
sources that usually are correct it
for
any American production would
thor's "David Copperfield" is conis learned that one of the condibe a closed one at this time. At a
cerned.
tions of the Famous Players-Lynch
Within the past few weeks there foreign presentation of the picture
deal Is a stipulation that Lynch rebetween Sol Les- in a house where the record was
main out of the picture business for has been a row on
and the Warners over that piece held by Griffith's "Way Down East,"
ser
a fixed term.
Lynch has large
Lesser an- the latter picture having played to
writing.
business interests in Atlanta, where of Dickens
nounced immediately after Jackie something like 32,000 kronen, "Cophe makes his home.
broke the record and
"Oliver perfield"
had 'completed
One of the things that bring up Coogan
Copperfield" grossed 59,000.
a Loew-Keith Issue is the curious Twist" that "David
Just which of the American dishis next picture. Then the
be
would
situation in Jersey City.
By the
Warners announced they intended tributing companies will take the
Hari-.g - Blumcnthal
deal,
the Danish picture has not been settled.
in
Frank Hall's Ritz (which plays presenting Wesley Barry
Whether or not the It is understood Famous Players
Keith booked vaudeville and pic- Dickens role.
will have a call to view it first, alswitches
which
contract,
tures) is practically next door to change of
young- though it is possible First National
tho Central, which has just come the services of the Coogan
might
enter the field and try to so
The new Coogan agreement calls for
Schenck,
under Loew control and will play ster from Lesser to Joseph
cure it possibly to check against
pictures yearly, with the child
Loew booked vaudeville and pic- is going to ehango the plans in re- Coogan's picture being released four
s t ar to be under the immediate con"Copperfield" is a question.
tures. Up to Wednesday he under- gard to
popularize
further
elscwhere,
or
to
trol
of
his father,
lie will receive
Cop'David
two
now
There arc
standing was that the Haring &
the the Martin youngster with a view 60 per cent of tho net. In addition
in
Bhunenthal deal with Loew had not perfield" film productions
this
country
to
hir..
of
bringing
to
to
tho
larpe
bonus
given
Coogan to
heen rigncd, hut would be within a market. One is a single real tabloid
organ- sign the contract.
version, owned l.y Artclass ns one make pictures here for their
day or two.
Meanwhile preparaproducCoogan
the
against
ization
tions went forward to hanj the of a series of 12 single reel produeChaplin on the "Records
tions.
-oew ilgn on the Central and tions of varloua masterpieces of
The other was brought
Los Angeles, Jan. 17.
hilling for the first vaudeville snow literature.
Charlie Chaplin is to make recto this country within tho last few
had been ordered.
GUY PRICE REPEATS
Ti»- h'l
ord's.
a contract with
days by a representative of the NorBig 4 Gets Busy
one of the talking machine com7>os Ang«des, Jan. 17.
disk Film Corp. of Copenhagen. The
A further complication came into latter picture has "Buddy" Martin
series of reproMr. and Mrs. Guy Price made the jfank-s to make
tbo status quo from
Says that
the United .-.sits -tar. He has appeared in this Price family 50-50 -last week wii'ii .ducipg disk* for them,
no idea
ideu-uhat
-what JUS
has in?
Jd* talks
ialka will
^M^L^'Sinlnttna^ whjrh UiUi r.c* cuuu:.ry.jii loyaral jp tm t h* % product h Sister arrived for their two-yeut- 'he lit*
rled framing numerous additional tions,
'be at present.
considerable | old son.
and" created

-Loew

|

cent holders.
The film trade papers will be hit

for something like $60,000 to $70,000 for advertising space, which they
extended credit for.
The Hays organization may also
be affected to a certain extent, as
the head of the organization in
question was one of the guarantors
of the contract which gives the former Postmaster-General $100,000 a
year for threo years.

STOCK FOR SALARIES
Ivor McFadden's Thoughtful Scheme
For Distribution and Production

San Francisco, Jan.

spare in the dallies is the Co-operative Motion Picture Production Co.,
headed by Ivor McFadden.
McFadden brings with him a new
idea; new Insofar as the usual
stock-selling picture productions of
San Francisco are concerned. In
an interview he stated that no stock
was for sale but that the company
would issue quite a bit and use it
instead of greenbacks, to actors
and the technical staff for their
services stock will be issued.
He
neglected to say whether stock
would be offered to tho raw film
concerns, the laboratories, the elec-

and others.
Judging from past experiences

tricians

;

[

17.

The newest picture corporation to
In San Francisco and gain

settle

in

this city it seems doubtful whether
the offer of stork in lieu of hard
cash will be acceptable in certain
Quarters).

CENSORING IN LOS ANGELES

1

!

Los Angeles, Jan.

A

1

.

.

I

.,

petition to pass

17.

a picture cen-

soring ordinance has been present'd to tho city Council by the

.Woman's Club.
Inhibitors
producers
IfKhlb•itorS] -and
lighting the suggestion.
1
j

are
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B'WAY BOX OFFICE BOOM ON
UP TO LENT ALLEGED ARBITRATION

STRAIGHT PICTURE POLICY

HAS LOST BOX OFFICE DRAW

—

—

"Gingham

Girl" in Court Buzzell vs. Manag
Color and Size of Canopy Lights
Of— Arbitrators See No Violation of Decision.

PERIOD

—

•

Feel the Pulse of the Public

-

Business as Big at Wartime
and Money Hits as Many

A

Jan. 24.
straight picture policy has lost
J.,

pull at the box office. Theatres
not equipped with a stage permitting them to put added attractions
on, or to play vaudeville in conjunction with the screen programs
are going to be up against it.
That is the status here at any

NEW "REPEAT"

Its

rate.

The Fabians have come

RIDE

INCLUDES 20 HUGS

ist"

LEASE

Columbia University Will Not
Theatre Site

Sell

The oft -repeated report that some
fne or another of the picture or
theatrical producing companies has
acquired the ownership of the plot
on West 46th street, cast of Broadway, is denied by Frt-derick A.
treasurer of the Columbia
university.
The educational institution does not intend to part with
the site via sale, but is considering
several offers for a lease whieh may
he closed shortly.
The Universal Film Manufacturing Co. is ;nnoni? the negotiators.
The current rep«o l'. has doted for
a lease or hale of the prOdert) i*
thus refutvd.

MUST GIVE UP HOME

proves—-Russians in SpotReid's

'RAIN'

AND TOOL' GOOD

Broadway continues its streak of
big business. The number of real
hits is as great as at any time, including the war period and that

IN
Commencing with
stands

in

N«m

Previously

it

wood

Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
memorial Is planned for Wallace Reld, to be subscribed for
Immediately afterwards. There are generally throughout the profesatlegitimate
53 theatres playing
sional world or limited to a selected
tractions and a score of shows list of his friends.
The palatial Hollywood place of
pulling hit grosses or the kind of
money that establishes them as the Reids will have to be given up
by the widow, it is said, through it
successes.
Managerial circles concede the being heavily mortgaged and very
unusual number of flourishing at- expensive to keep up.
Wallie Reid's funeral was the
The promise of the fall
tractions.
when a flock of likely new shows largest for a professional ever seen
came in and business generally was in the West. Ills ashes may be
bouyed up has materialized. Box kept by his widow in a sacred niche
In her home.
(Continued on page 17)

by arbitration.
But the new complaint was

tled

filed

court without appealing either to
the arbitrators or Equity, and Is
the first theatrical case of th.- kind
which has followed such procedure.
Each of the' arbitration commit-

AMATEURS COSTLY

ACTING AT 85
Carter Edwards

Leading

Still

ber of Terry

Mem-

Company

London, Jan.

NEW WRK
simultaneously

at the Fifth

Avenue,

New

teurs.

filed

affidavits

supporting
is

the

that

(Continued on Page 14)

FREE VALET SERVICE
_____
*

•

'hen patrons of the Colonial.
New York, check their overcoats
the check room girls examine the
inside of each coat and if the hanger
is missing from the back of the
collar a new hanger with "Colonial
Theatre" printed upon it is sewn
on hy the young woman. If a coat
"*

lining

news-

in

the east

Jan. 24.
of Henrld'a rss«

CItlCfcffO,

The fourth Roor

taurant Mas beer converted Into an
indoor Kolf course.
To gain publicity, re vera professionals were Invited to the opening
and tin- dfcilie* duly took N
Henrlcl's Is a local fu q
pi.-(<M' with the show people.
•

•

Variety will continue to go to press Wednesday night.

has

tee

the managers.
Buzzell's contention

torn the girl sews

in

It

up,

etc.

this issue (Jan. 25), Variety will be on Hie

e

week

York, male applicants to appear In
the Minstrels this week had their
They appeared after the
chance.
regular performance each evening.
All the contestants were amateurs.
A* pair of dancing boys who
looked likely to an agent for an
ensemble act were asked what they
would start off in the show business fop. The agent had prepared
himself to pay as much as $60
weekly, with transportation.
The
boys replied $lf>0 was their lowest
weekly figure. They are still ama-

RESTAURANT GOLF COURSE

Yorl; City hereafter on Thursday.

has been placed on sa

Durlfig the "Opportunity Contest"
last

24.

In the longevity record of the
acting stage. Carter Edwards, at 85,
believes he is some distance in advance.
Mr. Edwards is still a leading
member of Fred Terry's company,
and were it not for the calendar.
says_the eldery Thespian, he would
not believe his age himself.

on Friday.

»

I

name should be featured in lights; on the program in
type one-third the size of the titta
and in newspaper** advertising <of
five lines or more.
Under the new code of legal practice the awards of arbitrations have
standing in court. The case of Bu/.zell via Schwab eV Kussel was setthat Buzzell's

In

I

;

—

A

«.

VARIETY ON SALE THURSDAY

Croetze,

Holly

Heavily Mortgaged

of Music, the municipal theatre
of this#eity. was revealed in the report presented to members of the
city council.
The trustees of the
theatre have been ordered to appear before the board and explain
the reason for the amount set as
profit.

Palatial

Place Too Expensive and

Be Resisted

to

emy
ST.

Daniel
Kussell
and Laurence
Schwab, producers of "The Gingham Girl," appeared before Justice
Tierney in the New York Supreme
Court Wednesday in answer to an
order to show cause why they
should not be punished for contempt on complaint of Eddie Russell, featured comedian In the show.
This legal argument arises from an
Equity arbitration Nov. 1* last,
wherein the committee Sol Rloom,
umpire; Sam Rernard for Buzzell
and Arthur Hammersteln for the
producers— arrived at the decision

WAILIE REID'S WIDOW

Auto Show and Even Im-

"Spiritual-

Device That Can't

the conclusion that they are shortly
going to be compelled to give the
J. J. McCarthy, pioneer park man
than
public
something
other
and ride designer, is building a
straight pictures in their houses
(Brantford and Rialto) and that brand new one at Columbia Park,
means that they have got to go to Union Hill, N. J. It Is one of those
the expense of remodelling their tunnel affairs that McCarthy detheatres to add stages.
clares amusement seekers can't reThe elder of the two Fabians has sist buying a second
trip on.
been working with architects for
The flash and ballyhoo Is the apabout ten days now having them pearance the ride will take the visiwork out plans whereby both the tor through Conan Doyle's spiritland.
will
be It is called "A Trip
Brantford
and RJalto
to Paradise."
Changed so that stages big enough At various well-selected spots on
to Include vaudeville presentations the trip spooks pop out and lights
can be installed. The Fabians also flash, so that no girl can't resist
have houses in "»oth Elizabeth and screaming and throwing her arms
Paterson. In the latter town they around her escort.
are building a big new house which
When they get to the starting
is to be
devoted to playing pop point it is calculated the escort will
vaudeville.
insist on another ticket.
The Newark this week put In a
revue.
It is the indication all of
$67,423 SHOWS PROFIT $66
the houses are hit at the box office
and are all trying their utmost to
Northampton, Mass., Jan. 24.
feel the pulse or the public to asA profit of only $66.48 on total
certain what it wants.
receipts of $67,423.33 of the Acad-

46TH

—Demand Holds Up Even
light

McCarthy Building

-

LEADS TO CONTEMPT ACTION

Newark Condition May Be Universal Film Houses
Need Stages for Extra Attractions Trying to

Newark, N.

BREACH

>
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BARON ROTSChWS

FLUTTERING OF FAMOUS PLAYERS

PLAY WITHDRAWN
Alleged Criticism Given as the

ATTRIBUTED TO DEAL WITH LYNCH

Reason

—

Satirized

Financiers

15,000 Shares Paid in Southern Purchase Disturb
Orpheum Looks Like Cautious Bidding
Prices

NEW EMPIRE

—

POLICY

Paris, Jan. 24.

Baron Henri de Rothschild pre*
sented his latest comedy, "Le Mou-

WILL BE REVUE STYLE

for Voting Stock

Some real hint of the situation
that brought about the flutter in
Players, carrying it down
from 92 to 82%, got into the open
this week, with the announcement
that part of the price paid to S. A.
Lynch by Famous Players for the

Courville

—

Butt

"NO PAY TO SINGERS"

VIOLATED IN ENGLAND

stock.

That statement opened a vista of
possibilities,
chief among which
was the likelihood that as soon as
the deal was made somebody in
the know had gone short of the
stock, well knowing that the issue
of stock for the acquisition of new
assets was bound to unsettle prices
at least for long enough to complete
a short selling and prompt covering
operation for* a quick turn.

Who's

Who

Seller

short seller or sellers
might be is guess work.
Variety
has no shadow of evidence except
the ticker, but here's what may
the

have happened. As trie whole industry knows there is no single Individual In the picture trade who is
a more active market trader than
S. A. Lynch, both for Investment

and speculation.

Now when Lynch

(Continued on page 36)

TITLE STOOD FOR

HAY

ON ENGLISH

Highbrow Society Gives Play
Name That Would Call Out
Police in America
London, Jan.

24.

Announced for Jan. 28-29 is the
production of Ford's tragedy by the
rhoenix, a' most highbrow of all
highbrow

societies.

Were

the same title announced in
America as this piece holds, the
police would turn out en masse,
it's of a woman of the streets and
the name reads, "It's a Pity She's

The

cast includes Nell Carter,
Moyna MacGill,
Gott,
Barbara
Florence Saunders, George Bealby,
Leslie Frith, A. S. Homewood, StanLathbury, Frederic Sargent,
ley
Harold Scott, Michael Sherbrooke,
Ion Swinley.

50

DUSE TOUR

P.

agreement.
^
Producers of musical shows, house Percy Burton Consulting With Great
Italian Star
conductors and individual players
are still receiving remittances for
London, Jan. 24.
"plugging" numbers.
;
Percy Burton has gone to Milan to
This week a Variety representaEleanor
Duse relating
consult
with
tive saw a check and an accompanying letter stating the remittance to an American tour.
been
retired
for some
Duse
has
was for the public rendering of a
number published by the firm which time' and has only recently returned
drew the check. Its recipient boasted to city life. She has lived in the
he was on the pay roll of two other seclusion of a small villa in the
publishing houses and that the Italian Alps practically all the time
agreement had not affected his In- since the beginning of the great
war.
come thus far.
During the D"Annunzio rebellion
she was found by continental journalists, who sought to buy the loveVIENNA-LONDON
letters she had exchanged with the
She Indicated
Victor Herbert Operettas for For* poet-revolutionist.
then that she would consider it, but
sign Productions
demanded D'Annunxlo's consent.
Since then she is understood to have
Vienna, Jan. 24.
The long existing differences be- met him again recently.
tween Felix Weingartner and Gruder Guntram, directors of the PeoREINHARDT VISIT OFF
ple's opera house, have resulted in
Although Max Relnhardt has exthe board of directors discharging
Guntram after they tried vainly to pressed his willingness to visit the
adjust matters between them. The United States with his Kammerspiel

TOUR

decision followed the company's rebellion against the discharged director for carrying too many stars
on the payroll, which was one of the
obstacles that delayed for a time a
proposed British tour.
Plans for
this will be resumed at once.
Gabor Steiner was elected a member of the board of trustees, as was
Leo Singer of New York, who represents the American capital interest in the opera house.
Wein-

gartner

was renominated.

When the opera house ensemble
London next month. Max
Relnhardt will produce Offenbach's
"Orpheus in- the Underworld."
Directors Weingartner and Steiner
are negotiating for the Austrian
leaves for

London, Jan.

Tho

least.

The

revolve* about the
unlooked-for business the Ziegfeld
"inside"

of

it

"Follies" is doing.
A. L, Erlanger
expected the New Amsterdam to be
showless by spring and planned the
Reinhardl importation accordingly.
Zipjry spoiled that when consulted
by Erlanger when he (Flo) was still
confined to the sanitarium.
An insistence of $50,000 by Relnhardt also figures in the abandon.

ment

of this proposition.

REVUE POSTPONED TO

London, Jan.

24.

class.

Cathleen Nesbitt and Keble Howard are also on the program with

IN

BULL"
DURHAM

OF DANCING
143 Charing Cross

Road

LONDON

Director,

— NOW

JOHN TILLER

TOUBINO ELROrE

—

ENOS

FRAZERE
Who Wat an Inrilrfclual Hit
•CHUCKLES OF It22" at

In tb«

JEAN BEOINI

Columbia. Hew York.
Maw la Oaa af Vodvllt Mott Surprise Acti.
Address Car* of Rep. KKKVE8 A LAMPORT
:

/

It Charing Crowt Road, Londoa

NOW

IS

SINGLE ACT

How

Noel Fleming Was Rescued Several Years After

the

24.

ANTOINE'S REVIVAL
Taris, Jan. 24.

The Theatre Antoine

is reviving
Guiraud's "Poussin" and a
sketch by Maury, to be played with
Signoret next week.

latter

was

at the

Alhambra

two years ago.

business through curiosity, but the
author withdrew it Sunday, following alleged criticism which accused
the script of presenting financiers
in

an emphasized

satirical

honorably discharged from the British army, in which he had left the
stage to enlist, and then commenced

pay

to heavily

for his service to his

country.
well known figure on the musical stage before entering the army,
Fleming discovered when he returned no one wanted him; that
patriotism received no reward other
than the chance of being shot at
so much per month and the self-

A

brief duration was mainly due
threatened disturbances.
The story deals with Sobier, a
banker, married to an aristocratic
woman of no dowry. He accedes to
his wife's request he find her elite
friends positions on a board of directors in a company he is to establish for that purpose. The husband
becomes riled at the rapacious directors and causes a decline in the
stock of the organization, after personally withdrawing.
Meanwhile he assumes the disguise of ft modest clerk and courts
an honest young widow who earns
her living as an assistant in a perfumery store. The widow lives with
an aunt of intermediate circumstances, and the banker becomes
philanthropic towards that particular household, though not revealing
the
identity
of the
benefactor.
Everything goes smoothly until the
aunt recognises the financier from
newspaper pictures, tells her niece,
who in turn jilts her discovered milto

cretly.

Signoret, who is also the producer,
played the role of the banker unrealistically.
Marthe Regnler was
the widow and Charles Duboso a
scheming aristocrat in search of
financial situations.
It is understood the author was
well advised in withdrawing this
play, as the exaggerated romance is
unworthy of his literary talent.

satisfaction.

became accustomed

Fleming

to

being "turned" by theatrical managers.
As he was passed up he
passed down, until the other day,
while selling matches in the gutters
of Piccadilly Circus, his business
place for some months to keep him
from the poorhouse, Charles GulMr. Gulliver took a second look.
liver is the director of the Gulliver
vaudeville circuit.
Now Mr. Fleming is returning to
the stago as a single act at Gulliver's Palladium, London.

THREE DEATHS

ATMOSPHERE GONE

London, Jan. 24.
"Veterans of Variety," playing at
the Palladium and augmented by
several additional artists, was not
properly staged to reveal the old-

London, Jan.

Royalty theatre.
The wife of
Georgo Carney died Jan. 14. She
was formerly one of the Pine Sisters,

and was the

professionally,

daughter of Bob and Jennie Leonard.

FASHION

SHOW ACT

London

GAITE R0CHECH0UART BURNS

London, Jan. 24.
A fashion show act is being prepared for production by Harry Foster and Philip Moss.
It will be
given at the Palladium the week

first

Paris. Jan. 24.

The Gaite Rouchechouart was destroyed by fire Saturday night, one
hour after the revue terminated.
The iron curtain saved the stage,
scenery and costumes, but the auditorium was completely wrecked.

GASTON MAYER DEAD
Paris, Jan. 24.

London, Jan. 14.
in London February 5, at the GarBen Greet is to do a series of rick. This play was recently profamous plays around the principal duced at the Memorial, Stratfordsuburban music halls.
The per- on-Avon. It is adapted from the
SIKI A FROST
formances wilt be matinees, and a original by Dr. Wheeler and Sybil
Paris, Jan. 24.
start will be made at the Chlswick Amherst; the scenery has been deThe Apollo has terminated its
Empire toward the end of the month. signed by Sir Aston Webb, president
vaudeville
program as the Siki boxof the Royal Academy. In the proDespite the good business bein^ duction Sir John will bo supported ing exhibition proved a decided
generally dune most of the traveling by his wife and son.
fiasco.
and wmaller suburban pantomimes
will not run for more than six weeks.
No English title has yet been
Many of these shows take on the chosen
for the Hicks adaptation of
nature of a revue more than panto- "Pour Avoir* Adrlenne," which
Denmime, and the old-fashioned Harle(Contlnued on page 38)
quinade with clown,- sausages, and
red hot poker seems a thing of the

Dressmakers
to

Contributing*

New Turn

of Keb. 19.

The story of Cinderella is to be
used as a background for the costume exhibits by the prominent
dressmakers.
"Katinka" by Sacks
London, Jan. 24.
J. L.
Sacks will produce "Katinka" with the initial performance
scheduled for around April 1.

RHINESTONES
THE LITTLEJOHNS
226

West 48th
Plioiie

St.

BRYANT

FOSTERS AGENCY,

of

Sir

version
of "Everyman," which is called "Via
Crucis," is scheduled for production

OTHER FOREIGN
NEWS on Page* 38-39

14.

Cowley Wright, leading man Iii
"Decameron Nights," died Jan. 18
following an illness of three days.
He was 83 years old.
Kate Santley, famous actress, died
Jan. 18 at the age of 80. At one
time she was the proprietor of the

part of a contrasted
old and modern vaudeville bill.
t£e

Gaston Mayer, who was manager
of the French theatre in London
previous to the war, died in Montmorency, near Paris, Jan. 20.

The London- production
John Martin Harvey's new

LONDON

IN

Cowley Wright, Kate Santley and
George Carney's Wife

time music hall atmosphere, and
met with but mediocre success.

LONDON

past.

manner.

The

London, Jan. 24.
lionaire lover.
She later retracts
The World War came and went; her decision, for love's sake, and the
Fleming went with it and play concludes with the banker and
came back after the armistice, was widow continuing their relations se-

Edmond
The

War

in

attract

Noel

JAN. 27 OLD-TIME

The Stoll revue, "You'd Be Surprised,"
at
the
Coverrt Garden,
which was to have opened tonight,
has been postponed until Jan. 27,
owing to the chorus being insufficiently drilled.

now

current at the
Coliseum and featuring Sedowa, impressed as being most amateurish
and far below this theatre's usual
ballet

(Little theatre), Berlin company,
the project will probably be aban-

doned for this season at

GENUINE

THE TILLER SCHOOLS

care Variety.

MATCH SELLING VET

It is

an inconsequential sketch.

TOBACCO

8.— All mall

produced

"Croesus,"

London a few years ago.
The play would probably

.

BALLET AMATEURISH

CIGARETTES
c

comedy,

FRANK VAN HOVEN

London, Jan. 24.
Sir Alfred Butt has decided to
policy for the
revue
to
revert
a
Empire and has engaged Albert de
Courville to prdduce the style of
musical show formerly staged at
The Initial prothe Hippodrome.
duction is scheduled to have its
premier about March 15.

glaring instances of violations of the

rights to Victor Herbert's and other
American operettas for production
in Vienna.

GOOD

Gymnase. The piece is in four acts
and met with a fair reception.
a revised and prolonged
It is
French adaptation of his sentimental

for

The sure-fire comedian. Just like
a bank, year after year, better and
better; always finding new territory.
First comedian to carry an entire
musical comedy, dancing, singing,
playing
in every scene and announcCheck in Evidence
ing throughout entire show. Tears
of hand work and advertising; now
London, Jan. 24.
I'm Bet; with <good health, I can't
The large room in the Empixe fail; nice fellow; clean cut, good
Some time ago, as recorded in
the
past
20
unused
building,
for
mixer
and likes everything that's
Variety, the English music publishers entered into an agreement sim- years, will also receive soml at- good.
"Frankie
Van can't miss Hoven."
converted
into
Is
be
tention,
it
to
as
ilar to that in existence in America,
Booked solid U. S. A., Edw. S.
agreeing to stop payments to sing- a cabaret and afternoon tea estab- Keller; England, "Joe my playmate
lishment.
ers, conductors and others.
Shoebridge." "Lou, tell Betty conThis is not being adhered to
gratulations Jan. 29th, fast stuff."
generally and there are at present
VAN.

Lynch Paramount exchanges and Music Publishers' Agreement
the Lynch Southern theatres in the
Not Altogether Observed
South was 15,000 shares of Famous

common

Producing
Cabaret Is

Annexed

Famous

Players

de la Galette," Jan. 18 at the

lin

De

OROROR

KOSTI.lv

New

York,
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LIQUOR CAUSED DEATH;

MURDER

DEGREE

IN 1ST

Kansas Starting After Poison
Booze Peddlers— Amending Criminal Code

CENSOR HEARING

jersey enr,

Lt0isl«tion Will Be Held Up Until
Publio Expresses Its Views

N.

J.,

•

S

WAS

SIX BEST

SHOW-LESS SUNDAY

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 14.
expected that the first move
Law Drive Necessitates
in the legislative program for re- Blue
peal of the New York state censor
Refunds Vaude., Pictures
law will be delayed until public
and Burlesque Affected
hearings on the proposal have been
It la

—

City, Jan. 24.

A

count of noses shows a fairly
close division of opinion both on
the censor repeal proposition and
on modification of the prohibition
enforcement statutes in both

poison booze peddlers of Kansas are going to find
things breaking: bad for them when
an amendment to the present state houses.
law is adopted, as it undoubtedly

Some

of

the

thus desirable to get the
public angle on them. Whatever
material develops during the hearings will have a large effect upon
the attitude of all members of the
legislature of both views and they
will be largely swayed by the balance of public attitude.
It

will be.

The measure is aimed at the bootleggers who dispense wood alcohol
or denatured alcohol and is an
amendment to the law defining murder in the first degree.
The bill adds these words to the
present statute: "That any one who
sells, barters, gives away or furnishes any intoxicating liquors that
cause the death of any person, shall
be guilty of murder in the first degree."
With the legislatures of Kansas
and Missouri in full blast, the usual
flood of hills is pouring in from all
parts of the two states. Some are
of the freak variety ard will never
have a chance, but others, while
seemingly just as freaky, might be
put over. In Kansas much interest
1

is

REGULATION OF UNIONS

L0CKW00D
Proposed

by

myer

BILL'S

Samuel

—To

AIM

Unter

License

Unions

being centered on the booze question and the legislature Will be
asked to put the liquor selling and
narcotic dispensing drug stores out
of business.
The bill will provide
that a permit must be secured in
order to run a drug store and that
it may be revoked for any violation
of the state laws, not only those
relating, to the drug business but
also all the other criminal statutes
in force in the state or county.
In the Missouri legislature the
liquor proposition is also commanding much interest. One of the bills
introduced prohibits the transportation of liquor in any kind of a
vehicle except railroad trains, and
provides a penalty of two years in
the penitentiary for its violation;
while a companion bill makes it a
felory to carry deadly weapons in
any vehicle in which there is liquor.
Another measure has been introduced providing for a fln«. or jail
sentence for any one having dice in
their possession or who sell them.
A similar measure was passed by
the House at the last session, but
was killed in the Senate.

ard there was an advance sale of

Is

*

Albany, N. Y„ Jan. 24.
to be intro-

about $800. Air ticket holders not
caring to switch their seats to a
duced into the legislature by Sena- later date during the week, who had
tor Lockwood is reported to have purchased tickets for the Sunday
been framed by Samuel Untermyer show, were refunded their money.
of New York against all unions
The motive power behind the sooperating within the state.
ciety with the long-winded name
aims to license the unions, that brought about the closing of
It
obliging them to, file with the secre- the Jersey City houses were four
tary of state an* annual financial Jersey City ministers. Reverends
report, itemized, of all receipts and Frank S. Ritter, pastor of the Wavdisbursements; also a complete list crly Congregational church; Harof membership.
vey L. Watt, Westminster PresbyThe bill will be actively opposed, teriun church; James W. Parker,
according
accounts,
by the Second United Presbyterian church;
to
State Federation of Labor, through Charles C. Cain, of Simpson MethoChairman John M. O'Hanlon of its dist Episcopal church.
legislative committee. It is underThe method of the blue law prostood Mr. O'Hanlon has sent out a ponents in going after the Jersey
call for the various unions of th.> City theatres called fqr the securing
state to meet through the!r repre- of a bench warrant for the arrest of
sentatives in conference.
Public Safety Director William B.
Among the state's unions are Quinn. alleging as a basis of the
those of the stage hands, musician^ complaii t against Quinn that he, in
and actors (Equity).
his official position as head of the
police department, has been illegally permitting the Jersey City
theatres to keep open on Sunday.
TEX.
With the arrival of an order for
his arrest, Quinn, who has been
administering the Sunday law with
TO BOND TRANSFERMEN
a liberal construction, issued an
order closing the theatres on SunNew York Legislature V.'ould Force
No Aggres- day, Saturday last.
Situation Serious
Policies As In Cass of Taxis
Concurrent with the Quinn order
sive State Theatrical
closing the Jersey City houses SunAlbany, X. Y.. Jan. 24.
day
came a move by several picture
Organization
A bill Introduced by Henry O.
m^n, the Rits Theatre Corp., BlumKahan (Democrat) representing the
enthal Amusement Co., and the
10th New York district in the AsDallas, Tex.. Jan. 24.
Frank Hall interests, controlling the
sembly (Print No. 174) on January
Tn a message to both branches of State, who secured an order from
16, amending section 282-b of the
the Legislature now in session Gov- Vice Chancellor Bentley, directing
Highway Law, would place every ernor Neff strongly urges a further
Capt. Hogue to permit the four
person, firm, association or corporataxing of amusement while asking houses controlled by the three cortion transporting property in any
a five per cent, tax be placed on porations mentioned to keep open
motor vehicle in such city (Greater
gross sales of oil.
Sunday.
This was on midnight
Xew York) for hire in the course theThe
oil men are well prepared to Saturday.
The injunction restrainof business, in the same category
picture
ing Capt. Hogue of the Jersey City
fight the proposed tax but
as taxicabs as requiring a bond or
and theatre managers through- police department from interfering
men
insurance policy in the amount of
out Texas will need outside assist- with the operation of the four
$2,500, insuring against injury to
ance. There is no aggressive state houses Sunday was served on' Capt.
persons or property caused in the
Vice
organization of either exhibitors, Hogue at 10 a, m. Sunday.
operation or defective construction
exchange managers or legitimate Chancellor Bentlev, on the strength
ef such motor Vehicle.
of legal arguments advanced by
showmen.
This measure will affect not only
The situation is serious here, as Herbert Clark Gilson, attorney for
the truckmen of New York city, but
additional taxes will prove ruinous the Crime Prevention Society on
the delivery vehicles of every merMonday then dismissed the injuncto the theatrical interests.
cantile firm, as well as mail trucks
tion against Quinn.
not actually owned by the United
This leaves matters just where
"States government and operated by
MISSOURI BILL
they were. Jersey City theatres are

A

measure shortly

GOVERNOR URGES

HIGHER THEATRE TAX

—

#

the

delivery

trucks of express
companies,
theatres and the like, but apparently would not apply to motor
trucks of telephone and telegraph

it.

companies,

companies
equipment

steamship

or

to

motor

vehicle

of Films

Measure fcr Censors

and

Posters

Kansas

City, Jan. 24.
As predicted, a bill has been introduced in the Missouri legislature
to establish a state board of picture
censors. It provides the board shall

of street car corporarucks owned and operated
by th*- Federal, State or Municipal
authorities. The measure, if passed consist of two men and one woman,
.t:nl
sustained by the courts will to be appointed by the governor;
add a new and most lucrative also for a board to pass on peste-s
source o! revenue to insurance car- and advertising used in the extions or

ploitation of pictures).

rlers.

Anna Chandler Follows

Sylvia Clark
Anna Chandler, Jorca & Green's
Shubert unit show "Spice of Life."

replacing Sylvia Clark.

ENGAGEMENTS
Morse with

Li..

Ruth

King,

'layer., at

the

'II ii<

h\

-

Koo."

the

Kedmond

Wigwam,

California.

for

AND INJURED

ILL

Abe Sablosky has been confined
his

home

In

Norrtatowu, Pa., for

I

y

week, due to grip.
Mrs. Fred Sahara, formerly in a
mind rending art. is critically ill at
St. Luke's hospital. Chicago, suffering from a Stroke of paralysis.
Walter Donaldson, song writer.
v.jh operated on Tuesday for appendicllus.

NED WAYBiiRH
STUDIOS OF

STAGE DAMCINC
WSWwMS^StJewYorx

William
from the

Banner
grip

at

is

his

recovering

home.

448

restrained
temporarily,
at
least,
from giving Sunday shows. Unless^

another legal
the situation,

move should change
means no Sunday

it

shows can be given

In

Jersey City

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

Blues.

the Dark" end
"The Walts Is Made for Love."
in

Muddled Up" and
"True Blue 8am."
"The World la Waiting for the
Sunrise" and "Tomorrow
"All

result of

Jersey Society for Prevention of
Crime and for the Promotion of
Morals but four theatres in Jersey
City were operated Sunday last.
The four houses open for business
were the Rits, Central, National
and State. The Rits la controlled
by the Rits Corporation, the Central and National by the BlumenThe State is
thal Amusement Co.
controlled by the Frank Hall interests and plays pop vaudeville and
pictures. The Central plays vaudeville and pictures, and the Ritz ard
National pictures.
Among the houses that did not
open were Keith's, playing pop
vaudeville and pictures; the Strand,
playing pictures; the Orpheum and
Fulton picture houses, and the
Majestic, with Columbia burlesque
as the house policy. At the Majestic
the Dave Marion Show was scheduled to start a week's engagement,

"Aggrsvatin' Papa" and

"Choo Choo

a Sunday observance drive Instituted by the New

As a

"Lovin'

"Crinoline Days"
"Kiss Mams, Kise Papa" and

"A Kiss

had,

Kansas

JANUARY SELLERS

VICTOR RECORD3
"Pack Up Your Sin." end

Morning."

"Homesick" snd
M You

Tell

Her—

I

non-feasance in office.
A similar attempt to close Sunday
in Newark a couple of years ago, but a number of

t

me.

tivity,

sufh

as

organizations

the

running

put

of

Tumbling Down."
of These Days" and
Getting
Dark on Old
Broadway.
"Pianoflage" and

"Some
"It's

Q. R. 3. ROLL8
"Lost, A Wonderful Girl"
"Picture Without a Frams"

"When

the Leaves Come Tumblin Down'
"That Da Da 8train"
"Who Cares"
"Lady of the Evening."
.

Sheet music sales are hitting their stride optimistically but as
always nothing sells but those songs in demand with a noticeable
quantity of strictly dance stuff finding ample response on the sheet
music end proving that in some measure popular songs are being
popularized via the dance fioor.
The selection of a half dozen "best sellers" is again passed up for
general citation of those songs in demand: "Tomorrow." "Homesick,"
"Lost." "The World Is Waiting for the Sunrise." "Tomorrow Morning."
"All Muddled Up," "When the Leaves Cdme Tumbling Down." "Picture Without a Frame." "Who Cares." "Fate," ''Carry Me Back to My
Carolina Home." "Carolina In the Morning" (very big), "Kitten on
the Keys," "Lovin* Sam." "Open Your Arros^My*Alabammy," "Natches
and Robert E. Lee." "Suez," "Toot Toot Tootsie," "Lovellght In Your
Eyes," "Hot Lips," "One Night In June." "Blue," "My Buddy," "You
Know You Belong to Somebody Else," "Rose of the Rio Grande," "I
Wish I Could Shimmy Like My Sister Kate." "I'm Through Shedding
Tears Over You," "Chicago," "Sweet One." "Sunny Jim," "Aggrsvatin
Papa." "He Loves It."
Production sellers continue the same. Every musical show has
one or more sellers. "The Music Box Revue" score is the most prolific
of good sellers, as is the 'Follies."

20%

LIQUOR BILLS

REDUCTION

R. R.

SEEMS ABOUT ASSURED

Repealing
Mullen-Gag* Aot— For
Light Wines and Beer
Albany, N.

Decrease

Books

—

on

Y.,

Jan.

24.

Frank A. Miller, Democratic a*.
Mileage semblyman
from Mayor Horn's
district
in Brooklyn, who. when not
Announce-

2,500

Official

legislating,

ment Expected

runs a theatrical book-

ing office In New Tork city, has presented a bill to repeal the Mullen
Ga«7s law.
Washington, Jan. 24.
resolution introduced In
A 20 per cent, "reduction on 2,500 theAnother
State Legislature to memorialise
mileage books is espectrd to be the Congress to modify
the Volstead
decision of the Interstate Commerce prohibition enforcement act by perCommission, although that body, up mitting the sale of light wines and
beer was made by Democratic leadto noon Wednesday, had not re-

Numerous inleased its findings.
quiries at the various departments
Commission revealed no Information other than that the matter was being considered but nothing would be given out before Fri-

of the

Senator James J. Walker and
Assemblyman Charles D. Donohue.

ers

That

measure will be adopted
Senate was virtually assured

this

In the

when

became known that at a
conference of Republican senators
it

Monday night, which lasted until
day (Jan. 26) and possibly not then. Wednesday morning, enough votes
were gained for the proposal to have
The surmise of the reduction
gained through the publication In it slide through the upper House
the "Herald" here of a photograph whenever the finance committee reof Senator James Watson, author of ports it.
the motion, and A. M. Loeb. presi-

wm

dent of the National Council of
Traveling Salesmen's Association,
with caption, under the picture, givThe Senator
ing the' Information.
could not be reached and the only
statement coming from his office was
that some mistake had been made.
At the offices of the International
Film Service, which had the photo.
it was brought out the picture was
prematurely released but that the
story had been expected to "break"

Tuesday afternoon.

The reduction

will

undoubtedly

stand.

ANOTHER CENSORSHIP BATTLE
Kansas City, Jan. 24.
The Rev. Howard Billman, assistant

secretary

TIMES SQUARE CLOCK
Columbia

Theatre

Square's

Replaces

the

Lsndmark

of

the

Church Federation, has

Louis
St.
!>een sent

to Jefferson City to take charge of
the fight for a picture censorship

at the present

bill

session of the

Mr. Billman said th«
being prepared, would
be introduced at an early date. It
is the report that the advocates will
use the Arbuckle case as one of
legislature.

bill,

which

their

Is

arguments for state regula-

tion.
In outlining the proposed
measure, Mr. Billman said the censorship board would include two
men and two women who would be
given power to cut objectionable

sections from films or to reject them
The cost of the censorship

entirely.

The Columbia theatre launched would he met by a footage tax. It Is
new clock last week and Times believed Kansas City organisations
will be drawn Into the fight.

its

square now has a successor to the
famous timepiece that decorated
the junction of 47th street, Broadway and Seventh avenue.
The Columbia's clock is five feet
diameter, with hands two and
in
a half feet long, stationed outside

Tbe
trolley car*, etc., on Sunday.
reformers dropped the Sunday rinsing agitation

in

Newark

follow, i,e

an abortive campaign to carry their
point.
All houses giving Sunday

Humboldt parkway, Buffalo. X v. Civic and
May Wirth entered a sanitarium forward the plea that to close Sun- shows in Newark "operated as usual
Tuesday to be operated on for th«* day shows would be discriminatory last Sunday. Jersey City is the onlj
removal of her tonsils. The Wirth unless the Sunday closing thing city in the state of New Jersey that
have
law
proponents
immediate u ts made to cover every city ac- the blue
lantiiy
has cancelled
social

"Hot Lips."
"Toot Toot Tootsie" and
"Clover Blossom Blues."
"You Remind Me of My Mother"
and "When the Leaves Come

"Ruffenrsady."

Stutter."

next Sunday.
The Majestic, playing Columbia
burlesque, has been giving $200 of
its Sunday receipts to the Jersev
City firemen's Kiddie Fund, the
other houses having a similar arrangement to donate a stipulated the sixth floor o: the Columbia
sum to charity from the Sunday building, on a line with the ColumAt night the
bia executive ofT.ces.
shows.
The firemen's organization inci- clock is illuminated and can be seen
square.
of
the
from
any
part
dentally has expended some $30,000
The clock itself is part of the
in taking care of upwards of 20.000
poor children since Christmas. The new Columbia sign on the northeast
corner of the Columbia buildfiremen's association
has.
up to
Sunday last, a deficit of $5,000. The ing, the timepiece being placed
between the two words
midway
charge against Public Safety Director Quinn, and upon which Su- "Columbia I'.urlesque."
preme Court Justice Swayze Issued
the warrant for Quinn's arrest was

shows was made

3am" and
"He Loves It."

started anything In recent

l>
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"PAY ONE

GRAFTING AGENTS IN PANIC

25, 1923

WIRE

STARTS BIG RUMPUS
-Midnite

Revels" Acts Hold
Indignation Meeting on

OVER VARIETY'S DISCLOSURES

Hearing of Order

—

Fear Paper Will Publish Names V. M. W. A.
Reputable Agents and Booking Men
Applaud Effort to Rid Vaudeville of Its Grafters More "Practices"

Wrong" Agents and Bookers

in

Investigating Complaints Received

A panic seized upon the grafting
agent and booking man of vaudefollowing

ville

the

disclosures

"AGENTS" FINE OF

record the fine of $50 imposed in the Court
of Special Sessions against John Wesley Miller of 1400 Broadway,
New York, convicted of doing an agency business without a license
on. the complaint of the license Commissioner of New York City.
License Inspector William F. Gill prosecuted the case.
.f
Through Miller starting an action to recover" $106.25 as "commission" against Justin Lawrie and Fernando Guarneni, operatic duettists, the matter was brought to the attention of the commissioner's
Miller booked the act at the Century, Baltimore, for four
office.
weeks at $300 weekly. He alleged an interest of 25 per cent. In their
salary. Miller claimed an agreement under which he would be entitled
to 25 per cent, of either man's salary if they received over $125 a

engagements, has on

There was considerable

among agents
other to be "wrong."
Several of the agents in fear* tried
to ,devise among Ihemselves how
Variety could accuse them of being
crooked by printing their names

who knew each

without substantiation.
The agents are said to have decided the manner in which Variety

"Will

publication.

A.

invitation for any and all acts
"bled" by a vaudegrafter to make known the cir-

who have been
ville

(Continued on page 3?)

UNIT

SHOW GROSSES

Shubert

Field

Straight Vaudeville

ington
Re

with

—Wash-

Lowest

Is

eipts of the Shubert vaudeville

week (Jan. 15) were:
Cleveland (vaudeville), $9,600; Midnight Rounders, Central,
New York, $9,0(00; "Spice of Life,"
Garrick, Chicago, $8,600;
Detroit
units

last

Slate,

$6,800; Newark, "Say
$6,300; "Whirl of
New York, Philadelphia, $3,800; Majestic, Boston (vaudeville), $3,800;
"Troubles of 1922," Cincinnati, $3,300; "20th Century Revue," Washington. $3,500; "Rose Girl, Harlem
opera house,
York, $6,300;
"Main Street Follies," Crescent,
Brooklyn. $6,000; 'Midnite Revels,"
Pittsburgh, $4,200.

(vaudeville),

With Laughs,

New

KLAN OBJECTS TO ACTION
Police

Halls

Under

Scrutiny

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 24.

REFORM LOBBY'S CASH
Where Does It Come from and
Where Dees It Go? Critics Ask

The dance hall craze, which has
Albany, Jan. 24.
been growing in popularity in cerThe Anti-saloon League of New
tain sections of New England, is
organization has been
York,
which
being made the object of close
notorious for the immense sums of
scrutiny of police officials and club
raised and spent for
women. In a number of cases it money it has
political purposes is in the Supreme
alleged
liquor
has
has been
that
Court as a defendant in an action
been found on the premises, and
under the corrupt practice act.
the owners have been summoned to
Action against the league is being
tell why their places should not be
taken by Walter E. Vanhier, John
closed as a public nuisance.
G. Golden, Aloysius G. Bouchey,
At Fall River, Mass., there is trou- John
L. Fleming and Cornelius F.
ble In the police department, whose
members are charged with .lack of McCarthy, all of Troy, who seek to
compel the officers of the league to
co-operation with policewomen who
file annually a statement of all rehave been ordered to keep a strict
ceipts, expenditures and liabilities.
watch on an dance halls. AccordJustice Ellis J. Staley of the Suing to reports, the feminine cops
preme Court, third department, will
have been so rigid in carrying out
hear arguments in the matter on
their orders that dancers of the city
Saturday morning, Jan. 27, at a
are going to adjoining cities where
special term.
A brief of several
more freedom is allowed. Several hundred words citing the activities
dance establishments are now un- of the league in raising money and
der construction on the outskirts of spending it in the aid and defeat of
the city.
political candidates has been subThe Ku Klux Klan has made its mitted.
matter known
the
opinion
on
Several efforts have been made in
through a letter sent to Mayor Tal- the past in the New York State
bot of Fall River, telling him to Legislature to have the h ague inmind his own business and to cease vestigated for its failure to file
y
campaign against Saturday statement of its receipts and disthe
night dances he has stopped. The bursements as required under the
Mayor turned the letter over to law of a political committee, but
Chief of Police Feeney, who has without success.*^ Now that the
opened war on the Klan.
matte,- has been carried into the
'

Ramsey.'

Riggs

and
Three

j

j

WILL MAHONEY

Mammy

That Southern

V

FOR

Singer from

DRUG CONTROL

N. Y.

the West.

New

Law Up

Narcotic

Following

Reid's Death

ACTS ESCAPE INJURY
RIDING ON

Albany, N.

A FREIGHT

Artists Inside

Y..

Jan.

Assembly Monday

the

Tn

24.

night,

T-eader Donohue served
notice that he would on next Monday night, Jan. 29, call up for discussion hls>esolutlon memorialising
Congress to mod fy the Vols'cad act
Under the Assembly rules requiring
six days' rotice to discharge a committee on a resolution not a priv''lejred one. such notice is necessary.

Minority

— Seven
—Train Con-

Caboose Topped Over
ductor Killed

Seven theatrical

24.
Assemblyman Maurfce Bloch
who were New York city is introducing a* of

folk

Wednesday, Jan. 24. a bill amendini
the public health law and th? pens
law, in lc'aiion to the sale ai
Men
dispensing of habit-forming drug!
train narrowly escaped serious* in
jury when the caboose turned over This action follows the death
Denver, Jan. 24.
Robert R. Folger, who says he is and the conductor of the train was Wallace Reid.
When the Republican administra
a professional juggler from some killed.
The acts played Wausau on a tion under fJovcrnor Mi'ler abolish
unnamed country of Europe, was
Narcotic Drug Committee,
the
train
With
no
passenger
Saturday.
indicted, by the federal grand jury
out the penal law pro
sitting in Denver on a charge of that would get them to the next also wipcel
prohibiting the sale of narvisions
fraudulently employing four young town for a Sunday matinee, they
obtained permission to ride on tlie cotic drugs in this state, so that
men as "juggler's assistants."
According to the indictment, Fol- freight", which was held a couple since 1921 the sale of habit-forming
been unreger inserted an advertisement in a of hours to accommodato them. drugs In this state has
by Federal statute.
local paper, offering a fancy salary, When passing over a switch at stricted, save
restore
would
measure
The
«Bloch
caboose
route
the
en
with expenses, for the services of a Babcock
Conductor Munger, state regulation and lupervision of
tipped fver.
young man to "travel."
narcotic
of
dispensing
sale
tn*e
anel
Four young men answered, at standing on the steps, was killed.
Mabejle Mack, of Mack and Ma- drugs the same as it existed prior
different timesy and all were hired.
Mr. Mack to the creation of the narcotic drug
Folger promised them fat salaries. belle. escaped injury.
Mr. control commissiem, that is the law
explaining that he had a contract was bruised about the back.
with a vaudeville management, but and Mrs. Floyd B. Richardson, who of 1914 and would place back upon
penal lawi
that he lacked the funds wherewith have a -marionette act, had their the statute books the
AfT
Mr. penalties for improper sales.
15-months-old baby along.
to pay his railroad fare to Chicago.
cannot
the
present
time,
conviction
One of his victims, according to Itichardson saved the baby from
be
hael under any state law, as none
his
close
to
the indictment, put up $150.
An- harm by holding it
other dug for $125.
A third con- breast. Mrs. Richardson narrowly exists, anel the only regulatory
statute
tributed $105, and a fourth, $225. escaped being burned by the red measures are the Federal
None of the victims knew that Fol- hot coals thrown out when the and the sanitary code of the ci
York.
of
New
ger had employed anybody else.
Shannon and Gordon
stove upset.
The Bloch measure restores t
Then Folger disappeared. The received injuries, Mr. Shannon's
four young men sought Roy Nelson, limb being severely injured.
Mr. right to commit drug addicts to in
st it ut ions
for cure; regulates t
Act,
post office inspector, and related Sims, of Sim's Novelty
susissuance of prescriptions for drugs
what'had happened to them. Nelson tained only slight injuries.
regulates
filing of copies o
the
traced the fugitive to Omaha, Neb.,
order blanks; requires physicians t<
where he found him living with his
keep
records
of
drugs prescri
wife and two children in a suburban
NELLIE
and to whom; prohibits the refllH
______
bungalow. Already Folger had inof prescriptions; provides for t
serted advertisements in the Omaha Walks to Transmitter and Talks
papers, Nelson says, for "assist- Through It First Time in 4 Years. revocation of licenses for violations;
prescribes penalties for violatio
ants."
and regulates the supply of drugs
He Is In jail in Denver. He adNellie Revell walked to. met with
mits, according to Nelson, that he and talked through a phone last addicts on prescription. The meas
has never had an engagement in the Sunday, an experience the pa- ure goes hack to the original id
United States. However, he has a tient at St. Vincent's Hospital pre- in this state of habit-forming dru
complete juggling outfit, and ap- viously had not had in almost four regulation
pears to know how to use it.
years.
It is nearly that length of
time Miss Revell has been at the WILLIAM BEROL
LEFT $1,000
institution, confined to her room,
SPIEGEL HEARING POSTPONED and for the greater portion of the
William Berol, director of ths
BerOl Coarse of Memory 'Training*
The Max Spiegel bankruptcy period to the cot in it.
hearings were adjourned Monday
Miss Revell is on the fourth floor and who was a brother of Max Deffl
to Jan. 26, 29 and Feb. 9, in order ».f St. Vincent's. The phone table is Konarab, e>f (icinany, left an estate
to allow necessary witnesses to at- some distance down the hall from not exceeding $1,000 in personals
They will be resumed bfor her rot m.
tend.
Nellie made the trip and no will when, at the St. BarReferee Howard P. Coffin, at 217 walking all of the way supported by tholomew's llosj ital, New York. W»
died Pec. 30, a cording to his v.idoW,
Broadway, New York.
nurses.

making

Folger, .Foreigner. Victimized

Young

'Vis.,

jump from
La Crosse in

Wausau,

the

to

a

freight

]j

REVELL PHONES

—

;

Alias

HOLMES- WELLS SPLITTING

courts,

the

future

status

of

the

In.erest.

has

Revell

In

isolated

in-

West 102d
of 18
York, in her application
of administration upon
the property, which was granted to
her by the Surrogates' Court tbH

Suzanne

>tr<<

WOULDN'T LEAVE ILL WIFE

had been

t

(

fo.-

i,

Berol,

New

stances had herself wheeled j«» lie
yard of he hospital, and with an
fforl
couple of times ambled from
the cot to a chair in the room.
1

Fred Holmes and I^ulu Wells will
terminate their vaudeville partnership at the close Of present book-

letters

t\cc

Mr. Berol,

ings.

Mr. Holmes will become a nonprofessional In California.

—

Poiud

Chicago,

—a4Ul—

fi'm'ir

.Ian.

ohiwpfi

at

24.

the

who was

47

of
last
completion
with Molly Elisabeth von
week
Baker Signs with Harris
Sam H. Harris has issued a con- daltts' •'(limine a Thrill."
Miss 404 Fast 157th sheet,
tract for two years to TMiil H.ikcr. QlttCk was taken ill Thursday and well as four sisters.

the
gist,

vaudeville accordion-monolowho started this season wit!)

Revue"

for next * a son.

he management of the unit insisted that Mr. Rorel continue the
act with an understudy.
As Miss
Ciluck had no relatives or fr nds
In Chicago. Sorel said he rcu'd not
eave.his wife

A

spirited

among strangers.
discussion
follow*

and the act closed

here.

old.

1

SPICE''

Derheydt,

New

York.

eT-

M

AS A FULL SHOW

The Shube<

on #»$
unit prodn
1922" will tnkt» to the
ver*
Shubert
iicii
vaudeville
much as i;
on fhe '«*£*
> ed

Spice

»

t

of

»

1

years

for a long time and, in
addition to bis widow and the »I"
eady mentioned brother, he is suf*
vivrd by u -J-± ear-old daughter,
ill

Phil

The Park Commission of Boston, league as to whether It may be a Shubert unit show recent'y
with the approval of Mayor Curley. exempt from all law, except its own. closing*.
The first B I-er engagement under
has issued an order refusing to is due to be subjected to the acid
will
be
grajnt any more permits for danc- test. The final outcome of tine case the Harris management
with the new "Music Box
probably,
will
-w^de
be
subject
of
nation
a
ing, either piiblic or private, in CurHall at Jamaica Plain.

and

cell

business, and Is the personal repre- wii'hie,
Devine,
C'.aire
sentative of Broadways own mis-[ C !Um(5 and George Mayo,
fortune.

JUGGLER INDICTED

'

tis

!

j

15

J

Leads

•

New England Dance

The energetic young Agent and a
few of his accomplishments. Born
in Dayton, Ohio! Lived to see the
New B. F. Keith Theatre buili there
and dedicated. Has been associated
with tome of the best flops in show

Cleveland, Jan. 24.
"Midnite Revels," the Shuber
vaudeville unit scheduled to close
here Saturday night, may not give
a performance tonight (Wednes*.
day^, according to members of the
company, who claim that a wire
frori New York to the manager of
the unit instructed the latter not to
pay anybody except one team.
Four weeks' salaries are due, according to members of the cast, who
learned of the wire and held an indignation meeting this afternoon,
then served notice they would not
give a" performance tonight unlesi
some satisfactory adjustment coul<
be effected.
The principals of "Midnight Rev
els" are Whipple and Ht&ston, Pur*

Chicago, Jan.

STATE, CLEVELAND, TOPS

It

Mr. Casey asked that Variety if
again publishing anything about
grafting agents repeat the V. M. P.

FARNUM

G.

KELLER OFFICE)

(E. 8.

*

The act remitted on account, but the "agent" commenced an
action to recover a balance he alleged due him. Judge Michael
The evidence of
F. Blake dismissed the civil action by the agent.
Miller operating as an agent reached the office of the License
Commissioner, who instituted criminal proceedings.
The Vaudeville Managers* Protective Association, in inviting vaudeville artists to confidentially register with it complaints against any
theatrical agent or "artists' ^representative" who demands, receives or attempts to collect over 5 per cent, of the weekly salary for
any engagement, will base its future action, if not ruling the
over-charging agent from all V. M. P. A. booking floors, on the Miller
conviction.

They Use Names?''

•RALPH

its

week.

intended to include them among the
g-afters would be through the paper publishing a list of the reputable
agents and bookers, stamping that
list
authentically
as
reputable.,
leaving all not mentioned by name
as grafters by inference.
Variety's story of grafting agents
and booking men had created so
much talk in New York by Saturday that the fear on Friday Variety's next move would be to divulge the names of the grafters had
become a panic with them by Sunday, keeping them in a state of unease during this week.
Also following the publication of
the story and the invitation from
the Vaudeville Maangers* Protective Association for acts to make
complaint
against
any grafting
agent or booking men, the V. M. P.
A. reported Monday it had received
a number of letters, and that the
complaints were being compiled for
systematic investigation. Pat Casey
for the association reiterated his
statement of the week before that
»ill privacy would be insured complainants.
He informed a Variety
representative no information on the
subject of any complaint, to avoid
the bare chance the writer could be
identified, would be given out for

$50

The Vaudeville .Manager*' Protective Association, in Its eiuest
for theatrical agents who charge artists more than 5 per cent, on

talk along {hat line

.

—

-

in

week's Variety, anent their
last
crooked by printing their names.
Fear attacked many that Variety
intended to publish a list that would
Implicate the "wrong" agents and
bookers.

—

i

stage.

:

t

—
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VALENTINO SUBMITTED

DEMAND "WALKING OUT ACT

FOR KEITH VAUDE.

PAY DAMAGES FOR BREACH

Weber

Harry

Representing
Film Star— Huge Salary

•

Is

Upon

Allroan and HarveyLeft No. 2 at Orpheum, Brooklyn, Last Week
First Action of Kind in Long While

Keith Office Will Call

The Keith

contract issued for the date.
This la the first time such drastic
action has been taken in a long
while by the big time, but follows
the recent K«fth edict to the effect
that no position or feature billing
to anyone
office in the future.

would be guaranteed

by

GORDON

VS.

Not a Divorce

But Brother
Against Brother for Royalties

Harry Gordon, who has been

ill

the Keith
The proclamation also stated the

Ford (Miss Gene).
Gordon says his brother has not
custom of inserting special clauses been paying him anything for the
guaranteeing position had been dis- material he claims he (Harry) wrote
continued and that no person con- and originated when both did an act
nected with the Keith organization two years ago as Gordon and
could guarantee an act position or Gordon.
billing a matter that was entirely
Mr. Johnson notified Manager
up to the manager of the house.
Burns of the Hamilton. New York,
The Allman-Harvey team, a two- where Gordon and Ford were playman comedy turn that has been ing the first half of this week that
the
playing
intermediate
Keith injunction proceedings were being
houses, refused to open in the No. 2 contemplated, but because of Miss

—

allotted them, necessitating a last minute substitution.
The Keith people will insist In

position

the future that act* breaching a
pay or play contract will be held to
the letter of the contract and its
'
subsequent remuneration.

Ford's illness Tuesday, necessitating
her leaving the bill, nothing was
done.
A summons for $1,000 is out for

Harry Gordon claims
there is $2,000 due him under a Pat
Casey V. M. P. A. award two years
ago when Harry was granted $25
Burt Gordon.

Rodolph
for

the

appearance in the larger
Keith houses in a vaudeville turn.

GORDON

JANET AS "KIKI"
"Janet of France" has been mentioned many times as a likely candidate for the title role in "Kiki"
should anyone beside Lenore Ulric
ever be required. Janet at one time

an impersonation of Miss
Ulric as the French girl in "Tiger
Rose," which was regarded as a
genuinely artistic portrayal.
In

gave

speaking of Miss Ulric's performances, Janet says she is one of the

few American actresses who correctly essay a French girl, most of

them being

inclined to exaggerate.

$150,000 ROYALTY 1ST

Harry Weber is representing the
picture star and asking a huge salary weekly for the engagement,
which will necessitate the playing
of two houses weekly or doubling
on account of the terms demanded.
The recent modification of the Injunction granted to Famous Players
against Valentino aHows him to
accept vaudeville engagements, it is
claimed.
The matter has reached
the stage where it is up to the Keith
office to decide whether it will entertain the doubling proposition.
Valentino's former wife, Jean
Acker, under the name of her exhusband,
this

is

appearing in a sketch

week at Keith's Royal,

in the

Bronx.

San Francisco, Jan.

"4.

to get Orpheum vaudeville, among
these being San Jose, where Turner
Dahnken control one o the
biggest houses^ now run as a picture theatre.

&

is
It
reported they have approached the Orpheum heads with
the idea of getting an Orpheum

show

for this

MANAGER BRUCE SHOT
Kansas City, Jan. 24.
Bruce, manager of a
colored musical company "Laughing
Powder" was shot and seriously
Wounded, here by Mile. Rosetta
Brannon, formerly a member of the
company. The shooting occurred
during a company rehearsal in the
Arthur

Lincoln theatre.
It is claimed that Bruce had some
difficulty with Mile. Brannon and
discharged her after which she came
to the theatre to see the manager
and following a quarrel shot him
twice before he could
take the
revolver from her.
Both bullets
passed through the abdomen. Bruce
Was rushed to the hospital and the

woman was

held by the police.

YOUNGSTOWN AND SUNDAYS

represented

that

a tentative

staff

inti-

bookings.
of the six turned in al-

ville

Each

most the identical matter, one
something another
including
had overlooked which would be
found again on the sheet of
another.

Any one

of these six men,
one of whom is engaged
agent's
or booking ofin any
fice, knowing as much as they
do about crooked bookings, the
general knowledge should prevent anyone claiming, If he
should want to, that he did not

not

the conditions.

As Variety said last week In
on agents and
articles

Chicago Court Says Buffalo, N. Y.
But She Claims Chi

booking

men who graft, even
know about it

the office boys

•

YEAR FROM RADIO

Chicago, Jan. 24.
plea of Blanche Davies Milof "Troubles of 1922," known
professionally as Blanche Davies, for
a decree of divorce from Wray B.
Miller, of Buffalo, was dismissed on
the ground that the woman doos not

The

VAN ALSTINE INDICTED

ler,

100 Licenses Sent Out by
American Musical Society
—Fee $1 ,000 to $5,000

live in Chicago.
"I have been in Chicago
five times a year for about

four or

following the latter's determination they were entitled to
some revenue for having their musical
catalog capitalized by the
radio people for concerts via the

Application for Lurvsoy Commission

Upon Arraignment
indictment for murder la the
degree was found by the grand
Jury in New York last Friday, Just
one week after Harold Van Alstine
had shot and killed Marian McLaren in an Eighth avenue cafe-

An

first

be arraigned to plead to the indictment.

lishers

OF "SHUBERT ACTS"
Orpheum
Several

Circuit

—

Has Played

Keith's Attitude

Remains Same

ether.

The American Society decided on
a

license
fee
ranging
$1,000 and $5,000 a year.

*

between

The aver-

age Income per contract of the 100
The Orpheum Circuit has let mailed Is $1,500 annually, totaling
down the bans, for several former over $150,000 revenue for the music
Shubert vaudeville unit acts. Syl- men for this first year.
via Clark, with "Spice of Life" a
The licensing agreement carries
Shubert vaudeville unit, has been with it the clause "by special arrouted by the Orpheum, and an- rangement with the A. 8. C. A. P.,
other two man comedy team, former musical numbers contained in the
Shubert act, is being dickered with. society's repertory will be included
The Orpheum has played Adele in this program."
Rowland, Irene Castle and "Max

and Morltz," the monk act.
The Keith office has shown no
DEPT. STORE PUBLICITY
evidence of a let down barring the
A publicity ."tie up" with Gimbooking of Deiro the accordionist
bel's department store, New York,
until last week when Clayton and
Edwards jumped to the Palace, for Rose's Midgets, now touring the
Loew
circuit, was effected Tuesday
Cleveland, to strengthen the show
of this week by the Loew office.
opening
house Wedat the Keith

nesday night.

This week the turn

The
Cincinnati.
Clayton and Edwards act received
consideration from the Keith office
on account of the circumstances.
is

at

Keith's,

were originally a Keith act but

split

WITH BECK AWAY,

At that time, his counsel, Frederick E. Goldsmith, retained by the

>

young man's mother, Mrs. Thomas
of Omaha, to defend him. will make
application a commission in lunacy
be appointed by the court to pass
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Beck sailed upon Van Alstine's sanity,
last Saturday on the "Homeric" for
The dead girl was of the Musical
Europe, to be away for five or six McLaren Family. Van Alstine is a
months.
member of Van and Emerson. Both
During the absence of Beck, who are vaudeville acts.

HEIMAN SUPERVISING

is

officially the
circuit,

president

Orpheum
Marcus

it

is

of

the

expected

HOFFMAN'S

Heiman

of Chicago, as
$5,390
representative of the western group
of stockholders (said -to control the Klein's Unit Plsyed to Low Week
corporation), will give three weeks
on Off Date in Bronx
of his time each month to the New
York headquarters of the circuit.
The Arthur Klein unit, starring
An underground rumdfr during the Gertrude Hoffman, played last week,
week was that an important change an off one on its regular Shubert
is imminent in the Orpheum's New vaudeville time, at the Bronx opera
York office, with the general be- house.
lief it referred to the booking staff
It did $5,390 gross, considered low
for that house.
there.

4

All of the evening editions of the
box insert in the
Gimbel sale advertising
copy announcing that the Midgets
would be on exhibition in Gimbel's
the following day.
footnote andailies carried

^

regular

A

nounced they were playing at
Loew's Greeley Square.
The next
morning a bus ride up Fifth avenue and a parade down Broadway
with banners heralding the house
and date was used for a follow up.
At Gimbel's the Midgets gave a
complete performance in the toy

department. This is the first time
a vaudeville act has used this parDickinson and Deagon who played ticular
publicity stunt.
Shubert vaudeville bookings are
also playing for the Keith office but
Grace
partners.
with different
ROSE C0U HARRIES PORTER
Dragon is with Jack Mack (Deagon
Syracuse. N. Y., Jan. 24.
for
and Mack) while Homer Dickinson
Six weeks ago Rose Cou, vaudeis partnered with Florence Tempville actress, played this city and,
Their cases were similar to
est.
as she directed the placing of her
Clayton and Edwards'.
trunk in the St. Cloud hotel, met
Frank Ryan, porter.
HART'S APPEAL IN APRIL
Monday the two were married at
The United States Supreme Court Plymouth Congregational church,
That is the certain way to in Washington will hear arguments the Rev. Robert H. Bruce tying the
on appeal from Judge Julian Mack's knot and opening the church to
receive it regularly each
decision In the Max Hart suit gratify the bride's desire for a
church wedding. Ryan has been
against big time vaudeville.
week
Kppsteln & Axman, Hart's attor- head porter at the St. Cloud for
neys, received notice \he case Is on 18 years.
Like the Toonerville trolley, he
the April calendar, after Attorney
Annual subscription $7
Axman had argued last week for "meets all the trains."
advancement in preference on the
Foreign (incl. Canada) $8
call.
Judge Mack's decision, quotFREDA DIEHL SUICIDE
ing the baseball case, denied vaudeAtlantic City. Jan. 24.
ville bookings were interstate comADDRESS
Freda Diehl. said to be the wife of
merce, and on that point, one of
law and not of fact, the motion to the manager of a burlesque show,
advance was given, setting it ahead committed suicide here Sunday.
Death was due to gas inhalation.
a year.

agreement on the character of Sunday theatre performances made a
month ago had been violated.

New York

the

BOOKING

Youngstown, O., Jan. 24.
Shubert
had
played
Orders closing roller skating rinks Edwards
and barring vaudeville Sundays was vaudeville dates but explained that
prothe
held
Shubert
time
he
at
a
Issued this week by Mayor W. M.
Reese. Theatres will be permitted duction contract which contained a
under
vaudeville
signed
option.
He
to show pictures and give musical
numbers at Sunday performances. the impression he was to enter a
Edwards had never
The order was given after meet- production.
ing with representatives of churches played a Shubert date. The team

who

There are six m«n on Variety's

mately knowing vaudeville conditions, in bookings and otherThey were requested to
wise.
submit in notations by a certain date all they could recall
concerning the graft in vaude-

a week
weekly royalty for author's services.
at a time and leave some of my
$1,000 is being sued for ro as
The American Society of Com- clothes here, and have my mall sent
to secure quick action in the Munici- posers, Authors and
Publishers this here, so this is my home," she conpal Court.
tended.
The Gordon and Ford act is said week mailed over 100 licenses to
The Judge held that she had mar- teria.
to receive $575 weekly. Harry Gor- broadcast its copyrighted composi- ried in New York, the specific cause
When Van Alstine has sufficiently
don claims he started and trained tions for profit to as many radio of divorce complained of was com- recovered from the self-inflicted
Burt in the show business.
statiqns.
This licensing Is a result mitted in Buffalo, and that she had wound through his right lung to
lived with her husband at Buffalo,
of negotiations between the radio
leave Bollevue hospital, probably
that city is her residence.
about the end of this week, he will
people and the composers and pubDIFFERENCE IN

hous\

In return the Orpheum people replied that they would accetto * the
request if Turner & Dahnken would
play vaudeville in their Stockton
bouse as well.

articles.

know

MISS DAVIES' RESIDENCE

COAST APPLIES TO ORPHEUM Only
Several of the smaller cities
throughout the state are seeking

wide knowledge of vaudeville
booking conditions as limelighted by articles in Variety
of late and how familiar the
condition had grown was the

manner in which Variety gathered the data for some of its

and

latter's

8uit,

the last eight months and inactive
professioQally,
has
retained
Eli
Johnson,' attorney in
the Loew
Building, New York, to represent
him in a claim against Burt Gordon,
his brother, of the team Gordon and

circuit

Valentino are negotiating

•

Allman and Harvey, who left the
bill at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, last
week, objecting: to the No. 2 spot,
wlU be neld liable by the Keith
office for breach of the pay or play

Asked

EVERYBODY KNOWS IT
A curious commentary on the

last season.

Subscribe

WFTY

/

,

Variety,

New York

"THE DANCE

MAD

FIDDLER"

FRANK WHITMAN
The

Of Iglnator of

RUSSIAN DANCING WHILE PLAYING THE VIOLIN
And

the Most Imitated Fiddler in the World
Now Playing the orpheum Circuit
Direction

HARRY WEBER
'

VAUDEVILLE

•

I P.

V.

A.

Thursday, January

AGENT DEFENDANT

BARS GIRDELLER

Lawyer Names Rap. Instead
or Theatre

OFHCE BOOKING WITH MEMBERS
Girdeller's Refusal to

Abide by V. M.

The complainant Is Mrs. Ida
Chirpinsky, who alleges she was
hurt at the De Kalb, Brooklyn, when
Artois and Brother lost control of

Case Brings Disciplinary Order
Commission Claims Point of Issue
t.

Chicago, Jan.

24.

TROUBLES" REPEATING

—

Change Title
Got Day's
Record at St. Louis
mitted to transa'ct business with the
Although it had been contemKarl Girdoller office here, following
an ora'er'se'nt out by ttnrVr-M. P. A. plated changing the name of "Trouthis week, as the result of a refusal bles of 192LV Davidow & LeMaire
on the part of the Girdoller offlcc have decided to continue the presto release the attachment filed last ent title and will play a number of
Thursday against the scenery of the repeats booked In Shubert vaudeville houses.
The "Troubles" unit
Eearl Fuller act at the Chateau.
The difference between the Gir- opened at the Empress, St. Louis,
Band
Fuller's
Earl
Sunday,
establishing
and
a record for
deller office
The
terminating in the attachment of that day there this season.
claim
a
from
takings were $2,100 at $1 top for
Fuller's scenery arose
The unit show
for commission made by the Girdol- both performances.
on the is also credited with having- tho
ler office against Fuller,
ground that it had booked the Fuller record week for the State; Cleveband for four weeks through the land, with a gross of nearly
Its Cincinnati figure of
local Pantages office last summer. $17,000.
The dates played were the Miles and nearly $10,000 compares with the
Regent, Detroit and Hamilton, and best of tho unit takings.
Earl Fuller put
The line-up of "Troubles^ shows
Toronto, Canada.
changes:
George Jessell,
In a counter claim against the Gir- several
contradicting
flatly
Courtney
Sisters, Jed Dooley and
agency
della
Ultra
Girdella's contention that that office Co., Warren and O'Brien,
had booked him for the four weeks, String Quartet, Anne Lowenwlrth,
further stating the booking had been Gertrude Hayes, Jr., and Sam Benmade direct with the Pantages local nett. It had been proposed to rename the show "Down Broadway."
office through Mr. Hodklns.
The V. M. P. A. acting on the It is expected to repeat in Cleveland
ageney
Grideller
next month.
•omplalnt of the
against Fuller made an investigation
and was informed by Hodklns he
Kalis Back in "Spice"
had made the booking direct, conArmand Kaliz will join the "Spice
sequently the V. M. P. A. ruled
Girdeller
the
owe
not
1922"
of
unit now forming and
Fuller did
opening Feb. 5 for Shubert vaudeagency anything.
The Girdoller office was Informed ville. Kaliz was with the original
of the V. M. P. A. decision, but not- show, also Florence Brown, who is
withstanding attached the Fuller act likewise going Into the unit.
When it arrived In Chicago last
week.
Central's First Return Unit
As matters stand now Fuller s
Next week at the Central, New
Bcehery was released early in the
the first of the Shubert unit
YoKk,
eom'The
week and a bond posted.
mlssion claim will be threshed out shows, Herman Timberg's, an I. H.
Herk
production,
is to play a return
In court between Fuller and Girdeldate there.
ler.
A similar case of suspension by
the V. M. P. A. on the part of a
Three Straight Bills Next Week
local agency to abide by a decision
The Shubert unit circuit will
In a commission case came up last play three straight vaudeville proseason, with the agency suspended grams next week at Chicago, Washuntil the matter was straightened ington and Cincinnati.
Won't

out.

MANAGER IN CANDY BUSINESS
Kansas

>

Colonial,

Direction: FRANK EVANS
PAUL DEMPSEY

and

WISE EXONERATED
Had

Been

Accused

of

Taking

Trombone
Jess Wise (Kelly and Wise) arrested last Thursday while appearing at the Broadway, New York,
charged with stealing a trombone

"OPPOSITION" TO KEITH
Audubon,

City

—

Banned

and

Crotona

Can't Play for

Coliseum and Hamilton above and
below, but close to the Audubon,
and the Royal and Franklin in the
Bronx.

HOUSE POLICY CHANGES

FOY FAMILY REHEARSALS
Eddie Foy and Family will begin
rehearsals of "That Casey Girl," a
musical comedy, in the spring.
Willard Mack Is the author of the
book. Grante Clark and Edgar Leslie wrote the lyrics and music.
The piece will open in Connecti-

pelled to retire when the SchaferHazlette interests purchased that
t.^.ken over the management of the* itex here, now playVaudeing Pantages vaudeville.
ville will be discontinued at the
Rex and feature pictures presented,

playhouse, has

play several months of
bookings and one-nlghters.
Foy Family with the
Bryan Foy, who Is in
Los Angeles writing scenarios, will
be in the cast.
Eddie Foy and Family meanwhile
will remain in vaudeville, booked
solid for the next three months.

cut

and

road

an

The

entire
exception of

occasional road show.

EMPIRE, FALL RIVER, VAUDE
The Empire, Fall River, Mass..
which played Shubert vaudeville
up to three weeks ago and since
has played dramatic stock, became
Joseph
a Keith house Monday.
Lawren of the Empire management
of
Keith
arranged to play six acts
vaudeville and pictures.
The

THREE FOX HOUSES

when possible.
The "opposition• , declaration on
the three Fox houses has been in
effect for some time, but heretofore
applied only to the Keith house
adjacent to the three Fox theatres
such as the Jefferson on 14th street,
a block away from the City. The

Wheeling, W. Va.. Jan. 24.
Fred E. Johnson, former manager
of the Court theatre, who was com-

with

motherhood and the accident
to have resulted in shock.

Keith's if for Fox
belonging to one of the house
musicians was found not guilty and
Three of the New York Fox
houses have been declared opposithe case dismissed Tuesday.
tion
by the Keith office. According
The principal witness for the
to
the report the Audubon on
musician who brought the charge
Washington Heights, the City on
was a colored porter who alleged 14th street and the Crotona in the
the defendant was seen leaving the Bronx, all three in close proximity
theatre at 9 o'clock Thursday morn- to Keith and Moss' houses, are
ing with a trombone case in his pos- mentioned.
session.
The Keith booking men have reWhile on the stand the defendant ceived instructions that acts play11
hotel
was
at
his
until
ing
either of those three houses will
testified he
o'clock and could furnish witnesses not be considered for bookings by
to substantiate this statement. The the Keith or affiliated houses on acdofendant was exonerated without count of their proximity to Keith
and Moss houses.
his witnesses called.
A difference in admission scale
also is said to have influenced the
Lieberman Represents Manheim
Keith people who have been making
Jako Lieberman, formerly man- strenuous efforts to remove the
ager of one of the Mutual houses, sameness and repeat acts from the
has been appointed special repre- Keith bills.
sentative for the Manheim interests.
This season the Keith office so
Lieberman will generally supervise far as possible has been routing
lie Manheim's shows and houses,
acts in the east so as to avoid conwith regular weekly inspections of nections in the local houses.
The
each.
last attempt te overcome the condition was the order that no act
except under exceptional circumstances was to be held over for a
second week in any Keith house.
The acts are routed in and out of
New York City every other week

Mr. Beverung has been succeeded

announces,

G. 0. H., S.

BETHLEHEM, CLOSED

The Grand opera house at South
Bethlehem, Pa., playing pop vaudeville, closed Saturday.
High cost of bills and fading busi-

Bijou, also in Fall River, be-

came a Mutual burlesque wheel
Lawren
stand ' also this week.
operates this house, too.

WEEKLY

The Marx

Jessica Brown is leaving the cab
aret at th« Grafton Galleries an
the show Is being cut down
general.

ing the circuit shortly, roadshowing
it to the coast on an Erlangor route.

MISS LEE MORSE

"ONE SMALL GIRL, A WHOLE QUARTETTE"

i

After three consecutive tours over the Western circuits, e ngoged by
Mosrn. Jones
Green for the new "Hitchi-Koo" show, starting reh* ii a!
Due for Broadway soon.
Personal Management A. E. JOHNSON
of Wirth, Blumenfeld Co., 1579 Broadway
«!;•

l

.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 24.
Brothers, playing here

week with their Shubert unit
show, arc reported considering leav-

GRAFTON CABARET CUTTING
24.

vaudeville
They are

by Herk.

Next week tho Shubert unit circuit will play straight vaudeville at
Washington, Chicago (Garrick), and
Cincinnati.
The necessity for the unit3 to repeat over the circuit will cut down
the number of units considerably, it
is said.
Straight vaudeville willjreplace any that close until the Shubcrts can ready units to replace the
cloccrs.
As the circuit now stands,
the Shuberts themselves are operating six units.

NAN HALPERDTS COMPLAINT
A complaint to be registered in
the legal course is contemplated by
Nan Halperin through the employ*
ment of her song, "Kiki," by Lillian
Fitzgerald in the Eddie Cantor

show, "Make

It

Snappy."

The action will lie against the
Shuberts, who produced the piece
in which Miss Halperin appeared at
the Winter Garden, New York.
"Klkl," which Includes an Impersonation of Lenore Ulric, has been
copyrighted by Miss Halperin. It
Is also claimed her contract with
the Shuberts provided none of her
own stage material was to be incorporated into the book or score of
any production she appeared In
under their management.

NEW CAPITOL CHANGES POLICY
The Capitol, Union Hill, N. J.,
change policy Jan. 29 when six
acts and a feature picture will replace the present eight acts of
vaudeville minus the feature.

will

The house

is booked by Bill Mcof the Keith office and
opened several weeks ago with *
nine-act bill.
It is a split week.
Recently one act was dropped from
the program and prices reduced.

Cafferty

The present prices of 76 cents
top nights and 35 cents matinees
remain with tho change in tho
number of acts and the addition of
tho feature picture portion to the
program.
The house plays two
will

shows

daily.

UNIT SHOWS IN PAN'S, X.
Kansas

City, Jan.

Commencing today

C,

24.

the Pantages

announce a reduction

in prices of

balcony seats to 26 cents for
week nights, with the exception of
Saturday,
Sunday and holidays.
The balcony seats have heretofore
been the same as the downstairs,

its

50 cents.

The
»!

management
five

complete

own have been

also

advises

Shubert

unit

>oked and will

appear here at an early date.

this

on the other days.

.

Shubert

name only with revenue seriously
imperiled by the withdrawal df the
$50 weekly booking fee which the
units were to have paid the agency.
It is regarded as certain the Shubert8' own units are no longer paying the booking fee. Arthur Klein
is
routing the Shubert straight
vaudeville bills and has been since
the circuit installed them. This week
it was said that Klein is booking the
entire cirduiL
The closing of the two units cuts
tho Herk- Beat ty attractions down
to one unit as against their four at
the beginning of the season. It is
understood Dixon's unit was financed

that

Coast Tour for Unit?

The Majestic, Dubuque, Iowa, Is
new playing vaudeville Sundays
and Mondays only and road shows

London, Ja»

more

units will close this week.

ness were the reasons.

«

VAUDEVILLE, 2 DAYS

Two

—

pole,

delicate condition of expectant
is said

New York

at the Mainstreet by Samuel Bramson, treasurer of the house, who
will combine the two positions.

Johnson

and Herk's
"Laughs" Ending Too
Much Overhead

Dixon's "Revels"

—

for their territory.

Mr.

perch

—

City, Jan. 24.

Robert Beverung, assistant manager of the Malnstreet (Junior Orpheum), has resigned and will enter the wholesale c.ndy trade with
his brother, the firm name to be
Beverung Brothers. The boys will
have all of Missouri and Kansas

WEEK

which dropped Henry Dixon's "Midnite Revels" at
over the footlights and struck her.
tho State, Cleveland, and I. H.
The act was represented at the Herk's "Say It With Laughs"
at the
time by Max Lowenstein of Wirth,
Blumerfeld & Co., and he has been Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
The reasons for closing are the
made the defendant. Lowenstein
handled the act for the De Kalb weekly overhead of the two units as
engagement only, it being a try-out against receipts and the unwillingdate, and he received" no commisness of the producers to begin a
sion.
The theatre is covered by
liability insurance in the usual way, tour of "repeat" engagements over
who
asked
Hitchcock
so far as Is known, but the patron's the Shubert unit circui;.
Raymond
wrote our act. Betty is now suffer- attorney, Mordecal P. Springer, in
Following the announcement of
m me way learned the act's agent the
ing from a nervous breakdown.
closing of the two units, reports
and selected him as the defendant.
were
prevalent that the Affiliated
TED and BETTY HEALY
Mrs. Chirpinsky was reported In
Booking Office was functioning in
This week (Jan. Zl), B. F. Keith's the
their

holding
circuit
or
membership in the Vaudeville Manis perAssociation
agers Protective

'

CLOSING THIS

-,

of the oddest damage suite
and perhaps the first of its kind, has
been filed on behalf _of a theatre
patron against the agent of an act
whose apparatus fell into the orchestra and injured the patron.

P. A. Decision

theatre

UNITS

Act

One

in Earl Fuller

No

TWO MORE

of

26, 1983

at once.

Dorothy Jardon for Coast Houses
Dorothy Jardon has been booked
for the Loew Pacific Coast h» uses
opening March 17 at the Warfleld.
Ban Francisco. She will play three
weeks each at the Warfleid and
State, Los Angeles.

MAGGIE CLINE ILL
Maggie

Cline,
famous as tho
of "T'row Him l)<»wn
McCIoskey" and numberless other
Irish songs of a couple of decades
ago, was reportedyas suffering from
a severe attack of >*&{dpelas at her
homo In Red Bank. N. J., this week.
According to Miss Clinch mcdieul

popularizer

advisers her illness, while serious,
was not necessarily dangerous.
.

BURLESQUE

25, 1923

Thursday, January

zs-c

MUTUAL'S BETHLEHEM

PARK MUSIC HALL MAY BECOME

Shows

for

Full

Week

as T«-

)

ARE BALLARD-MUGGIVAN
on

PLANNING BIG?

Either Half

WEBER &
Proposal

Made

NEW HOME

FIELDS'

A

made

.

— Prefer to Wait Until

—Several "Names" Lined
—Re-create Old Atmosphere

proposal

will add the (irand, Bet hithem, I'a
to its route next work, playing a full
week, but as tabs.
The shows will be gpllt in two
Monday,
first
tiie
parts,
given

to Comedians;

Up

September

Team

The Mutual Burlesque Association

to

Lew

Fields

Reported Pullman Car Order
Indicates 60-Car

Show

Tuesday and Wednesday, and the
second Thursday. Friday and Sat-

by

With 1-M Ballard attending to
business in Palm Beaelv Jerry MugThe new stand will follow Balti- arlvan in Peru winter
quarters and
more in the Mutual route.
Bd Bowers on the road with the
This gives the Mutual 24 weeks
Hagenbeck-Wallacs winter outfit
with no lay-offs.
and the two Kinglings in Florida,
urday.

TROCADERO, CHICAGO,

aH

is quiet on the circus surface,
but there Is i good .deal of gossip
the outdoor faction allied
DEPT.
with the Muggivan-Ballard. Mowers
interests
which indicates someHall is being- considered by the
IN
thing stirring.
Pinched Hit at the Palace Music
comedians. The hitch is that Green Old
One item that came to the surBurlesque Theatre De95
Batted
and
Chicago,
Hall,
hold
who
the
house,
want
& Jones,
face this week was an esti.nate of
Weber and Kelds to install a new
cerned to Lowest
Small Time Agents Viewing the car and other railroad equipTENOR"
production there under their name
"THE
ment companies last fall, so huge
Taken in Police Raid.
within u month. This, the men reWheel Shows Tabs for
Orpheum. Memphis, this week (Jan.
in size that it forecasts extension
plied, \ as an impossibility.
22); Orpheum. New Orleans, next
of all the shows. During tho height
Western Houses
week (Jan. 2»)
If the Park la held over fcr Weber
Chicago. Jan. '2i.
of the 1922 tour the Hagenbeck
The Troeadero at 518 South State
and Field- until next September
show took on new equipment and
they may atep Into it, re-creating j.lreet, ftrmeriy a burlesque house
Indications point to vaudeville, it is said It will start the new seathe atinosi here of the former and but in recent yeurs.devotcd to stock
and especially the intermediate and son with at least II more cars, in
famous
ic Hall of their name at
burlesque of a very ordinary nasi. all
time circuits using more the number a new type of transBroadway am 29th street. It is un- ture, was closed shortly before noon
specialty turns and tabloids verse truck designed for special eleN. Y. acts,
nlicipation of reopen- Monday after three women taken
derstood in
IN
from burlesque at the expiration of phant carriers. Ten new cars are
ing at the head of a music h: 11 mu- from the theatre in a police raid
the burlesque season this year than being made for the Gollmar Bros,
sical fctock company in New Yorlc. were found t
be suffering with discircus, a Ballard-Muggivan propany season heretofore.
at the Park or elsewhere, the two ease.
Four
Around $9,000
Negotiations are under way with erty, and enough rolling stock
partners have secured in addition
At 1.40 p. m. a health inspector
several Columbia producers where- tacked on to the Sells-Floto equipIt
Did
Good Shows
to their own four popular "names" reported the placards had been torn
by whole first parts. Inclusive of ment to make it a 60-car show.
to lead with them in the playing down, and that 60 men were in the
The estimate does not specify
chorus, are to be formed Into tabOther Grosses
company.
theatre awaiting a
performance.
loids for one of the western cir- what material is going into the
The Mir.eky Brothers are still Chief of Police Fitzmorris then sent
Sells-Floto outfit, as with five clrcuits.
The Columbia, New York, conrunning :-t Ck burlesque at the Parle, policemen to enforce the quaranAs each Columbia show reaches .cuses on the road the Ballard peowith the weekly groas reported to tine.
current with the arrival of several the
Columbia,
New York, the ple can switch cars from one show
have draj ped under $5,000. Morris
Mealth Commissioner Herman N. topnotch shows in a row, has re- agents supplying the small and in- to another. At one time
last year
Green and Al Jones, also interested Bundesen, of Chicago, has toon taktermediate
circuits
look the shows the Floto show had over 60 cars,
regular business pace,
its
in the "Greenwich Village Follies' ing some very advanced steps in sumed
but the equipment ha*d been drawn
over regularly.
Th£
success
of
a
series, recently obtained control of exercising authority recently.
This with the probabilities that it will number of comedy turns from bur- for momentary purposes from the
the Park, but have not disturbed move is interesting, not only be- continue with the business averag- lesque last season in the inter- other shows and
was later rethe Minaky entertainment.
cause of the fact that authorities ing around $8,500 to $9,000 unless mediate houses, and one or two in turned.
•
The operation of the Park and placarded and closed the theatre on
Another
the
bigtimers
gossip
around
of
New
York
between* seathe shows coming in drop below the
the giving out of passes for the this score, but owing to effort:? that
has created a new interest in bur- sons is that the Ballard-Muggivans
show by the Mlnskys attract?."' some have been made for some time by standard of the four last ones.* Last lesque by the vaudeville bookers.
are trying to frame their ahowa
Broadway attention.
When the reform organizations to close that J week the Columbia did $0,000 with
While the 'Columbia has made no with more aerial material.
passes were presented at the Park's theatre on the ground that perfor- the "Mimic World*' and the previ- ruling on the booking of
a combox office a demand was made of mances given there were far from
ous week $11,000 with "Follies of plete first part of a burlesque show
the holder for 55 cents a- "tax" for elevating.
UNIT CLAIMS
in vaudeville in the east between
that,
before
show
The
the Day."
each person seeking admission. The
seasons, it is hardly likely that
house scale is $1.50. No explanation
"Broadway Brevities," got about would be countenanced. The book- Members of Disbanded Shubert
Show Receive No Settlement
of the "tax" was given, but the
$9,000, and the Marion show about ing of turns from burlesque in the
passes were generously distributed.
$8,500.
off season by vaudeville in the east
No settlement of their play or pay
Columbi;
Favoring Suburbs and
It was also reported this week
Previously for some six or eight met .with no objection last season
Up-State Yorkeville Opens
Weber and Fields had conferred
weeks the Columbia had been run- by y e Columbia season, although a contracts has been received by the
with the Keith booking officials rening along at an average gross of number of the cities played had members of the disbanded Butler
Estate Shubert unit show. "The
The Yorkeville, the new metro- about $7,500, with the shows held Columbia
garding a trip in big time vaudeville
wheel houses.
Echos bf Broadway." Following the
houses located in town, where politan spoke in the Columbia responsible for the falling off in
All of the angling for first parts
Weber and Fields did not appear wheel started off very well last business through the attractions (tabloids) to be created from bur- closing of the unit there was some
a ith
the
week
Jack
Held
"Record
with their vaudeville unit show.
being rated as below the standard lesque shows thus far have western indefinite talk for a settlement on a
"Spots" of this nature were report- Breakers" as the opening show. genera -*. At present the Colum- circuits only as a booking ob- basis of three weeks' salaries, but
the Butler people cave no heed to
Yorkeville*
The
did
about
in
$1,700
ed scarce at the W. & F. salary.
bia is playing to the same average jective.
it, according to the unit's principal*.
They received $2,500 weekly with the four performances up to and weekly business as it did during the
Capt. Irving O'Hay tj whom were
the Hcrk-Beatty "Reunited" unit, including Tuesday night, with busi- same period last year.
assigne
the claims of 17 members
and were to have received a per- ness building and bftter the second
Hurtlg & Seamon's (125th street),
SAILS
of the "Echoes" has filed suit in the
day than the first.
New York, got about $6,300 last
centage of the absent profit.
opening
Circuit
The
of
the
Yorkeville
Court
of St. Louis to reweek with the "Broadway Flap- Left New York on "Olympic for
Jos Weber, who was ordered
cover a total of $40,000 salaries due
home, ill, following the close of the marks the first step in an ex- pers," considered a bit better than
London— Backing Reported •
against Butler, who operated the
unit,
returned to his office this pansion program of the Columbia fair for this house. Billy Watson's
which may include houses in Yon- Beef Trust did the top Columbia
week, recovered.
On a mission to England he would unit franchise. The actions are
kers, Jamaica, L. I., and two more business last week with $15,000 at not reveal before sailing, Arthur based on written contracts for 30r
up-state cities.
weeks. The unit played only
Louis.
tho Gayiety. St.
Pearson
left
Saturday
on
the ii13-iti -1 S weeks, and the claims are
The circuit hasn't built a house
The Yorkvllle, on 86th street, Olympic."
In years, hut it is understood that which started as a Columbi; stand
for
the
17 weeks' salaries.
It was reported he had secured
There are 11 principals and six
the Columbia officials have been last week, did about $5,200 with financial
backing
liberal
of
a
considering several houses anxious Jack
"Kecord Breakers," amount to produce a revue In Lon- chorister claimants. The principals
Reid's
"JOIN
burlesque as an experi- Starting a new show on the Colum- don in association with the New ask one week's .salary due in adto Inst
ment.
An extra comedy act Yorkers behind him. also any Eng- dition to the balance of the eonbia wheel.
The
Increases In population in was inserted in the "Record Break- lish people he may care to take tract period. The choristers' claims
A hint went out last week to Co- several cities and sections has con- ers" for the week, pending strengthare for one week's la/ -off. one
in on the venture.
lumbia burlesque producer?, own- vinced
the Columbia people that ening of the show here rind therePear, n has been ki own over week's salary due, and a week's
and operators of show? to
ers
much
lucrative territory f >r bur- by Re id.
here as one of the best among the notice.
No lesque is being overlooked.
travel with their productions.
Kendler & Goldstein,
Miner's Bronx with 'Maids of burlosq
through.
For
time
producers.
official notification was sent out,
Columbia considered a bur- America" did $6. MO with an extra he was Interested In the produc- thel St. Louis orrespondents are
The
but several have already acted and lesque house for Jamaica some
acting for the artists.
'Hello,
combat
the
attraction
to
Village
of
'^Greenwich
the
tions
arranged to Join their troupes on years ago but after investigating
Everybody," Shubert unit playing Follies" and is said to still hold a
the road.
the neighborhood decided the time
St. Louis, .Ian. L4.
As applied to operators who have wasn't ripe. Yonkers hasn't played the Bronx opera house for a full share In the road slows traveling
Th.oush tho will of the late .v rs.
under that title.
from two to four shows the tip is burlesque for 12 years and is con- week.
James
J.
Miner's.
Butler,
Brevities"
at
any Issue of her
"Broadway
This season Mr. Pearson produced
interpreted to mean the Columbia
sidered ripe for the attrac'.ions.
Newark, last week did about C7.500; a Shubert unit vaudeville show but son's prese nt union wilh Iks wif>.
executives expect the operators to
Nellie
Orpheum.
show
the
Greenwood,
Marion's
at
can not share in
tely closed it.
do field work with a more personal
Mutuals Line Up Next Season
the esta'e left by her, amounting, it
"Chuckles
of
Paterson,
$7,000;
supervision over their shows than
1023" at the Gaycty, Pittsburgh,
la now estimated, to about l.'iOo.noo.
Chicago. 111.. Jan. 24.
that provided by a j*oad manager,
MARRIAGES
During the period of the trust the
James McCrath. of the Mutual $x,n00, and "Follies of the Day"
with the operator expected to make
Tmogene Taylor to H. Seymour will provides that f Edward Sut$8,600.
the Casino. Brooklyn.
his at
regular inspections of all shows in circuit, is in New York city, and
last
Washington,
Walcott
May
in
Gaycty,
the
ler,
Revue"
at
'Beauty
who Is now 24, dies without
purpose is s:»id to be to form a lineperson.
D. C. The bride is the daughter of Issue except by his present marRochester, did $.",,200.
The Columbia appears to takef u P f° r next season.
L. Stoddard Taylor of the Shubert. riage, the estate shall be distributed
the stand personal inspections by
Washington.
Mr. Walcott is a
specified to three sisters of the
show owners, when more than one
Washington business man. The mar- deceased and .everal institutions,
show is operated, ar: necessary to
riage
announcement was issued
Edward
Butler married March 27.
keep the shows up to standard.
this week.
1920, when his wife was a member
When a manager has but one show
William H. Murphy, vaudeville, to of a Columbia burlesque ahow, *h«Mi
Likewise with
the same applies.
and not a little of the gall and Oraldine Cott/er, non-professional, playing at the Standard. St. Louis,
net!
the
the owner <ar operator on
assurance of youth, but It's all in at Lynn, Mass., Jan. 22.
one of the Butler properties.
ground, the Columbia executives
(COLUMBIA BURLESQUE)
the Columbia executives
if
iun.
Joe A. Lang of Detroit, actor, and
Butler's father left him an est
Marty Collin* Would lik^- the best illustration of
figure
reasons for bad business Com if
Catherine Seheffer, actress, of St. of $1,000,000, which is apart from
Jack 1'illftKl
Sir. tight
vaguely
described
been
and
plana
what
has
might he better solved
M «f
Louis, secured a marriage license that lef bv hiy moth' r.
Boabret
"young blood and new faces,"
Julia Clifford as
made to boost the gate of drooping I'nnm
at the City Hall, Worcester, Mass
fiU'JjK K'-rn hers it is.
liiKP'iue
fhows.
Jack 'am< ron
What a Wonderful training school Jan. 'Jl\

and Joe Weber to take over the
Park on Columbus Circle and rename it vs -her and Fields* Music
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Coil ji s and .1.;' u I'iiiard us featured

Gaiety,

H-nry

Tom Henry

Boston
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111

Columbia burlesque staff is temporarily manag
Ing the Cruel-. Boston. The
has been managed by Mrs. Henry.
who was taken ill last wee'.c. Her
husband is subbing duri' g her absence.
of the

1

—
-

l
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•
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principals They've all rung the bell
—nil the old burlesque rnckel right
on the bul
lean I;, n the
foi
i

for
titn<>.
"Let's Go"
nhow— one "f the best
eroekeria<
the Columb
hn n had tins or nnj
other season.
the show's big
All young people
asset— it rrrdiatea tho spirit, fresh'•

first

'.

;i

—

American wheel merry-goround was for the whole show busiTak" Marty Collins — all of
thai

tr.u-i r. recli

TOM HENRY SUBBHTG

IN AND OUT
Montambo and Knapp were

•

(

.six

NEW

ACTS

Princeton and Lillian Watwoek Princeton will
previous to
band wagon thl
ion was double with Betty Winslow (Wallumh
and
he's n grad- dron and Winslow),
Miss Watson
on the American
can be pi oud of. will do a single.
uate the No. 8'
well, all Collins doe- is to
Versatile
Frances Williams. Mile. Vanessl
omede, ming, dance, ground tumble and An Preed, three?acl (coast).
larlnet, and
urn< t.
ml piny the
Totn
Waters (lately returned
uke- dees 'em all and «"ts away
And when from England) and Tom Wade
with each with honors.
Australia
(formerly Armstrong and
out
men
in
.or
it
straight
comes to
two-art.
Verne)
(Continued on page S)
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GYPPED THE TOWN

TWO

*

FAIR BOOKING COMBINES

FORMED

IN

Sun

in

JOHNNY JONES WILL

—

Dallas, Tex., Jan. 24.
The labor council, Binkley hotel
officials
and others of Sherman,
Tex., are looking for a man calling
himself C. A. Wood. The wanderer
framed a "Fete Parisienne" for the
home folks, left the council with an
expense account of $1,300, and a
hotel bill of $131.
Wood entered the town with a
Wallingford routine, interested the
council in his project of staging a
big affair, while promising 50 concessions with the carnival part of
the "fete," and then "blew" the

EAST AND WEST

Territorial

—'Four-Cornered

—

Behind

.

Sherman, Tsx./ Mourns for "C. A*
Wood" Smooth Guy *

Deal With Gut STRONG CARNIVAL BILL
Amalgamation in Chicago
INTRODUCED IN MINN.
Includes Thearle-Duflield, F. M. Barnes, United
Fairs and J. A. Sloan Interests
Passed Closes State to
If
Shows Women Are

Wirth-Blumenfeld

£5, 1923

-i_

up on the day of the great event

was cold weather and a

IN

PARK

Carnival Man Seeks Membership in Association; Barred
As Carnival Man
Johnny Jones, the carnival man,
looking for an amusement park
property in which "ne can buy a substantial interest for around $5,000.
Not that he wants to run the place,
is

being busy with his

The only thing that showed the

town.

It

PUT $5,000

own

/

shows, but

situation is peculiar.

Jones was the only carnival

in the business

who

man

contributed to
the association fund used to kill the
through this week involving the fair business.
fit.
Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
"Few secretaries and fair mantax on 5 and 10 cent, tickets. He
merging of rival interests in the
The last road show to play Sher- sent a check for $500 to the fund
Carnivals will be a thing of the
agers will fail to. realize from both
By one an economic and harmonious stand- past in Minnesota if a bill which man, since the Civil War, was of the park managers.
fair booking business.
"Wirth-Blumenfeld
Fair
Booking point the advantage of being able to has been introduced before the "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
When the Park Men's Association
met in Chicago not long ago for <association enters into a territorial select a. program of amusements present session of the State LegisCoast Expo, at Long Beach
their annual convention, there was
agreement with the (Jus Sun inter- and entertainments of a very large lature becomes a law.
It is the most drastic bill ever
San Diego, Cal., Jan. 24.
before them Jones' application for
ests in Chicago and Springfield, 111., and diversified list which the new
The Harbor Industrial Exposition admission as a member. The park
Wirth - Blumenthal
booking
all organization will be able to present drafted affecting carnivals and is
designed
to
will
stop
the
be
held
put
a
to
anat
the
municipal
audi- men regarded Jones with the friendevents east of a line approximately to them. And to have this very imnorth and south from Buffalo to portant department of their institu- nual Invasion of spores of ques- torium, Long Beach (Cal.) March liest feeling, and would have been
companies which have 12-17. It will be in charge of C. S. glad to take him into the association,
Pensacola, Fla., and Sun #bk"ding tions under the supervision of one tionable
head will certainly insure unity and been a source of much investiga- Henderson. The California Raisin but there are a lot of other carnival
for time west of the same line.
Festival pageant will be held at men that the park men object
Under the other four Chicago in- the possibility of an overbalancing tion by the Women's Co-operative
Fresno April 26.
feature on their program which Alliance of Minnesota.
to, and Jones' admission would open
terests combine under one head.
Friends of the bill, which include
means
so
much
the door to them. So they had to
towards
the
successThey are the Thearle-Duffleld FireMcGregor Shows Packed Away
thousands of women throughout
refuse Jones' application.
works Co., F. M. Barnes, Inc.; Uni- ful entertainment of their patrons.
Dallas,
Texas,
Jan.
24.
the
state,
predict
its
passage.
Mrs.
Jones has reached an agreement
Choice v of Simpson
ted Fairs Booking Offices ..ml the
The Donald McGregor shows, with the committee that the ownerBobbins Oilman, executive secreInterests of J. A. Sloan. N J. C. Simp"Many men were considered as tary of the
which recently played the Hill ship of a bona fide Interest in a park
Women's
Co-operative
son, manager of the Eastern States the head for the new association, but
Alliance, is the most active worker County Fair in Northwest Central will make him eligible, and Jones
Exposition of Springfield, Mass- in the final analysis John C. Simpin behalf of the bill.
Armed with Texas, will go into winter quarters has $5,000 ready for the right propowill head the four- merger, which son, veteran of a score of years of
*"
information concerning carnivals, at Hillsboro.
sition.
will operate under the name of the active fair work was finally decided
Mrs. Oilman for several months
"World Amusement Service Asso- upon.
The four constituent comhas
been
urging
their
expulsion
i
ciation.
panies took the vote of a dozen fairs
from Minnesota through a series of
The combine in Chicago is the that needed help and advice, before talks throughout the state.
deciding
c*n the Eastern states.
biggest thing that has happened in
Under the caption "Kick Out the
(Continued from page 7)
ted 400 in that division. The cos"C. H. Dufflehf E. F. Carruthers,
the fair booking business in years.
Lawless Carnivals" the "Tribune"
tuming is also many notches above
It throws an enormous amount of F. >I Barnes and J. A. Sloan, heads
published
an
editorial which has of burlesque, don't overlook Jack the regulation burlesque standard,
power into tBe hands of the merged of the four different companies, and done much to arouse sentiment Pillard, Collins* partner, and a full with a sense of coloring ttyat blends
their
lieutenants, are often conInterests.
It is believed that the
among the legislators favoring pas- half of the team. One of those Jack exactly right with the various lightWorld Association will sooner or sulted as to the best plan for a pro- sage of the bill.
Barrymoro guys with a front like a ing schemes.
later go in for the "blanket con- gram of fair amusements, but realWhile Fred Clark is programed as
picture screen hero and a dominattract" system of handling fairs, izing that in technical details of
ing method of straighting for Col- presenting, this is really a Jacobs
lins' comedy.
taking everything on the grounds fair management it would be best
RING ACTS FEATURED
Also a good light & Jermon show, Clark having some
comedian on his own. How those sort of sharing arrangement. J. &
from the visiting carnival and mid- to have a man at the head of the
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 24.
two eggs work! Eva Tanguay used J. would do well to turn over anway to the concessions and the free new company who knew the other
Circus performers are the special to have a couplet in a song
which other of their operas next season to
attractions and paying the fair as- side of the fair business, such as attraction at the Melha Temple
said she's "jump off the gallery, to Clark he knows how, "Let's C«*"
premiums,
live
stock,
gates
and
sociation a lump sum based on
question.
th.it
beyond
Shrine Circus in the Auditorium earn her salary.'* Collins and Pil- proving
some sort of calculation of prcftt other angles that might aid and here for 10 days starting Jan. 17. lard don't jump off the gallery, but Words and music by Elsa Greenwood
computed on the average for a help the fair manager and* director. The acts are: Nine Nelsons, Ali Ben they do pretty near everything else. mean something in this show. They
With this in mind Mr. Simpson was
lyrics, with genuine music,
period of years.
Hassan's Whirling Dervishes, Fly- They're out in the audience for their are real orchestrated,
and, incidenproperly
selected.
ing Millers, Pless Trio, Randeau first entrance and back in the audi- tally, conducted by a leader who
Blow to Outsiders
"Mr. Simpson will have his headence again for the finish; the team
The deal is a blow to the fair de- quarters 'located in Chicago, except Trio, Capt. Mike Cahill, Cromwell standing on chairs as the audience really loads, not a chair warmer.
Allen Spencer Tenny wrote the
partment of the W. M. V. A., to when he will be asked to visit meet- Duet and Lesere and Lesere. Twelve is exiting, handshaking the customEthel Robinson, Delia Delgara and ings and personally attend fairs; acts are being presented by the ers and asking them to tell the book and there's quite a semblance
someone must have
other smaller Chicago independent not the big prosperous state insti- performers. The 20th Infantry Band neighbors the show is a good one. of a book, but
That's putting the personal equation seen quite- a few shows last summer,
agents.
For one thing, the com- tutions, but the smaller state fairs furnishes music.
possibly
Marty
Collins and Jack
into burlesque for further orders, as
bination can offer play or pay for and district fairs, as well as many
Pillard, for there's a bunch of fathe efficiency guys might say.
from 12 to 16 weeks instead of the of .he county fairs."
GAMBLING OPPOSED
Mae Jancse. a little dancing sou- miliar gags, bits, etc., that have
scattered 6 to 8 weeks. Because of
bret, who really dances
hard shoe been doing duty around for some
Chicago, Jan. 24.
time. Also, the chorus has a number
the merged interests an act can b'*
Wheels of fortune and gambling and hock stepping of the advanced that is pretty close to if not identisort not the usual burlesque three
started in July and played into late
devices of all kinds are opposed at
step formation stuff that the choris- cal with one q\one in the Jack Singer
November, playing from north to
county fairs by the Illinois Associa- ters all do, makes a corking woman Shubert unit by Cissy Hayden's
south, under the same management. To -Be Under Direction of J. C.
tion of Agricultural Fairs, which principal.
She also handles a jazz dancing girls. The doctor shop scene
Better time can be offered to acts
Simpson
will hold its annual meeting at De- song in great shape and cashes in also bears quite a resemblance in
and a better selection of attracheavily on appearance.
catur Feb. 7-8.
Another spots to one done In vaudeville and
tions can be offered to the fairs.
that in a Broadway musical
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 24.
The last legislature appropriated looker, a pretty blonde that Mr. before
Besides there are big economies in
Consolidation of four of the larg- $230,000 for county fairs and
Ziegfeld
might
had her show for a number of seasons. The
brag
of
if
he
B. M.
having all road sales forces con- est outdoor amusement booking or- Davidson, director of
w. k. show, is Julia Gifford old doctor shop Is anybody's, of
the state de- in his
Bob Fitz8immons).
Beal course, but then there are different
centrated and stopping duplication ganizations is announced.
J.
C. partment of agriculture, says that (Mrs.
Miss Gifford has a versions, the "Let's Go" one being,
of effort in a score of other direcSimpson, of Springfield, formerly more than that will be askeoT this beauty here.
voice that has had some cultivation. to say the least, reminiscent. In ad\ions.
general manager of the Eastern year.
Never set Carnegie Hall afire, but dition to the principals mentioned
controls
practically States Exposition, the greatest of
Carruthers
excellent for
burlesque.
Gladys before, a cute little jazz vocalist,
its kind in Eastern United States.
ill the southern state fairs and ofKern is the ingenue, and a com- "Petite Mabel," has a number along
Rice's Water Circus at Manila
will
direct
the
petent
one,
who
everything
new
concern.
does
al- in the middle of the show that hits
The
week*.
between 6 and 8
fers
Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
lotted
her
to
well.
Excellent the bull's-eye, and the "Girl In the
Barnes controls state and othe;- organizations in the merger are the
W.
H.
Rice,
outdoor
showman,
appearance,
but
a
trifle
short
on Mask," said to be Helen Flynn. does
The L'nited Fairs Booking Association,
fairs
the middle west.
in
has contracted to take his water voice.
That's one fault of the a contortion dance just before the
former is reported to do a bu sines J P. M. Barnes, Inc.; Thearle-Sufshow lack of women's singing finish that discloses her as a splencircus
Philippines
to
the
for
the
angeld Fireworks Co. and J. Alex.
r>f $800,000 a year and Barnes' busidancer of the oriental type.
nual exposition.
From there he voices, but that never hjirt any bur- did
ness in a season is estimated at Sloan. Mr. Simpson will go to Chilesque show to any extent. And the There's a wiggle or two in the dance,
chorus it's a darb 18 cuties, none too, but it's all delicately handled.
The Thearlc Duf- cago, -where the headquarters will will tour China and Japan.
»ear $1,000,000.
"L*t's Go" did business at the
above the medium type, and mostly
Beld people furnish fireworks dis- be located.
running to ponies, with a Broadway Columbia Tuesday night. If the
plays of the greatest magnitude
Columbia
ran keep on getting shows
manner
of
carrying
costumes
and
tnd will fit nicely into the organPARK AT CAPITAL
more than a goodly measure of looks as good, the house will be lucky.
isation.
Bell
and
shapeliness.
McCarthy,
J.
head
J.
of
Play'and
Washington, Jan. 24.
Zone Deal
Another fault is that Collins and
Another outdoor amusement park Park Co., Inc., buying and general
Under the Wirth-Blumenfeld-Sun is to build here with plans calling agent for summer "parks, has taken Pillard have the whole comedy burMUTUAf MEETING
den on their shoulders.)
They
deal Sun agrees to furnish a spe- for its opening during the coming an office in the Astor theatre buildshoulder it immensely, too, but the
cific number of weeks to acts under summer.
The propeity is a 50-acre ing, New York.
comedy division necessarily lacks Wheel Will Close in Apr.l— Busiblanket contract to the New York plot on Benning road, northeast,
the variety an added comic would
ness Thriving
agent and at the same time to draw and the piirc hase price is stated to
They formerly built a summer give it.
The Six Foot Three, a trio of tall
on the Wirth-Blumenfeld catalog be in the vicinity of $ioo,000. J. A. park and then grouped the concesmonthly
The
meeting of the hoard
for material outside the acts spe- McGowan and Arthur J. Brosseau sions inside. Nowadays they build male singers who harmonize tune- of directors of the Mutual Burengaged for a certain are representing those backing the a swimming pool and arrange the fully, with a bass that puts a sonor- lesque Circuit was held this week
cifically
basis into the voice blending,
ous
amount of time. In furtherance of project. They refused to divulge park enclosure around it. That is play the usual parts that trios al- at the offices on West 46th street.
the extent of the popularity of the ways play bits, etc., also doing
the agreement Sun will create spe- who tho persons were.
Following the Mutual meeting it
cial open air departments in his
The park is to be confined to white pool. Dreamland. Newark. N. J., is several singing specialties through- was said the circuit would probably
booking establishments, both in patronage only and is to be rushed one of the latest to install the out the show all of 'em clicking close its season the latter part of
perfectly.
The only thing in the
Springfield, 111., and in Chicago, to completion so as to be ready for feature.
April.
The circuit is reported
trio's work is stage presence, and
each equipped with a manager and the big convention of Imperial Counwiil
that
have
to be developed as thriving with no change of policy
The Siren Band, which comes
a force of road men to promote cil of the Mystic Shrine that meets
considered
for this or next season.
they go along.
from Scranton, Pa., and therebusiness and bid on shows. These here this coming June.
As to production, "Let's Go" might
abouts,
and played at the St. stand as a model for the typo of Cosalesmen will all be experienced
WOODS RENAMES COLUMBIA
Nicholas rink, New
York, until lumbia show it represents. There
men in their field. Charles Marsh
RELEASES
booked for the Keith time, is in are 16 scenes, with a fine variati n
will have charge of the fair deChicago, Jan. 24.
partment in Chicago, while Dick
Charles M. Powell, who confessed demand for park engagements. The between drapes and painted sets.
When -\. IT. Woods take possesThe
idea
of
using
a
eye
for
a
bac'.;
from
operate
band
said
to
have
is
will
the
highest
Trevellick*
he shot John Brunen, the carnival
sion of the Columbia about May 1&,
Wirth - Blumenfeld's man, at his New Jersey home, was paid musicians in its personnel, the drop and profile stuff on the order of the houso will be renovated and re- -r
Springfield.
screens is utilized handily for sev1923 catalog, one of the handsom- released from custody this week average being $110 a week.
eral scenes. The lighting, is particu- decorated throughout, with the seatest ever issued in the outdoor field, through having turned State's evilarly effective
better than many a ing capacity increased from 1.000 to
Clyde Ingles, announcer of the pretentious musical show. Then, ad- 1.700.
dence against Harry C. Mohr,
was put in the mails thU week.
The Columbia shows will
ChiRlngling
the
Bros.-Barnum
by
ditionally,
issued
&
Bailey
there
is a notable conbrother of Mrs. Brunen, testifying
A statement
continue for the rest of the current
Mohr had hired him to shoot circus. Is reported to be connected trast in the scenic stuff, a tropical season.
cago group said in part:
with one of the London, England, scene leading off the second half,
Woods will rename the Columbia
"The beads of these four organi- Brunen.
a North Pole scene following,
Mohr was convicted and sen- winter circuses. During his stay with
sations realized that the time had
and a cherry orchard with a con- the Gaiety and play legitimate
come for concerted action, not so tenced to life imprisonment for the abroad he carries a roving commis- vincing summery atmosphere top- shows in it.
The Apollo tind Woods here are
much to improve their, financial crime. Mrs. Brunen, jointly tried as sion to inspect and report on for- ping the preeeding sets. That's
eign material for the Rlngling*
showmanship, and Fred Clark bat* also c ntro!lcd bv A. ii. IVeodt.
conditions but to improve and bring Jan accomplice, was acquitted.
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SPORTS

PROHIBITION AND HIGH FARES

PROMOTING HUGE PARK REVIVAL

Another record crowd Jammed titled to the verdict whieh was
Madison Square flarden Fri- bOOei as usual by the partisan
t
crowd.
day night; 12,621 per.ons giving up
into

The hit of the evening was a six
Lew Tendler take a round special bout between Corp-round decision from Pal Moran, oral Schwartz and Willie Farley.
of Xew Orleans, and Carl Tremalne, rarity "Clowned" it up after catching everything Schwartz had. The
the Cleveland rensation, stop Mike
Places Being Built, Most with Traction
Score of
Farley foot work would have put
Rallerino in the second round of an ucrobatic
dancer to shame, and
Promoters Active on
Propositions Trolley Co.'s Provide tile
Stini-final.
made a b'g hit with the crowd.
•
••
Finances, Retain
Ballertno
was substituted for Schwartz's superior experience and
knowledge of boxing made the
Irish Johnny Curtin, excused on
matc v one sided. Farley was game
tOCOUnt of bolls. Curtin who has and graceful.
The bout was ached
been going great guns lately would u led to go" four rounds but made
NO RISQUE
What looks like a subatant'al re- over the country are failing f„r th?
have been in for a hectic evening such a hit they extended it to six.
vival and corriebaek of th? summer argument.
New York Societies Decide It at with Tremalne. The latter is the
Tendler weighed 135*>£. Moran
Tho prohibition Is that the
amusement business is foreca t -f<>.Convention
134.
A Tendler-Charley White bout
classiest looking bantem seen at
A eanvars of Eighteenth amendment closes up
the coming season.
a possibility for the near future.
Is
Albany. Jan. 24.
the Garden in ages.
He is>as fast
the country through clipping bu- the companionship of the sa.oon
The $7.70 seats in the Garden*
That
risque
shows
will have no as chalne lightning
with a hefty are
reaus and correspondence ind'cate3 Lack room on Sunday and a Sun- place
now moving back until they
at the county fairs of New sock
in
either hand.
and probably day excursion with a lark at th?
Ba'lcrino will soon
that not less than !
be as far away from the
York State next summed was the erroneously reported
as a Filipino, ring
nearer 30 new parUj are building far end makes an attractive sub- dictum
a
the galleries.
What was
of state officials to the Jele- was
stitute.
a set up for the Clevelander. once the
for opening Memorial Day.
$5.60 floor seats are now
But the trolley companies ar? gates of the New York State As- The former soldier came up from labelled ringside
One showman this week named
and
sold for 17.70
sociation of County Agricultural
going at the business from a new
the Philippines and made quite an by
these as« a few of the pontine.":
the
astute*
promoters
Societies*
Who
here for their annual
impression in his first Garden bout, haven't
galem.Va.; Montice'.lo. X. Y.; Free- angle this time. They are engag- convention last week.
learned a lesson conveyed
ing experienced amusement caterlosing a decision to Frankie Jerome
port. L. I.; Easton. Pa.; Warning
by recent flops of mediocre bouts
Lieutenant-Governor CJeorge R.
il
1 11
of we k8 jat high
ton. Pa. (Pittsburgh suburb); Ha- ers and not railroad men to handle Lunn. president
P
prices. The most desirable
of the State Fair VI
InrL * Ibroke him
u,
t
;
ago.
Tremalne
in
tW'o'„
seltcn. Pa.; Harrlsburg. Pa.- Cvans- the proposition for them, and past Commission, in speaking
otB in
,„\^
»u, arena
the *,~
seats
the
house a e- the
to
experiences have shown them that
with body blows
ville, Tnd.; Washington, D. C; Clifseats,
e
tairf sections of which are
delegates in regard to the enterton. X. .1. (under nfgotatlor. but the road can't take all the pr.ifU tainments provided at such events, coupie of times with right crosses opposite the ring
and elevated to
not yet settled), and Au.ora, 111. from the traffic without furnishing said: "Amusements you must have, and was about to put over the con- such an extent the jumping
up and
when
Kid
McPartland down of the crowd doesn't InterAll except the Itfonticelio proposi- ihe passengers with a good t me a: but that remains secondary. * In vince.*
The earlier experihien: considering the type of these grabbed the "wop." leading him to fere with vision. In any club where
tion are related to tro'.lcy com- the park.
The Washington proposi- enlightened them in this re?p?ct.
panies.
the floo* scats are not- inclined
amusements and various shows per- his corner and safety.
Tendler and Moran put up quite down toward
tion is to be a big one. U is some
mitted, the managers vested with
the ring, the habit of
a
battL.
Tendler
distance from the city and the fare
took
many
a
responsibility should ever keep in
jumping up on the chairs when a
is 20-L'l cents.
"CUTS" TRAVELING
mind that thousands pf c ui» young wa'lop, but got to Moran with body vital blow has been delivered, as
Reasons for Clump
people are in attendance at the blows that slowly but surely weak- Is customary at the Garden, will
ened
To understand the comrba k on- Reports From All Columbia Hcuces fairs and they must not have the the New Orleans boy until in prevail. For this reason the highlast four rounds the Southpaw
thrown before them, in the way of
est priced seats in the Garden are s
has to consider the condition* tliat
Except N«w York and Poston
shows
other
amusements,
or
any- from PhJUy was away out in front. the least desirable especially when
brought about the lit mp in sumUntil
the Hth round it Was any- "ringside'' takes In
thing which deteriorates character.
anything Inside
mer parks over a period of eight
The recent ordtr to". Columbia They come to have a good time and body's fight. Moran seemed to have the building on the lower floor.
years.
The decline began b:for<*
Tendler's number, jabbing him at
vrheel
forward
house
managers
to
every
should
energy
be
expended
by
th*
parks
had
of
war
'Most
the
will and crossing with a right inbeen built by trolley compan es in- "cuts" made in performances to the the managers to see that the good
H. Guy Bedwell, trainer of the
side whenever an opening showed.
terested in nothing but the col eo- next town as the shows travel, is time is good."
great Sir Barton and considered one
The"
early rounds' Tendler appeared
of the best conditioners of thoroughtlon of fares, which at that tim? being religiously followed, accordto be pulling his punches or ho'dFRANK HERBERT
bred race horses in America, conwere uniformly 5 cents, or at nvst ing to advices received at Columbia
Frank Herbert, age 25, a member ing Moran too cheaply for the latter templates entering the English turf
10 cents, where the distance wai luadquarters in New YorU.
went
along even up with the con- as a trainer if
allowed
to
the
Eugene
O'Brien
company
of
Two exceptions were
sufficient to wring another nickel
a license is awarded
the rule; Columbia, New York, and presenting "Steve" died Tuesduy tender until the 11th when the him. In Britain the law is that an
eeker.
from the recreatio.
night, Jan. 22, at Marion, Ohio, after body punishment that Moran had owner is not permitted to train
Nine times out of ten th? park the other In Boston.
Charles Waldron, manager of the an Illness of four days. Herbert been absorbing began to slow him horses and that naturally makes the
was managed by an official selected
On two occasions Tendler trainer an Important official in racCasino, Boston, wrote the home was suffering from pneumonia when up.
by the trolley company
he arrived here with the company toppled Moran back on the lower ing circles.
offloe
it would b3 unfair io reports
It
Is
believed the
street railroading but not showmanship. The result was thut the cuts in that city since the polic? and was left here. He at one time rope /ith vicious left hooks to the American jockey clubs will o. k. an
Barring an occa- application by Bedwell for a license,
drastic was the featured player with "The jaw and body.
ofttimes
is
expense of the park was kept down censoring
Xight Boat" in vaudeville and also sional rally Tendler forged steadily although the trainer In displaying
and its attractiveness flagged after through an official police censor.
to the front and was clearly en(Continued on page 40)
At the Columbia theatre. Xew appeared in "Friendly Enemies."
the novelty had worn off. Then it
•
president
of
Mack,
Herbert
ceased to pay and the trolley com- York, J.
pany ditched it. During a period (ho Columbia Aumustment Co.,
pneumonia.
The deceased was 5t
of eight years scores of parks were makes the cuts in person at that
years old, in private life David
scrapped.
Not many of there are theatre. It is said modesty forbades
Coodman.
The pneumonia attack
being revived, for the reason that Mack as president from sending his
*
occurred two weeks ago.
once the park character w*** lost cuts broadcast, through the possiMICHAEL J. HOOLEY
a hotel in which he expected acts
they were seized by wartime land bility of the Mack cuts bt-in* utllTacoma, "Wash., Jan. 24.
playing his theatre to stop.
ARTHUR WALLACE QUINN
developmentmen (because th* sites^jztd as an example for all house
Michael James Hooley, a close
Many stories have been related
had been levelled) and turned into managers to emulate. Mack, acArthur Wallace Quinn, for many
with
friend
Frank
Bacon,
of
the
late
of
McMahon and his dealings with
The trolley cording to the report, prefers the
home communities.
years
manager of the Keene (N. H.»
whom he spent much time in the actors, especially during the period
companies were satisfied to have house manage rs to act on their
of recent years, died in the when Freeman Bernstein booked opera house, died Jan. 15 at his
Home sites meant own initiative in the matter of east
this happen.
home
In that city, aged 57.
He
County hospital here Jan. 15 at the the McMahon house. At one time
permanent business and they had "cuts."
age of 61.
McMahon was associated with started work at the opera house at
no idea the park schem 3 would ever
15, and a few years later became
Born
in Ireland, Hooley came to Frank A. Keeney In local theatrical
come back. That is why most of
manager.
He
also
was
owner
of
the
this country at an early age and operations.
OFF
the new propositions are in new loKeene Poster* Advertising Co.
spent his life in the theatre. He
In the last election McMahon was
cations and why promotors and
was
one of the old-time actors an the Democratic nominee for state
site finders are finding it profitable Majestic,
Stopping
City,
Jersey
#
Mildred Edwards Carr known
Irish comedian and famous in a way senator of his district, but was deto dig up locations and carry the
Them Feb. 4
professionally as Mildred Renall*-.
for his dances to the Irish pipes, fVatfd.
promotion to the trolley lines atwhile
a member of the vaudeville
which gave him an acquaintance
tention everywhere.
act The Renalles, died Jan. 10, at
The Majestic. Jersey City, will with stage folk from the Atlantic
EDWARD
H. CONVEY
i
Importance of High Fares
,
Santa
Monica, California. The debeginning Sun- to the Pacific. He played stock on
Edward H. Convey, 70, died Jan. ceased was 84 years old and had
Meantime the war came along drop Sunday shows Columbia shows the west coast for years. A few
4.
The
and public service commissions in day, Feb.
he was sent for by 21. from, cancer of the stomach. been forced to retire from vaudeto two months ago had years ago
previous
the states granted InThe deceased had been secretary ville and devqte her efforts to amaii nearly all
played six days a week at Charles K. Mack to become his actcrease of fares to the lines under always
and treasurer qf Theatrical Protec- teur productions ,ln the West due
arrangement ing partner In Irish numbers.
jurisdiction.
The foimer the Majestic, but an whereby part
their
As a lad Hooley was twice deco- tive Union No. 1, for the last 12 to illness. She is survived by a
was made this season
nickel fare is almost unknown outyears, the latter union the New husband Qeorge Edwards of tho
rated
for
bravery.
When
in
a
cadet
shows
Sunday
Usually It is of the gross of the
side of New York.
York local of the stage hands or- snapshooting act of Edwards and
were turned over to a local Fire- the British service on Her Majesty's ganization,
He was a Edwards. One of her last requestH
7 cents and as often 10 cents. But
I. A. T. S. E.
ship
Beacon
during
the
Egyptian
men's Association fund, with the
there has come a corresponding Inmember of Theatrical Protective was that her many friends in the
authorities permitting the perform- campaign in 1882 he took an active
years.
Union
crease In the earnings of the workfos
33
A son theatrical profession receive public
No.
1,
part in the bombardment of Alexbasis.
The office boy or ap- ance on that
ing class.
recognition
for
kindness
their
He distinguished himself survives.
Jan. 28 marks the expiration of andria.
prentice to a trade who* used to get
toward her.
the arrangement with the shows in action and received the queen's
$S to $10 is now earning from $12
POWELL
DAVID
medal.
Later
he
took
part
a
The
in
basis.
returning to '.he six-day
to $18 a week and a round trip for
David (Pad) Powell, manager of
Mrs. Diane Hatton, sister of Leo
shows started off good in landing expedition at Obugar, again
him and his girl thai costs 28 to Sunday
Jack Powell Sextet, died Jan. Carrillo, died at th,e Mlneola HosCity, but tapered off the last distinguished himself for gallantry tine
Jersey
40 cents doesn't mean anything.
in action and was presented With IS In the New York Hospital from pital, Mlneola, L. I., Jan. 20, followcouple
of weeks.
The youngster and his e "der also
a vaudeville theatre, also operated ing an operation on her brain! Mrs.
the khedive's medal.
have more money to spend in Che
Of recent years sledding had been
Hatton was a native of California,
park and under the new regime tho
age 54. Services were held at I«'re<*RUBE BERNSTEIN'S POSTAL hard for Hooley, and he attached WILLIAM—
JEANKTTA
park mangement can afford to
himself
port, L. I., and the interment wiil
as
ticket
man
at
the
door
The following postal card has boon
jgfepend a good deal to entertain him.
SELBINI and
take place In California, the body
So
Bernstein, possibly of the Tacoma theatre here.
Most of the pftrkfl are located sent out by Rube
«
Till-:
LOSK
MOIRN
being
far
as
Is
OF
shipped west. She is survived
known no relatives suranswer to a post card statement
Outside the city zone where the "lid In
Their little companion of 19 year*.
by a sister, Mrs. A. C. Calkinx of
vive
him.
the
done
at
gross
business
Of the
Th** miit** Httle trouper known to
s
is off" as to regulation of fare- and
California, and a daughter, in addiPaterson. X. J. (Billy
artinls of both continent* an
Orpheum.
the linos can charge what the traffic*
tion to her brother.
PATRICK S. MC MAHON
house). Xew
*- Watson's
can hear once the trip gets outside Beeftrust
Patrick S. McMahon died Jan. 20,
rear's:
A tiny, little dog of jrreat Intellithe" City limits and away firm muThomas F. Brady, long conne<-»
gence who, had In hia life, traveled
of pneumonia, at the Hotel BronPopulation 150,900
I low Is This?
niclpal regulation.
a million milea.
Hia friendly greetwith theatrical entcrj)riM»*« in H;m
son, New Britain, Conn., following
Billy (Beef) Wn'sdii's
ing to fellow-artlat frienda of Mr.
Tin* promotors are putting up to
Antonio.
Tex., died recently at the
Lew Watson a brief illness. Known as a selfl.e
uti
will
Mr*.
Uelbini
unsaid.
Orpheum Theatre
the trolley onVi;ils th" argUTent
age of 86.
Their hearts are heavy; they feel
Manager
Paterson, N.J.
ma.de millionaire the deceased- was
$50,233. to see
15
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that the people <1 .n't want their
recreation* inside the cities where
the fare is limited.
They prafsr Io
ni.'ikc an excursion of it.
The rase
of Columbia Park. I'nlon Ili'.I. N. J.,

sf-ms
tigers

t

Of

prove

this.

(\*4».inl»ia

mail

fo at first surprised to find
that scores or their patron i came
all the w;iy from Newark and tho
\\ <

Oranges, although they passed two
parks almost within the Newark
limit to get to Union HU1.
Thej
wanted to make an excursion cf it.

Anyhow

the

trolley

companies

all

RUBE BERNSTEIN'S 'FLAPPERS*
Thursday matinee
Thursday evenli g
Total on the day
Itubc's bit at 00-4(1...

$10'.. 08

313.88
*< 1

1

familiar to vaudeville in New York
through the proximity of New
Britain, where McMahon conducted

S.0C

IN I.OVINU

251.38

Increase in orchestra seals. Jl
(160 box seats at 11.20,)
top.
Ruilrood lares. $40. Printing $»i0.
No extras of any kind, with the
half-page ad the
ex* eptlon of a
holism insists nri yon taking if yotl
want to get a display.
n
Thirty-eight shows piny Pit.,
and ONE gets New Year's week.

MKMOKY OF

IRWIN WELCH

No

Hon of

LEW and EL8IE WELCH
whu fell uhl<ep January 29th. U>22
w> u*\>- enjoyed u happineaa.
How awcet th* memory atitl;
I

death has left a loneaouieneaa
The world can nover fill.

tut

HEARTBROKEN PARENTS

the great author, Mouth Tarkthat a pen*on who dori not
a dog, is put together wronjj
Also nn Mr. Weajeforth'a poem. Bum.
If tliri little do* la not admitted to
the n<»od Place, they are willing with
him fo brave the heal. I'Iowits so
Kindly sent by Mable Harper and
<'o. and Mrs. Kva Kay.
The little
a«<

iiiKtnn,

love

re«t

b«»it

m*d«.> A»y

ajtd

little

companion

Bloomlna-ton.

nt

rest

Milwaukee,

at

6R

Wis-

consin, on (h«- farm of the Bloetrlclaa
of the Majestic, Milwaukee, January
iBttt,

mx-

'

.IIHT SI KFIIN(.
1

Lou Schlesinger

of

IN I.OVINU

Stag" Manager of

MaimrtlC Theatre. Milwaukee.
Mr. Kill Tib Uy man helped to put
tlteir

The mother

the Joe Morris Musi.
at tht age of 09.

('•.

.

died

t.f

J.r.i.
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MKMOKY
1

nil

Father

CHARLES

H.

LAVINGE

who pnsxed awny Januar

14, 191
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PER CENT.

system of grafting agents and grafting booking men. especially oi
the small time, where the danger la that the houses booked working oi
the narrow margins they do. may.close lnstanter If anything goes wron|
with their receipts. There has been enough gypping on small time li
bookings to have made a manager sufficient profit, had his bills bee*.
handled as they should have been; had the agents acted honestly ii
submitting acts at the prices they could actually be bought for and th«
bookers paid only the best acts at the prices.
Icose

#

toward cleaning up as an objective aimed at a
members of the class as personally directed at
quite unlikely any agent who ever mulcted an act
money, through getting the act an Increase in salary or
booking an undesirable turn for the money instead of a worthy act,
ever gave the act a thought, much less the manager, who must pay the

Any

class
Officer Vokes and his dog "Don,"
look to be in an international "Jam"
unless either Moss Empire. England,
or Pantages. on this side, makes some
allowance for t e present si.uation
the Officer finds himself in. Vokes
and his dog were booked in August,
1921, to open on the Moss Circuit
Feb. 19, 19.3. Meantime, Vokes returned to Amerkr., played the Keith

5

Keeping: a theatrical agent's commission down to 5 per cent, of an
actor's weekly salarly is worth while tning. Agents have run wild of
late In their charges for bookings. The processes through which agents
derived an extra income and perhaps an extraordinary Income became
so extended it was necessary to declare in booking men who would agree
This In part has been currently
to work with the grafting agents.
said to have explained why booking men of vaudeville In New York
last Christmas received less in the form of 'presents" than any other
year within munory; because formerly the grafting agent "gave up"
at Christmas if not before, but having "split" his extra money last
year with the booking men, the agent did not feel called upon to add
a "present," as usual, at the holidays.
effort directed

is

accepted by the

them

alone.
out of extra

It

The small time managers couldn't stand up under it; they can't stand
up; they must go into some other policy. They have been cheated by
these grafters among the booking fraternity, agents and bookers. They
are being driven out of the small field. Do you know how many theatres
e*ast of Kansas City have either stopped playing vaudeville or changed a
week into a split week or altered a split week into one-half within a year?
Over 300. How many are left? And when will they quit if not protected?

is

salary.
A booking man taking illicit money from an agent must have
had a o.ualm of conscience, for he could not but understand how he was
cheating the manager he was booking for in doing it.

The small time manager is cheated by the very people who should aid
him. not only for the sake of his business, but against the growing opposition of the picture houses. The picture houses are adding extra attractions, an act, a singer, a band or a musical or singing turn.
From one
the picture places will go to two, to three or more. The small time manager needs to be saved evevy dollar in salary, every ounce in talent;
he must be or can't go on.

Pages could be written on the grafting agent and booking man of
That is vaudevi le-booking. Its the backbone, the sinew of
We trust the actors in vaudeville will realize this condition. It may be
whether its a big time or small time. A manager playing a individual on their part to give .up to agents, as it may be individual
houses.
Alex Pantages personally pop vaudeville and picture policy may lean to the belief his picture will with agents and bookers who are wrong, but the actors, through this
requested Vokes to play all his the- or must draw or that it will stand off a poor vaudeville show, but collusion, are helping to drive out of vaudeville the very theatres in
atres with the understanding he whether the picture is weak or strong, the vaudeville should be up to a which they must work. Actors want to work, that is understood, and
would release the -act if the English standard all of the time. A vaudeville bill is booked from a selection af there is the temptation of finding work through any means, for worl
But with crookedness the day will
dates could not be postponed. With acts, from the field one might say other than in those instances where is honest if the means are not.
the bookings in Pi. gland impossible a house is in a restricted fle'd through attempting to play independently approach where there will not be enough work; only the" best may pro«
It would be better for the
to retard, Pantages has referred or in opposition. Experts are presumed to be on the booking end of a cure it unless the crookedness continues.
Vokes* request for release to C. E. vaudeville circuit or office. They should select with care their experience best to find work now, for acts to refuse to pay over 5 per ctnt. of theij
bills
The
reason.
there
be
a
must
salary
grafter;
inform
don't,
to
Vaudeville Manager's* Proany
acts
and
they
for
to
the
them
if
taught
has
Hodkir.r. in the Chicago Pan office,
and no action has as yet been taken. tell— they can't be fooled with, and fool simultaneously. It's impossible. tective Association whenever an agent asks for over 5 per csht. or
something
is
there
time
wrong
time
after
know
accepts over 5 per ernt. or they
of any such occurrence between
Vokes is at present playing in When the vaudeville show is
the West with Ufi Chicago engage- else wrong. If the booker isn't wrong m bis work and conscience, then an act and agent. Or the booker who wants a lump sum to give a circuit's
ment, coinciding with the* sailing he is the wrong man for the job. It doesn't require an expert to make route, or the production agent with his abnormal trim; whatever it is in
date on the Cedric for London, that statement. Anyone who has been anytime in or around vaudeville bookings that is wrong, te'l the V. If. P. A.
time and

Feb.

now

is

in

Pantages

the

vaudeville.
vaudeville,

knows

7.

it.

Don't assume the position that you won't be a "squealer";

th's isn't

The best theatres ever built can not do business without an attraction. a squeal, it's bread and butter for every one; It's asked for by the leading
Ir.
New York City there are bescale. Those vaudeville organization — which wants to preserve small time vaudeville.
tween 25.000 and 30,000 taxicabs. The bigger the house, the better the show should be for the
axioms of the show business. In vaudeville it Is peculiarly so. One The only way is to th.'ow out the grafters, the "rats' among the small
are
They seem to all be in Times square
toss time agents and bookers.
at theatre time.
On a rainy or booking man can't wear himself out over his work and another
thinking
snowy evening the traffic crush in it off lightly unless there is a cause for both. The working and
worried;
he
is booking for the box office as we
is
continuously
booker
the square is so tremendous it ofthe
1

ten requires from 20 to 30 minutes
for a machine to move four blocks.
This is mostly through the regulations for one-way streets during
theatre hours. As nearly all of the
52 legitimate theatres of Broadway
are located within an oblong area
of not over 12 blocks, the total seating capacity 60,000 people, in that
section,
besides the picture and
vaudeville houses, are going to the
theatre at tho same time.
It's a
sight on a stormy night that probmay
be
seen
ably
nowhere else in
the world. Besides the taxis are the
private cars carrying theatregoing
pa: sengers.
Actors' Guild op ned
tenth year last Friday at the
Hotel Astor, New York, with the
regular monthly meeting, having
Eddie Dowling of "Sally, Irene and

Mary," and

Itev.

St.

Edw.

the guild
Casino, New

among

M. Kerrigan, Mr. Dowling, Eddie

Russell, Johnny and Ray Dooley.
The guild was founded 10 years
ago by the Rev. John Talbot Smith
and has an enrollment of about
6,000 active members.

The parents

of Morris Gest have
finally left Russia and early, this
week arrived in Berlin, where they
will
reside.
The journey from
.

Odessa

was made Via ConstantiGest has labored for several
years to secure permission for their
lraving the country, iast year going abroad for that purpose.
Ac<ompanying his parents were Gest's
nople.

two
his

who have babies, and
brother Sam, who formally resisters,

sided in

New

York.

latter and one
critically ill.

of

said the
sisters are

It

is

the

It

will

DEATH

These outwardly v!rtuous"~ycllows make vicious capital out of the
"scandals of Hollywood.'' Red as a sensational figure was material for
interesting reading and interesting reading makes a feverish circulation
in four steps: (1) women like sensational reading; (2) women spend
money in department stores; <3) department stores are big advertisers;
(4) the yellows (particularly the afternoon editions) furnish sensational
reading, attract the women readers and get the department store adver-

publish

in

it

some

photos of American vaudevillir.ni if
the photos are artistically finished
and some brief readable story is sent
with it.
Photos may be sent
to Gustav Kauder, Berlin SW68.
Kochstr. 22.

Harry E. Finch found
Ruth Howell, on the s:

his

sister,

at the
<irand opera house, .St,. Louis, after
'•arching for her 23 years.
The
children were separated when their
parents died 32 years ago. Last
k Finch attended tin Grand. As
;e

manager to protect himself? How
conserve his business under the present

the small time

Vho

will

FORUM

ARTISTS'

Letters to the Fontm should not exceed 150 words. They
tigned by the v rilcr and not duplicated in any other paper.

Tulsa, Okla., Jan. 16.
Variety:
a New Act review by Abel
at the Fifth Avenue in Variety of
Jan. 12, it stated that the Fielding!
sahg "Yankee Doodle" under water.

—

Ed. tor

Under

There is no doubt but that Abel
has seen Niobe within the past 10
pears around New York and knows
that piece of business belongs to
It is nothing short of deNiobe.
liberate piraey when used by others.
Furthermore, nofloubt Abel reads
Variety and we have advertised in
it not less than 20 times that Niobe
is the only person in the world who
sings and talks under water.
This bit of business j- absolutely
original with us and is in your
Department
Material
Protected
feel that wo should
I
since 191(5.
protected.

l.e

"Die Name," a German periodical
with a Continental circulation that
corresponds to "Vogue" over here,
intends getting out a variety Lumber.

REID'S

d in a fight against the drug habit at 31, mo.e than
thirty years before his time and his potential earning capacity of half
a mil ion dollars a year, gets one day of newspaper comment and then
Beds tragic death was not "good stuff for the sensait is dropped.
tional journals for over twenty-four hours, but his exploits as one of the
picture colony's sensational figures invited endless publicity and his
collapse was made the subject of more continuous printed discussion than
his death.
di

Harry Stone,
Manager for Niobe.

600 West 180th St..
N« w York CJty, Jan. l'O, 1923.
Variety:
Editor

am just finishing my acknowledgments of holiday greetings received, and as many of these came
I

whom I do not
personally, I should like to
say a word of appreciation.
Three years ago. while playing at
Hartford, Conn, 1 fell down a flight
of stairs, severely injuring my spine.
After spending a year and a half
encased In plaster casts ar the hos-

from Variety readers

Each time that

must he

have been men-

I

tioned I have received cards and letters of cheer from fellow professionals in all parts of the country,
lot to one in my
Dorothea Antcl.

and they mean a
position.

.

—

York, Jan.

22.

Phil Cook's story in
like to say

no doubt

a medal, but when
the Richard K. Fox

in 1908 he has his dates
mixed, for the contest held in 1908
was for team dancing, ladies and

\ork.

friends

—

But there are the Reid .facts; dead at 31 from drugs, chopp'ng short
which had run as a normal healthy existence until he
took up with the drug habit. The drug habit may be the long distance
way to suicide, but it seems certain-death or the gutter, if there is any

his natural life

choice.

Medal

gents

and
I

last

wooden shoe buck dancing,
partner Mr. Brownie and
that contest which wus the
in Tammany
City, and I still

one given

New York

Tuesday

in

The

talk of drugs or liquor as a stimulant other than when prescribed
is perfectly siliy, or appeals that way to the normal perfor a "stimulant" to«the mind or body seems
strong. There is a weakness somewhere in
the constitution that goes to the stimulant for a "stimulant" or "inspiration" or more often "escape."
Liquor drinking as a year's old habit
might call for a drink at a regular time to bo!st» r up an imaginary depression through lack Of it, but that is habit
Neither professionals nor
hterary people require a 'stimulant" to accelerate their minds or work.
It is often .-aid by writers they "must have a drink" or that they "write
Its untrue and if those who say it beb< Iter when they are drinking.''
lleve it. It's more of the Imaginary than those writers place into their
writings. To most writers liquor while working is deadly, it makes them
dull, removei the temporary spurt.
In nearly all of the instances when
we have noted writers inside or outside of this office take a couple of
drinks. it meant the end Of tiieir work for that day. That probably is

Hall,

by physicians,

have

Succumbing to either
only a mind not altogether

this medal.
If Mr. Cook has the
Richard K. Fox medal given at the
contest in 1908 he has the mate' to
mine.
I would like to have him
produce the medal and explain how
and when he got it. for Mr. Brownie
received the gents' and I the ladies'
medal, so how could Mr. Cook l.o'd
the 1908 nedal, for there was rnly
one contest held each year on the
last

The lesson of Reid*! death is left for the living, those who may be drug
addicts, those wtyp may be addicted to drug taking or those whom th*ir
unwise friends would like to fasten upon "the habit."

my

won

January.

Maude Kramer,
(Kennedy and Kramer)

know

pital,

The exploitation of Reid's death would have been the best weapon Fat*.
has ever put into the hands of publicists against the drug habit. The
death of one of the most notable screen stars is a terrific object lesson.
It will do more to break up drug traffic than all the warnings from pulpits
or lecture platform that could be delivered In a generation by sensational
reformers whose exposes are scarcely more free from self interest than
the newspapers. The newspapers expose drugs and drug traffic because
The sensationalists of pulpit and platform talks about
:t makes readers.
them because they are lurid and striking topics that bring morbid crowds
of attentive listeners.

New
Editor Variety:
After reading
Variety I would
Mr. Cook won
he says he won

son.

.

because they were normal.
Chicago, Jan.

Editor

Variety: —

.'lindly correct

23.

any class or the Individual* win avoid the companionship that lead*
such finishes as Wallle Re'd'S death, they will avoid years of misery,
and have a much betftr time out of their lives, though ihe going is just
as hard. To escape worry, sorrow or trouble through the drug taking
route is sheer cowardice In the first place, and but temporary surceaai
in the second, for as the drug effect passes, what ver the anguish might
have been that provoked it, it becomes more acute and the terror of the
in-between limes M ,.!ia worse than the death that vcn tua)1y con. ludei
the careers of all drug addict! J ears before their day would have a r
rived, and with unknown paths blocked to them through it.
If

last

week's state-

ment. It was I the original Dancing
brought me to New Brownie, who won the •Richard K.
During these three years I Fox Medal at Tammany Ball in
have been an invalid, unable to leave 1908, and still have it to show.
my bed.
The dancing contest in 1 '•<»>> w:i-,
he watched the Ruth Howell Duo
There was comparatively little held for ladies and gents wood* n
work, he said, he felt that the cheer from the outside until Nellie shoe buck dancing.
woman might be his sister.
Reyeil, u'hom I have never seen,
So where does Phil Cook eonre In
heard of my misfortune. Thereafter with his statements that lie won
Sammy Burns staged Leo Ed- from time to time she has men- it in 1908.
wards' yong Revue last season for tioned me in her very interesting
I'm now in the aet of Moor*.
a consideration of $200 and was column in Variety.
Surely that Brownie and Cristle. Cook claims
paid $25 down.
The balance of column must be an inspiration to a he has a medal, but I'll bet him he
$171 was never satisfied as a result great many readers, for the results hasn't a "Police Gazette Medal" of
of which Burns has instituted an that I have personally experienced 1908 presented by Richard K. Fox.
action to recover.
testify to its far-reaching influence.
Dancing Brownie.
.

The newspapers exploited Wallace Reid to the limit of safety for these
They exploited and continued to exploit the lurid
if for no other.
phase of Hollywood and the stage for the self same reasons. If the smug
editors were sincere in their ostentatious moral purposes, why do they not
give the fullest possible attention to their own sheets, that sooner or
later may also lend to press censoring in this country.
reasons,

the

will

fered their services for the benefit
entertainment are Frank McClynn,
J.

Accordingly, how i;
can he be protected!

benefit

be held in the
York, February 4.
who have already of-

Volunteers

The best Vaudeville booker in this country (and there is a best) has
nrver bten satisfied with the bill he framed until he received the report
from the theatre on how it played. How many booking men on the
small time can say as much? For the best booker in America is in a
big time booking office.

Leonard.

F.

Malathy's,

The ninth annual

for

A vaudeville bill on either time isn't altogether a matter of a route
sheet and a lead pencil with a rubber. There are too many houses on
a sheet and too many rubbers around the sheet. In some offices
agents use both the pencil and the rubber for their own acts, and why?
Or why should a booker allow an agent to pencil in an act', for one week,
two weeks or a split? That reason is obvious.
many

THE LESSON OF

Wallace Reid

tising.

The Catholic

its

pastor of
speakers.

as for the stage; the performance on the stage will talk for itself at
box office. He knows it. He worries, and in nine times out of ten turrs
out a good bill. That tenth time may be overlooked, however, for it
brings to the nof.ce of the patrons what good shows have *gone before.
A bad one now and then teaches a house to appreciate the good ones.

tj

,

„»

Exercising common sense will avoid drugs, and when meeting a «h'Ug
us* r, conc'ude there is no sense there.
Avoid that person; avoid all
persons with vicious habits, for you can't whiten black ink.

The societies that seek to arrest the drug importer and user, the drug
peddler and smuggler, will do a much better deed for their ends if J hey
will everlastingly plead the lesson of WalJie Reid's death.

—
\

25, 1928

Thursday, January

•
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BALTIMORE'S ATTEMPT

FINGERPRINTING "FOLLIES" GIRLS;

LATEST IDENTIFICATION METHOD

Symphony Orchestra Plays

—

For the Purpose of Protecting Members of Company
Photo, Age, Mother and
From Imposters

—

Name

Baltimore, Jan. 24.
Baltimore has, at last, given in
to paid Sunday night entertainment
and for the first time the initial

Besides

Identification cards for the entire

of Ziegfeld's "Follies" have
been printed, the idea of the manager being to protect the players in
the show and to eliminate as far as

company

taxed Sabbath evening performance
was held when the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra switched its cus-

RICH. BENNETT BITTER;

TALKS TO HIS AUDIENCES

made

Plays Before Curtain

the photo
Provision is
of the individual to whom the card
A
Is issued, also* for a fingerprint.
general description is detailed, also
two
are
There
telephone:
age and
for

engagement, whether married
whom and if divorced and
The data is marked confidential information and "must- be
first

to

when.

supplied/*
The "Follies" tystem of identification cards follows close upon the
drafting of a bill by State Assemblyman Joseph Steinberg of New

The measure

York.

will be intro-

duced at Albany and will make
a misdemeanor for any person

matinee to last
Walter Damrosch.

of tickets was permitted.
The affair was in the nature of

an experiment by the management
Chicago, Jan. 24.
into a
Richard Dennett in "He Who Gets of the orchestra, but turned
highly successful one, with the
Slapped" at the Playhouse is the press of
the city offering their contalk of the town, He has be«m "an- gratulations following its accomnovncing" dire* nt angles o? .lis plishment.
But the squawks will
own viewpoints about Chicagoans come, for Baltimore has more reand plays here. selecting for his formers to the square inch than
curtan speech period, immediately Troy has collars.
after the third act.
The Symphony is a municipal
Last Wednesday night Mr. Den- organization which now plans to
nett "panned" "The Demi- Virgin," offer other concert attractions on
and the night before he selected Sunday evenings.
This proposal
"Zeno," a new show that had jumped has met with the unqualified apinto favor.
Yr.day nigh; Ben ictt proval of the residents of the city,"
"bawled out" the Playhouse aud- for the town has been amongst the
ience, calling them
"vi.^ar" and deadest of the dead on Sunday
advising the h use, "'o wait until nights for many years. The only
after the show fo do your talking drawback is that no tickets may
and munching.'
be sold oh Sunday, but the manOn other ev v r.inga Dennett has agement will find ffo trouble in getpraised the audu-ncc h^ played be- ting rid of the pasteboards prefore, statin? hi! could see th'\v were vious to thedate of the presentation',
iMelligent enough to aopreciat-j art. as this city's enthusiasm for some"He" is now ii» its se/en'h week thing to do on the off night is unand will pro'mMy leave Saturday. bounded
It has been fio.'EQ between Ji.OOO and
Another .angle on the Sunday
$7,000 weeMy.
eve situation is that of the Victoria, one of the town's largest picture houses, which will open its
doors next Monday morning at one
minite after midnight. This is the
only local theatre under the man-

cards for each member, cards being
numbered in duplicate. A white
card which the player receives certifies over the signature of Ziegfeld's general manager, Sam* Kingston, that the bearer is a bona fide
member of the "Follies" and that
In case of accident or emergency
the Ziegfeld office should be called
by telephone immediately.
The duplicate card, which is pink
and for filing purposes, is consider-,
ably more detailed. In addition to
the picture and fingerprint of the
individual, the real name, that of
mother and father, school attended,

and

night.

EMERSON UNDER ARREST

it

to

falsely represent themselve:; to be
actors or actresses.

The

"no romeo-juliet"
buy; say brokers

ON BETRAYAL CHARGE

.

HOPKINS' LAST

Former Dancing Partner Takes

producer's Final Production on for
This Season Barrymore Play

Step Shortly After His

Buy

"What?

for

—

ception.

San Francisco, Jan.

Longacre, New York, after four
weeks, will open at. the Hanha,
Cleveland, Feb.

Lady,"

5, in

Sir

the

"The Laughing of the cabaret "Follies" at Marquard's cafe, is under arrest here
Sutro play

Alfred

facing a statutory charge preferred
by Suzette Marie Tobey, 15 years
old, his former dancing partner.

opened in London, with
Marie Lohr and Godfrey Tearle as
the leads. Arthur Hopkins secured The girl charges Emerson betrayed
the American rights, with Miss her under promise of marriage.
Barrymore In mind. The new play
Emerson was married about two
lines of "Declasse," weeks ago in Los Angeles to Jean
is along the
recently

and believed well suited

for

the

It

and his
mother-in-law, a wealthy Los Angeles woman, are standing by him.

is

season.

"The Laughing Lady"

He

remain

will

out but one week, being due into
the Longacre Feb. 12. Hopkins has
the house under a two -year arrangement, his plan being to present Miss Darrymore three plays
*ach season, in that way building
i repertory for future touring purposes. As a Mop-gap the house is
thowing "Extra." a play by Jack
Vlicoate,

new

The

it

Alicoate
of
lebut
*"Buster") Collier. Jr.

The
be

Conflicting with secticn 17

Law, the

Inter Theatre Art Co. said to
somewhat along Little

de.-'igned

The playeri announced for the
of the performances include a number apwill of pearing
in
Broadway attraction!.

nre from "Why Not" the Equitjj
Players attraction at the 48th St.
Inger, who died Dec. 2G In Hughes'
Their appearance and that of other
.odging Houre, at 322 West 42d members of Equity
some
cause 1
treet. New York, filed for probate
comment because of the agitation
by Equity against Sunday night
ist week in the Surrogate*' Court.
raves his entire estate, estimated playing. An editorial on the matter
about $1,500 In personalty, to featured the last Equity monthly
t
i.
'.Vet. the argument being against
he exclusion
f his Widow, son and
Sunday nights for the legitimate
later, t<» a charitable organisation
o.m posed of th- employes of Red* even though artists are paid as la
as nmcl in this instance.
leld-Kendrick Odcll Co., Inc.
Section 17 o.' the Decedent's IN-

Thomas Grand

Springer,

Two

bid-time

i

'

!

j

<

Tte

Law

j

reads:

"No perron

husband,
Ife, qhi'd cr parent, shall, by his
r her laM will and testame.it. de
sc* or b e ep
V benov" lf>nf

having

i

Itaritabl*. literary,
•us it microtia rj

PETROVA CLOSING PI AY

a

<>Im

i

whit,-

Pefrc/va

Peacock"

sknn.-thiv.

associ*

will
at

rtoee in "The
Scrant- n. Pa;

The play has been on
year, ani drew probable

for eve, a
but ln< ** in

scientific, relig*

society,

j

the

('<

nfrnl

We

Tin

.

or ros p< •; loo. In trust o<- show recent 'y worked up from the
therwiae, more than
half pari
pouth. whr-re good hu Iness also
f his or her e title, after
;>s
la n" il.
the pa)
-'
lent of his 'or hei debts, and m;< !i
Mriif, Pctrovu may appear
evise or leoi.eft shall be va.ld i<> new \>': \ limit r the <!»••• i<.«:i oi ihc
he extent ( ,f one hatf and no mate 'Selwyn* In ihe sp,
(ion

;

«

.

i

:

•

-

-

;

,•

t

;

'

REFUND

Barrymore Leaving "Hamlet" on a
Friday Night Goes to Baritz

—

The

to join bis wife.

Fool," further promoted interest in
the Boston engagement by entertaining the reviewers from Boston
dailies at a performance last week
of the show at the Times Square,
the critics being invited here by
the managers.
It
is expected that both Brady
and Pollock will get "into action" in
Boston before either play opens
there. They have teamed their talks

Incidentally,

$200,000 SPENT UPON

NEW WINTER GARDEN
Capacity

Now 1,690—"DancOpens

;>

New York to such an extent that at times they have substltuted for each other when listed to
speak.
As both make mention of
the other's play, it has worked out
to the mutual benefit and satisfaction of both. Brady has been booked
for various meetings by a booker
specializing
in handling
public
speakers.
Pollock has become so enthusiastic about the new field of promotion
work as an author that he has
signed up with a lyceum bureau for
next season, and will make a regular speech making tour. His effectiveness on the platform attracted

around
,

—Shows

The engagement of "Hamlet."
Cost $16,000 Week
with John Barrymore. will conclude
Feb.
at the Sam Harris instead
final
The
fixed.
first
of Feb. 17 as
The remodeled Winter Garden
performance will be given on a reopened last night, after the ShuFriday night, the star having en- berts had spent $200,000 in regaged passage on the "Majestic," modeling the theatre.
which will sail for the other side
The opening night scale was $5.50
The Barrymore top, the first time a Garden show
day.
the
next
"Hamlet" will break Booth's 100- debutted under a $10 admission.
time record, even though he sails
Its
capacity is now 1,600 as
a week earlier than expeeted. It against 1,684 seats in the former
will
be accompirshed by giving and larger house.
/_
^
three matinees weekly for the reTho current attwM#lr**'at the
mainder of the run. the first extra Garden, "Dancing Girl", opening
afternoon performance having gone last night. (Wednesday), is a Shuon Tuesday.
$16,000
costing
production,
bert
It is claimed that the advance
Its featured
weekly to operate.
sale for the week of Feb. 12, which
foreign member, Trlnl, formerly aphas been eliminated by the change peared
in productions by Charles B.
in the star's plans, was more than
and was
London,
In
Cochran
one-third the capacity of the house similarly featured over there.
for the eight performances and that
nearly $8,000 will have to be refunded. It is the second time that
KEY FOR
Arthur Hopkins was forced to refund on tickets sold in advance for Phi Hy Opens Up for Producer's
a John Barrymore attraction. He
40th
suddenly withdrew from "Richard
III" three years ago at the PlyPhiladelphia. Jan. 24.
mouth because of a nervous colThe opening of "Peaches" at the
lapse, after playing three weeks and Carrick Monday night was made the
Advance sales of tickets occasion of a "Jubilee"' in celebration
a half.
amounted to about $2,000 per day. of his ,40th anniversary as a proBarrymore will join his wife at ducer by (leorge W. Lederer, who is
Mrs. Parry- presenting th* new musical comedy.
Switzerland.
P.aritz,
more, who is an author and used There were several speeches from
the pen name of Michael Strange, the stage, while Mayor Moore, seatwas formerly the wife of Leonard ed in a stage box, presented the
Thomas and had two sons by him. manager with the key to the city,
The Barrymorea have a daughter. a large gilt emblem.
All three children are abroad with
Ihf mother.
JOLSON'S $44,000—ST. LOUIS

the bureau and
will receive

St. Louis,

.l.in.

The ai Joleon allow did
here

last

week,

breaking

$

his

24.
1

it is understood he
compensation much In

same way as other public speakso booked.
The playwright,
however, was tempted to accept the
the
ers

offer primarily because of the touring of "The Fool" next season,
when seven companies will be on
the road.
His addresses in some
cities will be considerably ahead of

the show's presentation there and
his dates will be so arranged, as far
as possible.

SHOW

GIRL SUES DEALER

Dorothea

Koch's

Damage

LEDERER

Chicago. Jan, 14.
is' Indicated
that
.Tudm T'i i>i..!
he will grant a divorce to Mrs. Morgan Tarver, 25, actress, living at
City Had Square hotel] from kid*
v.
li. Tarver. actor.
"lie drunk continuously ai d when
would upbraid him he Would beut
!•-.
ild Mrs. Tarver.

in

(

ing Girl"

TARVER KEPT ON DRINKING

attractions

We

Juliet'?

^

ticket.

CHARITY BEQUEST INVALID
tecedent's Estate

.

theatre lines will give a .special performance at the Little theatre Sunday night. The show will consist
of a bill of four one act plays. Admittance is by subscription, there
being a charge of $2.20 for each

William

and

denies the charge.

EQUITY'S SUNDAY

production

the

is

actor's bride

Members Appearing in Playlets
Equity Against Sunday Playing

Wednesday.

opening

try

The

Scholtz.

understood that it will
be Hopkins' final production this

star.

$8,000

the

should fay not. they are now to do that work in
advance on the road.
Don't you think we had enough
Mr. Pollock was due In Boston towith the llr»t one?"
morrow to give a series of talks
That is what the brokers said this anent his play "The Pool." which is
week when asked whether a "buy" scheduled with a special company
had been arranged for Jane Cowl's in that city Feb. 12. Among the
'
Tullet "which
onened at the
tne Miller
Miner » pointa t>ooked in the Hub iB Cam
which openeq
Juliet,
bWdge the addret8 there to be m.
last night (Wednesday).
fort Harvard men and university
The answer on all Shakespeare girls from Radcliffe. A party of
seems to be summed up in the ad- the .latter recently came to New
vertising matter being employed to York to se*e "The Fool." Mr. Brady
lure the public to the National, New was scheduled to go to Boston early
York, where "Will Shakespeare" is this week for a aeries of discourses
The ads and the on foreign drama and the art of the
the attraction.
painted cards around town read: Kapek brothers, who wrote "K. U.
"Not a Shakespearean Play."
R." and "The World We Live In,"
Incidentally, early this week the
the latter being produced here by
agencies were Informed the John Brady. It is now running at the
Barrymore "itamlet" would be off 44th Street, and definite dates out
after Feb. 9, when the last performoL town have not been set. The
ance would be given at the Sam H. manager postponed the Boston plana
Harris theatre. Barrymore is to sail
for a time.
the following morning for Europe
Selwyns. who produced "The

and

24.

Wulter Emerson, former dramatic
stock actor, and more recently star

addresses,

lic

showings

were recently tried In Philadelphia,
but met with only a mediocre re-

Marriage

Ethel Darrymore, whose "Romeo
and Juliet" was withdrawn from the

midnight

of

which they are interested after the
another 'Romeo plays were established in New York,

.

Sunday

innovation

wright "agented" by means of pub-

the brokers holding
outright buys for "Hamlet" and
"The Merchant of Venice" were
caught long Tuesday night and
dumped into the cut rates. At 8:30
at night two for Warfield were offered at $5 for the pair that were
agement ol' the Stanley Company of marked $4.40 box office each. The
America, and the prescribed action best offer was $3.50 for the pair,
and that was turned down from beis taken to mean that it Is the beginning of ap attempt to place the hind the counter with the remark,
Victoria on the local movie map. "We'll eat 'em first."

The

out-of-town

play promotion via speech-making
at dinners and other assemblies by
showmen along the same lines as
followed here by William A. Brady
and Channing Pollock has begun.
Whereas both manager and pluy-

One"—

Making Announcements After
Third Act— "Pans" Other

to be of the "Follies."

monthly

Sunday

Pollock Goes to Boston to Lecture in Advance of
"The Fool" and Brady Plans to Tour Also— Pollock Gets Paid by Lecture Bureau, Too

conductor of the musicians, offered
the suggestion as the matinees had
First
of
been so lightly attendec\ The Lyric, '•Enough
where the concert took place, was
Refuse Jane Cowl's "Juliet"
packed to the doors with a turnaway of hundreds because no sale
—"Hamlet" Off Feb. 9

possible the claims of outsiders be-

ing of the "Follies." The plan was
devised because of the frequency
with which choristers and others
when in trouble report themselves

tomary

BOOST OWN SHOWS FOR ROAD

to

The Usual
Squawks Expected

a Turn-away

Father's

SHOWMEN'S PLATFORM TO

TO BREAK SUNDAY LAW

Tale

in

$25,000

Suit

San Francisco, Jan.

24.

Suit for $25,000 damages charging false arrest, false Imprisonment

and

kidnapping was file, here
against Lee R. Herbert, an automobile dealer,

by Dorothea Koch, who

says she is a former Broad way
chorus girl.
In her complaint Miss Koch alleges Herbert besieged her to marry
him and became so jealous he followed her to Los Angeles, Fnder
threat of sending her to prfson. h<»
compelled her to return to San
Francisco and then held her virtually a prisoner In a hotel for several days*, she says.
Herbert denied the charge, saying he is already married and never
asked the girl to wed him.

1.086

own

Morgan Powell Breaks Down

i

t

i

i

i

.

Montreal, Jan.

Kansas

City. Jan. 24.
A .Tolsou will play to $10,000 at
J:;.:.d aop at
the Bhubert this week.
Tin- house was sold OUfc for the
week within 24 hours after the sale
I

opened

last

Thursday.

-i

S. Morgan Powell, dramatic critic
and writer of the Montreal "Star."
is

quite

seriously

ill

at

his

home

here.

Mr. Powell is 'suffering
nei roui breakdown.

from a

LEGITIMATE
'

INSIDE STUFF

Thursday, January

When

this sensational Sholom Ash play hits Broadway It Is Intended to
one or two of the stronger scenes and dialogs from a script that has
already been extensively edited for the local audiences. It still remains
the "strongest" thing yet locally. The company has abandoned Its Sunday night performances, which were legally permissible under a
subscription and club membership Idea. The nuisance of being* served
with a summons each week following the dismissal of each complaint for
Sunday violation caused the Players Company. Inc., to inaugurate Saturday matinee starting Jan. 27 in lieu of the Sunday evening performance. Three times complaints were dismissed by as many magistrates.
Last Saturday night an unlookcd for incident occurred in the converted
stable playhouse. Schiidkraut had bent his head in utter abjection to the
Lord, which was the curtain cue, but no curtain operator was there. The
star immediately covered it up by stalling and calling back Sam Jaffe of
the cast for a bit ad lib with the result nobody was the wiser.

X

LITTLE THEATRES

delete

ON LEGIT
One of the most exceptional features anent the run of "Abie's Irish
Kose," At the Republic* is that in its thirty-fifth week it fought itself
clear of cut rates. That a Broadway attraction could accomplish that
when the run was sc far advanced was not exnected no.* would any
ehowmen believe it possible. For the latter half of last week, however,
the cut rates had nothing for the show, which was handled entirely
At the box office c.nd agencies. A point in "Abie's"* exceptional business
and the pace »t '.a going is the virtual sell-out of the gallery. Some of
Broadway's euc cesses which entered during the fall have not been able
to do as well in the gallery, and the Republic itself has not sold out
top floor before in years.
m
The attraction has figured in the good fortune of Oliver Bailey, lessee
©X the Republic, who carried the attraction over with him when he moved
from the Fulton. Bailey quit producing several years ago and turned
house manager with signal success. He exhibited keenesa in contracting with the Theatre Guild for the first choice of housing its attractions
after leaving the Garrick. The stop limit for "Abie" is not large, and
early in the fall it looked doubtful if "Abie" would reach big figures, and
jet the business was such that it never dropped under the stop limit.
The jump in gross of the comedy, however, makes it doubtful if any other
attraction would have done as well. Bailey could not house "R. U. R."
when the Guild was ready to move it, a fact which he does not now

Variety. was applauded at the Actors'

]

The Auburn Dramatic Association
will present "A Pair of Sixes" at
Utica, N. Y., Jan. 27. Mrs. Samuel
Hopkins Adams, wife of the author,
and a former David Belasco star,
will go from New York to superin-

tend the final rehearsals.

local

9

lets.

The San Francisco Stage Guild is
experiencing
some difficulty In
getting started on its second season.

Fund

The original opening was first set
for Jan.
11
with 'The Yellow
Jacket," but was, postponed several
times. It is reported financial matters are the stumbling blocks. Some
of the patrons who sponsored the
first season appear loath to continue.

Rochester's (N. Y.) community
theatre' is no more.
The doors of
the Corinthian closed Saturday after
ineffectual attempts were made to
keep the project alive. It has been
a flivver from the start. The project was organized by Sylvia Newton.

service.
It is quite easy to keep Variety intact in its present form.
By opening
at the center pages and applying an ordinary paper clip at the top and
bottom, the pages are held securely together for all reading purposes.

it

regret.

Tho

players have presented several play-

Benefit held at the Century
Friday afternoon last week. But it isn't certain just why. Johnny
Dooley introduced Variety twice. The first time it was in the bit from
Charles Dillingham's "The Bunch and Judy" and he tossed the paper Into
the orchestra- pit when finished. Dooley reappeared later, he said for a
dual purpose, first to introduce Leo Carrillo and then to get his copy of
Variety, saying: "you know that is this week's issue, out today, and I
can't do without my Variety." He then climbed down into the orchestra
pit and went through the business of putting the paper together.
The demonstration may have been because of the business. Many
complaiiiTVaTIety falls apart'.* That is true of other newspapers. Variety's form changed from the old bound copy because of speed, made
necessary by increased circulation and to saving of time for better

the

25, 1883

From Baltimore it is denied that the Hotel Belvedere refused to sell
tickets for "Abie," which Is running at the Academy as production
stock. One of the executives for Anna Nichols, who wrote and produced
the play, restated this week his inability to purchase ticktts for the show
at the hotel sttnd. "Able" will try for a twelve-week run in Baltimore.
It is claimed the profits of the first four
It is now in its fourth weekweeks have paid for the production, the cost of which was part of the

The present vogue of presentaThat a musical comedy has run practically two seasons on Broadway
and has been getting top money all along the road, means nothing to tions of Shakespeare's works has
reached
the amateurs in Worcester,
Gustav Klemm in Baltimore, who is the assistant dramatic editor of
"The Evening Sun", which has as its dramatic editor John Oldnixon Mass. John Taylor Breen of New
York
city
will play Hamlet in that
Lnmbdin, the dramatic authority of the town. When "Tangerine" appeared there last week the reviewer who signed*his notice "G. K." stated r production to be given here by the
Holy
Cross
College Dramatic Club
agreement with the authoress.
this piece did not have a chance and it couldn't be a hit.
The notice
v
rang so familiar to some of the people connected with "Tangerine" they of Worcester. Mr. Breen has portrayed
the
role
of Hamlet on many
Nancy Wellford, formerly in vaudeville with the late "William Rock's dug up the notice wh'ch had been originally written by the chief re«.
revue, will have the lead In Edward Royce's new musical production, viewer of the staff on the occasion of the original presentation there occasions.
Miss Wei ford stepped with th»x result that the two notices side by side contained many lines
"Cinder**," by Edward Clark and Rudolph Friml.
•
newly
The
organized
Kansas City
withdrew
the
Edith
Day
Blossoms''
at
when
into the lead of "Orange
here and there identically the same; and in several instances in the more
conclusion of the New York run, avid the critical praise given her out of recent notice referred to to people who were long out of the cast, not theatre has adopted the methods of
the
big
league
ball
teams
and will
town led the producer to place her under contract for the principal even having opened with the show in New York.
scoot the timber for talent.
An
part In the new show. It had been his intention of using a big name
official
scout has been appointed
for it.
F. Ray Comstock is jointly interested with Morris Gest in the pres» nta- who will visit aft'amateur theatrithe
newspaper
accounts
in
reaction
from
of
the
psychologly
Crowd
tiqn of the two Russian successes, the Moscow Art Theatre at Jolson's cals, school plays, club and social,
charges against Pat Romesset and involving Miss Day, appears to have
59th Street and "Chauve-Souris" at the Century roof. The direction of
shortened the run of "Orange Besoms." both in New York and on the the imported attractions has been, however, in care of Gest and Com- and club entertainments and report
road. The attraction was drawing around $18,000 weekly at the Fulton. stock marvels over their success as much as any showmen along Broad- discoveries of promising dramatic
talent.
An attempt will also be
Following the Somerset charges and the sessions with the immigration way.
made to book the organization's
authorities with reports of his poisible deportation, business at the Fulton
The
sensation created la*t season by "Chauve-Souri*" interested Corn- company In different close-by cities.
steadily fell off. The producer estimates the wrong publicity cost $7,000
stock greatly from a box office statement angle, but it was over four
weekly, the pace falling to around $11,000 before it went to the road.
months before he witnessed the performance of Balieff and his caviar
A permanent organization was
Somerset was out of the show shortly before the end of the Broadway crew. Nor was F. Ray at the more sensational premiere of the Moscow
effected
last week
in
Hamilton,
run, Royce, however, paying him salary. Miss Day was asked to go on
Art. He had an alibi in that he was readying "Polly Preferred," the new Ohio, of a Little theatre movement.
tour, but refused without Somerset also playing. She since was engaged
got off to a flying start at the Little It will be called a drama league and
comedy
which
Gest
Comstock
A
"by Arthur Harrtmerstein for his new "Wild Flower,'' without the English
the same week.
open Feb. 23, playing Milne's "Mr.
juvenile.
Not only has the Moscow Art drawn the "Metropolitan crowd" but Tim Passes By." Any proceeds
"Orange Blossoms' " best week out of town was in Pittsburgh, where some of the schemes to "crash" the gate are the same at the Met. Perwill be applied locally.
Business there seemed
It plafyed to $19,000, opening with a $4,500 house.
sons will buy admission tickets and then while the ticket taker's atno way affected by cast changes. The Chicago opening, though, heralded tention is diverted, open one of the doors and permit others- to enter.
The Masque of Troy, N. Y., will
«3 being minus Miss Day, grossed $3,500, but thereafter the nghtly tak- All such entrants for standees and some of the hard tickets are resold
begin its 1923 Reason with a presirgs Were around $800.
after the fire limit is reached, the price being as high as $5 which is top. entation of "The Thirteenth Chair"
at Odd Fellows' Hall, Green Island,
The corporate joining of the Erlanger and Shubert interests, the soThe doubt existing whether the New York Hippodrome will be Stand* the evening of Feb. 1. The North
End Playerg of Troy in "Come Out
called "hundred million dollar theatrical corporation," l^as been Set forth
r.g next season for amusement purposes is reported to be holding back
Last week the several engagements, some o( them foreign, Charles Dillingham would* of the Kitchen" will play the prein anticipated detail in Variety for the past two years.
vious night, but have bought tickets
metropolitan dailies fell on the story again for front page accounts for like to enter for the next Hip production.
for the public -performance the foln^vrral days. In managerial circles outside the two major offices, prelowing night.
dictions as to the consummation of the deal, which includes Wall street
The subscribers to the Equity Flayers are said to be up in arms and the
Some showmen insist the proposed corporation air through receiving another assessment last week for their quota of
backing, are varied.
with
debut
May,
is
The Maitland Playhouse, Portfor
its
The earliest time set
will become actual.
supporting money, making 50 per cent, in all Equity has asked for since
land's (Me.) little theatre and tho
others believing it will not be completed within a year.
Equity's latest
With
its succession of, flops at the Forty-eighth Street.
only one in the city now devoted to
It is known there was an audit of the books of the Shubert enterprises
play, however, the subscribers are apparently up against a wall in their
and that of Erlanger during the fall. Inside information is to the figuring. With scant cost for production and a short cast of little^ drama since the passing of the oldr*
Jefferson, has been saved by a fund
effect that the profit of the combined offices were set down at $3,500,000.
so
have
been
salary expense, the subscribers can not see why they
For such profits to be attained during a season comparatively bad and quickly again called on for more money. While "Roger Bloomer," the suc- of $4,000 raised by citizens. The
after big salaries of the heads of the respective offices were deducted ceeding play, should have gone into rehearsal this week for the next players, headed by Mr. Maitland and
was declared to prove both tho Shuberts and Erlanger to be in excellent Equity contribution at the Forty -eighth Street, the subscribers have Margaret Fields, struggled along,
and popular feeling apparently has
The question arose how much a joining corporallnancial cosidltion.
find
more money is required to start rehearsals. Their
j

>

tion should be capitalized at. with the result that $50,000,000 was given
#
out as the total stock to be issued.
The further inside story at present is for a re-audit of the books, the
not convinced that
interests
are
"downtown"
assumption being that the
the profit figure claimed is entirely correct and depending on that result
the deal will be in the status of pending.
An angle arising from the fact tha't the story o r "verification ' of it
came from the principals mostly concerned.* wirs that the yarn was
given out more as a feeler than anything else. That would mean that
Erlanger and the Shuberts, who have had many conferences within the
past three months, are seeking to find how the public would accept
It follows, If that is correct, that
the proposition as an investment.
Wall street was lukewarm about the deal and that the stock may be
subscription.
offered for public
Other managers reported to have stated that they would go into
the merger are non-committal as to their actual intentions. Some said
they would be counted in months ago when the matter became '-hot," only
Others declare now that the deal will become a fact.
later to recant.
But opposition is not denied as a certain result. The present condition
of theatricals is compared with that when the "syndicate" dictated the

legitimate field.
The recent Broadway development in the ticket situation is believed to have bearing on the incorporation merger idea, it being pointed
out that both the Shuberts and Erlanger are strong for the centralized
The explanation is that if they can t'.e up the
ticket agency plan.
tickets or control their sale, that factor, joined with control of a majority
N/»f the Broadway theatres, would give them virtual control of show business and furnish an attractive lay-out to the money interest!*. Given
such control, the sharing terms for other producers would bo cut down,
such managers to accept or quit.
Last week's .flare in the dailies is understood to have resulted from a
newspapermen. The trio
•'tip" by a manager who wanted to satisfy three
started kidding and asking for a "real story." The manager Kidded back,
reporters
to nail Erlanger
advised
the
idea.
He
merger
then sprang the
to see his brother Justice Mitchell Erlanger.
ttt his home and if lie was out
nothing
of the plans.
Knew
said
he
The reporters got to the jurist, who
They waited for Erlanger outside his house, the manager first thinking
them hold-up men. In reply to their queries, lie took them into his
house and offered cigars, then told them the fclory was correct as
The reporters Ihtn nailed Lee Shubert and he too
went.
far as

—

yet to
out why
dissatisfaction is reported having led to
In the Equity headquarters.

much

turned to their 'support.

discontent and discussion

Max

Marcin, formerly playwright and for the past several seasons
a producer, is guessing how much reviews in the New York dailies are
worth to a new show. Earlier in the season he presented "The Faithful
Heart" at the Broadhurst. The critics said it was worthy and raved
over the performance of the feminine lead. But the second night's takings were hardly more than $400. He opened "Give and Take" at the
Forty-ninth Street Thursday night last week and Friday's papers were
not half as kind as for "The Faithful Heart.'' in fact, some eritics rated
the comedy a bad play. Its second night was over $800, or Jvttt double the
'Heart's" second performance.
When "Give and Take" opened at Washington recently its business
was comparable with the worst there in seasons. Someone told Marcin
the week's gross was reported at $2,600. He. replied: "That would have
been a good week." The takings were just half of that sum. However,
He opened 'Three
Washington business means nothing to Marcin.
Lire Ghssts" there to $ 1.^00 on tbe week, but the show went for a six ahlrun on Broadway and made money.
Interested with Marcin in his production activities are Jules liar;
and R. K. Hynicka. They are said to have made the bull; of the product ion investment for "Give and Take"- and were a* SO In On 'The
Faithful Heart" and Mary, Get Your Hair Cut." The latter •'how ft it
not produced.

Three persons arrived at the Apollo, New York, Saturday nlghJ shortlj
M
They appeared to have tal en
c'elock to see- "Johannes Kreisler.
one too many cocktails for dinner. Comments from the lat -comers,
couple
who had taken the wrong seats,
while an usher moved over a
Persons In the house "shushed. which Caused
started a commotion.
cne of the new arrivals to declare she couldn't and wouldn't be shushed,
The upshot was they were ordered out of the house. The box office
refused to make a refund on .the tickets because of th« party's late
arrival.
A police officer was appealed to, In fact two officers entered
the lobby and the would-be theatregoers were threatened with arrest
for disorderly conduct as the result of their actions. They finally depar d
after names and claims were jotted ddwn.

The Theatre Guild production of
"LiHom," with Eva Le Gallienne as.
the featured player, had but a fair *
week at Poll's, Washington, D. C,
and rumor has if that the notice
goes up in Newark this Saturday
(the 27th).

Avery Hopwood on Vacation
Avery Hopwood has sought Europe as a place where he won't have
to figure up royalty.
The playwright left New York Saturday on
the "Olympic,"
months.
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week's yarns were started f>'om the kidding source, there
a few

showmen who think the merger is but a matter of
There are many 'angles'* that interest the CO -classed

ere plenty of
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prn«i< nt producers.

Budolph Bchlldkraut, In the "God of Y< igeance" at the Provincetown
Greenwich Village, will probably come uptown in 8 tew weeks.

theatre-,

In the review of 'The Humming Bird' In last week's l»sue, it wi
Frank Kgon
stated tho play was originally presented :«t Oakland, Cal,
waa
who is presenting the Maude Fulton comedy .'u the Bits states
first shown at the Egan theatre, Los Angeles where It ran four weeks.
It was then taken to Oakland and Kan Franc iSCO and was brought East
Later Egan becam<
first by Oliver Moro'sco who presented I| in Boston,
sole owner of the show and it ran fur another "1 weeks at his home in
LOI Angeles. He has taken the Rita for 10 weeks under a rental.

Foreign
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PERSONAL PUBLICITY FOR GEST,
A

published in Variety's Anniversary Number of Dec. 29 last. It is of speculative
illustrated in odds by producers along Broadway, on the length of runs of current legit attractions

talk,

in

department

New

Superior Showmanship of Promoting Genius Recognized by Dailies Moscow Art Theatre in Gen-

—

Ross"

No odds on present run. Usual season.
as playhouse next season.
Same

"Chauve-Souris"
"Passions for

appearance
of the Moscow Art theatre have
been made to Morris Gest for CamGest's worfd beating atN stock A
Proposals
traction from abroad.
have come from chambers of comrepresenting
merce and committees

COMMITTEE OF 9 FOR

Men"

Even money
Longest

"Greenwich Village

various municipalities. Such offer* P. M. A. Meeting Tuesdaybe accepted if the arrangements
Not Before Next
to prolong the American engageAugust
At present
ment are successful.
*
the Moscow Art wiil remain in Now
York eight weeks as announced. If
A
special session of the Producdeorganization
the council of the
ing Managers' Association was held
cides to extend the booking, which
may necessitate cogent from Rus- Tuesday, at which time another
sia, the proposals from out of town progressive move pointing toward
the
establishment of a
central
will be taken up.
The sensational opening of the ticket agency in New York was
A committee of nine was
Russian company has he id ,up Jfr'ith made.
For the appointed with full power to arhardly any abatement.
second week the gross at Jolson's range for a site and make other
That is contracts necessary for the estab69th Street was $38,000.
virtually the same pace as fo*- the lishment of the agency and its
first week, which had an $11 pre- branches, if there are to be any.
That the agency will not start
miere, the total takingg then being
close to $46,000. mailing a record before next August 1s now a certainty.
Some of th^ P. M. A. memthat may not be equalled for a draThe play pre- bers are somewhat puzzled over
matic attraction.
sented last week was ''The Lower the interest of the Shuberts and
"The Che. ry Orchard" Erlanger in their acceptance of the
Depths."
played this week got ofi to a strong- plan. To date Erlanger has not ater start, with a greater percentage tended any of the ticket meetings.
of American playgoers in evidence. It was Reported Lee Shubcrt repreThe results of the extraordinary sented hfm. However, It has been
promotion of the Moscow Art was pointed out that Erlanger is not
displayed by the publicity fruit in on actual record and if a delicate
last Sunday's editions of the New situation arises would be in a posiYork dailies. The Moscow Art was tion to withdraw. The main probaccorded 28 columns of news mat- lem of the managers In the ticket
ter, which sets a record of the kind situation is stated to be the disalBO. A goodly portion of the mat- position of such agencies as Mcter was given over to personal sto- Bride'8 and Tyson's, which are conries on Gest. It has been 'decided to ceded by managerial leaders to be
repeat both "Czar Fyodor Ivan- of real service to ticket sale and
ovltch" and "The Lower Depths" distribution.
The make-up of the committee
before the engagement here is conappears to have Tbeen so des'gned
cluded.
Some fit the critics have alluded that a number of Independent manto the Moscow Art as "the world's agers and producers would be inThose appointed are Lee
greatest theatre." Along Broadway cluded.
showmen continue to wonder at the Shubert, A. L. Erlanger, Sam H.
remarkable way in which the at- Harris, Edgar Selwyn, W. A. Brady,
traction has landed. Gest is now al- Winthrop Ames, Morris Gest, ArHammerstein and Arihur
luded to have "oufr-Barnumed Bar- thur
num." Will Rogers at the Actors' Hopkins.
Another matter at Tuesday's
Fund benefit last week at the Century said about Gest: "That bird meeting was the custom, of p!ays
could
take a Turkey show into of foreign authors being tied as reGreece and make 'em stand up." gards picture rights. When foreign
The gag got over so well it Is a plays are secured the contracts
regular liner in Rogers' monolog in stipulate the screen rights remain
with the author.
Managers here
the "Follies."
take the position that as the picture
rights for America are really made
through the production here a portion of picture profits should attain
to them.
Augustus Thomas was appointed
SEER'S
a committee of one to handle the
subject and may go abroad in the
Bovette Tuey Alleges His Wife spring to confer with the associations of British and French playFound in Apartment
wrights.
Di-

Second week.

"Hamlet"

"Jitta's

s—sssj^—

Second week.

—

"Kiki"

'Lady

until Easter. (34th week.)

it

sticks at Shubert with other "Follies" at
•

*
1/3 doesn't go until Easter.

out season.

John Barrymore walking out on Hopkins' production.

*

goes to Easter; 1/2 lasts out season.

3/1

^

Even money runs until Easter; 1/2 doesn't run out season. (6th week.)
reduced since opening. Strong at box office.
MMM„ej—s—»™^—
s—
—^—i^i^^—^»— < ^^sassssssssjssBsgsjsssjsBssi
i^——ssssssssssaassssssssasssssssggesissasssssJsssssBssjsasasjsjai—
(61st week.)
7/1 runs out second season.

——

ssssjss,sssss

Amsterdam

"Fashions

--

Atonement".

sjsasnsssssi

at

title,

Bayes Roof before March.

2/1 leaves

"Johannes Kreisler"

—

show remains

2/1 doesn't last

All bets off through

—

Law"

"It Is the

Ziegfeld

First

local "Follies" run.

.Switched odds to even money
Amsterdam. (20th week.)

Follies"..

"Give and Take"

may

(36th week.)*

as previous recorded odds; 1/2 lasts out second consecutive season at

1/3 doesn't last until Easter at Belmont.
(8th week.)
for Men," changed since last odds reported.

"Follies"

TICKET AGENCY PLAN

summer.

into

Even money whether Hip continues

$5 top.

*

offers for the

Even money rung

JT/5 runs out season at Republic.

"Better Times"

Demand

Fabulous

first

Yorlc.

'Abie's Irish

•

13

RUNNING ODDS

THROUGH RUSSIAN EXPLOITATION

eral

—

—

—

—

>

Scale
sssgsj

—

Shortly moving to Century from Ambassador, displacing "Blossom Time."
2/1 average gross at 49th Street of $14,000 weekly increased to $16,000 at least
at Century through cut rates. No odds on length of run. (17th week.)

Ermine'

in

'

JEAN SCHWARTZ RAIDED;

—

vorce and Other Things
Preparatory to action for divorce
and a suit for alienation of affections, Bovette Tuey, said to be a
dancer, "raided'' the apartment of
Jean Schwartz on West 92d street
early Saturday morning last, accompanied by Al Brandt and D.
Weathcr. tcin, process servers, rett

Henry

O. Falk, attorney

for Tuey.

They
Tuey,
Bailie

found

they
allege
professionally
Long, in the

known

Mrs.
as

company

of

Schwartz, and that the couple
have been living together for some
time. Miss Long recently withdrew
from White's "Scandals,* having
been with the revue until the holidays.

The process servers slated they
Mis-; Long when she
fortune
Friday
visited
teller
a
night, but the seer apparently failed
to tip the show girl off to the raid.
The composer answered the b?ll to

had followed

the apartment, appearing,
leged, in his
in

it

i:

al-

pajamas.

Chicago

"Little Nellie Kelly"

3/1 finishes season at Liberty;

VLiza"

Colored show at 63d Street.

to

March

(14th week.)

at Bijou; 1/2 against April

1

even money

it

Write your own ticket

11/5 runs through season at Gaiety; 1/1 goes into

"Merchant of Venice"

No

"Merton of the Movies"

13/5 goes through season at Cort; 1/2 runs into

'Mike Angelo"

Belasco-Wai

odds.

3/1 doesn't

Even money gross

Moscow Art Theatre.

by Feb.

1/1 out

1;

(11th week.)

(sth week.)

summer.

(18th week.)

combination.

field

go to March

(8th week.)

1.

runs into summer.

"Loyai

summer.

(11th week.)

(3d week.)

15.

doesn't drop below $30,000 weekly during first eight weeks;
announced engagement. $5 top. (3d week.)

2/1 extension of time over

Elliott; 1/20 equals "Lightnln' " record; 5/1

..1/4 runs

and Mary"
-

-

_
—___
"8eventh Heavsn"

through season.

season at Casino; 1/2 reaches Easter. (21st week.)
-—
'
,— —
.-..1/1 goes to Easter; 1/3 doesn't finish season at Fulton.
(Sth week.)

4/1 doesn't finish
1

1

1

"Secrets"

.

,

2/1 goe«

1

-

1

,

Even money goes

to April 1

London!"

2/1 "goes

1

1

1

1

1

runs out season at Knickerbocker.

"Tho Clinginn Vine"

2/1 goes past Easter;

"The Fool"

4/1 runs out season at

"The Gingham Girl"

8/1 runs out season at Carroll; 4/1 doesn't go through

"The Humming Bird"

2/1 doesn't

Times Square, and summer.

go to March

"The Old Soak"

1/1 runs out the geason.

'The Love Child"

1/1 runs to Easter.

Woman".

'The Masked

"World

We

(22d week.)
(Sth week.)

(14th week.)

summer.

(22d week.)

(2d week.)

(2?d week.)

1th week.)

(6th week.)

...Same.
1/1 does

Live In"

(1

at Bit*.

1

1

1

through season at Hudson: 1/4 doesn't go Into summer.
1/1

—

— ——

1/3

1

1

is

.

goes through summer. (13th week.)
—»—
^— mmmm
—
at Princess.
(13th week.)

through season at Booth;

.

1

f

1

1

1

"Six Characters"

"So This

<w

I

"

"Sally, Irene

runs

(12th week.)

2/1 reaches Easter; 1/2 runs through season.

'Rose Briar"

R

goes into summer; 1/2 scale drops before
•

two years at Maxine
through season and summer.
1/5 runs

"Rain*

II

It

Easter.

•

"R

even money

10/1 runs out season;

"Music Box Revuo".

more gross

In

Boston than

"Up 8he Goes"

"Mi nt

Playhouse until Easter.

"WHhpertnn Wires".

doing

out.

In

New

York.

(12th week.)

in

1117 and have
years. Follow-

been separated tww
ing a disagreement the husband
began proceedings' In that city in
1920. it being alleged the wife was
with another
seen entering a bote
nian. The- corespondent named was
u Tom Collins,
The case has not
bfen tried.
Schwartz won divorced about two
years ago from Ros
i>(»!:y (Dolly
s itersj,
1

l

•

GESrS ART THEATRE

MARRIAGE ANNULLED
Chicago, Jan. 24.
Constance* Bennett, daughter of
Richard Bennett, now at the Play,

who married

in 1921

when

16,.

marriage annulled here
The girl eloped from the home of
Starting on One-Nighters Feb. 6 at Adrlenne Morrison (Mrs. Bennett)
in New York to avoid being sent to
Worcester Dance After Concert
Switzerland to school by her parShe refused to live with
The Paul Whiteman orchestra, ents.
with its leader, will open a tour Chester Moorehead, to whom she
under the Salvia (restaurant) man- was married.
agement Feb. 6 at Worcester, Mass.,
On the Initiative of his father the
taking that as the first of several marriage was annulled.
one-night
through New
stands
England, with Boston (Mechanics
had

the

—

Hall)

included.

Three men in advance will precede the. orchestra with the scale
undetermined,
t h o u g h
it
will
probably be $2 or $2.50 top, accord(

ing to capacity.

The proposed tour of two week?,
it is said, is mainly for the purpose
of obtaining a line on the possibilities of Whiteman as a concert attraction at this time.

A dance

nightly with Whiteman
music will be he!d after the concert.

"DUMBBELLS" OWN SHOW

Tuey and MfSf Long were married

Even money runs

house,

WHITEMAN'S TOUR

tained by

2/1 runs out season at

"Listening In"

ERROR

FORTUNE

•

Klaw.

"Last Warning"

St.

John, X.

P.,

Jan.

24.

"The Dumhbclls" are being
vamped.
Some of lie players.
t

this

reIn

revue are organizing another

company.
Captain

and manager of
will

retain

producer
the "Dumbbells/'

Plunkett.

direction

the

of the

revuo.

but only three of the original cast
will remain.
Al Johnson, a pianist, organist
and singer, of Moncton. X. It has
Joined "The Dumbbells."
.

Possibility

in

Future

— Manager

ACTRESS LEFT

Going Abroad
Morris Gist's Art

theatre

Is

a

possibility
near future.
in
tho
Large financial Interests are re-

ported as ready to finance the impresario responsible for the advent
in this country of the Moscow Art

Theatre

company

and

"Chauve-

Sourls," and turn ov^r to him a
theatre of his own for the production of things novel in the world
theatrical.

to go abroad this summer
scour the Continent in an
bring at least one other
DOROTHY SMOLLER'S ILLNESS novelty from either out of Russia
Dorothy Smoller, a dancer In sevS or Germany to America. Just what
in it Is that he has in mind he refuses
eral Broadway attractions,
is
Colorado at the command of her to unload as yet, hut by the time
physicians.
She closed In "The that he is ready t<> impart it he
Hotel Mouse'' during the holidays hopes to have his own theatre in
and was ordered West Xew Year's readinesB to house It.
day. The diagnosis of the ailment
caused
her
amazement
among
"Ace" Resigns as K.
Criti*
friends, as the dancer is of buxom
appearance.
Doctors in Colorado
Kansas City, Jan. 21.
have advised her that ahe is but a
"Ace", who for the past two
"debutante" sufferer and should be years has been dramatic critie and
completely cured in six months.
reviewer for the Kansas Citv "Post"
and who with th<- consolidation of
the "Post" and •Journal" remained
with the ooup'ed papers, in the
MORE RUSSIANS
same capacity, luis resigned »nd
Buffalo. X. Y., Jan. 2 4.
has
been succeed* d hy Douglas
The marriage of Or 'gory Ratoff
and ElUffenie Leotovitch of "Blos- Mens;, of the '.Journal" st.-ff.
som T me" by Judys Standart in
Cits Court mnrk the third pair of -Sun Shov/ers" at 44th St. Fab. G
Russian actors |p be married in a
"Sun Showers." the I.cw Cintoifortnight.
Ilarry Delf production which reLast week two couples who .ire opens in flyracuse <»n r*eb, 1 f'»r a
memberJ of the Russian C.rand three-day engagement, will open al
Opera company were Wedded in the 4lth Street, New York, Feb.
following "The World SVe Live In/'
Buffalo

Gest

$22,846

Sal He

\%

is

and

will
effort to

C

Wells Smyth. who was
known on the stug«- as Sydney
Armstrong, left S net estate of
.

122,846 when she died at the Roo. evelt Hospital, New York, Oct. 7. according to a transfer tax state appraisal of her property hied in the
Surrogate's Court last week.
Under her will, executed Nov. 4.
Vi1\, she gave her brother. Spencer
Wells, of 8 Hubbard placeV Brooklyn,
N. Y., $100. and the remainder of
her property to her niece, Georgianna
Stoddard, of 250 West 78th street,
New York, and named the latter,
without bonds, also as the executrix
of the estate.

Miss Armstrong, who had played
a number of Frohman stock companies, was 62 years old and died
after a protracted illness. Sin* was
the widow ot William G. Smyth, for
20 years manager of David Belasco's
booking department, who gained
fame as a producing manager before
he Joined Mr. Belasco. and who died
of paralysis at his late home. 106
Central Park West, New York, Sept,
In

1921.

15,

Mr. Smyth,
left

who was

66 years old,
in per-

on estate pf only $1,000

sonalty.

MARRY

•".

'BLIMP" JOINTLY PRODUCED
"The Blimp." a new three-act
comedy, starring Herbert Cort lull
and produced by John Henry Mears
and Corlhell. iw scheduled to break
in at Stanford, Friday (Jan. 26), the
show also playing Stamford Saturday. The play was written by Conr.
R Naval
rad West.-rvelt, a
officer.

w

1

itii

It is

g to

1>"

his initial effort at play

produced.

(

.-.
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MID-WEST PRODUCERS

STOCKS

AFTER EQUITY'S HELP

SWERLING THROWN OUT
Accounting Action Against
Dismissed From Bench

1

MARCUS FINED $50

Lait

FOR INDECENT SHOW

%

Brown

Lewis Dean has replaced Charles Henrietta
as director of the dramatic Thomas,

Frank

and

giving two performis
ances daily including Sunday. The
second week's bill will be "Up in
Mabel's
Geraldine
Room,'
with
The dramatic stock at the Union Blair playing
the lead, she not havSquare, Pittslleld, Mass., has closed. ing
appeared this week.
Pitt

The

Want 10 Performance Limit-

•tock at the Trent, Trenton, N. J.

The

"The Goldfish"

Majestic, Houston, Tex., will

will

have

its

ini-

have a dramatic stock gathered by

tial

JRenton, acting for the InterIt Is
ttate Circuit of that section.
Bow playing vaudeville, to be
•hifted into a new house.

emy, Richmond, Va., week Feb.

Xtt.

Norfolk,

Colonial,

Va.,

The Equity has granted permis-

installs

appointment

and Jane Lowe

will direct.

Keeney

company be posted Monday. The
manager would have closed the
company for the season had that

Juvenile with the
Players, Bay Ridge, Brook-

Arthur

Bell,

was removed

to his
from the

lyn, N. Y.,

In Paterson, N. J.,
Hospital,
berland
St.

The

of the company notified
the Equity they were all agreeable,
as Hillis had done everything in
his power to book the week.
According to the regular Equity ruling, the members would have to
receive their salaries for the week
or notice for the closing of the

sanna Jackson, Peggy Page, Mabel
Page, Clyde Franklin, Leslie James,
Charles Ritchie and Claw Evans,
placed by Paulin Boyle. John Gor-

don

bookings.

in

members

James

Billings
as the leads; Su-

includes

12.

sion to Paul Hlllis, manager of the
Manhattan Players, a traveling
stock company, to lay off without
salaries next week, due to a dis-

dramatic stock Feb. 12, under the
management of Harold Hevia. The
"Civilian
in
opening
company
Clothes"

stock presentation at the Acad-

home
Cum-

ruling been enforced.

Brooklyn,

ARBITRATION IN COURT

Four Left from 50

Road Shows
Chicago, Jan. 24.
The executive board of the Actors' Equity Association has been

by producing managers
of Chicago who have out attracpetitioned

tions playing at dollar top prices,
to modify

contracts required
for popular-priced shows.
In furtherance of their plea it is
pointed out there were upward of
the

20 producing

managers

in Chicago

that sent forth each year upward
Now there are

of 50 road shows.

four survivors.

Ralph

selected

This quartet has
T. Kettering to

negotiate with the various contributors to the present crisis.

Kettering has secured a hearing
with the railroads, which are favorably considering the establishment of mileage books at reduced
rates for the smaller road shows.

where he nad been confined for
(Continued fr6m page 1)
The baggage and transfer com•ome time, due to an accident in
which his arm was severely lacer- words "The Gingham Girl" have panies have agreed to make conlarger incandescent bulbs than those
lettering his name, that the lamps for
the show's title are colored orange
while white lights are used for his
and that the name Carroll falls between the names "Eddie Buzzell."
The house name is built in 'the

ated.

George Keppy, manager of

the

Vaughn Glaser stock, Toronto, has
been in New York for several days
lining*

up new ^productions.

on hauling of theatrical
Kettering
baggage and scenery.
explains the request to Equity as

cessions

follows:

—

"Theatre managers in the smaller
cities refuse to book road shows
unless they can be guaranteed Sat-

canopy and is not movable. Buzzell
The George Arvine-Nathan Ap- further complains that featured urday, Sunday and mid-week matinees.
In this territory the eightpell stock In Reading, Pa., will conplayers
other

in
attractions arc
performance clause of Equity gives
given different or better showings
the manager seven night performon the house canopy. He further
The Warfleld stock company in objects to the manner of his featur- ances and one matinee. All addiOklahoma City, formerly the Drama ing in the house program. The com- tional performances must be paid
for.
It is common knowledge matPlayers of Kansas City, have made plaint in that item is that
the title
the grade and will remain there of the show is boxed whereas his inees in the small towns are not
indefinitely.
name is not, he contending that worth the effort or trouble. But if
producing, we
separates him from the show bill- we are to continue
must give the theatre manager his
William A. Grew, actor, has filed ing.
a petition in bankruptcy in which he
Thursday of last week Schwab matinees or he will not contract
attractions. We feel, theregives his assets as $200 and his &. Kussell filed with Equity
a com- for our
fore, that all shows playing to a
liabilities at $20,000. Grew operated
plaint against Buzzell, alleging the
stock companies at Hamilton and comedian refused to perform a maximum of $1 should be perLondon in Ontario, Canada. His number with Bertee Beaumont's mitted 10 performances under concreditors include Jack Norworth, understudy, Miss Beaumont being tracts."
Century Play Co., the late Frank ill, and that he walked off on the
Bacon, and various playwrights for song cue.

tinue over Lent.

royalty.

Another action, which includes the
same principals in a suit, was filed
Corse Payton changed the prices by
S. J. Buzzell against Danlor,

PLACING **ZEH0" ON B'WAY

.

originally intended for the Strand,

Inc., the holding corporation coined
J., and is now getting
from Schwab & Kussell's first
10-20-30 for the matinee and 25names, claiming one share of stock
60-75
Jack Labodi and
nights.
of the "Gingham Girl'' due him.
Elizabeth Darling have joined the
The defense denies any such agreecompany.
ment and claims there was no con-

Newark, N.

Although

Maude Fealy

"His Wife's Money" as big a
draw as "Knighthood," the returns
last week in Newark, N. J., were

find

satisfactory.
After announcing a
four weeks' season, she is already

upon her

fifth

this week.

week.

"It's

sel

re-

&

Kendler

Juhus

Goldstein

Kendler

s

following

arguments

in

Schwab &

Kussell's
-half.
The
importance of this effort to disprove a violation revolves about
two $10,000 bonds posted by S. J.
Buzzell in -his actor-brother's be-

A one-act sketch preceded
presentation of "Three Live Ghosts"
by the Colonial Players, Plttsfleld,
Mass., this week. It is entitled "Extravagance" and is the act that
Phyllis Gilmore, member of the
company, appeared in in vaudeville
for a few seasons. Members of the
regular cast played in the sketch
with Miss Gilmore.

the

LEGIT ITEMS

defendants.

the

cently added to the company.

Charles Wanamaker, manager of

Walnut

Street theatre, Philade iphia, Joins the ranks of the pro
(lucerg next week witn .. Tnumb
bs
the

Down," opening in Wilmington,
Del.
George Witherspoon is in advance.

a-nd

pointed out that the arbitrators did
not provide that Buzzell be featured
exclusively, which contention was
supported by affidavits from the
arbitration committee.
Sol B'oom,
candidate for Congress, personally
swore to a statement that Buzzell's
objectr
to the interception of the
name "Carroll" between the "Ging-«

the old Capitol, Dallas, Texas, when
burned, is now heading the cast
at the St. Charles, New Orleans. It

it

Is to re-

turn to Dallas to be connected with
a stock company, and that the Capitol will be remodeled for the housing of regular stock.

ham

Girl" title

was

"silly"

and Buzzell's name

because the Carroll

is

name of the theatre and a
permanent part of the marquee
over which Schwab & Kussell have

Players, of SomMass., will present a play
written by their leading man, Harry
A. Bond, next week. "By Right of
Purchase" is the title.

The Somerville

the

erville,

no control. Buzzell's name adorns
the marquee throe times.
Schwab
pointing out that Florence Nash's

its

original

lines

comedies

sical
there,

and

pacity

of

will
700.

when small mu-

were
presented
have a seating ca-

N.
comedy,

Y.,

will

The court deCourt Tuesday.
parted from the usual custom of
taking the issues under advisement,
and dismissed the complaint from
the bench, stating that Swerllng
had been Lait's typist, amanuensis,
assistant and gradually made into
a professional writer by Lait, and
that the suit was a flagrant instance of ingratitude and welching
of obligations by Swerling.
It was brought out that Lait had
elevated Swerllng from f 15 a week
to $210 a week; that Swerling had
studiously kept copies of letters and
office memoranda for years with the
ultimate idea of suing Lait when
they separated; that Swerling had
accepted his share of income and
refused to pay any share of expense; that Lait had fought to get
Swerling's name credited on material in which Swerllng had very
little share, and that Lait had taken
him into his home, clothed him,

Players, at Brookpresent a farce-

,

1

.

j

Lynn,

Charge at
in Chorus
Transparent Tights
Guilty

to

Mass.—Wife

—

With

__

Lynn, Mass., Jan. 24.
Changing his plea from not guilty
to guilty, Abe B.' Marcus was fined
$50 in Lynn Court on the charge
that 20 chorus girls of the "Oh

Baby" show owned by Marcus had
committed an indecent exposure
here last fall when they wore
transparent tights. The complaint
dates from Oct. 10, 1922, and was

made by a local society.
As Marcus paid the fine he mentioned his wife had been a member
of the chorus complained

of.

Marcus had trouble with authoriin several mid-western (towns
the season before last with his "Oh
ties

He was

Baby" show.

stopped in

To'.edo during a performance and
tha mayor refused the show to continue.
Marcus sued for an injunction and lost.
In another town Marcus was re-

fused

permission to open because

him out of the draft and of fhs suggestive character of his
into a soft landsman job in the paper. He had numerous other adNavy and procured him four news- ventures that year with local aupaper positions and a dozen picture thorities. He at that time charged
that Ned Alvord, his advance man,
jobs.
Swerl'ng called Franklyn Under- was misrepresenting his show in
advance
as being more "gingery"
wood of the Morosco office as his
Alvord is no longer
witness, but dropped him like a than It was.
Under ..ood associated with him. The present
potato
because
hot
proved a most friendly witness to show is a girl-tab constructed from
bits and effects of the past two
Lait.
gotten

Lait proved he had given Swerling a one-third interest in "One of
Us" as a gift and paid Swerling his
share of the legitimate and picture
rights.
They jointly put it out
again and lost $28,000. which Lait
paid alone. When it went out as a
vaudeville act, Lait collected $4,100
royalties from Valeska Suratt, after
writing the act alone and using
only bits of the "One of Us" situation, but Swerling sued for half
the Suratt royalties and for the
difference between one -third and
half the "One of Us" royalties.

seasons' revues.

FUND SHOW REPEATS
Century

Benefit

Hippodrome

at

Sunday

The

Actors'

Fund

benefit

show

given at the Century last Friday
will be repeated at the Hippodrome,
Sunday, Jan. 28, the same bill apThe
pearing intact at the Hip.

Century benefit was the biggest in
were Lait's the matter of gross receipts of any
attorneys, Lawrence Axman han- given for the Fund, playing to
Eppstein

& Axman

Lippman
dling the case in court.
& Sacks represented Swerling, with
his brother, Matthew Swerling, assisting.
When the verdict was
rendered Lait declined to press a
counterclaim

against

Swerling

In

TEXAS MORE FERTILE
Lone

Star

State

Bookings

The booking

Show Hungry

Now

Available

of traveling attrac-

about

$25,000.

Among those appearing at the
Century (and scheduled to repeat
the Hip) were Billie Burke and Allan Dinehart in "Nothing but Hits,"
Rodolph Valentino and Winifred
Hudnut in the tango dance from
the "Four Horsemen" picture, and
a 12-minute excerpt from Shakespeare's "Twelfth Night," played by
Florence Reed, Margaret Lawrence
and Pedro de Cordoba. The balcany scene from "Romeo and
Juliet" was given by Ethel Barry*
more and McKay Morris. Jack Hazzard, Bruce MeRae, Florence Nash,
Peggy Wood, Glenn Hunter, Ina
Claire, Johnny Dooley, Leo Carrillo
and a number of others appeared in

tions in Texas,, considered at a
standstill for the past four or five
years, is gradually being revived
with three weeks reported available for shows in that territory.
Texas since HJJ.7 has had but few
theatres playing attractions. These

specialties.

separated,
making
impossible.
The present
bookings in the Lone Star state can
be arranged consecutively with the
territory reported show hungry.

sistant

widely

routing

A few shows have ventured
"Take a Chance,** Harold Orlob's Texas during the past four or

was

Alexander
Leftwich
charge of the stage.

in

VAN CLEVE WITH TELEGRAPH
George V. Van Cleve
publisher

will be as-

of the

"Morning

Telegraph" after Feb. 1, with the
business and advertising departments of the paper under his immediate direct. on.

into

II. A. Hallet has been the advertising manager of the paper for
seasons, many being forced to play several years.
Among the paper's
to open Wednesday in Wilmington, halls of any description due to the business force are also many othr
theatres playing vaudeville and pic- ers connected with the 10c. dally
Del., though Mr. Orlob is still at
the Mt. Sinai hospital, New York, tures. Only shows carrying a small for a long while.
Mr. Van Cleve is rated as one of
pronounced out of danger follow- amount of scenery were able to
the leading advertising experts of
ing an operation for appendicitis. follow these methods.
The
show
manager
musical
of
a
the country. He founded the V.
Mr. Orlob will leave the hospital in
four or five weeks, the show open- carrying 50 people while booking S. Advertising Agency, a powerful
Orlob composed his attraction In the south early advertising adjunct, when he left
ing without him.
this season desired to work "into it.
and produced the piece.
Mr. Van Cleve is said to have
Texas.
But one date was avail- arranged the sole-authority contract
able
time
the
and
could
at
that
John Golden leaves for Palm
with W. E. Lewis, editor of the
Beach next week. Winchell Smith, not be played on account of the "Telegraph," who is associated with
The show is at present E. R. Thomas in the ownership of
his associate, will also vacation in jumps.
the south, probably the Bermudas playing in the southwest and could the sports daily.
be routed for three consecutive
this season.

first

individual production,

five

was due

Hunter's
name in
Glenn
and
"Morton of the Movies" at the Cort
William
Courtleigh's
name in
authored by Bernard J. nor
McOwen and a member of the com- "The Last Warning" at the Klaw
pany, entitled "Step Lively, Hazel," are not shown once in lights. Buzzell mentioned these players as benext week.
ing prominently featured In newsN;i than L. A.mster. who is suing
The Kenyon Players, appearing paper advertising. It is pointed out A. II. Woods over the use of the
name
apthat
BarrymoreV
Ethel
Kan.^are
"The Masked Woman," was
Americus,
title
Kenyon,
the
at
perrrrd only once in lights half the denied hiH motion for a preliminary
playing three bills a week.
size of "Romeo and Juliet" when injunction by Justice Leonard A.
Qlegerlch In the New York Supreme
Florence Shirley, who recently she played the Longacre.
Kussell's affidavit, says Bussell, Court Tuesday. A'mster claimed he
"Why Men Leave
with
closed
is holds the dramatic and screen rights
Broadway,
to
now
unknown
and
leading
as
Monday
opens
Home,''
woman with the Vaughn Glaier receiving more exploitation than of a novel by Johnston McCulley of
long established "names." He says that name, published in 1920, and
stock in Toronto.
that Butsell's failure to do the song alleged the Woods' play at the
s
The Corse Payton stock Opened numb., with Miss Beaumont's un- El tinge, New York, will damage the
Monday at the Strand. New. irk, 'in derstudy, a MiSf Moore, last Thurs. value of novel's stage and screen
"Turn to the Right" The company, day has tended to disrupt the possibilities. No story Infringement
was charged.
morale of the company.
including Jack Brice, Les!!t Join

The Alhambra

lyn,

-

Walter Vincent (Wilmer
The newly remodelled roof the& Vincent) for tne management. If atre above the New Amsterdam is
Buzzell should gain Ills point the to be open Feb. 19 with possibly
Vincent bond becomes forfeit.
"Lola in Love." The house has
Laurence Schwab's affdavit been rearranged somewhat along were
half,

Leona Powers, leading woman at

was rumored Miss Powers

for the

Lengthy briefs in opposition to
motion were submitted by

a Boy"

Barbara Cray was

vaudeville act, "Scarlet." was
thrown out of court by Justice John
Ford in the New York Supreme
the

open court, though Justlc Ford in
Lee Kugel accompanied him and his ringing decision stated that if
hopes to arrange for a New York Lait stood on his rights the verdict
theatre opening next fall.
would be a judgment against SwerlMr. Zinn is a commission mer- ing for a share in the losses of the
sideration.
chant
president
and
a
former
of the road venture.
Yesterday the case was heard by
American Society of Magicians.
Swerling is now a reporter on a
Justice Tierney who reserved deBoston daily.
cision until Friday.
Ex-judge McCall appeared as additional coun-

not

did

Chicago, Jan. 24.
Joseph F. Zinn, author of "Zeno,"
at the Great Northern, left last week
for New York secure <n the conviction that his play has caught on.

Jo Swerllng against
Swerllng Pleads
Jack Lait, in which
claimed a share of the royalties on
suit of

weeks in Texas. The bookings have
Harry B. McNevm has re-engaged
had to be passed up, as a route had
in the banking business in Chambeen previously arranged.
Texas was at one time good for paign, 111., with tiio Illinois Tru9t
nine weeks for attractions playing & Saving! Bank of that city, relinquishing his position as manfrom one to three night stands.
ager of the local Virginia and Rialto theatres. Charles 1\ Pyle, of
Abraham Lincoln Jacobs died the operating corporation, sucJan. 18 in New York at the ago of ceeded him.
For 18 years he hid been the
80.
chief house detect iVe for the Hot*»l
Elvia Bates has opened an inde^
Astor, New York, since that hos- pendent agency in New York. Sh««
teTFy~"opened, and for 30 y^ars pre- was formerly private
ret.u-y to
viously was the house diek at the I. H. Herk of the Shubert unit cirold Hoffman House, New York.
cuit.

—

-

-
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JOHN GOLDEN'S PRESS
To Dramatic Editors— WELCOME

flipping* will be appreciated
liRICITIli.V.M. John Goldi a It ess
Mth Street, N'.w York City.

fjBRALD

U\

K.pi

1

.

.!

.»

H.

W —i

John Golden' s appeal to the public, unlike that of any other play producer, is a personal one. His productions have created
a following to which' he can point with pride. Other successful producers have been more widespread in their appeal and broader
that of producing only humorous plays by Amerin their selection of plays, but Mr. Golden adheres steadfastly to one policy
ican authors with never an unclean Une.

—

*******

CLEAN
PLAYS

1*

t

If there Is any stnjS** irujdins principle to which I adhere as
a producer it is that th? play Itttttt b3 clean. I have n^ver yet produced a play
In which there was an un-l-nn or sujjtcs'iIvc line or situation.
By one or two
cynical, eult-y crit'ea who prefer play.!
aelf-tcr:rte 1 rdvo.-ates cf IT '£ .cr (?) Art
have b-^n accused of taking this rt.ind because I believed
I
filthy or forelin
*
know whether t'-at Is true or not. I DO know, however, that
I don't
It paid.
no matter h-nv much money it might brin* in t I'll never produce a play (except,
perhaps, a clas«i.-) that la not written by an American or that la dirty.

—

—

confined by national
boundar'es and speaks to all in a univeraal tongue, I
cannot he,p but ,Ml that lt im the duty of th0 A »» crkan
A*l/TC play producer to produce the works of American playPLj\YWl\i%j:mJiiJ
wrights. I hold no brief against the producer who bring*
the plays of other nations to rur stage. But. for my part. I shall continue doing
my small hi' toward advancing the development of American playwrights.

AM F R1CAN

Wh.l

It

•

true

is

that

Art

ia

not

of avia/ »#
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The
most

LAUGHTER

my
—of"Seventh

I

translation of

Heaven"

the

to

first

tha

Booth Theatre.

the

at

life.

or reportorlal
for the Cinderella*, the

a place for a

not

literal

but rather for the ideal. That it is
Artagnans, the Peter Pans.*That its value lies in being somewhat
That, to be truly happy. It should be the home of Romance.

Rather, it Is the horizon toward which life Is moving.
is not life.
the
horlson are the things we seek— happiness and laughter and
all that reaches up toward
of that indefinable something within us
the seventh heaven,

The theatre

Along

and women

of

prominence
—

m

in

that

gratification

every walk

men

aa

John Golden has contracted the actors
and actresses in "Thank U" so that the
identical organization which played an
entire season in New York City will conon tour. This company Includes
Harry Davenport. Edith King. Donald
Foster. Frank Monroe. Phil Bishop, Geo.
Schiller and Phyllis Rankin.
tinue

Is

a

It

therefore, In the nstur* of
a farewell to the theatre, and this young
man. who has appeared on both continents proclaimed In London the Ameri-

His tour

(hose of the biggest musical at tract ions

and revue*.

—

can Coquelin, and In -America as the
author. of the greateat American play —
will soon be seen no more behind the

It has played longer wh*rev*r
been offered than any other play

footlights.

Towns that are considered poor oneweek stand* demand "Lightnin'
for a

-

•

'

'

great American play.

"Lightnin' " ar* made Into week and.
one case, two- week stand*.

There

Interesting to not* that these two
pace-makera, not only of their own
decade but of all times, should have both
come from the John Golden work-shop,

•

LUCKY FOR GOLDEN

7

Seven yeara'. Seven playa! Each year
another sensational success— from 'Turn
that
to tha Right" down through a line
Includes "Three Wisa Fools." "Light"Dear Me," "The First Year."
nin'."
•'Thank U." and now the greatest success
"Seventh
that Broadway has today

—

Heaven"

1

Despite tha fact that the critics hava
keen accustomed each new theatrical
•eason In New York to another John
Oolden success, they were not prepared
for this record-breaking sensational hit
at the Booth, where the clamor for seats
has made It neceasary to put in extra
matinees each week with the house still
practically sold out weeks in advance.

Another matter of Interest lies in the
fact that Mr. Oolden has gone far from
any of his previous productions for his
"Seventh Heaven" seems more
locale.
like a translation from Victor Hugo. Ita
scenea are laid

— this child
age — after

and this wisp of a girl
not yet twenty-two years of
a seventeen-year career on
(Miss Menken began at five)
acclaimed America'* greatest
tlon,

supervision, Include every physical detail
of the queer quarter of Paris known in
the play as The Hole in the Sock." The
scenery, the properties, the costumes
all were take* from original photographs
made in the Paris section in which the
story of the play ia laid.

—

Even old Eloise. the taxlcab one of
those marvel-machines that saved Paris
during the German bombardment- is an
exact duplicate of one now placed in a
French Museum, photographed by Mr.
Strong, the author of the play, and made
In the most minute detail by Mr. Gulden'*
property department.
.

Freneh teacher* were employed to give
the proper Recant to the few Fren-h
words gsed i:i the piny.

has

n.ul Is the teiding man and
proclaimed one of America's

liee-i

-

a
ts
1

r
1

on antic a tors.

i

.•••!
Helen M<
;!ay« ihe role of Diane,
llttte in r,il cOWgrJ of the slums who
n.«u f .n >-il by love into a great.
>ui.i,mi woman
Mer part hm b»en
know
iji..
rjrx'-i
dram •: lc
"ii
genera
-.e
has sten in Ihl
,i

•

i

,|

•

.

.i

i

critics

—John

Corbln

of

the

New York Times and Heywood Broun

—

i

;

;

•

of

World have compared her to Bernhardt and Duse, and with lt all. Helen
Menken has remained as modest a girl
a* she was when John Golden first put
here in that earlier success, "Three Wise
the

Fools."

WHAT MAKES A

PER-

FECT STOCK PLAY?
First of

alt,

it

must be a good enter-

tainment.

•

•

It

must be

of sure-fire

full

fun

and drama.
These are the Ingredients that make
the John Golden production* resemble
Tennyson's brook. Thty go on and on
forever.

There Is about them a grip and a
power baaed upon a knowledge of what

human

nature

knowledge that

demand*
is

In

responsible

drama —

for such

mind when S. H. M. adone of hi*, new one* a* "Just as

success that

the phrase "Golden luck"
has become oroverbtal.

success

that

the

Century Play
Company has made through placing In
stock "Turn to the Right," "Dear Me,"
an<l "Three Wine Fools" is an evidence
that countless thousand* all over America and Canada are being delighted.

"Turn

the Right" is probably tha
biggest thing the stock companies have
ever had. It has been done not only in
the United States and Canada, but In
the Orient and Australasia. It has been
produced more times and in more places
than any other play In recent years
Theatrical historians of the future will
probably write It down as a semi-classl*"
along with "l.ightnln." Ben-IIur." "Tha
Year."
"The Old Homestead,"
First
'Seven* h
Uncle Tom's
Heaven," and
to

'

Fanny

growing boys and

—

Thus

girls

plays

Ihe

•

of
There
organisation.)
ar*
thre*
I.lghtnin' " on tour At the Mollis Street
Theatre. Boston, wher* It I* beginning
It* second month, It ha* become n<->*essary to open sn extra box ofdee to accommodate the tin* that la n*ver broh-n.
'

Extra' Y. R. C. was se»-n on Broadway
before noon one day last w*»k
•
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•
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ih- ui'ssinsttc '«' i- ospbere. imaging th*
HOX mlM eihslationn and the effluvial
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hori nrn
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from a
sou* *y I7<h
pause and p<>-<
lodging
bideou*

\fibaiim

'li|»p<»<l

m ih A merlon*
<h»n
written >' *• I>W- grifd at 'hat
dor
nig.

Mr

!"•

*

be
i

thousand of dollars have
•! dd*n f»r
'LI (hi "tV
He
»:i'h
I
ill n*l r of hi* prod u

n'

Tear."

Kir*'

b)

.*

<h*
the

in

A. H.
•

th

<;..(

•

(>

art

tli»»sir^

if

ptcfar*

now >tnjer W*J
Negotiat (I'll a
which "Spite Corner" will probihKV
fjxploltei in th.- fllni.i '• "f >re n*xt sen

of boys then*
their nest play

propaganda work. He could open a
Hn
night school and !•••» h exploitation
play is a hit and Us a gr-ai play too

seen the play over twenty
times and bragged of it. and Ave thousand friends of this "freak." to again
quote Erlanger.

critique
•

get IntJ a
«sVs will lend <'. P. to the

many well-known politicians and
and such men as Admiral Glen-

who had

non,

•

for

Goldwyn

.

•i

w* ever agsin

pany,
actors,

v

royalty.

They ate a brave lot
E. A.'s to announce
its
Bloomer" till*.

-

Probably on* of th* most Intsr-jting
demonstrations ofslh* affection in whl -h
this play 1* held wV*^ th* p*rad* wh •!•
took plac* when th* play left New York
and started for Chicago. From the Oa'ety
Theatre to th* Pennsylvana Station, half
a million people cheered the line of
march, headed by Mayor Hylan. whl h
Included the entire "Lightnin'" com-

•

sold

'

w.th

th.-

far.

purposes are "Tjjrn to ihe Ri«bt" to
Melro. l»ear M^' t» ih" Madge K>nned>
Corporation, and "Three Wi*a Fiois" to

Destiny fixed things for A. H. when it
th* flmi three letters of his nam*-

If

Fools" Sold

The tremendous prices that have been
paid for the picture rights to plays produced Under Mr. Golden'* management
are eaai'y explained when it I* realised
that thf> movinjj picture caters even more
'ban th» thoatr* to th-* women and th"

made

A.

all

for his successes.

•

ART,

l.igli.

Harding.

Mr

the
John Golden trade-mark, which assures
the American public of aeelng a play
that is filled with fun and clesn and
wholesome, have been eagerly bidding

English managers offer us a
they want twenty-five thousand bonus when they want to buy they
fe-1 that our close International relations
entitle them to our successes foi five per
•

City <l-'
writ*

Mr. Golden has received werdj of
praise about "Lightnin'" from Bx P-e«l
dent Wilson and President and Mr*.

D'Armond and Ray

Picture folk, realizing the value of

hit

•

It.

city and proclaimed the play the great*
est of this generation.

After spirited biddlng*among the picture
producing organizations, contracts were
closed recently by which the Goldwyn
organisation wins "Three Wise Foola."

When

spell

Isabel

"TVee Wise

,

cent,

for

to their title*.
At It* opening
recently In Boston, Mayor Curley presented John Golden with the key of th*

star cast.

•
* •
a fact that C. B. D. spent more
money for the costumes and effects for
one encore to a scene than J. U. spent
for an entire set in one of his biggest
successes. That guy D. is the Prodigal
Son.
•

Rice.

Thla *econd company, true to
Golden'* tradition*. I* practically an

is

•

Communities clamor

gallons from Maine to California
John Golden, asking him to send

e

•

so

Smith, I*
the present day.

Royce, has been formed to play the
attraction on tour.

The very day that th* A. H. A. and
the Manager* realise that their Interest*
are identical, production* will flourish
and many more actors will be working
You can't make play* without actor* and
you can't make actor* without play*.
Anything that help* or hurts one faction
does exactly the same thing to the other
The "Closed" or any other kind of
"Shop" is a bad thing if it keep* the air
filled with threats and "preparedness."
Willie Hohensollern was "prepared."

London

produced by John Ooldon,
splendidly by Wlmliell
the one outstanding Waco* sal of

L.

good" a* "Turn to the Right," "Light
nln" " or "The Firat Year," but he would
have been a bit more pleaaed if H. H. H.
had advertised a few more of J. G.'*
successes,
for instance
"Three Wise
Fools,"
"Thank
U"
and
"Seventh
Heaven."

It

•

This play,

and staged

nin' "

•

•

First

Meanwhile, so widespread was th* demand from all parts of the country for
booking* of "The First Year" that a
Gregory
including
company,
apecial
Kelly, Ruth Gordon. John W. Ransome,

the P. M. A., but that doesn't mean he
Isn't on the level, beoause h* la.

•

Next. Its caat must he of such a nature
that it will fit stock company conditions.

t'abin "

•

J. I.eB., the cut -rat* king, got a million
dollar*' worth of free advertising from

vertised

The

•

•

J. O. didn't

Then,

creates!

emotional

actress.

Eminent

•

don't

I

In New York City, the play entered It*
fourth year, and It* nearest compeut tr
in the comedy tine was the two-year run
of "The First Year."

Year" is now approaching
it* fourth year of continuous playing,
and the cast, headed by Mr. Craven, and
Including such sterling names as Tim
Murphy. Leila Bennett, Lyster Chambers,
Maude Granger, Jim Bradbury, Mercelta
Esmonde, Alice Owens, and Harry Leighton, ha* only been shown In New York
and Chicago, where it Is now In for an
Indefinite run at the Woods Theatre.

see much In the papers
about H. W. 8. personally, but that wise
old bird always has a hit on his hands
and If there's any better showman In
America we can't think of hi* Initial*.

You

such a worj
vocabulary a* on*-nlght
amall towns throughout

cities.

and staged by Winchell Smith.

"The

Many

m

ihis country and Australia hoaat thaf
thev are in the "run" class with the big

for

stage

is at last

in Paris.

Three years have been consumed In
preparation for "Seventh Heaven." Its
scenic equipment and stage direction,
done entirely under Mr. Oolden's personal

r.-.r,'<-

the

—

•

•

some low-down commercial
manager: Take T. H. away from the
Theatre Guild and give her a lot of
money.
Tip

scarcely

i*

Lightnln's"

'

stand.

It ia

past
I.. I.. W. has proved during the
year that trouble never touches him
also that touches never trouble him.

th*

Three-night stand* with the magic of

"The First Year," too, holds the record
for comedies; second only to that of
Lightnin'."

•

ha*

In

run of two. three or four w**ks

'

•

It

world'* history.

"The Firjt Year." staged »o exquisitely
by Winchell Smith, was heralded by sa-h
a great critic as Alexander Woollcott as

jealous of

.

have b*en comparable with

It* receipts

is.

J. U.'s hair.
•

ha* msde such phenomenal 7m
it has been don* that
ha* broken tverr theatrical tradition.

It

prevsion* wherever

play*.

INITIALS
says C. B. D.

K.

A. L. Erlanger says. " 'Lightnin' Isn't
play—if* a freak. It doesn't need a
theatre— you can play it In a tent."

Frank Craven has given warning that
after he has been seen throughout his
routed time in "The First Tear" he will
retire from the stage and devote his
time to the writing and producing of

THE
I..

THE WORLD'S
RECORD-BREAKER

FRANK CRAVEN
TO PRODUCE PLAYS

**"

the writer* are such

William Gibbs McAdoo. Chancellor Brown
Of New York University, President Henry
Noble MacCracken of Vaasar, Hamilton
Holt. Bernard M. Baruch, Arthur Hobson Qulnn of the University of Pennsylvania,
and th* Rer. Percy Stlckney

A.

l.ightnln' "

'

Today he live* on a farm in Parmlngton. but It Isn't In a farmhouse,
and Smith Is not a farmer. On the contrary, his Is the most magnlflcvat
estate In that section of Connecticut, snd Smith Is Burgess and chief oitlsen
of the town.

life.

Among

his first effort, 'Brewster's Millions," to his last one.

Ills care and patience as a fjta^c director are the talk and wonder of
the theatrical world.- He has been known to work on a scene for an entire
week that in playing time, would l&rt perhaps five minute*.

Interesting fact about "Thank U"
has heat*, the receipt of thousands of
letters from educators, clergymen —men
of

From

—

all the way through 'The Fortune Hunter." "The Boomerang." "Turn t.»
the Right," "Thank U." "Time Wise Fools," and "The First Year'- bj'a
work, cither as author, co-authar or director, has been a dominant factor
In the euc.-eas of these super-sucvcssful plays.

An

teaching a lesson with a laugh."
is

life,

D

Romeos. the

more than

from

productions

TO THE POET.

IT

have an idea that the theatre

It Is Interesting to note that in the career of Winchell Smith, he stand*
alone in havlr.j made more successes in proportion to, the number of p^ayj
he hs.i written than any other American author.

"ountry.

Grant.
Nsw York.— Justifies my belief that THK TASK OF
"Thank U." they declare, "is doing
THE PLAY PRODUCER TODAY IS TO RESCUE: TUB
THEATRE FROM THE POLIOS REPORTER AND RE- more good tiian the churches, and is

AND THRILLS
STORE

success
recent

"Thank U." the comedy which has
aroused so mu h discussion concerning
the underpaid profeaaions. produced by
John Golden and staged by Winchell
Smith, has been living two solid years.
yet has b«*e-.i *een only by the theatregoers of New York and Chicago, where
it is completing Its fifth month at the
fort Theatre.
The opportunity to see
thl* comedy of American small-town
life has been
eagerly awaited by the
Mr. Golden now is preparing to send It
on tour to Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit
and other important centre*.

.*******
ny

WINCHELL SMITH

1,000 Laudatory Letters

* cerla'n jr »•! of brilliance In sug^eatlve literature anj
drama. ju-J si IP^n li r-hoaphoresc-'nee in r^itt kinds o* rhecse.
Tt Is the .ft:--.- r .'
rf rnttmnots. Tlio-?« looklhj for It wilt maki
a mistake fn Altota ''.'• : any p!ay# .J pr^du~e.
T'lere

*******

*******
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SHOWS

40 CONVENTIONS LAST WEEK

FLOODED

CHI'S

BOX OFFICES

I

—

—

"Abie's Irish Rose," Republic (36th

caught on for run, and though

week). One of Broadway's sweetest money-makers and also establishing records In production stock

business not as good as "Shuffle
Along," is making money. About
$7,000 last week.
"Loyalties," Gaiety
(18th week).
Charles Dillingham's ace dramatic
offering this season. English play
varies but little in gross, and total

Washington

in

f hieago, Jan. 24.
So thunderous was last week's

the costly Harris requires, res a *'dletl of campaigning.
It's getting near, the time when

theairegoing to the loop theatres
guesswork is in order over whether
that the Sage of Dearborn's theat- or not "So This Is London!" will
ricals lifted the lid from his domi- be able to hold at Cohan's Grand
the
cile of quietude, peeped out, only to to obtain the honor of being
last show there before the old landgradually return with the broad- mark is torn down. With Geo. M.
east assumption that even a revival Cohan's return from London some
of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" could have news for his Chicago house is exindicates
drawn turnaways under the condi- pected, for current gossip
there will be further delay In rushtions which brought the tremendous ing the new Cohan theatre here.
clamor for theatre tickets!
Work in this respect is tabbed to
A whirl of conventions settled in be started this spring. The present
the town, headed by the Dental As- offering at Cohan's Grand gives
delegates.
sociation, with its 10,00<K
promise of lasting the winter if the
At one time during the week the Cohan office so desires, for it is
sharp statistician revealed there safely tucked away as a Chicago
were 40 conventions in Chicago. hit and there is no reason to exThe delegates went show-mad at pect a elump in the demand with
The loop etreets were in the popular manner in which it is
night.
One re- being advertised word-of-mouth.
holiday attire all week.
man claimed the week
hotel
liable
The Golden shows In town
broke all records for hotel business ("Thank-U" at the Cort and "The
Thus is the reason why First Year" at Woods) experienced
in town.
marked
made
shows
some of the
a great call from the out-of-townleaps in business over the previous ers. Just What is transpiring anent
week.
the engagement of "The First Year"
and
"Sally," Eddie Cantor's show,
at the Woods isn't officially -known,
"Partners Again" led in the de- but there are reasons to expect a
three
all
at
mand. The turnaways
shift of some nature bearing oi> the
of these hits were tremendous. The Frank Craven piece within the next
lobby of each of the three shows live weeks.
"The First Year" is
tickets
developed a pleading for
thoroughly liked and has played to
most unusual. Convention visitors sensational business, but the bottom
asking
purchasers,
waylaid early
fell out of the demand without a
them if their tickets could be moment's notice, leaving room for
bought since they (the strangers) much speculation as to the cause.
and
week
were only in town for the
The prices on the big lower floor at
wanted to witness the show. The the Woods have been sliced (now
independent "diggers" made a whale split $2.50 and $2), with attention
of a clean-up, plying their trade in brought tb the prices in the daily
the convention halls.
advertisements, probably as the last
The early sell-outs of the three means to stimulate the business the
big hits (two musical and one com- piece most assuredly deserves.
edy) tossed big trade into other
Two departures were made Satshow*?, although for merit alone and
leaving the
for solid support from local patron- urday— "Demi-Virgin
La
Salle to be succeeded by "The
Northern
Great
age "Zeno" at the
finished her
made a mark all Its own. "Zeno" Twist." Frances Starr the
Powers,
bettered its premiere week by some limited engagement at
-Bearers."
Torch
"The
followed
by
$6,000, settling into an absolute hit
with
for the town. "Zeno" is a mystery "Elsie" reopened the Illinois
play that doesn't trick its audience an excellent chance of gaining atand holds so many odd features tention if anywhere within the
that the producer, whether or not bounds of pleasing entertainment,
he knows it, has a big winner on due to the fact the local field has
been wanting for a straight musical
his hands.
Not once during the week was comedy for many weeks.
It can be stated that the local
the record line in front Of the box
office at the Colonial for 'Sally' field has reached the peak of the
hroken. Independent "diggers" are season's biggest business. The apjumping into the line, but restric- pearance of the convention deletions are being made in the num- gates the past week overruled the
ber of tickets sold to any one party, usual slump following the big trade
but the "diggers" are numerous in of the holidays, holding aloft the
numbers, and as any common-sense box office business to such heights
showman knows, "ticket digging" that the season's average will be
cannot be prevented at any time. unusually high for this month, for
The "diggers" are helped in the within another 10 days the big rush
instance of "Sally," however, for of visitors for the auto show will
outsiders welcome tickets in any be putting in an appearance. This
location in the house.
will link the third quarter of the
'Sally" continues the marvelous whole season with what is known
appeal.
Present indications are as the final quarter (starting midpresentation will February) in such a way that it
Zlegfeld's
that
ride many Weeks through the hum- will take some mighty poor busiming pace it's now setting to rival, ness approaching spring to knock
if not surpass, the achievements so off the big record business of the
proudly fondled by admirers of late weeks which has most emphat"The Follies."
overcome the depressions
ically
With shoulders erect to withstand noted in the local field at the start
Only the
the "Sally" opposition, Eddie Cantor of the present season.
continues to march on for further worth of attractions have mattered
glory.
"Make It Snappy" bettered here this year. When the shows
the premiere week's business, with have been good, patronage has been
a whole lot drawn from the turn- excellent, probably giving Chicago
away at the Colonial. Cantor is the medal for towns outside of New
always good for big business for a Fork for really noteworthy theatlimited number of weeks here, but rical patronage.
this season he's far beyond in recThe merger chatter of last week
ords anything he's ever done here. was, closely followed here with no
The sympathy was supposed to be local comment creeping into the
dished out to Cantor for stacking newspapers.
this
at
Chicago*
up against Ziegfeld's opposition writing, takes the merger informamay now be saved for others.
tion in a light vein of thought, being
"Partners Again." because of the interested only in what the maglimited capacity at the Selwyn. nates are presenting and what they
probably had the earliest sell-outs will continue to present in the way
of any theatre in town. Except for of good entertainment.
One thing
a few scattering single tickets, the i« claimed, however, arid that is the
Selwyn was sold out for the entire new season will find at least two
matinees)
after
(except
week
theatres now catering to the public
Bernard-Carr closing their doors as far as housing
The
Wednesday.
combination can't draw the ladies legitimate
attractions
arc
conwho swell the matinee business in cerned. The local expansion of the
Both the Thursday and theatrical area Is bringing with it
the loop.
Saturday matinees at the Selwyn competition that backward attired
were at least four rows short of theatres cannot stand. This means
This probably happens an increased theatrical impro\<;capacity.
because of there being no love in- ment, and Cohan's new theatre will
terest in the comedy.
be the next beauty spot for the
Early turnaways at the Selwyn preservation of amusement seekers,
brought a big Jump in business for
the
Harris,
at
"Captain Applejack"
L:lst week's estimates:
although the piece Itself climbed in
"So This Is London!" (Cohan's
hotels,
the
popular demand at
Jumped high,
9th week).
Grand,
especially the matinee patronage,
the engagewhich was far in excess of what Increasing average fortypical
Cohan
ment.
Over
$15,000;
Love"
this house gave "Six Cylinder
The Harris at- business*
at the matinees.
week).
Northern,
2d
(Great
week's
"Zeno"
the
on
gained
$2,000
traction
gross over the premiere week. If Got around $2,200 Sunday night;
conditions run true to form. "Apple- came back over $1,000 for the quiet
jack" is good for six weeks more Monday night and continued hit
rate throughout week, strengthenIt's a play well liked. but
here.
doesn't hold the draw ncee nary to ing claim of those who maintain
make positive the big receipts th.it house location h isn't anything to
'

do with a show when liked.
Has
right to be classed as most instantaneous hit of year.
Climbed

Last week

"B

tention in newspapers.
"8ally" (Colonial, 2d week). Not
an empty seat for any performance
during week with strangers ho
anxious to witness presentation independent "diggers" made phenomenal clean-up. Record fine at

box

office holds, smashing to smithprevious "Follies'* enall

ereens

thusiasm,. Will hold around $40,000
weekly for another month.
"Wheel of Life" (Btackstone. 2d
week).
With $2,000 Wednesday
night house Elsie Ferguson's play
went into $13,300 class and is getting the class carriage and motor
trade of the town.
"Make It Snappy" (Apollo, 2d
week). Eddie Cantor held furious
pace of premiere week, beating it
at the finish, winding up with tabuIn
lation of $31,300 at $2.50 top.

many ways
able.

Cantor'e pull

is

remark-

.

tt,

r

and

Baltimore.

$13,600.

Ti

1,,|,0l,r0me

21s<
w e e 'k ). %'ri;n? money,
<
(hough
not what this
>' rodUCI,0n
,nd par , lcular
show warrants. Some
~ explanation found In
decreasing excursions
from near
by points

to $14,000.

"Captain Applejack" (Harris. 2d
week). Has real matinee draw, as
predicted, with box office line near
curtain
time swinging business
close to capacity on alleged off
nights. Struck $15,700 by two good
matinees.
Still getting* timely at-

,/^S

rule for latter t>art

«~f

season. Takings
fWoOifto $Jo 000?
T,me,» century
<« 5th
week).
Will go out Saturday.
Has made great showing as at-

Blossom

traction.

company.

This show really second

Year"

(Woods.
away from

Moved from

Rita,

arrangement for

11th
stop

roof house calling for at least
week).
Hopped
three weeks in new location. Show
clause affer scare of previous week,
will be tried with here.
Average
doing around $14,000, proving play
up to now $7,500 weekly. BusiStop
got its share of visitors.
ness strong at Bayes.
clause reported at $10,000 on four "Jitta's Atonement" Comedy f2d
weeks' notice.
week).
Opened .Wednesday last
week, drawing particular interest
"Thank-U" (Cort, 21st week).
because of G. B. Shaw having
Farewell notice pulling big trade;
adapted play from Hungarian.
for final two weeks will average
Bertha Kalich starred. Business
$11,800, if not higher, if promise of
fairly good, with $5,500 in four
capacity for this week holds. Doubtdays.
ful if whole engagement smashes
Jane Cowl's average business for "Johannes Kreisler," Apollo (6th
week). Looks like Selwyns imrecord
19
weeks
in
"Smilln'
ported drama of many scenes has
Through," considered Corl's greatlanded. Weekly takings big from
est engagement.
start and corking box-office at"Shore Leave" (Powers, 4th and
traction.
Is very expensive to
final week).
Held moderate, yet
operate. Little under $17,000 last
profitable average for whole enk
w
gagement, losing possible increase "Kiki," Belasco (61st week). Holdby not playing Sunday nights. Reover dramatic leader and going as
ported gross of $10,000 given as
strong as most of this season's
average~Jor four weeks.
"Torch
hits.
One of best money shows
Bearers"opened Monday.
yet produced by Belasco. $15,000
"Demi-Virgin" (La Salle, 4th and
weekly average.
final week).
Failed to sell out in "Lady in Ermine," Ambasador (17th
mad rush of Sunday night for theaweek). To move to Century next'
tre tickets, proving lack of attenweek and cut-rated along lines
tion.
Went around $10,500 with
that kept "Blossom Time" going
"The Twist"
help of turnaways.
in big house throughout fail and
winter. "Krmine" between $14 000
opened Sunday night.
and $15,000 average.
"For All of Us" (Stmrebaker, 4th
week). Bettered average by ascend- "Lady Butterfly," Globe (1st week).
new musical show.
Morocco's
ing to $15,600, getting fine play at
*

"Elsie" (Illinois).
night.

House dark

Opened Sund
last

week.

Obtained house under guarantee
arrangement
for
four
weeks.
Opened Monday and was regarded
having chance. Got over $14,000
in Brooklyn last week.
"Last Warning," Klaw <14th week).
Mystery drama continues to show

way

SHOWS

IN FRISCO

.

and

$14,000

Lyceum

(6th

Belasco's Shakespearean
week).
production with Warfield as' Shylock commanding attention" and
will.doubtless' serve star and man-

ager for reason on tour after

York run.

Top

000.

Quoted $18,000

New

to $19,-

$4.

last

week

$29,300.

"Passions for Men," Belmont <Rth
week). Change of title may have
aided, for business has increased
within past two weeks and attraction getting smart audiences, with
lower floor usually capacity; $6.200 last week, good for this house.
Better business claimed this week.
"Rain," Maxine Elliott (12th week).

Dramatic smash and best draw of
any attraction house has ever had.
Playing to standing room all performances, with total last week
$15,300.

Juliet," Henry Miller
This Shakespearean
(1st week).
play starring .lane Cowl starting
this week carries title along, as
Kthel Barrymore's presentation
ended at Longacre last Saturday.
Activity at box office when Cowl

"Romeo and

appearance was announced.
"Rose Briar," Empire (5th week).
Ziegfelds non -musical production
starring Billie Burke, very good
Takings last
business thus far.
week bit under $13,000. Matinees
and latter portion of week, very
strongv
"R. U. R.," Frasee (16th week).
Novel foreign drama produced by
Theatre Guild played to fair business last week, takings around
$8,000.

Mary," Casino
"Sally, Irene and
21st week).
Business steadied
for triple-titled musical and should
remain until Easter. Last week
takings not far from $14,000.
"Secrets," Fulton (5th week). Money1

getter and though not quite equal
to leaders counts with successes.
Last week gross better than $13,900.

(13th
Heaven," Booth
"Seventh
week). Golden's dramatic hit and
variation from, his small town
type of play. Playing* extra matinee weekly, which accounts for
gross going far over normal capacity.
Gross best yet for nine performances, total last week better-

*

'

matinees and always on week-ends
from out-of-town trade, which has
been gone after on elaborate scale.

$13,000

of Venice,"

Averaged over $14,000 weekly.
"Chauve-Souris/* Century Roof iSlst

$16,500.

First

between

weekly.

"The Lady In Ermine" "Merton
week).
up from Ambassador.

1

"The

of

"Merchant

of the Movies," Cort (11th
Pars with best comedy
production of season and sure to
run through until warm weather,
with summer continuation anticweek). Novelty sensation of, last
ipated. Business $16,500 last week,
season completes year's stay on
Broadway at end of next week. "Mike Angelo," Morosco <3d week).
Second week's draw for this new
Indications will run through seacomedy about same as opening
son.
Still $5 top and stilt big
week, with gross around $7,000.
grosses. Over $17,000.
Must pick up to connect for run.
"Dsgmar," Selwyn (1st week). Nazimova returns to speaking stage Moscow Art Theatre, Jolson's 59th
Sensation of seaSt. (3d week).
in this drama of foreign extracson from dramatic standpoint.
tion! House secured under rental
Making box office record for nonarrangement.
Opened Monday,
never bo
musicals that mTiy
with agency call indicated Tuesbeaten. Second week erormous atday.
tendance for total of $38,000 (first
"Follies,"
New Amsterdam (34th
week had $11 opening).
week). Revue leader held up to "Music Box Revue." Music Box (14th
big business auto show week, less
week).
One of big musicals;
than $100 difference in totals.
•Follies'' only one getting bigger
Cross last week $36,200. Box ofLooks like cinch for all
gross.
cases
to
in
many
held
up
fices
season, with agency call stronger
early January form, contrary to
now than early in run. Business
expectations.

moving

"Partners Again" (Selwyn, 4th
Limited seating capacity
week).
gives earliest sell-outs for night performances checked at local theatre "Glory," Vanderbilt (5th week).
in years. Sold out for week-end as
James Montgomery's musical conHouse drew
early as Wednesday.
tribution is bright addition to
unpurchasable popularity Wedneswinter list. Its business thus far
day night by selling outright to
good and due to stick for run.
Daughters* of Woodlawn (one of
Business last week b tween $11,strongest politically backed Jewish
000 and $12,000.
Still
short "Greenwich Village Follies," Bhttorganisations here).
around $500 from capacity at matibert (20th week). Going along to
nees.
Smashed again for $17,500.
corking business and "outstripping
"He Who Gets Slapped" (Play"Village
Follies."
all
previous
house, 7th week).
Went along at
Figures now to ride uto'.il Faster.
moderate clip with one week to go
$26,500 last week.
when Grace George arrives. Road
(2d
route given "He," reported holding "Give and Take," 49th Street
week). New Aaron Hoffman comaverage of $7,500.
edy, with Louis Mann and (Jeorge
"Cat and Canary" (Princess, 27th
Opened ThursSidney starred.
week). Swung back into big gait,
day last week, and though critics
reaching
with
which,
$17,000,
gave'it panning, business showed
"Zeno's" big jump, proves mystery
some promise.
plays are still fad here. Practicably
Harris (11th week).
assured "Canary" will hold until "Hamlet," Sam
Two weeks more for most sucApril 1, giving owners what they
cessful 'Hamlet" presentation in
sought at beginning of run.
this generation. John Barrymore,
"Shuffle Along" (Olympic, 10th
star, going abroad.
$18,000 last
week).
Came back strong with
week and conclusion of engageavalanche of visitors in town, gainment indicates virtual capacity
ing increased average that enTuesday matinees
until Feb. 9.
courages managers to extend enadded.
gagement until March 1. Keportel "It
Hayes (9th week).
is the Law,'

around

AND COMMENT

Figures estimated and comment point to some attractions being
successful, while the ssme gross accredited to others might suggest
mediocrity or loss. The variance is explained in the difference in
house capacities, with the varying overhead. Also the size of cast,
with consequent difference in necesssry gross for profit. Variance
in business necessary for musical attraction as against dramatic
play ie also considered.

V

"Zeno," Mystery Play, Unexpected Sensational Hit— Ziegf eld's and Cantor's
Onward Coin March Cantor Beats Opening Week "Partners Again"
Among Gross Leaders

IN N. Y.

for plays of Its class.
Husiness pace affords profit weekly.
$11,600 quoted for last week.
"Listening In," Bijou «8th week).
Trying With This mystoiy play,
which has drawn fair trade. Last

ing $15,000.

"Six Characters in Search of an
Author," Princess <13th week).
Framed to get by at moderate
gross and make money at $5,000;
average since holidays.
"So This Is London," Hudson (22d
iveek). Went into high again last
week and bettered automobile
week gross, going to better than
Cohan's has outstanding
$17,000.
success in comedy and musical
•Nellie Kelly" being "Lonfield.
don's" teammate.
"Square Peg," Punch and Judy-Hst.
week). New play announced several weeks ago, but made. Bron '.way entrance uddenly. This 299seat nous? dark since withdrawal
.«

of "Forty-niners."

"The Clinging Vine," Knickerbocker
(."»ih
Savage stepped In
week),
with musical winner at hoiida>n
to rwn through season,
scared at popular prices for all
$17,000
performances.
Around
u "" |' y

and ought

San FnnniHco, Jhh. 24.
"The Dancing Girl," Winter Garden
'The Merry Wl«5ow," second and
Shuberts* new style
(1st week).
week gTOSS about $6,000, which
final week at the Columbia, could
of musical show for Garden, -vhich
has been the average.
have remained for another week. "Little Nellie Kelly," Liberty (11th
has been remodeled. Opened k«*t
(Wednesdya) night.
The first week it did $15,000 with a
week). Going stronger than ever,
with agency call equal to any- "The Fool," Times Square 14th
sell out In advance for this, the final
week). Running regularly now n
thing in town. Business last week
week, which will show $18,000.
nine performances, (three matibettered that of auto week and
"The Bat" at the Curran showed
nees) and doing capacity business
totals around $m. r.oo.
it
strongly with on advance sa'e.
Went to $19,461
all performance*.
"Liaa," Daly's »3d St. <!)ih week).
assures $14,000 on the week.
Com Inih d on page i~)
Colored show uppegrs to have
|

(

LEGITIMATE

.

Thursday, January

25,

1923

PHILADELPHIA'S MUSICAL

up last week to $11,000. Attraction rates as clever entertainment.

SWARM

44

Whispering

Wires,*

Broad hurst

Moved from

(24th week).

49th St.

week. Pace coonsistently between $8,000 and $9,000. Bigger

•

.

IT

BOSTON'S SMILING ONCE MORE,

last

REMINDS OF WAR-TIME DAYS

house and chance to cut rate may
keep It going for a time.
Shakespeare,* National (4th
week). Last week best to date,
with gross about $8,500. Liberal
cut rating may account for InBooking extended until
crease.
If further betterment
Feb. 10.

WEATHER BREAKS FOR THEATRES

"Will

Six Out of Legit Houses Holding Them— "Perfect
9
Fool" Led Pack Last Week— "Peaches' Opens

Atmospheric

Well

Show's'

RING SHOW. $12.000
lane,

New

Orleans, This Week.

New

The
Were"

Orleans, Jan. 24.
Tou
Jenie
"As
Jacobs'
production, with Blanche

Ring and Charles Wlnniger feaa Shubert unit show
with the same people, will do $12,000 this week at the Tulane.

tured, formerly

"Common
Charles'

around

9

Beneficial Publicity

Clay,"

Players
$6,000.

by

(stock),

the

St.

will

get

series of storms had so paralyzed
Boston, Jan. 24.
J
about everybody connected railroad facilities that seats for pcrwere remaining u.
with the theatrical business in town formances
had reached a state because of the claimed night after night because of
weather when copious doses of the the inability of the purchasers to
Coue treatment were necessary to make connections, and the adverse
make them perk up and smile a bit conditions were getting under ever/,
Boston's climate underwent another body's skin. But when the weather
one of those sudden changes fir handicap was swept away things
which the city is noted, and last changed immediately, with the re-

When

week was

sult that the grosses at most evt »
legitimate house in town last wee'.:
weeks a was of the sort that should prevail

ideal for business all over

the town.
In the two

preceding

at the height of the season.

—

called a flop.

Ed Wynn's

"Perfect Fool" again

led the town, the gross for the second week striking the^25,000 mark

with some balcony weaknesses.
This attraction is slated to remain
at the Forrest this and next week,
making four In all, although it was
understood that three would be the
limit.

No announcement

of

the

booking has been
made,
though it is stated that in three or
four weeks the Music Box Revue
will come in.
This house has had
next

'

a very successful

season, in marked
contrast to the spotty business of
last year.
The seven days' wonder theatrically

continues

ster,"

which reached

to

be "The Monits high water

mark

last week with a gross of
$13,700.
This represents virtual

As a

capacity.

fresh proof of the
reluctance of the management to
let this
money-coiner get away
while the box office is still being
flooded,
announcement has been
that an extra matinee will be
given this Thursday and Friday, so
It Is more than likely that the biggest gross of the four weeks will
be registered In the get-away week.
To the amazement of everyone,
the Lyric with "Blossom Time" In
Its thirteenth week claimed a gross
of $16,000, which would seem to
Indicate that this operetta has an
Indefinite stay before it. All kinds
of tie-ups are being made, the latest being a University of Pennsylvania night with members of the
musical organizations at that institution attending in a body.
Gillette's
"Sherlock
Holmes"
showed a surprising pick-up in its
second and final week, though the

made

draw was

still

distinctly

a down-

stairs one with
ties

more society parthan the Broad has had before

this year. The gross is said to have
beat $10,000 by several hundred.

"The Torch Bearer?," although
lavishly praised by the critics, did
no more than medium business,
though probably making money
all

concerned.

The presence

for

of a

BROADWAY'S BOOM ON

week.
"Seventh Heaven," a new
(Continued from page 1)
strength has not weakened, high for nine performances at the
"Johannes
save for the weaker shows just Booth, beating $15,o5o.
prior to Christmas. Continuance of Krelsler" is getting a very strong
good trade after the flrst of the play at the Apollo, with around
New Year was credited to the au- $17,000 last week. "Abie's Irish
tomobile show, and there was a Rose" is making a remarkable record at the Republic, getting $13 600
partly skeptical feeling that busilast week.
"The Masked Woman"
ness would taper down, the opinIs playing to $1,500 nightly at the
ion about running true with theEltinge
'for
a total last week of
Yet
atrical reasoning generally.
and looks set. Woods has
"The Perfect Fool" (Forrest. 3d there was no diminishing in grosses $12,500
another
likely
attraction in "The
week).
Business stayed big with in the middle of the month and
one weak matinee and some gaps last week takings Went to even bet- Love Child," which got over $12,000
at
"Polly
the
Cohan.
Preferred" is
in
balcony trade;
$25,000
mark ter figures.
a new hit. At the Little it got $10,again attained, all of which a real
It is now predicted that big busi- 000 last Week.
surprise to management, which was
The scale has been
frankly doubtful. Next week is last ness will obtain until at least the boosted to $3.30 and the show can
with successor unnamed.
beginning of Lent, which stars un- now gross $11,000 and a ht'le over.
"Peaches* (Garrick, 1st week). usually early this season (mid"Hamlet" is close to the top
New Lederer musical comedy in February) and if Broadway runs to money.
The John^Barrymore atfor
three weeks.
Opened with form as for the past three o~ four
promise. "The Torch Bearers" did years there should be little differ- traction at ts)e Harris haa but two
weeks more to go, but Is closing
about $10,500 last week.
ence even after the advent of Lent.
"The Monster* (Walnut, 4th The record shows the effect of the strongly. Last week it got $17,800,
not quite up to previous figures.
week). Did Just about all the house
prior Easter have affected An extra matinee Tues lay
has been
could hold at $2 top last week. 40 days
less
Broadway
patronage
theatre
on
Gross, $13,700.
In this, last week,
inserted for the balance of the entwo extra matinees will be given. and less.
gagement.
Gross expected to pass $16,000
The invasion of the Moscow. Art
Interest in the new attractions
mark. "Kempy" in Monday.
Theatre still holds the spotlight for this week goes to "The Dancing
"Blossom Tims*
(Lyric,
14th its record business. Its second week
which relighted the remodGirl,"
week).
Sailing along splendidly went to $38,000, with comparatively
and talk of successor has died away. little difference in the first week, eled Winter Garden last night
(Wednesday).
"Lady Butterfly" got
Gross of $16,000, almost $1,000 gain
when nearly $46,000 was drawn, but off to a good start at the Globe
over previous week, claimed for last
with the aid of an $11 first night.
week.
Monday, and its draw in Brooklyn
The first nights of the other weeks last week makes
"The Naughty Diana* (Adelphi,
It look promising.
at the regulation $5.50 top set for
2d week).
Won some pleasant is
"Dagmar," the
Nazimova play,
Jolson's
69th
scale
at
nightly
the
notices, but business did not maSelwyn,
opened
at
the
and figures
terialize as yet to any great extent. Street during the stay of the Rusas
money
show.
Jane Cowl as
a
will
That the Moscow Art
Gross, $8,000. "Cat and the Canary" sians.
Juliet was another Wednesday prein next week for a run.
hold its unprecedented draw for the
miere, and "A Square Peg" will try
eight weeks which have been announced for the engagement is not it at the Punch and Judy, starting
doubted along Broadway. Invalu- Saturday. Of last week's openings
SHOWS IN
YORK
able aid from the newspapers has nothing of particular strength was
(Continued from page 16)
"Jltta's
Atonement"
already almost insured that, the last Indicated.
last week,
topping list except
loaded with ought to get a smart play at the
Moscow Art. Special company of Sunday editions being importation.
Comedy; "Give and Take" figures
smash due for Boston in three news matter anent the
to make some money at the 49th
The outstanding regular dramatic Street.
weeks.
"The
Humming Bird"
as
Russians
counting
(the
"The Gingham Girl,* Earl Carroll smashes
started slowly at the Bits.
(22d week). $2.50 musical show a,n exception to Broadway's offer"Blossom
Time"
ends its run at
leader.
Last week over $18,000, ings) are "Rain" and "The Fool."
with attendance close to capacity. The latter is growing stronger each the Century Saturday. "The Lady
Looks assured for season's stay week at the Times Square. Last in Ermine" will move there from the
on Broadway. Show's success has week it topped the list again with Ambassador, its successor being
established the house, new last
a gross of $19,461, with one extra "Caroline," which was listed as the
season.
matinee played and to be continued only premiere for next week up to
"The Egotist," 39th St. (5th week). regularly. "Rain" is so strong the Wednesday.
Ditrichstein's vehicle doing fairly
"Lady Butterfly" topped the atgood business, star still being probability of a long time run is
tractions in the subway houses last
matinee attraction. Takings have being talked about.
averaged better than $8,000 weekBusiness for the "Follies" holds week, getting $14,300 at the Majesly.
Last week little less.
and should tic, Brooklyn. Over the bridge at
to well over $36,000,
office

1

NEW

,

1

t

The only show in town that had a
decrease in business recorded wr.a
"The Bat," at the Wilbur, and when
it is considered that this show has
been playing here for 20 weeks, during which time it has played almost
constantly to capacity, a drop is not
to be wondered at. The gross for

society,
Mrs. Harrison K.
Caner, Jr., In the cast, did not help
as much as expected.
This show "The Humming Bird," Bits (2d stick until Easter. "The Music Box" the Montauk "Anna Christie" di w
week). Maude Fulton personally easily keeps its position next to the about $8,500, but "Dulcy" failed
proved a big matinee attraction, as
scored in play written by he
Ziegfeld show, with over $29,000 half of that sum at Teller's Shudid "To the Ladies" before It.
first shown on coast two years
The Woods farce. "The Naughty
consistently. The agency buy for It bert.
The Gertrude Hoffman Shuago. Indications not Indicative for
Diana," was aided by a number of
was
for 16 weeks and has two weeks bert unit show "Hello, Broadway")
a run here. House guaranteed for
reviews N which
emphasized
the
to go, but the brokers have extended got a bit under $5,400 at the Bronx
six
weeks.
First
week
under
risque material, but to date has
the buy for another four weeks. The opera house.
"The French Doll"
$5,500.
shown little business at Adelphi.
scale will not drop from $5.50 "top (Irene Bordonl) grossed $9,500 at
This week's two openings were "The Old Soak," Plymouth (23d
latter
the
expiration
of
until
the
the Broad Street, Newark.
week). This early arriving favor"The French Doll" at the Broad
ite
again counting with best buy, which will give the show a 20and "Peaches" at the Garrick. In
Last
grosses. More than held its own week run at the big figure.
connection with the latter show
after holidays and last week went season it had 18 weeks at the scale.
Lederer has endeavored to put
JACOBSON'S SCHEDULES
considerably over $14,000. In for The "Greenwich Village Follies"
across big local stories on the fact
Clarence D. Jacobson, tfle box
season.
that this is the 40th anniversary
also stands up to big money, with
office
man at the Harris theatre.
of his managerial career, which "The
Love Child," Cohan (11th the recent pace from $26,500 to over
was begun in this city. The draweek). Woods' success in this $27,000 weekly. It also is good until New York, in filing his schedules
matic critics gave some space to
liataillc.
Last week bettered auto Easter. "Little Nellie Kelly" is per- of -'abilities and assets as a result
this jubilee week idea, but the city
show pace and went to over $12,- haps the peach of the musicals, its of an involuntary petition in bankeditors
lukewarm.
were
rather
200.
Good until spring.
ruptcy filed against, him, admits
However, the opening night of "The Masked Woman," Eltinge (6th agency demand being equal to any- that his worldly assets
consist of
thing in town. Last week It again
"Peaches" and the advance sale to
Another Woods drama
week).
pulled
$23,500, which Is capacity at some stored scerfery of the "Ladles
date are both encouraging.
The
that looks anchored for a time.
of
the
Jury"
act
(no
value)
and
musical comedy stays three weeks,
Excellently
with $3 all the way for the Liberty. "The $250 worth
staged
piece
of exempted wardrobe.
to be followed
by "Six -Cylinder
strong matinee draw. Last week Gingham Giti" at the Carroll keeps
Love" and then "Captain Applegot $12,600. Matinees sell out, as top position among the $2.50 musi- consisting of two suits, one overjack," the two of which nre said
shirts,
shoes,
underwear,
cals, with over $18,000 weekly re- coat,
do most night »erformances.
to he going to share ten or twelve
cently, and "The Clinging Vine" Is haberdashery.
"The
Wcrld We Live In." A'.iU Z
weeks
business warrants.
<i:;ili swek).
Itrliiiul at the Knickerbocker.
llepurlcd going out
The liabilities total $5,360 and
Next Monday will oca in see two
soon, but management stated inn
"So This Is London" let out an- are mostly for several loans from
Openings. "The Cat and the Canary"
will continue>
at the AdelpH] and "Kempy" at the
Among the
other notch at the Hudson, getting various individuals.
Takings rather good and last
Walnut. The former was umored
"Morton of the creditors are Joe Leblang. $300;
$ 17.000 last week.
week
u >arly
business
totaled
to be switched to the Walnut as a
big
a
$16. 500 at the Sydney Harris of "the Cohan theMovies"
had
$10,000.
successor to the other thriller. "The
"Loyalties," another fixture, atre, $350; Charles Harris of the
Monster,' but the plan fell through.
Up She Goes." 'Playhouse (|2th Cort.
Have
theatre,
$150:
the Gaiety. Longacre
A sizable run is expected of "The
week). Brady's musical flhaw «•- is virtual capacity at
"Secrets" is doing real business at Schneider of the Astor, J35, and
Cat and the Canary." "Kempy" \*
<i
along to nice business
intx
others.
in fcr two week.; only and will be
the Fulton* with $13,900 in Utt
making money. Takings m<

local

.

it*

•

1

4

'
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Change

Well—"Passing

Opens

Former Unit At Tu

Jenie Jacobs'
Philadelphia, Jan. 14.
followed by "The Green Goddess"
Six out of seven legitimate at- for another fortnight and then by
either "He Who Gets Slapped" or
tractions here this week have mu- the new melodrama
being sponsored
This unusual by Charles Wanamaker, Walnut
sical attachments.
"Thumbs Down," by
situation has caused a digging Into manager,
Myron Fagan.
the flies and a reference to oldFeb. 5 the Shubert, Forrest and
timers, and it is the general opinion
that even in the musical comedy Broad will have new attractions,
days during wartime there never but the identity of two is shrouded
has been such an overwhelming In doubt. The Broad was to have
preponderance of this one variety "Shore Leave," and when that was
declared off It was rumored that
of productions.
"The Monster" at the Walnut Is Lionel Atwill'ta new Guitry play
The latest and
the one exception; "The French would come in.
Doll," with Irene Bordonl, which apparently official— is that "Baropened Monday at the Bread, is a num Was Right" will be the show*
straight comedy with a few song As has been said, the Forrest's atnumbers interpolated: "In Spring- traction is not known. The Shutime of Youth" at the ShubeK and bert will get a return of "Maytime"
"Blossom Time" at the Lyric are for two weeks.
operettas; Ed Wynn has his revue
Estimates for last week:
at the Forrest; the new Geo. W.
"The French Doll" (Broad, 1st
Lederer musical comedy "Peaches" week). Opened brightly with prosopened Monday at the Garrick, and pects of good business for its althe Woods musical farce "The lotted
two
weeks.
"Sherlock
Naughty Diana" Is the Adelphi Holmes" climbed in last week, turnfeature.
ing in a gross of more than $10,000.
Business has been making a slow
"In Springtime of Youth" (Shubut sure ascent in the majority of bert, 2d week). Success shrouded
houses during the past few days. in doubt with gross somewhere
Last week the weakest sisters were around $13,000 in first week. Pleas"The Torch Bearers," "In Spring- ant notices may result in better
time of Youth" and "The Naughty gross in remaining two weeks of
Diana" and none of these can be run.

Completely

Condition
9
Judy'

and

"Bunch

attains attraction will stick.

this show last week was $10,000, and
until the show drops below this
figure it is said it will remain on
here. This week will probably tell
the story, for if there isn't a comeback recorded it will be evident It is
time to move on from Boston, which

has given the play the generous patronage that it almost always gives
to shows that appeal to it.
The three shows that opened here
last week all got away- to a good
break on their first week, with "The
Passing Show," with Willie and Ifugene Howard, at the Wilbur turning in a gross of almost $20,000.
This business is on a par with a .*
that has been done by any musical
show playing the Shubert houses
this season.

The show evidently

col-

lected big on a controversy which Is
on here between censors about the
girls in the chorus appearing without tights. Primarily a girlie show,
the publicity given this angle of the
affair does not hurt a bit
id is good
for returns at the box office. Bue!ness at the «nd of last week was capacity, with a big bunch of standees,
and figures very near those of last
week are expected to be recorded
this week.
Pauline Frederick in "The Guilty

One" did excellent business at the
Selwyn. where she registered $11,000
for the week. With this business the
house Is satisfied and the show will
remain until Feb. 12. when a second
company of "The Fool" Is due to
open. Using a second company here
will be something of a chance, for
there Is always the possibility Bostonians

may

not take to the idea.

Only one new show opened Monthat being "The Bunch and

day,

Judy," at the Colonial after several
weeks of "Good Morning Dearie."
It got a good play the opening night.
the usual thing for a show opening
at the Colonial.
Business built up remarkably for
"Molly Darling" at the Tremont last
week, the gross being $3,000 better
than the first week. It looks very
strong to play big for the next two
weeks, and has established a good
following.

Estimates for last week:
"The Bunch and Judy" (Colonial,
week).
Opening strong.
On
final week "Good Morning Dearie"
1st

did $18,000, same business as week
before.
.
"The Guilty One" (Selwyn. 2d
week).
On first week did $11,000
and seems to be good for fair break

house is taken next month by
company of "The Fool."
"The Passing 8how" (Shubert, 2d
week). On first Week show did close
until

the second

to $20,000, getting big

break in pub-

licity line.

"Molly Darling" (Tremont. 3d
week). Business last week $19,000.
$3,000 better than first week. Show
has strong building-up power and
should gross better as It runs along.
"The Bat" (Wilbur, 21st week).
Looks as though this show was
about at the end of local run and
ready to start out. Did $10,000 last
week, dead line established, and
which was off $2,000 from business
of week before, when, according to
dope, business should have been better because of change In weather,
conditions.

"Just Married" (Plymouth. 2d
week). Did $12,000 first week, considered encouraging, and show can
stay for while.
"Lightnin"* (Hollls, 5th week).
$20,000 last week, about $1,000 better than week before. Now decided
absence of Percy Pollock from cast
is not going to have much effect on
business, and what was considered
an especially bad break by those
with show has not resulted seriously.

The Chicago Opera Company
opened at the Boston opera house
Monday night, first time this company has appeared here for several
seasons.

House scaled

to $6 top,

and

according to advance sale whale of a
business will be recorded before tw*
weeks are up. Any deficit has been
guaranteed by local people of prominence.

I
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BROADWAY REVIEWS
MOSCOW ART THEATRE
THE CHERRY ORCHARD
The

offering of the russlan Art
Four-act comPlayer* si .ii -on'* oUth 81
edy by Ant. n Tchekhoff, his Ja«t p:ay. i»roduced about 1K» ><-;.r» ago by the Moscow
* deatli.
author*.
the
before
theatre
Jus*
Art
Under the auipicai of Coinstotk & Uest,
Jan. 22, In third week of run.
thlrtl

1

Mine. Ttrn< vskaya .O'.ga Kneipper-Tohekhdvn
JLand own« r and proprietress of the
i'tc rry
Orvhard, old estate near a
growing modern lcu^sian city.
Alia Tarn" \ a
Anya. daugner

Varya, adopted daughter. .Vera Pashennaya
«>aiefr,
her brother. i.'onMantin Btanlajavakl
Leonid M. Lconidoff
Lopskhln
A wealthy merchant and self-made man,
•on of a serf on the same estate; bun*,
practical, ambitious, without patience
with the Improvidence of the rest, he,
still
with a sense of his own Inferiority, holds them in nspect.
Nikolai rodjromy
Troflmofr, student
Pi«tchik, land owner. .. .Vladimir Oribunin
Ivan Moskvln
Veplkhodoff
Varvara ttulfakova
Uunyasha, maid

DAGMAR
Countess
Maid. x

Pagmar

Alia Natlmova
Pola Wr'.na
Sophie Wilds

,

Karola."

OPbert Emery
Donald Call

VSswount Stanley Ljrttoa
i

'apt.

Jlioni

Count Rgon Holl
Andre Beli^ar
Claire Anntrsiey
Usher

Frederick Perry
Charles Bryant
<lreta Cooper
Myra Brook*

Nazimova returned to
the New York stage in her own
The

electric

Monday

night at the
her own
of Charles
Bryant, her husband, also her leading man in films and in this presen-

sizzling person

Belwyn,

under

starring

management (and that

Mr. Emery, every inch and every the coast with Kolb and Dill. At
moment.
Frederick Perry did a the matinee Saturday about a half
surprisingly short bit well enough, house was in. That la not unusual
though It was far from his cus- for any new show and perhaps nattomary sort of roles. The women ural for a laugh play, with no inIn support were well-cast types.
tent or desire for a sex factor, which
Nazimova surely never in her appears necessary to catch the femwhole career gave a more cut-dia- inine trade of the afternoons.
"Give and Take" looks like a
mond exhibit of unique personality,
It has been
fiber and Heaven -given eloquence money show.
playof diction and gesture.
She is the wrighted along similar lines Of
Nazimova of a decade ago in full "Welcome Stranger" by the same
flower, a perfect Lenore Ulrle of the author.
It bn« a cast of six with
tenser drama.
Nazimova will not but two Important , salaries, the
take umbrage at the comparison. leads, and .there is one set. CritThis reviewer regards Miss Ulric icisms in the dailies were mixed,
as the greatest natural artist Amer- with some reviewers saying it was a
ica has produced in his lifetime.
bad play. That means nothing
"Dagmar" and Nazimova should where the author has written for the
box office. Tho sarqc comment atscore in cash and credit.
tended the opening of "East Is
Lait.
West," but it went over for a fortune, and its author, Samuel Shipman, never denied he wrote it for

JITTA'S

ATONEMENT

25, 1923

LADY BUTTERFLY
-

+ new

two-act nr'sical comedy la four
scenes founded on toe fares,
Somebody'
Luggage," produced at the Globe, New
York, by diver Morocco (Morosco Holding
Co., Inc.) Jan. 23.
Book and lyrics b»
Clifford Qrey; acoro by Werner Janseen*
'
staged by Ned Wayburn.
Duval, steward
Vic Casmora
Horatio Meak, passenger
Lionel Pap*,
Pansy, his bride
Rona Wallace
Jack Owen, first ofUcer
Edward Lester
Ullry Browning
Alien Kearna
Henry Crawford
.....Goorgo Trabert
£«»har
Prank Dohaor*
Caroline, stewardess
Maude Kburne
Mrs. Stockbrldge
Gertrude Maltlund,
Mabel Stockbridge
Mabel Withes
A 1,rf d« »°PP"Klorena Amea
I'.nld Crawford
Marjorie Uatcson
Bobby, cabin boy
Janet Stone
Frances, ladles' maid
, A line
McOkll
ltuth. stewardess
Marion Hamilton
Mr. Stockbrldge
Lionel Paps
BrlKgs, butler
Edward Lester
'

.

Policeman

Raymond Hunter

Incidental dancing specialties by Janet
Stone. Aline MoGlll, Marlon Hamilton.
Florentine Gasnova, Joe Donohue. Nick
Long, Jr.; Jack Lynch, Horton Spurr.

Lee Shubert presents Hcrtha K alien in the box office.
tation).
The vehicle is "Dagmar," "Jitta's
Atonement," tragi-comedy adapted
Hoffman's new worn touches the
by Louis K. Anspicher, who credits by Oeonre Bernard Shaw from the German
an adaptation from a play by Fer- of Siegfried Trebltsrh. In three acts, staged capital and labor problem along the
With a book far from being;
by
Leater Lonergan. At the Comedy, New lines of the apparent movement worthy
•HCI Here/eg, a Hungarian author. York.
of the production given it,
within the industrial field within the a score only
The title is a misleader and a Mrs. Billiter
fair in as much as it
Phoebe Coyne past few years pointing
particito
has but one number in its total of
The name Dagmar is es- Professor Bruno Jiaidenstedt. John Craig pation of workers
Vasaily Luzh^ky misnomer.
Flrce
in the manage- 17 that seems
I.enkhelm
Bertha KnMeh
An old footman, 87, once a serf on the
sentially
Scandinavian, and
the Jltta
to have a chance for
Professor Alfred Lenkhelm. .Francis Bvrne ment of plants and in a percentage
same estate, deeply devoted to the
Scans are, for dramatic usages, re- Dr. Krnrst F>sslr»r
"Lady Butterfly,"
Walton Butterfield of the profits. The locale is in an popular faver,
family.
produced
garded
Naas
cold
and
blonde.
Agnes
lla!denstedt
at
the
Thais
Globe theatre MonI.swton
footman
young
"smart"
7a«ha.
Beth Elliott independent fruit canning factory day night by Oliver Morosco. is a
Nikolai Alexandroff zimova, a Russian Dagmar, is about Edith (her daughter)
in
California
owned
by
one
John
Alexel Bondlrieft as cold as she is blonde.
musical comedy saved wholly by
A Tramp
She is
Bauer, whose foreman is Albert
Uueats.and servants at the dance
the most fiery little hussy since tlu>
CJeorge Bernard Shaw in the last Kruger. The latter, inspired by old its dancing.
half-caste in "East of Suez"— in act attempted to atone for some
In that particular respect the
son, who has been to college
Bauer's
This is the first of two Tchekhoff truth, the plots are very similar. of the verbosity of the German and who is one of the workers, pro- piece is a triumph for Ned Way"Jitta's
Atonement" poses an "industrial democracy" for burn, the producing stage manager
plays to be done during the engage- Whereas, Somerset Maugham wrote Trebitsch's
The cast is
ment, the other being "The Three a finer and better play, Nazimova through the injection of several the plant, with a "congress," "cab- of the production.
in
several
spots
where
Sisters." What you get here is the is a more thrilling vamp and a far typical shafts of Shavian wit, and inet" and other departments as the faulty
tragedy of the passing of a social more natural and convincing allurer only accomplished it at the expense government at Washington. The strength was most needed, but
Further, the of more
verbosity,
despite
the old boy rages about the new-fangled Oliver Morosco did dress the chorus
caste. It comes to you in a blurred than Florence Reed.
atmosphere
surroundings
and
of
laughs which were a relief from a scheme, but with the business owing of 20 girls in a manner that bepicture, as It is played in an alien
of
purse strings freely
tongue, lacking in sharp outline and "Dagmar" might as well be Amer- rather tragic hour and a half pre- $150,000 on a note due the bank he speaks
Not only was the purpose finally consents. Even with the new loosened, and provided several seta
in detail, but still powerfully colored ican, for they are entirely realistic ceding.
and unmistakable in import. Here and close to home in treatment, intended for contrast, but probably order aiding, however, "Bauer's K-O that were a delight to the eye, with
though they are a decided and dar- to achieve a "happy ending," with
is character that breaks down thee
Brand" is on the verge of going out an effect at the end of the first act
the result Jitta. whi had been Pro- of business when a man from the at once bewildering and a delight,
barriers of language and makes ing novelty in form.
There is not a "set" as that term fessor Bruno Haldenstedt's idyllic east arrives, drawn by the democ- so cleverly worked- aut that the
Change a few
itself understood.
details, familiarise the locale and is understood in the entire produc- and Idealized paramour, walks off racy plan, and signs a contract to audience was on the verge of cheerthe exteriors of the people, and it tion. It is built and revealed in a with the suggestion that her stupid take the plant's output. The plot ing It.
might be a story from the Indiana series of scenes with hugely tall bore of a husband will very gen- takes a twist when it is discovered
"Lady Butterfly" is the work of
school. It even might be as human arched proscenium frames outlining erously allow for her marital short- the visitor had been incarcerated in Clifford Qrey as far as book and
and recognizable as "Main Street" delicately furnished confers and comings and take her back into the an Insane asylum, and then in con- lyrics are concerned, he adapting
spots,
with
drops
Urban
type
of
as
way
out
from
Gopher
fold.
or a little
.In the original Jitta doubt- clusion it develops the man Isn't the Mark Swan and James T. Powers
They are all artistic lessly bowed off to a sad curtain. nutty after all.
Prairie, or it mlgnt be compared backgrounds.
farcical success, "Somebody's Lugmore appropriately with the tragedy and all beautiful. They add much Either way it is questionable what
Werner Janssen provided
There are three curtain lines of / gage."
of the abandoned New England farm in spectacle and effective Intrigue chances the plary would have, or sure-fire design.
For the first act the score, ajrrl while he provided a
and the gradual transfer of what to the eye, yet they take nothing now has. for popular appeal.
finale Mann as the president of the rather melodious score there waa
Holmes called "The Brahmin of from the intimacy of the reactions.
The "tragi-comedy" starts with democracy tells his "secretary of but one real number of the jazzy
New England" from the land to the They are somewhat like Bel-Geddes' Bruno, married and with a marrlag- state." Sidney, when everything type which the public of today resettings for Arthur Hopkins' Shake- able daughter, meeting Jitta in a looks bad, that "this isn't the first quires.
cities.
The book In Its adapted
spearean presentations, and are flat he maintains for their stolen time Congress put. the president on form did not hold the comedy either
It takes only a few program hints
hours. The professor has been at the bum." For the second act con- in lines of situations that the origto give one command of the key, ultra-modern in method.
B. Iden Payne is credited with the work on a book on psychology clusion when it is learned the rich inal farce had.
To be sure, there
and the rest* with a little imagination.
Properly speaking, the com- staging. P. J. »Carey and Co. with which he ascribes to Jitta for in- visitor is loco, Mann again has the were gags aplenty, and good gags
edy isn't a play at all. Nothing the building and Bef^man Studios spiration. The star, to her credit, line: "He is the only millionaire who too, at least they must still be as
"Settings" are makes her first entrance modestly believes in industrial democracy and good as they were 20 years ago,
really dramatic happens. Tou sup- with the painting.
ply the drama yourself. The drama by Frederick K. Jones, 3d, who is to and surreptitiously in keeping with he has to turn out cookoo." At the perhaps a little shop worn.
Audithe action. When her face is dis- finish Sidney pulls the curtain line, ences that gather at the Globe after
is the slow decay and disintegration this reviewer hitherto unknown.
of the landholding class -in Russian
Nazimova was "discovered on," closed from hie protecting coat col- after Mann instructs his secretary the first night may laugh at them*
society before the World War. The sparkled with her little back turned lar disguise she is well on her lines. and daughter-in-law to be, that her but the hard-boiled first-nighters
Russian landed gentry of two de- for half a scene, and kept growing
Bruno's and Jitta's marriages are children must be "democrats." She failed to catch the humor.
cades ago may be a long way from brighter
The first act contains little exTheir stolen bliss is answers it can't be done, when Sidand
scintillant false ones.
more
the theatrical appeal of Times through an intoxicating succession idealized on that premise. Bruno's ney remarked: "Yes It can; with a cept for the novelty of the opening
square; but so is Mark Antony. Cer- of transitions that blended or shot heart has been backfiring unusually little co-operation."
and the closing scenes.
At the
tainly a work that on the surface is from a cooing pigeon to a flaming tonight and he decides never to see
Mann as old Bauer Is in a part opening the chorus of 20 really
light and at times tediously literal, volcano, from a charming noble- Jitta, for fear she may be dan- that fits him excellently. He has a striking girls (Incidentally let it be
but still furnishes the outline of a big woman to a heartless harlot, from a gerously embarrassed if she were chance to rave frequently and he is said here that the show girl has
social upheaval, is no bunk.
This transparent flirt to a blood-mad ad- found with a dead man, since his working according to direction, been brought back again in this
reviewer struggled with the text in venturess who attempts murder days are numbered. A doctor him- which was one of the points insisted production, eight and all stunners)
Mr. Gest's popular translation and with a knife to rid herself of a self, he fully realizes this.
The on when he was chosen for the role. is brought down one of the aisles
found it incomprehensible drivel. lover grown boresome, from a pet- professor also conceives the idea of The part was originally handled by and onto the stage over a gang*
But the play gets over by the power ulant child to an incandescent par- willing
his
psychological Sam Mann, who is reported having plank supposedly leading to a Channew
of its playing.
treatise to Jitta's husband, so that gotten the resigning habit when the nel steamer, and the closing effect
amour, from a kitten to a hyena
The production has none of the
"Dagmar" is a tragedy like "East the glory may reimburse him for play was out of town, which per- showing the little steamer moving
mitted the entrance of Louis. Au- out to sea with the wharves and
sensational aid of freak or massive of Suez," and the double-dealing having stolen his wife.
scenic settings.
Its equipment is toyer with men's passions and honor
Jitta exits to an anteroom. A fatal gustus Duncan started with the buildings receding In the distance
stricken. is slain in the end. This time it is attack spells disaster for Bruno. show originally, but stepped out and a corking picture effect of the
meager even
poverty
rolling sea that was projected from
You .couldn't take some of the scen- in sight of the audience her Jugu- Jitta returns, hastily adjusts her quickly.
One of the noticeable points in the rear.
ery of "The Cherry Orchard" on the ular vein is cut by the ex-apache informal house dress which leaves
Between these two scenes the ae-»
road with a second-rate troupe. For whom she is throwing over, a two- nothing to the imagination of their Mann's apparent adhesion to direcone scene they use a series of those time murderer who has slain two relations and flees. In the second tion is of appearance. He no longer tion and lines are supposed to plant
net cut drops to show a countryside women before her: one in Jealousy act her husband, himself a psycho- sports those funny high collars. In the fact that on board ship are two
that have passed out of use in and one, his wife, to get her money analyst, ruthlessly presses an hy- the show he wears collars of a turn- cousins, unknown to each other*
America since Chaunccy Olcott (a modest hundred millions).
pothesis until he too learns the over design, and he looks more the who are both on their way to Eng*
business man that is intended. The land from France to meet in acBut in spite of
stopped touring.
The knife comes to her in a rather truth.
these scant backgrounds this band roundabout way, the only unplausThe professor's widow in the last locale being in the west, he gets a cordance with the will of their late
of players get their effects.
ible main
link in the otherwise act has an intuition that her hus- chance to carry one of the big Stet- uncle, who has provided that his
There are a thousand details that credible narrative. It at once ex- band would not have carried on sons that the west thinks is the real entire estate is to be given to thd
aw miss fire. For instance, there is ercises a weird fascination for the with a common woman and feels goods. However, he changes head- two if they will marry and complete the classification of his colAtwlce introduced into a scene a cup neurotic," erotic, erratic countess. certain she must have been a lady gear several times.
Sidney plays the foreman with- lection of butterflies. Both hate the
that is the exact replica of the model She itches to meet the apache she of station. She confides to Jitta,
^pthey use to serve coffee in a New has heard of from her current lover, her friend, that she can't help feel- out dialect, and he has come through idea of having had their life's mate
York Hartford lunch. The sight of who witnessed the trial and bought ing it was somebody like her, and with a very good characterization. selected for them in this fashion.
the knife as a curio.
She meets in a masterfully written scene re- The lines have Mann picking on him Aboard also is a clerk of a Paris
it commands the association of a
cheap lunchroom. But it is given to him, of course. He has made his fates that by thinking that no lady all the way. But he seems to like it, establishment who iias been falsely
a guest in an aristocrat's house, so hundred millions. He falls for her would have left her dead lover and hav.'ng both the stature and the accused of having been too free
Sidney's best bit of with his firm's funds and who has
the association of the New York as hard as she does for him, and slunk away in the night, that only temperament.
mind is all awry In like manner longer. He lives to suffer, while she a person of character akin to a playlnp came in tho last act, when fled to escape arrest; trailing him
there are strange* attitudes and re- only lives to yawn, and he kills her chambermaid would be so shallow, the millionaire whom they think is a is a genial grafter who knows his
bug enters. Sidney's business of secret and is going to give him the
lations between servants and mis- as she is about to drag back the under which Jitta never flinches.
tress that would suggest to an lover she has discarded, whom she
The widow's sole literary inheri- shaking hands and that of always shakedown. The other of the pasAmerican the presumption of a New craves because he is a bridegroom tance is a lecture on "Varieties of being ready to make a getaway sengers are but minor figures in the
story, with the exception of the
England "hired girl." whereas, of and she wants the thrill of vamping Sleep,'' at which she opines she drew attention.
Vivian Tobin as the secretary is stewardess aboard ship, who is tho
course, the real situation is exactly him from the arms of the decent knows just what kind of sleep he
And yet, in spite of girl who succeeded her.
the reverse.
indulged in, and yet, paradoxically, not burdened with the role, nor does affianced bride of the fleeing clerk.
Palpably enforced horseplay failed
these
bewildering
The story is not as crude as that refuses to hint of Bruno's amour to it call for much. Robert W. Craig
conflicts
of
American and Russian ideas, the pictures it. It is not crude at all. her marriageable daughter, now as young Bauer had a better chance. to bring anything like real laughs
central message is plain with a lit- It is skillfully and fleetly written engaged to a young physician. The Douglas Wood enacted the near-nut in this section until down to just a
tle sympathetic understanding.
and its composition is airtight and daughter surprise
her
by her cleverly as did Charles Dow Clark few minutes before the curtain,
You can go to the Jolson, as this a credit in construction to either the knowledge and expresses her love as the town banker. But the meat when Florenz Ames and Maude
writer did, with the viewpoint that academic Prof. Anspacher or Herc- for the woman who could have of the play is given to the leads vir- Kburne offered a duet entitled
"Beautiful Love," accompanied by
the whole venture was an extraor- geg or both.
made her father happy where her tually all the way.
The set is that of the plant's of- a burlesque dancing number that
dinary bit of showmanship, and so
That women, especially adolescent mother failed. Jitta confesses to
fice.
Thrbugh the glass partitions was a wow from start to finish.
be, but this company of girls.of the 1923 model, will yearn her also and patches up a lovers'
it may
the factory pulley wheels are In mo- This was tho first real wallop and
artists will get you.
to see "Dagmar" and burn while quarrel for the girl and her betion and through the high windows the audience couldn't get enough
Observations in the theatre itself, seeing it is a safe prophecy. Men, trothed.
The acting is superb. The star the flywheel of a gas engine re- of it. Just prior there had been
packed to five deep behind the or- the hardest of them, will not find
volves, whilo the exhaust vapor an eccentric legminia specialty indull
either.
is,
the
it
It
by
by,
a
intelligently
Interprets
her
role,
chestra rail, suggest one reason for
John Craig for the one act as Bruno spits through a pipe on the roof. jected by Joe Donohue that also got
the swift success of the enterprise, great film, too, in prospect.
As the heavy lover and the lov- making an able opposite: Francis Tho picture is a faithful one and to the house.
which ordinarily would have had to
really an exceptional setting.
The opening of the second act
fight its way to the front slowly. ing heavy, Mr. Bryant, while quite Byrne's conception of Prof. Lenk"Give and Take" without lining up shows the exterior of a garden* wall
Besides skillful exploitation, Gest poised in the fierce parts was quite hcim was humorously ingratiatingas
a
knock-out,
ought
to
make
outside
the English estate which
poised
This
is
fierce
in
the
parts.
Elliott
as
was
social
Beth
the
daughter
the
probably had examined
money. It entered Broadway With- tho dead uncle has left to the
Abel.
situation in New York and knew not meant to be slangy, and does not wholly satisfactory.
out a wealth of comedy in the cousins.
Here the proceedings arc
that since the Soviet regime there not charge that ho was reprehenfield.
From a practical side it has started with some dan CO features
have been hundreds of Czarist refu- sible it means that he has shaggy
a short cast and that means it can that hit and from that time on
gees in the city who had made their eyebrows that come together, and
operate successfully without draw- through the entire act dance numVivian Tobln
way promptly into the highest ranks he look' d and conveyed the ex- Marion Kruger
ing record grosses,
line.
ber follows dtnee number, with th'
Hubert W. Craig
$100,000,000 Jnrk BHuer, Jr
Through
hi*
of metropolitan society. They paved apache
effeorga Sidney
Albert Kruger
chorus working in ensemble. hi: and
the way for the trick of making the veneer on immediate contact. As a John Bluer
T/Ouls Mann
Tho
New
Palace,
Jamestown.
X. specialties being Interposed every
"
far
lover
more
by
was
gentle
he
Moscow players "smart and startDaniel Drum
Charles Dow Clark
week, has few minutes. And it is the "lancDouglas Wood Y\, to have Op< nod lai
ed the engagement off under bril- than Dagmar was, and was almost Thomas Craig
ing In the second act that gi*F<
defensive up to
.set bark its premiere until
That was all all the tine on
r*eb
patronage.
liant
Jan. 18 Max Man-in, Inc., pre- Delay In receiving the seata re- "Lady Butterfly" whatever chance
needed to make a vogue, Be ildws th< moment when he knifed her, a
it
has o! being a hit ftmong musical
nd after she had tried to murder sented the new Aaron Hoffman sponsible.
these lucky fugitives from the now
witt. a caThe
shows. The interior set for this SCt
fare -comedy, "(live and Take," at pacity of i.mio, house,
him In warm blood.
government there must be a \
will nave valid*
is a corking one with a c<;up!e
f
Gilbert Emery as the ex-lover the 49th Street, with Louil Mann
horde of lonely ex-patriots from
was a perfect example of the Brit- and George Sidney dually tarred. rille shows supplied from Ihe New little tricks that all help out A silRussia In New York, and they
A splendid player, it is the show that was fust done on Vok office of Qua Sun.
(Contlnued on page 19)
Jtu.Ji.
ish gentleman,
to swell the total.
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for the theatre and a few
after the sister of the wife
enters.
The collector returns and
finds her in his rooms. And shades
of Avery Hopwood if. she doesn't

starts

moments

OUT OF TOWN REVIEWS

finally

who otherwise had

ELSIE

all

little to

too

His bass solo, "Hear Me, Dear
Miss Cello," in the last act was
something out of the ordinary.
'^4 ijrrtca by Stasia* and Blake and Bradford Kirkbride, the leading
Management John J. man, was neither a particularly
Carlo and Bandera.
good dancer nor the possessor of a
Italia Oeer
Sanrery Hammond
fine personality, though his singing
Stanley Rld«e«
wrtd Blakaly
Ada Meade was fair. George Neville, in an alEEa» Weatford
do.

Chicago, Jan.

Jan. 21

Ian

24.

Oi>en*d at Illinois, ChlLibretto or Chariea W. Bell.

JUuftUttl

Weatford

John Arthur

Mrs Philip Hammond. Maude Turner Gordon
Charles Abbe
PhUlP Hammond
Walter Wayne
Detective Chapman
Trma Marwlck
*jlii s
Freedley
Vinton
Harry Hammond
William Cameron
iVrkar
Layman and Klin*
Specialty Dancers
'

"Elsie" is & combination of the
usual musical comedy, melodrama
and farce so ingenuously done there
from
Is interest in the plot apart

the songs and dances. Elsie is the
Ada Meade was
leading character.
given first mention in most of the
Luella Gear
and
publicity
advance
registered a success on the opening
night which was outstanding.
Elsie is played by Irma 'Marwlck,
who recently came out of the chorus
on the road.'but has established herself sufficiently to recall the success
registered under similar conditions
by Esther Howard at the same the-

It happens that this r.how was
produced with Edgar McGregor as

atre.

drlllmasier. who acted in that capacity in The Sweetheart Shop" at
the Illinois.
Nine of the musical numbers were
by Bissle and Blake and the other
numbers are by Carlo and Sanders.
The big hit is "My Crlnolino Girl,"
the basic melody. The biggest applause hit Sunday night was "Baby
Bunting," sung by Mis.* Gedr and

Maude Turner
Stanley -Ridges.
Gordon plays a mother with effecthas the most
Arthur
John
iveness.
important male part, a comedy husband, who provides many laughs by
situations and does not have any

now

in order.

chance.

Waters.

(Continued from page 18)

down rather far iit the
act also brought heavy applause.
Of the cast there is no one featured, the two principal comedy roles
houette bit

THE TWJST

PEACHES

tle

difficulty

In

creating ripples of

Briefly. "Peaches" has everything laughter.
There was a touch of idealism,
but comedy. That element is lacking throughout the three acts. The some shreds of philosophy, a dramatic
episode or two and a predomithe
to
fall
lines
supposedly funny
hands of Fred Heider, Ada Mae nance of humorous situations that
Weeks, Stella Mayhew and George lifted "The Twist" from trite latiNeville, and the only one of the tudes.
For a moment early In the first
four who succeeds in rising above
the banality of the humor ia, Miss act it appeared the play might
Weeks, who has never been better. evolve into another prosaic bedroom
From all other angles dancing, farce or travesty on platonic mar•core, chorus and staging "Peaches" riage, but the continuity satisfactorily veered away.
Is more than promising.
It remained for the irrepressible
This is one of those musical shows
with Tery much plot, sometimes too Hunt unwittingly to unfold the love
husband in
much. It is still another variation of Mrs. Dillard for her
becoming enamored himof the Cinderella theme, with two name by
hence "The Twist" is the story
girls instead of one. The first scene self,
which is effective enough in its unis laid in Switzerland, to provide atmosphere, fur-trimmed costumes, expectedness.
Despite the seemingly needless
and a Tyrolean chorus. After that, overemployment
of profanity, which
a more or less simple background does not offend,
however, "The
Is employed.
contains many smiles, some
The plot concerns a young woman Twist"
and,
considerable
acting
excellent
who wishes to study her prospect- truth. It goes to Chicago
this week
ive husband and his family at close
extended
run.
McConnell.
an
for
she
so
marriage,
the
range before

——

enters the home as a servant. The
family learn of the trick and decide
to be especially nice to her. Meanwhlld*>a real servant comes for a
Job and is mistaken for the society
Hence the real maid is dined
girl.
and wined, while the bogus one is
badly treated. Both have love affairs, which are threatened when
the facts come out. If ever musical
comedy was saved by a single Individual 'Teaches" is, and the individual is Miss Weeks.
The tlrst act was terrifically
dreary until she entered, but her first

THE GREEN SCARAB
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 24.

going to Florenz Ames and Maude
Eburne. both working hard^vith the
scant material that the book gave
them. Frank Dobson, playing oppo-

site Ames, was entirely too forced
in his.dellvery, working in a manner
that smacked of rough-and-tumble

vaudeville or burlesque.
The women principals were
Jorle Gateson.

who walked

off

Marwith

the honors of the evening for
ease in performance, looks and voice
in the prima donna role, and Mabel
Wlthee as the ingenue opposite
Allen Kearns. The latter was shy
all

on voice, and tried to (Jeorgecohan
it through the performance, getting
His
little if anything on his efforts.
was one of the roles that could have
been bolstered, and it would have
helped the general performance.
Miss Withes is one of the mysShe is
teries of musical comedy.
cute, has looks, figure, youth, can
dance, a pleasing little voice, and
yet fails to get over with her audiences somehow or other. It Is just
one of those unexplainable things
that has its only outlet in that

There

is

no use

denying the merits of Coue's tluory.

In

\ t| there is
doesn't claim there is. He knows that the Idea
is an old one.
So is religion, yet people are still preaching it (though
few practicing it). He knows there are skeptics, yet only 400 years*ago
people laughed at Columbus for saying the world was round.
If his
theory is correct, and I am very sympathetically inclined toward it, we
are much In the position of the huge elephant who lets a hundred pound
man beat him, lock up or drive him, all because the elephant doesn't
realize his own superior power.

nothing

new about

He

it.

For many years there have been people half-starving to death in Texas
and Oklahoma owing > the poor crops grown on the very soil that now
yields thousands per day in oil. Yet the farmer did not know the land's
worth. He was not tilling deep enough. Coue's theory is that we can
all strike oil If we plow far enough mentally.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox tried to tell us of her belief in the great power of
thought .when she wrote.
t

"I hold it true that thoughts are things;
They're endowed with bodies and breath and
And that we send them forth to fill
The world with good results, or 411."
I

am

not claiming Coue

a question of

faith.

The

old

is

right,

nor that he ia wrong. It is merely
carries a horse chestnut or a potato

man who

his pocket, firmly believing

in

wings;

it

will cure his "rheumatlx," or the old

woman who wears an asafetida bag about her neck, believing through
her nostrils that Its odor fortifies her from disease, are all upheld by
the same thing faith.
Mme. Calve once told me she wore in "Carmen" a certain old faded
artificial rose because she thought it lucky.
She waa reluctant to admit
she was superstitious or believed in things as unlucky. But the rose remained.
When Coue came Into my room I was playing with one of the Coue
corda that had been brought to nle by Matthew White, Jr.
Twenty
beads and knots are placed in the cord at regular intervals* bright

—

I was idly running it through
my fingers, when Coue remarked that the cords had been manufactured
and sold without his knowledge or consent. He also explained that he
receives no royalty for them. .
An illogical point hard for me to reconcile about Coue la that he will
not come out and commit himself in anyway. He will not say, "you
will get well."
He wanta Urt patients to tell themselves they will get
well.
It is as if he is evading responsibility and takes precautionary
measures in this way. It would seem that the words "You will get well,
you will get well, you will get well," coming from someone presumably
possessed of supernatural powers would naturally make more impression on the subconscious minds of the patients than their own Halfcredulous "Ca passe, ca passe, ca passe" would have.
Zoe Beckley, whose articles on Coue are by far the most comprehensive
of any I've read, and who can explain his method better than he can.
explained why it was necessary to say the little formula "Ca passe"
so rapidly until it sounds like. "Zob, sob, sob," etc* -She says It Is to
prevent any contradictory idea from filtering In while we are saying
the phrase over and over.
"What seems to be the matter with you," Dr. Coue Inquired most

colored, large beads forming the ends.

sympathetically. I told him that, In the opinion of the world's best
orthopedics, I had a collapse of the first, second and third lumbar:
ankylosis of the second dorsal, and a relaxed aacro-lllac. He seemed

amazed at my familiarity with terms of anatomy.
Coue did not promise me that he would cure me.

"But

I

can promise

you that

this will relieve you," he said.
"Oh. well." I replied, "in that case I will have to do the promising
myself. So I promise you that I will get well."

Since my earliest childhood I have been an ^unconscious disciple 'of the
power of thought. At no time since I have been ill have I believed my case
to be hopeless. I admit there have been times when I have held doubts

as to my complete recovery, but never despaired.
I believe I would have been well long ago had it not been for tho
severe Jolt I got when I was first examined by a famous surgeon. His
words verbatim:
"You are a .very sick woman," wejre a veritable death sentence.
"How long will it take me to get well?" I asked him.
"Two years if ever," he answered.
Even Dr. Lorenz, when he called to see me two jears ago, said, 'Von
will Improve, but I can not promise you will ever be well."
1 have had
time ho may acquire ease before an all of that to overcome and I am getting well.
will
an
be
audience, and then he
As far back as three years ago, In order to make myself believe I was
asset; but if he keeps his present
walk anyone that can Ret the mo- going to get well, and In order to implant the idea in the minds of other
tion-picture rights to him will have people, I began negotiating for apartments.
Several real estate in n
a chance of running Chaplin a race can show correspondence in their files where I inquired for vacancies,
for laugh honors in the matter of
stating that I expected to be out soon and would want a home.
gait.
I was In a cast on a Btret be*
I was brought here without clothing,
In the first act Miss Withee nnd
Kearns had a chnnce with a little in an ambulance. As soon as I was able to ask for anything 1 had
number called "Doll's House." in my coat, street dress, and a pair of shoes brought to the hospital and
which a couple of kiddies were used, put in my clo«et, where they still remain, waiting for me to get ready
but they failed to make it ring true to use them.
or land it. In the second act Miss

word

"personality."
Perhaps it is the lack of the latter
that is responsible. Appearing opposite MISS Gateson in the heroic
role of the piece was George Trabert, possessed of a voice but lacking in stage presence and entirely
without ease. It is possible that in

much-abused

,

John Stapleton apparently had a
good idea of what he was about
when he set out to write "The
Green Scarab," thinking, perhaps,
had hit upon a
that because he
mystery theme it would be "the
But his plot hangs on a Gateson with "My Cottage in Sunthing."
I may be a fifty-minute egg (hard boiled) when It comes to ere
thin thread that threatens to break shine Lane" scored heavily. It is a
b*ut when I do get well (and I Will get well) 1 wiil
at any moment and as far as the charming little song and cleverly fad 4, cults or isms,
The number immediately know just where to place the credit or perhaps the responsibility, it
mystery is concerned even an staged.
GateMiss
which
this,
in
following
mass thought, because of the many people "rooting"
of
will be the result
audience of Eskimos could tell who
take care of the for me and the many prayers said for me and my abiding belief in God
is the "culprit" a few minutes after son nnd Mr. Trabert
a notorious Jewel vocal portion, there is a dance finish to reward such faith. I will know that it is due to ray friends their
the character,
thjef known as the "Mummer," dis- which discloses three girls In ex- thoughts and help that made It possible for me to secure the best phyguised as a broker, makes his ap- ceedingly clever transparent cos- sicians and even they are only tools in God's hands. They admit it and
The reviewer was in- tume doing toe work. A duet dance
pearance.
formed that the first act is to be re- specialty here disclosed that Nick we must also have faith in them.
stepAll through the country people are falling over each other trying to
written and that other changes will Long, Jr., is considerable of a
Stone in get to sec Coue because they have faith in him, and keen will be the disbe made within the next few weeks. per. His work with Janet
appointment of those unable to reach him. Yet there is a never failing
H. Cooper-Cliffe has the leading a butterfly dance actuallyactstopped
a toe
Later in the
role
as a collector of Egyptian the show.
revealed healer with greater power, who doesn't make promises with reservations,
antiquities and owner lof the green solo by Florentine Gashova
the real find of the evening among whom many of them have never tried to communicate with. The public
scarab.
This young wom- would not pay $2.50 to hear a sermon by the finest preacher in the world,
The story concerns an extravagant the girl dancers.
out unusually well in a and yet any evangelist who even takes up a collection takes chances in
wife and her husband, who learns, an stood
Is remarkable for its spethat
show
being accused of harboring a tradesman's .soul.
unhis
home
lose
that he stands to
cialty dancers.
less he makes good a matter of inThe 'Sway With Me" number,
debtedness. The owner of the green
I am reminded of a story they tell about Abraham Lincoln, when he
icaiab has permitted the wife to closing the show with a s< rles of was a young lawyer. He was trying two cases the saint* day before the
wear the scarab at a ball and has dance specialties with It, lent the same Judge. In one he was for the defendant and the other the plaintiff.
consented to aid the husband. The curtain down with a wave of ap- He made an eloquent plea In the morning and secured a verdict for his
This is the number most
wife decides not to return the jewel plause.
side In the other case and
and intends to give it to a broker likely to find its way into the caba- client. In the afternoon he took the opposite
dance places to universal wa» pleading Just as earnestly. The judge inquired the cause of his
rets
and
who has promised her hv will allow
change of opinion from the morning to the afternoon. "Your honor." said
her a loan on it. This is the "Mum- popularity.
mer" is disguise. The wife's sister
"Lady Butterfly** does not look Mr Lincoln, "I may have been wrong thi* morning, but I know I am right
•

liv-

ened things up. Thereafter she was
given plenty of opportunity, and
except in a few moments of sentiment shone brilliantly.
The leading lady of "Peaches" Is
Margerite Zender, who plays the
role of the society girl

LADY BUTTERFLY

Given some lively
comedy, "Peaches" stands a good
is

BT NELLIE EEVELL

view

comedy role, was rather futile.
Outside of "Mr. Verdi" and Forde's
bass solo, the best musical numbers
were "Ring for Rose," sung by Hei- Hindu man servant turns out to be
der and Miss Weeks; "Insignificant the "Mummer." The Jewel is found
Me," by the same two; "Knock and the collector and sister make
Wood," by the same two, plus Miss known their love for each other.
Cameron, and "Shuffle Shake," an
Lillian Walker, none other than
eccentric dance number by Miss
the "dimpled darling of the screen,"
Weeks.
has
the role of the extravagant wife
Song numbers which will never
Victor Morley is the broker and
be missed if chopped were the and "Mummer."
Edward Colebrook,
"Servants' Septette"
and "From the
Mombrey.. Lucille Sears and
Henry
Monday to Saturday." Two other
the cast.
numbers have already been dropped. Julia Shaw are othery in
The two settings are splendid and
As a whole, however, Max Steiner's
score is far superior to the book by much taste has been shown In the
furnishings. There are two thunder
H. B. and R. B. Smith.
The staging is moderately effec- and lightning storms in the first act.
tive without showing any great out- "The Green Scarab" was staged
lay.
The costuming was in splen- under the direction of Mr. Stapledid taste throughout and the chorus ton and is under the management of
had a number of changes, each of James Shesgreen.
which seemed more attractive than
Following the engagement here
the one before.
Incidentally, the the company went to the Shubertchorus was both good looking and Garriek, Washington, D. C. Followhard working, and if the show gels ing that date the company will rewhipped into shape otherwise they hearse and the play will open in a
will attract much attention.
Eight New York theatre early in February.
do a clog that with more practice
Kemble Cooper, who was leading
will be a knockout. The dances were woman when the show opened, left
arranged by Sammy Leo, and Mr. to join the Ethel Barrymore comLederer personally staged the show. pany/ .
Cliff.
Since the running time has been
cut to proper lengths,, substitution

leged

Akron, O.. Jan. 24.
aid.
It was a sparse but expectant and
Nearly every chorus girl has an mildly appreciative audience that
other.
.opportunity at one time or
saw "The Twist." Vincent Lawrence's
rather different comedy,
playing its premier at the Goodyear
Saturday night. Arthur Byron, Hale
Hamilton and Ann Andrews had the
Philadelphia. Jan. 24.
George W. Lederer's latest mus- major roles.
Mr. Byron was a capital and hucomedy, entitled "Pqaches,"
ical
opened at the Garrlck Monday, the man Dr. John Dillard, Miss Andrews
curtain rising at 8.30 and falling blondly charming as ever and HamBy Tues- ilton, with his usual insouisance, a
shortly after midnight.
day the time was cut to three hours dapper young clubman who had lit-

song and accompanying dance

bit in

of the audience. This is after the
collector says he will turn- her over
to the police unless she submits to
a search. While his back Is turned
the sister slips the scarab ia the
top of a mummy's coffin.
The scene goes back to the home
of the couple where the collector and
the sister meet face to face. He has
learned to love her. The wife confides the hiding place of the Jewel to
the "Mummer" and back again to
the collector's apartment where the

hoakum

flat.

do an undressing

BEDSIDE CHATS

masquerad-

Miss Zender's
ing as the maid.
voice is a bit light, but she was
equal to the songs that fell to her,
and her personality was well liked.
She does not dance at all.
The third leading feminine role

was assumed by Madeline Cameron,

as a designing dancer seeking to
marry her brother to the heroine.
Miss Cameron had a number of
dancing and vocal numbers in which
she wns satisfactory, but her acting
ability was not even equal to the
musical comedy plot.
One of the mistakes made was

I

v,

f

casting Fred Heider as the principal
Heider has never
comic.
danced better and his drunken reel
in the last act was one of the hita lias s reeling of pity for her brotherof the show, but ht» was not vta.il in-law .Mid when she learns that her
the scarab
to making his lines seem amusing. sister lias failed to return
With some real comedy buciness he prevails upon the wifeMo return it
might have paaaed.
Even sadder to the owner's rooms, The collector
were Hie comedy efforts of Adolph and the wife's husband have tickets
Link and Joseph Smith Martha as for a theatre performance and the
hi
former
ing noblemen. Their Slater decides to enter
two fort nne seeking
roles were cut almost in half by apartment and return the scarab
the second night, but even then while he is absent.
The second act is in the apartthey were distinctly dreary.
One of the best musical numbers ment of the collector. He has a
was contributed by Stanley Fordo, Hindu man servant. The collector
I

t

walloping hit to be sure, but
going to stay at the Globe for
o nt h s and ii
or f<>tir
may be considered nice busincss-v
away,
but enough to warturn
nol
rant keepnsj the show in. and ;»t the
finish i! looks like credit would have
to lie given to Ned Way burn for
making this possible, for without
the dance specialties and the novel
chorus stepping in two or three particular instances this show would
Fred.
not have had a chance
like a
it's

Ifiree

m

this afternoon."

Coue may be
Hut

I

right, s o m.i

know God

is

right and

-

of tin others, or they may be wrong,
**•**
talth ts rn

>m

my

\

I
Friends In the newspaper and medh il prof* ision are asking m#«
m tess t have;
He has. n»
anything out of Coue's visit. I frankly
ri
'"
km
Perhaps
doubt, benefited me as much as he has an
different way, yet perfectlj consistent with hti own method In teach
My thr II. however, \s ia mental, it * a
lie has helped many physically.
Influence and Ihe ,n<< »pul iWe pomm
In th€ !•• '1 sat ion Ol th< f tr sweep
it'
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HOWARD and CLARK REVUE

MRS. RODOLPH VALENTINO
Comedy -Dramatic Sketch

(22)

"Etchings from Lift"
43 mins.; Full Stags

HERBERT CLIFTON

(3)

SWOR

(2)

Drapes)

16 Mins.; Full 8tage(8pecial

Riverside.

Royal

Palace.

Joseph E. Howard and Ethlyn
Clark prelude their new revue with

tino,

first wife of Rodolph Valenthe former Jean Acker, is featured in this sketch, and likely to
prove one of the best "draws'* of
season despite the folderol
the
It is by
vehicle she has chosen.
Edgar Allen Woolf, written around

Herbert Clifton hasn't been seen
on Broadway for several years; in
Europe in the Interim. His act diverts from the beaten track and
time-honored traditions of the impersonator's, in as much as an "announcer" asks the audience not to
take the act seriously, as it is

The

a picture showing all the players
concerned in their make-up of

The picture was
every -day life.
taken on 9?th street, looking toward
Broadway, with the individuals
coming toward the stage entrance.
It is a rather good idea because the
names of the support, with the exception of the choristers, is given
some prominence and is a satisfaction to the players because often
there is not program space for extensive billing, as true at the RiverThe exact number of partiside.
cipants was not secured, but reported to be 22 at the theatre.
First introduced via the screen
Was Sid Reilly, the orchestra leader,
carried. Then came the pictures of
Adelaide and Hughes, who staged
the numbers in the revue (though
not in it). But the well-known name
following does, that

who appears

Morton,

James

of
to

1

,

J.

have been

away from

The engaging of Morton was a
bright plan.
James J.'s duty was
that of announcing the various numbers and bits; of course, gjven in his
own style and manner, with verbal
flourishes and the Morton brand for
quips. He has some* new ones and.
that at the finish of his part of the
entertainment

.

brought

a

—

hearty

laugh. U. was anent to query: "Who
cheers you up when you come home
tired?" etc. The idea of Morton was
to kill the waits while scenes were
changed.
He did that and also

men and an
women.

ing

long.

clalty number, saying he hat", picked
up some old programs which brought
memories of the shows and players
who used numbers he had written.
"If It Was Always June" was the
first of the old melodies, a quintet
rendition. Miss Clark then made a
scries of entrances with costume
displays for each song.
She first
gave Sallis Fisher's "Here's To

Emma

The men
Carus

hit

j

followed

from "The

A

number

from "The Sweetest Girl in Paris"
and Trixie Friganza's "Don't Forget
the Number. " In this fashion Howard's
former compositions were
much better worked in than In his
other revues. The scene ended with
his newest song, a lyric descriptive
©f a mother's ambition for her boy
and called "The White House in
Washington from the White House
in the Lane.'*

The biggest of the settings was at
the finale which followed and announced as "The Honeymooi ." The
hangings were in white satin, the
motive for the costumes, with Howard and Clark the couple at the
altar.
With lights out an.d the
couple on the steps, the train of
Miss Clark's gown lighted up with
a treatment of luminous paint.
Decorative bells were dropped and
lighted up. the scene going for quite
a flash. It is said that over 1,400
incandescents are used in the revue,
though only a few are actually seen.

The new Howard and Clark turn
looks far the best of their act:; and
It probably represents more -of an
Investment than any of the others,
fn this season, when girl acts and
revues are rather scarce, this one
lines up as a corker
Jbec.

The first road shew to ever give
a performance in the State Prison,
Augurn, N. V., was E. M. Gardiner's
"Echoes of Broadway." It gave a
special showing for the women inmates.

to

scene
ate

'Memories," a garden scene, had
the Criterion Four perched in a tree.
Howard Joined them after a spe-

with an

number

of

young

is given over to
work, with the
former consisting of standard and
comic opera numbers. A short prologue by a young woman informs
the audience they will be taken to
The
various parts of the globe.
heads of a mixed quartet appear
through a black drop and continue
Goin verse along the same lines.

The "village" scene, which was
the only painted one, was carried by
a toy soldier number, it havinpr eight
ponies working nicely, but a bit too

Broadway Honeymoon."

equal

The turn

and

vocal

ner.

Both."

—

]

made himself stand out as one of
the best parts of the new and excellent Howard and Clark revue.
The principals stepped forth from
a talking machine on top of which
a little imp with painted black legs
and arms danced. Howard was in
white satin and Miss Clark in a
brilliant red frock.
It was the first
dash of class, a factor in the act's
merit. What Morton announced as
a Gypsy bit in the old Greenwich
Village followed, and was. perhaps,
one point that dragged. The dance
team performed well enough, but
changes look necessary. The dancers did much better in the next
scene, announced as "The Concert."
There Miss Clark in an enormous
hoop skirt dress prettily sang "The
Bells of St. Mary's," with a harpist
and Tiolinlst (both girls) accompanying. The dancers followed in
this vignette scene, the girl on her
toes, and well handled by her part-

Them

;

a male vamp who has caused a
heart-broken victim to commit sui- meant for burlesque.
cide.
The sister of the victim and
This touch of showmanship softthe sister of the vamp "frame" to ened it up for Clifton and allowed
The girls visit the him to glean a laugh here and there
punish him.
apartment of the heart -breaker, by comedy business of scrambling
where the bad brother finds his sis- the sexes etc.
ter drinking cocktails.
His opening song*" following the
The other girl <Mrs. Valentino) announcement in "one" was "Someinforms him she has made a "reg- time," background being provided
ular" fellow out of the girl, imply- by silk drapes artistically looped
The song was rening the education has been neglected and tasseled.
That's about dered falsetto and costumed elabo-.
in no small detail.
all of the plot, which, would* do Jus- rately with a train decolette gown
tice to a Blaney thriller pf a decade with feathered headdress and fan.
"Nedra," his second song, was
ago.
The sketch allows Mrs. Valentino announced as "the rage of London."
to entrance in a white ermine coat London also raged about "All Over
and a gorgeous evening gown. She Nothing at All," with Mr. Clifton in
is a pretty black bobbed-hair girl a dress of brilliants and a feather
who seems perfectly at home on head-dress that made the women
The singing of the "anthe stage and reads lines with real gasp.
expression. One of her answers was nouncer" who was garbed as a bell
good for a laugh when she informed hop from a box did.n't mean a
the two men that they were ama- thing vocally, or. did the comedy
teur lovers; to take it from one who lines of the latter used to introduce
each number in a strong English
had been in Hollywood and knew.
This may spell class in
Hartley Power as the naughty boy, accent.
Ted Gibson as his pal and Beryl some places, but at the Palace it
McCaw as the ruined sister were nearly spelled disaster from the upwonders per shelves.
support,
doing
capable
A Spanish song and dance
with the concoction allotted to them.
"A Regular Girl" as an act is travesty, with Mr. Clifford undervaudeville
dressed
mashed potatoes, but
in trousers pulled, sustained
audiences will go to see Mrs. Ro- applause from sections of the house.
dolph, and, going, will like her.
The same sectional effect was good
for an encore in "one," sans head
Con.
covering. It was Tosti's "Good-bye"
sung in a falsetto of unusual range
"HERE, THERE and EVERYand power for a man and earned
WHERE"
legitimate rewards.
Songs and Dances
Clifton's act runs into real money
30 Mm.; One and Full Stage
as regards costumes and produc(Special Drops)
tion.
The burlesque label puts it
Fifth Ave.
In that category, and Judged as such
Mme. Doree presents this preten- it is novel and entertaining.
Con.
tious offering with a cast of four

the stage for some
time.
Most of the other names
could not be Jotted down.

hiding

is

dance

stage, a Gypsy camp
disclosed with an approprithe four

full

number introduced by

CARLYLE CLARK

and Co.

(1)

Songs and Piano
15 Mins.;

Two colored men in formal evening dress making neat appearance.
Carlyle Clark is the singer.
A
accompanies.

They have

framed their stuff too concert-y to
please vaudeville fans and while a
bit novel, contrasted to the usual
colored acts which are more given
to blues and Jazz in their piano act

CON ROY
Comedy

One

1923

QIB60N and CONNELLI

—

'"One Nigfft

in

Spring"

14 Mins. | Two (Special Set)
Palace, Chicago
Chicago, Jan.

Royal
Frank Conroy (Conroy and I>
14.
William L. Gibson and Regina
Maire) and John Swor (Swor Bros.)
vetConnelll
new
combination
are
In
new
Of
act by Will
form this
a
The M. .Hough called "One Night in
eran black-face comedians.
formation seems a happy one. The Spring." It is a straight talkingmaterial consists of bits of the for- act, without singing or dancing.
The special set shows a church
mer Swor Brothers' routine, and
Conroy and LeMaire'a "insurance with a canopy over the sidewalk.
policy," with a dancing finish and Here a girl and fellow meet.
The
girl is at the church to be married
a sure-fire new comedy opening.
As the curtain rises the two to a man mue'i older than herself.
comics are hitting the pipe, lying on The fellow is there to attend the
two bunks in a Chinese-looking af- funeral of his uncle.
The cross-fire, which follows
fair.
The girl sent the telegram that
consisting of "dream" stuff, bright, called the fellow to the church, but
new and convulsingly funny.
this does not develop for some time.
Leaving the bunk they cross-fire, The message has been delivered by
getting plenty of laughs with excel- the phone girl with "your unc'.e is
lent material, which
includes a to b. burled," replacing the original
couple of arguments well handled. words "your uncle is to be marFor the finish a double dance to ried." Hence the comic situation.
Jews harp accompaniment lets them
The dialog is

entertaining and
and strongly.
there is a suggestion of sentiment.
Conroy has had many partners At one stage of the act the, fellow
since the dissolution of the Conroy incidentally
mentions his golf playand LeMaire duo, but Swor is by far ing, which wins thj girl, "nd there
his strongest.
They are ideal foils is a bit of a lesson at golf in which
for each other, and should work he insists that she
"put back her
into a standard act in no time.
knees" is used for a tag lino which
The turn is ready to take a spot is not particularly good. Further
on any big time bill that needs a back than "two" might improve the
comedy punch.
Con.
offering.
off naturally

LO.J and JEAN ARCHER
Songs and 'Dances

PHIL COOK

Broadway
Lou and Jean Archer, an

enterdancing duo,

singing and
have provided 'themselves with a
new vehicle
which they are supported by Georgia Sands at the
taining

m

piano.

The new layout

of

•

Songs and Dances

20 Mins.; Full Stage

numbers

would suggest restricted material
with the couple carrying them over
to a nicety. ./The work Is divided
between double and solo numbers
with dancing topping off the majority.
The Archers provide a pol-

IS Mins.; One
58th St.
Phil Cook, formerly of Cook and
Sylvia, one of the standard turns
in vaudeville of some years ago, is
now a single a-'t, dancing, singing
and talking. Renowned in variety
circles as a hard shoe dancer, Cook
does little of that at present, aiming
to give a wider range to the turn.

Opening with a song and dancing
buck and wing, he indulges in a
talking and gagging routine follow-

ing, whilst standing behind a screen
places on the stage, where he -changes into
run of a full set of Scotch kilts. Emergdoubles of this style. The topping ing from behind the screen, Mr.
off of each number with a bit of Cook does a Scotch song and dance
artistry adds
materially to the the house evinced a decided liking
value of the. act. For the comple- for.
«
tion of the turn their former BowCook dresses and looks well. As
ery number and dance is employed. a single, he can make the three-aThe manner in which this num- day and as he builds up the turn,
ber is worked up makes it wholly should become a standard attraction
worth
while
notwithstanding a by himself.
Simr.
similar type of number and dance
has seen much usage of late.
During costume changes Miss WOOD and WHITE
Sands offers some expert piano Talk and Dancing
work, her ability as a leader being 10 Mins.; One
demon-.tra.ted by her handling of American.
An ordinary small time duo who
the Broadway orchestra from the
stage. With the ability of its prin- proffer little beyond their dancing.
cipals enhanced 6y an attractive The turn supposedly contains comsetting this offering can meet two- edy, both men appearing in emphasized attire with the conversation
a-day requirements with ease.
listening as a continuous attempt to
Hart.
gain laughs. Neither episode connected for an over-abundance of
PARAMOUNT FOUR
applause, while a premature exit,
Male Quartet
evidently planted in the routine as
*»
18 Mins.; One
a hand-getter, almost left the boys

ish

them

to

their

above

work

the

which

general

vocalists, with a Russian dancer and frame-ups,
this
combination has
a mixed dancing team offering spe- gone to the other extreme.'
cialties.
Opening with "Mandalay," it is
Returning to "one" a young wom- the most familiar of their routine,
an offers a love song as a sola which gives an idea of how pewith the dancing team following dantic their routine i?. The second
with a Spanish dance. A full stage number is "Swing Low, Sweet
setting used immediately after is of Chariot," a spiritual that is out of
Chinese design, with the vocal selec- place and didn't connect at all. A
tion
employed suggestive of the piano solo and a ballad concluded.
„ Mikado." "The Road to Mundalay"
The singer has an undeniable 23rd St.
is used for another special setting,
It
likely
Isn't
the Paramount
fetching baritone that c uld be
with the final scene described as a used to better advantage with a Four is strictly a new act. They
bit of Broadway, resembling a cab- lighter routine.
A more aggressive are too self-assured and proficient.
aret layout.
The final minutes of manner of delivery and a more The boys, looking neat in tuxes
the turn are given over to present marked denotation of song conclu- and straws with canes (similar
day numbers and dances.
sions, either by crescendo top note? uniformed) have a fast song, dance
The turn is well mounted, but or even broad curtsying would and musical routine. They are all
lacks speed. The greater portion of help. Mr. Clark stands in one po- straight, none effecting comedy or
the 30 mmutes is devoted to vocal sition clasping his kid gloves
Just going out of his way for it, but still
work with little comedy relief. as the concert songstress usually garner a fair share of laughs.
The solo dancing of one man is the clasps her hands.
The heads of the canes disclose
Unfamiliar as
act's biggest applause winner. The the numbers are
to the average camouflaged kazoos for one numsinging hits a fair average, but the vaude fan, he seems to
A snappy buck and wing
conclude in ber.
turn needs speed to make it a big mid-air.
dance split it up preparatory to the
},<.:.
Lime contender.
They could become more inter- guitar and banjo work. 'Mighty
esting by Jazzing up their stuff Lak a Bose*' was effectively vocalwith light ballad and musical com- ized as a solo winding up with a
"DOLLY" (5)
yodel caliope ensemble.
edy
excerpts.
Abel.
Full Stage (Cyc)
A good quartet that shoitld tit
Poli's, Springfield, Mass.
mto some of the big time bills.
BETH TATE
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 24.
Good
four men combinations are
8ongs
Milton Aborn's latest is "Dolly,"
few and far between and if the
staged in an artist's studio in 12 Mins.; One
Dixie
Four, the colored a:t, has
Maryland,
Baltimore
Greenwich Village.
The leading
been finding its way into the big
Baltimore. Md., Jan. 24.
figure is a model who specializes in
timers
this aggregation should have
Beth Tate, one of the features on
speaking the latest slang. She is
little difficulty also.
Abel.
engaged to an artist, who is to re- the bill at the Maryland this week,
ceive $50,000 from his uncle if he is ,an English music "hall comeKAMPLAINE
dienne,
and
and
appears to have turned
BELL
makes good within a year. The
As Cjngs
action takes place on the fateful over a new leaf in her work.
day. Uncle comes and is entertained her present offering stands she has 15 Mins.; Two (Special Drop)
by the model in her own way. He material which is not altogether 23rd St.
Man and woman in a song rourefuses to give his nephew the unlike some of the character songs
The team has been around
money until he is made to see the done by Irene. Franklin, added to tine
light by a dressing down given him which is a popular song or two for two or three years but played
from the current publishers' cata- Monday night as one of the tryby "Dolly."
Four songs were rendered, outs. The .routine has bee
proDolly Lewis, recently of "Ging- logs.
ham Girl," has the lead ,and does one an encore, with the first three duced with added scenic Investito
of
the
Spanish
character
ture
fit
the
m'otif.
type
possessing
Mi>
well with the aged story.
Viva
Lewis, supposed to be a village clever lyrics backed by a delivery Bell is In Mantilla and looks the
ideal sen or! t a.
Kamplalne'i yodelpoetess, gives an Egyptian dance that is assertive.
A pianist accompanies, minus any ing an tver is a feature and a
number rliat is enhanced by a
When not doing
beautiful setting, revealed when the selections of his own, for the song- worthy highlight.
back of the cyc is parted. Lighting stress is adhering to the old stylo the Swiss vocal calisthenics he diseffects are pretty. Harold M-cAr- of presentation in that the house plays a sympathetic tenor to adthur, Wynn Young and Sol Solomon orchestra repeats the number fin- vantage.
Miss Bell requires attention to
The book and ished Until she has made her cosare the other's.
lyrics of the piece are by Jack Ar- tume change for the suceeeiing stage presence, but as thty are they
edition.
get by In the Intermediaries
should
nold and the musical numbers are
Augmented by a pleasing appear- In an early position. Possibilities
the work of A. Baldwin Sloane.
ance, Miss Tate has an act that are dependent <»n continuous buildIf vaudeville can stand the repetition of this "plot," the real may will pats muster in the big tine ing up of routine and material.
houses,
lajfc,
A HI
Cliff.
carry it along.
l

I

16 Mins.;

25,

.

One

23d St.

pianist

and

Black. Face

Female Impersonator

12 Mins.; Full Stage (Cyclorama)

Thursday, January

stranded.
The turn opens with a brief lyric,
followed by some talk, a piano bit
and stepping. Considerable rehashing will be necessary before this
male couple can hope to cover their
assignment on the small time.

BM0.

JOHNNY BURNS
Nut Comedian
15 Mins.;

One

23rd 8t.

Johnny Burns

is a reappearance
Last seen about three years
ago, Mr. Burn's hasn't changed a
semi-colon in his routine. He opens
with "Witch Hazel." ancient and
overly familiar pop song as is all
of his song material. The gagging
is on the order of "my cat swallowed a ball of yarn and all her
kittens were bom with sweaters on"
and "I was talking to a bartendt r
for over two and a half hours and
he said 'no'."
The "Ja Da" and "wop" numbers
are too familiar. No. 2 on the regu-

locally.

lar

bill

was

his

spotting.

goes for Die small time.

That
Abel.

PIERCE and SCOTT
Songs and Ta'k
12 Min.;

One

23d St.

Harry Pierce, form* rly of Pierce
and Burke, and Bert Scott of the
Temple Four. Pierce hn miles the
comedy,

following the usual nut
with his partner taking care
of th e vocal end.
A fast line of
chatter is employed in the early portion
of
the routine,
with Scott
breaking this up with straight sinking, In which he displays a pleasing
tenor voice.
Pierce is not overburdened with
productive material, but manages to
deliver a faw laughs,
Ills partner
can be relied upon for the vocal end.
As i' stands, a three«a-day offering!
style,

Bmrt

'

•>

•
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NEW SHOWS

Thursday, January 25, 1923

GAIETIES OF

another class that probably would

THIS

WEEK

tl

had a hard task follow1923
come from the upstairs of the legit Clifton (New Acts) closing a long exceptional. Some of the acrobatics ing the long show,
which include
Paying on Shubert unit circuit, appearing houses on the road playing the bill.
particularly
daring,
a
classes
as
much
dancing,
Con.
and consequently
present
title
at
for the tint ttm* under
higher-priced musical shows.
To
perch stunt with two member* aloft fell a bit short of their regulation
(Vntral. New York, for current week (Jan. what
extent
the unit shows of this
wm presented by New York Winter C.arsupported by a forehead balance. score. Buster's whirls socked >m
or featured. Staged description could hurt the balconies
rtin wltn no one eterred
heavily, as they always do.
It is also an ideal circus act.
Three
by J*G. Huffman (In th,> original). Dialog and galleries of the other house,
Melvin Brothers (New Acts) closed.
/see.
Music by would
*n,l 'lyrics by Harold Atterridge.
only be determined by the
The bill this week was comprised
director. Clarence
Musical
wart*.
Bell
Sen
Jean
future.
*
of
seven
acts,
it being quite an insupervision
ShuJ.
J.
General
jl.niaerson.
There is more entertainment as terval since the last deviation from
Two a«:ts and several scenes. No
hert.
entertainment in the "Gaieties" than the Riverside's regulation eight-act
vaudeville wets.
rrincipaSa- Helen R»n»irom. Norma Ham- 90 per e^nt of the other units have bill length.
Another big night at the Colonial
The reason was the
Will Phl'.br'.ck, Victor Bozardt. Ab? held.
ilton
While the "Gaieties" Is neither presence of Joseph K. Howard and Monday, with indications business*
Nioe acts at the Royal topped by
*ron'son, Anthony Joachim. W. H. Prlng'.e.
Jack Hall. Robert GitpsK. vaudeville nor burlesque; it's a No. 2 Ethlyn Clark's new revue (New would continue that way through- Mrs. Rodolph Valentino (New Acts)
lack RJce.
Frank M unit is, 8am Winter Garden, made No. 2 through Acts),
Francis Mahoney.
which ran about' three- out week. This is the first time the came pretty near to sell-out proHoward, John Qulnlan, I-llun Norwood, the company.
t&imc.
quarters of an
hour.
Richard amateur thing has been tried for portions. The "draw" was credited
Margaret Wood. I'eziry nrown. Jack DempKeane was to have been added to big time, the Colonial having for a to the picture actress, seemingly half
ey Mary Oleasot.
the show, but there were not enough feature turn this week the "Colonial of the Bronx being interested in how
chorus— Bab*> Cinr'n. Estty Connolly.
TManr*ret Van Cleft?. H-rsli H'ban. Rutb
lines, remaining to hang his set- Follies." It is made up of 24 neigh- she won the "Sheik," as the home
keitstrom. Alice VVhee er. F.orence Mulvitings, the Howard and Clark turn borhood girls appearing as chor- paper promised she- would reveal.
hli Nancy I*es. Klele Wltie. L'oltble I^>s er.
isters and principals in numbers and If the secret
The Palace bill was switched taking up most of the rigging.
is contained
Madgf* Jackscn. Anna Jackson, Marlam
in her
incorporated
in
the present vehicle
There was plenty of show, how- specialties
Ficher Francs I.-»urenee, Madcwite Uall. around considerably Monday night,
Kdgar Allan
Amy Jcrtoko. P.eua Brabgaa, due to its length and th? connections ever, it being good entertainment Frederick V. Bowers turn.
Tom Woolf, the Sheik by
Kva Ra
was
a
push-over.
MarceVa. Itn'ii I'rnren. Midrl In the Vincent Lopez and Band turn
I,»>r, a
all the way, and it was past 11 when and Harry Linton staged the "CoThe sketch was second after interJolin-on, licnrud" C> y<ae. Lojrr-*i.e Bant*.
and Frank Far mini and Co. The the news weekly was flashed on. lonial Follies." Besides the ama- mission.
Farnum act also lias a band and The overhead dress in "one" is new teurs Bowers and the people of his
The rest of the bill he!d one new
'Caleties of 19211" la a Bhubert go<s In for "effects" a la Lopaz.
at the Riverside and is something act appeared in the "Fellies."
comedy combination in 6wor and
unit show toiallv uai'.e other un'.t Frrnuiv. originally e pot ted to Close
That the amateur proposition is a COnroy (New Acts), two
different in the tormentor trim.
*t
veterans of
attractions that lav pre edod it at the frit half, was dropped to opensuccess
for big timers situated in the
is arched and so designed that batburnt cork, in a forking twothe Central. New Yor\. The "Caie- ing atisr intermission. Lopez moved
residence neighborhoods seemed a
mus'cal comedy re/ue. MP to Farnum's original position ten<i and the lower sides of border foregone conclusion Monday. The man talking and dancing turn. The
is a
t'.es"
pair were fourth but could have held
are masked from the front
Thee are no act , and tiie waits tD from n:<xt to closing. Collins and lights
rows or are supposed to be. Last amateurs unquestionably drew heav- down a much later spot. The laughs
be filled in for stage settings are II; it. programed to close, didn't apily.
Incidentally several of the 24
were continuous.
attendance was reported girls
neat'y made by the principals of a pear.- prcbobJy due* to the running week's
showed
talent quite sufficient
"The Son Dodger," C. B. Madnumber stepping before a curtain time, the curtain dropping about very gocd. Monday night's house to land them a professional job at doek's
comedy revue, followed the
was not up to normal and didn't any time they feel like crashing
for their finishing bit.
11.25 at night.
blackface act and cleaned up. John
look more than half capacity on
the
Into
show
ore
changed.
business.
often
The
Among
switch gave Farnum the the lower
the K. Walker,
The scenes
floor.
were likewise several probably a laughablefeatured comedian, does
giving a fast kalc'doscop'c move- worst of the break?, he having to
Howard and Clark had their new 24
drunk as the ad lib
put in for comedy purposes short father.
ment to the performance, something follow Lopez afte- intermission prrduciior,
His dancing also scored
for
"Etchings
from
new In i'self for unit vaucieville. Despite this the Farnum aci mad; Life." which closed intermission, and fat. and tall and lanky-awk- heavily. Richard De Mar.
the Juvward squad recruits whose efforts
since one of the hirh points about a rtronj impression, holding two of tmde in
Chicago almost entirely. to keep time in the simple Chorus enile; Leda Errol, the soubret. and
the season's "hottest" jazz dancers
th's show is its production.
Lillian Lester also scored vocally
Some
of
the
materials
did
not
reach
evolutions shook the house with
Farnum and Christ 'ne Marscn.
It's the best- looking performance in
and hooflcally.
were next to closing, with Herbert makes the turn one of the most

to closing,

I

RIVERSIDE

'

COLONIAL

ROYAL

PALACE
i

I,

—

the Central has seen Kinre it p'.ayci
the units. This gce3 f *om scenery
Wtl'le neither is new.
to costumes.
that cannot be detecLefl. Tbe other
meritorious point. is the score (and
several
to
running
numbers).
tuneful melodies. The only blot on
the musical end is that several of
the interpolated numbers of the
original performance appear to still
,

vould show

;o

even better ad-

vuntagc.
- Presented by the N'cw York Winter (Tardcn. the "all-Uar cast" billing lino is carried on the program.
That should be de'eted. This company is far from an all-star .one in

any particular or individual. Nor
will anyone paying the unit scale

may

More comedy should be inserted,
and the show will easily absorb
more fun than it is now getting. A
couple of the scenes have laughs,
wherein Sam Howard as the low
comedian gives a poor imitation of
(Willie

and Eugene Howard). Will Phirbrick is the other cdmedian entitled
to mention for doing some hard and
quite fair feork with what he has
;o handle, the best of which is in
the aisl s nea'r the end of the evening. Of the women nothing may be
said, not even of Miss Norwood, who
must take her share in a two-act
during which Sam Howard does all
the talking with some awful stuff
for laughs, though it does. get some

•When Love

Agreeing that but a mediocre
company could he engaged to play
the performance, since it is the
former 'Passing Show of 1921" that
had* the Howards with rt at the
<Jarden, still the overhead here is
reported at around $5,300 a week.
Ed L. Bloom, the Shuberts* general manager, put this show on for
h unit, as he did for "The Midnight
Rounders" and "Oh What a Girl" (or
'The Rose Girl"). As mentioned
some months ago, Mr. Blooni
through these shows has appeared to
have a more definite idea of what a
Shubert unit should have been and
should be than anyone else connected with that circuit.
In this
attraction there seems to be a
foundation for an altogether new
unit entertainment, one of class musical comedy revue at popular prices
that would not call for vaudeville,
would not be cheating at the price
and could not be considered as opposition to anything other than the
$2.!>0 or $3 traveling musical comedy. It's quite certain this kind of
production, if continuous on the
week ry rotary plan and up to a set
standard, could become opposition
to the higher-priced shows, for there
is class here in the production in
every way, even though the missing
Class the pop- price audience will not
notice is in the cast.
In the "Gaieties" Hie revue is
borne out through snatches of different plays, ul though three years
old. sti'i continuing to give "The
Bat" or "Lightnin*," <*tc, with those
plays still to be hits, while "Mecca"
and others are So produced they
liny time.
large, llkejy-looking,

Monday morning.

Is

laughs.

A

voting Contest with votes distributed to the audience and the
customers requested to "vote for
their favorites among the amateurs
figures as a shrewd business booster
for the current as well as the fol-

lowing week.
It was an jexcelltnt idea to utilise
Bowers turn as a solid

the ¥Yed

framework
insuring a

for the.. "Follies," that
definite measure of entertainment, and the professionals
in addition to giving the amateurs
confidence taking the curse off the
work of the more inexperienced of
the novices.
As a freak act the
"Colonial Follies" qualifies as an
entertainment novelty aside from

I

of
with all t!o* vlrls iltudc
their attempt at vaudeville or th*
unit still In their m«mol'hl mny rnnp'inli. th^t :n the « eheme
of the "GaietieV tncy al.-o be the
iiasis of a popu'.ar-priced circuit.
i

office value.

to the regular the "Galeas now prencn e<i may no! be
vaudeville fan would look for
through Its lack <;<" real comedy, the
smoothness or the running, th- class
and the looks could work out to two
result!
to hold a portion <>f irhater regular patronage th^ units
m«) ha ^Cj attracted and bu.ld up!
a

I

j

institution.

-

—

kick

that

is

the .goods.

Healy

Is

Sully, the barber,
who made a
using considerable material that has
been done around quite a bit. That's vaudeville appearance nine years
the
act
that will have to ago in "Sully's Barber Shop" at
a detail of
be.co.rected as they go along. They Hammersteln's Victoria was -threatpushed 'em over Monday night far ened with a return engagement next
a real hit.
week at the Broadway until the
Harrison and Pakin were fourth
and piled another heavy score on Keith office decided that Sully was
over
the grease paint limit.
top of what hud gone before,
A
The famous tonsorial artist and
likable
air
of
travesty running
through the Harrlson-Dakin turn dialectitian was to have workeii in
takes it out of the regular run of the George Le Maire act "The
with o special kitchen setting, with singing
;h;it doesn'l belong in her rone to ire.
and dancing, specialties.
prop electric stove and tiled- walls, Tie- brass hand bit at the finish Doctor 8hop," the part calling tor
Detpite that Vincent Lopez has a
some rough handling from the
special boat i\'c effect to Illustrate ii looks much better than before. seems a bit out of kilter with the
his "Lee" number. Miss Roye s;inr F.d'.'.u- Allan .Wooif wrote the turn, class of the rest of the turn.
The athletic Le Maire. The Keith poop's
and
vnner
in
which
the
line3
m
the
are reported »h fearful that Sully
it ahead of the mu'*lc'ans.
She nisi
house liked everything offered.
The Canslnos closed tit»> Aral half would wilt under the punishment
walked In on the Lopes ;;«-t. at th" registered farcical writlnar has more
edge
work.
an
other
Mian
on
his
with
their
Spanish dancing and
finish of tivt turn t<» Interrupt the
The cancellation was a severe
Lopes speech ;md ask to be allowed Th" fia'ured players did very good wowed em as usual. An effective blow to the barb who nearly de•.•<••].Phil Duggan as the irate method of backing up the dances
to sitKr with th ! hand.
his
A bit f«di to with lightinc .and colorful costum- capitated several customers in
Nhead ol that, Lopez, with nl.out rati er id excellent.
about billing,
ing gave the middl" <»f the show a shop due to worry
the ••ir,"- routine ;s when lit h re. 'Lou!i T'ueil. probably also the car
scored the h!l of tii" bill. 1 h" ne*.v pepter.
sparkle of brflHn.iey that made it dough and other items coupled with
Charles Sargent and John Mar- respjfrndtnt as Times square at the engagement,
touches were "Robt, E. Lee,* with a
pretty boat race scenic effect ia i vin made a corking No. 2 with a night.
Rrnesl K. Ball proved he ia
Rehearsals have been held in tbe
set
Tiiu
and "Hungarian rmrieal routine plu* a. dash of a comedian who can get laughs room next to Sully's barber- shop on
i.a!
The boat race effect romedy. Tbe men are strong on quit*- a.A well as h<> can grind out the third floor of the Palace Theatr
Rhapsodic."
war nearly ruined by the jerking of the jazz and yet have novelty to song hits and Bill has ground out
Le Maire informed Sul!y
Billing has it they more than a few- opened after Inter- Building.
the boats and belied the program the ';oif also.
note to the effi m tbe original ru-c dn "triple saw playing." Two saws mission. Wh n they weren't laugh- he was skeptical about. liis ability
were applauding and to simulate an Italian dialect, a m>was from New Orleans to Si Louis are u?ed, ea'-h member playing with ing they
the winner malting it in th.-ec days. fn violin bow oo that the "triple" that's pr»»fty good for any single quirement in the role.
•?
turn in one, with the finish an ova18 hours and
minti *a.
phrasing can only be technical.
At th
"Sully's Barber Shop" at HamPalace it might havi
The Pour Phillips opened the tion that put another punch in the merstein's also mc hided Le Maire m
boats.
ow.
Theirs is a varied routine show light where it counted
cast.
wvil-,,
Barclay and Chain (New Acts) lot a^rofcatics and juggling that
Virginia and VVe t. n '*' the
1

While

plause when he announced he was
beginning his 42d year on the stage.
His monolog went well, with the
old time song medley at the finish
good for several bows. Two new
comedy, songs are in the' routine,
both containing punch lines.
Mr.
Thornton never looked better than
Tuesday night. HeTl a vaudeville

The

t.

ties''

|

Grace* Deagon and Jack Mack followed Mrs. Valentino. The pair are
a recent combination, doing about
the same routine as Dickinson and
Deagon. The former has partnered
with Florence Tempest. Miss Deagon's kid impersonation was heartily welcomed here.
Mack, a cleancut straight, mugs a trifle more than
seems necessary, but they liked the
whole act. It scored one of the comperformers
running
through
a edy hits of the evening.
Gordon and Rica, a novel opening
series of tricks that showed the effects of clever training. The' woman act, opened in "one" as a Song and
working the birds might effect a dance team, but quickly went to
costume more In accord with the full stage for bicycle riding. The
black-and-white color scheme of the turn is a novelty. The crossfire and
act to advantage.
The rainbow song duet between the man and
colors of her' present costume jan- woman atop a two-high bike was
gles badly ^with the stage picture.
diverting. The girl has several cute
Dorothy Ramer did four published costume changes, and the man is a
numbers. No. 2, with the raggy personable chap who grows on his
numbers outstanding. Miss Itame.r audience. The act is a different
should pass the slower ballads up, opener for any of the big time bills.
likewise a tendency to shrillness
Van and Tyson deuced, dancing
when singing. She pleased. Robert their way to solid returns. There,
Reilly and Co.. third, were a terrific isn't a \yasted rifsment. Opening in
wow with an Irish singing skit that bellhop unles the pair have about
was built to order for houses like four lines of dialog, then" hop to the
the Colonial. Reilly makes an up- buck.
That's all of the plot, the
standing hero for Irish romantic rest of the- act consisting of danccomedy drama. A good voice is a ing, running the gamut from soft
corking asset. Reilly knows how to •hoe buck and wing to waltz clog
get his songs over besides.
And and acrobatic. They scored.
topping the rest he's a good dancer.
Sybil Vane followed. The little
With that array of talents he prima donna, with a well balanced
couldn't fall down anywhere. Molly routine of pop and classical songs,
Kennedy makes a convincing col- went strongly and had to encore
leen and Little Larry a boy who, twice. Leon Doraque, at the piano,
like Peter Pan didn't grow up, takes proved
a good accompanist and
ample care of the comedy. The Co- handled the inevitable piano solo
lonial couldn't get enough of the with
and
promptness,
dispatch
trio.
showmanship.
With the show nicely set It was
"An Artistic Treat," the posing
up to Ted and Betty Healy to keep act featuring Margaret Stewart,
the tempo at high speed and that's Beulah Stewart and William Downexactly what they did, and more. ing, is all that the name implies and
The couple make a real addition to one of the most interesting posing
the list of mixed teams. Ted Healy acts in vaudeville. The beautifully
is
a good comic with a natural formed trio held nearly all with a
method of handling banter and kid- series of Greek posture studies don<»
ding persiflage. He also has a voice under white plaster. It wound up a
and dances neatly. Betty Healy, a corking show.
Con.
tall blonde and a looker of the first
water, makes a splendid foil for
Healy's gagging and qualifies as a
SULLY CROSSED
dancer, with a forward and back

box

i

combined

The strength is the
situations, all familiar but
well handled by this exceptional
comic.
After
!•:.
intermission
James
Thornton drew quite a reception.
Jim received another round of apcomedy

"Follies"
held the headline or second after intermission, and made It stick.
The show rati to variety with a
10-act biH inclusive of the amateurs.
It was a smooth-running entertainment withal that pleased the exacting Colonlalites.
Camilla'* Bird*
started it with a rush, the feathered
Its

•i

well -drilled chorus, and the-enseniwi!h its 2N cl.'orlsleas and lsrg?
numher of principals, owerfllleq the
Central stage.
it's
possible the Shuberts, after
seeing this production play as -a

all

until

and Figuring

•

I

hie,

unit,

.Jackson

Young," one of the Howard and Clark act.
vaudeville's
most
delightful
Duel De Kerekjarto. the Arsketches, was well spotted third. It menian violinist, with his Romanic
is appropriately named 'A comedy appearance and his excellent violin
of youth." Tom Douglas and Lillian playing, was the evening's indiRoss, supported by Herbert Hodg- vidual hit.
The foreign musician
kins and Ralph E. Bushman, round- was on next to closing and remained
ed out a flawless cast. The youth- 19 minutes, giving six numbers,
ful love affair and its inevitable con- four of which were encored.
One
clusion with the fight between the was a muted number, Kerekjarto
rivals, both mental and physical, is rinding
it
necessary to borrow
one of the cleanest and most re- Julius Lenzberg's mute. The selecfreshing breaths drawn into the tion, though unprogrammed and
two-a-day
this
season.
Leroy unannounced, might have been
Clemons. the author, has out Tar- called "The Gale." for it was parkingtoned Tarkingtoja.
ticularly vivid in results and a
The Four Mortons followed. The rather remarkable exhibition of
crossfire in "ohe" between Sam and short bow and rapid
"finger work.
Kitty started slowly, but built up. It is unusual for a concert artist
The "wedding" routine has become to be spotted so late on a big time
a Morton trade-mark, but on the bill, but Kerekjarto is an unusual
Palace showing it could stand->a few musician, one of the finest
heard in
inserts. The singing and dancing of
vaudeville in years, and one whose
the family following went as strongprogram ha« been nicely framed to
ly us ever. Joe selling a ballad illusattract the interest of the layman.
trated by his mother. The ensemble
Lewis and Dody had the job of
stepping, with Sam and Kitty still
closing, but that
as not too hard
pry in a routine of intricate taps for the two Sams with
their .sa wedthat have almost become a lost art
top hats.
Not half a dozen
fro the present' generation,
and the off
walked
and
the
balance
waited and
finish,
old-time
song-and-danee
The new
slammed them over a* pf yorc\ laughed all the way.
verses to the "Mike and Ike" song
Martha Morton and Gordon Dopley,
usually booked on the same pill, and the nutty chatter between numwere out* of the pieture, Martin bers indented the team is keeping
having been operated on last wee'e ihe routine fresh and not depending
on "Chora Hoehcha" entirely.
at Providence.
Noel Traveri and Irene Douglas
Ruth Itoyo sang her way to one of
the hits of the bin with new comedy with 'Come Into the Kitchen" supsongs, the only weak one being her piled a bright enough farce for
intermission.
The turn
opening, "I'm Mighty Sweet on My opening
Sweet Sweetie," a mean'ntlesa lyric h.is been out a season or two. Now

laughs.

would lit in-at
Then* is a

Warren

'

ence.

Howard

classic.

.>

Th?
all stars in it.
in fact, is the least, but
suffice on the presumption unit
patrons will never know the differ-

expect to see

company,

his brother. Willie

houre

that, thdr new turn ran
More interest
Eddie 0'Rour!:e. two clean-cut har- exceptionally well.
than the fact it was a new revue
mony singers, landed with a good attended
the
debut,
for
it had James
ballad and another po:> numb r.
Two dancing speclait'es by SnirlcfS J. Morton, formerly called "the boy
Dahl and the all-danc'ng finish comic." excellently spotted In it. his
topped by Miss Marson's jazz step- running comment being an ideal
for
scene changes.
A
ping ana Farnum's acrobatic ec- counter
centric, put the turn away solid and tableaux curtain used was designed
pulled the jazz hound out for a clnog the same color scheme as
r.pcech.
The eight-piece lady band that in Kelth'3 new Palace, Cleveland.
accompanied in big league sy>.
The Four Cameron s on just ahead
The iirrt half of the bill h^e'd most
of the comedy and opened un isually made the going about as good as
with Piatov and Natalie, a full- could be desired. Jack Baxley is
^tage dancing act.
The dancers credited with writing the material
started
the
bill
strongly, doing fcr the Ciiperons, and it certainly
splendidly in the early spot with was made to their order. The busi"adagio" and solo specialties.
A ness between father and son was
genuine vaudeville comedy, and the
ffance creation. "The Dope Fiend
Death," carried a special set. ft will art f'sclf is a real variety turn
he heavily censored in come quar- brought up to date. Nothing should
ters as a realistic portrayal -of a •top Louis, the younger Cameron,
being a well-known name
•cokie" in the thrce3 of a yen" and from
Broadway.
An eccentric
out of stuff,
lip attempts to rob along
the girl, herself en addict, but i; comedy dancer, he too is acrobatic,
thwarted.
She takes an overdose but above all, is a laugh-getting
Cammie Cameron, a
and dies at the end of the dance. comedian.
The dance holds several thrills for sweet -looking girl, has possibilities,
the sophisticated, but for the aver- and It is pleasant to record the
of two stage children.
age vaudeville audience
is
far nrcgreps
fetched and drawn out.
Nataiie'o Louis got a hand on his nutty stepearly and
later
displayed
toe solo was the essence of grace ping
and perfect elevation. It's a nea.t peculiar agility at skipping rope.
act.
The e!der Cameron Is an excellent
The Runaway Four deuced, zip- feeder for the boy, and- the whole
ping up the tempo immediately. routine carries a certain polish. The
These four boys have cut out all of cycling ticks are present, but rather
the /excess hokum and are down to in the background. Eighteen minthe pink. The act is a fast variety utes of the regular routine seemed
turn, with a few laughs and a finish all too short.
The younger* Camthat pulls them out of their chairs. erons then had bits in "one," using
No better ground tumbling is onl, Sargent and Marvin, who were on
exhibition.
second.
That afforded time .to set

Was a

ren- tin.
Jm a larger theatre the production
er,d

th*

Their tough waltz aX the opening

—

-'.

1

VARIETY

NEXT
WEEK (JAN.
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

BILLS

i

Oliver 4 Opp
8chlcr.tr. Manikins

29)

IN

keUM

{All

open for

weak

the

mhSa.1
The bill* bslew are grouped

Monday

wltb

matli ••.

wbso

nol

according to booking

In divisions,

otherwise
supplied

offlose

Tbo man nor

1b wbicb tbaso bills ars printed doao aot donoto tbo rslattv*
of a*ts nor tbstr p-ogram position*
* boforo nam* dsnotee act Is doing nsw turn, or reappearing aftor abooooo
vaudeville, or appearing In city where listed for tbo first time.

KEITH CIRCUIT
HEW YORK CITY Ben Welch
•Dayton

Keith's Palace

got Edwards'

1st hslf (29-31)
Allen Kent Co

Henry

(Others to All)

Two

Juliet

A Parker

(Others to

Keith's Colonial

Mary Ilaynes Co

Capman

(Others to nil)
2d half (1-4)
•Gretta Ardine Co
(Others to nil)
Proctor's 23d St.

lonesome Manor
Johnny Clark CoLittle Pottage
(One to mi)

Athambra
Co

Tygon

Driftwood

Van Horn ft Inez
Deagon A Mack

•Jessie

Miller
2d half

(Others to fill)
Wees' Broadway

M

Cavanaugh Po

Franklyn Ardell Co
Mack A Lane

(One

(Others to All)
Mom' Coliseum

Julia Arthur Co
Leediim ft St'inper
60 Miles from By

A Marvin

Arnaut Three

fill)

(Two

Sd half
•Do'.ly

Keith's Baahwirk

fill)

Keith's Fordham
Julia Arthur Co

Gordon

F

Ford

A:

T Sabina

ft

Van ClOTS

ft

(Others to

nil)

Lee

Mann

ft

Geo LeMaire Cc
Murray Levels ft
Gordon ft Ford
Mabel Burke Co
<<>ne

F»-rron»l

Covan

ft

The Rios

Aim rn,

B Healy
ft
Piano Thr. e
Gordon ft Rica
(Others to nil)
Moss' Regent
•Dolly of Follies
T

Adams

of

North ft to VI to
The Sharro'ks
Giriio ft Dandies
ltd half

ft

to

Miller

ft

to

V

ft

nil)

Keith's tlet

Lcavltt ft Lockw'd
Cupid's Pioseups
ft

Proctor's

125th

Wat Jerome Co

St.

•Two Lawyers
•Phondell Four
Flint
ft

Co

Merritt

Frank Van Hoven
Artistic Treat

tone

to

Elsie

White

ft

hnlf

(

ft

Murray

Palmer

All)

Procter's SttJi St.
2d half (25-28)

(Shrerepcrt
1st

1-4)

Foster ft
Princess

Lyric
(Atlanta split)

II

ALBANY

1st

Clayton

Brown

2d half
Miller Co

Corinne Arbuekle
George Moore Co
Mel Klee

Hradia Co

ALLENTOW'N, FA.
Orpheom

Edw'ds

ft

S's

Crawford

Brod'k

ft

DETROIT
Temple
Bert Levy

Roxy l.aftocn
Schcnck
Van
The TrilV-rs

BOSTON
Ramblers
Holmes A Lavere
t'ahill s& Romalne
Molilo Fuller Co
Calif

Four «'a^erons
Wilton 81s
l

ft

K O Meara

Drug Clerk
Pork" Barton ft
Four Rubini Sis

Harper

(One to

Kovacs A

Goldner

Mary
Van
Jerome Mann

FREEMAN

J.

INDEPENDENT CIRCUITS
8UITE

NEW YORK

Francis

ft

ROMAX BLDQ.

307,

245 West 47th Street

2d half

Stone

Geo Holland Co

Phone:

BRYANT

mi)

to

ELIZABETH.

M.

J.

Proctor's

Van Hoven
Weston

Cecilia

Anderson
Borco

ft

•Mantilla

ft

Co
Graves

Keys

Hill 9683

Smith A Barker
Harry Kahne
Al Shsyne
Kerr A Weston

Van A Corbet
Four Tllerons
The Rooneys

MT.TERNON,

2d half

Frank Wilcox Co
•Jessie

Miller

•Rlslto

ft

LaMont

Glasgow Maids
Adsms ft Grimth
(«)ne

to

nil)

ERIE. PA.
Colonial
Howard A Nichols
Dixie Four

N.Y.

Proctor's
2d half (26-28)
Dave Harris Co

Moran
Elsie
Little

ft

Mack

Mile Modiste
Johnston ft Hayes
(One to nil)

RICHMOND
Lyric
(Norfolk split)
let half

Buchanan Co
Loney Haskell
Ed Janls Revue

ROANOKE
Ronnoke

White

Gibson

(One

Artletle Treat

BAH
Dreis

Allen

N. J.

Billy

Capitol

A

Price

Driftwood
to nil)

1st halt (29-31)

Harry Mayo Co
•Gretta Ardine Co
Jack Wilson Co
Bouncer's Circus

Mt Vernon Mlns
(Others to nil)
2d half (1-4)
Lloyd Ibach Co

Harry Breen
Traps

Edna Ang Co
Van Cleve A Pete
Mt Vernon Mlns

Boudlnl

2d half
Louis Stone Co
Tates A Carson

Lew Cooper
Four Bards

Deslys Sis Rev

ROCHESTER
Temple
The Ruetters
Rule

A

TROV, N.

O'Brien

Moody A Dnncan

V.

Proctor's
Miller C>

Arbuekle
George Moore Co
Mel Klee
("orinne

W

to

Hill

War

ft

flit)

Johnny Reynolds
Clark Payton ft R
Herron ft Gaylord
Betty Donn
La Temples
LYNN, MASS.

Olympla
White Black A
Dixie Hamilton
Holland A Oden
(One to

U

All)

2d half

Rupert Ingalese Cd

Hank Brown Co
Fern A Marie
Biggins A Bates

to nil)

DeMont

Howard A B Rev

»

Bradna Co

Nora Jane

Carmen

ft Carl
Ercelle

Reek A Randolph
Texas Four

Official Dentist to the

Dunn Co

For rity's Sake
Anderson A Gr'vcs
Polly Lou Dee
Bryant ft Stewart
Boreo
Liob ft Tip

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL
t498 B'nir (Pstnsis
Jack

FALL RIVER
Empire
Evans
ft
John Geluer
Herbert Ashley Co

Modiste
Johnston ft Hayes
(One to nil)
Mile

2d half
PallHrus;

Robles
Clerk

Clinton

Wood

P0LI CIRCUIT
Princeton
BRIDGEPORT
Poll's
Vi-reboll Co

Five
Louise Lovely Co
Tom Kelly

Wydo

(One

Macart Co

liobt rta A DeMont
lark Little

Shriner

ft

F'x'm'ns

Kramer

ft

Griffin

•

Jones A Rsy
Tunes ft Steps
2d half
Bernard ft Betts
Lamey A Pearson
Bobby Jarvis Co

George Morton
Rose Revue
Palace
Ryan Weber A R
Monroe A Msy

Blanche Sherwood
Gene Oliver Co
Nellie V Nichols
Edith Clasper Co

Palace

Rounder A Br'dway

(One

Web

ti nil)

CLEVELAND
Hippodrome
O'Nell Sisters

A B

Hugh Johnson

Chapman
Duval A Symons
Harvey Hanley A G Bernivicl Bros

B Sherwood A Bro

Stanley

Hobby Jarvis Co

Rev

Spider's

Downey A Clarldge

Capitol

Marshall's

The Diamonds

G

CINCINNATI

HARTFORD
Yorke A Maybell.-

James

a

CHICAGO KEITH CIRCUIT

Desxo Retter

J

Lowell

ft

i'

ft Carr
2d half
Joh i Geigcr
Ft, mini ft Evtins

Lew Harkins
Drew Co
ft
Robins
Stewart Sis ft

Hodge
Em)

Zeno Moll

Wills

G

to nil)

Colonial

2d half
Stanley ft Domnn

WllUins ft Hughes
2d half

Rooney

NEWPORT

The Doctor Shop

BILL JACOBS

A^,

Cnmmings

Clayton

Eddie White

ft

Wilson Aubrey Trid

F1TCHBURG
Spider's We.b
N ft J Farnum

ORPHEUM CIRCUIT
Direction:

ft

Robins
W'yde

ft

Wood

fd half
Dixie Hamilton
Revue la Petite
Holland A Oden
Zeno Moll A Carr

DuFor Boys
71 Brockmnn Rev

BOBBY "UKE" HENSHAW
And ENCORE

NEW BEDFORD
Olympia
The Geralds
Wil.s

2d half

Wheeler

ft

Briscoe ft Rauh
O'N.ll ft Plunkett
Natli.ine ft Sully

Rupert Ingalese Co
(One to nil)

The Geralds
Alice Hamilton
Smythe ft James

Barks narton A B
Four Rubini Sis

H. Y.

Anita

Toung

The Diamonds

ft

I

2d halt

Furman

,

Bldg;.

Little

Herbert Ashley Co
Wilson Aubrey Trio
(One to nil)

YORK. FA.
Opera Hone*
Van Collo ft Mary
rum Mann
•

V. A.

VI

nil)

2d half

.1

t

•

Brown

Maggie Clifton Co
Lew Harkins
M'Carthy A Sten'rd
Pauli A Goss

2d half

Canflei.i

ft

(One to

2d half

Bill

Co

Palace

Hank Brown Co
A Rauh
DuFor Boys
Briscoe

ft

Till)

to

MANCHESTER

Central Square
Anita

Lynn A Howland

Vincent i^opex
2d half
Anderson ft Toel
Chester ft De Vere
Dress Rehearsal
Laura Picrpont Co

A Bern'rd

Hoggs ft w -lis
Mcl^ennan A Cars'n
Lane A Freeman
Peplta Granados

2d half
Splendid A Partner
Shriner A F'slm'ns
Lee A Cranston
Chung Wha Trio

Herbert Clifton

Audrey Maples
Harry Hayden Co

May

Bloom A Sher
Seven Hohey Boys

(One

Clifton

(One

2d half

Hill

Stsnley A Doman
Alice Hamilton

Roberts

Lynn

Maaraic

(One

A Brown

BROCKTON

WHITE PLAINS

Pauli ft Goss
Seven Honey Boys
Hodge ft Lowell

Chas Ahearn Co

TRENTON,

Ella

8*17

Frozen!

(Two

ft

Nihla

Joseph Browning

BOOKING WITH ALL

Wilson Bros
(Ono to nil)

R

7

Mnslc Hall
Harold Kennedy

CAMBRIDGE

Raxley A Porter
R Johnson
Williams A King
Radium Vlsons
(One to nil)

Sully

ft

Plunkett
ft
Arabian Knights
(One to fill)

O'Nell

Mr A Mrs

Cantwell ft Walker
7 Arabian Knights
(One to nil)

to nil)

J

Off

Sheldon

N.T.

Olympic,

2d half

Shen's

Zuhn

B

2d half
Cello ft

Able O. H.
Adonis Co
Amoroi ft Jeanette

Dave Schooler Co

(Two

McLaughlin &
Belle Baker

nil)

OFFICES

Phone Richmond

B. F. Keith's

ft

TORONTO
Show

Majestic
ft Robles

Salle

Miss Merle Co
Lieut Thetlon
Jahrl ft George

,

Jack Sidney
Mason A Shaw
Kanazawa Japs

E James

ft

Nathane

Cantwell
Powell ft

2d half

W

Empire
J

LEWISTON, ME.

Harold Kennedy

Patt'rs'n

WTRTOWN,

Fields

Echo ft Kyo
Rhodes ft Watson

BEADING. PA.

Ed Lowry

ft

A

Hartley

Lang A Blakely

Songl'd

Waldron Co

A Parker

Dillon

Ft-nton

Bob Hall
"Rupert Inglaise

Imperial
(Sunday opening)

BIJOU

Mr A Mrs

Sandy Shaw
Josle. Rooney Co

Osborne Trio

Berjcman

EASTON. PA.

LKFFERT* AVENUE,
KRW GARDENS, L. I.

Eastman ft Moore
LaFranec A Byron
Lovenberg Sis ft N

M

ft

*

Strand

TOLEDO
Canova
Bender ft Armetr'g
Beaumont Sis

Albee
of

s

Hayes
Kennedy

ft

Johnny Reynolds*
Clark Payton ft E
Betty Donn
Herron A Gaylord

Cavanaugh

ft

and OLIVER

#B. F. Keith's

The Buttons
Runaway Four
Flash
Clark

Case

U

ft

2d hnlf

Oxford Four

Chung Wha Trio
La Temples

Harry Watkins
Hasel Cox Co

a "Song Symphony"*
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

in

PROVIDENCE
E. F.

K

El Cleve
Ben Meroff Co
2d half

TR1X

PERRONE

LlndeH
Kane A Grant
So This Is Br'dway

split)
ft

CHAS.

.V-

N.J.

Gene Morgan

(Washington St.)
Malinda A Dade
Leddy A Leddy
Orville St a mm Co
Marks ft Wilson
Booth ft Nina

B.

Sher

LAW KEKCE

BANGOR. ME.

Paulsen

ft

Nancy Boyer Co

E Kuehn

ft

I

ft

Neville

31-1
2-3)

mes
Rooney

Jr.

ft
ft

White Blnc!<
(One to nil)

City Four

Russell
Sully ft

E

ft

Bloom

ft H De Beers
Gordon's Olympla

Monroe Bros
Peggy Brooks
plays

bill

COL'NT

2d half

Princess
(Sunday opening)

Redmond ft Wells
D Humphries Co
Lillian Shaw

E

Aldine

Pi'ters

?d half
J

Clinton

Howard

WILMGTON, DEL.

Orlando
Turner Bros

K

Elm

G

Powell

Plnlnfleld

Lyric
Orleans

Lane

Bernt ft Partner
Florence Brady

Frabellee
Olsen ft Johnson
Mohr ft Eldridge

PLAINFIELD.

Segal ft Carroll
Palermo's Dogs

An«ei ft Fuller
Rose Clare
Reynolds ft D'n'g'n

Klown Revue

Franklyn Fa mum

MONTREAL

B. F. Keith's

22S

Carl
ft
Ercelle

A Pony

Dohertys
en
Eadle ft Ramsden
Barber ft Jacks<
Virginia Five

Harry Moore
8 Blue Demons

B. F. Keith's
Saxton ft Farrell

MOBILE
1st half

HUGH HERBERT

Proctor's

Zeck ft Randolph
Texas Four
F«.rn Bigelow ft K

half

The Marios
Pr.uiU Devoe Co

Nora Jane

Francis

half

Peggy
Winonah

(N.

J Mandell

ft

*

Mack ft Larue
Combe ft Nevins
June Connelly Co
The Son Dodgers
Yeoman ft Lixsie

TAMPA. FLA.

Stewart Sis ft G
Franklin ft Hall
Lee A Cranston
Fern ft Maree
Splendid ft Partner

ft

Square)
Lunette Cool: c"r*Oatman

F. Keith's

it

KIIII.I.

I

t'o'on'a!

M G
Viddleton

Sisters

(Scollay

WASHINGTON

\\

II

Boston

Maxle

kan.t/jiv.a Japs
<One to nil)

Vletoria
(29-30)

PORTLAND. ME.

Elton

ft

BOSTON
Ward

Naah ft O'Donnell
Watts ft Huwley
Nakae Japs
Gor i'ou's Oiympln

Ths Sharrocks

North ft South
Toree ft Williams
Tiim Davies Co
Girlie ft Dandies

St

Knanp ft Cornelia
Barnum W>* Right

Jennie

Mason A shftw
Rulorr

Freed

l

(Sams

Ann Gray

Frldkln ft Rhoda
Rich Hayes
Pinto ft Boyle
Walmsley ft K'tlng
Williams A Taylor

Ksy Hamlin

COLUMBUS

BIRMINGHAM

2d half

ft

split)

Spoor ft Parsons
Laughlin ft West
Choy Ling Hee Tr

Price

Geo Rolland

Oakland

Columbia

Guiran ft Mar«'rile
Herbert Clifton
Jim Thornton
(Others to nil)

Stone

ft

BATON ROUGE

to nil)

Ella

W

Boyer
ft

Charles Reader

McGiveney
Joseph Dlskay

(Nashville split)
1st half

'

Jones

ft

M Diamond Co

Co

Moss' Riviera
Murray Lewis ft
Biltmore Band
chief faupolican
(Others to nil)

Carmen

2d half

Venita Could

Jack Wilson Co
Movie M. iso tic

Msy

2d half

'Dayton

Albrifrht

Snyder

Fred LaReine Po
Poley ft Jaxon
Dorothy Ramer

Douglas
Bernard

Hob

St.

Jmn Moore Po
Will .Mr. honey
H Stoddard Co
Mnng

.Tones

1st half <2r>-31)
F.»r Pity's links

(Two

Ben Welch

(Two

I

Rose
Jimmy Lucas c»
ft

Harry Rose

Lewis
Bradford

Valdo Merrs

Maryland
Georges DuFranne

P Page

•Rurc

i;ibson

nil)

ft

BALTIMORE

Juliet

2.1

2d half

Gordon

Veir.on

ft

•

Twins
Conroy

Oriffen

Swor
(Two

Van

Alva Ducr.iss Co

B G ft Q P
Two to nil)

Griffith

ft

N. I.

Jefferson

Thomas Reader

WALTERS

ft

split

from ToylanJ
Wright ft Douglas
B Hughes C>
Frank Farron
Vander hilts

GAITES

J

(0;h« rs to fill)
2d half
Hotel Bilt more Co

Owen

OLl MBIA

Cray Sisters
Ed Morton
Viola May Co
Lyons ft Yosco
Clifford ft Gray

Girl

||

Jadson Cole
•Here There a

Jlnt Thornton
Lloyd loach Po

Birmingham

HARRY

direction

J08. M.

Dotson

National

Columbia

1st half

Featured Dancers
A I At AYS

Thompson

Lyric
<

2d half (25-28)

and

rlanlsm

Pstrieola Co

Laastasj Co
i.d son Cole
Proctor's
Hoier*& Ayloff

2d hulf

LOUISVILLE

Anderson
(

ft

Moore

C

.

Pantheon Singers

N. T. City; Bryant 24A4

ATLANTA

(Oitnrs to fill)
Keith's Prospect

EC ELK

DANDREA

ft

8t..

Sisters

i

i' deSl

rs

Kaufman

ft

Welch Men iv
B G ft Q P

Mabel Burke Co
ft Mrs J Barry

W. 49th
DCOS

Murray ft MaddOX
i'«.i > Moran

(Others to nil)

Mr

t

III

Boy

Tom

Porter

ft

JatU Sidney

The Love Race
Van ft Vernon
Alva Ducross Co

Dr. M. Q. CARY
N. W. Cor. State and Randolph Sta
Second floor over Drug Store
Entrance • W. Randolph St CHICAGO

Snwyer,ft Eddy
Flaherty ft 8ton'g
Ned Nestor Co
Glad Moffett
Dan Fitch's Mlns

ON HAND OR TO ORDER.
i

2d half (1-4)
Elsie White

Jefferson

105th St.

Lime Trio
Mary Jayne
Csven Troupe
Norwood ft Hall
Wm Kds Co

Exclusive Material of Every Description.
110

C9-21)

1st half

mi)

to

Keith's

Jordan Girls
D B. rnie Orch
Tom Smith Co
bees Whirlwind*
Myers & Hsnaford

DARL MacBOYLE

nil)

l.lndell

1

Davis
Mac Sovereigns

LOWELL

to nil)

Rawii

half
Skatcllo

E A

Kane ft Grant
So This Is Br' d way
Bison City Four

Prices within reason to ths profession.

'I

lit

H

ft

Pelle
to

•South Berenadi

Joe Laurie
Vvette Rugel
Pargent & Marvin
The Rios

Donalds

A»llh\ II I.
Colombia
(AugUStH Bplit)

B

Davis* Co

Palace

Peterson

Kennedy
Different Revue
ft

B. F. Keith's

Ben Welch

2d half

(Two

Temple

ft

2d half

Lytell ft Fant
Conner Revue

B08T0N KEITH CLRCUIT

V#gcn4aae Girl*
t.Two to nil)
2d half

SYRACISE
R. F. Keith's
MeCart ft Mnrr'ne

Follies

Hometown Follies
PITTSRI'RGn

H

Lehr

lutb.iv |,

I

Rozellas
Thrci H'-tulersons

(Two

M
ft

Vine

Sd half
T A
Ziegler
Maureen Englln

Hometown

llaxiey

2d half

SamnronT ft Sonia
M.Farl-rul ft P
Cool; ft Ostrnan

Colonial

Williams ft King
J H Johnson Co

hee Kids

DENTIST

CLEVELAND

Kennedy
Revue

Dancing
Ahearn

Compton Co

i'y

Caesar Rtvoll

Hazel Cox Co
Case ft Cavanaugh
llunley ft Patt'rs'n

Penn

Gene Morgan

Broadway
Dancing M'Donalds
Ahearn A Peterson
Vine ft Temple

Kl ClOVS

Knglin

i

Wm.

Hrnham

ft

Hurt
ft
China Blue Plate
Martha Pryor Co
Roy ft Arihur

Weigan Troupe
Blaclr ft Dunlap
M Andre ft Girls

ITICA, N. Y.

2d half

Poll's

Cronin

Poll's

ALF T. WILTON
Zemater A Smith
Marjorle Carson
Mason A Gwynne

WORCESTER
Holden

(WIIkcr-H'rv* split)
1st half

DIRECTION

Msrkel ft Gay
Paul Hill Co

LONG BRANCH

fill)

Two

mi)

to

ft

Montgomery
Haney A Morgan
Harmonyland

Monroe Bros

I

Gilbert Wells

to nil)

Keiths Hamilton
Miies from By
Donovan ft Lee
Valdo Me.-rs ft V
.June Ayre
Mi

(Two

<

L»-hr

M

Sandy Hhuw

Caesar Klvoli

Keith's Greetipoiut
2d half (2&-2I)

A

ft

Miiur

Al Srtyker
Stanley A Wilsons

Ray

SCR ANTON. PA.

COMING EAST 800N

Ba Bu

Bi

Thornton ft King
Fink's Mules

Juvenile Frolics
Tom K«lly
J Marshall's Rev

ORPHEUM, FRISCO

M

ft

Arthur Whitlaw

May

ft

ft

hair

Is:

Stanley Trlnp

McN & R

Monroe
Jones

AT THE

W

foils
(Sorant »n split)

•u half

Mulroy

WERE MOVED

Vane

WILUE'-BARRE

Duncan
Edith Casper Co
)Iayne3 A Beck
Howards Ponies

\FTEH THE FIRST SHOW

Keystone
Noel Lester Co
Joseph Rankin
Clair Vincent Po
Mullen ft Francis
Dancing Shoes

1st half

V.'atkins

Do'.ly

Herman

Doris Duncan
Howard's Ponies

i>or s

NEXT TO CLOSING

1923

of

B. F. Keith's
Bill Gcnev've ft
Al

Gardner ft Aubrty
Eddie White
Wilkins ft Hughes
Torkc ft Maybelle
Tunes ft Steps

nil)

NEW HAVEN

AND

half

PHILADELPHIA

Sybil

(One to

Hollls

Bostock's School
2d half

Palace
Bernard A Betts
Lamey A Pearson

MURPHY

Donnelly
Nichols

V

Kenny A

2d half

BOB

H J Conley Co
A Cunneen Pierce
A Ryan
JACKSONVILLE Dolly Sisters

Adgement

4» Msi't street
11 Z'gler

Williams

ft

Davis A
(Others

JI

.'.usiin

ft

ft

A

Rogers
Nellie

McN A R

Princeton Five
(Three to nil)

LaVries Tro-ipe
(Others to nil)

The Adroits
Brent Hayes
Sampsel ft Leonh'd

Chas Keating Co
Gene Oliver Co
Sonny Thompson

Rogers A Donnelly

Owens

Fallon

Barrett

(MlsTKK, PA.
Hurry

roll's

Mulroy

Price

ft

Palace

MERIDEN, CONN.

Allen

ft

Farrell

Danny Dugan Co

Rogers
Sans
at Sea

Reilly

Nixon

Oddities

Mr Hymack

Burt

half (29-31)

A

WATERBURY

Mollis

Bostock's School

half

Master Gabriel

Madam Herman

The Hartwells
Povers ft Wallace
Wyeih ft Wynne
ft

Carter A Cornish
Annette
Right or Wrong
Seed A Austin

The A herns
Betty Washington

Dave Roth

It
F. Keith's
Pallenbcrg's Bears

Anderson

ft

1st

B. F. Keith's
The Briants

2d half
Mori. el A Gsy
Ksvitle ft l'aulsen

Rooney-Bent Rev
Allman ft Harvey

2d half

Marguerite

Clark

A>

(Two to
Mow'

West

ft

Orpheum

Fowler
craip Campbell
Demarest ft Col'tO

to nil)

2d halt
e
Cornish

ft

Kenny A

(Others to nil)
2d half (1-4)
•South Serenaders
Willie Solar

Proctor's

Academy
(Richmond split)

INDIANAPOLIS

CINCINNATI

Creations
(Others to All)

A Graham

A Hart
China Blue Plate
Maratha Pryor Co
Roy A Arthur
Cronin

2d half

.

Vererpoll Co
Brent Hayes
Chas Keating Co
Bill Macart Co

1st

2d half *

Holden

George Morton
Rose Revue

Mabel Burke Co
Eddie Nelson
Landau's Seren'd'rs
Welch Mealy A M

Basil

Maxlne A Bobby

NORFOLK

All)

2d half

Lusby
Barlows

Proctor's
2d half (25-88)

Traps
Gibson

SCHENECTADY

Ycel

ft

Deszo Retter
Juvenile Frolica

A X
VONKEBS, N. T.

Fera Bigelow

Cy Compton Co

Joe Darcy
Clare's Minstrels

2d half

All

Tenny A Allen
Telsak A Dean
Murrsy A Gerrish
Neil McKinley
Ben Barton's Rev

Dauny Djgan C*
AS1H RY PARK

'Jus

ft

(Ono

to nil)

Elinnre

L.

r

2d half

Lewis ft Dody
Four Phillips

w Welch
TAB
Healy
Miller
Bradford
•Foris

Cart*

Differed:

Howard

(Others to nil)
Moms' Franklin
I>.«\.
Harris Cc

Mason c Gwynne
Radium > sions

Jimmy Lucas

Keith's

Lee

ft

Dogs

l.oyal's

Marjorle
Lee Kids

T A

(Two

2d half

Donovan

Smitn
Carson

ft

The Panslnos
Harrison ft Dakln
Stanley ft Burns
When Love's Young
Joe Roberts
Camilla's Birds

Pete

Zemater

Seed ft
Annette

nil)

to

BROOKLYN

of Follies

•Foris A West
sabini
FAT
(Others
to

half

L'd

N.T.

Rialto

Columbia

Fritxi Seheff
to

AMSTERD'M,

nil)

FAR ROCK A WAY

Geo LeMaire Po
•Ledum ft St'mpcr
(Two

to

Brown

Heath ft Sperling
Pay ft Ross
(One to nil)

•Terrace Oirls
At the Party

l.ibonatl

Long Tack Ram
Freda ft Anthony

Sargent

Dorothy Walters
Sager Midgely

Weston Co
Phas Ahearn Co
Ruby Royce

Pecilia

Anderson

Sheldon

ft

Ray Conlin
Ormsbee A Remlg

Lew Dockstader

Fiske.

Arcade
(Savannah split)
ft

State
Chester DeVere
Dress Rehearsal

Haynes A Beck

The Duponts

Heath ft Sperling
Fay ft Ross

Chicago
Gossler

BRL'KSWICK

1st

Adams ft Morin
Sager Midgely Co
(One to

NEW

Bsggott

Palace
(Mobile split)

Majestic

Suit* 1313, Masonic Tomplo Bldg.

2d half

SAVANNAH
Bijou
(Jacksonville split)
1st half

A E

NEW ORLEANS

HARRI8BI RO

WILLIE BERGER, Book'g Mf r.

•Wolf S^ Po
Arthur DeVoy Co
•Young Wang Co
Bryant ft Stewart
•Arthur Terry Co

Vera Gordon Co

Eddie Kelson

R

Hsgedus Sis ft
Burk ft Sawn

ERNIE
YOUNG
AGENCY

(29-31)

Harry Breen
Movie Masque
Mignon

•Southland Co

W

ern) W. V. M. A.
and Affiliated Circuits

Edna Aug Co

Ona Munson Co

A Storey
Perclval Co

Dooley

Orpheum, B. F. Keith (Weit-

nil)

1st half

Fannie Brlco

Janet of Franco
Lorraine Mlnto Co
Joe Cook
Alexs A Smith

Proctor's

Audrey Maples
Vincent Lopes

The Saytons

Fink
Gene Greene
ft

WITH

I

Ruby Norton
John Nestor
Monroe & Grant
(Two to fill)

Rialto
2d half
Price

ft

Booking Exclusively

Proctor's 5th Are.
2d hslf (25 -28)

Walters

Lyric

F-

Phas Ahearn Co
McCarthy Sis
A Wohlmsn
Anderson ft Graves
Jack Wilson Co
Dth Ave Minstrels

Sextet

NEWARK

•Here There
Worden Bros

Meehan A Newman
Hall Ermine A B
HAMILTON. CAN.

CHATTANOOGA
Ford

A

Walters

Marion Harris
Mitty ft Tlllio
Santos ft Hayes
Valentine ft Bell

Fields

Thomas

BP'GFFLD, MASS,
Palace
A Leonh'd 8amaroff
A 8onla
McFarlsnd A P
Louise Lovely Oft
Cook
Oat man
A
Falace
Knapp A Cornelia
Gardner A Aubrey Barnum Was Right
2d half

Sampsell

MARGARITA MARGO, ARDATH DE
HELEN K BETH
SALES
Direction EAGLE * GOLDSMITH

Reed A Selmaa
Chaa Altboff

1933

25,

Ths Adrolts

by

assisted

Creations

La Toy's Models
Bronson A Edw'ds

E Dean

ft

y^spsj gQd»a>#jfJ

(Others to nil)

Mle Leltxel

R

HENRI MARGO

NASHVILLE
(Louisville split)
1st half
Millard A Merlin

Walsh A Rills
Four Mortons

GRAND RAPIDS

shen's
Yost ft Clady
Boyle ft Bennett

Telaak

nil)

Thompson ft Lynn
(Two to nil)

•Aunt Dinah Co
A West

ft

tp

2d half (1-4)

Wells Va

Little

Tenny ft Allen
ft Dean
Murray ft Gernsh
Nell McKinley
Ben Barton's Rev

Rozellas

(One

Keith's Royal

W
Cross
Van

Orpheom

Dorothy Raynor
Moss A Frye
Goidle ft Thorn

All)

Keith's

ALTOONA, PA.

Wohlmsn

Al

Rockwell A Fox
Sohcnck
Richard Keane
Kellam ft O'Dare
Weber ft Rldnor
Ten Eyck ft Wiley

A

Wilson Bros
(One to nil)

Moore

ft

Co

ft

Amoros ft Jeune'te
Dave Schooler

The Newmans

"Willie

Miller

2d half

Clown Seal
Sampson A Douglas
Beaasian A White
Marino A Martin
Shura Rulowa Co
Jim. McWUliamff
2d half
Pasting Campbells
(Others to fill)

II1IIAI.O

I

to nil)

Adonis

Paul Nolan Co
Francis A 4 Johns

Keith's Riverside
Trixie Frlganxa

Butler

Pean

ft

Ruby Royce

Bendy
Rome ft Oaut
Johnny Burke

to

(Two

•4 Casting Stars

R« v

Vincent lx>pez Co
Madeline Collins

(Two

Frozen

A A F Btedman
GERM'NT-WN. FA.

Thursday, January

.

Jewell's
I

(One

Manikins

to All)

ginger's Midgets

(One

to

111))

t

i

Thu-'^Y January

VARIETY

25, 1923

OC

p

DAYTON
B. F. Keith's

Revue Resplendent
Cblo Sale
Carl Roslnl
4 .stylish Steppers

Adolphus

Edith Clifford
Valerie Bergere
Kosher A Muffs

Pauline

Id half

W

A

J

lOat to AH)
2d half
Rosher. A Muff*
Farrell Taylor Trio

Chic Sale
Rosin

(One to

Clifford
to (111)

jfldlth

(One

Garden

tell*

J A O

Gilfoyle

W. 44th

D

Fraxer A Bunco
(One to nil)
2d half

Oonne
Roy La Pearl
Lillian

Morton Jewell

(Two

to nil)

Victor

A

BAB

O.

(One

2

2d half

Lawton

(Two

WAYNE.

^FT.

IND.

A

Flanderd

(One

to All)

2d half

(One

A

Hill

Quinelle

Mazon A Brown

Let's Oo
Melville

A Rule
(One to Alt)
K'L'M'ZOO. MICH.
Regent

(One

to

A

Tyler

(One

flit)

Strand
Melnotte Duo
Jason A Harrigan
Porter J White Co

(One

Carney A Bose

Beard
Gladys Delmar Co

Billy

Regent

Edwards
Br'dway to Bowery

Julian

Brooklyn Comedy

4

Charles Wilson

Jeffera-Strand

SHUBEBT
NEW YORK

Tyler

Crollus

Darling

All)

Paulson
Nat Nazarro Co

Herman Tlmberg
Else

Alt

& Gray

Sinclair

(Two

CHICAGO

Alma

A Gilmors
Rose Bills A R
Gordon A Day
Fisher

Sewell Sisters
State Lake
(Sunday opening)

Hyams A

Dugan A Raymond

N.
Shubtrt

BRYANT

Phones

7976—1830

Orpheum

A Lynn

(Sunday opening*
Eddie I. •>;;.. r.i C'3
Eddie Miller

l
Beers
Kubevlllo
..•

>

Brown A WhMtakar

Two

Lusters

DENVER
Orpheum
opening!
A Ardlne

McKay
,

Conlin

&

Hobby

Folsoitl

n g

n

J
|

Jugglel.ind

Dom

Oraoe

Little Bitty
,

Houdini
1

»

I

»

H

"

Whitfield i

Ireland

Katharine Bin islr

KANSAS
iln.n

C

</•

>nlng)

Arskis*
On eti <* |> ,«k< r
Doolej ,v Hales

Henry CatslntlO
Bmsrsan
D a :n
Orph <wm
(Sunday opening)
I

1

fi.se

i

•

Dougal *
Marti n

IS

.:

..,••.

•"

•'

'ummings

>:

;i

v

ft

£

\t

a Blyler
Regal A M
v C

«< -;i
Rt rouse
Loin Clialfi.'

LOEW

n

SEW

i

Louis

VDll'i
si

*

I.al'r.i

;i

I'lTY

(»1 1»

itifi,
'.i

<

Bros

|

,

i"

r.

O'lgs

A

I

iiuti..i,

"•'

•

2d half
Prevost A Ooelet
Claire Carroll
Frank Stafford Co

Raymond A Stem
Vatdi

.

.

.1

.

Ja!

31

V'li

H'.'s

>r

l.'lgan

Archer A
•

Allen's

Minstrels

Dreams
(Three to fill)
Kedxle
Chadwick A Taylor

A Ramsey

DeLuxe Novelty
(One

l»

to All)

ROCHESTEB.

N.Y.

Victoria

Medley A Dupree
5

Normandie

Girls

2d half

Paramount Four
Del more A Lee

WT'BTOWN.

A Davis
A Tones

Crcedon
Tints

(<»ne to

to

A

Lyle

nil)

Zellar

* C

Bel ford

Slegfrleld

A

ALKSItl RG. ILL.

Orpheam
Bird Cabaret

A M

2d half
Will Morris
Jarvls A Harrison

A

Ebner

2d half

All)

2d half
in Da Trio
Allen's Minstrel.

(Four to

nil)

Majestic

H

Bay A

A

ABERDEEN,

8.

MO.

Wyoming Four

A

Moors

Arnold

Fagg A Whits
S Weber Girls

Fields

Sd half
Norrls Simians

Musical Hunters
H A K Sutton
2d half
Drapier A Hendrle

(One to

SI!)

Electric

Sit)

KAN. CITY. KAN.
Electric
Grindeil A Esther
2d half
Sternard's Midgets

KAN. CITY, MO.
Globe

Sturm Bros.
Collins A Dunbar
Steve Green
2d half

Smith A McOarry
Harry Gilbert
Four Erettos
LA CBOSSE, WIS.
Riviera
O'Mnlley A Maxf'd
Harry Ii Cooper Co

I/VWWTH, KAN.
Orpheam

Olanvllle A S'nd'rs
Christie A Bennett

Brown G'rdnsr A T
ST. LOUIS

Colombia
Nippon Duo
Bernard * Brma
Orange Blossoms
Sis Tip Tops
(One to nil)

Grand
Sealo

A Bradner
O Handsworth Co
Stanley Doyle A R
Davis

Herbert Lloyd Co

Hawalians

Jonla's

Eddie Hill
Ballot Five

Hickman Bros
Rlalto

Chong A Moey

Paul Bahn Co
Fltxgerald A Car'l

Mack Velmar Co
Bubln A Hall
The Storm
2d half

The Arleys

Smith A McOarry

Nad A Edwards
Blue Bird Rev

Daly A Burch
Boyal Venetian

»

Claudia Coleman

(Two

,

Burke A Durkln
DeWItt Burns A T
MADISON, WIS.

mi)

to

SIOUX FALLS

LINCOLN. NEB.

Orpheam
McConnell A West
F Kslcey Co
(Two to mi)
2d half
BAT
Payne
Moore A Shy

Rod ah
The Philmers
SO.

BEND, IND.
Palace

Monte A Lyons
Belle

Mason A Scholl
Don Lannlng

Montrose

Great Leon Co

(Two

D.

to nil)

Orpheam
Three Buddies

INCOME TAX RETURNS

BL'MINCT'N, ILL.
Majestic
The Volunteers
Birds of Psrsdise

(One

to

nil)

BOONE.

IA.

Lyric
I«ew

Diamond

(One

to

H.

ELY GOLDSMITH.

nil)

Majestic
Andrleff Trio
Daniels A Walters

Hon Andy Gump
Lovett's

C'c'nl'tlon

(One to

nil)

2d half

Bernard A Garry

Inc.

New York
IMS

Watt 40th St. N. Y.
Pbeae Pass. C4S7.
ran prepare and file your returua **en whan you

I

art not in

New

York.

aa

I

wilt

Two to nil)
CEMTRALIA.
•

ILL.

Grand
Hive a Mack

Vo.un
Htunu Bras
l'.»ar

Honeymoon Ship
Weaver A Weaver
(Two to mis
M'SH'LLT'WN. IA.

*

half
llutnberto Bros

ILL.

Orpheum

M

Alden A Sandells
Senator Murphy

Paul

Will* IJros

Minstrel

Rahn Co
A Car'l

2d half
Flanders A Butler
Coscla A Verdi
La Palerica Trio
(Two to mi*

f'aalaa

Mack A Maybells

SFB'OFIELD. ILL,

Boyal Sydney*

Majestic
Dallas Walker
Boyal Venetlun S
Minstrel Monarchs

MILWAUKEE
Majestic
Hardy Bros
Drlsko A Earl
Jack Li i»t on

Sid Lewis
Manteli'H Manikins

(One

Bravo M'chllni A T
DeWItt A Robinson
Moore A Kendall
Ambler Bros

MINNEAPOLIS
7th

Evelyn Phillips
Lilly Doss
Thr<«e AnKers

Co

Auditorium
Glanville * Snd'rs

Shannon A Gordon
Norris' Monkeys
2d half

McConnell A West
A Vonla
((»ne to AH)

Kurx**ne

fill

t<>

i

2d half

Jack Las

Mack

Velinsr Co

S Jaz* Band
(Three to fill)

IT

SPRGFIEI.D, MO.
Electric

St.

Larimer A Hudson

NORFOLK. NEB.
i

Write me about jour riraak you -for such details

nerd.

Swift A Dsll^y
Milton Pollock Co
Lambert A Fish

Letter Writer

Tax Expert.

Certified Public Accountant.

105

rumstancea and I

2d half

cnong A Moey
(Two to nil)

Krnesl

A Vanre

Favorites of Past

ST. JOB.

Orpheam

CHAMPAILN.

Hlati

Orpheam
Will Morris
Jarvls A Harrison

(One to

JOLIET. ILL.
Orpheam
Boyal Sidneys
Johnny Keans
U S Jass Band

Ada Weber

Walxer

Eddie Carr Co
Conners A Boyne
(One to All)

McDonald Trio
Mayes * Lloyd
C Lewis Jj" CO
stcr

(Four to fill)
Ql'INCY, ILL.

Shannon

Glanville A S'ndsrs
Flirtation
2d half
The Florenls

2d half
Bell Trio

Four of Ce

(Three to

Ward Co

Charlie

Creedon
(On* to

'

Flirtation

Monkeys
Kingston A Bbner

Virginia

JEWELERS

Dreams

nil)

2d half

Gene' A Mignon Ca
2d half
A Mignon Co
Bird Cabaret
G'D FORKS, li. D. W A M Rogers
Bartram A Saxtoa
Orpheam
Irene Trevett
BACINE, WIS.
The Parkers
Rlalto
G'D ISLAND. NBB. Andrleff Trio
Majestic
Ines Hanley

Norrls'

Shaw Co
Paramount Four
Delmore A I^ee

HEMMENDINGER,

Hughie Clark

Flint

(Three to

Hughle Clark

Gene

Stranded,

E.

':

Bevan A

Maxf'd

Liberty

Leila

Lincoln

Ward A

(.

N. T.

CEDAR BAPIDS

Wolgast A Girlie
Walters A Gould
Hongs A Scenes
Alexandria

(Two

A M

Mai ley

Avon

nil)

2d half

2d half

W
O'

Harry Gilbert
Four Erettos

Ralph Seabury

Inez Hanley
Favorites of Past

Syln

Rsrh A Rector

Dawson

Monks

American
Mason A Scott

.

with "The Sheik's Favorite"
KXCMH1VK ItlHECTlON OF

Bcrnlce

Medley A Dupree

J

EM PHIS
State

i^nii

:

v

:'.

Nicholas

I

Kn thi •<•
Colnmbln
Will ml ill

A ClnrJ
reo m
iH

ll-iu

.

Harvey DeVora
Dohhs A Walking
Futuristic Revue

full on

I'll
i

•

'

s

CIRCUIT
I

2

Carter
Harrison Co

•

*

«"i

A Adrienne
«;<irdon A Delmar

M

A

NIAGARA FALLS

Telephone Bryant

f>bala

.< Orace
Roonon XDay

Affiliated

Cataract
Willard Jarvls Rev
Ross A Roma
Goldie A Ward
l.eRuy A M Hartt
2d half

S3 West 46th Street

Central

Rellis Day
>#»r..<hy W»hl

i

fill)

jersey cprr

t

I

(One to

i

Metropolitan

'.ire/

.1

J Dov.

Warman A Mack

M half

2d half
>r%

M A

Mitzl

Frank Britton
Harry Abrams Co
Downing A Buddy
Maude Ellett Co

Graduation

cr«'»n

<

All

Lyric

A

Leon

BROOKLYN
Brooks
<

Miiln

ii
•

El Is wort fl

Majestic
Koiiid
g'.it
>'iuith A '"'»

York
Hhs •

to

.1.

McNaughtonn
Grace Cameron Co

Maud BUett Co
Dillon A Milton

BOSTON

Bros

A Ore

Ixitio
«

r.

V A 13 Rtm
Jack Be mi/

>

Purcells

llrnii'-piii

(Sun. I. \
Gnlettl &

H A Q

Aldlne

Whirl of
•

i

Keiths

Brendel A Hurt

May Meyers
IMTTSHl R(.ll

<.'«

;

MIXNEXPOI

14 half

Pearson N'wp'l A P
1

«

D. K.

Kxrhange. Orpheum »nd AflUlatlnna.

(Wtftornt

Fr'klyn «'»twrJ*>* f«
Murdoc't s'ayo * M

Tan

.•:

Rem pie

W.V.MA..

(Two

Mme DuBarry Co*
HOBOKEN, N.

The

R A l» Wilson
(has Gihbs
Grace Csmeroa

CHICAGO

Central 0J46

llonUInf EstNslTslf with

Plllue
(Sunday opening)
Creole Fashion PI
Victor Moore Co
Prlnress We hh ';a
ii

Krrel

(Sunday

1411 Maiesie Tamsla

A n Olms
IlILfV Al -REE

I!o> nl

Nat Burns
Eckhoff A Gordon
Adrian

George Ros.^ner
(Three to Bit)

CHARLES YATES. Manager

i

ITY

Dayton

Mason Bros

JESSE FREEMAN AGENCY

Trn

('l.nndon

DAYTON
Australian Dclsos

Id half

Samuels
Swnrtz A Clifford
Yes Means Noi
Hut'

DES IIOINB8
Orpin in.
(Sunday 0,n

Flo Talbot

Patsy Shelly
senator Ford

g;:

Detroit O. H.
(Sunday opening)
Blushing Bride
Lean A Mayih dd

Marcelle Coreene
Margaret Merle

Orpheum

A Eiwood

Primrose Minstrels

Armstrong A Tyson
K<l Blondell Bar
Jimmy Savo (.'•>
Grazer A Lawlor
Avenue B

A Davey

2d half
Ward A Zellar
Hell A LeClaire

Martin Co

Boulevard

I

2d half

Ja Da Trio
(Three to nil)

Pormaine A Shelly

Witt Winters
Adelo Oswald
Rempe! A Clayton
Stilwell A Fraser
Jack Powell 6
2d half
Mttnkln

DETROIT

;i

*

MKMPnii

D

Parlor Bedr'na A

Twins
Hobby Harry
Bros
Ha) al;i!
white & Back
liarr

El

Neal Abel •
Juggling N -Irons

Geonge J esse
Courtney Sisters
Ann CodtS
Ann Lo wen worth
Sum Rennet
Manuel a Edward

WASHINGTON

Irving

Tom

Smith

Willie

CHICAGO
Leo Zarrell Duo

J Powell Sexlet

Troubles of 1FJ2

Say It Willi laughs
Roger Imhoft

h'itzgibbon

Waiter C Kelly
Bey Bisters

(Sunday

Sis

CHICAGO

I

Hnllen A Russell
Qy'acy Kour
Wilfrid Clark
II

Wainwright

Burns A Crawford
Hank-Matilda A H
Frank Shannon
Nell Roy Buch Co
(One to fill)

CHICAGO

Biolto

Clark
Brown's School

A.-

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE

Tou'd Be Surprised

A

Ulls

Empire

GAL
Vincent

Ht.at«

2d half
Three Phillips

Engelwood
'Sunday opening)

II

A Virginia.
Shaw Co

GL'NS F'LLS. N.Y.

BUFFALO

Benny Harrison Co
Bits Dance Hits

Julia Kelety
.Helen Walker
3

vie

Manicure Shop

Bellis

Kramer A Boyle
Frank Gaby

W

Lander
McCoy A Walton
Carey Benson A
Hilly Bhodes

Swiss Songbirds

Nioac
Burnt*

H A

I.

Orpheum

Chas Gibbs
Flyrin A Arnold
Julia Ring Co

Spice of Life
Sylvia Clark

PHILADELPHIA

Jim Crowley

Theima
Peggy Bremen Co
(Two to fill)

PEORIA, ill..
Orpheum

Kleetric

all

Prlscilla

Si"ters

Marie Campbell
Lee Edmonds
Gardner

BOSTON

Harrison Moss
Follies

Orpheum
Duo

LOUIS

(Sunday opening)

Chestnut St. O. H.
Il« Ho
Everybody
Gertrude Hoffman

G A P Magley

St'n'tte

Empress

Commodore Band

NEW YORK

BI.DG..

ST.

J.

Follies

Street

Fred Ardath
Three Dalace Sis
Morris A Campbell

BOOKING EXCLUSIVELY WITH

Flanagan A M'r's'n
Jack Norton

Chapelle

Main

PANT AGES CIRCUIT
FITZGERALD

Hubert HaUidajr

NEWARK.

ARTHUR SILBER
•Of

Harry Colemaa

A

NOT A TRICK.
PLAYING KEITH CIRCUIT

ment,

Clemens Belling Co
Ford A Goodrich
Haashi A Osel

Shei-

Jack Hanley

"Vocal Variety"
FRED KETCH is the only man
ACTUALLY singing in two voices
at one time. A VOCAL accomplish-

Sisters

Joe Towle
Kings Syncopation

A Sparrow
Camp

lbbey

Curzon

Hughes A Pam
A Seamon
A Willi'ms LaSova Gilmore Co

Cooper
DeVine

O.

James

.

Jimmy Bosen Co
Cook A Vernon
Hayden G'win A B Julia Dika
Leigh A LaGrace
The Sheik
2d half
Kelly A Pollack
Hoy Tong Troupe
Hubert Dyer Co
Bentley Banks A G
GENEVA. N. T.
Klmberley A Page
Empire

Seven Fl-ishes

Moore A Fields
Twins

(Two to nil)
JOPLIN. MO.

Twins

V. M.

Williams

S

A Burt
DeHaven A Nice

Sisters

althoff
I

2d half

COLUMBUS,

Carbreya*
«
Keller A Herbert

KETCH and WILMA

Brendel

Louis 'Simon Co

Wayne A Warren
J B Ifynier

Mclntyrs

Watson

Bijou

Grnduation Day
Leon Varvara
Olga A Nicholas
National
Ling A Long
Reeder A Arnntr'g
Jimmy Savo Co
PolUds

Clair

GUS SUN CIRCUIT

Lorner Girls

fill)

N. D.

2d half

Circuits
Capitol Bldg. (Masonic Temple)
CHICAGO
Phone Central 0846

Harry Downing Co
Walter Wcems

Kelcy Co

(On* to

MARGUERITE DeVON

Moore

HIS

Leila

Shubert
(Sunday opening)

Open Week

Hill Street

Co

CINCINNATI

Rose Girl
Argo Bros

(Sunday opening)

A Wltchle

Three Chums
George Mayo

Buddy Doyle
Marie Stoddard

Nellson Co

LOS ANGELES

Yarmark

Wlnsor McCay

Riggs

A Huston
A Ramsey

Claire Devine

Girl

Klein Bros
Manhattan Trio
Horton A Latriska
Moran A Wiser

Santry Band
Bill Bobinson
Carl Emmy's Pets
Jessie Busley
If

York A King
Smith A Strong

Purcell

Crescent

Oh What a

Rath Bros
Seymour

Flashes

I

(Sunday opening)
Mldnite Revels

Whipple

BROOKLYN

to All)

H A A

Palace

Garrlck

Norwood

Lillian

ORPHEUM CntCuTT
(Sunday opening)

CHICAGO

William Pringle
Jack Rice
Alexandra Dagmar

Norris Follies

Dolly Morrissey.
Hodge A Lowell

Kranz A White

Frank ^Masters

Baraban Grohs Co
BIRMIN4.il \M

A P

nil*

2d half
A Milton
Pete Curley Trio
Roeber A Gold

St

BUFFALO

A

2d half

to

Hooking Exclusively with
B. F. Keith (West) and

Hippodrome

fllli

Russ LeVan

Ballet

'Royal

Will PlIHbrlck*

«

(One to

Four Marx Bros
Marie Boss!
Merka Stamford

Sam Howards-

Larry Comer
Bobby Jackson Co
to All)
2d half

A Tlmberg

A

Harlem O. If.
Gaieties of 1023

Liberty
Camilla Trio

(Two

State
.(Sunday opening)
20th Century Rev

8

Dillon

.MAX RICHARD
W.

BALTIMORE

St.

A

Blondell Rev

(One

Seals

I'rankle

A Davis
nil)
A Gordon BOCKFOBO. ILL.
B Gerber's Rev
Marston A Manley GREEN BAY* WIS. Jack Hughes Duo
Snapshots
Orpheam
Kelly A Kosy
Howard
F A E Halls
WEST HOBOKEN Georgia
Barle A Edwards
Murray Kisaen Ca
Roosevelt
Songs A Scenes
La Graciosa Co
Strand
Nestor A Vincent
Herman Berrena
Dobbs Clark A D

M

Emery

-v

Dnve Winnia

Grand

Kingston

WASHINGTON

Miller Packer

Wy all's Lads A L
PBOYIDENCE

rhl>

FARGO,

Howard A White

Stateroom 1»
Klass A Brilliant

to

Three Buddies
(One to nil)

Jean Boydell

LaPlor

Maurice Sisters
A Alexander Co
Lafayette
DeVine A Williams May McKay A Sis Snmstead A Marlon
Bard. Mayo A Benn Fulton A Burt
Weiss Troupe
Adler
Dunbnr

Bros

Novelll

Central

A

Adrienne

A G

A Page
Hughes A Pam
LaSova A Gilmore

Frank Britton
Overholt A Young

CntCTTCT

OTTAWA, CAN.

4

2d half

Delancey

Dream

Dolly's

Pickard's

C A C McNaugnt'n Meyers A Nolan
Mr A Mrs i'hillipv Towns' d Wilbur Co
Carey Bannon A C Ross A Costello
J Elliott A Girls
Seashole's Orch

CLEVELAND

Frolics of 19*2

A Emma
LEXINGTON, KY. Bernard
Celts Bros
Ben

CITY

Novelty Larklns
JAG
N Harrison Co

Entert

A Armstr'g Manns Bros

Reeder

Frank Mullane

Klmberley

2d half
Leon A Mitzl

Dancer and
Clever Mimic
*
Third Season with
Gns Edwards Revae

Victor

Bentley Banks

McCoy A Walton

2d half
Reck A Rector
Dawson L'igan A C
Archer A Belford

Peres

Hubert Dyer Co*

Old Timers

Montambo A Nap

Grand

Sc't

A Smith

Roach A* McCurdy

A

Obala

Gordon 'A Delmar
Howard A White
Dobbs A Watklns
Futuristic Bevue

Fascination

Wm Dick

ATLANTA

A

Bennington

Tits Featured Juvenile

SAGINAW. MICH.

to All)

Hodge A Lowell

CHESTER FREDERICKS

TERRE HAUTE

LANSING, MICH.

Mankin

Valentines
Moritz
Steppe A O'Nell

A Casey
Aerial
A Delmar Max A

A

N A

Garfield

Loew

Nada Norralne
Weber A Elliott
Strickland's

Greeley Sa.

Howard
Carlisle A Lamal
Bert

2d half
Three Mar(eils

McCoy A Walton

Monks

Galetti's

Marry Me

Buss LeVan A Pete
Dorothy Wahl
Senna A Stevens
4 Queens A Joker
Harrison Moss
Grazer A Lawlor

Columbia

Brown's School

Along Broadway
Chas Wltson

A

A A L Barlow
Jarrow

i

All)

(One to

Elliott

Jewel Faulkner Co
2d half
Ling A Long
Green A Myra

.

Gilfoil

Vox

Weber A

Alan Rogers

Edwin George

Sq.

B Franklyn Co
Armstrong A Tys'n
Gordon A Healy

-

2d half

2d half
A Grovint

Selbini

(One

Hackett

Koban Japs
(Two to All)

Bell

to All)

Valentine

Coogan

A K

Lincoln

Astoria

Sgt

Orpheum

A Cowan

Bailey

Grovinl

Vox

Vllanl

(One to

PAUL

(Sunday opening)
McDevitt Kelly A Q

Bobby Jackson Co
Kane. Morey A M

KOKOMO. IND.

Van A

A

Vattnl

Crollus

to

A

**

WINNIPEG

ST.

2d half

Bowery

to

Margaret Toung
Scalo

Orpheum

Silver Duvel
(One to All)

Edwards

Charles Gerard

Br'dway

H

B>C.

Orpheum

Girls

Murray Bennet*.
Gordon A Healy
A Alexander Co

William Faversh'm
Jack Oeterman
Davis A Darnell
Love Sisters
Crystal Bennett
Lucas A Inex
Carl Frances A C

of Fantasie

Emille Lea
North A Holllday
Grace Huff
Babcock A Dolly
Herbert A Dare

All)

Valentine

A
VANCOUVER.

A

2d half

A Winters
Bennington. A Sc't

'Grant

Redd'gton

Orpheam

Murray
Selbini

"*

Co

Maxon Bros
Morton A Brown
Mardo A Borne
(Two to nil)
ASTOBIA, L. I.

Carnival of Venice

(Two

Bennett

Gerber's B
2d hsir

Grand O. H.

Bogers
Bertram A Saxtoa

Claire Carroll
F Stafford Co
Baymond A Stern

Crescent
S Kellog

I A.

Majefttic
A Girlie

Mack A Muybelle

W

UNION HILL

NEW ORLEANS

till)

DUBUQUE.

B

OSHKOSH, MIS.

Wolgast

St.

IJnraln
Prevost A Goelet

2d half

Witt

Venice

of

Elliott

J

A Wolfus

McBae A Clegg
Carnival

(One to

Sisters
Phillips

Leon Varvara

A Dunlgan

Budell

Williams

ST. LOUIS

RICHMOND, IND.

1st half

Julia

GanAeld

Yonge

2d half

Melroy

Mr A Mrs

fill)

A

Christie

WEBER A FRICDLANOER

Valda

SIOUX CITY
Orpheum

to

Ada Weber

Seals

Rainbow A Mohawk
Faber A King
Frey A Byron
Grant Gardner
B Brown's Co

New York

Street,

(Time

TOBONTO

CO., Inc.

Empress
I A.

2d half
Daniels A Walters
Birds of Paradise
H- van A Flint

Fred C Hagan Co
Lew Wilson
Sparks of B'way
(One to fill)

Dorothy Ferris Co

Cocktail

IN

Wast 44th

67-69

Girls

Vlafer
Frisco

to All)

Billy

Jessie

Alton A Allen
Nevins A Gordon
(Mark A O'Neill

plays

bill

Miller

2d half
Fred Lindsay
Alice De Carlno

Will J Ward
Kelso A Demond

2d half

(29-31)

I .and

Long A

(Two to 111!)
M-GFI'LD. MASS.
Broadway
Reo A Helmar

Pickard's
•

STUMERS

C,0

Fresno 1-3)
Dale
Spencer A Will'mS
L'gf'd A Fredericks

I

Norrls Follies

Reo X- lli'lmir
Leonard A St John
K A E Adair
Fox A Hrltt

Morley
Hyde's Orch

Hoffman A

Edwards

Irving
Creole

2d half

D

\-

Alex

State

Wilson

BAYER-SCHUMACHER

Billy

Vernon

Palace

A

Orpheam

Orpheum
Drlscoll

BAD

Vlrtorln

SACRAMENTO

PADUCAH. KY.

Gorman Bros
C Rogers Co
(Two to All)
INDIANAPOLIS,

Loew
LiToy Bros
Birdie Kraemer

Fun

Columbia

Leonard A St John
Adair
A
Fox A Hrltt
(One to fill)

EVERY WAY.
WE'RE GETTING BIGGER AND BIGGER

Herberts

Along Broadway
Chas Gerard Co
Koban Japs

A Gol.on

Maxfleld

MONTREAL

4

2d half

Bltler

Will Stanton Co

NEWARK

Warwick

Cook A Hamilton

DAY BY DAY

Bobby Henshaw

Seymour A Jean'tte
Louis London
Morgan Wooley Co:

Awkward Age

Ring Co

Bose's Midgets

Three Phillips

Zelda Bros
Peres A Marguerite

Regent

Palace

When We Grow Up
Wilson A McAvoy

Sparks of B'way
(One to All)

OMAHA* NEB.

Margo Ca

H'-nrr

Current of

DAVENPORT,

Dailey Bros

Zelaya

M'8KEGON. MICH. (Same

to nil)

Miller

Tracy

Harry Holman Co

A Gray
Bevue Besplendfht
(One to All)

Drlscoll Long A II
Bitty Arlington

MILWAUKEE

Thos P Dunne

Stilwell A Frazer
(Two to All)

A Baker
Donegan A Steger

Doree's Co

Sinclair

AID'

to

Boode A Francis
Black A O'Donnell
.Old Timers
Glfford A Morton
Pardo A Archer

(Sunday opening)

2d half
Morton Jewell

Beard

Billy

Orpheum

Orpheum

'

Werner Amoros

Happy Johnson

PORTLAND, ORE.

Margaret A Morell
(One to All)

Vllanl

Three Walters
Si nuns A Wynne

Keller

Julian Eltjnge

JAWGordon

James McCurdy

2d half

SEATTLE

Johnson

Glason
Glenn A Jenkins
Billy

EVNSyiLLK. IND. Burns A Hennlngs
Francis
Vllanl

Blondell Co
Murray Bennett
(One to All)

A

Sparkles of

Sparkles of l?»f
Palaca
Stevens A Laurel
Mardo A Borne
Rose's Midgets
2d half
Murphy A Bradley

Ed

Circus

Lew Wilson

2d halt

Herbert
Jimmy Bosen Co
Hayden G'win A B
Leigh A LaGrace

Julia

Evelyn Cunnlnah'm

Milt Collins
Fries A Wilson
Farnell A Florence*

LaMont Trio
Les Geliis

C A F Usher

Twins Co

St Clair

(Sunday opening)
Harry Langdon
Seattle Kings

Orpheum

MIDDLETOWN.

4

McDermott

(Sunday opening)

2d half
Maxfleld A Golson
Margaret A Morrll
Fraser A Bunco
Annabelle

Farrell Taylor Trio

Berzac's

OMAHA. NEB.

The Best $1.00 Dinner in Town.
Ask VKRA WINTERS
TOM HARBISON. Manager

M Blondell Rev
American
The Baltus

Tarker
Hurst A Vogt
Jack LaVier
Valand Gamble
Stars of Yesterday

Morton A Brown
Fred C Hagan Co

Dream

Dolly's

Jean Granese
Jewsl Faulkner Co
Gates
Horl Trio
Green A Myra
Jean Granese

1923
Orpheum
Jimmy S Duffy Co
2d half
(Sunday opening)
Francis A Wilson
LaF ranee Bros
Raymond Hitchc'ck Caledonia Four
Adele Oswald
Kthel

Orpheum

M

Frank Mullans

2d half

Helm A Lockwo'dd The Carbreys

Brooks A Grace
Connelly A Welnr'h

Boscoe Ails Co
Hughes A Debrau

Reed

23

B'kaway Barlowes
Evelyn Cunntngh'm

2d half

Horl Trio
Melroy Sis
Caledonia Four

Ed E Ford

A Houghton

O'Donnell A Blair
Stan Stanley Co
Petro
Babb Carroll A S
Flying Henrys

New York

St..

Halt

OAKLAND. CAL.

THE LANGWELL
Iff

K

Connelly A Welnr*n
Dance Evolution

Scanlon Deno A S
Mlddleton A 8

Fred Hughes
Novelty Clintons
Ruth Howell Duo

LIMA. O.

Novelty Larklns

Golden Gate
(Sunday opening)

Sully
Jessie

nil)

Faurot O. If.
Frances Boss A
Chas Bogers Co
Piano Chris
Gdrman Bros

DKTBOIT

Orpheam
Al

Co

I

SAN FRANCISCO

Morgan Dancers

Francis

Carl

Meehan's Dogs
Bronson A Baldwin

NEW ORLEANS
(Sunday opening)

Hennlngs

A

Burns

Hob Murphy

La

Rob Murphy

A

Drapier

(One

to

Hendrle

fill)

2d half
Musical Hunters
It A K Sutton

TERRE HAUTE
Ippodrome
La

Palerl'-a

A

Coscla

I

Verdi

The Arleys
(Three

to

AID

2d half

Dallas
Moti»e

Walker

A Lyons
Wynt.
Montroe*

Br'deri.l:

Belle

Rubin A Hall

Filr.gerald

MoasrcBi

(Continued on Pa*e

i\
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YOU TELL HER

S-T-U-T-T-E-R

I

Music by

Words by
BILLY ROSE
Moderate

CLIFF FRIEND

m

vou

h

was a

Bi!l"MCC!os-key
Herbigbroth*er

had
head"

hus

told his

•

health-y liand-iume
what M9 Clot- kt\v

ley

moth- er

lad,

AmlM9Clo*-key

said,

She&aiii'xo
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TifTV'U^ Agam y
But M9 Clot -key

preMy lit- tie girl by the name of PeariT"'
Clos-key's home,
to hetel-e-phonedtoMC'

a

ajid

•stut-tered yer

-

bad,

y

to (hit tweet-yt

door,

bigaiulhus-ky
tax- i- cab right

Bil-ly grabbed a

So when he wan t-ed her to mar-r>-him, He told her broth-erJim.
He mw the Urn- i. ly up- on theporch,Andstart-ed in to roar

CHORUS

Youyouyou^ou, >-ciLvou,tellhertau*e
Youyouyouyou, you,you,tell her cause
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ehe, she,
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a bun, bun, bun,buii,bun-ga-low,Wherewe two can
afraid that
Will you hon, hon, hon-or and o-bey? I'm
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Gim-me a

go

and
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tell
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too
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And when
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ki, ki, cough

such,
touch-
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go,
xo. go,
go.
to. go,
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^fefa
^ff=f
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poo, poo, parlor,

"Eefff.-
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boo, boo,boo, boo,bought the ring and
tu,
tu,tongue and ton - tils teem to

her 'cause
her 'cauee

Cepyrichl
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Help,help,
help. help, help
HeUxhelp. help,
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"DEAREST"
Lyrie by

r-

The Nearest To My Heart

You're

BENNY DAVIS

Musi» by

HARRY AKST
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'
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Voice
:
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FOR YOUR ORCHESTRATION
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TO MY HEART
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First, thing each
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sight
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right
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last thing at night
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'
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All

matter

CORRESPONDENCE
otherwise

A feature
in a novel way.
where the man jumps from a
natural position on the floor and
latches by his feel in especially
troduced

There arc only efnht acts at the
this week instead of nine
for the reason that Cleorge Choos"
"The Land of Fantasie" is on the
bill, which runa three-quarters of
en hour. While the program only
shows eight acts, there is really
nine, and possibly ten, for between
the big numbers of "The Land of
Palace

is

prepared rings. Barry and Whitledge are doubling at the Palace.
Carl Emy's Pets is changed a little
from when at the Palace some time
ago.
The poem, following the act

Fantasie" Jimmy Lyons comes out proper, is eliminated and there is
in one and does a straight talking a woman in the act The turn was

comedy act of the Cliff Gordon
and Andy Byrne, the
variety,
The
leader, offers a violin solo.
violin would not be an unexpected
number in such an act, but the injection of a talking comedian into
Jlmmie
the act is very unusual.
Lyons came on at the last curtain
to share in the general applause. *
Stasia Ledova, for several^ years

especially well received.
Belle Monti-one is another of a
style of acts of which the State-

Lake has had more than its share
season.
Miss Montrose pre-

this

tends that she is substituting for a
regular act and fusses with a member of her company, who takes the
position of orchestra leader for a
time.
The man from the audience
premiere dancer with the Chicago is finally persuaded to come on the
Opera Company, is featured in stage. The act has a strong point
•'The Land of Fantasie" along with in ite favor in that Miss Montrose
W. Wanie. her associate dancer. does not get out of her character.
Jimmie Lyons is also granted proEddie Foy and other Foys program featuring. The Bight Eng- vided the entertainment that is so
lish Rockets, who provide the meat well identified with the name.
of the act, work together perfectly
Waiter and Emily Walters, at the
and their various numbers won en- Palaoe week of Dec. 31,. were next
thusiastic applause.
Andy Byrne's to closing with their ventriloqulal
which the work of
violin solo is another meritorious offering, in

number.
The Radianna Lace- Emily Walters stands out. EmerLand Ballet brought the offering to son and Baldwin brought the pera highly successful conclusion. formance to a close.

There are five big scenes in all and
a production cost which must be
staggering.
The second big feature at the

the

show

this

bill.

Miss Barry did quite well, however.
Emily Lea, assisted by Clarence
Rock and Sam Kaufman, in "Rehearsing for Vaudeville," offered a
crasy sort of number in which Miss
Lea's dainty dancing is the really
worth-while feature.
After a lot
of kidding the pianist was finally
permitted to offer a number which
would make good if the audience
is not in an antagonistic mood by
the time it is "brese/it^d.
Billy Frawley and Edna Louise

have a little skit in wlych the
rough comedy of the fellow and
daintiness of the girl are cleverly
combined.
Margaret Young held
fifth place on the bill.
Gibson and
Gonnelli followed with a new act.
"The Land of Fantasie." seventh
on the program, was followed by
Herbert and Dare, who held the
crowd splendidly with hand balancing of a very superior nature.

—

—

EUGENE COX

SCENERY
1734 Ogden Avenue
CHICAGO

"ELI," the Jeweler
TO THE PROFESSION

Phone Seeiey SS01
ItROt

K\I\N

CUT RATES.

TICKETS

Special Discount to Performers

Rough! and Sold

WHEN

IN CHICAGO
State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,

DAVID I.YOX8
Licensed R. R. Ticket Broker.
Telephone Harrison 897K
CHICAGO
til ». CLARK 8T.

Ground Floor

GREEN MILL GARDENS
BROADWAY AT LAWRENCE

Now Under New Ownership

AVE.

Under the Personal Manogrmont of ABE AKKNDS
All-Star Show Featuring LI.OVD <JARKKTT
Late Singing Feature of George White Scandals

BELLE OLIVER

Dancing

1>v

»;

CORRESPONDENCE
The

cities

under Correspondence

ideal

weather

exceptionally

Kenneth Pltspatrlck, of FitzpaU
rick and McElroy, has gone to
California to spend three or four
months. Blair McElroy, his associate, will look after the circuit of
picture houses In Michigan and
other states in his absence.
Albert E. Shcrt, who has been
conductor at Balaban & Katz'a
Riviera, Northside, for four years
has been promoted to the same
position at the Tivoli. Southside.
theatre of the same name.

Business

men

of Oshkosh,

Wis

filed a complaint with Saze Brothers, who operate the Grand there in

disposition among business
of mid-west cities to file complaints like this whe're the theatre

eral

men

ST.

30
32
\... 32

26

..34

LOUI8

to light recently.

SAN FRANCISCO

Frisco, the dancer, who jumped
direct from New York to headline
the current program at the Orpheum.
is causing considerable interest for
his Initial appearance in Are city of
his adopted name.
Johtr Davidson
and Co. were favorably received,
while O'Donnell and Blair rocked
the house with their comedy. Stan
Stanley took away his usual quota
of returns next to closing.
AdelaidC Bell registered for a hit
with her remarkable back kicks.
Hughes and Debrow, with good patter and comedy bits, landed in both
departments.
Babb, Carroll and
Syrell
closed
pleasingly
though
having to work up from a much retarded start.
The Flying Henrys
,

31

SYRACU8E
eVASHINGTON

Hardy

come

VARIETY'S UAN FRANCISCO
OFFICE
PANTAGES THEATRE BUILDING

Variety ars

:.... 35

28

show was "shocking" were
unfruitful, which causes no less an
authority than Ashton Stevens to
say: "I have come to believe that
the* greatest of all censors is inthat the

difference."

;

opened with an original aerial rou-'
tine.

Earl Girdeller attached Earl Fuller for commission on the Pantages
Attendance at the Pantages house
circuit while Fuller and his band
were at the local Chateau last week. seems to be picking up. and espeelGirdeller booked Fuller for the
Pantages time east of Chicago.
Charles E. Hodkins.. general manager of the circuit, made a deal with
Fuller for the circuit independent of
Girdeller and with the assurance to
Fuller he would not have to pay
Girdeller commission.
Virgil Bennett has some sort of a
deal with the Orpheum Production
Department by which he is encouraged to produce acts and is to
receive a certain amount each week
from every act he produces while It
is playing Orpheum time.

Bert Williams, manager of the
Palace, Tuxedo and LaSalle Gardens. Detroit, has been seriously 111,
but at last reports is expected
shortly to resume his duties.

An

Investigator of reform
ganizations declared that he

EDDIE CANTOR
PHOTOGRAPHED THIS SEASON BT

H

or-

opened the show, juggling
was
throwing, and gave it a "shocked" from what he saw through
Mabel Harper took an a peep-hole for five cents at the
encore No. 2. Marsh and Williams Trocadero theatre, 518 South State
CHICAOO
>
have a nice routine with a thread of street. This led to the conviction
a story. Marsh is a very fine juvenile min and light comic and Miss
Williams is a good-looking blond.
Sullivan and Meyers, man and
Coats Remodeled in One Week
woman, do nut comedy, using a prop
Into dolmans and wrapt of latest style.
Wr
automobile that gets laughs. The
also clean, glaze and rellne with silk tut $30.
woman is a very good feeder. BradyORDER YOUR FURS NOW!
Immediate Delivery. Single Pair or
Ma honey, two- men comedy act, are
Pay when you want them.
Production Ordere.
a good small-time act, with sureBLUMENFIELD'S FUR SHOP
SKND FOR CATALOO.
Moore and Kendall
fire parodies.
201 SUU-Laka Bldt.. CHICAGO
and Co., the company being a goodWork Called F<
Phan* Dearborn 1253
•
looking girl who appears spasmodSteven* Hid*. 1? No. State St
Chicago
ically, have a special drop of a
act
the
for
Hollywood studio. Good
houses around here.
Catherine Sinclair Trio, two men
Clark Street, at I.nnrencc Avenue, CHICAGO
one woman, the woman acting as an
MR. FRED MANN Proaenti
understander, do hand balancing
I 'l\\nr
and other feats of strength.
Meek*! Spectacular Production
good

start.

'

I

|

|

STAGE SHOES
«% EVERYTHING
Inc.

r.

|

IILLLJON IXrtXAR
I

Some

"RAINBO TRAIL"

"split
acts have played
"three splits' and even

With COLBTTA RYAN.. ••LINDA." RUTH ETTINO, Beddyc Pel -.-i. Carrm Can*
weeks,"
"four splits." some have played wny, Ionu CarUaon gntl Cloture Wtllen*. Prank VVeathal i»n.i his Rginbn Oi
str*.
FAMOUS PINNERS AND A I. A CARTE SERVED
two houses in a night and some
have doubled in two acts on tin*
same bill, but O. II. Cushman, of Don't Forget While in Chicago—Amateur Nite Every Wednesday
Cushman and Davis, believe* he
is first to do a "split week" in di•

IKE BLOOM'S

MID-NITE FROLICS

Say:

who have

18
I

EAST

irst

22d

STREET

Restaurant Service

a
M
'Hi rd
Watte nt l:M
M
Yuri h Iridic at ttff
Professional Courtezy Extended

Frolic at

1 1

::;o

la

P.

Second Frolic at 11:30 A.

I

Carte
A. M.
A. M.

"CHICAGO'S NEWEST"

T

HUNTINGTON HOTEL
4526 Sheridan Road

Van Burcn and Wabash Avenues

IN

DANCE

Table d'Hote Dinner,
Our 8teaks and Chops a Specialty.
NO COVER C HARCiE.
S P. M. TO t:3S P. M.
featuring FRIAR'S SOCIETY ORCHESTRA

ef

SAN FRANCISCO
SEATTLE

prevailing
big at the

Sunday afternoon.

issue

MONTREAL .....% ...
NEW ORLEANS

21-24.
He Informed the Chicago
Pantages agency of what he had
"Every act that plays the
Pantages circuit plays the Chateau
the Week ahead," was the answer
he got. As Schepp would not cancel
Battle Creek after accepting he was
forced to lay off here this week.

"With
business
Majestic
Brothers
and hat

this

In

LOS ANGELES

done.

FRIARS INN
CHICAGO
ENTERTAINMENT

girls.

is not "strong" with
"The Demi -Virgin" did not create management
business circles of the ciiy. Many
stir in Chicago.
It ended a Instances
t>t
similar action have

Ion* engagement* In
CHICAflO will enjoy • more pleasant
visit bf etaylnf at

TO CLOSING

by the

Teddy, billed as "The Wrestling any

Bear," a four-man turn with plants four weeks' engagement
at the La
that do some nice comedy, opened Salle Saturday night that was
not
the show.
Berri and Bonni did particularly
successful
from
a
fairly well in second place.
Rose financial standpoint. The efforts to
and Thorne in "Sold." a comedy skit, stir up interesi here on the ground

ArtlMtn

CHARLEY STRAIGHT'S ORCHESTRA
FROM

of some years back, is now a
Christian Science practitioner here.

eliminated.

COURTNEY SISTERS

(Formerly of the Orpheum Circuit)

In the

divorce.

of Joseph B. Harkin, the manage*
and two girls, after the jury witnessed the shimmy dance as don*

connection with a circuit of houses
Mrs. W. C. Meek, wife of Bill In Wisconsin that they must go to
Meek, formerly treasurer of the Appleton to see touring shows. This
Chicago grand opera, was operated led to James Wingfleld being auon for appendicitis.
She is con- thorized to book the first road shows
valescing at the American Hospital that have been in that city this
season.
They are 'Bringing Up
Father" on Feb. 7 and "Up in the
Sid J. Euson, formerly manager Clouds"
March 20. T,here is a genof Sam T. Jack's burlesque theatre

A

popular songs; Mansfield and Golsen. in travesty, and Berry and
Leighton, whose boxing bit and
roller skating got the house.
Three of these acts Mansfield
The State-Lake bill for this week and Golsen, Dave Manley and Berry
have been seen reIs hardly up to the standard in en- and Leighton
tertaining qualities, to judge from cently at the Majestic.
the first show, and yet every act is
The bill at the Academy last half
big time materhil and there is comedy in abundance. Possibly the dif- of last week contained several acts
ferent arrangement of bills which either new or new to Chicago.
comes about under the policy of Francis LeMaire opened with a
this house may make other per- unicytle act into which comedy talk
formances measure up to those is injected, making a passable offerthat have preceded this sason. The ing for the smallest time.
picture, "Till We Meet Again," is
Laserav and Jackson, young man
only ordinary program stuff, and violinist with girl accompanist, offer
exceptional vaudeville is required high class numbers and llnish with
The violinist is
to provide enthusiasm about the a jazz exposition.
especially clever. Slack and Curley
•how.
Snell and Vernon opened the first present "Juil a la Cart" in blackehow with a ring act which is in- face, entertaining though lacking a
finish quite strong enough.
Charles Manello and Co. do balancing tricks which won applause.
Seymour and Healy leave a combination of dancing and acrobatic
comedy with talk, making a laughclever
able number with many

Ank:— SI.ATKK

pop-

music even when

a

A. Milo De Haven has joined the
Schine Theatrical Enterprises in
the capacity of district manager.
The Newton Twins, two girls
about twenty, have inherited a fortune in oil from "Lucky" Lafe
Anderson, their uncle, who recently
died, and whose death was followed
in a week by that of Mrs. Anderson.
The Newton Twins came east with
Gus Edwards from Los Angeles
four years ago.

KANSAS

Babcock and Dolly, coming
over from the State-Lake. The act
is a direct conflict with Margaret
Young, and would not be suitable

husband."
divorce

wife's

meantime Cushman and Davis had
become vaudeville partners.

BUFFALO

for

on

test of the

"his

cently obtained

thusiastic applause, while the elecas follows, and on pages:
trical ball effect at the finish, which
BALTIMORE
30
is a development of the mirror dress
idea, brought the heartiest handBOSTON
32
clapping that has been heard at the
Yvette came
37
Rialto this season.
direct from McVickers, as did Paul
26
Whiteman's "Romance of Rhythin"^ CHICAGO
a short time ago. Yvette is a very*
DETROIT
23
attractive girl with personality and
through various
IJMDIANAPOLIS
leads the band
27
numbers, playing violin and singing
CITY
37
at times and directing the band at
times.
Yvette and five Other acts at the
Rialto this week were booked by the won applause. Saunders and Coulter
Chicago office and only four acts presented a new act (gotten toof the Loew road show came in. Of gether on 24 hours' notice, accordthese Eckhoff and Gordon were ing to a curtain speech). It is novel
forced to leave the bill after the and of exceptional comedy worth,
The composed of all talk. Green and
first day on account of grippe.
New York acts are Australian Burnett registered***he hit of the
Delsos in aerial offering, quite sen- bill. This is a colored team.
sational; Nat Burns, dancer; Eckhoff and Gordon, who have, pracSchepp's Circus opens on the Pantically the same act that has been
tages circuit at Minneapolis next
done under this name for years and Sunday. The opening was promyears, and Madame Dubarry and ised some time ago. and Schepp has
Co., a eix-people singing act which had his act playing small-time east
is all right in its way but hardly
of
Chicago to await Alexander
vaudeville.
When inPantages* convenience.
Other acts booked locally in addi- formed positively by wire that the
tion to Yvette are: Dave Manley, act opened Jan. 28, Schepp accepted
whose stunt is to make a stump Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 20-21,
speech in the guise of a candidate at the Bijou at Battle Creek. Mich.,
for mayor, a hit here; Fulton and from a Detroit agent.
couple of
Mack, one of the best hand-balanc- days later Schepp was notified to
ing acts; Rollie and Billy, with play the Chateau in Chicago Jan.

With a combination of whistling and
imitations which is hardly up to
the requirements of the best time.
Barry and Whitledge substituted

booking

of class

presented in a near-popular way
was unwittingly staged at the first
show at the American Thursday
night last week when "The Four
Songsters," a new act, ended a sixact bill.
It opened with every indication that it was to be a high
class musicial act and many people
walked, while with later numbers
others left the theatre. In contrast
to this those remaining for the full
act were most appreciative in applause as though determined to show
that they not only stood for but appreciated good singing. It is an act
with four splendid singers and with
a routine which can doubtless be
worked into shape so that the spots
which provoke "walking out" may be

this season in Yvette and her
Manhattan Syncopators, and every
number was received with en-

her act.

Autumn Three opened

ularity

for

Cushman had obtained a

Misses Gardell and Pryor,
and Marcella White, singer,
were in an Orpheum production department act called "Fantasy of
Dance."* It promises to work Into
a beautiful number.

An unprogramed

entries

from Mrs. Davis in 1908 and Davis
married her In 1912 and just re-

tricks.

had

She
lished herself in Jjigh favor.
was recalled time and time again
and actually forced to take encores.
Rubey Bloom was at the piano in

DINE

ness

Bldfl.

dancers,

The Rialto has the biggest feature this week that the house has

Palace
this
week is Margaret
Young, another of the phonograph
record art lets, wiie was comparatively unknown here as a vaudeville artist, but who soon estab-

R. R.

State- Lake

Theatre

indicated.

regular

OFFICE

were The Vaggis and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Davis. Another
peculiar angle to the Davis divorce
is that Cushman appeared as a wit-

The

CHICAGO

refers to current
week unless

for

vorce court, appearing as a witness
In two cases in one week recently.

VARIETY'S

in

$1.25.

CHICAGO'S EXCLUSIVE SECTION

EVERT ROOM With a PRIVATE RATH
ONE BI.OCE FROM LAKE
TWENTY MINUTES to All THEATRES
Una Stop*

at Doer.

Eieellent Cafe.

ATTRACTIVE MATES
WIRE rOR RESERVATIONS

igfcM
t*Ct
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'

DIME
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"IN
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THE RING"

AND

EQUIPMENT
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Torto.ee ChellcJ Gtlftaaa

tottH

A High Hat— Tad Lewis

That Novel 7

Species

'

This

The Ever Loving Comical "Doiby'*

la

Ma

Instrument of Torture

Dancing Shoes That Cover Dancing Feet That Dance
-

Direction

EDWARD

S.

KELLER, RALPH

>

FARNUM

G.

•

THIS

WEEK

(JAN. 25-27)— PROCTOR'S

NEXT WEEK

SCHENECTADY

(JAN.

28)— IMPERIAL, MONTREAL
Sff

Sundays, when standees ere
up in the back of the theatre.
The current bill is but fair, with
"Cheyenne Days" headlining in wild
west stunts. Rowland and Meehan
provided an old-time talking skit
next to closing.
Marie and Mary MacFarland were
an outstanding feature, though they
offered but two double numbers at
the third show Sunday.
Kl Cota
stopped everything with his xyloaily
lined

acts, but

John Ilymer scored most.

pany and is now working the claim
Headlining, he ran away with the which is said to be producing beshow.
Pletro was popularly ac- yond their expectations.
claimed

for

his

accordion

Wayne and Warren

efforts.

did nicely with
their wise cracking chatter.

It

is

reported

the

that

Strand.

INDIANAPOLIS
By

VOLNEY

RAT— 'The

Ml"
Cincinnati

SAYS BOB LA SALLE:
MONTHLY

FOWLER

Circle," first half.

Symphony

which has been housing a tabloid Thursday; dark

Visser and Co., presenting danc- musical comedy organization, is t<»
ing and acrobatics, won merited close and that Bert Levy vaudeville
approval, as did Collier and DeWakl will succeed.
when opening for a roller skating
bit. "Old Buckskin," a trained h<»i«»Sam Kramer, the Chicago agent,
augmented by a pouy and mule,
sailed on the steamer Alexander for
phone playing. Glick and Blight did Closed interestingly.
Kramer,
Honolulu last Saturday.
nicely, though the act needs better
accompanied by his wife, will spend
material.
Penman and Lillian
Melroy Anderson, who has been several weeks' vacation in the isopened.
assistant manager to Cliff Work at lands and has announced be will reThe Golden Gate has several good the Golden Gate theatre, has been side permanently in Los Angeles
chosen to manage the Orpheum at upon his return.
Oakland, succeeding Lew Newcomb,
who resigned. Although but a very
During the four weeks at the
young man Anderson has been with Climin theatre "Now and Then"
the Orpheum Circuit for 14 years. grossed $75,000 at $2 top.
"Sure I'll renew my subscription
He began as an usher.
to your
COMEDY
Nan Gray, In private life Mrs. L.
SERVICE when my year is up."
Matinee prices at the Golden Gate E. Force, has retired from theatrical
JAMES MADISON'S COMEDY have
been reduced from 40 cents life and Is building an apartment
SERVICE is a bulletin of New downstairs and 28 cents upstairs to house in San Ffanciseo.
and Original monologues, smart
30 cents all over the house. These
cross-fire routines, etc. It con"The Merry Widow," now playing
prices, however, are to prevail only
sists of four pages, each about
the Columbia, has been sold outfrom Monday to Friday, inclusive.
the size of U.FE, and is intended
right for Santa Rosa«to T. C. Rcavis
exclusively for top-notch enter
and for Oakland to W. A. Rusco.
Noel Wylie, who for the past seven Turner & Dahnken have bought the
tainers who realize it isn't quanyears has been manager of the Con- show for Stockton.
tity, but quality, that counts.
tinental Hotel here, has resigned
COMEDY SERVICE No. 10 is his
position.
"Partners Again," at the Selwyn,
now ready, price $2; or the entire
Chicago, is to jump straight from
10 thus far issued for $11; or any
at that city to San Francisco at the
doorman
stage
Sheldon,
Fred
4 for $5.
the .Orpheum, has gone gold mining. close of the Chicago engagement
JAMES MADISON
He is interested in a mine that is some time next June.
reported to be exceedingly rich.
New York
1493 Broadway
The Strand, Dinuba, seating 1,200,
Sheldon organized a private comwith 750 seats on the lower floor,
will open next week.
It Is to play
pictures and combination shows. At
Watsonville a new theatre Is to be
built by A. C. Blumenthal. while at
Lodi another house is under course
of construction.
Ofllce
Main
Mnea,
at
Steamship accommodations arranged os all
Prlcea.
Boata ara sot Bar eery fvlli srrsste early. Foreign afloaer
Mrs. Alma Donaldson, who says
UnKht and eold- Liberty Bond* bought and sold.
she is a cousin of George M. Cohan,
Is
suing Hiram T. Donaldson, a
PAUL. TAC7SIG A SON. 104 Baaf 14th St.. Ifeee York.
cigar dealer, for divorce.
Phone t Stayvesant <I1 36-6137.

B

Orchestra,

said Burns charged Ward borrowed
$20.45 of him 12 years ago and he
had been trying to collect on a
promissory note for that amount

ever since.

rest of week.

ENGLISH'S— Dark.

BROADWAY

—

"The

Runaway

Girls.

S^RS

So big wan business of "The
Mus.c Box Revue"' at English's last
week that an extra matinee was
Gross for the week
k'iv< n Frida>%
was reported around $30,000.

For
The
For The Boudoir \V

Through his Indianapolis attor'Billy
.Morris
Greenleaf,
Burns," on the bill at Keiths this
week, obtained an attachment on
$>"i0
of the salary of Solly Ward,
with "The Music Box Revue" at
English's last week.
The attachment, which Greenleaf said was
based on a judgment granted- in a
Detroit court five years ago, was
honored by a local court. Greenleaf

STEINS MAKE UP

ney,

booklet Upqn Request!
,

STEIN COSMETIC CO

;

4-30

NIWtOM
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ARE YOU GOING TO EUROPE?

E. F.

ALBEE,

President

B. F.

J. J.

MURDOCH,

General Manager
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F. F.

New

York)

FounderM
B. P.
t

KEITH,

Artists can

EDWARD
book

F.

ALBEE,

PAUL KEITH,
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(COUNTESS DE GUROWSKA)

THE PREMIER DANSEUSE
•

OF THE

•..

CHICAGO OPERA COMPANY
NOW AT EXCLUSIVE CLUB GALLANT

•

'

connection with the Orpheum. During the time they had it they netud
about $7,000 in profits. This week
Houses playing pop vaudeville
Fred CT. Clark Is general manager a dramatic production is being
Next. are: Colonial, Regent. Miles, LA
well as treasurer of the Consoli- shown. •••'•..
Salle -Gardens, Columbia and Palace. as
•Irene."
dated Theatres, Inc., operating the
DETROIT— "Shore Leave."
Strand and Orpheum.
Majestic.
Bert Williams, manager of the Grand Rapids. He succeeds Charles
Next, "White'* "Scandals."
D. C.
Palace and La Salle Gardens thea- Seaman, who has moved to New
SHUBERT - DETROIT —' Unit tres,
By HARDIE MEAKIN
has been seriously ill the past York to devote his time to film disshow, "Qimme."
House showing two weeks.
tribution.
'Tangerine"
Julia Sanderson in
profit every week.
Saturday and
opened to a splendid house on SunSunday nights have been a comThe orchestra at the Hotel StatOn account of the originally day night.
plete sell-out since September.
ler is one of the headline acts at the selected date falling on the first day
MAJESTIC—"The Other Wife." Temple this week. of Lent the Michigan Exhibitors'
L> uu Fantaine in "Dulcy" opened
Association has changed the date
SHUBERT - MICHIGAN
The
the second annual Motion Pic- for a'week on Monday night at the
Riddle: Woman."
The Lyric. Traverse City, Mich., for
the
Feb.
27
at
National. A fair house was in atNo longer supplied operated by the Fitzpatrick & Mc- ture Dinner Dance to
by Shadukiam Grotto. Charles H. Elroy circuit, was completely de- Hotel Statler.
tendance and the morning papers'
Miles will hereafter take care of stroyed by fire last week.
The
excellent notices may materially aid
bookings. This week, "The Woman Lyric played vaudeville booked out
The Masons have given up their the week's business.

DETROIT

in

Room

of Chicago several times a week.

Fuftire policy unde-

13."

cided.

By JACOB SMITH
GARfllCK—"The Bat."

NEW

of. the singers

and

ORPHEUM—

financial success.
.

the opera on Friday afternoon. th«
26th. with "Carmen" to ioiiow In

February.

'

i

WASHINGTON,

—

The perform:! m-«
was both an artistic
They repeat

gave "Rigoletto."

^

The Chicago Crand Opera comwill come into Roll's in Feb-

pany

Local business men have
posted a large/ guarantee to bring
the company here for a half week's
ruaiy.

appearances.

The

houses are showing

picture

for the current

Loews

week the following:

"30 Days"; Loews
Columbia, 'Robin Hood." 2d week;
Crandall's
Metropolitan.
"Skin
Deep;" Moore's Rial to. "Burning

Palace.

Sands."

C.ayety, "Talk of the Town."
The Howard, Washington's colGreen Scarab." a new play
ored theatre, has "How Come?'*
by John Stapleton. with H. Cooper
Cliffe. remembered as Nobody In
"Every woman," and Lillian Walker,
''The

ATTRACTION EXTRAORDINARY
ii

of picture fame, heading the cast, is
at the (Jar-rick.
Victor Morley.
whose name has heretofore been

IMP

TANAGRA

connected with musical comedy,

Money Than Any Indoor or Outdoor Exhibition
Big Money-Getter, with Very Little Expense
Seeing Is Believing

Will Gross More

A

This attraction

is

so strong that

we

will play

535

FIFTH AVENUE,

with this dramatic ottering.

"The Whirl of New York" i* the
unit at the Belasco, and started off
better than those preceding it for
the past two or three weeks. Looks
to have exceeded the previous Sunday opening by at least $500.

you on a percentage basis

Showrooms are now open

is

following in the steps of Donald
Brian, who recently appeared here
in 'Barney Was Right." ajid appears

at

NEW YORK

"Abie's Irish Rose" continues on
way with the receipts allowing
increase each week.
Harry
Shutan. who was in the original

its

an

ANIMATED MINIATURE THEATRE CORP.
Murray

Hill

New York

is

appearing here

NOW ON

New

York.

The company had a lay-off on
Monday night, the 22d, because of

—Trade-Mark Registered

the

venting

Washington

of

the

Opera

DISPLAY

A New

Collection of Millenary
Including Straws for the
Early Spring

with the company, and at the close
of this engagement is to return to

1279-1870

EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS— IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Patent Pending

cast,

160

W.

Two
10%

house to the
company, who

45th

St.,

New York City
M N. V. A.

Door* Eaat of Broadway

Dittawat to N. V. A.'t (raw

ALSO TO PROFESSIONALS

J.

A GREAT

L,

.

V
I N
A. 3YI
O
(THE SHEIK OF ALABAM')

A GREAT HIT FOR YOU!

HIT FOR US!

^SMtSMMMMMMMMM^SgSMu^SmmMSM^

^^SMSMSMMmm^^^

EXTRA CHORUSES— DOUBLE VERSIONS—TWO GREAT PATTERS—QUARTETTES— By JACK YELLEN
Ham —

People call him I.ovin'
He'* the slit-Ik of Alaham';
He'* a high falutin', a crap sh<>ot in' man:
And when he make* tho«e dvminoe* leap,
Hoy! They read 'em and (hey weep!
Doe* he carve! Doe* he rut!
That'* what he doesn't <lo not bin' el»e but!
Once he uaed to hoard rnd lodge
In a hor*e and mule gnrage
Now he ride* uronnd in Widow Jones' Dodge.
And the' he'* ju*t a valet for horse*,
He'* the cau*e of muny divorce*.

They

nil

love I.ovin' Ham.
of Alaham".

The Hhelk

•

'

I'eople call

him

I.ovin'

Sam-

He'* the Hhelk of Alaham'!
He's the high hiowu babies, calliid Indie*' man;
Among the Dnrktowil chamhermaid*
He'* the lovln' ace of :*pade*.
Doe* he step? Does he atrut*
That'* what he doesn't do nothiu' else hut
Tim' he carrle* hag* and grip*

For

Any

an*e he

*li<-k* hi*

and

MILTON AGER

I.ovin'

Any

Ihorte dime nad two-bit tip*.
gal will tell yon he's got hot lip*.
call him Hnrktown'a Valentino.

tollur*. shirt* or tic.*—
All h.n Rals hate sweetie* who are jn .f hi. sin
And when it come* to femln ne w.v wetness.
fjiat'a the ntuaT that's his stronzr
wegLne**,
They nil love f.orin' *nnt-,

They
«

him

People
S.un
He's the Sheik of Aluham':
Rr'rjr IK:rktown tlnpper loves tlml dapper mjn.
lie get* ii new gal ei >y d:y.
And when they fall, he let's *rm lay.
Hue* he step? Hoes he stmt?
TluiJ's what he do?»n t do noth'n' else huf
lie's a ninn wh«> never hoys
rail

hair with Yasrlino;

t

They nil love l<nvln' Ham,
The Sheik nf Alaham'!

The Sheik

of Alaham'!

BORNSTEIN, Inc
YELLEN
&
AGER
BROADWAY
BILLY CHANDLER,

1591-

Cor.

Prof. Mgr*.

HARRY CANTOR
ART SOREN80N

MILT FEIBER

Wast 48th

St.

OTTO HULL

i

»

EDDIE LEWIS
Grand Opera Hon**
< m< \<;o, ii.

f'o!iaa'a

i,.

J

•
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BACK EAST AFTER AN ABSENCE OF SEVEN YEARS
...

THdfcE SUREFIRE

GLOOM CHASERS TURNING SHAKESPEARE UPSIDE DOWN

CLAYTON

DREW PLAYERS

AND

PRESENTING
Their Hilarious Shakespearian Travesty
•'

u

JULIUS CAESAR

WHEN ROME HOWLS"

-

MURRAY CLAYTON
HERBERT SHELLEY

Emperor of Rome ....

MARK ANTONY

His Friend

CLEOPATRA

,

TONSILITIS

LILLIAN R. DREW
CHAS. E. PETERS

Queen of Queens

N

Roman Army

BRONCHITIS

ROBERT

Just finished a very pleasant tour of the Southern Keith Theatres, thanks to Mr. Jule Del mar.

OSBORNE

F.

Opening January 29th on the Boston Keith

Circuit.

READ WHAT THE PRESS HAD TO SAY
JACKSONVILLE JOIRXAL,
JACKSONVILLE. FLA.

PALACE

SHOW

josh.

many

IS

Burlesque

Shakespearian
Comedy Hit of

bill la genan unfavorable position as so
people in a hurry to get home,
leave early, but the Clayton A Drew
players have an act which hold* the
audience to the final curtain which announces: "We thank the audience for
their kind applause, but we are supposed to be dead, and therefore cannot

erally

A GLOOM CHASER
The

Is

New

rise to

offer

bow."

"When Rome Howla." a

ridi-

culous burlesque enacted by three Shakespearian characters, Mark Antony, CleoThis, act is for
patra, Julius Ceasar.
laughing purposes only. Clever dialogue

with a liberal supply of local gags interspersed, kept the audience at the
open In* show on a verge of hysteria.
Fred Brooks' cigar store. Chick Acosta
And "Shorty" Hurlburt, came in for a

in a

hodge-podge, billed as a
Shakespearian travesty, and entitled,
"When Rome Howls," gathered in quite
a few laughs with their burlesque. It
was an odd mixture of Caesar, Cleopatra and Mark Antony, with allusions
to Brutua, a solo from "11 Trovatore"

local "cracks."
Tho act
included one suggestion which many of
our more high -brow offerings would do
well to follow.
After the wholesale
slaughter which concludes the act, a curtain la lowered, bearing the following
words: "We thank you, good friends.
We cannot bow, because we are dead."

and numerous

This act

\ ooked

Solid by

is

—

by copyright and on Hie

fully protected

Dec.

22

as

a

con-'pirator

is

married to Col. Wilson Potter, but
Admitted being engaged to him.

made

hypodermic
a
found
detectives
needle and a quantity of cocaine.
Her counsel said that the arrest was
unwarranted and asked for a

dis-

\

Wardrobe Trunk

at $75.00
la

the biggest trunk value there

Write for Catalog

is
•

TAYLOR TRUNK WORKS
It E. Randolph

St.

CHICAGO

210

W.

44th St.

NEW YORK

borne, should not be forgotten, because,
of course, the presence of an army is

always notable.

TAMPA

TIMES, TAMPA, FIJI.

The Clayton and Drey Players in their
hilarious Shakespearian travesty. "When
Rome Howl*," fairly convulse the audi-

in Variety

and the N. V. A.

His Associate,

•

DANNY COLLINS
picture actor

in.

padlocked Saturday by William C.
Hecht, United States marshal.

an address

week before members

of

Gilda Gray, of the Ziegfeld "Follies," obtained a divorce from John
Gorecki in Milwaukee, Jan. 28. She
Dorothea Koch, said to be a fordid not attend the trial, but in her
deposition said that she was earn- mer Winter Garden revue girl, is
ing $1,000 a week, and while living suing Lee Herbert, an automobile
with her husband received $1 a agent of San Francisco, for $25,000
week.
damages. She asserts that she was
held prisoner in a hotel room of
Herbert's and that her friend MarCharles M. Powell, who killed gie Wlthrow, also a show girl, resJohn Brunen, circus owner, with a cued her from the room.
serve
to
shotgun, was sentenced
from 20 to 30 years in the State
Leatrlce Joy, pictures, Is returnPrison at Trenton by Justice Kalisch
The court ing to Los Angeles to marry Jack
of Mount Holly, N. J.
accepted his plea of non vult be- Gilbert, also of pictures, for the seccause of the help he gave the state ond time. They were married In Tia
in convicting Harry C. Mohr, who Juana, Mexico, a year before Gilbert
was given life imprisonment at received his final divorce papers
Trenton following his conviction from his first wife.

and assistant

director,

custody of- the Los Angeles
who are holding his bloodstained car, with a mutilated license
plate, broken dash glass, and evidence of attempts to clean blood
spots from the rear seat and running board.
in in
police,

.

a college fraternity said that the
movies and theatres are "going to
hell" because Intelligent men are
He also
not interested in (hem.
criticized the dramatic critics for
their praise of the Moscow Art Theatre, saying he resented their criticisms. The plays are presented in
Russian, and he asked how the
critics knew them to be good?

Miss
Juanita Hansen,
star, missal, which was granted.
picture
was acquitted in the West Side Hansen "started a series of articles
court last week on a charge of hav- on the Hollywood dope situation in
ing narcotics In her possession. the New York 'Daily News'* MonWhen arrested in the apartment of day.
a friend, Mrs. Ruth Harnett, the

THETAYLORXX

last

THE DAYTON DAILY NEWS
The Clayton and Drew players present
a genuinely funny Shakespearian travesty, "When Rome Howls," and Its presentation was such as to causa the proverbial "sides to split" with laughter.
Murray Clayton and Lillian R. Drew as)
Ceasar and Cleopatra, have many funny
lines, made more interesting through the
fact that they localize as much as possible.
Miss Drew also has a T'srr good
voire, but unfortunately hss opportunity
for only on« song. *

The Roman army, comprising Tonnil it Is and Bronchitis, played respectively
by Charles E. Peters and Robert F Osall?

the Volstead law and therefore was a
public nuisance.
The doors were

in

murder.

William A. Brady
she

—

HARRY FITZGERALD and

Our Competent Salesmen,

NEWS OF THE DAILIES
Ada Mae Weeks denied

much to the humor of the situation and
giveth Caesar opportunity to ring in some
funny lines. The company gives local
color to its skit by introducing Chattanooga people and places in their conversation like the Bast Lake car coming in on time. Detective Gouldy, Judge
Fleming, a certain Market street restaurant, and the like. And a telephone
Why use the word travesty at
Is used.

if

—

The Clayton and Drew Players

send the
audience home laughing. Their act ia
assuredly "somethlnr different."
Closing the show this company of piay-

'VOPVIL' BILL

Julius Caesar. Mark Antony
and Cleopatra should turn over in their
graves which memorable resting places
are a long way from Chattanooga at
the travesty on certain portions of their
history, that is a leading feature of the
present Tlvoll vaudeville bill 7 Pleasure
must be served, and certainly the act is
one of the most sldesplittingly funny
ones that has been Introduced to local
audiences for several moons.
Herbert Shelly takes the part of Mark
Antony, and surely this decoration to
"vodvll" must hire a shadow to accompany him In the daytime, unless, peradventure, he carcth not for such an
appendage,' for he ts of such ample
Inches north and south and such scanty
ones (like hla attire) east and west, that
hardly could he east a shadow of his
owp unless the tailor uaxed exceeding

nonsensical

moit

GOOD

IN
What

ence with the fun they put across. It la
really allly stuff, yon know, but do not
think for a moment, -no matter how particular you may be a* to the quality of
humor, that yon can see this act
through without weeping with Joy. Evan
the actors could not suppress their hilarity, so you can imagine! Just to aee
poor little Cleopatra and her elongated
antitheals are well worth going to aee.
Yes, friends, it's a SCREAM!

kind. Murray Clayton takes the part of
Caesar and Lillian R. Drew that of CleoClayton is of generous proporpatra.
tions and were It not for the fact that
Lillian is a member of the fair sex, prone
would one say coldly and boldly that
she is fat.
That avoirdupois addeth

NOTABLES CARICATURED

TOLEDO DAILY BLADE

Program
By DAISY HKKVY
The Clayton A Drew players

•»

THE DAILY TIMES.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.

The closing place on a

The wife of Titta Ruffo. baritone
singer and member of the Metropolitan Opera Company, has reported to the police of Rome that she
has been robbed of numerous valu'ables. The thefts Include a diamond
ring, other Jewelry and 10,000 gold

i

Vour

Beautify

Faoe

voo si Mil last tees te siske
sees.
Mas* el the "Prefetiion" tiavt obtained eaS rstslses t,ett«r eart» fe> havlst
me aerreet thalr featvral «serfsttleM as* rsstevt Slaai»»htt. Caaiultstla* trae
'eae

lire.

Two men were arrested in Southern California pending further inquiry into the death of Fritzie
Mann, a dancer, whose body was
found on the beach at Torrey Pines,
near San Diego. Roger V. B. Clark,

rsasesasle

SMITH, M. D.
347 Fifth Avenue
Opp. Waldorf

P. E.

». I. City

Yes, bis make-up is always perfect I
That's why his face is always at its best
in the lights of any stage setting I

Be

sure your audience sees you at your
Use Leich net's Make-Up I There

best.

Mrs. Henry B. Harris has put a
play by Samuel Shipman, en"The Crooked Square," into
rehearsal, with Constance Binney In
the leading role.

new

MANAGERS, ARTISTS and AGENTS
We, the undersigned,

originators of

patents

covering

SNOW SHOE DANCING

(Nellie Sterling and Co.).
trust you will extend to her the
protection we received.

We

to

all

having
our rights and
I

same

cordial treatment

and
.

^^

FRED and EVA MOZART

I

LOS GATOS, CALIF.

and because
sure

Use

NELLIE STERLING

!

I

The United States Circuit Court
of Appeals affirmed a decree of the
District Court directing the closing
for a year and a day of the Paradise
restaurant, formerly Reisenweber's.
The original decree followed complaints of William Hayward, United
States attorney, charging that the
place was persistently violating the

make-up for jour part—
it's Leicbner's jots will be
just the fine quality yon want.
Leichner's— for better make-up.

find just the

titled

8NOW 8HOE DANCING,

from the theatrical profession, have assigned

retired

many different creams, paints,
powders, and liquids that you will always

are so

At your

L.

it's

draggitt or suppfy hoate.

LEU CHINEId.

TO\UTPMPAMTKm*m4THEATRKMHAKtW
Sole Distributor »:

GEO. BORGFELDT

ft

CO., 10th St. end Irving PL,

New York

TRIX1E FRIGANZA
in
'

"

"MY LITTLE BAG

NEXT WEEK

(JAN.

<? TRIX"

29)-KEITHS RIVERSIDE.

NEW YORK

•j

.

a

—

l
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JW-*.

Pardon the

A

comedy laughing

unsolicited letter

JORDAN

received while p laying Loew's State Theatre, Buffalo:

^

rev and Jordan,
State Theatre,
Buffalo, N. V.
T

we

1

m

fry

BETTY

AND

Read the following

Played

next to closing everywhere, in three scene*.

*

HENRY

1

hit,

"INTERRUPTION*

F>

Loews
Dear

Sir

Buffalo, N. Y., January 14, 1923.

and Ladv:

•

a/

v
pleasure to meet and to plav artists who are capable of going on and entertaining: in such a fashion as to be the hit of the show and to be
playing.
You
know
I
am
time
they
are
riot
big
a
they
are
and
what
mighty
what
one
tell
to
without
it
necessary
them
finding
able to converse with
glad to have played you and hope to many, many times again.
Always remember it is not what von used to be; it is what you are doing today and
Sincerely,
Wishing von both everv success in the world,

It is a

HOW.

AL BECKERICH,

(Signed)

Manager Loew's

DAY BY DAY,

P. S.

— Miss Jordan,

IN

EVERY WAY, OUR ACT

the 3wcet soprano singer,

In

my

IS

was formerly of Rynard and Jordan, and
tell you why Dorothy Rogers is not

next ad. will

interlocutor of the "Petticoat Minstrels"
in the act?
i

*

The Palace last week, with
CENTURY.— "Kick Tn."
CENTURY ROOF.—Ernie Young's "Talk of the Town" show, kept

BALTIMORE

the high figure which

the Bernhardt, didn't attract a corporal's

up guard

has been
maintaining all season by getting
FORD'S.— "Sherlock Holmes," with
Another imBusiness was spotty In Baltimore more than $8,500.
William Gillette.
Ford's, with the new portant development of the week
last week.
AUDITORIUM.
"The Sea Owen
Davis play. "Icebound," didn't was the comeback of the Century
Woman/' with Margaret Anglim
play to a great deal of money, but Roof, which has been doing but
LYCEUM.— "L*t dies' Night," fifth Sam Forrest and Mr. Davis suc- little business all season. Ernie
week in stock.
ceeded in revamping the work a Young Started his "Passing Parade"
floor show there last Monday and.
ACADEMY.— "Abie's Irish Rose," great deal by the time Saturday although
considerable paper was
fifth week in stock.
had rolled around. It was a highby the end of the week
MARYLAND.— Keith vaudeville. grade product, as was first revealed passed out,more
than enough in the
PALACE.— "Temptations of 1923." on Monday evening, but after the there was
the week profitable
make
coffers
to
FOLLY. Mutual burlesque.
changes had been made and the
About $3,000 weekly
GAYETY.— Stock burlesque.
rough spots ironed out, it stood as for Young.
"break"
for the roof
a
will
mean
RIVOLL— "Fury."
a mighty line piece of playwriting.
NEW.— "Silver Wings."
Up at the Auditorium, "Tangerine" and the producer and it is underhad a good week, probably playing stood that Young is gambling on
Last week went
receipts.
to about $15,000. Next door, at the the gate
Academy, the "Abie" stock show In- far over that mark.
dicated signs of strength and probImmediate bookings in sight for
ably struck about $9,000. "Ladies'
at
Night," at the Lyceum, a smaller Baltimore include Lionel Atwill
THf S T ANDAPD ENGRAVING CO Inc
in "The Comedian." under
Ford's
house, played to virtual first floor
j : ^ v
ME« YORK
capacitv all week, and with well Belasco's direction, next week, and
filled
balconies did about $9,000. Edith Day in a new Hammerstein
musical comedy. "The Wildflower,"
Following the
at the Auditorium.
Belasco show at Ford's there will
be "Good Morning. Dearie." and
"Molly Darling." while the Auditorium has Walter Hampden. "The
Circle'* and "The Passing Show" as
its immediate perspective.

By ROBERT

F.

'Passing Parade.''

SISK

it

-

last

as
hurst theatres,

shown,

being

"on the job" and has secured for us so far
four productions

140

elaborating

its

pro-

is

responsible.

he

has

Be-

now

arranged a

Frank Rehsen
suitable prologue.
In his proleads the orchestra.
logues, Mr. Soriero has employed
two singers, Justin Lawrie and
Fernando Guarneri, tenor and baritone respectively, who have been at
the Century for 28 weeks in 17
months since its opening. In the
opening to the Dorothy Phillips picture. "The World's a Stage," the
singer played the principal roles

his sole representative

Fitz

is

and Thomas D.
who was recently installed
general manager of the Whitegreatly,

Soriero,

fore the pictures, as they are

SAYS

is

theatre, which Is the
ace theatre of the whitehurat string

The Century
Baltimore,

Roy 3009

Passion."

featuring

MY

PUPILS

L

170

WEST

48th

established 1*02

riage recently.

SHORT

Tom Hodgman,
agent and

one-time Morosco
manager, is agent for

Kolb and Dill, playing here in "Now
and Then." Hodgman pulled a nifty, which got considerable newspaper space, advertising in the
newspaper want columns for "Five
bootleggers to supe In pre-prohibi-

Emfcras* tat

H»»Mtt

Qusl.tl.i.

Asaartef

LsltlM
SsHKsctisn

shop^
TMatriaal and Street
- Wiir SlipMM.

tion play."

Pstsst Cslt-

Lee Parvin

Is

managing the

Little

«kia with
dull kid
trim sum «T

»u«d*

ottsr

EDWARD CROPPER, he
THEATRICAL

WARDROBE TRUNKS

BOTEL NORMANDIB BLDCJ..
* B'way. m. V.
PHONE PIT7.RO Y 3848

* K. oor. 38tS>

V.

with til
trimming ts>
mated.
Other modsli
Sites

I

te t.

In
la

A

to

ersu sr plain strap
all

tffsstt

leathers.

EC

Sena* far Catalea V.

Both bet. 30th
290 Fifth Ave.
and 31st Sts.
511 Sixth Ave.
People
Theatrical
Discount
to
Vc
10

i

EDDIE

MACK

No.
TALKS:
CHOICE OF THE HOUSE

OR OVERCOAT

SUIT

Values up to $75

$32.50

MACKS CLOTHES SHOP
MACK BUILDING
Just a alep East of

OTHER STORE:

1582

AND FRIENDS

STREET

dispose
theatre
Metropolitan opens Jan. 26. West
Coast Theatres. Inc., have l>een
mentioned as the probable purchasers.

Oliver^, Morosco is trying to disor his Wilshire residence,

"Gypsy
and
Rejane

JUST OFF SEVENTH AVENUE

a report

which he purchased at time of mar-

film.

STAGE DANCING

Grauman will
of his Broadway and Third
(his first here) when the
Is

pose

BEGINNING FEBRUARY 1st, 1923, MY NEW DANCING
STUDIO WILL BE LOCATED AT 170 WEST 48th STREET.
NEW YORK.
Clifo/Creu

-"— —

Frank

Kay Hammond.

ANNO U N CEMENT
TO ALL

absence of
York.

New

Bessie Eyton has been replaced as
leading woman at the Morosco by

By ED KRIEG

NEW YORK CITY

the
is in

'

as the star of the locally
produced play "CllmbinV

LOS ANGELES
of the

in

al-

New York

Flags" attracted consiilo rable attention by its Oriental atmosphere.

The revival

was heavy,

fairly well advertised.

with Lawrie doing some declaiming
on a morality theme.
A vamp,
played by Peg^y Davis, a Ziegfeld
beauty and a Fox film actress, also
figured conspicuously with a few
well done bits of work. The entire
thing was written and put on by
Ralph Murphy, playing in 'Ladies'
Night" at the Lyceum. The week
previous a prologue to "Under Two

West 39th Street

loss

Tom Wilkes may take Mary Newcomb. Majestic leading woman, to

P.

grams

The

There

THEATDICAL CUTS

in

theatre

Egan, who

Philharmonic Auditorium

to

week.

though

—

DODD
ACKERMAN

State.

GETTING BETTER AND BETTER

Broadway on 49th

BROADWAY.

Brt. 47th

Street

and 48th RtrceU

1

1

a

'

r-~

-

'i

VARIETY
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31

,

HENRY SHAPIRO
*

mm

of

HALPERIN-SHAPIRO
Agency

NOW

IN NEW YORK
He Can Book Enough Time in the Central West

to Finish This

SEASON FOR YOU
Now

•

•

•

A FULL ROUTE OF

40

Submitting Acts for

WEEKS FOR NEXT SEASON,

1923-1924

Booking Exclusively With' the Biggest and Best Vaudeville Circuits

WESTERN VAUDEVILLE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION
ORPHEUM CIRCUIT

B. F.

KEITH (WESTERN) CIRCUIT

•
-

•

And

•

MR. SHAPIRO

All Their Affiliated Circuits

WHILE IN NEW YORK
9 A. M., 2 P. M., AT JO PAGE SMITH-MARTY FORKIN OFFICES

INTERVIEWING ACTS BETWEEN

IS

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Palace theatre Annex Bldg., 1562

Chicago Office: 190 N. State Street, State-Lake Theatre Bldg.,
NEXT WEEK

BILLS

Vadie A Gygl
Wylie A Hartman

(Continued from Page 23)
©rest Leon Co
8 Wet«r Olrls
(One to All)
TOl'KKA, KAN.
WAl 8AU, WI8.
Novelty
Grand O. H.
Smith ft McOarry
Blue Bird Rev
Georgia Howard
Harry Gilbert
Earle ft Edward*
Four Ercttos
H L Cooper Co
Moore

2d half
& Arnold

Fagg

ft

WICHITA, KAN.
Miller

White

DALLAS, TEX.

FT. SMITH,

ARK.

Majeetie
Collins

& Dunbar

Shlreen

W

McCermick A
Wylie A Hartman
Bins

FT.

&

The Heltons

Tango Shoes

& Gibson
Leo Donnelly

Morgan A Binder
Bryan A Broderick

HOUSTON, TEX.

A M

Keno Keyes
Huston Ray

H B

A Kelly
Walthall
& Hurt

Demarco A Band

LITTLE ROCK

Majestic
Raymond Wilbert

Majestlo
Bins A Burt

McCormlck
Guerrini
Til*

ft

SAN ANTONIO

A

Co.

factory
ftoi

sat

Reeda — aadt tt
land.
777-275 CeluMbB*
A vans*
r al
San rrawrlnaa

A Esther
Blue Bird Rev

Miller
Karoli

A Mack
Bros

Harry Bloom

REGINA, CAN.

Morln Sisters
Five Janslcys

B.C.

Pantages

Saskatoon 1-3)
& Lindstrom
Rogers Roye & R

Rial

Heather
Talet

PORTLAND, ORE.
Pantages
Rinaldo Bros

A

Bell

Pierce

Morrisey

A Young

Lillian

Burkhart

Kitney

A Reney

Cinderella

Ooff

200

WEST

86th

STREET

*

EVERY DAV

Phone

IN

SCHUYLER

Bohby Lehmsn

Ward A Dooley

llronson

Great

The Gladiators
Wilson
El Cot

Mitchell
JAB
Casley A Beasley

of

all

the

city.

give
2

They also ask exhibitors to
Saturday morning shows for
As yet, exhibitors have

children.

Sisters

ST. LOUIS
By JOHN ROSS

Florence
Rita

A Addle

SEE

JEANE RUSSELL

A (Jreen
A Reneo

ABOUT THOSE 8MART THINGS FOR THE SPRING

Blackstono

HATS

I

•

rharbot
Little

52

A Tortonl
Plpifaz

and

GOWNS

WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK
Phone: Bryant 5660

EVERY WAV, IT \J GETTING DIGGER AND BIGGER,"

°fl923

— it willbofor you too/

COMEDY VErUIOnr- PATTErV- ETCOrtCHEJ-TRATlONy
READy in all K*vs-.S£tfDpoRiTT(XDAy

HARRY T. HANDURV General

Wana<fer.

largest

not agreed.

Bright

Pantages
Tollman Revue
Menses A Baird

Pantages

3437

A Hatch

DENVER

SAN FRANCISCO
/

A
A

chisholm

Goldle
Seven Algerians

.lark

STAGE

Production and Vaudeville Acts Staged

representatives

and most Important women's civlo
and welfare organizations In the

Kajiyama

Joe Bernard Co

WeldonAs
Buddy Walker

Barnes A Hamilton
Norton A Melnotte

NEWBERGER
DANCING

Pantages

Pantages

(Open week)

AL.

Tuck A Clair

MEMPHIS
Brlerre A King
Kluting's Animals
Sidney S Styns

OGDEN, ITAH

Thalero's Circus
Travel

NEW YORK'S OLDEST SCHOOL WITH NEWEST METHODS

Pantagea

Local picture exhibitors will be
asked to set aside one evening each
week as "family nights." with program of films approved by the St.
Louis Council of Motion Pictures,
formed last week at a meeting of

Miller

HARRY WELLER

Virginia
Little

OMAHA, NEB.

A

FOOTWEAR

Clark A Storey
Noodle* FaRln

A

Four Ortons
Lillian's Animals
TJreat Maurice

Mills

Youth
SosSman A Sloan
Prosper A Merntt

FRENCH

A L Hart

Joule

to

IN

Pantagea

Giuseppe Carrado, concert tenor,
was fatally shot last week In front
Capt. Irving- O'Hay has filed suit of his home. .Just before he died
in an ambulance on the way to a
Jewell
In the local circuit court In behalf hospital, he told policemen that he
Miss Nobody
Harry TI*ho
of himself and 29 others againet had been shot by his brother-inHavermnn Co
Edward h. Butler for $35,205. This law, Nick Palazzolo, as result of a
Margaret Strain
row. Carrado had engaged
amount Is due on a contract with family
I/O REACH. CAL.
a hall for a concert Feb. 25. It is
actors to put on "Echoes of Broad- reported that Carrado is well known
Pantages
way" unit, which recently went on in the east.
r
Learn Whnllen 9
Kaufman A Lillian the rocks after 13 weeks and withSh»>rnoff
out notice. Butler, it Is stated, was
Morp-nn A Oray
in
St.
Louis when Ethel Davis
Weller's
Cecil Cunningham
Byron Bros Band
threatened to attach the proceeds
SALT LAKE
of the venture.
The petition saye
8o Smartly Dlffsrsst.
Pantages
Butler wired her as follows: "Don't
Tke Nawaat Paris
(1-3)
worry; money on way. Will be In
Varaies* Is tsrlsftlot
Alex Bros * E
MsSat*
Sears'
hands
noon
tomorrow.
by
Ridiculous Rlcco
Stick with me and I will make
Maude Earle.
Fashion Plate Mins pood."
The suit was filed by
Brltt Wood
Greensfelder & Grand. Butler left
793-8thAv. jfcg OpcnETcnings
Blake's Mules

Kate A Wiley
plays

(Same bill plays
Pueblo 13)
The Avallons
Le Orohs
Ds Michelle Bros

Farrell

Nobody aa#m«

KANSAS CITT^ know where he went.

(29-31)

Pantages

Arnold

Pantages

Palo

Psuitages
(29-31)

Lillian

town day before.

Rlgoletto Bros.

Pantages

SAN DIEGO. CAL.

The Lumars
Major Rhodes
Phllhrlck A DeVoe
Ruth Budd Co
Sherman Van A H
Vallccita's Animals

FT

A

McFsrland

TACOMA

Man Hunt

Koxworth A Fr'ncls
Earl Lewis
Toney A George
Charles Howard Co

Penman A

A Barry

VANCOUVER,

Pantages

(Same

Pantages

Maude Leone Co

Favorite
Zintour Bros

bill

A Pieces
LOS ANGELES

Bits

Harry Hlnes
Hannaford Family

fill)

Grindell

PAIL

Ada

Jan Rublnl
Weston A Eline

Santigo Trio

White

WINNIPEG

K

Dave

SPOKANE

Sheik's

rantages

the United State*

(One to

'ant ages

ST.

l.argait

if

A T

A Mack

Miller

MINNEAPOLIS

Dewey A Rogers
Caveman La>V6
Harvard Holt A

Animals
Thursby

Nelson's

Eva Tangvay

Ollck

S Danolse Sis
Brown G'dner
Fields Ford

The Nagyfys

Hope Vernon

W

Bert Walton

Pantages

fill)

PANTAGES CLBCUIT
I

Pantages

Oklahoma Four

Exposition Four
Rowland A Meehan
Cheyenno Days

to

2d half

Wllber A Adams
Cervo A Moro
Elaine A Marshall
The Speeders

O A B Parker

SEATTLE

A Mary Ann
Kiwlma Japs

COLO. SPRINGS

OAKLAND

Orpheum

(One

Coffman A Carroll
Field's Ford
t White Kuhns
ClifT Jordan
(One to fill)

Choy Ling Foo Co

WICHITA, KAN.

Althea Lucas Co
Marguerite Padula

A Mary Ann
Kiwi ma Japs
fill)

.Walter Brewer

Travel

(Open week)
LaDora A Bechinan

Pantages
P * J La Volla
Ford A Truly
Three's a Crowd
Stephens A Hollist'r
Belleclaire Bros
Vardon A Perry

Olcott

Lntiii and

The only
•hm stake*

Sternad's Midgets
2d half

Althea Lucas
Marguerite Padula

Shepp's Clrcjs

ACCORDION
FACTORY
mi

CITY

Orpheum

Whiting

Grill

WORTH, TRX.

Harry Bewley
(One to fill)

Majestic

Majestic
Gautler & Pony
Swift

Coffman A Carroll
3 White Kuhns
Cllft Jordan

Elklns Fay

OKLAHOMA

Lew Is
Tamaki Co
TXLSA, OKLA.
Orpheum
Flo

2d half

Henri Scott

Hector
Lidell

A Duncan
A B

Mills

(One to

Saxon ft Griffin
Mrs S Drew Co

Majeetle
J Gibson

Four Roeders

Olcott

Eric Zardo

INTEKSTATE CIRCUIT
J A

Shireen
2d half

CHICAGO

B.A.MUJIC C9,

145 We/f 45*St. M.Y

.
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THE SENSATIONAL HEAD BALANCING EQUILIBRISTS
THE ORIGINAL

FOUR

PHILLIPS

PORTLAND PRESS-HERALD

Week
Next Week
This

Portland, Me., Jar*. 16th, 1923

Then the following:

B. F. Keiths Theatre

Week

"The best act on the bill, we think, is offered by the Four
Phillips and follows the opening screen features. They are a woman
and three men (one of the "men'V looks the merest child), and they
perform miraculous feats of strength and endurance. They do
juggling and balancing stunts in that artistic way that makes it all
appear quite simple and easy. As a climax, one of the Phillips
quartette balances two of his partners, weighing 350 pounds no,
not apiece on his forehead, as one of them clings to a ladder and
Sounds
the other balances himself upside down on her head.
awfully complicated and slightly difficult, doesn't it? The Four
Phillips stand out in our memory as the most efficient performers
on the bill."

—
12—

Keith's Bush wick, Brooklyn
B. F. Keith's, Philadelphia
19—B. F. Keith's, Washington

of February

5

— Maryland, Baltimore
—
Columbus
12—
Indianapolis
19—
Cincinnati
26—
Toledo
April 2—'Empress, Grand Rapids
9—Temple, Detroit
16— Temple, Rochester
23—
Pittsburgh
30— Palace, Cleveland
Buffalo
May 7—
14—
Toronto
20—
Montreal
Syracuse
28—
Palace, New York
June 4—
26

March

—

—

MAX

(Jan. 22), Keith's Riverside; IS
(Jan. 29) , Keith's Ol-pheum, B1

5

B. F. Keith's,
B. F. Keith's,
B. F. Keith's,
B. F. Keith's,

Davis,

Shea's,
Shea's,
Princess,
B. F. Keith's,
Keith's

Direction H. B.

PHILLIPS, Manager

BOSTON

right,

show,

By LEN LIBBEY

as the saying runs, for the
while running rather late,

was

If Bob Jones had only taught his
polo pony how to perform on a
string of bells or perform one little
trick with some sort of musical instrument the bill at the local Keith

well received and contained
many acts that through their own
merit stayed out front for a considerable period. Yvette Rugel and
Clark and Bergman were very close
for first honors at the afternoon

show.

Billy Sharp's showmanship seems
house this week would have run 100
a bit crude when he starts out to
per cent, musical. Every other one •introduce his act, and
the stranger
of the turns on the nine-act bill to vaudeville wil 1 wonder where
rang music into their bit some way Billy gets off to describe the revue
or other, and as a result at the as his, but when he gets into his
Monday afternoon show when the own dancing routine he's there. He
closing number found a juggler played an encore that wasn't on the
pulling his stuff while a lady played boards at all, judging by the rather
at the piano many in the audience ragged way it was put over to show
the house; "he was a good fellow,"
mentally decided they had enough.
This shouldn't be construed as to use his own term.
meaning that any of the entertainThe show started out with a whiz
ment offered was below par, rather with Beegee and Qupee in their
that an audience is only human and roller skating act. There have been
can be given too much of one par- acts of this character shown here
ticular
brand of entertainment. several times lately, but none had
During the entire show it was either more sensations pushed into fewer
the house orchestra, a band carried minutes. Kellam and O'Dare with
with an act or the house piano in chasing the blues were in second
operation.
Patricia O'Dare is some
position.
Outside of this everything was all nifty for figures. She can't sing and
doesn't attempt to dance, but with
that figure she could be dumb all
over and get away with It. B. C.
Hilliam, billed again as the composer of "Buddies," even though it
is almost time to bill him without
(his title, had his regular easy time.

WANTED

Man

Straight
who can play piano
Act ready

to

work

ADDRESS Box
VARIETY,

memory serves correctly Jim Kilis new to this act since it
played here before, but is performing as creditably as his predeces-

If

for a comedian

patrick

MONTREAL

merous "nut" acts that have appeared here in the several seasons
past there is this much to be said

Rockwell and Fox were on late
with their "nut" stuff. Of the nu-

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS

They
November amounted to 1176,76^05,
work without monopolizing the en- Goddess.'
ORPHEUM— "The Game of Life" half of which goes to the
city for
tire stage and a part of the pit, and
charitable purposes and the remaintheir comedy is clean as a whistle. (film).
GAYETY—"The Big Jamboree" der goes into the provincial treasury
The boys were in right, worked
for the credit of this one.

a tired house up to a pitch of real
enthusiasm and held in their seats
many who had been gazing with
concern at their watches.
Rupert Ingalcse. a Juggler, with
Angela Grey at the piano, closed
the show, which was running about
15 minutes beyond the 4.45 dead
line that has been established by

custom

in the minds
patrons in Boston.

.of

By

O. M.

to

Pre-War Prices

8end for Catalogue.
Mail Orders Filled F. O. B. N. Y. City.
Used trunks and shojnvorn samples of all standard makes always on hand
t

SAMUEL NATHANS
529-531 Seventh Ave.,
Phone: Fit* Roy 0620

SOLE AGENT FOR HAM
TRUNKS IN THE EAST

New York

City

20,000,000.

5,000,000 people visited the

theatres and other places of enter-

THEATRICAL OUTFTTTEBS

tainment and amusement in Montreal subject to the

Were."

amusement tax

1580

Broadway

New York

City

Charles Play-

"Common Law."

ORPHEUM—Vaudeville.
PALACE—Vaudeville.
CRESCENT—Vaudeville.
STRAND— "The Dangerous

Age"

(film).

LIBERTY — "Sherlock

Holmes"

(film).

Local theatres are attaining pubby having some, of the purses
the Fair Grounds named for
them.

licity

at

"Up

IS

YOUR MAKE-UP PERFECT?
USE
REICHERrS CELEBRATED
GREASE PAINTS AND

Clouds" has been getof the
season in its tour through the South.
Last week at the Tulane the Gaites
show bettered $15,000, top for the
year.
Walker Whiteside in "The
Hindu" got $13,000 for his week In

COSMETICS

in the

ting the

New

(Made

box-office records

Orleans.

In

have for decades used this unsurpassed quality
line, famous for its blending properties.
or costumer, or direct from

this

JULIUS PAULY,

The San Carlos Opera Co.

Germany)

Europe's and America's Stars
Ask your druggist

Mardl Gras occurs Feb. IS

is

at

the Tulane next week, and at this
period of the year should enjoy treIf the company

mendous patronage

and presentations warrant.

A very warm winter has not
patronage at the theatres
materially, but withal, save for the
film houses, business has been tood.
People are theatre shopping now
more than was their wont formerly.
helped

Between 38th and 39th Streets

distribution under the Public
The tax represents
Charities act
the admission of 4,843,216 people to
the places of amusement in the city.
This would make a yearly total of
for

tbofcZgU)

Nearly

SAMUEL

CHARLES—St.

ST.
ers in

—

gen^. "Man Who Played God";
Strand. "Mother Eternal"; System,
"The Dangerous Game"; Midway, approximately
"Rags and Riches'; Maisonneuve,
"The Young Rajah"; Mount Royal,
"The Five Dollar Baby"; Papineau.
"The Kentucky Derby"; Belmont,
vaudeville "One
Wonderful Night"; Plaza,
"Under Two Flags"; Crystal Palace,
"The Man from Glengarry."

NEW ORLEANS
TULANE-— "As You

(burlesque).
Pictures Capitol, "Trifling Women"; Allen, "The Hottentot"; Re-

year.

Back

ending of the three
1922, ending with Noaccording to returns. The
for September, October and

the

months of

By J.OHN GARDINER
vember,
HIS MAJESTY'S — "The Green receipts

sors.

117

NEW YORK

during

MARINELLI

36

EAST

21st

Inc.,

STREET,

Sole Agents
YORK, N. Y.

NEW

ARTISTS: Send us the number

of the grease paint
send you a 4-in. trial stick gratis
Reichert's Grease Paints are for sale at

you use and we

will

^ppleton Pharmacy, 724 8th Ave., Cor. 45th 8t., City
George Shindhelm, 109 W. 46th St., City

&

Waaa
Son, 226 N. 8th St., Philadelphia, Pm.
G. Buckenmaier, 113 E. Genesee St., Buffalo, N. Y.

FRANK

MARIE
A
N

D
THE YES" BOY AND THE "NO" GIRL
This

Week

(Jan.

22)— Moss' Broadway, New York

Next Week (Jan. 29)— Proctor's Palace, Newark, N.
"

P. S. Zit:

ii

Until July, 1924, for B. F. Keith
of Frank Evans Goes Double.

What You. Said

WE KNOW."

J.

—
v

VARIETY

Thursday, January £6, 1023
,^WJC

33
3^»

r

ABRAHAMS

•

c

Begs

announce that he

to

is

now in

business for himself

and

is

starting off with

two

sure-fire hits

YOU SAID SOMETHING
u
WHEN YOU SAID DIXIE
By SIDNEY CLARE,

THE FIRST REAL

•

SAM LANDRES

"DIXIE"

71

•

and CLIFF FRIEND

$ONG

YEARS

IN

•v

1
•
•

i

.

ALL KINDS OF DOUBLE VERSIONS AND A COR KING PATTER CHORUS

THE LAST WORD

•

IN

NOW READY

BALLADS

"

•
i

(YOU WILL STILL BE THE SAME GIRL TO ME)
ORCHESTRATIONS

IN

ALL KEYS FOR BOTH SONGS

NOW READY

I

•

TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK MY MANY FRIENDS FOR THEIR WONDERFUL CO-OPERATION
AND HELP IN THE PAST AND EARNESTLY SOLICIT YOUR SUPPORT IN MY NEW ENTERPRISE. I SHALL
ALWAYS TRY TO SERVE YOU AS I HAVE ALWAYS DONE TO THE BEST OF MY ABILITY.
I

MAURICE ABRAHAMS

l

,

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE
.

MAURICE ABRAHAMS,

Inc.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

#

4

Hilton Building, 1591

—

GEO. A. FRIEDMAN
General Manager

Broadway

at 48th Street

NEW YORK CITY

——

HARRY TENNEY
Prof.

Manager

RIET Y

VA

I

.

Thursday, January

1823

25,

RUSSIAN BALLADE
>—

C7

VS>

""**?

*?

000,000.
MASTER fox-trot MELODY

TNS
WO/- COPIES and VOCAL ORCH. FREEto recognised profs. DANCE ORCH.ofanyabove 251 each.

EDW. B.MARKS MUSIC CO. 223-25 W.4-6 th S t AIewYork.
"Hello Good Times" 29 Yorkville

Peaches"

"Georgia
5 Casino Philadelphia.
Bridgeport.
"Hippity Hop" 29 l5mpire Toronto
'Girls
a

New York

BURLESQUE ROUTES

Park

29

Plaza
Carte" 29
Springfield 5 Howard Boston.
Gayety St.
'Girls
from Follies' 6 Plaza

.

la

B

Granstaft* Bar!

Ray Joe
Rea Al

Green Ray
Out Arthur

Rice

Gayety Buffalo.
Harrah Roy
"Keep Smiling"
29
Hag-an Fred
5 Gayety Kansas City.
Springfield.
Harrington Jack
"Knick Knacks" 29 Miner's Bronx
Howard
"Girls from Reno"
29
(Jan. 29 Feb. 6)
Lee Jane
New York 5-7 Cohen's Newburg Bostotta Bijou Fajl River.
COLUMBIA CIRCUIT .
8-10 Cohen's Poughkeepsie.
'Hello Jake Girl" 29 Peoples Cin- Leonard Cecil
Lloyd Arthur
"Lets Go" 29 Casino Brook'yn 5 cinnati 5 Gayety Louisville.
"American Girl" 29 Empire ProvLloyd Edna
Miner's Newark.
"Jazz Babies" 29 Olympic New
idence 5 Gayety Boston.
"Maids
of
America"
29
Empire
York.
Mack
Bobby
'Beauty Revue" 29 Gayety MonMs
re us Lee
Brooklyn
Yorkville
York.
Time
Folly
5
New
Revue"
29
Bal"Jazz
treal 5 Casino Boston.
Marshall 1> F
Marion Dave 29 Hurtig & Sea- timore S L. O.
"Big Jamboree" 29 Gayety Boston
mon's New York 5 Empire Prov"Jersey Lilies" 5 Olympic New Herriman Garnet
6 Columbia New York.
Mclntyren
York.
Big .Wonder Show" 29 Colonial idence.
Miller Bert
"Mimic
World"
"Jingle
Jingle" 5 Star Brooklyn. Miller Frank K
29
Miners
Newark
Cleveland 5 Empire Toledo.
Orpheum
Bjjou
5
Paterson.
"Kandy
PhilaKids"
29
Montgomery M
"Bon Tons" 29 Gayety Kansas
Morrison Flo
"Radio
Girls"
29
Columbia delphia.
City 5 L O.
Kittens"
'Kuddlin
29
Gayety Morrison Marjorle
"Broadway Brevities" 29 Majestic Chicago 5 Star & Garter Chicago.
Morton James C
"Record Breakers" 29 Palace Bal- Brooklyn 5 Lyric Newark.
Jersey City 5 Miner's Bronx New
Moulton
Oertie
timore 6 Gayety Washington.
"Laffln Thru 1923" 29 Broadway
York.
Reeves A! 29 Gayety Minneapolis Indianapolis 5 Lyceum Columbus. Radcliffe Ned
"Broadway Flappers" 29 Casino
5 Gayety Milwaukee.
"Lid Lifters" 29 Gayety LouisBoston 5 Grand Worcester.
"Rockets" 29 Grand Worcester 5 ville 5 Broadway Indianapolis.
CHICAGO
"Bubble Bubble" 29 Gayety MilHurtig & Seamon's New York.
"London Gayety Girls" 29. Mawaukee 5 Columbia Chicago.
Adams Donn
"Social Maids" 29 Lyric Dayton 5 jestic Soranton.
"Chuckles of 1923" 29 Empire
Harold
Olympic Cincinati.
"Merry Maidens" 29 Star Brook- Albert
Toledo 5 Lyric Dayton.
Allen J Eddie
"Step Lively Girls" 29 Columbia lyn 5 Empire Hoboken.
Adair Jack
Finney Frank 29-31 Colonial Utiea
Brooklyn.
Empire
New
5
York
"Midnight
Maiden"
Phil5
Bijou
Astor
Mae
S Gayety Montreal.
"Step on It" 29 Gayety Rochester adelphia.
Anderson l.uc-il
"Flashlights of 1923" 29 Gayety
5-7 Colonial Vtica.
'Mischief Makers" 29 L O 5 Em- Anderson Pauline
Buffalo 5 Gayety Rochester.
Abbey Eve
"Talk of Town" 29 Gayety Pitts- pire Cleveland.
Orpheum
29
"Follies
of Day"
burgh 5 Colonial Cleveland.
"Miss New York Jr" 5 Majestic Barbee Beatrice
Paterson 5 Majestic Jersey City.
1923"
29
Gayety
"Temptations
of
Albany.
Barclay J F
"Folly Town" 29 Casino PhilWashington 5 Gayety Pittsburgh.
"Monte Carlo Girls" 29 Empire Buckley Mr A Mrs
adelphia 5 Palace Baltimore.
Town Scandals" 29 Olympic Cin- Cleveland 5 Peoples Cincinnati.
Brooks Anna
"Giggles" 29 Gayety Omaha 5
Burke Wm
L
cinnati
5
O.
"Playmates"
29
Albany.
Majestic
Cayety Minneapolis.
Watson Billy 29 L O 5 Gayety
"Round the- Town" 29 Empire Barrios Jean
"Greenwich Village Revue" *9
Raker Jack
Hoboken 5 Gayety Brooklyn.
Empress Chicago 5 Gayety Detroit. Omaha.
Blough Chud
5

1>

^z

Louis

*

•

Watson Sliding Billy 29^ L O
Gayety St. Louis.
Williams Mollie 29-31 Cohen's
Newburgh 1-3 Cohen's Poughkeepsie

"Runaway Girls" 29 Lyceum Co5 Band Box Cleveland.

lumbus

"Smiles and Misses" 29 Bijou
Fall River 5 Park Bridgeport.
5 Casino Brooklyn.
"Step Along" 29 Lyric Newark
'Wine Woman and Song" 29 Star 5 Majestic Wilkes- Barre.
Empress
"Town Scandals" 29 Majestic
We can .supply you with the kind of song 6 Garter Chicago 5
Wilkes-Barre 5 Majestic Scranton.
Chicago.
material you want to improve your act
29
Gayety
•Youthful
Follies*'
Pat 29 Garden Buffalo 5
White
those
demonstrate
gladly
will
an<l we
'ark I'tica.
Detroit r Empire Toronto.
which may prove available for une. We

New

Unpublished

Song Numbers

. t

give you an opportunity to use
before It iJ stale. Call today.

Room
245

404,

Romax

West 47th

(W. of Broadway),

a

"Band Box Revue" L'9 Band Box
I Garden Buffalo.
'Broad way Belles" 29 Park 1'tica.
'French

Models"

5

Folly

When

NOW READY—NEW CATALOG

lVf.
H. &REDUCED—

PROFESSIONAL TRUNKS
QUALITY IMPROVED

SOLD BY THE FOLLOWING AUTHORIZED AGENTS
NEW YORK— SAMTEL NATHANS, 5SI SEVENTH AVENl'E
72S I5TH ST.

OMAHA
NEBRASKA TRUNK

KANSAS CITV
•00K TRUNK CO.
Ml MAIN ST.

BAN FRANCI8C0

CO.

VICTOR TRUNK CO.
74

HERKERT

Sc

ELLIS ST.

SUPERIOR

MEISEL TRUNK CO.

BT.

ST. LOUIS. MO.

BIO Unsl.tngton Strrct

Corbet t SHina
Cotreau Reginald

Sydney

PICT
il

ir

Blanc's
cafeteria

Ben Mrs

ftagana The
Harcourt Leslie

Antrim

attle

Iverson Fritale
Tmerial Russpian

Kelly Jimmie S
Kaufman K Mist
Kellogg
R
Kennedy Jas L
Kelly Andle-Joa

M

.

22)—B.

F.

Jack";
Hold';

rotisserie

day

S

Symphony

Civic

the SeOrchestra,

14.

under the direction of Mine. Davenport-Engberg, the only woman conductor of a symphony orchestra in
the United States, was heard in
at the Metropolitan, with
Benno Moisievitch, Russian i lanist,
as the supporting artist.

concert

•

Lekmann Max

"Oh Look," playing the last Ave
days of the current ween at the
Metropolitan, is doing fair business.
This is a first class show for the one
and two nighters, and the producer,

Lewis Harry
Lewia Lew

Francisco

Nathan

F

Mills

A

Miller

Nat

Goldstein,

well

music

known

publisher

showman, deserves
pretentious manner

credit
in

for

San
and
the

which he has

staged the piece.

Mai toy Pat Mist

D'Soto

McCurdy Mr
McDonald Harrr

Follis Sisters

Martin George

Faber A McGowan
Firman Maida
Francis Mrs V
Faron Miss White
Fair Polly

SMARTEST FRENCH SHOES
For On and

o»

Stage,

McNally James
McGulrl Stanley

Murray A Lano

Nash Bobbv
Nieland Walter

Goldie Sadie
Glencoe Sla
Gordon's Junt Co

Davenport Paul

II

De Urant

Australian Delsos

ONeil Mack

Opp. Lyceum Theatre, Bet. Broadway
and Cth Ave.
Sponsors of Short Vamp Shoos

<'hari««s

Jlel*n

Belour Pamela

Butterworih

1.

B

Byron Frank

D H

Capman
F

Milford

Drlacoll

C

Duffus

Bruce

The funniest gong ever written

A

V

Campbell

WENT

Olivar

Delmore Alice

AMI* m

Brown
Brown

Coffman Hoy
Combe Boy i*
Cooper Harry

IT

Fabianoff Dimitrl
Fields Harry
Folsoin Bobby
Foster Wllkle

Free

!,«>«»

W

PROFESSIONAL COPIES ON REQUEST

Freidman Theodore
Gibbons Patrick
Gilbert

Harry

Uibaon James C

WILL MAKE THE WHOLE WORLD LATCH AND SING

Suitable for Single*, Doublss, Burlesque and Singing Orchestras

Edge

riark

By

(Jan.

"Chantecler."

by

Sunday afternoon, Jan.

Hooker A Davis
Hunter Georgie
Hart Lisle G

MIDWEST PUBLISHING
KANSAS

CO.,

1427-1429 Main Street

CITY, MO.

LONESOME MANOR
Week

Mouse, "The

and Palais de
with "Tiny" Burnett of the Moore theatre orchestra
wielding the baton, is proving very
popular with evening crowds sinie
its opening, New Year's Eve.

THE NEW LITTLE OFFERING

This

RES— Blue

by night,

Danse

Mdville Ethel

lira

B. M'CURDY
METROPOLITAN— "Oh Look."
ORFHKl'M- Dramatic stock.

Gcorgales Trio
(fibson Florence
Gibson Hardy

Leff

Dubois Wilfred
Day George

SEATTLE

WM.

By

OFFICE

Gilbert

Torke Allan

Fast Mail"; Liberty. "Dr.
Strand, "To Have and to
Coliseum, "Fury."

Llzette Mil*

Billie

C<iburn

Weber Hank
Weir Phil
West June
Wheat on Ann
White Ralph

Williams Sophie
Wilton Ethel Mr*

Swill* Rstello
Stuart Wilma
Starr Joe

W

W

T

Williams

Woody Arch
Weohter I.»nor*

H

Robt

Russell

M E

'Chorion

Walsh Bud
W lesser Johnny
Weston Burke

Rogers Wilson

Regan Sydney R
Royce Bert A Mat

Tracy Roy
Watson Kathleen
W«bb Adair Eddie

Lane Jean
Lee Bryan

Crafta Charlie

Carr

Salmon Harold A
Halmo Juno
Savages The
Schwiller Jean
Shepherd Burt
Sherman Cleo
T.*rkowaky Louis
Thleson Lieut
Thompson Clara
Thompson Mat J

Tarry Bob
Tracey Palmar & T
Turner Berl & (J

Palmer P E J Mrs
Peru Steve
Parka Rmily
Pardo A Archer

Alton Jack.

Hernard Trio
Itrady Paul

CLEVELAND
LONDON LEATHER SHOP
40;

Adams Cliff
Adams H T

n-ii

LOB ANGELES
0. SILVERSTEIN
7TH AND HILL ST.

DENVER
0EATHL0FF A SON

CHICAGO
BARNES TRUNK CO.
RAN00LPH
WEST
71

trmllng for mall to

VARIETY addr«M Mull Clerk
POSTCARDS, ADVERTISING or
CIRCULAR I.UTTKRH WILL
NOT 1110 ADVERTISED.
LETTERS ADVERTISED III
ONE ISSUE ONLY.

Balti-

H

Demlng Bob
EC

LETTERS

York, N. Y. more.

PRICES

Cohen Mrs M
Crosa George
Cain Vera

Demmlng N

Cleveland

Bldg.,

Street

New

I

MUTUAL CIRCUIT

song

Borgo John
Beardmore Gladys

Ponsford Virginia

Sam

Rockwell Maude
Rosa Jerry

PAUL GERARD SMITH

Keith Alhambra,

New York

Next Week (Jan. 29)-B.
Direction E. K. NADEL
-.

F. Keith's Colonial,

.

VARIETY

Thursday, January 25, 1923

-i

K=S

i

CHAS.

JACK

and
A MAGNIFICENT RECORD WHILE PLAYING THE WORLD'S MOST MAGNIFICENT THEATRE
,-

LAST WEEK AT

-i

-

KEITH'S PALACE,
FIFTH

B. F.

-

.

•

/

HEADLINE
•

.

COPY OF BILLING

IN

CLEVELAND PRESS
•

INSERTED BY MANAGER ROYAL AFTER

CRAFTS

MONDAY MATINEE

HALEY

and

SCORED A TREMENDOUS HIT—DON'T MISS THESE BOYS, THEY WILL BE STARS BEFORE THE SEASON

IS

FINISHED

Which Only Goes

to Prove Jack Lait

Was

Right

When He

Said in

VARIETY, Dated

Dec. 15, 1922:

-

CRAFTS and HALEY
CAN GO ON ANY SPOT ON ANY BILL

BOOKED CONTINUOUSLY

Direction

dency toward "spice" on the bill troupes will rome in weekly, with
N. Y.
Some of the stuff if in burlesque the bills changing on Monday and
Thursday.
would be accepted as nasty.
CHESTER B. BAHN
TEMPLE— Vaudeville.
WIETING—All the week, "ErAlthough she insisted that it must
BASTABLE— Dark.
minie." Third light ope*a produchave been some one else, circum-

SYRACUSE,

She leaves two children
to her

in

addition

husband.

By

STRAND— "The Bond
EMPIRE— "Shadows."

by the Knights of Columbus
Choral Society. Produced by Milton Aborn with Syracuse talent, the
tion

ROBBINS-ECKEL— "One

Its future in doubt for months,
plans for the operation of the Bailable, once the home of Columbia
burlesque and lateivfln outlet for
K. & E. shows, were announced
this week. The house, after redecorating and renovation, will open
on Feb. 4 with Abe Epstein of this
city, treasurer in the past, as the
actual impresario. The new policy
calls for musical comedy tabs and

year's is no exception. Majority of
principals same as those in "Robin
Hood" and "The Fortune. Teller."
rental,

Boars Head

Society of Syracuse
University, presenting "The Rivals."
Feb. 5-7, Marjorie Rambeau in "The

Gold Fish."
B. F. KEITH'S—Vaudeville. House
Celebrates its third anniversary this
week. Bill topped by Irene Frank-

The Hegedus

lin.

Sisters, concert
to illness.
Two

out due
other acts in to fill, making nine all
Business good. JDecided ten-

Violinists,
told.

KENNARD'S
SUPPORTERS
249

W

Phone
8enrt

SHfhSt.

NY

Flti Roy 0344
for Citflloni^

a

Week

of Love."

company totalling 110. K. of C.
shows always draw well, and this

Next week, Monday, another

Boy."

The Gus

pictures.

furnish the former.
It is the first time that such a
policy has been given a trial here,
although it has been used successfully in Rochester and other upstate towns. A "continuous" show
from 2 to 11 p. m. is planned, with
three performances daily and four
on Sunday. Eight reels of pictures
will be on the program. The "tab"

PROFESSIONAL TALENT GALORE
Grand Opening Tues. Eve., Jan. 30th

SOM TOY
of

Braadway"— |J— MJftiatt Type Aweriaaii-Chinefe

BROADWAY, CORNER
Under the personal

that

it

was Loraine Howard, vaude-

of the team of Howard and
Sadler, who walked to the altar,
figuratively
speaking, here with
David Masch of New York, clothing merchant. The couple, the bride
using the off-stage name of Emily
ville,

Loraine Howath, appeared before
County Judge William Farmer here

and were quietly married. The marriage license showed that Miss
Howath had obtained a divorce in
Chicago in 1917. The team of Howard and Sadler were at Keith's last
week.

Hill office will

"GALA OCCASION"

"Th. Careen Spot

stantial evidence points to the fact

i

STAGE

Ju*t

fmrn Europt
TrlunM m.<

llcturrtoil

HARRY

of International

of

KOAIt

landmarks,

ley

The

is

thea-tre dates

M

being demolished.

back to 1854.

INERS
MAKE UP

Est Henry C. Miner,

Inc.

$2 Redaction
ON
Pumpt

LATENT
la

Satin,

STYLES
Gold.

Bihar.

Oxford! and Boat*

tte.

.

ROOF,

9.30 P. M.

ESTHER

B.

WITH

"A

roan

Prices

CHEW MlMi

The old Hayward opera house at
Dodgeville, one of the Mohawk Val-

,i

*

IT'S

VERY BAD COLD"

TRANCES NORDSTROM
ONE WEEK OLD. SEE IT NOW

By

NO COUVERT CHARGES
U.iR2ff»Nl

out pictures.

T00MER and DAY

Rosa Roralia

—Popular

New York. The circuit
next Monday, with Carthago getting the opening.
The
bills will run a full two hours
with-

STREET SHOES uV1ui^y 225 W. 42d St.
NEW YORK

4.20 P. M.

Parisian Favor i(c

.in

Souvenirs

string of one-nighters in

will start

LOEWS AMERICAN, NEW YORK, NOW
DOWNSTAIRS,

SHEA
Thi

S'nr

new

Northern

(Jan. 25-Jan. 28)

Al Wilson

perfect clown
His Celebrated

Josephine Davis

The Blanchard Theatrical Circuit
book the vaudeville bills for

will

the

Beitauraiit

COPELY PLAZA HOTEL ORCHESTRA
MusioU Corned

Stone, Binghamton, garnered
a column or so of space for himself
In
the home town papers this
week
when he halted and nearly captured
two auto thieves who were in the
act of stealing his machine from
the rear of the theatre.

HORTYAM

These All-Star Entertainers

-

Crescent, operated by Al Sar-

In a critical condition for 18 day,
John J. Breslin, former manager
as the result of a dose of bichloride of the Crescent here, and more reof mercury, taken with suicidal in- cently in the theatrical game in
tent (Mrs.) Anna Rivoli (Fanlzza), Auburn, is the new general director
a pretty 22-year-old Syracuse ac- of the Schine Amusement Company
tress, died in a local hospital Mon- of Gloversvllle.
day, less than 24 hours after a
transfusion of blood had been reH. M. Addison, manager of the
sorted to in an effort to save her
life.
During the period she lay in
the hospital the young woman's
"will to die" served as an effective
bar to any remedial measures of the
doctors. Funeral services were held
here on Thursday. The young actress fell in the street hero after
taking the poison. She claimed that
with her husband, also a profesand
sional, out of work, she found the
burden of family cares too great. Fists, Box and Soft To* Ballets

CABARET-DANCING
The
Ami

The

dino, cut its prices this week. From
Monday to Friday the entire house,
matinee and night, has an admission charge of 10 cents, with children admitted for a nickel. These
are the old matinee rates. The house
has Paramount films for first run
at popular prices.

48th ST.

direction of

JIMMIE

Indoor circus history was made
here last week when 90,000 attended
the 16 performances of the indoor
circus put on in the Jefferson street
state armory under the auspices of
the Tigris Temple of the Mystic
Shrine.
It was necessary, late in
the week, to give three performances a day.

HARRY WEBER

——

1

VARIETY

PIRATES,

UT

OFF!

Style
the,

Event

runs a* follows:

Yearl

— Impersonations

1

2— Eating,

The Annual

PROFESSIONALS

3
4

Sale

to

5

styles ever presented

yiniETY

Tank

>

assistance

of

Styles

Spelling of

Under

$9.85

Variety's business department

An

intending advertiser

may

copy

for

with

call

or

mail

I.

Variety's staff to pass upon.

be rewritten

It will

if

Broadway

required

at

In Chicago

out the idea of the advertise-

Discount to
the Profession
Fui-5 Repaired and

%'modeled«%*.„

£°

T»ref

200

Fam

Play.-L..

Goldwyn

re-

which

idea,

will receive

prompt

attention.

FAMOUS AND LYNCH
(Continued from page 2)
closes a deal by which.
15,000 shares of Famous Players

thereby

come into hi hands,
is more likely (.having in mind
that he is a nimble and clever operator) than that he would go 6hort
Rome part of his block. That would
be his logical course, for it must be
apparent to him that when the
transaction comes out quotations
are hour : to be depressed.
Foreseeing this, he could go short of the
stock at 92 in the expectation that
he would presently be able to cover at, say 85, making a neat turn
of 7 points, i; ml leaving his holdings inlact.
In any event L.ynch
was protecting himself against a
1 oar
drive when the news got out

saying just what he wants to

and was taking no risk, because he
would presently come into the pos-

will presently

the advertiser

out of

is

town, the matter will be given
proper

its

attention

the

in

same way and the copy or
proof submitted by mail.

In
the

professional

ments

in his

advertising

making

advertiser

own way,

state-

say, usually furnishes the best

advertising copy.

however,

found,

It

has been

many

that

professionals hold the opinion

newspaper men could turn out

Between

copy.

better

the

two, an advertiser should se-

cure the very best copy and
results.

Variety

office

addressed for

this

New

San

York,

London or Chicago.

may

service

*be

— in

Francisco,

t

what

session of stock to deliver against
his short contracts. Just good business.

Many other thing) may hate happened outside of this, but all having
the same tendency toward a dip.
Some tther interest mi^ht have figured that Lynch would want to
liquidate his stock promptly, and
the 15,000 shares would overhang
the market. Here were possibilities
of getting the Lynch stock cheaply.
And in a di fit ion professionaf traders
may have secured information of
the impending stock deal and sold
short against it on the theory that
issue of treasury stock, regardless
of its purpose or the value of* the

new

Any

assets

tliat

would be acquired

fcr it, would probably hammer the
price down. The profersion;i*s mere*
ly hopped on the stock for a turn on

the short side.

The Pool Again
There

is

another element, men-

in these comment., before.
bull pool in Famous is believed to have* important holdings

tioned

The

around 82.
Many observers are
convinced that a new bull campaign is in the making and that
the pool is in the market for accumulation around that point, at
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which, by the way, their aggressive
operations began more than a year

cumstances before the beginning of
the Triangle-Aitken-Wlnnik suit. A
ago. The pool, say, wanted to get stockholder
who contemplated a
the price back to 82 and just then suit examined
the method by which
the Lynch transaction came up. The the preferred
stock had been voted
pool would only have to withdraw by the vpting
trustees (Aitken and
support and let the buying selling others) with
a view to bringing
fight it out. The price would autothat transaction into the suit. After
matically go down to almost any
looking over the facts, he abanpoint the pool wanted within readoned his contention and nothing
son. From the behavior of the tape
more has been heard of it.
up to midweek it appeared that
Nothing more is needed to explode
gradual buying waa coming into the
rumors that inspired the tip
the market around 84 to 86.
than the statement that important
Orpheum appears to be looking up. banking interests
not far removed

Trading

in

moderately

movement Orpheum caught up with
and

passed Loew, which has
been selling over Orpheum for th?
first time In its career.
finally

One of the amusing incidents of
the week was the circulation of. a
hot tip in Times square, put out by
the coterie of sharpshooters on the
curb, which is trying to make a
market for the stock, that Triangle
was headed for $1.50 0/1 the sfrength
bf the elimination of'a little known
issue of preferred, which would increase the liquidation value of the

common

from Kuhn, Loeb
stock themselves,

Co. are hold-

and they would

any move to have the courts
declare the preferred stock invalid.
The preferred issue amounts to
somewhere around $1, 000,000, of
which the Aitkens are understood to
hold about $40,000 still. The rest is
scattered among promoters, inves-

TOT
MR. E. G. LAUDER
MR. GEO. GOTTLIEB
MR. FRANK VINCENT
MR. DENMAN

BEN BURKE

resist

tors

and bankers.

Of course, this $1,000,000 of preferred stands between Triangle's assets and the common stock. It w6uld
li,ave to be redeemed in whole before
the junior issue would participate
In any division.
With the preferred
out of the way, of course, the common would benefit tremendously
and that's what the Curb professionals would lilvo the outsiders to
believe.
The outside professionals
appear to have run the stock up
from 8 to 21 cents and then have
sprung their story. It hadn't been
Spread very far up to midweek, only
a few of the favored speculators
having been "let in on the good
thing," but by Wednesday the tip
waa or. the wing.
Tdf Mitnmary
21

of

t

rants*: tionn
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IS to
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announce

time I will put into con-

new act for
next season which will \
far surpass any of our
previous efforts.
All
struction a

i

new

new tank,
elect rical
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wonderful

and lighting

effects.
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CHASE PRICK.
SETTINGS VOU MAY

been

1

ANY NEW SKT IN STOCK AT MODERATE
CHARGE— THEN DKDVCT IKOM PUR1VE

has

large volume and prices got within
a fraction of 20 Tuesday. Times
square followers figured that the
reported fight within the board for
control had at last got into the
market and that one or more of the
factions were bidding for voting
stock to bolster up their position
in the directorate.
Dealings weretoo small and the price movement
too gradual to Indicate that there
was much hot rival bidding. Rather
the trading had the complexion of
majority interest seeking
a
to
cinch control without running the
price up too fast. At the same time
it
would be to the interest of a
majority, once their control was
accomplished, to get the stock on a
fairly
good price basi*.
In the
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Or Variety may be

"Yankee

Notice

m.

until 9 p.

and

are our exclusive material and protected
with Variety and N.
V. A.
House Managers, Take

Forty-Sixth Street

Open

Name

33 1-3%

Special

Orpheum

Doodle" Under Water

MILLER

and requested, to best bring

ment.

fully

is

Water

Singing

upon request.

S

Loew, Inc

The above routine

(

least

"Yankee V
Doodle" Under

protected
32

*

Alt Furs sold at a
reduction of at

— Singing

Water Without the
Aid of Any Device
6— Gold Fish Used in

finest and newest
during an Annual Sale!

CLEARANCE

Ques-

Asked by Audience, Writing Answers on Slate, and
Spelling Name Under Water

to ex*
treme values on the

.

V

BIG JANUARY

tions

Reductions

in

the
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— Answering

Showfolks* Shoeshop
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LAWRENCE WRIGHT
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Thanks American Musk Publishers

for the courtesy they extended to his representatives

AKwHIE
JOS
""

AND

during their recent

visit to

U.

S.

A.

Fixed sole British Agencies for

&

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
>

t

.

We

*

CO.

JACK MILLS, Inc.
JOE MORRIS MUSIC Cp.
ACER, YELLEN & BORNSTEIN

V

Show Ycu

Will

CO., Inc.

the Biggest British Sales Yet

THE LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC
Denmark

Street (Charing Cross Road),'

Cable: Vocable, London
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'%\,

.
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London W.
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and on the opening day of the sale sored by the Women's Athletic Club.
there was a line, a block and a half It will have a cast of 100.
long, before the box office.
By WILL R. HUGHE8
The Globe, will change to conSHUBERT—"Bombo."
The annual convention of the tinuous policy, fire acts and picGAYETY "Beef Trust Beauties." Western
tures.
Hardware
and
Implement
GARDEN Bridge Musical Stock. Dealers* Association, here last week
ORPHEUM Vaudeville.
helped business at the theatres.
There is a persistent report that
MAINSTREET—Vaudeville.
Their business session was held in a new picture house, with a seating
PANTAGES—Vaudeville,
the Shubert theatre mornings.
capacity of 2,400, will be started
Featuring next week Shubert has shortly on Main slreet, between 13th
GLOBE—Vaudeville.
"Greenwich Village Follies," Walker and 14th streets, which would
PHOTOPLAYS— "Pride of Palo- Whiteside
Hindu," Elsie locate it right between the Mainin "The
Newman;
mar," Royal; "Kick In."
Ferguson in "The Wheel of Life," street (Junior Orpheum) and the
"Dr. Jack," Liberty, second week.
"The Bat" and "The Gold Diggers," Newman, the town's largest picture
in the order named.
house. Some of the managers are
inclined to be skeptical regarding
The engagement of Al Jolson, in

—
—
—

"Bombo" at the Shubert, week of
the 21st looks a record breaker for
the house at the $3.50 top scale. The
snail orders were the heaviest in the
history of the city's amusements,

Rehearsals are in progress for the
musical revue "'You're Next," to be
produced early in February. The
production which is under the direction of Lucien Denni, is being spon-

OEL'S
:

One Moment West
of Broadway at
41st Street

A Sirloin Steak and Potatoes
with

Kit,

"Caravi

)&ic>uu^ui-**jiuti

thorn coming big by Wednesday
matinee with the end of week play"Blossom Time"
ing to capacity.
at Teck showed the first box office
lines seen here in months with

tip-lop budiness registered.

Gplde Clothes Shop, Inc., was this
week denied permission in Supreme
Court to evict Loew's State theatre
from its Main street entrance. The
application is the result of a Courc
of Appeals decision in the c
pending since 1920, in which the
higher tribunal held that the Golds
firm had been unlawfully evicted.
The case will now be tried in open
court before a jury instead of on

The owner of the Allendale theatre has been enjoined from dispossessing the Genera] Theatres Corporation, which holds a lease on the
house until 1930, by a decision of arguments and legal- briefs.
Judge Hinkley in Supreme Oourt.
The owner contended that the tenThe action by Jay Berman again«t
tor
ants
failed
pay their rent the Ellen Terry theatre for $15,000
promptly and had not kept the for breach of contract for the prompremises In repair.
The Buffalo ised rental to him of the picture
Players, Inc., are now sub-leasing house waa dismissed In Supreme
the rumors, while others claim to the house and General Theatres Court this week. It was proved by
absolutely know that the house will claimed that the owner was at- the* theatre that the agent negobe built. The knowing ones, how- tempting to dispossess them in tiating the deal had acted without
ever, refuse to tell, at this time, who order to make a new lease with the authority from the theatre corporaare behind the proposition, claiming Players on more satisfactory terms. tion.
a premature announcement might
interfere with closing ground leases.

The RendesToaa of the leading Light* of Utemlare and the Star*.
The Beet Food Md Entertainment In New York. Manic and I>»n<in*.

%\ Oar Special
In tho GRILL

C. 2

—Ask Jack Mills about our big

£728Zgi2W?i^y'yV'frr^

KANSAS CITY

CO.

(Any Style) $1

SPECIAL RESERVATIONS

for

LADIE8

RETURNING TO BIG TIME

BUFFALO
By SIDNEY

BURTON

Both Majestic and Teck turned

—

in

excellent records last week probably for the first time this season.
Nazimova, at former house, opened
slow, but excellent reviews, and
plenty of verbal advertising had

JENNIER BROS.
Keith's Alhambra,

New

Direction

York, Next

Week

(Jan. 29)

LEE STEWART

1

THE ORIGINAL JAZZ KING

AL TUCKER
Directed this Band

at

B. F. Keith's 105tli St. Theatre, Cleveland.

A riot at every performance will] thil Band.
A big hit with rtiy own act at every performance.
•

Everyone is raving about Paul Whiteman, Ted Lewis, Vincent Lopez and
BenBernie's Bands. You, Band Leaders, can't compare with us. One look at
this picture will convince you my orchestra taught George Washington how to
jazz a fiddle. You should have heard us jazzing "Marching Through Georgia."
Thanks to Mr.
I am AL TUCKER, of Keed and Tucker, doing a great single.
E. F. Albee and Mr. Gould, manager of Majestic Theatre, Ft. \\ <»nh, Texas, for
giving me the chance to prove T had the goods.
Playing now for Win. Delaney.
play the Palace the following wed..

If

George Gottlieb could

Direction

see nie T

would

BERNARD BURKE

.-

-
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CIRCUIT OF OPPORTUNITY"

SHUBERT VAUDEVILL
ALL APPLICATIONS FOr ENGAGEMENTS AND TIME FOR SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE SHOULD BE MADE TO

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE EXCHANGE
ARTHUR

KLEIN, General Manager

233 West 45th

Street,

NEW YORK CITY

r

AMALGAMATED
/% V

VAUDEVILLE
.»

Broadway,
Phone

New

York,

12

%

tvtV^^ •fCi

Palace Theatre Building
P«»*c«

-V>

NEW YORK
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Palace Theatre Building

State-Lake Building

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

•.

New York

PENNSYLVANIA

BOOKING

•

4

BOOKING DEPARTMENT

AGENCY
1441

*

mond Rostand.

Is being rehearsed at
the Theatre Sarah Bernhardt.

3580

Marcus Loew's

WEEKS

Washington, Baltimore
and intermediate towns

,'

*

Paris, Jan.

BOOKING AGENCY

C.

General Executive Offices

NEW YORK
GAIETY THEATRE

—

Christian.
'

160 West 46th Street

BLACKTON'S FILM SHOWN

New York

1547 Broadway
Bryant 6060-6061

Damy.

and
John;
Olympia. Douglas
Ruiz;
Isabelita
M'Ahcsa;
Chester Kingston; Lord Ain: Prior;
Delson Trio; 5 Bernos; 4 Millions;
Julot et Pierro; Kohler Troupe; KriMary
Ple-Bers;
Les
Albertini;
Sent'

LOEW BUILDING ANNEX

FALLY MARKUS

"The Virgin Queen"
cial

is Below SpeStandards

London, Jan.
Stuart

Bi-DG.

BERT LEVEY CIRCUITS
VAUDEVILLE
THEATRES
ALCAZAR THEATRE
SAN FRANCISCO

1,7.

Alhambra (booked by Variety
Theatres Controlling Co., London):
Winston's Seals: Ismay Girls: Paul
Stephens: Arthur Ward; 2 Spyras;
3 Lottos; Fred Brezin (ex-Prince
Koroki);
Mile.- Izard:
Belgian
Anserouls; Ouvrard flls (local comic
vocalist); Leroux's Monkeys; Miller
and Canning; T. Vltry-Devilder and*

Philadelphia,

THE STANDARD INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Vaudeville Bills

J.

H.

Blackton's

film

.

24.

featuring

Lady Diana Manners and titled
"The Virgin Queen" will undoubt-

LUBIN

.
edly have but a short run.
The picture does not stand up to
the essential degree typifying a
West End special presentation.
The opening was Jan. 22 at the

General Manager

BUILDING,

Empire.

PAUL GOUnRON
EASTERN REPIIESENTATIVB. WOODS THE A.

Bl.DO..

CHICAGO

ACKERMAN & HARRIS
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:

CHICAGO OFFICE

SAILINGS

Masonic Temple Building

Reported through Paul Tausig ft
Son, New York:
Jan. 20 (from New York to London), Mrs, Jean Bedini (Olympia):

SIDNEY M. WEISMAN

in

Charge

THIRD FLOOR, PHELAN BLDG.

Feb. 7 (same), Officer Vokes and
with Lady Wyndham
(Mary Moore) is entitled "Advertis- "Don." Hal King (President Garing April." The piece is the work of field).
Jan. 20 (from New York for LonHerbert Farjeon, a dramatic critic,
and Horace Horshell, and it was don). Avery Hopwood, Arthur Pearoriginally produced a few weeks ago son (Olympic).
by the Birmingham Repertosy TheFeb. 27 (from London for New
atre.
The production will only be York). Mooney and Holbein (Mastaged for a short season prior to
jestic.
the opening of the Thorndyke proJan.
(from New York to Ldnvincial tour.
don), Austrilian La Merts (Celtic).
James Sexton, who has already
Jan. 20 (from New York for
one or two plays of a revolutionary
Buenos Aires), Edna Goodrich and
booked and, at present, he has no nature to his credit, including "The
IN LONDON
designs on the West End.
Riot Act" and "The Revolution," has
mother.
(Continued from page 2)
now broken out as a mimic.
Jan. 20 (from New York for Lon-\
The Gallery First Nighters' supnil Eadie will produce at the Roy"Le Yagabonde," by Mme. Colette don>. Mack and Brantley (Haiti.).
alty immediately after '•Charlie's per to Arthur Roberts was by way
When ".The Dippers" ends at the and Leopold Marehand. is being reAunt" closes. Both Seymour Hicks of being a fiasco, as the Gulliver Criterion Cyril Maude will proceed hearsed by Cora Lapareerie at the
management refused, at the last to America to appear in Macdonald Renaissance.
and Dennis Eadie will appear.
XMAS SHOWS GOOD
minute, to release him for the func- Easting's adaptation of A. S. M.
"Le Mannequin de la Rue de la
tion.
was explained that the Hutchinson's "If Winter Comes." at Paix." farce by Yves Mirande and
The revival of the "Merry Widow" originalItarrangement
Business Fell Off Centrally, but Rehad
been
made
is
salary
to
the
biggest
Quinson,
be
what
said
be
the
Item
at
is
to
next
will take place in the provinces unwhen Roberts was playing with C.
vivals Held Up After Holidays
Yarietes.
to
follow
Bacha
der the auspices of George Edwards, B. Cochran, who had put no obstacle paid to a British artist with the the
Ltd. After a long tour it will come in the way of the festive occasion's exception of Lauder. He is also on Guitry's "Le Blanc et le Kolr" shorta percentage which the optimists are ly.
London. Jan. 24.
to the West End. The cast includes .success.
A new comedy by Pierre Wolff is
confident will enable him to break
George Graves. W. H. Rawlins, Ivor
Business after the holidays with
the Scotch comedian's record as a nearly ready for the Nouveautes. for
Walters, Marjorie Maxwell, and

MARKET, GRANT

O'FARRELL 8TREET8

SAN FRANCISCO
ELLA HERBERT WESTON, Booking Manager
SEVKN TO TEN WEEK CONTRACTS NOW I^SING ISSUED.
and

LONDON

parts to ghostly audiences amid the
tattered scenery of the old place 1
which has not been open for over
20 years.
For a time Bert Coote
used some of its dressing rooms as
utllces and only a year or so ago it
was announced that a famous furnishing firm had bought it as a
For years the Keith
warehouse.
Circuit had an option on the house.

in conjunction

PARIS

Evelyn Laye, who

will appear in the
part created at Daly's by Lily Elsie.

I,oon M. Lion

is

the latest heroic

money -getter.

manager

attempt to produce
to
Moore's "The Coming of
OabrTelle." This will be for a limAnother provincial production des- ited number of performances and
tined for London is "Adam and on the subscription basis, so that
Eva," under the management of censor will probably be avoided.
George Tully.
Nigel Playfair has already tried to
do it and even gone so f»r as to
Edward Laurilard has secured a engage a cast, but gave it up. The
new musical play by Fred Thomp- play has been privately printed and
Leslie Faber
son, music by Edouard 'v'mneka. circulated in Ireland.
The story concerns a poor working will take the had in the Lion progirl who wins a newspaper compe- duction, opening in March.
tition and becomes a great star.
For some reason or another interHaving procured the scenery, cos- c-st in the old Princess is beitiK re
tumes, and effects of the H. B. Irv- vived and press stories about it being production of "Hamlet," Bransby ing inhabited by the ghosts of famWilliams will produce the tragedy in ous and long-dead players, are beBirmingham the end of March. The ing circulated. These "spooks" are
provincial tour is long and fully said to re-enact their most famous

George

Another comedy by R. C. Carton
will shortly be seen in the Wesr
This is "One Two Many."
End.
which Percy Hutchison recently
produced at his own theatre in York.

whirh Paul Bernard. Louvigny, Al- the established
bert Brasseur. Mmes. Regina Ga- flop, but
trade
mier. Wells and Marguerite Deval
vivals

vent

attractions

for

the

Xma*

re-

continued exceptional]
are engaged.
"Peter Pan" sold out for its run
L'n Lache, by Leonormand. is to
be mounted next month at the at the Duke of York's without much
Comedie des Champs Ely sees' with doubt of its continuance until the
Slgnoret and Mme. Maddy lery.
Mare Teinpe, t production opens
"The Lady of the Rose," at Daly s.
"Moini Trente." three-act oper- there.
will be followed by "Pompadour." etta by Andre Bardc. muiiic by Chas,
with various members of th*» ex- Cuvillier, at the Theatre Michel.
"Puche." by Henri Fa Ik and Reno
enemy cast, including "the idol of
MELVILLES' SPECTACULAR
Berlin." Frau Fritz Massary.
The Peter, at the Potiniere; "I.a Cou"star" is now studying the Ui glish turier de Luneville." by Alfred 8aLondon. Jan. 21.
language with a view to conquering voir. at the Vaudeville; "Gibou'ette."
The Melville brother* aie •••operetta
by Crnisset and Flers. ported to be preparing n ]
London.
>•music by R. Hahn. nt the Theatre ar production for presen ar'an
"The Beggar's Opera" will regis- de Paris.
ceu.i.1
their
Lj
ter Its 1.100th performance Jan. 31.
"Cabotins" is being revived at the
D. "W. Griffith'* fl.fi -The T.v
Odeon next week, with Raou! Marco
Orphans*4 Is scheduled to follow Iti
The comedy which Sybil Thorn in the role of Pegomas.
dyke will produce at the Criterion
A revival of "L'Algfon," of im "Robinson Crusoe" at the- Lyceuhi
'

'

.

•

I

,

•

I

—

'
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THE BEST PLACES TO STOP AT

Leonard

Operating

Hicks,'

AND

GRANT

Hotels

LORRAINE

CHICAGO

Special Rates to the Profession

amous

Wabash Avenue

417-419 S.

me

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

HILDONA COURT

*

has been added to the management of IRVINGTON HALL and HENRI COURT, and will hereafter be
under the personal supervision of CHARLES TENENBAUM, who will greet his many theatrical friends.

IRVINGTON HALL

HENRI COURT

341-347 West 45th Street

355 West 51 at Street

312-316 West 48th Street

I'lione:

Pioneers of Housekeeping Furnished Apartments
(of the better kind

THE

—

within

IP WEEKLY

241-147 H«»t
llrjHBt

One

three

OIRT

apartment*
with kitchenette*, private hath and teleithone.

I

tire* >tlj

Street, .lu"t west of
plctloa, und will l>e

went of Time* Square.

Room arrangement treated almost
RATES: SH.OO II' WEEKLY

priv-

-

355

nearing com-

W.
««4t

actory

CLEAN AND AIR1

NEW YORK

GRAND

flS.Ot

61st Street

W.

312

CIRCLB

3130

RAPIDS,

THE

WORLD'8 BE8T FURNITURE

CITY

Can Now B« nought

Thli New York
nrtnrh Warehouse.
New Tork'f Itntct and *x»t complete «!'»plnj or nt' to date quality Furniture, under
on* roof. Fumttur* In all grade*— wooda—
and nnlafaea. Shipment! art coming regularly from our Faitorlea.

IP

HENRI COURT

ELEVATOR

•

TjW ratea. nine to fourteen dollar* weekly, will sfTor.l any employee to enjoy
the pleasure* that only ruch places commanding higher prices cun give.
Highest
tandsrda will be maintained.

Prop.

APARTMENTS

STEAM HEAT AND ELECTRIC LIGHT

tr.il

<-,n

P. Schneider,

FURNISHED

Private Bath. 3-4 Rooiui. Cnterlns to the comfort and convenience ot
the proteaalun.

IRVINGTON HALL

<

ia

(ifo.

i .'S3

323-325 Weit 43rd Street

nej.

Broadway, containing 1.GC0 rooms with bath,
ready about March 1st, this jenr.

VIM— Brjant

COMPLETE POR nOCSEKEEPINO

Street

48il
".itVi

and four room

LAMAX, 241 Wert 43rd St.
FIFTEEN STORY FIREPROOF BULOINO
LAMAN. EXCLUSIVELY FOR MEN, occupying a plot fOOrli

Refer eammanlrat'ana to M.
<

<

longacre

THE BERTHA

of economical folks)

Y.VMMS

380 West 4M Street
Long-acre 7133
and four rooms with It* tit.
M.i.rrn In every partlrolar. Arrommo«i»tr lliree ar mere adult a.

ilSJt

means

n.K\

in

Ti.rer

HOTEL

luraituvd

HILDONA COURT

>t

KVI.BYTH1NO NEW— EVERYTHIXO
PERFECT- EVERYTHING GUARANTEED

48th Street

Open I to 5 P. II. dally aad Saturday.
Eaallj reached by tth and l*tn Avenue
ran, Wth afreet rroaatowa cara and
luuway at 35Ui Street.
Monthly Bulletin No. 4 oa raquaat.
T«:«pbun« Clrclo 9341.

I.ONOACRB

IRT

-enee.
I ireiiroof balldlrg* ef tbe itRnt tyac. hating every device and ron*#
AiHirimeniM are neaaUfnlly arranged, aad consist af 2. S and 4 rooms, n a kitchen
f 17.00 Ip Meekly.
and kltchesette. tiled hath and phone.
Addreae nil communications fa Charles Tenrnhanm. Irvlngton Hall.
I

will

GRAND PAPID5

a inonuuient to Claman

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATION

Hofel Claman ia destined to become a rendezvous whi-rn the tnu-'h of home
befell immediately one enters.
it"* tretnennnns lobby, mmi .anine, writing
ioohj alia artistry will quickly appeul. .No expense has been *|mr»«l to make thla
ervlce.

Everything modern has Man provided: barber *hi»p.
ether features, at moderate prices.
Reservations can be made commencing February li.h.

WEST

Temporary Offlc?:— S41

ami

HOTEL HUDSON

BRYANT 3tH

$ 8 and Up Single
$12 and Up Double
and Cold Water and Teleplio
In Each Room.

rtatavrast,

valet,

HOTEL CLAMAN
43d

STREET.

NEW

YORK.

Tel.:

'ilot

THE ADELAIDE
754-756

102

rhone:

EIGHTH AVENUE

St.

°n
of

S^aUr

PENNSYLVANIA

Phone:

l««4-5

BIRMINGHAM, ALA.
Everything New
New Management
th

t

during the tear

Ambigu

7,857;
8,154;
8,805;
6,564;

(Iron
Master),
(Dede),
Chatelet
6,863;
(Capoulade de Marseille), 11,260;
RATES:
Theatre Champs Elysees (Leonidoff's
$ 1.25 ballets)*,
des
1,568;
Comedie
2.00
Champs Elysees (Portrait de Dorian
1.50 each
Gray)* 892; Capucines (Porquoi
m'a tu fait ca), 5,605; Daunou (La

Three Boor* from Jefferson Theatre.
4>ne HIiH'k from Loew's Theatre.
One-Half Block from Lyrie Theatre.

—

BOB FULGORA'S 'SYSTEM'
BEATS MONTE CARLO
Average

Winnings

Weeks

$500

10

for

Weekly;

Brother Skeptical

A
Bob

retired

London, Jan. 24.
American professional

who

has* been over
hero for some time, is reported lo
have devised a "system" through
which lie has been making slow but
steady gains against the bank
1
i-'uigora,

I

Monte Carlo.
During the past

A

York)

ttUo Miilr* ot Parlor,

weeks, according to the story. Fulgora has averaged a winning of $.">00 weekly*
Fulgora's brother, Joe Dayman,
also theatrical and of this city, appears to be most skeptical over the
MontS Carlo report. He IS holding
himself steady to resist the shock
of an appeal from Fulgora for funds.
10

Bouche),

7,269;

24.

"Loy-

London, Jan.
produced at

24.

the

Haymarket, was well received by
the press.
It is a comedy by Horace Vachall
and Harold Simpson.

Eldorado (Crime du

pendent and small time circles for
the agent is the booking of clubs.
In the big time offices a club booking department is maintained. Acts
get so much A night, some running

:

:

"PLUS FOURS" LLKED

GILMAN,

Into considerable money.
The club
department charges a set booking
fee.
Not so on the outside. The
agent keeps a list of the names and
commission through booking direct, addresses of acts Beeklng a "showand not being av< rse to adding 10 ing." He meanwhile through variper cent, or more of the salary for ous channels makes a connection to
the booker's '•piece."
hook a club. The prices of thes#*
Some producers know their pro- club entertainments run from $50o
ductions will bo booked before tie y up to $2,000, depending upon the
This type of gullibility of the club entertainment
open, it is claimed.
producer proceeds carefully, but committee.
producing sufficiently to make his
The. acts looking for "showirgM
It
is. also
income considerable.
and "break-ins" are sent for and inclaimed it has been known where formed that due to congested bookan influential booker has con- ings it Is impossible to hope for a
tributed
toward the Investment regular house to play, but that If
production for the act will appear at a certain club
of an expensive
vaudeville, relying upon his own he (the agent) will see the act is
bookings and his influence with oth- "covered" by representatives of the
er bookersto keep the act working. Independent circuits. In some cases
The agents and booking men gen- the act receives a few Tollars for
instances
erally discussing the graft situation expanses
in
mutt
disclosed those aloof from graft. nothing.
The actor calling on the agent
Reputable agents and bookers were
wonyo applaud Variety's attack on after playing the club date is
the grafters, stating It would be the stalled or flatly informed none of
Very best happening vaudeville has the "representatives" who coven d
had in j-ears if it could be cleansed the performance were intereMed in
of Its cheaters among agents and the turn.

E.

Mgr.

—

THEODORE KREMER DIES

Bouif),
Edouard VI£ (Un
2.802;
sujet de Roman), 5,659;
Femina
(music)*, 407- Gymnase (Judith)*,

business, while some of the decent,
hustling fellows trying to book small
time nets never get a chance."
Side graft that prevails In Inde-

lied-

room, Shower and Bath

CHAS.

London, Jan.

Fours,"

?M*-tftft3-1309

Home

Real

Overlooking Central TarU;
Pay nnd Night Service;
All Conveniences
;
:

"BR0X0PP" POSTPONED

"Pkis

and 58th Street

«i'h the best rate
value In New York
Kooimh tvlih private hath*:

CITY

tinue the run of Galsworthy's
alties" at the St. Martin's.

Circle

(Oil MB18

for
Theatrical Folk

Opposite N. V. A.

Bouffes

SINGLE WITHOUT BATH—
8INGLE WITH BATH

DOUBLE WITH BATH

— Phoiicn

Phone: Bryant 0S03-0391

12.

theatres repolitical events not
the

Antoine
(L'Insoumise)*,
Arts
(Terre
Inhumaine),
Athenee (Sonnctte d'Alarme),

stood ly you

SPECIAL THEATRICAL

Paris, Jan.
at

3,993.

of Theatrical Professions

HOTEL

The

NEW YORK
The takings
main n .*mal,

723S-70

The production of A. A. Milne**
"The Great Broxopp" has been postedie Francaise, 11,712; Opera Componed owing to the decision to conique, 8,693; Odeon, 5,527; Trianon,

Remodeled and Refurnished
Under

Net

having appeared to affect the entertainment business.. Th2 receipts
last Friday evening, average gauge
francs):
of the week, were
(In
Opera, 27,827, with repertoire; Com-

Hotel Florence

Home

Political Rife

Interfering

Reasonable Rate*

All Conveniences

207 W. 40th

Takings Normal

Columbus

$ 8 and Up Single
$14 and Up Double
[Shower Bath*, Hot and Cold Water
and Telephone.
264-268 WEST 46th STREET

PARIS RECEIPTS

the

REISENWEBER'S

Formerly

CITY

New

understand that I can understand
whole «mall time proposition.
How is it that the worst of«thes«
small time agents, the ones you
would think would never get a lookin, seem to be the most Important
among them, get the best breaks
and do the most business? Why is
that? Are bookers, whom I know
to be wholly upon the level, blind?
And I understand they do the most

HOTEL
i«

8TREET

BRYANT

(In the Heart of

I

BEN DWORETT. Manager
ROOMS NEWLY RENOVATED
COMFORT AND CLEANLINESS

44th

5l8«S20»522'S2^'S2b WESTS* ST

CIRCLE

HOTEL FULTON

One Blnek w'eat of Broadway
Between 46th and 4?th Streets
Three, Four and Five-Room High-flstM* -furnished Apartments.
Ktrl.tl* Prafeaalanal
MRS CiKOHtiK HIKt.l
l*hone«< Brvant Rt.MI-1
Mar

Douglas Hotel

WEST

NEW YORK

London, Jan. 24.
was reported here this work
It
Kremer, the American
5,009; Gaite (Grand Mogol)*, 5,0 12, Theodora
Grand Guignol (mixed), 2,001; Mo- plnyw-right, had died Jan. 14 at
gador (Peer Gynt)*, 10,951; Ma- Cologne, following two operations.
rigny (Dis ou' e'est toi), 2,659: Mi- He had been 111 for several months
bookers.
chel (Dame de Compagme), 4,025; and recently went to Cologne for
"Looking over the small time,"
Nouveaute (Chouchou poids plume), rela f.
said a big time vaudevillian, fol3.059; Theatre de Paris (Le Verlowing
Variety's story, "I guess the
tigo), 8.C6; Palais Royal (La MerGRAFTING AGENTS
paper was right. I had not given
veiHeuse Journee), 10,146; Porte St.
the small time much notice, but
Continued
page
4)
from
Mar. in (Madame SfMIS-Genc)*, 7,upon figuring up I'll say ihere are
21 0;
Potinicre (Lea Chevaux de cum stancei to the v. M. i^a. in the
not over 10 small time vaudeville
3,47"»;
Bois)*,
Renaissance
iLcs Columbia theatre building.
agents who could be put down as
Cherchi urt d'Or), 2.417; Sarah BernOne result of Variet>'.s disclosure*? ;i!l right.' But those 10 could take
hardt
(Paul et Verg ni •>. 4,141; hist week were the recriminations entire
charge for the small time acts
Scala <Train de 8.47), 3.702; Yieux th? grafters indulged in. Agents as
of their bookings und 1 would be
Colonrbler (repertoire), 3.H50: Va- a rule who thought they were the
Wilting to guarantee their sinull
rietes (Le Blanc et le Xoir). 6. 66-3; target of the story alleged Variety time would soon
see the difference.
Vaudeville (I> D guin). 4,530.
made its charges general
had n
"Of the others, after the 10, some
Revue Caaino de Paris, 32,13.1; enough In scope; that it included I know and others by isputatlon,
Ba-Ta-Ctan, i;.2i6; l-'olies Borgere*. only agent! and hookers who Were while many
never heard of.
M83; Boulevards, 1,321; Deux Anes "wrong" while the vaudeville pro- Where did they eome from? They
Folios Dramatlque* (Waltz ducers
!::<>;>;
had among their number never did anything in vaudeville,
Deux
Masque* many producers who "got" to the did they?
Dream),
1. 360;
iorn
the list I had
(mixed), 1,425; Te -nes, 2,:i"; Ci?ale rroohed booking nun much es ler made up for me Of small time
Knockout) \ 2,673.
thun the agents had been ahl" ag( nts there are names
wouldn't
to do.
have connected with any business
•Change of program announced
Agents said that producers who ever have been engaged in. Th*re
J m.iKf .» weekly profit of beiom< thing wrong when th*» small
tween $_'(t0 and $600 »>u it.-trt, ,i< oid- lime muHi hav« j«s .cts muuii.' ted
CO OPTIMISTS" REPEATS
ing to the time ami the salai >. and to ofllce boohing nan by ptopls of
have these turns play consecutively that caliber, it's n elncb they will
London, Jan. 24.
for n»arly an entire season, mnst graft; they don't know now to do
Tim' sixth program preaented b;
"Co-Optimists," a
common- have a "way fo put it over." The anything else, and the Lord help us
the"way." according to their statement, all if they are what we have Known
wealth company hen dad by Ladd
was hat the booker of the high* as vaudeville agents,"
Cliff, was preaentei*. or thf Prinze
Another vaudeville man, talking
production was "splitting"
profit
Of WalCa" Jan. IS, rind liked.
he producer, the produ< er x.;\
".lust
ith
On the su'iie topi<", observed:
The i>rogram resembles, in man;
agent's
tell
for
an
me one thing, and if I cm
live
cent,
per
;ng
is, the previous edition,
i<"-l>
t

)t

—

I

1

I

I

Waiter Gifford Ghift., Over
London. .Tan. "4.
Walter Gifford has i«'.-ii<i)rd from
1he

1>.

handle

W. GriMlth organization

to

the

6t

I'aii h.-inks

special

exploitation

throughout England.

James Fawn Dies

at 72

London, Jan.

James Pawn, vateran music

.

i

'24.

hail

Inger, died Jan. 19 at the age of

72.

,\

>

-

i

FURNITURE

One of the menaces confronting
the small time vaudeville artist In
dealing with the gyping agents and
bookers is the agent who "sews up"
an act by signing them to a "pay Of
play" contract for a flat sum weeuiy,
the agent purporting to guarantee
the act consecutive employment for
a certain number of weeks.
The
advantages of this arrangement for
the agent are two-fold; he can .*cll
the act /or any figure in excess of
the sum agreed upon between agent
and artist and pocket the difference
with no chance for a "squawk," and
he can keep the act on the small
time, away from the big time scouts
and agents.
.No conversation was heard last
Friday after Variety's story about
"the light at Madison Square Garden** tthat night) between agents
and be. .Mm:, men. an unusual reticence on the subject being observed
for th»* first time in the memories of

theoide-ii inhabitants
A sure-file method of the

smaTF"

time, gyp agent in dealing with an
that doesn't pay more thin
act
commission, or, to use the vernacuhad boy," is to report to the
lar, a
set that after canvassing the various booking offices there seemed no
demand for the act. The a.^ent pret«*ontinued on page 4&)

"—
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NEW YORK THEATRES

OSWALD

HOWARD

WILLIE and EUGENE
STARRING IN

8AM

H.

HARRIS

New Amsterdam Theatre — W.

Attractions

Fill TON
rULIWI1

Theatre, W. 40 St. Evs. RIO
Mats. Weil, and Sat.. L':10
The Sweetest Love Woo Fver Told
sam XL HARRIS Preatpte

MARGARET LAWRENCE
New York and

la the

"CCPPCTQ"
oCUnCIo

Lonrinn Kueees*.
Besler &

Hii-1. If

RJ

4!d Street
K veil lugs 8:IS. POl'ULAR MAT. WKDNKSDAT.
ItKCL'LAR MATINEE SATURDAY.

A

National Institution

Wwt

SAM FOR RUT

West Hth St. Evi.
Mat*. Wed. & Sat.

GEORGE

&::!0.

GRANADA THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO

BOX REVUE'
HASSARD

Staged by

8IIORT.

WITn A GREAT CAST

HENRIETTA and WARRINER

."SO THIS IS LONDON!
"A HOWLING SUCCESS."—Eve Post.

R*aj

of

r.fnh. E.

r-iii^.**r-»ni«-a..

IRFRTV

THEATRE. W. 4M

"RAIN"

in

I17TV
LsAlC* 1 1
C

IIARI.KS

New 8«ag and Dance Show

BETTER TIMES

Preeents

MANAGEMENT— t'HAltl.KS

"SEASON'S BEST PLAT."—Tribune

aadt
wUK

THEATRE. W.

I

CI TINftP THEATRE. 422nd
I IIIUE. Matinees
Wed. *

'

Kvea. ai
at
EVea.

Mata. Thur. A Sat. at
Present*

SHY LOCK
"MERCHANT OF VENICE"

I

'

Wf, " t

"ROSE BRIAR"

PRICKS:

$150 A

J3.00. 12.50. $2.00,

2:30

TIMES SQUARE

LENORE ULRIC
^ANDERBILT

^

'i

A

Mats. Wed.

Evs. 8:30.

Knickerbocker

the Selwyns

•&»£' J£*•$

HENRY W. BAVAOR Off.r«
COMEDY- WITH Ml SIC

A Ki:w

" GLORY

THE CLINGING VINE

———
I

—Evening Telegram
i

17
ITTI
1 aUE*

——i—

i

W.

Thea..

4

1th St.

Fntire Orch
$9.50; entire ftrft Bale.. $1.50: entire
74 Bale.. 50e~ every niaht. Including, helidayt and
Saturdayi. For Mat.. All Oreh., $2. All Bale.. $1
Beet Seat*
st Box Office.

NOW

Evs. 8:30

Matinees Wed. A Sat. 2:30
F. Ray Comstock A Morris Gest present

a-il I

PREFERRED
POLLY
GUY' BOLTON
New Comedy
A

'by

with

GENEVIEVE TOBIN

Staged by

WINCHBLL SMITH

HENRY muleb's *j&«*jJZ&
THE SELWYNS

Prewnt

The

Mats. Thura.

"JULIET"

in

CRIXERIOiN
B.

P.

T3e to $: no.

Ferty-feurth

8CHULBERQ

Stn
Street.

Present!

SM
TRANU
ARK

i

ion

and

I7tli

f\

Street

Joseph

MARY

Presents

W. of Hwy. Ev.
Wed. and Sat.,
M.VRCIN, Inc., Presents

complaint. In the latter bookings,
acts complain they are ur.able to
remit commissions because of railroad fares being extracted on the

way

(Continued from Tage

»

41st St., nr. 6th Ave.
;

Mats. Thura

&

A

A:

."JITTA'S

Sat. 2:20.

ATONEMENT"

trngicomedy t»y Siegfried Treltltsch
AAapted by George Bernard Shaw

consistently.

i,i

BRADY'S TWIN TRIUMPHS
.

THEA.— Mats.

Thurs.

B

it
<i
-Watlnrea

..

IVeHt 4r,th

The

^"i.

WORLD WE

REPUBI IC
IVbrUOL.1V,

"The playgoer who

«'»

««..

W. of Bwar.

EVENINGS

Wednesday and

S.

at 8:30

We

Live

In* is

lets the weeks slip by Without seeing 'The World
missing one of the authentic thrills which the present-

day theatre can communicate

to the great

iurday at 2:30.

"ABIE'S IRISH ROSE"

PLAYHOUSE— W.

lt'w.iy

A

4iTMi st.

48th St.

OLIVER MOROSCO'8 MUSICAL COMEDY

l'lunkett

Greatest Musical Hit in

IYU)!M> "S"

BUTTERFLY'
MOST "BEAUTIITL CnORrK'

HERALD.

Make

UP SHE GOES

Rvenltiaa at >:3n

Matlnsei wed. ati.i s.n. «t I :i»
Balcony Seat* at Rex Office: $1.50. S2. 12.5*

"THE DANGEROUS AGE" 'LADY

spine.'"

Mats. Wed. and Sat., 2:30

Youth, Beauty, Romance, Wit

I'LAV THAT TLTS
•f IN III MOR"

Cooil

American

s-vitaM«»a>r WoOllcott,

THE
PI
HDC
ULUDl

LIVEIN

"My

Idea Of a

PERFECT

Town

musical comedy. "—Stephen Jlnlhhun, SfN,

When Bed well's

li-

cense renewal came up, it was
turned down. Ross was suspicious
and an application was then made
Bedwell h!s authorized
to make

and Sat, 2:15

(The Insect Play)

Evenings at 8:30.
eduesday nnd Saturday—
.

.

9)

his hoyalty was frowned on a year
or so ago by club executives in the
east. It was not his fault, however.
Once it was ns the result of his
post as trainer and breeder for the
stable of Commander J. K. L. Ross,
Canada's millionaire sportsman. It
is charged that the 'insiders," principally the bookies, were anxious to
get Rors out of racing on the
metropolitan tracks. He had been
clicking off two and three races a
day, the odds for most of the events
being short and nipping the bookies

KALICH
in

NEW MUHCAL PLAY

44th, ST.

.

SPORTS

BERTHA.

DANCING GIRL
WILLIAM

Tnea

the coast.

2:15.

i.koki.k

Eves, at 8:20.

to

R:H0

Hoffman's Farce

in

THE

A

,

Mats.

is

"A NATIONAL INSTlTirTIOV

Dim

MONDAY

fe

Thou

•

NEW WINTER GARDEN PfiMFnY

ANNE NICHOLS' New Comedy

CASNIER PRODUCTION

ItriMKluiiy

BOOTH
—
Mats.

I

A

ERMINE

MANN and SIDNEY
-Comedy
Aaron
GIVE and TAKE

Chauve Souris

I'.WAY A 00th St.
(ENTIRELY REttTtTLTl
Kvs. 8:13. Mats. Tues.-Thairs. A Sat. jhtS.

ZZKI.I.

JOHN GOLDEN

MAN
LOl

2:30.

HEAVEN

Y

A

Sat..

!

1

— WITH—

present

j

Shakespeare's

Than, Mat

*ft.

29.

f

"ROMEO AND JULIET"
Nigiita $1.00 to $2

The

HELEN FORD
BERTIE BEAUMONT
L0UI8E ALLEN
RUSSELL MACK
ALAN EOWARDS
AMELIA 8UMMERVILLE
AND THE BEST CHORUS ON BROADWAY

JANE COWL
as

&

Bring You

GINGHAM GIRL
with EDDIE
III

Jss.

(Himself)

SALLY, IRENE and

8:30

Mats. Tues. and Saturday. 2;30

Balieff's
4TI1

"PASTIMES OF HAWAII"
SIMON AGENCY

Direction:

A B'wiy

47th

K5

CASINO

Perfect

Ray Comstock & Morris Gest

*-

Eves. 1:30.

in

Eddie Dowling and a Great Cast

F.

Beach

SHUBERT

J.

MONDAY MATINEE.

„.„,

CENTURY ROOF wd \&?-£t. *r3ln
AQTU CT
O

TI,eBtr
7t * At »EARL
LHnL CARROL
UHnnULLn
Fiftieth Street.

SCHWAB & KUSSELL
*

;

THE LADY

From Moscow-^Parii—London— 15th Month

PEGGY WOOD

with

"SEASON'S BEST MUSICAL COMEDY."

BVKNIKOfl

8eni

I

, 4

Bat.

—A

Tropical

Dancer

KMUn.

LAW
THE
and
an

Theatre

the

an attorney for collection, the cost
judgment fees is 65 per cent, of
AND AM-STAB VALDEVILI.E BILL plus
the total, oven when the accounts
are collectible, and that it would
AMBASSADOR 2%.
be cheaper to pay 2J£ per cent, to
MeUaew W«itiipa<lay and Siitirtay at 2:1".
any form of collection agency which
The Internatleaal Musiral Saeeeee
could represent the indeperdent
agents on a weekly or monthly basis.
IN
One agent who has done considWITH
U'H.DA BENNETT * WALTER YTOOLF erable booking with Shubert unit
shows has discounted the losses in
1
"T." CENTURY
commission from that source, as
the acts in many cases have rot
* Brr>sdwa». Etea. MM.
V"^* fcJ * 1 ^^-r s!>,
been paid on their contracts. The
IfaUasN VV..I. aiui Sat. 2.15.
middle western bookings and those
Musical Comedy Sensation over the Pantages circuit appear to
furnish the bulk/of no-commission

liltA.

Perfect

losses

f

New Play Produced by

n wsr

f

A
^

'

s
J lr J Hn
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DAY EO

HAWAHANS
PRESENT

"EKEIA,"

FROLICS OF 1922

h£

Play— A Perfect Cast
POPULAR MATINEE WEDNESDAY
REGULAR MATINEE SATURDAY at 2 JO.

CHANNING POLLOCK'S

AXDRK PlfARD

a

Comedy, Romance, Thrills
4,th 8TRKET
DJLVEC Till? A Went
of B'way

t^ST

I.

HERMAN TIMBERG

—X. Y. Globe.
law straight melodrama
rapid and compelling."
—A'. Y. Times.
"Super melodrama."— X. Y. Sun.

2:30.

"THE FOOL"

K1K1

as

Ni-w Cbaraetef ttudf by

Follies

"It is the

$1.00.

GEO. KALALUHI'S

Twice DalU. 8:15 and »:13

Wes'i

— Tense,

8:20.

Pre»ei»U

alleged

the.

CENTRAL THEA..

exciting
agreeable entertainment."

THE WONDER PLAY

OMIOY

•

always

"Is

—

MATS. THURS. & SAT.

A

IT IS

Even, at 8:1$.

St.

* 2 «*

ropular Mats.: Wed. & Sat.
Superb Spectacle II Marvelous Scenes

BEN-AMI in
JOHANNES KREISLER

BOOTH TARKINGTOX'S

DA VIP BE1.ASTC

—

at 2:15.

Fourth Annual Production

JANET REECHER
LEE BAKER

A PHI
fl
HrULUU

and

basis

f »r

lutest Qlrtte

SHUBERT VAUDEVILLE

«lth Street.
llioadwtj

and. Sat.

BLACKMER

SIliNEY

BILUE BURKE
AQPO

Mats. Wed.

One

mostly are from turns, booked over
western circuits.; Willingness to
accept one-half of the commissions
on a five per cjent. basis has been
expressed. The agents say that If
such accounts are tuned over to

a Notable Company. Inrludinr

fefta

W. 44th M. Eves.
RPI
K}LUL*f\%J\*\J
Mt8> Thur. & sat

8 :UJ.

Greenwich Village

BROWN

Hy MARTIN

%rlth

Matinees Wednesday and Saturday. 2:20.

(

Bssg.

Mats. Wed.. Sat.. Z:30.

Adapted for the American Stuce

SHAKE8PEAKKS

•

cent,

IK.

revue.

is

AMERICA'S FOREMOST THEATRES AND HITS. DIRECTION OF IEE ANO

SHUBERT THEATRE.
— West

VA^IS/*!^

THEBy LOVE
CHILD
HENRY BATAILLE

as

ALLAN D1NKHART & FKAMi

a

In

of

DAVID WARFIELD

m

happens

this

playin? ilxth coi e-ulivc tour

AekarataM A Harris with his

I

behind in receiving commissions from three cut
of every five acts.
Th's concerts
bookings made on a strictly five, per
his office

i;

I

Producer and Comedian
Now

leading independents stated

wee

this

case
where the agent hasn't submitted
the act, ard the act has accepted
the verdict passively, the agent
pockets "the side dough.V allowing
the act to think the booker is getting
all or part of it.
If the act has tried to ree the
booker and been discouraged by the
latter 's refusal to see him. the agent

LOWELL SHERMAN

2

M.

in

commissions for time booked.
of the

is

playable.

When

have voiced complaint
the refusal of acts to pay

exposed,
again;- 1

ORPHEl M

BURT CORTELYOU

MSOIMER

of independent agents,
including that class who profess to
be outside the coterie whose agerting practices have been recently

a
8.

DAVID BKLASCO

EMPIRE THEATBE

in

decide that that particular act

Direction:

A number

a simple matter at this stage
convince an act a little "Sugar"
properly placed may cause the
booker to execute an al>out-face and

MAD WAGS

HIS

BOOKED SOLID—

view.

is

to

WOMAN

"THE MASKED
with

IN

Presents

HELEN MACKELLAR

—

•

WOODS

A. H,

OF THE MOVIES

St.

St. West.
Sat.. 2 JO.

C.L.

Flo.ei ce Nash
With Glenn Hunter
Harry Leeai Wilson'* story dramatized by
Mure Connelly
and
Kaafsaan
Gee. a.

vPCII
LTULUm

AVI

II

I

St.

MERTON
West 45tb
Went
«5tu

»l

MAT. DALLY, 2:15; EVES., 8:15

Eva. 1:15
Mats. Wed. and Sat. at lOSj

41th

I

GREATEST SPECTACLE EVER
STAGED AT THE HIPPODROME

Dean

rJaail

it

It is

LOYALTIES HIPPODROME
By JOHN GALSWORTHY
MM
Produced by

the

not in demand and
gambling that the actor will take
the report as authentic.

reporting

B'way

D1LMNGHAM

when

tatter calls.
In some cases the
agent doesn't submit the act at all.

"LITTLE NELLIE KELLY"

* «Gth St. En. S 30.
Mats. Wed. A Sat., 2:30

r* A

the

In

Founded on W. Somerset Maugham'a
Story. **Miee Thempeon."

AND

splits

(Continued froji p.ge 39) •
vents the act from booking direct
by collusion with the booker, who
refuses to see the artist

CARLTON tfMMY

SINGERS"

the extra money with the
booking man; in consideration of his
connivance in the matter.
This
doesn't apply to the Loew circuit,
where J. H. Lubin is always of acoes-s to an actor desiring an inter-

GRAFTING AGENTS

St.

GEORGE M. COHANS
COMEDIANS

JEANNE EAGELS

OWN

"AMERICA'S

!

I
A-aI>CI\
*
Mat*. Wed. & Sat
Maxine Elliott Sr>* «u m> w«i su
"Beat American Musical Play
8AM H. HARRIS Presents
in the Whole Wide World"

ii.„:_ A

WILLIAM

MARIE

Town
7>

DIUSKC

LI.

8ECOND YEAR

2:30.

COHAN

M.

Presents the Hit of the

IRVING BERLINS

HARMS Pmeon

WOODSIDE

WORLD'S PREMIER MOTION PICTURE ORGANIST

43th St. Eva. 8:13. Mat*. Wed.-Sat.
H.

KENNELS

Ziegf e Id OLIVER WALLACE

HUDSON
MUSIC BOX THEATRE
SAM

WOODSIDE

1922"

MESSRS. SHUBERT

Direction

Mlagtea

ftfay

Staged by

"PASSING SHOW OF

agent. TUat, too, fell through, and
the Canadian accepted the facts and
withdrew his stable from the American tracks entirely. That was the
real reason why the memorable
contest with Man o' War, the undefeated colt of Willium Riddle's, was
staged at Windsor, Ontario. Both
Man o' War and Sir Barton are
now in stud. Bedwell was reinstated two years ago, shortly after
Boss' withdrawal.
Bcdv. ell's name again figured in a
club ruling when Carol Shilling was
ruled off by the Maryland Jockey
Club. The case <»r shilling appears
never to have been brought nut
thoroughly. It was said on the inside that he won so consistently t"i
the ll.ldreth stable he rode himself
into disfavor. Tr*it again indicated
the bookies were pulling wires. Th
jo<ikey took his ease in the Mirylaud Courts, but* it never came to
triaU Shllln'jr was given a bleeder's
license aful repofts are. he wns given
a <'ash consideration to drop the
suit.

;

.

..

PICTURES

•

Thursd ay* January

25, 18 23

handsomely by the production.

THE CHRISTIAN
roldwvn production adapted from tha Sir
title, directed
w»n Caina novel of. the same
£r \laur'-'a Tourneur. Special preview at

fife?-™— -ftfi
rsior v

••»•<•••••. .Jtae Buscn

Quay le

Oareta Hughca

Slither KhuI

Phyllis Haver
Cyril Chadwick
Mahlon Hamilton
Joseph Dowllng

JJuy Lo ve

Robert Ure
Horatio Drake

5„1

Lther Lampieigu
Kr.t Si.,. ro.
Par«on Quayle

Claud* dtlMM watar
John Hcrdnian

Beryl Mercer
..Robert Holder

f lza

Kev. (Mlahtly
jgatron

u«.y
.,.•••«•
Lady Robert Cre
F*ro King
Doctor
Coroner

Milla Uavt-np-it
Alice He*se
Aileen rringle
Harry- Northrup
.. .Kric M»yw-

.William Moran

Here Is a picture! A real picture
with a corking story, a. great cast
and finely produced. It should be
one of the biggest box office winners
of the year for the exhibitor, but if
then no further proof is
it isn't
needed that pictures, good ones, and
of the best, won't draw.
one
is
this
However, it seems hardly probable
that this one will f.all down at the
gate.

Sir Hall Caine's story was a real
Jt was made
the screen.
about nine or ten years ago by
Uoldwyn secured the
Vitagraph.
American rights from it. This veraibn should be able to go 'round the
tale for

world.

The cast selected presented a performance that needs a new adjective to express their work. That
goes for everyone, but the performance that stands out as a gem is
that by Richard Dix, who, as John
rm, presents a characterization
ithout compare. After witnessing
ix's performance in this picture,
jthe Goldwyn people need not worry
m to who should play the lead in
n-Hur" for them. Dix has unnlably

won

the right to

It

for his

rformance of John Storm.
Next to Dix, Mae Busch Is entled to a full measure.
This girli
s delivered a hundred per cent as
lory Quayle, and then some, but
t the same time Phyllis Haver as
oily Love, on the strength of the
eat h scene ahfne, is entitled to all
hat the critics can give her in

^
great deal

alse.

To
f

the

many

credit

is

others a
especially

due,

Cyril

hadwick as the heavy, and Mahlon

'Tis romantic and
grows
has some exquisite settings, authensympathetic as mother and daughter
tic scenic background taken abroad,
find one another and
huddle tointeriors done in the best form gether, to finally
escape to save tluir
of the best modern practice.
The husband and father. This vb iw of
picture couldn't have cost an enorthe two women is not tinlike the
mous amount to make, for most of touch
of the two sisters in "The
the sets are simple. But they are
Orphans."
real. The rooms of a well-appointed
James
Young will get an awful lot
home are just that, solid, honest,
plain but rich and without frippery. of credit for direction in lids, picture,
an
awful lot for he has done
For once they don't drag van-loads
lot
of
directing.
Btlt
of furniture to force an effect of an awful
elegance down your throat, and for Young may have to stand some
criticism
in
the
choppy
manner at
once an English hall could be put
times the film ran at the Strand.
in Madison Square Garden.
The playing is in the lame mood It looked as though the Strand had
It

*

The butler is Just an
uneasy and embarrassed servant instead of a clown, and Mahlon Hamilton makes his Jerry a wearied man
of the world with posing in the familiar lackadaisical, studio manner.
Michael was a bit disappointing. He
ought to be a disheveled bundle of
rags, but the one they employed for
the picture was too plump and
actually a smug pup not the real
Michael at all. Perhaps the trouble
with the picture is that they have
taken liberties with the play.
It was inevitable perhaps that
there would be changes, but it is not
easy to see that it was necessary
to resurrect Teg's father and drag
him through nearly a reel of picture
at the start and bring him back for

—

the

Peg

finale.

gains

sympathy

What was

from being an orphan.

gained but footage to give her an
absent but protective father? Half
the pathos of the girl's position was
her helplessness and her gallant
fight not to be a lady against overwhelming odds. One has somewhere
in the back of one's head all the time
at the picture that Peg was a fool
to stay and be annoyed.
Why not
chuck it up and go home?
S. L. Bothafel has mounted the
production nicely at the Capitol,
with a striking bit of scenic setting
showing the Irish moors, and a
musical score of Irish melodies that
Rush.
is irresistible.

OMAR, TENTMAKER
Richard Walton Tully production, adapted
from the stage version as also produced
by Tully with Guy Bates Post the star of
Released
both. Directed by James Young
-

.

At Strand, New

through First National.
York, week Jan. 21.
i>mar, Jh»^TentiaaKer
'

Guy Bates Post
amilton.
Virginia Brown Fa ire
In production, nothing has been .Shireen
Nigtl de Brullere
Nizam ul Jrull;
left undone.
The company, at least Shah's Mother.....'
Rose Dlone
a part of it. was taken to the Isle of Little Shlreen
Patty Ruth Miller
Douglas Gerrard
Man, England, and the original Hassan
Will Jim Hatton
scenes as described by the author Little Mahruse
Boris Karloff
Imam Mowaffak
were utilized for the picturization. The
»'hr.!»t!an Crusader. .Maurice B. Flynn
The direction could not go wrong Dinar's Father
Edward M. Kimball
Walter Jxmg
with the story laid out as it was. The Executioner
Evelyn Selbie
and with the cast. The handling of Zarah
John Grlbner
Mahruss
the mob scenes
Gordon Mullen
was excellent,
especially In the final reel of the Emissaries of the Shah.
} Georg.. Rigas
picture.
In lighting the photography is perfect.
There are sufficient elements in
The answer is that if "The Chris- "Omar" to make it sure fire as a
tian" doesn't get money for any box office picture In the general retheatre at its picture scale, then lease way.
It may not be unwise
that theatre might just as well look to predict that "Omar" will shoot
around for a change of polfcv.
he gross ahead of the usual release,
for this is a spectacle of a film proFret.
duction as well as holding a story
set in curious climes for the native
.

\

. .

PEG

O'

MY HEART

.

"Omar" of the stage failed to show
before the majority of the film fans,
this picture is complete in Itself.

the

'

DARK SECRETS

*•

(

'

*

THE FLASH

light fabric, so perhaps it isn't
The photography
tirely his fault.

may be termed

stand-

ard.

»

—

i

legendary, but there is the always
attractive production to offset It,
The production and its picturesque
people will make many forget the
story until the latter reaches its abgorbpng portion.

Faithfully Poi tray Full Negative Values

Amidst
!

;

it

*»H

Is

Omar

with his

philosophy, guarding his own child
i»
vine Its fpfher to be anv. hi!
I

•

\

picture houses.
Pictures were made better than
this release 10 years ago.
Added
Jan. It
to which the cast screens aa exAime Slnvn-Glmnl
D'Artagnan
P.errette lladd tremely stagey along with u flagrant
»'on«tunce Honaclcux
tendency
to
exaggerate.
Ruth
«.')au«le Merelle
MUady de Winter
Monsieur de Max Stonehiiuse, as the daughter, seemed
Cardinal Richelieu
Henri Rollan the only one who had any idea of
Atho-«.t
Monsieur Bterlntelll
I*"rth«>s
to work when the him was beAnnul...P. de Guinicuiul how
The Queen
Jeanne Desclos ing taken, and, although never a
st:ir, this girl certainly de erves a
The% heavy vamp gets the axe at better fate than to be in such surthe end of about the seventh reel roundings,
s,
after she has gone through the picWhich doesn't lessen the fact
ture vamping, poisoning and stick-» that
someone, with a sense of
ing daggers Into people.
It would humor, could have made a great
have been just as well had the axe comedy out of this picture.
fallen in the first reel and ended the
Bklg.
whole affair right there. The picture is a sequel to Alexandre

-

. .

figure by Maurice B. (Lef'y) Flynn,
of invaluable assistance to this picMire tow aid its finale.
In the early part it might be said
Ihe storj doesn't hold well; it's too

gram, "The plash" lmpr< sscd as
being Just about the type which
keeps a number of people out of

THE GREAT NIGHT

Buth Rutherford* is the society
miss betrothed to Lord Wellington,
she has previously met in
whom
For the women it has a certain apEgypt. The film opens for an inpeal through the love making of
the marriage proposal unof
terior
reel;
first
the
Omar with Shireen in
the eastern moon, thence iman element removed from the "sex" der
mediately switches to this country
thing and still strong enough alone
with a garden party and Kuth
with* its suggestion to linger in
the wedding present from
Irs. '"hiehester
Guy Bates Post never showing
Vera Lewis memory.
a pair of
Irs. Jim O'Connell
hugged her fiance, which isgirl
Sldna Beth Ivlns missed a thing when he
scoffs at
The
horses.
Llario Chichester
Arabian
D. R. O. Hatswell Shireen aftv their marriage.
He
largaret O'Connell (Peg) as a child....
the warning that one of the animals
her
kissing
and
hugging
stfll
was
Aileen O'Malley
that she shouldn't
and
unbroken
is
ut -*r
Fred Huntly the fiext day, while Shireen herself
attempt to ride it in the forthcomwas some little kisser after she
effort leads to
Peg on the screen Isn't the full, got started, but of course she waited ing horse show. The
her being thrown and forced into a
m, racy character she was on the to pick her spot Omar.
doctor is
Arabian
The
chair,
wheel
tge,
but still stands head and
According to the picture they did
accident
loulders over almost any panto- treat 'em rough in the Harem of present at the time of the
girl,
injured
the
attend
to
offers
and
limic comedienne the screen has. the Perisian Shah.
Women meant
WalUngton refuses his services
liss Taylor does a unique piece of nothing to the eunuchs. And Shireen but
(Wallington)
he
that
ground
the
on
fork here. New to the camera she when torn away from her husband
practioner in Egypt in
las mastered that pitiless instru- and sent to the Shah as the next exposed the
and does not
ment
by sheer naturalness and addition to his Harem collection, a political frame-up
doctors can
American
him.
trust
ibandon.
was thrown into a dungeon when
so she tella
She looks 20 and acts 16 with an informing th*» f'hah she loved an- do nothing for Ruth,
i«
engagement
their
Wallington
[exquisite grace that is memorable. other. In a later reel Shireen in the
he returns to Cairo,
Except for her deft and dainty com- dungeon had a babe.
Since the broken, and
edy the picture might be pretty Shah had forgotten Shireen follow- where he takes to drink.
The deplorable condition to which
[tepid.
It took Miss Taylor herself ing her consignment to solitary imno get the production over. If the prisonment, everybody but Omar he allows himself to descend forces
service companions to send for
his
^action had been In any other hands seemed to know Omar was the kid's
the girl, who upon arrival realizes
mt hers the humor would all have pop.
her willingness to marry is the
that
Ren in the titles.
and
mother
the
But this conThe Shah ordered
lummare actress makes the little child placed in a bag and thrown only thing that can save him. To
this extent she makes the bargain
ip of O'Connell live and breathe.
from a cliff. But the Persians were with the Arabian, who is also on the
There can be no question of the gyppers as well.
They threw a
scene, and he begins his cure. She
>x office value of "Peg."
It is al- diimmy for Shireen. for the mother
leaves
lost in the "Ben-Hur" class as a had arranged to have the child con- is finally able to walk, bnt it
Iraw, for it played from one end of veyed to its father, and then they her under the mystic force of her
The situwillpower.
he country to the other with half a sold
desert benefactor's
into
Shireen
poor
ation culminates in the brownlozen actresses in the name part for slavery.
skinned doctor's demand that Kuth
lore than 10 years, and was in the
So the story runs, familiar to so
"No,
[Way Down Kast" class as a re- many. In the lapse of 17 years, the pay her debt withandthetheusual
physician
not that." a fight
Jater.
It is one of the dozen or so child Slaughter) has grown up; the
being stabbed by the girl's attendtitles that will appeal to the whole
place
his
in
died
and
has
Shah
He lives long enough, howpublic, for it is as standard as reigns another; all interesting and ant.
pla^e a cur.^e of A Mali on
[David Copperfield." Mi<s Taylor's growing more tmse as the film un- ever, to
her that forces her back to the
Presence givei it prestige, and the reels.
The moral supposition
wheel
chair.
Result as far.as the box office is conThere are mobs, tribes, denizens of she is under keeps the h] nil uncerned is "in."
the
underworld, fights, and the
the faithful attendant
Metro ami Mr. Vidor ha\e done Christian Crusader, made a stalwart broken untilattack
on Wallington,
(eigne an
-

Henri D mant-Berger production, mad* In
France under the direction of Dimsnt of the
Dis.-equei to "The Three Musketeers."
Ke'eaMng.
American
through
tributed
shown at the Cameo, New York, week

its own cutting to keep down
running time, as "Omar" ran
but TO minutes Sunday afternoon,
whereas,
it
had been
reported
"Omar'* held 0.000 feet in the original.
If the Strand «lidn't cut whoever did, made the early section
Dumas' "The Three Musketeers,"
often too abrupt.
Mr. Post placed better as the made in France with a French cast
diWilliam Foa flv#-p««W»r atarring William
youthful lover than as the aged and under the direction of a French
perhaps for French Russell. Story by Jos. F. P.* and. Directed
rector and
grieved husband and father bereft. audiences, where they insist on by lioward M. MltebHl.
Shown at the
Virginia Brown Fa ire "registered"
Aoademy of Music, X. Y.
their Dumas screened according to Larry Gllmore...'
Willr.m Rus ell
well enough
as Shireen but i* the original
text. Perhaps this pic- Molly Martin
Kva Novak
seemed more registration than play- ture is what audiences over there IVplta Oongale*.
WinlTred Bryaon
ing.
The Shnh of Norah Berry's is want, but in the U. S. A. they want Robert Ulimore
Henry Barrowa
peculiar.
The Shah was senile, as things a little different and are not Tack Denton
Wade Bother
Harry I,onadal«
a caption mentioned, but Berry the sticklers for the original text. Simpkina
Bnr.e Metcalf
made him worse than that. And That's why a Doug Fairbanks Oreen
the captions were nothing to boast "Musketeer" is worth about a whole
This feature started out big as a
over at anytime.
gross of others.
•'Omar came near* approaching a
The D'Artagnan of Amie Simon- comedy, but was allowed to slip, ao
special. It is of super range in pro- Girard in this picture hardly fig* that the verdict at the end of the
duction and for Mr. Tully's second ures. There would have been a bet- fifth reel is that it is Just a fair pro("Masquerader" ter effect had Henri Rollan. who gram
production
film
production.
first),
he may also look unon It played Porthoa, been chosen for the
A bundle of laughs In the first
leading male role.
In one scene
Stmt,
with great pride.
with Milady he showed a certain couple of reels, with William Russell
fire and ability that would indicate the hunted young man, with
a fleck
that he would have been a better
of women intent on marrying him.
selection.
It Is a rather old story, that of<
Paramount picture presented by AdolrHi
In sets, effects and In some spots
Features Dorothy Dnlt. n in story photography this picture is good, a young man who must marry
Zukur.
by .
bv Edmund (ioulding. with Victo* Fleming and
cheaper admission a certain date to obtain his inherifor the
directing. At Rialto, Jan. 21.
Dorothy Dalton houses it will do, but It Isn't a big tance.
Ruth Rutherford
He has 30 days, and the
Robert E'lia picture in the scene of. the BroadI*ord WalUngton
Jose Ruben way application to "a special."
Dr. Mohninmed All
girls are determined to get him afKllen Cassidy
Mildred Rice
There undoubtedly will be some- ter the newspapers publish the
Pat Hart Igan
Biskra
Warren Cook thing of an audience for it in spots, story. To avoid them he hides hia
Dr. Case
tor the fact that the exhibitor can identity and becomes a member of
this fea- blil it as a sequel to "The Three the police force through the kindabout
inspiring
Nothing
Musketeers" will have ^ox office ness of the head of the department,
ture, which, incidentally, signalizes value, but In entertainment It Is who is his friend.
On his beat he
Miss Dalton's return aftev a some-* lacking. This is partially due to the sees a girl in a lunchroom and falls
what prolonged absence. It is a so- editing and titling that has been for^her, managing to wed her Just as
the clock was ticking off the last
ciety picture, migrating from this done for it, for it is far from setting
forth the story clearly, and in this minute of the time limit.
country to Egypt, having as its production "t>ne has to rely on the
Russell makes the role of the
an
foundation the mystic power of
titles to tell the tale, for the action hero fairly convincing, and aa
a
Arabian doctor accomplishing the is far from doing so.
copper has a chance to get in a
The*" chances are that the picture couple df good rough-and-tumble
task of making the social belle walk
was
originally wOrked out abroad rights. v Eva Novak, his leading
after hhe is, supposedly, permanently as- an exposition of the love affairs woman.
Is charming.
The balance
The familiar aftermath of D'Artagnan, that much is at least of the cast held Winifred Bryson as
crippled.
bargain between the patient arid suggested in one of the earlier reels a- heavy vamp, with Earle Metcalf
with the musketeer in the apart- as her companion in crime.
the physician is alco an issue.
The Him is minus outstanding ment of Milady, where the two are
Had the pace that the picture
Opportunities for Miss Dalton to the vamping each other at cross-pur- started with been held to it would
point where it must be simply a pose. If this was a fact there must have been a winner for laughs, but
the
have
bit
of
cutting
to
been
a
get
Robert
her.
with
routine
after the second reel passed the picmatter of
American version past the censors. ture slowed
L]llis supplies even support in the
down into an ordinary
role of the fiance, with the others That in itself may have hurt the mush tale without anything to reVrr4.
considerably.
picture
or
better,
m
of the cast doing no
jt
/Vfrf.
worse, than the average players in
Fleming has
a general release.
turned out an Indecisive sequence
of events from a manuscript that
TroOuceil l»y Russell Productions In conWilliam Kox production
Shirley
at best is woven from exceedingly junction with Clinton Protlnction*. U^oiKe Maaon foundrd on the playftarrlii*
bv iuvld Beenhy

done

American.
Accepting that the widely played and settings

Laurette Taylor in her famous play writby J. Hartley Manners, tl >ne Into a
^•tro-Screen Classic under directorship of
Screen adaptation by Jdary
vS* Vld0r
9 Hara.
Ifisa Taylor plays the part ahe
treated on the stage. At the Capitol, New
?ork. week of Jan. 21.
rfarjraret O'Connell (Peg). .Lauretta Taylor
Mr Gerald Adair (Jerry).. Mahlon Hamilton
O'Connell
Russell Simpson
JP
Ethel Chichester
Ethel Grey Terry
Christian Brent
Nigel Barrle
*a w k a .
Lionel Belmore
ten

MILADY

other.

and

of restraint.

41

which brings the g;rl cut " f Ihe
chair to warn her lover— and finis.
For those who arc very mu< h in
picture
favor of Miss Dalton thi
mrfy register for a fair amount of
approval, though M is unlikely it
will Impress the average film fancier as other than an ordinary ef-

The
been

Mnson

.

in

y

in

wrote the story,

directed

Wil«

jMCO and

ado

about

a

newspaper

ture

bill.

Rut "- ;

the chief of pohis daughter and the star reporter.
It's considerable raelo and
entails all the incidentals of such
that combine for a hectic conglomeration of automobile .-hays, fights
and hurrah titling which produced

office, political boss,

<

lice,

At.

'

Jan. :3, IMS,
Itobr.t
Ir<

Levi.

Ab»»

Maaon

Shlr'.ey

Ruth Stirnhold
Levi
Harria Levi

Mth.

Agnew

ne

Hunt

Jacob AhramaDorothy Manners

,

i

r

,1

Warren

A human

interest story of old
nicely produced and
cleverly played, with the
principal sympathy going to the

more laughs than many a comedy

New

rather

of.

ing this one.
The story tells of the head of the
police department starting on a
campaign to clean up a city, a-rousing the ire of the gambling and
political element; the frame to get
the daughter involved to make the
chief lay off and the boy reporter
always thwarting the enemies of
The lead-off caption
noble ideals.
had something or other to do with
greed and honesty. "What titles followed, and they were many, became
more dramatic as they progressed.
Scenes in the newspaper "edi-

C'iay

hick Snxo

can brag

The picture even Includes a rowboat and water rapids incident with
the gal deserted by the villain, in
mid-stream, the hero going to the
rescue, finally getting the girl to a
rock which they can't hold on to.
drift further with the current and
finish by climbing out on the rock
they previously missed. How, only
they know.
The directing and continuity all
through are far from average.
There is a woeful lack of attention
to detail. An automobile chase revealed the cars going in the same
direction, taking the same curves in
the same way, whether going or
coming— and how many times can
a machine go around the same curve
while headed in one direction? The
boys must have chased up or down
road for weeks when they were film-

210

Green.
Directed by
Scott Dunlap.
Length 5 reel*. Shown at
Loew'H N> w York, N««w York, douole fea-

Craft and featuring George Lark In.

Much

i

York,

character taken by Fred Warren,
Shirley Mason is appealing in the
adopted waif whom the
pawnbroker takes into his home
and rears, giving the mother who
cannot care lor the child a receipt
role of the

in the form of a pawn ticket, from
which the picture gets its title. The
picture ^s one that will fill in as
the top of the average double feature bill in the big houses and is
strong enough to stand by itself in
the email houses off the main stem.
The etory in brief is that of *
father and son who conduct a pawn
shop.
The wife of the latter deserts him and on the same night a

mother comes in
for her child and
band takes it and
a lapse of years

who cannot care
the deserted huscares for it. After

he is anxious to
the girl the benefit of other
surroundings and arranges for her
to live with an Influential friend of
his. \At the finish he discovers the
friend is not all he seems and that
the boy of the neighborhood who
is in love with the girl is far more

give

worthy of her. The mother also reappears after 15 years to claim her
child.
So there is an all-around

happy ending.
The picture will have an appeal
in certam neighborhoods that will
never make be greater than in others. That Is,

torial department" will
any cribe who turns in copy for a the neighborhood houses will get
(Icorge the greater benefit out of it. Robert
daily burn up with envy.
Larkin as the lead reporter is pic- Agnew makes a pleasing juvenile
tured skipping into the copy room opposite Miss Mason, whiie Fred
with a scoop, a big "inside" yarn, Warren gives the role, of Harris
and team it off on less than half Levi a characterisation 'that is de-

a sheet of paper. The editor uses cidtHlly
a typewriter that couldn't be more
than a thousand years old as a

The
of strutting his stuff.
film comes when the
of the staff knocks his
employer "cold," messes up the political boss, ruins the department's
Hklg.
furniture in general, and when the
editor comes to he points to the
Dream. San Diego. CeJ., has door and states (title) "You're
purchased from James B. fired."
Splitting a double feature proby Lowfe- 8t»H5.
;

fort.

H

PAWN TICKET

means

howl of the

star

member

v\o«tli

while.

rrcd.

MANAGER WANTED
For large motion picture theatre in
Brooklyn. Must have thorough
knowledge of picture game,

ADDRESS BOX 112
Variety. New York
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WORLD'S A STAGE

escape memory, but these serve for the rush of the sea mammoth, with
a five-reeler.
the frail boat's crew hanging to the
The story is of the usual kind line for dear life as the tiny craft
involving a weak and shrinking rips through the broken water. Inmaiden, owner of a ranch, 'beset by deed the super thrill of the picture
scheming cowboys in her employ is the wrecking of a whaleboat by
Bruce M< Rae who are trying to heat her out of a leaping whale all convincingly
John Bra n.l
Wallace Foster
K«nn«th Harlan her property. The outlaws kill off done on the screen.
Otis Harlan
Richard Biattop
These realistic feats are woven
rv.Miihv I'hllliua all the punchers who are loyal and
J«# Bishop
then try to make the girl sign. her into a colorful romance and backed
Ja. h McDonald
Cy
Happens by some of the finest bits of picture
ranch away to them.
Klinor Glyn is responsible for the along just at this time Bob Sutton, composition the screen has seen In
He many a day. The backgrounds of
story of 'The Worlds a BUge," the real owner of the ranch.
supposedly dealing with the life in is about to claim it when the girl's Quaker settlement of the whaling
s4gns
position
him
and
port on the Massachusetts coast are
appeals
he
to
the film colony of Hollywood.
It
hardly compares with several stories on in her employ. Then starts the flawless in beauty and atmosphere.
turned out by this authoress, and as battle of wits and brawn, horse- One never gets the effect of a bit of
staged action. It all comes before
a feature it is mediocre. Its only manship and marksmanship, to de- one
It is seldom that
as reality.
chances as a money-maker are the feat the evil designs. The hero wins
illusion is so forcefully secured and
contest
and
girl.
the
the
publicity which can be derived from
Altogether, rather above the or- maintained, especially where the
the Hollywood connection and the
has a tbuch of "costume
name of the author. The cast is dinary film of the sort, made so subject
play" and belong 'to a bygone era
Rush.
short and consists of capable people, largely by Tony.
(this is set about 1850).
but the entire idea of the' piece is
Clifton bought a real whaler and
weak and as an entertaining feature
TO SEA IN SHIPS
manned it with a crew of real whalIt misses.
special produced and directed
ers besides tho acting cast.
The
The story starts with the experi- byDramatic
Kimer Ctlftos throuifh a company players are undoubtedly convincing,
ences of a fly-by-night theatrical formed at New Bedford. Mass., and
and the whole work holds together
troupe playing one-nighters in Cali- financed with New England capital. Story and maintains suspense.
John I*. K. Pell, Camerafornia.
A picture director running and w-onarlo Q.by PeQffod.
A sketch of the last reel indicates
aviated by Paul
Into the troupe in an out-of-the- man. Alex
Picture A.ftOO fast, to b? distribute
the type of action:
way town informs the leading Alton.
Hodkinson
as a special, probably
W.
by
W.
The hero has been kidnapped and
woman he believes she would be under some percentu*-.' playing arrange- carried
to sea on the whaler, in orsuccessful on the screen, and tells ment. At trade showing in the Hodkinron der that
a scheming blackguard with
her to come to Hollywood. The road projection room. Jan. -'-. Wl.li.im Watoo'.l a touch of 'orient" in
hii blood may
Charles Morgan
tour Is curtailed and the screen "Scuff" Smith...,
Keigh R. Smith plot to wed the .heroine. The hero
career starts. It proves successful Patience Morgan
Marguerite Courtot
been at sea for months of
Eliza both Foley has
immediately. She marries a man in Baby Patieace Morgan
Raymond McKee mutiny and bloodshed, during which
the orange growing industry. He is Thf»mnt« Allen D?xter
Thoma* White he achieves practical command of
Thomas A. Dexter
a wild youth and irresponsible; Raby
Clarice Vance the ship with villain's aid in chains.
N'ahoma
their life is turbulent, due to him. Th* Town crier
t'urti* Pierce
.....Ada Lay cock They are homewaed bound, the blot
The idea of the story is to show that ••Ilenny" (Marl;
Plara Bow against the heroine having been disthe real trouble-makers in Holly- "Dot" Morgan
Meanwhile the action proJames Turner closed.
wood are not the film people, but Jimmie
Patrick Ilartigan ceeds ashore.
Finner
A stubborn father is
those in other lines who have ac- Jake
J. Thornton Barton
Samuel Sigg«<
gradually driving the heroine to
Capt. James A. Tilton
quired money and come in contact The Captain
marry
the "yellow" schemer, while
with the picture colonists.
she mourns her absent sweetheart.
There is little to recommend In
Here indeed is a fine bit of realHere's where the crafty damatist
this, other than a good cast.
ism, tinged with splendid romance and director do some of their best
and fascinating adventure on the work. The ship is approaching the
Hart.
deejj seas. It is not too much to say shore while the heroine is graduthat the picture has something of ally being dragged to the altar.
that epic of sea romance as Dana's Which will win? There is real sus"Two Tears, Before the pense, which is emphasized by the
western featuring Tom Mix. with masterpiece.
It has thrills of adventure,
Ulltaa Rich heading the support
Story by Mast."
tricky shift of scene from shipboard
'•Saw B. Ames. Picture directed by Wll- thrills of romance and a dramatic to land and back. You know the
!••» Beaudlne.
At the Academy. New climax that; will hold any audience
hero will triumph, but to save your
York, Jan 23.
breathless. Here is embodied most seif you can't escape the thrill.
of the qualities the screen needs In
Western melodrama of thrills atjd wholesome, robust melodrama. It's There are fights galore, ashore and
stunts, good in quality as are most a pity it couldn't have had a Broad- at sea; a terrific storm in which the
of the Mix films, and having a spe- way presentation to advertise its fine old square rigger fights her
way. Back to the land. They have
cial Interest through the presence of merits.
gotten the heroine to the meeting
Mix's educated horse. Tony.
The
Here are dramatist, scenario
animal is a big asset to this pic- writer and producer-director in house itself just as the cutter
grounds
on the beach in a thunderture, which has a wealth of wild happy accord.
The story is direct ing hurricane.
Its tiptoe exciteand exhilarating riding.
Among and simple as "Treasure Island** and ment,
and
it
las^s to the minute
the stunts worth mentioning are works from a brisk beginning
when the hero breaks through the
the performance of a mounted through faster and faster pace to a church
window and confronts the
horseman leaping, horse and all,. stimulating finale. Between the two
in
time to prevent the
from a high cliff and doing several there are views of whaling men at villain
bride's final word of the ceremony.
turns in the air before striking the work-in distant seas. The whole
The
picture is rich in capital dehas
life
water; a fight on a moving train picturesque and dangerous
such as dock scenes in the
between Mix and a band of des- been caught and recorded with the tails
whaling port, the sailing of the
peradoes which goes several times utmost vividness ayid economy. The ships, life in the
picturesque vilall the way from the caboose to actual harpooning and capture of a
lage, "cute" babies, and Marguerite
the engine and back again; and whale i* presented in every detail. Courtot makes
the sweetest kind
that of racing Tony up to a mov- How they worked it Is no concern of a Quaker maid heroine.
ing train and jum'ping him off the of the spectator.
It is there in
Rush.
ground through the door.of a box- utterly convincing form, with the
•t. There may be other feats that spearsman throwing his harpoon,
ptoductlnn.
starrlnK
Story by Elinor Ulyn.
Dorothy Phlllip.v
pl*o*d In screen form l>y Colin ''umpbell.
wfeo also directed. At the UroaUway, NeW
Tork, weok of Jan. IS.

Perfect

FRENCH FILM NOTES

Pictures

—

DOWN

1

J

WATCH MY SMOKE

Paris. Jan. IS.
During the week ended Jan. IS
there were presented at the local
trade show 27,450 meters of films
(compared with 25,835 the previous

Wrecker of Records Wherever
'HAL ROACH

It

prescribes

$103. 69.

Morris Schallct and
same; $3r>.98.
8ignet

Films,

Sam Koslow;
Rodman;

D.

Inc.;

$2,388.95.

Bertram Ambrose; A.

F. Moglie;

$36f>.98.

HAROLD

Frank
Co.. Inc.;

L. Hawelka;
*
$182.22.

Crown Music

Francis X. Bushman;

S.

Devoyod;

$2,062.51.

Malcolm

IN

rage, Inc.; $90.
Patrick A. Powers;

Business splendid in this,
the second week's run. Trad*'

Clark-Cornelius Corp.;

Wladok Zybysko: H.
David

week

A

at every show
(now on seventh week, breaking every Portland record).
Night shows had line-up as
late as 9:30 p. m. Forced to
run overtime. Crowded house
practically all
the
time.
Trade Review.
line-up

Al Siegel;

starts to-

Record business.

SACRAMENTO

Broke hou*e records.
gr*m\

GRAND CENTRAL

Tele-

and.

CAPITOL, ST. LOUIS

Business exceptional.
howling success. Trade

A
Re-

Business exceptionally good.
— Trade
Review.

cording to Fred Dolie, the
owner. Held over for second
week, something very few
pictures have ever done
Trade Review.

Lines
very big
continuous Saturday andJSun
day in spite of heavy rain all

Management

theatre
very enthusiastic and looking
forward to wonderfully big

day.

engagement.— Telegram.

Frances

Rebecca

Opfera

Weiss,

House Ass'n;

A. M. Finch; $328.98.
White;
C.
Nunder;

Biggest business ever done
in history of this theatre, ac-

—

MILL.

973.55

Wilber Sweatman; A. Goldsmith
et al.; $146.70.
Joseph E.
Co.; $48.20.

Shea;

Travelers

Ins.

PREPARING FOR ACTS
Montreal, Jan. 24.
Capitol playing pictures has
ordered lines back stage to accommodate vaudeville acts the house
appears to be contemplating play-

The

.

ALAMO, LOUISVILLE. KY.

LIBERTY, SEATTLE

M. Mey-

$427.20.

CRITERION. OKLAHOMA
CITY

Opened

J.

B. Lindsay;

Felix Isman and Felix Uman, Inc.;
Harrimau Nat. Bank of N. Y.; $111.-

GODARD'S.

view.

and

A.

ex'rs.; Dallas
$ 7,054. 28 .

I'hi/ram.

MAJESTIC. PORTLAND,
ORE.

Ga-

Ward;

$222.45.

Sixth big

morrow.

Review.

G. B.

$3,530.34:

NEW PORTOLA
SAN FRANCISCO

]

G.

ers; ll.495.S3.

A FEATURE

STRAND, MILWAUKEE

Corp.;

Picts.

W. A. Neweombe; $S9.20.
Wladek Zbyszko; S. E.

DR. JACK"

if

Strauss

DALLAS

Jam full house
Increased prices,
lines every night.
view.

all

week

at

with long
Trade Rc-

SPACE PREVENTS RUNNING HUNDREDS OF REPORTS
AS GOOD AS THE ABOVE. "DR. JACK" IS THE BIGGEST
ATTRACTION IN THE WORLD TODAY.

PATHEPICTURE

ing in the future.
At present besides the films,
dancing or operatic turns only are

added.

William Frary, an IS year old
Lynn, Mass I>by has been secured
by the 1 anions Players -Lasky Corporation for motion pictures.
His
first
work will be with Blanche
Sweet in the New York studies. He
is at present a student at Northeastern College, Boston. I'rary has
been prominent in amateur dramatic
productions
In
Lynn and also
.

secured

stage experience with the
Co. and the

Rdgecomb Dramatic
Weld Stock t'o.

museum and

The
Gaumont gave a private show of
the prolog and first "period" or epi- inspect the picture trade throughout
sode of "L'Affaire d« Courrier de the world has arrived in Paris from
Lyon" (in four periods), produced the United States, and after visiting
by Leon Poirier and compiled from French studios will go to Germany.
documents by Maxime Valloris and The mission on its return home will
Marc Maris. This production is not report relative to the creation of a
a screen version of the 'Lyons national picture industry in China.
Mall," founded on the trial and exeThe CUCUMa house projection thecution of an innocent man accused
of murdering a mail driver which atre in Paris was* opened last week,
inspired the famous melodrama, bat and notwithstanding its rudimentary
render
it is the same
theme taken from nature it will undoubtedly
is under
original reports of the trial.
The renters in this country. It
principals are Roger Karl. Mendaille. the control of the Syndical Chamber
Mmes. Suzanne Bianchetti. Blanche of Motion Picture Manufacturers
Montel and Laurence Myrga. This and is installed at the central cuspresentation of Gaumont is included tom house in Paris. 11 bis Rue de la
"bullein the foregoing statistics of the Douane. Having obtained a
tin" (statement) and another from
week's trade shows.
the customs officers detailing the
visited the renter or exThe Gaumont trade showed the reel to be
can inspect on the screen
previous Saturday afternoon at the hibitor
film imported into France and
any
Hippodrome "L'Inigne Mysterieux,"
in bond, a visa of the censor
from 'The Black Pin." by G. Lenotrc placed
not being necessary. The charge is
(the story of the Bonapartists' rising
60 francs an hour for the projection.
to release Napoleon I), produced by
picture suits, the importer
If the
Henri
Desfontaines,
played
by pays the duty, accepting the film
Cande,
Herrmann and France under
his own responsibility; if the
Dhelia. The show also included a
'does not think the story will
new humorous Gaumont film, "Le renterhis
clients he can decline to
Taxi 313 X. T.." from a story by suit
and the reel can be
delivery
Leonnec. produced by Pierre Colom- take
to the country of origin
returned
toier, with Saint -Granier and Mme.
vrlthout any further fiscal charges
Madys in the leads. Both were well (excepting receipt stamps tor the
received by the press.
export), as not having left the
bonded warehouse while in France.
Kendreic.
The Conservatoire des Arts et Me.

name is judgment debtor;
credit or and amount follows)
Nickroil Amuse. Corp. and Max
Ginsberg; ft H. Kopt; $1,745.84.
Melvin Dalberg; J. N. Kadel,
*
$175.54.
Bruce Duff us: N. Y. Tel Co.;

Plays

office

Released by Gaumont, 4,- Mark," by Henri Lichtenbcrger;
3,100;
Harry, 2.640; "Aviation of Today," by H. BelleyAgence Generale Cine- guier; "The X-Rays and the Conma. 1.800; Union Eclair, 200; Merle. stitution of Matter," by M. de Bro2.400; Universal Mfg., 3,420; Vita- glle, and "Progress in Electric Arc
by Maurice Lcbruu.
graph, 2,750; Paramount, 3,000, and Soldering,"
These lectures are open to the public.
W. Fox, 2,650.

(First

A

(patent

week).

JUDGMENTS

•

tiers

technical school) is organizing a,
series of lectures aided by motion
pictures, the subjects in January
being "The Fall of the German

500;
Pathe,
Weill, 1,000;

.

I

25, 1923

Chinese mission appointed to

—

WATCH

IT

Beginning Sunday, January 28
AT THE

MARK

T R A IN
A

of

vibrant, up-to-the-minute

courtship

and

drama

D

marriage

Louis B. -Mayer presents

The John M. Stahl
Production

!

'

Thursday, January

j

*

dd

-j

Los Angeles, Jan. 22.
Fisher** opening at Loew's
direct cause for doing
a record-breaking business, for all

Max

State

was the

Attendance records were shattered
Sunday, which was the inaugural
of the Fisher jazz band, which

numbers

25 pieces.

rase

0.

terious death of Frltale Mann, stage
dancer and cabaret performer. The
girl' was found dead, with head
crushed and clothing badly torn, on
the beach near San Diego. Physicians' examinations revealed the girl
in delicate condition.
As she had

made

threato to kill herself several

days before

Baby Peggy and her parents were

hosts at their new palatial home In
Beverly Hills to friends a few days

was

it

first

thought a

suicide case.
But police say evidence of homicide is strong. Both

men deny

guilt.

a*o.

Ambitious plans are under way
by the Halperln Productions, which
start producing soon on a superspecial titled "Tea with a Kick.'*
"Victor Halperin is the author and

Harvey Thew did the scenario.
Allen
Holubar broke all of his previous
production records for speed by
filming "The White Frontier" for
by
I Dorothy Phillips in six weeks,
the use of a pair of crutches and
a husky cane as the limb convalesced.

With one

leg

in

a

splint,

'

The

and one of the mo.?:
announcements at tho

latest

important

|

•

Filming of "Going Up," Douglas
MacLean's first independent starring vehicle for Associated Exhibitors, started this week at the Hollywood Studios.
Victor Heerman, director of "Rupert of Hentxau," Selznick special,
finds directing a costume picture
second nature, although the An-

thony Hope classic is his first production of its kind.
His parents
were famous theatrical costumers
and designers in England and today
his mother holds the position with

David Belaaco.
William Worthington, who organ-

liasky studios is the' acquisition of
the noted author. Zane Grey, who
•will in the future direct nls talent
to Famous Players. The announcement was by Jesse L. Lasky. Grey
recently was given screen rights to
with
his stories after litigation

ized the 'company and directed Ses8uc Hayakawa in his first starring

Benjamin B. Hampton, with wnora
he was under contract.

Mary Pickford's conception of an
ideal cast for "Faust," which she is
soon to start work on, is John Barrymore for the title role and Douglas Fairbanks as Mephisto.
Doug,
however, is scheduled to start work
very Shortly on a pirate story.

Jackie Taylor, .orchestra leader
will contest the
divorce suit of Mrs. Vera Steadman Taylor, film actress. This he

and jazz exponent,

announced when he appeared in
Judge Summerfleld's alimony court

The actress charged that when
their little child was ill she sent
for Taylor to return horn 3 at once.
Taylor was directing an orchestra,
and Mrs. Taylor alleged that when
be arrived home he was intoxicated.
The child subsequently d'.el.

vehicle, is to return to the screen
as an actor after an absence of six
years. He will play in "Red Lights"
adapted from "The Rear Car."

Leah Balrd is starring in "The
Destroying Angel," the second of
the Leah Baird Specials now being
completed at theThomas H. Ince

Players-Lasky studios, who married
Gilbert in Tia Juan a, Mexico, two

of

A

fa

to give
terest if

Spencer a 25 par cent. Inhe whipped it into shape by

July 21, 1920. Sidney Aschfer, Joseph Jacobs and James L. Burke
are alleged to have expended $1,500
for the purchase of the fllm; $500
other expenses and $600 to organise
the Super-Humor Films, Inc., to exploit the picture.

Charley Giblyn returned to New
last week after hiving been
abroad for several months directing
a production of 'Hypocrites" for
the Hollandia Film Fabrlk, Haar-

York

lem,
Holland.
The picture was
in seven weeks with a combined American, English and Hollander cast.

made

The Park, Worcester,

Mass., Feb. 5
a policy of vaudeville and
after showing the latter
exclusively for the last 10 years,
according
to
announcement by
Manager Max A. Finn. In preparation for the change largo forces of
carpenters
and electricians are
working in tho theatre after the
night performances.
will begin

pictures,

The Arrow Film

Co.,

independent

State- righters, is employing an exploitation device in connection with
"None So Blind." It is a miniature
talking machine disk on which
W. E. Schallenberger, vice-president
of .the company, announces himself
speaking and urges State- righters
to seek

Information concerning tho

picture.

Thrilling Adventure in Love

BEAUTIFUL Dorothy
Dalton as a spoiled
darling

of

sud-

society

denly swept to the depths

studios.

Marin Sals, former daredevil Kalem serial star, who has been spendCarmela Geraghty, daughter of ing most of her time writing scenand bossing the ranch for her
Tom Geraghty, supervising director arios
of Famous Players, was injured stellar husband. Jack Hoxie, returns
painfully at the Goldwyn studios to the screen in "A Son of the
when she fell from a trapeze. The Desert," an F. W. Kraemer proyoung woman, who has a minor duction.
role in Rupert Hughes' "Souls for
Sale/' was practicing aerial circus
James Young, director, has sestunts which she was to perform in lected the peaceful atmosphere of
the accident Coronado In which to write the
the picture when
occurred.
script of "Wandering Daughters," by
Dana Burnet, which will be his iniAnother "across-the-border" mar- tial production of a series for Assoriage, which promises to rival the ciated thirst National Pictures, In?.,
Rodolph Valentino affair, came to which will be presented by Sam E.
light the other day through a tenta- Rork.
tive property agreement between
Jack Gilbert, picture etar, and his
Emory Johnson is haunting the
former wife, Olivia Burrell Gilbert. Los Angeles railroad terminals,
Involved with Gilbert, who is at yards and round houses, getting the
present starring with William Fox railroad scenes for his production
Pictures Company, is Leatrice Joy,
one of the luminaries of the Famous
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Dec, 1920.. Tha action la on
behalf of John Mack, who avers he
disposed of the pictures to S. S.
,Th« new Rlvoli, Two Rivers, Wis., Grow and James A. McWhorten of
a town of 10.000. has opened with Atlanta. Mack was to have resix vaudeville acta and a feaceived $500 for each picture and reture picture. It is a ground floor
ceived commission on one cf them.
theatre, without a balcony, costing
$00,000. The seating capacity is 800.
Suit against the Motion Picture
The Rlvoli is a co-operative propProducers and Distributors and the
osition, built largely by the emPrudential
Film Service Corp. for
ployes of the various aluminum
goods factories In Two Rivers. It malicious prosecution, asking damages of $25,000, has been started by
is said that there is no individual
holding more than $500 in stock and Robert Spear, attorney for William
no one less than $100. It is man- E. Burns.
Burns was indicted in July, acaged by a board of directors, of
which John Mezera is secretary and cused of being the receiver of btolen
treasurer. The officers of the board films, among which were prints of
have positions in the theatre such "The Four Horsemen," "My Boy,"
The Indictments
as manager, assistant manager, or- and "Theodora,"
chestra leader, stage manager, etc. were dismissed last month by Judge
There is an orchestra of eleven men. Nott in General Sessions.
Burns charges that the M. P. P.
Tom Geherty, who has been r.u- & D. went before the Grand Jury
pervisor of productions it the Fa- without cause and secured five inmous Players' I»ng Island studio, dictments against him, knowing the
left for the west coast Surday. He charges they brought were without
will assume the duties of super- foundation and that he was confined
vising director at the Hollywood in the city prison for over two
studios of the company and un- months.
doubtedly step into the position
vacated by Frank Wood. E. Lloyd
Because
Ralph
Spence,
the
Sheldon has replaced him in Long scenario writer, failed to cut. edit
Island.
and title "The Gentleman Crook,"
the Ascher Features, Inc., estimate
Phillip
Hart an attorney has Itself damaged $15,000 according to
filed
suit
against L.
Lawrence a New York Supreme Court suit
Weber and Bobby North, claiming just begun.
In May, 1920, the
$1,000 commission for the sale of plaintiff purchased the negative of
three films, including "Notoriety," the "Gentleman Crook" and agreed
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2i, lfli

and

the

learning

meaning

of love

With the

rifice.

real

and sacgilded

and
glamorous Oriental Cairo
palaces

of

the

rich

as the setting.

"Westbound 99," a drama of the
Ralph Lewis and Ella Hall

rails.

will

be featured.

weeks after his interlocutory decree
waa signed and nearly a year prior

Metro production announces that
in addition to distributing the Fred
to hie securing his final divorce
Nlblo
productions presented by
present
is
at
papers. Leatrice Joy
Louis B. Mayer it will serve aa a rein New York, but according to a
telegram received by her husband leasing agency for Reginald Barshe expects to return to Los An- ker's productions, another imporgeles in March, when an immediate' tant unit at the Mayer studios.
second marriage is to take place.

my wife
I separated over my alleged
attentions to another actress are
conIn
absolutely unfounded."
firmation of his statement Gilbert
produced the following telegram,
sent from New York: "Home in
March, darling, and to remain.
Lovingly, Leatrice."
"Stories to the effect that

and

Four high-powered comedy scenarists are in the employ of Joe
Schenck and give their exclusive
services to Buster Keaton's screen
advancement. Writing from left to
right, they are Tommy Gray, Joe
Mitchell, Jean Havez and Clyde
Bruckman.

Rogers B. B. Clark, picture promoter, and W. Heltzen, of Fellowes
Film Co., are in jail as suspects in
the murder case involving the mys-

All for art, Bert Lytell, popular
leading man, has bleached his hair
to realistically portray a leading
role in "Rupert of Hantzau."
He

now a pure dyed-in-the-wool

is

blond.

Two directors have been added to
Constance Talmadgc's staff. They
Sidney Franklin and Victor
Heerman, formerly of the Selznick

are

forces.

Margaret Leahy, English beauty,
initial appearance before
the camt ra in Buster Keaton's comedy. "Three Ages."
Miss Leahy
will have the feminine lead in the

made her

film.

BOBBINS' DIRECTORS
Utlca. N. Y.. Jan.

The

100%

by Nathan L. Robbins to handle his
present and future theatrical hold-

was mad* public today.
includes Walter Green and C.

ings,

you

want
there

It

W.

of this city; W.
C. Doolittle, banker, of Trenton, N.
realty operaRothsteln,
Y.; Julius
tor; Emerson Willis, lawyer, and

Tuesday.

clientele

24.

the Bobbins'

Enterprises, Inc., of Utica, formed

Exhibitors of Michigan
Read our magazine published Jenny
If

of

From

the story

is

Edmund Goulding

•

Directed by Victor Fleming

.

"Good screen melodr
list

I»wery, newspaper company
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to

by

Cushman, bankers
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every

directorate

reach

no

medivnii

Rates very low

MICHIGAN FILM REVIEW
JACOB SMITH, Publisher
DETROIT, MICH.

A. T. G00K KILLED
A. T. Cuuk, owner of the Lyric,
Perry, Okla., was killed in an automobile accident near Orlando on
Jan. 17. According to Information
received, Cook was returning from
a business trip to Guthrie and had
turned out to pass another machine
when his car overturned, pinned him
underneath, and resulted in instantaneous death.

it
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Miss Dahon's most interesting
roles. The story has a very timely interest/'
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NOTHING STARTLED BROADWAY

PREMIER AT

K. C.

WEEK

No "Phenoms" Last

Los Angeles, Jan.

Did

at week

Ordinary

Business
—"30 Days"
Drew

Nothing startling in the way of
business any place along the line
last week. The houses all did a fair
although several were
business,
•lightly under the figure that they

drew last
there is a

different story all along
the Use. especially at the Capitol.

where "Peg
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cago Without Pleasing, De-

the business of the street, playing to
spite Star "Names"
* virtual turnaway the first three
days.
However, last week two of the
Chicago, Jan. 24.
bigger houses had holdover picLast week was the dullest that
tures, the Rlvoll having "Knight- loop
have ever
houses
picture
hood," which la remaining there for known from a standpoint of presa third week, and the Strand had entation of interesting new features,
"One Exciting Night," In its sec- and had it not been for the hit
ond week. The latter picture on its made by Yvette and her Manhattan
there
two weeks at the Strand broke the Syncopators at McVicker's.
would have been little to talk about
record for figures there for "Way
in Chicago filmdom.
Down East" and "Orphans of the
The Roosevelt held over "Tess"
Storm" on the first and second to fill its contract. The Randolph
week. The fact that the picture held over "The Flirt," which Is a
held up so strongly on the second big success.
The Chicago, generweek Is what was the surprise to ally the center of attraction from
a picture standpoint, had "Fury,"
the street.
very ordinary, but for the value of
Estimates for last week:
Astor—"The Third Alarm (F. B. the names of these two stars, but
around it that pfeased.
O). Beats, 1.131. Scale: Mats, $1; put a show everything
disagreeable,
"Fury" has
Not and while it is well enough acted
•rea* $1.60.
Fourth week.
pulling, but being run for the ad- and poetic enough, it lacks the
vertising that It gets. Gross under pleasing qualities essential to film
'

(American Releasing).

Seats, 500.
picture did the
usual business of the house, getting around $8,800.
"Gimme" (Goldwyn).
Capitol
Seats, 5,800/ Scale: Mats., 35-50$1; eves., 55-85-81. Seemed to have
unusual appeal, the business on the
week holding almost on a par of
that the week previous. A gross of
837,000 was reached.
(Nazimova Criterion "Salome"
United Artists). Seats, 608. Scale:
Fourth
Mats., 81 top; eves, $1.50.
week. This is the final week of the
picture at this house, the rental
having been for only that length of
time, and Mme. Nazimova not caring for a conflict with her speaking
stage engagement at the Sehvyn did
not continue beyond the original
lease. Got a little better than 83,000

The

—

—

last week.

Big Game In
Roth).
Seats
$1 top mats.; eves.,
81.60.
Third week. This picture
when It is considered that it Is
playing at a considerably lower
prloe of admission than did the big
features that preceded it at this
house Is virtually topping their
business In the number of people
played to although the receipts are
somewhat under the former figures.
Last week the pictures got 813,000.
Rialto— "Drums of Fate" (Fa-

Lyric— "Hunting
(Eugene

Africa"

Scale,

1,400.

mous

Players). Seats, 1,960. Scale:
Mlnter
55-86-98.
Miles
Mary
starred. Pulled a fair weeks busi-

ness getting 817,400.
Rivoli

—

"Knighthood" (Cosmo-

politan-Paramount).
55-85-99.

Seats,

2,200.

Now

in its third
week. The business last week was
419,900, which was 85,000 less than

Scale:

May have an
the opening week.
additional week at the Rialto following this engagement.
"One Exciting Night"
8trand

—

Artists).
Seats,
(Griffith-United
Was held
Scale: 80-50-85.
over for the second week and broke
the house record on the business
done by both "Way Down East",
and "Orphans of the Storm", pre2.900.

that played two
weeks at the house. Got close to
829,000 on the week.

vious

Griffith's

CHILLED
CuIN m

Landie

Thrown
Following

IN

WATER

Collapses
Into

After

Bay

Z>oa Angeles, Jan. 24.
the taking of a scene

a picture where Cullen Landis
had to be thrown Into San Diego
Bay, Landls collapsed through contact with the chilled waler.
He was affected Internally and
'rushed to the hospital where he
may have to remain several weeks.
In

William Beresteln will erect a
p.cture house, to be called the
Strand, at Little Falls, N. Y., with
the expectations It will be open by
the 1st of September,
\

of picture attrac-

Kansas City, Jan. 84.
world's premiere of Maurice
sical features. Drew 118,925.
production
of
Hall
California.:
Indepen"Salome"
Calne's book and stage play, "The
dent). Starring Naslmova. Heavy
Christian," at the Newman last
advertising pulled crowde, although
week meant but little to the Kan- Nazimova favorite at this house.
sas City fans, and the event caused
Took $13,775 on week.
but little more notice than any
Grauman's Rialto. "To Have and
regular program offering.* In fact,
To Hold" (Paramount).
Betty
business was not up to the preced- Compson
and Bert Lytell in the
ing one when "Back Home and
type.
Multiple weeks have failed
Broke" was the feature.
to show noticeable fall-off In reAt the Royal Wallace Reid's last ceipts.
Probably will run three
picture, ''Thirty Days," was heavily
weeks longer. Gross $7,800.
featured, but did not seem to have
Grauman's Hollywood.
"Robin
the proper appeal.
The pre- view Hood" (Fairbanks). Indications film
notices
called
attention
to
the will be taken off within two more
changed appearance of the popular weeks. Business falling off. Got
actor, the lack of vigor and pep $17,650.
which made the picture at times
Mission.
"Susanna"
(Sennett).
more of a tragedy than a comedy. Mabel Normand featured.
First
When the news of Reid's death sign ot let-up came early part
of
came late Thursday afternoon it week, when box fell short of pre
caused many to flock to the theatre ceding weeks. Receipts $8,400.
to eee the once popular idol of the
Kinema.— "Fury" (A. F. N.). Richfans,
about whom the newsies ard
Barthelmess
given* billing.
were shouting.
"Felix the Cat" cartoon co -adverReports from a number of the tised and a big magnet.
Took
leaders
among the
residential $17,536.
houses show that the neighborhood
Loew's State. 'Hearts Aflame"
business is holding its own in a (Louis B. Mayer).
Reginald Barremarkable manner, but the man- ker, director, played up bigger than
agers are entitled to something, as cast. Max Fisher's orchestra occuthey are giving the best obtainable pied position second only to film
at almost ridiculous prices.
feature. Combination, strongly adFor the current week the New- vertised, proved big money getter.
man features "The Pride of Palo- Grossed $22,590.
mar." and as the story has been
running as a serial in the "Jour-

Tho

nal," it has
of
dollars'

been given thousands

worth
newspaper space.

unbuyable

of

Last week's estimates:

ome

HOLD OVER PICTURES

—

DO WELL

—

—

—

—

—

—

SMALL HOUSES

pleased the local publicity men for
the picture houses.
The orchestra at the Palace
proved a big attraction and drew
no small portion of the receipts for
the week. From four to five calls
for Thomas Gannon, the director,
and then additional ones for the
orchestra ae a whole were in order
practically every performance.
Estimates for the week:

Philadelphia, Jan.

To

Full Capacity Last

Week

Boston, Jan. 24.
As a result of taking advantage of
the oceans of publicity that Valentino got on his visit here by revamping their programs at the last minute and sticking one of his films In
after the Monday afternoon show
the Modern and Beacon, two downtown houses, scaled at 40 cents, with
seating capacity of about 800. did a
business last week of $7,500 each.
houses, and
It is capacity for thi
more could not possibly have been
done.
At every other picture house in
town the .business last week was
about normal for this time of the
year. A better break was observed
because of the better weather conditions in some instances, but with
the exception of the Beacon and
Modern no startling figures were
•

rolled up.

Rogers in "Fruits of Faith,"

Will

together with some unusually good
musical features.
This bill was
spoken of by several dallies as the
best rounded one any photoplay
house has shown here in a long time,
and business tended to bear it out.
One of the week's big surprises

was the pulling power of "Lorna
vlous after the slump of "The
I

Dan -

gerous Age," drew the first big matinee crowds this house has had for
months, and kept them coming In
•the evening, too, although the business up to 6 o'clock was the main
reason for the big week.
The Stanton, with Griffith's "One
Exciting Night," also shared in the
big business. It had been planned
to

keep this mystery melodrama In

only three weeks, but it is now announced that a fourth is possible'
and that the engagement will run
as long as it shows promise.
The only one of the four -big Aim \
houses which failed to cut a big
melon was the Aldine, with "Omar
the Tentmaker." This film, although
well liked by the critics, did not
prove a box- office knockout by a
long shot, and only a fair gross was
recorded. The Palace did splendidly
-with "Back Home and Broke" and
the Victoria had an unusually fine
week with "The Kentucky Derby."
The Arcadia, with Agnes Ayres in

"A Daughter

of Luxury,"

was

fairly

successful.

This week's attractions include
"Kick In," which opened weakly at
the Stanley; "Missing Millions," at
the Aldine; "The World's a Stage,"
at the Karlton, and the third week
of "One Exciting Night" at the

Stanton. An interesting feature of
the bookings in the near future Is
the placing of "Dr. Jack" at the
Karlton next week. This is the second film of late which has played
this house after the Stanley. Generally the Karlton plays first-re*
attractions,
leaving
second-rund^
films to the Palace, Victoria ano^
i

Capitol.

Estimates of last week:

8tanley— "Dr. Jack" (Pathe). This
comedy with Harold Lloyd, together
with Will Rogers in "Fruits of
Faith" and some musical specialties,
did a business estimated at $25,00$
last week, one of the best weeks the
house has had recently. (Capacity,
4,000; scale, 35 and 50 cents matinees, 50 and 75 cents evenings.)
Stanton— "One Exciting Night"
(United Artists). Business held up
wonderfully and may stay around
some time. Gross was around $13,000.
(Capacity, 1,700; scale, 25 and
50 cents matinees, 60 and 75 cents
evenings.)

Karlton

—"Lorna
A
—

Doone"

—

(First

National).
big week the biggest
in a long time
was recorded, with
ting $20,000.
Storm matinees drawing heavily from
Imperial "Tess
the
of
Including
Country" (United Artists). (Seats women and children.
1,425; scale, 35-75.)
Mary Pickford. previous Saturday, when film startFourth and final week drew $6,500. ed, gross of nearly $8,500 was turned
Portola
'Dr.
(Pathe). in, which is big for this small house.
Jack"
(Seats 1,100; scale, 50-75.) Harold (Capacity, 1,100; 50 cents top.)
Aldine "Omar the, Tentmaker"
Lloyd. Fifth week did well enough
to retain
picture another week. (First National). Although praised
by dailies, fans didn't flock to this
Played to $6,000.
Loew's Warfield— "The Beautiful Guy Bates Bost picture. Gross was
and
Damned" (Warner Bros.). around $7,000. (Capacity, 1,500; 50(Seats 2,800; scale, 55-75.)
Bessie cent top.)
Clayton. $23,000.
Edna Purviance, pictures, leadCentury— 'Oliver Twist" (First
National).
(Seats 1.800; scale, 35- ing woman for Charlie Chaplin proFourth week. Got $7,000.
50.)
ductions, is critically ill suffering
Tivoli— "Fury* (First National). from a relapse from an attack
jf
(Seats 1,800; scale. 40-75) Richard
Barthelmess.
Second week, drew pleurisy in Los Angeles.

—

—

$3,000.

Frolic— "One Wonderful Night"
and "Around the World in Eighteen
Days" (Universale). (Scats 1.000;
scale, 10-30). Double bill got $3,100.

LYTELL AT

$2,000

Subscribe for

WEEKLY

Although the picture has three
Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
weeks longer to stay at the Park it
Bert Lytell has been placed unappears that considerable y of the
1,200; scale, nights. 85-50c). Picture punch has gone out of "Robin Hood.'' der contract by the Principal Picmeasures up with those of Fair- Last week this film did $8,500, about tures Corp., which is the company
bunks that have gone before and $500 better than the business of the controlled by the Lessers, for the
week before, when transportation title role in the screen version of
easily got 315,000 on the week.
weather hit the town a smash.
Crandall's
Metropolitan— "Oliver and
But it is a far cry from the figure the George M. Cohan play. "The
Twist"
(capacity,
scale,
1.700;
of $14,000, established a couple of Meanest Man in the World."
nights. 33 -50c).
The second week weeks ago, and there does not seem
Lytell's salary is said to be $2,000
of this remarkable youngster's picat this time to be much of a chance a week for the "Meanest Man."
ture held up exceedingly well. Looks
Busi- which i3 to be released through
of it becoming much better.
to have don^vM least 39.000, a drop
ness is reported very good at the First National.
of about 13,000 from the first week.
end of the weok. with the sag comMoore's Rialto— "The World a ing on the tlrst days, and especially
Stage" (capacity. 1.000; scale, even- at the matinees.
bills of season this week, with Wesings, 50c). This Elinor Glyn feature
Loew's State (capacity. 4.000; ley Batty in "Heroes of the Street"
caught on and boosted the receipts scale. 25-50), with 'Tess." did about and Dustln Farnum in "Three Who
of the house from those of the pre- $18,000 last week.
Very fine busi- Paid" being used, with "The New
vious week by a good 8 -.000. Looked ness and better than that of the Leather Pushers" for a comedy.
to be about 89.000.
week before by about $2,000.
$7,500 last week.
Loew's
Palace— "Love
in
the
Park (capacity. 1.100; scale. 50Beacon (capacity, scale and atDark" (capacity, 2.500; scale, 35- $1.50). About $8,500 last week; tvith tractions same as- Modern and gross
50c. nights). The Viola Dana (Me"Robin Hood." Picture has three at this house last week same as
sister house).
tro) picture held up well, getting weeks longer to run in this house.
Modern (capacity, 800; scale, 28about the house's usual business In
Tremont Temple
Using "Tho
Presenting one of strongest Ninety and Nine " at 25-50.
40).
the vicinity of $«,500.

—

Loew's Columbia Douglas Fairbanks in "Robin Hood" (capacity,

.

—

a

Doone," at the Karlton. This film,
which opened on the Saturday pre*

—

Modern and Beacon, Boston, Played

24.

Grosses Jumped In all the downfilm houses last week.
The
boost Is accredited here to the class
of the pictures themselves* rather
than to any general film boom.
The Stanley had a big week with
Harold Lloyd in "Dr. Jack" and

town

—

'

churchmen concerning government
censorship of the movies. The talk
brought the movies to the front
page of the dailies, which naturally

Night" for a Run

—

Newman— "The Christian (GoldIN FRISCO
had "The wyn). Seats 1.980: scale, nights,
McVicker's
than 50-75.
Applause,"
better
Richard
Dix and Mae
of the Paramounts seen there Busch. othvr items on bill. Picture
«lnce the house opened, and which one of best* of Maurice Tourneur's "Fury," "Dr. Jack" and "Olinad a particularly big business productions. Did not develop the
ver Twist" on Runs
Warbooster in Yvette.
draw expected for world's premiere.
Estimates for last week:
Gross aoout 815,500, little under
field's Big Week
preceding
week.
McVicker's—"The World's ApLiberty— "Dr. Jack." Seats 1.000;
(Paramount. Seats 2.500.
plause."
Picture better than scale, 35-50. Harold Lloyd. A twoNights. 59c.)
San Francisco, Jan. 24.
average so far at this house and reel scenic, "Man vs. Beast," showAlthough the Tivoli, presenting
strengthened by fine show with ing thrilling shots of big game hunt Richard Barthelmess in "Fury," enYvette and her Manhattan Synco- in Africa, balanced bill. Jazz or- joyed an exceptionally big opening
Close to 89,000, week and advertised "the picture's
pators as feature. Around 822,800. chestra added.
the thing." the second week did not
Chicago "Fury." (First National. pick up over week before.
Mil- bear out the assertion when Bessie
Street— "Missing
Twelfth
Seats 4,200. Nights, 55c.) Richard
Seats 1,100; Clayton opened at Loew's Warfield
Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish. lions" (Paramount).
David Powell and as an added attraction. The busi"Fury" not character of photoplay scale, 10-25.
which sends audience out in good Alice Brady. Western drama filled ness at tills downtown house conBusiness close to tinued very big throughout the
humor. Dreary, poetic story of un- out program.
week.
Program around pic- house average, around 82.000.
fortunates.
(Para"Thirty
Days"
Royal
"Fury," while not equalling the
Business little off,
ture first class.
mount).
Seats 890; scale, 35-50. first week, stood the test very well
but exceeded 840,000.
Mermaid comedy during its second. At the Century
Wallace Reld.
"Tess." (United with industrial also ehown.
Roossvelt
The "Oliver Twist." the fourth and final
Artists.
Seats 1,275. Nights, 55c.) changed appearance of Reld in pic- week, tapered off materially.
The
Final week saw still smaller busi- ture
and Portola retained "Dr. Jack" for a
noticeable
extremely
ness than third week.
many said they experienced a pe- fifth week, and while business was
(Uni- culiar feeling they could not shake less than the weeks preceding it was
Flirt."
Randolph— "The
Nights. 50c.) off.
versal.
Seats 686.
Picture drew out of curiosity satisfactory and induced the manLast week of "The Flirt" estab- latter part of the week and held for agement to retain the film for a
About full time, getting around 86,500.
lished picture has draw.
sixth week.
j 6 000
"Estimates for last week:
Opposition
runs at the
first
"Garrison's
Finish"
California
vaudeville houses, "Enter Madame,"
Malnstreet;
"The Scarlet Car," (Paramount). (Seats 2,700; scale,
Globe;
"Heroes and Husbands," 55-90). Jack Pickford. Got $12,000.
GRIPPE IN CAPITAL
Granada "Kick In" (Paramount).
Pantages.
(Seats 2,940; scale, 55-90).
BettyBusiness Off in Ait Houses Because
Compson, Bert Lytell and May Mcof Epidemic
pictures,
getAvoy.
Top
among
the
BEST
Washington, Jan. 24.
The theatres during the past week
suffered somewhat from the epidemic of grippe that Is so prevalent.
The first week of the new Fairbanks
picture. "Robin Hood," seemingly
was the 'least affected, and rolled up
a gross equal to any of the bigger
pictures that have gone before.
During the past week considerable
"talk" and adopting of resolutions
took place at a large conference ot

ley First

—

—

Now Following Stan*
Runs—"Exciting

Karlton

—

Cameo—-"The Marriage Chance" World's
Scale, 65-75.

way

last

—

success.

$7,000.

In the

BECAUSE OF BIG FILMS

24.

tions, and the box office takings
were as per average.
Grauman's. "Pride of Palomar"
(Cosmopolitan). Featuring Peter B.
Kyne, author, with co-stars, Marjorle Daw and Forrest
Stanley.
Usual Grauman prolog and mu-

Tourneur's

however,

week,

This

I

—This Week's
o*

Week, with
Loew's 8tate Getting Top Gross

No "phenoms" bobbed up

Newman
[Two Holdovers Both Do Fair Business
Returns Show an Increase "Peg
at Capitol Going Big

25, 1923
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TRUE SPOKE

Ohio Exhibitors 2d Convention
It is

Ealaban

cited that

owners

Times square

in

&

Katz

Marked by Good Fellow

In £h!cago as well as modern theatre
are trying to get bttter "protection" terms from

Spirit

the distributors. Exhibitor demands run up as high; as two months,
while the rule fqjr the Broadway houses has been two weeks, This protection situation is probably the toughest and most complicated prob-'
lem in a trade which is full of problems.
The exhibitor pays enormous sums for pre-release rights. It is reported the Capitol in New York gave up $14,000 for "Passion." The
Capitol has a top of $1.10 (loges) and 85 cents for the orchestra. The
exhibitor's point is that if New York fans are educated to the view that
they will be able to -see the same picture within a fortnight at a neighborhood house with a scale of, say 30 cents, they won't patronize the
Capitol at 85 cents, but wiil wait until the picture is available at the

cheaper
r

A

— Low Rentals

Columbus, Jan. 24.
inharmonious element*, but
good fellowship, a willingness to
accomplish something and a dtsire

was ever evident

learn

to

at

the

second annual convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Ohio, here last week. Approximately
250 members of the Ohio organizawhich has a roster of 433
tion,
members, were present during the

price.

came up while the Fairbanks picture "Three Musketeers"
at the Lyric at $2. The New York Strand had secured prerelease booking for the feature as soon aw its run at the legitimate house
was completed, but through an error the "fact that "'The Three Musket* ers' Will he Seen Here Shortly" was blazoned across the front of
the Strnnd before the Lyric engagement was announced to close. The
result was that a substantial sum was paid by the Fairbanks people to
»f<uare the theatre and the engagement was materially shortened for a
further lo*s. As soon as peop!e knew that "The Musketeers" was coming
to the 85-cent Strand, they Ignored the $2 Lyric.
The pre- n lease men declare the same thing_^happens to them on
features only the fans pass them by and wait for the picture to come
to i he neighborhood house. That's one side.
The distributors have their side as well. They maintain that long
protection is impossible. A picture- goes into a pre-release house and
the producer-distributor lays out large sums for exploitation which
must edge into the subsequent campaign if it, is not to be wasted. Now
then, if much time elapses between the pre-release engagement and the
general release date, the producer-distributor take as a—dead loss a'.l he
put into the initial presentation. Besides which the picture loses standIn picking
ing.
It is advertised for first run perhaps six week's later.
his entertainment the fan remembers the long ago pre-release run and
fi^uves the picture is an old one.
How these two opposing interests (the exhibitor's and the producers')
can vcr he reconciled is the puzzle.
$
case once

two days.
Sydney S, Cohen and" M. J
O Toole were the speakers on the
opening program. Martin S. Smith,
president of the Buckeye organization presided as chairman.

John F. Kumler, treasurer at the
afternoon meeting of the first day,
after reading his report on the condition of th^ treasury, urged members of the organization to give
officials av greater moral and finanThis plea was also
cial support.
to be found in the addresses of

Sydney

8.

Cohen and M.

J.

O'Toole,

the latter declaring that they were
Ion. ^r proprietors, but theatre

no

owners.

Fred Harrington, of the ways and
means committee delivered a speech

He berated
with' brimstone.
those p:**.scnt for the lack of finanability to
support,
their
cial
over
sit by and think that the officers
could give them protection with an
filled

«

The Cromwell divorce trial was continued in White Plains. X. Y... this
we_k, wxth the plaintiff, .Tohn Cromwell, resting his case Monday for an
empty treasury, Within 20 minutes
absolute dlvojce against his wife, Ros/e Barker Cromwell. Harry Cohen,
after lie had concluded his speech,
picture producers (Cohen Brothers), mentioned as co-respondent, reached
treasurer Krumler reported memNew York from the coast Sunday and will ttstify for the defense. Wit- bers
had paid into the treasury
r.tsses for Mrs. Cromwell will be the other men (not in the show busi$2,125.
ness) mentioned by u colored maid and Mrs. Mulford. Cromwell'^ houseOthers present at the convention
keeper, as having hern in the Cromwell home over night when the husband was absent. Toward the end of the plaintiff's case Monday, a rep- of national and state importance
resentative of a law firm and a colore^ porter swore they had setn Mrs. were W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111.;
Cromwell with a young man about 30 years old in a drawing room pn William K. Seiman, Cleveland; D.
the Twentieth Century leaving New York.
The porter stated he had W. Flsl, Cincinnati; J. D. Kennedy.
j

$j at the time not to forget
at the Ross-Fenton Farm at

received
waiters
received
witness

the couple.

Previously- colored

Asbury Park had testified they
various amounts from Cromwell while waiting to state on the
stand they had seen Mrs. Cromwell with Cohen in a bungalow
on the farm for two weeks or so early in July, 1920. When Mabel RossFenton testified phe seated she had had Mrs. Cromwell as a guest for
a while, but it was in late August or September, 1920; she had never
seen Mr. Cohen in the bungalow, but had noticed .him one afternoon
aeated on the porch of it.
Mrs. Mulford ^acknowledged she had received $20,000 and a life job
when accepting the position of housekeeper for the Cromwells, Cromwell
having promised her in writing t&t $20,000. She denied the insinuation
of Max Steuer, counsel /or the wife, that she had caused the trouble
between Mrs. Cromwell and her husband in the hope that 'did Crom«
well secure a divorce he would marry Tier. Mrs. Mulford also stated she had
lived with a man she later found to have a wife and several children;
that she has been living alone with Cromwell in his residence since his
wife left him, and there were servants in the place.
The defense of a frame along the lines of Steuer's insinuation, it is
expeeted. will be more strongly brought out during the presentation of
the defense.

With the advent of the A. B. C. there began & brand new discussion
of the importance of playing days and the thing was so stressed that
everybody put undue emphasis upon mere bulk of playing time. As a
matter of fact 100 days may mean more than 400 days and the smaller
playing time may represent more money than the larger. It isn't the
quantity of playing days that count, it's the quality of the time reprehundred playing days in first class houses in "key cities'* are
sented.
more important to the producer and distributor than 400 days of commercial run time in small neighborhood theatres. For purposes of calculating importance the -mere number of playing days, thus, doesn't
mean a thing.
Before you know how good a specified number of playing days is you
must make a detailed analysis of theatre location, theatre capacity and a
hundred other elements. Any one of the Times square houses alone
represents anywhere up to 750 daya of time as compared with the small
neighborhood, in cash return to the distributor and without counting the
prestige a picture enjoys from a date in the superior house.
In this connection a conversational calculation was made a few days
among a group of film men, as to the probable amount of time centered
One man who said he had made a detailed Exin the Kfith Exchange.
amination of the possibilities declared he could see in Keith, Orpheum,
Shea, Western Vaudeville, Jake Wells, Moss. Proctor. Interstate and
other branches a total of 4,500 days. The concensus was that this was
too high a figure. One man guesflc<r*that the number might run as high
4,000 and the lowest guess was 3,800.

A

M

A temporary restraining order was issued by Judge Hal Johnson in
District Court at Oklahoma City, Jan. 10. to stop Joseph Cooper from
showing the unauthorized Governor J. C. Walton pictures in the Criterion
theatre of that city, and the Universal, International Se'.znick and Pal he
companies from exhibiting the films anywhere in the United States.
The oider was issued on the petition of Dan V. Lackey, in charge of
the inaugural barbecue and parade, who claimed to have the legal right
to the only authorized prints of the barbecue negatives which were made
under ha personal supervision and direction at a. cost of $5,000. He
alleged the film belonged to the barbecue committee and that procee.lv

Ask

Cincinnati; Charles A. Kuehle, Cincinnati; W. A. True. Connecticut;
H. If. RIchey. Michigan; Harry
Dennison,
Pittsburgh;
C.
Davis,
Michigan and Henry Rger, Columbus.

NOTHING EXTRA NEEDED

Feet in 12 Minutes
Regulation

1,000

as

Providence, R. I., Jan. 24.
Rhode Island moving picture
at their union meeting
nt&ht, voted to protest to

operator!,

Sunday

No

was playing

.

45

,!;•

president of the
owners organization
Connecticut
closed the last session with an exhow the Theatre
planation
of
Owner's Distribtuing Corporation
operatrd and the benefits to be derived from it in the way of reduced film rentals, which has become a serious problem. Mr. True
is also the president of the latter
A.

,3?rue.

Exchange
mentioned association.
m« n, of which there were several
asked to
were
time,
present at the
leave the room by chairman Smith
when Mr. True took the platform.
Bankruptcy For Convenience
Holyoke, Mass., Jan.

The Holyoke Theatre,

Inc.,

24.

has

a* voluntary bankruptcy petition in the United States District
Court. Liabilities are listed at $9,165
and there are no assets. According
to a statement filed with the petition the decision to file the schedules
was arrived* at by a vote of stockfiled

holders at a recent meeting.
The Holyoke Theatre, Inc., was
organized in February, 1922, by
George E. Hammond, C. W. Rackcliffe and William J. Shea, who obtained a lease of the Holyoke theatre from P. F. Shea & Co. After
operating it for some time the lease
was given up and Shea and company later leased the house to the
Goldstein Bros. Amusement Co. of
Springfield.
The bankruptcy petition is for the purpose of effecting
a settlement of debts contracted
<luring the period that the corporation held the lease on the theatre.

any, should be allotted to that committee.
Flna| termination of the matter will be thrashed
within the near future.

if

The

d.
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r
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eccentric habits.

n
It

ry
is

R

out

in

the

COUftl

has recalled a number o; aioras o* hi**
that he was MVII without a bankroll of

Itojeen

relate

1

$10,000 Iq cash in his pocket.
When i lawsuit grew out of

some one

of his smaller transactions he
•WAS served with a summons. lie tore the papers up and called promptly
upon the plaintiff. Striding into his private offl e he declared "There
i*n't the shadow of Justice in your claim, but I won't be annoyed talk-

R

for

DENT IN FORMULA

NO. 10

At

least,

ing about it. Here." And he stripped a $1,000 bill off his roll and tossed
on the desk.
haven't cash to change this, but I'll give you a check
I
for the difference. " said the delighted litigant. "Never mind the enange,"
replied Rosen.
You can have the $250 for your trouble."
it

'

"Mamaroneck, Long Island!" For
benefit of the Los Angcfeans

the

not get the kick, the explanation is that there would be as
much sense to it as if the hop read,
"Pasadena, Catalina Island. '•
Incidentally, this is the first Intimation the industry at large has
had *that Fairbanks has the pow^r
to decide as to where the netivlties
of Grfllth should be centered.

TA£ES OVER HOUSES FOR

F. P.

New Bed ford, Mass., Jan. 24.
William P. Cray of Lewiston,
has taken over the control
Empire theatre here and
eight other houses in Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Vermont. Gray
is president of the Maine and New
Hampshire Theatres Co. and for
some time has represented the
Famous-Playera in Eastern New
England.
He now takes over the
remainder of the New England unit
of the Famous-Playera.
The nine theatrea acquired are:
Merrimac Square, Lowell, Mass.;
Empire, here; Broadway, Chelsea,
.Maine,
of the

Mass.; Strand, Rutland, Vt.; Park,
Richford, Vt; Park, Barre, Vt.;
Savoy, Northfleld, Vt: Strand, Pawtucket, R. I., and Laurier, Woonsocket,

Vt

SUES FOR

WRONG STATEMENT

Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
He!ene Chadwlck haa started suit
against the Goldwyn Corporation,
alleging that they are preventing
her from securing other employment, through statements to the
effect that she is still under contract to them while ahe maintains
that she in not.

c

•

i

i

Manha Wilchinka. Sam Rothapfel's secretary at the Capitol. New
York, la developing into a songwriter and lyric contributor. When occasion has presented itae'f for special numbers in prologues and such
in conjunction With feature pictures. Miss Wilchinka and William Axt
of the house orchestra have written meritorious words and music on
short notice.

•

producer has been of late making pun bases of master painting!
for His home.
He mentioned his best buy to a friend who Jn repeating
to another film friend, said: "see Blank got a very fine Reubens."
It
film

\

out, to hoost his
let in."

or a sandwich?

*

manager around New York
business, reading: "Oreai show

small time hou*e

Madison— "Making a Man."

Around

Corking'

yer.

Fair.

$10,000.

Adams—"Qulncy
well liked.-

Adams

business.

SawPicture

•

NO DISAGREEMENT
It

Tully

Loa Angeles, Jan. 24.
Richard Walton

reported

is

ai

Guy Bates Post have

d

come

to the parting of ths waya.
Poet will not play Svengall In ths
production of "Trilby," and maintains he waa breaking from Tully
at Mamaroneck, Long Island, and because the latter failed to give him
due
publicity in the matter of his
bring the Griffith organization to
financial Interest in the production.
Los Angele3."

death was announced.

A

—

Very' estlsfactory.

aa a follow-up to Boy" did.

the story that D. W. Griffith is to
return to the coafct to produce, the
home town boosters have now come
to the fore with Formula No. 10,
which is that all the distributing
organization* are to center their
business here.
The "pipe hounds" have dashed
into the local papers with "Douglas
Fairbanks has announced hia intention to make Los Angeles the distributing center for United Artists'
pictures, and the center United Artists production activities here also.
This would close the Griffith studio

of Wallie Reid on the coast was unexpected to his piethe Famous Players hud~ a* t July 2 for the start of
believing by that time he would have been fuliy recovered, ir had also been arranged that Reid should leave for Catalina
Inlands or the mountains shorfly, for a more complete rest, when his

"Alma

week

Washington "Dr. Jack" finished
second week to almost *a much
business aa first, Will remain one

Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
longer.
Indications point to
The coast seems to have gone week
bigger buainess than "Grandma's

wild.

who knew

replied the other,

—

i

The death

Tee,"

in

.

his next picture,

A

It

Week-

Detroit Last

—

U:«

tine friends

"The Hottentot" Proved

the proper authorities regarding the
Zero, Too
*
i
speed at which picture film* are run
through the projectors in Rhode
Island cities and towns. They furDetroit. Jan. :'l.
ther voted to seek some kind of
The sudden zero spell and the
legislation, either from the General extreme weather changes did conAssembly or by the city or town siderable damage to business at the
governments, which would restrict picture houaee last week, yet every
The bigthe speed of running films to not house showed a profit.
more than J, 000 feet in 12 minutes. gest attraction was "The Hottenwhich seemed to pick up more
They also voted to recommend tot,"
business every day. No
the appointment of a practical a long while has created picture in
equal talk
operator by the mayor of each city, around.
Being shown* in another
whose duties shall ?>e to inspect first-run house this week.
both machli.es and films and decide
Estimates for last week:
upon the fitness of applicants for
Capitol "The
Hottentot."
You
operators'
licenses.
A protest don't need extra advertising and
against the attendance to movie exploitation when you have tine
shows of children unaccompanied goods. Here is a picture with a
by adults was another action de- title that means nothing, yet it drew
almost as much business aa "Dancided upon.
gerous Age," which played,
The following officers of local 223 to record receipta. John. H« recently
Kunsky
were installed: President. Philip won't play any picture in the CapiSugurman; vice president, William tol over a week, yet "The HottenHaywood; recording secretary, Karl tot" was deserving of a longer run,
S. Madden; financial secretary and sO lie moved it into the Madison
for this week.
Around $24,000 last
treasurer, Samuel Taylor; business
week.
agent. Thomas
Shannon. The
Broadway - Strand
"Strangers
installation was corducted by the Banquet." Opened rather
weak, due
retiring president, Edward W. An- to zero weather, but receipts imthony.
proved every day. Total business

who do

W.

FOR REAL GOOD FIU*

Ciiy had paper gotten
at the Plank.
Try :o

Richard Walton Tully, when aeen
New York, stated that as far aa
he knew he had had no argument
with Guy Bates Post; that they had
had an agreement whereby Poat was

in

to give his services for a salary and
a percentage in the production of
two pictures, "The Masquerader"
and "Omar." Those two pictures
are completed and§ released and
their agreement is ended, except as

Mr. Post participates, io the profits
may accrue 'from the distribution of the two pictures.
As for the production of "Trilby."
Mr. Tully has. not cast ths piece aa
yet, beyond having, made the selection of the girl for the title role.
Tully was present Wednesday at
the final meeting of the executive
committee of First National and
waa completing his arrangements
there for "Trilby" dialiibution before going to the coast to start production on the picture.
that

W0MEK FIGHT

CENSORSHIP

~*

Indianapolis, J*nT+3At-~
in

Film censorship bills are pending
committees of both hou
of
*

.

The bills are
House be'ng
Introduced last, week by Representative Paul D. Farley, of Rk-

the State Legislature.
Identical, that in the

Ths Senate r, c the measure,
Senator Steele the week beHearings were scheduled for
week.
Meanwhile exhibitors were do ng
very little lobbying, leaving the

harU

-

fro-

fore.
this

.

job up to the national organization.
and
the
Indiana
Indorsers
of
Photoplays, the independent, unofficial organization of club women
with
boarda
in
practically
all
Hoosier cities and some towns. The
indorsers are thoroughly aroused

because proponents of censorship
have charged that Indorsement Is
not effective.
The women indorse,
by statements tp the newspapers
and circulars to parents, the good
films and ignore the bad.
Frequently they a«k exhibitors to cut
scenes and in gonrral there has
been hearty co-operation '.etween
the two for the last few years.
To prove to the legislature that
indorsement is more American and
more effective than censorship the
indorsers are gathering letters from
exhibitors who have made cuts on
their suggestion.

Joseph A Ken ton will appear in
support of Richard Barthelroess in
New
expiration production,
ths
"The Vellos shawl." Gillian Gi»h
p!»3 n opnOaita the *tar.
1

<

•»

.

.

-
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GOLD WYN'S UNITS;

PLOT TO STEAL MANY FILMS

OWN

FRUSTRATED IN LOS ANGELES

—

Pictured in Orient

Iajs

A

to

plot

Angeles Jan.

steal

several

24.

FAMOUS PAYS LYNCH

million

worth of tilms from Hollywood and Culver City studios for
sale in the Orient is believed to have
been frustrated with the arrest here
of two men, charged with the theft Additional
of films from the Thomas H. Ince
Passed
dollars'

FOR SHARES OF STOCK
Cash of $400,000
Lynch Outside Exchanges

studios.

made

by Deputy
under instructions
from Sheriff Trager and Chief Deputy Al. Manning, may be the forerunners of a number of others, as

The

arrests,

Sheriff J. B. Fox,

—

A formi statement from Famous
Players this week gave the price of
the purchase of S. A. Lynch EnterprlMa at $1,900,000 consisting of
15.000
shares of .Famous Players
common stock and $400,000 in cash.
In some quarters it was believed
that the issue of treasury stock and
the sale of some of the securities delivered to Lynch were" what broke
I

the result of the investigation, covering several weeks, which Fox has
conducted among the film studios.
The two men under arrest are D.
K. Reed, for several years booking
agent for Famous Players in San
Francisco, and Robert Marley, shipping clerk at the Ince studio in Culver City. Reed and Marley are especially charged with the grand
larceny of two films "Love." a J.
Parker Reed production, and an Ince
film, "Skin Deep." The average cost
of these subjects was $300,000 each,
it is declared.
The operation of the pair was
based upon the intercepting of films
at local express offices and diverting

market price from around 90
82%.
receives back its
Paramount franchise, a group of
Lynch picture theatres and the five
Lynch exchanges in the southern
the

to

Goldwyn

going to inaugurate
the unit system of producing at its
Culver City studios and also its own
printing plant for the turning out
of their positive prints for general
release. Heretofore nothing but the
rush negative developing and printing Were done on the studio grounds.
Six units will be underway at the
studios shortly, headed by Marshall
Neilan, Eric Von Stroheim. Rupert
Hughes. King Vidor. Clarence Badger and Hugo Ballin. In addition
•Ren-Hur" is to be started shortly.
The personnel of the Neilan unit
includes Frank Urson. associate director; Leeds Baxter, business manager Tom Held, assistant director;
David Kesson. camera man; D. J.
Gray, film editor and Howard Higgins, production manager. Neilan is
now producing "The Ingrate" of
which he is the author.
Eric von Stroheim's unit will have
Ernest Traxler as production manager, Ben Reynolds as camera man.
The Rupert Hughes unit will have
himself as author, director, as well
as titling and editing his own pro-

Famous Players

—

Lynch, however, operated a large
number of independent exchanges
the same territory,
probably
in
between 12 and 15 in number and
these are not concerned in the purthem to their own use, it was chase. While the five Paramount
charged. Marley, as shipping clerk exchanges handled Famous Players
of the studio, would have positive material almost exclusively, the outfilms shipped from the studio, it is side
branch offices dealt in state
claimed, with instructions to the rights, franchises for other brands,
express company that he would among them Triangle, and bought
later come to the express office and outside material for distribution.
Suspicion
direct their destination.
These exchanges have been turned
was first directed to Marley when, over to former employes of Lynch
took two
he
alleged,
it
is
on Dec. 23,
who will continue to operate them
packages containing 6,000 feet of independently on a royalty basis,
"raw stock" film from the express making payments to Lynch out of

James Hogan is the proJames Flood
and John Mescall
cameraman. Hughes is now busy

ductions.

duction manager, with
assistant director

on his production "Souls for Sale."
King Vidor, who has been signed
for a series of productions, will have
as his first eff6rt the screen version
of "Three
Wise Fools."
David
Howard will be. his assistant and

giving delivery in- proQts
understood,
is
and.
it
structions, and later sold the films ultimately buying Lynch out with
to a Hollywood laboratory which
the accumulation of profits.
was innocent of any knowledge of
the theft. This transaction netted
him |4f>, it whs declared.
FIRST
The suspicions of the express com-.j

Chsfle* van Enger cameraman. A
production manager is still to be

office instead of

NATIONAL MEETING

L. M. Club and T. O. C. C. al Loggerheads—*
"Bicycling" and Other Evils May Return— I. E.

F.

I.

is

•

territory.

i

DISSOLVE ARBITRATION BOARS
-—

City—Will
Turn Out Positives "Ben
Hur" Started Soon

named.
"The Rear Car." the Edward E.
Rose play, will be filmed under the
title of "Red Lights" and will be
the first production to be made by
Clarence Badger under the new system.
Carey Wilson adapted the
play. Charles Hunt will be production manager of the unit while Ru-

Chadwick Reported

to

The joint arbitration board on
which the F. I.L. M. Club and the
O. C. C. were represented has
been dissolved through the with'GRIFFITH' FOOLS STAHL drawal
'of the T. O. C. C. representation.
This about means there will
be a fight on between the exhibitor
"One Exciting Night" Film members of the T. O. C. C. and the
exchanges that have been members
Taken from Pershing,
of the F. I. L. M. Club, which will
possibly lead to the old abuses exSt. Louis
iting in the days prior to the formation of the joint arbitration commitSt. Louis, Jan. 24.
tee.
Bicycling of film and many of
"D. W. Griffith." accompanied by the older tricks of the trade again
may
"be
indulged in.
his
secretary,
visited
Manager
The F. I. L. M. Club has been the
Maurie Stahl at the Pershing, where
scene of several stormy meetings
Griffith's "One Exciting Night" is
among its membership and considershowing. After chatting about him-

FUN AND MONEY;

GETS

T.

and

self

pictures, Impresario Grif-

able internal dissension .has resulted.
I. E. Chadwick, who has been presi-

highly honored Maurie by bordent, is reported to have resigned
rowing *55, saying he didn't want
and as yet no successor has been
to bother the hotel clerk for such a
appointed.
small sum. The following day the
The trouble between the T. O. C.
secretary again called on Mr. Stahl.
and the club arose when the
He explained "D. W." was ill in his C.
latter wag insisting contracts
in
suite at the hotel and desired a
existence for a theatre which was
private screening of "One Exciting
sold should remain in force with the
Night." He wished to make certain
new owner. The exhibitors contend
alteration!.
Would Mr. Stahl per- it is possible an exhibitor in a'termit the secretary to take the film? ritory might overload with pictures
Mr. Stahl was bubbling over with in a time when opposition exists in
It was a uleasure. indeed, to
joy.
his territory, not because he was
grant the wish of the movie mas- going to play the pictures but t«»
ter.
prevent his opposition from getting
Later. Stahl had occasion to tele- them. Then when
a deal Is closed
phone Griffith. The hotel manager whereby one or the other factions
informed him Griffith and his sec- In the territory purchases the opretary had never been guests there. posing house the necessity no longer
Should the impostor choose to exists for the overloading and the
infringe on the picture rights with new owner should not be compelled
the aid of his duplicate print, the to carry the load which may hav»loss to
the rightful owner will originally sunk the house and made
fith

amount

to $500,000,

is

Stahl's esti-

it

unprofitable.

Hugo Ballin has just
"Vanity Fair" with Mabel Ballin in
the principal roleThis unit has
James Chapin as

assistant director
and J. R. Do bald as cameraman,
June Mathis is appointed as editorial director of the studio and now
is putting the finishing touches on
the script for the screen version of
Ben-Hur." Katherine Hilliker and

mate.

$2,400.

informed that D. W. G. (himself) is the T. O. C. C. representatives in
in Cuba, and not thinking of coming the matter of this position.
to this city.
Stahl offers a $1,000
At the meeting of the T. O. C. C.
reward for the arrest of the imper- Tuesday a resolution was passed in
sonators and return of the film. He which it was ordered that the repalso announced that he is grateful resentation of that organization on
the "gentlemen" left his automobile the arbitration board be withdrawn.
which they could have had for the

pany agents were aroused and Den- fitter f Production Left to Row
uty Sheriff Fox was assigned to the
land
Marley made another trip t«>
case.
the express office, it was charged,
Wednesday afternoon the First II. H. Caldwell have been appointed asking.
and then took personal possession National's executive committee con"Love" and 'Skin cluded tin- meetings which have associate and title editors. H. E.
of the films.
FILM
RADIO
Deep," instead of issuing delivery been in progress for more than a Edington remains as business manager of the studio, with M. D. Gardorders.
week, with the majority of the
The scheme, according to Reed's members of the committee getting ner as assistant to Vice-President To Broadcast Pictures Into Homes
Is Hope of Inventor
statement to the officers, was that out of town on Wednesday evening. A. Lehr and J. J. Conn as studio
production manager.
he.se two positive prints, as well as The meeting was held for the purThere
also
man
will
a
publicity
be
Washington, Jan. 24.
delivered
be
to
were
others,
three
pose of discussing the 'active enGovernment officials of the Buby Marley to Reed, who was then to trance into the production field on attached to each unit, all working
under
the
direction
of
Joseph
Jackreau
of
known
Standards,
concern
the government
a
turn them over to
the part of First National so that
as the Orient Film Co., with offices the organization would be assured son, publicity manager of the studio. final testing place, are assisting C.
Francis
Exchange
Jenkins
in the perfection
in the Los Angeles Stock
of product for distribution and not
and final complement of his motion
There, he said, "duped" dependent on producers or stars
building.
*
B.-B. DEAL
picture machine to transmit picnegatives were to be made from the making their own productions who
tures by radio. It is hoped by Mr.
prints and sent to Japan. The pair would be apt at any time to make
Jenkins that government official
were arrested, it is claimed, in the other arrangements and leave the Under Contract to Bennett for Dou
ble
Purpose
business
can be transported by picof
the
positive
act of getting the
organization high and dry.
tures without interference and done
two pictures.
As a result of the conference it
Whitman Bennett has placed through the power furnished by the
was agreed that the entire matter Francis X. Bushman and Beverley
great electric power companies of
of production should be left in the Bayne under contract
to appear in the country.
FRIEND'S LINE-UP
hands of R. A. Rowland the general a series of four picture productions.
In an address last night before
manager. Rowland is in favor of
New Dis entering the production field and it The plan is to have the two stars a local civic association Mr. JenOrganizing
Reported
make
appearance
personal
each
with
kins
stated that "it is the ultimate
tributing System
was his plan that was first put up of the four pictures that they make
in
radio through the medium of
to the directors that caused them to
by enacting the big scene from the what is commonly known as radioArthur S. Friend, president of the even consider entering the picture
picture in sketch form which is to photography. The time is close at
Distinctive Pictures Corp., is said making field.
run about 20 minutes.
ha^nd when folks won't have to go
to be in the field organizing a new
The recent trip to the coast disBushman and Bayne have been to see moving pictures, but will be
distributing company. According to closed to the executive committee
appearing in vaudeville for approxi- able to view them at home as they
inside reports, he has been quietly members that it was practically immately two years, playing the Keith will come through the air."
lining up a number of stars ard possible for them to line up any
and Orpheum circuits. Their act
"There will be simultaneous de^
producers and will handle their stars or independent producers that
in headlining over the Orpheum is liveries just as
simple radio is
product through his own medium of would build up their program of
have
broken
number
of
said
to
a
broadcasted
today.'' continued Mr.
'Heretofore, since leav,

Have Resigned

The real value of the film is
Another point was the F. I. L. M.
The $55 is not insured.
Club insisting it hold the permanent
Stahl said he heard Griffith was chairmanship of the joint arbitration
completed coming to St. Louis. Now he is
board instead of alternating with

dolph Berqulst will be behind the
crank.
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TWO PICTURE ORGANIZATIONS

Six Units at Culver

»»

Reed and Marley Charged With Theft of "Love
and "Skin Deep" Intended to Exhibit Stolen

PRINTING PLANT

Thursday, January

'

SH0WBY

;

releases.

releasing.

ing the

Famous

Players, Mr. Friend

has been identified with the series
of pictures which have been made
starring George Arliss. which have
been distributed through the United
Artists.

Just how big an organization the
new plan that Mr. Friend has in

There is. however, a chance that
Samuel Uoldwyn would be affiliated
with First National as a producer
Goldwyn on his recent
for them.
trip to the coast placed George Fitsmaurlce under contract to direct
three special productions for him
and he has also secured the screen

stated rights to the series of "Potash and
But it is Perlmutter" plays, Goldwyn was in
at this time.
understood that in all of the key conference at First National on
centers of the country a line-up has Wednesday afternoon, but whether
been effected whereby well known or not any definite arrangements
1** learned.
local exchanges are io take over the were oncludert could not
At First National the rumors to
product somewhat along the line!
upon which Metro and First Na- the effect that Joseph M. Schenck
would Withdraw NornTa and Contional were originally organized.
The franchise form of •distribu- stance Talmadgc from their distriwere denied. It was stated
tion with each of the local exchanges bution
advancing their pro-rata of the Schenck was seemingly entirely satas they
negative cost of the product ioi s has isfied with the arrangements

mind contemplates cannot be
definitely

<

been discovered to work out to the
greatest advantages for ail concerned for with local capital interested the various offices are spurred
e>o to

greater effort.

existed

at

present.

Th" Strand
V..
is

opened
H$ti

bis!

at

Hudson rail". N.
The capacity

week.

with a chair;.'

.tally

policy.

house records.
In connection

Jenkins.

with the picture
productions, the appearai cos of the
stars will be limited to 12 weeks
with each picture, playing only that
number of cities in the larger prerelease and first run houses. Taking

in

"Pictures will he tec

Iwl

San Frond SCO as quickly as they

are

in

Xevv York, regardless of the

CENSORS' REPORT
Submits

Board

Report

to

New

York's Governor

Albany, N. Y„ Jan. 24.
In its second report, submitted to
Governor Alfred E. Smith yesterday, the State Motion Picture Commission charged that persistent efforts

are

being

made by

foreign

picture producers to import films
"which teach lessons destructive to
the fundamentals of our govern-

ment."

"Propaganda inimical to American institutions" are contained in
the films under the fire of the censors, according to the report, which
also alleges that the foreign pictures "are encouraged by undesirable foreigners who gain admission
to our shores and seek to undermine and revolutionize our form of
government through insidious propaganda."
In their report the censors state
that the United States Departmenr
of Justice has taken cognizance of
the films and is aiding in suppressing them.
Desuite the fact that there are
bills before committees in the As
sembly of the State Legislature
looking toward the repeal of the
motion picture censorship law and
the announcement by Senator James

Walker.
Democratic majority
J.
leader of the Senate, that he will
paratus will only permit receiving Introduce a bill to repeal the movie
within the Strength of th
melers law, the commission's report urges
an averaRe of six weeks each for the and aerial waves.
what it declares to be the "InCl easmaking of the productions, it would
The process will only requ're ing need of censorsh'p."
mean that the contract, together camera lens on one end and a
The report, which was submitted
personal
appearances, photographic plate at the other. to Governor Smith by former Sta!»*
the
with
would cover a period of about 18 There is a likelihood of the (nlted Senator George H. Cobb, chairman
months.
States government erecting 100 sta- of the commission, was signed by
Mrs. Helen May Hosmer and .los ph
tions in a preliminary program."
Mr. Jenkins is accredited with LeveiiKin in addition tj Chairman
McGRATH SELLS
the first invention of the motion Cobb.
Ilaro'.d McGrath has sold two o!
piiluie machine and is a Successful
his st»ries for the screen. Tin- fir it scientist
and inventor of many
CALNAY S BAD CHECKS
was "The Grey Cloak,'' which was \ electrical devices
i.os Angeles', Jan. 54.
purchased by Cosmopolitan Propromoter of .«•
Jartlea Calnay,
ductions, while Distinctive Pictures
The Ac tors' Fund Home on Slat mi anti-dope picture which was to be
have inken 'The Ragged Edge
sfcQfath's 1023 book is now being [•land has received a project ii«n ma- made here, sponsored by Mrs. Anbrought out by Doubleday. Page chine from Thomas Meignan. with gela Kaufmann, has been arrested
and Co. under the title of "The a weekly showing now of pictured pn a charge heir; of passing scicontributed l»y Famous Players,
ons checks.
World Outside."
location of the sending station. The
radio wave and carrier of the ap»

TWO

j

MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT—Pages
Thursday, January

25,

PICTURES

IMS

ESTATE

UNDER BIG CIRCUIT BANNERS
—

Independents of all kinds of connections as well as individuals who
were not allied with anybody to
establish

some

sort of

Does Fox Fit?

FAIRBANKS' ASSERTION

LEADS TO SPECULATION

arrangement

with one or the other of the big Picture of Big
circuits.

which has just
taken in the Schwartz group in
Haring
& BlumBrooklyn and the
enthal string in Jersey City, was reported to have a very large number
of applications pending and awaiting action. It was reported that the
Keith Exchange group. ^vas in receipt of tenders from a large number of independents for some sort of
* collective booking scheme.
There the matter rested. Nobody
Would give a hint of what the circuits would do about extending
booking arrangements with groups
or individuals, but from the way it
•hnpes up at this minute this phase

The Loew

:

of the tangle promises unlimited de-

velopments.

There was a good deal of speculation of where the William Fox
establishment would stand in case
On the
of bids for outside time.
face of it, it looks at though Fox
Would be between two fires in the
buying of material, with little material available that the big circuits
wanted-—excepting always, of course,
Vox's own product. It was Fox who
brought on the jam by his bid of
•45,000 for "To Have and To Hold"
after the A. B. C. had tried to bid
it.

Consideration of the complexities
the
the

of the business brings up again
amount of time available to
various interests involved. It is
commands
I mated that .Loew

esti-

the
metropolitan district for pictures,
having more than 200 days in New
Tork representing money value to
the producer-distributor of any-

where up to $75,000 for first run
Most of the Loew time
choice and all of it is first run.
The 200 days includes the Schwartz
nd the Haring & Blumenthal
privileges.

ouses.

The Keith Exchange connections
around 90 days in New
all excellent
heatres in class and location, but
eaturing vaudeville in a comblnaion policy and taking on mostly
econd run pictures. There are exeptions to this rule, such as the
roadway, which plays first runs,
nd the 81st Street, which books in
manner to get fresh material withut a clash with the Loew house at
d street and Broadway. This inudes only the Metropolitan district,
roughout the country the Keith
terests could command an enorous total of days if it came to an
ssue, the total being estimated all
he way from 2,000 to twice that
uch.
The probable figure is beween the extremes, probably less
a figured at

ork for a feature;

han

3,000.

Fox

to play "To
ave and To Hold," but to make the
rade he had to stretch his reources by sucl\ devices as extendg the run for a full week in houses
hich normally operated on the
plit

up 90 days

lined

week

policy.

Outside of these definite groups
the A. B. C, which still functions
nd declares it is in the game foi
ie long pull.
This group played
ess

of

Storm Country"

the

37&
ys, but Its offering of time varies
idely on different pictures. It had
st some time since "Tess" and has
ken on other time, but it is probble that 300 days represents its
ighest possibilities.

Famous Players
imes
Ibitor

has its three
square houses on the exend, while Loew has Metro

n the producer-distributor end.
These intricate elements furnish
lmoxt infinite possibilities for new
tepmbina'ions, but out of the whole
snarl the one that engages most

Mention

I*

Famous

I'layers

and

oew.
In connection with the Fox deal
on -To Have and To Hold." it was
rumor.. ,i this week that the Cosmo*
olltan (Hearst)

M

the

aove

t-.

hold by
<..•(

k

had made

way

now

a sui

in

;

tentative
distributing chanof a

nels apart from Famous Players
hich
has Alwsyi
handled
the
if a rst

product.

Talk

in

office,

Four Centered

—Chaplin

and
.

the Big
Four, as the members of the United
Artists quartet of film celebs are
known, continue to remain as one
and undivided? That is a question
that is causing great speculation in
the picture industry today.
The question is asked now just
at the time that Chaplin has finished with his First National contract and is ready, to start in production for release in the company
in which his trio of associates have
been active for a couple of years.
From the Big Four itself, the

longer

will

United Artists have had 12 pictures
since the beginning of 1920.
Of
the dozen, D. W. Griffith furnished
five.
They were "Broken Blossoms," "Dream Street," "'Way Down
East," "Orphans of the Storm" and
"One Exciting Night." Fairbanks
has had four, "When the Clouds
Roll By." "The Mark of Zorro,"
"The Three Musketeers" and "Robin
Hood," and Mary Pickford's contributions have been "Suds," "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" and "Tess."
The cause for the speculation is
laid to a sentiment Fairbanks is reported to have expressed. It was
to the effect that he did not see the
necessity of the maintenance of a
huge distributing organization to
handle the productions of either
Miss Pickford or himself, for, according to the news that has come
to Broadway, he was of the opinion
that both he and his wife had
reached a position in the picture
industry at this time where all that
was necessary was the information
to the exhibitors of the country that
they had new productions in readiness for release generally after the
pre-release runs were completed
and the contracts would come in.
This, coupled with a report from
the coast that Fairbanks had made
a statement to the effect that he
was going to center all distributing
activities of United Artists in Los
Angeles and would insist on all the
producing of the organization's pictures being done there, that leads
to a belief that all is not well within
the quartet.
It seems hardly possible Griffith
will take kindly to anyone, no matter how closely associated with him
in business, insisting that he center
his producing activities any place
else than he sees fit to have them
and right now it looks as though
he was pretty well satisfied with the
neighborhood of New York and
Florida for his picture-making purposes.
Just what attitude Chaplin
Will take in the matter Is a question
at this time, for there already are
rumors that J. D. Williams has had
his finger in the pie with the screen
comic.

DUNCAN WITH U
Serial Star
tract,

Enters Into New Con
Following Vita's

«

.if

ern<

«

to

—

(Wednesday)

The contract committee met
o'clock,

and after about

an

at

4

hour

they had concluded their work on
the contract.
•

Par amount's Special "Idea" 50 to 100 Per Cent.
Over Last Year for Certain Start' Releases—"39"

Phillip S. Rosen, 19-year-old son
of Harry B. Rosen, late insurance
agent, known in pictures as a finance
promoter, was this week directed by
Surrogate O'Brien, of New York, to
appear before him in the Surrogate's
Court and be prepared to either
surrender a will left by the decedent and alleged to have come into
his possession or to be examined

Now Out
VALENTINO INJUNCTION

HAS BEEN MODIFIED

under oath what he knows concerning the whereabouts of the missing
document.
action of the Surrogate was
based upon a petition filed by Jennie Winokur, of 351 St. Nicholas
avenue,; Eva NeUhoff, of 220 Audubon avenue, and Minnie Tuck, of 292
Brook avenue, sisters of Mr. Rosen,

Make

Can

—

Livelihood

Off

Screen
Vaudeville or
Cabaret Allowance
Because

Rodolph

Valentino

The Paramount is selling a red
list on the new list of
pictures it is marketing at present.
Out of the "great 39" that It has
been pounding in tho advertising
there aro but 37 included on the two
lists.
Three of the originally slated
pictures, "The Covered Wagon," the
James Cruze special which Paramount believes is to be the biggest
picture of the year; Pola Negri's
"Declasse," and Agnes Ayres in
•The Beautiful Adventure" are left
off, the office sales list.
One picture
with the title of "Seventy-Five

and a black

claimed impecunlosity through nonwho Claimed they had been informed employment as a result of an In- Cents a Hour" with Walter Hlers as
stfitr has been added and Is the final
that their brother had made a will,
named them as legatees in the shape junctive order granted Famous picture of the list.
against
the
PlayersLasky
Corp.,
of a life trust fund and that he apThe idea of selling from a red
pointed Joseph W. Harriman, presi- screen star, the Appellate Division and black list is that the exhibitor
dent of the Harriman National modified this order so as to permit falls for the red list with a sort of
Bank, and Judge Otto A. Rosalsky
Valentino's pursuit of a livelihood special Idea and comes through
as the executors.
other than speaking stage and easier with the Increased prices
After reciting how letters of adscreen appearances. It is a ques- asked. On the entire list the Parministration upon the estate esti'Valentino's attorney's mind amount sales force is going after
mated at about $180,000 in personal- tion in
whether this would prevent his ap- an increase of from 60 to 100 per
ty was recently granted to tho
vaudeville cent, on the prices over what they
widow of their late brother upon her pearance in cabaret or
feature for which Ar- obtained for certain stars last year.
oath that no will existed and saying as a dance
In the special list are 11 pictures,
Butler Graham, his counsel,
that she was probably unaware that thur
point two of them Cosmopolitan producsuch a document existed because she states he had offers. That
the end of tion, "When Knighthood Was In
by
cleared
up
b
will
had been confined at Stern's SaniFlower" and "The Go-Getter" the
tarium, New York, the three sisters this week.
does not prevent Valentino Peter B. Kyne story In which Seena
It
said:
Owen,
William Norrls and Tom
"The son had access to each and from engaging in some commercial, Lewis are featured, the picture being'
every part of the house 'that by sales or manufacturing proposition. directed by E. H. Griffith. The next
reason of confinement of decedent's Questioned whether Valentino could Marion
starring feature
Davles
widow to the hospital, and that he make a "dumb" personal appear- "Little Old New York" is not inlived at the residence and was ance and not be considered In con- cluded on either lists, the only other
familiar with the place of residence tempt of the Injunctive order Mr. of the Davles features being "Adam
Graham stated that he could and and Eva," scheduled for release
at 272 West 90th street.
"That immediately after the de- probably command a fair salary March 12.
cedent's death your petitioners were just to show his face and not say
The nine others in the special red
in the aforesaid residence at 290 anything nor dance.
Th-» Injunction granted F. P. to list are C. B. DeMUle's "Adam's
West 90th street, and observed that
Rib,"
George Melford's "Java Head,"his
breaching
said Phillip S. Rosen therein, and restrain Valentino's
Thomas Meighan in "The Ne'er Do
they know that the said Phillip S. contract has been modified by elimWell,"
Pola Negri in '/Bella Donna,"
Rosen did during the day following inating "or rendering any services
Melford's "You Can't Fool Your
the death make a search throughout for himself or on his own account'*
"Glimpses of the Moon" with
Wife,"
the decedent's residence for a will. and the phrase, "or any other busiNaldl, direct"That your petitioners are sisters ness of any kind or class what- Bebe Daniels and Nlta
ed by Allan Dwan, George Fltsof the decedent and are interested ever" which obviousl" arbitrarily
Rustle
of Silk,"
"The
maurlces
The acin his estate and, upon Information enforces non-employment.
with
and belief, your petitioners allege tual trial of tho issues is expected "Hollywood" a comedy drama
directing all the stars
DeMille
C.
B.
that there is reasonable ground to late in May.
Lasky coast lot;
believe that the said Phillip S.
Mr. Graham reiterates that Val- practically of the
red list picture Gloria
Rosen, the decedent's aforesaid son, entino will never return to the F. P. with tho final
''Bluebeard's Eighth
has destroyed, retained or con- fold, tho resettled* order notwith- Swanson in
cealed, or has conspired with others standing.
He also opines that all Wife."
be done In regard
will
Just
what
whose names at this time are un- the reports about Valentino's apknown to your petitioners, to de- pearing in the screen version of to the production of "A Gentleman
on tho list
announced
stroy, retain, conceal or suppress "Ben Hur" (Goldwyn) are refuted of Leisure"
with Wallace Reld as the star is a
the will or testamentary instrument by this injunctive order.
manner
of the decedent, petitioners base
Valentino is arrangin., to make question. Judging from the
their belief as follows:
some phonograph disc recordings on in which several of tho Reld produc"That shortly after the decedent's a royalty basis, also to syndicate tions were switched and this one
permitted to remain standing on the
death, Jennie Winokur
his writings.
j

i

—

—

and Eva some of
two of your petitioners
As Mr. Graham interprets the dehad a conversation with cision now, Valentino may appear
Mr. Darwin P. Kingsley, who is in vaudeville or cabaret, but is
The atpresident of the New York Lifo prohibited from talking.
Insurance Company, and was an torney opines that nobody in the
Intimate acquaintance of the de- act could do any speaking or ancedent, and the said Darwin P. nouncing, which would make his
Kingsley informed the said peti- offering strictly a "dumb" act.
Neuhoff,
therein,

tioners that tho decedent herein
told the said Kingsley on a number
of occasions prior to his death that

he had

made a

made a

will

provision

for

in

which he

his

sist re,

and that he named Joseph W. Harriman, president "of the Harriman
National Bank, and Judge Otto A.
Rosalsky, executors.
"That since decedent's death petitioners at various times had conversations with other persons, all of
whom informed one or more of your
petitioners that the said decedent
had made a will in which he made
ample provisions for his sisters

and named Joseph W. Harriman
and Judge Otto A. Rosalsky as the

•).

LIST"

MAKES HIGH PRICES EASIER

Be Questioned

«

yesterday

AND BUCK

Petition Surrogal

Son

Following the expiration" of his executors, among the persons being
Vita contract, William Duncan, the
John A. Noble, vice-president of the
picture star, has engaged to make at
Harriman National Bank; John C.
least four serials for the Universal
McCall, vice-president of the New
within a year.
York Life Insurance Company;
It is said Duncan's salary will be
Miss Odessa Morris, secretary to
$2,500
weekly and consecutively. Mr.
Kingsley,
and other close
Mr. Duncan was in New York when friends or business acquaintances
the
negotiations were completed. of
the deceased.
He left for the eo.nst Sunday.
"That sine- the decedent's death
two of the relatives have made
TOIFORM CONTRACT SET
statements to petitioners that the
The uniform c
r..ct • now a will was found and that a provision
made for your petitioners.
certainty. This wttfl the report after was
the meeting that was held in the Other persons stated that he had
made
a will and had created a
executive .in ^ of the Motion Picture Producers and Distril utors of trust fund for petitioners' support

America

"RED

$180,000

Tho

Williams

How much

IS

Sisters of Deceased Insurance

Man

.oew Claims Many Applications for Affiliation Are
Awaiting Action Keith Exchange Also Has

—
Offers of Alliance —Where
4—

47

ROSEN'S WILL MISSING;

INDEPENDENTS RUSHING TO GET

The gnarled picture situation this
Week took on a new phase. There
was in evidence a rush of outside

41 to 47

and maintennn

•«:

during

their

re-

spective lives."
The three sisters said that if
necessary they could call all those
that told them that a will existed
before and after the decedent's

Frankly, the screen star confesses
he does not know what he will really
do himself. The only thing occupying his mind Is an address next
Tuesday evening via radio at station WJZ (Westinghouse), Newark,
N. J., on "What's the Matter With

it is safe to assumo tho picture
was completed before he was takv. i
If that was th« case the chances

list,

111.

that It will not be lnclud* 1
the final releases and shelved,
as has been tho custom In the past
with tho productions of stars who

are

among
have

died.

LEHRMAN ORDERED TO
GIVE UP IN COURT

the Movies?"

WILLIAMS HAS HAROLD LLOYD
J. D. Williams has closed a contract whereby Harold Lloyd will
release his productions, after his
completion of his present Pathe
contract, through Williams' newly

organised Ritz Pictures Corp which
Williams is the head of. The contract was closed during the trip to
the coast which Williams has just
,

made.

.

Had $187 on Person—Judge
Made Him Leave Half
Toward Debt
Los Angeles, Jan. 24.
Answering a civil action for $370
an unpaid merchandise account,
Henry Lehrman, before ho left the
for

courtroom, was ordered by the
judge to leave one-half of $187 he
had In his pocket toward payp* ^nt
of the debt.

MANAGER FORCE DISAPPEARS
Minneapolis, Jan. 24.
Toe disappearance of Ted Force,
manager f the I^oring, an outlying
picture theatre operated by Finkeisteln & Ruben, was reported to the
police l^t wpfk,
Force, a former Minneapolis newspaperman, has been Identified with
IJubcn interests
the Flnkelstein &
Both relatives
for several yeai
and officials are at a loss to know
'ihrtt prompted hi* disappearance.

Lehrman in his defense pleaded
no personal
poverty, stating ho r
The court asked him If
property.
replied
Lehrma
cash.
ho had any
he "had a few dollars." Tho court
count
and
Ordered him to produce
up.
it amounted to $187 In cur'

Henry Lehrman

v.

o iid

stat<

and were certain that
reiterate

ments msde

und<

r

'rally.

"•' h

th'-v
i

h<-

renumbered

.

i

death

Is

hy picture folk as a film director
who obtruded himself into notoriety
a verbal assault in tho
t' rough
uckle when
prs l upon Fatty
t
enmedian became
that
the
Rappe
Virginia
In
tangled
.iid.il.
Lehrman wan then »n
\<\v fork and had formerly known
the dead girL
i
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the
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of

V

>

Their

New York

Offices

TO THE
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